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FIELD HEARINGS ON THE EDUCATION -FOlti.ALL
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT

FRIDAY, MAY 9, 1980

HOUSE OF REEFtEBENTAA-ES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMII122. ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
New Pork,ork, N.Y.

The subcommittee met. pursuant to notice. at 9:20 a.m., in room
305-C. Federal Plaza, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman of the subcom-
mitte4) presiding.

Members present : Representatives Simon, Biaggi, and Weiss.
Staff present: Judith Wagner, staff directbr: Thomas Birch. coun-sel; Jane Baird, research assistant : William Clohan, minor4 assistant

education counsel; Jennifer Vance: minority legislative associate.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Sithon. our chairman, who is no stranger to New

York, however, did not take into consideration, the Vavy traffic en
route 'from his hotel. He will be with us momentarily- In light of our
concern for completing' these hearings this morning, we will proceed,
and I will chair until he arrives with my colleague, Mr. Weiss fromNew York.

I intended to welcome Mr. Simon, but will welcome him in absentia
to my home city as our Subcommittee on Select Education conducts
a very important oversight hearing on Public Law 94-142, the Educa-
tion for All Handicapped Children Act. It is a part of a serielof hear-
in which this subcommittee has been conducting all over the Nation.

We conduct this hearing replete with the knowledge that Public
Law 94-142 is a troubled program, especially in this city. When Presi-
dent Ford signed the act info law on November '29, 1975, this action
symbolized the completion of a commitment made byCo'ngress to the
handicapped children of our Nation.

This commitment is best described in the stated objectives of the bill :
Guarantee special education to all handicapped children and youthwho need it;
Assure fairness in decisionmaking regarding the provision of special

education ;
Establit clear management and auditing requirements and proce-

dures regarding special education at all levels of government ; and,
Financially assist State and local governments with Federal funds

in their efforts to provide special education.
Now, almost 5 years later. we find ourselves still groping to achieye

the lofty mandates of the act. What has inhibited us in this effort?
First we must examine the funding picture nationally-and in New

Yort, Public Law 94-142, despite the persidtent efforts of this sub-
(1)
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committee, the impact is felt more .ely 'in this great city than in
most other, regions of the United States. Let me illustrate.

The act calls for a Federal commitment NN hich would absorb increas-
ing percentages of the costs ins blved in providing an education from

.5 pet cent to 40 percent by 982. Yet the highest percentage the Fed-
cal Gos eminent has es er pros ided has been 12 percent. In New York

City it costs almost $9,000 tr.; educate ,a handicapped child. It was
hoped that the Federal commitment would cps er at least one-third of
that cost. It has not. The city is strapped with still another fiscal
burden it uannut assume, and the impact has been incompItte services
to handicapped children.

Undet funding of education programs is not new to New York City.
In. my 10 years in Congress, I Lase probably been involved in more
formerla fights ONU1 education than anything else. The pattern is con-
sistentNe York gets shortchanged.

We have made major progress in elementary and secondary educa-
Similarly we should do the same with handicapped education.1

I propose, therefore, legislation v, Inch would amend the existing
Public Law 94-142 formula to devise a special allowance for high
cost areas. This is absolutely critical if we are to help make4ip for
past shortcomings while expanding our commitment to the handi-
capped child. We are not jooking for a windfall, but rather for out;
fair share based on actual costs ofeproviding an education.

Our commitment to the handicapped 'must not waiver even in the
face of renew ed budgetary pressures. For too long, the handicapped
of this Nation were ignored, incarcerated by then second class status.
Public Law 94142 was a breakthrough, a triumph. It reflected a new
commitment. The objectives now are asavalid and necessary as they
were then. Yet the world of 1980 is far different than the world of
1975. We must be cognizant of this fact and tailor our Federal pro-
grams accordingly.

We approach this liearing as advocates of Public Law 94-142: Yet,
we do not pledge blirid allegiance. We ire aware-,of present day
realities and has e solicited the 1, iews of a wide segment of city and
State witnesses to detail concerns endemic to this area. We are anx-
ious to hear their views.

[The opening reinarkse of Congressman Mario Biaggi follow :]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. 'MARIO BIAGGI, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM nil: STATE OF NEW YORK

I web owe ray iolleagues Mr. Simon and Mr Erdahl. to my home city of Nev
York as our Subcorrinottee on Select Education conducts a ver:, important over,
sight hearing on Public 1,a 04-112, the Education fur All Handicapped Children

t It 1, a part of series of hearings ilhich-tn subcommittee has been
conducting all over the nation

We sunduet this hi wring replete with the know budge that Public Law 94-142 Is
a troubled program, thi, city When ,President Ford signed the act
into law on Noemher 29. 4975, this action syMbolized the completion of a
ommitment made b,i Congress to the handicapped children of this nation
This C4MMI t [GPO is best described in the stated Objectives of the bill .
Guarantee speind education to all handlia,ppeiPehildren and youth vc,io need

it;
Assure fairness in decision-making regarding the provision of special

education; . -
Establish clear monageme,pt and auditing requirements and procedures

regarding special education at all levels of government, and ,
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- 'Financially assist State and local governments, with Federal funds in theirefforts to provide special education.Now, almost 5 years later, we find ourselves still groping to achieve the loftymandates of the act. What has inhibited ps in this effort?First, we must examine the funding picture nationallyand in New York.e Public Law 14-142, despite the persistent etlorts of this subcommittee, hassuffered from underfunding almost from its inception. The negative Impact isfelt more severely in this great city than in most other regions of 'tile UnitedStates. Let me illustrate.

,The act calls for a Federal commitment which would absorb increasingpercentages of the costs involved in providing an educationfrom 5 to 40 percentby 1982. Yet the highest percentage the Federal Government has ever providedhas been 12 percent. In New York City it coats almost $9,000 to educate ahandicapped child. It was hoped that /he Federal commitment would cover atleast one third of that cost. 1t has not. The city is strapped wit still anotherfiscal bdrden it cannot assume and the impact has been income to services tohandicapped children.'
Underfundirig of education programs is not new tg New York City. In my 10yearszin Congress, I have probably been involved in more, formula fights overeducation than any-thing else. The pattern is consistentNew York gets short-': changed. Wefiiave made major_ progiess in elementary and seconddry education.Similarly, we should do the same with handicapped education.I propose therefore, legislation Nv.Iiichi_ would amend the existing Public Law94-142 formula to devise a special allowance for high cost areas. This is absolutelycritical if we are to help make up for past shortcomings while expanding ourcommitment to the handicapped. child. We are not looking for a windfall butrather our fair share based on actual, costs of providing an education.Our commitment to the handicapped must not waiver even in' the face ofrenewed budgetary pressures. For too long, the handicapped of this 'nationwere ignoredincareerated 1g their second class status. Public Law 84-142 was

ir
a breakthrougpa triumph. It reflected a new commitment The objectives noware as valid and necessary as they were then. Yet the world of 1980 is far differentthan the worldiof 1975. We must be cognizant of this fast and tailor our federalprograms accordingly.

We approach this hearing as advocates of Public Law 94-142 Yet, we do notpledge blind allegiance. We are aware of present day realities and have solicitedthe views of a wide segment of city and State witnesses to detail concekns endemicto,this area. We are anxious to hear your views.
Mr:BIAGGI. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. Weiss. Thank you very much, Mr. Biaggi.
I, too, want,tp express-iny appreciation from the outset to you andto 'Chairman Simon of the Subcommittee on Select Education forconvening these hearings in New York City. Mr. Simon, as a formerLientenant Governor of the very large State of Illinois, is very muchfamiliar with the impact of Federal programs' failure to enhance thecapacity of States and lodalities to meet the .obligations that in manyinstances are mandated upon them.

'Today's hearing is part of the effort to insure input from across thecountry, to insure that we know how our failure to meet thosecommitments is affecting the lives of people throughotit'thiscountry.Although I am not a member of the subcommittee itself, I ampleased to have the opportunity to participate formoist of 'the morning.Howelier, I will have to leave at 11 o'clock because I have other-obligations.
Mr. Btacot. The first panel consists of Mr. Edward Burke, assistantdirector, New York City Office of Management and Budget: and Xr...Tames Brenner, assistant director, l'ew York City Office..of Manage-ment anti Budget.
[Prepares statement of James Brenner follows:],

its
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES BRENNER, ATISTANT DIRECTOK N Y,NEW YORK CITY
OFFICE OF 31ANAGEMEN AND 'BUDGET

Chi\irman Simon, Congressman BiaggV 'members of the Subcommittee on
Select Education, on behalf of Mayor Edward Koch and the City's Budget

Director, James R. Brigham, Jr., I would like to express our appreciation for the
opportunity to testify before this distinguished subcommittee.

This past January, Mayor Koch released a study of forty-seven federal and

state mandates, whose costs, over the next four, years, require outlays of $6.25

billion in expense budget item $1.66 billicin in revenue losses and $711 million In

capital costs.
Today, the Mayor is presenting the fiscal 1981 Executive Budget to the City

Council alai the Board of EsAimate. is the first truly balanced budget in more
than a decade. While the 1978, 1979 "find 1980 budgets were balanced, they were
balanced 9-accordance with statutory requirements and not in accordance with

-generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Statutory balance permitted

a phase-out okcapitanzed expenses and did not require accrual of pension

1
liabilities. While the City had statutory surpluses in 1978 and 1979 as\well as an
anticipated surplus in 1980, the budget would not ifav,e been in -true, balance if

generally accepted accounting principles had been app/ied, The City has reduced

its deficit from $1,870 million.in 1976 to zero in 1981. Despite this, the City faces

a continued period of fiscal restraint. The projected deficit for 1982 is $469
million. It is in this coutext that we would like to discuss the special education

mandate.
The Education for All Handicapped Children' Act, 20 U.S.C.A. secticfn 1401 -et

Seq. has required a substantial increase in local expenditures to meet thestand-
ards as set fortat'in the Act and the appropriate Regulations.

The Act is a landmark in assuring equal opportunity of education. It strives to
return to -the mainstream the'millians of handicapped children who were dis-
bled, not so much by their handicaps, huh by the obstackles that prevented their

rticipation in public education.
This mandate, howeter laudable, is not without its costs. It is much more costly

to provide an appropriate education for handicapped students due to their special

needs. Moreover, as,a re4bit of these legislative mandates, the number of hand(-
capped children provided special education in New York has more than doubled'

since 1971, and has increased by 68 percent since 1975] Providing education far

these children has put a severe strain on the City's resources. When Public Law

94-142 was passed in 1975, the City was faeed with bankruptcy. In that year Over
$190 million was budgeted for educating handicapped children. In 1981, over $500
million will be spent on education and transportation for an estimated 93,000
handicapped children.

In 1981, the city will spend $299 million just on instructional programs for the ;

handicapped, extiusive4of any Federal support. The Special Education budget

alone is larger than every mayoral agency Widget with the exception,of Police,
Fire, Human Resources and General Services. The 'increase in spending for

Special Education between 1980 aud 1981 amounts to $83 million. This increase
exceeds the sum total of increases to the budgets ofRie Police, Fire, Sanitation,
Social Services, Corrections, Parks and Human Resources between 1980 and

1981. When transportation and other costs are included, Spepial Education
spending' will exceed the budget of every City agency except Social Services in

1981..Unfortunately," the support of the Congress for the extraordinary costs of the
programs it mandates has not kept pace with these costs.

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act authorized Congress to ap-
propriate up to 40 percent of the average nationwide per pupil expenditure. Not
only hasthe percentage appropriated (12 percent) fallen below the authorized
level, but the average nation-wide per pupil expenditure in an inadequate measure
of costs.

tealal year 1980 appropriations provided $160 per handicapped pup11, the
City spent over $6,600 per pupil for Special Education. Clearly the burden Im-
posed on the City far outstrips the federal reimbiirsement of sl(ghtly more than

$8 million.
New York City has a higher concentration of handicapped students than apy

other city. While Philadelphia, for example, serves over 12 percent of public

school students in specialized programs, -New York City serves nearly twice as'
many handicapped children in full time programs and nearly three times as many

handicapped pupils overall.

4
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We propose that this Committee consider several changes to the currentstatute:
(1) Average per pupil expenditures should be regionally adjusted to reflectvarying educational costs throughout the natip' (e.g., $1,400 4. over $2,700 inNew York).
(2) The percentage of per pupil expend itures used in the entitlement formula

should be adjusted to reflect the e;scess cost of educating handicapped children
in. local districts In New York, the excess cost of educating handicapped childrenis over three /Imes the expenditure for non-handicapped students.

(3) Thb allocation formula should be revised to provide areas that have high
concentrations of handicapped students with targeted allocations.

(4) The Committee should tike a carefulstook at the Regulations to determinewhether or not they are overly restrictive.
Thank you again for the opportunity to appear e to ay. My colleagues andI are prepared to answer your questions.

STATEMENT OF JAMES BRENNER, A STANT DIRECTOR, NEW
YORK CITY OFFICE OF.MANAGEM NT AND BUDGET

Mr. BRENNER. Thank you, Mr. Biaggi.
I would like to introduce those accompanying e this morning. The

gentleman on my left is John Masten, who is de ty assistant budgetdirector ; and to his left is Rick Jacobs of the Office of Management and
Budget. Mr. Burke, unfortunately, is at city hall presenting the budget
message.

,

CongressMan Biaggi and Congressman Weiss: On behalf of the
mayor and the city's.budget director, I Would like to express our ap-preciation for the opportunity to testify before this dis,tinguished sub-committee. We have a statement which we -have submitted for the
record. ',would like to read excerpts from its and then address anyquestions that you would have.

. Last Jail9,ry, the mayor released a study of 47. Federal and State
mandates NThose costs over the next 4 years reqtnre outlays of $6.25
billion in expense budget items, and $1.66 billion inrevenue, losses,
along with $711 million in capital costs.

Today, the mayor is presenting the fiscaL 19 executive budget tothe city council and the board of estimate. It is e first truly balanced
budget that the,city his submitted in over a d ade. While the 1978,
1979, and 1980 budgets were balanced. they we balanced in accord-ance with statutory requirements and not in acco ance with generallyaccepted accounting principles. Statutorylialaric permitted a phase-out 'of capitalized 9xpenses and did not require ac of pensionliabilities. ...

. .

While the city had statutory surpluses in 1 78 and 4979 as well4sart anticipated surplus this year, if you applied generally accepted -accounting principles, the budget would have been in deficit. Since
1975, we have reduced the city's budget deficit from $1.8 _million to 9projection of zero in1981.

Despitcrthis accomplishmen city faces a continued period offiscal restraint. We have followed osely the budget process in theCopgress, and there is no quest' at aid to New York City is goingto fall next year. It is in this context that we would like to discuss thespecial dducation ..fi'landate. .. ../
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act has required asubstantial increase in local expenditures to meet .the standards setforth in the act and the appropriate regulations. The act is a landmark

, /
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in assuring equal opportunity of education. It strives to teturn to the

mainstream the millions of handicapped children who were disab)ed,

not so Much by theichandicaps, but by the obstacles that prevented

their participation in punk education.
This mandate, however laudable, is not without its costs. It is much

more .costly to provide an appropriate education for ndicapped

students due to their special needs. Moreover, as a result o these legis-

lative mandates, the number of handicappedchildren pros ded special

education in New York has more than troubled since 19 1, d has
increased by 68 percent since 1975. Providing educatio r the'se

'children had, put & severe strain on the city's resources.
When Risblic Law 94-142 was passed in 2.975, the city was face

with bankruptcy.' In that year over $190 million was budgeted for

spent
handicapped Children. In 1981, over $500 million *ill be \

pent on education and transportation for the estimated 93,800 handi-

capped children.
In the 'future fiscal year, the city will spend $299 million just on

instructional programs for the handicapped, exclusive of any Federal

support. The special education budget alone is larger than every.
-mayoral agency 'hudget with the exception of police, fire, human r

sources, and general services.
The increase in spending for special education etween 1980 a

1981 amounts to $83 million:This increase exce s the sum total of

increases to the budgets of the police, fire, sani tion, social services.
corrections, parks, and human resources b 1980 and 1981. When
transportation and other costs are includ d, special education spend-
ing will exceed the budget of every city a ency except social services

in 1981.
Unfortunately, the support of Congress for the extraordinary costs

of the programs it mandates has ;not kept pace- with these costs. I
think, Congressman Biaggi, you eloquently summarized, that in your
opening statement.

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act authorizell Con-
gress to appropriate up to 40 percent of the average nationwide per `

pupil expenditure. As you pointed out, the expenditure has been around

12 percent.
While fiscal year, 1980 appropri,ations provided $160 per handi-

capped pupil, the city spent 'over $6,600 per pupil for special education.
Clearly, the burden imposed on the city far outstrips the Federal re--
imbursement-bf slightly more than $8 million.

-",; New York City haSta, high oncentration of handicapped students
than any other city. While delphia, for example, serves over 12
percent public school stu s in specialized programs, New York
City serves nearly twice as many handicapped children in full-tirne"
programs and nearly three times as many handicapped pupils overall.

We propose that this committee consider several changes to the
current statute:

One: Average per pupil expenditures should be regionally adjusted
to reflect varying educational costs throughout the NatiOn: for ex-
ample; the national average of $1,400 against the average of $2,700 in

New York.
Two: The percentage of pet pupil expenditures used in the entitle/

ment formula should be adjusted to reflect the excess cost orcducating

16



handicapped children in local d4tricts. In New York, the excess cost
of educating handicapped child fen is over three times the expenditure
for nqnharidicapped students.

'Fbree : The allocation formula should be revised to,provide areas
.thathaye high concentrations'of handicapped students with targeted

, :allocations.
Four : The committee should take a careful look at the re&rula-

tions to determine whether or not they are overly restrictive. ,.
We have approached purely on fiscal impact from the OMB' stand-

point.I think we have presented a case to show that the city has made
a valiant effort in providing funds at the cost of other programs. and
we have bried to meet the maddates. We need help.

We would like Wanswer. any questions that you might have.
Mr. Sa jms. I have just arrived. N1'3', apology for not being here. Let

me yield to my colleague, Mr. Biaggi.
Let me say as the chairman elf the subcommittee, my deep apprecia-

tion for haying the opportunity. to secve with Mr. Biaggi. who is a
member of our subcornmitteelind a.niegibel of the-frill committee, and

?Mr. Weiss. whO is not a 1nember of the subcommittee btit a very valued
member of the,full committee. I appreciate their presence. .

I yield first to Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.,
Mr. Breriner, 3 our statement reveals very clearly that the mayor and

the administration are sensitized and responsive to the needs of the
handicapped children in education, especially in relation to the in- 3

creases. That is a remarkable demonstration of good faith and concern.
We know the problems that exist are not really of the city's making

We know the mandates are something else, but the mayor was part
'of our whole process.

Mr. BRENNER. As he is painfully aware.
Mr. BIAGGI. He, 144 so many of us, was concerned with the needs of

the people of our country And, in fact, supported, fought for, and was
gratified at the enactment 77 legislation which provided mandates.

I think that there will have to be a ,review of that entire policy.
Mandating is one thing, but with that mandate, ,you have fo accom-
modate the responsibility of funding.

Howmuch money mould be necessary to educate the total handil,
capped population? How much money would the .city require to edu-
cate the totalliandicapped population?

Mr. MASTEN; The total expenditures that are planned for 1981 are
approximately !§100 million. That repn:sents. educat ing approximately
10 percent Of the public system's enrollment in special eduction pro-
grams. We are t rying, working with thr: Board of Education k project
what the total eventual enrollment in special 4educatipit will be.
'whether it will approach the normal figure of 12 6ercent of the entire
school age popplation of this city, or whether it will level out roughly
at the level that we budgeted for next year, ice are not clear at this
point and we will obviously he monitoring referral rates, -and so on.
which in the past have admittedly been catching up, w ith the situa-
tion in which large nt mbers of handicapped children were not, in
fact placed on a tim basis and were in fact, den ced'access to special

-education,

17
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In that context, it is hard to give a spec' ific figure as to what the
total eventual cost of special education would be, but I think if we
were to project, perhaps, another 30 percent increase ,in the special
education budget,,assuming the enrollment were to move up into the
region of 12 percent of the school age population in the city, that
might be bringing us up in the region of $400.million in current dollars.

This is simply the best estimate that Iran give you.
Mr. BIAGGI. In relation to the estimate, as you stated, you are dealing

with the board of education.
It would be helpful to the committee, Mr. Chairman, if you could

arrive at a figure in relation to the moneys needed.
Mr. MagrEs. We would be happy to develop those figures foi you.

This is the best we can do at the moment.
Mr. BIAGGI. That would be critikal. At least we would have a more

accurate picture of what is needed.
Mr. Nliszrs. What I want to stress is that we obviously are in a

period of greet growth in this program, and how close we are to the
end of the expansion we are not clear, to be hOnett.

Mr. BIAGGI. One of the purposes of the hearing is so that we can
talk to our .conferees and portray an accurate picture.

Some of your suggestions are excellent, really. I don't know how
successful we will be in having them adopted, but at least they are
avenues to resolution. What pee have to do is to reinforce with figure.,
because I am sure other members of the committee will be 'asking
these very same questions. To respond in an inaccurate fashion, or in
an uncertain fashion will hardly help the cause..

Mr. BRENNER. Our current enrollment it about 65,000 and we project
to go into 93,000 in the next fiscal year. AVe will try to work with the
board to provide you with a relatively reasonable estimate on w hat that
outward boundary is.

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Brenner, on page 2 ot. your statement you make
reference to the obstacles to participation. What are they ?

Mr. BRENNER. Some of. the obstacles are just transportation, archi-
tectural barriers, not so much die child lum'self, but his mobility.

Mr. I w as one of the authors of the initial legislation in rela-
t ion to ardiiteet ural barr(iers and acce-sibility to handicapped. educa-
tion for all. and transportation for all. It is my amendment that estab-
lished that wit ional policy to priaide accessibility to the elderly and the
handicapped. but it sva- nu% er'w ithout contemplationao provide. re-
dandant s } stems, or to prOs ide a similar amount of access for non
h dicapped.

I have spoken to the rumor abop thir, and he is interested in some
4ind of modification ()? the' lass. I thirik this is something that we
should clear up, becapse absent of that. we are talking about the possi-
bility of redundancy that would require'iStfonomical figures that are
jiist not within any degree of reason.

In light of that, let The pose this ouestion. I has e isited many of
the schools. and they has e same accessibility features. Do all the schools
in our city have accessibility features?

M was. No. I don't believe they do.,In fact. in the context of
the tOurt case Min h has (been going on now in the city, the consent
decree has been signed s ith the plaintiff who was suing under Public
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Law 94-142. There is a schedule for conversions and putting in ramps
and other features, elevators, and so forth, which would impro% e ac-
cessibility in the schools, but it is not by any means on a 100-percent
basis.

It is a phased-in program which is trying to have an even impact
through all the districts within the first 3ear or two, and expand from
that point. A significant portion of the board of education's capital
program is devoted to that work, and that is underway now.

Mr! Bi.koot. Mr. Brenner, your third proposal --d ha% e a pretty good
ides, of what the response will be, but for the recorcll think we have it,

e allocation formula should be revised to provide areas that have
high concentrations of handicapped students with targeted alloca-
tions.- Would you expand on that for a little bit?

Mr. BRENNER. The present formula is basically on a national per
capita basis as in the recent provision amendments that Were enacted-
info law last year in Title I. In urbanlareas, you tend to have higher
concentrations of the children who qualify-for Title I services.

Similarly. you have in urban areas higher concentratiops of handi-
capped. Therefore. the formula should be targeted to.accofint for those
concentrations, rather than spreading it out on &per capita basis, but
taking into consideration the local conditions. the local corf4utrations
which, of course, drive your costs up. This is the way thatree think an
amendment shoult1/41 be fashioned..

Mr. M TSTEN. I want to make a point that when we talk about higher
concentrations. we don't know. frankly, what the ultimate number of
handicapped children as a percentage of the total school age popula-
tion is that we should be serving. They have not, frankly, been identi-
fied in this city.

We are not arguing, I don't think, that ..NetNi: York City necessarily
has a higher concentration in percentage terms than other cities.
What we are saying is that there is a much higher number of students
on an absolute basis. When you look at local expenditures in relation
to levels of reimbursement both from the Federal Government and
from the State, frankly there is obviously a sprestd that exists there
for each child. The more children that you-I:lave in the program, the
more you are falling behind as a locality in terms of your ability to
finance that program on a local basis.

So- the special plea that we make in terms of areas with a large
number of handicapped children is simply what amounts to a locsj
filling of the difference between State and Feferal aid and the acttial,
cost of educating the handicapped. students. That local support is
obviou-s1 of a much greater magnitude when you have a large number
of stude . It is a very simple argument, and it is one that is related
to our fi. condition at this point. ,

Mr: B oar. In reference td your suggestion that the committee
should look at the regulations to see whether or not they are overly
restrictive, exactly what do you have in mind?

Mr. BRENNER. We would like to' provide you with an analysis of
some of the rogulations that we think could be modified and.tempered.
We would your permission to send that to you.1 cite

Mr. BIAGGI. And the fashion in which they should be modified?
' Mr. BRENNER. Yes.
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Air'. BILL Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
Mr. SiacoN. If you could provide that in the near future so that it

could be entered as part of the record here, I. think that would be
helpful.

Mr. BRENNER. We will be happy to do that.
Mr. Saftui. Mr. Weiss?

'
t

Mr. WEIS& Thank you very much, Mr.,Chairman.
My question is a followup to (he last question that Mr. Biaggi asked.

I.would like to put into a proper framework what is mandated, who
does the mandating, and what role the Federal Government plays in
'making more difficult the capacity of the local systems to meet those
mandates.

So that we are working on the same basis, let me state my under-
standing of the situation, and you correct me if I am wrong.

My understanding is that a series of court decisions has established
the obligation of the States and localities to t ducate all children, re-
gardless of handisap, and pursuant to those court mandates of local
obligations, the Congress then passed legislation which, in essence,
sought to reduce so the local burden, local oats. It has been the
failure to meet the iiitende ssistance' which is the real problem.

Is that a correct statement of the situation ?
Mr. MASTEN. Yes1 I would agree with that.
Mr. WEISS. The reason I ask that is because often ih discussion of

this issue, when people come to talk to me about it, the assumpqion
is that if it were not for Federal congressional action, there wouldbe
no obligation on the part of the States nd the localities tp educate
the handicapped children, and since w have mandated it now, it is
our responsibility to pay the funds.

That is not so. It is clearly the local responsibility, as established
by the courts. Tell me, within that context, what forms of Federal
regulation, Federal action, are making your job even more difficult
than it would be just under the court mandate.

Mr. MASTEN. )fy understanding of the,Federal legislation, and also
the State legislation which we must operate under, is that the State
finds itself bound as well by the.generalized mandate to provide an
appropriate education for alf children who are handicapped.

I am honestly Ot an expert on the development of .the legislation
and the ',respects in which the State law which 'we opeitate under is
partiror wholly driven by requirements which are in the Federal
legislation.

I should not speak for Dr. Gross, who will be testifying later, but
Piny impression is that the mandates which he must deal with on a day-
to-day operating basis, the specific ones which concern him, are more
on the Statg level than the Federal leVel.The Federal law is of con-
cern to us only in respect of those situations where State law is follow-
ing a general premise laid down in the Federa' law and.if the State
mandate seems onerous or overly, restrictive to either Dr. Gross or our-

. selves, or any other observers.
There may be situations in which the specifiC State mandates are

really'link and follotv fFomithe Fedeial requirements, and it would be
in thos& types of circumstances that v/tp4.would be concerned about
Federal restrictions.

I
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I think the most important part of our 'Mesage this morning is
really a fiscal one"and not the regulatory one because most of the de-

. tailed operational regulations that we deal with are quite frankly on
the State level rather than the Federal leveL-, f ,

Mr. WEiss. I assume that some of the other' witnesses to follow will
respond to that, because it is 'My sense, after'reading through all the
background, that if Public Law 94-142 Niere'never adopted; the States
and localities would still have exactly the same obligation that they
have righenow. There tray be some cornPlications that we have thrown
in, and we. woulol like to know what those are, because it is in those
areas thatwwe can of assistance.

Mr. MAgTEN. My understanding of the role of Public Law 94-142 is
essentially to make plain- whaLthe law of the land was, was going tobe, and to provide a-ready means.for enforcement in thecourts for the
groups which have been deprived of the benefits of special education.It was in that respect that it was x major accomplishment, and1he
working out of the details from, aa operational point of view in this
State, as in others, was laid out on the State level.

Mr. Wrass. Thank you very much.
Mr. SIMON. I think that it is really important that everyone unlier-stand the premise that Mr. Weiss has laid out.- I have run into the

same thing that somehow we have, at the Federal level, imposed thisburden.
I have the good fortune or misfortune, I am not sure which, of

being both on the Budget Committee and on 'this committee. Inci-
dently, I might add thatyour budget director, Mr. Briggan, his father
is a resident of my diStrict in southern Illinois.

M'r. BRENNER. In fact, he sent you a note that he could not be heretoday.
'MT. SIMON. Where we are going to end up, I am not sure. TheSenate, incidentally, met until about 3 a.m. this morning, and wasunable to finish the budget. We are going to be going into conference

probably Tuesday. In the House figure; we in-Creased aid for the handi-
capped about 4.8 percent. The Senate figure is probably going to belower than that. The conference figu re, undoubtedly, is going to be
somewhere in between, which means that we are,in fact, slipping. 4'One of the arguments that I get tossed at me on the Budget Com-mitteewe are now a long way from our authorized level. We are nowabout 12 percent funded4?-taking New York City as ail example, if

'increase the funding from 12 percerit to 15 percent for education
for the handicapped, in fact there will be no increment in services forthe handicapped. What you are doing is just handing another 8 per-cent in largesse to New York City that they can used -pr whateverthey want.

In other words, it is a substitute. they say, for other funds. Howdo yott respond to that?
Mr. MAErrsN. I would disagree with that. The funds hich we re-ceive under EHA part B are reimbursable funds. They imburse onlyappropriate expenditures for special ucation. They re used by theboard of education only for pecial e ication costs. ey are highlyspecific, and dux al* always targete on tl1e population that is in-tended to be served by Ilublic Law 9 142. .fir

. rif
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Mr. SIMON. I understand that. I am trying to buttress my own argu-
ment here with-my colleagues on the Budget Committee. They say,
while these funds specifically are used, in fact, they free some of your
-funds which would'otherwise have to be used, to do other things.

Mr. BRENNER. In part, I think that the argument is correct in that
we have been driven to provide the services with tax levy dollars.
Therefor, the formula which has lagged, which has not kept pace
with the' schedule, has forced us to go out in front because the act, the
regulations, the court mandates require us to do this.

So we have gone ahead, and we have put our resources in. To a
technical extent, yes, if it was increased from 12 to 15 percent, which
would _probably mean that we would get another $1 million, it would
go to defray part of that cost.

..

In fact, since we have been on a rising population plane in identify-
ing the handicapped, there are additional costs that

plane
occurring. As

I pointed out before you came in
,

in instructional materials alone, the
city is increasing its budget with $89 million in tax levy in new costs,
this year. So part of that would be what we call a gap-closing measure -.
to eliminate the necessity of using the city funds for compliance.

Mr. HAErrEN. There is another response that I Would Ince to add to
that, which is, Dr. Gross and I have finished a period of about a
month in which we have been negotiating and discussing the size of
his budget for next year. This is a proCess which has taken place in a
context of uncertainty over the total size of the projected enrollment
for next year, and fethe timely placement and handling of referrals
into special education Oat will lead to one final population or another.

I think that it is important to point out that in conversion ,and in
that process of developing the budget, we are never really in a situa-
tion where we say: This is the size of the budget that we are sending
up. We know how big it is. Now, let's fund it. Let's put in city dollars,
and then if.we get Federal dollars, we will take those out. .

If we know that the Federal allocation that 'e get is going to be
substantially larger, I am sure that Dr. Gross w' argue eloquently to
us, and wg will be responsive to him just as a atter of negotiating
a final for that division of the board of education. We will be respon-
sive to an awareness of the total resources that are available and
targeted for that program.

Although it is true that there may be some opportUnity to diminish
the total levZ1 of tax levy support, it is, not plain to me as a participant
in the process that the, automatic result of this Would be that that
would pull out the exact amount of tax levy that was added in either
Federal or State support. One reason for that is that in a program
that is growing as quickly as this one, we are all aware of the com-
mitments which the city should be making to those children.

We are all aware of the additional components to the program that
we would'like to add.if we can. So there is never a sense of a bottom
line to a budget which is everything that it could be. Any additional
dollars that we get are obviously valuable in allowing us to expand the
services to that population.

We have a tight budget this year. :We feel that we, in fact, are in
compliance with the Federal mandates, but there is no doubt that if we
had.more funds, we would be trying to go beyond the strict letter of
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the mididatesfewhie.h is essentially to meet our obligations to thesechiliren as best we can. ,
Mr. Bi Iwo'. Mr. Chairman, if I may.
Mr. &mow. Certajnly.
Mr. 131 Awl.. I think from the response of both of our witnesses, this %

particular program might be treated just a little differently. The onething that comes through clearly is that any additional funding willhave some impact on what the city does with its tax levy dollars.Is it fair to assume very precisely and pointedly that there wouldbe a partial reduction of tax levy dollars, but there would not be atotal substitution?
Mr. BREN1MR. I think that that is a fair statement.
Mr. BIAGGI. With the experience that we had with CETA, when wehad the major cities before our committee and we developed the.CETA

legislation, many members of the committee were concerned that tvewould not be using CETAlunding to substitute for the regular budg-etary process for the tax levy expenditures.
Apparently, we were given the assurance, but I am satisfied that theassurance was not returned. The experience in this city as well asothers is that they have substituted many of the regular employees,when they vacated their job, or whatever other reason, with CETAworkers.
Mr. SIMoN. We thank you very'much.
pur next panel is one that has been referred.to, Dr. Jerry C. Gross,executive 'director of the division of special education of New York. .City public schools, and Mr. William H. Cochran, the deputy superin-tendent of public instruction for the Commonwealth of Virginia.We have your testimony. If you wish to read it, you may. If youwish to enter it in the record and summarize it, in effect; it would ex-pedite things a little.
P r. Gross?

,
[The prepared testimony of Jerry C. Gross follows :1

PREPARED TESTIMONY or Ds. JERRY C3, Gaoss, tXECIITTVE tiDIRECros, Dromort orSPECIAL EDUCXTION or THE NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The primoryconcerns about Public Law 94-192 relates to the extent of servicesto'be provided to handicapped students and the proper funding for those services.It is still necessary to address on a national level both fiscal and professionalresponsibility for providing a Free Appropriate Public Education and the scopeof that obligation.
The commitment of New Yolk City to ensuring free appropriate education forall handicapped children has never been clearer. With New York City in themidst of an extreme fiscal crisis, it is important to emp size the efforts ofMayor Koch and his administration to honor the requirem is of Public Law94-142. His commitment has resultedin the addition of nearly, 100 million whichrepresents a 83 percent increase over our previous budget for.special educationservices mandated by the Federal government and paid for by the City. To an-predate the dramatic demands placed on our system and budg'et to bring about..,compliance, one should understand that our special education population hasgrown from 615,009 to 72,000 in Just one school year. Even with this concertedeffort, we still have many children to reach who are entitled to services.This commitment to the needs of handicapped children on the part of NewYork City speaks loudly for a response from the F'ede 1 government,Yet PublicLaw 99-192 funding for special education remain t only, 12 percent of the% national average pupil expenditure. This 12 pe t translates into only 8.4.percent 9f the totaspecial education budget for Ne York Citya far cry fromthe original intent of the law.

A I
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Originally, projected federal allocations for fiscal year 1981 were 30 percent
of the national average per pupil expenditure. This is a drastic failure of sup-
port on the part of the Federal government. As New York City Public Schools
(as well as other major cities across the country) are facing severe budgetary
constraints, it is essential that legislative action be taken to ensure an appropri-
ation which is commensurate with the original authorizations.

In addition to prodding federal monies at an appropriate percentage, other
actions can be taken to assist in proper funding. Public Law 94-142 originally
required two counts of handicapped children requiring special education. A sub-
sequent ainendment requires one co t per year. Neither of these requirements
take into consideration the trans' nt population ih special education, thus
funding does not reflect the num of childen served. Changes in the law
should be introduced to allow for a cumulative count of all handicapped children
served through the year,. Metropolitan areas would benefit from this change
since they are most affected by high mobility in programs. Costs are still incurrtd
since evaluations and subsequent staffings are required for these students and
seats in programs must be reserved. These activities require expenditures that
are recoverable neither from state funding nor iron' federal funding.

'Sect I on 607 of Public. Law; 94-142,also authorizes grants for the removal of
architectural barriers. However, no money has been appropriated for this pur-
pose since the enactment of the law. Congress must make funding available, to
school districts for the removal of these barriers if local educational agencies are 0
tO comply not only wIth Public Law 94-142' fiut also with, section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

Large metropolitan areas would also be assisted by being guaranteed 100 per-
cent of the money they generate. Since major-metropolitan areas are faced with
an enormous student population and limited resources, it uld be appropriate
for money generated to flow through directly, thus allowin, a 25 percent increase
in the actual dollars available-under BHA Part B.

Of particular programmatic concern is the subject of ated services It should
be stressed that the present wording of the law makes th ocal education agencies
responsible for providing or paying for a range of services that are not educa-
tional in nature. It is questionable whether these services,. such as occupational
and physical therapy, can be provided and supervised appropriately by educa-
tional agencies.

Other agencies should be made responsible for providing services within their
area of expertise, and clarification of financial responsibility for these services
should be given. A redefinition of the term "to benefit from special edikation" as
it applies to related services would assist in delineating responsibility, In addi-
tion, a strong position must be taken that related services are only those which
are required to assist a child in a special education program. That is, local school
districts should be required to provide special education and those related serv-
ices that are of an educational nature. School districts should not be required to .

provide, or pay for, related services that have not historically been considered
education. While school districts could coordinate delivery of services, the law
and regulations should make clear that the school district does not have the
primary responsibility ,,for payment of these services. In this light, legislation
requiring third party payeesshould be considered.

The due process procedures developed to ensure that the rights of the student
are protected during their involvement with special education have also proved t
administratively difficult. Appropriate funding would do much to lessen their
weight. However, one area needs to be addressed. Current regulations And court
decisions make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to ever move a student
while due process proceedings are pending. In Certain cases, it is extremely im-
portant that the law provide some flexibility for the school officials to change a
child's placement, even on an interim basis. Particularly, this Is the case where
a child is presenting a danger to himself or others. is disrupting the education of
himself or others, or regresling in his'education achievement because of an inap-
prbpriate placement. Clarification is needed to provide this flexibility.

Public Law 94-142 has provided a hew range of possibilities to handicapped
students. However, the educational structure created in response to its mandates
is still new and fragile. Consequently, it is necessary that statutory and regula-
tory mandates not he too burdensome. aml it is vital that sufficient funds be
provided to reinforce the structure so that the gainAit represents will endurt.

I wish to make it clear that there Is a strong commitment in New York City
,I. to reach the "full service goal" in PAL. 94-142. Our Chancellor and Board of

24
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Education 'have made this clear with their efforts to support the developmentof services to students in need of special education.
% We only wish to reach these goals as full fiscal partners with the State and

Federal governmentsa concept reflected in the law's original intent but some-how lost as the local districts struggle with implementation.

STATEMENT OF JERRY GROSS, ..PH. D., DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
SPECIAL EDUCATION, NEW, YORK CITY

MT. Gross. Congressman Simon, Congressman Biaggi, and Congress-
man Weiss, I am Jerry Gross, the executive director of the New YorkCity Public Schools' Special Education Division. I will have my testi:
mony submitted for the record and just comment extemporaneously.Mr. Siitos. Yourtestimony will be entered in the record.

Mr. GROO. I appreciate the opportunity to spend a few moments° with you tiis morning and comment on Public Law 9/42, and how it
is being implemented m:11,:ew York City. As I speak to you this morn-ing, it is interesting to know that the mayor is announcing his budget 'to the city, which will include, as my colleagues across the river, Mr.
Brenner and Mr. Masten have indicated, over :.:9 million for special
education over past years' expenditures. /The budget for our division is up some 33 percent over last year. Itis a testimony, I think, to the city's commitment to our schools evenin a time of severe fiscal crisis. I need not spell that out in any detailbecause I think the Office of Management and Budget has done thatvery forcefully.

The commitment from Public Law 94-142 this coming year overlast year's commitment will be orie-half a billion dollars. So the com-parison there is, I think, quite remarkable, the comparison to the fund-ing we ,ve getting out of 94-142. In total, Public Law 94-14i willconstitute 3.4 percent of my budget in the coming fiscal year.
When I testified before Senator Mondale in 1973, and under S. 6,which was the Senate version of Public Law 94-142 before it becamelaw, we were talking about a partnership between the State, the Fed-

eral Government, and ,the local districts. Wd were talking about a30-percent partnership froin each of those components. With this 3.4percent that we are getting this year, we can see that we are a far cry
from the 3f) percent that we had anticipated at least of the per pupilexpenditure as defined by law. With the brakes that have been put on94-142's level of funding in Congress and in the Senate, and by Mr.
Carter, we are quite distressed.

The problems in,New York.City, however, are not just confined tomoney. I don't want to dwell excessively on money, but I want to saythat the board of education and the chancellor, who ,have lobbiedstrong for an increase in our funding from the city, are doing scat trtime when they are anticipating something approaching $1 millioncut in regular edtication. Now this kind of imbalance is creating greatdifficulties for us in the city in our.relationship with regular education,as you can understand.
We would like to point out several other needs under'94-142 thatthink Congress should consider as it conducts its oversight hearings.
The cumulative count on an annual basis is something that we thinkwould be an advantage for us. We have a single count system now,

iwhich pn a given date in the year, now in December, counts handi-_,

25
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capped children. It does not count All the children that we serve after
that point in time awing the year.

So it leaves out probably several thousand children that we should
get credit for, but do not now gettcreclit for. 4

We think that there should be some funding for the barrier removal,
the -architectural barrier problems that we feel ,in the city and experi-
ence in the city.

1

I am delighted to know that the Office of Rights has re,sponsi-
bil4 for enforcing the barrier removal process under section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. They have en quite lentent in their
interpretation of this process. They have awed us to make adjust-
ments that do not require dramatic barrier removal, but still it is a
tremendous burden on us.

We would like to see the State discretionary money, the 25 percent
of funds that we generateand in this city it means about $3 million
that stops at the State levelwe would like to sees some commitjnent
from the Federal Government to ieducing that State portion because
we feel that the cities generally don't get their fair share of those dis-
cretionary funds.,,,

The Whole area of related services, as I pointed out in my testimony,
is very onerous for us. It has expanded to include things that we have
never conceived of as being part of education, such things as occupa-
tional and physical therapy, which, incidentally, ,there is no such
reseaCch,:to show that this has any relationship to improvement in the
instructional programs for children. Nevertheless, we have to provide
this and wiare competing with hospitals and we are competing with
the suburbs*.n schools whose salary schedule makes it very difficult for
us to attract these-people.

In some casesthere has been the claim and feeling on the part of the
board that we are running hospitals rather than schools for certain
children. We think they need a free and appropriate public education.
but we would like to see some participation from some of the national
medical bills that are in use in these areas of related services that are
clearly medical in nature.

I think that we need to encourage more informal due process pro-
, cedures in these cities. We have become so structured in our due process

procedures that we really have to establish a law department to handle
this entjre area.

Mr. SrmoN. if I may interrupt for just a second. Is it because of
the Federal mandate that you are so structured, or is it just tradition
here?

;40 Mr. Gross. The structure has increased with the Federal mandate.
It has pushed ut more toward formk1 due process procedures. When I
was in Minnesota, we had moved toward more informal procedures.
I know there are other States that are moving in that direction.

I would like to see the Federal Government encourage through regu-
lation more informal due process procedures which do not include
lawyers, because lawyers beget hiwyers and legal proceedings beget
legal proceedings. They don't beget, in my view, in 10 years of trying
to work with these legal problems in special education, necessary edu-
cational solutions. ,

Some people have claimed that 94-142 is the ,emplovment ad for
lawyers in some ways, and that has some truth to it. "It is a cynical

r
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view, but it has some truth to it. We would like to see more informalprocedures, Congressman, for the resolution-of these difficulties.We also need some leadership in 94-142 that will help us come outof the anachronistic categorical structure that 94-142 is built around.I recall in our discussions with the then Senator Mondale the concernwe had about the categories being the cornerstone for the organizationof 94-1421.
We think there are some States, including New York State andIllinois, Congressman Simon, where we spent 4 years working on that,as you are aware, trying to remove some of the stiff requirements thatthe Stifte and Federal Government had for categorical points, of or-ganization in the law.

- We would like to see a mote generic approach, not that we aretrying to let more children in, because we know the dollars will notstretch, but we would like to have it organized a little bit differently.I would like to just mention briefly in closing thy remarks that NewYork City has been, I think, attacked unfairly by a number of organi-,zations. Every time I look at congressional hearing reports, some na-tional organization reports that BEH, the Bureau of Education forthe Handicapped in Washington, is, not properly meeting its obliga-tions to insure the application of'94-142 in the cities and the othercommunities in our country.
They always point to the prOblems in New York City, the difficultieswe have Aith referral, evaluation, and placement, our infamous wait-ing list problems. Before I came to this cieyi there was a figure thrownaround of 35,000 to 40,000 children on waiting lists and not gettingservices.
I would like to just say for'the record that right now in if eyv YorkCity there are 3,600 children awaiting placement. There are 1.200children awaiting evaluation. There.are some 1,300 to 1,400 childrenwho are in process over 60 days, which is over the legal time limits, and a,there are still 6,000 to 7,000 whom we are still working to catch upwith on our so- called illegal waiting list.

NIt is nothing as draMatie as the 30,000 to 40,000 figure that we seethrown around. We would like people to begin to recognize the progressthat we are making in, this regard, We also would like to say that with ,some of the efforts the board has made, the chancellor has made in thepast 7 or 8 months, we think that that problem is going to disappear.We are hopeful it will d' appear over the next 6 months to a year.When you think of to fact that we have some 32 to 37 district's,including elementary an secondary, each the, size of St. Paul', Minn.,roughly, if you break down those waiting list figures, it is less thin 200children per district, so it, is not that dramatic. IC.is stilt a problem.It still' means that children are not Fettirigise'rvices; but it is not asdffiicult, or it does not deserve the kind of.attentiOn it gets.In summary, I v iitt say that we' are making progress in this city. I.will say that Public 'taw 94-142 and Congress could be somewhatmore helpful' in their funding responsibilities. Yes, we have somepatching up to do, as the Office of .Matiagement and Budget reported.We are serving now. just over 8 percent of our city's population inspecial education programs, and have moved up some 10 to 30 percentin the last 7 or 8 months in that figure.

27
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We know we have further to go. We project by the end of next year
to reach some 10 percent level, which is a doubling of the population
in less than 2 years. We need help from Congress, and I appreciate

A the dpportunity to spend these moments with you.,
Mr. Stmorr., Thank you wry much.
If I may just niention, we have some time constraints. I understand

that.my colleagues will have to leave around 11 o'clock. My staff and
I will be visiting some facilities this afternoon, starting at noon, so we
will have to le of squeeze the time- in somewhat.

Mr. Coch n, I was not directing that at you, but at everyone.
[The prepared statement of S. John Davis follows :]

PREP ATEMENT OF S. JOHN DAVIS, STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, COMMONWEALTH OF VIIGIN44

Co essman Simon, distinguished members of the subcommittee:
I m pleased to have the opportunity to speak to you today4bout some of the

cr, ical issues which have resulted from legislation on education for the handi-
capped and, map specifically, the Education for All Handicapped Act, Public
Law 94-a142

The Congress is to be commended for the enactment of this important piece of
legislation and, more particularly, the accompanying funding which is necessary
to support state efforts in providing special education programs for the handi-
capped. It establishes for the first time clear and.undisputed rights to appropriate
public education for handicapped children.

It may not be necessary to tell you that the Commonwealth of Virginia has
bN.n in the forefront of this important movement from the very beginning. As

, eigly as 1972, the Virginia General Assembly enacted legislation which provided
many of the guarantees that were to come on the national level later with Wei
enactment of federal legislation. While some disparities existtd initially between
Virginia Tegislalion and the federal enactments, these were largely procedural
in nature and were quite readily eliminated by the General Assembly of Virginia
as soon as they were idetitified. In other words, Virginia had no problem with
either the intent or the objectives, of the federal legislation. There were some
concerns generated at the local and state levels over many of the prescriptions
in Public Law 94-142, but Virginians, by and large, thought they knew what
they were getting Into with the implementation of the Education for All Handi-
capped Act (BHA). We were unprepared, ho , for the heavy fiscal impact
of far-reaching and costly related services thought o be vital to the realization
of program accessibility coupled with the impact of newsy inflation.

To illustrate the commitment to educational programs for the handicapped in
Virginia, the following chart shows the enrollment in Virginia of handicapped
children in Special Education programs bY exeeptionality:

CHART 1 ,

VIRGINIA STUDENTS SERYEVY SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS'

Exceptionality 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79

.-*

Educable mentally retarded 17, 351 17, 568 18:193 16, 395

Trainable mentally retarded 3, 553 3, 502 3, 612 3, 518

Emotionally disturbed 2, 6..0 3, 007 3,202 3, 909

Physically handicapped 558 503 657 572

Learning disablel 15;570 18,380 21, 057 25, 373

Huang Impaired 1 308 1,392 1,399 1,374

Visually Impaired 4495 653 1,100

Speed' Impaired 31, 548 35,030 37,128 36,158

Multibindrupped . 3, 958 1, 356 2, 465 1, 834

Subtotal 76, 984 , 81, 391 83, 818 89, 735,

Detention , 8, 650 8, 680 8, 929 3,4440

Grind total 85, 634 90,071 ' 97,717 99,175

Mann inclite proximo'.
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Since 1972, school systems in the Conimonwesitti of Virginia have served-Approximately 450,000 chiluren in all areas of exceptionality. This year alone weshall be serving approximately 100,000 children in all areas of exceptionality.There are a number of points which I wish to make today. Undergirding all ofthem, however, is the prime issue of funding. Quite frankly, Congress has given'us more mandates than we in Virginia can address reasonably with the fundsmade available. You know, and I know, that the large majority of these fundscome from taxpayers: the people, You also know that if these funds are notprovided at the federal level they must be provided at the state or local level.This turns out to be a "Catch 22." One might be led easily into the trap ofreasoning that inasmuch as programs are not being fully funded through federalchannels, then, local and state taxingprograms must provide the difference,and this is only acfultable; but this is misleading and too simplistic! The factis that citizen-dollars ate already being funneled, into the federal budget andthat educationmore specifically, education for th handicappedis competingfor tax dollars (already collected) with other federal programs! Public Law 94142 Is a commendable piece '7/legislation and Virginians are virtually committedto full implementation of al1716e needed programs for handicapped children, butthese programs must be fully and completely funded. Tbis has not been the case.Congress has not funded Public Law 94-142 nearly to the extent'planned. Thefollowingch art illustrates the disparities:

CHART 2

PUBLIC LAW 14-142AUTHORIZATIONS
VERSUS APPROPRIATIONS

tin milliorts of dollars)

1977-78 (50 percent) 1978 -79 (10 percent) 1979-80 (12 percent) 1980-81 (12 percent)
All States Virginia All States Virginia All States Virginia All States Virginia

Authorization amount
Appropriation amount
Discrepancy amount

315
315

0

5.3
5.3
0

564
564

0

12.1
12.1
0

1,200t 30.5

14: 1

2,320

1,446

51.3
20.5
30.8

As you well know, the funding 1 ercentage under the EHA, Part B began ab5perCent of the annual per pupil e:yenditure (APPE) for fiscal 1978. This was tobe increased to 10 percent of thAPPE for fiscal 1979, 20 percent for fiscal year1980, 30 percent for fiscal year 1981. and 40 percent for fiscal year 1982. Educatorswere elated at the most and encouraged at the least In the initial funding stages.It was like the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) all overagain. Educators were convinced that Congress would follow, through with its .intent to fund fully education for handicapped children and, indeed, this wasthe case in the first two years. Today we are somewhat less than encouraged, andeven disheartened, about the prospectIs of funding the Education for All Handi-capped Act. 'because of funding cutbacks in this program, we find that we arehard pressed to deliver all of the programs Tat are believed necessary. Fundingauthorization levels have beendisappointingand as a result programs have notahvays met the expectations established for handicapped children. Failure tofully fund the 1 resulted in many problems for educators in state agenciesand in public schoo systems, but, especially, it has resulted in a patchworksystem of service delivery to handicapped children.To illustrate the urgent need for federal funds. Fairf x County Public Schools'excess cost per handicapped pupil for fiscal year i f: angel from $471.00 to$7,649,00, depending on handicapping condition and se ices provided. Of thatamount they received only $105.00 per pupil in flow-through funds from thefederal government under Part B of ElIA (Public Law-94-142).
Inflation makes the funding outlook for the next few years look even worse.The cost of providing a "free appropriate public education" to. handicappedstudents is being dramatically increased by unpredictable inflation without anycorresponding increases In federal flow-through funding. As a result, for example,Fairfax County Public Schools will have to spend over $200,000 in additionallocal funds during fiscal year 1981 to continue the level of services for handi-capped children that were funded from federal flow-through funds during fiscal.
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year 1980. It Is especially discouraging to see that Congress now appropriates
flow-through funds at a rate far less than one-half that authorized by Public
Law 04-142.

On the basis of.,,the foregoing analysis, the following recommendations are
respectfully submitted :

1. Fully fund the Educition for All Handicapped Act, or
.

2. Amend de statute in order to provide support to states which make timely
and substantial use of Public Law 91-142 funds if full funding is not possible, and

3. Decrease the requirements in the legislation if full funding is not possible.
Technical changes in the law. There are some areas in the legislation that

need revision. Specifically, these are as follows :

1. Related services
, The concept of relo,ted services is fuzzy. BE regulations require provision of
those services which are thought to be necessary "to assist a handicapped child
to benefit from special, education." The 'cutrent broad definition of related
services gives, little, guidance to local education agencies as to either the level
or type of services required. Almost any'social, diagnostic, or developmental
service could, be considered assistance to handicipped children. Because the
current definition of related services is so broad, problems exist between and
amonirkschool divis in terms of the scope of services to be provided. There
seems be little or no distinction'between treatment and educational services.
Some would say t intensive psychotherapy, chemotherapy, and nursing
services, for example,. are included under the rubric of related services. OtherS
argue that physical therapy and occupational+ therapy must be provided under

, related services if they are to have any corrective effect on a handicapped child,
even it thesetervices are not directly related to the child's classroom program! I
do not believe that this latter position was the intent ogCongress! To many
educators, the interpretation is that public schools are responsible for treatment

, as well as education. In this fashion, the EHA has taxed to the limit the resources
of local school districts !

Also, misunderstandings have resulted in an expectation that public schools
must now provide such services as psychotherapy, diapering, and catheterization
that are well beyond the expertise and/or traditional roles of school people and
more properly belong- within the domain of a health treatment system. School
districts do not have the resources or, in many instances, legal mandates to
provide treatment types of services. They are forced to rely upon state welfare
and health agencies and private facilities to provide such services. Also, because
these other state agencies operate under a different statutory framework, public
schools and the state education agency are left with virtually no "say so" as to
how, when, or to whom treatment services are given. ,

The term "related services" is indeed too broad. In a very small school division,
it poses a tremendous hardship atie to the need go "outside" for every service
due to low incidence of particular needs. e present definition of "related
services" is`inadeqqate because it allows, at east arguably, for the inclusion of
almost any service that may help the child, without regard to cost or the appro-
priateness of a school system being required to provide the service. Instead, it is
recommended that a specific list of appropriate related services be developed and
explicitly defined and that the mandate to provide "related services" -be specifi-
cally limited to those services on the list. I believe that special education pro-

, fessionals have had enough experience now with the implementation of Public
Law 94-142 to permit them to develop a specific list of related services that would
both remove the existing uncertainty about the nature of the mandate and be fair

. to handicapped children. .

A good example of, the need for a preqlse definition of "related services" is the
controversf now in progress between the State of Connecticut and the Office to;
Civil Rights over the provision of therapeutic medical and psychiatric servicd
to handicapped children as part of the "related services" mandate. I am sure
you can see the implications for local school districts if special education comes
to include - medical and' psychjatric services for handicapped children. If such
services 'are to be mandated, they can most efficiently and effectively 4e provided
by other governmental agencies and not by local school districts.

Careful consideration should be given to separating educational services from

medical therapeutic services. Some "related services",, are medically driented.

Few school divisions have the expertise to be able to employ medical Profes-
.
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sionali, even if Each prbfessionals are available. The lack of clarification in thisarea results ieprofesaional educators writing Individualized Educational Pro-grams (IEPs) Which include medical services for which they do not have theexpertise or training to appropriately include, not to mention that they do notreally know 'drat is being prescribed. tNon-educational ces which ,have been mandated should be the responsi-bility of other depa ents, especially medically related services. Custodial services, particularly fo the severely handicapped, should not be the sole responsi-bility of the public, schools. Other agencies must be given some responsibilities.Specifically, I ask you to consider doing the following :A. State that the state education agencies and local education agencies mustprovide only those services which the public schools are empowered to provideunder existing state law,
B. Assign full funding and responsibility for, those relatedservices (therapeuticand corrective) that Congress deems necessary (in order to-ameliorate handi-capping conditions in children) to those state agencies that already are au-thorized under state law to provide such services, .2
C. Remove the "related services" requirements en e effect of this wouldbe to leave in the hands of the local public schoo e decision as to whatadditional services they have the resources and abi to provide. Most diag- ,nostic_and testing services would still be provided despite this amendment, sincesuch services are necessary for individual education program development.

2. The individualized edUcation plan (/EP) ,

. The receiving teacher of a mainstreamed pupil should be on the IEP team.It makes no muse at all to develop a detailed plan for a student before thestudent' IS seen by the teacher on whose shoulders implementation falls. Also,sending a proposed IEP to parents for approval instead of waiting Yor parentsto attend, or refuse to attend, an IEP meeting will save days or even weeks perstudenttime which could be much more productively spent in classroom moti-vation. The removal of the requirement of having an administrator present atIEP meetings would add approximately an extra da3rin the principal's work weekto be spent on improving the total instructional program. Limiting the IEP toannual goals would help eliminate needless revisions during the year.Another issue is that the naturals'humanistic and compassionate nature ofmost school personnel, especially those associated with special education. This .has causedpersons on IEPand eligibility committees to prescribe wondrous andexpensive cures that' have the .tall backing 0/. laws and regulations. Thus, theancient administrative tenet of folloiving lilies of authority to the budget hasbeen circumvented ; this fact alone may be the most debilitatinit and confusingt, one for traditional administrators. This tendency appears to extend even to statedepartments of education. It has always been present at the federal level.The IEP procedures could be improved upon by requiring the full conference' firmly upon initial enrollment. Annual and other reviews would be done by theteacher and parent. Specifically, I ask you to revise the law to:.A. Allow school districts to prepare a written, proposed IEP which can besent' to parents for their review. If parents are satisfied, they can sign the IEPand return it. If not, they can request an IEP conference.
B. Allow school districts to prepare the IEP after the child has been Placedin a program. This peits the teacher to establish more meaningful, programrecommendations for iffclusion in the IEP.
C. Allow school districts to limit attendance at I]P conferences to the teacher...

and parents. Administrative staff should be involved only when needed.
D. Amend the IEP content requirements to include only annual goals, not short.term objectives.' Such objectives are difficult to write and require frequent re-visions.

, ., 3. [Witmer school or the extended school year concept
I am' concerne&about'the implications of the federal judge's decision in Arm!,

could lead tQ the requirementstrong
provided to all handicapped children. My concern, however, is centered on thb\
inherent inequity of requiring a local school district to provide a 12-month pro-

. gram for ,handicapped students but no for other students. If theArmstrong
dieision !stands, we will surely, face additional litigation demanding "eqnal pro-tection" for all other children *ere summer programs are concerned. . -.

ro
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the extended school year is a very important one. It should be
h year round and weekend programs are provided to handicapped
e of possible regression in achievement, that many research
that regular students may regress Over the summer period
owing to the final conclusion could result in such programs being
tudents upon demand of tb parents. In addition, schools cannot
r all phases of a child's lif Parents must have and acoept some
It would appear that the tools are being asked to assume
y for p. handicapped child's fe.
ear r'uling-must be dealt with by Congress la clarifyingthe law
Twthat would make it perfectly clear the states would not be

ide beyond the school year for any student.
4. The role/of the State education agency

Finally?, the role of the state department of education must be clarified It is
proper, we think, for the SEA to control the Part B funds. We accept our re-o
sponsihilities for del, eloping annual plans and monitoring programs in school
divisions and other LEA's. ..lf we.are to be responsible, then give us the dignity
that goes with accountability. We resent BEH looking over our shoulder con-

- stantly and even monitoring on top of :state monitoring Either give us (SEA1.

+. total responsibility or none.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today.

STATEN:Fir OF WILLIAM H. COCHRAN ON BRITAIV OF S. JOHN
DAVIS, STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

0

Mr. COCHRAN. Chairman Simon, Congressman Biaggi, and Con-
gressman Weiss, Virginia does apprkciate the opportunity to present
its views here today. You have a §tafernent that we have submitted.
I suppose that could be ready by someone who is a rapid speaker 'in
10 minutes, but I am not a rapid speaker, so I will try to summarize
it. If you have any questions, we could have a discussion at that
time.

Mr. SIMON. Your full statement will be entered in the record. If
you could summarize, that would be appreciated.

Mr. COCHRAN. Fine.
Lei me say initially that Virginia did not have any opposition to

Public Law 94-142. We did have a State law on the books since 1972
which was remarkably similar to the provisions of Public Law 94-142,
and was a great benefit to us in reducing the problems of adapting
our operation within the State to Public Law 94-142.

We had some reservation about the legislation, though, because it
VMS prescriptive in nature, very specific' much more so than we had
seen previously. We did worry abput that. As time has gone on, wetstill have some of th concerns.

I could echo the atements that have been made : too many man-
dates and not enougl money. My friends at the local level tell us that
what you fellows at the Federal level don't mandate, we do at the
State level, and we don't have any better history of funding than you
do ; but that is, I guess, where we live.

There. is, I think, much evidence to point out that a problem does
exist. ) or example, Virginia is scheduled to receive this year about
$18 million for this legislation, and we had anticipated, or had been

. led to anticipate, about $30 million some time ago. It is at the 60-
peicent level, and'decreasing as time goes on. This gives us a problem.

32
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Fairfax County, for example, which is our largest school_distri,ct,
has a speo4ifie problem in this nature in that their overcosts, as we call
them, for special education of a child would be anywhere from $471
per pupil to $7,600. Of this, they are getting about $165 of these flow -
through funds from Public Law 94-142.

The State, in this particular case, is better, but it is dropping a load
on Fairfax which means that they will assume this next year about
$200,000 of their local money which were preViously taken care of
with the Federal funds. it is presenting us with a problem. The lack
of funding to 70, percent- is the problem here.

Weiutd three recommendations in this partidular regard. Obviously
we would like to see it fully funded. Failing to do this, we feel that
some amendments to the statute /are in order if we a going to be

where the States are 'doing a better job in really folio the mans
honest with ourselves, amending the statute possibly to ut the money

dates oftthe legislation. I don't know exactly how you would do that,
but we think that this would be equity.

The third thing would to decrease the requirements in the legisla-
tion.if full funding is not possible.

We have sat specifiv problemi and I think Mr. Weiss referred to
have

,
these. We have some hangups, some porn ifficulties with these re-
lated services. The reference here is vague, an have a lot of in-
terpretations on what related services are.

For example, BEH regultitibit§ say that the require nt provisions
of-these services which are thoughts to be necessary "to ass the handi-
capped child to benefit from special education.' This lea s the door
open ketty far as far as interpretations go. .

Some people would say, f r example, that intensive psychotherapy,
chemotherapy, and nursing services are included under the brie of
related services. Others argue that physical therapy and occupational
therapy must be provided under related, services if they are to htve any
corrective effect on the handicapped child, eveh if these services are
not directly related to the child's classroom problems.

Our problem, of course, is that the law pits the responsibility An
the public school system. We are getting into an area where even whin
the public school systems make a conscientious effort to provide these
'services, they are out of their area of expertise. They are dealing where
they are not well equipped to deal.

We feel here that other agencies are better equipped. Departments of
health and other se ices within States are better able and better
equipped to do some 4f these related services. Perhaps this should be
an amendment to Public law 94-142.

. We recommend in this connection that a specific list of appropriate
related services be developed arid explicitly defined, and that the man-
date to provide related services be specifically limited to those serviceson the list.

We believe thit spebial education professionals have had enough
experience now with the implementation bf this law to permit them
to develop a specific list of related services that would both remove
the existing uncertainty aboutthe nature of the mandate and be fair tothe handicapped childreri.

There is presently litigation betWeenthe State of Connecticut and
the Office of Civil Rights over the provision of therapeutic, n)edical.

,
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and psychiatric services to handicappedchildren as part of rela ed
services mandate. I think that just pouts up the problem there on

' related serYttfts.
,

We would in this connection ,state that the St,ate education n-
cies and local education agencies, it Nlould be help the were
mandated to provide only those serwic& which the public sc. ools are -....
empowered to provide under existing State law.

Second. Assign full funding and responsibility for those related
services. We are not s gge,sting that they not be provided, but assign
the funding and res nsibility to those State agencies that are already
authorized under S law to provide such services. .

Third. If these are not done, then remove the related seyvicesand
lefts try to hammer out the provision of those that are most essential.

In the technical problems that we have had, we haye problems with
' the, IBP, the individualized education plan. Thihas been more costly

and time consuming than we had anticipated. There'are certain things
that we think would smooth it out somewhat. . -

For- example, putting in a receiving teacher of a mainstreamed
, pupil on the-IEP would make a lot of sense to us. We do add them
where we cank ----N

We think-aat it does not make any sense to develop a detailed plan -,

for, the student before the student is seen by the teacher. For this
reason, we would.like to keep this open for a longer period of time,
even perhaps writing the IEP's, sending them to the parents, and then
having the conference and negotiate or working out the differences
that would exist at that time. ,.

Kr. Spam. Exc se me for interrupting.
Can't you 'do t at now ? Do the Federal regulations prohibit you

from doing that?
Mr. COCHRAN. we interpiet it, we get them altogether at the same

time, and start o the program at that point.
Also, there a requirement that has an administrator present at

these hearings, or at these conferences. We found that that has not
been necessary and it has been most time consuming for the admin-
istrators. It h:.: taken a good deal of their principal time which takes
them away : ,m some Other things that we would like for them.tto do
also. ',I , ' A

Another t hnical probl m that we are haying' is with the extended
school year ncept. We nd here that there is litigation already on
this particu r subject. e feel that the law could be amended to that
xtent, give Congress feeling about what the extended school year
was, and whether thmhad this in mind or they did not.

We feel that if the courts decide that the extended full year is man-
dated for children in special education ms, then very shortly
thereafter we are going to.have litiga y parents of children who
are in normal: schopl programs,that they also need the extra. 3 months
of attention. . .>

I rest my remarks at.this point.
Mr. Srmorr. Thank you very much.

..

Dr. Gross, you mention your waiting list is flirty from 6600-to 7,000.
which r am pleased to see is appreciably less than the figure t1 t I had
heard. How would that compare to1 year ago, or 2 years ago?

ex,
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Jii.r.'Gaoss. The data that was collected and kept by the division hithe past.-does not lend itself to those kinds of comparisons. I could say,froth what I have been able to gather, that it is Out in half at the least,-but I cannot give you an exact figure for the past years. They did notcollect data that way. -

Mr. SIMON. You dropped,a very, brief sentence in your 'testimonysaying that the money that is going to the States could more effec-tively be utilized. Can you expand on that a bit? r
Mr. Gaols. The moneys that wesgenerated this year were approxi-mately $11 million under Public Law 94-142. The State is allowed tokeep 25 percent of those funds for discretionary purposes. With ourfiscal problem, we would like to see them flow directly to us so that wecan have access to them and plan for them. This is the point that Iwas trying to make.
Mr. &mow. You are not suggesting that the State should get nodiscretionary funds, or maybe you are.

.,Mr. GROSS. I think 25 percent is healthy for the State, too healthy,.quite frankly.
,

Mr, SIXONs I would be interested in a State reaction to that.Mr. COCHRAN. We see that the discretionary funds do get to thelocalities. We have used them to buttress the situation one place ori another, or where We find that people do, indeed, pick up children-during the year.
..1

,... Mr. SIMON. What would be the impacton Virginia if that were, letus say, reducedto 20 percent?
.Mr. COCHRAN&I think that it would be negligible in r .Mr. Simox..0-lie final question here.
Mr. Cochran, I am going over your statistics on page-2.Mr. GocunAx. There is an error; I think you have probably found it.Mr. Stator. I was a little bit startled when you came out Witli that..I think that it should read 98,185.

..
Mr. COCHRAN.' Yes.

e Mr. &mow. I notice that the two areas that show a very substantialgrowth under the Fede l law, or maybe not because of the Federallaw, are learning disab ed and emotionally.disturbed.
I would be interests Dr. Gross, have you had.that same experience?Nrro Gross. The inctease in the emotionally disturbed and learningdisabled?
Mr,. StmoN. It has been fairly' static in the other programs withthose two exceptions.
Mr. Guoss. We found that static conditiOn. Those are similar to our',-1' figures, I would saY. just looking at theM, but the retarded have stayedthe same. The lehrning disabilities are up. The emotionally disturbedis un dramatically. ... ,We are not sure if we are identifying new bile ren or if it is ae4eiserical drift. That is to say, children move from one category toanother because some labels are less onerous f parents -and profes-Molds to deal with-and less stigmatizing for ch dren. That is goingon s well, Also the new- technolorries for ideal g ciuldren havebasically focused on learning disabilities in the last 5 years.'Sfr. Statox. Mr. Biaggi?
Mr. Bt.npais. than orib,question addressed to each of yout
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Are you currently spending moneys on related services?
Mr. COCHRAN. Yes, we are.
Mr. Gloss. Millions, and we are projected to ko up dramatically in

that area. We are having extreme difficulty finding people. The city
had at the beginning of ldst year 2 physicallherapists, And we needed
something like 7.9rif we would have met the requirements,of the IEP's.
So it is a real problem.
' Mr. BIAGGI. What is your reaction to that portion of the law?

Mr. GROSS. I think that it has to have more discretion for the loCal
districti. I think we need totyhave the participation of the medical
community.

Mr. COCHRAN. I wotild have similar. with the difference that I think
where it is clearly indicated that they could be involved and do a better
job, the responsibility should be put on the medical corilinunity.

Mr. BIAGGI. How do those related services impact on the- educational
proceSs?

Mr. GROSS. It really allows,us to use less restrictive environments for
children. If we did not have the related services in physical therapy,
occupational therapy,, and adapted physical education, there are chil-
dren who are so handicapped that they would be required to be in
perhaps a dity school or a residential facility where those services have

,traditiony been available, or in hospital schools where those services
have been available.

The positive side of it is that it has allowed us to move these children
toward more normalized environments. We have brought the services
into the schools, rather than bringing the childrert into the hospitals
or residential facilities.

Virtually all the children in the city have some related service or
another, and this includes psycholdgy and social work services. For
real intensive services like occupational and physical therapy and the
like, .probably 10 percent of the population wduld'have that kind of
need, the severely handicapped children primarily.

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Cochran, you make reference to the extended.school
year in the Armstrong v. Kline case. Is it your contention that you
don't have a summer session for the regular students?

Mr. Comilla-N. I think if we req,nre the summer session for the
handicapped students, then we need to require the summer session 'for
regular students. Whether they avail themselves of it, I think, would
be voluntary.

Mr. BLiaoi. But yob don't have it now?
Mr. Cociinxii.. No ; we do not mandate summer school.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. Weiss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, but I will not' take any time

for questioning. It has been good, solid testimony.
Mr. &mow. Thank you very, very much. We really appreciate it.
The next panel is ('ail Cartenuto, Theresa Travalino, and Mr. David

Spidal.
If I may ,call on Gail Cartenuto. health conservation teacher at

Public School 85 of the Bronx.
Let me say to all three witnesses, if we can enter your statements in

the record. I hate to ask you not to read them, but we are really getting
nito time constraints,so t would ask you tb summarize.

(-J
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STATEMENT OF GAIL CABTENUTO, HEALTH CONSERVATIOX,
TEACHER, PUBLIC SCHOOL 85 OF TEE BRONX

Ms. OARTENUTO. I am a health conservation teacher at Public School
85 of the Bronx. My school populatidn consists mainly of physically
handicapped* children.

At our school, we operate on an interdisciplinary basis. We have
therapists, occupational therapists, speech teacher, medical director,_
health aids, as well as classroom teachers.

This particular unit is very familiar to me since I went there as a
child, and I am now back teaching under special education.

I have a degree in, speech pathology from Columbia, as well as
credits in special education. Although I was honored to be selected by
the Council for Exceptional Childrento.speak here, in the beginning
I was very reKictant as I felt there were others who were familiar with
the law, and had' more of an impact on its interpretation. However,. as
I reflected, I realized how much this law affected our unit as well as me.

I have a few points that I would like to discuss, and I would like to
begin with our evaluation process.

In the past we evaluated our orthopedically handicapped children
ourselves. This evaluation process, we felt, was efficient in both time
and personnel. The children ,were placed often within days of identifi-
cation. Our medical. director was there as well as our teachers and
therapists for diagnostic availability.

Presently the Committee on the Handicapped has beel known to
send children to centers not equipped to handle them. Although we
haV'e vacancies do our .register and we know there are children that
need our services, there seems to be a backlog in the evaluation process.

A case in point is a parent of one of our students who contacted us
6 months ago, believing that her child was a candidate for our par-
ticular unit. However, she had to wait 6 months 'and had to resort to
pressuring the Committee on the Handicapped before her child was
appropriately placed.

One offshoot of the law is the labelingt When a special education
child enters a classroom, the children, as well as the teachers, realize
after a short period of time whetheror not the child belongs. If it is an
inappropriate placement, the teacher, the class, and the child himself
will suffer for it.

I really feel that the emphasis should not be placed.on delabeling,
but on positive attitudes toward all handicapptd children. A vistially t
limited child 'may need glasses. A child with a hearing problem mayneed a hearing aid. There is no way of getting aroluid this, and de-
labeling is not going to solve the problem in our society,

.)We must learn to accept things as they are, and to help our childimi- deal realistically with their attitudes. Acceptability, and not
delabeling, I feel is the key. , 4

4 would like to shift my attention now to the idea of supportive staff.
In actuality this has not been accomplished because of the physical
problems at present. As I work in an interdisciplinary unit, 2 years
ago we hat the services of a social worker. This badly needed servicehas been cut. For years we had a psychologist who came once a week.Now this liabe,en eliminated. .
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I would, like. to point out here that there is an excessive amount of
redtape that must be. cutthrough fa' children to obtain braces, to get
specially madeeyeglasses, or to Ile transported to and from hospitals.
This aspect of the child's total development needs a thorough follow-
through that only the expertise of a social worker can provide.

Marty adjustments have to be made by the physically handicapped
child if he is to succeed in the mainstream of society: Many times the
services of-a psychologist can accomplish this goal. ro really focus on
developing the total child, we feel the reinstatement of these suppor-
tive services is very necessary.

I would like to focus my attention on the least restrictive environ-
ment for the child.

We have two children who are equipped psychologically, academi-
cally, and physically to handta the demands of the regular class, and
at the same time utilize our learning center for physical therapy for
activities of daily living.,

I might point out here that these children remain on 96 registers al-
though their day is spent in a self-contained regular class. 'In our
particular situation, our mainstreamed children are a very welcomed
cpntriblition to the class they attend.

At present, the setup of adding children to teachers' regular classes
without adding' them to their registers certainly can lead to an mire
ceptive welcome of an additional burden to an already oversized elass
situation.

Mainstreamint for the physically handicapped is a positive direction
for special education if the child'spsychological, academic; and physi-
cal needs are met. The attitude of the teacher in accepting the child in
the regular class, the school, the principal, and of course the other
children is extremely important.

If the child feels, or is made to feel, a misfit, mainstreaming could
be destructive. It is important that we weigh what we are doing and
how we hancrfe each ,child. Some physically handicapped children
take a longer time than others to cope with the regular classroom

,Within our unit, we can say that the children develop positive atti-
tudes toward themselves, and the school and staff have positive atti-
tudes toward those children. The children we have mainstreamed
benefited from both the special unit and the regular class.

These children have also made contributions to the unit_ and the
regular class not only by their academic accomplishments, but by their
attitudes and other intrinsic values, the foremost of which is courage.
We trust that they will bring the same-values to'our society.

I would now like to focus on accessibility. The Federal Education
f All Handicapped Children Act defines related services as: trans-
)ortation, developmental, corrective, and other supportive services,

including speech ,pathology, audiology, psychological services, physi-
cal and occupational therapy, rthreation and medical counseling serv-
ices as may be required for children to benefit from special education.

Frankly, I am a little concerned about this interpretation of awes-
sibilitdiks it pertains to the physically handicapped. We render cer-
tain Allotted therapies, and we participate with the regular school dur-
ing lunch and in certain assembly programs. Our staff helps to bring
the children to the 44clitoriurn for these programs. r .

kl
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Life would be easier by far if we had a raw to,help 163 out. One
wonders what redtape must be cut to build a ramp. I would assumethat it would be cheaper` to build a ramp for startersThan to remove
our entire unit to a new and overcrowded school not equipped. to
handle our therapeutic staff, but which does have an elevator and aramp. ,,

Access to our therapies is of utmost importance to us. We have this
at Public School 85. More efficient accessibility to the auditorium and
the library, as well as the multicultural centers could be accomplished
by the construction of a ramp.

Recently, in the name of accessibility, we received a memorandum
to the effect that we were, going .to be moved from our, long-estab-
lished unit to a place where there is an elevator. The options given
-to us were :. a schoOl that had little or no opportunities for ,main-
streaming and little or no space for our therapies. The school in ques-tion went up to the third grade,' and our children go to the sixth
grade. This solution would be defeating our objectives for the ortho- .
pedically handicapped. It would also be adverse to that part of the
law which places emphasison therapy.

The other option was an already overcrowded school with noepace,
to operate efficientlyveonsidering our needs for therapies, .if unde-
sirable' facilities arefoffered, we would be in jeopardy of losing their
services.

,. 4

We feel that the best, most economical and beneficial solut n for

immediate tuture and, in the foreseeable future, an elevato .

our student population, would be the constructijm of a ramp)n the

In trying to comply with one aspect of the law, we must not let it
supersede that which is most beneficial to the child. If our children
are not able to get the needed therapies, the children would have to be
released to go to the hospital for such therapies, and where would the
child be then academically ? ;

Instead of dismantling a.'totally well functioning and well estab-
lished unit to move us to a location with an elevator, but Jacking the
more essential-facilitiqs, we should take the necessary 'steps to adjust

, the present location to our needs. In the long run, this would be more
fruitful for the physically handicapped child.

I cannot Conclude my talk without mentioning the individualiz
'educational plan, the IEP,.erroneons to some and valuable tooth

Since I was not familiar, at the time I came to the learning et r,
with any of the measuring tools in the IEP, it was, of course, helpful
to me personally, since it helped me organize-my thoughts and My
approaches.

, I do not teach the beginning classes.
, and ghost bf my student popu-lation is promo from the earlier group. The IEP's I ,receive arewritten within the learning center. However, my colleagues have

received IEP'sideveletped by the Committee on the Handicapped
which they feel'are illegibly and academically not very helpful.

The teacher of special education is constantly reevaluating and
modifying'the educational approaches. It is nothing new to our karn-
ing center at Public Scholl 85. In the past we had annual reports,,
aside from report cards and parent conferences. 6

These reports were sufficiently extensive and easy to understand.
Each discipline filled out a report concerning the child, and the ar- .
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eats were brought in for a conference with the doct9r, the teacher,
and the therapist present.

Now the parents come in as a group. We explain the IEP and the
purpose for which it.was initiated. After explaining the IEP's gen-
erally, we break into small groups and we discuss with each parent
the child's program, using the IEP as a guideline. .

We have always evaluated our own children. 's this s format that
is now different. In the past, the teachers, therapists, doctors, and
parents were included in discussing the child, However, although the
annual report was probably more thorough and thus more help to the
teachers and therapists, the parents did not sign the report, nor did
they in fact see it, although its contents were generally discussed with
the parents.

The fact thit the parents are inclu' ded and must sign the evaluation
. form is, I feel, an important factor in its favor. However, the present

form is not an improdement in efficiency, nor is it clearer or more
concise in its educational guidelines.

. Thank you for likening 'to me. I hope I have in some way en-
lightened you on the problem of our particular population.

I 9 nly regret that I was not able, to bring some1of my,children down
so that you could meet the bright little citizens of oil'. future. However,
vou are all invited to hear us sing at the Special Arts Festival at
Columbia on Tuesday.

I would like to thank CEC, of which I am a member, for giving me
this opportunity to express my views.

Mr. SnioN. Thank you very much. We wish we could be here on
Tuesday.
, Mr. BIAGGI. I will be here on)Tuesday, and I will be at Columbia.
My son is graduating. '

Ms. CARTE/MTG. Then maybe, you can come to Teachers College
and hearus sing., .

Mr. BrAGor. What time will that be?
Ms. CARTENuTb. It will be between Stand 12.
Mr. BrAGGI. I will try to be there, I promise you.
Ms. CARTEITITTO. We will be happy to see you.
Mr. SI:tif ON. Ms. Travalino?

STATEMENT OF TFERESA TRAVALINO, TEACHER, PUBLIC
' SCHOOL 32 OF THE BRONX

Ms. TRAVALINO Mr. Chairman, I do not have a prepared statement
l'because,I was told it was not necessary. I will try to be as 'quick as I

oan, using a few visual aids.
First, I would like to preface the statement with thoughts which

just came to me. In fact, I am looking at this boo'k which was printed
prior to a public hearing on special education, and it lists the break=
down of special children in the New York area. The largest group .is
specific learning disabled, educable mentally retarded, and emotionally
disturbed.

The first gentleman who spoke talked about child-find. You, obvi-
ously, wiy not have to look far for the deaf. Ypu are not going to have
to look far, for the hard of hearing or the legally blind, the partially
sighted, the physically handicapped, orthopedically or otherwise. You
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'are not going to have to lopk far find what is.goins to be coming into
the school system in leaps and? through child-find forspecial education., .

,.

. Public Law -94-142 hae-f our special education, and nowbeause of constraint? of p ant and money, we are loppingoff ushing, pulling the edu lir process.
am grateful to CEO for being here. I am grateful in a sense that

my name came. I have lost mucli sleep. Ii losing now a day, and mychildren are losing a day. I am sorry that you gentlemen have toleave. 4
I think that it is sad that a primary' factor in the delivery of special ,services, the teacher, is represented only by t* people on this petal.

Without too much prior time to do a really gc[Od job of my colleaguesand Gail's colleagues, this is where your edu&ational process fails or' succeeds, in the classroom with us.
I came eark t o ) ear the exdire 114arief, and I will stay. It isnot indica-tive of Mr. gross, or anyboclydWe, because he is a busy man, but twoteache.rs from his school system are presenting testimony, and he hasnot stayed to hear us. Of course he can read it in the .record, but he

has not stayed,
Mr. SIMoN. I might just mention that we have had a great manyteachers in other hearings: ,s

Ms. TRA'VALINO. With Mr. gross t
Mr, SIMON. No.
Mr. BIAGGI. In different parts of the country there, has been sub-

atantial teacher input.
>

Ms. 'ritivigirm. ;Very- well, then, let me proceed uickly aspossible.
leg Game is Theresa :rravalino. I teach at P.S. 32 a Bronx.I have a B:A. from Hunter in 1949, an M.S. from the College of N4

Rochelle in 1973, with a Specialty in learning disabilities. I haYeM
generic license now from Ntw York State which says that I am aspecialist in all special ectoation.

I want to ilefine.the problem, also keepirlailind, again, since wedeliver the, Services, what is parafnonntiri, edizcatibn, discipline
problems teacher reinforcement, and help and training.

The children who,find their way into my clasSroonl find their way
into my classroom because they are adjudged brain injured, BI; orneurologically impaired, NI; or learning disabled, LD; or minimal
brain damage, MBD.

In. our school we have 12 special education classes in a learning
center model, with other classes on the fourth, fifth, and sixth grade
level. We have five so- called brain-injured' in our classes, fir educable
mentally retarded, three emotionally disturbed. We have one crisis
intervention teacher who servicestheseclasses:

We go to.gym with the regular children, We eat lunch with the regu-lar children: We have auditorium programs with the regular children.
We can avail ourselves of the library service, as a preparation period,
art and music. We_are mainstreamed, or so-called mainstreamed, inlunch or/and in auditorium, and in. physicil education.

ThiS is a breakdown ofmy class. Very quitkly, the performance IQ's
ig the 'red line. They are un high around the 100 mark. The verbal
TQTs are spiky down around the borderline. Ego strengthsmeaning
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can a child withstand, does he feel happy abou't himself, is he acting
outyou can see are spiky and very much depressed.

Distractibility; I have one child with no distractibility; the rest are
here.

Since there is less verbal taleiirthe less language and the less media-
tion the child has for dealing with his Own problems and behavior.

Ole of the characteristics of this type of child, they,are more be-
havioral. I don't know if I should read this into the record, since I
don't have a prepared statement hyperactivity. hyperdistractibility,
impulsivity, perseveration, motor dysfunction. These are all disturb-
ances of behavior and affect.

Under go. 3 we have defective self-concept, which leads to low frus-
tration tolerance, flight from challenge, over$ompensation, control and
manipulation of other children and the teacher, negativism or power
struggle with the other children and the teacher. There is much so-
called acting out behaviOr..

This middle segment, inadequate integrative, deals with the ability,
ordur cognitive domain mostly : memory deficits, conceptual handi-
cap, perceptual handicaps. Current research has shown that percep-
tual training does not help in the cognitive domain.

This has come out in the last 2 years in research. We, s teachers,
knew this 7 or 8 years ago. So we in the classroom, only when the super-
visor walked in were lye doing perceptual fraining because we knew
7 years ago that it did not do much good.

Giving the child a special education, you will to deal with the
constraints of time and the physical climate. We have 380 minutes in:
a day. The lunch period is 50 minutes. The preparation 'oZrie 45
minutes. The breakfast program is 20 minutes. Dismissal is 1 minutes.
In transit through the school building is 20 minutes. Cleanup'is 5
utes. This comes to 150 minutes. Subtract that, and we now have
Minutes left of instruction time.

If we-are to give a child social study and science and other subject
areas for a total of 60 minutes, math for 45 minutes, and language arts,
that is a total of 195 minutes.

If I divide that by 10 and give each child individual instruction,
he will get 19.5 minutes of individual instruction. Then' yon think
logically, what would I do with the other nine children. Therefore,
the idearof individualization is mythical.

Now we break them up into small groups. We will handle- small
groups. You have to retnembei that we have an acting out population
that cannot read, that cannot handle themselves. It is amazing that
we do as much as we do in the classroom.

We break them don into groupS. Ideally we would love to have a
full-time para. We now have part-time paras that come in at certain
designated times. If a part-time para walks in to me when I have just
had a disruptive thing happen in the classroom, when I must now talk
t e entire class down from this, the para must sit and wait.

takes me 20 minutes to talk the class down, I don't have that
para for 'minutes. I have her only for part of the time that she has
been there. , ideally, and what we should have, and do have in some
schools, is a full-time para..

, Class size, I have 10 children from 11 to 13. Experts through the
years have said that the ideal class is eight. It went as high as 12 in
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Nevi, York City about 4 years ago, and the parents had to sue to getthese 2 extra children out.
I understand now m the city and in the State we can have .overridesif our figures go down to below 80 percent. That is fine, but think

logically. If I have 80 percent in 1 month,,,and some supervisor says,she can have two more children, the next2 months I have those twoplus my other two, I cannot get the other two out of the cliissroom.
These numbers of children to work with in special education are un-wieldy. Yet we have these very large numbers for us, and it is ex-tremely hard to.deal with.
What do we do for these children? We have to give instructn. It is

total curriculum, meaning home and school, ideally. It is attitudinal
intervention so that we change the child, .so that the child cam grow
from within as well as learn. We have to provide a therapeutic milieu,
ideally.

The teacher's concerns now are class size,"discipline what to do with
theacting-out child. Once this child becomes disturbed and begins to
act out, you are to use nonpunitive methods for this child. The best
method is to take,the child and remove hint, so that the other children
with poor ego, poor language, and to whom a picture is worth flA011-
sand words, do not model this child's actions.
, We don't have this facility. We have one CIT i ur school who

also must do all of the paperwork and must do 1 eh duty and other
things. So she is not available. When I need my Isis person," cannot
send a person in 5 minutes later because the ild has gone wild. So
crisis intervenors should be there. We so .. have more in a school
with 12 special classes..

Support personnelwe ave one guidance, counselor in the school
assigned to special ed tion. Going back to my original elass break-
down, I have five c dren whose ellucational workup commends
counseling. None : getting it. We have six children wh educationalworkout stage language therapynot speech articulation,' but Ian-
gudgeTwo are getting it, and one is getting articulation speech. This
is. because of lack of money, lack of funds, lack of personnel.

Again, as I' saidl, the guidance personnel: It is now the month of
May, and I had one child seen last week by guidance finally. They are
overworked. It is not a question thit they do not want tct; it is a ques-
tion that they cannot.

We have a question of proper evaluation. Sometimes things are done
in a hurry, and the child is adjudged one thing, and on overlay. He
appearea to behave properly when the team saw him. Put him in with
two or three acting out children, and he now begins to act emotionally
handicapped as well as brain injured. Is he really NM, or is he act-
ing abnormally because he is placed ,in an abnormallElass, environ-
mentally speaking?

If he has not been properly evaluated, we would like a timely re-
evaluation. The law does not permit this to happen with any speed
because there are waiting periods. COH must be called in, and they
must sit. There are children in the New York school system that are
not placed yet. Therefore, these children who are being seen now, are

. not seen. In the meantime, they remain in the classroom and do not
allow much teaching to go on, and much learning of the'wrohgadaptive
patterns.

4
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The IEP; as Gail said, is good in this respect ; it has caused some
teachers to sit and review their long and short term goals. My training
taught me that I had to do this. I have to do it for myself, and I did
it before the IEP.

What the IEP cannot do is list everything I do for this child. I
would be waiting for weeks. I don't lui've the time to do-that. Froth
hat standpoint, the IEP can be a punitive tool for us in that we also

,don't get any extra time. There is no extra time given to us.
The IEP portion that should be written by COH, I have not had an

IEP in the years that I have been teaching which has come to me with
the COH ppttion filled out. We have done tilt part as well with uo
extra,time.

In addition, some IEP's ha$e crossed -my path where the speech
teacher sat and signed, and whatever other ancillary personnel. I can
almost state that they may not have been there at the conference time
because most schpols do not have built-in conference time in the school
days.

As I showed yqu before, there is no time. Yet most of your good
private schools dismiss their children for 1 hour. per week prior
to 3 o'clock; and sit and-,donference children. This has not been done
in New York City. I don't know if it is a constraint of the law or an
unwilli s 9n the part of the principals, et cetera.

What i e future thrust, and where is special education going.
Is it all cosmetic?

There is so much paperwork, paperwork that comes across describ-
.ing the learning center model at which I teach, telling not what will
be, but telling about things that are going on when they are not.So
don't believe everything you read.

Too much paperwork, an, extreme amount. We have high-priced
paper chasers and paper filler-outers. We have supervisors who spend

,an inordinate amount of time on paperwork. They are very highly
paid and very highly skilled, but not_to fill out papers. The CIA's
are highly skilled, but not to' fill out papers. I am, I hope, skilled, and
yet I do amitordinate amount of paper filling-out. .

Mr. Gross mentioned generic grouping and forced categorization.
In other ?States they have tried to group these three not just in tile
learning center,,,but in, the same classroom. Most of us, who havelhad
an opportunity to work or see these three, do not want Y is. It does
not work ou

They hay sent us special personnel, such as music the pist8, dance
t erapi$13;dr education people, have perceived-the di rence in our

ihi,ren. They also have perceived the difference at the eginni of
the schdol year, when we have only eight or seven, how t pline
and the:learning breaks dow.n afterthe 7th, 8th, 9th, or rOth child
comes

Umbrella licensue.; I wonder if this Is being done to conform to the
law and get extra money. Are'we now changing special education?
Are we doing a 1984 number on special education ? re we now chang-
ing' categories?

We are ehanginz labeiS, or doing away with labels, for what reason ;
to get funding? If it is just to get funding( and we-can still deliver the
serviees the wily they are supposed io be delivered,'fine. But if it is to
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then change whaf has been written in books for the last 5, 6, or 7 years,
then that ia.dangerous and does not help us as teachers to.deliirer the
services. -7

Mr. STMON. I don't mean to be cutting you short, butwe. are under
time constraint.

11.s. TRAVAUX°. o; this is it.
The least restrictive environment definition: What is least restriciive

for some children; to place them into my class makes that the most re-
strictive environment to the other children in the- clast Very 'little
teaching goes on because you are serving one instead of nine.

The least restrictive environment for the other nine might have
meant to leave that one other child in a, different setting, or place
him where he might be served best.

Mainstreaming : I have Yriainstrearsed no one this year academically
because if,.they'could make it acadenkally, they would not be in my,
class. Mainstreaming during lunch to m again constrains the physical

,plant. You ace mainstreaming 50 special education children at a time
with 300 regular education citiidren, supervised by 2 people. Evenif these children were all regular children, 2 people at lunchtime
to supervise 300, I don't have to tell you what might go on. It takes
me at least 20 minutes to talk them down from a period at lunch.

It takes me at least 20 minutes to mediate any fights that have hap-
pened during the limch period.because, again, physical plants in New
York City don't have 16, 17, or 20 children in a gym program as they
do in the suburbs. We have 20 special children, which rs an unwieldly
number. Yet, in the same school, two of my children are on the.varsity
basketball team.

I cannot tell you how happy I am at the growth I have seen in these
children because they have been on this varsity basketball team with-this same physical education leacher who can now do his job withthat small group. Last year had the captain of that varsity team in
my classroom., In the regular gym program, because of the tinwieldly
number, there is much behavior problem and acting out.

SoI say, in your child-find, since the Government-has now changedthe definitionvf retardation to a ceiling IQ of 70, and if the child asan IQ of 70 or above, he is not retarded, we are going to find more
children with. IQ's under 70 who are coming into special education. I
don't know what they are going to'be designated, learnmx.d.Vabled, orwhatevei.

If you are going to find children to put them in my class as it
exists now, leave them in,the regular classroom, serve them in other
/ways with resource rooms. Give us the personnel to do a job. Let's not
rewrite the books to conform to the law. I thank you.
,. Mr. Sittox. Thank you.
( Mr. Spidal I

[The prepared testimony of David A. Spidal follows :]
PREPARED Trwrimorr Or Din A. SPIRAL, Pautaem., NEW TORN ScHooL

Fos THE DEAF, Warm PLAHts, N.X.

Congressman Simon. other committee members, and friends. The impact ofPublic Law 94,142 is being felt both positively and negatively, as it relat e!! to thedeaf. Positively, the concepts of Individualized.Educational Programs (LE.P.),Least Restrictive Environment (L.R.E.). and Due 'Procesif are impoitant. The
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emphasis of the rights of all handicapped to a free and appro to education is
prised. But, generalizations, interpretations, implementatis and funding pose
significlant problems. It is these issues which pose spme neg tive implications for
the education of deaf children. These are the issues I will emphaiiize today.
Least Restrative Environment (L.R.E.)

Frequentlyt,interpretailon of this concept has been couched In terms which do
not 'Indorporite the whole child or the total needs. It is generalized that the
educational component is, Waited to the school. This is not always true, The
education of the deaf child !mist include his total environment The deaf child does
not learn by vicarious interaction with family, peers, radio and television as do
hearing children. The deaf child learns by what he/she sees In an environment
where information is transmitted via spea g, the deaf child sees only the physi-
cal- activities. %ith no language connection. Thus to generalize that the home,
hearing peers, the local hearing school, and o forth can provide the necessary
language stimulation is a false or inaccurate generalization Education involves
communication and the least testrictise environment for the deaf 'Must be "that
environment, school, home, community, which can provide for the makimal visual
stimulation of language". Let me give three examples which are common.

Example 1. Mary ,Sue, age 15, lives 18 miles from the school. She atten s the
school 180 days on a day basis, picked up by bus at 7:15. arrives at schd at
8:00, departs from school at 2.15, arrives h e at 3.00. Both parents work
necessity. There tire no other deaf students the community. Mary Sue stays in
her room, wpre4es,a little television witho knowing what is happening. becomes
frustrated ftclAred. She is in "the least estrictive environment"?

Example 2. Tom, age 17 is "mainst med" from a school for the-deaf to the
local school. While at the school or the deaf, he was active in sports, clubs, was
president of his class, was ver popular with his peers at the school. Now he
attends class, sloes average wor , has no friends, participates in no activities,
does not have a oolinsclur or of er support services who are equipped to work
with the deaf. Is Tom in the "Least Restrictive Environment"?

Example 3. Ramos, age 12. lives in an area of the Bronx known as "Apache
Village". The street life is dangerous. the family is poor, but loving, speak only
Spanish. The three rooms of the apartment are not adequate for the eight
members of the family. He attends school on a day basis, but is frequently absent.
The weekends, holidays and summer are spent in the apartment because the
family is afraid to let 'Ramos out by himself. Is he in the least restrictive envi-
ronment? What will happen to him when he finishes school?

These examples are given to emphasize the point that the least restrictive
environment must include the totarenvironment, and the decision about such
must be made by school officials, social service personnel and others knowledge-
able of the unique needs of the deaf. The least restrictive environment must
include the total needs of the child,

PublYc Law 94-144 Is too often Interpreted for "education" only. Services to
children become fragmented because the need is "not educational" Too often-I
hear that is a social service problem, not an educational problem." "The school_
is for education, not psychiatric counseling." "That problem is not the school's;
but is the vocational rehabilitation problem." "You'll haVe to petition the
family court for summer school , it's not your school'n financial responsibility."
"You operate a se,h_ool, not a service agency." All of these Comments indicate
a lack of accounability and assistance to provide for services .telfie deaf child
Such comments, plus the examples given 'before, indicate "restrictions" not
reduction of restrictions, a " "brush -Air' of responsibility for the individual, frag-
mented life into components rather than the "whole child." .

The generalization for "handicapped children" indicates all are the same
rather than-Individually different and unique.

One possible solution would be to establish co missions for the deaf within
each state which would develop the guidelines for st restrictive environments
for the deaf. We need to work for the whole child a d not fragment the services
int6 educationaj, social, emotional and physical:
Individualized Education Program (I.E.P.)

The I.E.P. has, in many instances, become,a burden rather than a tool, a docu-
ment of wishes,. rather than an instrument for guiding services. What in theory

40 a great concept has become an albatross because of the generalizations to all
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, handicaps and interpretations given to this Concept. The I.E.P. development is
dime consuming, expensive, and questionable in its present format. It can be

fragmented and not incorporate the full needs of the student.
The avertre I.E.P of a deaf student for one year can be approximately ti.rty

pages in length, require an average of six person hours to prepare, and i in be
"Auplichted as many as six times per yearfor parents, committees on?, handl-

cdPped, teachers' records, administration files and so forth. Additio fundint
for teacher time, support service time, aqd supplies have not been rovided. A$
such, the time extended and the expense has taken away from the service an
educational time to the children.

,

For the deaf child, especially the multi-handicapped deaf child, the total p
gram must be a part of the educational plan. but there is too often a lack o
funds and resources to meet the needs of the individual child. Also, there is no
guarantee that the necessary and required support services and programs will.
be or can be made available. Too often the I.E.P. actually means "of what is
available, how can the child be best educated." Permit me to site an example.
Ramos (not his real name) a student living in "Apache Village" in the Bronx,
attends on a day, ltasis a day/residential school for the deaf. In evaluating his
total vi it is determined that Ramos should have. la) year-long school, (b) ,
constant social interaction with other deaf, (c) daily counselling, (d) life ad-
justment skills, (e) bilingual instruction, (f) daily tutoring and language/read-
ing, (g) athletic programs to develop team concepts, (h) part-time vocational
thstruction. Of these eight needs, the school can only provide . (

yeaviong schooling, (b) brief social interaction at 1 chtime not
) 180 days of

school. not
constant because he arrives at school at eight o'clock and must de :15
to receive transportation, and be is not permitted to live-in the dormitory to par-
ticipate in the residential program, (c) counseling twenty minutes a week be-
cause the school has only one counsellor for the 200 students, (d) a life adjust-
ment skills curriculum which is a part of the program at the school, (e) all in-
struction in English because tare are no avai able bilingual teachers, spanish
speaking teachers, nor are there appropriate ma rids in spanish for his level of -

instruction, (f) no individualized tutoring been class loads are at a minimum
of eight students to one teacher (standard f schools for the deaf), (g) no

hletic programs because Ramos must go at 2.15 to receive transportation
a II athletic programs are after school, and two hours of vocational training
per da %lilt twenty students in the class with a teacher who is not prepared
or educated to work With the deaf. The school and the parent feel that all of
the items in the I.E.P. are essentials for educational success for Ramos, but only
a few of the items could be provided for him: There are no other programs avail-
able that would provide more services than could be provided at the school.

The services and needs as presented in the I.E.P. are not available becauseof
the lack of funds to provide such services and the lack of appropriately trained
professionals.

Another'student at the same school, age 16, is taking a college preparatory
program Her courses of study for the present year include English, Literature]
Algebra, Remedial Math. Physical Education, Health, American History, and.
Speech Therapy. Speech Therapy is provided to her two times a week, alternating
with Physical Education Health Eduszation is provided for a nine week block.'
Under Public Law 94-142. each subject area must have a statement of present
level of performance, annual goals, and short-term goals. All materials used in
the classroom instruction are specially prepared by the teachers to meet her
language needs for instruction, Appropriate textbooks covering the important
topies of each subject area are not available at her reading level; When al of
thequired information is prepared and put together for the year of instruetiou,
the 1 E.P., as a document which communicates, is twenty -five pages long for the
year During the planning conference, the parent was given a copy, the Coll
(Committee on the Handicapped) requested a copy, each clas -gDom teacher
had a copy of the I.E.P, for his/her subject and the central fire had a copy.
Thns, at the end of the planning conference, four copies were prepared. At the
end of the year. the evaluation for the total I.E.P. was made on the adminis-
trative copy. and a duplicate copy was made for this COH and the parent. Thus.
six copies of twenty-five pages were needed for one child for one year.

The following are recomaiendations for the I.E.P. and support services:
1. Redefine the Individualized Education Plan as a document to be developed,

at the school, held at the school, and to be viewed only nt the school without
copies being sent to all inthresied ormother parties;
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2. Allocate federal and'state funds to see that the total needs of each cklid be
met and remove the fragmentation of funding sources and responsibilities. i.e.
mental health now separated from education which is separate from vocational
program which is separate frqm other necessary services;

3. Require the establishment of state commissions for the deaf who would bd
given the responsibility to see that the ' total" needs of deaf children are met ;

4. Establish federal grants for thespreparation of mental health specialist.
vocational teachers, secondary school teachers, bilingual teachers and bthers
for full-time work with the deaf ;

5. Provide federal funds to guarantee appropriate' compensation for people who
work with the deaf ;

O. Review the total I.E.P. concept as It r elates to students plac ed in special
schools for the deaf ;

7. Remove the generalizations from legislation and other documents which
tend to classify all handicaps as similar with the same needs. The communica-
tion handicap of the deaf Is much different than an orthopedic handicap, a mental
handicap, a visual handicap, or other handicap.

ma -
The co' pts in Public Law 94-142 relating td the least 'restrictive environ-

ment and I.E.P. are the areas of greatest concern to those of us dedicated
to working deaf children. Frequently, the Interpretation of least restrictive
environtnen 'mes in realitT a boat restrictive environment. The Individ-
ualized Edu on Plan for the deaf student frequently takes. away from avail-
able time, services. and money Available for educating and assisting the child.
and in no *ay does the I.E.P. guarantee or provide a means of insuring that the
needs of the deaf child Are met.

STATEMENT OF DAVID A. SPIDAL, PII7D7-PRINCIPAL, NEW YORK
SOHOGL FOR THE DEAF, WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. ,

Mr. SPIDAL. I have copies, of a paper which (would like to enter for
the record ;then make a short presentation.

Mr. SIMON. Your entiro statement will be placed in the record, and
we will appreciate it if you would summarize. Unfortunately, we will
have to leave here at about noon, and we have two More panels to go
through here.

Mr. SPIDAL. I will make my statement as brief and concise as pos-
sible, Congressman.

My specialty of work is with the deaf. I am representing that popu-
lation with this testimony May.

I am proud and happy that you and your c011eague,s see deafn Jis
aaniqueness, and this is demonstrated by having an interpreter ere
to make these conferences accessible to the daqf and hearing im ired.
If you look around, this is probably the only special person that you
had to bring to make the prograinaccessible,

The point that I Am making here is that the deaf are a unique., pop-
lation because their larndicat) is not with the mind or with the body,
btit their handicap basically is one of language de% elopment, language
development which you and I have gotten through our sense of hear-
ing over the years, and have developed' into where we can sit and,,

via many modes.
We can git at home. and learn from radio, television. We can talk

over the telephone. The deaf do not learn this way, throiigh this vicari-
ous experience: They need the speciarty of people trained 'in the area.
They need the support services that can deal with this unique problem
of language and communication.
"Public Law 94-142 has brought about some very positive aspects in

terms of the deaf, but because of generalizations to all handicaps, It:,
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cause of in tation of the law, and becituse of funding problems, ,we are running more prqblems which are and could have an impact 'on the deaf.
We have heard &bout the latest restrictive environment, and in the 1

paper I present th&e are several examples of leasttrestrictive environ
ments which are actually more reptrictitre for the deaf child, whereas
with another type of handicapped child, it would be least restrictive. e

The IEP also for the schools and programs for the deaf pose a real
problem, mounting paperwork, no additional time, no additional fund-
ing. All of these factors are taking away from services to children.

Since the implenimtation of Public Law 94-142, I think children
are losing more and trlore because of the additional time and expense
involved in the implementation. Whereas the aspectsrthe conditions,
the learning was taking place, now we are taking some of the money
and time used for that to fulfill the obligations of the law.

Also, I wank to emphasize a factor connected to this generalization
problem, generalization of the handicapped, rules and regulations
which apply to the handicapped, with people involved in making
decisions comifi up with interpretations that really do not understand
the situation.

I would recommend that ender the law, or under the interpretation
of the law, there be commissions for the deaf established in each State
coordinadby BEH or other such organizations, which would be re-
sponsible to see that the maximum educational programs were carried.
out for the deaf throughout the Nation.

Another large area of concern to me and other educators of the deaf
is the fact that there are not adequate support services, of people who
are trained and Ictlewledgeable-.of the deaf. To have the physical
thWapist is fine, but that physical therapist should also be trained in

N)working with the deaf. To have vocational teachers is fine, but there
,very few who are trained as teachers of the deaf:There are few

gual teachers to help us with the Spanish-speaking deaf.
With cra*program, such as we had early in the 1960's for train

ring teachers clr_Ahe deaf, it might be possible to teach specialty
peeplikso that they would be available to work with the deaf.

The last point I want to make at this time is that we need to look
at the total child, not at the education. The child is a total human be-
ing, and we have the tendency to fragment the services by saying, that
is not educational, and pushing it aside. That is ioeational rehabilita-
tion's responsibility. That 'is mental health's responsibility, Soon we
have the child's life all fragmented. I believe all of these things have
to come together to provide optimal and maximum services tti4leaf
children. I cannot speak for the others at this time. Thank you.

Mr. Stator. May I do this. I hate to impose on the three of you, but
I would like to toss some questions at you, and if you could respond
in writing, we could then enter the answers in .th'e record. Send the
letters to Congressman Simon, Washington, D.C. .1

Ms. Cartenuto, in youcase you talked about a ramp, and maybe you
are talking about more than one ramp. I am just curious about what
kind of cost we are talking about here. I assume that you are talking
about a fairly simple ramp. ,

Second, you mentioned that you attended the veff"Achool where you
are teaching. I would be interested in a comparison df that school now

66-229 0-151 -4 49
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and when you were there, and then what you would like to see in that
school 10 years from now.

Ms. Travalino, I was particularly concerned with the counseling that
is not taking place, as you mentioned, and which should be taking
place. I am interested in why it, isn't, who should be counseling, and
any further information that you want to provide there.

Mr. Spidal, if you -can expand on yotir idea of commissions for the
deif. No. 2 any reaction you have to suggestions that have been
niade for the use'of the loop, I am sure you know what I am referring
to, fpr ',the hearing impaired. It is something that we ought to be
,kiiika-harder look at.
Mr. SPIDAL. May I expand on that also ?
Mr. SIMON. Yes.
I am sorry that I ilo not have time to enter into a dialog with all

three of you becausel would like to very, very much. I appreciate your
testimony, anti I appreciate you taking the time to be with us here
today. .

Mr. SPIDAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
The next panel is Patricia Kaylor, Doris Grell. Tracy Grell, Herb

Rosenblatt, and Otil Bryant. I understand that Tracy and Otis are
Special Olympians, and we are particularly pleased' to have them here.

Ms. KAYLOR. Mr. Simon, we were just talking, and we really wonder
if it would be possible for us to come back at another time when Mr.
Biaggi and Mr. Weiss are here. Because of the definite time restraints,
we do not believe that we c,ould.be as.effective as we might be at a later
date.

Mr. Srmox. We can do that. I am sure we will hold other hearings
in New York. Obviously, we hold hearings most frequently in Wash-
ington,.but it would be much more convenient for you to have another
hearing here at some point. I am sure we will be back, and we can
arrange to do that.

Ms. KAYLOR. We would prefer that at this time, I believe.
Mr. Simon, we hale talked, and if it is not possible to have the hear-

ing here, we could go to Washington, so whatever can be arranged
that would be most convenient.

,Mr. SIMON. We will work that out fOr panel 4.
Tracy and Otis, can,, you? tell me what you do in the Special

Olympias?
Tracy. what do yott do in the Special.° \*.

TnAcy GRELL. Swimming.
Mr. SIMON. Ms. Grell, what are you going

\'
et your trophy for?

Truer GRF1.L. I-will have a trophy for all-ro fe athlete.
Mr. SIMON. Got:xl.,for.you. Tracy. We are yen d to have you

here. and we are very proud of yQu.
Otis, what do you do?
Oris BnYforr. I am a basketball player. I play fo'41i. . Herb Rosen-'

blatt. In the stormier games, I do track acrd field, softball; a lot of run-
ning. Right nog, -we are going to have a bike-a-thon where we are going
to get together a group of guys to go to Washington. We are going to
ride to Washington from the Bronx, and I hope to see you there.

Mr. Simox/We hope so, too.

.
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1;9e will work out something for panel 4, either here or in Wash-ington. The staff will have to work that out, and we will let you knowwhat the situation is.
......Panel 5, what is your pleasure? Do you want to proceed with panel 5here at this point?.

Ms. FIErl'an. Do you have time for us? ..
Mr. Smox. Certainly.
Janet Scotland, Education Law Center of Philadelphia; Robin Win-ner, Education Priorities Panel of New York;. and Paula Hepper,

Advocates.for Children of New York.
Ms. Scotland, we are happy to have you, and we look forward toyour testimony.
[The. prepared statement of Janet F. Stotland follows:)
PREPARED STATEICENT or JANET F. STOTLAND, ESQ., MANAGING ATPOSNEY,

Eaucarms LAW Cmsrzu, PHILADELPHIA, P.
Mi. Chairman, members of the committee, I appreciate this opportunity to talkwith you this morning regarding matters of vital importance to the parents andchildren my organization ntpresents:
I am the Managing Attorney of the Pezinsylvatha office of the Education LawCenter, Inc., a nonprofit public interest 14W Brio which provides free legal assist-ance to parents and students'whoencounter difficulties with the public education.",system in Pennsylvania. Our sister office, which is located in Newark, providessimilar services in the state of New Jersey. The Pennsylvania office of ELC Isfunded primarily by thq Ford Foundation and the Develolimental DiaabllitieaAdvocacy Network, the Pennsylvania protection and advocacy system.Although ELC's concerns and activities extend to all issifips4inich affect thequality and availability of public education services, a substantial.portion of ourresources are. focused 6 securing quality special educating services for hand! -capped youngsters. Since we began operations in Pennsylvania in 1975, we haveadvised, provided information to, or formally represented literally tens ofthousands of parents and handicapped children.
Each week our office receives approximately 50 calls from parents and parentadvocates throughout Pennsylvania. We also travel throughout the state, and inthe last few months staff have met with parents and education providers in E'siScranton, Lancaster, York, Pittsburgh, Pottsville, and Harrisburg. The Infotma.z,tion and perspective obtained as a result of these contacts and experletitserve as the "data base" for my comments this morning..Many of the problems encountered by consumers seeking quality special" edu-cation services in Pennsylvania fall roughly into two categories. The first Cate-gory includes state-wide policies or statutes or district-wide practices which;entheir face or as applied deny services mandated by Public Law 94-142. nese° problems could be called "systemic" impediments to compliance with 1.he Apt.The second group of grievances focuses on the denial of clearly mandatedservices to individual consumers caused by the failure or refusal of a particularschool district or intermediate unit to comply with the provisions of the 'Act.These problem are as various as the 505 School Districts and 29- IntermediateUnits in Pennsylvania, and include such matters as the denial of physical therapyto a needy student or the refusal of School District to provide a timely and com-prehensive Individualized Education Program. I do not Include in this categorythose factual disputes which are properly the subject of'the due process mecha-nism. Bather, I am referring to incidents in which a child's need for and entitle-ment to a particular service under the Act are clear, but where the LEA simplyreties to provide it. ,

The real focus of my remarks, however, is not just to recount the number andnature of these grievances. It is to emphasise that both types of problems
.

systemic denials and violations of the rights of individualscould and shouldbe resolvable by recourse to effective state and federal administrative procedures.' However, because of the failure of the Bareau of Education for the Handicappedto itself provide and to insure that the State provides such a mechanism, parents

4
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have been left either with o recourse whatever, or, t best, and when they can
afford it, with litigating th issues in Court

Although the right to turn o the courts for tion of individual grievances
provide* by section 1415 of he Act is essential o the over-all enforcement of
Public Law 94-142, it is not a was not intended to be a substitute for active and
aggressive monitoring and e rcement by BEN. In fact, unless BEN begins to
provide technical assistance a d aggressive monitoring and enforCement as re-
gards systemic violations, and ess that agency forces Pennsylvania to provide
an effective procedure for resol ion of individual complaints, the rights guaran-
teed by the Act will remain me e paper promises for a large number of handi-
capped children.

That BEN has not performed ..his task in the past, at least so far as Pennsyl-
vania is concerned, can be illustrated by my office's futile efforts to secure
BEH's assistance as regards systemic problems. Moreover, although we and
many others have on numerous occasions made BEN aware of the limitations of
the Pennsylvania Office of Regional Review, our station's complaint and moni-
toring office, it has failed to demand and to secure necessary improvements in
this system. As a result parents and students in Pennsylvania are still without
any effective means of resolving their individual complaints.

L BEH HAS REMISED TO RESPOND TO REQUESTS FOR RESOLUTION OF STSTEXIC PROBLEYS

I. The Penneylvanio "180 day rule"
In the Fall of 1977, the parents of 3 severely handicapped students approached

ELC with the following problem. Each child demonstrated the following unusual
learning characteristicseach had a propensity to lose skills and behaviors
when his education program was 'interrupted for a substantial period and each
had a limited ability to recoup these losses after his program resumed. As a
result, the Children were spending the 180 day school year making slow but
steady progeess, only to lose those gains during the summer break And to spend
the subsequenE year (or a good portion of it) merely regaining previous levels.

The educational programs of these children were limited to 180 days by virtue
of an undisputed state-wide policy of the Department of Education, namely that
the Department would not provide or fund the provision of any special education
program for any child which exceeded 180 days per year, the length of the school
year for the nonhandicapped. The policy also prevented the parents of handl-
catped childreo from using the existing special education due process procedures
to establish their children's learning patterns and to secure a decision from an
independent hearing officer mandating an extended school year for children who
demonstrated this regression/recoupment problem.

As counsel for these children and their parents, I concluded that this policy was
in violation of Public Law 94-142 in that it precluded consideration cif the individ-
ual needs of certain handicapped children and, therefore, denied them programs
which met their "unique needs." In January, 1978, a lawsuit captioned Armstrong
v. Kline, was filed on behalf of these children against the Department and the
children's local school district.

Wan effort to resolve the dispute without the need for extensive litigation,
I then contacted BEN anctsoughtoi ruling regarding the legality bf this policy
under Public Law 94-142. At first t was told that a policy was being drafted by
BEN and a ruling would be forthcoming during the summer of 1978. Finally.
when no such ruling was issued, in January, 1979,1 wrote BEN informing the
Bureau that trial had been set for March, 1979, that the problem was one of
national importance. I again requested a policy ruling. On March 6. 1979, I
received a letter from BEN stating. "as you are aware, we aye working co-jointly
with 4he Office for Civil Rights (OCR) in developing a policy interpretation on
this major topic for release in the very near future."

Unfortunately, to date, no such ruling has yet been released. The Armstrong
decision, which was issued by the Court in June, 1979 after a two week trial, is
currently on appeal to the Third Circuit Court of Appeals. Lawsuits are pending
1n Mississippi, Louisiana. Ohio, Michigan, and Georgia, and since September,
1979, I have received requests for technical assistance frOm more than 80 states
with Armstrong problems. Although the United States filed an amicus brief with
the Third Circuit supporting our position. the absence of a formal ruling from
BEII has left advocates, parents, and school officials in other states without
heeded guidance. The result has been the proliferation of expensive and rime
consuming court eases regarding this issue, and, of course, a tragic delay In
providing these needed programs to eligible handicapped children.
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6. Denial of swages to language minority handicapped or thought-to-be-
- ,handicapped residents of the Philadelphia School District

In August, 1978, EI4 filed a class action administrative complaint with Office
for Civil Rights and the State Office of Regional Review alleging that the Phila-
delphia School District was denying language minority thought-to-be-handicapped
residents valuations which took account of their limited English language
facility an rther, that the District was denying identified handicapped
language wino children special education programs with adequate bilingual
support servi = These practices were alleged to be in violation of Public Law
94-442, section of the ReMbiRtation Act, and Title VI of the Civil Rights

r ,.Acts of 1964.
When no 'nse was obtained from the Office of Regional Review, in March,

1979, an iden 1:1 complaint was filed with BE,H. Although in March, 1980, a
ruling was I : ly obtained from OCR upholding the position of the complainants,
to date no response has yet been received froin BEE

S. Statutory maximum on reimbursement of tuition for handicapped children
placed by the department and the local school diitrict in approved private
schools

Pennsylvania statutes, and regulations permit the placement of a handicapped
child in a Department approved private school only in instances when no appro-
priate public placement is available and the private placement is the least
restrictive which is appropriate for the child. However, State law lilso provides
that such placement will only be funded up to a set amount which, for a child
with a single handicap Ina residential placement, is $9,500 per year.

Center staff were approached by a number of parents whose children either
had been placed in an Approve/1 Private School and had not been fully funded,
or whose children could not obtain placements because the statutory maximum
would not be sufficient to cover, the- cost of their appropriate educations. In
August, 1979, ELC staff filed a class action Administrative Complaint alleging
violations of section 504 and 94-142 with OCR and the State Office of Regional
Review, respectively. When the office of Regional Review did not -respond. in
December, 1979, we filed an identical complaint with BEH requesting that offiee
to rule. However, when no relief had been forthcoming from any agency, wewere
forced to file a class action lawsuit. Oittelman v. Scanlon, in federal district
court. The case is currently in the discovery stage.

In April, 19801 OCR issued a ruling finding for complainants and granting par-
tial relief ; to date ; no written ruling has been received=from BEE

These 8 problems illustrate the continuing difficulty experienced by parents
and advocates seeking to resolve disputes regarding state-wide or district-wide
policies and practices affecting thousands of children and parents throughout
Pennsylvania. Even in instances such as these, when advocatebave raised the,

broblems to the attention of the BEH, no investigation or enforcement whatever
has beeb obtained.

Obvion4ly, BEM's responsibility is even more extensive that a mere obliga-
tion to timely respond to issues, raised by parents and their advocates. Section
1416 of the Act requires the Commissioner to take action to correct substantial
violations of the Act and section 1418 requires him to "measure and evaluate the ,

effectiveness of State efforts to assure the free appropriate public education
of all handicapped childrerk,"As is demonstrated by the example presented below,
even when the problem is as crucial as Pennsylvania's failure to provide an
effective procedure for monitoring and for reviewing, investigating, and acting
on complaints raised by'parents and parent advocates, BEH has failed to provide
any meaningful relief.

II. BEE FA/LED TO REQUIRE PENNSY4AN/A TO PROVIDE AN ADEQUATEiMECRANISM FOR
MONITORING COMPLIANCE AND ACTING, ON COMPLAINTS

At 45 C.P.R. sections 121a.601 and 602, each state agend is required to "de-
velop procedures (including specific timelides) for monitoring and evaluating
public agencies involved in the education of handicapped children," and to
"adopt effeetive procedures for reviewing, investigating, and acting on any allega-
tions of substance of actions that are contrary to-the requirements of (Public
Law 94-142)," In Pennsylvania, the agency which purports to fulfill these man-
dates Is the Office of Regional Review,
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In the 1980 Annual Program Plan, the Pennsylvania Department of Educa-
tion outlined its procedures for monitorini,u0 complaint management. Even
on the face of the document the plan is defecTive in that there are no time frames
for any of the actions described. The Final BEH Program Administrative Re-
vfew report, issued in July 1979, subsequent to the sul3mission of Pennsylvania's
1980 Plan, found Pennsylvania's monitoring procedures in non-compliance.

Although the SEA has been developing polices and procedures for compre-
hensive monitoring consistent with federal statutory and regulatory require-
ments, at the time of the BEE visit, ,there was not evhjence of formal monitors.
ing by the SEA of all Public Law 94-142 requirements`including on-site visits,
written reports, recordkeeping and follow-pp. Monitoring. by State monitoring

' teams has been projected to begin in September 1979. While program monitoring
of tile. State-operated/State-supported programs was acknowledged by the BEH
team, there was some concern that not all Public Law 94-142 requirements were
being adequately monitored .,\

/The practice noted was not consistent with the federal requirements and pro-
visions in the Pennsylvania flstal year 1978' and 1979 Annual Program 'Plans.
(Final report at p. 11.)

The corrective actions proposed b ,the agency, howeter, were extremely. gen-
eral in nature. N

- .

Corrective notion;
4 \

1. The SEA must demonstrate that corrective actions have been taken to
eliminate the problems related to Statewide monitoring of all Public Law 94-142
requirements in all lUs, LEAs and State-o rated/State-supported programs.
Timelines,

By Octdber 15, 1979, the Pennsylvania State Department of Education must
t to the BEH documentation that the corrective actions listed above been .

gut [sic]. (Final report at p. 11.)ca ed
It is the experience of parents and parent advocates throughout the State

that now, more than a year after BEH's 41gpgram Administration Revievi, the
OffiCe of Regional Review does little if an-Riling to monitor individual school
district and intermediate unit's compliance with the requirements of Public Law
94-142 ; moreover, even when complaints are received from parents, the office
makes few efforts if any to investigate and Insure remediation.

For example a parent In the northeast portion of the State sought to bring
a parent advocate with her to an IEP conference. Although the state regulations
clearly provided that "any person the parent wants to attend" may'be present,
the school district refused to admit the advocate. Since this action was a clear
violation of existing regulations, the parent tiled a complaint with the Office of
Region0Review.

Instead of resolving the problem in the parent's favor and requiringithe School
District to comply, the Reviewer ordered the parent to utilize due procesa pro-
cedures,,despite the fact that there was ng factual dispute whatever. This type
of response is typical of that received by parents throughout the State in a wide
variety of situations.

Public Law 94-142 and It's regulatory scheme will.jf enforced, provide handl.
sapped children with an opportunity to obtain a quality public education with-re-
sulting advantages to those children and to society as a whole. Parents and
parka adlbcates, however, cannot obtain compliance with Public Law 94-142
without the viggrous support of BEH. Although ELC has been able to respond
on a limited bais to requests for assistance, even with our help parents babe
beett unable to obtain adequate responses from BEH, even on issues of State-wide
or national impact. The refusal of BEM to respond has forced the Center to turn
to the Courts to obtain relief for our clients, a time consuming, expensive and
limited remedy at best. This situation must change, and it must change soon. .

igTATEMENT-04 JANET F. STO MANAGING ATTORNEY,
EDUCATION LAW PHILADELPHIA, PA.

M. STartarnsfi apPireciato the opportunity to beAherel d I ask
that my, statement be incorporated as a part of the record. I will
simply focits on those aspects of that statement which are most impor-
tant to me. -----""

Mr. SimoN. kwill be entered in the record at thip point.
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STOTLAND am the managing attorney of the Pennsylvaniaoffice the E' cation Law Center. The Education Law Center is anindepen , nonprofit, public interest law firm wIlich provides freelegal assistance to parents and students whp encounterdifficulties withthe public education system in Pennsylvania. We arellinded througha variety of Federal and. private foundation grants.Since 1975, when we began operating in Pennsylvania, we have,been heavily involved with efforts to secure quality education servicesfor the handicapped.
ELC's staff have utilized every conceivable technique to achieve. thisgoal, from preparation and distribution of more than 30,000 "How ToDo It" manuals for,parents of handkapped children and for the stu-, dents Themselves so that they can understand thee system and imple -'ment their rights to class action litigation throughout Pennsylvania,such as the- v. Klirce lawsuit whieh has been frequently dis-cussed, and which.resu in a Federal court order-mandating the pro-vision of an -extended school program for certain handicapped stu-nts.
During these-years, we have spoken with, advised, and representedtens of thousands of parents and children, and it is that experience ofdealing on a day2to-day basis with parents Ecnd students which is thebasis for the perspective and the comments that I have this morning..Public Law 94-142 has undisputably brought about significant gainfor the handicapped in Pennsylvania. It has extended and clarified therighd already in Pennsylvania State laws as a result of the Clarkdecision, and certain other criminal lawsuits that were brought there.Most nOtably,,the implementation of the IEP requirement and themandate thatrelathd services be provided whenever needed for a childto benefit from special education have provided tools for insuringqual-ity prommefor the handicapped.
Problems, however, still exist, and problems in fact abound. Parentsand their advocates daily strug4ling to convert the paper promikaof 94-142 into services for handicapped children who need thoseservices:
Essentially those pibblems fall, or could be seen to fall, roughly intotwo major areas : First of all, statewide or districtwide policies andpractices which block the delivery of mandated services, and second,the refusals or failures of individual school districts to provide rightsfor individual parents and children.
The could be thought to be Systemic impediments in the deliveryof service!, while the,latter is the every day grungy business of seeingthat individual parents and children get what they are entitled tounder the.act.
As I mentioned earlier, the 'Education Law Center has, in fact,increasingly been involved with king from Federal and State courtsrulings re rding the legality of certain acts and the solution of certainproblems ethey.indiviiolual ortystemic.
For e ample, in 1975 in, the lawsuit of Aatherin D. v. Pittinger;ELC s cured a body of regulations in a State whith'extended the ap-propri to program requirements to the nonretarded, the retardedham e n protected by The original Clark dec. ion.1 , as a result of, a lawsuit entitled, If meth. J. V. Klima asou can see, we have run the gamut of Secrete. 'esof Education in allthese lawsuitswe obtained regulations the handicapped
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from exclusion _from programing through t sciplinary p,rocedu es
\which did not take account of the children's handicappmgconditio

1 In 1979,` as I mentioned,' we obtained a F deral court orddr w ch
is now pending appeal before the Third C rcuit Court of 'Ap eats,
which extended the school year for certain h ndicapped childre Who
otherwise would have been c,ondemned,t8 p gramslIfich, beca of
their arbitrary limit of '180 days per year, virtually guarantee that °

. these childien would have spent their adult lives in institutions or in
other restrictive settings.

This record of successful litigation, however; rather than being a
source V pride to us and to our clients, is rather a proof of the break -
do of the enforcement system provided for under the act. It' hould
nollipuire; and Ines not require; resort to the corits to establish or
implement the requirements of Public Law 94-142. This brings me tfic.0

the focus of my remarks.
If parents and students, rich and poor, black and white, rural and

urban, are each to truly obtain their rights under the act, then there
must be effective State and Federal administrative procedures to which
they can turn when these rights are denied. These procedures mustpro-
vide relief ft:or both.the individual consumers when one is faced with

6. a systemic barrier to service delivery.
The key to any such system is the Bureau for the Education of the

Handicapped, the Federal agency charged with the responsibility for
implementing and monitoring the act. To date, however, BEH has
not assumed this role. Advocates and parents in Pennsylvania and -.;.--

throughout the Nation have repeatedly turned to BEH for guidance,
interpretation, and enforcement of the provisions of the act, but have
virtually always been met with silence or delay. This cannot continue.

Only a few, usually the most affluent, have access to the couds. Liti-
gation, while it provides a. way for lawyers tq make a living, is both

i exhausting and inefficient, and not the Monte by which these decisions
should be made. However, until the situation changes, consumers will
have no other object but to continue to turn to those courts for
resplution. .

.

What we need is an efficient Federal. mechanism for intepreting,
monitoring, and enforcing the provisions of this act and, as is required
by the Public Law 94-142 regulations, an effective State mechanism
which is charged with, and which fills the mandati to hear; review,

and act on individual complaints: As I said, this does not exist in .
Pennsylvania, and it is also the job of BEH to insure that'the State
mechanism does exist. <

The problem is one of national 'dimensions. It is mit just Pennsyl-
vania and"advocates fn Pennsylvania who have been encountering these

-difficulties. Approximately 11 /2 years ago, ELC joined with advocacy
groups in A. of the States and formed the. Education Adyocates
Coalition. . .

Each of these c6nsumer and advocacy groups knew and expressed
the problems of their individual States, and some of tliem rlapped
and some of them were different. But every group agreed t the key
to monitoring enforcement'and implementation lies with ..11, and
that none of us had found satisfaction in our efforts to gain this guid-
ance from BEH. .

Therefore, in April 1980, the coalition issued a report which focused
on the 10 key problems that had emerged in the 11 coalition States, ,
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and also focused on thafact that none of these pri)blems would beadequately remedied unless BEH began to do its job of giving guid-ance, of doineafarmatiVe and aggressive monitoring, and of pro-viding an effective enforcement mechanism.
.The coalition report set out, I believe, 10 potential remedies to that'problem, focusing= BEH. I have a copy of the report with me today,if you or the others ofthe committee do not have one. I commend to youthap report and the remedies in it.

Mr. SIMON. We do have it. In fact, I have just sent a letter to Secre-tary Hufstedler callingher attention to the report. She has announcedthat she will form a task force to take a look at this whole matter. Iam not aware yet of the resultsof the_task force.
Ms. Stirmiire. That is certainly a good sign.
I want to conclude by saying this : The problems, the lgss of services,and the damage to children resulting from that loss of services is going'on daily. We cannot begin to cope with thisPproblem unless BEH, andunless State enforcement agencies are available.
So it is my hope that whatever is undertaken in response to the coali-tion's report will be speedy. Thank you.
Mr. Sham. Thank you.
We will mpg cal, on Robin Willner, Education Priorities Panel.[The prepared statementof Robin Willner follows :1

PREPARED STATEMENT or ROBIN WiLLNED., EDUCATION
PRIORITIES PANEL, NEW YORE

Good morning, I am Robin Winner, representing the Educational Priorities .Panel. The EPP Is a coalition of 25 major New York City parents and civicorgailizapons which formed in 1976 as a fiscal watchdog to ensure that budgetcuts at the Board of Education a made in administrativeareas and that instruc-tional services are.ireserved.
Since the begindflag of The New York City fiscal crisis, which provided the im-petus for the EPP's formation, we-have seen that, unfortunately, New York City'sproblems were only the harbinger of an urban crisis of national dimensions. Sincethen, funding shortages have caused schools to close and massive layoffs inYonkers, Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Chicago. During the same pericfd, schoolsystems are struggling with the fiscal implications of the mandates imposed bypublic Law 94-142, the Education for all Handicapped Children Law. Thereisno question of our moral obligation ,to provide an appropriate education to allchildrep. However, in a period of severe budget constraints and a growing "tax-payer revolt"; we cannot discuss services without discussIng their funding.The EPP is in the midst of a survey of the fiscal impact of Public Law 04-142'on large urban school districts. We are collecting data from 18 major U.S. citiesand we will provide the subcommittee with the final report this summer. How-ever, at this time, I would like to discuss the situation in New York City, remem-bering that, although our problems -may be magnified, they reflect those thatare being felt in all urban school systems in the nation.New York City's fiscal problems of the past five years have created immenseburdens for the Board of Education. And while all City agencies have had toabsorb substantial budget cuts, the education budget has been a primary focus ofthese reductions. Only the unifotmed services and the Board of Education ravesignificant amounts of City tax levey dollars remaining,in their budgets. From1975-77, uniformed personnel decreased 20 percent while- education personneldecreased 22.6 percent It is these City dollars (50 percent of the Board'sbudget)that are is increasingly short supply as New York City moves towards a balancedbudget by fiscal pear 1982.

Since 1975, the educationnudget has increased only by 8 percent. This doesnot begin to cover the increased cost Of providing servicesteacher salaries in-crilaied more than 12 percent in Just the last two, years, double-digit 'nationhas tfected the cost of all supplies, and energy costs have sky ted. Attbesame time, tax levy expenditures for the Division of Special cation haveincreased 80 percent, since 1975, or 10 times faster than total nditures. Inaddition, while Special Education represented 7.8 percent of e Board's tax
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, levy budget 5 years ago, they now a6count for 13 percent of expenditures. In
three years. )975 to 1978, the Special *Education population increased 19.6 per-
cent from 38',800'to 46,400. In the next three-year period, from 1978 to 1981, the
Board.of Education projects more than a 100 percent increase to 93,000 students.
This means that the rate lacement has quadrupled.

However, revenues ave no kept pace with expenditures. FOr eitufiple, al-
though expenditit fbr Special ducation Increased more than 30 percent in the
last year, State venues ,only reared 1,1 percent.

New York City's obligation to provide an appropriate educlitioi for all chil-
dren is now reinforced by the judicial decision in the Jose P. case. The Board
of Education is now bound to abide by a strict calendar for full implementhtion
of tile mandates of Public Law 94-142 although the Federal Government is.not
providing significant funding for then Special Education services. According
to the Federal legislation, Congress is tithorfzed to phase in funding as a per-
entage of the national average per' pita expenditure for education. The

authorization provides for reimbursement at 20 percent for 1980, 30 percent for
1981 and 40 percent for 1982. Despite the authorization, this year'soappropriation
-was restricted to 12 percent. For 1981, if funding is again held to 12 percent,
instead of the authorization level of 30 percent New York City will lose approxi-
mately $257 for each child receiving Special Education. Using projections for
the number of children in Special.-alUeation by May, 1980, this represents
$A901,000 for 93.000 chilifren.

Jn addition to the level of appropriation, the formula itself contains a basic
inequity. The funding formula has been restricted to reflect the average cost of
education for all children (approximately $1,4304 rather than the average per
capita expenditure for Special Education setvices. In New York State, accord- ,
ing to State Education Department studies, It costs three times more to educate
a handicapped pupil than a non-handicapped pupil. which 'in New. York is $2,100,

Illitof $1,430. The formula is not seighted to reflect either regional st differences
ur the concentration of Special Education students in urban area According to
the Division of 8peeial Education, the New York City Boar of Education
actually spent an average of, $6,300 per ftudent during fiscal ear 1979.

This morning, the Mayor is proposing a $98 million reduction in the Board
of Education Midget fter funding fixed cost increases and mandated services.
The suggested action to implement this budget cut will devastate instructional
services. And the budgeLls predicated upon receipt of Federal funds which
may be optimistic, considering the proposals for, balancing the Federal budget '
that are being discussed. The truth ;is that these Federal budget expenses are
simply being shifted to local tax bases. The Federal government cannot main-
tain any credibility with taxpayers lilt continues to mandate services at local
expense. Sew York City cannot meet its commitment to Congress and this itself

moves revenues that had been included in our financial plan. New York City
k%ilI struggle to provide appropriate services to all of our children. The EPP
will continue to identify possible administrative savings, innovative suggestions
fur cost savings without hurting instructional services, and to monitor manage-
ment practices at 110 LivingstonAtreet. However, the Federal government must
du its part. Congress must appronbate a level of funding for Public Law 94-142
ahich is commensurate with theArvices which are required by these children
who can wait no longer.

STATEMENT OF ROBIN WILMER, EDUCATION PRIORnitS
PANEL, NEW YORK

.

. Ms. 1;'''n,i,:crit. Good morning. I am Robin Willner, representing the
Education Priorities Panel.. .,

Mr. SIMON. If you could enter your statement for the record, and
then summarize it. I bath to do that to you, but we are having a time
problem here. ,

Ms. W/LLNER. It is a very shOrt statement. ,
,. ,

Mr. Simo,N. Why,don't yoli, proceed, then, and .we will see how we
do.

. , . ,

Ms. Wra,:crn ;The Epp is a coalition of 25 Major New York City
parent and civic organizations whichformed in 10'7'6 as a fiscal watch-
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dog to insure that budge cuts at the board of education are made inadrhinistrative areas and at instructional services are preserved.I am glad that other peo le are going to be discussing the implemen-tation of the law, but we w uld just like to touch on some of the'fiscalissues.
-Since the beginning o the New York City fiscal crisis, which pro-vided the impetus for the EPP's formation, we have seen that, un-fortunately, New York City's problems were only the harbinger of anurban crisis of national dimensions. Since then, funding shortageshave caused schools to close and massive layoffs in Yonkers, Cincm-natiaCleveland, and Chicago.

During the same period, school systems are struggling with the fis-cal implications of the madates imposed by Public Law 94-142, theEducation for All Handicapped Children law. There is no question ofour moral .obligation to provide an appropriate education to all ourchildren. However, in a period of severe bud t constraints and agrowing taxpayer revolt, we cannot discuss serfices without discuss-ing their funding. -
The EPP is in the midst of a survey of the Beal impact of PublicLaw 94-142 on large urban school districts. We are collecting datafrom 18 major U:S. cities and we will provide the subcommittee withthe final report this summer. However, at this time, I would like todiscuss the situation in New York, remembering mat although ourproblems may be magnified, they reflect those that arh being felt inall urban school systems in the Nation.
New York City's fiscal problems of the past 5 years have createdimmense burdens for the board of education, and while all city agen-cies have d to absorb substantial budget cuts, the-education budget,has been primary focus of -these reductions. Only the uniformedservices the board of education have significant amounts of citytax levy .'.liars remaining in their budgets. ,From 1975 to 1977, uniformed personnel decreased 20 percentwhile education personnel decreased by 22.6 percent. It is these citydollars that are in 'increasingly short supply as New York City movestoward a balanced budget by fiscal year 1982.

§ince 1975, the education budget has increased only by 8 percent.' This does not begin t&cover the increased cost of providing services.Teacher salaries inc.ed tmore than 12 percent in just the last2 years, double-digit inflationshas affected the cost of all supplies;andenergy mks have skyrocketed.
At the same time, tax levy expenditures for the division ofeducation have increased 80 perent since 1975, or 10 timesthan total expenditures, In addition, while special education re re-dented 7,8 percent of.the board's tax levy budget 5 years ago, theynow account for 13 'percent of expenditures. In 8 years, 1975 to 1978,the'special education population increased 19.6 percent, from 88,800students to 46,000 students.
In the next 3-year period, from 1978 to 1981, the board of educa-tion projectsmore than a 100- percent.increase to 93,000 students. Thismeans that 'the rate of placement has quadrupled.
Hoi*ever, revenues have not kept paw with expenditures. Potexample, although expenditures for special education increased morethan 80 percent in the,last year,- State revenues only increased 11percent.
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New York City's obligation,ta provide an appropriate education .
ifor all children is now reinforced by the judicial decision in the

Jose P. case. The board of educatidn is now bound to abide by a
strict calendar for full im lementation of the mandates of Public
Law 94-142, although the eral Government is not providing, sig-
nificant funding for these ial education services.

According to the Federa legislation-
'

Congress is authorized to
ase in funding as a percehtage of the national average per capita
penditure for education. The authorization proVides for-reunb

ment at 20 percent for 1980, 30 percent for 1981, and 40 percent for
1982. Despite the authorintiOn, this year's appropriation was re-
stricted to 12 percent.

1'or 1981, if funding is again held to 12 prcent, and if it does not
lower as we have heard,,instead of the authorization level of 30 per-
cent, New York City will lose 'approximately $257 for each child
receiving special education. Using projections for the number of chit-

- dren in special education by May 1980, this represent\$23,901,000 for
93,000 children. /

In addition to the level of ,appropriation, the formula itself con-
tains-aliasic inequity. The funding formula has been restricted to
reflect the average cost>of education for all children rather than the
average, per capita expenditure for special education services.

In New Ydrk State, according to State 'education department
. studies, it costs three times more to educate a handicapped pupil than
a nonhandicapped pupil, which in New York is $2,100, pot $1,430. .

The formula is not weighted to reflect either regional cost differences
or the concentration of special education students in urban areas. Ac-

cording to the division of special education he New York City Board
of .Education actually spenb.an aN:brage 300 per student during
fiscal year 1979.

' This morning., the mayor is plopOsi4.: a $98 million reduction in the
board of education budget afteefund ng fixed cost increases and man-

" dated services, The suggested actions implement this budget cut will
devastate instructional services; an the budget is predicated upon
receipt of :Federal funds which, ma be optimistic, considering the
proposals for balancing the Federal budget that are being discussed.

The truth is that ,,these Federal udget expenses are simply .being
shifted to local tax bases. The Fed: ral Government cannot maintain
any credibility with taxpayers if i con4inues to mandate services at
local expense. New York City cann t meet its commitment to Congress
and the legal requirements that "v; balance our budget if the revenues
that have been included in our 44: 4cial plan are removed by the Fed-

eral Governinent.
New York City will strigee to provide appropriate services to all

of our children. The EPP wil Continue to identify possible,adminis-
trative.savings, innovative su > gestions for cost savings without hurt-
ing instructional services, any to monitor management practices at the
board of education.

However, the Federal Government must do its part,. Congress must
appropriate a level of ding for Public Law 94-142 which is com-
mensurate with the se ices which are required by these children wfio
Scan wait no longer. nk.you.

Mr. Sum/. Tha oil for,an excellent statement.
Ms. Paula Hepn r , Advocates for Children.
[The prepared .' tement of ?aula Hepner follows ]

i
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF l'imEt 'HEPNER, ADVOCONE9 FOR CHILDREN

Advocates for Children of New York, 7/". wo is a
private not-for-profit oraanization

of °parents an Elti2ens who

have vigorously pursued the riahts of all children to liappropriate

educational services in. the City of New York. -AFC yes horn 10

years ago out of concern for he denial of eoual educational

opportunity and due process
safeguards to thousands of failing,

segregated and excluded school children',
both handicapped and

noh-handicapped. Over the past ten years, AFC has represented

over 7000 individual children and
parents on a full range of

educational matters. In addition to individual case advocacy,

AFC has asserted the educational
riahts of all children by trainido

and organizing parent and citizen croups, through research and

issue develoiaent, and the creation of a youth enoloyment and
- .

leadership project.

MI,
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Since its beginnings, Advocates for Children has devoted

significant energies V, the establishment and improvement of eduCl-

tional opportunitiek for handicapped children. In 1972 AFC started

theMartin de Forge Day Treatment Program for poor, emotionally

disturbed children, most of whom were referred by Family Courts

where they had been brought by parents who could not find appropriate

educatiop and related child care services for them. The following

year, AFC published Lost Children which documented the discriminatory

education and support services Provided to poor, minority, handicapped

children from multi-problem families. .111'1978, one year after the

effective date of the Education for all Handicapped Children Act,

(ERA) AFC started a major Handicapped Children's Rights Unit,

expanding, its advocacy staff to incllde counselors, lawyers,

researchers and trainer's.

Of the more than 1000 individual .cases AFC now handles

annually, 501 are handicapped students ip need of special education

and related services. Fifty-six percent of the 504 handicap cases

we handled this past year raised the single issue of children who

have not been evaluated or who have been evaluated but not placed in

special education programs. From its inception, thexyandicapped Rights

Unit has filed and on more precedent-settine anpeals on issues

concerning the educational entitlements created in P.L.94-142 than

any other N.Y.C. advocacy gtoup, . ,

During 1979, AFC sought and was granted Amicus status

in two landmark special education suits in.New York federal courts
:

Jose F. v. AMbach and Lora v. the Board of Education. In Jose F.,

numerous organizations hav6 participated as Amicus Curiae, but AFC

is the only participant with field experience representing hundreds

of handicapped children, with a realistic overview of the needs

0
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of the parents and childrel involved,as well as an extensive
4

understanding of the areas in which the implementation of P.L.'94-142

mandate* have brOken down. He thank you for these moments to share

our knowledge and personal eiperiences with yoii today,

Of

AFC is bra of the 13 members of the &coition Advocates

Coalition. The Co,94.tion's report on the status of P.L. 94-142,

.which,you have all received, identifies
terr major ardai of nation-

wide non- coepliance,with the mandates of the EHA from which five

conclusions are drawn about the~ ineffectiveness of the compliance

monitoring program operated by the Bureau'for
the Education of the

EsedlcaPPed'IDEEl. This morning I would like to support the

first three of those conclusion* with material based on our efforts

as an advocacy organization to enforce de educational rights in'

the EHA through litigation, negotiation
and conciliation.

The most comptehensive description of the state of

education for handicapped children
in New York,City, can be found

in the orders entered in the Jose y. and Lore cases, bottpconcloded

during 1979.

''. Lora is 'a class action, Media June 1975 on behalf If

Slack and Hispanic children assigned
to the specier'day schools for

the emotionally handicapped (formerly the S)'ID or 600 schools)

operated by the New York city Board ofEducation. Following a

lengthy trial, federal District Court Judge Jack B. *einstein

issued an extensive opinion in which he found that t)e iloardof

Education violated various constitutional and ptatrory rights of

the Plaintiffs, specifically that the Board had dis4iminatld on

the basis of race in the assignment of minority children to the

83.
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special day schools in violation of the equal prOtection clause

of the Fourteenth-Amend:sent and Title VI of {he Civil Rights Act
f.

of 1964, and; that the inadequate programs in the special day

schools, along with the inadequate referial and evaluation process,

violatedlithe plaintiffs' constitutional right to treatment, various

provisions of the BHA. the Rehabilitation Act of 1971, the )Few York

State Education LAX and Regulations.
4

04 July 2,, 1979, the Bistrict Court issued a final brder

which required the Board to make significant changes in the delivery,

of educationg services to emotionally handicapped children. The

fin el order covers several important areas including:

identification and evaluation of students illegally
"placed in the special day schools and a determination
of the appropriateness of their placement;

development of-non-discriminatory standards al54/or criteria
and procedures to be used in the identification,evaluation
placement, transfer and re-evaluation of.emotionally
handicapped students;

development of a cull continuum of services for emotionally
handicapped children with placement in the least restrictive,

educational environment;

ration of readily understandable documents explaining
to s their due proles& rights and the, individualized

education program,jr.E.P.);
sr

increased services and programs in the special day schools

fo those students remaining in the program; and

st ps to avoid the unnecessary use of private schools at

lic expense for handicapped students.

1 Joie P..v. Ambach is'a class action that was filed in

February 1979 on behalf of all children betwein'the agOS of five

through twenty -one who were deprived of a free appropriate public'

education becauseof the Board of Education's failure to tigely

evaluete and place such children in suitable education programs.

64
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Jose P. v. Ambach was a direct outgrowth of the long-

standing Riley 'Reid litigation. Riley Reid was initiated approximately

ten years age, When a
group of handicapped children alleged that they

were not being evaluated
on a timely basis and that t)y were not

tieing provided with an appropriate education. As early as November

1973, the New York State ComaissiOner
of Education 'found massive

violations of the rights of handicapped children as then guaranteed

by state laws and regulations.IN.Y.
Comm. Ed. Dec. No. -B7417 13 Ed.

444
Dept. Rep.,118 (1973)1.

,

. -

Subsequent to this decision, the Riley Reid plaintiffs

complained.to the commiesioner that the needs of handicapped children

were still not being met. In March 1974 oral argument was heard.
0

Additional evidence and arguments were made in December 1975.* In

June 1977, the Commissioner issued
an interim order requiring the

N.Y.C. Board of Education to
operate its evalliation and placement

units during the 1977 summer months. In a fhrther decision, dated

September 1, 1977, the Co=issioner found that the Board still had'

not satisfactorily complied with the Nov=ber 1973 order. 'N.Y.

Comm. Ed. Dec. No. 9499; 17 Dd. Dept. Rep. 71(1977)I

A supplementary order was issued by the Commissioner on
October

1977.-- N.Y.Cm-m. Ed. Dec. No. 95267 17 Ed. Dept. Rep.

127 (1977)3. s; !rain of the N.Y.C. Board of Education's
failure to ly with the Commissioner's, several orders and its

'failure to Haply with applicable
federal d*Cfienate laws and

regulation', Jose P. was initiated.

When the Jose P. suit was filod, the nu4bers of handicapped

children awaiting evaluation and/or
placement exceeded 14,000 with an

average of 3000 new referrals coming in monthlk.
A
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Subsequ.Int to a brief hearing held in the Jose P. case,

at whidb the Board of Education admitted its failure:to timely

'evaluate and place children, Judge Nickerson issued a Memorandum

and Order on May 10, 1979, certifying the class, finding that the

Board had tailed to ccmply with State and Federal requirements

concerning timely evaluation and placement of handicapped children

and appoilltingformer federal judge Marvin Frankel as a Special Master

in the case.

Extensive negotiations among the parties and amici were

held under the supervision of the Special, Master. On Decenber_14,

1979, Judge Nickerson issued a comprehensive order in Jose P.

following Judge Frankel's recommendatione)which were based on the

Board's own plan for reorganizing special education servicesiand

the procedures developed during the negotiations among the patios

and amici. The relief encompasses the following:

1) Identification,of children in need of special education

services, an annual census, an outreach office with adequate bilingual

resources, and a procedure fox' reviewing the needs of truants, and

drop-outs;

2) Appropriate Evaluation - Eitablishment of school

-has support teams (SBSTs) in all schools by April bf 1981 to

eval te children in most instances in their own school environment

and to seek school based remedies whore appropriate, provision f

resources by the spring of 1980 fin timely evaluation of childr

either by Board of Education staff or through contracting with

approved outside facilities, and provision of bi -lingual, non

discriminatory evaluation processes;

a
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1). ropriato Programs in the Least Restrictive Fnvironment-
.The preision of a continuum

of services including preventive services,
resource room programs in all regular schools, d sufficient programs.

for all handicapped children with both high inctlena-and by incidence
disabilities as close to their homes as possible, and the provision
of appropriate bi-lingual

programs at each level of the continaum.for

children with limited English proficiency;

4) Related Services - The commitment to hire sufficient)

personnel to provide all related
services (such as physical and

occupational therapy) for children
le..,...meed these services to

benefit from special Ed ation, and to provide all related services
identified as needed i the child's individUalized

education program.

,

,..5) .Facilities Accessibility - Centers for physically, multiply

and profoundly htindicapped students will be fully physically
accessible,

programs at each level of the continuum will be readily accessible for

physically handicapped and
non-ambulatory children in schools rasonablyyer-

I

close to their homes and committees
on the handicapped will be physically

accessible and reasonably accessible to public transportation.

6) Due process and parental and
student rights - The

commitment to issue parents' rights, booklet (and a Spanish language

version) which explains all the due process and confidentiality

protections available to partnts and students, including appeal

rights, provision for pa icipation by parents inall Committee on the
Handicapped meetings held o i cuss their children, provision of

extensive outreach efforts, which include hiring neighborhood workers,4
' to-involve parents in the evaluation

and placement eiocess and in

developing individuareducational programs, ;Ad to insure that cases
.

.

4

are not improperly closed and that pupils are not improperly'dreppod

or discharged from special eductition programs,
and procedures for the

4,
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appointment of 'surrogate parents for children whosi4Parents are

nown, cannot be discovered or are wards of the court.

7) Data Collection - The judgment provides r the

creation of a long needed management information syst providing

/periodic statistical reports pn evaA440don and placement,detailing

the ,riunber of children';eferred for initial evaluation, the

number of children referred for re-evaluation the number of children

for whom program,, recommendations haVe made, the number of

chlIdren,Whose cases-were-closed and th reasonstherefor, the _

te'ss thad 30 days from refe7rAA and Bore than 30 days from referral

total, nurber of children a program recommendation

and the total number of children offered placement'= sites.

a
The judgment issled by Judge Nickerson is as far reaching

a remedial order as the judgment in Lora. Both decrees affect'

virtuallyc every aspect'of speciaf education in'New York City, although

I hasten to point out, those judgments'do not provide for anything

not already required b}4504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or

the EHA. ; (0,e

'

The condition of special education in New York City, as

revealed by these two lawsuits, is irreconcilable with the special

''edUcation programs and services in New Yos10 State' portrayed in

BEH's 1978 report written just a o r before the orders in .

Lora and Jose P. were signed. ty paring the kindingsiof BEH's

1..4-i-t-Program Review with the viola ons identified by thejistrict

courts in Lora and Jose T., wc,lar blo to illustrate the problems

with BEA': monitoring activities that are identified in the Coalition's

repirt.
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The first exhibit attached le this' testimony is a copy of
the 197eProgram-Review.

As the Coalition Report
explakas, the review

is comgpaed of thirty.areas
of inquiry, avid looking .1 this teport;

you will see that nearly 50% of,,the ques'tionsconcentrate
on the

formulation and dissemination of state policies
the

implementation.of FHA's provisions,and not at'alf on areas reasonably
calculated to illuminate actual state pratices and areas of non-
compliance,

,
'

The'sile visit %Pas limited to the customary five days, so
naturally very few'bchobl

districts 'and progiams
could actually le-,

visited. From a quick glance at
the 1978 report, it is clear that

-New York City was not
inspected.during that program review notwithstanding

the reality that,Newyork
City has /iistoricatly educated one quarter'

of the total population
of handicapped children in the entire state,' pretent enrollAnt
is.63,n7.handicapped children/ there is, ar

waiting ',list of 15,000
handicapped children, and thousands of yetare

unidenttlied children/in need of special education
programs.

I were N.Y.C. visited, BEN coeid not have found: 'c.

that,State and local education _

agencies.were in compliance and
carrying out an "extensive and
aggressive'child-find program

fl*,
,

when, data coilecte& during
discovery proceedings in Jose P.
shows that of the 21,551 students
referred for evaluation during
19.78 -79, only 66 were sent to
Committees on the Handicapped by,
thb Child Find office in N.Y.C.
and when'the court in"losej!,

i.
' ordered an extensive ontieliEF

program

that -NY's level of implementation,
when the state law which allowsin the IEP requirements in EHA,is "so IEP's to be prepared 30 dayshigh that it is difficult to say that after the child entbrs-a program,the state is met in compliance." is itself, contrary to the mandates-_ of theEHA, and in addition, wheh
the entire IEP.process could be
completed withogt parental involve
ment, in contravention of the EHA
which contemplates maximum

PAFental,pasticipation at every -sta%9.

4
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that local educational agencies
follTnistate procedural safeguards

that the implementation of th

least restrictive environment,
provisions and policies could be

satisfied with the development
of local policies regarding the,

placement of children in the

least restrictive environment

and procedures to implement

the practice statewide

60

when two federal courts
ordiEga masSive reform of the NYC's

practices and procedures t? safe-

guard due process rights, and bring

the City into compliance with the

EHA. - A

when the proof in Lora offefed

numalEal evidence of-in-exclusion
of large numbers of minority
children from more nainstreaned
public school classestand

,rhen4the statistics provided
in Jose P. showed that only

5,401 or it) of the total number

of studentf in special education

are NOT in segregated or self-

contiMd classes.

In its first
conclUsion, the Coalition report charges that

BER's monitoringdsyst
is deficient because it does not make use of,

all of the tools va a le to it, Were BEH to require states collect

data similar to at required by the order imJose P., BEE would

then have a stmt tical profile of special education in operation.

The report also
charges that.B.E.H. does not solicit the ,

opinion of local advocacy
groups concerning the

provision of special

education in their, nities. APC was not asked to participate in

th e 1978 Program Rev ew. Thle past
October'we were contacted by BEH

and asked to meet ith one Of their staff people before the 1979 Preigram

Review we) performed. Our
views on the implementation

of P.L. 94-142

were invitedis were our suggestions of part
lar programs to visit1

during the inspection.
Since we have not been the results of this '

Program Review, and our
iollc:I?etter in January has not been

answered, it is difficult to dete a whekhkour meeting with B.E.R.

was anything,more than a courtesy cal .
The inforration to be ghined

from local advocacy groups together with the real-life experiences

found in individual
complaints made to BEH would provide a useful

measure analyzing' the raw
statistics collected by the State. We

11,
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, believe there is no other wreto
determine the state-widescope of

"c- non- compIiance.,

4 Finally the monitoring procedures,
specifically the Program

Reviews, are insufficient because the scope of BEH's inquiryisnot
proportionate to the handicapped

population identified, the geographi)

cal distribution of handicapped studenp nor the size and number of
schOol districts involved, and because compliance is measured in terms
of whether state policies are in place to seChre the rights u
ERA. No program review for the Stt.e of New Yor elle finalized

without studying the New York City m.du onal stem. Nor should a ,

program review focus the majo
of itepattention on policieq_

instead of.nractices . Tbd 1978 _program review made no mention of the

thousands of childregon waitinillists
for.special education programs,

although the probl has been known to state education authoritie
i

since 1973 when t Matter of Riley Reid first came before the CCP-
=letdown. This om ssion is the product of

BER's method of inquiry

during its program reviews and
can.be easily corrected by redrafting

the thirty questio6 to search out information about whqther children
a

are actually'receiVing, servioesand
if so, how, and if not, why.

9
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The second and third conclusions about BEH'raised in the

Coalition Report, are addressed to achieving compliance through

enfOrcement procedures and facilitating compliance through 'the

a
creation of/reiponsive agency offering real technical assistance

to the States.

There is no justification fOr legal services organizations

having to bring suits like Lora and Jose P. into the federal

courts where judges, instead of BEH, ultimately end up doing

what is essentially a program review, documenting areas of non-

compliance and then entering orders to .enforce the ERA's provi-

sions and to remedy the violations uncovered.

Assuming instances of non-compliance have been found, BEE

by

is not/statuteconfined to
being'a watchdog agency, that is, one

;pith lots of'bark but no bite. BEE claims to use its powers only

when a state demonstrates that it
is 'unwilling or unable to come

into ,compliance' yet the Riley Reid
documentation of non - compliance

for a period of.six years was not
asufficientdemonstrition of

tunwillingness or inability'for BEK to initiate an enforcement pr6-

ceeding.

Last summer the Board of Edpcation attedpted to secure

s---7"-pagentalconsent to classifications and program placements by

-an-'acquiescence' letter. When a program recommendation

4L_was nt to a parent; the accompanying letter informed tagIthat

fa re to respond within a certain number of days wouf6"result

in th placement of their child in the class recommended. Such

a procedure is an
unmistakeable violation of the EHA. However,

the Board of Education told APC that they had received permission

from -BEE to institute this procedure. What the Boa* had received

7 2.



frog BEN was a letter merely
restating the las., leaving its in-

terpretation entirely wp to the Board. (Exhibit 2) AFC tele-
phoned BEN several tines to request that they

either issue an irimediate
policy statement or( the legality of the 'acquiescence'

procedure,
or declare such a procedure void

and issue a cease and disist

order to stop the Board of
Education from using the acquiescence

letter. ..*W were bounped back
and forth between the city, state

and federal educational agencies none of When were evex able to
give a definitive response. In utter desperation we wrote a
formal letter to BEM and never received :a reply. Consequently,
the '.acquiescence' procedure was brought up'during negotiations

in.Jose P. and the procedure'waS'abandoned
shortly thereafter

by the Board.

e"../ 4'If a formal enforcement
proceeding is not required to

achieve compliance, BEN has the power to devise remedies for the
out

problems it uncovers with/resort to a formal proceeding. The
difficulty is that the remedial

measures BEN has used so far do
not bring about, compliance.

Perusing the 'Corrective Actions"
directed by HEM in the 1978

Program Review for New York,' one

notices the 'compliance measures typically
fall into one of

three categories. BEN either: excuses the missed deadlines

and establishes new timelines; finds the state's effortsgsufficient

to be in compliance at this time'
and therefore recommends no

other compliance measures to speed up implementation; or merely

recites the requirements of the MIA and admonishes the state to
hurry up and do a bettor job.

Monitoring of 'corrective actions'
is left largely to the

State education authorities so whatever gains nay have been

accomplished by proving nosi,<-
'lance duripg the prdgram review

"7"-*--
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are lost in the remedial stage since BEM does not do its own

is our view that these are token, minimal' efforts

which will not bring about the full implementation of the ESA

nor do they reflect the voice of a strong advocate on whom

handicapped children living inareas where there are no Legal Aid

Societies or Advocates for children., must depend.

Finally, we want to address the efforts BES could be making

to facilitate compliance by issuing guidelines and policy direct-

./
ives oneMatters requiring clarification. Five years after the

passage of the ElIA, not one of several vitally idportant policy

statements has been released. Of the subject areas identified in

the Coalition Report, the following policy interpretations are

of special significance to children in New York City.

.

1. Non-discriminatory Evaluation Procedures -and
Criteria for the Least RestrictfveEnviromment

These were fundamental issues raised in the Lora case. The

use of discriminatory evaluation
p rocedures resulted in the courts

that

finding of race Siscrimination and/the absence of lesser restric- .

tive placements produced a violation of the plaintiffs' right

to treatment. The final order in Lora requires the Board of

Education develop non-discriminatory evaluation procedures and

already they have conceded they may be unable to do so.

With respect to the.least restrictive environment, Jose P.'s

.
statistics show 95% df the students in special education are in

'self-contained, segregated programs. Both Lora and Jose P. requires

creation of s continuum of alternative placements. However,

triter or moving students from one setting tO anopher less

restrictive seilifig.are essential in deciding what-laternative

plapements should be developed.- '

74
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2. Procedure for the Use of Surrogate Parents,

The federal and New York Stite laws do not set forth guide-/

lines governing the appointment of
surrogate parents. To our

knowledge only two sffrogate
parents have been assigned in New

York City since these laws took effect.
The surrogate parent

'provisions of the ERA were not whimsical concepts in the minds

of the drafters of the EHA. These provisions reflect a deep

concern for the thousands of children
around the country who are

without interested and informed advocates. New Tork,City practices
have been out of compliance with

even the minimal provisions of

the DO. for several years. The order in Jose P. has tried to
oorrec the vagueness of Newyork's

statutes and establish a set
--...15).'able guidelines for the Board of Education to follow.

3. The Use of Suspensions and Expulsions to Discipline
gandicapped Students

Two percent of AFC's handicap cases last year were suspensions.

The percentage is larger this year. Although the New York City

Board of Education has issued a policy directive establishing

Procedures for suspending handicapped children, it is unconsti-

tutional under the holdings of federal and state courts faced

-------"r---r-----'with this issue in recentomonths. New York's state law

Procedures for the suspension of ha students and is also
out of compliance-In the mandates of the ERA.

/ .
Sines last year APC has attempted to work with the City I

Board of Education toward the creation of a uutially satisfactori

and.practical procedure. We have written two letters, had several

meetings and conversations with Board personnel and commented

on a draft of a proposed procedure.
Nearly two years have

slipped by since Stuart v. gappi reached this issue for the first

O
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BEN has been on notice, since then, that a policy state -

meAt concerlkg suspension practices must be formulated. Since

,New York suspension practices are not out of compliance in BEH's

view, there appears to be nothing, save another lawsuit, that

will force the Board of Education to produce a constitutional

suspension procedure.

4: Definition of the Scope of Related Services
and Criteria for Interagency Agreements to
provide these Services.

As budgets become more stringent, we have found the first

victims are S ose children who need 'related services.' In NYC

periencing both problems identified in thit

Report - the educational authorities have begun to narrow the

lefinition of relatecIservlces to_exclude essential and legally

mandated servicespam4 we have a shortage of 'related services'

personnel andAin insufficient number of contracts with outside

providers to compensate for the shortages.

with regard to the impermissible narrowing of the definition

of related services, the Commissioner of Education issued a

bulletin in February 1980, delcaring
'psychotherapy' is not a re-

lated service any longer, although 'education-related psycholo-

gical, counseling and social work service:remit* on the list

as proper related services. In June, 1979, BEN esponded to an

'inquiry concerning the obligation of a local educational agency

to pay for psychotherapy as a related service but deferred an-

swering the question. (Exhibit 3) Monthslass while this service

A
continues to be denied to handicapped students in need of this

assistance in order to benefit from their special educition pro-

grams. Two instances where the service has been withdrawn are

currently on appeal to the Commissioner. Since he vi not over-

'76
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turn his directive unless BEN forces him to do so, the parents
will automatically lose their appeals and find themselves in
federal court, litigating still

another issue that requires

nothing more than a policy interpretation.

During,1970 -19/9, 3% of the handicap cases we handled in-

t, volved related services. This year the number of related services
cases has increased dramatically.tost

of the 4804:partial hearings.,

we have appeared in this year have sought related services or resourcerooms that
/were'reccomended bdt not provided.

SinCe January, 1980, we have

represented 30 learning disabled children for whoa there are
j nd resourCe.rocens. According to current figures provided in

Joie P., the Board of EducjIton
only employ 4 full-tipe

Occupational Therapists and 2 part-time Physical therapists to

service the thousands of
multiply-handicapped NYC children in the

education system.

A large percentage of the related
service* cases arise out

of the critical shortage of professional staff. The only sub-°
stantially available related services presently provided by the
Board of Education,are transportation

and speech therapy. Other
vital related services are simply being neglected. It is clear

that lack of qualified personnel
is one of the prime causes for

the fpilure to effect more piacements
and of the failure t.0 pro-.

vide related tervices,even when they are vcommended.

All too often it hat been
our experience that a teacher,for example,

giving occupational therapy to a group of students in one school

will be removed from that
program and reassigned to another schOol

where a parent has a child who is lot,recoiving
occupational

therapy and requested an impartial hearing. Instead of hiring 'a

.second occupational therapist, the Board of Education gambles on

4
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the probability that there are no activist parents of children at the

'first school who will file for an impartial hearing after the services

are discontinued to ford -their restoration:

The increased volume of resource room cases was brought

about by combined factors such as the hiring freeze on all school

persomoel from December 1, 1979 through February 6, 1980 and the

simultaneous termination of 39 learning disabilities resource room

teachers during December, 1979.
One month later, when the Jose P.

judgment ordered that 500 resource rooms be operating by February

1, 1980, the Board was then forced to go out and rehire resource room

teachers. Currently 14 have been rehired and the waiting list for

resourc4 r002 service now numbers 1500 children.

In all fairness to the Board of Education, in closing,

we must warn state and federal.governments that their increasing :0-,

luctance to fund social welfare programs such as the FHA, in this per-

iod of fiscal restraint, can onlead to further disenfranchifement of c

handicapped children in America who, with equal educational opportunities,

can,bectme productive members of our society. By cutting back on the

novel of funding for ERA's programs, state and local government's will

have to share the responsibility for our failure to reach to promise

of ERA throughout this country and particularly in New York City.

Beyond these fiscal' matters, I must stress our ardent

belief that P.L. 94 -142 is legislation that can be implemented. By

maintaining the current level of funding for DNA's programs, and by

encouraging BEN to an an aggressive, creative monitoring agency, we

believe that the goals of the EHA, can be realized - even right here in

the largest educational systemcin,the country.

$
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PROGRAM ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW
DRAFTellEPORT

NEW YORK

Data [Date omitted) ?%
Chairperson. Gerald B B yd
Team Members: Charles Cordova

Bette Cohen
Toni Mason
Nancy Treusch

Date of Site Visit: March 13-17, 1978

ts

A. OVERVIEW OF 7N RAM ADMINISTRATIVE Rayigw
PROCESS 4

Comment with Rs responsinhty to scloannter the Stale
grant programs audiceued under the Education

foe the Handicapped Act Pan B (as amended by P L 9 142) and the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act - Tale 1 (as amended by P L 89-313). the DI54013 of

ASSOLInCe to 511143, BEH. conducts Program
Administrative 1,41C4 on an oogong basis The major purpose of these onsue scrotum is the dam:nu.
600 of die degree to which State policies, procedures.

and practices are coosntent with Federal statutes,
rev:dation and each States Annual Program P130

BEH tempts to conduct reviews of this nature m at keit one-half of the Slues each year Such a review
was recently conducted in that State Information was obtained from (a) State Education Agency staffmembers. (b) Local Education Agency administrator'. (c)

StateOperated or State Supported Program
admitustrators (iedensiticeis and other recipients of P L 89.313 funds),(d) puma group menthers. and
(e) State Advisory Panel members A ppm t mutely (our days were spent in the vinous agencies reviewing

prccedures and practices The ralliday was devoted to discussion with State Education Agency stafflumbers to runty and eke,* (wrings and begin Cologne
concerning possible corrective actions and/or

recommendations (where warranted) An end COdUCTKC war conducted web the Chief State School Officer
(or his / her designee) (cc the purposes of reviewing the week

s activities, and articulating preliminary feedings
and tesubs. -

This draft report was developed following the completion of
the onsm activities. and has been sent to theState for reaction. aftes a period of twosveeks. BEH has not received a response, this report atilt be issued inFinal forest.

Pubstateng Company. amount" D.C. zone

4
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B. FINDINGS OF ONSITE REVIEW

I. SUBMISSION OF ANNUAL PROGRAM PLAN

Ataborkg Pub/.c Laar 44.147

I 61XIBE)
612(7)(AXI3)

Final Repdatiots

Rep. 121&110.111
Rog. 1214.137
Reg. 1214.120
Rep. 121a.210-224

Fladlinn
There was evidence that that had been PUNK notice

lath:acing the tradability of the Annual Program Plan and
that huriess had been held Many of the people internewed
attended the heannp.

Corrocthe Actioc

The activities earned cut by the Sate Education Agency
man federal rethuremeatx therefore, no ceesomrt ammo is

maasary. °

2. RIGHTS TO EDUCATION POLICY

Aaltharity: Public Law 94.142

612(1)

Find It4T:ktf104.1

Rip 2IL121.122

Fladiagic

Aa appropriate policy statement was provided in the
Aanual Program Plan indrawn the corninsonearol the Sine
of this policy.

An el dame miemewed were aware of the Stases policy
with respect to this requirement.

Corrective Action

Bemuse the Staten m compliance with this rover.
° meat. no airrectne ICII0et n nrcestar,

V.

3. 'FULL EDIXA TIOVAL OPPORTUNITIES GOAL

Mahorlig Public Law 94.142

6i7(2XA)

Final Ittradot6r

Rep. 121a.123-126

NEW YORK-1978 P.A.R.

.44

80' .

Finding=

The LEA's and Staterocented prosrams that were vat.

iced were aware of the Foil Educational Cippcnumbes Goal
and had incorporated this policy into their Corepretentive
Plain. There was apprehension expressed by LEA and SOP
personnel re fading their ability to reeet this goal. AU Fed-
eral requirements had been ma_

Correethe Action:

No corrective anions an rietessary.

4. PRIORITIES

k

Authority:

'61612(4.31r'
fLaol Iterslatiafts

Reg. 1214.127
Rep. 121a 320-324

Fiedinn'
The team found evidence in all local education agencies

visited that the States policy on pncones foe the ate of funds
undir Pan B of EHA was known and wider:mod

The peonies descnbed by local education agency ad-
minimum were consistent with the policy on pnormes to
Marina to *mo school children.

Corrective Action:

The State Education Agency has ;rude known and im-
plemented the policy on pnonties; *melee; no correlave
scion is necessary

S. CHILD IDENTIFICATION. LOCATION AND
EVALUATION

Authority: public Law 91.142

I 61242X0

FIAalRegukfrora

Reg, 12Ia 121 ,

-Saint=
The team loved evidence in all areas visited that die

State Education Agency. and local education stercKs have
earned out and hare indicated gay will continue to carry out
&A extensive and aggressive State-wide child find program

,
Corrective Action:

Beaune the State n in compliance with this mottos.
ire action is neccuary.

4
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IOIVIDc. EDUCATION PROGRAM

Aerial lys Public Law 94.142

f 621 .
f M1ON4) S)

Aral illtpdadua

Reg. 1218.130
Res. 1212.233
Rep. 1211.340.349

Mange
The SEA has done an make( job in this area. Verykw vac farad fa :Ouch lEPs had not been wow

plebe Wale the Repletion say that there route
be as MP od al alubren fCCOVITAS ICTVICINI. New York's
lewelof implemental:a is so lugh that le add fault b uy that
the state is dot ut c tom apiibewith tin requutircat. Now.
act, ace there nut a few cases e( ao IEPs on children.
thew the SEA mat take steps lo rectify this sonatas.

-

Corrada Actioao

I. The SEA shall initiate monitoring actrabes to awn
that LEAs and SOP: haw as !EP foe each add

2. The SEA shall estabbsh a moartormg schedule dell
LEra sal SOPs.

Thwelinea

2. NodficaGo; by June 1. 1973.
2. lakJace moostortng by June 13. 1973
3. AS IEPs ia place by June 30. 1973.
4. Complete taxatosing of all LEAs and SOP' twithsa

three yews.

SAFEGUARDS

Ambwrky: Public Law 94.142.

I 612(5)(A)
f 613

"Mal Ittplatiout

!Cat. 1212.131
Reg. 121a.136
Rep. 1211.500-514

fledingo

SEA Ferries on procedural safeguards consistent
with Federal s mina. LEAs and SOP: ireicarad duty

gubehan Several hearings had been held us the
Stab. Parents interviewed bad am been made away of all
poudores imbed in initiating a harms. .

0 talt Pubebing Cumpswi: washings" D.C. MO
W72

116224

Corrective Aellosa

The SEA shall not_dy LEAs and SOPs of the needso
notify parents a-arights and procedures gatinent
b prccedural safeguards.

2 The SEA shall :saute itorin nannies 03 insure
thee parents have hems fully ormed.

3. The SEA shall schedule encainxing of al LEAs and
SOP&

TWA=
1. Notify by May IS. 1973.
2: Weise sashaying actuides by June 1. 1973
3. Complete morutcang of all LEAs aid SOP: within

three yaws.

lO CONFIDEIMAtITY

Antholier Public Law 94.142

612(2)(0)
i.617(c)

, Final Pe:Mations

Rep. 1212.3E0-S76

\
Of the LEAs and SOP' visited none =Maned all conq

amass necessary to man the rapnrements set forth is the
Federal IOU. The SEA had not =tutored LEAs and
SOPs for with Federal mut/hors.

Corrective Actiroc

The SEA must take die accuury steps to iasure that
LEAs and SOP: meet the confictratislay rquiremeas of the
Federal maxima These steps dull bleb&

1. Notification of LEAs and SOP: a coafidantality

. 2. =Vail-be:to ware that coaideriLifty
regain:meats are tau.

3. Establish a sobble of monitoring.

Thwellneu

1. Nona:ado.: by May IS. 1973.
labiate monitoring actiwitia by June 1. 1972.

3 Monitor all LEAs and SOP, within duet yews.

NEW YORK-1978
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eirAsr REs-nucrn .ER. 1'1i-waive

Andueleys labile Lee 94.1k

f 612(S0)
fled Iltsulcalass

Reg. 121a.132
Rep. 121a.530456 ,

,f
Flialavgn

'Packs and procedures bad been developed and dile.
seminated by the SEA:bower*. problems wen Vientified in
Mations° the impburentation of this pransson.Sos all LEAs
or SOPs bad a policy regarding the placement cfaiktrui is

jbe kasyruictive enveroument. The team found rho ev
dace atsuonitoring ci least restrictive alternative policies in
tither LEAs ail SON.

72

Receussnendatioau

The SEA should kcal education agencies oldie .
procedures accessary 63 implement settevade mos* oldie
edneadon ci handkapped children in the lase resuictvra
gitviroomiaL In addition. %chitin' ow ula, should be pen-

sided to dose LEVI when placement alternatives are
miennaL

Gard* Actiotc
The Sure Education Agency should develop and un-

pjeg procedures to (5000X the unpiensentation of tau
tentative m+'voeut policies in LEAs and SOPs.

71041Inem

The State Education Army emu provide the Butt= of
'Eclocatios of the Handicapped with documentation o( the
hecterneertatien Of the hag *sinew* eavaccimera pelican

1. 197$.

O10PROTECTION IN EVALUATION
PROCEDURES

Authority: Part& Law 9402

1 612(5XC)

Final Regularicar

Wei 121a.133
Rep. 1211,530434

, .
Fladingn . "

The team found that In the LEAS and SOPI.ved the

policies and procedures followed in evaluations were COM*.
scat wild* raquLenwro in the Federal regulations.

Corrrlfre Adkins:
Federal *qui/enteral were met. therefore. so corrective

scdens are necessary.

NEW YORK-1976 P.A.R.
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11. COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM OF PERSONNEL
Imvp.opatarr

AporIty: Publk jaw 94.142

613(8)(3)

17".31 Resdasioru

Reg. 121a.139
Rest. 121s.310.367

FIndlagn

The LEAs and SOPs visited by the BEH were found to
be is Compliance with Federal regulations.

Coerced* Adios: a.

No ccereci6 actionsin necessary.

(

ARTICIPATION 04 PRIVATE SCHOOL '
CHILDREN'

Authority: Public Law 94.142

I 613(4)(4)(AI

Find Re:kiwi:4s

Reg. 1218.140
Rep. 12 r8.430-460

Eluding:

The LEAs and SOPs visited by the BEH team were
found in be in compliance with Federal regulations.

Corrective Actions:

No corrective actions are gasman,:

13. PLACEMENT IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Authority: Prthlie LAW' 94442

I 613(a)(4X1M

Find Regulations

Reg. 1218.140

de
Rep. 121240403

11141141:

The LEAs and SOPs visited by the BEH team were
found to be in cottriplience with Federal regulate:As.

Correctly* Actions:

No corrective actions an =nun%
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M. SEA RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALLEISUCA
?IONA!. PROGRAMS

Avagoritig Paige Law 94:142

1 612(6)

Mal Repletion:

Res: 221034
Reg. 121' 600

nhoraim

rite agency agreements plies SEA responsibility for
all handicapped children sn education programs us all State-

' beendel Dew in FY '73. A State law becomes effective thss
year which will establish the SEA as the cobrdinums and
regulating agency for agencies educatissi children in the
snot. s .

Corrective Actions:

' No corrective actions are necessary

PROORAM MONITORLNG

gothyritys Public anv 514442

612(6)

final Repladons

Rev 124035
Rep. 121a.601602
Reg. 121s.194

Mediae

State bad not developed cisne monitory's procedure
A few onsne moneonns slots had been by SE4

for esub.
StIZA

° -v- . S.
year. AdditionaUS, the sched uk for Stateciperatod
prosrantsakel be such thatdie major programs vriit
tarp numbers of ibildren se ADA will be visited
each scbcol year.

.
It PROGRAM EVALUATION

Authority: bfK Low 94442

t613(1X1

Ind Reim/ream

Reg. 1211.146

Findings:

inurnews with SEA personnel by BEN learn members
indcated that that were plans to do proven, evaluation.

*Preliminary planning was found to be sal-scum to be in
eomphana at this torte ,

, Corrective Actions:

No corrective actions ate requited.

cr
.17. REPORTINGRUNG

Pubil Law 9!/42

g1 f 813(e)(7)

414(aX3)(6)
611(bX1)

°Fula Regglatrom

Reg: 121a 143
Rep. 221:232433 '-
Rep. 121a 75-754

4
FIndingx

V.

State-wide reponingand data eollectson leas in
Ounce with the requitement) IA the Federal tegulat

Corlective ACHODS;

No corrective actions are necesslry.

°

,1444.sir

,

duds/ this school year. Co there was

6serisiL Also. there wit to followup
objectivss log the nut or milting t

Correctivt,Agdoeu

1404;t0CIAI procedures must be developed and ins.
pieutemed. include/ on sac rnonitones.on a regular basis
There mutt be mammies of AI of the Federal requitement'

, is all waits.

TimelbsCsi

1. Monitoring dectunere designed by June, I. 1976
2. Monitories sch.e.diik developed for school year

147149.
3. Orsite mon/Mies sea minundm of 5 school dn

tricts upstate and 5 school drairlets downsute ahil
Siste-operated postai by hoc 15, 1978

4, Ousite monitoring to all LEAs rod all Stare-
*perked proparto on * resulatiald Thoschechik
will include* kastontthed of all laE.As_and one.

4, third di all Statecspated propams eacr school

o MPeegog

C
1

IS. CH1L13,COUNT PROCEDU

Authority: Public Law 94.112

f 6114)(3)

Find Regulations

Rep. 2105 0454.

findings:

wax fourld Cita* policies and postdates had been
developed and disseminated to local education *Senesce,lidwer , there was noevidcnce that these procedures peo
ruled t children included.in therADA count to seneratt

NEW YORK-1978 P.A.R.
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V

funds under die provisson of P L.* 89.3l are not to be
included its the EHA-B count Further. there was no ev vdeoce

that monitoring procedures emu whiete would include the

as -site review of records and par:duces to determine that

such counts are accurate and unchiplicated.

Cmcreethe Action=

I. The SEA must revise count procedures to

include a provision there:sure that LEAs are not
including P L 89-313 children in thaaLEHA-B
count.

2. The SEA must develop and imPlement monnonng
procedures fcr on-site renew of records and rex.
tices to determine that such counts are accurate and

lindupficated.

null=
I. Child count procedures messed by June I. 1971.

2. Itocitoring (See item No. IS of this report).

ADMINISTRATION OF FUNDS BY SEA

: Public law 94.142

I 811(bXI)
61 l(b)(2)(A). (B)

1 613(1X2)

Final Regulations

Rep. 121a 620-621
Rep 121a.100 -110

Findlngx
The,BEW team found that the New York SEA was

administerlog funds in a mama consistent with Federal

rcplatioas.

Corrective Actions:

No corrective actions ire necessary

ADMINLSTRATION OF FUNDS`BY LEA

Authority: Public law 94442

I 61101)(A) (B)
61100

I 614(aXIXA). (B). (C)
614(.X2)
8140K41
6t4{04)

I 614(tX2XB)
1614(d)

Final Pegulanau

Rep. Ills 182.186
Rep. 1214.190-194
Rep. 121a 228-231

HEY YORK-.4978 P.A.R.
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Findhagu

The BEI team found that the administrationof funds by

LEA' was consistent with Federal regulations.

Corrective Actions:

No corrective actions are required.

21. STATE ADVISORY PANEL

Authority: Public Law 94-142

I 613(a)(12)(A). (B). (C)

I 615(dX4)

final Regulation:

Reg. 121a 147
Rep. 121e 650-653 ,
Rep. 121a 508(aXS)

Findlay:

An advisory panel had been eetabierAed in aecordusce
with requirements.

Corrective Actirort

No csatctive actions are maimed

22, STATE AGENCY ELICI TO PAR-
TICIPATE UNDER P.L. 8

Anthorky: pub& Law 94.142

1974 Amendment to P L 89.313
role I. (SEA
Subpart 2: Sec 121(e)

Flatting=
Occumentanon wales evadable to support die (ac) the

egencip receivini funds were duecdy tesporn4nte (or the
education of the children they scrad The education pro-. *gram met State standards All professional staff employed
were either certified cc wodung toward thatend No charges

Lad teen levied to parents whoscehildren had beenplaced foe

educational reasons All federalicquarements had been met.

Corrective Actions:

No cperscuve actions arc necessary

23. ELIGIBILITY OF CHILDREN TO RECEIVE
BENEFITS

Authorlay: Pub). Law 94.142

1974 Ainendmenl to P L 89.3)3
P.L. 93.380, ESEA.
Sec. 121(c)
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Floefingc

The beards review of ass' registers as the SOPs visited
indicited dut al! eligible children were receiving some
benefits

1 80#11.
Crime*. Adlonv

No cultreetive actioos arc necessary.

1-6
24. CHILDREN TRANSFERRED TO LEAs FROM

SOPs

Anaotity. Pub& Lave 94.142 .

1974 Ameadmento P L 89-313
P.1.. 93.380. F,S PA .
Sec. 121(b)

Findings:

a, Discussion with SEA and Mental Health personnel
yiekSed evidence that a system was generally mutated to
assure that monies generated by a student followed the child
HOWC,Cr. control of an variables had been mom comprohen-
sively addressed byuhe mental heath agency than by the
SEA. Essentially. the basic procedure was in place but tae
totally implemented Thiscontennon wassopponed by some

lack of knowledge at the project level

e Actions:

The SEA will supply document/an to BEFI that the
transfer provision is fully implemented

linaetintu

Wan 30 days after receipt of Dralt Report.

2S.'AEVALUATION OF EDUCATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT OF PARTICIPATING
CHILDREN

Au borty: Final ReguVrfou

Title 1. Sectson 116 43(b) f

findings:

AR projects under State ageteres contained evaluation
compoorou However, the objectives were not measurable
or child centered Therefore, the evaluations were improll.
edy. designed.

Correctbe kilo= .

The SEA must discontinue the practice of approving any
ppiects which fail to include appropriate evaluation
ccalsonents.

,

OMR Mooting Cat.DwrI. WrANknitcrs, CI C. 2000S
NU711

Timelines: -
No pr4ect applications received in the SEA alter

June 1.1978 shall be approVed unless appropriate evaluation
components an lecluded.

26. MEASURABLE PROJECT COALS AND
OBJECTIVES -

Authority: Final Regulations

Title I, Section 116 43(b)

Findbsp:

Review oject applications and intersNthboth'
State DCp311.17/C. and institutional personnel revealed Mat
the Villas WNW in the projects were either not measurable
or not child centered

Corrective Actions:

All prop; applications approved for funding shall to-
chide measurable child centered goals and objectives.

'Madams:

Beginning with project applications fa FY 79 nq proj-
ect application without appropnate measurable child CC:,
lend gosh and objectives will be approved

27. PROJECT N1ONITORING AND TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE BY SEA

Authority: Public Law 94.142

Final Rerulanons

Tale I, Seaton 116 4(0

Findlay:

Since Rile 'Yew York SEA bad only recently expanded
their surf, the annual romancing inputs, by statute hadnot
been fully implemented While SEA staff indicated that the
noceutorufg responsrodayrrundated by both P.L 94142 and
P L.29.313 had been essentially delegated to reponal pen
same!. this understanding did not appear to be enthuse'

-Tears rnemberrwerctimwn somegradentrotmaldtrirtird
documented by rnonnonng reports However, a must be
noted that these reportsdd not appear mho comprehensive in
terns of addressing all the vs...13W' in either P L 89-313 or
P L 94-142 Requited end-of year reports could be supplied
at the warmers !mob visited

Most of SEA staff alluded to thldect that the technical
assistance appeared to be offered by Mental Health and'or
evaluators for programmatic uhxems m.project design:and
construction ThoSEA'joka cd lb allure( adrnmts-
native and fiscal consultant It as coaten?,led that the addi-
blonarsuff compliment_ bit them to IlY,C31C then

r.,

85

)
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irdrohancut. Fetcher. de arasinc6cated that pawil super a.'
sloe torriterreat y P L 94-142 had only been traveled and
seeded to be funcoornIzted.

T Correcthe Actioog

The SEA shah deaelop and insokrnere ¢loan g p4
cede= ao,assure that the recutrernaUS of bdb the P L.
94442 and P.L. t9-313 provisions am trot. Thtsprccedini
must be documented to BEN.. .

Timtlfnx 'V

76

2/, 13LSTRIBUTION OF FUNDS A31ONG ELIGIBLE
SCVOLS AND CHILDFILN

Authority: Public Law 94-142

19741ursodrrent to P L 89.313
P.L 93.330. ESEA.
Section 121(0

.}.1641141M

SEA staff indicated that dere *cre 2 agencies eligible to
pardeipue Some of the eligible proems bad chosen not to
parbapus. The nuoiter to parunpate had comma/1y been
as tease of flux. Tesot members were shown data to sispccel
tip fact that an children decided in the ADA received spine
benefit, SEA staff chambers *elle asked to share to *Tula; a

botioa of some MOMS Inch tie BEN pokey
officer foe the Age of di:Ilk:Moo Essentially. with the
afotementioned Lampoon, the requirements of proms=
was met for the current fiscal year.

Corrective AMIN= -

No corrective ammo are oat:tsars.

Meeilxiog (See item 15 or thi;

s 2R DISSMINATION1 OF PROJECT FINDINGS

Authorky: NNIc Law 94442

find Pt-plc:Jam__

Tide L 116 44

FlUdIngc

AE pro' nuts and apple-loons tea loved had met the
frAeral ucnscm is terms of haying a dawn:moon corn.
ponext. Brochures, reel chomp and ocher puble
sea lam were offered as rock= robe se compliance with
this variable.

Correctkie Adlorem -
No CornXtrvoneboal it;tinecess4

, .

REV

1.

30. USE OF FUNDS. TO SUPPLENIENT AND NOT
_SUPPIANT -

Authority: Final Re%guloboas

Tide I. Section 116 40

Finding=

Evtdence Mowed that Federal funds have been used to
supplement and cot ;rt.

Carmel*. Actioam

No coniitire mimes are necessary.

.o
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Boycott for theEducation of the Handicapped
400 Hdryland Avenuo SR
Washington, D. C. 20202

.

IL
t

STAFF ATTORKETS

0

Deer Hr., Irvin:

I have disennrRx1 the =caning of 5121.A(504) on itapplies to How York City's
evoludtion and

placement,acchan-ism with Cerald hoyd and, m070 recently,
Lucille Stager ofyour Office, who rcrommended

that I address this
letters%)you, seeking Confers tied of coneldsions_she And 1 reachedin our telephone discunsion.

In sun, regulations of the. rk Slate Commis-sioner of Lduc4ticm require
parcatt,1 cons t prior to cvalu-,ation, but not prior to

place.'". The guns n I posed toMr. Boyd and lit, Stager 'Ai, whepmr 5171a.(504)(c)(2)(i)irequires that anmpartial
heartng be initiated by the andin instnnees where the parent does not respond

to noti jou-tion of the placement
recoattendation.

It iS my view, and the
view of the Hew York StutcEducatiop Dcpartspnes Offace

orCounsel, confirmed'ora/lyby tk.. 51,ager, that
ic)(2)(x) prtsents us with an option tonconvent no impartial hearin7

underthese circuamtances, but.that such a hearing iu not mandated. I would approcinteyour conffrmatien of thin view. If yyu have any
questions,please contact mu at (212) 596 5833.

37Tr

1 vv
Hayti, H. Hit=DWW:m
Counnol and Dices or

it>
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ETTATEHENT OP PAULA I. KEPNER, COORDINATOR, ADVOCATES
FOR CHILDREN og law YORK, INC.

Ms. IlErsmi..Chairrnan Simon. I will be happy to have our state-
ment entered into the record. In fact, what I would like to do, while
not sounding BIT-rebuttal, is to focus on a few of the remarks made
earlier by Dr. Gross because we feel there were several important
facts brought out that were not particfflirly stated as the statistics
we now have as a result of new major law suits in New York produced.

Mr. SIMON. We will be happy to enter your statement in the record.
Ms. HEFNER. I should first introduce you to Advocates for Children,

which is a private not-for-profit organization of parents and citizens
who for the past 10 years have been aggressively mvolved in assuring
appropriate educational services and programs for the children in the
city of New York.

Advocates for Childien presently handles an individual caseload
of about 1,,,000 per year of which 50 percent are now handicapped
children seeking services under Public Law 94-142. Of the handi-
capped cases _that we handle. over one-half of them in the past year
have involved children who simply have not been time evaluated, or
timely evaluated but not timely placed in programs. That is actually
the sole cause of one of the major lawfrsuits that we have going on
the city of New York right now, which was concluded in December.

I would like to mention the Jose P. and the Laura cases because
A .those are the two cases that have brought to light some of the statistics

that I would like lo put into the record.
Jose -P. was a case brought in 1879. It was brought on behalf of

all handicapped children who were on the so-called mfammis waiting
list of New York. This brings me to the first thing that Dr. Gross
mentioned about the waiting ist
_As a result of the-fin

.

t in,Lose,P,,,the,board of eductition
is required to do extensive monitoring of the status of evaluation and
placement of handicapped children in this city. The most recent
report of the board of education gives our figures for April 1,1980,
and they indicate that there are still approximately 15,000 children
on the waiting list waiting for evaluation, or waiting for placement..
It is not the 6,000 to 7,000 that, Dr. Gross indicated earlier. -

It is also incorrect to say that .the waiting list at one time was be-
tween 35,000 and 40,000 children in New York City. The waiting list
issue began in 1973 when a group of handicapped children firsts ap-
proached the New York State Commissioner of Education, and said,
essentially, we are not getting our.services under New York law.

At that time, the class certified by the commissioner of education
numbered 14.000 children approximately. So since 1973 to now we
have never had the 35,000, but we are still struggling at the same
basic rate of unplaced or unevaluated children.
. Mr. SIMoN. SO that I understand you, in 1973 you had how many?

Ms. TIE7NER,. There were roughly 14,000 children.
Sarox. You are saying that this has been held constant.

Ms. }TETHER. That has been fairly constant over the years. In fact,
we have statistics which are only at the moment handwritten, but we
could supply them to you, which more or less show you the fluctuations
around that figure. .

90
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There was a reference rlier to the tremendous increase of children
in special education, parti ularly the learning disabled. I should point
out to' you that in New Y rk, although we have, had an education law
that mandated services for all handicapped children for quite a while,thp New York law never took into consideration learning disabled
as a category falling properly within the handicapped law until Public
Law 94-142 came into being.

As a result, the numbers of children that.came into the system as a
result of that definition is largely responsible for the tremendous in-
creases of handicapped children we are seeing, but it is not as a result
necessarily of an aggressive outreach, or an aggressive finding system.
It is the result of the addition of the categozy which we did not have
be fore.

1,
I would like to move on to something much more substantive, and

that is Dr. Gross' statement addressed to the burdensomeness of the
due process procedures in the education law.

Advocates for Children has been one of ate most aggressive groups
in New York trying to make use of those diiie. process procedures to
benefit the 500 families that we sk. a year who do not have their
children in special education programs.

We have statistics in New York, although I did not'bring them with
me, but which I could supply also, that show the percentage of families
that actually get d'ue process hearings. The percentage of families that
do get the due process hearings is very small. The reason for that, as
was found in Jose P. find in the Laura case, parents are not properly
notified of all of their rights. or all of the procedures to enforce them.

Those parents who do try to enforce them are riot notified of their
rights until they have assistance from groups such as ours or regal aid
societies. and therefore go unrepresented. The hearings that happen
as a result of that are rather a pro forma thing, and we have found from
our own data collection that often parents who do go unrepresented

trnd-apwith the same program recommendation that they went inthere to challenge,
So we would like to suggest to you that if it were not for the 'due

process procedures, the few people out of the vast numbers of childrenin New York City who are in the special education system, the few
people we do represent. we could not have any measurable impact if
it were not for the due process procedures. We do not believe them to be
bankrupting the board of education, or the division of specialeducation. ,.

I think I would just put one illustration of how the access to the due
process rights has helped us. Just this past December we had a largenumber of teachers in resource rooms handling learning disabled
children cut from the budget. There were, in fact, 39 teachers termi-
nated from the board of education.

In the followinefew weeks, J086 P. ordered 560 resource rooms to be
operating in ,Tew York City by Februat'y 1980, and the board was
then forced to go out and hire those teachers back.

.lost this spring, our organization has represented in 2 months 30
families who have learning disabled children who have no resource
rooms. who, notwithstanding Jose P., were forced to proceed to im-
partial hearings, used the due process mechanisms to get theAlass
opened up for their children.

DI
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So we are not in any way eager to see Congress do anything to dis-
turb the rights that the law presently has.

My final remark is addressed to the subject of related services. I
would like to rely on Advocates for Children's 10 years bf experience
in this busitiess of education to point out, and. I am sure you are very
familiar with this, when the education law was being discussed there
were hearings all over the country.

In fact, nine hearings were held, and many, many professionals
from a variety of disciplines, therapy disciplines, came and spoke
about, the need for the therapeutic component that is a necessary eler..
meat of an educational program, for an educational program for any
handicapped child.

The remarks that we heard here this morning are reminiscent of
the idea that handicapped children should be educated so long as they
can go into social studies classes, do _path, and tak:7. , but if we
haveto spend more money because-they need additional serizicets from
the therapeutic disciplines, that is not education.

To me and to the rest of the advocates in. this room, we all feel that
that is a rather. aggressive statement, and in fact totally contrary to
the spirit and letter of Public Law 94-142.
4That the board of education claims that they are spending millions
of dollars on related services may be so, but I would want to call to

your attention the data coming to us from Jose P. which indicated
that the related services that are being provided substantially up to par
by the board,of education are the twoxelated-services of transportation
and speech services.

TransportAtion, as we all know because we drive our cars, is getting
very expensive. If millions are spent, I suggest that we look into ,

exactly where those millions are going. I would hope that we would
not find that thog are going into fuel costs.

Recent negotiations in Jose P. indicate that the board of education
has only fdur Ciccupationial therapists who work full time for the dozens,
of children this citr, two part-time physical therapists for the
thousands of phildren in this city. So the statement that millions are
being spent tying to aggressively comply with the law, to7is seems
most erroneons. s .

I thank y for inviting us, and that is really all I have eo say.
Mr. SrmoN. I thank you all for your testimony:
I have a fe minute here yet.
When you contact BEE', what kind of response do you ordinarily

get? _r
Ms. ND. We call it the trash can syndrome. On at least three

different occ 'ons, in fact more than that, as reflected in my written
testimony, e have filed formal complaints in which we set out the
causes of ac 'on, what the basis is, and-factual basis is. On the whole,
we get no ponce at all.

Mr. SIMON. You should not have to file a formal complaint in order
to get some kind of response. If the parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Smith,
write BEH, what kind bf response,do they get?

Simi n. On the whole, Mr. and Mrs. John Sniith don't even
know that BEH exists. On the whole, they. go to counsel, and counsel
has a tendency to do things in writing, 'being lawyers as we are. I
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would say that usually if we get a-----gponse,_yva1get an oral callbackUsually the regional review officer will call us, on s̀ome occasions often6 or 7 months after we file the complaint, if at all. We then explain oramplify our comments and our problems. - ._ _,In the three instances there, which are the three instances in whichwe filed formal complaints with BEH, we have gotten no writtenresponse and we have gotta °thing beyond the call. Usually we get afrom series regional reviewers,series of calls viewers, each asking the samequestions, each givin same answers. To date we have gotten nowritten response on /anything we have filed with BEE This is one
The second system, which is the State system which is set up pursu-ant to the regulations, which in Pennsylvania is called, the Office of

iTonal Review, has a parallel hi every State because it is mandatedin the regulations, much the same thing. The parents'call; usually they
get no response at all. The complaint is buried. .If something is issued in writing, if they are lucky, they will get
an interim investigation. But it is statewide known, and if you go to a .,parent, meeting and say, "If you have.probleins, file with the OfficeIA Regional Review," the clients will laugh at you because they knowthat they will get no response from the Officepf Regional Review.Ms. HEPNER. Chairman Simon, our experience has been vgry much .z.' -the same. In fact, in our testimony there is an example of a Articular r'situation that occurred here last summer when the board of educationtried to introduce a procedure-entitled, 'the acquiescence letter. Whatthat meant was, the Committee on the Handicapped sent out a pro-gram recommendation, and said: This is the class for your child, andthis is the classification of the handicapping condition we,have labeledyour child with. If you don't answer in so many days, your child willautomatically be placed in that program.

BEH
Ils t-

We went to BEH to get clarification on whet er th t,, was a legalpolicy because we felt that it was entirely against the regulations re-quiring parental participation. We contacted BEH many times' by -----;---,,,telephone and never get an answer. We did get sent,off to the Stateauthorities, and we also never got an answer from them. Finally, wewrote a formal letter which,has never been answered.
Toward the d of the summer, we went to Judge ,Nickerson in Josef,'' 'P., or the specs master person what was appointed, and discussed this,-and the letter as withdrawn. Th'procedure was withdrawn, but its'cysts not because of any enforcement on the part of BEH.

iMs. STarraoin. The interesting thingand the reason that I cluisethe examples in the oral statement that I did, the-etpulsion of handi-capped children, or disciplinary action of handicapped children, theextended school year problemthese two examples, and there Eire'someothers, but these two particularly are issues that are being litigatednationally. - , - - ,

,

There must be six outstand- g extended school year lawsuits', andat least three times that manyadministra ve proceedings. There areat least four lawsuits around the ri hts of andicapped children whoare faced with disciplinary pzoceeding. every instance, BEH hasbeen approached for some kind of nati,ona direction or interpretation ,so we need not' litigate these at random nd come qp with differentI
e - , )
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results. ,In every instance, the usual response and the one I Hie. the
.most is: We are waitkg to issue a joint policy with OCR. We never
get anything with OAR, and we never get a joint policy.

Mr. Smos. Tha has not changed since your formal statement was
prepared? .-

Ms. STorray. . Not at all. It may after people see my formal state-
ment. but I bt it.- .

Mr. SIMON. Your statement says, on March 6. 1979, you re
letter indicating that in the very near future, they would be iss
joint statement. You have heard.nothing on that?

Ms.- STOTLAND. No; this was right before my trial, and I said, pl
don't make us go through a 2-week trial if we don't have to. Not o
have I not received it, but there have been six more lawsuits filed, an
no one else has received it either.

This is just not a way to run a system. We get no guidance. We get
no direction. The resource" that are going just on the issue of extended
school year programing ,alone just boggle the mind. I have gotten calls
in the last 7 months from 30 States, and it must have been every State
in the Union by the time I got engaged in this'inatter, all of whom`
were struggling with this issue..

Mr. SIMON. I don't know itBEH is represented here today.
I have one final question. if I may, to all three of you, I don't know

if you were here when I asked the question of the gentleman repre-
senting the budget arm of the mayor here. f .

I happen to be both on the Education Committee and bn the Budget
Committee. The argument that is used against me when I try to get
increased fund 4, as I regularly do with very limited success in that
area, is, if we increase funding for Penrisylvania or New York City
from 12 percent to 15 percent, in fact, we are not going to be helping
handicapped children. We are simply piing to be rglieving a financial
burden fir the communities. We are not really gopag to be helping the
people thit I prafesvive should be helping.

How would you respond? .

Ms: 'MILNER. I think that waste and mismanagement at 110 Liv-
- ington Street. where we have our board of eduction. is a t t

has been documented for years. The Educational Priorities
spent the last 5 years doing management analysis, do'
analysis. trying to hold them accountable for the way the funds are

-spent. '. .

I think that it is not a reason not to hand ouC the money:because it
willtnot be epent. It is the responsibility of the hild advocates in the
different localities to insure that when the mone comes down, we are
keeping,track. as well as the Federal arm. if it is EH or whoever, is
' keeping track to insure that the services that are supposed to be
funded with these moneyi are indeed provided to the kids.

Mr. SiSrO:e. If. for weample, New York City got, let us say, another
$20 million from the Public Law 94-142, you monitor that so that you
would be doing some screaming, so to speak, if that $20 million did not
go into these kinds of services.

Ms. Wru,:vrat. AhQolutely. There are such structures that exist all
over the country. Children',s advocates are realizing that they have
to be able to take that responsibility, 9derstand the bureaucracy,



and understand the functioning of , budget, and not take things ongood faith any longer.
Ms. STOTLAND. Another thing is that there is a nonsupplanting re-quirement in the act, which is a protection against that idea. You can-not reduce the local effort, or you would not be able to collect theFederal moneys. So ff it is a question of substituting o it cannot be.It has to be in addition to. Obviously, it can only work is monitor
MS. gEPNER. I would have-eAfer td the statement by EPP, usethey do our fiscal monitoring. Vi\O are a member of EPP, and wouldaccept the statement.
I -would also simply add that at this very moment we are so shortof everything except what is absolutely mandated in Public Law 94-142 that if the money were here, I can certainly see the enormous needswhere it could be applied.
M8. WILLNER. I/Want to bring up another point in this regard onsomething that j going on in New York City because of the budgetcuts that we are being asked to sustain, and it is something that weare seeing as a domino effect around the country.
Right now because of the inadequate funding for Public La ,94:142, we are really-having a divide and conquer strategy in our schools,and this is very disruptive.. Right now the mayor is asking the boardof education, for example, to remove nonmandated transportationservices to so-called, normal children, while at the same time we arespending millions of dollars on transportation door-to-door for handi-capped children.

We are being asked to increase class size for most classes. When aparent walks into a school, and sees his first grader in a class of 40children, knows that that child had to walk 1 mile to 'get to school,and sees the yellow bus coming with the handicapped who is goinginto a handicapped class of 8 or 9, tb.ere is very little way to explainthe special needs of that child to a parent, and to explain that youare very lucky because your child is normal.
We know the needs of these children, but we do have a situationin our schools where we have very divisive .populations, arta parentsof regular children are looking to the special education pot ofmoney that they want to seize uion. This is being exacerbated bythe funding problems. .

Mr. SIMON. I don't think there isany question about that. We see-that on the Budget Committee very clearly also.
We want to that& you. ,

This conchides our hearing. We appreciate your testimony: and thepresence and interest-of all of you. We took forward to hearing frompanel 4 in the'near future.
The subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to re-convene at the call of the Chair.]
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PRIDAY, JUNE 6; 1980

, Housg 07 BEritesurriterivEs, ..-
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION, .

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND 148014
Chicago,172:The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, -at 9:10 a.m.rin the.Mag-nnson Auditorium, Rehabilitation Institute of Obicago, 16th floor,

mitt*
345EastliSitiisfic; Street, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman of the -subconik--

.1 <

Member Present: RepreSentative Simon. ,
Staff presentd.Judith Wagner, staff director; Jane Baird, researchassistant; William Clohan, minority assistant educaticin counsel; aid,--Jennifer Vance, minority legislative associate-.
M. SildoN. We are holding oversight Wrings on Public Law 94-142 and we are pleased to have a hearing here in Chicago...Our `firstpanel of witnesses will be two old friends, Senator Arthur Berman,who was a membei of the State House of. Representatives when I_wasin the State Senate, and Representative Gene Haffmim./ I might say, for e benefit of these witnesses and the others, we Will --

proceed as you wish.
1 ,enter your stateme is in the record. If you will summarize them thatwiR be fine. You ma.

We Will hear from the Witnesses of each panel, and then ask ques=tions.',:'
Senator Berman? -

SZATEIMIT,OP STATE SENATOR MIME L BERMAN, STATE OP
II,The0I8-;

`- Senator BramAN. Congressinan Simon, thank Yoil-very much, firstof all, fbr holding this meeting in Chicago, and at this site. I thinkit is very apropos because of the wonderful job thatthe institution hasdone regarding thehandicapped. 4.
I will summarize my remarks. They consist of about four poinFirst, our problem with Public Law 94-142 is not with its goals. Ipersonally support them strongly. T was, the principal sponsor andarchitect of the l4slation that brought Illinoisinto conformity withPublic Lev 94-142. Our problem is not with itspurpoges. Our problemis more on a practical level. In-order to accomplish the laudatory goalsof that legislation, it is going to take money. As you are well aware inthe original of the legislation in 1975 there wits'in anthorization set f that would'have,provided, under the formula, a gradu-

(8i)
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ated funding of 5 percent, 10 percent, 20 percent, 30, and 40 percent in
the respective first 5 years of funding based upon the national aver-
age per pupil expenditure. The 40 percent was supposed to maintain
thereafter.

Contrary to that authorization, the fu4ding was 5 percent as it
-shoult1 have been The first year; 10 percent as it should have been the
second Aar ; but instead of 20 percent the third year, it went only to
12 percent. The fourth was 12.8 instead of 30 percent, an4 this year it
is 14 percent instead of 40 percent!

I know of your efforts to raise those levels. You and I and Repre-
sentative Hoffman were together 111 WaAhington as part of that battle.
That translates to a dramatic amount of money as far as the shortfall
of the flow of funds from Washingtop to Illinois. In those 4 years, it..
represents $206 million difference betweeNthe'ituthorization levels and
the appropriations levels for Illinois alone. .

I am concerned as to where we are going from the 14 'percent rather
than the 40 percent. Are we 'going to be stuck at 14 percent from here
on in? The rhetorical question is: How can the difference between the
40-percent level of funding and the ,24-percent level of funding really
be justified I

The problem of the partnership concept is underminedthe partner-
ship concept of the State, the Federal, and the local,.participating in
delivering all of the services necessarysary for an adequate and appropri-
ate education for handickpped children is undermined when one seg-
ment of that partnership is not able to deliver the dollars that they had
held themselves out to deliver when the bill was originally passed.

I would, just as a footnote to the funding; point out that we in
Springfield c9nstantly hear the complaints of local school districts
regarding mandates without funding. It is in effect, what Public Law
94-142 has done.

As a footnote, I am sure you are aware that the general assembly
last year passed what we call the Mandate Act of 1979. What that gays,
in response to the complaints of local governments and school districts
that we are passing lawg and not funding them, is that if a mandate
is passed by the general assembly and at least 50 percent of the cost of
that mandate is not paid for by the general assembly, the local govern-
ment upon whom that mandate is imposed is relieved of the obligation
of delivering under that mandate.

Mqst local governments would have liked a 100-percent level. This
was Ekcompromise figure. I would suggest that this is an approach that
Congress might look at from a very realistic point of view.

You recall, of course, Congressman 'Simon, when Public Law 94-142
was first passed, Representative Hoffman and I were in Washington as
sort of a duet, again suggesting that if funds could not be 100 percent
appropropriated immediately, the services should be phased in at the.
same level as the funding.

This was hbt responded to as far as any amendments to Public Law
94-142. The mandates were immediately imposed in September 1979,
and yet we still are far from 100 percent funding even under the some-
what limited formula.

T think that we ouglit to look at the impact of Public Law 94-142 in
urban areak; Chicago, for example. Chicago, although it is one of 1,000-
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plus school ilistricts'in the State of Illinois, is unique; we all knowthat. A think the problem,f compliance with a district as large asChicago is unique. I would suggest tat this committee. evaluate
approaches that would give additional istance to large urdistricts to\allocv them to better m their responsibilitPublic La* 94-142.

Third, I believe there has to be some clarificatiO th te . e-lated serviCes." We have been involved in continuous s. to oth atthe hearing level, and it the level of the Governor's urc ased ,carereview board, which -is the agency which determines th tuition costsfor private placement in Illinois..
There have been disputes between the Bureau of Education for \theHandicapped, the Office of Civil Rights and the State bOard of educa-tion, certainly impacting uppn the parents and the children as to whatare related services.
We have legislation that has been introduced, but like much legisla-tion that seeks to improve a situation, we have all phases of opinionon it. I think that it is an improvement over the present-situation. Thestronger proponents think that does not go far entitigh. Of course,the Bureau of the Budget thinks that it goes too far bedause it costsmoney.
I think that the question of what related services includes, especiallyin relation to the word "thripTp" should be clarified either by regu-lation or by-statute.

as under

One very serious problem which we recognized several years ago,but.I think that it is coming to fruition now, is the problem of third-party payments. Insurance companies walking away from benefitsthat they otherwise pay because of the relief granted under Pane
Law 94-142 to parents whereby they are no longer required t9 pay forcertain services.

The withdrawal of those benefits by the private sector is going tohave a dramatic fiscal impact on goVernmentS, whether it be the schoolboard, State government, Department of Mental Health, State boardof education, and the Congress. That is a very serious question.I have attached a copy of a letter. by a major insurance ottrietwhich explains-their position regarding the nonpayment of benefitsNwhich previously have been pajd, but which will no longer bepaid under that policy because of Public Law 94-142. This is
i

a prob-lem that I think we alluded to early on in the legislation, but' s °cer-tainly going to have a major impact.
Again, in closing, I appreciate your bringing your committee here.I acknowledge gratefully your leadership in this field for a numberof years. On behalf of myself personally and for the people of theState of Illinois, we are very oud to have you as our 'lading spokes-

man in Washington on behalf bf educatioaf
Mr. Statort. Thank, you vi3ry much. I4cleed, it is gods to be withyou once again.
We will noW hear from another old friend, Gene Hoffman, who isidentified, here as the chairman of the Illinois &hob] Problems

Commission.
.[The prepared statement of Arthur 'IL,. Berman follows :)

9 8,
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BILWARED STATEMENT OF STATE SENATOR ASTIR "R L. BERMAN, STATE OF ILLINOIS

Congressman Simon, members of the committee: Thank you for this oppor-
tunity to appear before the S bcommittee on Select ration We appreciate
the bearing being bell in Chicago so that those of, in Illinois that live with
Public Law 1:4-1 9 have a chance-to discuss our p oblems with you.

I am a stron advocate of special education, and am in total support of
offering needed services to those children that require it. I was the principal
sponsor and architect of legislation in the General Assenibly that brought
Illinois into conformity, with Public Law 94-142, and have consistently taken
the stand of providing necessary programs to handicapped children,

Now that I've made that clear, let me tell you what our problems are,
Our foremost difficulty with. full imperaentittion of 94 -142 is that of adequate

funding levels promised, but not delivered by the Federal Government
Under the funding authorizations set out In Section 611 of 94-142. the stateu

were entitled to an increasing level of funds, based on the national averagini
per pupil expenditure. (NAPPE) of 5, 10, 20, 30, and finally 40 percent, re-
spectively, in each of the first five years, and at 40 percent each year thereafter
The dollandpouncs that have in fact been appropriated tell a far different
story. TbAlicentages started at 5 percent the first year, 10 percent the second
year, 12 percent (instead of 20 percent) the third year. 12,8 percent (instead
of 30 pertsent) the fourth Fear, and fin0y, a projected 14 percent (instead of
40 percent) the final and permanent' year.

Just,what does this mean to Illinois in aetual dollars? For the yea; ending
September 30. 1980. we received $46.1 million in Public Law 04-142 funds That
figure woulii have been $769 million if Congress had supported the level promised
Instead of the projected $48 million for, the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981,
Illinois would have received $113 million. For fiscal year 1982. now being con-
sidered. Illinois' projected share will be only $5g0fluillion This figure should
have been $169.7 million, had authogized levels beer met. In those three years the
difference between the levels indicated in 1975 and the levels delivered in Illinois
is $206.5 million.

Will the final year of funding level projected at 14 percent be the percentage
that we can now expect to receive permanently? How can the difference between
40 and 14 percent be justified?

These dollar amounts translate directly into quantity and quality of services
offered ; into taxpayer protests on property taxes, and into local school district
problems of complying with the Act. It is no wonder that anger and frustration
are evidenced when Public Law 94-142 mandate are discussed. - -

The promise of thy Education for All Hand apped Children Act is an excep-
tionally Important one, and parents have taken he Federal commitment literally
that a free and appropriate education will be delivered to their children at no
cost.

(1n the surfade.Jhat statement in the Act is in itself a remarkable one, and' I
enthusiastically applaud it. I not only applaud it, but have worked for several
years now to fulfill the intent of Congrefis and the General Assembly in delivering
the needed services to this'importantlegment of our population. But ladies and
gentlemen, the pledge of 94-142 is based on a partnership between federal, state
and local units of Government. the local school-districts in Illinois and the State
of Illinois have provided more than their share of that important promise, but
the Federal Governrdent has not.

I osometimesAnd myself being put in the position of telling parents. state al
clals and local school districts that we have done our share, but that the feds have
failed to provide their portion of this three way partnership.

Mandates to local school districts alwiiys create an instant cause for resistance,
as you know, and frequently a negative backlash develops as the mandates are
enforced. When adequate funding levels are not provided. even stronger reaction§
occur. In Illinois. the General Assembly passed the Mandate Act of 1979, which
offers a state commitment regarding educational mandates That law says that if
at least 50 percent funding is not offered with a mandate, then that particular
program need not be provided by the local district. The need for this Act arose
out of frustration and anger by local school districts relating to educational
mandates imposed by the legislature.

I want to underscore the Inability of state and local school boards to comply
with continuous mandates even to them by legislative bodies I urge you to insist
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that Congress fulfill the promise that has been made to all of us. The authorizedlevels must be appropriated in order to comply with the intent of your colleaguesin passing 94-142.
Another problem titat.should be lboked at is that of large urban area's com-pliance with 94-142. Although cities like Chicagoare, by some, considered "just"another school district", in reality that is not true when they try to implement1... a wide ranging mandate like 94-142 ,I am not asking for special consideration of

enforceuient procedures of this Act, but I am suggeSting that additional resourcesbe made available to assist the large cities in complying because of the uniqueproblems they encounter. i
' In addition to funding pt-oblems, there is another major area that is causing,us concern. The Federal Act is not clear on the issue of "related services." Wehave had it great deal of controversy surrounding the definitions of relatedservic to the handicapped. I have attached to this testimony a letter datedOcto r 9, 1979, to C,ommissioner Ed Via Martin at the Bureau for Educationof th Handicapped, detailing the lack of clarificatibn of 94-142 relating to thisissue. It points out the Conflicting language now present in the Act.For example. emotiohally digturbed children requiring "therapy" are fre-quently not provided with that therapy because under a strict interpretation ofthe language in the act, psychiatric and psychological treatment would not be. included in the definition of related services. The funding mechanism 'tor pro-viding thee services, at no cost to parents, is currently being 'worked on in theIllinois General Assembly. In the meantime, hovVever, the Office of Civil Rightshas promulgated a series of findings relating to this issue in Illinois. In addition,class action law suits have been filed concerning the level of related servicesprovided.

. . iThe language is unclear, and thq-regulations do not deal with the issue in adefinite manner We in Illinots,long with the other states, I assume, need tohive better direction from the Congress and the Education Department as to theintent of 94-142.
On another issue, the question of third party payments and insurance com-pany participation in paying for mane services has emerged as a major potentialproblem. In attachment 2, I have &closed a copy of a letter written by the AetnaInsurance Company to their piney holders. Has the subcommittee investigatedthe participation by Insurance Companies? Will these companies be allowed towalk away from s ,who happen to have handicapped children fn theirfamilies.) ere be'any language qr regulations forthcoming? What is thest Congress on this issue? Willtllis subcommittee be making any recom-endations? Local school districts and state governments cannot be expectedto pick up the casts heretofore provided by insurance carriers. That *tor isnot addressed in 94-142, and clarification will become very important-duringthe coming year. I would strongly suggest that your committee examine thisissue carefully as to its impact on school districts and state budgeYour willingness to bring a Congressional hearing here is most predated,and I am grateful for the opportunity to tbstify on these issues. would bepleased to respond to your questions. ,

ATTACHMENT INTO. 1

Ocrorms 9, 1979.EDWIN W. MARTIN,
Deputy Commissioner, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, Department ofHealth, Education and Welfare, Otfice of Education, Washington, D.O.DEAR Comtism :cm Nflarrt.*: Although the implementation process of PublicLaw 94-142 is priinarily a state/local issue, we need federfil clarification and per-haps intervention on several points,

' In Illinois statutes, there exists a rate-reviewing mechanism called theGovernor's Purchase Care Review Board. The responsibility of this board is toset allowable costs for private residential and day school facilities serving handi-capped children. The major problem is in the definition and interpretation of"allowable" costs, and this, prqblem has cdulted a great deal of concern for allpatties involved.
There are three major issues, all inter-related, that we feel your office shouldaddress. Those issues are: (1) The definition of "allowable'' costs for relatedservices, (2) the question of parent financial participation, ana (3) conflictingcode language in Public Law 94-142 and Titles XIX and XX.
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In the first issue, that of determination of allowable for related services,
section 121 a. 13 states that counseling and parent mug:3;g and training could
be c6nsidered a related service.

The language in the regs does not say that therapy, psychotherapy, psychiatrie
counseling, ongoing medical services, glasses, hearing aids, prosthetic devices and
so to,rth could be allowed. The footnote attached to 121 a. 13 in the comment
section would seem to allopreuch costs, but can easily be interpreted from a
different perspective.

The Governor's Purchased Care Review Board in Illinois strictly adheres to
the language cited in the body of 121 a. 13 in allowing costs for related services,
and disregards the comment section that uses the word "may". It appears that
the intent of Public Law 94-142 is to be all inclusive; however, lack of clarity

within the body of this particular section allows for saryingInterpretatiuns.
Therein lies the problem. The rulings made depend on the perspective of the

rule- quaker, and the language, as stated, can be open to a particular point of
kiew add interpretation.

I. am asking the Burea2 of Education for the Handicapped for either all-
, inclusive language specifying detailed related servit.es allowed, or for a general

linking" statement saying that anything outlined in the individual child's IEP
should be..allowed.

I do not know how other states are dealing with the particular problem, but
I am well aware that in Illinois, it has become a serious concern.

I understand that changes in the regs or in the act itself are not advPsable it
this time, but perhaps a general order from the Bureau of Education for -t
Handicapped to the states would alleviate some of the problems we ar

peigtearicing.
e second issue, that of parent's financial participation in total costs, the

regs say in 121 a. 401, that responsibility shall lie with the SEA at "no cost to
parents". The Illinois Governor's Purchased Care Review Board has recently
promulgated a rule that requires parent financial participation for 'non-allowed
costs '. As a side issue, there is no provision within that rule providing for those
parents. who are unable td participate, but whose children must be placed,
according to the IEP,,in a specific facility offering specific services.

Once again, the /Question of "allowable" costs arises, and once again, the inter-
pretation is not clear. The Governor's Purchased Care Review Bard has chosen
to use its own understanding of the regs in requiring parent financial partici-
pation.

In regulation 121 a. 302, the public agency is required to pay for nonmedical
, care, tuition, and room and board, leasing the impression that parents cau-ray....

towards medical costs. Is there a conflict? Or is this particular language open
to interpretation? Again, is the intent of Public Law 94-142 being followed?
Clarification and specific comments from your office on this particular issue is
desirable.

The third Issue k that of conflicting statutory language in Titles XIX'and XX
and Public Liit 94-142. Federal language is XIX and XX, according to Illinois
interpretation, require sume parental financial pafticipation, but 94-142 says "at
no cost to parents". Which Federal language takes precedence?

The Gosernor's Purchased Card Res few Board If-as chosen to interpret that
parent financial participation Is allowed in 94-142, as stated in Illinois' inter-
pretation of Titles XIX and XX. Their viewpoint again relates to the queStion
of '..'allowable costs" for ;elated services.

- Ad-age/4,1s the Intent of 94-142 being follow-ea, and what interpretatioff)w-111athe Bureau of *Education of the Handicaped recognize?
A fourth issue emerging is one of third party payments, specifically from

insurance companies who may drop clients because of the demands In 94-142.
This issue will soon become a major one across the country, and your comments
on the subject are welcome.

The Department of specialized Educational Services of the State Board of
Education concurs with me in bringing these problems to your attention.

your response would be appreciated as soon as possible.

ARTHUR L. BEIGIAIR,
Senator,' ilth Legislative District.
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Mr. JOHN J. &mars, Jr
Illinois State Board of Education:(E283),
Springfield,

DEAR Ms. STRAUS : The purpose of this letter is to provide you with an explana-tion of our current claim practices under Aetna health benefits plans with respectto the Education For All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (Public Law 94-142).which we briefly discussed by telephone on March 5,1980.\ It is our practice to inform the parents or guardians of handicapped childrencovered under the health benefits plans of Aetna policyholders or contractholdersof their rights under Public Law 94-142 even though this may not have an impacton the benefit payments made under the particular health benefits plan involved.These plans generally do not provide benefits for the cost of special education. Inaddition, no benefits are payable for expensps incurred for related, services Pro-' vided or financed under Public Law 94-142 (Le., speech pathology and audiology,'psychological services, physical and occupational therapy, recreation, counselingservices and medical .services for diagnostic and evaluation purposes only) be-cause charges that the parents or guardians of a handicapped child are not legally__obligated to/Vey and services which are. furnished or paid far_under-any law °UsgovernMent are specificall
The claim practicealhat ave established as a result of Public Law 94-142

elude d_trin n coverage.

are intendect-t6 f-IT'Old duplicate payment while minimizing retrospective benefitdenials in situations where a handicapped child incurs expenses for services that
are covered tinder an Aetna health benefits plan which should have been providedor paid for by the public school system. We believe that this' objective has beenmet through implementation of our current administrative procedures which areas follows :

For otherwise covered services which have a lready been reimbursed underPublic Law 94-142, benefits will be denied under Aetna health benefits plans
based on the exclusions mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

For otherwise cove services which might qualify for reimbursement
Public Law 94-142, v.& will notify the parents or guardians of the handl
child of the law and urge them to pursue a request for payment through the :1public school district if this has not already been done. In the meantime, we will
Pay benefits under the health benefits plan for tip to 60 days while such a requestis being pursued and we are in the process of obtaining a signed reimbursement
agreement.;_

For otherwise covered services which might qualify for reimbursement under
Public Law 94-142, we will pay benefits under the health benefits plan beyond 60
days while the local public school district application is pending provided that we
have a properly executed reimbursement agreement.

For otherwise covered services that might qualify for reimbursement under-4Public Law 94-142, we will continue to pay benefits 'under the health benefits
plan upon receiptsof a formal denial by the local public school district. However,
we expect the parents or gnardians'of the handicapped child to notifyus if they
are successful in having the application for reimbursement approved on appeal.
When this occurs the benefit payments are discontinued under thehealth benefits
plan and the or guardians of the handicapped child are requested to reim-
burse Aetna for. the amount of any retroactive payments made under Public Law
04-142.

If you have any further questions or comments regarding this matter, please
feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,
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ATTACHMENT No. 2
4

Arrss. LtrE & CAstravrx,
Hartford, Conn., March 11, 1980.

#

S. B. Glasos, Jr.,
Consultant,

Claim Relations, Group Division,
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STA OF STATE R V, PRESENTAillit GENE HOFFMAN, STATE
OP ILLINOIS; CHAIRMAN, ILLINOIS SCHOOL PROBLEyS

.. CO liF

Mr HOFFMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman Simon. It is a
ipleas re to see you again, to have a chance to chat with you again, .

and hare some of our concerns about Public Law 94 -142.
As Senator Berman indicated,. under his leadership and mine as

chairman of the school problems commission, we introduced legislation
through the cbminission to implement Public Law 94-142 ,into law in
Illinois. We have pros ided copies of reports of the commission of June
1 7 and June 1979, which include that particular legislation, witfi
S ator Berman as the principal sponsor in the senate and myself
a house sponsor in the house. We spent many, many hors working

it s out.
I will not reiterate the comments made by Senator Berman in terms

of the funding. The funding is,always a problem. It gave those of us
who work at the State level an bpportunity to get some of the same
feeling-, perhaps, that local school administrators have when we send
a mandate down and don't send the concomitant money along to meet
the needs, or to the ;:lwee that we say we are going to meet those par-
ticular needS.

I would like to dwell. if I may, and it starts on the fourth page of
my teEtknony. on some of the local administrative problems related
to the prrticular act. . .

One of the things that has happened is that, really for the first
time, we have come down with a data based management system of
goals and objectives and applied them to individual students. Nothing
like this has 'ever been applied on such a massive scale in education.
The implementation of this system as embodied in Public Law 94-142 ,

at the local level islery costly.
The accountability requirements of field personnel are extremely fe-

strictive and demand the kind of concentration to the degree that
schools have not really experienced in the past. This task has required
additional personnel and,,of course, adding personnel is a costly. item.

The mandatory involvement of parents at their convenience in the
procedural safeguards within the specific timeframes, the due process
hearings, the individualized educational prog-m is difficult to ad-
minister and is conflict producing at some point in time.

For wxample, I have with me, art& I will leave far you, some of the
forms that are used in our special education district. l' particularly want
to draw your attention to that part of the form which indicates that
parents have to agree that they have received this.,They have to under-
stand shat the recommendations are. They ce 10 days to waive dur-
ing the wilt is sailed the ',replacement pei iod, that they agree with
the evaluation. and that they have been told what, their legal rights are,
including their right to object to. placement, and Offered in writing if
they requested them.

This kind of a relationship in Ki educational setting is something
that not only educators bavg not faced in the past, but neither have var-
ents. When parents came to this kind of a conference for the first tin tl
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"Th

and it comes onto them like this, they have difficulty as does the edu-cator who has not been doing this kind of thing either, working inthat kind of a setting.
Those ot us,who work in the legislative process, which is by its verynature a conflict kind of a situation where people are trying to workout their differences, it is quite different than the normal pattern thatwe have had in. education, which has been a cooperative kind ofendeavor.
The fact that we have the requirement to include this type of thingin the cooperative effort has artendency to bring about a great deal ofuneasiness on the part of the educators who are involved, as well 00

raising some questions in the minds of the parent who is involved.
Also, once these goals and objectives are set down and the timeframes are set initially, if in a very short period of time the teacher

who is involved believes that there ought to be more time spent On thisaspect of the individual's edudation as opposed to that one, then theyhave to go back into procedure again to make the adjustments, ratherthan making the shift at the time that, in their judgment, is in'thd best'Interest of the student.
So the confusion and extraordinary caution regarding saying toomuch gets involved when you get into the related service area. For ex-

.

ample, you cannot suggest to the parent that this or that might to hap-
pen because if you do. then you know that you are goinkte be obli-gated for that cost. Senator Berman made some reference about
related services.

We also get into the question of conflicts between the human service
providers, interagency conflicts which add to the cost and reduce the
direct program resources that are available to the schools. Conflicts
between private-parochialand public schools regarding amounts,
types, and kinds of services needed. and where they are to be delivered
add further dimensions of conflict to thEtoverall confusion and coststhat are involved.

These comments should not be. interpreted as a blanket condemna-
tion of Public Law 94-142 from a local implementation point of view.
Rather, they should be viewed as expressions of concern and frustra-
tion relative to the problems they have encountered.

Local personnel have pointed out to the commission in heariras thatthey view the process as good overall for both the handie,apOd and
the nonhandicapped children because, it provides a healthynudging
of the schools to make some change. They also anticipate that teachers
will learn how to .use individualized instruction better as teacher
training institutions place more emphasis on this process, as well as the
development of improved training and management principles will
better prepare administrative personnel to manage their limited
resources. .

Local practitioners also point out in our hearings that they will need
of of resources to get through this particular,period of change as /

they make decisions on what is most importantand learn better how
to design cost effective programs and procedures.

This, of course, emphasizes the poiht that Serittor Berman made
earlier about the- significant cutbacks in the appropriations levels
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from the authorized levels for Public Law 94-142. Local taxpayers in-
creasingly are failing to support increased taxation for schools. In
many cases it is not a matter of confidence in the schools, but rather a
utilization, at least in Il lino/is, of the last remaining avenue of control
they have over taxation on an individual basis.

The declined enrollments that we have had have affected the State
support, and inflation has pulled them in exactly the opposite direc-
tion. As the increase in the cost of Public Law' 94-142 is added on the
top of all of this, this"has spelled for many of them trouble with a
capital Tie

The recent difficulties we had in Chicago from a financitil point of
view, some of the pressure that brought that abo vt. was caused by the
additional cost, and pressure for special programs.

In conclusion, I would just like to point out that in my judgment
as an educator by profession and as a legislator by avocation, I be-
lieve Illinois has done an excellent job in providing services for the
handicapped. We had started early.

The problem that we face with Public Law 94-142, or one of the
problems we face with Public Law 94-142 is the fact that it was struc-
tured to encourage those States that had not done a great deal to do
more when they said that you could not use that money- to supplant
programs that you already, had in place.

Those States, such as Illinois and other States which were in the
forefront of special education, then were denied the use of the funds
for some of the same purposes that other States that had not attempted
to meet their needs to the same degree that Illinois had, were allowed
to use these funds for purposes that we could not.

The public attitude toward the increased costs for government is
prevalent and growing. I know yo'u feel this in Washington in terms
of the pressure for a balanced budget.

All I can suggest to you, in addition o the comments that Senator
Berman and I have made in terms of costs, is that in terms of
the requirements, the rules and regu tons, when the. development or
the modification of those take place, that we make certain that every-
one is involved in that kind of discussion, By that I mean, those peo-
ple who have to provide the services as well as thoqe who are receiv-
ing the service should be invoked to a significant degree's° that every-
one feels like they have had an opportunity to participate in the
process.

As Senator Berman has indicated,I do want to thank you for
bgeaking away from Washington after the little vote you had yester-
dft there, and coming out to your home State, giving us an opportu-
nity to share some of the concerns that we have heard as we have
gone around the State holding our hearingt.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Gene L. Hoffman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP STATE REPRESENTATIVE GENE L. Ho MAN, STATE OP
CHAIRMAN', ILLINOIS SCHOOL PROBLEMS Co ISSION

Chairman Simon and members of the subcommittee. It is a pleasure to see you
agal and I appreciate this opportunity to appOpr-lfore you to discuss special
education programs and the implementation of Public Law 94-142, The Educe
tion For AA Handicapped Children Act.
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I apologize for not being able to get copies of my statement to you prior to thismeeting, but I 'don't need to tell you how the .demands of a legislative sessionsometimes alter one's schedule.

ILLINOIS' RESPONSE TO THE' FEDERAL MANDATE
For manyc
r

. '-years, Illin as been recognized foi its leadership role in providingvices for children with pedal needs. The School Problems Commission hadalready embarked on a ling te ...: , .. oach to resolving special education matters' when Public Lhw 94-142 w signed in .: w. In facts Illinois has been penalizedby a law that was designed 74 r the nation as a whole without recognizing the dra-matic'co. fitment that Il nois taxpayers and schools had made during the pre-vious eig. t years.
During the months : owing the signing of Public Law 94-142 into law onNovember 1975, .e school Problems Commission proceeded to design a leg- ,islative :ckag ...at w uld provide the statutory and policy changes conside,redneces to bring Illi ois into compliance with the provisions of Public Law 94-142. , . e original pac age witS introduced on March 29, 1977, and was the subjectof co osiderable ev( : on and discussion during the 1977 session of the Illinois9en al Assembly Iluch . . is stud was in conjunction with a review of theeder 1 rules and rdulations a imony received from a n .. -r of sources,includ og the Co a. missioner of the Bureau of Education of .e adicapped.Most o . ., . age was recommitted to committee for furth i study May 25,1977. The bills were taken up again in the spring of 1978, 6, :ions were ..ade asa result of further study that had occurred during tb.' and winter, andbills considered necessary to bring Illinois into coin! : ace were signed into law oAugust 31, 1978.

There were a few items of unfinished busine carried over to the 1979 sessionof the Illinois General Assembly and some tinue to date, particulany in ref-erence to the operation of the Governor': urchased Care Review Board and anevaluation of classification as related a educational needs.
* .Reports No. 14 and No. 15 of age Illinois School PrOblema Commission are pro-vided with, and should be considered appendices to, this statement. A more de-tailed report of the bills and process described above will be found in these4..reports.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Public Law 94-142 added a tremendous financial burden to the sizable allo-cation that was already being made in Illinois. The fact that the federal con-tribution was only a small portion of the actual cost of the mandate added to thecontinued failure to fully fund the authorization has left the State and localschool districts with a huge balance to be made up from State and local sources.Illinois taxpayers and educators have responded to the need,but many are begin-ning to express concern as to how long this can continue before there is a seriousadverse effect on other educational programs beCauSe of the additional competi-tion for limited resources.
The first year of implementation of Public Law 94-142 was duling fiscal year1978 with a funding level of approximately $14.5 million. The, ontributions madeby the State for fiscal year 1978 through fiscal year 1980 are hown on Attach-ment A. Attachment B shows the State appropriations for penal education forthe three fiscal years immedi ly preceeding Public Law 94-142 implementation.As you know, the federaL con bution was to be 5 percent of the average perpupil expenditure in\public schools in the United States for fiscal year 1978; 10percent for fiscal year 1979; 20 pe ent for fiscal year 1984); 30 percent for fiscalyear 1981: and 40 percent for fiscal year 1982 and thereafter, The actual appro-priation has never reached the promised level, Illinois would be getting approxi-mately $76.9 million this year if the Z0percent formula

were followed instead ofthe $46.1 million (12 percent) actually received. The percentage will be 12.8 per-cent instead of 30 percent next year ($48 million instead of $113 million) underpresent projections. We would suggest that the Congress should reconsider theirpractice of underfunding the mandate and raise the ajairoprialions to theformula amounts.
Since fiscal year 1979, 75 percent of the annual grant to Illinois has been desig-nated to flow through to local school districts based upon their census of handi-capped Children. The remaining 25 percent has been designated as state discre-
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tionary funds. These discretionary funds have been disbursed primarily to imple-
ment regional resource centers, supplemental room and board fees for children
*placed'in privdte facilities, and state administration.

It is difficult to compute the actual cost of special education because many
school districts do not keep 'their records in such a way as to give precise figures
for all 'components (see Attachment C). The Chicago Public Schools pint out
that a significant contributing factor to their present financial plight is the excess
cost of special' education that must be borne entirely- by the local4listrict (see

4 Attachment D).
o LOCAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE ACT

There has been a substantial increase in the number of due Process hearings
and a soniticant Increase in parental involvement. While these activities, alOng 4
with preparation of individualized educational programs, may be beneficial to
_students and parents, they have also placed an additional demand on local per
sonnel and resources. \

Schools are based a great deal on tradition and as institutions are noted for
resistance to change and inflexibility. Being tax supported and generally re-
stricted by limited income, the quality of schools has sometimes been affected by
forces over which they hare no control. There is a great deal of variation among
schools spite of efforts toward equalization. This is the, system Public Law
94- 14`- attempted to enter on a nationwide basis. Its goal to` mprove services for
handicapped children is laudable, but the problems encountered haye been sub-
stantial, although perhaps predictable. Public Law 94-142 Is a datahased manage-
ment system of goals and objectives applied to individdal students Nothing like
this system had ever been applied On such a m ssive scale in education.

Implementation of Public L 'at the local level is very costly. The
accouritahllity--requiremen of field personnel are extremely restrictive and

___-denitinding relative to anything schools have experienced in the pinit. To do this
task has required additional personnel, and adding personnel is a costly item

How a child enters service, the mandatory involvemen't of parents (at their
convenience), the procedurel safeguards within a specific time frame, the due
process hearing procedures, and the,individualized educational program are a
nightmare to administer and are conflict producing at this point in time. Such
additional procedures also require vast amounts of personnel timeall of which
translates into a 'cost factor.

Confusion and extraordinary caution regarding saying too much (that might
overlotillgate the school district) or conflict between human services providers
iinteeagency conflicts) also add cost and reduce direct program resources to the
schools. Conflicts between private-parochial and public schools regarding amounts,
types and kinds of services needed and where they are to be delivered ad'd further
dimensions of conflict to the overall confusion and costs.

The above comments should not be interpreted. as blanket condemnation of
Public Law 94-142 from local implementers. Rather they should, be considered as
expressions of concern and frustration relative to the problems they have encoun-
tered. Local personnel point out that they view the process as good overall for

both handicapped and non-handicapped children as a healthy' nudging of the
schools to change. They also anticipate that teachers will learn how to use indi-
vidualized instruction better as teacher training institutions place more emphasis
on this process. Improved, training in management principles will better prepare
administrative personnel to manage their limited resources (since reprloritiza-
tion of limited resources will became an accepted norm for several years to come) -

Local practitioners also point out that they will need a lot of resources to get
through this period 9f change as they make decisions on what is most important
and learn better how to design cost-effective programs anti procedures.

They emphasize that Congress must not cut back not' on federal support as
,other changes significantly affecting school district resources are occurring sjmul-

/- taneonsly. Local taxpayersare routinely failing to support increased taxation for
schools. This is not viewed as a lack of confidence in the local schools, but as a
utilization of the last renlaining avenue in which voters feel they can control
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rheit MN n destiny. In addition, declining enrollments heti resulted in a reductionin state aid taster than aujust.wenis in expenditures can be made. This, tom-
pounded by the ravages of inflation, is placing many school districts in serious

+financial difficulty. Add the cost of Public Law 9:4-142 to these events and you,have /rouble spelled with a capital T, Congress further reducing the level offuyli of Public Law 94-142 would deplete local resources even further and
produce such negativg, perhaps rebellious, responses from the public that the
noble iiffents of the law could be negated by public 9pinion and outcry.

We are engaged in a series of complex changed in wh,ich time, money and
resources will determine the outcome. Dick of these ingredients can cause the
program to falter or fail. ..

4coxcLustos -- .

- A c
For over a decade, Illinois has done an exemplary job in providing services

for the handicapped These efforts do and will continue. However, the people
of Illinois express the same views that you hear in every state and community
relative to-a growing resistance to governmental mandates without the resources
being made available for the resulting costs. Also, the negative public attitude'
toward increa 'rig costs for government is prevalent, and growing, in Illinois asit is elsewhe e These factor- must be a part of the continuing evaluation of
governments programs, including special education.

If ytiu would like additional information about any of the topics discussed,
please feel free to contact us and,we will do our best to provide whatever you
need.

ATTACHMENT A '

SPECIAL EDucATIoN

The State of Illinois provides grants and adruinIstratise services to local school
di5tricts and special education cooperatives for specialized educational services
VP' handicapped children These grants and servicesare provided pursuant to
Article 11, The School Code of Illinois. The basic goal of the State Board's Spe-' vial Education Program is to provide the necessary Instructional _programs and
supportive services to every handicapped thild in Illinois in the least restrictive
setting Such services have been mandatory for Illinois students since 1969.
Handicapped children are those with exceptional educational needs such as those
IN tin are visually impaired, hearing impaired, learning disabled, behavior disor-
dered, educationally handicapped, speech and language impaired, mentally im-
paired, ph3sically or health impaired. flr multiple impaired. During fiscal year
1979, more than 220,0011 persons were served by special education programs.

Table 5 shows the fiscal year 1178 through 1980 appropriation history of
each grant:

TABLE 5ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION SPECIAL EDUCATION APPROPRIATION HISTORY AND
RECOMMENDED FISCAL YEAR 1981 LEVEL

Polly amounts in thousands; fiscal years)

'

Special education programs

Appropriated Recom- Increase
mended, (decrease),

1981. 1980-81

Percent
change
1980-8i, 1978 1979 1980

Transportation $28, 750.0 $33 500.0 540,000.7 . $48, 600 $8, 599.3 21.5Private tuition 8, 400.0 7, 000.0 16, 000 0 16,000 0 . 0
Extraordinary 10, 000.0 14, 400.0 17,000.0 20,800 3,800.0 22.3
Personnel _____ . _. __ __ _____ .....- 106, 270.6 115, 000.0 119, 000. 0 129, 000 10, 000.0 8.4
Orphanages
Deaf-blind nterimatef for the yis-

9, 090 0 12, 750.6 14, 100.0 17, 735 3, 635.0 25.8

ually.i aired. 1, 592.7 1,732.7 1,900.0 2,.017 117.0 6.1

Total. 164, 013.3 UM, 382.7 208.000.7 234,152 / 26;151.3 12.6 '/

Source: Proposed bud get( f I year 1481, Illinois State Board of Education. .-
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ArrAOMIF.NT B

TABLE,6,-GENERAL REVENUE FUND

(Dollar amounts In thousands; fiscal years)

Adak education:
Ptiblic assistance $4, 500. 15,400.0 $5,400.0
Adult oducaUon,sec. 3-1 2,150. 2,687.5 2,000.0
Basic. 500. 500.0 600.0

Percent

t;A: r 1dg-%

$5,400.0 0
2,687.5 34.4

600.0 0
Gifted education 2, 000. 2, 003.0 2,100.0 3, 900.0 85.7

Areanervics centers 600. 600.0 630.0 630.0 0
Spatial education: t 1 .

Transportation
Private tuition , 0,. ,

2voss: z 27,367:5 28,750.0 35,500.0 23.5
...

11, 576.3 8,400.0 8,000.0 (4:8) .
Extraordinary services , f 2, 500. 9,000.0 10, 003.0 14,400,0 ''' 44.0
Personnel , " 79,270. 98,983.0 106,270.6 115,000.0 8.2
Orphanage.tuition 3,500. 6,000,0 9,000.0 12,750.0 41.7; Deaf-Mind center 0 1,382.7 1,382.7 1,382.7 0' ,
Materials for vlsbWy handicapped 200. 200.0 210.0 350.0 66.7,
Fellowships., c 250. 0

Bilinclztecation: .
... 3, 000. ' 3, 250.0

Chugs , 6, 00e. 9, 750. 0
Pupil tra:cshportailon-rogular and vocational 33, 580. 36,444.1 .,
Freon lu and breakfast 11,375. 14,000.0
Vocational education. . 16, 356. 18, 240.0 .,

.; Textbook program 10. 3, 500.0
Truants alternative program 500. 500.0_
Manpower development..., ,- , 100.
Median tax assessment. 0 .5, 850.0
Wear edmation 0 0
Comprehensive health education. t 0 a 0
Dmegreption assistance i. 0 0

-a..--

Subtotal 198,391.2 257,231.1
Waist payrnents 3,933.5

Total, general remora grants 198,391.2 261,164.6

0 0 0

3, 450.0 4,500.0 30.4
10, 350. 0 13, 455.0 30.0
39,750.0 53,150.0 33.7
13,000.0 45,600.0 20.0
18,240.0 26,870.0 47.3
5,000.0 9,000.0 80.0

500.0 656.3 31.3
0

5,912.5 . 0 .,.,
0 500.0

, 0
0 0 15,1:0315°. 0°'"

270,945.8 338,481.5. 26.3
0 0

270,945.8 338,481.5 25.3

Source: Proposed Ludy!, fiscal year 1979, State Board of Education.
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Ch'art II: COMPONENTS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION COSTS

- Source: "Special Nducation: Needs, Costs. Methods .of Financing."'
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ATTACHMENT D

PACT MEEK, mirrors SCHOOL
It 2(a)

LATION

Provide special education payments (reimbursement) to local school districts
r,ommensurate with total excess costa incurred by implementing state laws and
eghlations resulting in the increased costs of new mandated programs andZor

/expansion of existing programs. '
Under the provisions of Public Law 94-142, Section 121a.1, school districts

are required "to insure that all handicapped,children have available 'to them a
free appropriate public education which inciddes special education and related
services to meet their unique needs".

The Rules and Regulations to Govern the Administration and Operation of
Special Education, Article II, Section 2.01, in accordance with federal mandates
state "the local school district shall be responsible for providing and maintain=
ing appropriate and effective education programs, at no cost to the child's par-
ents, for all exceptional children who are residentsitherein".

The allowable costs for state-authorized special education services in the Chi-
cago Public Schools are $170,256,356.

During fiscal year 1979, Chicago received $120,361,411 from state and federal
sources for supplemental aid for the special education state mandates.

The shortfall in funding in fiscal year 1979 was $49,894,945.
This amount represents the total dollars which the local board had to spend

over and above the required special educatiOb programs and related services.
Fiscal resources colresponding to fiscal demands must be available prior to the

adoption of programs and services.
1

4,

ITEM 2(A),

gpecial education costs and reimbursement

1. Allowable expenditures:
Salaries
Educational supplies
Fixed charges:

Employee insurance _,

Prorated interest..
Depreciation

$101, 398, 069
3,130, 200-_
8, 869, 881
5,108,5,108,900
2, 984,500

Administration 5, 785, 700
Operation and maintenance of facilities 13, 568, 900
Transportation 17, 011, 487
Contracted services .. 11, 900, 000
Private tuition excess cost ,. . 498, 769

Total Cost_ _ 170, 258, 368

2. Offsetting revenue: ..
Salaries ($6,25.0 per teacher, $2,500 per career servi 32, 280, 000
Transportation 16, 000, 000
Extraordinary care (4,366) 4,400 pupils__ ________ .. 43-500, 000
Orphanage Act 14-7.03 (1,726 pupils) _ .t. ,._ .41, 000, 000
Federal funds ( 8, 778, 411
Private tuition .... 5,100, 000
2000 per capita local effort X 28,854 ' , 47, 708, 0OP

Total State and Fiederal ursement 120, 861, 411
3. Net eess cost, (line 1 less line 2) 09, 894, 945

1 May 1;1979, survey of special educati students in Chicago public schools identified
50,575 pupils receiving special educat nstructional and related services. Of this num-
ber, 23.854 students received Service within a self-contained setting, 20,721 students
received service within a resource setting.

Mr. Starox. Thank you very much.'I appreciate yop.r statements.
I4 me say, if every State had done what Illin,ois had done, there

perhaps would not have been a 'necessity for Public Taw 94=142, al-
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though Public Law 94-142 goes beyond,what Illinois hadfdone. I can
rem ber wken we lost the bill to mandate education for all handl-
cap d children by one yotein-tlie State senate, and 2 years later H.B.
14 came along.

Mr. HOiFMAN. That is right
'.Mr. SION. As I look at your budget figures, the app ations areM

not all ssed yet, I kathtec, unless the Springfield scene h anged.
Mr. HOFF3iAN. It has not changed. It has changed, but not to that

decree.

I

co
r. SIMON. So when I see a 12.6-percent increase for special educa-

tion 'programs, when You consider inflation, you are basically at a
status quo budget on special education. Is that a fair assessment?...

Mr. BERMAN. The 12 percent that you are looking at is for fiscal 1979.
Mr. Stiatorr. I am looking at attachment A. of Gene Hoffman's state-

ment. It compares fiscal year 1980 and the recommended figure for
1981;

Mr. HOFFMAN.. That 12.6-percent increase is probably a lesser in-
crease than we have seen in several of the past years. I forget whether
it-was hist year or the Lear before, the increase was even higher.

Mr..Satorr. Yes:
iMr. HOFFMAN. So this yebx it is probably close to what inflation is or,

will be, but we have done even more in the last year or two.
Mr. Sr roil. I haie the adyantage or the disadvantage of being on the

Budget Committee, in addition to being on the Education Co" 11 'ttee,
in Washington. One of the arguments, my colleagues use a ' hist mewhen I try to OA more Money for the handicapped is: What ifference
does it make whether that level of Federal funding is 12 percent, 14"percent, or 20 percent; we are not going to provide any additional
services for handicapped youngsters. That gap will be filled by State
and local government. This is a place *here the Federal Govern-
'Tient can save money.
. 'How do you respond to.my colleagues?

Mr. HOFFMAN. The response that I would make as a State legislatgr
is.; Yes, you are probably right that, as indicated by the numbers here,
weare responding. If you put our 12 petr,ent increase against the zeroincrease which the Budget Committee is recommending fie the specialeducation and Public Law 94-142, obviously we are making that up.We would suggest the difficulty is that this is contrary to what was

-.: indicated was going to happen. As *e draw off, those dollars to meet'the requirements that are pl ced on us by Public Law 94-142, those
aregloRars that could be spen mo ersonnel programs, or maybe"eveq, in-other areas of education. W involved in replacement 'dol-lars. only it has been reversed.

Mr.'BrintA.N. My response to.that point, one of yotir colleagues-7I
cannot recall his namethe last time4we came to Washington, that
was one.sof the questions that he posed 6 me : Even if we did more, itis not going to mean anything more. All we are going to do is 80596-tute Federal dollars foiywhat you are supposed to do on the local and

StiitO levels.
I disagree with that, I think that-in fact what we are seeingfor

example. one -of the Witnesses that will follow, Charlotte Des Jardins
with, the Coordinating Council for Handicapped Children, will tell

66-229. 0 -81-5
0
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Yon: "There is a b. that I have introduced to address the problem of
nriVate placem is and the problems of therapy and related services.

The 1411 as Mended, as it sits at this moment, handicapped advo-
cats are unhappy with the bill. The Bureau of the Budget is unhappy.
with the bill. They are coming from opposite ends. For the former it
.does not do enough, and for the lattet it does too much. I will admit
that it does not do what I would like if to do. I got 30-plus votes to get
it out of the.Senate, and I am not sure what, is going to happen in the
'House.

If the Federal money was in line with what the promises were back
in 1975-76i 1. might hot have those same problem's. The Bureau of the
Budget would see that it is not a question of State resources, but there
would be Federal resources available, and maybe we could make much
more pi:Ogress toward addressing the mandates that are set out.

We are not saying, going beyond Public-Law 94-142. We are saying,
just being able to live up to that. That is the difference between the
levels that have been delivered aid thekvels that were promised.

Mr. SatoN. Since we are talking about the funding,* me lobby the
two of you herewith an illustration that you may be ale to use as you
try to get funds.for your program.

We had testimony a couple of months ago from the State of Ar-
kansas. In their rehabilitation program they found a young man who
is not getting an education, or who i'not getting the kind of an oppor-
tunity that he should. Through the Vocational education program and
other'', he ultimately became a physician.

That physician now-has paid enough in taxes so that he has more
than paid for vocational rehabilitation for the State of Arkansas for
the first 20 years of its existence.

You see, these things dOn't pay off tomorrow, but ultimately they do.
Yesterday I was oXthe'floor, and a colleague from New Jersey.came

up to me and said . I think our schools are putting too many people in
the handicapped category in order to get Federal funds. Are you find
ing

,
i any of that?

Mr. BERMAN. I have not. What we have done in Illinois is to try to'
strike balance. Because the determination is made at the local level,
we statiorilytied to strike a formula balance that would allow school
districts the leeway and the funding to respond by evaluating children
as they shots lii be, but not giving the school districts any windfall by
putting more children in that category than there should be.

My impressioa is that it has worked pretty well under the formula
that we have hid. We always find parents that think that their chil-
dren have either been overevaluated, or underevaluated; but I think
outside of occasional disputes which we take care of through our hear-
ing process, which I think Spne of the most important parts of 'Public
Law 94-142, the parental involvement to bring administrators to task
through a hearing process. I think it is working pretty well.

Mr. Sams. Gene, you mentioned the improved training of admin-
istrative personnel. We have had quite a bit of testimony indicating
wneeded improved training for teachers, but we have not had any
:suggestions that ix e need improved training for administrative per-
sonnel.

Mr. HoFFmAN. Yes. I believe the major institutions that train
teachers, due to a number of factors, including legislation that we

ti
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passed a year ago in terms of identifying children with special needs,
have been improved. .

I think the point I want to make, and I will try td.emphasize- it, is.
that Public Law .94-142 is a data-based system of goals and objectives
which we are applying to individual students on,a national basis. This
is the first time that we have ever done this. So we aze placing the
people who are doing the evaluating and the administering, many of
them, in a situation in which they have not been before.

If you think back historically to the typical pattern, the traditional
pattern of training teachers and training administrators, for the most_
part the data-based management s} stem is something that has come in,
and those who are familiar with it today have learned while they have
been on the job in the short 4 years. J

The people who are in those positions have been in those positions
for a long time .and have had their training ih a different -time and
under a different set of circumstances.

I think the question may be a more legitimate question to some of
the people whom I see on the list, -who are in those administrative
positions now.

I think in Illinoisand you were in the legislature at the time that
we went to the joint agreement kind of an approach to deal with this
as opposed to what is happening in some other States in terms of hav-
ing intermediate service regions on a relatively consistent basis to
provide these services. we have developed a maybe uneven achnin-,
istrative level of expertise across the State.
`Mr. SIMON. Senator Berman, you mentioned the insurance situa-

tion. you have the Aetna insurance that is involved. Is this fairly com-,
mon now for all carriers?

Mr. BERMAN. We have been in touch with both the State board of
education and our department of insurance. I think that most carriers
are recognizingthey don't have to change their printed'policie,s
the costs that an insured must bear as it result of Public Law 94-142,
and they are relieved of that cost. Therefore, what they would have
otherwise previously paid many times, they don't have to pay. The law
changed, and they did not have to change their policy.

r don't know. I cannot tell you today if there has been any dramatic
decrease in premiums as a result of decrease in benefits, but I think the
companies recognized their obligatioik have been reduced by the pas-
sage of Public Law 94-142 ann, bei'ng good business people, they are
taking advantage of that.

I think that this is going to be a serious problem that we will have
to take a look at beeause I am not sure how we are going to be able
to offset that situation. Hopefully the regulatory agencies and depart,-

4 meats will see to it .that any increase in benefits results in' decreases,
premiums. The problem is, how do you an& I and Gene and other

govefnmental people translate'that decrease in premiums into addi-
tional government funds to make up- what the insurance companie%
are not paying for.

Mr. Hormax. We , were ,sensitive to that ,problem early on. In
fact, in our legislation we'included the fact that,this legislation did
not relieve third party payers from current obligation, and we in-
cluded in there other governmenkal agiificies. Out of that we were
able, under great duress, I might add, on the part of some of us, to

a
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get those people to sit down together and deal with the problems of
turf. We still have not resolved it all.

This is, I believe, one of the toughest areas that We have to deal
with here.

Mr. SIMON. Fundamentally, as I listen to your testimony, you are
suggesting that there may bep. point of clarification here. The funda-
mental problem is funding.

Mr. 13zintax. Yes. .
Mr. SI3ION. *Do any of the staff have any questions?
We thank you very, very much for being here. It is great to see

both of you again.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you for the opportunity.

OP Mr. SIMON. You have been interested in the cause of education for
as to ! as I have known you.

`Mr. :ER.KAN. We are always learning.
Mr. SIMON. We always are. `4

Mr. HOFFMAN. Thank you, Paul.
Mr. SIMON. Our next witness is Ms. Charlotte Des Jardins, direc-

tor, Coordinating Council for HandicappedChitlreh.

STATEMENT OF CHARLOTTE DES JAMES'S, DIRECTOR, COORDI-
NATING kOITNCIL FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Ms. Del; JARD):20. I am rally happy to be here. I really want to
express my appreciation, Congressman Simon, for responding to my
request to have public oversight hearings on Public Law 94-142 in the
city of Chicago.

When you had the dversight hearings last year, I wrote you a letter,
and I am really happy that there was such a prompt response and
that it was such a positive response. I am sure that you had requests
from other people and other organizations for the same thing, and I
am glad that you are so responsive.

I personally have been an admirer of yours, I must confess, since
the middle 1950's, when I first read an article about you in Harpers
magazine. It was a muck-raking article on Illinois politics.

Mr. SIMON. Yotir taste, may not be any good, but your memory, is
excellent., [Laughter.]

Ms. DES JAsnms. So I have been following you ;career ever since.
I am really delighted that you have been recently appointed to this
position.

I any' the director of the Coordinating Council' for Handicapped
Children. This is a coalitigebf more than 100 parents and professional
organizations, principally in the Chicago metropolitan area. How-
ever, we do have a number of organizations in other parts of the State
that belong, and also organizations in other parts_of_the country. In
addition to the 100 organizationalso have over 500 individuals
and families who pay du&to the ;coordinating council.

We are bagically a parent-run coalition. We have a staff of about
five people right now, everybody part time except for me, and every-
body a parent Of a liandicapped child except for me. So I can tell you
that parent involvement is a necessity to make Public Law p4-142
work. When I heard the remarks of Representative Hoffman, I was
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really a little it disappointed that he seemed to feel thatjhat was a
negative part of Public Law 94-142, or at least that is how I inter-
preted his comment.

', Really, this is a golden opportunity for peofessionals and for edu-
eatqr6 to get together with parents and sit down with them together
and map out a plan for the child, together agree on what the program

' is going to be. This is really the most important part of Public Law
94-142, We get reports like this from parents all the time, and I really

(hope-that you will consider this a very important,part of Public Law
94-142.

Today, I an here to tell you basically about some of the problems
that have beefs' reported to us from the more than 500 parents and
professionals who call us each month. We basically get more than 30
calls every single day from parents and professionals who are under-
going, in a very personal way, problems related to Public Law 61-142.
I would like to tell you about that from the reports,.

We document each call so that we know we document each letter
so that we. know, through a very coMplicat;d documentation process,what the problems are. Most of my remarks will be about the critical
situation ,in Chicago, although a third of our calls do come from the

suburbs.,
Mr. SIMoN. Do you have a prepared statement?
Ms. DES JARDINS. Yes, I do have a statement. 'I have}, whole bunch

of copies. I was working on it until 11 o'clock last night, and that is
why I am late in giving them to you.

Mr.SON. Thank you. Your statement AIM l be made part of therecord.
Ms. DES JARDINS. I am sure vou will hear today, as I see Interim

General Superintendent Angeline Caruso is on the agenda, and she
will tell you about the critical situation in Chicago. I would like to
elaborate on that situation go that you also get the perspective of our
organizations and the parents who call us.

I am sure you will hear that Chicagoin spite of the fact that we
are in such terrible shape and have had to make cutbacks of $60milliqn around February 1, and they are right now working.on the
next $100 million which has to be cut. by next Septemberyou will
bar about the terrible situation cie are in.
-You may also hear that Chicago is making progress in spite of that.

For that, I would like to call your attention to the last page of the
statement, which is reproduced from the 1971 Chicago Board of Edu-
cation tentative budget. We get the school board budget every single
year in order to testify at public hearings that the Chicago Board ofEducation ha on the budget; and we keep a file. We have been doing
this since we were first organized in 1969:

In the 1971 budget, please note that the Chicago Board of Educa-
tion at that time made arommitment to serve 59,803 children. This was
way back 9 years ago. Today, according to this application to the
Federal Government for Public Law 94-142 funds, the Chicago Board
of Education is serving only 54,000.

Mr. SrAtoN. How do the total enrollments compare for those 2'
years?

Ms. DES JARDINS. You'are talking about the school enrollment?
-Mr. SIMON. Yes.
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Ms. Dxs Jaantas. I would say that it has declined only slightly.
Basically, here in Chicago we have an enrollment.of approximately 1
million children. When you count 477,000 tu. ,the Chicago public
schools, an additional 225,000 in parochial sehoor, and an,additional
250,000 or so in various kinds of private schools,' we have a total

- en ollment of at least 1 million.
r. Sproxs. The 54,000 includes those :that are in private schools

al ?

Ms. DES JArinixs. Exactly. If includes the approiimately 3,200 chil-
dren thateare funded at public expense in private schools, that are
Chicago school students.

I would say, when you consider that, we are today serving 5,000 fess
than Chicago promised to serve 'in 1971, I don't consider that to be
progress. I would like to point out tilat in spite of the financial crisis
that the Chicago Board of Education faces, they are mismanaging
funds. They have been doing so far many, many years.

So when we hear pleas from Chicago that we don't have any money,
therefore we should be absolved from doing more for the handicapped
on that basis, I think we haVe to remember how much money
Chicago Board of Education has wasted. This is documented in
text of my statement.

When we see that for cusledial work the janitors make between
$11,000 and $33,000 a year; when we see that electricians receive $26,-
800 a year, while their counterparts in private industry are paid only
$20,000 a year; when we see carpenters mak'mg $25,600 a year, while
their counterparts make only $19,800; and sheet-metal-workers make
$21,000 a year, while their counterparts in private industry.make only
$19,000; when we look at those figures, and they are all in the current
school board budget, we know how much waste there is in the Chicago
school system.

We also need to point to the waste that we have in the 1930-50
prices that the board of educati6n has on its own property which it
rents out. For instance, the land that the Midway Airport is on, the
land that Carson-Perry-Scott is on, the Inland Steel Building, a num-
ber of very lucrative properties in Chicago are owned by the Chicago
Board of Education, and yet because they' have locked themselves
up in 100-year leases, 50. and 20-year leases, one which was negotiated
Ns hen the vice president of Carson-Perry -Scott was sitting on the board

-of education for his own lease, a 20-year lease, you can imagine how
much mismanagement goes on.

There is also mismanagenient because of uncollected personal capi-
Cal property tax

Mr. SIMON. I don't mean to cut you off, but we Will enter your
statement in the record.

Ms. bEs JARDINS. Here is the problem that we have identified
through calls that we get. We have identified the most serious prob-
lem to be inappropriate placement and inadequate place ent. This in-
volves especially children who are learning disabled o emotionally
disturbed, and who are often misdi osed and mispl d, or denied
the services they need, especially whe they need'pnvate services.

We have fotmdmthatjfinancial conside tions, contrapy to Public Law
94-142, often determine the placemen of a child! particularly if that
child needs a private.day or residential platenient.

1 1 7
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Parents of emotionally dish bed children are especially vulner-
able. The fate of these children is decided by a State board called,the Governor's Purchased Care Review Board. I was pleased that youhave already identified that as a problem. This is a board composed of
representatives of eight State agencies.

From the sports that we receive from both parents and the pro-fessionals who. are helping them identify residential placement, weknow that the decisions of the Governor's Purchased Care ReviewBoard are governed by the Governor's stated priority to increase Illi-nois' inflated surplus rather than the educational needs of the childreninvolved.
Here it is important to point out that the State is not in a financialcrunch. There is no excuse for denying services to emotionally dis-turbed children strictly because we want to put money In the bank.As a taxpayer, I resent that.
Mr. SIMON. Can you give me a specific instance of someone who isnot receiving the kind of oppo unity that ought to be there?
Ms. DES JARDINs. You have n requested to give time to some ofthe parents who are having tho problems. I have personally told. them about the hearings.
Here is the kind of thing that happens, and we hear this kind of- "thing 'every day. A parent,calls us and tells its that their child triedto commit suicide a couple of 'months ago and tried again a, month agoand tried again a week, ago. Therefore, the only thing that they cando is to try to find a residential placement for that child to really savethat child's life. It is a matter of life and death.
They go through the process. They have to apply to the local school

district. That takes quite a while, depending on the school district
sometimes only a few weeks, but sometimes several months, and some-tittles over 1 year.

'When you consider that it,is a residential placement and this is anemotionally disturbed child, now another agency hai to come in. Thisis the department of mental health ;;; they have to approve then plaed-ment and grant what is called an individual care grant. ),When the parents call the department of mental health and they
are shunted through a suhre 'on and all this stuff, the aye told twothings. No. 1: Your child is really not severe enough. arents whosechildren have atte ted suicide are told this : Your chi eally notchotic. The prob is not serious enough.

o. 2: We do n have money in this, line item in the department ofmental health. This is another problem, you see, when another agencycpmes in, because the department' of mental health has refused tqrecognize its responsibilitiestoward emotionally disturbed children.In the current department of mental health budget, the line itemfor residential services for emotionally disturbed children is only $1.4million compared to $16.3 million for the developmentally disabled.That shows you the DD lobby is a lot stronger than the MI lobby. .You might think that there is a logical reason for that...There aremore developmentally disabled children than etnotioAally disturbed.This is not the case. The department of mental health's 5-year planactually identified that there is twice the number of emotionally dis-
turbed children who need private residential services as DD.

8
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Mr. SIMON. What is the average waiting period, fo an emotionally
, disturbed child yho is reperted to the school autho teen the

time of that notification, either by a parent or a te.acher, nil a decision
by 'the school?

Ms. DES JARDINS. It is seldom that the wait is less than 3 months
It is often 6 months, and as I said, sometimes even over 1 year, even
when it is a critical situation, even when a c I is hospital like
Forest Hospital or River Edge Hospital or Ridgeway ospital, and
is there for treatment, and they are about to discharge him.

The hospital calls and tells the parents, "You have to come and get
vour child. We have not been able to identify a placement," or . "The
*department of mental health is not willing to pay the placement that
we have identified"this is another problem 5op have to come and
get him because your insurance has expired."

This is what happens. Parents often have to pay out-of-pocket ex-
penses of $10,000 and sometimes $20,000. They really go broke. They
go bankrupt trying to do something for their kids. This is a very, very
critical problem that we have identified.

We have a parent here today who would like to speak to you on
that issue very personally. Her name is Pat Emmerich, and she is sit-
ting in the back of the room.

Mr. Stmoiv-. We have her name and the name of one other person.
Ms. DES JARDINS. I understand that she has to leilveart, 12.
Mr. SimoN. We will try to work her in later this morning, depending

to how things move along.
Ms. DES JARDINS. I would like Pat to come and share this time with

me, if that is possible; because this is a very critical problem.
I will tell you very briefly the rest of what I was going to tell you.
Another problem that we have identified on top of that is problems

in terms of related services. What happens in terms of that is a child
needs a service, physical therapy, speech therapy, and the school dis-
trict refuse to write it into the IEP. This happens very often with
sumrner program also;ie school district. refuses to write it into the
IEP.

`I Must congratuI4 the Chicago Board of EducatiOn for that, and
I want to thank Mr. Gabriel here, because they have approved a sum-
mer program for children in spite of the financial crunch ; but in some
of the suburbs, the school district refuses to allow a summerroprogram.

That is a problem. We know that children regress. You pointed that
out yourself when you gave the wonderful example of the young man
who became a doctor because he did get services.

Another problem is the problem of surrogate, parents. I have been
otold that there have been only three requests for surrogate parents in

the entire Stite of Illinois. Knowing of the thousands of children in
State institutions, I do not believe that, because a large number of
those children no longer have contact with their parents. They need a
surrogate parent who will make sure that they are getting services.

In many of our State institutions there are very, very few children
who receive educational services even though that is required by law.,
I innse really point that out to you.

Another problem is with the IEP. Our documentation shows that
parents are not told of their rights. I was, to tell you the truth., very
disappointed in Representative Hoffman when he said that this is a
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prOblem, that parents should be told of their rights, and that parents
should be involved. This is a problem with the professionals.

As far as I am concerned, if you are a professional ancj you axe
getting paid a professional's salary and you have gone to school to
get £1, professional degree, you should be able to relate to people and
yoti should be able to relate to parents. This should not be considered
a pyoblem. If is a positive thing. Parents can work with professionals,
and. vice versa.

Very often the parent goes to the 1EP meeting. The IEP is all
made out. These are the reports that we get. The parents are told :
We have 5 minutes. Here are all the things that we are going to do

ifor your child. We have a parent waiting outside. Here is where you
sign. This is more the norm than the &her Way, where the parent and
the professional decide what should be in the IEP.

Another alarming thing that I have found out, and I have per-
sonally experienced this, is that more and more IEP meetings are
stacked. By that I mean, the parent walks intothe'room and sees a
whole tableful of people over here.

I myself was present at an IEP meeting where there were 10 people.
Of course, this so angered the parent that she asked for another IEP
meeting. At the next meeting she brought 10 people. This i,8 a ridicu-
lous situation that this is what we have to do.

Also, at one of the meetings that one of our staff pe s attended,
there were actually 25 people. What are we doing, usin Public Law
94-142 funds to pay for that kind of thing? I heard Se ator Berman
pleading poverty today on the part of the school districts. We have
to remember that some of that money is being used to do things like
that. This is not right. This is misuse of public funds, in my opinion.

Mr. Smrox. Will increased Federal funding help the situation, or
not?

Ms. DES :JARDINS. Of course it will help.
Mr. Simox. What you are saviLig is that the problems are primarily

not due to a lack of Federal fundiTg.
`Ms. DES JARDINS. No. I am saying that they are due to a lack of

Federal funding. I would certainly take that position : they are
definitely due to the lack of Federal ftmding. However, there are other
problems; in other words, misuse of the Federal funds where they are
available.
, Another misuse of Federal funds is tET use of Public Law 94-142
funds to pay lawyers to fight a parent who is not getting the services
that they are requesting, to fight them loth at the IEP meeting and at
the due proCess level. More and more we are finding that parents are
going to it due process hearing and there is a lawyer for the school -

distria there on the other side of the table. That is a misuse of funds,
in tr4' opinion. That is not what Public Law 94-142 funds are supposed
to be used for.

Mr. SIMON, I don't mean to be pushing, but if you could summarize
very briefly, because we have many other witnesses to from 'this
morning.

"Ms. DES JARDINS. OK.
Monitoring is a problem because it is self-monitoring. This is real

akin to giving police duty to the mafia, and it works just about as
you can imagine. What we recommend is parent monitoring
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because they have the self-interest and the interest of their children
Nto make them quality monitors. -

I would like to see some rules and regulations to that effect. You
could have a very simple questionnaire given out to parents at the
application level for them to fill out as to whether or not they got the
services that their children need. Granted. it would be a parent*
opinion, but you certainly would have a much better idpa of how Pub-
lic Law 94-142 is working if you had an evaluation done by the parent'
of what is really going on.

That about summarizes the remarks that I have. I really want to
thank you. I want to impress upon you that it is important to remem-
ber, as you pointed out, Congressman Simon, to spend. money today ,
for what wore goingto reap tomorrow. Today, we are spending more
than $175 ger day per child at Chicago Reed because_yegterday we
were not willing to provide that child with an educational program
that would have cost just a few dollars a day. We are spending $50 at
Dixon per day per child in a warehousingsituation because we were
not willing to spend a few dollars a few years ago.

So it is important, as you pointed out, to be willing to make a finan- .

cial commitment today. qii is is cost effective to do this. Of course, even
more important than allthis is what the kids need, and we have to
remember that. -

Thank you very much.'
[The prepared statement of Charlotte Des Jardins follows :],

PREP.AiRED STATEMENT OF CHARLOTTE DES JARDIN8, DIRECTOR, COORDINATING
COUNCIL FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

iessy name is Charlotte Des Jardins, and I am the Director of the Coordinating
uncil sfofIlandicapped Children, a coalition of more than 100 parent and pro-.

iunal orgaalzatiuns working together to improve services for all handicapped
children.

You will hear today from Chicago's Interim General Superintendent of Schools,
Angeline Caruso. She will, no doubt, tell you about Chicago's financial crisis
abhnt the $60 million in cuts the board has already made, about the $101 million
in cuts the board st!ll has to make, by next September, to meet its state mandate.
You will hear her tell you what she has told usthat ". . . mandated programs
in particular must be re-examined in light of the level of support received from
the agencies-that require supplemental educational services."

You will, no doubt, be told of the progress Chicago has made during the last
"11 years since Illinois' own Mandatory Special Education legislation came into
Aeffect. But, before you draw any conclusions or make any decisions about Chicago,
I suggest that you take a look at the recordChicago's own record. Take a look
at the attached excerpt from thb Chicago Board of Education's 1971 Tentative
Budget. Take a look at the number of students the board promises to servea
total of 59,803 students. Now, take a look at the Board's 1979 application for
Public Law 94-142 funds. How many students did the board report it was actually
servinga total of only 54,000 children, when it should be serving over 100,000
according to Public Law 94-142 estimates (12 percent of a total school popula-
tion of approximately,1 million).

In 1979, the Chicago Board of pduciltion was actually serving, by its own report,
5,803less children than it annouticed it would serve in its FY 1971 Tentativg .
Budget! Is that what.the board calls progress 4P

As we can see from its own figures, what the Chicago Board of Education
promises and what the Chicago Board of Education delivers are two very dif-
ferent things.

While the Board of Education pleads a financial cruna that prevents it from
'doing more for the handicapped, we find that it continues to waste precious
millions through mismanagement, overpayment of its non-service personnel,
tophetAvy, money heavy bureaucracy, its timid response to uncollected corporate

""'
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personal property taxes, (the bulk of which is used to finance.Board of Educa-tion expenses) and through the 1930 prices it still collects on itieown property.
It is a documented fact that the Chicago Board of Education haS twice as manycustodial service workers as it needs (as many as New York City Schools). Forexample, although Chicago has half of New York's school population, Chicago

actually has 4,749 custodial service workers for 647 schools and-477,339 students.

1

This amounts to 6 custodial worker per school, one worker for ry 103 students.These custodial workers receive salaries ranging from $ 6 to $33,313 ayear. Other inflated salaries of non-service personnel are those paid to : electri-cians who receive $26,800 a year, while their counterparts in private indRstryare only paid $20,200 a year ; carpenters, who receive $25,600 a year, while thosein private industry ma $19,800 a year; sheet metal and roof workers who re-ceive a4salary of $21, a year, compared to $19,600 in private industry ;machinists receive a salary 6,600' while those in private industry make $19,600.A look at the Board of Education's 1975-80 School Budget will also show yousalaries such .as electrieaj engineers at $,15,013/yr ; coordinators (all depart-ments) at $29-33,000/yr; shade makers at $25,806/yr; plasterers at $24,100/yr ;plasterers helpers at $20.7774r; supervision of staff $39,334/yr; assistant su-pervision of rtaff. $35,816/yr. The budget is full of such salaries. I can't possiblyquote th Each' one is concrete testimony to the Board's lopsided commitmentsto Its own mployees--particalarly its bureaucrats and tradesmenrather thanto the chill n of Chicago, whom. our taxes pay them to educate. - .We know that these overbloWn salaries play a major role in the Board's finan-cial crisis, particularly since many of the above personnel work a traditional,six-hotr school day. We also know.of the millions the Board keeps wasting 'onobsolete leases on its own property, collecting rents at 1930 and 1940 and 1950prices, instead of current market value. There is no excuse for this cross misuse ,of public funds, when Chicago has so many handicapped children vfho need help.Our organization receives tipproximately 500 phone calls every month from,Parents of handicapped childfen and their professionallperstWo-thirds- arefrnm Chicago. one-thirdoare from suburbs and other eas. We also receive ap-proximately 300 letters per month from parents and professionals about specialeducation problems. Through these phone calls and letters, all of whom are re-corded and documented, we haVe identified learning disabled and mentally illschool age children as the two largest categories of unserved, underserved andinappropriately served children in title Chicago metropolitan area.We have found the most serious problem to be inappropriate placement and .inadequate placement. This involves especially children who are learning dis-abled or emotionally disturbed who are often misdiagnosed, misplaced or deniedthe services they need, esnecially when they need private services. We havefound that financial considerations, contrary to Public Law 94-142, often de-termine the placement of a childparticularly if that child needs a private/dayor residential placement.
Parents of emotionally disturbed children are especially vulnerable. The fateof these children is decided by a state board called the Governor's Purchase CareReview Board (a board composed of representatives froth 8 state agencies).The, reports we have received, both from the parepts whose -applications forprivate placement have been referred to the GPCRB and the professionals. whoare trying to assist them in their quest for services, indicates to' us that thedecisions of the GPCRB are dictated by the Governor's stated priority to in!erease Illitas' inflated surplus, rather than the educational needs of the chil-dren involved! ' 'Before a case is even allowed to reach the GPCRB, esry conceivable obstacleis thrown in the parents' wayto discourage them, to persuade them to, giveup. Parents have reported to us that they are often told over the pkone by theDept. of Mental Health employees that their child is not eligible, and that it'llno use to even apply. The Deyt. of Mental Health then reports that the7 havefew people on waiting lists and that it's not necessary to appropriate a "largeramount for residential services.

,The State-of Illinois has concretely indicated its low regard for emotionallydisturbed children in the fiscal year 1981 Dept. of Mental Health and Develop-mental Disahilities Budget. After ptomises by MH/DD Directdr Robert DiVino to our organization two years in a row, of substantial increases in the lineitem for private residential progranis for mentally ill children, we find theappropriation virtually unchanged showing $1.4 million for relildential services.
, . ,.
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for mentally ill children and $16.5 million for the developmentally disabled
even though the Department of Mental Health's own five year plan published
in 1975, shows that' there ,arg twice the number of mentally. ill, children who
need resIdentlart-ervicothan developmentally disabled. . .

The Office of Civil Rights findings confirm our report. For the Office of Civil
Rights has found Illinois,in non-compliance with Public Law 94-142. They have
found, as we have, that tile GPCRB rates are so low that many private facilities
refuse to accept ,Illinois children, that therapy is not considered an allowable
cost, even though an educational program for emotionally disturbed children
must include therapy if it is to succeed , that because of the sthte's unrealisti-
cally low funding levels and its refusal to pay for therapy, parents are often
forced -to, pay partfilf the costs of private schools, contrary to Public Law
94-142. t

A report .from Donald Blodgett, State Plan Officer, Field 'Services-Branch,
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, also substantiates these findings.

Other areas of non-compliknce we have discovered are :
1. Related wry-temtheir provision is often based, not on the needs of the

children, but on the school district's willingness (or nonwillingness) to pay
for them, '

2. Surrogate parents.Although handicapped children who, need surrogate
parents (our state institutions alone house many thousands who no longer have
contact with their parents), the State of Illinois .at present his less than a
handful of trained surrogate parents. The SEA's response to my inquiry on this
matter was simply that they had had only three requests for surrogate parents.
I believe that it is Public Law 94-142's intent, and the responsibility of the LEA's
and SEA's to seek out children Who need surrogate parents, an to info
public and private agencies that surrogate parents are available for handiciip
children who-need them. They have not done so. (I must report, hoWever, tha
a represehtative of the SEA announced at a state conference last fall that the
State had 85 trained surrogate parents. Upon my questioning, be confessed
that they were the state's own Due Process Hearipg officers).

3. IEP.our documentation shows that in the majority of cases, the IEP
is already made out, when parents and school staff meet, con ary to Public
Law 9A-142, and that parents are requested to sign the IEP ev when they
do not agree. We are also alarmed at the growing number of I conferences
which are being staffed by as many as ten or fifteen school representatives. I
personally attended one of these meetings and another CCHC staff, member
attended a staffing, attended by 25 prdressionals from the school district and
other related agencies. I cannot think of a single reason for this preponderance
of professionals (whose time is paid by public funds), except to intimidate
9arents. . .

4. Due process.parents are reporting in increasing numbers their dissatis-
'faction with Due Process hearings. It's small wonder when Due Process hear-
ing officers are by and large the very school officials whose policies and prae-
tices they oppose (even though they are from another district). In Illinois,'
for example, only two of its 85 Due Process Hearing Officers are patents. It's
no wonder so many cases are decided against parents. We are also alarmed
at the increasing number of school districts who use their, Public Law 94-142
funds to pay lawyers to represent the school district at Due Process Hearings
(sometimes even at staffings and IEP meetings), or to find "legal" ways to cir-
cumvent Public_ Law 94-142. We consider this a gross misuse of public funds.

6. Lack of vocational education programs to meet the needs of special edu-
cation students, especially learning disabled students. .

8. Monitoring. The monitoring we have in 111Mcrisginninly self-mynitoring
something like assign'ing police. duties to tfie inaflaand just as effective. W'e
recommend parent monitoring. Their sett interest and the interest of their

..., children will guarantee quality monitoring.
In closing, it should be obvious that Chicago, and the entire State of Illinois,

have'a long way to go to be in full compliance with Public Law 94-142.

(From the 1971 Chicago Hoard 04 Education Tentativelltidget)

SPECIAL EDI/CAEloN .

The Chicags 'ublic schools provide special instructional and other services ,

for students are physically or mentally handicapped, who are socially
maladjusted o otionally disturbed, or who have learning disabilities. During
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= the last five years the program has been expanded as the Board of Educationhas extended the types of programs provided and the' age range of the students
accommodated. Emphasis continues to be placed on early) identification and
placement in. classes which will provide the special assistance the child requiresto achieve his maximum potential

Indicated below are the number of special education students for whom pro-vision is made in the 1971,tentative budget together with similar data for 1965.

Educable mentally handicapp
Trainable mentally hanlicaP
Socially maladjusted
learning &Wilt?
Brain injured.
Emotionally disturbed
Physically handicapped
Hoinebound and hospital
Virually handicapped
Hearing handicapped
Multiply handicapped

hand tapped
union students

Total

i/ 1965
students

1971,
students I

. ' 7, 801
323

6 1,762
1,944

er
2,622

600
3

2, 761
5,844

24 594
k 3 1, 535

1, 023 1,143
660p7 679
6923r 1,715
726 1,646
754 I 1,180

10,992 21,800c f411 J. ' 2,000

t , . 26,170 59, 803

I These are estimated figures based on enrollments in dames now In existence, classes which will be opened between
the middle of October 1970 and December 1970, and classes to bi opened during 1971.

2 Includes children in ERA.

Mr. Sr ox. Thank you very much for your testimony and for
appear* here today.

Our next panel will be composed of Angeline P. Caruso, the interim
general superintendent of schools; Stanley Bristol, the director of
special education, north suburban special education district; and

"Joseph Fisher, the assistant superintendent.
Mr. Lehne, I gather ,that you are speaking here for Dr. Caruso?
Mr. LEHNE. With the permission of the Chair, I would like to

do that.
Mr. SIMON. OK.
Mr. 'MINE. Stanley just said that I don't'ioolike Dr. Caru so,

nor will the material Dr. Caruso prepared sound quite like Charlotte
had anticipated,. but Lwould like the opportunity to present it.

Mr. Simox. Fine. Why don't we start with you, and you can read
the statement or summarize it, however you prefer.

Mr. LEHNE. I would like to summarize it, if I may. I think the
contribution has already been put into record. Senator Berman,
Representative Hoffman, and others have touched on some of, the
things that we would like to share with you.

.

STATEMENT OF ANGELINE P. CARUSO, INTERIM GENERAL SUPER-
INTENDENT OF SCHOOLS, PRESENTED BY ARTHUR LEHNE,
ASSISTANT GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS, CHICAGO,
BOARD OF EDUCATIO -

Mr. LEHNE. We would like to welcome you again on behalf of the
schools of Chkago and the citizens and the board of education. We
are confidentrtoo, that this testimony is going to be extremely helpful.

Mr. SIMON. You should identify yourself and give your title for
the record.
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Mr. LEHNE. I am Arthur Lehne. I
, of schools in- Chicago in the area of Fe
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e establish programs to meet the unique needs of the child. When
app opriate, we .coordinate our activities with ,various agencies, in
prg iding forlhe child.

t me share what some of our very deep commitments are, and
lgg1 e of our concerns..

, We deplore the failure of con ional funding to match the au-
/ thorized level. This is a critical

congressional
with us. Last year our system

received about $160 per child to pay that excess cost? which I referred
to earlier, of almost $50 million. The excess cost is to a large extent

m assistant superintendent
eral and State relations.
, in terms of review, is the

. We have a student popular
ago we were approximately

question, our enrollment has

of 48,000 employees, of which
not lost substantially in terms
ecade because even though our
added programs, primarily in
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r, we applaud the passage of Public Law 94-142, but the
implementation gives us great concerns. Let xne discuss

committed to appropriate programs. We are committed to
articipation. In fact, parent participation is imperative in
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centering around identifying and evaluating, educating, and trans-
porting that child. The sums for that come to approximately $16 a
month.. .

'Mr. Simon,,and members of your committee Who will be reviewing
the testimony, we 'Would like to call to your attention that with current
costs and the inflation factor, the 30- and 40-percent authorizations
are far less than that which is needed arid that which is prictical.

We have indicated a desire to-serve children in thebest possible man-
ner, but there are problems there. These are not problems with thet.
statute, but problems which we think can be clarified by looking at the
mandates.

There islegislation which permits other agencies to provide related
' services to the same population on a more selective basis. This creates

some difficulties for us. Enforced interagency coordination is impera-
the .for com Have- with Public Law 94-142 for no cost to parents.

Residen placemen 'eh is the provision of therapy or coun-
seling to stu ents with sev re emotional problems and other rellted
services at no cost to the p rents, continues to hamper the delivery or
services, due to a parent mterpretation of regulations by other agen-
cies. This is something that Will have to be alleviated. Last year, we
esthhated. that.ouecost ranged from $3,520 to $41,000 per child When
residential charges were involved.

We have With us today, incidentally, Mr. Marty Gabriel, who is the
director of special education for the board, and also Barbara Williams,
who works with us in our due_process area, should there be additional
questions on these particular concerns., .A third concern has to do with the IEP process. Last year, to meet
the unique needs of the child, almost 27,000 of our students were
brought into the general school organization. Although educationally
sound and by far more beneficial. the child in this arrangement be-

comes, then, a supplerthntal cost to the regular education program.
The components of the IEP are the same for the child with a learn-

ing disability who needs speech and language services of 30 minutes
a', day, as the homebound child or the profoundlyietarded child.

,Excess paperwork and the number of persons, as well,as the need
for additional meetings. are placing what we consider to be undue
hardship on staff. Provisions of substitutes, for example, for claires.is
an excessive financial burden.

Instructional activities for all children is beg disrupted in meet-
the requirements of classroom teachers to attend these meetings.

We recommend a reconsideration process for those children who are
likely to be brought into the general school organization, reducingstaff

' inattendance.
We further recommend that the completion of the IEP process not

require the writing of short term objectives before placement of the
child, or provisionsof education. I submit that writing the short term
objectives within 36 days after placement in a special education pro-
gram will permit the objectives to be morespecific to the child, ant*
certainly more useful to the special education provider. It would also

considerably reduce time spent in meetings.
'We, too, want to reduce those costs and that overhead factor. We

want to reiterate, however, that we do feel veryIrongly that Public
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Law 94-142 is a good law and that it can work much more effectively
on behalf of the children through modifications in the requirement
of services that we provide.

On behalf of the school district; we urge this committee and its mem-
bers to continue the advocacy of aid to the handicapped through Fed-,
eral assistance. We pledge Chicago's continued support regarding this
important issue. Your assignment is an important one, I am glad that
you have taken it on. I know that the inquiries, n where you are going
will be very, very beneficial to us.

In closing; I would like to make a comment about a draft mate-
rial that has gone to Secretary Hastedler that schools should provide
handicapped students with complete medical and mental health serv-
ices, including psychOtherapy and medical psychiatric counseling. This
draft originated in the Bureau of Education of the Handicapped.
These are of concern because of the great cost factors which I think
are unduly falling on the public schools.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Angeline P. Carlist follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANGELINE P. CARUSO., IbTLSIM GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, BOARD OF EDUCATION, CITY VF CHICAGO

Congressman Simon and members of the House SelectDommittee on the Hand-
icapped, I am Dr. Angeline P. Caruso, interim general superintendent of schools,
Hoard of Education of the city of Chicago. On behalf of Chicago, its children, its
schools and its citizens, welcome.

I know that the testimony presented today will develop issues that will address
the general concernsan agenda to approach common needs resulting from Pub-
lic Law 94-142, the Education for Allandicapped Children Act.

I am pleased with the opportunity yob afford our school district to appear be-
fore ion Sc state the effects of the implementation of this civil rights legislation
on a large urban school district such as Chicago.

This school system is the third largest in the Nation. Student population is
469,000, with 600 facilities and a staff of 48,000 including 27,700 certified teach-

, ers. The main sources of revenue are. Local property taxes, State aid and some
Federal assistance. Our annual school budget is approximately $1.3 billion. The
district's fiscal -year 1980 Federal handicapped moneys total approximately $8
million. At fair funding (40 percent formula) the figure would be approximately

.$130 million.
Since the invitation to your committee to come to Chicago Mid been accepted

earlier this year, we have been anxious to appear before you regarding the man-
dated Federal act, Public Law 94-142. tt

The Chicago pnhlic school system has shad a commitment to the education
of handicapped children since it opened its first day school for the deaf and
institution classes itr the maladjusted in 1896. In 1899, the Chicago sohtlels
pioneered the first department of child study in the Nation. Today, the defelop-
ment of programs for the _handicapped continues to be aopriority in Chicago,,
limited by a lack of adequate,funding and rapid escalation of costs of operat-
ing such programs, and certain personnel skortages. Nevertheless, State and
Federal mandates requiring the identification, diagnosis, training, education
and 3-year reevaluq.lions of handicapped students between the ages of 3 and 2t
were fulfilled fir in providing special education programs to over 50,000
students. The mandate was fulfilled last year at an excess costa cost com-
puted on,thubasis of allowable expenditures less offsetting revenue (Federal,
State and local)to be a $49 million additional burden to the taipayer\of
Chicago and the local school system.

As qducators, we applauded the p4ssage of Public Law 94-142. The problems
of implementation are causing us grave concerns. Let me stress that we are
committed to appropriate programs, parent participation and increased serv-
ices for all of our handicappedand our nonhandicapped. We encourage parents

. to assume an active partnership with the educational community. We establish

t
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, -programs to meet the "unique needs of ilae child," and when possible, we coordi-nate ouf,activities with various agencit4 in providing for thp chpl.--/-I want to briefly delineate our major tioncernsparticularly a a large, urbanschool system already experiencing se4ous financial problems,1. We support the commitment of .R.ongress to a free, apDropriate public'education for all handicapped children. The first year's authorization and ap-propriation levels reflected this commitment. We now deplore the failure ofcongreg.tiqnal funding to match the authorization level. Last year, our systemreceived less than $200_per handicapped child to pay the excess cost computedin identifying, el:slue-tag, staffing, educating, and transporting that childless than $20 a month during a regular school year.
We submit to you, Mr. Simon, and to the members of your committee, thatfailure tp match the appropriation with the authorization level, will make thedelivery of adiiquate and appropriate services to many handicapped childrenimpossible. We would further call to your attention that, with current costsand the inflation factor, the 30 percent and 40 percent authorizations are lessthan practical. Last year our excess cost was $49 million. We anticipate it willfar exceed that by this year's end.
2. We have indicated-our desire to serve our children in the bebt possible man-ner There are problemsperhaps not with the statutebut problems that canbe clarified or through additional statutes, corrected. Public Law 94-142 man-dates free education. and related services for handicapped students. There ap-pears to be other legislation which permits other agencies such as the Depart-ments of Mental Health, Vocat4n and Rehabilitation, Children and Family Serv-ices to provide related service.o the same population on a more selective basis,thus dqnying services to all handicapped by these agencies. Enforced interagencycoordination and compliance to the Public Law 94-142 mandate on "no cost toparents" is imperative Residential placement, the rovision of therapy or counsel-ing to students with severe emotional problems, dnd other related services at nocost to parents, continues to hamper the delivery qt services due to apparent in-terpretations of regulations by other agencies. AlthOugh regulations indicateschool districts are not necessarily expected to assume all costs, Jurisdictionaluncertainties exist. Last year's costs ranged from $3,520 to $41,000 per childwhen residential charges were involved. School districts should be responsibleonly for costs pertaining to'education. These ranged from $2,500 to $12,964 perchild. We recommend that other agencies assume the costs of residential place- -' ment and treatment within the "no cost" provision. Further clarification of whatis an educationally related service is paramount. Recently, an insurance companydeclined to pay for services previously provided an emotionally handicapped stu-dent, claiming it as a school responsibility under Public Law 94-142.3. A third concern has to do with the IEP process. Last year, to meet the"unique needs of the child," almost 27,000 of our students were brought into thegeneral school- organization Although educationally sound and by far more benetidal to the child, this arrangement is more costly in that all services are supple-mentary to the regular education program and the identification. and evaluation.In fact, the total IEP process is the same. The components of the IEP are thesame for the child with learning disabilities who needs speech and language serv-ice 30 minutes daily, a hospitalized or homebound child, or a profoundly retardedchild. In some States, as Illino here are even additional requirements. Instruc-tional activity to all children is disrupted to permit staff to attend the IEPmeetings. Sometimes parents m st a nd two meetings to complete the process.The excessive paperwork and t e nu rs of persons, as well as the need foradditional meetings, are placing Undue hardships on staff. The provision of sub-stitutes to rover classes is an ex ive financial burden. Instruction activity toall children is being disrupted in meeting the requirements that the classroomteachers attend these meetings.

1 We recoromeqd reconsideration of the process for those, children who arelikely to be brought into the general school organization, reducing staff in at-tendance. We further recommend that the completion of the IEP process notrequire the writing of short-term' objectives before placement of the child, orprovision of special education. We submit that writing the short-term objec-'lives within 30 days after placement IC a special education program will permitthe objectives to be more specific to the child and certainly more useful to thespecial eductition. provider. It would also considerably reduce time spent inmeetings. We want to,reiterate the fact that we do feel strongly that Public
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Law 94-142* a good law, that it could 'Work on belialf .of children. To reduce
the funding is a grave disservice to the children and to the educational commu-
nity at,large. To give less than full support to a federally mandated program
is to erode this Service to the children not only of Chicago, 111, but of our
Nation. This legislation being the landmark bill that it is can and should be a
beacon that is going to be a pathway' to meeting all the immediate needs in the
aria of special education apd would eventually lead to u reduction of the student
population in special education programs To provide full support and funding
to our school-age handicapped population is an investment in our Nation's future
that we can ill afford not.to observe.'

On behalf of the School District of Chicago, we respectfully urge this com-
mittee and its members, to continue Advocacy of aid to the handicapped and Fed-
eral assistance. We pledge Chicago's continued support regarding this critical
issue. Your assignment is an important one to elementary and secondary edu-
,ation. As you move on with your inquiryt-I know that you will make recommen-
dations to Congress and the administration that will address the issues that we
have raised touay. Rest assured that v.e continue to assist you in any way
that we can. Thank you for coming to Chicago for t,heie important hearings and
enjoy yOurstay.

Mr. SIMON:Thank you very much.
Mr. Stanley Bristol; director of special education, North Suburban

Special Education District
.*

STATEMENT OP STANLEY BRISTOL, DIRECTOR OP SPECIAL EDU-
CATION, NORTH SUBURBAN SPECIAL EDUCATION DISTRICT

Mr. BRISTOL. Thank'you: I apiireciate this opprtunity to be here
tOdgy to represent some of our lqcal school districts. I must say that
it is a,privilege to see you face to face. I have only seen you on televi-
sion up. until now, and you are even better lookingfiace to face.

Mr. SIMoN. You are nearsighted, and you did not even knob it.
{[laughter.]
Mr. Baurrot,. I also want to object to the fact that th

superintendent, was not also put in front of my na ca don't
know any superintendents who are not interim. Dr. Caruso is not
unique in that respect.

I also want to get the record straight. In our organization, our
attorneys are paid for by local funds. We never use any Federal money.
I am sure you will be glad to hear that. Of course, the attorney sitting .
on the other side of the fence with the parents is usually paid for by
Federal money, but that is 01C.

In case I get bogged down, gad not get through my testimony, I
would like to bring to the surface a few things which have already
come up in the testimony which I would like to highlight.

You raised the question ,of payoff in special education, and several
good examples were given. I would like to suggest that area of payoff
which has been soniewhat Itoglected' today has to do with the be-
haviorally disopiered child. Most of the children that we see at the
adolescent age Tho require these residential placements v4hich take so
much time and are so difficult to accomplish are for children who, if
they are given the proper treatment during their high schoOl years atid
get their live together, will be taxpayers and competent people in our
society.,

I think we are neglecting the BD population to a great extent. This
is to the detriment of our Nation, and is something that needs to be
dealt with very rapidly.
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he school district I represent enrolled 42,000 stullents. We have
about 5,000 students who are handicap! . I was going to ask Bernice
Bloom, who is the executive director of d Red, to join me this morn-
ing, and she could not. But we have wor ed on this testimony together.

Ed Red is a legislative organizatiot representing 100 suburban
school districts, including my school d!st 'ct. So if we ; the popu-lation of those school districts and thei handica A c' ildren, we
have a unit about the size of the city of hich m. : I amtrying to represent the vi(wg of a very la population of schooldistricts.

When Publk Law 94-14g was launched, these school distri is were
in substantial compliance with Illinois law. That means that we only
lacked services to parochial and private schools, and services in theprivate school placement area where the cost pf the placement was only
partially covered by the public schools.

In spite of this, you would have expetted, then, that our cost in-
creases would essentially be thbse represented by inflation, but this
has rtot been the case. For example, the budget of my jointdgreement
increased over 30 percent this current ear, and we anticipate anincrease of over 25 percent for next year:

We can explain some of this on the basis of inflation, obviously, but
how can you be in full compliance, and have these gigantic budget
increases. In fact, it was last night that I sat before my budget com-
mittee justifying this budget increase. I see I put it down too low.
It is actually 28 percent.

It surprises me, however, to find layman school board members aremuch more likely to sup tort these kinds of cost increases for handi-
capped children than on would have suspected. But I do believe thatwe are beginning to h the end of the tolerance level. There is arecognition on the part f many laymen, and certainly in our society ingeneral, that we have address an imbalance, but at some point they
are going to say. this fa and no further.

These increases hav not come as a result of funding from the Fed-
eral Government, wh. h we Were led to believe would significantly
reduce the impact o complying with Public Law 94-142. Our 22
school districts spend about $n million on what would be classified as
excess costs of speci education, 'but we receive about pertent ofthis through Public Ali/ 94-142. Xf appropriations reached the high-est level of authoriz ion, we woyld be realizing only 25 percent of our
excess costs. Of cou , this is a reflection of our high-cost area, and
we are vlkifig abo t average in establishing the 40-percent level in
the Federal law.

These increases have occurred despite a rather stable child count
and an approximate 5-percent annual decrease in.t.4,9.1 school enroll,
ment. How can this be? I have three points that would like to makein reference to this.

One : The concept of apPropriate and cornprehenSive special educa-.
tion services is growing and evolving. For example, where one physical
therapist was adequate a few year's ago, six are now required. These
growing expectations'are fueled by the promising, rhetoric of Public,
Law 94-142, the individual education program process, and increased
attention to differential diagnosis.
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tokother words, what was compliance 5 years ago, is not compliance
y. The world keeps its perceptions.

Two: Our society seems to be producing children with serious leatn-
Ing and emotional problems out,of proportion to changes in the popu-
lation level. While some of these problems could be attributed to
inappropriate school structures, it would be'naive to pinpoint this as
the primary causal factor.

We see more and more children of preschool age who have severe
enough problems. to be enrolled in our Early Childhood Center. None
of these children have had any contact with schools, public or pri-
vate. We must conclude that the pressures and tensions of our society
today are adversely affecting the emotional lives of our children in
the developmental years.

These young emotionally disturbed c dren will be the ones who
at the high school age level, if somethin is not done, will require
these very expensive residential placements.

Three: The advocacy movement rooted in lofty purposes has too
often had the effect of generating unrealistic demands on the schools.
The focusing on rights tends to obliterate any discussion of +practical
limits. The linking of the advocacy system with the due process struc-
tures has sharpened the angle of takeoff of rising expectations.

Notwithstanding the,serious and unintended financial and admin-
istrative problems created by Public Law 94-142, the school districts
iriour area are still committed to the concept of equality of educa-
tional 9pportunity for the handicapped child.

'Nothing, stated_here implies,u desire to diminish the level of serv-
ices or to deprive children of their constitutional rights. But we are
facing the increasing threat of backlash from regular teachers,
parents 4f nonhandicapped and gifted children, boards of education,
and State legislatures.

The argument underlying the backlash is one of equity and balance.
ire is a growing perception that the "fair share principle is being

Violated. School districts feel they are being forced to cut needed
services for all thildrep in order to maintain and extend services for
one segment of the school population. Unless this sense of inequity is
addressed, gains made in the last few years could be halted and re-
versed. It will not come by open defiance, but through various types
of "foot-dragging."

You naturally know that I an not going to be begging for more
funds, so,I will pass that part of my testimony.

Even if the funding issue were minor, which it isn't, there would
still be some important major problenis in implementing Public Law
94-142, and these need to he addressed.

One: A clearer definition of lated services is needed. That-is the
issue of what is specificall quired to suppo a special education
prikram. Of great concern is the question of "therapy." Clear and

-uniform principles need to be enunciated to it out the limits of
school responsibility of private practitioners an other governmental
tigencies.

'Two:, The private school issue is vexing, particularly as it applies
to the disturbed child. What is to be done when the schools can main-
tain a child in a day program, but a damaging home situation is the'
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domina issue? I spent' a good deal of yesterday dealing with anissue exact like this. .c ' ,4Mr. &arm. Can you cjarify this? I don't see where the private , .school complicates that program.
My. BRISTOL. It complicated that problem because when yo go to ,residential placements, yoli obtain them only in 1-private sc .1. Sothe private school issue is really the issue of the disturbed : use, ashas been pointed out before, the developmentally disabled child is wellbared for relatively in our special education system, private and public.sMr. SIMON. I was misreadingyou.
Mr. BRISTOL. I am sorry i, It is probably the way I wrote it. It wasnote at 11 o'clock last mghi, but it was a little late.
The kind of problem we have is this: EverybOdy agrees that a childhad serious problems emotiona1 the home and in the community,but the school special education pro m is able to maintain that child.Because of the way our system wor , we are not supposed to be /Slu-ing children with problems other than educationally related. So we'then have to get ourselves involved with other social systems in ourStates, many of Whom are rushing for the high ground along with the' insurance companies.
So I had ttetell this father very reluctantly yesterday tha a par-ent I would, of curse, agree that he should place his child i :. .riviteschool. But I sppose we will have to wait until he is a foot to andstarts knocking his motherdown the front stairs, and is in other waysacting up so that he, become? a school problem. Then the schools, being 'the agency of fun ling of last resort, will use the legislation that theyhave at the State level to place the child residentially. Thus, we shiftthe burden from other agencies who we think were intended to be pay-ing these costs, to the public school.,This process is repeated time andtime again. Joe Fisher and I have talked about that on mapy °cessions.The school ends up having to solve social problems which are some-what remotely educationally related, but are very real problems in thissociety. <, ,

Three : Public Law 94-142 has brought the schools in areas of pro-gramming previously dominated by mental health and,ehildren's serv-ice systems. There Are tonfusing Federal laws and regulations whichneed to be harmonized. It would then be possible to require each Stateto create an interconnecteksYstem for programming and paying forconnected serviees.°As the severity of a child's problem increases, the`rptobability of confuSed interfacing with various social systemsincreases. /
Four: Increased attention to righth, advocacy, and due process isaltering the nature and tone of the parent- school relationship from

. one chafseterized as informal, open, and, cooperative, to one decidedly
more formal, legalistic and adversarial. It is my judgment that this isnot in the best interest of children.

,

Five : A serious crisis in the supply of special education personnelis evident. In our area, for example, it is virtually impossible to re-, cruit physical and occupational therapists and psychologists. Immedi-ate short-term action is required to encourage the expansion of univer-sity training programs. ,
Much pf our new money is spent in trying

i
to chase scarce personnel.For example, next year the beginning psychologist's pay in the Chi-
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cago area, by testing the market, is up by about 13.5 percent from the
previous year. So we.have to put that kind of additional money7in just
to sustain and get the people we need without talking about expansion
of services. This eats upa lot of money.

Let me reiterate that our schools are prepared to attempt to meet
their obligations if and when,the.y can be clearly delineated.

A final question needs to be raised : What are the limits, if any, to
the responsibility which public schools will be given for ameliorating
the social, emotional, physical, and learning problems of our children Y
The schools tire slowly but inexorably becoming the agency of govern-
ment chiefij responsible for the broad welfare of school-aged children:
This is a social policy issue of the first rank which needs to be vigor-
ously addressed.

I will forgo my summary. I think I hav'e said enough, sir.
[The prepared statement of Stanley liristol follows: J

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STARLET BRISTOL, DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION,
NORTE( SUBURBAN SPECIAL EDUCATION DISTRICT

When Public Law 94-142 was launched, the school districts I represent (with
enrollments of 42,000) were in substantial compliance with Iflinois law and rules
and regulations. Subsequent changes to bring these laws and rules into conform-
ity with 94 -142 were minor in nature, except in reference to replacements in
private schools. Thus, our school districts entered the new era, from a service
delivery point of view, in substantial compliance. Notwithstanding, our service

. system has expanded rapidly over the past three years, and this has been reflected
in very latge increases in expenditures. For example, our budget increased by
over 30 percent this current year and we anticipate that it wilLincrease 25 per-
cent next year. A nearby organization of a similar nature 1 experiencing a 40
percent increase next year.

These increases have not come as a result of landing from the federal govern-
/ went, which we were led tkbefieve would significantly reduce the impact of com-

plying with 94-142. The 22 member districts of the Northern Suburban *pedal
Education District spend about 12 million dollars on excess costs of special edu-
cation services and receive about 61/2 percent of this through 94-142. If appropri-
ations reached the highest level of authorization, we would be realizing only 25
percent of our excess costa

In NSSED, these increases have occurred despitb a rather stable child count
and an approximate 5 percent decrease in total school enrollments. While infla-
tion can account for annual increases in cost of from 10 to 15 percent, the remain-
ing must be explained in other ways:

1. The concepts of appropkiate and comprehensive special education services
are growing and evolving. Fcir example, where one physical therapist was ade-
quate a few years ago, six are now required. These groNiing expectations are
fueled by the promising rhetoric

'
of 94-142, the individual education program

process, and increased attention to differential diagnosis.
2. Our society seems to be producipg children with serious learning and emo-

tional problems out of proportion to changes in the population level. While some
of these problems could be attributed to inappropriate school structures, it would
be naive to pinpoint this as the primary causal factor. We see more and more
children of pre-school age who have severe enough problems to be enrolled inour
Early Childhood Center. gone of these -children have had any contact with
schools, public or private. We must conclude that the pressures anti tension's of
our society today are adversely affecting the emotional lives of our children in
the developmental years.

8. The advocacy movement, rooted in lofty purposes, has too often had the effect
of generating unrealistic demands on the schools. The focusing on rights tetids
to obliterate any discussion of practical limits. The linking of the advocacy sys-
tem with the due process structures has sharpened the angle of the take-off of
rising expectations.

Notwithstanding the lierious and unintended financial and administrative
problems created by 94-142, the school districts in our area are still committed
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to the concept of equality or educational opportunity for the handicapped child.Nothing stated here implies a desire to diminish the level of services or to deprivechildren of their constitutional rights. But we are facing the increasing threat ofbacklash from regular teachers, parents of non-handicapped and gifted children,boards of education, and state legislatures. The argument underlying the back-lash is one of equity and balance. There is a growing perception that the "fairshare" principle is being violated. School districts feel they are being forced tocut needed services for all children in order to maintain and extend services forone segment of the school population. Unless this sense of inequity is addressed,gains made in the last few years could be halted and reversed. It will not comeby open defiance, but through various types of "foot-dragging."
The most important single action which the Congress could take is to movefunding to the authorized levels. This step would at least underline the continu-

.

lag commitment of the federal government, and would have heavy symbolic aswell as financial impact The fact that the federal government has not lived up' to its commitment provides a rationale to pinch services at the local level.Even if the.funding issue were mino theie would still be some importantmajor problems in implementing 94-142 and these need-to be addressed:
1. Clearer definitions of related services are needed, that is, the issue of whatis specifically required to support a special education program. Of great concernis the question of "therapy." Clear and uniform principles need to be enunciatedto sort out the limits of school.responsibility of private practitioners and other, governmental agencies.
2. The private school issue is vexing, particularly as it applies to the disturbed'child. What is to be done when the schools can maintain a child in a day program,but g damaging home situation is the dominating issue?
3. \ Pnblic Law 94-142 has brought the schools into areas of programming

responsibility previously dominated by ,mental health and children's servicesystems. There are confusing federal laws and regulations which need to beharmonized. It would thenbe possible to require each state to create an inter--connected system for protkramming and paying for connected services. As theseverity'. of a child's problem increases, the probabilit# of confused interfacingwith various social systems increases.
4. Increased attention to rights, advocacy, and due process is altering thenature and tone of the parent-school relationship from one characterized as'in-formal, open, and cooperative to one decidedly more formal, legalistic, and ad-versarial. This trend is not in the best interest of children.
6. A serious crisis in the supply of special education personnel is evident. Inour area, for example, it is virtually impossible to recruit physical and occupa-tional therapists, and psychologists. Immediate short-term action is required toencourage the expansion of university training programs.Let me reiterate that dur schools are prepared to attempt to meet.iheir obit-gattallf and when they can be clearly delineated.
Adnarquestion needs to be raised ; what are the limits, if any, to the responsi-bility which the public schools will be given for ameliorating the social, emo-tional, physical and learning problems of our children? The schools are slowlybut inexorably becoming the agency o(overnment chiefly responsible for thebroad welfare of school aged children. This is a social policy issue of the firatrank which needs to be vigorously addressed.To summarize:
1. Public Law 94-142, as-intended, has triggered rapid expansion and improve-nient of services to the handicapped, bnt the cost is being borne disbroportiogatelyat Abe local level.
2. The laws and regulations do not adequately address the definition of and.responsibil ty for related services.'
8. S education increasingly brings the schools into areas previously thedo he private sector or other public agencies. There is inadequate recon-iatiou o laws and regulations at the fetler4i level to guide this process.4. Our hook are committed to full serviees for the handicapped, and dra-matic Inc eases in local funding back up This point. But this trend cannot con-tinue in an atmosphere ofperceived injustice to the so- called normal or giftedchild.

`Mr, SIMON. ilbank you very much.
Mr:Firiher ?
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH' FISHER, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'
OF SCHOOLS, ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

. Mr. FISHER. Thank you.
I believe you have copies a the statement that I gave to your staff.
Mr. Simon: Yes; we have.

.31r. FISHER. I will not read that statement, Representative Simon,
but I do want to highlight some of the content of the testimony.

I would like to basically describe to you, to set the toile and mood
relative to what hai happened in this particular State relative to this
law.

We currently,gerve on a statewide basis about 250,000 children. From
the perspective of complaints and concerns, I would also likA to offer
to you that one-tenth of 1 percent of those 250,000 children have gone
to due process procedural hearings during the last 4 years.

iTo me that is a remarkable type of figure as it relates to the pro-
vision of services by public schools. I am not saying that there are not
concerns and complaints, but what I am saying basically is that there
is some 90 percent of those children who are being served quite effec-
tively and doing quite well.

Again, I would alio have to offer that the number of complaints that
we receive vja telephonelthd/or letter, either directly from the parents,
through your offices, or through Washitigton, are minuscule m terms
of the total nymberg of children being served in this State. It is a com-
pliment to tire school districts, and the personnel who are att,em ing
to implement this law.

I think, hchvever, thitt if you look on the first page, pa aph 3,
Dr. Crdnin, our State superintendent appeared before your commit-
tee last fall,_and emphasized four major concerns. These sour major
concerns still hold today. They are, basically :

The insufficient level of coordination of services delivered by other 11
agencies. I think the individikals who testified before me reiterated
that point, and part of that must be solved at the State level. We must
begin to work out mechanisms whereby the edutation agency, mental
'health, and other social/ service 'agencies can get their codes in order,
and can get their funding sources in order, so that they can comple-
ment one another, rather than being the payer of last resort as Mr.
Bristol has alluded to earlier.

A second area that is still plaguing Illinois, and will.continue as tr,
as we can determine for the next 3 or 4 years, we are not seeing b -
ficient numbers of trained, certificated personnel being available to our
school districts to meet the mandates of this- law and to 'educate
children.

A third arm, one that I have stated a littlebit differently, the Fed-
eral Government, be it the education in general, or the Office of Civil
Rigits, or the legal staffs, have not given the States and on below to
school districts thle definition or the parameters by which we are to pro-
vide services to these children. There are so many gaping holes rela-
tive to what constitutes related services, and it, is basicalry one's inter-
pretation of the regulation, or the policy letters that may eManate from
Washington.

The fourth one, I will not spend any time on. I think the-last page
'of" the testimony reiterates this in terms of giving, you the examples
of the appropriations versus the authorization to the State of Illinois
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and what ould do by September of 1981. Instead of receiving $48
millic , would hope to receive $113 million in this State.

If I may uickly jump to paragraph 5 of the first page. There will
be presented a result..ot a meeting about 2 months ago, of 16 pelect
States with ppol cymaking individualb_representing the State boards of
education who me together in Chicago to discuss the issues as we.are
discussing today. We have basically put those issues into the four ma-
jor areas as listed at the b'o_ttom of page 1 and the top of page 2.
There is a report being prepared for Secretary Hufstedler by the

Chief State School Officers which will reiterate these four points.
Again those being the process of approving what is known as State
plans by which we get our money from Washington and then flow it
thrpugh to the local school districts.

There have been horrendous delays in*the past. I reiterate the fact
that our first State plan took 8 months to get throughthe bureaucracy
in Washington. can only reiterate that if we do not get it approved
by Aiigust of this year, we will have $48 million .missing from what
will go td the locrarschool districts. I chnnot tell you where those
people are going to get.. that money to hire thOse individuals and pay
salaries.

We have had the State plan in Washington. It is being reviewed.
To date we have received some correspondence in terms of additional
information. I would hope that those in Washington could make the
decision for all States to get those plans approved, and get the money
flowing so that appropriate personnel can be hired and paid for.

Mr. SixoN. If I may interrupt You submitted the plan when?
Mr. FISIIEIC -The plan went in in April. We.met the timeline in

terms of the submission of the plan. We have held the various hear-
ings that are required by law. 'We are now negotiating with the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped on the final few hives, we hope. But
again I would insist that the Federal 'Government for all States, not
just for the State of Illinois, get those plans approved as soon as
possible.

some con ns for 's tate and others as well is the authority and
The seco are that is described here, which is one that is creating

conce
responsibility between the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
and the Office of Civil Rights in terms of.who 18 interpreting the law,
who is enforcing the law, and who has the responsibility to lay the
mandates on the States in terms of various noncompliance issues.

We have had many meetings with the Federal Government, both
the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, as well as the Office
of Civil Rights, in trying to determine what their respective roles and
responsibilities area

A. third area, and again I would ask the Government, as we have
many times past, to clarify through various policy papers-or reports
to us exactly what they intend for us to do in some, of the, issues that
are still open to question. The related service issue is one, but one
point. The IEP issue that was mentioned before is anotbef issue.

The problem that is presented here is that if we had a ptilley paper,
we could either go along with that policy issue and implement it in
the States or raise those concerns pith the Federal Government. Now
it is almost raising concerns on a State-by-State basis.

1
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The last one concerns the fesp9 ity of the Stateeducatioaagency
to supervise other State ov agencies who have some re-
sponsibility in edueating Students.

By the very.nature of t at t, or the way it ih written, the
inte retations given to usare g are to supervise programs o r-
ated y the department of mental health and developmental disabil-
ities and we have to'supervise programs operated by the department
of rehabilitation services, and many of these are residential programs,
yet our own statutes alit codes, prohibit us from having any authority
to do so. It is simply based on the goodwill of the various directors
to work out some type of plan. -

We have no enforcement activities. We cannot really, in essence, fir.
those agencies to do anything relative to their own particular pro-

w. grams.
I have give l. you in the dle of page 2 some specific examples. I

will not reiterate those. remairt other ones that could be given to
you. 1,you.

At the bottom of page 2 there are several individuals around the
United States that basically have identified the major problems. We
know what they, are. I think the, solutions rest in three areas.

Certain problems can be reduced by the issuance of policy papers
. from Washington for clarification. Certain problems must be dealt

with by revising the /Federal rules 9.6c1 regulations. There are probably
one or two that can only be resolVed by going into the law itself.

We,ere proposing, as we have to Dr. Martili of the Bureau of Educa-
tion for the Handicapped, others thitt we have descri. t we would
like to work out all'of the problems thit we possibly rough the
first two processes. In other words, clean u Ipthose m. 011S, mis-
information, or clarify those issues by policy decisions the Fed-
eral Government when possible. < o .

Second, go into the rules and regulations, and modify those with
which all of the States can live with. If theieis a third issue, we would

initiation wAre the change Deeds to be mad Bien get on with the
ask the congress to open' u`p the law ,and set can make's, deter-

business of educating the:handicapped.
Again, I think if we can do this we will reduce the amounts of o

anxiety, frustration, accusations, and concept that parents, State edu-
cation employees, local school districti, and Federal Government of-
ficials presently have with the law.

. In conclusion, it is e, good law. It has done many, many things. I
still'think, however,, that we itve these problems that must be dealt_
with. Thank you:

[The 'prepared statement of Joseph E. ,Fisher follows :]
,

PREPARED STATEif ENT 01? JOSS;PH D. FISHER, Mg:STANT S INTENDENT OF
, SCHOOLS, ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OE /EDI:MATEO

,

Representative Simon and members of the SOcommittee on Select Educa-
tion, Illinois welcomes the oversight committee M Chicago. We appreciate the
opportunity to present information regarding Public Law 94-142 on behalf of
the Illinois State Board of Education. As you may recall, Dr. Joseph Cronin,
State Superintendent of Education, testified before your committee, last fall on
behalf of the Cduncil of Chief State School Officers while accompanied by
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Leonard Hall on behalf of the National Association of State Directors of Special
Education. We will not repeat their statements since they are a matter of record;
however, a few of those points bear further exploration at this time.

Illinois has had a lengthy and propd history of quality services for handi-
capped children' and youth. Public Ltitk_9142 structure and funding served
to enhance this basic commitment. More students are served, with addi-. tional related services being offered, than, aver before. Increased parental
participaljn and heightened general community awareness are positive bene-
fits of theY,ducation of All Handicapped Children Act.

Those points raised earlier by Dr. Cronin that are still viable and should be
discussed today are: (1) insufficient state level coordination of services delivered
by other agencies; (2) inadequate staff availability or shortages of key per-
sonnel for both instrWtion and related services ; (3) incompleteness of defini-
tions -Of aeducltional services" and "related services"; and (4) costs of under-writing the programs.

As to the first three points, Illinois has' joined intogdiscussion with 15 other
states under the auspices of a meeting with the Council of Chief State School,
Officers to discuss these coMmon national concerns and the possible remedies.
Among the solutions to consider are those that are administrative, those that
are regulatory, and those that are legislative, all of these at both the state and/or
national level. This discussion is not intended to present the consensus of opinion
of thateeting. That consensus will be presented by the Chief State School
Officers'Vrganization to Secretary of Education Shirley Hufstedler. This testi-
mony is to highlighthe concerns as it relates to the State of

Four major issues and their lack of clarity or interpretation helie an impact
on this state: (1) the process of approving state plans; (2) the authority and
compliance -activities relating to this law by the Bureau of Education fon the
Handicapped and the Office for Civil Rights; (3) consisfency of standards across
states and the policy development and notification method used by the federal
'government ; and (4) the responsibility of the State Education Agency to super-
vise other state governmental Agencies who have some responsibility in educating
handicapped students, for example, the Department of Mental Health a d De-
velopmental Disabilities and the Department of Rehabilitation Servi

To assist with specifics concerning these foneissues, the following II behelpful:
A. Issue oneapproving state plans: In the first year, the Illinois plan was

approved eight modths after the start of the fiscal year. Data or information
requested by the federal government was supplied and then additional requestswould be made.

B. Issue twoBureau of Education for the Handicapped/Office for Civil Rights
responsibility : The issues can best be stated in a question. The .question is
which Federal Agency is responsible for interpreting the language in the law
and regulations and what is the enforcement responsibilities of each?.

C. Issue thtee Consistency of standards and policy development acrossstates:
In this issue the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped needs to develop a
process for consistent policy development and standards, The situation now
exists where a response (letter) is generated to a particular question from one
state. The response i0 then shared with other states. It is up to the other stfites
to interpret whether the response is situation specific or generic. Does the letter
constitute federal policy?

D. Issue fourState Education Agency Supervision of Other Agencies: This
issue places the State Education Agency in a responsibility role with no author-
ity. The responsibilities of the various state agencies need to be identified and

Jag appropriate federal agency could hold each state agency responsible for
lementing federal statutes or regulations as related to educating or serving

handicapped youth.
These four major issues have many sub-topics available for discussion and -^

resolution. It is generally recognized that several individuals from the state and
the federal government are aware of the specific issues. It is also general con-
currence that solutions are available in these areas. Many could be solved through
effective administration and proper policy development. Others need resolution
-through the altering of federal rules4and regulations. There are some problems
that may neceisitale an alteration of the law. I would advocate that solutions
be sought as quickly as possible and that the first two areas be explored before
altering the law.
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As to the cost element, the act has never been fully funded yet the expectation
is that services shall be provided no matter what the level of funding. This creates
a prOhlem for the states and particularli+ for the local education agencies which
must further shoulder the bill if the state formulas for special education funding
are not fully funded. Although the formula was to go 5/10/20/30/40 percent of
the average per pupil expenditure from 1978 to 1982 and 40 percent thereafter,,
the present funding is 12 percent of the national average per pupil expenditure.
For the year ending September 30, 1981, the level is 12.8 percent of the NAPPE.
The following year projections are but 14 percent. For Illinois, for the year
ending September 30, 1980 we received $48,144,147 in Public Law 94 -142 funding.
That figure would have been approximately $78,907,000 if Congress would have
supported the level authorized by, law. Instead of the projected $48,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending September 30, 1980, Illinois would have received approximately
$113,000,000. We ask your reconsideration of funding levels in light of the
expectation of full service.

I wish to reaffirm my commitment to the concepts and principles of Public Law
142 and section 504 of the' Rehabilitation Act. Reaching closure on these issues

reduce adversarial relationships, anxieties, frustrations, and accusations
and -ter a closer federal-state working relationship.

Mr. ox. ThiMic you very much...
Someo mentioned a school enrollment here of about 1 million. Is

that correc
Mr. LEHNE. r enrollment is about 460,000. We are about 24 per-

cent of the Sta ' enrollment. I think she may have made reference
to the nonpublic sc 1 or the suburban school system.

Mr. SIMON. What am trying to get at, and maybe you have that
specific figure, what p tentage of your student enrollment in the
city of Chicago is in spec' education programs?

Mr. LERNE. About 10 pe nt in special education programs..
Mr. SIMON. What is it statewide
Mr. FISHER. Statewide we are running a little over 10 percent.
Mr. LEHNE. It is 12 percent, Mr. Gabriel says.
Mr. GABRIEL. We have 460,000-some youngsters totally`' the school

system, and we are serving approximately 54,000. So it *ould be 12 to
12.5 percent for the city of .Chicago.,

Mr. Yuma. Ours would be 11.9'exactly.
Mr. Ststort. Thank you.
There is a problem in the major school systems, the larger ones, in

the time gap between identifiCation and placement.*What is your sit-
uation here in that regard?

, Mr. LEHNE. I would like to ask Mr. Gabriel ti answer that question.
Mr. GABRIEL. We,are fairly well on line no*. We were behind in

our psychological. Last summer we lad an extensive program funded
through Public Law 94-142 moneys that picked up a lot of our psycho:
logicals that had fallen behind. Presently we have about 4,000 requests
for psychologicals and we topsider that to be on linesethin the time-
frames and the number of psychologists that we haffl in the systim.

So we are doing fairly well from the time of the identification of a
special education problem with the 60-day element for the evaluation
process and staffing. It is fairly close.

Mr. SIMON. If you could ,idetitify yourself for the record.
Mr. GABRIEL. am Martin -Gabriel, director of special education

for the Chicago public school's,
Mr. SIMON. You heard an earlier witnes describe the substantial

delays for emotiohally disturbed children.

4
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Mr. G salmi I believe the reference that the earlier witness prob-ably w with regard to placing the youngsters 'once the evaluation

process has been completed, and the staff, and the identification of theneeds. e delay would occur in placing the child in a private facility
that w the determination of the staffing.

W do have some cases where we have eseriously involved child, a
It ply handica sped child, a deaf, emotionally disturbed child, andit i /extremely . it cult to find a facility in the United States in whichto lace the child. In those cases we have trouble placing. We give

. interim servicein that situation. ' >,

it. IZEINE. i think; too, Congressman; since" the parent makes ad ision as to 'Which agency or facility they will use; sometimes In
Searching for just that particularohe, they may turn down other places
where they can be accommodated, and that adds to the delay. But it is
a parent unposed one.

-. Mr. Sator. Ntly I would like to discuss the funding problejn you
all 'alluded to,, allt of which I questioned the two legislators earlier.
The argurnent,that I go through every year on the Budget Committee,
in opposition to rai ig this funding closer to the authorized level, is
that we are siMply providing assistance which will be used for tax
reduction, r swimming pools, and the arguments get absurd once ina while. B fact, we are not going to be increasing services andassistance to 'capped children if we do fund .closer to the author-ized levels. .

I am interested in how all three of you might respond to that.
- Mr..LL-mTE. Let me respond in this way. More and n.ore we are hear-

ing board members and others say "We simply will Lot provide pro- Si
grim that are mandated beyond that which wo can afford," that ismeeting the costs of those' programs. I think that it is becoming a
nationwide feeling particularly in the big cities.

So we 'will be seeing cutbacks here regardless of where it is going
Isittnuso, the money is not there. The tax base is not there. The willing- ,

ss of-the people to increase texes is not there. The willingness of the
political leadership, or those who provide services in the legislature

'at the State level arknut coming through in terms of the real, program . )costs. It is a majOr factor. . %' Theothei fact is that services to other children are-being cut back'
bdcause of attempting to meet these mandates. I think there will be a','., limito that, ttoo. ...

So, I would in respohse to your question, Congressman, if the ,Federal Govgrnm t sloes not up its share, we are not going to see any
*her scitece,to mee that demand. \ a ,

Mr. litilwroL. My response would be that asIong as our affluent school
districts are wil)ing to put 25 to 30 percent more_per year and to keep-
ing up; that-is absolutely right. But it is strictly coming from local

4 tax moitey, and the backlash I "was-referring to is beginning to build.
I am also hearing that the end is coming. We are of going to continue', to use local moneys, which vte are running out of, for funding which
the Congi:ess promised us.

That is becoming a very serious chorus that we are binning to get
. now. It was just a' rumbling a few sears ago, but now kis becoming a' ciiorus practically.

«,
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Mr. Fisnuu. I think that in additiOn to the descriptions given by
both Art aneStin, again4p give you some perspective, this year we
will be loOking at approximately 40 to 50 million new -dollars re-
quested from the general revenue, a§ Senator Berman spoke this Morn-
ing. That does not include the amount of local dollars from local tax
bases that will be used on these programs from September 1980
through, September 1981. -

So we are talking about somewkere between $70 to $80 million of
new tax dollars being spent on these children from State-and local
sources. We will only be receiving approximately the $48 to $50 mil-
lion that I alluded' to earlier.

Now, what would new dollars do for us, or what would the addi-
tional dollars do 'for us. I think you heard testimony this morning
which described.: a unique child, or group of children that are very
high cost in terms of the delivery of services.

We do not bape sufficient numbers of ficilities within this State to
deal with both day and re.sideatiaLplacements of multiply impaired,
seriously emotionally disturbed types of children. We also do not have
the amounts of dollars available to us either through general revenue
or local sources to have ,those facilities in operation in September
1981.

What' we must ltok for arepyt-of-State facility placements, if we
can find them. In some instances, when you have very difficult chil-
dren, there is almost 'no facility that is available to that child. Then
we go on to something like interim care basis.

is but one example of what additional.dollars would do for us
in terms of meeting that need.

I think when you asked the question of what is the percentage of the
population served in terms of handicapped relative to the total popu-
lation it is skewed tremendously toward the elementary and inter-
mediate school levels. If you lOok at the high school population, we in
this State, and I think' that this will be borne out nationally, do not
have anywhere near 10 or 11 percent of the handicapped children at
the high schvl level in programs for exceptional children.

Basically, what I am saying is that most di our children are at the
elementary and intermediate school age level. We have a tremendous
neett.in the secondary population. that must be dealt with.

Mr. Slm. What is happening; are they dropping out
Mr, FIBFIER. We lose some through dropouts. We lose someI say

lose in a very positive wayto sorne, other educational programs that
are being offered by the school districts, some which are vocational
in Nature, and some that provide some types of training programs,

, some are after school programs that permit the child to work. But
there are still a number of children in the secondary schools that could
avail themselves of our services.

Mr. SrmoN. Are you losing some also because at that point- they
will be iqtegrated into the high school curriculum ?

Mr. FisEnm. Yes we are losing some because they have, in essence,
been made self-sufficient to go into the high school and make it on
'their own.

Mr. Silcox. In Dr. Caruso's statement, she uses a phrase t at we
hear quite often in Washington, "excessive paperwork." If u, she,
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or anyone can be Nora specific and give us examples of how a form
can be shortened, or how a form can be eliminated, let us know.

Mr. LPAINE. We will do that.
Mr. SIMON. Do any of the staff membershave questions?

We thank you Very, vei.pinuelf.--
Our next witness will be Joan First of the Illinois-Indiana Race

DesegregAtion Assistance Center.
We will enter your statement in the record', and you can proceed

in any manner, you prefer. You may read your statement, or you
may summarize it.

Ms. FIRST. All right. Because part of the statement is quite corn-
plea, and fairly. technical and some of its aspects, I would like to read
some rather major portions of it.

Mr. &Km. OK. .

STATEMENT OP JOAN FIRST, ILLINOIS- INDIANA RACE
DESEGREGATION ASSISTANCE CENTER

Ms. Flan. As 'race desegregation specialist with the Indiana/
Illinois Race paNgreglition, Assistance Center, ,which is a Title IV
Civil Rights Act program at the Indiana University School of Edu-
cation, I am responsible for the on-site delivery of technical assistance
and training related to issues of educational equity in a dozen Illinois
and Indiana desegregated and desegregating school districts.'

The testimony which I will present today relates to the Desegrega-
tion Assistance Center's experience in relationship to a single issue:
the classification of excessively large numbers of black children as
educationally, mentally handicapped, EMH.

I want to describe to you how this issue manifests itself in some of
the schodf-eorporations lve serve, to share with you our approach in
designing remedies and finally to present some recommendations based
upon those experiences.

The typical schoOl corporation with which I work may have nearly
twice as many black children classified as educationally mentally
handicapped as would be expected, based upon the numbers of black
youngsterienrolled in each district. .

Mr. Stitoir Am I correct in assuming that when you say; school
corporation, you mean a school district?

Ms. Fran. That is an I'iidiana term.
Mr. &moil. Thank you.
Ms. Fran. In Indifia we call them corporations.
That is, while black children may comprise 25 percent of thb total

enrollment of the district, they may amount for 50 percent of enroll-
ment in EMH classes: In some instances almosst three times as `many
black children are enrolled in EMH classes as would be expected.

The vast majority of these black youngsters have IQ scores above
70. In fact, we find significant numbers of minority children with
IQ scores in the mid-20's classified' as .,EMH. In many communities,

\it is common practice to place the majority of white children desIg-
nated as having special needs in learnings disabilityclasses and the
majority of black youngsters with .special heeds in EMH classes..

.
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t Most of the minority children in the EH classes have been placed
largely on the basis of IQ test scores resulting from the administratio
of instrtuallits which were formed on predominantly or exelusi y

--hite.populs(tions and, are, therefore, inherently inappropriate rve\ ;as basis for evaluating black children.
Froni the perspective of the desegregation assistance nter, the

problem which I have just- described 'represents the most deeply dis-
criminatory action which the public education system can take against
a black child and his or her family, for the label "retardate" affixed to
the child by the school system permanently alters that child's status
before society, profoundly limiting opportunities for future education
and employment as well as the child's view of self as a competent
person.

From a technical assistance standpoint, the correction of this prob-
lem is extremely difficult to achieve, both educationally and politically.
This is perhaps particularly true in Midwestern States which have
traditionally excelled in the delivery of services to children with spe-
etal needs.

To discuss the misclassification issue with school personnel in these
States is to deeply challenge one aspect of special education programs
of which they may otherwise be,,very proud. Tlie result is significant
resistance on the part of the school personnel.

Adding to the depth of that resistance is the fact that school districts
unifier Public Law 94-142 reteive funds tied to the presence of individ-
ual children in special education classes. to return mictlassified chil-*
dren to the regular classroom in large numbers means that school

ricts not only lose funds under Public Law 94-142, but must assume
ibility for additional costs related to helping classified children

and their regular classroom. teachers overcome both the child's initial
academic problem and the additional distance which the child may
have fallen behind while inappropriately placed in EMH classes.

For all these reasons, and I nnot emphasize this .point strongly
enough, we find that a very degree of leadership and courage
is required of school board members and administfators who openly
seek to remedy this injustice.,

The center's approach in working with such a district is to help lo-
cal staff to understand the enormity, of the inequity experienced by
misclassified children and their timilies, to provide both moral sup,
port and new information concerning culturally pluralistic assess-
ment techniques which may be appropriately used to evaluate minority
students and to encourage the district to move toward eligibility en-
to lia which make EMIT placement dependent upon the child scoring
t standard deviations below the mean on both the IQ and adaptive
behavior measures.

In addition, we assist with the design of a transition program
which provides for development of transition individual education
pla,ns for each child and for accurate diagnosis of the child's learning,
deficits and prescriptive learning experiences in the regular clasd-
room based upon those diagnoses.

A heavy training componentfor both teachers and assessment
personnelis at necessary part of any, ,delassification and transition
program.
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/ The children most likely to be misclassified are those whom Dr.
Jane Metter of the University of California at Riverside calls "6-hour
retardates"youngsters who perform adequately in a variety of roles
in the family and commun41but experience academic difficulties.

Teachers lacking a variety of regular educational options for such
children have historically referred them for special education con-
sideration. Such referrals most often have stemmed from the teach-

. er's singleminded concern for the child in one role, that of student.
However, the label which may be affixed to the child as-a result of the
referral follows the child far beyond the classroom.

Typically, these children have been evaluated for sp4cial class
placement, .primarily on the basis of their score on an IQ test. There
L9 much evidence to suggest that youngsters from ethnic minorities
and low Socioeconomic status score poorly on IQ tests mainly because
their backgrounds have not provided them with adequate opportu-
nities-to gain the cognitive skills and knowledge which would help
them to pass the test. They may alsecope poorly with the formal test
situation.

'Mercer has stated :
When the adaptive behavior of such children outside of the academic setting

is evaluated, they demonstrate by their ability to cope intelligently with prob-
lems in other areas of life that they are not mentally deficientPersons from
backgrounds which do not conform to the community mode are penalized by a
one-dimensional definition of retardation based on the IQ store.

. On the other hand, when a two-dimensional definition (including both IQ
and adaptive behavior scores) is used, persons from minority backgrounds and
lower socio-economic status are given credit for their ability to cope intelli-
gently with social 'roles in non -teat situations.

The critical issue of adequately_ assessing children in terms of both
IQ and-adaptive behavior for EMH placement was a major factor in
the assistance center's decision to suggest to local education agencies
that assessment personnel be trained in the administration of
SOMPA, the system of multicultural pluralistic assessment, devel-
oped by Mercer and others.

While we recognize and have a great deal of sympathy with those
black psychologists and others who are working to make the use of IQ
tests for the placement of minority students in special education el
illegal, we have learned through experience that change is most likely

4 to occur in public education when school personnel are offered co
structive, specific alternatives.

We feel SOMPA represents one such pragmatic option. Schoo1 psy-
chologists, oriented to the use of IQ tests for evaluating children for
special education placement, are quite 'unlikely to make the ,decision
to voluntarily abandon the use of such testa.

During this period,,of intense litigation over the use of IQ tests to
place culturally different children, SOMPAwith its diversified IQ,
adaptive behavior and mulitioultural scales and culturally pluralistic
normsseems a rational, middle-of-the-road approach.

Based upon all of the above, I would like to suggest to this commit-
tee that there are certain critical supports which must, be created if
ichool districts are to seriously setabout to remedy the situation which
today we know .deprives thousands of black children of their civil

) rights to an appropriate education.

.1 41 4
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I have a series of five recommendations that I would like topresent.
1. I urge that funding be generated for implementation of section

504 of Public Law 94-142 to under-Orite the development of transi-
tional programs to serve children wino were once labeled handicapped
but because of changing criteria or assessment techniques, are not now
labeled as handicapped.

2. I urge careful consideration of the need for States to lower the
eligibility criteria for'ESIII placement to scores two standard devia-
tions below the mean on both measures of intelligence and adaptive
behavior. Such action would automatically cause large numbers of high
adaptive behavior minority childrenwhose IQ scores most often fall
in the 70-80 rangeto be returned to the reghlar classroom.

3. I urge the earmarking of additional funds to encourage LEA's to
develop more regular education options which will provide children
with the help they need without labeling them as retardates. It is not
practical to eliminate the inappropriate use of special education place-

ions for children whose academic prob-ment without creating other o
leins will certain] persist after r labels are removed.

What we ex ence there, Representative 'Simon, is a situation
were we begin work in the school system, and find that special
education' has been receding children inappropriately, children who
have behavioral problems or who have been placed there for other
reasons including discrimination, when we remove that as a pay of
dealing with those youngsters, we are faced with not knowing how to,
keep those kinds of referrals from happening in the future.

That is a critical issue. The microcosm of the issue is that Public
Law 94-142 certainly cannot be viewed in isolation from other public
education concerns and laws.

4. I also urge'that funds be made available to both localsehool cor-
porations. and to .nonprofit community-based organizations for the
purposes of better informing parents regarding their rights under
existing law.

5. Finally, I rtkuld agree with several of the previous witnesses that
there is anlerioripous need for the creation of systematic mechanisms
which will assure =closer interagency cooperation among monitoring,
compliance and technical assistance agencieA regarding.these issues
especially at the State and local level.

Only when such actions are taken will the system of rewards operat-
azig on behalf of providing remedies for misclassified minority stut
dents begin to outweigh the rewards which now function on behalf of
maintaining the status quo. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Joan First follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Joai FIRST. RACE DESEDREGATION SPECIALIST, ILLINOIS/
INDIANA RACE DESEGREGATION ASSISTANCE CENTER, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
INDIANA UNIVERSITY

31j, name is Joan First. I am employed as a race desegregation specialist by theIllinois/Indiana Race Desegregation Assistance Center. a Title IV Civil RightsAct program at the Indiana University School of Education. .In that position. I am responsible for the on-site delivery of technical assist-ance and training related to issues of educational equity in a dozen Illinois andIndiana desegregated and desegregating schoor4listricts.
The testimony which I will present today relates to the Desegregation Assist- ,twee Center's experiences in retationahip to a single issue: 1117 classification of
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excessively large numbers- - of Black children as educationally mentally handi-
capped (EMU). Dr. Frank Aquila, Director, has reviewed and agrees with thesecomments.

I want to describe to you how this issue manifests itself in some of the school
corporations we serve, to share with you our approach in designing remedies and
finally to present. some recommendations based upon those experiences.

The typical school corporation with which I work has nearly twice as .ny
Black children classified as educationally mentally handicapped as wool be
expected, based upon the numbers of Black youngsters enrolled in each dis et'
That is, while Black children may comprise 25 percent of total enrollment
may account for 50 percent of enrollment in EMH classes. In °some Wean b.
almost *ice times as many Black children are ,enrolled in EMIT classes aswould be expected.

The vast majority of these Black youngsters have IQ scoreiabove' 70. In
fact, we find significant numbers of minority children with IQ scores in the mid-
eighties classified as EMI. In many communities, it is common practice toplace the majority of white children designated as having special needs in
learning disability classes and the majority of Black youngsters with specialneeds In Elia classes, a Dractice which also contributes to racial dispropor-
tionallty. (Some school psychologists, made uneasy by litigation around issues
related to 'EMH placement of minority children, are protecting themselves by
placing children who would previously have been classified as Mill in learning
disability classes.)' Most of the minority children in EMH classes have been

aced largely on the basis of IQ fest scores resulting from the administration
struments which we normed on predominately or elciusivelY whitepop tions and are, therefore, Inherently inappropriate to serve as a basisfor ev. . ting Black children.

From . rspeetive of the Desegregation Assistance Center, the problem
which I have described represents the most deeply discriminatory action
which the public educational system can take against a Black child and his/her
family, for the label "retardate" affixed to the child by the school system per-
manently alters that child's status before society, profoundly limiting opportu-nities for future education and employment as well as the child's view of selfas a competent person.

From a technical assistngre standpoint, the correction of this problem is
extremely difficult to achieve, both educationally and politically. This is perhapsparticularly true in midwestern states which have traditionally excelled inthe delivery of services to children stith special needs. To discuss the mis-
classification issue with school personnel in these states is to deeply challenge
one aspect of -special educaMY programs of which they may otherwise be justi-
fiably proud. The result is significant resistance on the part of school personnel.

Adding to the depth of that resistance is the fact that school districts, under
Public Law 94-142, receive funds tied to the presence of individual children inspecial education classes. To return misclassifind children to the regular class-
room In large numbers means that school districts not only lose funds underPublic Law 94-142, but mist assumurespottsibility for additional costs relatedto helping declassified childrenand their regular classroom teachers, overcomeboth the child's initial aoademic problem and the- additional distance whichthe thild may have fallen behind while inappropriately placed in EMH classes.For all these reasons we-find that unusual degrees of leadership and courage-are required of school board members and administrators who openly seek toremedy this injustice.

The Center's apprOachln working with such a district is to help local staff to
understand the enormity at the inequity experienced by misclassified ckil,dren
and their families, to provide both moral supportand new information concerning
culturally-pluralistic assessment technidues which may be appropriately used to
evaluate minority students, and to encourage the district to move toward eligi-
bility criteria which make EMH placement dependent upon the child scoring two
standard deviations below the mean on both IQ and adaptive behavior measures.In addition, we assist with the design ofa transition program which provides for

Based upon °face of Civil Rights School Survey data, observations and data providedto the author by
°s

ace personifel.
For a full treatment of the label-swapping issue, see James A. Tucker, "Ethnic Pro.Portions in Classes for the Learning Disabled; Issues in Nonbiased Asseument," Journalof Special 1Cducition, Vol. 14, No. 1, 1080, ir
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development of transition individual education plans for each child fdr accu-
rate diagnosis of the child's learning deficits and prescriptive learning experi-
ences in the regular classroom, based upon those diagnoses. A heavy training com-
ponentfon both teachers and assessment personnelis a necessary part of any
declassification and transition program.

The children most likely to be- misclassified are those whom Dr. Jane Mercer
of the University of California at Riverside calls "aiarbour retardates"young-
sters who perform adequately in a variety Of roles in the family and community
but experience academic difficulties. Teachers, lacking a variety of regular educe
tion options for these children, have historically referred them for special educa-
tion consideration. Such referrals most often have stemmed from the teacher's
single-minded concern for the child in one role, that of student, however, the
label which may be affixed to the child as the result of the referral follows the
child far beyond the classroom. Typically, these children have been evaluated
for special class placement in a fashion which has heavily weighed the significance
of a single factortheir score on an IQ test.

1, There is much evidence to sliggeat that youngsters frqm ethnic minoritiesand
lower socio-economic status score poorly on IQ tests mainly because their back.
grounds have not provided them with adequate opportunities to gain the cognitive
skills and knowledge which would help them to pass the tests. They may also
cope poorly with the formal test situation.

Mercer states: "When the adaptive behavior (of such children) outside of the
academic setting is evaluated, they demonstrate by their ability to cope Intel-

, ligently with problems la-other areas of life that they are not mentally defi-
cient... persons from backgrounds which do not conform to the community mode
are penalized by a one-dimensional definition (of retardafiok based on the IQ
score).

On the other hand, when a two-dimensional definition (including both IQ and
adaptive behavior.scores) is used, persons from minority backgrounds and lower
socio-economic status are given credit for their ability to cope intelligently with
social roles in non-test situations."'

The critical issue of adequately assessing children in terms of both IQ and
adaptive behavior for EMH placement was a major factor 4n the Assistance
Center's decision to suggest to local education agencies that assessment personnel
be trained in the administration of SOMPA, the System of Multi-Cultural Plural-
istic Assessment. developedp by Mercer andoothers.

While we recognize and have a great Meal of sympathy with those Black psy-
chologists and others who are working to make the use of IQ tests for the place-
ment of minority students in special education classes illegal, we have learned
through experience that change is most likely to occur in public education w,h
school personnel are offered constructive, specific alternatives. We feel S031
represents one such pragmatic option. School psychologists, oriented to the u
IQ tests for evaluating children for special education placement, are unlike to
make the decision to voluntarily abandon the use of such tests,JDuring this period
of intense litigation (Larry P., 3IattieT.. etc.) over the use of IQ tests to place
culturally different children. SOMPAwith its diversified IQ, adaptive behavior
and multi-cultural scales and culturally pluralistic normsseems a rational, mid
die -of- the -road approach.

Other aspects of the dispropbrtionality reduction model for special education
under development by the Center Include the development of training for parents
to enable them to better participate in educational decisions affecting their chil-
dren and evaluation activities likely to contribute to the skimpy existing litera
tu re concerning the effectiveness of transition models.

Based upon all of the above, I would like to suggest to this committee that there
are certain critical supports which must be created if school districts are to seri
ously set about to remedy the situation which today deprives thoudands of Black
children of their civil rights to an appropriate education.

1. I urge that funding be generated for implementation of Section 504 of Pub-
lic Law 08-112,110 underwrite the development of transitional programs to serve
children who were once labeled handicapped but, because of changing criteria or
assessment techniques, are not now.labeled as handicapped.

2. I urge careful consideration of the need for states to lower the eligibility
criteria for EMH placement to scores two standard deviations below the mean on

Jane R. Mercer. Labeling the Mentally Retarded, Berkeley : University of California.
Preu, 1973.
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both measures of intelligence ark' adaptive behavio r. eh action would auto-
matically cause large numbers'of high adaptive be lor minority children,-
4vhose IQ scores most often fall in the 70-80 rangeto returned to the regular
classroom. g

3. I urge the earmarking of additional funds, to encourage LEA's to develop
more regular education options which will provide children with thehelp they
need w.ithout"Isheling them as retardates: It is not practical to eliminate thq ins
appropriate uskof special education placement without creating other options
for children whose academic problems persist after labels are removed.

4. I also urge that funds be made available to both local school corporationsand to non-profit community-based organizations for the purposes of better in-forming parents regarding their rights under existing-law.
5 Finally, there is a great need for the creation of systematic mechanisms

which will assure closer inter-agency cooperation among monitoring, compliance
and technical assistance agencies regarding these issues at the state and locallevels.

Only when such actions are taken will the system of rewards operating on be-.half of providing remedies for misclassified minority students begin to outweigh
the rewards which now function on behalf of maintaining the status quo.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much for an excellent statement.
I have to confess that one of the things that has concerned me for

come time is this whole labeling problem, not only in this area but in
general. I remember when I was serving as Lieutenant Governor, they
said that there was a group of students at the other end of the hall that
wanted to say hello.I went and I asked them where they were from.
Then I said, "What grade are you in ?" One of them said : "Fourth

e." Then 'one of the other students chimed in; "We are the dumbclue
I have always thought, I wonder what we are doing to these children.

What you are focusing on is that kind of a problem compounded.
4s. Fran.. In very large numbers, amazingly large numbers. The

whole issue of .expectations is a critical one because we see children
who are basically told by the school system that they cannot athieve,
and therefore begin to have lower expectations of themselves. The par-
ents begin to have lower expectations, and teachers certainly have
lower expectations.

Mr ,SIMON. How are you identifying the districts? You work in
Illinois and in Indiana; is that correct?

Ms. FIRST. That is right. We are authorized to work in any school
district that is planning to desegregate, in the process of desegregating
or dealing with secondgeneration desegregation,problems of which the
misclassification problem is one.

Mr. SI3fON. How mazy school districts have you worked withdo
you think thitt the ihoblem that you artalescribmg is a fairly general
problem?

Ms, Fran. Yes, sir, I do.
Mr. StitoN. How many school districts have you worked with?
Ms. Fran. We are working, altogether in the 2 States, with some-

where between 50 and 60 districts. We are not working actively in them
all on the problem of disproportionality in special education. How-
ever, I have reviewed the statistical data relating to the Test of the
districts also, and it is a significant problem.

Itis not a problem, I should add, that every district has, but a very
significantAiumber of districts do have this problem.

Mr. Sim`oir. Al far as you know, would it be equally true of all large.
school diStrictias well as the small 001 districts? -/
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Ma Man: Yes. I' don't have personal knowledge of the Chicago
situation because we have very limited data available& Chicago. But,
I can say with some certainty of other large districts that I am familiar

Mr. SIMON. Your point 2 on page 6if you don't happen to know
this the staff can look it uptlie EMH and TMH standards are these
nationally the, same, or do they differ from State to State?

Ms. FIRM: No; they are different State by State. It varies as to
whether it is just IQ criteria,nr they call for both adaptive behavior
measures. Indiana, for instance, does not call for adaptive behavior,
Illinois, .I believe, does not have a State criteria at all, and that in itself
is a prOblem. It affects the degree to whirl this problem exists in vari-
ous States because a number of States have adapted a low enough cut-

. off for eligibility criteria for EMH that the high adaptor behavior
children just automatically don't go there. This is a policy decision that
can be made that Has enormous impact on the problem.

As I said earlier, the kids still have problems. Certainly doing that
does not change that fact. There is an enormous need to_find Nays to
support teachers aid. school districts who deal witb those problems.

Mr, Sato x. Any questions'from any members of the staff?
Thank you very much for your substantial contribution.
Our next 'witnesses are a panel : Mary Cotter, Illinois Council for

vehildren With Learning Disabilities; Alfred Rodgers, parent of a
handicapped child; Dr. Olson, American Corrective Therapy Asso-
ciation ; and Josephine Holzer, Advocates for the Handicapped.

. Let me note for the record, Da, Elmer, who is the executive direc-
tor of the School Problems Commission is here. We appreciate his

Ppusence.
Ms. Cotter, we will have your, testimony first, We are under, some

times constraints here, so it would be helpful if you could summarize
your statements.

SiATEMENT,OP MARY COTTER, ILLINOIS COUNCIL POE CHILDBEN
WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

Ms. Corm. I will be brief.
I am one of those pushy parents of whom you have probably heard

various' things at different times,
Mr. SrmoN. Let me just say, if it were not for pushy parents, we

would not have a Public Law 94:142 on, the books today. So those
pushy parents have done a'great deal. [Applaftse.]

Ms. Cont. I feel that I have -waged a struggle. I did not say
wait. But I have been in there, when you consider that my daughtet
is now 16, has severe learning disabilities, had been in four schools
in 5 years and we had never moiled. It was only because of our deter-
mination that she was going to get some services. So you might say
that it did take a little effort._

Naturally, when Public Law 94-142 came along, we figured, the put
downs and the hassles are over; because now the parents would no
longer be told, "Take your child 'home. We don't have a program for
her." Or else-, when thiuchild would be in adolescence, and having much

0
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troubleAaschools, to be told, "You know, Oe-can drop out at 16."Believe ,this is what is happening.
Time- d experience have shown that it is still he parents who

have the burden not only of securing tht services for their children.ks
but also of insuring accountability under Public Law 94-142.

Some of our specific areas of concern, just a few because I do not
want to take time, would be the least testrictive environment, main-
streaming. This is the idea that thechild would benefit in a regular
school setting with the nonhandicapped, and he would be better able
to cope with the outside world.

At the same time, exposure the handicapped. youngster would
help the hormal child understated .individual, differences among.peo-
ple. But studies have consistently own that teachers and admmis-
trators, and their attitudes, have set e tone of acceptance or rejec-
tion' of these children. They feel that ey have to make too many
adjustments, and that they are not prep to handle them.

When inservice progranis are offered, tea hers and administrators
are not mandated to attend. Therefore, the ggative attitude is per-
petuated. We are asking for specific stands for inservice training
for all personnel involved on a. continuing basis.

The due proCess hearing- is another area. This does not serve the
parents at all well because the deck is really stacked against themif the climate is adversarial. The hearing officer should be selected
from a wide range of professional and lay groupi if the process is to
be truly impartial. There is a notable lack of patents of handicapped
children, handiCapped persons, and persons employed outside the
educational field.

Most hearing officers are employees of the school district,so naturally,
they are more likely to be more considerate of the financial commit-
ment of the school system, where as.the parents have no one to identity
with theiusituation.

It is ironic that these same parents who are threatened and intimi-
dated are actually supporting these high-salariesl, people who "ate
sitting there looking down their nose at them. Even-the attorney rep-
resenting the school system is paid for by tax dollars.

There is no procedure for evaluating hearing officers, maintaining /
good quality, or reviewing written decisions.

Finally, the vocational education problem, and I say, that it is a prob-
lem. Academic and vocational education cannot be isolated any longer.

- They are related and should be combined from the beginning. To the
handicapped child this is crucial. It has been severely neglected.

For that matter, secondary *grams throughout the country for
the LD students are in bad shape. In rural areas they are practically
nonexistent. There is a 50 percent dropout rate, and these kids don't

\ even have the farm to return to.
When you Near the liken of Walter Jacobset on the 10 o'clock news,

during one of the recent Chicago,crises, qay,,-*Furthermord, folks, the
derally mandated programs have to go. If pareas want these special

e ucation services, they are going to.have to pay for them." Somehow
w have to get the message to .people like that that they -are going to
pa for them either-way, whether on the welfare roll, or institutions;
or arias rates, *hat-hivelou. .
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tional ed ion is the only route these kids have: As you said
earlier, d ev to go further, for every dollar invested in vocational
rehtlitation services, $7 is returned through Federal and State taxes.
We ave to get that message out.

In spite of all this, I am optimistic. if r had a chilbeoraing along
o nqw at 6 years of age, I would feel more secure, more comfortable.

But still from all I have said, and from what the others have said
before us, we have a long way to go if Public:Law 94-142 and its
promises are to be a reality. Thank

Mr. Srmow. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mary Cotter follows:]

, 'PREPARED STATEMENT OP MART COTTifiL ILLINOIS COUNCIL. MR CHILDREN WITH
LEARNING DfsesnrruN

When Congress passed that very important legislation for the handicappe41
Public Law 94 -142, it was sincerely thought that the problems, hassles and .3
put-downs, that parents as well as handicapped have had to endure, would be
ilikaa thing of the past, No longer would_a mother be told to take Johnny home,

use there was no program for Him. Or, when he reached adolescence and
was having difficulty in school, be told by a counselor, "Well, you know he can
drop out at 16". Time and experience however, have proven it is the parents AO
again, .who have the burden of securing services, and enduring accountability

' for Public Law 94-142., . . .
-,.Specific issues of concern are :

Least restrictive environment.Mainstreaming. The idea of integrating hada -
capped and non-handicapped children in the classroomthe idea being th
the Ifilndicapped child would benefit in a regular school setting, an he woul
be better' able to cope with the outside world. At the same time exposure to
the handicapped youngster would help the "normal" child understand individual
differences among people. Studies ,have consistently shown that teachers and
their attitudes have set the tone eft acceptance or rejection of these children.
They feel they have to make too many adjustments, and that they are not prop-
erly prepared', to handle them. When inservice programs are offered: it is not
mttudatory that teachers attend, and the negative attitude is perpetuated. We
are asking forApecitic standards for inservice training on a continuing basis.

Due process hearigg.This does not serve the parents well, the deck is
stacked against them, as the climate is adversarial. Hearing of4cers sholid
be selected from a wider range of professional and lay groups, if the process
is to be truly impartial, There is a noticeable lack of parents of handicapped

' childien, handicapped persons, and persons employed outside the educational
field Most hearing officers are employees of the school districts, and naturally
are most likely fo be considerate of the financial commitment of the school
system. Parents havepo one to identify with their situation.

It is ironic that these same parents -who---erethreetenecrand intimidated,
are actually supporting these high salaried people who are Making down their
noses at tWii. Even the attorney representing the school system is paid by
tax dollars7There is no procedure for evaluating Hearing officers, maintaining,
good quality, 'or reviewing written decisions. --

Verational education,. Academic and vocational education cannot be iso-
lated any-longer. They are related li' should be combined froth the beginning.
For the handicapped child, this hff-yucial, yet it has been severely neglected.
There are exceptions in various areas, of course, but for the most part, voc
ed teachers do not vit limey accept the handicapped, saying there is not an
appropriate program, or don't have the time or the resources. As a result, the
handicap d are not learnini the %kills needed to become employable or to make

' their w in life. , ,

, Mr Sotorr. We will hear from All of you and theri. ask questions.
1\ Fi t, Mr. Albert Rodgers.
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SATMT or ALFRED 114DGERS, PARZNT OF HANDICAPPED

Mr. Roans. I did not expect tbMeet Mrs. Co-ter-here. She is m
-teacher in thedne'proc'ess route to g.o.

I would like to be able to read these four pages of my persona
individual situation. I don't think that it should take more than th
allotted 10 minutes.

Mr. Simon, and all committee members, this case involves my son,
Anthony James Rodgers,-born July 15, 1962. At the present time he -

is receivingitreatment and related services at gamy, Horner Chil-
dren's Cgiker, a Stabgacility.,

As till/Went-of-all emotionally -disturbed .child, I caifyour atten-
tion to the fact that he is at Henry Horner only because of noncom -
pliance ,Fith-Public Law 94-142, the Education for all Handicapped
Children Act.

My son has had need for psychotherapy treatment andspe-cial edu-
cation reading classes, for the last 5 years. His entrance into his first .
year of high school in September 1978 seemed to shake .him because
of his inability td read his required lesson books. In January 1979 it
Vecame necessary to hospitalize our son.

At the end of January 1979 we met for a conference withour son's
doctor and hospital' social worker..At this conference we agreed that
our son's needs were different than other children's. We felt down-
liearted because we didn't know what to do.

The social worker said she would help us to find place. All this
time the local school district knew where Anthony was.

In March 1979, when Anthony was discharged from the hos-
pital, vie contacted the school.

Mr. &mom May I. ask this, sq that-I understand. When you say
Wet the local school district knew where Anthony was, you Mean
'that it knew what the true situation was?

Mr. RODGERS. Yes, that he was hoIpitalized because, he needed
psychotherapy. /.

A date of April 20, 1979, was set nup for a multidisciplinary con- '
ference. We- didn't know what a multidisciplinary conference was, and
not a school person before, during, and after this conference said any-
thing about Public Law 94-142. -1

At this conference it was agreed that Anthony needed a special kind
of education: which the Chicago school system could not provide. '
When my wife and I let it be known that we felt he could .,get this
special education at Wilson Center, located in Faribault, Mine., there
was no objection ttated then.

My son and I visited Wilson'for a 3 -day evaluation, June 4, 5, and.
6, 1979. At that tins, Dr. Wilson said that Wilson was not the places

for Anthony, but that he would help us locate a suitable place.
The local school distrid was informed of Wilson's decision._When
hid abc,onversation with Mr.-Clemons a_sociaLworker_for_the:Kijkl_______

district, in,early July 1979, I told him I Was still waiting to hear
Wilson. r
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The months of July,, August, September were spent in trying to
find appropriate placement for our son with no help from the school

, district. -
I want to-ahow you, gentleman, the problems of appropriate place-

ment not only for my son, but for the other children like hid. The
State of Illinois has no regard for the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act. Public Law 94-142.

To shorten our story, we had to retain the services of an attorney at
great cost to .,us. We gave all the pears and other information to An-
thony to our attorney. Our attorney Ind the Chicago Board of Educa-
tion agreed to a multidisciplinary conference for January 23, 1980. At
this conference, an IEP was prepared, and Brown School, located in
Austin, Tex., wassgreed upon by the board of education people pres-
ent as the appropriate placement for our son.

All the necessary papers are signed by all parties. frown School
completed the form requested by the Chicago Board of Educition.
The Chicano Board of Education recognizes the difficulty of appropri-,
ately placing our son.-Mrs. Jane Kreyling of "Pupil Services Center
II visited our home and did an investigation prior to the January
23, 1980, staffing and was unable to find an appropriate placement
other than brown School.

We feel, therefore, that this is indeed a very gross oversight of our
son's case with regard to Public Law 94-142 which this Subcommit-
tee on Select Education can hopefully have corrected. Thank you.

Mr. &mow. Thank you very much:
[Prepared statement of Alfred Rodgers follows:}
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Mr. SixoN. Our net witness is Bill Olson, American Corrective
Therapy Association.

STATEMENT OF D. BILL OI.SON, AMERICAN CORRECTIVE
THERAPY ASSOCIATION

Mr. °mow. Thank you very much, Congressman Simon. I should
like to ready .my testimony, and it will take approximately 10 minutes.

My name 413 Bill Olson, and I am executive director of Home for
Creative Living, a community residential facility in Windom, Minn. I
am also a certified corrective therapist and my presence here is relevant
to both concerns. I would like to clarify that I am nota physical thera-
pist, in that a corrective therapist is a physical education specialty,
just like elementary physical education would be Therefore, it is ,a
specialty focusin on services to the handicapped.

To focus immediately on my purpose as it relates to this hearing and
Public Law 94-142, I would like to discuss the needs for physical edii- .

cation services for handicapped children in our public schools.
The Federal Government has appropriated substantial sums of

Money authorized under Public Law 94-442 to provide equal educa-
tional opportunity for handicapped children. This law has addressed
the importance of physical education in the total curriculum by man-- dating this service in the body of the law.

The wisdom of this mandate is empirically subStantiated from my
personal experience in the development and operation of a community
residential facility for 44-multiply handicapped children and youth.
Also, my previous experience, as an administrator of a residential fa-
cility for adults for 9 years and function as a corrective therapist in
a State hospital for 3 years has provided me with valuable insight
in my current capacity.

A primary concern in developing the coramunity residential facility
was the ability of the public school system .9> meet the educational
needs bf this unique population. The- principal of the school was an
active member of the facility's advisory board and participated in all
the admission screenings of residents being considered for placement.
He also took the initiative to visit several schools in the State which
were providing services, for multiply handicapped children. He ob-
served theSchools had corrective therapists on their staff and that they
were recognized as a vital part of the total educational planning and
programing.

Based on these findings, the public school system hired five additional
teachers, nine aices, a speech and a physical therapy consultant, and
a corrective therapist to operate the adapted physical education pro-
gram. The value of the corrective therapist.on the itaft is well docu-
mented in the individual education plans that haveleen developed for
the children over the past 3 years.

For example, this past school year there were 253 gbali written for
children from the community residential facility and 187 of these
goals were gross motor goals. A sample of some of these goals is as

,follows: initiating transfer skills from wheelchair; increase head con-
troli increase weight bearing on arms; increase or maintain range of

motion; increak head and trunk control; improve reaching skills;
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increase rolling skills; increase positive resporises to vestibular stimu-
lation; improve static balance ; strengthen appropriate reflexes; in-
crease relaxation; increase sitting balance; and increase leading
to independent ambulation.

Over 50 percent of the individual education plans were developed,
implemente4:1, and supervised by the corrective therapist. Without an
adequately trained individual" much of the appropriate edndation
would not have been implemented or even identified.

A study was completed by Patrick J. Byrd and Bruce M. Gansneder
on preparation of physical education teachers,as required under Pub-
lic Law 94-142. The purpose of the study was to assess the level, of

,preparedness of public school physical educators to meet physical edu-
cation requirethents of this law.,

The study included the knowledge of 26 conditions and the motor--
needs and tolerances of these conditions. The respondents generally
knew less about the motor needs anti tolerances than the nature and
cause of the conditions. Among the respondents, 65 percent rated their
formal training in physical education for the handicapped as poor
or very poor, while only 12 percent rated this training as good or very,
good.

I would like to review the' conclusion of this study as it indicates
conditions that have been apparent to me over the course of the past
few years through m involvement in the American Corrective Ther-
apy Association and the programs for the handicapped. The conclu-
sion is as follows:

These data suggest that in terms of formal training, special knowledge of
handicapping eonclitions and self evaluation of ability to perform various tasks
related to physical education programpring for handicapped f udents, many
physical education teachers in public schools of Virginia may no be adequately
prepared to provide motor experience for handicirpped Individuals as required
under Public Law 94-142. (liven the sampling techniques used injhis study,
fact that two -- thirds of Virginia public school physical educators were trained
out of state, and the implications of other studies which I quote, it is reasonable
to suggest that this general conclusion applies to other states.

Considering the results of this study, the requirements of Public Law 94-142,
and the needs of handicapped students, preservice, and more importantly in-
service. teacher training must increase its emphasis on providing pfiysical
educators with knowledge of handicapping Conditlops and appropriate program-
InIng competencies and skills. Although a broad range of handicap conditions
Mould be covered in such training, a considerable emphasis must be placed on
wnrkine with rc.t rdPfl atodents, the highest incident area, to be encountered by
the physical education teacher.

"
recently published study by Aloia, Knutson, Minner Seg-

gern reported that physical education teachers indicated their train-
ing, experience, and abilities were significantly lower in regard to the
physically handicapOd child. They believe that this response could
be the result of general lack of expOsure to the physical handicapped
child in the regular physical education class.

The issue of adequate professional preparation is not limited to
physical education as there is need for advanced education in prepar-
ing secondary school spacial educators to meet the needs of developing
youth with multiple handicaps whose adult life will require unique
services and special skills for coping with daily living, occupational
preparation, and psychosocial challenges.

159 :,
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The American Corretive Therapy Association has 'a unique history
of providing physical education sers ices.to our country's veterans
through the medical community of the Veterans' Administration. The

. intent of the founding fathers of Corrective therapy and the leadership
since. 1946 was that this service was not only valuable to meet an
urgent need for which it was organized; but that the service would be
re-tidily availeble to geriatric populations in nursing homes and domi-

'ciliaries. private .medical sector. sports medicine, and school age chil-
dren through adapted physical education in the public or private
schools. . ,

Corrective therapists hare been primarily employed in the Veterans'
Administration hospitals until recent years when there has been a
shift in the employment trend toward the public school system. Much
of the demand far corrective therapy services has been realized with
the advent of Public Law 94-112 which provided the funding to.
equalize educational o pri5?tunities for the handicapped student.

Corrective therapists were getting scattered recognition throughout
the Nation from special educators in the early 1970's as motor educa-
tion became a more prominent emphasis in the curriculum of the
special' education population. The need for specialized physical educa-
tion was augmented when public school systems became aware of the
student with multiple handCaps. including profound and severe
mental fetarclation.

A major misunderstanding that needed to be bridged by many cor-
rective therapy students wishing to enter the educational field was
explaining their background as physical education majors. Also, many
times a physical.education degree did not guarantee certification as
an educator in a particular State. This fact in itself has been a burden
to the in volveme t and recognition of corrective therapists as qualified
adapted physical ducatots throughout the 50 States.

It is my resole here today to.advise and recommend that the
stroidards set forth by the American Corrective Therapy Association
for certification in corrective therapy be included in the body of
Public Laxi 94-142. .

The current terms cited in section 121a.14(b) (2),j), special physi-
cal education, adapted physical education, moverrKnt education, and
motnr development lack uniform interpretation for professional prep-
aration ankhave an arbitrary value for expected' outcomes. Inclusion

,Of corrective therapy in this section would establish a reference to a,
uniform standard for professional preparation and performance corn-

- peteney for physical education services to the handicapped.
It is my strong belief that' we are not meeting the physical educa-

tion and developmental needs through the educational process in many
areas of our country due to lack of professional preparedness. Admin-
istrators in school systems, State department personnel, and compli-
ance officers need to be familiar with corrective therapy and what it
has.to offer the more-set iereTy handicapped populations in the public
school system/Withnut this proper reference, the mandated physical
education services will continue to be misunderstood and not properly
acknowledged. - .

I believe it is in our national Interest in implementing Public Law
9-142 that a discipline such as corrective therapy be recognized for

66-25 0 -81-11 100.



its contribution to the health and educational field and that we capital-
ize on this experience for odr school age population. nk you.

Mr. $i3c0N.- Thiink ybuTery much.
[Prepared statement, fc. follows:]

Parztszn firilmdiFirr or'b. Buz, Maori, Amatioszr Cosktecrrvi THeaxer
Assoczartorr/

My name is Bill Olson and I am the Executive Director of HO.me for Creative
Living, a community residential facility In Windom, -Minnesota. I am alko a
Certified Corrective Therapist and my, presence hereT-Is relevant to both concerns.
To focus imjnediately on my purpose as it related to this hearing and Public'
Law 94-142; I would like to gamma the needs for physical education services
for handicapped children in our public schools. The Federal Goternmeat has
appropriated substantial sums of money authorized under Public Law 94-142 to
provide equal educational opportunity for handicapped children.

This law has addressed the importance of physical, education in the total
mardmilum by mandating this service in the body of the law. Tile wisdom of this
mandate is empiricallY substantiated from myrpersonal experience in the develop-
ment and operation of a con:annuity residential facility for 4 multiple-handi-
capped children and youth. Also, my previous experience as an administrator
of a residential facility for adults for nine years and function as a Corrective
Therripist in a state hospital for three years has 'provided me with valuable
insight in my current capacity.

A primaeon6rn in developing the community residential facility was the
ability of the public school system to Meet the educational needs of this unique
population.

The Principal of the school was an active member on the facility's Advisory
Board and participated in all the admission screenings of residents being con-

' sidered for placement. He also took the initiative to visit several schools in the
state who were providing services for' multiply handicapped children. He observed
the schools had Corrective 'Therapists on their staff had that thiy were recog-
nized as a vital part of the total educational planning and programing. Based on
these findings, the p c school system hired five additional teachers, nine aides,
a speech and a PlayMMherapy consultant and a Corrective Therapist to operate
the adapted physicil education program. The value of the Corrective Therapist
on the staff is well documented in the individual education plans that have been
developed for the children over the .past three years. For example, this past
school year there were 258 goals written fosTrottldren from the comity resi-
dential facility and 181 of these goals were motor goals.

A sample of some of these goals are as follows, initiating transfer skills from
wheelchair, increase head control, increase weight bearing on arms, increase or
maintain range of motion, increase head and trunk control, improve reaching
skills, increase rolling skNa, increase positive responses- to vestibMir stimula-
tion, improve static balance, strengthen appropriate reflexes, increase relaxation,
increase sitting balance, increase mobility, improve gait pattern, increase mus-
cular strength and coordination, improve hand-eye coordination, and increase
skills leading-to independent ambulation. Over ,50 percent of the Individual
Education Plans were developed, implemented or supervised by the Corrective
Therapist and without an, adequately trained individual, much of the appropriate
education would not hate 'been implemented or.,aven identified.

In a study completed by Patrick J. Byrd and 1Bruce M. Garisneder on prepa-
ration of Physical education teachers as require/I' under Public Law 94-1,42, the
purpose of the study was to assess the level. of preparednes4 of public saw'
physical educators to meet physical education requirements of Ogs law. The
study included the knowledge.of 26 conditions and the motor needs and toler-
ances of these conditions. .The respondent generally knew less about the motor
needs and toteranceli than the nature and cause of the conditions. Among the
respondents, 86 percent rated thetr formal treining in physical education for the
handicapped as poor or very poor, while only 12 percent rated this training as
pod or very good. I would like to review the conclusion of this study as it init.
Cates. conditions that have been 'apparent to me over the course of the past few
years through my involvement in the American Corrective Therapy Association
and the programs for- the handicapped. The conclusion is as follows :
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"These data suggest that in terms of formal training, special knowledge of
handicapping conditions and self evaluation of ability to perform various tasks
related to physical education programing for handicapped students, many
physical education teachers in public schools of Virginia may not be adequately
prepttred to provide motor experience for handicapped individuals as required
under Public Law 94-142. Given the sampling technique used in this study, the
fad that two-thirds of Virginia public school physical educators were trained
out of state, and the implications of other studies Byrd. 1975. Ersing, 1974.
Frsing and Wheeler. 1071. Johnson. 1975. It is reasonable to suggest that this
general conclusion applies to other states.

Considering the results of this study, the requirements of Public Law 94-142,
and the needs of handicapped students, preservice and, more importantly, in-
service, teacher training must increase its emphasis on providing physical edu-
cators with knowledge of handicapping conditions and appropriate programing,
competencies and skills. Although a broad range of, handicap conditions should
be covered in such training, a considerable emphasis must be placed on working
with retarded students, the highest incident area to be encountered by the.phys-

Wel education teacher.
A recently published study by Alois, Knutson. Mintier and Von, Seggern re-

ported that physical education teachers indicated their training, experience, and
abilities were significantly lower in regards to the physically handicapped child.
They believe that this response could be the result of general lack1/4of exposure to
the physically handicapped child in the regular physical education class.

The issue of adequate professional preparation is not limited to pb'sical edu-
cation as there Is need for 'advanced education in preparing secondary school
special educators to meet the needs of develbping youth with multiple handicaps
whose adult life will require unique services and special skills for coping with
daily living. occupational preparation. and psychosocial challenges.

The American Corrective Therapy Association has a unique history of provid-
ing physical education services to our country's ieterans through the medical
community of the Veterans' Administration. The intent of the founding fathers of
corrective therapy and the leadership since 1946 was that this service was not
only valuable to meet an urgent need for which It was organized but that the
Service would be readily available to geriatric populations in nursing homes and
domiciliaries, private medical sector, sports _medicine and school age children
through adapted physical education in the public or private schools.

Corrective Therapists have been priniarily employed in the Veterans Admin-
istriition Hospitals until recent years when there has been a shift in the employ-ment trend towards the public of system. Much of the demand for corrective
therapy services has been r sized c th the advent of Public Law 94-142 which
provided the funding to alize cation opportunities for the handicapped
student.

Corrective Therapists we getting scattered recognition throughout the nation
from special educators in th early seventies as motor education became a more
prominent emphasis in the curriculum of the special education population. Tileneed for specialized physical education services was augmented when public
sehool systems became aware of the student with multiple handicaps, including
profound and severe mental retardation. A major misunderstanding that neededto be bridged by many eorrective therapy students wishing to enter the educa-tional field was explaining their background as physical education majors. Also,
many times a physical education degree did not guarantee certification as an, educator in the particular state.

This fact in itself has been a burden to the liwolvement and recognition ofeorrective therapists as qualified adapted physical educators throughout the 50states. It 18 my resolve here4oday to advise and recommend that the standardsset forth bv the American Corrective Therapy Association for certification inCorrective Therapy be Included in the hod of Public Law 94-142.
The currant terms cited in Section 121a 14(h) (2) (it), special physical educa-tion, adapted physical edneatinn, movement education, and motor development

lack imitorm interpretation for professional preparation and have an arbi-trary value tnr epected outcome Inclusion of corrective therapy in this Sectionwould establish a reference to a uniform standard forprofessional preparation
and performance competency for physical education services to the handicapped.

It is my strong belief that we are not meeting tke physical education and de-velopmental need through the educational process in many areas of our country
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due to lack of p Tonal preparedness. Administrators 1n school systems, state
department mrsonh and compliance officers need to be familiar with corrective
therapy andfthat ft as to offer the more severely handicapped population& in
the public school system. Without this proOr reference, the mandated physical
educatidn'services will continue to be misunderstood not properly acknowl-
edged. I believe it is in our national interest in imple nting 94-142 that a disci- .
pline such as corrective therapy be recognized for its contribution to the health
and educational field and that we capitalize on this experience for our school age
Population.

Bird, Patrick , and Gansne.der, Bruce M:, "Preparation' of Physical' Educa-'
don Teachers As Required ender Public Law 94-142." Exceptional Children,
Vol. 45 'So. 6, (Mar. 1977), Pp. 464-466

,Aloia, Gregory F., Knutson, Richard, Minner, Sam H., Von Seggern, ,Mary.
"Physical Education Teachers' Initial Perception of Handicapped Children."
Mental Retardation, Vol. 18 No. 8, (Apr. 1980), pp 85-87

Mr. SawN. Our final witness on this panel is Josephine Holzer.

STATEMERT OF JOSEPHINE HOLZER, PAST PRESIDENT,
ADVOCATES FOR THE 'HANDICAPPED

Ms. HOLZER. rdo have testimony that I prepared, but in the interest
of 'time I will not read it, except for the last part. I will simply state
that I am the parent of a physically handicapped child who is 14. She
has been physically handicapped with a progressive diseaseogince she
was 15 months old.

There are two major components to the special education system in
its chief Federal legislative package, Public Law 94 -142, that I would
like to discuss today. The first one is, implementation, compliance, or
enforcement: and the second is the due process hearing procedure.

On April 16. 1980. the Education Advocates Coalition published its
report on "Federal Compliance Activities to Implement the Education
for all Handicapped Children Act" (Public Law 94-142). Among the
,13-member agencies of the coalition is Chicago's Better Government
Association whose representative was not able to come today.

I wholly 'support the conclusions of this report. and I certainly
hope that the committee has a copy. Every parent I knovi who has had ,

access to it agrees with it. Their findings are in keeping with my own
experiences as a volunteer advocate. ' .

Of each of the 10-majofareas of noncompliance in the report. I havc
either ,personal experience or knowledge in our local district. our joint
cooperative, our State. with special referenCe to the ,Governor's Pun,
chased Care Review Boardor from the NEA panel hearings.

Mr. STMON, Let me ask you. When you say, "our local district,"
which local district are vou talkineabout?

Ms. HoLzr,a. A suburban district:
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.-
Ms. flot,.-4ER. The foul eonclusions about the Bureau of Education

for the Handicapped art. also in keeping kith my experiences., In-my
dealings as an advocate s it], BRIT. I to found that paper is their*
chief medium of Activity. In meeting with. State and Federal com-
pliance officers. the% hale been found by paper demands forms to fill
out. questions to b.e asked. itroeedures to follow, et. ceteraand 'have
scarcely been able to react fo or take in other information that was
prrrnted. These` well-intentioned people wefe so intent on looking for
eftain facts that they were unable to process other seemingly unre-

lated facts. Consequently. they only found what they were looking for.
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IiiBEEI- sponsored regional hearing on,Public Law 94-142 in wliich
",have participated, Many of the Federal and regional officers were

IR equippecr for the task at hand, oftentimes embarrassingly so. Some
cif them were simply not able to process the informatiri made available
to them in a coherent fashion, even for immediate feedback.

All too frequently these officials appeared to be so unfamiliar with
the basic issues and concerns of th ndfcapped that they were not
able to grasp the meaning or signi cance of isolated events as re-
counted to them by advocates or parents. .These officials are no unsympathetic. They do cart. They are not
insensitive. They do hal, e awareness. They are not, however, cap-
tthle of functioning as advocates'within the system for the benefit of the
handicapped consumer.. .,They do not have any depth of understanding
of the gut issues as exAmenced by the consumer.

As one'university professor is fond of saying to parents,
Those professionals are olil schoolthey do not understand the new school

thinking of Public Law 94-142, of. the bask rehabilitation philosophy, or of the
independent living concepts.

Having stated this as a problem, I am not sure I can suggest a solu-
tion. The basic problem as we see it is one of attitudinal bdrriers
among those very professionals who are supposed to be helping us.
The basic solution. then. must somehow improve attitudes, must be an
experimental process, aliving with the problemnot just knowing
someorie who i
solution must
experiencing t
else's shoes.

Overcomi

d not just sitting in a wheelchair for a day. The
volve an often painful and always difficult process.

e feelings and lives of another, walking in someone

i barriers will not be accomplished with a book, a covise,
a resou a credential. nut it will involve a living, breathing famili-
arity with the real-life people and the situations that they experience
on a daily. continuing basis.

Admittedly, the solution may not even be viable, but lives are at
stake. Whole families are suffering. Human potential is being wasted.
Somehow the consumer must be involved in the solution process, and
fot handicapped children that meant parents.

As the report states on page4,
No change in the legislation or the regulatNisw\is necessary. The key is a

commitment to implement Public Law 94-142 with effective enforcement by
responsible government agencies.

Co6mitment. hopefully based on awareness, belief, and a deep
understanding of the needs.

My comments on the second point are much sorter.
Until very recently I have counseled parents to avoid due process

'hearings and instead to try to work within the local system,, to arm
themselves with knowledge. a smile and a pleasant manner, and un-
ending patienee.,I have spoken arainst due process hearings to every
Federal official whose ear was available to me.

Although the regulations stipulate that the procedUre is not to be-
come adversarial, it always does. How could it not ? The two parties,
Have tried to work together and have failed. In fact, in some cases

. cOmmunication has entirely ceased between them. r
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I frequently give this example., A due process hearing is like a di-
vorce court, except that after thaledge has ruled on the issues and
sometimes even placed the blame. he then' tells the two parties,togo

', hack home and live ttogether. A very untenable situation.
'A ptotessiohal from the tniversity of Illinois has developed a med-

iation system which ,he offered to the Illinois Board of Education I
year ago, and there has been no response to his offer. His system is
very -appealing to me because it has an understanding of the inune-
dirt" of the human needs." In fact, it almost has fhe air of crisis.
counseling. ,

Tt would be an excellentinethod for avoiding a deepening of a small
misunderstanding or miscommunication. - Obviously mediation can-
not solve all the problems,but it certainly would improve some situa-
tions -by clearing the air and resolving petty issues that might other-
wise escalate into hearings. _ .

Forgive me for a personal example. On May '1. after 9 years of
iihilosophiCal differences, I riquested a due process hearing from my
local district. Since that time I lave -been asked to nithdraW my re-
quest. I have been the abject of personal innuendoes directly spoken to
me by the local supeiiiitendent, and I hive had the local director of
special education' refuse to administer liny tests tb my child': . . .

At this moment in my district there is a small private meeting.
which was 6, have attended. We are, preparing documents against
the locM systtm together. In southern Illinois 'there are 22,pirents
who have filed for separate hearings against one -locil 'district due to
its refusal to serve their children.

How ang, gentlemen, must these parentsmust our childrensuffer %
at the hands of professionals with the "white coat, white hat' syn-

*.droine? How long?
I would like to urge each of yOu to irchase and read the latest book

from the Carnegie Council on Child en, "The Unexpected. Minority:
Handicapped Children in America." It states the tvoblems'from the
cpnsumer s point of view far more carefully than I am capable of
oind'g.-
Before linish.- I would like to comment on some of the previous

testimony: I would' particularly like to support staternents,,of Des.
.Tardins, Fisher, Cotter, Rodgers, and Olson.

Iii regar to psychiatiic counseling, I would like to urae one cau-.
tionary no Psychiatric counseling is certainly necessary for many. It

,i., espefia y necessary when people,iire under stress due to ihandi-
. capping situation. A owevor. it should be avoided atItlelleosts when it

is an effort to get the handicapped indiVidual to adjust'to the able
bodied individual's view of life. That is unacceptable. It is tried on i
a daily basis in sckool districts. ...

The second point I wanted to make was to refer for an_editorial in
the Walt Street Journal on May 9,,, 1980, called Mandate Macinedsg,
which is a typical example. of another point of view, MY organization
answered the letter. I don't know if it has been printed yet. I hope that
it will be`either this weeleor next week. .There are many paints in that' that are bisically erroneous. First ofillhe, refers to 94-142. and then, talks about crippled- Children as
though that were the majmity of the cases, which is absolutely untrue,

. It is a very misinformedpiece of opinion. . ..
,-.
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I would like to support very strongly the statements about discrim-
inatory testing. As a member of the NEA panel, we held hearings in
three separate States, and it occurred in every single one of the States.

There is a study report that the NEA produced. It is available
from the Teachers' Rights Division for $3.50. They have 15 volumes.
of. testimony which

is
might be interested in diacuSsi;ugh Mrs.

Martha Ware, who is an attorneyth the Teachers* Ri
in Washington.

'vision
1

I would also like to support Mrs. Cotter's commend about
/voca-

tional education. I have a friend who. is in a due piocess hearing right
now for her 17-year-old son who has cerebral palsy. As she under-
stands it, it is the first due process hearing iiNthis State on vocational
education issues. _ °

My last comment is about Mr. Olson'i adaptive PE. My daughter'
who is physically handicapped had that in her IEP for several years.
This year. I requested in the IEP conference that she be removed
from the class because I felt that it was not serving any good end.
The teacher applaud" at. The teacher, of the adaptive, PE class
felt that she did n. g,in there. His attitudes were strictly those
of an able-bodied dividual, and the remarkable thing was that he
grew up with a sis, r who was physically handicapped. '

spoke to the sit erintendent of our district about it, who had a
behavior contract written between that teacher and my daughter.

here were five points in the teacher's contract, and there was one on
ughter's side. Thank you very -much for the opportunityl

The prepared statement of Josephine Hol.ztr follows:]
.i)

PRSPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPHINE, HOLZER, PAST PRESIDENT, ADVOCATU FOR THE
.. HANDICAPPED

My name 4s Josephine Holzer. I am the past President of Advocates for the
Handicapped, a non-profit tax-exempt corporation, caandicappell adults, par-
ents oT handicapped children, and professionals and' volunteers concerned
about the rights of handicapped individuals. My youngest daughter who is 14
years old is physically handicapped du to an exceedingly rare metabolic dis-
order that has. since,she was 15 old, c used her skeletal muscles to
ossify progressively' with the concomitan nIt loss of joint mobility.

Always an active volunteer, I have for st seven yeafs restricted my -.
volunteer aetivitig04 to those which vs ould benefi e handicapped community.
in so doing I have ,,been greatly enriched and ga road knowledge and
experiences far beyond my experience as the parent of a p sically handicapped
child Among other things I have been a board member o he Neal affiliate of
the Association for children with Learning Disabilities, a ember Af.the Gov-
ernor's Committee on the Handicapped (until it was disbanded) ; an observer
at the White House Conference on Handicapped Individuals, one of two parents
on a panel for the National Education Association that held .hearings in three
Mat& on the implementation of Public Law 94-142, a jildge for two years for
the Miss Wheelchair Chicago contest, a member of the Education Committee of
Adfocates for the Handicapped, a member of the Edudational Finance of the
Illinois League of Women Voters. As a delegate to the up-coming White House
Conference on Families. I shall represent the concerns., of the handicapped com-
munity. As Editor or ADVOCATOR, the newsletter of Advocates for the Handi-
capped. I Mat material relevant to the problems, issues, resources, meetings,
etc of interest to the handicapped community, especially in the area of special
education. .There are two major components of the medal education system and its chief
federal legislative package, Public Law 94-142, that I Would like to discuss
today ' (1) implementation, compliance, or enforcement; and (2) the due process .
hearing procedure. .

.\
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Uu,April ill, 1980, the Education-Advocates Coalition published its report ou
Federal Compliance Activities to Implement the Education for All Handicapped '

Children Act (Public Law 94-142). Among the thirteen member agencies of the
# coalition is Chicago's Better Government Association. I wholly support the

vooduslons or this reportand so does every parent I know who has had,accesit
to it. Their findings are in keeping with my own experiences as a volunteer advo-
rate. Of each of the ten Major areas of noncompliance cited in the Report, ',I have
either personal experience or knowledge in our local district, our joint co-opera-
(11'e. our state (especially the Governor's Purchaied Care Review Boa 'd), or
from the N.E.A. panel hearings: The four conclusions about the Bureau of ' uca-
tion`for the Handicapped are also in keeping with my experiences.

In my dealings as an advocate with BEH, I too found that paper is th r'chief,
medium of activity, In meetings with state and federal compliance office 4they
tiar'e been bound by paper demandsforms to fill out, quobtions to be atik , pro-

.- . ce ares to follow, etc.and have scarcely been able to rent to or take i other
1 ormation that was presented. These well-inteutif "people Were so in ent on

' 1 oking for certain facts that they were Unable to pr e
.1 ted facts. Consequently they only found what the were looking for. In BE-

other, seemingly unre-
II,

nsored regional hearings on Public Lev 94-142 in.whIch I have participated.
many of th,e federal and regional officers were ill-equipped for the task a hand,

,
oftentimes embarrassingly so. Some of them were simply not able to proCess the
1hf.,rn,atior. made available to them in ..) cOherent fashioneven for im ediat,e
feedback.

All too frequantjy 'these officials appred to be so unfamiliar with the basic
Issues and concerns of the handicapped that' they were not able to grasp the
meaning or significance of isolated events. as recounted to them by advOCates or
parents. These officials are not unsympatheticthey do care. They are not insen-
sitive they do have some awareness. They are not, however. capable,,Of tune.
tioning as advocates within the system for the benefit of the handicapped'con-
sutner. They do not have any depth of understanding of the gut issues as

parents,by the consumer, As one university professor is fohd of saying to rlarents,
"Those professionalsare 'old school' they du not.undprstand the 'new school'
thinking of Public Law 94-142. of the basic rehabilitation philosophy, or f inde-
pendent living concepts."

Having stated the problem. I am not sure I can suggest a solution fbr you.
Theasic problem pi we see it is one of attitudinal barriers among thoSe very
professionals who are supposed to be helping us! The basic solution the must
somehow Improve attitudes, must be an periential process. a livfng w th the
problemnot just "knowing someone who tt ..." and not just sitting libta wheel-
chair for a day. The solution must invo an often painful and always tifficult
processexperiencing the feelings and I s of another, walking in someon else's
shoesOvercoming the barrie will be accomplished with a book. a Bourse,
a resource, a credentialbut nvolve a living, breathing familiari with
the real-life people and the situations that they experience on a daily, con Inning
basis. Admittedly. the solution d. Someh w the

ay not even he viable. but lives are at take
whole families are suffering7zhuman potential is being waste
consumer must be involved hi the solution processand for-handicapped c ildren
that means parents.

As the Report states on p. 4. "So change in the legislation or the rezu ations
is necessary:The key is a commitment to implement Public Law 94-14 with
effective enforcement by responsible/governmental agencies," Commitment
hopefully based in awareness, belief. trnd a deep understanding of the needs.

My comments on the second point are much shorter Until very recently I have
counseled parents to avoid (Inc process hearings and instead to try t work
withinjhe local system. to arm-themselves with knowledge. a smile and pl nsant

("I

mannetand unending patience. I have spoken against due process hearings to
every federal official whose ear was available to me. Although the retrulations
stipulate that the procedure is not to hecome adversarial, it alWays does How
could it not? The two parties have tried to work together and have failed : in

fact. in some cages eommnnication has entirmy ceased between them. T frequent-
ly give this example : a due process hearing is like a divorce courtexcept that.
after the judge has ruled 'on the issues and sometimes, even placed the blame

,he then tells the two parties to go hack home anfl live together! A vernuntenahle '
sitnatibn. , (

A professor-from the University of Illinoilt has developed a mediation system
which he offered to the Illinois Board pf Education one year agoOld there

167 =,
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has been no response to his offer. His system is very appealing to we because it
has an understanding of the immediacy of the human needsin fact, it almbst
has the air of crisis counselling. It would be an excellent melhod for avoiding
a deepening of a small misunderstanding or miscommtinfttion. Obviously
mediation cannot solve all the probletfis, but it certainly would improve some
situations by cfearing the air and resolving petty issues that might otherwise
escalate into bearings.

Forgive me for a personal example on May lst after nine years of philosophical
differences, I requested a due process heating from my local district. Since that
time I have been asked to withdraw my request, I h-atedbeen ihnbjeet of per-
sonal innunendos directly spoken to me by the local Superintendent, and I have
had the local Director of Special Education refuse to administer any tests to
my child, At this moment in my district there is a small private meeting of
parents (which I was to have attended). We are preparing documents against
the local systemtogether And in southern Illinois there are 22 parents who
have tiled for separate hearings against one local district due to its refusal to

. serve their children.
How long. gentlemen. must these parentsmust our childrensuffer at the

hands of professionals with the "white coat, white hat" syndrome? How long?
I 411 all end by urging each of you to purchase and read the latest book from
Carnegie Council on Children "The Unexpected Minority. Handicapped Chil-
dren in America." $17.95, Harcourt Brace. 1980.

'Thank you for hearing me thank you for all of, our children and
Manic you for all of the suffering parents.

Mr. SIMoN. Thank you 'very much for your testimony.
Mrs. Cottei 1ou referred to hearing officers: you are obviously dis

satisfied with the people who are named as hearing officers.
Mrs. Co'rrEa. Yon could say that.
`Mr. Sulu`. I would be interested in your response, and the response

of any others on the panel who may have had an experience.
Mrs. Corm. According to information we had this past year othe

85 certified hearing officers in Illinois, 2 are parents: It is very hard to
select a hearing officer. I know that the procedures differ in the various
States. For example, in Virginia the only requirement is that he be a
lawyer. In Illinois, thi, hearing officer attends a training period, and
he has to ha% c certain requirements, degrees, or this and that. But most
of the time they are special education people. They certainly have to
have the special education background. So that in itself precludes any
chance of impartiality.

When parents ask how we choose a hearing officer, because when the
parent is given the name of the hearing officer there is a small summary
written as to his credentials. and what he is doing now, and what he
has been doing. But at the same time it really does not tell you
anything.

We would like to know how has this person served the clients that
he was representing, or that he was listening to, you might say. There
ig never any feedback. or there is ho way of obtaining any, in formation
We find this very disconcerting, such as the hearing that is taking
place this week with the vocational education people.

Mr. SrMoN. Are there others who have had any experience'
Mrs. HOLZER. I would just like to say that in our hearing, the five

officers that we were given toshoose from, not one of them has dealt
with then physically handicapped.°

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Rodgers, your son is now 17, as I read this. Is that
correct ? °

Mr. Ronoins. Right.
Mr. SixoN. Henry Horner' is a State facility if I remember

correctly.

4. AEI
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Mr. RODGERS. Correct.
Mrt SrmoN. Is he receiving trainingor assittante there?
Mr. Rowans. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. But from your viewpoint it is not the kind of assistance

that he needs.
tfr. RODGERS. It is"not the appropriate placement that the board of

education agreed on, and that we concurred with also. The idea is
finances.

Mr. Snqz. The board of education said that they could not do it be-
Cause Of finances; is that it?

Mr. RODGERS. Before you can place your son, or any individual, they
have to know how this is going to be funded. Although the board of
education acknowledges that this is the only appropriate placement for
him, they will only pay w number of dollars.

Mr. Srmmr. I don't mean to be asking questions that you would
rather not answer. If I get too personal, please don't hesitate to decline.
*hat kind of costs are we talking about here?

.Mr. RODGERS. We are talking about a cost of approximately 2,500 a
month total package against $500 or $550 verbally offered by th board
of education. They-do not want to document this.

I do have this matter before FLEW-and the Civil Rights. They will
look at it, and they will tell you, "You are right." But there is no com-
pliance with the law.

As I said before, Mary Utter was my teacher at a due process hear-
ing class. They were -so obviously wrong in this particular case that
they preferred not to go the due process route. We had the staffing, and
they accepted all of it. In this case, they said that it.was a very bad vio-
lation, but the Governor's Purchased Care Review Board, like Mrs.
Cotter and many people in the State of Illinois know, seems to be the
stumbling block. They just will not comply with the law.

Mr. SIMON. You are talking about roughly a $2,000 per month dis-
parity between what the need is and what they will Pay.

Mr. RODGERS. Correct.
Mr. SIMON. You are feeling strongly that the schooling that could be

offered in Texas, as I recall, would provide your son an opportunity
that he simply is not getting at the present time.

Mr. Ronorns. When you are the parent of a child who needs the serv-
ices of residential placement, it is not very easy to accept placing your
child away from home. Even though we know qiat it is the best thing
for him, you always like to havayour.kid with you. Even at holidays
he might not be home with you._Thts does no come easy. It comes over
a period of a couple of years, with tht hospital care during the crisis,
and there will be some adjustment to t 'his. With the special education
classes in reading he would raise his reading level.

But when you are living with the problem, and you are experiencing
the high telephone bills, your time out from work, .your rental cars
when you don't- own an automobile. your getting around a city or a
State going to the Wilson, talking to very determined and educated
people who want -to help and do. help you. Then when the board of
education.here says. "You are right." you have won a hollow victory
because there is still. in fact. no compliance.-

My boy right now, at the present time, instead of being at the State
facility, should be in Brown and getting the proper treatmenthe needs,.\

-
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4%
Mr. Snow. Again, I' don't want to get personal, but sometimes we

can. persuade our colleagues in individual cases, where statistics don't
mee4 anythin You earn roughly how much a year?

Aftr- ..$22,000. ,

Mr. SIMON. Simply putting your 'son in this facility will take
roughly $30,000 a year.

, Mr. Rol:Guts. Between $24;000 and $30,000 minimum.
Mr. SIMoN. Yes.
Mr. Olson, you refer to standards set forth by the Ainerican Correc-

tive Therapy Association. I don't know whether we have those. Could
you send those to us.

-* Mr. Oisos. I have copies with me.
One thing that has been mentioned several times during the hemming

is related services. and the people in the Bureau of...Education for the
Handicapped does cover corrective therapy services under related
services. My concern is that corrective therapy, although it is called -a
therapy and often thought of as a medical service, is, really, an edu-
cational service. Our whole background is education.

I think we are missing a valuable opportunity across the country
not to utlize correcti% e therapists who graduate with a B.A. degree,
which is usually a 5-year program because it requires dual credential-
ing, and being certified by the American Therapy Association, and also

icredentialing in their particular State in education.
I feel that currently we don't have anything to relate to as far as a

quality physical education program. It would be very easy to amend
the law and to insert corrective therapy along with the adaptive physi-
cal education specialty. motor specialists, and so forth. This would
give us something to identify as a standard, and thafwould not negate
the other specialties.

fr. Sums. If (you can provide us with four copies of those stand-
ards , we would appreciate it.

Mr. °Lao:J. I will.
Mr. SIMON. You mention at the bottom of page 3 the lack of ability

of PE teachers. but this is based on studies that were all made prior
to the'passage of 94-142. Has the situation improved ? Obviously, from
what you are saying, it has not improved enough. But is the situation
improving in physical education training in the schools at the present
time?

Mr. OLsoN. I think across the Nation we are finding some univer-
sities that are _providing better curriculum in adaptive physical edu-

- cation, bid it is scattered and there is no uniform standa?d, so that
* you can go from one State to the next, or even within a State.

You Will find that one university is utting out an adaptive physical
educator with perhaps a three-credit urse in adaptive physical edu-
cation,.whereas compared to the Ain 'can tire therapy stand-
rithere are about 18 specific quarter' i in adaptive physical edu-
cation required.

This is one of the problems. We don't have an' uniformity across
the Nation. I know the programs for the handicapped under Dr.
Julian Stein has been concerned about this. At one time I proposed a
grant to study this lack of uniform standardization in physical
education.
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The hig thing is, the type of child I am serving in the residential
facilities is the backward child, the child who was in the back ward of
the institution just a few years ago; and still in many parts of the
country are in the back ward of the institutions.

They are the nonambulatory, multihandicapped. severely mentally
retarded child. These- children need someone with a little more ex-
pertise than the average physical educator.. or adaptive physical
educator.

The beauty of it is that it is a related service like OT or PT. You
are not bringing in a medical adjunctive service when you talk about a
corrective therapist. He is an educator.

Mr. SmoN. 0 .

Mrs. Holzer. y u referred to a professor at the 'University of Illinois
who has devel ed a mediation system. What is the name of that
professor? .

Mrs. HoLzsn. I have a copy of it.
Mr. SIMON. Good. ,

6

Mrs. Ilorzra. I did n a.trot k him if I'couhrbring it. but I am sure that
he will not Mind.

-Mr. Srmbx. Thank you very much.
You talk about southern Illinois. and you say that in southern

Illinois there are 22 parents in one district: what district is that?
Mrs. Ffoura. I don't know.
Mrs. COTTER. It is Peoria. '17-ley are LD students.
Mr. SIMON. That did not .seem like southern Illinois.
Mrs. HoLziat. I am sorry. I come from Virginia, and I get all

mixed up. /Mrs.Carrell. Sixty LI) st,hderits were refused diplomas last week
because they could not passthe minimum competency test, although
they had ei}ough high school credits to graduate. We all know that
LD students cannot pass tests. Anyhow, they were denied diplomas.

Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Holzer, obvi6usly from your statement, both
formal and informal comments, you have' been following the scene
fairly cl.sely.

Mrs. HOLZER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. You heard Jiian First just before you.
Mrs. TTOLZER. Yes.
Mr. Stmow. Do you have any comments on what she points out as

a real problem of racial bias in some of the placement?
Mrs. Hor,zsa. In California it also includes Hispanics. Chic4os.,

Latinos. Out there they usually say. Chicano.
The panel was in Savannah, Ga.. where it is a real problem; in

Des Moines. Iowa. where it is ouite as much of a prolleffi, but still
is a statistical fact: and in California whdre it is also a very severe
problem. She states it quite accurately. ,r

The lady who has done the research that Rie referred to is'also dis-
cussed in the NEA panel report as a viable option to the regular IQ
tests.

Mr. Stmo.N. Are there any questions from any member of the staff?
We thank you very much for excellent testimony, an we appre-

ciate ly.onr contribution very much..
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Finally, we have a. panel of three. They are not on our formal
kgenda. Shander, Key to Help for Handicapped., Children;
Mr. William Plekavic, who is a parent representing the United Serv-
ices for Autisfic; and Patricia Emmerich, a parent who is legislative
chairperson for Children's Mental Health Coalition.

Again. I don't mean to be cutting anyone short, but we have some
time problems here. So if you can keep your statements brief, it will
be helpful.

STATEMENT OF JULIE sHArbra, KEY TO HELP FOR
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Mrs:SHAN-mu. My name is Julie Shander, and I am the parent of
a 21,4-year-old, daughter with hydrocephalus, and physical develop-
ment delay and motor delay. I am just starting into this process. She
has been in a private preschool for. 2 year's for

read
therapy.

I havea statement, but I am not going to read it. I am just going to
make two comments. I leel that school districts are priding th arnstives
on a very low ratio ofdue process hearings. I feel that this is only
because they are not informing parents of their rights.

You go into your local school district office, and you ask them
questions. Nobody seems able to answer your questions. I finally sent
to Springfield, Ill., and got a copy of the rules and regulations which
T read from cover to cover, and found that it was just terrific. But like
everyone has said. school districts are.not complying at all.

I think tntrents are finding out more information from parent
groups, and speaking with other parents. Our organization covers
4 co-ops and 46 school districts in south suburbi Chicago. I am not
going to go through all of our problems, some o em are listed in my
statement.
- I think that school districts are just not informing school districts
of their rights at all. I think they feel that if they tell us what we
have the right to know and the services that,are available, we are go-
ing to be asking for more.

I' thinkithat in the long run there are going to be more due process
hearings because of the simple fact that they cannot let us as parents
realize the services that are available.

Also. just one more thing. I do feel that parent:Input should be en-
couraged. I know that it is mandatory, but here again when we go to
the school districts, parent input just seems to have no significance
whatsoever in the IEP staffing meetings.

We just had a staffing meeting the other day, ttnd out of the four
therapists that did an evaluation of her, she screamed and cried
thrOugh all of them. Their evaluation was based only on what I told
them she was able to do. yet when I sat down and tried to tell the
school disthct what I wanted for her, it was just brushed off as it were
not important.

A parent is the only person who knows their child. We know more
about them than any educator couldpossibly know.

Thank you.'
[The prepared statement of Julie tShander follows:]
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PREPARED STATE-11M' OF JULIE SI/ANDER, HET To lamp FOR
HANDICAPPED CHe-DREN

My name is Julie Shander. I am the parent of a 2% year old danghter with
hydrocephalus, physical development delay and motor delay. I also represent
Key To Help For Handicapped Children. a parent support organization. Key To
Help For Handicapped Children Is an col-gar-ligation dedicated to assisting parents
of hanclicapped'children in obtaining all of the educational opportunities that
their children need. Our goals are educate the parents as to their legal rights, _
assist in the plan for and development of the suitable educational programs
for their child, an assisting parents to deal with schooT districts and special
educational person el Because parents ofteri.feel inadequate at these meetings.
it is our purpose to 1p parents be thoroughly prepared for any and all meetings
and staffings by gi g them a good working knowledge of applicable laws and
procedures. Our o ization covers four cooperatives and forty-six school
districts.

Our main area of culties are :
A. Lack of information.
B: Inaccurate information.
C. Transferring children from parent-infant to early childhood programs.
D. Summer programs.
E. Children with birthdays that fall in the summer months.

A. d B. Lack of information and inaccurate .inforntatiom
School districts and educational personnel are not providing parents with all

the information they need to adequately program for their childrens best
educational needs. Many parents are unaware of services and programs
they are entitled to because school officials chose not to inform them. Frequently.
4en parents question statements made by school personnel. the parents are
given.false information i.e., (1) a parent not wanting to sign for a psychological
case study evaluation the school representative informed the parents the
test was mandatory and itthey did not sign the request their child would not
be placed in a special education program (2) parents were in disagreement
with school representatives as to the classifications placed on their child
(multiply handicapped, physically handicapped. learning disabled) and the
school representative told.them if they not agree to these labels other labels
more 'severe such as mentally educable,. would then be used , (3) parents are
accused by school representatives of b 1ng 'bad" parents and that it is the fault
of the parents that their child is like he/she is. The list could go on and on but
for the sake of brevity I will go on to other areas.
C. 7i=andfcfring children from parent-infant to early childhood program,"

Since Public Law 94-142 became law it requires school dish-lets be respon-
sible for children from ages three through twenty-one. In most larger metro-
politan areas there have been private parent-infant and early childhood pro-
gratns in existence for twenty years or more. Many private programs have served
as models for public programs. Yet, these private programs that are certified
and licensed by the state and federal governments are now being made to take/ second and third seat to public programs. Tliese private programs are com-
parable an often offer' more FA] pportl ve services to those parents who must

to the Acsknsibilities of being the parents of a special child.
D. Summer programs -

Summer programs are a major stumbling block for our scliool districts budgets.
Adjustments and getting bug: into the swing of things are difficult tasks for
all us at any age. but for a handicapped child they can be almost insurmount-
able. A hree month interruption of physical therapy. occupational therapy, and
speech t rapy can cause our special children a sizable setback.
E. Children th,btrthdays that fall in the summer month,"

Due to the ul-se of nature soi:Ce children have the misfortun4 of being born
in the months of June, July. and August. The child who turns three years of
age during these months are held in limbo for special educational programa.
School district personnel tE11 us their budgets are set up months in advance
and do not allow for these children to be placed or staffed until the September
after their third birthday.
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In closing I would like to make five recommendations:
1 Because most schlol district personnel are neither voluntarily nor adequately

informing parents of services and legal rights, we feel independent parent support
organizations be funded by the state and federal governments.

2 Private early childhood programs be givezi first consideration to those
children who have already been in private parent-Infant programs.

3 Summer programs be mandatory for those children who desperKttelY need
the continuity of such programs to prevent regressions.

4 School districts be mandated to staff those students whose birthday fall in
the summer months, the seyzester before their third birthday.

5 Parent input and infurnuttion have a greater importance in staffings, multi-
disciplinary and I.E.P. meetings..

Mr. SI310ti. Thank you very much.
Mr. Plekavic.

STATENEY11. OF WILLIAM PT:Fir A VIC, UNITED =was FOE
AUTISTIC

Mr. PLEK _WIC. I would like to make one opening.comment about
what the profe.....ionai. that I did hear speak earl:A.1x said in addition
to other comments that I will make. I will keep them as brief as
pos,L i bl e

Not once did the other professionals :ray. "We need money to give
thes.e kid, what the) wed." They only said, "We need money to meet
Public Law 9-1-14." You will liavt to forgive me if I get a little bit,'
emotional. but I am the father of fitistic twins that are 6-years-old.

If they were really intent ,on talking of the children, then they would
hate been ,aving. "We are just meeting the law. We have to go past
meeting the law. jet's give the kid what they need." Their only com-
plaint «a, with the law. and that Is what they want the money for.
If they were really interested-in the children, they would be interested
in their needs. and not just what the law says.

Now. I will go Nick to making sense.

PRESCRIPTIVE PROGRAMNIA

We recognize that nog -,that public school are mandated to educate
our children, the nature of their disease has not changed. They are
still in need of medical diagnosis and treatment. As supported by
their IF,P. they should receive indirklual. specialized tieatmentac-
cording to their needs.

Our experience ,howl that programs for the autistic tend to ad-
vance one modality only. to the exclusion of all others, forcing chil-
dren to be shaped to meet the needs of the program, rather than the
program meeting the needs of the individual child.

It is our contention that because there is no single modality which
has been proven to be universall3 successful. parents should fe made
aware of all available modalities. with their inherent benefits and
side effects,Tehe parent should Then have the right to choose that
treatment plan he deems most appropriate for his child.

At the present time. most educational programs evangelize one
modality and the child becomes a hostage to that one modality, with
all options effectively denied to him. I had a hearing, and I have not
submitted the hearing decision because I wanted to edit things out,
names and such. I will be forwarding it to you.

1 74
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4. Mr, SrmoN. That will be entered in the record along, with the
statement.

All of your statements will be eiltered in the record, too.
Mr. PLEKAVIC. I would like to add a few things.
My wife and I have autistic twins. It took us over a year to get a

proper diagnosis that they are autistic, When we finally did, we put
them in an SMA program in a co-op. which is on the south 'side of

. Chicago.
They had an overall program for atic children. What they did

was to take our children and throw them into that program, and
say, "The child has to fit the program, and not the program to fit
the child,- which is an IEP. So their IEP was really useless.

We have been going to therapy for 2 to 3 years. We found the
program that the children were in was conflicting with the therapy
that we had. As far as the correctness of our therapy, we had a
number of 7-day professionals with impeccable credentials and our
approach seemed the most appropriate fol the children.

We had a disagreement with the school district in conjunction with
the co-op. To give an example of staffing, they had 10 to 12 people,
and my wife and I trying% to make input against 10 to 12 people
against us. There was no way. So we had a hearing. We took the
children out of school because we found their program to lie in con-
flict with their therapy program as it existed, and as is ongoing. We
participate in the therapy ourselves, my wife and I.

We took the children out of school because we personally felt that
'it was damaging to the children to have the two approaches. They had
been in school since August of 1979.

There was some violation there, but we felt that to keep them in that
program. and to put them in that school would be too much of a con-
flict, and we. would find regression. which we could see, and other
problems..

We had it hearing, and the hearing has been completed as of May of
1980. We essentially got 75 to RO,percent of what we requested, in con-
junction with our therapy, to be used.

At the present time the sch 1 district is appealing the decision. We
think thev are appealing'the t ecisio ut we hale not been utiked,
antithis is ON er the 15 days wh is to rules and regular-trills with-
in which we has? to be noti k they are appealing past the
deadline, which they have not e% en no ed us in writing if they are or
not.

Mr. SIMoN. What school district do you live in ?
Mr. PLEicAvic, School District 132.
Mr. Simms ich is where?
Mr. ITtni-oty,rc. t is right next to the city of Chicago. It is 1 mile,-

outside of the city o Chicago.
Mr. Sthos. In whici direction.
Mr. PLEKANIC. The south side.
We had an attorney at the hearing, and the same attorney says that

with the law and the regulations as they art, there is really no enforce-
ment pros ision in them. You win the hearing. but there are no teeth

. in it to force the school districts to comply with the hearing.
I don't kno how long T am going to be doing this because I still

have got them t of school. I can't put them in that school program

p
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as it is, and that is the only program that exists for us on the south
side. We intend to send them away.

It is not the greatest thing to send your children away. I have read
studies where the longer a child is 'away from a person irft an institu-
tion, the less parental involvement there is, and after a while it just
drops off entirely. I am not about to see my children being institution-

,

Right now Public Law 94-142 is my children's only protection be-
cause of the input that parents have, and at least their rights are there.
We need some teeth in that law to enforce our righ s I said, the
administrators are not really concerned with the chil ren. If they
were, they would havebeen talking in a different fashion, in a. different
manner.

If it were npt for me and my wife as parents, I don't know what
they would be receiving. I will say that thereMay be a few good admin-
istrators out there, bull,' cannot say for sure. The only protection my
childr,en have are their parents. me and my wife, and other parents
who protect the rights ur their children. to receive what is appropriate
and what is practical.

When they talk about costs and backlash, let them come and live
with me and my situation. They will never complain about the cost.

This is all I have got to say.
[The prepared statement of William Plekavic follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM PLEKAVIC, UNTIED SERVICES FOR AUTISTIC

Prior to Public Law 94-142 the denial of community based education to autistic
children led to the eventual banishment of the child from the community into
institutional care. The rational given for the denial 4 educational servicewas
that these children were too severe and required clinical settings so that they
could secure 24 hour programming with prescriptive trgatment The fact is, we
all know that this rationale was hypocrisy in its highest-form, All that was really
accomplished was to remove the child from the community and warehouse the
individual for the remainder of his life.

Autistic families look to 94-142 for the beginning of the end of this proctess.
With the DeAnstitutiotralhation Act. 94-603. autistic families can look to main-
taining the child in.tbe home and the natural community.

The lack of knowledge about autism was one of the problems posed for not
providing educational services ; also the low incidence made it difficult to prop-
erly group children by age and functioning level.

It is obvious that the intent of 94-142 was to place the responsibility for the
education of autistic individuals on the public schools. The intent of 94-142 was

for the states and local school districts to developyrtripthpriate programs to meet
the complexities of this problem. Our criticism at his tim0s, that after 5 years
of having this mandate, we find that the State of 'Illinois and the school districts
have not accepted the challenge and are reverting back to administrative and
bureaucratic tactics to avoid the r4sponsibilities for appropriate programs.

The following are specific areas of concern to all parents:
Preacriptive programing -

We recogniz4 that now that public schools are mandated to educa4e/o.ur chil-
dren, the nature of their disease has not changed. They tire still in need of
medical diagnosis and treatment; as supported by their IEP. they should receive
individual. specialized, treatment according to their needs Our experience shows
.that programs for the autistic tend to advance one modality only. to the exclu-
sion of all offlers. forcing children to be shaped to meet the needs of the prograTi
rather than the program meeting the meeds'of the individual child.

Tt is our contention tUat because there is no one single modality which has
been proven to he universally successful. parents should be made aware of all
available molaUties, with their inherent benefits and side effects. The parent
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ooze that treatment plan he deems most appro-43should then hwve the right to eh
priate for hiri child.

At the present time, most ed
the child becomes a hosttge,to
denied to him. We submi y
report. Plekavic vs. BMA.

tional programs evangelize one modality and
at one,modality, with all options effectively
evidence of this in our due process hearing

ATE Zir, REGIONAL PLANS

Autism has a low incidence. It is academic whether or not autistic programs
are administered by local or regional educational agencies, what is obvious is
that local special education cooperatives do not have adequate population to
provide disciplines such as occupational therapy, speech therapy, physical therapy,
etc., that may be required for an individual plan. Therefore, it is incumbent upon
the Illinois qpice of Education (IOE) to bring into being the necessary stipporli
services to:

(1) train teachets and therapists in all effective techniques of educating
autistic children.

(2) to develop a yarlety of educational plans and bring about a statewidtplan,
so that the total resources of our university and mental health departments could
work together to bring about a comprehensive plan.

EXTENDED DAY

Ironically, with the advent of 94-142, 24 hour custodial care, previously Justi-
fled, is no longer available to the child , now we parents have to struggle and fight
to secure 6 hours of service a day. We must deal with administrators who dis-
regard the severity of the problem and expect autistic families to adapt to the
same schedules given normal children. 'A child that is institutionalized costs the
taxpayer $120 a day , it is not unreasonable that parents demand as many hours
of programming as our children need. The Armstrong versus Kline decision sup-
ports our position of a full year program with an el-tended day. Therefore, we
feel that Congress should define the school year for the severely and profoundly
handicapped as a minimum of 50 weeks, with programming during vacations and
with an extended day. Rememberautism does not take a holiday. This type of
intensive is the best alternative to institutionalizittion.

In closing we fear that it is the tactic of many school districts to revert back
to non-categerial programming which statistically brings the autistic child into
the minority of,the total special education population. It allows khool districts

$o singularly isolate one child and accelerates the institutionalization of that
child. This is a statistical ploy often used to dispose of difficult children , in this
way they keep the population disseminated.

It is for this reason that we,,feel the absolute need for a specialized program
with highly trained individuals. We also believe that we can mainstream out'
children into normal'settings and bring about a normal and therapeutic environ-
ment for them.

We, the parents of United Services for the Autistic, who are committed to
mainstreaming our children at home, have proven

(1) That we can maintain the autistic child in the home and, with the support
of a rood school program, can bring about dthmatic improvement in their indi
vidual development. The natural homerthe school and the community have proven
to be the best therapeutic setting for autistic children.

We fear that the lack of direction or leadership by the,State of Illinois will
allow programs which parents have fought so bard to secure, to become diluted.
they lose the spirit that stag esident in the inception of these programs and
without proper leadership from IOE, the programs will burn out and revert back
to the levels that existed prior to 94-142. It is obvious then that the plight of the
autistic, family is as serious now as it has es er been , for a compassionate nation
to sit by and allow our children,to be disregarded Is immoral. We need the help
of Congress to .direct the .states to bring about intensive research and funding
into this area.

We also submit the "Blueprint flte Lives of our Children." a comprehensive
plan, accepted by the Illinois Department of Mental Health and Dexelopmental
Disabilities but not as yet acted upon by the office of education.
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Public Information *rice. us; will
bAppy to provide information or

speakers to any civic groupinterested
in autism

luertstrY rnmsleuer

Government Agenda

Illinois &penmen! of Mental HealtW
end Developmental - Disabilities/
Subreglon-9 Office, 110617(
Metudtsisn, Westchester. 60153
t34S-0504)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.,
WRITE OR CALL usA. 416 S. ..
MONROE. HINSDALE. ILL 60521
PHONE 323.4636°

VI MEMBERSHIP
MI family melbas of an autistic
person residing or being served within
DuPage or Western Cook County
(subregion 9).

a

Prat:sic:has: staff members e(Servfte
agencies and professionals serving, the
needs of the Autistic us extended
membership.

We native no financial supporefrom
anygcrvernment agencies: members
are not assessed dues, but are simply
to identify their child arid participate
in the services we crests. Those who
cannot give time for our efforts, are
asked to make a contribution to
suPPott these efforts.

VII usA MEETINGS
Meetings are s systems lc means of
Introducing patents to la agencies
In thi Western suburbs and by so
doing identify the needs of the patents
to the professionals Involved:

d -1 7 8

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
FOR usA

<7,1 %TAT Jl

Oteck Onr. PARENT
PROFESSIONAL.--

If parent ACE OP CHILEL--.
SEX
PRESENT PLACEMENT

If professional
PLACE Of' EMPLOYMENT
If student.
AREA OP STUDY

Please find encloled contribution for
4---payable to United Services for the
Autistic, 416 S Monroe, Hinsdele, Illinois
60521

(



I WHAT ARE AUTISTIC CHILDREN?
Autistic children are chiidreti thit
rTo not relpte to their environment. °
(interne cases, they are tenallr
withdrawn),they either do not speak or
have very-limited speech. the language .d
problem is antmouncraii by very
disruptive behsxiers; some autistic
children are seirdestructive.

1115 TTIF.itE A DIRE FOR AUTISM? c,
Nb, there is no cure et the present
tune. What a more mere is the
practice of removing autistic children
early in life to institutions where.they
arc warehoused end are denied any
proper treatment techniques or
therapy. Insulating the community
from this population is the heart of the
problem. Our children must learn to
live within the community,

111 WHAT IS usA?
United Services foi the Autistic is a,
community based direr service
oriented advocacy group, designed
to mobilizetesources within our
community er-

-The 4 rls" of usAera.
1. Identify autistic population and

their needs

Z. Instigate qualified agencies, private
and public, to provide tease

creataand administer
services whgre needed ",

3. livegrate the autistic into existing
community-services, mobilizing the
resource mmunity

4. Include it c persons and
families into mprehensive
system of services

d

IV PHILOSOPHY OF usA
The best altemalive to a total mire 1-

deiulopicigthe child in tjie
community. United Sera Tor the
Autistiovarents choose to control the
destiny of their childten as we do for .
our normal children. in the past the
responsibility for the child has been
usurped by social scientists who have
claimed to be better equipped to meet
the needs of these children. The f
results of this policy are tragic- -
site hake warehoused'a population
ollhuman beings and ignogii.. all

tponsibilities for seekir
mproving the quality of life for

these people.

It has been the philosoptty.of usA to
bring about a total support system to
hilp families to maintain the autistic
member aA home and In the
commdnil. We are happy to report,
thit the philosophy has now been
adopted by the federal goveriiment. ,

diricting itate governments to create ,
community support systems ksr all
dpvelopmentally disabled Individuitls. ,
We are committed to thefcreation,ef
programs in the commuh at are
intelligently designed an
and responswp to our tam I tl-put
palticular emphasis on row
and group homes that respect end,.
maintain the integrity of parents and
family life. We. as parents, want to be
involved and contAbute to the destiny
of our childien's lives. We want all the.
help that wean secure to make us
better wen(s and we do not seeluto
surrender this rot§ to anyone,

1 V)

V'11/FORMATION AND REFERRAL:
The following programs salve the
autistic in the western suburbs:

Public Education

EDSEli (East Du Page Special
Education District.)
Swartz School. 011k Brook Terrace
Salt Creek School, Villa Park

PAEC (Proviso Area School for
Exceptional Children)
Maywood

LADSE (LaGrange Area Dept.. ,
of Special Education)
Elm School. Hinsdale

PrivateSchools s ry

Little Friends, Naperville

Special Prpgriunit

Elmhurst College, Thelaplay
Program. Elmhurst, Illinois

Support Services,

Saturday Therapeutic Play Program,
Ray Graham Alan
Music Therapy, Elinhinst College

ninity Respife Carlo,
thorns

Acorn Hill Eque an Center.
Naperyille. (Thera utic Horseback

a Riding)
National College of Chiropractic

Medicine. Lombard, Illinois.
'(Chiropractictreatmeilt for autistic
individuals). s

Scorner Family Institute, ukA
"funded end sponsored, take Gdnevs.
Wisconsin.
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Mr. SIMON. Our final witness will be Patricia Emine-ric1 1e.441ative "-
chairperson of the Children's Mental Health Coalition.

STATEMENT OP PATRICIA RMATERICH, LEGISLATIVE CHAIRPER-
SON, CHILDRAN'S MENTAL HEALTH COALITION

Ms. EMMERICH. j'hank you, Mr. Simon. -

I am sorry that our group lias_beepso poorly organized. Mr. Rodgers
has held up our name, maybe, by doing so well. But of the two other
people who were to speak today, they hale encountered the kind Of
pe onal_crises that Znly the parents of emotionally disturbed chil-

r di. and adolescents could possibly even understand, and did not
,app rently even get you notified that we were to speak today. So I
came facing in, if you can call the Eisenhower racing under any
circa stances.

I would like you to remember. as I give you a few brief remarks
about my own daughter, that I could sit here for 4-days probably
and tell you about 200 or 300 cases. or at least 0 or 30, each one
scarier than the last, and also that my daughter is an e ely
lucky person right now because she is in treatment. It is just able,
if Ican get a hold of some money and mortgage my house r. t she

.4, can stay in treatment.
\ I am not saying that to be sarcastic. She is fortunate. I can tell you
stories of .children who have been out of school for.,3 years in jheir
etirly teens: of parents who hale quit work to stay home ani-e<ervise
children because they have been expelled from school. The school ..district i- able to make no provision for residential plaencent because
the Governor's Purchased Care Rel ieW Board will not authorize fees
that are charged by the facilities which will take the child.

I can give you documentation I have. ,,a. 11/2 -inch packet, and I "'
'ate -lane vou will be iible to read it aver during your lunch how, of
letters from facilities. .

Out of our coalitibn persons called 50 or 60 facilities out of the
State of Illinois, and I believe only one of them was interested in an
Illinois admission. They had never had an Illinois admission, and
that was the-only reason the were Willing to even discuss it: Most
f the facilities that we-would contact will say. "No..we will not con- 't

sider an Illinois atImi.4ion because of the paperwork problem, be-
cause of, the low fees set, and becadse the State of Tllinois refuses.
to pay therapy, or mast other related services." *

To be specific, I placed my daughter in Brown last June 21. The
local atication authority had held the multidisciplinary staffing --April 19. She had been hoSpitalized in a short-terni facility all winter
and fall. ,

By June, Iticnew she could not 'Stay in that.sliont-term facility any
longer. They are too rest' active. They are not designed, as Mr. Rodgers
pointed out, to keep *youngsters a long time. They' peak Maybe after
3 to 5 months. I think Henry Horner is a similar kind of cfacility, in
most ways, to maybe Ridgeway Itospital, or that situation.

I took her to Brown June 21. The contracts had gone in to the State
of Illinois in early May. but nothing had been determined between

o
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...

Bro4in and Illinois. Brown told me that they uld not admit on thel
basis of an Illinois contract anyway because t eir experience with.

- Illinois was sobad. . J
Th is documentition in that packet for B: o;tn. for Willowblen,

and for many otheeTacilities who say the same hings in writing.
told m that my daughter's situati. was such that it would

bee rem* dangerous for her to have to ' . or come home before
/-her treatment period'eriod Was up. 0

She is extremely self-destructive. and gresses to suicidal behavior
each time she has been moved, even owed across the co4Ward at
Brown from one building to another. So moving her is complAely out
of the question. -

My insurance company. a private. self-insured area, did say,,that
they will pay the two components that Illinois will not pay, whiclfstre
professional supervision of the program which comes to $10.000 l'Os...._
$12,000 a year at Brown. apd therapy. which comes io $10,000 to
$12,000 a year.

In Illinois, the Governor's Purchased Care Review Board will au-
thorize $13,000 for room. board, and tuition only. They insist ada-

liantly that Public Law 94-142, I was told by Di.. Man derville at
B. prohibited them from payin Thything else.

Doh Blodgett of BEH told me in meeting that if it was, on her
. .

multiple- staffing report. it should be . Her staffing report does
say flatly: therapy for her emotional problems primarily. .

Anyway I put her At Brown lay pitying $5,000 of fees in advance..
I have,never been peimbupsed for the transportation down there yet. I
Ithow one boy who stayed at Madden 6 mpuths longer than he needed

r to partly because his parents were waiting for pgiblic aid or public
health; or whoever it is, to come up with the pl a ticket money be-

,cause they could not afford the plane ticket.
Pry the time we get to this situation, we have often spent evrrythiny

we could on private treatment: '.

AnywaY, my daughter hasbeen gown the since last June. My in-
surance has rim out. At the adVice of ; $ h he Governor's Purchased'

. Care Review Board, and my *local ed fain authority, my lawyer
I have $1,700 worth of legal fee- ight n. , incidentallymanaged
.to get the department of mental he lth fin: IS' tosen us an application
for a care grant. It takes a lot to t' e applicati kfroin tlem, but
he finally,threatened them. and they sent one...

inI applied n Qeptembr for a care grant to pay for) the therapy and
p ofessiolial services component of the Brown bill. I heard last week,
that is 9 months later, from them. This is the first time that they

tiated a contact.
;4they did not initiate it. My lawyer caller and said. "1"That is

,
.

h ening." as she does every couple of months. We got a letter say-
ing : 'We'refuse to give you a care grant for your daughter because the
facility at Brown where she isthis does not aPplY to the facility Mr.
Rodgers' son will be going to, I don't think, but the one where my
ctaughter is going, even though it is on IOE's list,.and the school dis-
trict Plated her there. t.

" DEEM says that it is a hospital because they have a hospital accredi-
thtip.n, which it has so you can utilize insurance, otherwise the $30,000
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1hat my .insurance company paid down there would not have been-
paid. Many day care centers in Illinois get this accreditation. -But thee
department of mental health will not pay anyone or anything that has
that accreditation.because the law in Illinois, in the mental health code
reads "nonmedical ,

After 9 mmiths I found out tlytt because .of the place she was iii,
they would not" pay. They' also reminded me in the letter, and it is in
here, that on her 18th birthday the care -grant would stop anyway. So
even that avenue is out. #-

I Wye spent hmirs and hours per week every week. I have spent
$1.700 on attorney's-fees.1 -have had the assistance of a lot of good

`people, and today I the problem tgatif I' cannot come up with
$20,000 for this yearI am being billed now for about $19,000 that
Ilinois owes. Because. they are so far behind. Brown is saying that
I have -to pay some of it,,too.

Even ignoring that one, if I cannot come up with $20,000 or $30,000
for this year and next yell-, I will have to take my daughter out and
she will commi suicide. and there is no question about that

If I can keeji her in, her prognosis is excellent. They anticipate that
within 1 to years she can come home, go to junior college to get her
GED, a then go to college. The State of Illinois is willing to let
her sit- down there. They would, be willing to put her in Henry Horner
and pay $165 a day. which I think they are paying, but they will not
pay $100 a day at Brown.

They will let he come home and die. They _don't care about'that
because it does not *cost:than any money. Or, they will let her come
home and be a burden to the State for'the rest of her life. I don;t know
that she would turn to crime, but it costs $13,000 a year to keep some-
one in a .Joliet correctional facility, and many of our youngsters go that
route.

Again, I could sit here and tell you horror stories about everything
else. but I will not. That briefly is what I wanted to say today. As I
said Mr. Rodgers has already covered a lot of the 'details. ;dine
parallels to the age of the child, and the steps we took.

Mr. SIMON. Your daughter is about 17?
Mrs. EMMERICH. She is 17. She will be 18 early in December. The

woman who was supposed, to come today and testify has a ,daughter
sitting at Rivers Edge. She has bee accepted at Brown, but they can- 0,
not get the care griknt through. H r daughter's birthday is the same
day aS mine. DMH 'fis said: "I ppose that we can get you a care
grant but remeinbet that it ends, o her birthday." This is for the San ,

Marcos facility-a-,Brown, tod.
That child has been at Rivers E gsi months longer than the optimum

treatment time with the iiis,uradc paying,. That family is'bankrupt.
. The other 'wOrnan who was to t stify is our president. She decayed

biZnkruptcy le,gally, I think. 5 ye ago, in-the middle of her dough -,
ter's early treatment. She has an a ittikic Young child who is no.w at the
orthegeniesssehool. .*

I will not wander off into that As I said, I .could go on for days.
The stories we get are hair raisin . Ours are pie good stories because

*r children are in treatment.
Mt. Sr ow: Part of your pro em, Obviously,S- with the State of

Illinois, and not with Public La v 94-142.

1 8?.;
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Mrs. EMMERICH. That is coi>rect. \'t.,
, \'Mr. St3roN. Have you contacted State legislators to try and get help

Mrs. EMMERICH. Yes. Senator Berman met with us. and 'greed to
write a bill that would be helpful to us. The bill that he halwritteri I
believe will prolong the treatment process, will wipe out any due proc-
ess recourse parents have in placement. because it allows two ,men in
the State to wipe any Placement

,, the school and parents Have agreed
upon.

It says that the Departmen'of Mental Health should help parents,
but does not amend the mental health 'code sufficiently, to allow the De-
partment of Mental Health to do that. In short. I think the bill prob-
ably will not help anybody, and it will cause a lot of trouble..

There is a movement now in the State to put the youngsters in in-'
State facilities. Illinoi. chose several Nears ago to become a purchased- i
rare State. For example. we have 300 kids in out-of-State placement
and they are in different kinds of facilities. There are enough to war-
rant duplication back here in the State; It was a wise decision. But now
they are thinking that it will be cheaper. I have heard legislators say
over and over : "We are going to get these kids hack here and it will
be cheaper." .

Now, they are talking about opening up DCFS facilities which are
overcrowded, not allowed to provide therapy. and opening wings of
DM}I facilities and putting then kids in without even a pilot program
to set: up.

We are really alarmed about the direction the State seems to want to
go to keep from having to pay these out-of-State tuition bills.

Mr. SI3fON. Let me ask your question. Would it cause any problems
for your daughter if there were any publicity on the situation?,

Mrs. Fmmmucfr. It might. But after a good deal of concern about
it. I have given some publicity already. have felt that we May jpst

rr/have to do it-I have been on TV. and so . of her friends have seen me.
One of our parents very wisely said : "_f those kids are getting their

act together. they are getting used to the fact that they have got some
labels that they are goitig to have to fight." I kind. of feel that way
about it. In a sense. I don't feel as free to drag her name into it as my
own,-but I don't mind" some ipubliciti.ln fact. that is one of the rea-
sons we are here, I think.

Mr. StmoN. Mrs. Shander, when you say that the school districts
are not complying. do you think the school districts understand what
their legal obligation is. and what they are supposed to be doing?

Mrs. SHAH -DER. Speaking for my own school-district, the assistant
superintendent is in charge of special education,and he is like a tape.
recorder. No matter what vou a.$k the man, fie just keeps tellint.vou,
"I am inanclateq by Public. Law 94-142. and this child will be
placed *.* *"- No matter what I say to him. he just repeats it and re-
peats it. I feel like I am talking to a wall.

I could tell him that I iim going to jump out the window, and he
would just sit there and say. "I am mandated by Public Law 94-142."
It does not make any difference.

.

,
I am asking niy school district to leave my child in a private we-

, (' school that is goingto be cheaper than to put her in a public school. It
, . _...,. ** r, .
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is, like I am asking them to cut off their right arm. They are telling
me that financially this and that, and yet it is cheaper.

When I told them that I had a copy of the State rules and regular
tions, they asked me how I of it. He said that he did not even have one
himself. He is the assistant superintendent in charge of special
tion, and he doesn't even have a copy. I told him that I had two, and I
would be glad to give him one. [Laughter.]

Also, if I may say one more thing.
Mr. SPoION. Yes.
Mrs. SIIANDER. They filled out my child's IEP before they even had

gotten the case study evaluations back from the four therapists, and
had placed labels on her of multiply handicapped, physically Nandi:
capped, and learning disabled.

My child is not even 3 yet; how can they say that she is learning dis-
abled when she is already talking in four word sentences, feeding here
self, and whatever. I told them that I would not allow that on her IE
He told,rne that if I wanted to fight labels, they would put-even morp
severe labels on her. such as mentally trainable pr mentally educable.

They not only lack information, but they intimidate the parents
terribly.

Mr. STMON. Mr. Plekavic, you refer in your statement to a document,
"Blueprint for the Lives of Our Children.

Mr. PLEKAVIC. I gave that to Judy Wagner. We are not really that
big on funding. so we only have one copy of the blueprint.

Mr. SIMON. This is a blueprint developed by the Illinois Depart-
ment of Mental Health ?

Mr. PLEKAVIC. No: it was sortof developed by the organization.
Mr. SIMON. It vas developed by your advocacy group?
Mr. PLBEAvIc. Right it was developed by the parents of autistic

children. There was, professional involvement, but it is mostly just
parents getting involved and trying to purlue what they can-for their-
children. who are, basically all autistic. even though we have a num-
ber of other children in there. They don't exclude;any type of children
from it.

Mr. SIMON. We had an autistic child as a witness before our com-
mittee. a few, months ago. He was really one of the most impressive
witnesses we have ever had,

Mr. PLExAvrc. I would like my children to get to the stage where
they could become a witness. -

Mr. SinoN. I-thoualt of that when you said that yeti' had 6-year-old
twins that it would be great at some point.

I find that members of the Budget Committee, or any other cord-
mit te17' rea not hostile. They just generally don't understand. We can
come up with loads of statistics, and it is still very difficult to get the
point across. But it they can see live human beings, it, would be a
completely different situation.

Mr. Pixrpwrc. I can,bing them in, if you want.
Mr. 1..315.::. I am not advocating that rigIT now. I thinit somehow

we havd'fbinake the whole thingmpre real to them.
Mrs. Examucn. If they could realize that we are talking abou

short-term things, especially ED and autism" to a degree. Theme iB a';
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definite lessening of commitment of money as this progreis.es because
they improve. My daughter is almost welL It is a miracle *hat a good
facility can do.

Mr. Simos. From the most conservative viewpoint, we ought to be
investing money.

Mrs. Emaceraca. Fiscally only. you shbuld be investing it. If that
was yourpnly criterion.

. Mr. Srmoil. We thank you.
This concludes pur hearing. We appreciate the interest shown

all of you here today.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m.. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

(
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ILLINOIS/INDIANA RACE DESEGREGATION
ASSISTANCE CENTER

1000. O tnuCanCer
2.00=4,20.4000.4
July 1, 1980

Paul Siam, Chairman 44% o

Subcommittee on Select Education
Capnon Rouse Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear ChaliMen Simon,

411114,-1-

It occurred to 24 that you sight be interested in learning about some of
the developments. which have occurred in relationship to the special education
misclassificationideclaasification Liana on which I presented testimony at the

regional oversight bearings on FL. 94-k42, at Chicago oo Jure 6.

A few days after the bearing, the Board of Education for Champaign Dult,i4
Schools voted to !mimosa: new EMS criteria and a transit-ion program for de-

classified D students. The end result of this action is that about 70 elemen-
tary children formerly labeled as D2 will be returnmi to the classroom, with
special instructional supports over the next two year period. (Unit fa Schools

are 24 percent black, but their D classes are core than 73 percent black).

Shortly theragfter Dr. Berman Borman, Associate Director of the Illinois/
Indiana Race Desegregation Assistance Center; Dr. James Mahan, Superintendent

4of Unit f4 Schoolsi Dr. John Weaver, District Director of Special Education
and myself met with Joe FS r, at Springfield to elicit his assistance in

identifying sources for transition funds. Mr. Fisher was very supportive and

we anticipate contimed assistance from his office.

Also. largely through the facilitative efforts of Ann Rosevater of
Congressman Miller's staff. Dr. Mahan is engaged in a dialogue with Cary MaDaniels

and others at the Federal Office of Special Education concerning available
discretionary fund, for transition programming.

-.o

All of us engaged in this worm appreciate 70a: continued strong laiderShdit
as Chair of the Subcommittee on Select Education and your evident concern for
the complex and persistent problems which relate to the disproportional place-

ment of minority children in classes fat, the Educationally Mentally Handicapped.

'Yob and your staff say find the attached article on `label- swapping" of

interest.

Sincerely,

$4...4.a-zAA.....
gr.. First,vSpecialist

3951 WarrI4BOU110644STREET IN 46206 (317) 264-2836
wATS 41t4E. 1-800-42E-21135

beC4X,erree0 Cettdr Atrt 14 crap
me *Err ea.0202 672117 aunt two

C4Ca03 L Worn
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ETHNIC 40 RT1ONS IN CLASSES FOR THE
LEARNING DISABL=ED:

ISSUES IN NBIASED ASSESSMENT'

James A. Tucker, Ph.b.
Educational Directions Incorporated

Austin, Texas

! Data from a large radon), representative sample decreased with_ths-fecent emphasis on -pro'
1 of Mimi duldrea show that the trend toward testi= in evaluation. the increased proportion
f placing minority students into special education of blacks in LD classes has been so great that
I

daises in &proportionate numbers has been the result has been an inc tasingly dispro-
compfmated by the introduction ofthe karthst *portionme number of blacks in special educe-
chatacy (LD) category. While the proportion Sion dames overall. This is in spite.Oknational
of lads in dares for the musk retarded has efforts to dig contrary.

There is little question that the isabt7ities (LD) movement has en-
joyed a phenomenal growth, since its inception in the early 1960s. There is
-oxisiderable question, however, whether the LD category has provided a man-
ageable way of dealing with the types of school problems-assigned to it. This
payer will explore several problems associated with the assignment of children
to LD classes, not the least of which is the problem-of racial discrimination. To
seethe stage, a brief historic introduction is presented.

On April 6, 1963, Di. Samuel Kirk spoke to a conference sponsored by the
. Fund for Perceptually Handicapped Children, Inc. In his speech, Dr. Kirkcon-

demned the practice of assigning labels to handicapping conditions. He further
introduced the term learning disabilities" to dearlo-learning difficulties en-
countered by children who seemed otherwise vr6nhandicapped. Apparently

-those-Or-attendance missed his point, because they used Rule's new term to
organize themselvemhat very everristelnto the Association for Children with
Learning ACLD (Wiederhoh, 1974).

Now, Buie more than a decade later, it seems ironic that a category designed
for cettain pseudo handicapping conditions has become the most commonly
assigned designation in special education.41gure 1 shows thit in one state the
percentage of 'children in special education designated as LD rose to almost
44% between the years 1970 and 1977. Figure I also shows the percentage of
the general school population designated as LD during the same time period.
One indicatortthat this increase is cause fm concern is that Congress initially
placed a funding ceiling on the appropriations to states to aid them in serving
'AO paper, was peemoted at the meeting of Quad for Exceptional Children., Kansas City,Komi. May 1971.

017224d62/110/i401.-0009032.0CY0
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Rpm. 1. Percentage of the total student population and the special eduCation
population classified as ID 1970-77.

their identified handicapped. The limitation imposed by Congress stated that
no more than 2% of the total student population-(or approximately 16.33% of
the special education population) can be counted toward federal appropriations
for a giyen state. So it has become apparent in a very short pe0oA.0 time that
the number of children being classified as LD has exceeded expectations.
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Since the LD category has been as popular for dominant-culture pupils as for
minority-group children, is it possible that the presence of the category could
contribute to a continuation.of the type of discrimination seen in the mental

vretardition (MR) category? This becomes a key question, and a careful look at
data will demonitrate what has happened in some instances. Since both domi-
nant- and minority-group pupils are referred to and placed in LD classes in
large numbers, and since there is an accompanying reduction in the percentage
of minority-group students making up MR classes, it is often asserted that edu-
cators are making great strides toward bringing an ethnic and racial balance to
special education programs. However, it could well be that the burgeoning
number of pupils from the dominant- culture group that are being placed in
LD classes effectively masks a significantly greater increase in the percentage of
minority-group students placed in special education rather than reducing an
already inequitable situation.

This paper poses the question: Has there been a trend toward more equitable
racial and cultural representation in special education since the incepuon of the
LD category? Tie data will clearfy indicate that the LD designation has pro-
vided a convenient alternative placement for disproportionately large numbers
of minority students.

METHOD .

A representative sample of school districts in the Southwest having a represent-
ative mix of dominant -.and minority-group students was studied over a period
of 8 years (1970-1977) during the development of the LD program in those
districts Because of possible repercussions, the school districts-will not be iden-
tified It is sufficient to report that the total pupil population of 711 the distncu
combined exceeds 40,000. More than 50 school districts were included large
urban, suburban, smaller cities, towns, and sparsely populated. The findings
presented are intended only as a preliminary look at the question posed for
consideration; other studies are encouraged.

Basically, the data used in the study included the total number of pupils in
both general education and special education, by racial grOup (black, ,a2
Mexican-American, and "other" mostly Anglo), and by handicapping twills, 1,P
tion assigned (Mire 2).

RESULTS

Question 1. To what extent has there been an increase in the percentagrof the
total !school population enrolled in special education classes over the 8-year
period 1970-77?

During the 8 years of the study there was a rapid _growth in special education
programs in the districts (Figurr3). The first question to ask is. what extent
was this growth proportionate for the three major racial groups,

.
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Figure 2. format t for the data tollected. In the ceits are placed the number of
students in general education and special education by year and by
handicapping condition assigned (either ID or MR).
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Figure 3. Percentage of total sdwirol Population in special education
1978-77.

Question 2: To what extent are there differences in the percentages of total
public school population frouiihree racial groups enrolled in special education?

Figune4 breaks this 8-year growthrnto its three racial componentsr.there is
nothing surprising here because the 'three t4cial groups are represented in the
population in the same order and in approximately the same proportions as
they are in the total school populations. But there are factors that aretapparent

gto

.
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Figure 4. Pgicentage of total school ipopulation Accounted fdi. by etch major
ethnic and racial group in opedaieducation,1970-77.

only, on closer-examination. For example, what are-the chances of a black
chikfsbeing in special education classes compared with Mexican-American and
Angln children? Has this factor changed over time? .

Since there are so many,More Anglos thin blacks and Mexican:Americans in
the pdpulation stisclied,lit is difficult to observe subtle But significant placement
pstctins withont-contrOilini for population differeitee^A simple way .to c69.-;
trot for such differences is to compare on thilads of;percentage that is, to

1
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compare the number per every 100 in the population. An issue related to the
previous question relates to the percentage of blacks, ttfexican-Americans, and
Anglos in special education classes (i.e., how many blacks out of every 100 are
in special education, how many Mexican-Arqericans out of every 100, etc.).
This, of course, addresses the comparative dances of being in special educa-
tion. `4.

Question 3: To what extent are there differences in the percentages of blacks,
Mexican-Americans, and Anglos involved in special education? .

Figure 5 depicts the percentages'of all black, Mexican-American, and Anglo
students in special education classei; it also shows how these percentages have
changed over the 8 years of the study. It should be noted that the three per-
centages given for each year (1970-1977) are not cumulative; they are each
separate proportions shown side by side for comparison. Figure 5 reveals that
by 1977, 15.2% of all black students were in special education classes, while
only II% and 11.5 %, respectively4', Of all Anglo and Mexican-American stu-
dents were in such classes. While the percentage of Anglos and Mexican-
Americans has been increasing at about the same rate, the percentage of blacks
being placed into special education over the 8 years has steadily increased from
a point that was'already disproportionately high in the beginning.

Elsewhere the author (Tucker, Note) has compared each of these ethnic
groups in the same manger across all of the major handicapping categories.
Three categories account for most of special education students: LD, educabl)
mentally retarded (EMR), and spech handicapped (SH). The piper shows that
ifudents classified as .SH, as well as those in virtually all the other classifications
except LD, EMR, and trainable mentally retarded (TMR), were either (a) rep-
resented in ethnically proportionate numbers throughOut the 8 years or (b)
have become increasingly more proportionate during that time so that by the
eighth year they were represented in ax least a close approximation to the pro-
portions in the population at large. The LD and MR (both EMR and TMR)
categories, however, have .not shown this desirable condition not in the be-
ginning, not at any point during the 8 years, and hot as a trend over the
8 years. The data (Tucker, Note) show that the LD, EMR, and.TMR cate-
gories account for nearly all of the ethnic disproportion over time. This
paper will deal only with the LD and,EMR categories because the TMRs ac-
count for such a small percentage of the students and because the TMR data -
reflekt somewhat the same trend as do the EMR data, only to a lesser extent

(i.e., it is a more stable category in that it more closely represents$he ethnic
proportions of the general population).

Question 4: To what extent are there differences in the number (percentage) t
of public school population classified as LD and EMR?

.

.,Figure 6 shows the annual growth (or change) in the overall percentages of
students in LD and EMR classes. The LD curie, the same, as in Figure 1, is
presented again here to show its relationship to the annual chahes in the EMR

N°
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Figure -S., -Percentage of each ethnic and l'acial group in speCial education' 1970 -77.
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1970 J 1971
z

1972 1973-, 1974 1975 , 1976 1977

Figure 6. School population accounted for by students classified as LD and.EMR,
1370-77; aaciaJ und ethnic groups.combined.

.4"
ge. Notice thdJn 1973 LD reached approximatety,the same percent-

sage as EMR. Tbereafter,us 1.1) continued its dramatic increare, the number of
EMR classifications beganlo drop. It is almost as though LD picked up where
EMR left off. However, be'cause Owe issue is racial discrimination, it will be nec-
esiary to takt each of die' lines on Figure 6 and separate out the groups to
deterniine whether this idai is supported. '
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Figure 7. Percentage of each racial aniethnic group accounted for by stidints
classified as ID and EMR 1,70-77.

atiistion 5: To what extent are black, AngiO, and Mexicin-Arnerican students
labeled LD as opposed to EMR ?, Or, to what extent has there been in increase
ita LD proportional to a decreaseln EMR? .

Figure 7 shows the same data as thole shown in Figure 6, but it separates
the three racial and ethnic groups. Notice that the LD-trowth curve began in
1974 and 'grew rapidly to 1975, when a slight decrease oecurred. Note also that .

at first tip' blacks were showing the reverse trend of the traditionalbverinclu-
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Figure B.,. Percentage of each racial and ethnic group accounted for. by smarts
classified as LD and EMR fcasbined) 1970447-

:ions that give rise cries of discrimi naxion. But irr1972 the blacks passed the .

Anglos and in 1973 the Macan- Americans; and they have been moving stead-
ily farther ahead ever since. e

The EMR lines are dramatic in their separation. Blacks are highly overrepre-
ached relative to the Mexican-AtneOcan and Angio percentages. In 1970, 2.9%
of blacks were classified EMR; it grew to 3.8% by 1973, after which it has fallen .

steadily, though not dramatically, to the 1977 level of 3% (still higher than it
started, hOwever). The three lines should be virtually overlapping for equiva-
lence to nisi. But the line for Anglos is significantly lower (p < .001), and
though a slight increase occurred at the same,time the blacks were increasing,,
the level has returned to virtually the same percentage it Nag in 1970.

Oil Figure 7 a series of dashes has been arbitrarily added from the peak of '
the black EMR line to the shoulder of the black LD line. The dashes extend the
EMR line as thOugh (he growth to that point had continued. It does not take
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much imagination to infer that there is at least the possibility thatVhen it was
no 16iTger socially desirable to place black students in EMR classes, it became
convenient to place them in the newly provided L15 category. It took about a
year to make the changeover, but the resultant proportional differences were
maintained.

Question 6: To what extent has there been an increase in the proportion of
black, Anglo, and Mexican-American students labeled EMR and/or LD?

To make the point more graphic, Figure 8 combines the lines for LD and
EMR by racial and ethnic group. The traditional accusation of racial discrimi-
nation cannot be refuted on the basis of these data. In fact, since 1970 the
disproportion of minority students in LD and EMR classes (combined) has re-

v- mained virtual), the same for Mexican-Americans relative.jo Anglos but has
. steadily increased for blacks. This is in spite of a reduced number of blacks in

EMR classes since 1973, when there was a rash of nondiscrimination legislatiiin
and influence bOth nationally and by individual states.

DISCUSSION

What is the appeal ()tithe LD category? Why has h been so readily gra sped by
so many? Much has been'written on the subject, and a number of explanations
could be put forth On tfle one hand, some feel that there is a clinically identi-
fiable condition called LD; on the other, some feel that the category repre-
sents a sociopolitical search for special assistance by the dominant middle class,
whose children were not being served by trriditional special education
categories. Whatever, the LD category may have set the stage for a subtle form
of discriminatioti more widespread than that associated with the M4dassifica-
don (Mercer, 1973; Mercer & Richardson, 1975). Is it possllile thatilie growth
and popularity of the IrD movement found support in the concurrent devel-
opment of civil rights issues issues that made it increasingly less desirable to
identify a child as MR if he/she is culturally or racially different from the dom-

.inant culture?
LD provides an alternate placement for children not succeeding in general

education. It is no secret that prior to this category such pupils were often
referred to special education and found their way into M&.ctanes. Thiewas
especially true for children from ethnic minority groupsrcer, 1973), which
is one of the reasons for the strong social movement toward a more ethnically
balanced representation of pupils in special education classes. Is it an accident
that at about the same time the civil rights movement began to emphasize the
moral ills associated with inappropriate placement of minority students in MR
classes that the LD category was waiting in the wings ready to receive these very
students under a new guise, but for the same reasons? If so, then the result-
ing discrimination (that was so obvious with the socially stigmatizing MR clas-
sification) as not so obvious under the new guise because of the popularity of
the LD category. Indeed, it is almost a status symbol in some..ciMes.
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As a result, little concern is expressed that LD can provide an excuse for a
lower quality of schooling For example, when children begin to have problems
in school today, the chances are much greater that they will .be referred to
special eddeation because of this added category and use of increased em
phasis on finding the "handicapped." If the problem, are adily identifiable by
clinically observable symptoms, the child will be placed e ily, and an appropri-
ate educational program will be provided. But more ten, the symptoms are

',not so apparent, and a handicapping condition is inf rred to provide-an expla-
nation for why the child is not succeeding. Now t at there is a LD category,
often with extremely ambiguous and diffuse eligibility requirements, the
chances art great that the aberrant learner will be screened quickly into an LD
class rather than viewed in terms of what remedial experiences mighk.be pro-
vided in the regular setting (Smith, 1968). Thus, the LD placement is often the
easiest alternative for a school, even when there is no clear indication of a
handicapping condition -In this way, it is contended, a student's problem is at
least temporarily alleviated in that the school has "done something" for the
child Actually, of course, the school May have alleviated its own internal Stress
without helping e child at'all. Placement in a convenient LD class effectnelyhelping

much of he responsibility of general education for a thild's problem,
and with the lo ered expectations that come with special class Placement there
is often significantly less progress (Ross, 1976).
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FIELD HEARINGS ON THE EDUCATION FOR ALL
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT

PRIDiY, J u ziA 27, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
UBCOMMTITEE ON SELECT. EDUCATION

COM3IITTSE Of.; EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Aurora, Colo.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:25 a.m. af the First
Creek School for Retarded Children, 1523 Boston Avenues, Aurora,
Colo., Hon. Paul Simon (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present : Representatives Simon and Kramer.
Staff. present : Judith Wagner, staff director; Dianna Creg.ger, ex-

ecutive secretary Jane Baird, legislative assistant; and Terri 5neider,
minority legislative staff assistant.

Mr. SIMoN. The subcommittee will come to order. It's a pleasure to
be here in Aurora, Colo., for a hearing of our subcommittee on Public
Law 94-142 and section 504. I Want to add Oat we are here at the 4
invitation of a member of our subcommittee. -Con an -Ken
Kramer, a freshman Member of Congress. He's been atetIscrworking,
diligent member of this subconimittee, and those of us on the sub-
committee of both political parties appreciate the contribution that
he has made to our subcommittee.

Let me just add two other commientstbefore I yield to my colleague
and then hear from our witnesses. We will inevitably in the course of
these hearings be focusing on what needs to be dorre=the problems
Colorado is experiencing in complying with the mandates of the law.

. I think it is important that we keep in mind as we view the problem's
the 'tremendous strides that have been madethere is much that is
positive.

Keep mind, for those of you who may not have background in
this areayou may represent school.districts or others who are search-
ing for answerswhat a substantially solid investment in ,the future
this is. We had an illustration perhaps 2 months ago in testimony be-
fore our subcommittee in the State of Arkansas that a young man was

. rehabilitated through an educational and vocational rehabilitation
program'. He has become a physician. Hellas now Paid more in takes
than the entire vocational rehabilitation program iii Arkansas cost

r the first 20 years of its existence. So se're talking about something
that is not simply a humanitarian gesture. We're talking about some-
thing that is a very substantial investment in our own economic
future.

I would like to yield to my colleague from'T3olorado. Welcome to b
Colorado. KO. .
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Mr. KRAIrKR. Thanks for your cooperation, Mr. Chairman, in allow-
ing these hearings to take place in the Fifth Congressional District.
They are part of a broad, sweeping review of the operation, impact,
and effect of public Lay' 94-142, which is a monumental piece of legis-
lation .that our committee will be reauthorizing in the not too distant
future. We want to hear not only the good things about it, but also
those ways in which we can change this law to make it more effective
and more cost efficient so that we can do the best possible job that .we
can. while at the .same time making sure that the taxpayers' dollars
are as well spent as possible.

Your contribution to this process is certainly appreciTted. I'm a new-
comer to it. You've been at it for many. many years and are responsible
for making life for our handicapped citizens a lot more pleasurable and
beneficial throughout our country.

We're also going to have some comments on the operation of section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. We want to find out how it is
working, and how it also can be improved. So we welcome you to Coro-
rado, and appreciate yodr'bringing the subcommittee out here to hear
this important testimony.

It's our understanding that our firSt panel of witnesses will be Jim
Mills, president of the Colorado Education 'Association Mike Brown,
who is past executive director of the Colorado Association for Retarded
Citizens; Russ DeWitt from the Colorado Association for Children
with Learning Disabilities; and Bruce Bernstein, who is from the
Legal Center for Handicapped Children:

For the benefit of these witnesses and otherqwho will follow, it will
he appreciated if, due to the time constraints we're working under that
to the extent possible, if you could summarize your written statements.
Certainly your written statements will be totally included in the
record and will be part of the consideration process that we utilize in
helping us to work with improving and changing. this legislation.

Without any further ado, Mr. Chairman, I will turn the proceedings
back to you.

Mr. &mow. We'll tall our first panel. We will proceed by calling on
all Panel members in each panel and then we'll proceed 'with one.stions.

Our first panel, as Mr. Kramer has indicated, Russ DeWitt and
Br-nce-Bernstein.

Russ DeWitt is the president of the Colorado Association for Chil-
dren with Learning Disabilities.

STATEMENT OF RITSS DeWITT, PRESIDENT. COLORADO ASSOCI-
ATION FOR CHELBREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

Mr. DsWrrr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With me is Janet RoUntree
who is also a member of the Colorado. Association for *th
Learning Diabilities. We will-be combining our, te mony today.

We're representing the Colorado Association of Children and Adults
with Le,arilivg Disabilities. We would like to thank you for your con-
tinued surirort lit the education for all handicapped children. The
kenefits of Public' Law 94:142 have, of course. been monumental and
afore far-reaching than any of us ever hoped for in such 'a few years.
However, we can never sit back and only praise ourselves for a job well
done if we are to continue to grow.
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At all levels, Federal,, State, and local, change inlcommitments to
the exceptional students must still take place. Many schools are still
educating our children to live and fUnction in yesterday's...4.00d., not
the future to reach each new day. More creativity and innovation must
be utilizede we are to truly educate rather than placate.

If we fairto educate our handicapped now through special educa-
tion, we will pay for them later at an accelerated and inflationary rate
through welfare and other social programs, We must continue to refine
our educational processes to fit the programs to the student, not the
student to the programs; to teach a child, not a curriculum.

Learning disabilities has many definitions. If you were to ask 10
teachers what it means to hal;e a learning disability, you would get 10
different answers. Our children do not walk with braces, they don't
have hearing aids, armed they aren't in wheelchairs. Our learning dis-
abled students look like any other student, but without special help,
they may become as debilitated as any of the more severely handi-
capped and readily recognized.

They may be referred to as the dirty handicap, the fatal handicap,
or the lazy student. A learning disability in and of itself is not con-
sidered either a physical or mental disability, although it'is a definite
barrier to the traditional learning process. Learning disabilities are
very complex and may deal with input of information, organization of
thought and speech, auditory association, decoding, small and large
motor control, or many of the other processes of the brain in one or
more combinations.

The concept of educitting the handicapped has been accepted with
but few exceptions; however, what still concerns many parents of
learning disabled are the many learning disability students who con-
tinue to fall through the cracks; who do not fit the generally accepted
concept of handicapped. Should we always put the more severely
handicapped first for -.services because they're more easily identified
and whose fullestpotential.mgybe only a small degree of life skills, or
should we recognize a learning disability for the handicap it is rather
than how many' years a student is behind in a,particular area before
they can be placed in a special education and eventually become a re-
sponsible taxpaying citizen? r "

Matey learning disabled students' ability to survive in 'schools is
directly related to their regular education teacher's understanding of
the students' unusual needs 13cause the school ctoes not*recognize the
escalating problems which will face the.stude4 with learning disa-
bilities every day..

Weekly.ir association gets calls from.parents whose child does not
qualify for a special education prozram because they are not far
enough behind or the school has reached its limit for the learning dis-
ability category or all special education students. Many students are
not being assessed for many months after referral because teachei§
an4 psychologists are so overloaded. Ire don't 'know-the answer to this

lem, but we do know that children deserve a chance to succeed.
The existing programs may be fulfilled fol two possible reasons;

one. too many children with real learning disabilities for the num
of slots available. or the fact that learning disabilities has been u d

4 as a dumping ground for those students who are a problem in the rep-
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lar education classroom and the teacher does not know how to handle
them.

Thera are too many students in learning disability classes who
should not be there. They have been placed there inappropriately in
stead of in the limited intellectual capacity classes or 4ow learner
category because it is more socially acceptable to be learning dis,
abled, or they aren't being staffed out when they're 4eady foc main-
streaming because the regular classroom teachers are not prepared to
teach them.

Education is defined as that which provided each individual student
with a system of development to be self-supporting. That is what we
are asking for a self-supporting education.

The same special attention that is often paid to the regular student
and made him a winner will make a self-supporting and self-respect-
ing student the learning-disabled student.

The child-find concept of Public Law 94-142, section 613.(2) (C) of
theiColorado Annual Program Plan, is notable, and we concur with it.
However, we also see many of the same students, once found with no
special education program because of the aforementioned problems of
placement. If the child count goes up, it should automatically mean a
corresponding increase in annual authorization of funding.,Many dis-
tricts prioritize needs and will continue to do so unless they realize the
full funding of Public Law 94-142 as authorized.

Again, we feel accountability at the local level is possible only with
full implemention of the act. The gaps which exist in current funding
and full funding are substantial. However, what price do we put on

'full potential which, with the learning-disabled student with few ex-
ceptions when taught at their learning rate and style in the appropri-
ate setting, has no limit? Special eduaclion should be seen as providing
a qualitative individual, not a quantitative number of graduates.

Our Colorado Association for,Children and Adults with Learning
Disabilities feels thit successful Implemention requires the following

'things: continuing need to expand the knowledge and skills of regular.
educators and principals. They must be sensitized to the special educa-
tion student. We should begin selecting those teacjiers with insight
and communication skills and the ability to teach an individual need
of the exceptional student as well as the gifted and talented student.
We also must have special education teachers trained to work with as
support and consultation for the regular education teachers who have
handicapped students in the mainstream.

It is our hope'that Congress will continue its interest and sensitivity
to the personal inservice training of the regular education teacher to
prOvide the tools they needin the day-to-day education of the excep-
tional student in the mainstream.

Higher education institutes are not changing teaching techninues
as quickly as we hoped since November of 1975 when Public Law
94-142 was enacted. A minimum amount of hours. 6, are,required of
regular eduction tea cherdbeing certified. Very little hands-on experi-
ence with flit handicapped student is available befote entering 'the
actual classroom. Public Law 94-142' mgridaies individualization;
tacher certification does not. This oversight must be corrected..
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The special education personnel comb from our higher education
institutes*begin teaching with a minimum knowledge of how'to write
anlitdividual education Rlan, what an individual education Plan is,
and what it is not. In our opiniori, the IEP is one of the most if not
the most important aspects of the education of the handicapped, and
paients are more often than not not included in the writing of the
IF715. Many teacheis do not understand /low the evaluation and writ:
ingot IEP's is done and Continue to do it incorrectly. Many teachers ,

.., do not understand the IEP is net an accountability contract and feel
very pressured by it. . ' .

According to the *act the IEP is not a performan& contract, but
this does not relieve agencies, teachers, and districts from making
good:faith efforts in assisting the child in achieving the goals and
objectives of the -IEP. Therefore, we feel that inservice is vital, for
the regular education and special education teachers on an ongoing,.
basis. .

* ..-
,.Vocational and career education is extremely important for the)

learning-disabled student. Learning disabilities can have an extremely
advcre effect on a person's ability. to work if not properly educated
and trainedjt takes skill and understanding of the learning-dis4led
students' unique problems to help them overcome their particular
disability. It can be clone.

Severe learning-disabled students when they reach adulthood can
be as productive as anyone, a tax-paying, responsible citizen, if they' gat the services they need. Vocational and career education teachers
are not participating in the writing of most secondary students: IEPs.
In fact, little communication is ping on between the learning -dis-
abled student, regular educator, special educators, and vocation
teachers becansethey..have not been provided the necessary preservice
or inservice training to work collectively, and each feels he must
remain in his solitary domain.

1Vc ask then for the adeckiate assistance to individual States and
institutions of higher education for the in-depth training of sufficient
quality, not quantity, special education, vocational career education.
and regular education teachers. Many vocational education, teachers
are not training our youth to frit into today's job market. This is also
an area of concern.

It has been stated that a§ many as 50 percent of all intelligencel
development occurs before the age of 4. With appropriate early inter-
vention for the learning-disabled student, it will substantially increase
the student's choices and chances of reaching full,potential.

Unlike the retarded, slow learner, or other categories of lower-than-
normal intelligence quotient, handicapped students, the learning-
disabled student may only need to expand visual perception skills,

Iditory functioning levels, raise decoding skills, et cetera, through a
e41-hour-a day lab class, speech-language therapy several times a week,

and sometimes with a basic' change in the regular classroom setting
such asIlie use of larger print, tape recorders for the older or secondary
student attending- lectures, adapting instruction to accommodate the
low reading level. et cetera. These things will insure a high level of
competency and success for the learning disabled. A. commitment to
education of the learning-disabled student should not be viewed as a

. .
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bUrden upon our schools or State but rather a cost-effectiye investment
in the future.

44. The U.S. Office of Gifted and 'Talented recently agreed with
studies of the ,National Association for Children and Adults
Learning Disabilities that many of the children who are considered
learning disabled are also gifted. They are the deviant and
thinkers. They are often extremely curious and therefore labeled hyper- ."
active. Many learning-disability_ students have. very high IQ's, but
because of poor visual perception or otherdisabilities, they read several
years below grade level. Since most of tbe traditional learning is done
through reading, they begin falling behind. With remediation in a
-,pecial education cJassseveral times a week, they begin functioning at
grade revel and eventually become productive citizens.

But take the same student with a high IQ, pbssibly in the gifted and
talented cltegory, with poor reading skills and no identification as
learning dcsabled and thus ner'remediation. By junior or senior high
-,chool, he has a poor self-concept, and hp can't compete with his peers.
He -tuKns to other ways of filling time and .raising his self-worth.
Involvement in drugs, petty crimes, may seem like the only *ay to
impress friends. He becomes a dropout and is soon caught fot 3oyricling
in a stolen N ehicle to show off for his friends leaving school that day.
A' fictitious example ? Yes and no. Many of the juvenile delinquent
centers concur with our example timeand again.

Adjudication is costing oukState about three times What it costs for
special education per student. Cost effectiveness at school age level is
most desirable with the increasing lumber of welfare and food stamp
recipients. No cost projection can even be guessed at between the con-
tributor who might have been and the motivated self-supported.

In closing, we ask : Are we to educate the handicapped or educate in
olspite of a handicap ? We choose the latter and hope you agree; Publish

Law ,94-142 mandates a free, appropriate education for all handW
tapped students. We feel we must educate the students so they may

. become productive, successful, and 'happy members of our society.
Tlio onus is on each of us to continue to make the gains begun with
the" passage of Public Law 94-142. The 1980's must be a time when,
these gains are to be continued. To be,omplacent and to sit on our

ins is to backslide and not help thoge students whose destiny is in I

our hands. Thankyou.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Russell DeWitt follows :]

, re
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RUSSELL DEWKIT, PRESIDENT, COLORADO As-,
SOCIATION FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES;
AND JANET ROUNTREE, PARENT

Kr Chainan anal members of the Select DabCcsanittee:

I as Russell Witt and Ins representing the7Colorado Association of Children

and Adults with Learning Disabilities. We would like to thank you for your con-

tinned support of the Education for All Handicapped Children. The benefits of

FL 9t -162 have, of course, been monumental and more far reaching than any of us

ever for in such a fen, years.

However, We aua never sit back and only praise ourselves for a job welLdone

if we are to continue to grew. Al all levels; federal, state e' local, ch.nge in

cornittoonts,to the exceptional student mat,still take place. Clary schools are still
educating our children to live and function in yesterdays world, not'the future we

reach each new day. lbre creativity and innovation must be utilized if we are to

truly educate rather than placate. If we fail'IA educate our handicapped now through

special education, we will pay for then later at an accelerated an? inflationary rate

through welfare and other social programs. We cost continue to Wipe our educational

processes to fit the programs to the studeit, not the student to the programs; to,teacb

a child, not a curriculum:

Learning Disabilities has many definitions--if you were to ask ten educators what

it means to have a learning disability, you would get ten different answers. Cur

children do not walk with braces, they don't have hearing aids, they aren't in wheel

chairs. Our learning disabled students look like any other student, but without special
deb.Haled

help, they nay become as hapokuppui.ac any of the more severely handicapped which are

readily recognized as handicapped, 0
They may be referred to as the dirt,' handicap", the

"fatal handicap"; and often the "lazy? studene.' A learning disability in and.of itself'

ienot considered either a physical or mental disability although it is "definite

barrier to the traditional learnineprocess. Learning disabilitibs are vary corplex

.e!vinny deal with input of information, organization of thought and speech, auditory

association, decoding, small and large motor control, or any of many other processes

of the brain in one or yam combinations.
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The concept of educating the handicapped has been ao...cyld 4ith but few exceptions;

however, what still concerns many parents of learninebled are the many learning

disability students who continue /345 fall the cracks; who do not fit the

generally accepted Concept of "handicapped.. Should we always put the rare severely

handicapped first for services because they're more easily identified, aid whoop fullest
.

potential nay be only a small degree of life skills, or should we recognize a learning

disability for the handicap it is, rather than how oar years a student 13 behind in a

particular area before they can be placed in special education and eventually become

a responsible tax-payitg citizen. Mgr learning disabled students ability to survive

in schools is directly related to their regular education teacher. understanding of the

students urnsual,needs because the school dees not recovii.ze the escalating problem

which will face the student with learning disabilities every day.

Weekly, our Association gets calls from parents whose child does not "qualify*

for a special -ancatien program because they are arAt far enough behind or the

school has reached it's limit for the learning disability category, or even for all

special-education students. ;Mt' students are net being assessed for Many months

after referral because U.: chars are so overloaded. We don't know the annerr to this

problem but we do lanow these children deserve a chance to succeed. The existing
,

program may be filled for two possible reasons, (1) too many phildren with real

learning disabilities for the number of slots available or (2) learning disabilities

has been used as-a "dumping ground for thoie students who are a problem in the

regular eduCation classroom end the-teacher does not know how to handle them. There

are too many students in learning disability classes who shouldn't be there. They

lump been placed there inappropriately instead of in the laud ed intellectual or slow

learner category because it ii wore acceptable to be learningl disabled, or they aren't

being stafted,out when they are ready for mainstreaming becau a the classroom teachers

are not prepared to teach. them:

Education is &finagle that which provided each individual student with a system,/
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of development to be self supporting. -THetgeleit we are asking ar; a self supporting

SP ,.
education.

The,seme special aagiion that isiegitenpaid to the regular student and made

his a "winner!, will make a self supporting And self respecting student of the

learning disabled student.
ti

Tbe dbild-find concept of_FL 94-1112 (Section 613 (2)(C) of the Colorado Annul

Program Plan) is notable; we concur with it. However, we also see zany of those Mel
. ,

students ones foatel,otith no special education program because of aforem3ntioned

problems ofpiaces4nt/. If child count goes up, it should automatically nean a

coarbspendleg increase in annul authorization of funding. esy'ddetricte priortize

needs ant will. continue to do so unless they realiie the toil funding of FL 94-112

asiuthorivni.

. . Again, we feel accountabiliti at the local level is poisible only with full

imlemeniatLon of The actc The tape whilbexist in current funding -and full funding '

arc substantial; however, uhat pricedo potential, which with the

. learning disabled stedent; with very few exception, li.en,taught at their learning

to, rate aAd style in the appropriate setting has no limib. Special education shank!

tie seen as providing a qualitative individual, not a quantitative number of graduates.

Oar Coloradtepociltion for Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities feels

thit duqsessful implementation requires:
.

(l.) Contizning need to expand the knowledge and skills of regular educate;

and principals'. They mast be sanitized to theipecill education student'. We should

begin selecting those teachers with insight and communication skills and the ability to

teach to an individual peed of- the exceptional student as well as the gifted and

talented student. lie also rust haws special education teachers trained to..31.k...

,with sat as supporiardrconsultatioo for regular oducation_toachers who hare handi-

,capped students who arc mainstreamed.
.

.4 , It is our hope that Congress will continue it's interest and sensitivity to the

1 41?
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personnel in-service training of regular education ;teachers to provide the tools

the1 heed in theday-to-day education of the exceptiahal a4udent who is mainstreamed;

(2.) Nigher education institutions are not Changing teaching techniques as

quickly as was hoped since Hoverter 197$ wheq PL 94-142 was enacted. A 0inimum amount

of hour?, :IX are required pf regular education teachefs being certified. Very

little 'hands-on" experience with the handicapped student in available before entering

the actual clasfroom. 94-142 mandates individualization, teacher certification does

not this oversight rust be corrected. The special education personnel coning from

cuiligher.educationsinstitutes begin teaching with a minimum knowledge of how to

write an individual:education plan; that an individual education plan is and what

it is not. In our opinion, the I.E.P. is ore of ttlio rost, if not-the most important

aspects of the Education of the Handicapped, an d parents are more &ten than not, not

included in the writing of the Plan. Many teaPrirs do not understand how the evaluation

and writing Iftbe I.E.P. is done and oant;nue to do ifi incorrectly) Many teachers

do not understaldthe is not an accountability contract, and feel very piessured,

by it. According to The At (1pda-349) the I.E.P. is not a,performance contract,

butthis does not relieve agencies, teachers and dietritts from making good faith

efforts in assisting the child in achieving the goals and objectives of the I.E.P.

Therefore, we feel that in-service in vital for the regular education and special

education teachers on an ore -going basis.

(3.) Vocation6I and Garber educatiob is extremely important for tie learning

disabled student. Learning disabilities tan have an extremely adverse affect on a

persons ability to work if not properly educated and trained. It takes Skill and

understanding of the learning disabled students unique problems to help them overcome'

Reference 121a-349 "Individbalized education program-accountability. Each public *
agency nast provide special education and related services to aihandicapped
eau in accordance with 411 individualized education prograi.' However, Part ,

Lotthe Act does not require that any agency, teacher, or other person be
heldNaccountable it a Child does not achieve the growth prpjectod in the
annual goals and Objectives.'
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their particular disability it can be done. Severe learning disabled students whfn

they reach adulthood can be as productive as tuayO'ne; a tax - paying responsible

if they get the services they need. Vocational and career educatilln teachers are

not participating in the writing of most secondary learning stedenbu I.S.P.s.

In fact, little cosannication is going on between taleandrg disabilirekudents

regular education, special education, and vocation teachers bocsadivrtk; have not been

provided the necessary preservice or insecvice training to work collectively, and

each feels he must remain in his solitary domain. We ask than for adequate assistance

to individual states and institutions of higher learning for the indepth 'training

of sufficient quality (not quantity) special education, W6cational end career edication,

and regular educatiOe teachers. )tea y vocational educational teachers are not training

our youth to fit into today! job market!. This is alto an'areaof concern.

(h.) It has been stated (Bloom 196h) that as such as 50% of all intelligereb

development occurs prior to age h. With appropriate.ekly intervention for thanes:711re

disabled student, it will subitantially increase that students choices and:anrs of

reaching full potential. Unlike the retarded, slow learner, or other categories of

-lower than normal I.Q. handicapped students, the learning disabled student may only

need to expand visual perception skills, raise arlditory functioning levels, improve

decoding skills, etch _through a one-hoar a day lab class; speech.and language therapy

several time a week, and sometimes with a basic change in the regular classroom

setting such as theme of larger print; tape recorders fo the older or secondary student

attending lectures, adapting instruction to accommodate the low level reading rate,

etc. will insure a high level of cometIney and success for the learning disabled. A

comeittsent to education of the learning disabled student should not b6 viewed as a

burden upon our schohls or state, but rather a Oast effective investment in the (store.

(5.) The D.S. Office of Gifted and Talented recently agreed with the studies'

of the National Aseociatio; for Children srd Adults with Learning Disabilities that
4

many of the children who are considered learns disabled are also gifted. They are

fo,
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the deviant and divergent thinkerejthey often are extreselx.Auricas and therefore

labeled hyperactive. Pithy bearningispiability students hive very high I.9.8, but
-

because of poor visual perception or other di/lab/114, they read several years helve

grade level. Since most of the traditional learning is done through reading, they

begin falling behiM. Witlresediation in a special education class several tined a

week they soon begin Aanctiouing at grade level and eventually become productive

citizens. Hat take the same student with a high 1.Q.,.possibli in the gifted and

talented category, with poor readirg skills and no identification as learning disabled

and thus no rerediation. ay huxiiu. or Senior High School, he has poor self concept and

he can't compete with bas peers. He turns to other ways of filling tire and raising

'self-worth. Involvement in drugs and petty crimes 7A7 seen like the only way to.

impress friends. He becomes a drop-out and Is soon caught.for joy-riding in a stolen

vehicle to show off to his friends leaving school for the dry. ll ficticious ea=ple

yos and no, many of the juvenile delinquent centers concur with our exarple tine-

after time..Adjudication is costing our state about three tineNhat it Costs for

special education per stada. Coat effectiveness at school age level is most desirable

with the ever 'acres:able rusters of welfare and fOod steep recipients. :b cost proj-

ection Can even be lueesed at between the pontribator who nielt-have-been, and the

motivated self-wappoater.

In closing, we ask--are we ts'oducate the handicap or educate in spite of a

handicap? We choose the latter and hope you agree. 96-1142 mandates a free, appropriate%

elocution for All handicapped students% We feel we rust educate the student so they

ma7 become productive, successful and happy 'share of our society. The onus is on

each of us to continue to make the gains begun with the passage of14-142. Tee 1980'0

must be a time when these gains are to be continaed. To be Corplecent and sit on cur

gabs is to backslide and not help those students whose destiny is in our hand,.

a.
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' Mr. Szatox. Mr. Bruce Bernstein of the Legal Center for liandi-
iiapped Citizens.

Era's/on OF BRUCE BERNSTEIN, ATTORNEY, EXECUTIVE
0, DIRECTOR, LEGAL CENTER FOR HANDICAPPED CITIZENS :

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Thankgou, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Kramer. .

My name is Bruce Be in. I'm an attorney and executive direct&
( of the Legal Center for Handicapped Citizens. The legal center sub-

mitted to the subcommittee some extensive written comments. And
rather than read them, I will try and summarize them in a reasonably
brief fashion.

Mr. SrmoN. Your written testimony will be entered into the record.
Mr. BER-ors TErN. Thank you. . \
The legal center itself is a nonprofit public interest law firm that has

been intimately involved as advocates for handicapped people in Colo-
rado since 1974 with particular expertise and experience in the area of
the needs and special education of handicapped children by virtue of a
variety of activities. We have acted as ad hoc advisers to the Colorado
State Department of Education when it adopted the original State plan
on Public Law 94-142. We have followed the progress of subsequent
State plans carefully and have submitted detail ments on each
State plan since that time. When our comments ere not acted upon at
the State level, we pursued them to the nati al level.

In addition; we have represented more than 300 individual Nandi-
, capped children in the last 3 years who; directly or indirectly, have

come to the center and asked for assistance in staffing, due process ap-
peals, and other matters dealing with special education. We've trained
parents, advocates, and educato'rs in their legal rights ttnd responsi-
bilities.

The legal center ielt-Protection-of-adcacy system in Colorado for
developmentally disabled citizens and. in addition, through other
sources of funding represent other handicapped persons.

From our viewpoint. Public Law 94-142 has brought some very
substantial gains to this State. Much remains undone, however. I'd
like to talk a little bit about the gains and a little bit about the prob.
kills. It's important that the subcommittee understand that in Colo-
rado before Public Law 94-142 came along, Colorado had a strong
State law dealing with the rights of handicapped children. When
coupled with section 504 of the. Rehabilitatidn Act, most if not all
of the rights provided under Public Law 94-142 were present. How-
ever, it seemed as if those right were constantly being swept under
the rug and ignored until the hearings began to commence on the State
plan regarding Public Law 94-142. -

There, was tremendous controversy surrounding the adoption of ths
plan when it was initially adopted in this State. Supporters of the plan
saw that it was bringing forth new and exciting and innovative rights
which, from our viewpoint, had always existed but never been imple-
mented. Opponents saw impressive new burdens, which, in our view-
point, were not true because those burdens had always existed.

The pleasure, the beauty of the controve , was that the education of
handicapped children came out of the closet, so to speak, and, into the

I
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forefront. And as a result, a lot was done in this State to the benefit of
handicapped children. That's why I Ay that Public Law 94-142. even
though indirectly, has in fact brought substati9al gains to this State.

In addition to the awakening of interest and enthusiasm, some of
the gains revolve around the attitudinal issues. Three years ago when
the State plan was first adopted, the kinc4 of. cases coming t6 the center
were oases in whith schools were just flat refusing to discuss anything
with parents. in which schools were just flat refusing to enroll certain
types of handicapped students. With the oncoming of Public Law 94-
142, a lot of those attitudes seem to have changed.

Schools a& beginning to acknowledge their responsibility. They are
beginning. even in some districts. to move with some vigor and some
enthusiasm to implement not only the letter of the act but the spirit
of the act. .

There's a movement away from segregated schools. There's ire-
ment toward acknowledging the parents. rather than a bothersofne\
person who comes to the school: as an equal or at least someone who \
has some responsible input into the educational planning process. \

There are a lot of problems remaining, and I'd like to talk about
some that I see affecting this State and also th Nation and then sriecif-
ically some that a.e clearly prevalent in this State and maybe in other
States, too.

The first problem is clearly that of financesPublic Law 94-142 is
supposed to supplement rather than replace finances. It's clear that in
this State there is no dedication in the legislature to adequately fund
special education programs for handicapped children. The State law
basically provides for 80-percent reimbursement to the local educa-
tion units from the State. That State law has never been fully , . -d,
And basically. districts look to approximately 48 to 50 percent r
imbursement from our State.

The district simply cannot meet tl eir other goals and obligations
and pressures and fulfill the mandate of section 504 and Public Law
94-142, with the available dollars. As a result. problems have arisen.
and district a in fact seeking loopholes in the law and indirectly
refusing t ry
' The other pr blem, which is a much biggei pro. e I think, and of
much more difficult problem to address, is the interrel ed systematic
attitudinal problem. When the districts are faced with 1 emands for

rvices on handicapped children by laws, that say they in h.. .. vi .
t ese services and yet they get no corresponding funds. are obviously
aught in a quandary. They have to strike out in self-defense. Some-

times they strike out by way of cutting services in subtle and indirect
methods so the parents don't even realize hat.is going on until it's too
lath. They refuse to serve children in subtle ways by placing children
or referring children for residential treatment or homebound tutors.
because they simply don't have money to provide the ne ded progrims.

This problem is reinforced. unfortunately. by the a titude of BEE
and by the Colorado State Depart, lent of Education/ ;either of these
organizations have demonstrated b words cA actidns any firm. no-
nonsense commitment to a standard of excellence ih the *delivery of
services to hrtlflicapped children. Q ite to,the contrary, it seems to be

3.
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the goal of BEH and State department df ethication to strive for paper
minimal compliance with the law. If we've got it on paper, that,'s all we
have to do.

In fact when we met with a representative from BEH last year
regarding some concerns we had, very substantial concerns with the
Color State planone, of which is now in litigation and a copy of
the complaint has been entered into the recordthe concern of BEH
was merely Whether or not the written document sufficiently met, the
requirementi of the law. It was clear that even the written document
did not meet the requirements of the law. The written document was
approved, and it's our anticipation it will be approved again this year.

This attitude of striving for mediocrity rather than excellence for
paper compliance lather than real compliance has bee clearly trans-
mitted to local education agencies. They, know that th6 State depart-
ment of education, except on rare instances, and ,BEH, on even rarer
instances if ever, will not interfere, will not come as a strong and
unequivocal advocate to the paying of handicapped children. .

We had our diffetences many times and still do in certain areas with
the old U.S. Department-of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office
for Civil Rights. Handicapped'children in this State have that Office
as their resource to turn to in this area. Somehow, some way, that
Office has apparently communicated td local education agencies and
to the State department of education that it is interested in real
compliance. 5

Complaints to OCR .usually get results in this State. Complaints
to the State department of education do not. In fact at least one dis-
trict on a very major problem, a statewide problem. has been known
to indicate that regardless of what the State department of educa-
tion directed it to do as its responsibilities undenthe law, it would not
and is not presently serving a group of institutionalized children. :tind
this was reported to the,State department of education, it was itcr-epted
apparently more as the norm than as the exception.

I'd like to talk now a little bit about some of the specific Colorado
problems atilt I think Congress should know about and be concerned
about. First, the plight of institutionalized children. Institutionalized
children in.this Stateand by that I Mean not only children who are
in institutions such as °the State home and training school but also
childrpn in some instances who are in nursing homes, foster care,
and the like--are not in ,most instances receiving a free appropriate
public: ducation. We are not aware of it single institutionalized child
in the sense of a child in, for example? the State home and training
schools, of whith there are three in this State, who does receive free
appropriate education..

This problem was called to the attention of State department
of education and to BEH in May of I979. ,BEH was more interested
in paper compliance in the State plan than in the realities of life..
There was no paper compliance In the State plan; but the plan was
approved anyway. The State department of education's response to
the problem was that they were unaware it existed, and they would
look into it which in fact they did. Unfortunately, after looking ,into
the ptoblem, the State department of education took no effective action
to resolve it.

2 -t
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, As a result. included in this record is one very small segment of
this problem, a copy of the complaint in the case of Association for
Retarded Citizens in Colorado v. Frazier who is the Cominissionerof
Education in Colailido. And I'd like to tell you jNt a little bit about
what thacase is about.

The three State home and training schools in this State are located
in different counties. The policy of local education agencies in those
counties is that if the parents of those children do not live in that
county; that child is not a resident of the county and should he served
by the local education agency where the parent resides. When the
parent 'goes to the local education "agency where the parent resides.
lie's told. "Since your child lives in the county in which the institution
is located, your child is not our responsibility and must go to that
other district."

This absurd catch-2.2 situation-was brought to the attention of the
Colorado Department of Education with regard to four children in
October November of 1979. We're now in June. Not one of those four
children has had a day in school. As a matter of fact. out of those four
children, not one of those four children have ever hada day in school.

The State department of education was totally unable to resolve the
problem. They saw one possible solution by way of legislation. When
that legislation was introduced and analyzed and it was discovered that
the legislation not only would not solve the problem but would com-
pound, it, amendments were suggested that would in fact resolve the
problem. When the sponsor of the legislation indicated that in fact he

-was going to accept the amtndments for other political reasons, namely
the-cost of the progfam. the State Department of Education requested
that the bill be withdrawn, and in fact it was withdrawn.

None of these children are being educated. I don't know, frankly,
how anyone concerned with the problems of Public Law 94-142 in the
interest of handicapped children can read the complaint that's now in
the_record and not feel sickened that there is some substantial problem
when children who are clearly, everyone agrees, .of school age, are
handicapped. and in need of special education. because of the ridicu-
lous catch-22 buck-passing situation cannot go to school. there's just
something wrong from the top on down. We're disturbed that, al-
though a copy of the complaint was sent to BEH. BEH has not even
responded or shown any interest whatsoever in the proceeding.
4,01i6lorado has no effective provision for the appointment of surrogate
parents: They've turned to BEH for guidave. BLIT has given none.
-BEH now has out for comments a proposed interpretative memo. No
oriZzicndws when or if that memo is going to be turned into reality, when
or if States are going to be required to come into compliance.

But certaihly this State is not in compliance and cannot get any
guidance from BEH, or at least in the past has not, There's a distinct
lack of services in this State. Some districts maintain waiting lists.
They know, just as we here in this room know, that those are unlawful.
If an effective advocate such as the Legal Center calls the district to
inquire regarding a specific child on a waiting list, the child gets the'
seririce. But how many others whose parents don't know of the existence
of these rights are seill.on the waiting list? Some of the waiting lists
tire extremely long.
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lit
Teachers are intimidated when they come to IEP meeO

.

's or, as we
call them in Colorado, alternate staffings, which is a similar but not
quite patching thing in some districts. and intimidated to the degree
that they are instructed prior to going into the meeting that they will
not recommend a certain service or that the district oil y has resources
for a certain percentage of that teacher's time to ke spe t for this child,
and regardless of whether the child needs more time ith the teacher
or more of the service, they will nott recommend what the child needs
but merely what the district presently has the ability,,to provide.

Children are beipg fit into existing resources and programs regard-
less of their needs. These forced fits often don't work. And when they
don't work. rather than the district seeing it as a failure of the forced
fit, they see it as a failure of the child.

Particularly critical in this State is the proble of services for
autistic and autistic-like children and emotional or -called behavior
problem children. There is no district in this State that provides a free
appropriate public education for autistic children age 5 through 21.
There are fiery Tew districts who even begin to approach providing an
appropriate program for autistic children at the Mernentary school
let el. There are virtually no appropriate program4 anywhere in this
State for autistic children of junior and senior high hool age and
beyond.

i

So what happens to these children? What happens to these children
is that they are forced to fit into inappropriate p grams with un-
-Allied and untrained teachers, and they eventually fail. They're sus-
pended, they're expelled, they're ordered for residential placement,
they're told that they ha e medical problems and not educational prob-
lems. They'll place them 1 hour a day with homebound tutoring.

An emotionally disturbed or so-called behavior riroblem child faces
the same fate, especially if the child has another handicap, particu-
larly If the child has emotional problems and a problem of mental
retardation. Those children are regularly suspendef1, expelled, recom-
mended for residential treatment which does ncit exist, placed on
homebound pi'ograms. or what is now 13.2coming popular or at least as
popular is placement in the homebound programs type districts. The
parents are told that their child,has a medical problem, their mind is
sick. "When you straighten it out, bring them backend we'll be happy

1ta iprovde some education." .
I

This State is not in 'compliance 4vith the due process,requirement
a.under Public Law .94-142. The State plan for the 1 several years has

indicated that efforts will be made to bring the Sta into compliance,
and BEII has accepted that year after year without i quiring any time
lines. There does seem to be some hope that in fact this year the State
may finally bring its rules into compliance with Federal law. BuCin
the meantime, children are suffering. .

The 4,5-day requirement from date of request for due process hearing
to date of delivery of the hearing officer's decision hal; never been met in
a single case the legal center has been irvolved in. There seems to
be no recourse once the district roes beyond the days. You can't
default them as you would in a regular lawsuit an automatically get
your services. Delays are to the benefit of the school district.

,
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Most of the cases that we're involved in are children tryingeto get
into programs or into services or into new services. The law says the
child remains in his present placement pending app4al. So it's to the
benefit of the school to put the case off, put the parents off as long as
they can to get out of providing the needed service. And from their
standpoint, from the standpoint of not having the funjis to dy this, they
must take these kinds of actions by way of self-defense. Air

In addition, many df the districts just don't understand their obliga,

%tions
under the due process areas. They've not been sufficientk in-

structed in those areas by people who have sufficient. knowledge to be
doing the instruction.

The other area of due process dealing with time lines is that the State
is supposed to at within 30 days on appeals. The State does not act
withinM day s on appeals. Set forth in our written testimony, we cite
you a ease in whichln February a hearing officer ralecKhat a child was
entitled to a certaffi service. The school district promptly appealed.
Here we are, in June.,and the State has yet to issue a ruling on that
appeal. We maed before the State hearing.officer for interim relief,
that during the period of delay, the child be given services. That re-
quest was denied.

We then filed a complaint with OCR against the State. Suddenly,.
the State department of education said they would pay for the service
in the interim. If we had not been involved in that case, if we had snot
known the law, if these were parents trying to proceed on their own,
that child would still be without. services.

Parents are not a(11 iced of their.due process rights asrequired by
law. Whether this is because the districts don't understand the parents
have due process rights or what they are or whether districts don't
understand they're supposed to advise parents or whether they're just
doing it stubbornly, Ihdon't know. The problem still remains.

When a parent has no idea of their rights, when the program is pre-
sented to them on a take-it-or!take-nothing basis as is often the case.
then the naretits take whatel er it is because it is better than nothing
and nothing is what they've had for so many years in the past.

What can be clone to resolve these problems? First of all, I think ac-
tion needs to be taken on the national level. I don't know whether Colo-
rado is or is not typical of this problem. But clearly, many of these
problems cannot be resolved at the State level. The fiscal problem can-
not and will not be resolved in this State. If the Federal Government
really wails what it sal, s, in adopting section 5Q4 and adopting Public
Law 9-1-142, then you're going to have to put your money up to prove
it, because the States are not going to voluntarily implement it:
themselves.

Second. there needs to be a total change of attitude. We have-a
great opportunity. now that we have a new U.S. Departmentlif Educa-
tion. for that Department of Education to come fort11 with a firm
policy statement backed up by adequate manpower, resources. and
actions that says to the world there will be a no-nonsense. firm enforce-
ment of Public Law 94 -l42: while we're uroing to be concerned with
what is in the State plan. we are going to be concerned with what in
reality is occurring. And those States that are in violation are going
to be dealt with firmly and severely.
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Third, there needs to be an advocacy program for parents. It's im-
portant to realize that due process hearings, at least. in this State in
this day and age, are complex, detailed procedures +usually involving
a number of expert witnesses and, in cases we've been involved in,
usually being scheduled for 2 or more days. Parents cannot handle those
kinds of cases on their own. They don't know wtto get the expert
witnesses. E-ven if they do, they don't have the f s to pay for them.
They don't know the -law thoroughly enough to go up against an
attorney representing the school district. So there must bean *dvocacy
program to handle some of these problems. It has unspent funds, or
at least the Department of Education presently has unallocated and
unspent funds, that could be used for this purpose at this time.

Since the P and A's, protectioli and advocacy systems, are already
in place and in existeve, sharing Borne of that funding with them may
be one idea. Creating a separate protection and advocacy ,system for
the educationally handicapped to represent handicapped children may
be another. But something needs to be done in this area. .

Last, but not leastthe issue of recourse to the courts needs to be
more carefully addressed. The way the statute reads now, you have
recourse to the courts td review the actions or rulings on a person's
appeal. But how does one get to the court when there's been nohearing,
when the State has refused a hearing, or when you cannot get a ruling
on your appkti ? It should be clear that if the timelines are missed,
parents have a right to seek judicial redress. Because only by holding
this preSsure against all the other pressures that the State education
agency and local education agencies have to face are they going to find

/ the time or make the time to move ahead.
I don't want to paint an entirely black or white picture. As I indi:

cated when I started,my remarks, great gains have occurred, but great
problems remain. And on a national level, those problems need to be
addressed. Thank you.

Mr. SI3i0N. Thank you.
[Material submitted by Bruce Bernstein follows :)
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IN TUE UNITED STATES-DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO

Civil Action No.

ASSQCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS)
)

IN COLORADO;LEGAL CENTER FOR )-

)

HANDICAPPED CITIZENS: ESTEVAN )

)

SOLIS', JR.,, a minor by and ' )

)

through his parents,_Estevan and )

)

Olivia Solis; TIMMY CURE,

minor by and through his parents')

Robert.and Sally Clare; AMY,

BECKER, a minor %and through'

her mother, Carol' lifacier;

RUSSELL LANGREN, a minor by and

through his parents, Raymond and

Rite Langren; WALTER PHILIP .

HILTON, by and through his

'parents, 'Leslie and Elaine

Hilton ;' and ALL OTHER PERSONS

SIMILARLY SITUATED,

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

),

)

)

) COMPLAINT P
)

)

4;1.
)

)

)

)

)

)

Plaintiffs,)

V.

CALVIN ZIER, inlividually and )

1)4.

in hi paCity asCommissioner
.

)

)

y

of the Colorado Department of )

)

Edutation: and TEE COLORADO )

)

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
)

Defendants.)

'PRELIMINARY STATEMENT,

1. This is sa class. action hr- ught-bgafirc.oci behalf of

all handicapped children dye 21 1 ping at the Va.: hbme and

-training schoolit-Ridge (hereinafter "Riage^),who have been denied



a fiee appropriate public education because their parents do not

reside wfthin the boundaries of School District No. R-1 in the

County of Jefferson and State,of Colorado' (hereinafter "Jefferson

/
County Public Schools"). They seek declaiatory and injuncti,ie

relief for deprivation of their civil rights as a rebult of failure

of the Defendants to assure them a free apprOpriate public education

as Tequiredby federal statutory and constitutional law.

2. Ridge is a public 1.esidential care facility for the

mentally retarded. It is.located in Jefferson County, Colorado, t

within the boundaries of Jefferson County Public Schools, a kocal

education agency.

3. Thealliaintiffst parents reside within the boundaries

of vatious local education agencies acrdse the state, other than

Jefferson County Public Schools.}

4. Jefferson Count), PubliC Schools have refused to

piovilp PlLaIntiffs with a free appropriate public education because,

ttiell'parents do not reside within the boundaries of Jefferson

County Public Schools. Plaintiffs have been unable to receive a

free appropriate public education from the local education agency

where their parents reside because Plaintiffs live at Ridge.

5." Defendants have failed to discharge their duty to proviciel3r

assure that Plaintiffs receive a free appropriatvpublic education

despite their living at Ridge. Asqa.result, Plaineis have not

received or had an opportunity to.receive a free appropriate

public education since the day they moved to Ridge.
...

II
EDUCATION OF THE HANDfkAPPED ACT

6. In 1975, the Cpulgress enacted the."Educatign of the

Handicapped Act" P.L. 641.142, codified at 20 U.S.C: S1401 et. sec!,

(hereihafter the "Act"). The Act resulted from congressional

deteiminations that, inter alia, more than half-4I all handicapped

children in the United States do, not receive agliopriate educa-

tional services and one mtllion such childriln are excluded entirely

from the public school system. It was enacted to remedy these

conditions.
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7. The purpose of the Act is to assure that alf'handi-

capped children have available to them a free appropriate public

education in the4east restrictive appropriate setting, to assure,

the protection of the rights of such children and their parents,

and to financially assist states ond localities to provide for such

education.

1

8. ''Under the Act, and as used herein, 'handicapped

children' or "handicapped child" means children aged 5 to 21 years,

who are mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired,

visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, orthopedically

impaired, or other health, impaired children, or children with

specific learning' disabilities, who by teason thereof require

special educatioli'and related services as defined in 20 U.S.C. 51401

(16) and (17) and the regulations ,implementing the Act.
a

9. The Act and its regulations (found at 45 C.P.A.

Fart 121.a), particularly emphasize the interest of Congress that

a free appropriate public education be provided to handicapped

children residing in public institutions such as Ridge.

10. The Act and its regulations provide a detailed

Procedure to assure quality educational services, individualized

to the needs of each handicapped child, and delivered in the

setting least restrictive to the child. Collectively, these

procedure's constitute a free appropriate public education. Tjey

include assumption by an educational agency of respond/bility to

provide each child with all the. Services and protections, an

intensive,-multi-disciplinary assessment to determine the existence,,

nature, degree and type Of handicap; a multi-disciplinary conference

to identify the child's special education and related services

needs, such as special programs of instruction, volgiical therapy,

self help skills, speech cervices and others, r.! to design an
.

individualized education program for the chfld ith measurable

dik short and long term goals; delivery of such educational progr;m_

in the setting least restrictive to the child's needs; provision

. of interim services while awaiting ?inal placement in an educational
.

program; an annual review of the child's progress and changing

needs; and elaborate due process procedures to assure parental

involeement and consent at each stage of the procedure..

p
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11.. States may apply for and receivefunds under the

Act, to assist them in providing_ every school age child with a free

appropriate public educatiO;. As part of the duties in accepting

such funds, each state must assure that each handicapped child in

the state will receive a free appropriate public education. States

receiving assistance were granted until October 1, 1977, to meet

the requirements of the Act.

II/
SECTION 504 'OF THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973

12. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29

5794) Wienacted by Congress as part of a total bill of

rights 11Lndicapped individuals, who, due to their handicaps,

.hed been deniedlthe benefits and fundamental rights of sObiety.'

It applies to all recipients of federal financial assistance.

-13. x4 1977, the U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare issued regulations at 45 C.F.R. Part 84, implementing

, Section 504. The regulations provide, at 45 C.F..R. 584.33 and
.

584.54, that each recipient of federal funds for programs or
.

activities dealing with the education of school aged children shall

ensure that each handicapped child, including institutionalized

-children, is provided a free appropriate public education. A
A

prOgram complying with the requirements of the Act and its regula-

=tions is an acceptable method of complying with Section 504/ .

I y Iv
JURISDICTION ALLEGATIONS

14. This is an action pursuant to 42 G.S.0 51983 to

tedress the deprivation, under color of state law, of rights,

privileges or immunieies.secured.by the Constitution and lava of

the United States, to wit:

a) Denial of, rights dg the.O.laintiffs to equal protectiOn

of the law secured by the Fourteenth AmendOneto the 'U.S.

ti

Constitution.

b) 201U.S.C. 51401 et sed: and its implementing.1regulations.
4
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c) 20 U.S.C. 5794 and its implementing regulations issued

by the U.S. Wartment of Health, Education and Welfare.

15. Juiisdiction is conferred upon_this Court under

28 D.S.C. 51331,.1343(3) and (4) and 20 U.S.C. 51415e. The

declaratory and injunctive relief prayed for in this action is

authorized by 28 D.S.C. 52201 and 2202, and Rules 57 and 65 of the

Federal4Rules of Civil procedure. Monetary damages ace inadequate

'and Plaintiffs have suffered irreparable 'harm from pefendentS'

actions, practices, omissions, policies and procedures complained

of herein, and will Continue to suffer,sugh harm unless injunctive

relief is-granted as prayed below.

PLAIVNTIFFS

PLAINTIFF ASSOCIATION OF RETARDED CITIZENS
IN COLORADO

16. The AsAociation for Retarded Citizens in Colorado

jhereinafter referred to as ARC/C) is a non-profit organization

, composed of'over 4,800 members in 18 local chapters throughout the

State of Coloraddr ,Membership consists of concerned citi ;ens

including professionals, parents Ind relative; of pentally retarded

or otherOise developmentally disabled persons, and mentally retarded

and developmentally disabledpersons themselves. It is organized

to advocate and advance the rights of all mentally retarded citizens

of. Colorado. Some chapters of ARC /C have been organized to

advanCe the rights of all developmentally disabled persons' and

include members, who have'developmental disabilities other.. than

mental retardation.

17. ARd/C vigorously represents the interests of

developmentally di bleg citizens of Colorado.

'18. ARC/C'and fts mamberi suffer rim' and substantial

harm as a'direct result" of Defindant's =act. Specifically,

Defendants do not prAvide or assure the provision of constitutionally

and statutorily mandated education to ARC/C members and their

families:0 TbOirelief sought will result in substantial benefit

to sem?.

223.E22a-i
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-PLAINTIFF LEGAL CENTER FOR
HANDICAPPED CITIZENS

19. The Legal Center for Handicapped Citizens (herein-,

after refereed iko is LCHC) isa trade name for the Center for Legal

AdvoCacy, a non-profit which promotes and protects the

legal rights of handacaptd

20. _Pursuant to 42 S.C. $6012, the Office of the.,

Governor ha appointed LCEC athe Protection and Advocacy System

for deve entaliy disabled "rens in Colorado.

-
21. Pursuant to 42 D.S.C. $6012, as the Protection and

Advocacy System In Colorado, LCHC has the duty and authority to

nderpendently pursue legal.,_ndainistrative, and other appppriate

reaidies to ensure the protectioW'of the rights of developmentally

disabled persons who are receiving treatment, services, or habili-

-tition within Colorado.

22. LCHC vigorously represents e interests of

developmentally disabled and other citizens of Colorado.

23. Children whoLCBC represents the Protectiol and
1,

Advocacy System in Colorado, and other handicapped children, suffer

real and substantial hdrm as a direct result of Defendant's conduct.

Specifically, Defendants do not provide or-assure the provision

of constitutionaltl; and statutorily mandated education for those

LCHC represents. ,The relief sought will result in substantial

benefit to same.

PLAINTIFF ESTEVAN SOL/S, JR.

24m, Esavan is an 11 year old multiply handicapped

child who is disabled due to sent 1 retardation and physical

disabilities. 7""

2S. Estevan s at Ridge, where he was placed

Apri17, 1977, when he,was 8 years of age. He was so placed

because of his need for specialized 24 hour residential care

resulting from his physical and mental handicaps, and lack of Such

care in Weld County. His parents live in Weld County, Colorado

"within the service boundarii8 of the Hold County Board of Coopera-

tive Services (hereinafter weld,BOCES), a Local educat=ion agency.

' 88419 CM-81---1S
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'26. .DUO to his handicaps,-the factthat,he fives at

Ridge and the fact that his parents 'do not live within the boundaries

of Jefferson County Public Schools, Estevan has not had the

opportunity ,so attend school and receive a free appropriate ;violin

education since at least April of 1977.

27. Estsvan's special education and related servicei

needs include, at a minimum, a full day program of education for

trainable mentally retarded'children; physical therapy: occupational

therapy: dcoaninicatiOri skills including speech therapy and language

development and use of a communication,board; self help skills
,

including feeding and toileting: music therapy:socialization skills;

adaptive equipment including an appropriately designed wheelchair;

individual and small group instruction; relaxation techniques and

recreational octivitiof including swimming.

28. In June of 1979, his parents made a demand upon the

weld BOCES to provide Estevan with a free appropriate public.

education. Pursuant to that request, the Weld BOCCI conducted an

educational wit of Estevan and concluded that he was handi-

capped anct.,in need of special education and related services.

29. The Weld BOCES refujed and continues to refuse to

provide such services on the basis that.Estevan lives at Ridge.
'`-

30. In November of 1979, Estevan's parents made a

demand upon Jefferson County Pubhic Schools to provide Estevan

with a Ire.; appropriate public education. (

31. Jefferson County Public Schools refused and

continuet to refuse to servo Eitevan, because his parents reside

in Weld Cdunty.

32. Estee's parents appealed the refusal'-to serve by

the Weld BOCES and demanded a hitting as provided in 45 CAP:R.

11;la.506. They also demanded that interim special education and

related services be provtdod,during the pendency of.their appeal,

as provided itt 45 C.P.R. 5121a.513. On oecetbe 12, 19791 they

were .advised gy a representative of the local education agency

that their demand for a hearing was refused.

22&
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33 On December 13, 1979, psrsuant to 45 C.F.R. 5121a.510,

Estevan's parents appealed to Defendants the denial of a hearing

and failure to provide interim services: They requested that

Defendants assure that sons local education 4enCy provide sucb,

services or that Defendants provide such services themselves.

34. On December 20,'1979, the Defendants' summarily

affirmed, such denials, wi4+out offering EStevan or his parents

hearing. Defendants failed to assure that any local education

agencyoprovided interim or permanent services and didnotprolade

such services itself.

0
35. Estevan is Tot presently being provided a free

appropriate public education.

36. Defendants have had actual knowledge of his plight

since at Hostamber of 1979.

, FLAINTIif TIMOTHY CLARE

37. Timmy Clare is.a 16 year old matiply,handicapped

child who is mentally retarded and deaf.

a
38. He lives at Ridge and has done so "since February

of 1972, when he das p aced due to his need for specialized 24

bout,residential care ue to his physical and mental handicaps

and labk of such care In Weld County. His parents live in weld

Counti,'Colorado, wi in the boundaries of the weld BOLES, a local

'education agency.
.

39. Due

.Ridge and the fact

p his handicaps, the fact that be lives at

at his-parents do not, lile in Jefferson CouAty,

Tinny has not had he Opportunit to attend school and receive a

tree appropriate bile *ducat n since least February of 1972.

40. Ti 's special education and related services

needs include, at a minimum, a full day combined deaf education-

trainable mentally retarded education program; intim total

communication system including sign language: e-school training

program; pre-vocational training program; community experience

.ani relations; occupitional therapy;

t.

2.41c,
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recreational therapy including.swimming; a structured educational

settin with oneto-one attention at all times, and an intensive

behavior management program.

41. In October of 1979, his parents made a demand upon
t

the Weld BO= to provide Timmy with a free appropriate public

education. Pursuant to this csequest, the Weld BOCES conducted an

educational assessment of Timmy.and concluded he was handicapped

and in need of special education and related services.

42. 'The Weld BOLES refused to proyide such services on

the basis that Timmy lives at Ridge, and continues to so refuse.

7
43. In November of 1979. Timmy's parents made a demand.

upon Jefferson County Public Schools to provide Timmy with a free

appropriate public education..

44. Jefferson County Public Schools refused and continues

to ref %se to serve Timmy because his parepts reside in Weld County.

45. Timmy's parents appealed the refusal to serve by

the Weld &SCES and demanded a hearing as provided in 45 C.P.R.

5121a.506. .114y also demanded thlt interim special education and

related services be provided during the pendency of the agpfal.

On acember.12, 1979, they were advised by representatives of the

local education agency that their demand for a hearing was refuild.

46. On Decemb;c 13. 1979, pursuant to 20 C.P.R. 5121a.510,

Timmy's parents appealed to Defendants the denial of a hearing and

failure to provide i terim special education and related services.

Thisalso requested t at Defendants assure that some lOcal education
'-

agency p de such services or thah Defendants provide such

setvices,themsel

December Z1-i. the Dtfendants summarily

affirmed such deniaig. without offerlfts,Tits? or his parents a

hearing. Defendants failed to Amur, that a4"'Socal education

agency provided interim or permanent services and did riCt- rovide #

such services itself.
A M...

O

""---
48.' riimy is'not presently being provided witkil"free

...

'"---.Z

.
.

appropriate public education. -.--n.,.. r

"'--...

4

4 t.
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49. Defendants hav# had actual knowledge of his plight

since at least Miveodo;of'1979.

*
is disabled due to mental retardation.

51. She ii alresident of Ridge.. where she Nas placed

Apri1,3, 1974, due to her extensive special needs resulting fromi
her severe handicap. ifar parents live within the boundaries of

Denver Public Schools, a local education agency, in Denver,

Colorado.

?LAMM' AMY BECKER

50°. Any Becker is a 10 year old handicapped child who

52. Due to her handicap, .the fact that she lives at

Ridge and the fact that her parents do not live within the

boundaries of JeffersonCounty Public Schools, Any has never had

the opportunity to attend school and receive a free appropriate

public educe

53. At a mininum, Any's sp4cial education and relAed..

services needs inclade.i fV.1 day program of education for trainable
4

nanpally retarded children and a language oriented environment;

speech therapy including a usable communication sytten; music

therapy; occupational therapy; physical 'therapy; recreation therapy

- including swimming; salt help skills including dressing It9d hygiene;

one-to-one instruction; socialization skills traduding aPproppriate

' peer and adurt interaction; and a highly structured and organize'

behavior management systen.

54. _In September of 1979, Any's parents Made a demand

4-"--jupon Denver Public Schools...to providt 46y with a free appropriate

public education. That demand was refused on the basis that Any
Cj.ived at Ridge.

55. In October of 1979. Any's-parents made a demand

upon Jefferson County School District to provide Any with a free

ap;Propriatepublic education. That demand was refused on the basis

that Amy's parents reeiail in the City and County of Denver.

1
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56. In October of 197/, a complaint was filed with

Defendants pursuant to 45 C.F.R. 5121a.602 alleging that Amy was

being denied a free appropriate public education and reguekting

that Defendants assure that some local education agency'provide

special education and related educational services, including

interim services pending final resolution. Defendants did not4

take such action, have set no hearings and issued no rulings

pursuant to the complaint.

57. Amy is not presently being provided with a free

appropriate public education.

58. Defendants have been aware of her plight since at
,^a

least bctober of 1979.

PLAINTIFF RUSSELL LANGREN

59. Russell is a 6 year old handicapped child who is
k

disabled due to autism.

60. Russell lives at Ridge and has done so since

November S, 1978, when he was 5 years of age. Russell...alas placed

in Ridge due to his need for specialized 24 hour residential care

due to his mental and physical handicrips and lack of such care in

Otero County. His parents live in Otero County. Colorado, within

the boundaries of the Arkansas Valley Board of Cooperative Services

`(hereinafter Arkansas Valley'BOCES), a local edudation agency.

61... Due to his handicaps, the lace that he lives at

Ridge and the f that his parents do not live within the boundaries

of Jeffer County Public 'Schools, Russell bas not had the

opportunity to attend schobl and receive a f;ee appropriate public

education since at least November 5, 1978. ,

. 52. At a minimum. Russell's special eaucation and related

.service needs include a pre-school program of education for

autistic children; speech therapy; occupational therapy; and

recreational theripy.

22 g
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63. On Feeruary 26. 1980, his parent; made a emend

upon the Arkansim Valley HOLES to provide Austell. wit;}, a free

appcopriati panto education. That demand was refused o the

basis that Ruisell lives at Ridge.

It 64.,-Russell'is not presently being provided wi b a

free appropriate public education.

PLAINTIFF WALTER PHILIP armort

65. Walter tea 19 yea* old handicapped child wb is

disabled due to mental retardation and, physical disabilitie .

66. Walter lives at Ridge,and ha; done so since ALgust

21, 1967, when he was 7 years of age. Walter was placed in idge

due to his mead for specialized 24 hour residential care due

his mental and physical handicaps and lack of such care in.Bo lder

County. Eis parentsAiaein Boulder, Colorado, within the

boundaries of Boulde4 Valley Public Schools, a local education

agency.

67. Due tp his handicap, the factthat he lives at

Ridge and the fact that his parents do not live within the bound

arias of Jefferson County Public Schools, Walter has never had t e

opportunity to attend school and receive a free appropriate pubJC

education.
9

68. At a miniddm, Walter's special education and related

service needs include a full day program of education for

totally retarded children; speech /language therapy.including a'

use e communication system; music therapy; occupational therapy;

physical, therapy; recreation therapy including swimming; self help

skills including daily living skills; socialization skills

including appropriate peer and adult interaction; pre-vocational,

training program; and a structured behavior management system. .
J

69. Walter is not presently receiving a.free appropriate

public education. '



VI
DEFEHONNTS

470. The ColoAlepiPartment of Education is an agency

of the Stateof Colorsdd. Pursuant to 20 U.S.C. S1412(6) and Subpart

P of 45 C.P.A. Part 121.a, it has accepted designation under the

Act as the itate.agency responsible for assuring that the pro-

visions of the Act and its regulations are carried out in Colorado,

including but not limited to being responsible to assure that each

handicapped child in Colorado receives a free apprOpriate public

education. .

71. Calvin Frazier, as Commissioner of Education in

Colorado, is the chief state school officer and executive director

of the Department of Education. in such position he is responsible

for the management, supervision and direction of the Department

of,Educations

F.R.C.P.'
h

VII
CLASS ALLEGATIONS

7;4.111;:ihtsoh? a class action brought pursuant to Rule 23
1

73. The class consists of all handicapped children age

5 to 21-years of age who live at the state home and training school

at Ridgs at the present time, at any tine since June 3, 1077,

or who may soelive at any ktme in the future and whose paehnts

l'reside other than within the boundaries of Schro/.*strict No. R-1

in the County of Jefferson and Stats of Colorado.

74. This isra proper action for class relief pursuant

to Rule 23(a) in that:

a) The class ebnsists of approximately 300 persons and

-therefore is so numerous that joiner of all members is impracticable.

b) There are substantial questions Orlaw and fact

common to the entire class:

c) Theclaims of the Plaintiffs are typical of thi

claims of tr class.

2
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d) The named Plaintiffs will fairly and'adequately

protect the interests of theclass.

e) Prossoutkori of separate actions by individual members

of the class would create a risk of.inconsistent or varying

`adjudications with respect to individual members of the class,

which would establish incompatible standards of conduce for

Defendants.

75. Plaintiffs brim this action pursuant to Rule

23(b)(1) because the prosecution of separate actions would create

'a risk of adjudications with respect tO individual members of the

class which would as a pratical matter be dispositive of the

interests of the other members, not parties to the adjudication

or substantially impair or impede their Ibility to protect their

interests.

76. Plaintiffs bring this iotiOn pursuant to Rule 23(b)(2)

because:

a) ' The Defendants have 'acted or refused to ;ice on

grounds generally applicable to the ciass, thereby making final

injuncitive. relief and corresponding declaratory relief appropriate

with respect to the class as a whol9.

b) Questions of law and fact common to the members of

the class predominate over any questions affecting only individual

memberi, and a class action Is superior to other.available methods

for the and efficient adjudication of the cohtroversy.
' r 4

VIII
ADDITIONAL ?ACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

77. Handicapped children who live at Ridge and whose

parents reside withih the'boundarAes_of Jefferson County Public

School? are able to receiv A free appropriate public education.

078. Defendants, irr cit as a federal.

fUnd reciPient, knew or should have known sirs, June 3, 1977,

the effective date of the regulations implementing SectiON'504, that

Substantial numbers of members of the plaintiff class were not

receiving a free appropriate public education.
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79. As *aril as May 01):

-7- "lit'knowledge of allagtionS curt,- '
c), N

sass were not leceivbdg a f

guests were made that 6:ieit

Defendants had actual .1it
. r

1 'numbers of the Plaintiff

ate public education and

Vice steps to remedy - sdch

situation. ' s

c'
80. Defendnts have failed to remedy such situation by

failing to assure or provide' members of. the Plaintiff class with

a free appropriate publieducation.
7

81.; Since August of 1978 and at all times subsequent,

Defendant Department of Education received federal funds pursuant

'to the Act. $ 7

.14
82. Since at least Jun* of 1977 and at all-times

t 4

subsequent, Defendant Department of Education received federal

financial aseistance'from the U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare for prograas CoraCtiviEies of.education and of special

education and ro6ted.tirvices.to kiihdicapped children fn-Colorado.

83. At 411 times herein'relovact, fll actions and

failures, to act by the Defenlants were under color of Stat aw.
.

,., .

FIRST CLAIM POE RELIED
."

4
'84. Defendants' actions and failures to act eo assure

or provide membilrs of the Plaintiff club-with a free appropriate

public education'violate OA abridge Defendants' duty to assure

of provide/ and the rights 1 memberild thei o receive, a

free appropriate public education in Volatio 20 U.S.C. 51401

et seq. and its implementing regulations.

. SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF

, ! 0

' 85. 'Defendants' action. and failures to act to assure

Or prOvide membeili pf the hafitifi class with a' free app ate

public education violate and abridge Defendants' duty to as

-Or provide, and the right\of members of the c;ass to receive a

' ftee appropriate public education in HOlation of 20 O.S.C. 5794

and its 'implementing regulations.

s,



TRXRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF

86. Defendants' actions and failures to act to assure

or provide members of the PlAin'tlfstCliass with a free appropriate

pubic education violate and abridge the rights of members of the

class to the equal protection of the law in violation of the

Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.-

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Wherefoie, Plaint4ff's on.their,own bipalf and on behalf

of their class, (hereinafter collectively referred to as Plaintiffs)

pray for relief as follows:

a) Issue an order permitting this action to proceed

All class actiOn.

b) Issue a declaratory judgment:

(i) That Plaintiffs have a right to receive a free

appropriate pbblic education despite their handicaps, despite the

tact they live at Ridge and despite the'factthat their parints

do not reside within the boundaries of Jeffeon County Public

Schools.

(ii) That Defendants have, under colorof State 1°
law, violated that right.

.

to,

r

.c) Issue preliminary and permanent injunctions requiring

Defendants to:

(i) Forthwith locate each member of the Plaintiff

class.

(ii) Forthwith offer to provide sacs member of the

Plaintiff class with a free appropriate public education in full

compliance with all regdirements of,20 U.S.C. 51401 et seq.,

29 U.S.C. $794 and their implementing regulations, including but

not limited to immediate entrance to an appropriate school program..

(iii) Provide each member of the class who has not

received a free appropriate public education while at Ridge

Subsequent to June 3, 1977, with compensatory special educatiOn

and related, services for each day a free appropriate public education

was not provided.

v
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W--Appqint a panel of experts to oversee implementation

of the Court's orders.

Retain continuing jurisdiction over the case.

f) Award Plaintiffs their costs and reasonable attorneys

fees; and

g) Award such other, further or different relief as the

Court deems appropriate in the circumstances.

1

ha,
Br e . Bernstein
Chiiter R. Chapman
Attornsts for Plaintiffs .
1060 'Bannock Street, Suite 316
Denver, Colorado 80204
(303) 573-0542

4
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,
Understand that wie now hive an addition to the panel.

Ms. Coinbs,peaking on behalf of Colorado Assoc. for Retarded Citi-
zens. I might mention for Ms. Combs and for any other witnesses
here, you're going to have to keep your remarks brief where you can,
summarize pour statement rather than read your statement. It will

/',accommodate our time schedule.
Ms. Combs, can you identify yourself for the record

STATEMENT OF AWYN COMBS, PARENT, ,EDUCATION CHAIR-
, 1/AN, ASSOCIATION FOR" RETARDED CIIIkENS,IN COLORADO

Ms. Coxi,s. I'm Awyn COmbs: I'm a parent of a handicapped child,
and edficatijn chairman for the Association for Retarded Children in
Colorado. t

One of out major concerns is the fact that the school age children
in our State institutions are receiving less than an adequate education,
and in Many case very ftw of the related services that are spelled
out in Public LOW 94-142. In those cases where services may be pro-
vided, this piovision is at s'uch a limited level that it does not approxi-
mate an ropriate educational level.

Part o roblem exists because of continuing resistance of either
the local Gan agencies where the institution is located or by the
local education agency where the parents or guardian of the child live
to accept responsibility for the provisionsof educational services for
those children: Each group continues its argument that the other has
that responsibility. Although the State Department of Education Has
issued a directive regarding this situation, there seems to be little
change coming about.

Thee second issue is transportation. Many parents are being put into
he position Of having to fight for that service. One ,school district

will' pay the parents to proyide. the service, but mileage is only beim
paid forione way,, not for the round trip which is of course required,
In other instances, the buses for the handicapped are run either very

early. before, late after all the regular children have been )
tra,nskirted. 'In the event of bad weather, it is the special education

that i5 canceled even though regular education children
will provided transportation. The argument given is that it is not
right to expose the handicapped to the danger of bad weather. This
may hire sorke validity-. But we feel that if transportation is provided
for any, itiwshohlabe provided for all.

There seems to be a great discrepancy-as to what must be included
in anqEP. Some annual goals are no more' than a will-improve state-
ment. This sums to our. organization to be a goal of all education and
should nOt bi the statement on an IEP, for a handicapped child. The
praision oe.related serviced it inadequate, and parents are being
forced to go to great lengths to obtain those services if, indeed, they
are provided. Sometimes parents are told that the child does need
related services, but they are not available in that .141 school distitict.

Local school personnel are wayned not to indlcateSne,ed for a specific
service because if it is on the "EP, it must be provided. This is directly
contrary to what we understand to be the purpose .of the act. There

23e
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seems to be a great void in the understanding as to what constitutes
an objective. .

l'he ARC in ColoradO feels strongly that there has been completely
inadequate direction given to the local education agencies from the
Colorado State Department of 'Education on IEP's. And when the
direction was given, it was to the effect that IEP's should* kept very
general and not get i'nto,specific needs and services. It seems to us that
thisSs a system that insures inadequate services and protects the State
department of education from being responsible to assure the piovision
of needed services to all children.

We would 'also like to see a system developed and adopted by the
State Department of Educatidn that would allow a complaint to be
made regarding a particular. school district if it is providing inade-
quate services. This should be a system that would allow for agencies
to speak to if particular issue that impacts on all handicapped slzu-
dents in that district. A part of this system would then require the State
Departmerlt df ucation to monitor that district and require them to
come into com ante. ,

Finally, we support'the comments that we have received that were
made by the Legal Center for Handicapped Citizens and those that
were presented by the Developmental DisabilitieS Council. We appre-
ciatedhe opportunit to make this statement and hope that the future
will improve. for the educattrinal climate for the handicapped child in i i
the State of Colorado, Thank you.
cMr. Srmas. Thank you, Ms. Combs.

Mr. DeWitt. in your statement vousay learning disabilities his been
used as a dumping zrourd for those students who are having a prob-
lem in the regular education classroom. and the teacher does not know
how to handle themthat there are too many students in learning
disability classes who shouldn't be there. Now. how do we solve that
problem?

Mr. DEWiTr There needs to be a more adequate definition of what
a learning disability is. That was tried before and got so restricted
it was difficult to get students in. But one of the solutions is the in-
creased serkice and in-service training of regular eduCators so- that
they're not of the mind that :

I teach in one certain and specific way.jf that student flts into my mold. all
well and good. If not. let's put him' into °le of the special claws where I can
get him out of my classroom.

And the concept of:
I'm going to have this child uneducated., I'm just going to have him out and

taken care of.
I wear two hats. I am a teacher as well as representing the associa-

tion. I see that many times. And a special education teacher has to
fight both the regular classroom teacheis and the principals in the
building who are both looking to make that classroom as easy as
ble for the regular classroom teacher, and to move those special edu-
cation students out. of the mainstream where they interfere with the
education of regular students.

Mr. SIMON. You and Ms. Combs mentioned the IEP. We do hear
a great deal of complaints about the IEP.

237
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tjust'thOught-rmight ask how many of you in here are parents of
handicapped children?

[Alichenco response.
Mr. Smola.. About 20
Hots may of you feel f" adequately consulted in your own

child's mg I
[Aildience response.]
Mr. S/MON: Somewheretetween a third and a half.

z Ms. Comas. I'd have to qualify mine, - because I stayed on 'it until I
got the services that were needed. I stayed with the IEP until my
son got the services that were needed. I didn't sign it.

Mr. Smtch*I'm sure there would be many that would qualify that
way.

Let me ask you this: How many of you feel that while you may
have been involved in the IEP because of yqur own personal activity,

myou know many parents who were not involved, whatever the case
might be?

.Aticlience response.]
Mr. SEMON. Esubstantial majority. -

Mr. DiVEN. Sir, can I make a statement about that?
Mr. Stmo...r. Yes.
Mr. DEWrrr. In writing a number of them and being aware of a

number of teachers who write them, many times the IEP is not ex-
plained before the IEP meeting. So a parent comes into a meeting
with a prewritten IEP made by the teacher. They're presented with the
goals and objectives for the student and asked, "Are there any things
you want to add to them'?" rather than it actually being formulated by
the teacher and the parents. This is, again, against the letter of the

Mr. SIMON. Mr, Bernstein, it is inappropriate for us, obviously, to
comment about a suit now pending in court. But in the case of the four R`-
childrenis the suit on behalf of the four children?

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Yes, sir. Ws a class action suit representing all
children in tlitt situation.

Mr. SIMON. In the case of the four children, did you go also to the
Office for Civil Rights? Did you .go to BEH? If so, whdt.kind of q
resnon.se did you get from those two agencies?

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Well. if I can give you a little background. The four
children, obviously, came in at different times and so different actions
were commenced. It became apparent we were getting nowhere with
any of the actiorzz--There is a pending OCR complaint on either oneor
two of the ehildren.

When we contacted the local education agency where the parents
resided. they went ahead and staffed and wrote ,up an IEP for the
children, and then announced that they would not serve the children
until they moved back to the district. We appealed that and asked for a
due process hearing about two days before the hearing. On the advice
of their counsel, that school district canceled the hearing and told us we
wept not entitled to the hearing. We then appealed that to the State
departinent of education. The State *department of education basi-
cally agreed that we were not entitlealto any hearing and took no fur-.
ther action,
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BETI was involved, in this situation initially in May of 1979 whe
the whole problem of institutionalized children was called to t
attentidit both by phone calls, by personal meeting, and by w ten
comments. Their response at that time was so negative, so disin sted.
they were not called in on the four children.

The complaint, however, was sent to them in the first or cond week
in May for their interests. We've never had any response from them as
to whether they have any,interest in any manner whatsoever.

Mr. SIMON. I think itAhould be noted for the record that the failure
of BEH to respond has been one of the things that witnesses have
dotumented in this hearing as well as in many other hearings.

Mr. Bernstein, you say some of the waiting lists are extremely long.
What waiting lists, where, and what do you mean by extremely long?

Mr. BErmsmix. Without reviewing the individual case files. I can't
give yoh great specifics. We do get calls on a disturbiftgly frequent
basis, parents calling in generally with a question saving. "My child
is in such and such a district and is on the waiting list for " and

r it's generally related services.' speech. OT. PT. something along those
, lines. "Someone told me they thought they heard that maybe that

wasn't exactly proper.
In mane instances when we call that district. because of our repute-

t(onwe are certainly known by I'm sure every district in the State.
I4 many instances, they indicate. "We will take care of that child's
problem." In fact they do.

Our concern is how many others iu't never do. just never make the
phone call. We are firmly convinced there are children who need par-
ticularly related services that just are mot getting them, particularly
in rural areas but also in urban areas of the state.

r. SrmoN. In your testimony, you -mentioned autistic children
generally are At getting services. But on these waiting lists are we
talking about a year. or are we talking about

Mr. BenwsTziw. I think most of them seem to rise, particularly with
children who come into the district or one found or are located m the
district, after the school year has begun. And they wait out at least that
school, year. Others are placed in other districts where there is room
and then bumped out.

For examnle, we're working with a child noir who needs a special
classroom setting. The local distniCt doesn't have it but has located
two or three in the surrounding areas who do. And they're willing
to accept a child but only on the basis that if another child moves into
till other district, our child will be bumped out. Otherwise, he's not
going to get the service.

So it's this bouncing back and forth situation. Particularly An the
area of related services. speech. OT, PT come up all the time. Court-

` seling services seem to come up frequently. Transportation is a tre-
mendous problem. I think the law is clear that parents need not drive
and accept mileage. Requiring them to accept mileage one way is out-
rageous. Requirement to drive is outrageous if they don't wish to
drive. If they wish to drip. that's their business.

BasiCally, parents are ttld.
We don't have room for your child this year. We'll do the best we can with

what we've gqt. Hopefu)ly, next year or next quarter or next semester or when-
ever, well get around to getting something for him.

430,
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I'd-have to go through our files and come up with some more specific
examples of that.

Mr. SimoN. One final question from me, and then ni defer to my
colleague. I also happen)to sit on the Budget Committee of the
House. We, as you're probably aware, are far below the authorization
level on budgeting. I have been at best moderately successful in get-
ting my colleagues to fund these program The argument that is used
against me in the committee is if we raised the level of funding from
12 percent, say, to 20 percentand Lwould love right now to /hove to,
that 20 percentbut what we are doing is in fact not increasing serv-
ices for the handicapped child but simply replacing State funds with
Federal funds. There really is no additional service to the handicapped
child.

I would be interested in the comments that any of you might have
any insights you might have on that question.

Mr. DrWrrr. I think one of the things whickis, as Mr. Bernstein
spoke to, with a stronger commitment from BELT to ,enforce the State
plans and also to be aware where the States are then cutting back their
services,or their financial commitments. That would necessarily help,
that the States are not substituting money, I think once the BEH Is
pushed hard. And the ,new Department of Education should be aware
and be a strong advocate. That will help the States to know that there's
somebody looking over their shoulder. I don't think that feeling exists
right now. I think they're feeling that the funds are coming in, and
they're free 0') do with them as they please.

Mr. SIMON. Any other'commentsi Ms. Combs? .
Ms. Couts. I really feel that with our legislators, there is indeed

come danger of that happening, that they wouldsay you had the
Federal fw)ds. We don't need any more State funds.

Mr. Srstow. Mr. Bernstein?
Mr. Brims-rms. I guess from my standpoint, I would concur with

both of those statements. But in this State, I'm firmly convinced that
there are many hundreds of either unserved or underserved children

b /Zunderserved
children that are so underserved that they might as

ell be called on to serve. The big story of the LEA'sand I don't
think it's a story; it's the truthis they don't have the dollars. I t
the problem is they're not allocated properly to comply with the w.
I think if they had more money, that would4certainly eliminate at
excuse and that in fact there should be some increase in services.

The problem is that there should not be unserved children or severely
underserved children, and there are.Zow you get around those two
rocks, I'm not really sure. 0..

Mr. STMON. Mr. Kramer?
Mr. KnAnza. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Russ. do you feel that your typical school or school district has ac-

cented learning-disabled children as being within the mandate of Pub-
lic Law 94-14q. or do they use the children that are kind of a catchall
and kind of get lost in the shuffle?

Mr. DrWrrr. It depends on the severity of the learning disability.
The severe learning-disabled kid pops up immediately, and the school
districts definitely accept their-commitment to them. It comes more
into the situation with the moderate and mildly learning-disabled
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student. I perceive it'd the role of the regular educator with inservice
training to teach the mildly learning-disabled student within that
classroom.

The moderate student who's getting the D's and F's in his classes
and people aren't really surebut then when tested and they look at
the special education classrooms being full or getting close to capac-
ity, those students are not accepted into the learning-disability labs
or classrooms as they need to be.

Mr. KRAMER. When we conversed several months ago, you indicated
to me J thinkand I didn't see it anywhere in your testimonythat
you had some definite feelings about cost effectiveness in terms of
utilizing the funds availible under Public Law 94-142. I don't want to
set up a controversy hereAnaong the various classes of handicapped as
-they might fall in the speNtum. I think it might be worth it in a very
abbreviated form to mentiorf,that to us so that it is a factor th'at will at
least be put into the record somewhere else. Someone may be able to
take note of that at a future time. Also some others who might be im-
pacted adversely by that prioritization might have an opportunity to
respond to (they come up to testify.

Mr. DE . Yes. I agree. I think the learning-disabled student is
one ib which the smallest dollar commitment, be it one hour a day of
services in special education classrooms, some minor speech language
services, who can turn around their educational career the most quickly
so that they can become then full productive students and citizens in
the countrytax-paying citizens. I think it does not require a major in-
vestment to provide the services for a learning-disabled student.

But in -letting those things go and letting the disability develop
over 80 percent of the incarcerated in the State of Colorado have been
identified as having learning disabilities in a number of studies. If we
look at the cost of adjudicating those students, their residential care,
the whole court process for those students, we're 'looking at a con-
siderable sumfar greater than what it would cost us for the simple
education for those students.

Mr.iKai. Mr. Bernstein, from where does the funding for your
-organization come? One of the questions I was going to ask you was
whether or not'you only advocated oh a If-to-1 basis for each individual
student or wicether you got involved in class actions representing
groups. You answered that question already in some of your prior
testimony. Can you tell us where your funding.rometi from?

Mr. BERNSTErN. Approximately 45 percent of our funding comes
from our designation as the State protection and advocacy system
under the Federal Developmental Disabilities Act which is, of course.
Federal money that come to us. The Other. basically, half of our funds
come from a variety of sources. A private foundation supports us. The
Colorado Developmental Disabilities Council generally provides a
grant. The Association for Retarded Citizens and other advocacy
groups on behalf of handicappedjuich as Easier Seals have made con-4
tributi6ns. We do some fund raising activities. We had a ski-a-thon in
the winter and raised some funds in that fashion.

We also have had sunnort for the last 8 years from the VISTA
program. We've had VISTAS assigned to our program. And last, but
certainly not least, we've been awarded grantsihrough the CETA
program.
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Mr. KRAMER. WItat would you say if you had to take into conjunc-
tion developing the disabled act and VISTA volunteers you have and
the CETA, it would be a fair statement that they provide over half
of your funding?

Mr. BERNSTEIN. Yes.
Mr.. Mumma. Let me ask this about the I!P if, I could. Does any

pattern of problems einerge in terms of either disagreements with
parents or teachers and educators ip developing the IEP? To what
extent is the provision or discussion of the provision of related serv-
ices a hangup in the development of the,IEP? Obviously, of course, to
the extent that, the related serVices costs get put on to the school'
district, you have increasingly high costs. School districts, listening
to some people speaking on their behalf, see no problems in the rela
services. But, of course, they want someone else to pay for it. That's
understandable when only one shares the problem of where does the
money come from:Could you comment on that for 4.s.

Ms. COMBS. I think the parents that I know, probably their biggest
problem is getting into related services, getting speech therapy for the
child who has a real communication problem. We have to hang on
and hang on and hang on it. And "we,may get it.

Mr. KRAMER. How is that resolved in a typical situation? I mean
he school district agree to carry that burden, or what happens

to it?
Ms. COMBS. Well, in various ways. As I said in my statement, some

school districts say, "Well, they need it. But it's not available here,"
which means the child doesn't getit. Sometimes they'll go ahead and
if we get somebOdy from the legal center or if we happen to have a
parent who can be strong and speak for themselves or some advocacy
group, the child may indeed get it.

I can't say. that I really am comfortable that almost any school
district is going to tome forth and say, "Hey, ydur child needs this.
We're going to see that he gets it." I jusiefon't really see that happen-
ing very often, on scull basis. Maybe on a Tanked basis.

Mr. KRAMER. Thank you. -

Mr. BEimiEits. If I could respond to that very briefly? From our
standpoint, just the vihole process of negotiation, arm twisting, what-
ever you want to call it, ugrally resolves the situation. Although, for
example, we've represilitecrwell over 300 children, we've had less than
six due process hearings. Almost everything, although there have been
many, many appeals, are resolved in the interim. And I think it's a
situation whereas,and this is an example of progress. Several years
ago the district may well have taken a position where occupational
therapy was not tie responsibility of the district, period. The position
they seem to be taking now is the child doesn't need that service. If the
child did, werwould provide it.'

Our response to that is we go out and locate the higher authority and
sometimes get without charge our own experts and demonstrate that in
fact the child does need the service. It seems like in related service areas,
the districts are very reluctant on their own to say to the parent, you
knowt"Your child doesn't walk right. Maybe he should have a physical
therapy evaluation, and maybe we can provide services." The parent
comes to us and says, "Jimiky doesn't walk right, but the school has
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never said anything about that." We'll send, the child to our own
experts that we've used, get a report back, send it to the school, make
a demand, and usually the demand is met.

Theroblem is that's one child we've helped in that district. Maybe
there are 50 more, maybe 100 more, maybe there aren't any more.
But I expect it's a districtwide problem. liay're not finding the prob-
lem because they're just not looking. They just don't have their eyes
open. From their standpoint, they can't. Because if they did, they'd
drown literally I think in the expense of providing the service.

Attitudinally, even though districts realize they have to provide
these services, especially people that have been in ec.ucation for a long
time,,itist take the position that this stuff isn't education. It's some-
thing else. And I find that hard to believe when you look at all the
things schools provid and call education, and teach children to talk
Or walk is not education. But that attitude is still very pervasive,
esppcially among the long timers. And most of the administrators are,
of course, skilled and have been around for many, many years.

Mr. KRAMER. Let me ask you just one final question. I think probably
we need to move on to the next panel. We are working under severe
time constraints and, falling behind. To wilat extent do you envision
your role in advocacy as trying to change rules under. ,which the Dew
partment of Education, for example, operates, or to to change
Public Law 94-142, or the State Handicapped law To wIlat extent do
you allocate-your activities to those things as opposed to allocating and
representing individual situations that develop when children are
brought to your attention ?

Mr. BF,RNSTF.I.S. Actually, we just did some studies on that. I
-don't have the figures before me. But legislative advocacy kinds of
things take somewhere betwee* 5 and maybe 10 percent of our time.
Somewhere around 70 to 80 percent of our Lime is representing indi-
viduals or classes of individuals, and the rest of our time is spent in
the area of speeches, workshops, seminars, educating both the public,
service ilroviders, handicapped citizens, advocates, as to legal rights
and responsibilities.

Those are the three Aoals of our organization, individual representa-
tion, an educational function, and legislative systems advocdcy
functions.

Mr. KRAMER. Thank you very much.
Mr. SixoN. Thank you. We appreciate your presence here.
[Prepared statement of"AvEyn Combs follows
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PREPARED AATE3IKNT OF AWYN COMBS, EDUCATION
Calogrrim, ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED NS IN- COLORADO

liepeis of the Committee:

I am Awyn Combs, parent of a handicapped child and Education

Chairman for the Association for Retarded Citizens in Colorado..

I want to 'express the concerns of our organization-with the

;implementation of P.L. 94-142 in the 'State of Colorado.

One of our major concerns is the fact that the school age
childien-in our state institutions are receivingleis than an
adequate education and in many cases very few of the related

services that are spelled out, in P.L. 94-142. In those cases
where the .services may ,be provided, this provision is at such a

limited level that it does not approximate in "appropriate"
educationallevii. tart of the problem exists because of
continuing resistance of either the local education agencies
where the institution is located, or.by the local education
agency where the parents or guardian of the child live, to 4

accept responsibility for the provision of educational. services
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for those children. Each group continues its argumlit that the
-.7..

dl

other has that res nsibility. Although the State Department of

Education has is ed a directive regarding this situation there

seems to be little change coming about. .

The second issue is transportation. Many parents are being

put into the position of having to fight for that service. One

school district will pay the parents tb provide-the service but

cileage is only being paid for one way not for a round trip which

is of course required. In other instances the buses for the

handicapped are run either very early before, or very late,

after all the regular children have been transported. In the

event of bad,weather, it is the special.education transportation

that is cancellId, even though regular education children will

be provided transport/14bn. The argumeht given is that it is

not right to expose the handicapped to the danger of bad weather.

This may haste some validity, but we feel that if transportation .

is provided for any it should be provided for all.

There seems to beet great discrepancy as to what must be

included in an 1%E.D. Some annual goals are no more than a

"will improve" statement. This lee= to our organization to be

a goal of atl education and should not be the statement en an

I.E.P. for a handicapped child. The provision of related services

is inadequate, and parents are being forced to go to great lengths

to obtain those services if in deed they are provided. Sometimes

parents are told that the child does need related services, but

they are not available in that local school district. Local
/
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school personnel are warned not to indicati aneed for a specific

.seryioe becausetif it is on the I.E.P. it must be provided. This.

4'diredtly contrary to what we understand to be the purpose of
r

fht Act. There seems to be a great void in the understanding as
,z

to *that constitutes an "objective". 'The ARC in Colorado feels

'strongly that there has been completely inadequate direttion to

the local education agencies( from the Colorado State Department of

Education on I.E.P. and when the direction was given, it was to

the effect that I.E.P. should kept very general and.not get'.

-into spedific needs and services t be provided. II seems to us

a system that insures inadequate sere s and protects the State

Department of Education from being respo =ible to assure the

orovisiOn of needed Services to all chil

We would also like to see a system dev eloped and adopted. by

the State Department of Education that)will allow a complaint to

be made regarding the particular school district if it is providing

inadequate services. This should be a system 1t would allow for4

agencies to speak to a particular issue that impacts on all

handicapped students in that district. A part Of this'system

would then require the State DPpartaefit of Education to monitor

that district. and require them to come into compliance.

-*Finally, we support the commenth made by the Legal Center for

Handicapped Citizens and the Developmental Iisabilities Council.

We appreciate the opportunity to make flap statement and hope

that the future willsimprove for the Educational climate for the

handicapped child in the State of Colorado.

,

Sincerely,
' ..

Airyn mbs
Chairman, Education ComMittee

,
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r. SIMON. 0 next panel is Cal Frier Chief State,School Of-
fice r. Ji iggins, Director of Special Education.

Our ness is Cal.Frazier, Chief State School Officersz who has
alsio been a witness during our hearings in Washington.

STATEMENT OF CAL FRAZIER, COLORADO COMMISftNER OF EDIT-

VATION, COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHO.OL OFFICERS, ACCOM-
FARM BY ED STEINBRECHER, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

Mr. FRAZIER. T,Intnk you very much, Simon and
Representative Kramer. I'd like to introduce two people who are with
me this morning. One is Mr. Bob Dawson who is superintendent for

., the State school for the deaf and the blind. I would yield probably
half of my time to his presentation so we wiould stay within your time
frame For questions, I have with me Dr. Ed Steinbrecher who is as-
sistant commissioner and works in this area of Public Law 94-142 and
ounspecial education.

Let me begin with just two general observations. In terms of the
previous presentation by the legal center, I would like to point out
that many of these things that were represented are in dispute. That's
essentially why we're in court. And I think there are some facts that
I will not go into now. There will be another side presented at a fu-
ture date in court.

One thing came up at the end that I would point out. There h ve
certainly been many things that the legal center stated that we wo d
agree with. The legal center hag played a unique role here. I think on
of the biggest disappointments is that as an institution et an agency
that receivesFederal fUndsand I think Congressman Kramer's ques-
tion was very goodit was disappointing that at -one point this spring
when he had a chance with a lot of issues pending, we asked to meet
with Mr. Bernstein and with the board of the legal center in order to
try to go, over wlitit we were doing and try tr... resolve some of these
issues. We 'sent a certified letter and asked for a meeting with them,
and this was denied. There was no willingness to meet wi(li the Com
missioner of Education and the Director of the Department of In=
stitutions. Rather, about a month or so later. a suit was filed. I think
that's an unfortunate thing. An agency receiving Federal funds ought
to be obligated .to seek that kind of dialog with State,officials to avoid

, litigation if possible.
Let me just summarize my comments here very quickly. One relatesto

. Mr. SIMON. Your full statement will be entered into the record at
this point.

Mr. FitAztEn., Yes. The poinOthat I want to go back to is that in the
Washington heariEg, I indicated a feeling that probably we could
make some rule adjustments and clarifications and not change the
law. I'm not sure anymore ..thig i4 true in regard to one aspect that
you ealt with in one of your questions. I think we come down many
tim and I'm speaking now not just for Colorado but for many
Sta e commissioners and superintendents that met fecentlyto one
la 'm not sure anymore this is true in regird to one aspect, that

r amending issue: What costs are legitimately educational in
nature and, therefore, tied to the related %ervices cotwepf !Ind what
things are medical expenditures and basically training and self-help
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at
iskills? Simply said, I guess its education versus training, and iati qu

tion that cannot be lightly, dismissed.
If I could then pursife this in light of your question about

i Federal, dollars, There's no question that if more Federal dollars vkere
to be provided, there would be some new services provided and t
would be for the most part in the related services area. I think f

-
m

the public policy.- position, the question that has to be resolved is: Are
any new Fecleral dollth simply coming in to replace the dollars that
would normally be spent for this child in title XIX, in the social serv- ,

ices arena title I funds that would come through the Elementary
Secondary Education Act, or funds normally coming from private
insurgiKe carfiersk

Be W of the related costs, definitions that there very close4t6g
medical services, we're seeing in a national survey insurance companies
that are withdrawing from payments for claims that they previously
have made. The out for4 m is that such claims are now covered under
a governmental program. raise this as a policy question to thecommit-
tee with the hope that r cingresS will address this issue. Your question
was an excellent one. If new money merely allows insurance companies
to withdraw millions df dollars that otherwise might come through
premium payments then I think you are probably at the nub of a very
serious question in Public Law 94-142. -

I want to say that without hesitation, at least 25 percent of my,time
is spent on implementing Public Law 94-142 along with our State
special education act, There is a commitment on the Department's part
to do this, and I think'that's true in every State. I think that for us, it
is not a matter of denying services to any youth that are in need. But
as to who will pay is in fact a very big issue.

As I represent half a million children, I see moneys that would'
;normally go to the general education program coming in more and
'more to make up tliose dollars far related services. I have to be con-
xerned about the other 500.000 children. It is not that we are,aga4nst
providing these services to these children in need.

The second issue the% I would tist surbmarize here is one that we
have tried to clarify with the Office for Civil Rights, and Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped. It relates to the fact that one Federal
agencyBEHhas approved an appeal process fora parent to chal-

0, lenge the assessment, placement, and program adequacy * a program.
Parents are now finding that they can at the same time go to OCR and
file a similar complaint. A local tchobl district then ends up collecting
data not just for the BEH local impartial hearing officer appeal process
but also for OrR. There is a feeling then that this is double jeopardy.

We have asked OCR to abstain while the BEH local appeal process
is in motion. We 'feel this could be resolved very easily, but OCR has
responded that thoy-hme to start their time clock when the complaint
is filed. Therefore, we end up 'compiling data for two agencies in the
same appeal. I think that's an unfortunate-duplication. - -, natal,'

M last point has to do with the approval of our State pl e
last review required 7 -months even though. this was basically up-
date. There were long gaps between correspondence. We hope that
BEH can be required to operate under a faster turn-around schedule.

With that, I'll stop my comments :rue to
rrhiry

remaining time over
to Bob Dawson, superintendent of the St pee school for the deaf and
the blind. , e

,..

[Prepared statement of. Calvin M. Frazier follows:] -
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PREPARED STATEMENT BY CALVIN M. FRAZIER, COLORADO COMMISSIONER
OF EDUCATION

On October 16, 1979 I addressed The Select Committee on Labor and Human
Resources in Washington in regardbto the implementation of Public Law 94-142.
For thil Ccemistioner of Education, and I suspect most of Ole 49 others, much
has happeged in handicapped children's programs in the last eight months. I

appreciate the opportunity to update my previous comments with these additional
observatfons.

At one time I felt P. L. 94-142 should not be reopened by Congress and that
any changes needed could be cone through rule clarifications. I feel this is

_no_longer a valid_posilion. The_law_has raised_ serious policy questions And
subsequent interpretations by the Court and the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped are pushing state departments of education and local school dis-
tricts into an impossible box. Congressional intent must be clarified on

several key points.

1. What costi'areAgitimately educational in nature and which ones should
-more properly be relate3'to medical expenditures and basic training in serif -help,
skills? Simply stated, what is education and what is training for basic life
functions?

. e, -

This is,more thto an academic question since the answers that follow from
this divisidn begin to identify financial responsibilities. When a profoundly
handicapped child is properly assessed, there are needs identified that are
clearly educational in nature and subject to 94!142 and the related cost concepts
In addition, there are medical and training needs identified and it would appear
that these needs should appropriately begin to involve other agencies in the
delivery of service to the assessed child.

What hat happened, unfortunately, has been a pulling 'back by other program
areas with the claim that thirhandicapped children's educational dollars should
provide for the majority ofithe child'S needs., Likewise, insurance companies
appear to have reduced their coverage and reimbursements because of policy
statements regarding "governmental benefits exclusion clause." ,This phrase
appears to give,insurance companies the right to deny claims that previously
would have been processed for reimbursement by claiming coverage is now avail-
able under a governmental program. Public dollars have, therefore, begun to
flow as a replacement for insurance payments supported by individual policy
holders.
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,Oid Congress Intend to force states enel school districts to utilize
special educatiOn dollars to replace other federal and state program
resources?

* .

I'think this is not the case. One would - conclude after reading the
history of P. L. 94-142 that a shared concept was anticipated in bLetting
the needs of handicapped children. No one..and certainly not this Commissioner.
wants to deny a child needed service. However at a Commissioner of Education, '

to protect all children I must be concerned when general education dollars NI

come to be increasingly diverted to meet escalating special education cost
through breed enterpretations relative to education and related cost.

Because other federal anq state _agencies beeameinvolved,.i.e:, Social
Services- andlastitutionsi it is unfealfstic to expect BEH to render the
needed policy direction. Secondly,the policy issues involved are of such
magnitude that they should not be left to an.agency's regulatory powers.
Congress itseft should indicate the manner in which the costs are to be
divided or be willing to shift massive amounts of money out of 'dollars flowing
to other agencies into full, fundingof"the authorized amounts for P. L. 94-142.

6:2. Conflicts between Office for ,17lights and BEH regulations continue
to irritate states and locil school districts. As a part of a state's filing
of a 94 -142 plan, there must be assurance that each local agency receiving ,

federal dollars to serve the handicapped must have an appeal process involving
an impartial local,hearing officer to rulezrygsessment, placement, and program

proviIn addition, the state must pvi ssurance that a review procedure
exists whereby a check is made on the local educational agency's compliance
with federal law and rules in testing, placement, and serving of a handicapped
child. -

Parents have found, and sometimes with encouragement from adv acy groups,
that additional pressure can be brought to bear on a local sckool district by
going directly to ,the Office for Civil Rights and bypassing the BEH approved
appeal route. Sometimes the approach to OCR is out of ignorance in-respect
to the lotal appeal process but sometimes is deliberately undertaken to bring
additional pressure on the Idcal educational agency. This in a sense'ptits the
district in double jeopardy. Timetables of two different agencies molt be
recognized; data must be collected for a hearing officer as well as an OCR
investigator pursuing the same complaint.

lthough OCR attorneys
ewhat in the processing

process to work, they also
the data and keeping in
a review of this and been
'conflict. A very negative

have indicated that they are often 1411ingto delay
of plaint in order to allow the BEH appeal

to th ave no choice but to begin collecting
in th ir own time guidelines. 'I have iskedfor
here nothing OCR can dh.about thtsapparent .c

fe refore, is directed toward OCR in an
unfortunate and unnecessary manner, in my judgment.

A .t. .
1 -

Lastly. a comment not included in my earlier presentation wpuld de.that
relating to the, approval of state plans submitted for P. L.44 -142 fainting.
In submitting our last plan for approval, we waited almost seven months before

.
gaining final approval. Inasmuch as this was an update only, for the most;
part, we were disappointed' that approver of our fiscal Year 1980 annual
program plan took so long.

I wish to thank the Committee)for this opportunity to update my earlier
comments.

f
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT T. DAWSON, SUPERINTENDENT, COLO-
RADO SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND ,

Mr. DAWSON. My name is Robert Dawson. Generally speaking, deafand blind'adult,s parents of deaf and blind children, and administra-tors of special schools around the country are strongly supportive ofthe intent of Public Law 94-142 and section 504 of the RehabilitationAct of 1973. There is concern over some of the basis issues, and of theimplementation practices and various interpretations of the law.I would like to offer several recommendations for consideration. No1,41..recommend that the term "least restrictive environment" in regardto varying handicapping conditions be clarified. The exodus Of deafor blind children from sioecial schools or other handicapped childrenfrom institutions often takes place with more regard-for the value ofassociation with nonhandicapped or the physical location in a publicschool rather than appropriate educational programing for thesechildren.
Often considerations of physical location do not take into accountthe isolation and communication barriers of a deaf child and theen-vironmental isolation of theeblind child. Where placement in a publicschool may be the least restrictive for some handicapped children, forsome (leaf children and, for some blind children, depending on theirneeds, it may become the most restrictive. 4
The second recommendation is that appropriate edlication be definedto mean an individualized education program which fully meets all ofthe educational needs of handicapped children. Too often, the parentsof deaf or blind children feel that the services which are afforded fallshort of the educational opportunity which is given to nonhandippacedchildren.
The third recommendation is that the Education of HandicappedChildren Act and the regulations should be amended and/or the inter-pretation clarified in an effort to define the role or special schools forhearing and visually impaired children.
These schoolS must be perceived in the light of the intent of Con-

gress to expand rather than limit educational opportunities. Through.
cooperative agreements, the 'special schools can work collaboratively
with local school diskricts and other service providers. It must be made
clear that Congress ?lid dot intend to regard special schools as stigma-tized nor as a last-resort opciyn.

It is recommended that in the development of their State plans, the
Bureau for Education of the Handicapped require that State education
agencies reference both day and residential special schools as elements
in a circular continuum of service options rather than the least desir-
able and: therefore. stigmatized placement:

The fourth recommendation is"that the Education of Handicapped
Children Act and its accompanying regulations should he amended
to require the availability of deaf or blind adults to act as expert wit-
ne.sses at staffings of (leaf or blind children. Deaf or blind adults rec-
ognizi, qua they may not have a professional background which has
prepared them to tripe expert professional testimony. However. they
feel that they have lived deafness. They have lived the isolation which
accompanies The communication barrier and the language deficit. The'
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blind adult feels that they have lived blindness and understand blind-
ness better than anyone else.

The recommendation, there ore, is at the expertise of these people
who have lived these ha inbe ut. ed staffings in support of
deaf or blind children.

Finally, it is recommended that the Ed tion of Handicapped Chil-
dren Act be amended to require that each h 'capped child has access
at least one-half of the school -day to a teacher ho has had substantial
rofessional preparation for teaching children wit his or her specific
inability.
The deaf or blind child is vulnerable to cousi rable inadvertent

damage and may be subjected to instruction w ich is meaningless
unless that special instructor is available at least art -time` on a daily
basis. Without this special instructor the re l teacher is unfairly
subjected to vastly increased liability if hee oes not provide the
appropriate program for that child,Thank you e much.

Mr. SIMON% Thank you, Mr:Dawson.
[Prepared statement of Robert T. Dawson follows :1

a
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PREPARED STATEHEWT OF ROBERT T. DAWSON,, SUPERINTENDENT,
COLORAY0 SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF AND THE BLIND

Introduction

Public Laim 94 -142 is highly acclaised as the Civil Rights Bill for Handicapped

children and their parents. It east be noted, hoover, that intense concern exists

on the part of may parents, duff and blind adults, and professionals in the area

of education of the deaf and blind regarding both /basic aspects of the law and is-

pilmentstion practices based on varied interpretations.

As Superintendent of a special school serving hearing and visually impaired

children, I offer proppied menchments to the lav itself and/or to regulations

implementing the lav and request that congress call for action by Bureau of tdu-

catic'ei for the Handicapped to clarify sections.of the rules and r ations.

The Issam. which are raised herein reflect some of the discussions and concerns
ti

- .
of the Conference of Executives of American Sehoolsfor the Deaf which met in Omaha,

Nebraska in May of this year.

_Recommendations art as follow:

1. P.L. 94 -142 Subpart E - Procedural Safeguards
Sec. 121a. 550 to 121a. 556

Recommendati6n: Clarify the term "least restrictive enviroment" in regard

to varying handicappiag conditions.

It is recognized that the basic provisionof the concept of "least re-

strictive environment" is more important _than the tern, however, the provision is

often interpreted and implemented in such a fashion that an appropriate education is

compromised.

The exodus of deaf or blind children frog special schools, or of other

severely handicapped children frosInstituticks, 'too frequently takes place with more

regale for the value of association mtAth nonhandicapped children in public school

setting than for appropriate educational programing and placement based on the unique

(weds of isv)ividual h{.1111 being.

2 5 3. ,
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Trequently interpretations of "Least restrictive Environment" concept are

refereiced only in terms ei physical location and do not take into account the suit! -

faceted needs of the handicapped and,particularlY the isolation and communication

barriers qf a deaf child and the environmental isolation of children who live with-
_

out the sense of, vision.

Placement is appropriate only insofar as it meets the needs of the individual

cpild. Where placement in a public school say be the least restrictive for one child,

it say represent the most restrictiezeeed leapt productive for another.

.The concept that an appropriate education-suet occur in a particular-en-

vironment violates the constitutional rights of hearing and visually iapaired children

to enjoy freedom of association and litteises restrictions which are not imposed on

Other children. The concept is demeaning and Psychologically damaging inaseuch as

deaf and blind children are told that it is better to associate with non-handicapped

children, an action which reinforces the awareness of their di/fele:orb in an ex-

tremely negative sooner. In other words, if it is bad for deaf children to associate

with other bearing, impaired children, or for blind children to associate with other

visually impaired children, they are, indeed, inferior to non - handicapped persons as

individuals.

2. T.L. 94-f42 Subpart A - Sec. 121s.4

ti

Isconeendationt Define appropriate educatioroco moo an Individualised edu-

cation program which,fullysetts all of theedurcatiOnal needs of, habdicapped children.

All too often, the deaf& blind child is affordid services considered ade-

quate by some staffing committees but tibia fall-short of providing the child with

opportunities commensurate with those afforded to the Donbandicapped child to develop

to his/her full potential.

The-major characteristics of effective educational programs and *eyeless to

the-bearing and visually impaired child should be appropriateness of commlnication

modes espfO;ed, the relevance and excellence of instruction or service which'is avail-

able, and the responsiveness of the social environment in which the education of

services occur.
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3,P.L.' 94-342 121a. 302

itaccsendation: The Education for All Handicapped Children Act and the

regulations should be amended sad /or the interpretation clarified in an effort to

define the role of special schools for hearing and visually iipaired children.

The parental option tearoll children in these schools gust hte perceived'

is light of the intent of congress to expand educational opportunities rather than

limit placement phoices. These schools must further remain available to stet the

needs of the average and above-average deaf or blind child if indeed special. schools .

constitute the vast prodnitive envirooment to meet their unique needs. Resources

should also be made available to allow for appropriate programming for deaf oriall

children who have educational potential and for noon a special school is the most

Appropriate setting. Tfirough cooperative agreements, the special schools fiat also

be made available to local school districts and ocher agencies as statewide assess-

Rent and resource seaters welting collaboratively With districts'and igencies to the

best interestsof deaf. or blind children.

It suet be Ode clear thee congress did not intend to regard special schools

ms stigmatised nor a "last option".

It is further recommended that in the developmknt of their state plans, the

Bureau for Education of the Handicapped require that state education "leonine ref -

erence-both day and resiliential special schools as elements Says circular continuum

of sorlactoptions ratherthan the least desirable in order of Sank from what is

1-
considered the best Placement cascading down to the least desirable and therefore

stigmatized setting.

P.L. 94-142 121s. 344 Participants in Meetings

121a. 133 Placement
1
Procedures

Iscommemdetloot The Education for All Handicapped thildren Act and the

Regulations should be =mended to require the presence of deaf or blind adults to act

as expert ultnesses at staffings of deaf or blind chIldrest, These handicapped adults

have limed deafness or blindness and "know their own" and therefore can provide vain- .

able information to staffing committees.
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J. lecmmandation: Amend the Education of 'All Handicapped Children.Act

to require that each hamdicappad child bibs access to (at least one-half of the
)-

. school day) a teacher who has substantial professiooal preparation for teaching

children with his/her 'paella' disability.

a

the assignment of a handicapped child to a classroom for the purpose of

instruction by a teacher who does not understand the nature of the child'e disability

much less know how-to teach the child places both the child and the teacher in an

intolerable situation. In such a situation, the child is vulnerable to considerable

-inadvertent damage and say be subjected to instruction that Is Meaningless. The.

[tatter is alio unfairly subjected to vastly increased liability. Every handicapped

child in a school, therefore, must have access to ad[eacher vho is professionally

prepared to teach hlm safely and effectively.

',hank you for the opportunity to share the above-stated conceyns.

14-221 0-111-17

4,
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Mr. Simon. Mr. John Sansone, Board of Cooperative-Services.
(No response.]
Mr. St3rox:'Ir. Jim Wiggins, director of special education.

.
STATEMENI OP Trid WIGOINS, DEFLECTOR, SPECIAL EDUCATION

Mr. INTIootN. I'm Jim Wiggins. I'm director f special education of
the local metropolitan school district. -

I think the intent of Congress when they passed Public Law 94-142
passed a Cadillac law. However, it has been a horse-and-buggy fund-
mg. It,has been a horse-and-buggy direction as to what is a handicap,
what are related services, what are necessary, and to what extent.

Since the act was passed, to my knowledge we have not received
one policy statement from the BEH to give the local directors guid-
ance. The lout) directors, at this point in time, regardless of the size
of the district, are put into a position-of dealing with the teachers of
the students, the parents, the State department, the Federal Govern-
ment, legal advocacy groups, anybody that seems to hare some ques-
tion about it. The director is the first one that they're going to hit.

We have approximately, I would guess, _a 1,000 pages of rules, laws,
regulations( bbard policies, board procedures that we must follow.
Rather than be an instructional leader, the director has turned into
kind of a backyard lawyer to avoid the lawsuits, to serve the chil-
dren, and so forth. I think that the law in and of itself hai created
many, many responsibilities that are being assumed by the public
school that perhaps the schbols were never intended to assume.

We heard a moment ago about the child who walks wrong. Is it the
responsibility 49/ the public school to work with every child who
walks wrongWity the bill, sta5T the child, and so forth? Are there
limits tdit ? If eliere`are, they have not come out from Washington,
nor are they present in the local district.

You mentioned: Where is the money coining from? I don't know, to
be honest With you. In June 1975, we had approximately 98.31 full-
tiine equivalent staff members. As of this June, we have 195.25 full-
time equivalent staff members. That represents about $11/2 million in
salary alone. That money has come from local district hinds, part of
it from the State. But it has `come from funds, at least half of it, that
would have been spent in journal education and those. types of
programs.

Thq amount of money that this requires, is it going to supplant?
No; I do not believe'eso. If the interpretations and the desires and the
needs of pi:ents-aregoing to be met by local school districts, if the
woes of the school -aged child and their families are going to be met
legislatively and legally by local school distrits., we are going to have]
to'. completely redesign local school districtsthe roles, and
responsibilities.

We transport them. We feed them. We change their diapers. We
eterize them. We attempt to teach them. We provide counseling

not my for the child but for the parents and the family. We provide
heal h Services for them. There appears to be no end to it. And the
question beginning now is: Is there an end to it?

The- areas of a speech-handicapped child, the learning disabled
ild, life- emotionally disturbed child is another chaos. From district

L.
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to district, there are variations. You can be average in one district,
move across the street, and you're handicapped. Move out of the State,
and you may even be gifted. There is no commonality of services or
definitions or programs between students.

We have been laid out a law. Nobody has told us what the law really
is. Related services? How much related services is necessary? Is it
necessary for the well-being and benefit of the child, or is it necessary
for the educational program ? What is an educational program?

Dr. Frazier just mentioned a moment ago that we were just in-
' formed as a local district that we are not responsible for the assess-
ment, staffing. IEP, and a provision of services for all children in in-
stitutions'of the State. This is Ridge, Grand Junction, and Pueblo.
This one in Grand Junction is 270 miles from our local school district.
The nest step is: Who is providing the educational program chil-
dren in penal institutions? Does that also become a loc district
responsibility ?

There are not funds in our current educational system to maintain
this type of service with all of the interpretations that's being given
to us. Related servicesdo we give enough for the childito maximize
himself? Do we give enough merely to show benefit from the special
instruction ? I realize there are problems in any law. But until these
things are spelled out, we're going to have controversy, we're going
to have dispute, we're going to have parents that are upset, we're going-
to have children not getting the full services that they require. But
some guidance must be given to us people at the local level in order
to know what to do and how to do it.

Local boards of education are extremely upset, because they are in
the same quandary as their directors. What, how, and who is going
to pay? Is education now from birth to 21 for alrof the needs? Where
is the responsibility of the family ? And with that, I'm going to close.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Wiggins.
May I ask you first, Mr. Wiggins, just by way of general back-

ground, what your background is, how you came into the kind of a
position you're in right now?

Mr. WIGGINS. Yes; I Was a special education teacher and regular
teacher. I have been a consultant fOr the fate department of education.
I have been a director of special eduction for two districts. I have
taught adult basic education in the colleges,, and courses in the colleges.
I have the equivalent of three master's degrees.

Mr. SiMON. Let me play the devil's advochte just for 1 minute here.
I think most of us at the Federal level would like to leave the decision-
making as much as possible to the State of Colorado and to your local
school districts. But when we mandate that everyone must be served,
that includes people in institutions; it includes people who are not in
institutions. How you do that, how you effect that, is a decisionwe
can't coup at you from Washington and say how you handle the situa-
tion in Pueblo or wherever it might be. And ifyou say that is a burden
that the local school district can't carry, you're probably correct. But
then. at least from our viewpoint, this ought to be a burden for the
State of Colorado. And we don't need another change in Public Law
94-142 or anther directive from the Federal Government to solve what
would appear to be a local problem.

2
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Now, what's wrong with my thinking here, or is there nothing
wrong?

Mr. Wmoncs. I do not think I have been asking for concise, rigid
type of direction from Washington. I think what I'm .asking for are
rifle interpretations and expectations so fast the State. can begin to
use them. I do not know, for instance, thelegaTcost the districts have
been put into. Had we had the direction, this money could have been
spent on children rather than the attorneys..I think schools have
suddenly been discbvered by the legal force, that we have money and,
we'll go to oourt. I think that what we're looking for is direction but
nor standardization.,

Mr. FRAZIER. Mr! Chairman, I think Jim is raising a good point. Imo,
would say your thinking is consistent with our response. We have said .
to the local school districtsuch as Jim's here in Aurorathat there
is a responsibility to assess that child. But inasmuch as these institu-
tionS are at some distance, we said that either the Department will,
provide the money out of Public Law 94-142 to the district to do it
personally br we would retain the money, do the assessment, and send
the results to the district.

Then after the assessment, the question comes ;down as to how to
serve the child. In Colorado, we will list all of the needs of a child
under a student profile. We will determine those need! and services
that are educational in nature and fit them under related services. There
%%ill be other services that will be mediCal in nature and we will cover
these through title XIX and other sources. We will put together a
Colorado plan for serving each child.

You will find each State taking its own approach to this. I think
that's all right -and should be encouraged. What we need is support
from BEH to say that we can package moneys from a number of
sources, provide the services, and not just yield to putting everything
under Public Law 94-142. The latter would be a mistake.

Mr. Statox. Again, I would note for the record that we have two
more witnesses here who are appearing about the lack of response by
BEH when that is requested. Let me pursue this funding thing just
another moment. And you have in part answered this question.

Mr. 'Wiggins, you say some funds are diveited from other education
programs. The insurance carrier problem is incidentally a growing
problem we're going to have to be 'dealing with one of these days. But
aside from that, which is kind of a peripheral thing,if we increase
Federal funding, if we double it, increase it by 33 percent, whatever,
are we in fact increasing quality services in:Colorado?

Mr. Wtooncs. My answer is yes. We will have the funding to give
these services that the parents and families and Children are expecting.
They're related services. They are helping the children to go as far
forward at maximizing rather than meeting the minimal. The minimal
thing i8 to keep-out-of-court-type requirements of a child.

Mr. FRAZIER. Well, I would not be as positive. I'm saying that unless
Congress specifies that there is to be a packaging of moneys from all
sources we could have problems. If the mental health people hold back
and say the first dollar must be Public Law 94-142. all you're going to
do is replace mental health dollars; or title XIX dollars, that get
redirected to tither the very young child or the older population.
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`Thera witl be tic) real increase in services to fhdse youth in the 5 tti 21
2 age range unless there is a national directive on his policy question. '

Unless congress does this, I would not guars tee an increase
services.

Mr. ON. Finally, I think you may have res onded. I think this
statement was made before you came in, but one of the earlier witnesses '
in describing your office clescribaiiit asand p BEH in the same
categorystriving for mediocrity -Father than ex ellence, striving for
paper compliance, rather than real compliance. don't know if you
want to answer that further, but I thought you ght to be aware of
that statement if you were not here when the sta ement rtsinade.

Mr. FRAZIER. Let me just give my Assistant ssioner a chance
to respond to that very quickly, because he works more closely with
this?"

Mr. STEINBRECIIER. Well, I hear that very frequently, as a matter of
fact, and I hear it frofn school districts as well as advocacy groups. I
think in Colorado, it's not simply a matter of putting programs into
our institutions. The Legal Center some time ago at least threatened
suit because we were operating segregated facilities for the handi-
capped. So in order to improve programs. and providefor some of
these children, we must involve both the school districts and those
people that have the programs which are "the least restrictive
environment" situations.

To that extent, someone told me one time we_must not be doing the
right thing, because nobody is very happy. We have the advocacy
groups chiming on us because of the need to do mox;et-A.nd I would have
a lot of comments regarding some of the statements made earlier but
'time won't allow for all of that.

We have districts such as Aurora, Mr. Wiggins, and all of our other '
school districts indicating we're pushing them too hard, we're remov- .

-.ing local control, wa,'re taking away the powers from the boards of
education which have been established in our State constitution, and
we are trying to move programs for handicapped,children too fast.
I point out that we're serving, over 55,000 handicapped children in
Colorado, which I think we're doing in an excellent manner.

Are there indivitlual' instancesabsolutely yesin which children
do have a problem? If there were noase situations, Mr. Bernstein
of the Legal Center certainly would ave to have his position in
orderko work. But I also point out that these organizations must sus-
tain themselves as organizations, and I can assure-Nu they're not going
to dothat by telling you what a good job we are doing. So we have had
a lot of the reactions.

At times we work very closely with some of these organizations, So
overall, I think Public Law 94-142 has been an excellent law. We are
providing services to handicapped children who have not had the serv-
ices before. We are creating an awareness in the poptlation regarding
the .needs of the handicapped. And I think that has improved over the
course of time and-will continue to improve. There heeds to be more
of this awareness, and then we will follow tip attending to those needs.

Mr. SIMOX. Mr. Kramer?
Mr. KRAMER. Will you identify yourself for the record.
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Mr. STEMBRECTIER. Yes. My nitiiEd Steinbrecher, assistant com-
missioner of education for the Stablorado.

Mr. KRAMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.'
It seems Dr. Frttzier and Mr. Wiggins hold at least to some regards

the similar views about the necessity for either narrowing'or limiting,
depending on how you want to look at it, the definition of related
service* Would you in eonjunction with each other, or separately,at
your convenience, send us your specific recommendations in regard to
to you would narrow that or limit that given the Opportunity ? You
seem to have drawn a line the way that you would separate what is
education and what is medical treatment. And to the extent that per-
haps you can give us your recommendations, if they would be those, to
in fact narrow the definition of related services at least in terms of the
responsibility of the local educational agencies under Public Law 94-,
142. That might be of substantial assistance to us, especially when we

--,go through the new authorization process.
Mr. Wiggib, could you gi;',e 'lie some idea of the total dollar.; that

have this available, or at least a rough estimate at this time,
maybe you can provide the detailed figures later onthe total dollars
that are available under Public Law 9A-142 and section 504. There is
no funding under 504. I'm aware of, but there are a lot "ofthings that
happen that I'm not aware of.

Reh(te those to the total school funding for the district, apd then
relate those percentages to those that are served under those programs
andithose that -will not be served-under those programs so we can get
some idea of bash:ally what kinds of priority in terms of percentages
of dollars spent that you are presently wo,rking with in your (wit
school districts. ,!

Mr. Wiaorics. I'll try. These are off the,top of my head, I would
rather not 'be held accountable for (hem. .The school district budget is
approximately $46 million. Special education budget is approximately
10 percent of that. We're - probably running abauti 4.75 millions.of

Qur title VI allocation is $2472147.
Of thiS allocation, approxiniately 70 percent of it is being spent

upon the first priority of Congress, and this is finding children who
are. not now receiving an education. The balance of 30 percent is to
improve the services of children who, are. So the Federal funds are
pmpbably e-eighth of the total funds, a tenth of the total funds that
will be av able for special education services.

The refoireinentp of the IEP; the various meetings et cetera., have .
raised thug cost of special education quite a bit. Itohldn't give you
a figure. But I would say at least probably lb percent of our total
budget is being, devoted to special education. ,

Mr. KRAMER/. ar. o u r total school budret
Mr. Wracmrs. Yes. ,

Mr. KRAMER. Whitt percentage of, students .approximately havwyou
identified as in need of special assistance?

Mr. WIpAMNS. We wil,1 probably serve approximately, 12 percent of
the students. The problem being, in the least restrictive environment.
ViDlien we serve a child with a learning disability, 'we still maintain
the'Rgular classroom, the regular' teacher, th'e janitor, the-custodian,
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the aq.and music teacher. So when We bring the child in for special
instruction in this area, that is a cost that is over and above the regular
school district's cost. We don't reduce the teacher salary by that one
child et cetera. So it's all a supplementary cost really to the regular
program. i . . .

Mr."KRAMER. Dr. Frazier, if I understand what Slou're,saying, would
you suggest that we specificallnuta proVision in the law that at least
says teat all those funds expend .1 under Public Law 94-142 by the
Federal Go%ernment wotild be after hose paid by third party or in-
surance companies or something Of that sort ? ,If I understand you
correctly, you're suggesting that no nattd What else we do, that we
insure at least a maximum amount of funding that we provide now
so in-fakt we will not be providing replacement funding for someone
else, but we insure that maximum dollars get down to the handicapped r
students by making sure that insurance companies or .other third -
party carriers, are not allowed to utilize Public Law 94-142 to get out

inof their contractual obligations by utilizing, n effect, these Federal
funds for that purpose. You re suggesting a specific provision in the
law to accomplish that? .

Mr. TER. I see no other way to do this at this point. We have
+.4...L....explored ea of school districts actually being ableito be the pro-

vider of ser and bill the insurance companies just as anyone else.
There is so provision now in the lute that might open the door for

Ilt that kind of .ayment. I think we and the Secretary of Education,
notd to figure out a way to package all thop sources so when increases
are made in Public Law 94-142 funding,lou know you're not going to
face this replaeement issue. That's really got to be done in the next few
ninnths before the fAiding cycle comes arounclagain in Congress, or
you wouldn't have aanswer to these questions.

Mr. Ic.nAirEa. Mr. Chairman, do you hay any suggestions on thebest, . .

Mr. Simox. Well, it is 'u. Problem that as been called to our at
tention. Clearly, the intent of e law and of our funding is not to

. replace insurance money. s ye technical, but it is one of the
, things we have to do. There's no qu a ut it.

If I may just toss one othernot a estion. But if you could send
me a response 'or whatever documentatio ts. An earlier -witness
said 89 percent of those incarcerated in your pr .ns have been shown
to have teaming disabilities 'in Colorado pnso s. I mould be inter-
ested in any documentation that you could send.

'Mr. FILAZIER: That would be a study thdt was made 6 years ago, and
we will send that to you. It was a little over80 percent
' Mr.,SiatoN. I would appreciate that. x

Mr. IciiAmEn. In the same regard although .we're primarily dealing
with Public Law 94-142, we're aware, I think, that potentially section

. 504, is in force, and it might, in some instances, involve some extraor-
dinary cost. And again, I am not trying to cittumvent the intent of
section 504, but I am trying to find, perhaps, what is a common sense
approach to it so that those expenditures are not needlessly made. If
ypu have any thoughts about how those sections of the law potentially
might be limited so that we don't lose the heneficial aspects of section
504 and perhaps get rid of some of the potential for some horrendout. .
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expenditures to be made byschool districts in terms of physical mod-

iftcation
o

improvements that might really be an. ediface that no one
would actually utilize n a practical basis, so those moneys could be

0 better channeled into some other more productive 'mechanisms, that
would be greatly appreciated.

One other question I do have for Mr. Dawson. I believe, if I under?
stand what you're saying= I didn't have a copy of your statement,

' what you're suggesting seems like a gOod idea, at least on the surface

in teems of what the least restrictive environment'shonld be. Sometimes

in practice either you find the least restrictive environment, as we as lay

people envision it, actually becomes a more restrictive environment

for .the student being served because of his particular 'handicapping
condition. Could you give us some brief remarks as4o how the opera-
tion of Public Law 94-14:?, and the least 1'es-fictive environment has
impacted on your school in terms of declini g of enrollment rates, or

students that you formerly served s;ho no 1 nger would be served by

you but rather by a more traditional educ tonal setting? Also do you
think that basically we need to do som not really rethinkingbut
some fine timing` in terms, of approach' the subject of this least
restrictive environment in the authorization and legislation?

Mr. DAwsoN17Well, I would say that the
Mr. Stmox. If you can,'use the mike.
Mr. DAWSON. I would say that the population of the school declined

once Public Law 94-142 was put into operation. And we found in Colo-

. rado as well as it was found natidnally that about 4 to 5 years after
either the Federal legislation or, State legislatk n regarding least re-
strictive environment in the Education of All Handicapped Children
Act, the population of these special schools began to go back up.

n though ours is rather ,slight at this point, we saw that turn
just, is past year where our population was steadily declining, and
we found many parents who did try the public schools and said it is
working. They feel very good about
local district that were not formerly

There were other parents who
dren.in the schools and

o opportunities available in the

de that effort and had their chil-
feel very guilty about it. We want

them home. We want them ormal. We felt by nutting them there,
they would become normal." Some find it is not working or there are
social problems, behavioral" problems, learning problems, and would
like them returned. So /we're seeing now students who are older
transferring back into a special school.

Indeed, you're absolutely. correct. I think there are those who feel
that by going to what some consilier the physical least restrictive en-
vironment, that isolation will not occur and they will automatically
interact with their peers. A great deal of psychological damage can be
done, and a lot of parents are observing this. The students, themselves
are feeling this and saying they need to get back into some kind of
environment where they can be productive.

I think if We try to say we should do away with the subculture of
deafness; the subculture of blindness, we're kidding ourselves. The
Riwanis Club is a subculture. My church is a subculture. Your partic-
ular organization is i subculture. And deaf people and blind people ,

need this kind of thing and want me to react and interact with theik
own. w
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Mr. KRANER. Do you think the operating language under which, the
least restrictive environment has been couched, that changes need to be
made on that, or what are we talking about?

Mr. DAWSON. I think we need to have some amendments in the basic
language or certainly in the interpretations to the rules and regula-
tions, because now there are too many who say we can recognize the
term isn't so important, the provision is the_irgportant thing. What is
the provision ? Too often, although we sayEnd there are those who
really give lip service and say we need more than physical loca-
tion. But indeed in practice, we find in interpretation, you're talking
about the physical location and not the total educational environment.

.Mr. ICriAmEn. Would_you also be so kind as to share any specific
recommendations that you might have for statutory change with us
along those lines.

Mt. DAW$ON. Yes, sir.
Mr. SMON. Let me just add one other comment on section 504. I don't

think my colleague and I are in disagreement ; although, occasionally
'we do differ on things. That's part of the process. My observation on
section 504 isand we getinto some jargon, and we apologize. This is
the architectural barrier wallthere is nothing fundamentally wrong

. with section 504, but in some instances we have architects and others
who want to take advantage. And sO instead of coftStructing a simple
$300 wooden ramp that can solve the problem, all of a sudden there is a
grandiose entrance. But to blame section 504 for that is ridiculous. Or
to have an elevator in a building or in a school building, when in fact
you just can move a class from the second floor to the first floor. The
law is structured in stich a way that people need to use some common-
sense. I'm sure this isn't true in Colorado, but occasionally in other
States I *ad people who don't use commonsense.

We thank you verj much for your answer.
I wonder if our signing interpreter could ask again if there are

any here who need assistance.
Mr. Jim Mills, who was scheduled earlier, is now present. We would

be happy to have his presentations We are having a time problem. If
you would summarize your statement, your full- statement will be
entered into the hearing record.

Before we proceed, let me welcome. the .wheelckair contingency on
the left, It is great to have you here. You're getOlg an idea of, what
we go through a great 'deal in Washington. We appreciate your in-
terest today and hope you'll continue your interest in these things, in
fact your future and the future of.a great many others.

Mr. Mills.?

4TATEMENT OF JIM MILLS, PRESIDENT, COLORADO EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION

/yr. MILLs. I want to thank you very much,- Mr. Simon
ap logize for not realizing that I was supposed to have been

and
her

earlier. I guess i1 was a Misunderstanding on my part.
The organization that I Serve as president does.have 25,000mem-

berg. We have sikrveyed'those 25,000 in various types of surveys con-
cerning especially Public Law 94-142. We also have government posit'
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tions in our organization. I might mention, that those government
pogtioris are 4iighly supportive of both section 504 and Public Law
94-142.

I'd like to-go over seven basic points very hriefly,and.I'll summarize
those. First is that, in general, secondary teachers, especially secondary,
-know little or nothing at all about section 504 and Public raw. 94-442.
There appears to be two basic needs in the secondary aTucation, espe-
cially I think the elementary schoolteacher and th&sy-stem, as this has
had better success than the secondary schools thus far.

I think first, thobgh. for perhaps both areas, we need a certification
requirement that for any teacher, whetherand that seems to be a very
critical need right.nowvocational teachers or academic, they need
to live certificates based upon what we believe are a few important
parts of the teacher's preparation, students teaching in a classroom
that includes handiCapped, participation in an TEP process, skills for

\ .assessing the needs of handicapped .students, strategies for behavior
management, use of instructional activities for handicapped students,
'ability to recognize behavior in students which may require referral,
and finally participation in the referral process. I believe these should
be the part of any teacher's certification requirements to graduate from
a school of higher education with a degree in education.

The second basic needs is the one to try to edUcate those of usand I
put myself in that categorywho graduate before Public Law 94-142
ar even thought of teaching students with special problems. Every
secondary teacher especially, but even some elementary, is left right
now with a hodge-podge of in-service programs of varying degrees of
quality to become prepared. I think we need to do several things in
this category. ,

Our teachers tend to feel that three things need to be paramount in
,any in-service program. First, is the released time from class-
room teacher responsibilities to take the courses. Some districts have .

preschool sessions for these classes. Vey meet in mid-August or early
August and add 2 or 3 weeks to the school year and pay the teacher
then for that extra training. That is the most ideal.

Second, there should be college credit and/or recertification credit
for the classes taken. And finally, there should be extensive involve-
ment by the teachers in the planning and the staffing of such programs.

The second general pointand summarize more in this one..
Secondary teachers right now are not involved in case staffings of chil-
dren with handicaps.-We have lieai from. hundreds of teachers itr
Colorado that have received students in both academic and vocational
classes, and I include myself in that category, withouptipporting data
on the child or the handicap.

When you place a child in a vocational class, which seems to become
the place to place handicapped students, without a word to the teach'er
that the child might be deaf or have difficulty with 'his sight and then
have that child be responsible for handling power tools, for example,
you face a critically dangerous situation as well as one that is very
frustrating to the teacher.

The third area is that secondary teachers who receive students with
handicaps had no opportunity to offer input into the development of
the IBP. I believe that is erroneous, false, and does not take intro
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account what the teacher's goals are for the lass or perhaps their
expertise in developing these.

Both el ntary and secondary teachers do not feel prepared to
c i u ents with handicaps who are placed in their classrooms.

Another issue, the fifth issue that comes up, is the least restrictive
environment Jugrid what are related services. Teachers are concerned
because some districts which do norhave a program which meets the
needs df students will place the students in alternative programs. The
districts then refuse to pay for services which the teachers feel should
be classified as related services since the districts do not have programs
to meet the students' needs. °

Six, there is the issue of the right of the teacher to appeal thk place-
ment of the handicapped child who is creating problems for the
teacher and other students. The legal language protects the parent
with due process but does little to protect the teacher. The placement
of the child is on the insistence of the parents and supported by the
administration. The question seems to be. Is the child being placed
for the child's educational advancement or for what is convenient for
the administration ?

Finally, it is essential that it be acknowledged that the placement of
handicapped children in a regular classrooth creates uniqUe prob-
lems for the teacher. A classroom of 30 or 35 students who are "normal"
becomes much larger in terms of teaching load if you add 1, 2, or 3
handicapped,chNren regardless of the preparation or readiness of
the teacher. Teacrs are pi favor of Public Law 94-142 and section
504, in concepts but much needs to be done in the near future to make
them workable.

I have just a brief statement then on section 504. I do believe that it
would require massive sums of money. I do agree with you, Mr. Chair-
man, and believe that there are was of dealing with It that are not as
expensive as some architects and building contractors 'wish. But at the
same time I wish to say, as I heard.yqu say; that moving a class from
a third floor down to the first floor may work in one instance, but it
may not work in all instances because of equipment problems, and so
forth, with equipment that's built into a building making it impossi-
ble.to more the equipment and the teacher stations.'

Thank you-ye ry much for your attention.
Mr-StaioN. Thank you very much for your statement. Incidentally,

your suggestion on precertiAcation programs I've made a note on.
I think particularly, points A and 13 you mentioned there would be sexy
easily implemented by States. And it woulq, be a real help for the
teacher who comes in. ,

You say teachers are not offere 'nput into the development of the
IEB. Is your experience that the t chers have any knowledge of the

? Are they shown the IEP? X they aware of this?
Mr. Mills. It varies with the circu stance and the instance. In some

cases, neither. They are not aware of the IEP, or they are not con-
sultedand that goes alopg with the previous statement, I made.

We had a vocational teacher, for example, froip Fort Collins who
teaches shop, who si as not prepared to teach handicapped children be-
cause he's had no training in doing so. He has received many fairly
severely handicapped children. He is the one I referred to, especially
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the horror stories of receiving children without knowing even whit the
handicap was. It may be weeks before he's informed of what degree of .
handicap a child is suffering from and given any assistance in plan-
ning a program at his level to teach that child. He may never have seen .
the IEP in some instances.

Mr. Sixox. Mr. Kramer?
Mr. KRAMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Some of your suggestions about the nationwide training and ability

of teachers under present situations to really totally co e with being
involved in Public Law 94-142 and section 304 are , .1,, ones. Do you
see thirprimarily as something that should be addrei within the
school district or at the State level? Or, do you see the answer coming
from the Federal level ?

Mr. MILLS. .I think the answer is yes. By that, I don't mean to be
facetious. I'm just saying I think some of the....p.m&tms need to be
addressed at each level. -

Mr. KRAMER. How would you go about addressing. for example the 7
problem of the 'student teaching with handicapped students, hgrtng
courses, or at least some pretencher involvement with IEPs and things
like that being able to: have knowledge about behavioral manners,
things like that ? How would you address those at the federal level?

Mr. MILLS. That is the one probably least necessary at the Federal
level and could be handled, I think, very easily by the State Depart-
ment of Education and the State Board of.Education change in certi-
fication requirements for teaching certificates. Now the others, 504 for
example, I think funding requirements, most local districts just can-
not afford that hecaiwe it comes from teaching programs. You rob
Peter to pay. Paul, and you end up with a probably inadequate 504
compliance and not enough money left to teach the students well that
you have.

So in funding areas especiallx. I see that all three parts need to be
there. I think, too, that one example of Federal assistance and the as-
sistance to teachers that are already teaching would be an already
existing program that's woefully underfunded at the national. level
with woefully short numbers of them existing and .that's teacher
centers. Teacher centers would be just perfectly suited I believe to
provide the kind of needed in-service programs. But until this year
and perhaps not even this year, we do not even have a single teacher
center in Colorado.

We have a great variety of abilities. Jefferson COunty, the".laraest
district in the State, has a teacher academy that's similar to a teacher
center and I believe has the best teacher in-service program in the
State. Teachers help design them. Special ed. teaChers teach other

leachers how to cope with the child in the least restrictive environment.
But we can't do that except apparently in our largest districts like
Jefferson County. and the rest of the districts suffer.

Mr. Kn.tmErt. I have one additional question I would like to raise
on a matter I would like to bring iip briefly. That is there is some indi-
cation in your testimony that teachers are not adequill ly.participatingel,
in the development of IEPs, of that somehow they're ng presented
with a fait accompli and involvedit was my understa ding that the
law mandated that those teachers who come in contact with that stu-
dent are an integral part of in fact development of the IEP.

gti?
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Am. I not understanding something you're saying, or is there just a.
very basic divergence between what the law is requiring in this area
and what is happening at present?

Mr. Mn & I believe the latter is correct. I think that in the ele-
mCntary level, especially in a self-contained classroom, the teacher is
involved in the IEP in most instances because it's one teacher. That
IEP development can take place much more easily than at a high
school level where-there are several classes, several teachers. That need
to schedule those teachers and ,p)anning of that IEP staffing becomes
a logistical problem that so far the answer has not been found.

They have all the extracurricular activities that they have to do.
Perhaps it's A simple thing as scheduling time to develop IEPs with
a number of individuals involved at the secondary lever. But it.is not
happening.

Mr. KilAmEil.Thank you very much.
Mr. SrmoN.,I don't mean to be pursuing this section 504 thing too

much. But in the school where you. teach. what is this huge expense
you run into on sectiop 5041

' Mr. Mims. The school in which I teach at the present time is non-
existent. nil on leave of absence.

Mr. Srstm.i. You're on leave from your present position?
Mr. MILLS. Yes.
Mr. SrmoN. Where did you teach before you became president of

the Colorado Education Associationl
Mr. Mills. The school where I (lid teach was a one-level school and.

'would haq been very easily I think adaptable to section 504. One area
that would have been difficult would have been the gymnasium which
was down a flight of about 25 stairs from the main floor. It would have
been an expensive ramp because. of the stee ess of the stairs and
length of the stairs. An elevator probably welWld have been necessary
there. But other than that, our school with its one level was pretty
NPll designed for handicapped students. But it *as built in 1967.

Mr. Si Yrc& I might add that the Federal level has been on that as
long as schools, or whatever the facility might be. They're making
progreis with the help of I or any other Member of Congress who is
on their back. I have to say when I meet with a .group of college
administrators who Say they don't intend to comply with section 504.
they don't get any sympathy with me. But the buildings I have visited
I found generally that there are some practical ways of solving these
problems. Now, sometimes it means moving a chemistry classroom
where you have Bunsen'burners and so forth down from a second floor
or third floor down to the first floor which does involve some expense.
But I think if we're practical, we can accommodate the needs of the
handicapped much more readily than some of the stories I read about.

Mr. Thus. I hope you're right.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
Mr. Altus. Thank you.
(Prepared testimony of James E. Mills follows:]
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PREPARED TESTIONT OF JAMES E. MILLS, ELI, COLORADO
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

My name is JAMS Z. Kills. I ma president of the 0/Laredo Education

Aseociation and speak frcm_surveys, governance 1;:sitioos and committee reports
representative of our 25,000 member teachers. These teachers are both regular

0 classroom teachers, 1-0, and special education instructors and staff.

-0

During the past two years and SLIM the passage of Section 504, wliturve
found there is a host of complex issues in implementing P1.94-142 for the class-
room teachers in the suits of Colorado: Kany of these issues be overcome
with the proper interpretations by all parties involved in the issues.

Through a random sample of both secondary and elementary teachers through-
out the Stets gf Colorado we identified the following;

1. In general, secondary teachers know little or nothing at all about
Section 504 and PL94-141.

More appear to be two basic needs which should be addressed.
The first is in the certification requirements to bectse a teacher.
Every thather and administrator, academie or vocational, should have
pre-certification programa which include: a) student teaching in
classroom which includes handicapped students; b) participation in

an I.Z.P. process; el skills for assessing the needs of handicapped
students in a regular classroom; d) strategies for behavior manage-
ment; el use of instructional activities for handicapped students;
fl ability to recognise behavior in students which may require referral;
and g) participation in the referral process. These experiences and

obeervations should begin early in the teacher trainee's preparation.

The second basic need is the more difficult to address. That is
the need, *specially critical in oar secondary faculties, for receiving
the opportunities to acquire shoee same, a) through g) skills and train-
ing outlined above. Every secoodstry teacher who was initially certifi-
cated prior to 94-142 is left with a bodge -podge of in-servicar programs
of varying degree of quality--to become prepared. While the law

mandates such programs, the average tams; finds very little incentive
to attend. Zither released time is not /mailable or the in-service
comes at a time when the teacher is exhausted from an already too busy

teaching day.

It seer desirable to have the in-service program offer'som, or all
of the following incentives: a) released time from classroom teacher

responsibilities. Some districts have had pre-school sessions for these
classes. In this'setkoad the teacher should be compensated At the

regular per diem pay as the regular contract period; h) college credit
and/or recertification credit for the classes taken; and el extensive
involvement by the teachers in the planning and staffing of such programs.

'1./4

2. Mostirecondary teachers are not involved in case staffings of

children with handicaps. Many secondary teachers have received students
in both academic and vocational classes without supporting data on the

child or the handicap,( Horror stories which are not uncommon of classes

1
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using power tools and equipment receiving students without a word to
the teacher of the child's difficulty. To add to this questionable
placement of the student, a lack of in-service training for the
teacher is not only educationally unsound,.it is also dangerous:

3. Those secondary teachers who receive students with handicaps iLd
no opportunity to offer input into the'develcpment of Individual
Education Plans (IEP).

4. Both elementary and secondary teachers did not feel prepared to
teach students with handicaps who were placed in their classroom.

.5. The other issue which constantly.causes a problem with teachers is
the least restrictive environment and what are related services.
Teachers are concerned because some districts which do hot have a
program which meets the needs of students will place the students in
alternative programs. The districts then refuse to pay for services
which the teachers feel should be classified as related services since
the districts do not have programs to meet the students' needs.

6. There-is the issue of the right of the teacher to appeal the place-
ment ofla handicapped child who is creating problems for the teacher
and the other students. The placement of the chile is on the insistence
of the parents and supported by the administration. The question seems
to be, *Is the child being placed for the child's educational advance-
ment, or for what is convenient for the administsation?

7. Finally, it is absolutely essential that it be acknowledged that the
placement of handicapped child- a regular classroom creates very
special and unique problems lOr teacher. A classroom of thirty or
thirty-five students who are normal' becomes much larger in terms of
teaching load if you add one, two, or three handicapped children regard-
less of the preparation or readinels of the teacher. 'Teachers"ant in
favor of 94-142 and Section 504,1n concept, but much needs to be done
in the nearsfuture to make them workable..

Section 504, if fully implemented, will require massive sums of money which'
is certainly not available at the local level. Either the state or federal
governments must place a higher priority on compliance--and the funding to
achieve it.

Thank you for your attention to my remarks.

JVAL/Jac

6/27/80
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:Alt.§ntox. Our next panel is a group of parents,'LaVerne Lietz,
Barbara Peterson, F.J. Verhulst, Charles Rohrer, and Ms. Blair.

May I apologize to this group of,witnesses. I hay to go grab a plane,
unfortunately. But our staff is here. I will be gettiitg reports as well
from my colleague about your testimony. And I appreciate your being
here as well as all the rest of you who are here. I think it's most im-
portant that we find out where we 'are, what we're doing, what our
shortcomings are. And I really appreciate your willingness to come.

I'll turn the gavel to you, Mr. Korner.
advisedI've been aised have a little more time, so I'll be here at least the

first 10 minutes of your testimony anyway.
LaVerne Lietz is not here.
Barbara Peterson?

STATEMENT OF BARBARA PETERSON, PARENT

Ms. PrrEnsoN. I'm Barbara Peterson. I'm a parent of two hearing-
impaired children age 11. We live in Cherry Creek School District
No. 5. One of my daughters has a moderate hearing. impairment. She
is served within the Cherry ere& -Schopt-13istrict in a regular class-
room with special education help from a hearing specialist and from
a speech language specialist. Her progress has been very normal. She
fun-tions normally. I expect within the next year she will be staffed
out of special education.

My other daughter has a profound hearing loss. She has been
tuitioned out of our district and is basically served in Littleton District
6 in a self-contained classroom for the deaf. She's taught with the total
communication method. The school she attends has good inservice pro-
grams. The children all learn sigtl language.

One outstanding program last year was dex eloped called a reverse
main4tream program whereby 2 of the deaf boys were grouped with
10 children with hearing, taught in 1 classroom by a teacher of the
deaf. The progress for the two boys was outstanding. It satisfied the
social and academic needs of the children.

I drive my daughter 62 miles a day to receive this education that
we think is appropriate. It has not been without its personal sacrifice
in getting her to and from the program, but we are reimbursed trans-
portation money.

I appreciate the fact that you are interested in finding out how the
law is working. We've had good success. We've had some failures with
the law. But it's very encouraging. The most frustrating thing is fund-
ing for additional staff persons. We're told that hearing. loss is,a,low
incident, high handicapping condition. Most of the children are at
different academic levels. This requires them to be lumped together,
taught at several different levels by one teacher. Whereby, we feel a
better solution would be an additional staff person.

We were disappointed to learn that the district had not received
grant money they had requested in order to hire additional staff. And
as a parent, as I see it, the funding problem is probably the most frus-
trating. Thank you.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
If you will forgive me,,Mr. Kramer, because I'm not getting a chance

to ask a question later.
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I'zpi intrigued by this reverse mainstreaming. You mentioned the two
severely hearing<unpaired together with other children. You said for
the wo, this reall helped their education. How did the class operate?
Wha a ut the other children

Ms. P sox. This was a pilot program begun last year. The hear-
ing children in.the classroom, were volunteers for the project. The par-
nts and thechildren attended a meeting to find out what was involved.
hey, agreed to it. The class was taught a regular fourth grade curricu-

lum the same as another fourth grade class across the hall.
It forced the hearing-impaired children to keep up with the hearing

children. It provided the hearing children an opportunity to learn sign
language. They were not forced to learn it, but they chose to.

Mr. SIMON. Was the teaching insitle or
PrEaso.N. The teaching u- as taught with a total communication,

both speecliNancl sign language 'concurrently. And it was most success-
ful. We were really hopeful that that program could be expanded to
include the two lath* academic levels within the total communication

bprogram.
I'm afraid that it's not going to be accomplished this year,

ut this is something that we will work toward.
Mr. St3tox. Did the other children learn sign in the process?
Ms. PETERSON. They learned sign. They wanted to. It was not re-

quired. of them, but they wanted to. It required no additional effort on
the teacher's part to teach them all.

Mr. SIMON. If you have any literature, anything on paper about the
results of that experiment, I would be interested in receiving it.

Ms. PETEnsos. All right. I will talk to the teacher who was unable to
comktoday because she was ill. But I'm sure she would be happy to
suppPy you with that.

ATEKENT QF FLORENT J. VERHUIS T, n., PARENT

Mr. St3toN. Mr. Verhulst. Am I pronouncing that correctly?
Mr. VEnntisr. Exactly., It must be because you're from Illinois

-where I Was raised.
Mr. SIMON. Where in Illinois, if I may ask?
Mr. Vznurri-r. Chicago.
Mr. Stator. I've heard of it..
Mr. VERIIELST. I'm a parent of a 15-year-old daughter whd his

Down's Syndrome and has been served in the Denver public schools.
'I'd like to summarize my written statement by commenting initially

on the IEP which has been mentioned ex,bensively. And the,one aspect
that really seems to be overlooked is the fact that the law says yes, the
parent has the right to participate and so on in the development of the
IEP. hut nowhere was it provided for parents generally to receive
information that they have these rights.

The department of eduFation involved does not allvisetiie pdrent,
"You' have the right to this, that, and the other thing." But the least,
that they do is comply with the provision of the law that says, "You
have a right to attend this meting which4is scheduled at such -and-
snch a time." That's the limit of their information to the parent.pSo
where is the parent to obtain this information about all these rights
that they have under the law and all these services that they're entitled
to under the law? The districts do not voluntarily tell them all these
things that they're entitled to.

272
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Up to is time, as far as I can determine, its largely been through
the eff s of volunteer parent organizations or other volunteer asso-
ciations that this infor ation has been disseminated to sonic parents.
But there's still a lar large number of parents wh really have no
lipowledge of what the 're entitled to as far as the I process.

The IEP is an excelle tool. I t everyone woul agree to that.
But even after an IEP ha eveloped, it still boils down to the
actual delivery of teaching services in an effective manner. A mere
statement. -omet hing in an IEP, does pt.guarantee that those services
will be provided.. .

And probably the.inost urgent need I think in the area is to see to it
that there is an adeqtiate funding foi teaching services. In other words,
the teacher ifatio should be improved so titzit there are not 10 to 1.1 stu-
dents in a special education class with 1 special education teacher who f
cannot possibly serve the needs of those children adequately with that
kind of a teaching ratio. Sconnless the funding can be improved and

ichanneled so that it actually results in teaching services to the child,
the effectiveness of the IEP,J

,
just goes down the drain. It is just some-

thing on paper. "'"" .
I'd like to comment a so oh least restrictive environment. Our spejific ,k experience with that i Denver was that special education students at

the elementary.level. -high includes up to level 6 in some cases, at least
in our case. the specie education classroom was placed in a grade 1,2,3
elementary school. When this was done, we lodged a complaint with
the Department of Education. They took note of it, but the-situation
still.exists.

The result has been that when our child was moved from the ele-
mentary level to the secondary school'level. to the jimior
,Th

h level,
`e had been for 3 years operating in an educational enviro ent with
the maximum of a third grade level normal child and treat d just like
those ciiildren. Suddenly she's placed in a,seventh grade junior high
school environment where the children are much older, they change
from one classroom to another, they operate much more independently
and so on. Then everybody wonders why the child cannot function
adequately in that environment aruf said. "Well, why was she put here?
She's not ready for it." And yet they have not faced up, to the least
restrictive environment in a practical way by putting the special educa-
tion class in, say, grade 1 through 6, elementary school which are also
available in this system.

In the comments of the previous witness, particularly on the hearing,
they mentioned this least restrictive ens ironment. I would like to ask
that the Filbcommittee act very cautiously-in-trying to change the lan-
guage of Public Law 94-142. If a parent sees that their child is not
functioningfirsttof all, least restrictive environment, as I understood
it under the act. also assumed that certain support services would be
provided if they were necessary. You can't just take a child and dump
him into a least restrictive environment situation without seeing that
he's prepared or supported in some way. And if a-parent sees that their
child is not receiving effeelike education in a certain environment,
they'll be the first ones to acquiesce in the placement of that child in
another situation where they, can receive more services in a more effec-
tive way. I would like to caution the subcommittee against trying to
deal with that situation in a more restrictive way.

J. , ,
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. ,
T,he other comment I'd like.to make is on the package funding ;that

Mr. Frazier is -talking about in which, as I understood him, he would
say that when we staff this child, wt would say, well, maybe *e can
tatiethis part of it and fund it under Palk Law 94-142-and this part
under title XIX and this part under something elseThis would seem
to be very dangerous and possibly result 'in a child nof`being served
properly because oethe shuttling of funding or shuffling of programs ,
and program restrictions.

It would seem that a more ideal solution would be to deal with the K
various agencies involved to assure that we'd() not have all these various
titles which constitute little pockets of funding and try to consolidate '
the funding in a more realistic way so that these States and local people
are not faced with an administrative nightmarefrng to match up

,moneys with people. -

And finally, I'd like to commeNt on the special edu ion advisory
,committees which are provided for under the law. would like to

recommend that some provisions be added which more or less take these
committees and make them more independent of the special education
departments. Too often these committees, they're -appointed by the
special education department, they're closely monitored by, the
special education department, and nothing constructive or contro-
versial ever sees the light of day because they're's° strictly corftrolled
that their efforts to improve, special education are really thArted.
Something needs to be done tqtake them out from under the thumb in
fact of the special education departments. That's all I have..

Mr. KRAMI31. Thank you very much, Mr. Verhulst. Let me just make
one comment to what you said about the multiplicity of funding
sources. This is a very serious problem which you pointed out and one
rampant throughout all of Congress and not certainly in any way
isolated to special education.

One ofthe very difficult things about this, of course, is that in my
initial indoctrination, you find a very tight jurisdictional scheme of. Mgs within a variety of committees. Each one is very reluctant to
turnover any authority it has garnered over the years to any other one.
Consequently, many programs emerge out of different committees,
and each one has title to authorship-related to it.

My experienceais, as a result of this, it's been very difficult to consoli-
date in any meaningful progltmmatic way simply because they have
not really been preplanned as to how they have been developed.' But
one was already ongoing, and then somebody else wanted one in his or
her name and may or may not even be aware of the existence of another
koga

We
r

had a doinestic violaric,e bill thatame throng
tee not, too lohg ago. And at the time that occurred.
that there were already about 13 departments invol
of flint. Wb were able to identify 30 separate program.
lutelv correct, and it is a problem that is there and n
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ur own commit-
e rch indicated
a in some aspect

So you're abso-
eds to be dealt

with and has not been dealt with successfully as of this trine.
Your comments on being cautious in terms of making definitional,

changes about least restrictive environment are helpful, and we're cer-
, taihly happy to have those. You certainly seem to be very much up on
what this law and the other lawi provide. Thank you for coming tday.

[Prepared statement of Florent J. Verhulst, qr., follows:]
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PREPARED TESTIMONY LIF ..1.0RENT J. viliTILsT;. JR.. DENVER: CVLO:p
4 , . r.

Although Colorado has a good law, roviding for public educa-
tion for the handicapped, it has been eery helpful to have I. L. .

94-142 together with the,implementing,regulationa. The eegulatipna
in particular are much more extensive and specific than those pro-
vided under state law and are.very valuable when trying to obtain

e
obtain

needed services.
.

My c ild Julie has Down's syndrome and?lo Lildly retarded.
She is 15 and for the01979-80 school yenr.sbe was in rrade 7 iq the
special education class at Merrill Jr. Nigh in the Jenver.Public
School system. Julie was not adequately prepared to function'in the
junior high school environment. Specifically, she as not able to

ii)get to and from different classroom, lunch, and gy on her over on
time, and could not operate a combination lock fonaheraockere.

- She was also not able to function with or relate of other students
her own age. She had been attending the, epeclal education class . ,

at Ellis eXementary school for Ofee years. Ellie school has tegu,
lor grades one tnrough three. Therefore the special education ,
students up to age 13'end a4 are.being kept in an environment with, ,'

" much younger children. Several years ago we requested that the ..,
001; e
up

-'1

special edutatidn class 'be located in a grade one through a
so-,that the students would be in an enkronmenewith their a

'41,. peers. No action has been taken to improve tote situation'.
Thq.IEP is an excellent tool but I and other getenta have'

fouhd it difficult to obtain etfective.resulta. For 'example, Julie's.
IEP for 1979-80 was prepared during the annu performance evalua-
tion at Ellis'achool in May ;979 even tnoug atie wus to Attend Merrill .

Junior High in Sept 1979. The curriculum f r Merrill was not known
and the objectives and oala stated were v y general. No one from
Merrill Jr. Nigh the meeting. In th fall we learned that she
curriculum for the a 1 educeltidt students is set by-the SpApial
Edupailon office and the name for all the students. This makes
it very difficult to pstablish'an 1441V:dual prAgram based on a atu:.
dente needs. In October 1979 the speciaraducetion'teacher at Merri
added some specific goals to the'IER without.c,naultationor advising _

' us evenathough we had visited the classroom and expressed our interest
in her program. de learned of this action in March 198b when-we re-

'. quested a copy of her school records: Some of the specific goals that
had been set were meaningless repititions of learning akills ulfe,had
mastered in previous years as docuiented by' prior IEPs. Prom our

' obnervation qt the classroom it was evident that the same subject ''
matter material was being given to almost all the students. The only
semblancewqf an indi'vidual program we; in certain idatances when work-.
ahe-ta were used. ,There was littleeor no individual instruc,tion to
improve the atude

No the provisions of law and regulitions can be effective
unl the idtual ddliverj of teaching it improved. The most direct
eans'of doing this to"AprovrqiiiTie teaching staff and better
teaching materials designed to meet the needs of apeCiar education
students. For years we have been told that our child le4rAA beat on
a Aye to one besig, The_ataqing in the Denver schools doeatnot,aven
permit manylkpwcial education Vrachera to have an aide and their-pupil /

,
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load is usuall ten to .fifteen /student*. Perfiaps-sose funding re-

strictiono could be elstabliohed to provide that some minimum percent,-
age of the federal funds suet be /spent for additional teachers, aides,
and_other personnel directly involved in teaching, and for /special
education teaching materii/o.

Sone regulatory provision /should also be added to require the
establishment ofthe Special bducation Advisory Committee on an indepen-
dent basil!) so that theme commltteem can operate in a more vigorous and

. constructive way in their effort/1 to improve Special Education. Exper-

I /once has been that the Special education Dept. controls the Selection'
of the member's, the activities of the committee, etc., and sees to it
that nothing controversial or critica of the Dpt geto acted on:

.14e will continue in our effb ts as individuals and member/1 of
parent groups to improve the quolit of education provided to handi-
copped studento and deeply apprecia the interest of this oubcom ittee
in trying to learn how the.Law is actually operating.

a

,

/Florent J. terhulot, Jr.
735 Monaco'Porkwoy _
Denver, Co 80220

'

*
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Mr. KRAMER. NowrII'm 'not quite sure who else we have that*
haven't talked to yet.

33.1ak is, it
3418. BLAIR. Yes. 010
Mg. If.ruarea. Is there a Mr. Muth ?
Mr.illogna. Mr. Rohrer.
Mr. ICakerea. Is there anybody in the audience that wasochedqled

to testify by the name of Muth anywhere?
ITNnixicristsp Wick. There was, and somebody has hisiestimopy.

Iheard them say it.. '
Mr. KRAMER. Sp he or she is not still with us ?
Pro response.]

STATEMENT OF iIS. TCLAIE, PABENT

Mr. KRAMER. Ms. Blair, would you share with us your comments
and testimony, please:1°-

Ms. BLAIR. I'M speaking to you as the congressional subcommittee
and also as my own representative. I'm the mother of a 5-year-old mod-

Itely retarded child. Lwould like to..say this : It's hard enough being
e parent of a handicapped child. But to have to..fight for the educa-

tion is not necessary, and it puts an extra 'burden on the parent that
should not be there in the first place. I

I am appalled at what was said mid the testimony given by the
panel frog the educators. We have no choice. In my district or in the . ,

St to of Colorado, I know of no private sdhiol that will educate mod-
et/Rely retarded children. So my only choice is to my district. My
district has no program that I deem necessary or Appropriate, for my
child. Definitely they,will purchase services fronfother .

i -13/1r. KRAMER. What district-are you? .
. ,

MS. Bw Cherry Creek-District 5, Thersata th-e-y-w-otirdfirthiS-e,
services. And they 'will purch4se services through community serviceg
boards. And if I don't feel that i§ necessary or appropriate, they said
there was no -choice, I said what about Littleton district that does

. an excellent job' of educating their s ecial students, 'find they said
they didn't think the district, Cherry Ccreek,, would'spurc4ase services
from Cher districts. So that is yet to lIISSSeee solved. ' ,

-B t one of the comments that one of the"educators' .Said was
th it Was hard to get funding. Well, I Can't understand why
some school 'districts such as Littleton can liavelt all the funding
whereas other school districts such as- Cherry Creek, which I assume ,
is just as rieh from the county base, cannot affor.4 to educate alLtheir

. h ndicapped children. And the Way I understand ghe law is_Lthatthey're
su II to go by the"needs of the child and not make the child fit
into e school districts existing programs. , .

Anotherlhing I want to comment on -.
KRAMER. Have you discussed that with the administration of

e school district? ,

Ms. BLAIR. I have. And they want me to wait until the new acting , ,

director Conies in, until after July 1 'when the new director will take
over. The present one'doesn't want to get, involved in it.

1 KRAMER. And it's been an ongoing dialog you've had?
-....
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MIS. BLAIR. No. He's only 5 Years old. We're just starting, I he.yot
long way to go.

The district, the local school, the new elementary school, it's just
beaUtiful, beautiful carpeting, the walls are coloyful-I g.o into schools
istere they have retarded children, and the )Yalls Are bland. It seems
that they give the retarded children what they don't need. They give

them second best. It's- just what's left 'over, what no one else needs.
That's where they put the retarded children, and that's not fair. It's
not night. , - ,

Some of the claAroomsI visited maybe 10 programs for retarded
.children. Some of themyou walk in, and you really get the atmosphere
that it's an academic program. That's what we .need. We don't knOw
syhat these children% potential can be unless we try. You go into other
classrooms, and I 'get the impression that it's strictly babysitting.
They're there to keep them occupied for the 6 hours or 4 hours that
they're there, then they, send t1 em back home. They do rditt-le as pos-
sible. They're entertained, they do little crafts. But I don't know if
they're really educating the children. I don't think that's appropriate
or correct.

I don' Ow what this education subcommittee can do in Congress. I
don't ow what's wrong wi ublic Law 94-142 or what's right with
it .ill I know is these children s.teds are not being met in Colorado.
After listening to some of these people, I don't think our educators are
reallythey should be concerned with each childl needs, and I don't
think theyare sometimes.

Mr. KTIASIER. Ybu're bAing thffon your
Ms. BLAIR. On my own personal experience. I don't know what other

parents,have felt.
One thing about the IEPs, my child has been in different programs

for 4 years. I never knes how important the IEPs were. No one ever
sat down and told me if I didn't sign, this would happein. This is what
we want for your child, and I agreed with them. This is obviously what
you want. But I never knew I could request certain things.

The ARC, Association forARetarded Citizens, put on the child card
and explained' the IEPs. I considered myself a concerned parent, so I
tried to seek these things out. But I was appalled no one ever told me
these things. \

That'd about all. Oh, on e thing. The gentleman N
"Mr. Kna.30. What grade is your child in now ?

si &Ann He% 5 years old. He *ill be school, age this 'coming fall.
Mr. KRAWER. New, he's in a program right n w?

BLAiere's been in a preschool progrtim.
Mr. KR 13LER.ghnt's run by a school district E`
34. BLAIR. No. It's run by the comm,unity, service boards. And it's

been 4n excellent program, But gentleman was saying how much
' it costs to educate handicapped children,. Well, this pay me now, Ray

me later, it costs a.lot less to educate them how than it does tp put them
iti institations and keen them the hest of their; lives.

They do 1Q percent of the budget and educate 12 percent of We hand-
icapped children. Yoy know, that's below rfar initself: 2 percent is a `
lot of money when $on're talking millions 6f-dollars.'If's going to cost

.more to educate handicapped children than* is a normal eyerage
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child. It's going to cost mor, there's no question about it. ut it paysoff in the long run. They don't put a strain on society whe they getolder if you educate them now.
Mr. Thank you for she' ling your experiences with us andbeing with us.

STATEMENT OP CHARLES E. ROHRER, PARENT

Mr. Ka..tatzli. Mr. Rohrer.'Is that how you pronounce your name?Mr. Romua. Yes; 'that's right,. Mr. Chairman, I'm Charles Rohrerfrom Boulder. I have a mentally handicapped child in the BoulderValley $choorDistrict. I'd like to make some comments in accordance
with the outline of the testimony I have here. I Apologize for nothaving a complete statement, but I only heard about the opportunity toi
be here on Wednesday. This is as good as I could do. 1

Mr. KRAUER. How old is your child and what grade?
Aft( ROIIRga. My child is at the present time 10 years old, and he has

been in a variety of schools within the Boulder Valley School District.
He's currently within a class for significant.limited irtentrd capacity
which means educable mentally retarded in educator's language. And
in the past, he's been in schools for trainable mentally retarded, to use
that language.

'tent
crim
ormore against handicapped people in this Xs
lose sight of the fact Public Law 94-142 and
last word. If these laws did not exist, ourcli. dren would still
titled to 'a fully appropriate education to meet all of their nee
the Constitution of this land.

If the Federal-Government providecino funds to the State
redo, the State of Colorado would he under a constitutional
and the individual school districts within the State to ed
children in a proper manner.,If they do not do that, a parent ea ing
a suit in the Federal court under the Constitution, have a Federal
court run the school district the naygthey have in many other civil

1_ right's situations regardless of whether or not we are meeting relatedl, services or whatever under the specific laws.
I'd like to comment that, these laws passed in response to those deci7

sions were', intended to make it unnecessary fpr parents" to take con-
titutionar Action in State after State after State. Let's do it once for

. the whole country. ,

Incidentally, the basic decisiOn here on this came in 1972. We' 'e made 14ct,

a good bit d progress from 1972 to 1980. These laws are certainly in
accordance with the desire of the American people 'to eliminate injus-
tice against handicapped people. Sometimes I think in the discussions
about money, our school. adminictrators forget not only thelfact that
it's a constitutional base that we're talking about. but it's an injustice
that we're talking about. The American 'People don't want that.

.!I don't tare if it cots money or,not." The neoPle I talk to say,that.
'4% want youte child educated the way he shouldhe in au:ordonce with

marcoft nitiev.bue thats what we .want." I'm,talking
abeld paretiti of- nonhan chp. ped.ehil dren:;.

like to comment on th? law itself, Public Law 94-142, and its in-
This law is responsive to the court decisions which condemn dts-

tion which was, practiced by school districts perhaps 1100 years
. 1Ve should never

tion 504 are not the
en-

under

of Colo-
andate
to our

-
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I must congratulate you and the Congress on the construction of
Public Law 94-142. It's one of the most unusual laws I think I've ever
seen in a, welfare area. As a person of conservative bent myself, I have
a strong distaste for bureaucracy, governmental bureaucracy of any
kind, taking away my freedoms and the freedoms of my chilc1.4I think e
that's basically a conservative proposition. This law is one of the most
beautiful examples of welfare laws which avoid that trap.

I've listed two items here: Money is provided to school districts
the Federal bureaucracy does not dictate how it's going to spend those'
moneys. We have in our special education advisory committee in our

. school district the opportunity to instruct our school district on those
priorities that we on the committee see with respect to how this money
is to be spent. I think that is a very positive manner of constructing
laws. And I think on any laws. welfare laws. that you are concerned
with in your days in Congress, you might keep that kind of approach
mind.

Most important, this law gives power to the ultimate recipient of
the benefit. that is the handicapped person or the parents of tha r-
son. to participate in the decisionmaking process on how the education
is to take place.

Now, isn't that a beautiful concept fdr you and Congress to give to
as parents the right to participate in decisionmaking on how our chil-
dren are to be educated? It wasn't necessary back when public school
systems came into being in New England back in the early days. The
community got together andhired a teacher. and that,teacher lived up
to what the parents wanted. But within our current massive societies,
we have to have school systems. . -

It takes Congress to come back and give power to the parents to
participate in the decisionmaking that previous to these laws has
denied any education to at least the more severely handicapped in our
poorrlation. So thank you for constructing the laws in that war

The law provides a non-Federal complaint procedure: that is, the
hearing procedure under Public Law 94-142...And it also provides
under section 504 a Federal investigation of Parental complaints. In
my opinion. most of these complaint procedures are neitherI believe
we should have a self-help procedure whereby the parent can make his
own case. And times what- we have under Public Law 94-142.

But there .are a great number of problems with it. Whey were men-
tioned here already. You probably will need an attorney in order to
make v9tir ease welt lint nevertheless. it is your case, that you're able
to make. When you go to the Office, for Civil Rights. they investigate
and they make the case and sie whether or not they think there's a law
that has been violated. And true enough, they might talk to you, the
pationt. but it's essentially their ball tramewith school district bn-
reaticracy. I think that this way of going aboitt it is also vevy impor-
tant for the simple reason that not very many parents are going to

-undertake the emotional trauma and difficulty of going through a,
Public Lew 94-142 Wearing procedure.

Thy OCR investigation IS a much simpler way to Pro. The OCR will
not hear every 'omnlaint that ti parent has. They like to zero in on
procedures hither than specific educational problemsfor ascertain
child and will usually refust, to- accept a case from a parent which is
,too detailed-in my Opinion..
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My summary on the law itself is it is constructed to give power topeople, primarily parents, so that historical injustices can be remedied,
very importantly to guard against the wasting of taxpayers' moneyby the continuance of the poor education. I don't see any point in
spending a dollar on education. whether it be the education of regular

-kids or special kids, if poor education is a result. That's a waste of
money. There's no point in spending S2 million on special educationif the result is classedoms with 50 people in them and the IEPs arenot met. Let's spend the extra half a million or whatever it is to hire
the additional teacher and have good education. and then none of themoney is wasted.

I believe that what von have done in Congress is provide the kind
of power to parents that you're providing in this law to review pro-
grams and to review the environment in which the child, is educated
and to make decisions and protest if you don't like it. It is probably-
the most important thing you can do to guard against the,waste ofmoney.

The implementation of the law itself, I've se rovement in some
school districts since 1972, and the Colorad ct has improved the man-
ner in which they have educated the s cial children. The Boulder
Valley School District has gone from ve little education for special
education kids in 197') to a very considerab prooram at this time. In
Boulder County, we have two school distric s. he St. Frain Valley
School District in the northern half of the county has done very little
to improve special education since 1972 and 1975 before Public Law
94-142 came up.

It is my belief that school districts ignore the law when many
expenditures are involved. I Mentioned before that people who I talk
to want money spent to have handicapped children educated in the
ritrht waY. But I don't get that same line when I talk to school district
administrators or school district attorneys. Thez:zefaced with the
Money. expenditures that are involved in educating handicapped peo-
ple. Some school districts have been willirtg to expend and expand pro-

, grams, and other school districts are doing practically nothing.
I believe that increased Federal funds are of help. I don't see how

they cannot be. Increasing the State funding would be of'hefp to en-
able school district administrators to overcome their hurdles here. Most
importantly though, I think the withdrawal of funds by State or
Federal agencies who are called upon to review school district compli-
ance- with the law .would ,be most important in getting them to move,
and that's not being done. r don't see the Bureau of Faucation,for the
Handicapped: I don't see the State Department of Education with-
drawing funds from any school district in this State. and there are some
of 'them that are doinXislamn little. The effective approach that I see
occurring at this time is litigation bydRirents.

Now, on the interpretation of the Idw to subvert the law, part.of my
outline here; school district administrator's and their attorneys in my
est imationborder on scoffing at-this law which says that we,will educate
handicamid:peopie in accordance ,with their needs. These people are
educating handicapped people in accordance with whateyer they view
the amount of money they want tilk spend, not in accordance with
children's needs. Those school districts that are inclined to obey the
law are spending quite a bit.
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Those 'school districts that Le inclined npt to, try to imagine every
kind of loophole they can in the lawto avoid it, how to avoid the law
and avoid spending,money, lack-of concern about the basic injustices
involved is part and parcel of the school district administration that
we have in this State. .

This specifically involves school district attorneys. Since I'm an at-
torney myself, I'm 'very disappointed in the, comments of school dis-
trict attorneys which indicate to me that they advise their client! in
such a way that they are not complying with the spirit of the law at
all. fhe advice that they give to their client is to seek out the loopholes
in every stay they can to avoid complying with it. If I believe the part
and parcel of their duty as a school district attorney, publie entity,
public agency, is to include representing the citizens of the community
rather than these narrow dominated interests, views, of school district
administrators. ,.

Here are some examples of loophole interpretations that I've run
into. I've been recently told that various school district attorneys are
stating that the amount of local money which the school distficts need
to spend on special education need not increase above the amottot'of
school district spent in 1977 which was when the law was implemented.
If you examine the law, you may find opt some basis for their loop-
hole interpretation. It's not in accordance with the interpretation of
the law and with the,Constitution of the United States.

Mr. KaAarna. Is that the State law you're talking about now?
11r. ROHRER. I'm talking about Public Law 94-142. It was imple-

mented, I believe three regulations in 1977, and there are statements
in the laic- that local moneys will not be supplemented l'y Federal
moneys. And there are some attorneys who are interpreting the law
to say the amount of money spent in 1977 and after that, it's all Fed-
eral money. I'm also concerned about State standards.
------fr. KRAMER. Hat there -been-any litigation on-that point ?

Mr. Ronaza. That is a brand new point that I've just been made
aware of. And certain school district attorneys are now adv6eating
that. That is an invitation to litigation. If indeed school administra-
tors anti r adopt such a position, it will beschoo litigated, and
taxpayers' mo ev will be spent in that fashion.

Mr. KaAm ..a. Has there been any determinations that you know of
A-, made bv the State Department ori that issue?

Mr. RC/FIRER. Not at all. As I say,,,this is a brand new idea to me. I
just ran across it within the last couple of weeks.

Mr. KRAMER. I see. Would you keep the subcommittee posed on what
you find in this regard? -

gr.. ROMER. Ff something happens in that area Ill let you know.
, There. are State standards in this State for determining, for ex-
amnle. maximum classroom size in the education of children with, a
certain handicap. There is a provision in Public Law 94-142 for State'
-standards to be relied upon. Now, therefore, the reliance on State
standards is not totally out of sync with the law at the moment. How-
ever' -the basic idea of the law is that we're going to provide appropri-

4 -ateate education in accordance with the needs of the children.
The point I malte is that State standards, which establish, let's say,

a classroom sthndard of maximum of 12, may not in an, individual
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classroom instance m t the needs of the children. That is to say that
the chemistry of the c/ ss is at stake.

In some instances, class that tias a maximum of 12 in it will be
okay. It may even go over-that and still meet the needs of the chil-
dren. In many other instances, because of the teacher, because of the
children .n the class. maybe one has a multiple handicap, perhaps the
functioning les:elsof the children are too great in the case of mentally
retarded kids. 12 is far too many.

Bureaucratic approaches should not be adopted. It is the subjective
appropriateness of the educatiOn to meet the 'needs of the children that
should be the determining fact rjr.-Tifiwhether a class is going to meet
the needs of the children. That's a problem- that's a loophole in the
law, and you may want to consider some sort of amendment to the law
in that area. Fm not against State standards. but the fact is that ap-
propriateness and meeting the 'needs of the children is the basic idea.
And if reliance can't be placed on the bureaucratic approach when the
real standard of the law and ultimatelyt the Constitution standard is
something different.

Here is a specific loophole thahas given me a great deal of concern.
Section 61:, of the law states four procedural safeguards which are
gis en to parents. In that section. the parents are provided the oppor-
tunity to receive prior notice of any change in educational placement,
They are al'o, in other sections of 613. provided the opportunity to.,
maintain a then current educational placement if they're not satisfied
with the change.

I found in our school district that they equate educational place-
ment with progrnm rather than environment. In my opinion environ-
ment is clearly the proper interpretation of the statute. By equating
educational placement with the program, they reached the determina-
tion that once a child is placed into a program. they can move that
child whereser they want, place him anywhere within that program.
Whatever the environment. it makes no difference. The law doesn't pro-
vide for any epportunity for parents to complain about the environ-
ment. , ..

So in the specific case I had where we had a classroom which was
doubled in size from one year to the next. and I thought that was a sig-
nificant change of ens ironment that I ought to be able to be apprised
of with prior notice and an opportunity to protest it ahead of time. I
was gis en noneno prior notice. no opportunity to protest ahead of
time because they equated educational placement in the law with
program.

, .

. Now, I have a letter attached to my outline which fully sets forth
this issue, the facts and the legal interpretations that I believe are
important. I think that it would be an ads antage to es eryone to have
educational placement defined in the law as the educational setting in

., which the children are to receive their program. That is obviously' what
is meant by the law. and it's only a loophole interpretation I think
that has created this trouble. But it'll occur in other States and other
districts as well as Boulder Valley. , ,

Mr. KRAMER. No Federal regulations in place that bear on that issue?
Mr. RotIRErt. There -was not only no definition in the law, ttie regu-

. lations were of no help at all. In fact the regulations muddied the
water. Th© word is used once in the law. In the regulations. the word

.
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is used several times, and it's used in both respects. Regulations s
in some places in terms of placement in the programs, and in other
places the regulations speak in terms of placement in the educational
setting.

I brought this matter t the attention, of the Office for Cis Rights,
and I'll see what they about it. Perhaps I'll, also be bringing it
further up.the line, depe ding on what our resnits are there. There
should be an approach made to this either by the Department of Edu-
cation or by the Congress to straighten it out.

It's my experience that there has been an encouragement, it seems to',
me, in the use of big generalities in IEPs. And I tend to see the hands
of school district attorneys in that. In order to avoid parental com-
plaint that the IEP is violated, you can't very well complain about an
IEP objective that his reading comprehension will improve. What you
need are specific objectives in IEPs,,For example, Leier will follow
the taco -step note, read and follow a two-step note. That is some exam-
ple of a specific objective in which you can truly measure whether
there's been progress.

Other problem areas. Lbelieve there is continuing. discrimination
occurring, a section 504 problem. I've listed what I think are three of
,them. Special education classrooms are provided wherever space hap-
pens to be available. It's my experience that the school district looks
around and sees where they have empty classrooms after the regular
kids fill up the rest of them. And then they place the special-ed kids in
those classrooms. That can mean a child is moved year after year from
one school to another so that in an elementary education comprising of
6 years, the child may be at several different schools during that course
of time. That to me is a clear discrimination.

I think that it's hard enough fOr a regular child to move around
from elemental school to elementary school. It's no better for a special
ed child. We need to have certain classrooms appointed for certain
handicaps in certain school's so that the parent can view the program -,,
and know that his child will be there for the entire 6 years of his
elementary education. ' ...e.

. 1 see some school districts failing to provide established classrooms,
I mentioned the St. Vrain School District. They have been sending
their children, bussing their children, into .the Boulder Valley Sch9ol
District, the more seN erely andicapped ones, because they don't went
to establish their own. Tha s OK. In the legal sense, is OK. But it's
not OK forever, because sooner or later. there is a pattern of discrimina-
tion NA hich has arisen from that. It's fire toassuming you have a large
number of children, which the St. Vrain Valley School District does;
they're not a small rural school district that needs to depend on an
urban school district- for services. They..just don't want to establish
classrooms. Sooner or later that will be a violation of section 504 even
though Public Law 94-142 is allowing them to do it.

Unduly long bus rides have a problem. In the case Of the kids'in St.
' Vr'ain Valley. some of the kids are bussed 2 hours one way to get down

to Boulder Valley for education. I thought that was terrible until I
Oft sound out there were some 'kids in Boulder Valley getting bus rides.

I've listed here unfairness in the Public Law 94-142 impartial hear-
ing procedure. I listed that even though I have not fully looked into
that to know all of the areas about which complaints should be made. I
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listed hearing officer selection. In hearing officer selection, the only one
we've had in Boulder ValleyBoulder Valley appointed that hearing
officer.

The parent had no sp.y in who the hearing officer was to be. The
hearing officer they ,appointed was a school district 'administrator. I
recently obtained a copy of all of the qualified hearing officers, a list
from the State Department of Education. There were 15 of them.
Some of them were school district administrators. None of them were
parents. -

I listed here as a problem the weakness of the State Department of
Education; specifically, failure to rely on their authority under Fed-
eral law. Now, we've got a 0oblem over in Wheat Ridge, and there's
been a suit filed relative to the waiting list thing. The children there
haven't been educated for the last few years because the school district
couldn't agree on who was to pay for it. Why didn'tAhe State Depart-
ment of Education step in and solve that problem ?

I suppose the school district attorneys came around and said, "You
don't have authority to do 11't under the Colorado constitution, under
the-laws of Colorado." Never mind ale fact that children aren't receiv-
ing an education and that there's injustice occurring to these people;
never mind the U.S. Constitution ; never mind Public Law 94-142.

And the State Department of Education said, "Gee 41'lliz."Ana,
now we have a lawsuit as a result. That, again, I think is a failitre oT
the State Department of Education and school district administrators
to outrule them, the State. recognize the constitution based on the
entire system, based on the needs of the children. I can go off in all
other directions that are really fatal to' service in this State.

I think if their attitudes were changed, we'd have tremendous prOg-
ress. We don't need a lot more money to have tremendous progress.
Money will help, but change in attitude is basically_ hat4s needed.

Weakness of the Federal agencies. their regulations, and their
enforcement. I mentioned to you the muddying of the water of the
regulations that BEII has promulgated in the use of the word' place-,
ment in two manners. knpw more how weak they are in enforcing
the law when I'm done with the Office for Civil Rights, again in thqk
letter I've attached to this.

3IPWeakness of advisory committees was already mentioned. In- 4ur
school district. the advisory committee is appointed by the superin-
tendent of education. About half of its members are school district
employees. When word comes down from the guperihtendent or deputy
superintendent that certain action should betaken or not taken, the
motions are made and they're passed very promptly.

The information that the adi'isqry committee receives is only that
information which the administration wishes to be. The people that
are appointed to it, the parents that are appointed to it. are generally
selected-on the basis of their happiness with the school, district, in my
opinion. I don't want any hippy people to run it.

That concludes my testimony, Mr. Congressman. 'Rank you.
Mr. KRANFX. I'm certainly happy to have that in the record. It's

given us a lot of pointsio mull over and to consider, a lot of detailed
reactions that you've.luid in your own involvement' with some of the
nay-1.9-fisty operations with the way these statutes andState agencies
and school districts interrelate.
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I assume from your testimony, which is obviously quite knowledge-
able about the law and' its interaction, that you have been involved
in some, of these handicapped groups around the State. of Colorado
I would imagine. Could you share your memberships with us or what
grodps you have been associated with or are associated with or are an
officer in

.Mr. ROHRER. I'm an attorney with the IBM Corp. in Boulder. I've
been past president of Boulder County Association for Retarded
Citizens.

Mr. KRAMER. Than you very much. I'm glad to have your com-
ments, and we'll certa y give them scrutiny. I hope you feel free
at any time. you like, when you have additional comments to make, to
relay them to Washington, D.C., to our subcommittee. We'd be happy
to have them.

One thing I'd like to ask you briefly. We are running behind. But
. you mentioned the attitude of the State Department, in particular not

a big question necessarily of funding or not having enough resotirceia
but strictly an attitudinal thing. Gould you comment an that briefly
for us in terms of what you have found in your relationships with the
State Department?

Mr. RoimzR. I don't want to-pick on the State Department. I think
perhaps out of the c arious educational agencies in our State, the State
department, may be one of the 'better ones froikan attittide point of
view. But, school districts themselves, the individual sch4o1 districts,
really are where You run into problems. My attitudes- -you can see
them in the comments here today where the basic emphasis was on :
Do we have the Money to do this, or do we have the money toclo that;
what do we mean by this, what do we mean by that, we need more
'regulations, we don t need ziore regulations, instead of focusing on
the eery simple understanding of what we're all about here; and that
is, the appropriata.education to meet the needs of the children.

I don't see that we nted a whole lot of laws from Washington, or a
whole lot of regulations from the Bureau of Education for the Htindi-
capped, or a whole lotof guidance. I think 26e have all the guida e we
'need. The school district and the parents need to sit down an
mine what's appropriate to meet the nee of the child.

The problem is that theadministl-atare failing to accept that his
is basically a constitutional underpinning and meet the needs of the

? child. They didn't do it for the hundreds of years prior to 1972, and
they just can get it through their skulls that they can't. practice in-
justices any longer. It's an attitude that seeks loopholes and seeks a
way not to do it rather than a positive approach, let's do it.

Mr. KRA.MER. You don't see that as a question of availability of
resat] rces ?

Mr. ROMFCER. I believe that the school districts by and large have
used that as a strawman. Boulder Valley is a rich area, and we've got a
fairly good system going. They are still complaining to high heaven
about money. -They're not talking about meeting the needs of the kids
but talking, about budget and talking about cutting money.

St.. Vrain Valley is almost as rich as Boulder, same county, yet
they're doing almost nothing. The difference between Cherry 'Creek
and Littleton, I think this is basically an attitude difference between
the districts.

JI
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Mr. KRAMEE.\ What you're suggesting is that the State department
should bepore active in guiding-or jumping on or whatever verb you
want to use with these local schools?

Mr. ROHRER. Ohe of the most important problems -that I see is that
the State Department and the Bureau of Education for the Handi-
cap ed are not withdrawing funds from districts who are doing very
litt or nothing. I think that if they took 4 greater interest in their
ad inistrative role, that things would begin to shape up rapidly and
there would be less call on the Federal Government for money.

Mr. KRAMER. Thank you very much. I appreciate having all of you
and appreciate your sharing your thoughts, with the committee. ,I think what I would like to do is try to consolidate our next two

ra
els into one and have it just basieal-ay a teacher panel. So if the fol-

owin, eople are he're Lid'yini want to testify, Janet Rountree, Joan
Fairchil . William Sh ster, Carolyn Finnell, and Kathy Valdez..

Mr. Sharp, I hav n
finish with this p el is have you briefly,come up, beCause you' in

't forgotten you. What I'd like to do when we
re

a little bit 'different role than teachers Ware: And-I think just for pur-
poses of continuity, it might be better just to handle it this way. .

Let me find out who is here. Starting on the end with tlja lady in-
the green dress, could you identify yourself for-tbe record, and I'll
how who is here and who hasn't been able to come.

Dr. F tisciiii,n. I'm glad to hear you can still make comments like
that'at this end of the day. I'm Dr. Joan Fairchild, coordinator, spe- ,
cial education program at the University of Colorado in Colorado
Spring's. . , l

Mr. Sri-NEB. My name is James Stines. I'm with thaAtlantis Leain-
ing Center. I'm not on the agenda. k . ,

Mr. Ks.t3rF,:a You're here to introduce Carolyn Finnell and Kathy
Valdez; is that correct?

Mr. Srixr.s. That's right. 4o . . -
Ms. FINNELL. I.111 Carol Finnell. I'm a staff member at Atlantis

Learning Center.- ,
Ms. ITALDEz. I'm Kathy Valdez. I'm codirector of education 0 the

Atlantis Learning Center. i

4 Mr. KnA3fER. We're happy to have all the witnesses. To the extent
that you have steitements that can be summarized without losing too .

much of their value; we would certainly appreciate that in the inter-,
est, of time. Yor full statement will, of course, be entered into the
record and will be looked at when we have a little more opportunity.
I'll get back to Washington, D.C., and scrutinize these things pretty
carefully and-see what they say.

, .
STATEMENT OF JOAN FATRCHILD, COORDINATOR, ,SPECIAL

EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY, OF COLORADO, COLORADO SPRINGS,
COLO.

Mr. KRAMER. Dr. Fairchild, if you would like to start. Since I picked
on you first, 'we would be happy to have your testimony at this time.

Dr. FAIRMILD. Fine. try-to summarize. I'd like to say something,.
When Mr. 'Bernstein was preenting his testimoriy, and Mr, Simon
questioned him' -he said he didn't at this point hive specifics. In my
role as an educator pf teach , I have a nuDtir of graduate students -
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who are teaching in district> nd often hear about waitinilists that are
in districts. I'm talking now about districts that are around Colorado '
Springs, so I'm sure this could bevultiplies1 many times.

During the past few months, I 'know of one of our districts which
quit doing assessments of children who are in need of special services
as of 'ember so they wouldn't lime waiting lists. They do no assess-
men November on. Therefore, they couldn't be accused of an
Mega 'lig list. but neither do they. tale Into consideration any
children which are not identified almost until the first of the next year? .
So' those kids could wait at least one year before services_ would be

, off red.
Another school districts which has almost become notorious at this

`paint, hires h half-time special education teacher and half-time title I
teacher. Therefore, they don't have to limit the number of Children
which this teacher can handle. This is a secondary teacher. And this
teacher handles from 65 to 69 students a week for special services.

Another is a district which is. saying to teachers:
We don't wan o start any more programs for the severely disturbed children ;

therefore,ndle these kids with your learning disabled students or mentall/
retarded s nts. And we won't hav,e to start more programs.

So that's just three local districts around Colorado Springs. I can't
imagine what it would be if we were. fo look at districts throughout
the entire State.

I think that the comment that was made just prior, liming to do
with cafe or attitude, is probably'basic th the whole implementation
of Public Law 94-142. There seems to be relatively little difficulty with
the law. The difficulty lies in the interpretation of the, law, and the
interpretalion is certainly tied to attitude or to. caring.

In a recent article in Time Magazine, Professor Lawrence Cremin
of Teachers Collele, Columbia University, talks about that which we.,
know makes a difference in public sclio91 systems. And I quote what
he says:

A number of studies indicate that certain kinds of schools are unusually ef-
fective. Whether the stndents are rich kids, poor kids, blacks, Hispanics. I in-
serted handicapped. Whiles. these schools look very much alike on some criteria
The principal leads his tachers. The teachers become committed to teaching the
basic skills. Expectations are high. Time is spent on classroom tasks, and a
happy order pervades the school. Rules are widely known and quickly enforced.
Patents are brought into the act and are supportive. In such schools, black kids
Learn, handicapped kids learn, white kids learn, grestri kids learn. The evidence
suggesti that the key is caring.

I 'uspect that is the evidence which we could have to support
whefNr Public Law 94-142 is implemented and effective.

I 3vould like just not to go into what I have talked about in my tes-
timony on the strong points of the law and theproblems of the law but
to share with you the needs which I feel lie ahead of us in thg iinple-
mentation of Public Law 94-142..

First. both new and veteran teachers need screening not,only on their
ability iii the basic skills but also in their ability as caring people. Our
children, especially our handicapped children, must have the experi-
anpof "an education provided by .caring people. Without this, they
oannol 17e-gaarAntaed an equal educational opportunity.

Second, the biro inn of thisicitid y caring and expertise can be
handled in part by relevarrt ongoing in rvice for ediu

66429 0- 81--19
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trators, school boards, and regular 'classroom teachers from preschool
through graduate school.

To guarantee the success of such massive inservice, it will require
more tnan it uesting that adsministrators'and faculties involve them-
selves out of the g ess'aftheit hearts.

Mean" 1 inservice will be s ccessful only if it includes other
factors. these might be in part recognition, relief time, financial,
award, incentive grants, and/or college credit, et cetera. The inservice
cannot be out of the hide of the administrator or teacher. Inset/vie-A..,
should include instruction on ways of varying curriculum and environ-
mentto meet the needs of the student, methods for working as part of
a team, instruction in working with parents, and seminars in IEP
Writing and use.

Third, the involvement of the parent is so integral to the success of
the education proposed by PubliciLaw 94-142 that it must not be left
to chance. The is a need for_parent inservice that goes far beyond
that (tarried out by schools at present.

The school has chosen to conduct inservices which essentially .do
not place the parent as a professional member of the team. These have
included 'Throw to Deal with Your Severely Handicapped Child in the
Home," and other information-giving or problem-solving approaches.
While these are worthwhile; they are not the types of inservice that
will lead to the implementation of, Public Law 94-142.

The inservice needed is one which acquaints parents wtih their rights.
and responsibilities. It is an inservice which is run jointly for parents,
teachers, administrators, and for board members. It is an inservice
which emphasizes professional partnership, which teaches interper-- sonal communication.

It is vital that all members of the team share this inservice together.
It is my firm conviction that if this type of inservice were successfully
provided, parents could become the Federal monitors of the IEP. It
is obvious that no program Monitoring group from the outside can
from a piece of paper judge the corectness of an IEP. Without the
knowledge of the child, their decision would not be valid.

Fourth, the Federal Government, Congress or President, should
take the initiative in the holding of a national conference on advocacy
for the 'handicapped. It is difficult for educators, even those a he F
eral level, to take such initiative because the concept of equal er-
ship with parents is such a departure from the norm.

Fifth, the continued development of the concept least restrictive
environment will require that service be offered in the least disruptive
way and not piecemeal. This means in part that 15 minutes to 4t min-
utes a day for a disconnected special education offelkd by a different
person in a different place is often nontransferrable to the student.

Reghlar teachers, special teachers, speech or language pathologists,
occupational therapists, physical therapists, parents, et cetera, must
decide as a team on curriculum for the stiident, and theigPecialist must
serve as the resources for the regular classroom teacher. There has
been n effective program which can at least serve as a model, that of
the itinerant teacher for the blind.
. Sixth, least restrictive must alway- s be defined on an individual
ha".s. This is clear in the law but at times not clear in the interpreta-
tion. Least restrictive does not mean a child with binaural hearing aids
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can be educated in a sixth grade with 30 students which takes 'lace hi
.

/an opfn setting. 3ordoes it mean an isolated education in a school for
deaf children. , '

To be effectively educated in lrast restrictive envionment, adj.utg-
ments in the regular classroom 1 need to be made. The teatiber will
require inservice on how to he needs of the student with reat
differences, services from specialists wlio caniact as part of the c ing
team, ess children in the classroom so that it becomes po le to ac-
commodate large differences, 'amyl physical environment conducive to
learning for the particular child ot children.

Seventh, school districts should niake use of professional cpnsultants
from the community who are-able to work with bqth parents and dis-
tricts to design individual programs for children ho are difficult to
serve.

Thank you for inviting me to share this with you. .

Mr. KRA3IER. Thank you for your testimony. Let-me ask you this if
I might: With the exception of the point in 'your statement about the
convening of a national confejence at the Federal level, in ,terms of
your other suggestions, which I think there are a lot of very sound
ideas in there, which ones of those are addressable at the Federal level
do you think?

Dr. FlaminiD. I think that there ars several. First of all, Ole Fed-
eral lever can address the need for changes in the way least restrictive
environment is interpreted. It can look at the need for, for instance,
the reverse mainstreaming which the parents spoke of earlie'r. It can
talk of the need for perhaps lowering the classroom numbers of regu-
lar children if the teacher is to serve a number of special children in
the classroom. . , .

Mr. KRAMER. I don't want to put you on the spot, because bviously
you're not a legislator. My election proves you don't need an rticu-
lar talents to be that. But do you see these as primarily regulatory in
nature. or do you see statutory changes being called for?

Dr. FAIRCIRLD. I assume they're regulatory. Now, I must admit my'
knowledge` of legislation is fairly limited. But I would assume they're
regulatory. I would also see that some effort at tiv Federal Level might
be expended. And perhaps some of the moneys that we're now putting
into OCR might be saved if we provided the insefvice moneys for par-
ents to become intelligent monitors of their. children's IEPs.

a think schools are afraid of this. We have a right to be. We've never
been faced with including parents as equal partners in the education
of their children...We're' not going tck do it without a little push from
somebody. And I suspect the Federal Governrtient's going to have to
push us. It shouldn't, but it probably will. 'There is too much that's; say.
4 and 5 years after we're supposed to-3 or 4 years after We're supposed
to -put. some of this into practice that we're not including parents in,
thy, IEP process. that we're not educating parents as to their rights
and responsibilities, that we're not involyingparents as members of
the 1.07m;
\,We're putting staffings at 7 o'clock in the morning and saying softly,
"You are welcome to be presimt." We do know that it works when you
do work With the narents. It's happened. I think it's effective. but we're
not doing it. I think perhaps we need somebody to give us a little
impetus from the rear end. - _...
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--bMr. KRA \MR Litme ask you one other question, if I might, that 'S
not really related to your testimony. I-guess I pick on you prifnarily
because we didn't have any representatives show up from some of thet--rural afeas that' we expected. ticipated more testimony from
maybe three or four people, supe intendents

l`'
other people, some ofthort. .

In.their absence, could you give me any indication of how you feel
that the rural scicil districts are going to be able to cope with doing
all these things that obviously we've had some difficulty within very
large and well-to-do school districts. Obviously, the problems of lack
of resources and things like that would impact very adversely on the
ability to comply with this law in a rural area. Do you have any spe-
cial thoughts on that?

iDr FAIRCHILD. I'm sorry John wasn't here. I think he could have'
Nalked about what some of the people are doing. And I do believe that

me of the boards of cooperative services are the answers to helping
t e rural districts to do these things. There is no question that the rural
districts alone do not have the staff or the funds or probably the
expertise to carry on pr6grams. But together in cooperative boards,

,:. they can become able to do this.
Now, Colorado has a problem in this. We have never made it

'mandatory that districts participate in the boards of cooperative
services. Our State department is limited in their ability to say to
local districts, "You must do thelthings.' Now, this is not true in
all our States. Iowa, for instance, has a very strong State department
which says to their boards which are over all of their school districts,
whether they're urban or ruralDes Moines must belong to a board of
cooperative services; the smallest district in Iowa must belong to one.
In our State, you can ect to be part or not be part. You can take what
you mint to out o the board and not participaie in the rest. Con-

. sequently, our b rds of cooperative services are limited in their power,
limited in th nds, limited irytheir ability to do: .

But the a swer to our rural districts has to be to ccozrate in getting
the services, espeCially for the handicapped which are low incidence
and where they're going to take a, great deal of funds in order to
acc,omplish it. I think our rural districts are really up against a prob-
lem. Maybe they didn't come because they didn't have the money to
Come. I don't knows

We recently were funded for a I3EH grant called'the Dean's grant
where we will be working with the junior colleges and the 4-year col-

, , ' )age's in the southeast part of the State to design some curriculum for
these young people that will be going into regular education. And one
of the boards of cooperative services down in the far reaches of our
State wrote a letter of support which really was a plaintive cry for
help and said, "If you don't help us, I don't know who will." They
need help. .

The way to come by that help is going to be to work together to get
it. The way we're structured in our State, we don't have enough clout to
say, "The boards are important., and you must participate."

Mr. KRAMER. Thank you very miich.
[Prepared testimony of Joan M. Fairchild f011asys :],
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,

First, let she state vhat an honor has been accorded ng in being asked to

testify before the Subcommittee on Select Education of the House of Eepresen

tatives. The impo4ance of Public Law 94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabiki -

tation Act of 1973 is without questibn. Pot those of us who are parents of,

work with, Apd teach, the handicapped, N'ese laws are the most inportant pieces

of education and civil rights legislation to be passed by Congress in the last

fey years. It is regrettable that in a democracy based on our constitution

'belong

took the enactment of lays to encourage us to remember that human tights

belong as much 4to the handicapped as to any of the rest of us. Therrnstance

and slowness of.compliance of some of us ip education and in the work force

across the country leaves act room for doubt regardtng the importance of having

these lays. Without tbeir impetus, change would not take place.

Public Law 94-142 is having a tremendous impact on education and services

for the handicapped. Inhools where caring teachers, parents and adminis-

derators are working together, advances are taking place with rapidity. In

the June 16, 1980 issue of Tine Magazine, there is an article severely1989

critical of public educationvil* the United States.. In'that article, Professor

torrent! Cremin of Columbia's Teachers C011ege states: "'A number of studies

.
indicate that certain kinds of schools are unusually effeCtive. Whether the

students are rich kids, poor kids, blacks. Hispanics, (handicapped) whftes,

.

these schools look very much alike on some criteriaThe principal leads his

teachers. The teachers become committed to teaching the basic skills.

. . Expeccacions'becwae high. TimeAts span; on classroon'tasks, and a happy

'-t
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order pervades the school. Rules are widelyrkn4 n and quickly enforced.

iParents are brought into the act and are suppo7tive. In such schools, black

kids learn, (handicapped kids learn), white kids learn, green kids learn'....

The evidence suggegits that the key is caring. 1

An exciting task would be to survey the ount'ry for case studies which

would give credette to the effectiveness andiimportanceof Public Law 94-142.

Each of us could offer testimony to support the change which is taking place

under the direction of caring people using the law--i.e., the severely multi-

handicapped child who is receiving an education tailored to fit his precise
.

t

needs. This'I.E.P. includes a provision for on-going in-hervice for the

faculty and staff of that school, plus all of those whose professional exper-

Else touches the child so that all can give the proper support.to education.

"Least restrictive" for that child will not include a great deal of in
to

a "regular" classroom, but all contacts from principal, there, parents,

staff and children during the child's day will be positive for his growth.

The same public school also has included setteral classes of trainable mentally

retarded children who, until the passage of Public Law 94-142, were housed in

a separale facility. The warmth and caring of this new "least restrictive"

environment has led to immediate and lasting gains in social, academic and

languige areas for with of the children. Another elementary schoo)...he,L

involved the entire building in programming for a brittle diabetic child who

at this moment -is legally blind. Each step of his I. P.shas been concerned
ti,

witkhow the school.can best meet his changing needs. Nothibg has been spared

in terns of special help and special equipment. For this child "least

restrictive" has meant "regular" education, plus the' help of an itinerant

1 "Education ", Time Magazine, June 16, 1980, p. 63.,
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teacher of the blind. .

Sometimes change comes with greater difficulty to secondary education

than it does to elementary. A Comprehensive ltigh school in our town, as a

result of a caring principal and a number of caring teachers - including some

who are vocational educators - has designed and is executing an innovative

and exciting saleable skills training program for their ndicapped students.

Its lasting results won't be available for a while, but a the moment several

unusual things are happening: vocational'teachers and apeciaL education

teachers are working togethei as a team; absenteeism is practically nonexistent

among the population participating n this program; commun ty employers are

' actively involved as part of the te4ching fact0A.. So that I am not accused

4

of concentrating entirely on thange in'elemedtary. and secondary education,

let me also menti changes occurring in higher education. Higher

education, most of all, is'registant to change. A student from our area

who has severe specifkc learning disabilities and whose public education

included the constant involvement of apecial educatiOn, is now a student in

a junior college. With the impetus provided by P.L. 94-142 and the close

cooperation
0
of his parents,, traditional college courses are bei pried to

4

fit his individual needs. As a consequence, a bright young many has

consistently wished for a military career is going to achieve-his objective.

There are a number of problems, not with the butbut with its interp4e-

tation, which need to be pinpointed and need constant surveillance by a

regulatory agency until solutions are found. As with any piece of legislation

which guarantees the right to a free and appropriate education, P.L. 94-142

is only as effective as those who are concerned with its implementation.

There are still a large number of educators and community'leaders in our
1

country who are not convinced that handicapped persona have worth as human

0
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beings. This non-conviction as to their importance led to the need for laws

to guarantee their rights dad aabotaged,the interpretation of these lava.

A Art time ago the Dean of Graduate Education at a large university whose

_primary goal is the education of teachers, stated in a public meeting that He

would not want 'teachers of his children wasting their time trying to educate -

"those handicapped kida" when they should be spending their effOrts on the

to leaders of our country. Obviously, "handicapped" 'and "future leaders"

e mutually exclusive, terms. The influence of such a man is widespread and

.

frightening. While caring cannot be legislated, the creation ofd a law such

as F.L. 94-142 does bring change in attitude over time.

The Use of the concept "least restrictive" within the law has been used

'by some school administratOrs as justification for failure to Provide services.

In other words, the "regular" cladsrbom alone must meet ihe needs of the

student. There are always those who use statements in a way that accomplishes

their own ends. This interpretation can only be halted by continuous surveil-
.

lance. The State Departments of Education.will need to be constantly aware

of the written and actual policies of local districts.

The inclusion of the rights of parents as active partners in the education

of the child is one of the strengths of F.L. 94-142. The handicapped student

needs every possible break to insure that he/she receives an equal educa-k

tional opportunity. The parents must he involved if this is tó happen. The

schools are concerned and unsure about this involvement of parents. For the

first time, teachers atla required to share the curricular decision-making

.

process with others. Title is not only unfamiltar but quite frightening.

Schools of education will need to change their teacher training programs not

only for special educators, bus. also fot regulaf educatdrs\to mat 'certain

that they graduate with skills needed for working with .parents and other adults.

w
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Interpretation of Public Law 94-142 bas included for some districts a

very broad view of "meeting the child's needs". This is being done to resist

setting up more and varied ways of meeting special. needs. For instance, a

district that.is unwilling to develop more services for severely emotionally

disturbed students Ili the junior high level tells the teacher of learning

disabled childrea_that ;here is no reason why these overflow emotionally

disturbed students cannot function within her classes. Another local district,

unwilling to provide special services for a profoundly deaf child assured

the parents that a classroom for the mentally retarded would adequately meet

the needs of this child.

s The I.E.P. is newnew experience for teachers. This requirement of accounta-

bility is so for-V.8n to their experience that the phrase "buried in paper

work" has been used to justify ;heir inability to handle this requirement.

The special educators are not alone in their reaction to the I.E.P., The

regular classroom teacher is so resistant to, involvement that the LW. is

being interpreted ai being relw;ant'only to the special services portion of

the curriculum. Regular teachers are, not being involved and often-do not

Irish to be. The lack of in-service for the educational administrators, the

decision makers (governing bodies of the school system), and the teacher in

the mainstream has led to fear and It; of acceptance. The lone 16, 1980,

issue of Time Magazine headlines the paragraph touching the needs of the

handicapped: "Mai4treaming asdlightmare". That statement is often true of

something new. However, the administrators, school boards and teachers need

understanding and help.

Some districts are using "lack of funding" as the basis for denying

services to children. In Colorado this approach can be appealed through the

use, by parents, of the Legal Center for Handicapped Citizens in Denver.
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Parents need to be appraised of their rights and of the fact that funding

may not be used as a reason for denying services.

The above problexylead to the requIxement of a listing of Pneeds" if

Public Law 94-142 is to be as effective as Congress wished when they developed

his legislation. As a citizen actively involved for the past twenty-five

years in the educttion of handicapped children and youth, I would like to

propose the following list of needs: New

1. Both new and veteran teacheri need screend4 not Only on their ability

in the basic skills, but also in their ability as caring people..

Our children, especially our handicapped children, must have the

experience of an education provided by caring people. Without this,

they cannot be guaranteed an equal educational opportunity,

2. The provision of this kind of caring and expertise can be handled in

part by relevant on-going in-service for educational administrators,

school boards and regular classroom tescherd from pre-school through

graduate. school. To guarantee the. success of such maasive in-service,

it vill require more than requesting thatadministratiod and facul-

ties involve themselves out of the goodness of their hearts. Meaning-

ful in- service will be successful Only if it incl other factors.

These might be, io4ipart, recogniton, release time, financial reward,

incentive grants, and/or..toile& credit, etc. The in-service cannot

be out of the hide of the adminiktrator or teacher. In-service should

include instruction on ways of 'varying curriculum ant environment to 7

meet the needs of the student, methods for working as part of a team,

'instrucBion in working with parents and seminars in I.E.P., writing

S
and.Ose. 1-

3: The itivolvement of the parent is so integral to the success of the

4
e,

2
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eduCation propdaed by P.L. 94 -142 that it must not be left to chance.
.....

Ther is a need for parent in '-service which goes far beyond thaA.

eafrjed out bpschools at present. The school has chosen to con-

duct id-services which essentially do not place the parent as a

piofissional member of the team. These,have included "How to Deal

With your Severely Handicapped Child in the Hone ", and otherinforma-

tion-giving or problem-solving approaches., While these are worth-

while, they are not the types of in-service which will lead to the

qmplementation of P.L. 94-142. The in-service needed id one which

acquaints parents with their fighti and responsibilities. It is an

in-service which is, run jointly for parents, teachers, admirlstrators

and board members. It is an in-service which emphasizes
r

professional

partnership; -which teaches interpersonal communication. It is vital

that all' members of the team share in this in-service together. It

is my firm conviction that if this type of in-service were successfully

provided, parents could become the federal monitors of the It

is obvious that no program monitoring group from the outside can,

from a piece of paper, judge the correctness of anri.E.P. Without

the knowledge of the child, their 'decision would not be valid.

4. The 4ederal government, Congress or President, should take the

initiative in the holding of a National Conference on Advocacy for

the Handicapped. It is difficult for educators, even those at the

federal level, totake such initiative, because the concept of equal

partnership with parents is such a departure from the nom.

5. The continued development of the concept "leasirestrictive" will-
.

require that service be offered in the least disruptive way and not

piecemeal.. This means in part that fifteen minutes to forty-five

9
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minutes a day for disconnected special education offered by a.

different person in a different place is often non-transferable for
a

the studerit. Regular teachers, special teachers, epeech or language-.

pathologists, occupational therapists, physical therapists, parents,_

etc., must decide as a team on curriculum'for the student,student, and the

specialists must serve as the resources for the regular classroom

teacher. There has been an effective program which can at least

serve as a model the itinerant teacher for the blind.

6. "Least restrictive' must always be defined on an individual basis.

This is clear in the law, but at times not clear in the interpretation.

"Least restrictive" does not mean a child pith binaural hearing aids

can be edigated in a sixth grade.with,,30 students taking place in

an "opin setting". Nor does it mean'an isolated education in a

school for deaf children: To be effectively tducated in a "least

restrictive" environment, adjustments in the regular classroom will

need to be made. The teacher will require:

6.1 in-s6rvice on how to meet the needs of this student with
a

great differences,

`7,6.2 services from specialists who can act as part of the

teaching team,

6.3 less children in the classroom so that it betemes.poesible

to accommodate large differences, and

6.4 physical environment conduciveto leatning for the par-

ticular child or children.

7. School districts should make use of professional consultants from

the community who are able to work with both parents and ertrict

to design individual programt for children who are difficult to serve.

Thank yoti again for the opportunity to share with you my views on the

progress of Public Law 94-142.

Joan 11. Fairchild*,
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'STATEMENT OP JAMES STING; DIRECTOR, ATLANTIS
\\_LEARNING CENTER

. Mr. KRAMER. Mr. Stines.
, _

Mr. STINES. Thank you: My name is James Stines. I'm the dire or
,,of the Atlantis Learning Center which is the subdepartment of A an-
'is Coinmunity, Inc. Atlantis Community is a nonprofit corpo : tion.I

whose main focus is adVocating for the rights of the disab ''e also
advocate for the handicapped individual to live as i pepdently as
possibly in the community. We provide them with a vi riety of support
services. We have been doing this in the past y . We have come
across a great obstacle that is too large to push ide, and that prob-
lem is one of education. t

To be able -to live independently one must have the educational
background to successfully achieve independence. This is where our

. interest' lie, and this is one of the reasons for our participation in
today's hearing. s -

At.this time I would like to make a differentiation between two
groups:of disabled. First, there are those who were ablebodied at one
time but are now disabled as a result of an accident or a disea4e onset
later on in life such as'muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, or Park-
inson's disease. Secondly, there is the population of disabled persons
who were born with birth defectsc This is the group we are mostly
focusing on.

The average clientel that comes to Atlantis has at one time or an-
other been in an...institutionalized setting for a long perioil ottime. And
the education which they received is very minimal if any at all. The
clients coming out of an institution may be in a nursing home or a
State home. They are usually illiterate, unable to properly feed, dress,
or even maintain their personal needs. They are unable to read, write,
count, recognize shapes or colors, or even carry on a casual conver-
sation. , .

An individual put into an institution is subject to, neglect by
both the family and the State. They are not offered a stimulation.
And if they exhibit any sp!cial interests or talents; these talents are

inimediately stifled. That's not allowing them to experience their po-
tential. -

Today, I want teaddress two major areas that are of concern to the
disabled. The first is that of being the mythical stereotype that the
disabled, since- they do not have perfectly physical formed bbdies,
must not be able to attain any type of knowledge. This is the thought/
both in society andacademia, that these, people must be put away and
out, of the public's eye. But today the disabled rare more and more be-
coming visual and thus becoming accepted within our society. They
are educable, and they must have the opportunity for a good education.

And secondly, we'd like to focus on the fact that, (a) since the dis-
, abled do have learning disabilities as well as physical disabilities, it is

imperative that they are able to attend the public school system past
- 21 yeais of age; and (b), that teachers receive some type of in-serv-
ice type training to effectively deal with the disabled in their class-
rooms.
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The special education school system is presently working on a selec-
aft-type process. This means that they are choosing which dis-
ability is too severe, who is to be placed in which institution of school.
Thts is evident', I believe, of blind segregation within the school system.
The disabled pbpulation is suffering more froth not being educated
than from their disability. Many have the potential to' become profes-
sionals within'our society and to be ttained in skilled work.

Today, we're here to listen to.the views on special education. We must 4
consider the disabled adult as well as disabled child, the4eacher as
well as the student, the administration as well as the parents. We at
Atlantis are emphasizing the need for the adult handicapped ilerson.to
have the opportunity for the same' intense education as any person in
America or specifically the United States.
, The following two presentations will be given by, first,11s. Carolyn

Finned a staff member of the Atlantis Learning Center and
alS8 a client of the Athtniis Community. The second presentation will
N presented by Ms. Kathy Valdez who is my codirector of the
Atlantis Learning Center and also a client of Atlantis. Thank you..

,
-STATEMENT. OP ..CAROLYN PINNELL, TEAVMR, ATLANTIS

LEARNING CENTER

Ms. FINIIELL. In June 1975, the Atlantis Community, Inc, was
born as an alternative to the, unfulfilling lives that young disabled
adults were being forced to endure in nursing homes and public insti-
tutions.Early in 1974, a group of concerned disabled persons and able-
bodied allies began educating themselves about the plight of young,
disabled individuals. They found that the majority of these young
personssome as young as 12who were living in nursing homes had
been neglected or abandoned by their families and were iirtually
trapped in a stagnating, paternalistic prison where their cif!! rights
were ignored and violated, medicalcare was poor and impersonal, and
individual creativity and initiative were not only not nurtured, they
were overtly discouraged. The group that became Atlantis began look-
ing for alternative living situations to the prejudiced, dehumanizing

. institutional lives that these young people were seemingly doomed to
continue. The initial attempt at a solution was to set up a special youth
program in a loCal nursing home, the object of which was to provide
normalizing educational and social experiences for young people who

-had been denied such experiences. The program was to a large degree
successful, but it soon bedtime, apparent that the humanistic goals of
the Atlantis group were in direct conflict with the profitmaking moti-
vations and patetnalistic traditions of the nursing home industry. It
was then, early in 1975, that the Atlantis early.action projeCt was con-
ceived. The goals of the project were clear; to allow every disabled
individual, regardless of the extent of his/her physical disability, the
same rights and responsibilities as their able-bodied peersthe right
to independent living, the freedom to choose a lifestyle and fulfill
personal goals in education and employment, and freedom from a,
pu nitive traditional systhn that stigmatizes the disabled and segre- .

Itte,s
them,from the mamstreamof society.
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The planning for the Atlantis started in January 1975.
Public housing units were leased from the Denver Housing Authority
in the Las Casitas Development at 11th Avenue and Federal Boule-
vatd. Funds from the Colorado Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
were secured to renovate the apartments and make them wheelchair;
accessible. Ramps were constructed, doors were widened, and shelves
were installed within easy reach for a person in a wheelchair. In June,
the first eight Atlantis residents were moved from their nursing home 44
rooms into their own apartments and experienced a degree of inde-
pendenc6 and freedom they had never before been able to enjoy. At-
lantis' at the present time has two office's. One is located at 194 South

.Federaj.-and is serving about 60 clients. The Eastside office is a recent
addition and is located at 4536 East Colfax. It is currently serving 15
clients.

Traditionally, the young disabled person has been denied the ht,
to an adequate education or meaningful employment and has been s
to, a nonaccredited, seg4egated, special school or to a sheltered,work
shop to count fishhooks or untangle old phone cords for 5 cents an
hour. Those who reside in nursing homes,are often not provided any
program at all. At Atlantis, we try to assist the individual in fulfilling
whatever goals he,'she outlines. At the present time, some of our clients
are puriumg individual goals by attending Emily Griffith Oppor-
tunity School, Boettcher School, and colleges in the Denver area. Other
clients with special need's are receiving courses in remedial skills, speech
therapy and Braille through the Atlantis tutorial program which pro -
vides specialized tutors. in an employment program which works in
conjunction with vocational rehabilitation. Atlantis has begun the diffi-

: cult task of breaking down social prejudices against fire disabled and
is finding jobs in the community at large for disabled individuals. At-
lantis itself provides meaningful employment for many disabled indi-
viditals, such as working on Atlantis' hot line. Other cheap perform
housekeeping duties for seriously Zlisabled clients, coordinate recrea-
tion and transportation, and perform clerical and secretarial duties.

Our experience has taught us that merely providing apartments and
attendant care services does ribt equip the young 'disabled person
coming out of an institution to live an udependent, self-directed life.
For this reason, special 6 ams have n initiated to aid clients in
acquiring the skills n Jr"-'1"Illtr ske f 11 responsibility for their own .
lives. Home trainin asses, where the c Tents meet in seminar sessions,
are held to excha e ideas on how to organize and maintain an apart-
ment. A consumt advocate has been hired whose duties include recrea-
tional planning ut emphasize teaching clients how to perform their
owii consumer activities such as budgeting money, buying food and
clothing, getting a phone installed, opening checking accounts, and .

paying for entertainment. ,

Disalcilpd R,eople are not sick people. They do not require a 24-hour-a-
day,rnel' cal staff of nurses and aides to supervise their- personal needs
and social activities. What is needed is a consistent source of responsi
blo assistance when they want it. Atlantis hires a pool 6f attendants
to fulfil) this need. A transitional living period is provided for clients ,

just out of nursing homes and this is `'done in the form of an apart-.
a

ti
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ment complex run by Atlantis. Decatur- has attendants that are on
duty 24 hours a day. Each apartment has a telephone and assistance,
can be summoned at any time, dakir night, by these clients. Beane
checks are made only on those clients who have immediate medical
needs`, request them; or need periodic weight' *shifts. Meals' are pre-
pared for clients who cannot do their meals themselves. Housework is
also done. The client's apartment is his/her private residence.and he/
she decides who enters and what activities are entertained. The client
schedules baths, meals, a ceteralThere are no rules governing any indi-
vidual's mobility or social life..We uphold the right of the disabled
to take responsible control over their oivn lives,

. Disabled individuals do have special medical needs. Nurses, attend-
ants, and plysicians Who work with them should have this spriatii.ed
knowledge. Our attendant staff is well trained In areas of special health
et:teem such as skin, bladder, and bowel care, and routine medical
needs. Emphasis is placed on teaching clients how to locate their own
needs and instruct the staff to meet-those needs. Atlantis makes full
use of existing medical facilities. We are oriented toward rehabilitative
activities 4nd any client who shows the slightesb rehabilitative poten-
tial is given full opportunity to explore it. Many clients who were diag:
nosed at an early age as unable to be rehabilitated have shown tremen-
doth ,rogress when allowed access to therapists and equipment. ,

our belief that any disabled person should have the right to
c oose where and how he/she wants to Ilye. W believe that the same

oney that are provided to house some&le institution should be
made available to those who wish to livainependently. We are work-
ing to this end,At the present time, an institution in Colorado receives,
well over $600 a month in tax money to provide custodial tare for a
patient. We can find no valid justification for this huge discrepancy
which results in the taxpayer supporting the highly lucrative nursing
home industry and discdurages the elderly from pursuing independent
and sneanindul lives.

Ont philoEophy envelops the ideas o individual liberty.and oppor-
tunity, and we are aware of the proc that must take place. One
cannot suddenly liberate all young dis bled people from institutions
without providing a viabre process by hich they can be integrated
into society Its productive, se f-felfilled dependent citizenst It is our
hope at Atlantis that by bringing disabled individuals together, they
can, through their shared energies and ex er' teac4i and support
each other in achieving freedom and grow .

Atlantis is tecertifiable home health re agency and as such we are
able to bill medicaid $150 $490 month for all the's*Itices we

. provide.
Atlantis remains a very socially active organization concerned with

n.any issues that affect the disabled. Due in a large part to the efforts
and demonstrations of Atlantis, in March, Denver will be the first
accessible citrin regard to transportation. We are al4o suing the nurs-
ing home industry and the Federal Government for rights of -a disabled
individual that were violated. -4

Mr. XRANER. Thank you. Obviously, yoihave done quite well with
yourself under difficult circurnstancep, and you had to fight for IL

r
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But you were able to get through College, and I thinit that's great and
certainly productive. So it certainly shows that,, if given the oppor-
tunii`., a lot of people can he educated that a ldt of citizens feel, because
they're not familiar with the situation, codla hot. be. . -

Let me ask one or two questions if I might, As you knbw, Public Law
94 7142 is limited in scope in terms of the people, by age, that it serves.
To some extent, you're advocating that educqtio must be made more
expansive and available for the handicapped co unity thin Would be
the mandate of Public Law 94-142. I guess my questions are : Do ,,ou
want to see that concept expanded beyond the age limitations that are
presently in the Jaw, and how do you envision if that were done that;
that wq9d be accomplished? Would you put adults into a primary or

.Secondary school setting'? Would you put them in another kind of4

.,. mandated situation, be it a private school or a Postsecondary kind of
' obli tion? Would those be the schools to meet these needs, or are you
- really saying Public Law 94-142 should be expanded to include basic-
ally people of all ages?

Mr. btzxES. Yes ; I feel it should cover basically people of all ages.
One reason is the fact that *hen a disabled child in the schOol system,
reaches the age.around 17, 4$..he is put into a \work-study programs
where lie is trained in sold. After leaving the school when he
reaches .age 21, all the academics and the learning lie has attained
begin to decrease, he needs that constant reiteration, maybe repe-
tition f you frill, of 'I at he has learned. Because since he does have
lorni g diSabilities, lie has g hard time in retention of the academics
he le ed -when he was younger.

.. This is the reason it's necessarpp continue the education. These ,

people, once they reach the age- of 18 or so, are geared towards the
work-related world,1 guess. And; if given theopportunity tocontinue
their education, we are saying that we can have skilled workers and
professionals who are handicappedaar severely disabled. Whethei or
not we will have adults within the school system, personally I think
that would be great. In the public school system, ifau were at a
ninth grade leveltif you had 15-year-old kids at the ninth grad e level

. ,. and you have a 30-year-old man who is at the ninth grade levet they
should all- be in together. It's a in lic school system.

The handicapped within the reg-u a I system, meaning main-
. streaming the handicapped into a regular school, is not only benefit-

ing the disabled person but also the community as well.
Mr. KRAMER. In ybur view of things you see this as being an obli

v1 .gation or.00metbnyou d like"to)ee th6 whole school districts
. be responsible for? ---",

Mr. &TINES. I'm lookin see the United States being reSonsible
for the education of the disabled adults who have been neTlected Over

. the past 30 yeirs. And npw that people are becoming more aware and
parents are beginning to take more of a deep-down rooted feeling to-
ward their children who are disabled, 80 years fronf now-we won't
have illiteraV adultethat we have now. ,i'

I don't think it should be left up to a State or to the loeaTliublie
school system. I think it should be left up to the Department of
Ed,ucation. .

.
,

t
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STATEMENT, OP KATHY .VALDEZ, CODIRECTOR, ATLANTIS
LEARNING GSM

Mr. KRArdzs. Ms. Valdez.
- Ms. VALDEZ. I'm happy to be here- -

Mr.' itaemEn'. ,Well, we're happy to have you.
Ms. VALDPZ [eontinuing1; Arid to have the opportunity to address

this subcommittee on Inlialf of the disabled in America wito, when they
were children,' were deprived a an education because society then
thought if their bodies did not work normally, they could not learn
like able-bodied children.

Aa, a result of this thinking, they were pushed aside. Even some
parents coulcbnot deal with havgig a disabled child, so they put them
in.tp 'State home§ or...institutions where they totally lost their indi-
viduality and received no basic 'leaving like we did.

There are some children who do. not know and did not know what
it was to play beesusecthey, were not taught. Or they did not know
what a store was that it was a pitee to shop. When I was a child, the
educational system was very bad for the disabled/And as a child, I had'
a hard time getting a, good education, because I had muscular 4s-
trophy. And they thought I was going to die soon. So they thought
it would be a waste to teach me, because it wouldn't do me an good.

Well, nothing to my walof seeing things, has changed in then od-
ern times. I know some disabled adults who did Jot get any bi

e education because of being disabled. They here thought to be
teachable. And I now work with these people who are well over 21

years of age, and they are learning. They are eager to learn, too. And
it is herder for them, because they are older, and they didn't have that
basic foundation.

There is one client who was attending Metro School in Denver. Be-
cause she turned 21,'she could not finish her high school education or
any education. They sent her to Emily Griffith Opportunity.School,
which to me 'wasn't doing her any good, because I was there at the
time also. And they tended to ignore her because of her disability.
They thought she couldn't learn when she could.

If theqiisabled child is not given the opportunity to learn, we will
have adults who are more than just physically disabled. Their minds
will bejasted.-It is about time American people are made aware of
the fact that there are disabled people around who have the same needs
as they dd.

Also, ydlt need to educate the teachers to be more sensitive to a dis-
. able& Child and that the disabled child can learn and needs to learn.

,
Also, teachers have to be made aware of the fact that disabled chil-
dren are around and will always be. There are some teachers *ho, in
my expdienee, do not want to teach the disabled child. Some to my
experience are also prejudiced and some are afraid and don't know
how to deal with these ,children. But what they have to realize is that
a child is a child no. matter what or who. Children are children all
With the same needs, and that goes for the adults, too.

, Teachers in grammar and high school need a supportive system to
help dal with each child. Teachers also need to realize that disabled
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people ate not to be feared. They siould treat us like normal people
and mainstream the child and the adult with the same consideration
as able-bodied children. .

Mr KRAmvm Thank you very much. I see by the remarks in your
-tattement that you also believe flat there is an appropriate role for
e public school system in educating the handicapped adults and that

advocate that really as part of the regular school curriculum as
pposed to, say; adult schools or continuing education or something

of that sort. t
Ms. VALDEZ. So they can get the basic class atmosphere.
Mr. NAAR-ER. Do you know of kny States, either on a model program

basis or any isolated projects either in Colorado or. anywhere in the
country, that have specialized in plating handicapped adults into a
public school system setting? J

,
. '

Ms. VAizr.z.1 have heard of none.
Mr. STINE& I have not heard otany.
Mr KRAMER. That would be an interesting pr9ject to see how that

might work.
Dr. Fairchild? .. . )

Q

Dr. FAIRCHILD. That probably needs to be said, that the community
colleges at least in Colorado have been very, very involved in the edn,
cation of handicapped including the College for Living. And while
they ha% enk been totally successful, they-'lave provided for some of
the need for adult education. I am sure it's correct that some people
couldn't profit, because they have received so little educarfort that they
couldn't even profit from the remedial work of the community colleges.
Bid they have been doing a great deal. .

Ms. FINNELL. There needs to be something. We frained in the old .
special school system where they have received nothing and community
college---

Mr. ICRAHEa. Well, we certainly ,appreciate your remarks. This is
an aspect I did not, in any of the hearings I attendedI didn't make
all of thesite hearings in some of the other localities-Zbut this is some-
thing I've not heard really advocated this way before. So it's some-
thilig we will certainly take into consideration and appreciate your
sharing that view with us.

. I need to apologize to you for not being able to visit your center,
. because we are running so flat behind. I have made other commitments

this afternoon in Colorado Springs. I personally am not going to be
abie to make the site visit, but the staff will and will.report back to me.
There were two site visits scheduled, and you were the second of the
two in the order in- which I as supposed to go. So please accept
my apology for, not being able o do that. But certainly the staff will
report back to me on what t y see. We congratulate you in your
efforts and appteciate_your being with us this afternoon. 'thank you
very much. .
STATEMENT OF LARRY SHARP, COLORADO SPRINGS EDUCATION

- , CENTER , 10
f

Mr. KRAMER. We hive one final witness that is going to give
i
us a

little different perspective, I think. That is on the impact primarily of
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section 504 on a privateinstitution. Dr. Larry Sharp from the Colorado
Springs Education Center. Is he still here?

Dr. Sirup. Yes. Thank you very much Representative Kramer. I'll
try and be brief, because I know the day is becoming somewhat long
and we all have commitments.

I should like to thank you for the invitation to address the commit-
tee on this most important subjebt. In the brief timeavailable, I should
like to address just three or four major themes which constantly con-
front me as a service provider in the private sector.. Let me preface
those themes by pointing out that the imkact pIP'ublicjiaw 94442
and section 504 appear to be significantly different betweenthe public
and nonpublic sectors, Therefore, my perspective and views are shaped
principally by the reasons for which parents and guardians and, agen-
pies approach our center for special education services.

Parents are either private, independent, nonpublic school People
who by choice do not look to thespuicsector for any form of educa-
tional services, or they are asatisfigewith the educational servibes
Planned and/or delivered by the public sector. I should, therefore,
like to underscore the fat that I deal principally with dissatisfied
parents, and that, obviously, has a tendency to shape one's view on
what the public sector is'providizig in terms of special education
services.

Let me turn to my main themes. It is my understanding that the
preeminent intent of Public Law 94-142 and section 504 was to end
the segregation of handicapped citizens in society. In my judgment,
this is happening and,thas happened. But I am not convinced this is
the appropriate terminal objective for this kind of legislation.

Additionally, it was hoped that Public Law 94-142 would at least
'have the effect of raising theawareness and increasing the public sensi-
tivity to the educational needs of handicapped citizens. Again, this has
occurred, but I fear expectations generated by legislation exceed the
system's capability to deliver services.

Further, there is a root problem associated with the services in-
tended by Public Law 94-142, and that problem has various facets rep-
resented by such questions as: Is the public school a clinical setting?
In my judgment; a clinical, rehabilitativ therapeutic environment is
required to provide the scope of services'intended by Public Law 94-
142 and those services objectively needed by the handicapped citizen.

other way of asking the same que§tion is: Is the public school
sys m a treatment resource; that is, a treatment resource to inelude
m_gdical regimens such,as,pediatric or psychiatric services, and a pay-.
cEological treatment resource to include psychotheraputic services.
and general mental health services? If this is to be the case, that is if
the public school is to be seen as clinical. treatment resource, then I
suspect we are probablf duplicating already existing community
resources. In its simplest form, the school-system would then be func-
tioning as a community mental health center for those clients served
under Public La'w 94-142.

My' second major themeand there are volumes existing on this
subject, and the testimony of previous witnesses today has addressetl
this subjectis the concept of mainstreaming. It is generally accepted,
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I believe, tha,the word "mainstreaming" does not appear in the record
form of Public Law 94-142. It is also generally accepted that the con-
cept of mainstreaming referred to the legislators' wishes that Public
Law 94-142 would facilitate the return of the handicapped to the
"mainstream" of the American way of life. In my judgment, we ignore
these generally accepted premises and use mamstreammg as a treat-
ment in itself. It is tacitly assumed that if the child can be main-
streamed, the most'' features of Publiclic Law 94-142 are ful-
filled, and the parent, therefo ought to be 'happy.

In my judgment again, it is absolutely essential that this notion of
mainstreaming as a treatment be intercepted and torpedoed. The.main-
stream classroom experitnce is not P/ treatment regimen; it is not
designed to be a treatment reginign and cannot be so prescribed. The
emphasis, of course, must be on the most appropriate education in the
least restrictive environinent. And as has been noted by a number of
witnesses in previous testimony, foi. some proportions of handicapped
children, the mainstream classroom prdvides them the least appro-
priate education and the most restrictive environment.

My third major theme is assessment. In my judgment, the framers
of Public Law 94-142 assumed that the educational, psychological,
and medical commtmity.laad more piecise, extensiFe data on educa-
tionajly handicappling conditions than actually existed or exists today.

Educational programing which flows from Public Law 9i-142 m '
the form of the IEP, either implicitly or explicitly, assumes A know
how the central nervous system functions, especially as it relates to the
process of learning. And so, for example, I would brineup two chil-
dren, both identified as exhibiting visual perceptual disorders. In one
case, the only evidence is static reversal of individual letters. In the
other case, an ab,normal EEG permits speculation about t s existence
of a leSion in the occipital area. The prbblem is, there is ti ifferen-b

tial diagnosis. In bpth of these cases, I say so what? Roth chili 7n,finti----,
up in the same class With the same teacher using the same techniques
to remediate, very 'likely, two totally independent dysfunctions.

iMy point is, there is neither good data nor good agreement among
professiortals regarding the proper diagnostic procedures, especially
as the F relate to learning disabilities, nor to the meaning or applica-
tion of findings in the field.

Researeh on the assessment of learning disabilities and educationally
handicapping conditions is inadequate. I think this lack of assessment
and diagnostic clarity directly contributes to the plethora of problems
and concerns surrounding the term "appropriate education." In fatt,
I would assign one of the root cruses to the variety of concerns over
the term "appropriate education' to this lack of diagnostic, clarity.

What's approprate ? Is the same speech therapy regimen for an'
autistic child appropriate for an auditorily impaired nconyerbal child?
Who determines appropriateness-,the chairperson of the staffing com-
mittee, the special ed director, the parent, the consulting pedician,
the staffing committee?

If program A is determined to IA appropriate but found later to be
inadequate, why should parents have cpnfidence when it is asserted
that program B will be appropriate? How many different appropriate
programs nuik parents agree to before their wishes are considered?
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I thinkand this is in addition to My prepared text, Representa-
tive Kramer. I think a major lack in the ma of appropriateness is
the lack of requirement for rigorous program evaluation and outcome
evaluation. There is a great deal of emphases on the,content of the IEP,
and generally that tends to appear inmost IEPs. But I see a significant
hick of determination to effectiveLy-'meiesure the extent to which that
IEP has achieved the objectives which.'are specified init.

So 1 assign, again, a major causal factor in the problems associated
with appropriateness of the pro in to a lack of ability to know what
changes the program has made. is inadequate simply to put down on
the paper that the teacher has observed the following changes in the
child over the year. It is unscientific, it is unreliable, and it t annot be
dealt with in a way-that will permit to adequately talk about the
changes as a result of the program.

In general, my experience leads me to conclude that an additional
concern which surrounds the pnoblem of appropriateness is neglect of
parental wishes. I wholeheartkily endorse Dr. Fairchild's assignment,
of an equal profeisional status to the parent in the staffing procedure.
My experience, again,.to a particular seeof school districts in a partic-
ular geographical area tells me that in general parental coaerns and
desires are somehow accorded little if any validity in the staffing proce-
dure. Parents must be -.considered professional partners. And at some
point, their, wishes must, have equal weight with the professional

.community.
Those four general themes represent those areas which surface most

often in my isiteraction with parents and members of the professional
community regarding the inadequacies of Public Law 94-142. Thank
you.

Mr. KRA3fER. Dr. Sharp, I just have e*IteF,41 questions for you.4'd
appreciate your sharing your views with us. Can you tell us the kites
ofstudents you serve in your school. To what eItelat do you provide
the same services as the public schools do? And toVihat extent do you
provide services apart from what the public schools are providing?

Dr. SHARP. All right. There are three questions there.
Mr, KRAMER. As I understand it, in the operation of your school,

you would not be governed by Public Law 94-142, but you would4be
governed by section 504. -;

Dr. SHARP. That is corfect. The private school is incorporated into
the State of Colorado laws for private nonprofit corporations. The
student body is, agewise, kindergarten through 12th grade. Our public
statements indicate that we can provide services, for learning disabled,
mildly brain damaged, mildly emotionally disturbed students in that
age range. And that is the age range. we tend to serve.

We have a student population for a variety of reasons, two of which
I menti ned. The parents simply, even though they have a child who
required special ed services, place their child in a private setting. Or

se parents are not
ctor, correctly or

e provide are more often' than not
h the public-iector can provide or
avartety of reasons, perhaps are not

6

the student populatitin is made up of children w
satisfied with what's happening in the public
incorrectly.

I would say-Aliat the services
quite similar to the services wh
should brittle to provide but fo
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providing, or it is the parental judgment that those services are not
being provided.

.The teachers who are on staff at our school are quite similarly
trained as the special ed teachers in the public sector. They're Colorado
State certified, and have experience with the student population which
we serve. We have no magic curricula, and we have no magic potions
whitll we sort of dust onhe students.

I think, as it was mentioned before, it is a function of a certain
amount of caringand that's an attitudinal factorand a relatively
well-controlled environment. The school is extremely small. The
student-teacher ratio is not more than 8 to 1 and usually closer to 4 to
1 and you add professional and paraprofessional aides.

My criteria for teacher selection perhaps is not different from what
a puhlic school'personnel erector's criteria wouh-le. But I think it
results in a particular type of classroom person who has unusually in-
tense sensitivity to the needs of the children. And I think that can be
reflected in their interactions in the classroom. So that describes I
think a general situation where the services are not markedly different
but the outcomes tend to be different. ,

Mr. KRAMER. What do you charge for tuition?
Dr. SHARP. The 1981 tuition will be $350 per month for a 10 -moiLh

school year. So that will be $3,500. That is day facility only, hot
residential.

Mr. KRAMER. How many students ao you have?'
Dr. SHARP. The population varies. but about 50.
Mr. KRAMER.,One:final question. Would you advocate the establish-

mentof some kind of a diagnostic center perhaps on a statewide basis
or multischool district basis to make evaluations in conjunction with
the parents as to what an appropriate environment and appropriate
education and least restrictive environment would be for the particular
child, or do you think this should be as it is now, basically handled by
the local schools? '

Dr. SHARP. Well, to the extent that a central diagnostic unit would
improve the reliability and, hopefully, therefore the validity of eval-
uations, yes, I would agree with, that. I think it's not so much a func-
Hon of that, however. Representative Kramer. T think it'sa function of
just a lack of a consistent research base, especially in the area of learn-
ing disabilities.

The scientific community in mY judgment is simply not smart enough
yet to know what we're talking about when we talk about 'learning
disabilities. The term is widely used. and there are classrooms for
children with perceptual and communicative disorders.,And there are
curricula designed by'educational firms to remediate those. People
make attempts to judge the extent to which_ those curricula and
those programs improve one's perceptual or communicative disorders.
But there's iust not good agreement. and there just aren't good data.

training programs lack a good deal of depth in to s of the concei4
' T think the teacher training programs and the

'ms
psychologist

of learning disabilities. the instruments available t assess the deficits,
and the recommendations in terms of what kind of Irer4men these
children be entered into to remediate their learning disability.
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Mr. KRAMER. How does your staff compare with that of the public
schools ?

Dr. SHARP. I try to stay within 90 percent of the largest local ,school,
district. I don't always do that , but that's my goal.

Mr. lam* Thank you i ery truth. I appreciate your testimony.
I give thanks to you and the lest of the people that testified here today
and a special thanks to our court reporter who is a vety good sport
having gone 4 hours-plus nonstop. That's perhaps a new record for
Colorado. We appreciate your contribution here today. We should
submit it to Ripley's "Believe It Or Not" or some other publication.

Without any other witnesses scheduled, the committee will stand in
adjournment subject to the call of the chairman. Thank you very
much.

[Whereupon, at 1:40 p.m., the hearing was closed.)

I
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FIELD HEARINGS ON THE EDUCATION FOR ALL
HANDICAPPED CHILDREWACT

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Kamm O tiy, Mo.

- The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in thci(IT.S.
Federal Building, Hon. Paul Simon of Illinois (chairman) presid-
ing.

Members present : tePresentatives Simon, Coleman, and Erdahl.
Staff present : Cheryl Kinsey, reSearch assistant; Jane Baird, legis-

lative assistant; Dianna Cregger, executive secreta ; and John Dean,
minority legislative assistant.

Mr. SIMON. The Subcommittee on Select E cation will come to
order. , 8

We are pleased to be here to hold he ngs on Public Law
94-142.

We are here specifically at the request of Congressman Tom Cole-
man, who is a member of the subcommittee and has been a very con-
structive. and hard-working member of that subcommittee. We, are
grateful for his service to the subcommittee in the many areas over
which we have jurisdiction.,

In addition to Congressman Coleman, we are pleased to have with
us Arlen Erdahl, a Member of the House from Minnesota.

John Dan, a member of the staff, is also present.
Before we proceed, do either of you wish to say anything before

we move into our witnesses?
Mr. COLIdIAN. Paul, first of all, let me welcome our committee to

Kansas City, and welcome our guests who areshere today. It is very
important that we find out howAhe educationof handicapped students A
is being administered in Missouri. -

I would like to point out that Chairman Simon, who is conducting
our hearing, is Widely respected for his Work in a number of legisla-
tive areas. He ,is a leader of the House Budget Committee; ,and as
chairman of our Subcomniittee on Select Education, he has been very-
vigorous in the implementation of and assuming the oversight respon-
sibilities of the Education For All Handicapped Children Act.

, It is indeed a pleasure to have all of you attending here today.
Paul 'Simon is truly, in the,best sense the word, a gentleman. I

am so glad to be able to serve with him on this subcommittee.
My.friend, Arlen Erdahl, from Minnesota, to get here,, took a plane

last night that only stopped five times between his place in Minnesota
. and Kansas City.

Lt0o) , ,
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Just to `have you go thi.ough that, Arlen, I appreciate it verymuch.
Arlen is a first-term Member of Con&ess from Minnesota. He alsoserves on the Committee on Small Busin*.s. It has been a' delight. toserve vgith Arlen and to have him as a friend in the Congress.The. subject of today's hearing is the Education For All Handi-, tapped Children Act, known sometimes as Public Law 941142, andits application to learning disabilities: - 1. This act, which was first enacted in 1975, is the most complete legis-lative action ever taken by the Federal Government to meet the educa-tional needs of handicapped children. The goals of Public Law. 94-142are objectives which demonstrate a firm .commitment on the part of our_society to opening the door's to opportunity to all Americans, 'includ-ing those with learning disabilities. Under Public)aw 94-142-the fol-

low iii assuranca,s are made :
1. at all harfdicapped children halre a free and appropriate public '

educate n which emphasizes special education-and related services de-
signed to meet their unique needs.

2. That the rights of handicapped children and their parents and
guardians are protected.

.

. 3. That States and localities prOvide for the education.of all handi-
capped 'children.

The purpose 'of today's hearing is education for learning-disabled
youths. There is perhaps no other area of,education policy in which so
mach misunderstanding and confusion exists. Today even among the
licadernic community there is .widespread disagreement on the defini-
tion of learning disabilities. \For purposes of our hearing today, we should look at how the term
is-defined in the act itself. The term "learning disabilities" as contained
in the act is defined as follows : Children with specific learning dis-
abilities means those children who have a disorder in one or more Of the
basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in using
language, spoken or written, which disorder may manifest itself, in
imperfect ability to listen, speak, read, write, spell or do mathematical
calculations. Such disorders include such conditions as perceptual
handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain.dysfunction, dyslexia and de-
velOpmental ephesia. Such term does not include children who have
learning problems which are primarily the result of visual, hearingor
motor handicaps, of mental retardation. of emotional disturbance or
an environmental, cultural< economic disadvantage.

What ikimportant to remeniber, as we proceed w ith today's hearing,
is that learning disabilities have been defined for the most part lay the
process of elimination. Children with learning disabilities are often
extremely talented and creative children. They simply do not learn
some specific basic developmental and academic tasks, as most chil-

do. .
What. is also ihrOrtant to remember is that the causes for many

. rms of learning inabilities are 4611 unknown.
166

Although the challenge Public TAW 94-142 poq411,4) State and local
school authorities has generally been enthusiastically accepted, some
problems remain in the implementation of this act. -....,
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Today, we will hear from school administrators, teachers, and par-ents on how the law is working in north Missoy.ri. I.am hopeful thatthe subcommittee will be able to use the information we Deceive todayto improve the act so that handicapped youths will not be limited intheir aspirations as a result of shortcomings in the public education
available to them., -

Thank you-very much, Paul.
Mr. SimoN. Thank you, Tom.
Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDABL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Tom, for

the invitation to he here today in Kansas City. It is nice to see this
good turnout.

The reason we are a bit delayed is,-that we were at a neighborhood
diagnostic center, with which some of you re well acquainted. As we
went through there, it struck me as we viewed some pepple with learn-
ing problems that we shouldn't forget about their possibilitiesthese
youngsters that have a lifetime ahead of them. I think those of us in
goirernruent,,you in education, parents, other concerned people, should
not overlook thegTroblems, but deal with them and realize that there
are great possibilities for thegeichildren so we should try to help these

`4'hildren gain their full potential. Early,,diagnosis is so important as
is proper treatment.

,
I anItTry happy to be here and to be with my friend and colleague,

Tom Co, eman. He has demonstrated in the 20 months that I have been
in Congress a real concefn not only in education,but in other areas
as he seeks' to repYesent those who elected him and sent him to Con-
gress. Ofanirse, it is a pleasure to be heis with Paul Simon, our chair-
man, who hagi,,denionstrated national leadership in this specific area.

As I looked at the title of this hearirtg..1 saw one thing that
we should remember as we go through this.,, 1'i of us are here today
to listen and, to learn, primarily to learn from your experience and to,
hear your suggestions. As you deal with education for all handicapped
children, we should try our best to see that we touch and deal\with all
handicapped. children.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be here today.
Mr. SIMON. Think you very much.
We will ask our first panel to takeseats in front of u`s.

.FANiL: ROLAND WEINER, JR:, STATE DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL
EDUCATION; RAYMOND, WATER, SUPERthzuWENT, NORTH

4,IC,ANSAS CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT; IMOGENE MILLER, DIRECTOR
OF ECIAL EDUCATION, PARK' HILL SCHOOL" DISTRICT;, ANfl

LES CUMMINGS, DIRECTOR/10F SPECIAL SERVICES, ST.
JOSEPH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Mr. Srmow. Dr. Roland WerneN is theState direct& of special edu-
cation; Dr. Raymond Waier is the superintendent of North Kansas
City School District, which we have just had the opportunity of visit-
ing; Imogene Miller, the director of special education of the Park Hill
Sciro,# District, and duirles Cummings, the director of special serv-
ices fOr the St. Joseph School District.

3-& 4'
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We welcothe all of you.
For the, puipose of brevity, we would like you to summarize your

statement and then We can enter the full statement into the record.
However, if you wish to read the statement, you may do so. We will
proceed by hearing from all witnesses on the panel and then we will
tossquestions at you.

I will first call on Dr. Roland Werner, director of special education
for the State of Missburi.

STATEMENT OF ROLARD J. -WERNER, JR., STATE DIRECTOR OF
'SPECIAL EDUCATION

Dr. WErtxmt.,Thihk you for giving me the opportunity to present
information to the oversight committee.

I would like to read my statement.
My name is Roland Werner. For the past 5 years, I have served as

the director,of special education for the Missouri Department of Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education. The State board of education
responsible for assuring that each local school district within the State
complies with the proyisions of Public Law 94-142. Missouri has 551
school districts with an enrollment of approximately, 873400 students.
Our public schools provided special education and related services to
over 95,000 handicapped and severely handicapped children and youth
during the last school year, 1979-80. The State of Missouri expended
$54 million in special education funds, which we call exceptional
pupil aid, during the last school year to assist those districts in pro-
viding special services. In addition. the State re ivied approximately
$20.5 million from Public Law 94-142, from you appropriation. The

. department estimates that for the current year, 1980-81, we will allo-
cate approximately $64 mill' n to the local school districts of the State
for special ed services, with an additional $21.5 million to be made
av Table under the provisions of Public Law 94-142.

e U.S. Congress, in approving Public Law 94-142,-did agrerto
p Side funds necessary to assist States in Assuring the provision of
/services which Mr. Coleman spoke of. For the current fiscal year, the
act authorizes funds equal to, and I will quote "the number of handi-
capped children.ages a to 21 receiving special education and related
services multiplied by 30 per cent= of the average per pupil expendi- .1_

Vture in public elementary and secondary schools in the United States."
For the State of Missouri that authorization level represents. ap-

proximately $56.4 million if the average per pupil expenditure is
$2,000.

The issues which are to be discussed, in luost,inStances, can be saved
by State and local school distriots'if the necessary funds become avail-
able to serve out...children. _

You asked me specifically to respond to the issue ihich is currently
evolVing through the courts and through adminittrative reviews across
the Nation and that is the extended school term for certain handicapped
students.

The court action in the Armstrong y. Kline, decision requiring local
school districts in Pennsylvania to extend the school term for handi-
capped and severely handicapped children has initiated a series of due

1
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process hearings across our State on this very issue. Currently under
Missouri statutes we are required or We require local school districts
to.provide all students at least 174 days of instruction within a term of
at least 180 days. The Arntstronf v. Kline decision, will have a number
of effects if implemented within our State.

There are a number of questions involved in that decision also and
I would like to address those issues.

First, we must validatelylaim that by extending the school term
educational regression w. lesiened or will not occur. Perhaps a
better answer tha'n the extension of a school term for more than the
180-day requirement under school law is a reschedulig of the school
term which would provide for briefer respites of time than the 90-day
period we currently experience during the summer months. That is one
of the major issues. ,

Second, successful management, techniques need, to be developed
iwhch will lessen educational re ion, of handicapped and severely

handicappfii children and youth; Such techniques might include ac-
tivities tha parents, family, and community service agenbies could-
provide during noneducational periods. Cooperative efforts between
schools and

well
public agencies to implement such'a "total treatment

plan" is well within-the spirit of 142. That is the issue that others testi-
f,ing will speak of and that is interagency cooperation.

Third, the continuing and intense *educational activities required in
ihe education of handicapped and severely handicapped childrenand
youth take their toll on professional and support personnel in the
classropm. The extension of services could seriously affect the emo-
tional and physical well-being of many practicingeducators. We must
keep this item in mind during any discussion and decisionmaking ac-
tivities concerning extended sohoolterm services.

The availability of funds that are required to carry out such services
shotild be provided jointly by the U.S. Congress and State 1pgishitures.
The U.S. Congress initiated the act to asatKe that all handicapped and
severely 'handicapped children have availablea free appropriate public
education. States, through their boards of education, have accepted
that responsibilityf Jointly they can provide the necessary funding to
meet thete needs.

Defining educational _ related services. Many of the handicapped
students who receive special education services from the public schools
of our State are also in needbf related services if their programs are
to be appropriate. The act defines.relitted services as, and I will quote
again from the law: '

Transportation and such developmental, corrective and other support services
(including speech pathology and audiology, Psychological services,, physical and
occupational therapy, recreational. medical and counseling services, except that
such medical services shall be for diagnostic and evaluation purposes only) as may
be required to assist a handicapped child to benefit from special education and
includes the early Identification and assessment of handicapping conditions In
children.

In general, loyal schOol districts have not been hesitant to provide
related services to the handicapped and severely.handicapped students
enrolled in 'their special education prograin. There are occasions when
local school districts receive a handicapped student in its program in
need of related services whidi do not specifically meet the categories
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defined by the act. Such students may require serviCes such as cathe--
terization; blood transfusion and infusion, aspiration of tracheotomies
and psychotherapy if they are to participate in the educational pro-
gams at the public school. There has been n ution to the ues-
tion of whether these and similar 'set.% ices are educa 1 or medical
in nature coi whether they were intended to be included in he defini-
tion of related services.

I am aware of the initial efforts of the U.S. Department o duca-
tion to study the issue. possible solution to the question is the de-,

elopmenf of deal definitions of related services authoi ized under the
act which shoidti be provided by school districts and the development
of working agreenients.between education and other service agencies
to provide these necessary ices AN hich are noneducational, but are
required if the student is to rema,in in the least restrictive environ-
ment. School districts should not he required fo act as medical clinics,
assume the liability tliat such services demand, nor diffuse the already
limited educational dollar in the process. ,

Teacher - availability and burnout. In recent months a new term has
begun to become common in out educational community and that is
"teacher burnout." The term can be defined as a ("equal pervasive
feeling of excessive workload,. nonappreciation, Jack of ,proo-ress in
meeting stated or persondlized goals, and lack of sufficient salary and
benefits for the efforts and products achieved. Easily susceptible to
burnout are special education classroom teachers, their teacher aides,
and those other personnel who provide special education and related
services to handicapped and severely handicapped children and youth.
Yet these' sanie ,personnel. are the foundation of this State's special
education program.

A continuous effort need"; to be made to provide necessary'classroom
resources to these personnel. Appropi iate instructional' materials,
equipment and facilities are priority items in the provision of a free
appropriate public education to our handicapped students. Appropri-
ate levels of sufficiently trained and qualified perSonnel are neededr
Yet these basic items, the very ingredients that will mix together to
forma free approp ate..public education, are not available unless suf-
ficient funds find the' way to the school districts. Sufficient funding
from State and Feder sources will assure that burnout, among our
service provide becomes the exception rather than the rule.y.,

Policy develop ent and formulation. As the State of Missouri Con=
tinues to implem t the provision of Public Law 94-142, there 3. no
question as to o need for continuing technical assistance, direction,.
and eadership o meet the needs of a of our handicapped studffits.
I fu realiz at this legishilion is a ?reveloping and evolving m
plan w i t represents the wisdom of Congress, concerned parent and
school personnel across the United Stales. There appears to K con-
tinuous and important need for the F.S. Department of tion
Officeof Special Education and Rehab Services to igeptify as ,ne' of
i ts priorities the emphasis on clear policy formulation with ap rolpri-
atemput from various attending representative groups. Timel , cpn-
sistent, and appropriate actions on the part of those offi6als ill be -
helpful if the States are-to meet the needs of these children.

/
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Parent awareness and participation. Obviously when the Congreis
dellueraceu and made as decisions in the past on Public Law 94-112,
there was a tremendous input on the part of the parents. One of theide
fundamental principles established by the act was that parents or
guardians of handicapped and severely handicapped children were to
be equal participants in the design of their childi en's special educati
program. The act requires communication and discussion betty
school and home in order that the handicapped student benefit frL
the efforts of both. The Missouri Department of Elementary and"Sec-
ondary Education acts as a recipient of complaint and concerns from
parents and.advocacy groups. Analysis of the complaints and allega-
tions made by parents -disclose$ one consistent finding,fthe parents of
those youngster;do not appear to be well informed as to the rights,
privileges and responsibilities they are pros. ided under the,provisions
of this legislation. This is not to say that nationalyState or local effort
reffarding'parental awareness hal, e not been planned no! implemented.
1 t does appear to be needed is a new and different approach to
awa ness.

With an infoimed, knowledgeable citizenry involved in the plan-
ning and implementation of a handicapped child's educational pro-
gram, the goal of a free appropriate public education can well be
achieved. The new and different awareness program should reflect a
goal of achieving a community, a local c,5Aimunity, sense of ovine

Something that I feel they do not have right now is that co
inunity ownership in the program, the local school district's.specia
ed program. And nurturing of that program. just as they nurture
the football team.and the debate team, to foster the development of
these children. Quality education programming is a community re-
sponsibility and requires a knowledgeable citizenry for continuing
support.

Gentlemen, I appreciate this opportunity to present these remarks.
I hope thiS information will assist you in furthering the cause of this
legislation.

Thank you.
[The prepared testimony of Dr. Roland J. Werner, Jr. follows:]

S.
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PREPrRED TESTIMONY OF DR. ROLAND J. WERNER, JR., DIRECTOR _OF-
SPECIAL EDUCATION, MISSOURI ,DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION

.
7 ;

Congrestmau(Simon and Congressman Coleman:

Thank you for the opportunity to present information to you and to the

congress regarding issues affecting the level of implementation of "The

.tion rAil Mandicapped.Children Act of 1975", PL 94-142, in the State of

Mistpuri.

My name is Roland Verner. For the patt fi.,e years I hive served ite the k

'Director df Special EducatiOn for the Missouri Department of Elementary and

o
Secondary Education. The State Board of Education is responsible for assuring

that each locall school district complies with the provisions of PC 94-142.

Missouri has 554 scSol districts with an enrollment of approximately

873,000 students. Our public schools provide special educationoandrelated

services to ovex 94,000 handicapped and severely handicapped children and

yOutljduring the last school year. The State of Missouri expended $57 million

inTlxceptional Pupil Aid during the last school year (1979-80) to Assist

a
districts in serving handicapped and severely. handicapped children and youth.-
In addition, the state received $20.5 ydllion from PL 94-142. The Departmeht

-

estimates that. approximately $64 million will be paid to districts for the

operation of special programs during the current school year from state

Exceptional Pupil Aid with au additional $21.5 million to be made available

frnmPL 94 -142,,

Ihe U.S. Congress, in approving PL 94-142, agteed to provide the funds

necessary tb assist states In assuring a free appropriaie.publid education

I f
for every handicapped and severelyllandicapped child. For the current fiscal

year, the Act authorizes funds equal to

". . the ;umber of handicapped children ages 3 - 21 receiving
special education and related services multiplied by 30 per
centum of the average per pupil expenditure in public elemen-

-tary and secondary schools in the United States."

Ai
Section 6/1 of PL 94-142.1k

For the State of Missouri that authorization level represents approastely
'

$56.4 million if the average per pupil expenditure, is $2,000.
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The issues are to be discussed, in tipt instances, can'be solved

by state and local educational agincies if the necessar' funds become available

to servemur handicapped children.

I. Extended School Term Services
. ..

. -

The coUrt actioVin the Armstrong v. Kline decision requiring local

school districts in Peausyi;ania to extend the school term for handicapped

and sew rely handicapped children has initiated a series of due process

hears gs across our state on'this issue. Currently,' issouri statutes
..). ". 4

r ire local school districts to provide all studentsat leist 174 days
,..

of instructgon within a tern of at least 180 days. There are a =bet og

-effects that the Armstrong v. Kline decisiqn will have across our state.

First. we must validate the claim that by extending the 8/001 term educa-

tional regression will be lessened or not occur. Perhaps a better answer

than the extension of a school term for sore than 180 days is a rescheduling

of the school team which wound ¢rdvide for briefer respites of tine than the
90 day period we ent19 experience the =mei. mamba.

...- .Secrd, successful management techni;u4Ineed to be developed which v11.1
i

lessen' educational regression of hadicapped and severely handicapped children

and youth. Such techniques might include procedures that parents, family,

and commodity service agencies could provide during non-educational periods..

Cooperative efforts between schools and other public agencies to implement

such a "total treatment plan" is veil within the spirit of PL-941.142.

Third, the continuing and intense educational activities required in the

education of handicapped and severely handicipped children and youth take.1
their toll on professional and support staff .g.n the classroom. The extension

of service's could seriously affect the emotional and physical well -being of

vim practicing educators.' ire must keep this 1; mind during any discussiOn

and decision-making act ties concerning extended school term services.

The availability o ,funds that are ref/taxed to carry out such services

,should be provided jointly bi the U.S. Congress and state legislatures. The

U.S. Cowells initiated the Act to assure that all handicapped and severely

handicapped children have available a free appropriate public education.

States. through their boards of education, hay: accepted that responsibility.

Ail
Jointly they can provide the necessary funding to mast these needs.

0-411.1--21 3.20
,
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IIA, Defining Educational Belated Services

Many of the handicapped students who receive special education

services from the public schools of our state are also in need of related

services if their program is to be appropriate. The act defines related

services as:'

"transportation and Such developmental, corrective, and other
Support services (including speech pathology and audiology, -

psychological services, physical and occupational therapy,
recreational, medical and counseling services, except that .
such-MEDICAL SERVICES SRAM RE /ORD/AGNOSTIC AlID EVALUATION
PURPOSES ONLY) as may be required to assist a handicapped
child to benefit from special education, and includes the
early identification and assessment of handicapping conditions ,

in ph41A..m. 4

Section4, (18), PL 94-142 (emphisis added).

In general, local school districts have not been hesitant to provide

relatedserviceZ to the handicapped and severely handicapped /andante enrolled

in their' special &cation program. There are occasions when local school

districts receive a handicapped student in itd program in need of related

services which do.not gpecifically meet the categofties defined by the Act.

Some students require services such as catheterization, blood transfusion',

aspiration of tracheotomies and psychotherapy if they are to participate in

the educational prOgrspa at the(public school. There has been no resolution

to the question pf whether these and similar services are educatio or
4

medical in nature or whether they were intended to be include in the definition

of related services.

I an aware of the initial efforts of ,the U.S. Department of Education

to study the issue. A possible solution to the question is the development

of clear definitions of reAted services authorized under the Act whiCh

should be provided by school districts and the development of working agree-

ments between +cation and other service agencies to provide those necessary

services Whichareponreducational but required if the student is to remain

321:
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in the least restrictive environment. School districlis should)mot bet

required to act as mediCal clinics, assume the liability that such services

demand, nor diffuse the already liMited educationai'doliar in1the process.

III. Teacher Availability and Burnout

In recent months a new tern has begun to become common to the educational

community: teacher qinout. the term can be defined as a general pervasive

feeling of excessive' workload, non-appreciation, lack of progress in meeting

sated and/or personalized goals, and lack of sufficient salary and benefits

for the efforts and products ,achieved. Easily susceptible to burnout are

ipe edocatiod classroom teachers, their classroom aides, and those other

personnel who provide special education and related serviett to handicapped'

and severely handicapped children and.youth. Yet these same personnel are

the foundation di this state's special education program.

A continuous effort needs to be made to provide necessary classroom

resources to these perahnnel. Appropriate instructional materials, equip-

ment, and facilitiessre priority items in the provision of a free appropriate

public eddhation to our handiCsOped students. Appropriate levels of auffl-
,

ciently trained an qualified personnel are needed. Yet, these basic items,

the'very ingredi ts that will mix together to form a free appropriate public

education, are available unless sufficient funds find their way to the

school districts Sufficient funding from state and federal sources will

assure that bu t, among service providers, becomes the exception rather

than the rule.
A -

rv. Poll elo t and
.

As the S ate. of Missouri continues"to Implement the provisions of PL

"94-142, there is no question as to our need for continuing technical'assis-

tance, direct3en and leadership to meet the needs o all of our handicapped

ormulation

322
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-and severely handicapped Children and youth. I fully realize that this

legislation is a developing and evolving master plan which represents

the wisdom of thejJ.S. Congress, concerned parents, and school personnel

across the United States. There appears to be a continuous and important

need -for the U.S. Department of Education to identify as one of it` priorities

the emphasis on clear policy formulation with appropriate input, from various

attending representative groups. Timely, consistent, and appropriate actions
*

on the part of officials from the U.S. Office of Special Education will'be

helpful if the states are to meet the needs of these children,

V. Parent Awareneas and Participation

One of the fundamental principles establishedby the Act was that the

parents or guardians of handicapped and severely handicapped children were

to be equal participants in the,design of their child's speCial education

program. The Act,requires communication and discussion between school and

home ip order that the handicapped student benefit from the efforts of both.

The Department of Elementary and Secondary Education acts as a recipient

of complaints and concerns 'from parents and advocacy groups. Analysis of

the complaints and allegations made by inmate discloses one consistent

finding: the parents of handicapped and severely handicapped eshildren and

youth do not appear-to be welllinformed as to the rights, privileges and

responsibilities that they are provided through PL 94-142. Ibis is not

to say that nati 1, state or local efforts regarding parental awareness

have not been OA ed or implemented. What d9ps appear to be needed is a

new and different'approacb to awareness.

With an informed, knowledgeable citizenry involved in the planning and

im7plbmentation of a, handicapped child's iducational program, the goal of a'

freerappraprinte'public education can be achieved. The new and different

- c
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awaieness program should reflect a goal of achieving a community sense of

ownership in the lgtal school district's special'education program and a

nurturing of that program to foster the development of the handicapped stu-

dents who participate in that special education service. Quality educational

"programming
is astamnsunity responsibility and, in that sense, requires

a knowledgeable citipnry for continuing support.

Congressman Simon and Congressman Coleman, and others,..thank you for this

opportunity to present these remarks and this testimony. I hOpe the

information will assist you in taking appropriate legislative actin

which will assure the provision of free appropriate public education

services to all handicapped and severely handicapped children and youth.

2
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?Mr. &moil. Let me mention that we do have someone here to provide
sign interpreting for those who may have hefirinidisabilities, Sister
Anne Albrecht.

Are there those here who would like to.have that?
I will ask the question again a little later, Sister. If you don't mind..

staying with us, we will appreciate it. Thank you for being here.
Our next witness L5 Dr. Raymond Waier, superintendent, North

Kansas City School District, where we visited this morning a most
impressive,diagnostic center.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND WATER, SUPERINTENDENT, NORTH
KANSAS CITY SCHOOL DISTRIOT

Dr. %rm. ,We appreciate the subcommittee's visit to our school
district this Morning. .

My remarks are fairly long,,although iffy own copy is somewhat
shorter than the one you have in your arms, I will try and deliver

/TY!

the same with all the due dispatch that I can.
Mr. SixoN. Let me just add, for all the future witnesses that it does

help if you can summarize the statement for us because we do have
some t- e constraints. We will enter into the record the full statement-
It will be published, along with the condensation of the remarks. 1".

'Arm. I will do so with dispatch.
appreciatCthe opportunity to express my views to the members of

this subcommiae. As the superintendent of the North Kansas City
' School District. I am pleased to-have this 'occasion to advance a per-

spective regarding the implementation phase'df Public Law 94-142.
We in North Kansas City have special interest in programs and.chil-
dren affected by Public Law 94-142, in that it helps us effectively serve
over 1,800 studerits in our district.

Contrary to conventional wisdom, Parenting and childhood in
American history were not an idyllic saga. In colonial America, the
infant mortality was high and science was yet to teach us how to main-
tain a Mid's physical health or mental health, for pediatrics, was
unknown until almost 1900. Childhood encompassed a short period of
years and the concept of adolescence was not yet known.

Schools were considered to be but one of,many educational institu-
tions and often not the most important. Families, churches, communi-
ties, and apprenticeships exerted an equal , or greater influence, in
developing children into adults.

Education in America today, however, has become the broadest of
concepts encompassing an imbelievable_range of services and responsi-
bilities. Educating the handicapped is one of those responsibilities.
Forty-two years ago as a first grader, I encountered a handicapped
student for the first time. His name is not important. He was mentally
retarded. Each day he came %school and took his seat by the teacher's
desk where she gave him some paper and crayons and he amused him-
self by drawing pictures. We had no teachers trained to deal with his
handicap. When he became a bother, he was sent out of the room. If
the weather was pleasant, he sat under a tree on the playground. When
winter came, he sat in the hall. The teacher didn't want Mtn in class ``
and the children followed the teacher's example. He left school before

32 t-
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the end of the year and never returned. And so it was for many
children. From tilat day until I completed high school, I saw,, only
occasionally, moderately handicapped children in the school, usually
mentally retarded children. I sometimes saw worse cases around town,
but not in school, for society hid them or agencies other than the public
schools served them.

The picture I portray was not all that unusual for the time. It took
a long time and a great deal of enlightened effort to get where we are
today in the education of the handicapped.. As you probably know,
real progress in educating the handicapped did not occur until the
late 1960's or 1970's.

Given this dismal record of dealing with the handicapped,one would
think current,efforts would receive unrestrained applause. I my opinion,
there is sufficient reason for such applause. Yet, there is also reason to,
be disturbed by recent devefonments cast in the name of Rogress.
There is reason to listen intently to educators in the field who would
attempt to persuade you that we can't be everything to everybody,
that we are not the only or even the best agency to solve every social
problem in this country. We would, further like to persuade you to
look carefully at both the positive and negative consequences of the,'
recent handicapped legislation. L

For 3 years, schools have dealt with two powerful pieces of legisla-
tion, section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and Public Law 94-142,
the Education for All Handicapped Act. This legislation is among the
most important and significant ever enacted in the field of education.
Section 504 and Public Laiv 94-142 have brought needed lad to the
handicapped but they have, at the same time, virtually negatedlocal
decisionmaking at the public school level. Even the most outspoken-
educators willing to be critical of some aspects of this legislation are
fearful that the advocate groups, the media, and Federal bureaucrats
will focus upon them as insensitive, inhumane and unsympathetic to
the needs of all children. Wishing to avoid such wrath, their voices aretoo often stilled.

Public Law 94-142, as you know, was enacted after intensive lobby-
ing by special interest groups. The intentions of the Congress were

ble, but may I suggest that these groups did not always provide Con-
giess with accurate information about the projected or existing needs
of. the handicapped. Shortly after the legislation went into effect,
Representative Quie, now Governor of Minnesota, admitted that the
law had been passed without adequate assessment of servicesalready
available to the handicapped. He said, and I quote, "Congress failed
to take into account the great strides which States,have taken in recent
years in the education of handicapped." For example, when Public
Law 94-142 :was passed, Missouri had for 3 years operated programs
for the handicapped under one of the most progressive laws in the
Nation.

The estimates of the numbers qf handicapped individuals not being
served by the school's were grossly+ exaggerated in reports to,Con
This created an out-of-proportion sense of urgency and not al=
hostility toward the schools. Too late, the facts have proven otherwise.
The Co mrem was told that there were 8 million handicapped children
in the Wited States. The actual unduplicated count of handicapped

3;
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children for 1977-78' was only 3.6 million. In our district, with a loss
of almost 3,060 students in 4 years, due to our decline, our handicapped.
population remains relatively the same. Given enough opportunity, we
may find a handicapping label for every child we serve, for it has be-

` come quite fashionable. ,

It is true that the handicapped have not received the help they
deserve from many school districts. Ilowever, in many districts there
are exceptions and they have for years served'the needs of the handi-
capped well indeed. The impact of this law falls eqbally on those dis-
tricts which have served the handicapped well and those *hich have
done little, though Federal financial assistance is unevenly distributed.

The financial administration of Public Law 94-142, at least in Mis-
souri, tends to .reward those districts which have failed to make' a
reasonable effort and penalizes districts which have done the most on
their own; a point worthy of your investigation, since the end result is
to curtail general education progress where school finances are tight in
order. to provide a superb level of service to the handicapped. Is it any
wonder that I believe the term "general welfare" needs to be returned
to our vocabulary as a legitimate concept

When attempting to correct past inequities in our society, overre-
action has generally been given. The aftermath of Public Law 94-142
has shown it to be no exception. Well-organized hostile pressure groups
have emerged, advocacy agencies have offered their services to parents
of the handicapped, and I might say a lucrative field of legal practice
has alp emerged. We are seeing a very unpleasant we/they situation,
take 'shape. Parents are misled and public education
Couple these conditions with the already well-establish demands of
societ5, for virtually every conceivable service from pu lic education,
and we haye e proper mix Pir further damage to the faltering credi-
bility of tl3e ublic school enterprise.

Schools today attempt to be all things to all people. We have almost
guaranteed failure by, asking the impossible. You could not posVbly
understand the weight Hof your praiseworthy but hopeless and relent-
less demands upon public education to solve every problem.

Parents have demanded and received what they want. Many have
abdicated their responsibility to direct their children's lives. The result
is a proliferation of services which schools are 'not designed to provide
and which should be the responsibility of the home or another agency
better eqtipped to do the job. Never has this been more amol emon-
strated than in the requihments now made oil schools in t name of
educating the handicapped. Schools are being inundated with demands
for services not intended either by the letter or spirit of the law, serv-
ices which we are not equipped to provide and which we must deny.
The consequence of denial is usually jollowed by shouts of "my right
to free services, guaranteed by the Pederal Government, is being with-
held." We watch our budgets contract for the nonhandicapped as funds
are siphoped off-to special programs.

Something must be done. We need to remember that the law requires
only thaewe provide those services essential to_assure the child the
opportunity to receive an appropriate education. Our emphasis should
be on what is needed for the educational development of the child:
Helping the orthopedically handicapped child compete physically
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with the normal child may be a desirable side benefit, but it must notbe a primary objective of the school. Before a school district over-extends itself, it should be remembered that Federal regulations willlikely be with us forever. Funding may or may not be. Deficit spend-
ing is not a luxury of the local educational unit.

Each year the North Kansas City School District setves approxi-
mately 1,800 handicapped students. Last year all the handicapped wereplaced to the satisfaction of'the parents or guardians. During the 1978-79 school year, the district served 1,793 handicapped youngsters. 1,790were placed to the igisfaction of parent or guardian, three were not.One placement was settled at the first level of appeal through a con-ference and the remaining two cases proceeded to the second and third
levels of appeal, with one going to. Federal court.

We think this is an excellent recoid, but as can be seen even with thebest of efforts a district may find itself enmeshed in the appeals
process.

The district may be asked to approve a placement the staff believesis not in the best interest of the child. For examPle,pie, parent maydemand extensive or complete mainstreaming, which may, in fact, bethe most restrictive environment for that particular student. We cannotin good conscience accede to every parent request.
The 'district may be asked to provide services which, are not neededto assure an appropriate education, such as physicip therapy, psycho-

therapy at $115 an hour, a single full-time teacher for One child only,et cetera.
The district may be asked to 'provide a service which a school dis-so,trict should not engage in, such as medical practice.
For whatever reason, given the current inclination toward litigation

and the activities and strong ncouragement of advocacy groups, a.district may find itself engaged in a long process of hearings, appeals,and costly court action. As an interesting sidenote, we are beginning
to see signs of rebellion from parents of nonhandicapped children who
sense, quite accurately, that their children are being deprived ofneeded attention.

The North Kansa's City District strves, 17,000 students, approxi-
. Irately 10-to 12 percent of whom are handicapped. The district operatesthe second largest program for the handicapped in -the State. North

Kansas City's effort in educating the handicapped predates by morethan 20 years Federal efforts through section 504 and Public Law
94-142. Our commitment precedes the State of Missouri's official State -legislation by Aver 15 years. Serving all types of exeeptionality is notnew to We are co o an aggressive stance in improving
educational opport ies for the handicapped.
'Despite the cord of serving handicapped children with only six tplacement app ls since the enactment o .Public Law 94-142, the dis-trict has been constantly hamstrung by the efforts of the Office of Civil

Rights, which intervenes without regard for the mechanism of the
appeal procedure and always with a preconceived presumption of
guilt. on the Dart of school officials.

With regional officet of HEW and OCR located only minutes from
any citizen in the district, each agency is extremely accessible. Once
reported, jny kind of allegation of wrongdoing launches a full inves-r---
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ti ation 0on the part OCR, completely ,circumvbuting district appeal
mechanisms. In my opip 'ederal bureagerats aregeasily manipu-,lated by the complain ia pressure and vested-interest group
influence. With thg..sd ict cast in the role of villain; the easy
-answer is,o capittrlat er that to do so may hurt the child or
expend funds beyond tnrements of the law. It was aganst this
bdckdrop that the district found itself involved in a dispute wi par-
ents over the provision of medical cafe for a handicapped child. at
We learned from this 'experience may be valuable to this committee.

Regardless c the fact that this child's placement was one of the
most clearcut and least questionable of any of our handicapped stu-
dents, our district was dragged, through.3 years of hearings lawsuits
and harassment by the Office of-.Civil Rights. Over the 3 yea of this

-case, the,district silent a total Q-,f- $13,700 and compiled 2,061 pages of
documentation and was subjected to constant battering and intimida-
tion

We o* that i s necessary to scree to a service simply because
the parent requested d it. But we also knbw that many parents have been
told that under the la*" they can demand and receive virtually any
service they desile. With many districts, it is simpler to provide the
service than to face the consequences of saying no.

W.0 know that the iwirameters of Federal and State law are still being
established. We find 'to of dismay that Federal officials often don't
agree with each other on the matter of interpretation. "Is there anyone
at the helm?' seems a reasonable question-. We understand that court
-cases are continuing to further shape the reouire ents of the law. The

and a fewmonths
in favor of the
the 'resources or

suit against,our.distrrct was ultimately witted
later an identical suit Tatra. v. ,Texas. was

,- local school district. However, very few districts
determination it fakes to defend themselveq in suc matteir&

After working with Public Li* 94-142 for the past 3ye, I have
reached some perceptions I would like to share with you.

Without the lay,,inany school districts would have-continued to do
littleior nothing for ,the handicaPP that would unnuestionably
be -*form But the la*r falls-as heavi irdistricts which have made
an ho est effort to serve the handicapped as to those which have not.
The ffect is to financially penalize districts whichhave. on thEiir own
and before any Federal aid. attempted to serve the handicapped.

The law has raised the country's consciousness_ about the handi-
capped. They can no longer be ignored. That is proper and an enor-,
piously Positive effect o lithe law.

The lass of decisionaking authority by the local district is most
disturbing.. Federal legislation. litigation. Federal agencies, and ad-
VOPIley groups are exacting a horrendous price. It-simply is ivrong to
deny decisionmakiilg nlithority or appeal procedures to the agency
which muQt deliver services to the

The ability of the parents of one child to literally hamstring A school
district for, rponths or years sininlvolvenuse they disagree with place-
ment of seances and. in the process force the district to mewl tlipu-
sands of dollars to defend itself is wrong. I haye difficulty believing
Congress ever intended this to happtn.
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The inequity of a law, which is wthglited almost totally in favor ofthe 'person lodging a complaint against the school district, at the sametime denying to the district the most rudimeptary elements of dueprbass, is not in the bes inte t any anyone, least of all children.Mainstreaming is a pr y concept in the law and is a meaningfulpractice, but must depend upon the student's ability to benefit. Byitself it will solve nothing.
% This zealous and narrowli conceived law, its regulations and theadministration of the regulations are not only concerned with assuringthe child's opportunity to an education, but reach into the classroomto dictate what shall be taught, when it shall 'be taught, how and inwhat setting it shall be taught, and by whom. it shall be taught, asinterpreted by people far removed from the classroom.

r indicated. at the beginning of this testimony that I thought nogroup of students had been more discriminated against than the handi-
capped. Major efforts were required to correct this problem. But some-how some degree of 'practical sanity must be introduced into theprocess. We simply cannot continue to accommeate the level of de-ctinand we are now seeing without reducing services to children withouthandicapstand even now they suffer.

It is in the nature of teachers to answer reqults and solve prob-lems. We have promised so much. We have never said we can't. Wehave always said we will try.. But we cifnnot do everything. We need
to learn how to say "no" to some requests and the law needs to recognize

. that at times "no" is the appropriate answer. Perhaps then we can con-' centrate on those things we are equipped to do.

but there must be a limit..
We ought to be held accountable for many of sociit's priorities,

This subcommittee may be able to influence the futtire course ofevents under these laws. I respectfully petition this committee to ad"-dress the following concerns:
There should be a recognition that "due process" is a two-sided coin.

A school district has every much a right as a parent.to be protected
from arbitrariness. ' ,Federal bureaucrats are ofte totally ignorant of the educational
enterprise and how it functi ns. Perhaps an ombudsman concept,
when HEW or OCR are asked to intervene, is a viable solution.

The appeals process is unduly long, costly, and bufdensome. It needsto be revised. "
The appeals Process should prohibit Federal.agency actign until it

is exhausted. Currently, it causes the school district to defend itself
from two independent attacks or, worse yet, a coalition ,of a Federal
agency and the parent. This has the effect of stifling communications
at too early a stage in the conflict resolution process.

There needs to be a eareful review and revision of the rezulations
pmmukated tinder Public Law 94-142 to insure a fit within the spiritand intent of the law and, particularly an articulation of its
limitations.

This concludes my testimony. Thank you.
[The prepared testimony of Dr. Raymond D. Viraier follows:]
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PREPARED:TEST1310NY O1 DR. RAYMOND D. WAIER, MTERINTENDENT
OF ,SCHOOLS, NORTH KANSAS CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT, KANSAS CITY,
MO. -;

.

I apprebiate the opportunity to express my views to the

members of this subcommittee. As the superintendent of the

North Kansas City School District,.I am pleased to have this

occasion to advance a perspective regarding the implementation
t _

phase of P.L. 94-142. We in North Kansas City have special '

interest in programs and childrel affected by P.L. 94 -142, in

that At helps us effectively serve over 1,800 students in our

district'

Contrary to conventional wisdom, parenting and childhood

in American history were not an idyllic gaga. In colonial .

America, the infant mortality was high and science was yet to 4

teach us how to maintain a child's physical health, for pedi2

ice was unknoen until almost 1900. Children were believed
, lc.

, . .

to be Iliod" only when they conformed to a rigidly conditioned
v

environment. It was commonly believed that strict discipline

and frequent punishment were the proper ingre ants to train

them and p are the; to deal with the harsh ealities of the
4it

adult world. The power of parents was absolute afid most chil-
a

dren who survived disease were put to work arsoon as possible

to enhance the economic status of the-family. What was ton-
,

sidered "childhood" encompassed a short period of years and

the concept of adolescence was not y44 known.

Schools were considerqd to be but one of many educational
_ .

institutions, and often, not the most important. 'Families,



, .

churches, communities, and apprenticeships exerted an equal
/

or greater influence in deve oping children into adults.

Free and compulsory e ucation in America is only a little

over one hundred years old. Education it America today, how-

ever; has become the broadest of concepts, encompassing an un-

believable range of services and responsibilities. Educating

the'hasihicappea is one of those esponsOilities; Forty-two

years ago as a first grader, I encountered alhandicapped btu-
,

dent for the 'first time. His name is not important. He was

mentally retarded. Each-day he came to- school and took his

,seat by the teacher's desk where she gave him some paper and

rayons and Ire =ma himself drawing pictures. We had no

teachert trlined to deal with his handicap. When he became a

bot er he inie.sent our of the room. .If the weather was

plea he sat udder a tree on the playground. When winter

came: he sat in the hall. The teacher didn't want him in class;
46

the children followed the teacher's example. He left school be-

fore the end of the year and never returned . . . and so it was

for may children. From that day until I completed high school,

enlyoccasionally, moderately handitapped children in

'school'- usually mentally retarded children. I sometimes Saw

fworte cases iround town, but not in school, for society hid

-them or :mettles other than the publieschocils served them.

The pinture I portray was not all that unusual for the
, .

,;--times,, It took a lopg time and a great deal of enlightened of -,

fort 'to et 'tiers We are today in the education of the have
tined. you probablyuknow, real progress in 'educating the'

...L
1 ,
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handicapped did riot occur until the lute 60's or 70's.

Given this dismal, record of`dealing with the handicapped,

one would think current efforts world receive unrestrained ap-

plause. In my opinion,,there°18 sufficient reason for such ap-

plause. Yet, there is also reason to be disturbedgby recent

developments cast in the tame of progress. There is season to

listen intently to educatoFs in the field who would attempt to
'

persuade you that,we can't be everythingto everybody; that we

are not the on1y'or even,th, best agency to solve every social

problem in this country. We would further like to persuade. you
_0

to lOok carefully at both the positive and negative consegglences
.....----..

of the recent hnndicapped legislation.

For three years, schools have dealt with two powerful pieces
,

of legislation - Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 g

and PL. 94-142, theNtducation for All Handicapped Act! This

legislation is among the most important and significant ever

enacted in the field of education Section 504 ad .:1,. P4-142

have brought needed aid to the handicapped but have, at the same

time, virtually negated local decision-making at the public school

level. Even the most outspoken educators willing to be critical
/

of some aspects of'this legislation are fearful that advocate

Croups, the media, add federal bureaucrats will focus upon them

41..

as insensitive, inhumane, and unsympat tic to the needs of all

children. -Wishing to avoid such,lra 'i h, their voices are too 't

often stilled.

P.L. 94-142, as .youknow, was enacted after intensive lob-

bying by special interest groups. The intentions of the Congress

a
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were noble, but may suggest that these groups did not always
,

pr9vida Congress with accurate information about the projected

Or existing needs of the handicapped. Shortly aftbr_the legis-

lation ;tent into effect, Representative Qule (now governor) of
4

Minnesota, admitted that the law had been passed without adequate

assessment of services' already available to the handicapped. Re

said, and I quote, "Congress failed to take into account the

great sir des which states have taken in recent years in the

education of the handicapped." For example, when 94-4p was

passed, Missouri hadfor three years operated programs for the

handicapped under one of the most progrestive laws in the nation.

The estimates of the numbers of handfcapped individuals not

being T.Nd,b7 the schools were grossly exaggerated in reports

to Congress. This created an out-of-proportion sense of urgency

and not a little hostility toward the schools. Too late, the

facts have proven otherwise. The Congress was told that there

were 8 million handicapped children in the United States. Upon

the basis of this estimate, the initial funding for P.L.,94-142

was determined. Atter the law was passed, some 400 studies of

the pregalence'of handicapped children indicated a child count

- of from 4.9 million to 10.2,1tillion. The actual unduplicated

count of handicapped children for 1977-78 was only 3.8 million.

In ogr district, with.a loss of almost 3,000 students .n four

years, our handicapped population remains relatively'the same.

Given enough opportunity, we may find a handicapping label for

every child we serve, for it has become fashionable.

(--
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In my opinion, two very basic human feelings play, a 1

pai, in the enactment of these two laws which are having eh an

impact upon the schools. Those feelings (are sympathy =nd guilt.

.Any of us should sympathize, empathize, And be mcv d to action

for children who possess any kind of handicap. with our history,

it'is not at all unusual that we should feel collective guilt.

It is true that the handicapped iave°simply not received the help

they deserved from many school districts. However, many districts

are exceptions and hive for years served the needs of the handi-
;

cap iO very well, indeed. The impact of this law falls equally on

those u4stricts which have served the handicapped well and those

which Wive done little, though federal financial assistance is

uneven/y distributed. The financial administration of 94-142,

at least in Missouri, tends to reward those districts which have

failed to make a reasonable effort and penalizes districts which

have done the most on their own - a point worthy of your investi-

gation, since the end result is to curtail general education

progress where school district finances are tight, in order to

provide a superb level of service to the handicapped. Is it any

wonder that I believe the term "general welfare" needs to be re-

turned to our vocabulary as a legitimate concept.

When attempting to correct past inegnities in our soc iety,

overreaction has generally been a given. The aftermath of 94-142

has shown it to be no exception. Well-oilknized hostile pressure
f

groups have emerged, advqeacy agencies have offered their services

to parents of the handicapped, and I might,, say a lucrative field

a
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of legal practice,has also .emergAdJ We are-seeing atvery un-

pleasant we-they situation take shape. Parents ire mislead and

public education unde)1 mined. Couple these conditions with the

alreadywell-established demtndr* of society for virtually every

conceivable service from public education, and we have the proper

mix for further damage to the faltering credibility, of the publdc

school enterprise.

Schools today attempt to be all things to all people. If

a student wants to go to college, the school tries to prepare

him. If he wants to learn welding, it teaches him to weld. It

trains him to drive a car :Ad balance his checkbook: It in-

structs him in sex and buying a home. And the school is criti-

cizedtfor doing all these, things badly. le have almost guaran-

teed failure by asking the impossible. You could not possibly

understand the weight of your praiseworthy 4ut hopeless and re-

lentless-demands upon public education to solve every problem.

We must remember thit any organization functions best when it is

required to do those things for which it was created.

Parents bavh. demanded - and received - what they want. Many

have abdicated their responsibility to direct their children's

lives. The result is a proliferition of services which schools

are not designed to provide and which should be the responsibility

of the home or another agency better equipped to do the-job.

Never has this been more amply demonstrated than in the req e-

ments now made on schools in the name olaweducating s the handicapped.

Schools are being inundated with demands for services not intended

WV2
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either by the letter or spirit of the law - services we are not

equipped to provide and which we must deny. The consequence of

denial is usually followed,by shouts of "my right to free ser-

vices, guaranteed by the federal government, is being withheld."

We watch our budgets contract for the nonhandicapped as funds

aresiphoned off to.special programs. ,
,

'--"-----"Th--7:4,

i SomeitNing mnsehe done. We need to remember that the law . %,
i --

requires °DIV.:hat we provide those services essential to as-

sure the child the opportunity to receive am appropriate educe-

tion. Our emphasis should be on what is needed for the educa-

tional development of the child. Helping the orthopedically

handicapp d child compete physically with the normal child mar

be M deirable side benefit, but it mupt not be a primary ob-

jective of the school. Before a school district overextends

itself, it should be remembered that federal regthations will
,

i
likely be with us forever, funding may or may not be. De4clt

v

spending'is:not a luxury of the local educational unit.

(
Each year the North Kansas City School-District serves

...

approximately 1,800 handicapped students. Last year all the

handicapped were placed to the satisfaction of. the parents or

guardian,. During the 1978-79 school rear, the district servedc-'

14'93 lipicapped youngsters. One thousand seven hundred ninety

(1,790) were placed to the satisfaction of parent or guardian

and school personnel through cooperative efforts at all levels.

Three were not. One placement was settled at the first level

of appeal through a conference, and the remaining two cases,

3 4, 7,
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proceeded to the second and third levels of appeal, with one

going to federal court:

This is an excellent record, but as can be seen, even with

the best of efforts a district may find itself enmeshed in the

appeals prockss:

1. The aistrict may be asked to approve a placement

the,staff believes is not.in the best interest

of the child. for example, the, parent may demand

extepsive or complete mainstreaming which may,

in fact, be the most restrictive environment for

that particular student. We cannot ip good con-..

science accede to every parent request.

2. The district may be asked to provide services

which are not needed to assure an appropriLte

education, such as physical therapy, psycho-

therapy at $116 an hour, a single full-time

teacher for one child only, etc.
.

3. The district may be asked to Provide a service

which a school distrit should not engage in,

such as a medical practice.

N

For whatever reason, given the current inclination toward
cc.

litigation apd the activities and-strong encouragement of ad-

vocacy groups, a district mgy 4illst itself engaged in & long

process of hearings,treals, and costly court action. As any.,

. interesting side note, we are beginning to see signs of rebellion't
from parents of nonband.tcapped hhildren who sense, (Late ac-

.

cUrately, that their children are being deprived of needed

-6-
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attention. . .
,

---

The North Rinses City School District serves 17,000 stu-

dilate, Approximately 10-12% of whom'are handicapped. The dig-
,

triot operates the second largest p!stram for the handicapped

in the state, North Nausea City's, effort in educating the

-handicapped predates by more than twenty years federal efforts'

through 504 and 94-142. Our commitment precedes. She State of
,-,

Ntssouri's official state legislation by over fifteen year/.

Serving all type; of exceptionality is not new to us. We are

committed to an Aggressive stance in improving educational op-

.

portunities for she handicapped.

Despite the record pf serving handicapped children with

only six placement-appeals since thwenactment of 94-142, the

district has been constantly hamstrung by the efforts of the...".

Office of Civil Rights which intervenes withput regard for the

mechanism of the appeal procedure and always with a precoi-

Ceived presumption of guilt on the part of school officials. ,-

With regional offices of SSW and OCR lOcated only miWutes

from any citizen in the district, each agency,is extremely ac-

cessible. Once reported, any kind of allegation of wrongdoing

launches a full Investigation on the part of OCR, completely

circumventing district appeal mechanisms. In my opinion,.
. ,

federal bur aucrats are easily manipulated by the complainant,
-

media pressure, and vested interest group influence. With the

school district cast in the role of villain, the easy answer

is to capitulate, no matter that to do so may hurt the child

339
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or expend fun nd the reqiiirement of the'lavi. It was

against this backdrop that the distri t found Itself involved

in a dispute with, parents over theOovision of medical care

for a handicapped child. What we learned from this experience

may be valuable to this committee.

Regardless of the fact that this child's placement-was

one 'of the most clearcut and least questionable of any of our

handicapped students, our district was dragged through three

years of hearings, lawsuits, and harassment by the Office of

Civil Rights. Over the three years of this case, the district

spent a total of $13,700 and compiled 2,001 pages of documenta-

tion, and wasubjected to constant battering and intimidation

by the media. '

Ws know that-it is not necessary to agree to a service

simply Wecause the parent requests it. But we also know that,
. ,o

many parents have been told that finder the law they, can demand

and receive virtually any service they desire. With many

**

dis-

tricts, it is sampler to provide the service than to face the

consequences oftssaying no.

We know that the parameters of federal and state law are

still being established. We find to our dismay thit federal

,officials often don't agree volth'each other on the matter of

interpretation. "Is then* anyone at the helm?".soeme a reason-

able question. We understand that court cases are continuing

to further shape the lequirements of la*. The suit against our

district was ultimately withdrawn and a few months later an

-10-
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identical suit, Tatro vs. Texas, was decided in.favor of the

local school district. However, very few districts have the

resources or determination it takes to defend themselves in

such matters.
a

'
After working with P.L: 94-142 for the past three years,

I have reached,some:peroeptions I would like to share with you:

/' Without the law, many school districts would

have continued to do little or nothing for

the handicapped, and that would unquestionably

be wrong. But the law falls as heavily upon

districts which have made an honest effort to

serve the handioapped as on those whicl_have

not. The effect is to financially penalize',

districti which have, on their own ind before

any federal financial aid, attempted to serve

the handicapped.

2. The law has raised the country's consciousness

about the handicapped. They can no longer be
116

ignored. That is proper and an enormously posi-

tive effect of the law.

3. The loss of decisIon-paking authority by the

local district is most disturbing. Federal

legislatipn, litigation, federal agencies,

and advotacy groups are exacting a horrendous

price. It simply is wrong 'to deny decision -

making authority or appeal procedures to the

J rll-
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agency which must deliver services to the

child.

4. The ability of the parents of o child to

literally hamst ring a school district for

months or years simply because they disa

with placement of services and, in the process

force the district to spend thousands of dol-

lars to de nd itself, is wrong. 1 have dif-

ficulty belie ng COngrehs ever intended this

to happen.

5. The inequity of a la which is weighted al.-

most totally, in favor o the person lodeing
e

a complaint inst the school'district, at =-

the same time 4nying to the district the

most rudimentary elements of due process, is

not in the best in'esrest Of,auyone, least of

ill children.

O. Mainstreaming is a primary concept'in the law

and is a meaningful:practice, but must del'end

upon the student's _ability to benefit By

itself, it will sol4 nothing.

This zealous and narrowly conceived law, its tegdiations,

and the administration of the regulations are not only con-

cerned with assuring the child's opportunity to an education,

but reach into the classroom to dictate what shall be taught-,

when it shall be taught, how and in what setting it shall be
r- .

4
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taught

4 ... &

and by whom it shall be taught, as interpreted by people
:.

se

removed from the classroom. .,

I indicated at the beginning of this testimony/ that I thought

no group of stUdentehad been more discriminated against than the

handicapped. Major efforts were required to correct this problem,

But somehow some degree of practical sanity must be introduced

into the process. We simply"cannot continue to accommodate the

level of demand we-are now seeirig without reducing services to

-children without handicaps, and eittn-now-theyzufter. _

It is in the nature of teachers to answer requests and salve

problems. We have promised so much. We've {ever said ye can't.

. f

We've always said wfll try. But we cannot do everything. We

need to learn how tOt say "no" to some requests and the. law needi

to recognize that at times no is the iPpropriate'answer. Ferhipe
p

r

'then, we can concentrate on those things we are equipped to'do.

We ought to be held accountable for many of society's ri-

\cgs.--

orities, but there must be a limit.

This subcomMittee may be.able to'influence the future co

of events under these laws. I respectfully petition this committee

to address the following coincerns:
'7

1. There should be a recognition that "due process"

a two-sided coin. A school district has

every much a right as a parent to be proyicted

from arbitrariness.

2. -Federal bureaucrats are Often totally ignorant

---of the educslional enterprise and how it Impctions.
.

9
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---Perhapsan ombudsman concept:' when HEW or

'OCR are,asksa to intervene; is a viable solu -

--tion.

I I3. The appeals process is undid r long, costly; and

burdensome. It needs to be revised;

4.. The appeals process should prohibit Sederal

agency action until it ii exhausted. currently,

it causes the school district to defendegtself

from two independent attacks Or, worse yet, a

coalition of i federal agency and the parent.

This has the effect of stifling communications.
r

at too early a stage in the conflict resolution

process. °

5. There needs to, be a careful review and revise-
-,

merit of the regulations promulgated under 94-142

to ensure a fit within the spirit and intent of

thlaw and, particularly, an articulation of

its limitatiOns. -

This concludes my testimony. Thank you.

I
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Mr. '§ixoN. Thank you, Dr. Waier. .
iOur next witness is Imogene Miller, the director of .special educe-

. tion in the Park Hill School District: -

STATEMENT OP IMOGENE MILLER, DIRECTOR OP SPECIAL
EDUCATIOIL, PARK HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT.

Ms. Maxim Thank you.
As local special education director in the Park Hill School District

and as president of the Mis.souri Council of Administrators of Special
Education, let me, express appreciation to this subcommittee for pro-
viding this opportunity for further dialog about the far-reaching
issues of P_ubhc Law 94-142-

- Mr. Coleman, thank you for your involvement in the cause of edu-
cation. Let me encourage you to speak up with,interest and support
to this particular segment of your constituency.

The intent and spirit of Public taw 94-142, which guarahtees the
right of free appropriate public educatio'n program, is commendable.
Let me speak to some of the positive results which we have identified
in Park Hill School District.

More handicapped children have been identified and are being
served in appropriate programs. When comparing numbers taken
from 1976 and 1977--comparing them With those of 1979 and 1980
we found the numbers identified had increased 60 percent. The num-
ber of those served have increased 26 percent and the teaching staff
has almost doubled in the same period.

Evaluative procedures indicate the effort bas brought about change.
Improved communications among educators. and between educators
and-parents has oirred. There is a frequent interaction on a more
meaningful level as solutions and approaches are determined. In most
cases, over 99 percent, cooperation has been excellent.

The awareness of various handicapping conditions and the services
available to meet those needs -have increased significantly throughout
the distric* Perhaps the most significant improvement is attitudinal. 1-
An increasing number, of educators are involved in some phase of
screenin referral evaluation, IEP development and/or theplacement
process his support is fostered throughout the district by board mem-
bers. a ministration, and Parent groups.

itional assistance has been provided by the special education,
pn of the Missouri State Department of Elementary and Sec-

( ary Education. This help:has been in the form of discretionary
grants, technical assistance, and general inf6rmational conferences.

To comply with the letter of the law creates some problems. We
chose to address three: they arejn the areas of funding, related serv-
ices. and services for the severely and profoundly handiatapped.

Funds to finance the programs and,services mandated by Public
Law 94-142 are presently far below the recommended appropriation
schedule established by Congress when the law was enacted. Origi-
ally, the funds generated by the act kvere.intended to cover excess costs.
Irl reality, Federal and State funding for excess costs falls far short of,
covering the additionalexpenditures being assumed by local school

o
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districts. It is just not pogsible for school district's, funded as,they are
in Missouri by property taxes, to meet all these mandates and still
maintain existing pro "iris.

,

The staff time involved in assessment and conferences related to
the individual educational 'programor the IEP creates scheduling
and management problems. Administrative anci supervisory support
spent in the preparation, coordination, implementation, and monitor-
ing of the components of the compliance plan requires large capital
outlays. This time and effort costs the lodal education ageneY mkt_

, tionaltnpneys. -
Teacher traiiiing, both pre- service aild ,in- service, is affected by

limited finances. The least restrictive eMironment, riot referred to in
the law as mainstreaming, ,requiresthe, requirement becomes more ,
difficult to implement when teachers have not had an opportunity to
aevelop- the skills necessary to successfully individualize instructions
for all students. A comprehensive system of personal development is
mandated.by this law.

Required componentsdi-61;2 atvareness due process, propedural
safeguards, hearing officer training, to name a fewcamV be pro-
vided at the present funding level. ,

.

Related service : The results of soyie State and Federal litigation in-
dicates school districts are or w6'fi be held responsible for services,,
procedures that are not educational. These services may rather be the
respon3ibility of social, medical, or mental health

,g be
pr essionals. Poli-

cies and ,guidelines must developed at the Fe eral and State
levels to address a re,solution to the financial and service delivery
responsibilities:

Finally, services for the severely and profoundly handicapped : The
Federal law places the responsibility of these students with the local
education agency, but Missouri law deprives the local.,agency of the
authority to determine appropriate placement, by giving responsi-
bility for the management of these programs to the Missouri State
Public Law'494-142 does not differentiate between degrees of handi-

,/capped conditions. .

The Misisouri State Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education serves these severely handicapped students in schools lo-
cated throughout the State. Students served in these schools are see..
regated froin all other students.

Let me say in summary that the public schools have demonstrated a
willingness to serve exceptional. children, by . their good-faith efforts
to fully comply with the Federal mandate. The positive impact of the

4 Education for All Handicapped Children Act ciiii be eroded if the
funds for regular programs are diminished to support special educa-
tion. The loss of the resource support of regular educators could be

. detrimental. We feel that these implications Which would divide edu-
cators are not being addressed. Full funding or modifications in the
law are the alternative.

Thank you. ,

Mr. Sratcrs. Thank you very much. -. ., -
Charles Cummings, the director of special services in the St. Joseph

School District -
.
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STATEMENT OP CHARLES CUMMIRGS, DIRECTOR , OP SPECIAL
. SERVICES, SAINT JOSEPH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Mr. CUMMINGS. Thank you.
As director of special'education, I am pleased this morning to be

asked to speak to this comMittee.
Public Law 94-142, I think everyone will agree, is landmark 1

lation and if it is sensibly ,implemented it will contribute to the edu-
cation of all children. I have this piece a legislation called both
a blessing and a curse. I assume that one of the primary reasons that
hearings such as, this are being held is to determine if in fact, the im-
pact of Public, Law 94-142 does benefit the exceptional child and in
what manner.

In the State of Missouri the past 10 years, I think, the State De-
partment has demonstrated leadership in the area of special educa-
tion. Missouri's mandatory special education law went into effect in
July 1974, and I might add that very little of that legislation had to
be amended as the result of the Federal action of 1975. During the
fiscal year 1980 the State Education Agency in Missouri distributed
89 percent of the entitlement moneys to local educational agencies
within this State. For fiscal year 198 each local education agency in
Missouri is receiving $205 per child." r

I would like to begin my testimony by discussing some of the more
positive aspects, I think, of this particular lttrislation.

I think that most SEAs and LEAs are doing a far better job in
the area of identification, as a result of this law. Certainly local edit:
cational agenciekdo a more comprehensive job iikmaking the public
aware of services available_Instithments used for

assessment
suspected

handicapped children to determike the need foi aisessment have also
benefits from thb passage of this particular law..
2The assessment process, I think, very well may be Public Law

94-142's greatest contribution, as a good diagnosis is the basis for
quality programming. Certainly the assessment process has improved.

Public Law 94-142 has guaranteed parents that all students identi-
fied, screened, referred and found to be in need of assessment will re-
ceive. a multidisciplinary diagnostic evaluation and staffing as well as
evaluation.

I think thistklike, any piece of legislation of this magnitude is not
without problems. 1 mould like to discuss a couple of tise problems
with you.

The first major problem that I see with the implementation of this
law has already been addressed here thii morning, but this is, I feel,
in the area of funding. -

As each of ybu know. Public Law 94-1,42,is written to' help LEAs
pay for the excess cost of snecial education and !elated services. 'Th%
Conn-ress established a payfnent formula based upon a gradually es-
calating percentage of the national average 'expenditure per public
sehOQI child times the number of handicapped children being served
in the school districts of each State in the Nation. That percentage was
toVscalate on a Searle basis until 1982, when it was to become a perma-
nent 40 percent for that year and all subsequent years.

As each of you are aware. Confrre.ostits not appropriated the moneys
that were estimated at the time this legislation was passed in Congress.
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Failure by the Congress to appropriate adequate moneys for the im-
plementation and maintenance of this new and its mandates will most
certainly curtail and perhaps elir4inate sonic of the sell ices or pro-
grams altogether. I must point out that LEAs are often tied to local
tax receipts which generally do not increase over 2 percent, and cer-
tainly'they do not respond to inflation. I realize that the formula set
forth in Public Law 9-1-142 does not,guarantee actual appropriations,
but I urge you, as members of thissubcommittee, to recommend to
Congress to increase the funding level to, at least, the level mentioned
in the current formula.

The problem that I was asked to specifically address in this testi-
mony pertains to perhaps one of the most ipportant statements made
in the- law. This deals with the,LEAsresptmsibility of provid-
ing education to exceptional children in what is known as least restric-
tive environment.

Mainstreaming is a term that'is often misunderstood in public edu-
cation. It provides for exceptional children who,--Qkce removed f,tom
regular classes, are brought back into the mainstrealn, whenever this
is practical. This concept, as you know, aroused a great deal of misap-
prehension and misunderstanding among many people. I think if we
are going to fulfill a promise of providing a proper education for all
children. then, the legislation that created this mandate must help
us to eliminate'the problems that are associated with it.

In trying to prepare testimony I NA fisn't quite sure how to get it all
together, as far as the problems and the complete changes that have
resulted as a result of this particular clause and maybe the entire
passage of such a comprehensive educational bill.

Dr. Sam Kirk spoke at the Council for Exceptional Children's @on-
vention this year 1,11 Philadelphia. I think tha 70lie best way and so,iri may, will read you these statements int deal with the 'ley,
relationships between regular and special ucegion teachers, as a
result of this legislation and that are, in act, Iffecting service to
children in the least restrictive environment

Public Law 94-142 has socunded the death kn I 'to the traditional separation
of special education and general education. General education teachers a
attired to call consultants in. instead of referting c Ildren out. Special educa
teachers must now change theltroirpothat of a su ort system for the genetaI
education teacher.

?,;The law has formalized and ma-&-litan_cla tory akne7 partnership between
special and regular teachers and teachers ara-pareatit

The law has mandated accountability.
94-142 is creating an impossible. situation with dissidents between special and

regular teachers. Classroom teachers are not obtaining the support services they
need to mainstream the handicapped with their peers..

Unless we at the local. state and frderal level work towards changing those
attitudes; then, I think the education of the handicapped in the mainstream will
not succeed and I thbak this would be had. We must Assure that the appropriate
amounts of regearch. as veil as monies, are made available if this dream is to,
in fact,,becrnne a reality. All those Involved In providing mainstream education
to exceptional children and youth must have a complete understanding of their
new role.

Thank you.
Mr. SIMoN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your testimony,
[The prepared statement of Charles W. Cumntings follows:]
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PREPARED STATMIENT OP CHARLES N. CU3I3IINGS,DIREAMMI OF
SPECIAL SERVICES, THE SCHOOL DISTIRICRAMP SAINT JOSEPH, 31.o.

I have been asked Ito give some objective convents on the impact of

PL 94-142. As a director of a large Missouri Urban Special Education

Ficgram, I welcome this opportunity to provide this Committee with this

testirany. Saint Joseph is a mid - western -amity of over 80,000. The

School District is currently serving the educational needs of over 13,200

students. The district mploye 840 certified staff in its thirty (30)

sChools. In the area of Special Education, 70 staff provide Special

` Ecliication and related services for approximately 1,400 handicapped,

children. The School District has a long tradition of providing

services to speCial needs students, being the first dis cict west of tine

Mississippi to provide any kind of specialized training or those students

diagnosed handicapped. Special Education classes are iced in the

following areas; specifit learrung disabi/ities, educab mentally retarded,

behaalkally disordered, orthopedically handicapped/health tapair61,

visually-imp;irediblind, hearing urpaired/deaf, deaf/blind/multiple

handicapped, and speech and language irpaired. Related services such as;

psyChologicarservices, adaptive physical education, uccupational.therapy,

physical therapy, and audiological services are also available to those

students who require such support.

o

The State of Missouri, has in the past ten (10) years demonstrated

leadership in the area of Special Idilcation. Missouri's mandatory Special

Education law went into effLt in July of1474,and I cigheadd that very

little of that legiilation had,to be amended as the result of the Federal

Action of 1975. During the FY-80, the State"Edivzlition Agency in Mituxxxri

distributed 891 of the entitlementronies to the Local Education Agency

within the State. For FY -81 each Local Education Agency inallissouri is

) eivung $205.00 per child. I taw heard this piece of legislation called

tablessing and a curse. /ascuTe that one of the primary reasons
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that bearings such as this are being held is to determine, if in fact,

the *pact of PL 94-14i2 does benefit the exeepticnalstadent and in

what, manner.

I believe that cast MA's and LEA's are doing a far better job in

the area of identification as the result of this law. The identification

process is an ensuing process of locating and screening suspected handicapped

children for 4ectal education services. As a result of this 1egislation,

the public aware of services

handicapped children

benefited from passage of

LEk's do a more ocrasrehensive job in malt

available: Irtstruments used for screening

to determine the need for assessment have

PL 94-142.

Certainly one of the greatest onntributicos resulting from the passage of

this cceplex legislation could be p.m in the assesssent process. The parse

of assessment is to identify'and describe the child's educaticnal, emotional,

social, and physical strengths and weaknesses and to xeci......mdvapcus

strategies' sect the child's needs. PL 94-142 has guaranteed parents that

all students identified, screened, referred, and fare to be in need of asmnurrmt

will receive a met.-disciplinary d,agnostic evaluation and staffing to determine

their mods forispecialimcdpregra.m. This ray very well be PL 94-142's greatest

single contribution as a gccd diainssis is the basis for ouality prorAamung.
,

When the child has been determined that he or she is in rood of special

support programs, placement and the placement process are critical. PL 94-142

has established an excellenetrameoork from which all LEA' /.can work. Parents

are-given the guarantee that each child will be assured to the saxices4 extent

appropriate, that exceptional children will be educated in the least restrictive

envirenment.-.

I =smite sure that none

of this coemittee for the f

full service goal are in f

exceptional children and

years ago-no one would have

provide appropriate classes

.4dastivejilysica1 education,

therapy, and psychological

provided funds for both the

development programs..

of mr-statements are being read by the

zr 94-142 was written to assume that these

*Pitmen:tat. I believe that as we enter the 1980's,

th will be provided programs and services that ten (10)

possible. 'PI, 94-142 has enabled districts to

all handicapped as well as the related services of

°logical services, physical therapy, occupaticnal

ices to name just a few'. PL 94-142 conies have also

a and the LCA's to provide extensive staff
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Everyone agrees that PL 94-14 is landmark legislation and if sensibly

implmente4will contribute to education of all children. -Like any piece

of legislaticn of this magnitude, it is not without its share of problems.

The prctlems deal mainly with interpretaticn and implementation. As members

of this sub-committee, I urge you to co cider these statements when reporting

the results of these regicial hearings.

As the person charged with trying Co inplement this federal mandate, I

view one of tpe laws mast important statements as one which presents a greet

problem. PL 94-142, as you know, declares that all exceptional children

Shall be educated at public expense and that their education will be in

the "Least Restrictive Environment*. *Mainstreaming", a term often mia-

'understood in plane education, provides felt exceptional children whcr-4

once removed from regular classeg to be brought back irlto the "nainstrean" ,

when ever this is practical. This concept has arcused.a great deal of

apprehension and misundgrstand.mg among many teachers If we are to fullfill

the promise of providing an appropriate educetion for all children, thefi the

Legislation that treated these problems rust be used to eliminate than.

410.
Dr. gam Kiri, at this year's CEC Convention in Philadelphia, pinpointed

the ca)or problems that exist as a result of the mainstreemino mandate. He

urged educators
s

to 100: very carefully at the new. relationships between

regular and spacial education teachers as a result of this legislation. Br.

Kirk listed the problems as follews: lr

1. PL 94-142 has =taxied the death.knell foi the traditional separation
of special education from general education. r

2. General education teachers are required to call consultants "in"
instead of referring children "cut:.

3. ,Special Education teachers pust now change their roles to that of
P support system,for the general education teadher. e

4. The law has formalized and made bondatory a new partnership between
special and regular teachers, teachers and parents.

5 The law has mandated accountability.

6. PL 94-142 is creating impossible situations and discnanoe between
special and regular teachers.

7. ClAUhm000m teachers are'not attaining the support services they need
to mainstream the handicapped with their peers.
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Unlest we at the local, state, and federal levels work towards
changing the attitudes of all 'ooncerned, the education of the handicapped

in the mainStrdam will not peered tic must assure that appropriate amounts

of research and monies are Made available if this dream is to become a

rearity. All who are involved in providing rairistrunieducatica to exceptional

dhild(en and earth oust have a oTplete understandibg of their new roles.

Another major problem with the implemantaticn cif this law has'to do
with inadeouatals,fundpg. As each of you know, PL 94-142 was written to

help MA's pay for the special education and related services reuxlated by
this post =portant piece'of The Congress established a payment

formulabasid upon a gradually escalating percentage of the National average

a. eltpenditure per public school child tires thentriber of hardicapped children

being served in the school districts of each State in the Nation. That

percontagerwas to escalate on a yearly basis until 1982 when it was to become

a permanent 40 percent for that year and all, subsequent years.

4*,

As each of you are aware, Congress has net appropriated the monies

that were estimated at the time this legislation was rased in Cenaress.
Failure by the Congre=-to appropriaii_a4equate monies for lirentaticp-

and maintenance of this law and its mandates will rost certainly curtail and

perhaps el ,urinate sate services or, pLugams altogether. I rust point out

that LEA'sare often tied to local tax receipts Which generally do not. -

-increase ever, 2%, and6certainly do hot respond to inflation. I realize that_

1

thr-forimula set forth in PL 94-142 does not guarantee actual appropriations,

but I urge cu as i.ci.-Leib of this sub-ccrmittee to recarrrend that Congress
Increase the funSing level to at least the level renticned in the current
fonmula. If the efforts of all those who heave worked so hard to irplermt
this legislation and to guarantee that all hareicarced children do receive
a free and appropriate education are not to be in vain, the eppLopiiations

.rust be in crossed FY-82.

6-229 0-81-211
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Mr. Silcox. All four of You touched on the funding problem. I hap-
pen to also serve on the Budget Committee and I have been fighting
for more,adequale funds in this area. I believe that one of the tests of
gavertunat is not only how we respond to the rich and powerful, but
to those Who really need help in our society.'

One of the responses from my colleagues on the Budget Committee,
a regular response; is if we increase the funding, in fact, we are not
going to be helping the handicapped students that much. We are just
going to be providing more money for the local school .districts so they
can have lower property taxes or have.new band uniforms or whatever
the project is.

Y would be interested, Dr. Werner, in how you would respond to my
colleagues on the Budget Committee.

Dr. WERNER. I guess there are two issues involved in the flow of
funds. No. 1, the basic decision that is made at the Department of Edu-
cation level, when the distribution is made to the local school districts.
The law says at least 75 percent of the dollars must flow into the local

.school districts on ifn entitlement basis. Missouri, as Charles has point-
ed out, flows, at least, 88, sometimes 89 percent of thoke dollars into the
local school districts so they flow directly to the special education Pro-
grains. The remaining dollars are used by the State of Missouii for tiis-
reeti4g4ry, exemplary program grants on a competitive basis. So the
first question is whether the dollars are getting down to the local dis-
trict coffers so that they can even be actually spent fgr those youngsters.
At least, in the State of Missouri, I believe the answer is yes, we are
makingthe sinceresfattempt that we can to place those dollars into the
local school districts for-children.

The second question is whether they will indeed be spent for handi-
capped stiiknts. That, I believe, is an administrative and management
control pm. We in Missouri don't believe we have a problem of,
oversight in monitoring and requiring of the local district. The manner
in which the local districts submit their budgets to us and the manner
in which we require, for instance, the issue of not supplanting these
moneys and using these moneys for other activities, as you mentioned,
the football team or, the debate team orfor regulareducation,does not
occur, to my understanding, in the State. We identify each dollar as it
flows into the district on an activity budget and we feel assured that
the issue of using these moneys to supplant the local district's effort in
any other arena, other than special education, does not occur.

Mr. Status. Dr. Waier. do you care to respond?
Dr. WATER. Very briefly. I think the economic condition of the coun-

try currently has slowed our revenue. The North Kansas City School
District has had in place for many, many years a handicapped pro-
gram, which means that total funding of our program, 100 percent of
it. has to.come from that pe)rective. The mandates of la* require that
we maintain a strong level of funding for the handicapped and the
dollar is a single revenue resource with the exception of what is pro-
vided to us after the fact of the law. And I tried to bring that nut in
my testimony. T feel that in the contraction of our budget we continue

, to flow funds -ho the handicapped program and at the same time con-
pract funds for the nonhandicapned program. In the long view of

that. over 2 or 3 years, it can't help kit hurt the regular programs in(
, the districi. ...
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Ms. MILLIER. If I were responding to the Bu ., t Committee mem-
bers, as you have indicated, I would say that Ptilic Law 94-142 has
the mechanics in place whereby local education age ies submit a plan
to State agency and the State education agency subm to the Federal
Government. If that is followed and the funds are ap i opriated there
are ways to monitor. Where those States are providin full faith and
making a sincere effort to serve handicapped kids, . 'n't believe the
money is being misspent. I think it is the responsibility of those fund-
ing.agencies to follow the process that has been established to monitor.
If, in fact, the money is not being spent for handicapped students it
can be-withheld.

Mr. Silcox. Let me be more specific.
In your school district, if the Federal funding would increase 10

percent, would that mean that you would have an improvement in
your program for the handicapped?

Is. Mitt. 'n. We still need programs directly related and sent on
dog n to handicapped students. We have done, I think, a fantastic job
in proving, but that's not to say we have arrived and I tend to think
there is a small percent of the school districts in Misisiuri that would
say they have the perfect program.

Mr. SuloN. Mr. Cummings.
Mr, Cr3tmixos. I would respond, that as you /each larger districts,

I think, you find they are reaching, at least, full 'services and
programing. They have programs in place or they are getting close,
but again, the support services, the uondirect services, such as thej
comprehensive system of personnel development mandated by the law
those things are important if we have more than just a program in
place, because of a concept such as mainstreaming, where you have
to deal with awareness of not only the professional staff and the
chiklren,but the lay cornmunity, et cetent. So it is an indirect cost, .I
think, without increased funding. No one is going to be able to do it
and yet, if it isn't done, I think it will kind of place a deathblow on the

`INwhole legislation.
Mr. SixoN. Dr. Werner, one of the complaints we get, as we move

around the country, is the States are not providing enough flexibility
for local use of funds.

Is that the case in Missouri? Maybe I should ask the other three that
question rather than you. Is this an area that should be of concern to
the Federal Government?

Dr. WERXER.-I believe thal'one of the responsibilities of the State
education agency, as stipulated within the law, is the monitoring and
governance of the special education programs within the State. That
to required by the legislation. That is also required 175,-the State
constitutions.

In order to be assured that the funds are reaching the students and
in order to assure your colleagues on the Budget Committee and on
other appropriation committees that, indeed, the dollars that they
have appropriated are doing the jobs intended, I think there has been
rather strong and straightforward, but reasonable, control at the State
level.

In developing our fiscal administrative procedures\me are in contact-
with local school 4uperintendents. We are in contact with the local.
directors of special education. We maintain a direct liaison with the

Pr 4
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Federal office and regional office relative to overriding audit require-
ments,,fiscal management accountability requirements that every Fed-
eral program must make. There are instances across the State, on a
district -by- district basis, where we do have a difference of opinion of
how the money should be finally accqunted for and managed; within
all of the 554 units across the State offfi$souri.

In general I think that we have not had a sigmificant concern on the
part of our school administration friends, either superintendents or
directors of special education,-about the manner in which we adminis-
ter and require the administration of these dollars. Again, the assurance
that we want to come forth to the Congress with is that, indeed, the
dollars are being spent for handicapped students, to benefit thdse.
students.

One of the major problems is the problem that Dr. Wafer brought
up relative to those districts that had already made a commitment
before 142 funds were made available. They are, indeed, spending their
local dollars and their State dollars to continue special 'programs,
hecauip that is, indeed, requirement of the district and the Federal
funds can only be used to supplement previous efforts, not supplant
or take the place of. ,

There is an issue involved in one of the sections of he statute which
allows the State, as a whole, to supplant the Feder4--dellars when we
have reached full service. Missouri isnot at full services Wyet, but we
are approaching that point. It is a tv,zitfficult question of when, in
fact, for the State board should go "Y.S. Department of Educa-
tion and ask for the supplant waiver to occur. We are not there yet. We
have districts such as North Kansas City and other major school dis-
tricts in the State that have tremendous dollars from local and State
revenues in place already, historically in place. Their Federal dollars
are curtailml, to an extent, and local dollars are curtailed, to an extent,
because they did take the initiative, but at the same time we have other
school districts in the State that need to continue to flow those dollars
in and continue to upgrade their local and State expenditure program.

Mr. ,§1310N. If I rhay ask the other three of you, is there a reasonably
good relationship that way, between State and local, in terms of
flexibility I

Dr. WAXER. Well, we are a school district on which there is a dif-
ference of opinion as to how those dollars ought to be applied and the
focus of the State, and I think correctly so, has been in the area of
staffing. to bring up to speed staffing across the Stztte. We would
like to focus on the materials and equipment that would deliver the
programs that we are already staffed to deliver, but don't have the
array of materials that we would like to have to do it. With the
rmphasis on staffing, that causes a holding back of the flow of those
dollars to us and that is where we disagree with one another. We think
we ought to be allowed to apply those dollars in the way that we
want to.

Ms. MILLET. We are one of the districts that does'not have a back -
ground of having full service programs for handicapped students. It
has been a dramatic increase and has wide implications; lots of people
have been involved and it is some of the related servictin those areas
that we just.want to add a little bit more.
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Most school districts, a great many school districts, spend the major
portion of their entitlement moneys for staff and that is in those school
districts where they have not had ongoing programs. With the apple-
mentation of Public Law 94-142 they hale made a ,seripus effort to
comply.

, . .

Mr. CUMMINGS. We were the first district west of th ississippi
to have special education, so ,.have a long tradition. really have
not had that many problems. We-have added staff, considerable stiff,
and that does take a large percentage of the moneys. .)

Mr. SI3fON. Dr. Waier, one.final question. It is not directly related
to Public Law 94-142, but regarding section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973.

We have heard, as we hold oversight hearings around the country,
many complaints relating to interpretation of section 504. These com-
plaints center around local architects who come in with grandiose plans
of how to complysuch as a $10,000 change rather than a $300 wooden
ramp. Is this a major problem for you?

Dr. WAEER. It could have been, but it was not. We are a school dis-
trict with a very significant maintenance staff' and we have been able
to construct and do much of this work ourselves. If we were required ,
instantly to modify all buildings we would have a problem. What we
have is a spectrum of buildings that allows us to designate throughout
the school district .enough buildings to sufficiently serve the needs of

.,the handicapped, SO'TVe have done much of it in-house. Because of the
different kinds of architecture throughout the school district, we have
been able to accommodate 504.

Mr. Srafox. Mr. Coleman. .

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Waier raised the issue of teacher burnout, especially among

those teachers involved in educating the learning-disabled student..
I wonder if you would briefly address th6 fdlloweng: Does that phe-
nomenon occur in your school districts, and harm are you addressing
it if it does?, . -

Dr. WArri. Two problems.
I think one of the critical problemi of the teacher would be the be-

havioral disordered, the real problem youngsters. We find difficulty in
acquiring teacherswe were five AhoVat the beginning of this school
yearanti keeping them in those tteds of classrooms because of the
problems. -*---- ,

The Second ,problem is, I think, the pressure that the normal class-
rdom teacher has-with'what is the mainstreaming concept andAhe fact
that she is sometimes sent four or five 'youngsters, that she feels ill
equipped to deal ith. We have responded by providing additional
time for teachers lu ing the year to Help in their planning, parental
meetings and wor with the special teachers, but they very defi-
nitely feel the pros lire of mainstreaming.

Part of our consolidation, I think, is another way we were able to
.reduce that somewhat. There was a time when, if you had five LD
youngsters in the building that were mainstreamed and you only had
one third grade classroom, that was the only place for them to go.
We are bringing our school district together and contracting. Be-
cause of the decline, we are able to provide enough sections now so
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we can spread that more evenly. We have done that, in that instance,
and in the other instance we '.fteprovided more time for teachers. But
when you providi time for" ftFcliers you take them away from their
classrooms. Your kids are commuters today and so are your teachers,

that respeet, and time is directly rehlted to the performance of
youngsters in the clasproom. Every time you take them out, Men
though we hear about all of these inseriice programs, in a Fay you
diminish their interaction with the youngsters and the product of that
is lower performance and less learning.,

Ms. MILLER. I would like to .speak to the subject, because "I don't
think it is just special education people that are burning out. I think

)sit throughout,eaucation, for a lot of reasons that society brings to
bear. .

In Park Mil District NiT have a-comnlittee of central office adminis-,
trators, principals, regular teachers and special teachers who are just
this year, this semester, drawing up plans to do workshpps and m
service to determine which are the best ways to go to address the burn
out issue. I don't think it Is one-that we can-depend on the Fede
Government or the State government to do something about. We
need to help Our own teachers and we are attempting to address that,
but it is common throughout, including gpecial eddeation. It is a real
Concern throughout all education.

Mr. CUMWINGS. I would agree. I think it has to be-done internally. .

t is _not something that could be mandated, brit certainly we must be
awareof the problem. As Dr. Waier indicated, the area of behavioral
disordered or the severely handicapped is really, the burnout rate, if
you will, is very heavy there. I think it needs to be done internally-.
.Mr. Slnsox. om, if you would yieldI have already asked the

question, of the' North Kansas City District. / .

As a matter of policy, do 'pin inform the regular teacher when
child is mainstreamed?

..(Panel nodded in agreement.] s ,
Mr. SmON. I'll give it back to you Tom. .

.

Mr. COLEMAN. Ms. Miper, you mentioned in your testimony that,
financial restraints restrkt preservice and inservice teacher training.
7 ivonder if you could give me some specifies, as to what you are doing
without because of this lack of finances?

. MILLER. A ekrtain portion of ourentitlement moneT, is given
to prehensive system and personnel development, which is insery-
ice. edo, depending, second, monemfirst priority is given to stu-
dents-7birhig staff, getting absolutely necessowyrnateria'N and' equip-
ment. Anything that is left over, h portion of t} at money can be used
for inseryice training:

. tWe arefortunate, in this part of Missouri, to have sionificant re-
sources Available for inservice. training. In our negotiations with
teachers we set up times when We can provide inservice trining, con!
ferenceg, workshooset cetera...,

Mr. Cot:tit-AN% Mr. Chairman, if I might ask one more questionhe-
fore. Erda.hl.
`On another.subcommittee that I work on, we see a lot of youngsters

litiveniles) who have ,contact.with the law in a very negative sense,
and whoalso have learning disabilities.

no.
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What, if anything, is the State of Missouri or your respective school
district doing to try to limit the involvement of students with learning
disabilities 'with the law? Do you emphasize. in your programs, that
learning disabilities can translate into future, perhaps criminal activi-
ties, if not found, simply because of low self-esteem and other attitudes
thatgo withit?

Are you anticipating tIAv progfams to deal with learning-disabled
students involved with thelaw ?'What, if anything, could we do in the
Congress to assist your programs?

Wafer, I'll start With yOu.
Dr. WATER. I'm not sure I know hOw to respond. The program that

I had, not in this school district, bid in another school district was
,considered a model, at the time. It was called a police liaison pnlogram
and we did have Some funding that was part of a cooperative effort
between the local municipality and the school district and resulted ,in
having a police officer; trained specifically in working with youth, in
the school at all times. That person worked as a counselor. He worked
just generally in terms of risibility, working with the family and this
seemed to have an extremely positive effect, just in 'that particular
school district:

I am. not sure that I agree or could agree that LD e in prob-
lems with the law in the end, any more than with, any other
youngster. I guess I would haie ii hard accepting that:

Dr. WERNER. Let me make tw . &tents.
No. I, the first item 'n fact. the current -historical perspective

of edification ati juvenile, adjudicated youth. We have found in
the la r 4 years, as we have Monitored the major metro-.
po itan areas of Missouri, that there has been an attitude that
every student that is assigned to a detention facility, by the juve-
nile court .system. was a handicapped tudent. We have found spe7
.6111 education dollars serving those kiq. That can't he true. Not every
youngster who has either committed an offense a inst the juvenile
code, against the felony co e, can be a handicapped tudent. So welave
worked with school t o, in ed, clarify that particular point.
That any youngster who is o be receiving a special education
service must be identified as a han capped student. So there are esti-

4.100hiates betkeen 20' to 40 percent of ngsters in those detention
faciltilies who are. indeed. handicapped. at might be true. I would
suspect there would be aphigh-er incidence of ecial education problem
in that population.

The serimd item is an interesting item. because it-is something that
the law intends to occur and-it is of interest to our State Governor
and to our State Department of Education and other agencies, and
thattnat is interagency cooperatkon.

We find that many of the.k...ydiingsters. the serious juvenile offend-
erhandicapped student. is a youngster that needs multiple types of
services. He needs services that are educatidnal in nature, he needs so-
cial services and he needs mental health services, which call for, at
least, three or four agencies to participate in a total treatment pro-
gram. We need the educational community, to sortie in and start work-
ing with this c rid. to deal with his attitude, to deal with his.selfr
concept and dearwitlt hisbasic skill development. We need -the mental
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health community to deal with this child's internal perspective of him-
self and how his to relate with authority figures in society and peer
relationships. We need social services to deal with this child's family
because in many instances the family is a family that needs sinificant
types of social agency help.

We have just had a 142-panel meeting where we presented a pilot
'project that was recommended 'for implementation here in Jackson .

County, where we will be 'working with the court system, the mental
. health system, the education system, and social services system to

identify' how we can best fit, on a limited basis, just a trial .sis,,.the
problems and the postive actiong that occur when agencies work to-

' gether to try to design a student program. are going to implement
that program this coming month, in fctober, and we hops to have
some results in Janhary or February which, then, from thatpoint, can
be shared statewide with other urban and rural municipalities, to deal
on a cooperative basis with a 'problem of interagenpy cooperation.

.The State of Missouri, Department of Mental Health and the De-
partment of Education has just, within the last 3 weeks, signed a co-
operative agreement 'where the agency directors have agreed that they
will cooperate.

That, as you in the legislative .process can undeittand, is a signifi-
cant event, but more significant is how that translates down to our
local school district friends to cause this cooperation to actually occur.

Ms. Mitrun. I think the research would support your statement that
there are a number of LD students who.become juvenile offenders,
maybe for 'saveral reasons, but one of .which has to be the fact that

' when we got into learning disabilities, in the middle or later 1970's;
we generally were addressing elementary age students. The diagnostic

4\ materials, the teaching materials, things that were developed were for.
elementary school students and secondary students were kind of
pushed on down the line. Tho students. who were not wentified and
diagnosed ea-Ay had picked u poor habits, their e tidnal problems
had begun to develop and'h ce it was more diffi 1t to turn around
.their learning prohl ms.

I think there are other reasons why that happened. In the
Park Hill School Distr ct the one thing that we have done is to estab-
lish an alternative ool. The students leave the traditional high
school program in ay, after having been properly identified as hav-
ing 'psychological problems. et cetera, and may choose to attend the
alternative school. It addresses itself to secondary age youngsters and
has been beneficial.

Mr. COLE3fAN. Could youtescribe that further? Is that for all high
school years?

MILLE/3. We generally serve juniors and seniors in high school;
although sophomores are not excluded. There have been a few instances
wherethey have attended.

( It is located on the campus of Park College. because we have to rent
space, since we don't have the space in the district for these students.

They contract for the number of units of credit. It is not a tradi-
tional programIt's not meant to he the structured kind of regular
schoolday and those students meet the obligations or the requiregnents
for high school graduation.
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Or, in some cases, their IEP may say the goal is to return them to
the regular high, school program. It is a Public Law 94-1,1 funded
project and students are identified Rs-handicapped and do have an
IEP in place.

Mn COLEMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Cumursos. I think one thing that can be done, and for the least

few years it has been successful, is to meet rather frequently with all
agencies involved with youth: In this case we began serving
handicapped youth and I think we have about 20 to'25-agencies in the
community that meet monthly on some of the problems with the juve-
nile offender, if, in fact, that child is handicapped and this has opened
the lines of communication. It's kind of our own interagency agree-
ment locally.

Mr. SIMON. Is there anyone here who would like to have sign
language provided ?

[No response.]
Mr. &matt. Not yet. Thankyou.
Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERD.$IL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Also I want to thank each

meillber of the panel for ;heir contribution to our hearing.here this
morning. You have already talked a bit, Mr. Chairman, about the prob-

41ems 'we face in the Congress on funding and picking the priorities.
Someone brought up, you and Mr. Coleman, also, the need for flexi-

bility and sbordination. Maybe the law should be amended to provide
for more latitude on the local level.

A'couple of questions come to mind that I would 'like to touch on
that the last discussion brought to mind,as you talked about difficul-
ties people get into with the law and in other situations, such as the
classroom and family.

What are you doing'about preschool testin0 Have you tried to cat&
some of these t'Nings before the kids ever enter the school? You are
nodding. Do you cam to respond to that?

Ms. MILLER. We db preschool testing in Missouri. You know, how-
ever, we have a law that is pe3missive for preschool service. We do not
provide service. We do provide the evaluation. We act as a referral
for the family to seek out resouIees and help they might utilize until
such time as the child reaches school age.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you. I think each memlltir hits talked a bit about
requirements' in thelaw for the least restrictive environnientrof main-
streaming, the best environment, the most stimulating.

It seems to the and maybe I have misinterpreted it; that for some
individuals, perhaps the least restrictive environment would be in the1
regular classroom. Fortpthers it certainly would not be.

Does not the law provide that possibility that for this individual
the least restrictive environment is not the regular classroom, which
might be extremely difficult for this young boy or girl, but could well
he in the special,class ?

Again. if any of you wish to respond or all of you
Ms..Mn.Lini, We agree .with that interpretation of ..the law.
Mr. ERDAHL. Is that part of your problem. sir. with the courts. that

some individuals. or families claim that my son or my daughter is
properly in the chiss with the rest of the kids 'and. the law hacks me
up on it? . . -
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Mr. WA/ZR. That is what gives rise-to conflict. The judgment of the

school people might be, just for the sake of simplifying this, that 20
percent*of the time the youngster ought to be mainstreamed and 80
percent of the time ought to be receiving special education in a special
classrbom for that purpose.

The parent will say, "It's my contention the youngster ought to have
60 percent of his time in the regula lassroom and only 40 percent of
his time in the special education."

That is something negotiate to both the satisfaction of the
parent and to the school people often we are unable to. The insistence
that the youngster receive 80, 90rer 100 percent of the services in the
regular classroom causes us distress. '

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chaithan another question comes from that then. Do you see

a need to amend the current law ? As I understand it, this is really
interpretation of the law, because I have to assume that as a schOol
superintendent or as administrators, you properly need that flexibility.
Hopefully with the testing as we saw in your schools, there will be
experts that are available to evaluate, on an individual basis, each
child.

Maybe we always have to have that out. so to speak. of possible
litigation in the courts. Hopefully that _would be at an absolute mini-
mum. It seems to me the lawmaybe if doesn't, but my understanding
is that it does proNide at least that latitude for you to say that. "This
youngster should be 60 percent of the time in the classroom but 40
percent of the time. for his sake and that of the other children, in an-
other environments"

Mr. WATER. Not without the total agreement of the parent.ls the
law exists right now, that is the requirement.

Mr. ERDMIL. Do you think the agreement of the parent or the
acottiescenCe of the parent should be eliminated from the law?

Mr. WATER. No. sir. I do not.
Mr. ERDATIL. I am not trying to bait you, sir.
Mr. WATER. I understand. I think the appeal procedure ought to be

. expedited. I think it's too long and I think while you are in that ar\-
peals procedure the yotmgster is not receiving the kind of service the
youngster ought to receive. I worry about that.

No. 2. I worry about the intervention of HEW and OCR. I think
I mentioned tharearlier. The same problem exists, here with these
people launching a total investigation of what is occurring with a
preemption of guilt on thib pert of the school officials.

That takes us out of whel-e we want to be in terms of the conflict
resolution. We are being buffered on the one side by OCR, where'we
are trying to deal with the parent and sometimes if given the week
or the 2 weeks or the opportunity to sit down, we can bring that thing
to a resolution,

Once they have identified with OCR. OCR then becomes their
champions. We have found an inability to communicate. I think. at the
level we want to communicate with OCR.

Mr. EttnA TM. Mr. Werner. you would like, to respond?
Mr. WERNER. Yes. I would like to address that issue. There is no

doubt in my mind that many of the school personnel andiparents of
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handicappe students have interpretedmisinterpreted, the provision
of this term called the least restrictive environment

I - the law indicates that the student should be successful, in
er program he is going to be placed. In many instances we find

wholesale mainstreaming, which is an inappropriate word, but we find
wholesale placement of students into regular classrooms where stu-
dents do not receive& make the types of educational progress they
should be making.

It's, I guess, a social and psychological phenomenon that we have to
continue to deal with. That is the phenomenon of, "I want my child",
and, "We want as many of the students as we can in our school district
to appear as normal as possible", either to the general public or to
peers or to family.

I think that's one of the major issues we are continuing to work with
as this program evolves. The issues of due process that Dr. Wafer
brings up are issues of an individual nature. The law guarantees that
right to due process and to ask the question of the district, "Are you
certain this is the correct placement 1"

iIt has been a problem in the State of Missouri. I wouldreiterate that
the Office for Civil Rights' monitoring and process of investigation of
complaints' from any source, on the one hand, and the social district's
legitimate attempt to negotiate and accommodate, on the other hand,
have caused significant problems in certain instances.

There are some school districts who appear to need a separate staff
to handle all the OCR complaints that fall into their office and anyone
can complain about anything or everything they want to and OCR°
will send someone in to investigate. It might be the same complaint
three or four times about thesame situation.

Mr. SIMON. If my colleague would yield
Mr. ERDAFIL. Of course, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Srmow. When you talk about expediting the appeals process are

you talking about statutorily setting some deadlines?
Mr. WArzn. YeA and I think bringing it to its fruition with all kinds

of speed. I think by the time we meet at the first level 4nd then we go
through the process of finding the three-committee panel and going
through the testimony and witnesses of that panel, sometimes it can
take 3 or 4 days, because it becomes very much not an informal hearing
but very touch an adversary, more than quasi-legal hearing.

Beyond that point,. it goes to the Board of Education. The law is
fuzzy with regard to whether the Board can really make the decision
or have hearing officers or how the disposition of that will go.

From". that point it goes to the State Beard of Education or to the
Commissioner of Education a from that point it goes to the courts.

In at least one of our cases t courts had it and sent it back through
the appeal mechanism. A little hile later, OCR was up to their hips
in the same case and we were g to work the appeal mechanism
on the other side.

All of this meant, for us. almost 8 years. The parent finally withdrew
the youngster from school and I am not sum that was the response
that should have happened, but it did. Our school district took a great
deal of battering in the m'edia throughout. There ought to be some
better and quicker ways to resolve that. There was not.
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Mr. Simoar7I would be interested in receiving from you some very
specific suggestions on what changes you are proposing regarding the
due process provision.

Mr. WERNER. I would like to comment, if I may, on that item. When
we passed our State legislation, contained within that statute was
a due process procedure which was to be placed into effect by the local
board of education when difficulties arose on placement or an evalua-
tion decision.

The Bureau of Education for the 'Handicapped, at that time, which
is now the Office of Special Education, found great difficulty with that
item, because we had allowed local boards to act as hearing officers.
That had been found in a court in the northeast as a partiality issue.

We have revised in 1979, by our General Assembly, the due process
procedure which establishes discreet limits of time placed on both
parties to arbitrate the question in a quasi-judicial procedure The only
extension of limits on time that can be afforded to the partis is at the
mutual agreement of both parties.

We are meeting the timeclock as established by the legislate 3fow.
There still might be concern about that procedure on the Part of some
school administrators, but we have definitelyat least here in the
State of Missourishortened that timeclock to a significant lower
limit.

Mr. ERDAHI.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no further questions.
Mr. Stmox. We thank the panel very much.
Our next panel is Elaine Wright, the assistant principal of Antioch

Middle School; Bill Tarpley, the principal of Central High SchoOl ;
Tom Kincaid. a learning disabilities teacher at'Oak Park High School,
and Jo Norris, director of special services at Platte County
Schools.

PANEL. ELAINE WRIGHT, ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL, ANTIOCH
MIDDLE SCHOOL; BILL ZARPLEY, PRINCIPAL, CENTRAL HIGH
SCHOOL;; THOMAS E. KINCAID, LEARNING DISABILITIES
TEACHER, OAK PARK HIGH SCHOOL; AND 70 B.' NORRIS,
DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL SERVICES, PLATTE courrY R-III
SCHOOL DISTRICT.

Mr. Stmos. Again. I need to remind the witnesses that we do face
some time problems todn'. To the extent you an condenr your oral
testimony. it will be helpful.

Elaine Wright?

STATEMENT OF ELAINE WRIGHT, ASSfSTANT PRINCIPAL,
ANTIOCH MIDDLE S( 00L

Ms. WRIGHT. Members of the committee. as one deepl\' interested in
nll aspects of education and particularly education of the handicapped,

annreciate the opportunity to testify before you.
I have taught 8 years in special programs. I am now assistant nrin-

einal of Antioch 'Middle School in the North Kansas City School
District.
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Among my piesent duties is administrative responsibility for the
six special programs housed in our building. These programs include
the gifted and academically taler.ted, hearing impaired, educably men-
tally raarded, behaviorally disturbed, speech impaired, and learning
disabled.

In this program. our building is fortunate enough to have one spe-
cial learning disabilities teacher to serve each of the three grade levels.
These teachers work in a regular basic skills class and exploratory
classes in which the students am enrolled.

They may work with individual students in the resource room %ben
this is warranted. The special learning disabilities teachers work with
the regUlar teacher to aid in modifying and individualizing the cur-
riculum for these children.

This gives them an unequaled opportunity to observe their students

ers employ. They can then make suggestions for any
regular

tech-
in a regular environment and to assess the methods the ar teach-
ers

needed.
We are pleasesl to be able to offer this level of service to our students.

I feel a sincere gra tude that our legislators have recognized the needs
of handicapped udents. I am aware that much study, concern, and
preparation we t into the development of Public Law 94-142. You
show your cont nuing interest by holding this hearing to learn how
Public Law 94-142 has affected the education of our children.

The concept of free and compulsory education for all who can be
educated is only a little over 100 years old. Putting that concept to
work has taken much longer.

Through the years, group after group of childrenblack, Mexican-
Americans, American Indians. children of immigrantswere failed
by the American educational system. Of all the groups of childern
failed by our system. none has been more discriminated against than

'the handicapped.
We are most fortunate in North Kansas City to have already had

what Ave felt was a broad and very affective program for the handi-
capped prior to the passage of Public Law 94-142.

Through additional funding now it is possible,. because. of the law,
to have an even better progi-am. North Kansas City's program reaches.
every type of exceptionality. All students are served directly by this
district except the 'everel) handicapped where the direct responsibil-
ity is that of the State. The cost of their education, h`Owever, is borne
by the district. ,

North Kansas City's program for the handicapped was implemented
17 years before House Bill 474 was established as a state-
wide plan for education of the handicapped. and 21 years before Pub-
lic Law 04-142.

As in the implementation of any new or expanding program, we
have experienced certain areas of concern working with Public Law
94-142. It is *these areas of concern I wish to address.

In my earliest experience as a special educator, trying to implement
Public Law 94-142, I met with many frustrations. There was not suf-
ficient time in the workday to teach, test; write IEPs, make confer-
ence appointments. and have con ference'times convenien.t for parents,
administrative representatives, and othar teachers involved.
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I spent long days, weekends, and every spare moment trying to fill

the above-mentioned obligations. I met with opposition from some par-
ents. I felt the students were being neglected. In following the letter
of the law, the intent was not being fulfilled. There were teachers who
resented their required role in the IEP writing and conferring. The
special teachers and, I fear, the special. students, bore the brunt of

' their resentment.
I loved my job and kept going, but I understood special educators

who turned to other fields. .

_

As our district recognized the problems of special areas we were
facing. it worked to make adjustments. Our special teachers now have
2 days of relief time to aid them in writing or conferring. This does
not resolve the problem totally, but it does help.

Most, teachers in other areas have become resigned, if not enthused;
about the role they play. Parents, for the most part, have come to

,,,,accept the IEP conferences. However, all districts have not recognithd
117,...he problem or have been able to make adjustments necessary to comply

The Individual Education Plan or IEP is, in concept, highly desir-
able and long overdue. In kheory, at least, it should benefit all students,
the nonhandicapped as well as the handicapped.

However, the requirement does not take mto account the enormous
paperwork load and loss of instt-uctional time involved. In my district,
it is not unusual for a speech therapist, for example, to spend as long
as 4 weeks of the school term developing IEPs and conferring with
teachers and parents.

During this time, the students are without speech instruction. Test-
ing is an important issue. To test a child thoroughly requires highly.
skilled personnel. I am sure you are aware this is the most fundamental
phase or step in planning a child's program.

In North Kansas City we have highly trained learning specialists
who conduct testing. All districts are not this fortunate, and that is a
concern of mine.

When receiving students from other districts, the lack of uniformity
in programs. criteria for admittance and IEPs becomes apparent. This
is confusing to parents, often delays proper placement, and is frustrat-
ing to the special teacher who, again, must explain the situtition to all
involved persons. and then try to cope with the repercussions.

A further problem I would like to bring then bathe committee's at-
ten-ti,9rt is the gross injustice to many children by the current tendency
to labefthem. .

We are in a race to tag and stamp far too many children, marking
them for the rest of their school career, perhaps for life. The year
prior to the implementation of Public Law 94-142. Missouri had 4,000.
students diagnosed as learning disabled. Today there are over 28,000.

Learning disabilities exist, but learning disability has become the
m socially acceptable disability one can have, and I fear mainy
chili ten now wear that label without justification.-

AnOther concern which I would like to express to the subcommittee
deals with inordinate,costs of programs for the handicapped in rela-
tion to expenditures for the nonhandicapped; with the emphasis on
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the handicapped, and now the gifted, the only person with no'one
speaking fOr him is the forgotten average child.

I believe it is only a matter of time before we see a suit challenging
the expenditures, and services for exceptional students whicl ark
denied to nonhandicapped.

Still,,another matter I. would like to bring to the subcommittee'
attention, is that of mainstreaming. The abandonment of sound educa-
tional methodology proven through the years in the name of the sup-
posedly more democratic school setting is harming children.

Special needs require special help, and often special classrooms.
Although mainstreaming appears nowhere in the law, the general
conception is that mainstreaming is required, and the administration
of it has resulted in a placement of handicapped children in regular
rla&stooms with regular classroom teachers ill-equipped to meet the
child's special needs.

There is no magic in mainstreaming. Placing a child in a regular
classroom solves nothing in and of itself. Sometimes it works. Often
it does not. Scheduling handicapped students into classes in Which
they ran achieve and not just fill a space is a problem. Frequently,
mainstreaming means general music, physical education or classes

. where the child can just be preseiit
The socialization may be desirable but I submit td you this may be

hours wasted. These studepts need extra time to work and learn,not
wasted present time. In trice mainstreaming, if it is to be available to
handicapped students, class sizes must be manageable, the regular
classroom teacher properly trained, and the entire process thought
throu'rh carefully.

It should be safeguarded to assure it will not be detrimental to the
child. Just placing a child's name on a class roster does not constitute
mainstreaming. Mainstreaming itself is based on questionable assump-
tions. On it is assumed the setting of the regulari classroom is less
isolating for the handicapped child. In tioint of fact,`the regular class-'
room may be the most restrictive environment for some children.

Two. it is assumed that academically- and socially-handicapped chil-
dren will benefitIrhore from integration from regular students. In fact.,
the competitive learning env ironment needed for norpial.children may
multiply the possibility of failure for the mainstreamed handicapped
child.

There are also disturbing indications that nonhnndicapped students
in mainstreamed classes perform more poorly than their peers in non-
mai nstreamed classes.

Three. another ossumption is that regular students in mainstreamed
classes will come to understand and accept handicapped students in a
more positive normal manner. With the exception of the mildly handi-
capped, most of the studies we have indicate this is not true.

Conceptually. mainstreaming is a defensible practice, but must de,
pentlifn the student's ability to benefit. By itself, it will solve nothing.

The final concern I wish to present is what is happening to teachers.
My awareness as an administrator is even greater than when I was a
special teacher. I understand the feelings of one teacher, but I see the
total picture more clearly.'
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'Teacher burnout among special educators is brought on by un-
reasonable demands of the law, Federal agencies, advocates and some
elements of the public. which are becoming more and more prevalent.

iWhen this phenomenon is mentioned, one initially thinks of a teacher
involved. Please remember that while we should care about' the teacher,
of equal importance, are the effects upon students, their parents and
other fa.ulty members. The ellects of burnout are far-reachingu,,

cannot overemphasize to yogi the importance of recognizing this.
Three articles in the Septe.mbeOssue of Exceptional Children pub-

lished by the Council for Exception.1 Children deal with this problem.
These articl are "Burnout Among Teachers of Exceptional Chil-
dren'', "Public Law- 94-142 and Stress, a Problem for Educators", and
"Administrator's Role in Fostering the Mental Health of Special
Service Personnel." 1 would recommend these articles to you.

In closing, I would like to offer the following suggestions. One, that
a thorough examination of the requirement of the individual education
plan be made with, the view to streamlining procedures to minimize
paperwork and loss of instructional time.

Two, that standards be Sgt, for the proper training of personnel
involved in testing. Thiee, that investigation be made into the problems
of overdiagnosis and improper placement of students. Four, that a
more defensible standard for mainstreaming be clearly defined in the
guidelines for Public Law 94-142 with a view to realistic placement
rather than the indiscriminate placemept now present in many schools.

Five, that a study be made of the effects of Public Law 94-142's
requirements upon teachers. Definitvecommendations should be forth-
coming which will deal with the problems of teacher stress and
burnout.

Thank you for your attention.
Mr. Satow. Thank you for your testimony.
[The prepared testimony of Elaine Wright follows :]
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ARED 'TESTIMONY PRESENTED BY ELAINE SSISTANT
P NCIPAL, ANTIXII MIDDLE SCHOOL, NORTH IL%NSAS

WRIGHT,
oITY SCHOOL

Members of the Committee:

As one deeply interested in all aspects of edication and

particularly, attuned to education of the handicapped, I appreciate

the opportunity tp testify before you. I have taught eight years

in special programs. I am now assistant principal at Antioch

Middle School in the North Kansits City School District. Among

my precnt duties is the administrative responsibility for the

six special programs housed in our building. These programs in-
v.

elude the gifted and academically talented, hearing impaired, ed-

ucable mentally retarded, behaviorally disturbed, speech impaired

and learning disabled. In this program our building is fortunate

to have one special learning disabilities teacher to serve each of

the three grade levels. These teachers work in the regular basic

skills classes and exploratory classes in which their students are

enrolled. They may work with individual students in 'the resource

room when this is warranted. The special learning disabilities

teachers work with the regular teacher to aid in modifyi4 and,/

individualizing the curricupm taught. This gives them an unequaled

opportunity to observe their students in the "regular" erivironment

and to assess the methods the regular teacher is employing. They
ve,

can then make suggestions for any different techniqueb needed. We

are pleased to be able to offer this level of service to our students.

I feel a sincere gratitude that our legislators have recognized

the needs of handicapped students. liftorawar that much concern,
.

study and preparation went into- the d4mlopment of 94-142. You show

your continuing interest by bolding this hearing talearn how 94-142-

has affected the education of our children.

,
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The concept.of free and compulsory education fortall who can

be educated is onl a.little over one hundted years old. Putting

that concept to wo has taken such longer. Through the years group

after group of childr - bla Mexican-Americans, American Indians,

ChildrenSf immigrants - were failed by the American educational sys-

tem. Of all the groupsorchildren failed by our systeM, none have

been sore discriminated against than the handicapped.

, We were most fortunate in North Kansas City to have already had

what we felt was a broad and very effective program for the handi-

capped prior to the passage of 94-142. Through additional funding

now possible because of the law, we have an, gyen better prOgram.

North Kansan City's program reaches every type of exceptionality.

All students are served directly by the - district except the severely

handicapped who are the direct resOlasibility of the state.

cost of their education, however, is borne by the district. North

Kansas City.;s program for ths handicapped was implemented seventeen

years before Missouri's H.B. 474 estatlished a mandatory-statewide

\ 'plan for the education of the handicapped and twenty-one years be-
,

tore the enactment of P.L. 94-142.

As in the implementation of any new or expanding program, we

have expe fenced certain concerns in working with P.L. 94-142. It

is thes areas of concern I wish to address. '
In my earliest experience as a special educator trying to im-

' plement 94 -142, I met with eau frustrations. There was not suf-

ficient time in the work day to teach, test, write' I.E.P.'s. make

conference appointments. and have conferences at times convenient

for parents, administrative representatives and other teachers in-

volved. I spent long(days, weekends and every spare moment tryi;g

0 1
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fo fulfill tile above meptiohed obligations. I met with opposition,

from some parents. I felt the staests were being neglected. In

,ollowIng the letter of the law the intent was not being fulfilled.

There were teachers who resedted their required role in the I.E.P.,

writing and conferring. The special teachers. and, I fear, the special

students bore the brunt of theif resentment. I loved my job and kept f'

going but I understood special educators who turned to other fields. ,

As bur district recognized the problems. the special areas were

facing, it WO'rked to make adjustments. Our special teachers now belie,

two days of releti;d time to aid them in writing or conferridg. This
4does not. resolve the problem totally but it does help. Most teacherd

in other areas have become resigned if not enthused about the role

they play. Parents, for the most part, have come to expect the I.E.P.

conferences. However, not 411 districts have recognized the problems

or have been able to make adjustments necessary.to comply properly

with ttye requirement; of the lag.

e Individual Education Plan or I.E.P. is, in concept, highly

desir ble.and long overdue. In theory at least, it should benefit

all students, the nonhandicapped as well as the handicapped. How-

ever, the requirement does not take into account the enormous paper-.

work load and the loss of instructional time involved. In my dis-

trict it is not unusual for a speech therapist, for example, to

spend as long as four weeks of the school term developidg I.E.P.'s

and conferencing lyith teachers and parents. During this time the

aliidesgs are without speech instruction.

Testing is an importtn4issue. To test a child thoroughly re-

quires highly skilled personnel. I'm sut'e you are aware that this

14,
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is the most iundaMeatal step lb plin4ing the dbild'-s phgram.'

North Kansas Cit.' we have highly trained litarning specialists who

conduct testing. All'districts,cnie not that fortunate and that is
.

a concern of mine.,'

When receiving students fraOother districts, the4ack of anNs

fortuity in programs, criteria for admittince and I.E.P.'s becomes'

apparent. Tbisis confu4ng to, parents, ofte delays proper place-'

meat and is frustrating to she specialteac whp agiifi must ex-

plain the situation to all involved personsQand then try to cot*

withtthe repercussions.

A further problem which r would like to'bring to the commit'tee's
o

attention is the gross injustice to many children by the pqrrent ten-

dancy totlabel them. We are in race to tag and st r tat many

children, marking them fqr the rest nOtheir inbool dire is - Perrhgtps

for life. The yepr prior to the implementation of P.L. 94 -142 Missouri

had 4,000 students diagnosed as learning disabled': TOday, there'nre'
1

over 28,000. Eea ning disabilities exist,, buy L.D. has become the'
'.'

Is,

most socially a table' als;bili,ty one An have-and I fear m y _*:*

'chi/dren now wear thi.t-labelkiitibOut justification, I
Another concern which'I would like to.expressItpthe committee

deals with the inordinate cost-of programs for the handicapped in

-relation to expenditures for the nonhandicapped. With the emphasis

on the handicapped and now the gifted, the only person with ncmone

speakringfor him is the fomgotten average child. I believe it is

onli a mattel. 9f time beforelwe see a suit challenging expenditires
.t,

and services for exceptional students which are denied to the non-

handickpped.

,itr.S.
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Still another matter I wquld like to, bring to the committee

is that of mainstreaming. The abandonment of sound educatiohal

methodology, proven through the years, in the name of a supposedly
.

more democratic school setting is harming children' Special needs. .

require 4ecial help and often special classrooms. Although "main-

streaming" appears nowhere in the law. tSe general conception is
...-

that mainstreaming is required and the administration of it has re-

sulted in the placement of handicapped children in regular Class-

roces with regular classroom teachers ill-equipped to meet the child's

special needs. 'There is no magic mainstretaing. Placing a child

in a regular classroom solves nothing in d of itself. Sometimes

it works. Often it does not.%. Scbedul!pg hsh .capped students into ./

classes in which they can achieve and not just fill a s s a

problem. Frequently mainstreaming means generq-qap4c, sical edu-

cation or classes where the child can just be present. The social-

ization may he desirable but I submit to you this may LI hours wasted.

These students need extra time to work and learn, not waste of pre-
.

sent time. If true mainstreaming is to be availaple for handicapped

students, class sizes must he maeageOld, the regular classroom teacher

properly trained, and the entire pro'cess thought through carefully.

It should be safeguarded to assure`it will not he detrimental to the

child. Just placing a chiles name'on a class roster does not con-

stitute mainstreaming.

miinstreiming its f is based'updn questionable assumptions:

1. It is assumed that the'setting of the regular -classroom

is less isola g for the handle pped child. In point

of fact the regul classroom may be the most restkictiv

4-environment for some children.
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2. It is assumed that academically and so'cially, handicapped .

.children will benefit more'lfrom integiatiOn with regular

studde. In fact, the competitive - learning environment

t needed for normal children may multiply the possibility

. of failure for the mainstreamed handicapped cbt$4. There

are alse disturbing indications that nonhandicapped stu-

dents 'in mainstreamed classes perform'more pcNty than

,tteirr peerS in non-mainstreamed classes.

3. Another assumption that regular students inomeinstreamed

classes will come to understand and accept handicapped

dents in a more positive, normal manner. With the exception

of the mildly handicapped most of the studies we have indi -,

cate this is not true.

4.

Conceptually. mainstreaming is a defensible practice, but must,

depend upon the student's ability to benefit. By itself it will

solve nothing.
The final concern I wish to present deals with what is happening A

4 to teachers. e My awareness as an administrator is even greater than

,when I was a special teacher. I underltand the feelings of' one teacher,

but I see the total picture ouch more clearlf. Teacher burnout .among

%special educatozs_brp_uglitpnlv unreasonable demands of the law. fed-

eral agencies, advocates and ,some elements. of thE public, is becitaing"

more and more prevalent. When this phencmelon is mentioned, one

initially thinks. of the teacher involved. PleaseWremember that while

we should care about the teacher, of equal impiortan4e ,are the effects

upon students, their parents and other faculty members. The effects

Of burnout are far reaching. I,cannot over empha sizeto you the im-

pottance of recognizing this. Three articles in the September issue
A
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of Exceptional Children published by the Council for Exeeptional.
Children deal, with this problem. Thebe articles are "Burnout Among

'teachers'af Exceptional Children," "Public.-taw 94-142 and Stress a

Problem for Educators," and "Administrator's Role in Fostering the

Mental.Realth of.Spesial Service Personnel." I would recommend .
these arrtcles topyou.

..

In closing I would like to offer the fsllowing suggestions.
'

1. That a thorough examination.of tte requirement of the"

Individual Educational Plan be made with a view to '

streamlining procedures to minimize paper work and loss

of 1 trdctiaral'tiMe.

j1)

. .

t standards be set for the proper training of per-

sonnel involved in testing.

.--i
3. .That an investigation be made into the problems of overl

,'

diagnosis and improper placement of students.

4. That amore defendible standard'tor mainstreaming be

clearly defined in the guidelines for 94-142 with.a
o

.

N. . 'vfeW to 'renistie Pacement rather than the indiscriminate

placement now prevalent in many schools.

5. That a study be made of the effects of P.L. 94-142 require-

ments upon teachers. Definite recommendations should be

forthcoming which will deal 'with the problem of teacher

stress and'burnput.

Thank you for you,.. attention.

Elaine Wright '

North Kansas City School DistriN
6 September 22, 1980

-
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Mr. SIMON. Bill Tar 1eyi principAlof Central I h School.
Mr. TA.RPLY. Thank you.

STATEMF2IT OF BILL TABPLEY, PRLACIPAL, C TEAL HIGH
.,SCHOOL

Mr. TARPLEY. I would suggest, to the subcohnmittee that I fully be-
lieve the attitude taken by the administrator of a particular building
certainl$r reflects on tN staff of that building and if, in fact., the ad-
ministration of a particular building has a positive view of Public

iLaw 94-142 and intends to implement that law to its fullest, and .if
the star of that building reeognizes his or her attitude: it certainly
makes for a more compatible situation for everyone. %

Central High School has an enrollment of approxithately 2,O() stu-
dents in grades 9 through 12. It is one of thret.high schools in the
St. Josept. area. The student body is representative of a broad cross
section of the various socioeconomic levels.

The'staff is made.up of 121' variously certiAe,d teaching personnel.
Central High School has handicapped stuffentv who Ite learning
disabled, mentally handicapped. beha% for disordered, orthopedically
handicapped, health impaired, partiall) sighted; hearing impaired,
and speech impaired.

In the last 3 years, as prescribed by Public Law 94-143, the adrninis-
trat it'll, of Central has Made a serious effort to develop an awareness
program for the entire staff. These programs have been supported
partly by local effort and partially through Public Law 94-142 entitle-
ment funds. -

As principal of Central High School, I have been asked to
present tile various programs 'recently introduced to the staff and
students in regard to the handl ppea. .

In_1978,in conjunction with the department of special services,
miniworkshops were developed fbr all professional staff. These work-
shops were presented on the department level. We thought by doing it
that way, we would deal with fewer people at a time and they could feel
more comfortable in asking questions and letting problems resolved.
Each department met with special services twice during the school
year. )

e)The first session included a general awareness presentation. All
handicapping conditions were defined and teachers were given infor-
mation regarding the various characteristics of each handicap, qo they
would be comfortable in their classroom working with students who
might possibly have these handicaps. '

The second session was devoted to infOrming teachers of ehei
,sponsibilities in screening, referral, and diagnosing then in p
e.ss. The district diagnostic processes were _described and diagnostic,
staffs were introduced to each department member, so they would have
a first name basis with this group. Regulations regarding placement
were discussed so4teachers would know exactly where their respon-
sibilities fell. , . -

In the summer of 1979, an awareness program was adopted for stu-
dents. This:was a joint project between the.F;chooldistrict slid the 'Erni-

4
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versity of Kansas. One goal in the educational process is to work to-ward the establishment of a community environment in which the
handicapped individuals of all ages can comfortably live, attend
school, seek employment. anti participate in civic and recreational
activities. We felt that was extremely important.

Our special educators and other professionals have movlIMITA moreintegrated and normalized settings and a major obstacle that cannot
be hurdled by legislation has blocked the success of these goals. Theobstacle is the pre udicial, discriminatory, and negative attitudes to-ward n 'cap individuals found in people of all ages and in allsegmen out society.

In an e .rt to thwart the failure of integration, and to promote theacceptance ether students of the handicapped, we used various in-tervention strategies.
The first semester the program was introduced in all niter ade

health classes. We have approximately 500 freshmen. The fi es-ter, half of the freshmen take health and the other half take
the first 250, of course, were in the health classes. The origins urricu-lam design included 10 1-hour sessions.followinga format in Appen-dix A. The eurriculimi included hot h ore; And nco-testing men:2nm:both the student's knowledge of various handicapping conditions andtheir attitude toward the handicapped.

After a careful review of the first semester work, it was decided to
shorten the program to 5 1-hour sessions this semester, so an additional50 freshmen. as well as '3O0 upper classmen participated in theproject. -

The tipper classmen were included in this program to see'if there
were any significant differences in their knowledge a handicapping
conditions and to see if they, had a-greater degree of sensitivity to theproblem.

After the se'cinid semester was completed, the evaluations olhothse-
-rnesteri were compiled with the folloiting results. Instructional pro-grams designed to teach nonhandicapped individuals about handi-capped were very effective in changing both knowledge and attitudes;Second, upper class studentt tended to express more positive atti-tudes ioward the han'dicapped than did the lower grades or freshmen.Females were found to express more positive attitudes toward handi-
capped than Males.

Third.. students were very receptive to and", positive about the cur-riculum. The majority of the students, 85 to 95 -Percent evaluated thecurpculum anemedia as good or excellent. Ov'ey 90 percent statedthq, had learned new information from the curritulunr presented andthey found such a curriculum tai be interesting and important to highschool students. Erghtv-five percent of the students felt the,currictiliiin
should become a permanent pait of the high school curriculum.

As a result of the -study. the school district has adopted the cur-riculum as a mandatory part of all freshmen health classes in all three
. /of the high schools in St. Joseph.

On the next page is a list of the goals we : oped to achieve with this.
program. The students will.thave s greater understanding of theirfellow students witkhandicaps. The students will develop positive
attitude toward tlic hinulirnlped and so forth.

-; ?G 4
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The students of the next generation, and that is the most important
one, as far as I am concernedstudents of the next generation of citi-
zens and 'voters will have a positive attitude toward the handicapped
and support legislation which will assure the right of the handicap
and support servicesior the handicapped.

Fourth, students as the nest generation of employers and employ
will have a positive attitude toward the employment of handicap
and, five, students as the next generation of parents will be aware o.
the services, available for young handicapped children. Students will

' know the factors which increase the risks of having a handicapped
child.

Weslecided to place the program on the ninth grade level because by
dome so, this would give the children an opportunity to work with

'capped students for the next 4 years. It seemed to be the logical
place to put,the program.

We went from the 10 to the 5 sessions, because we feltw were losing
students on about the seventh or eighth session. This w one in con-
junction with the University of Kansas. Ms. Jan Reinha tan, a grad-
uate of ours. a doctoral student. ha he program similar to this. We
combined and worked with her on is program and have been quite
successful.

I might add the response of the stu ts, the level of questions they
asked, their concerns regarding birth efects, regarding what they
conld do to help handicapped ,students in the school, was almost
unbelievable.

For example. this year the students who were involved itt the pro-
gram last year. of course, are sophomores. It just so happtried that
most of these children who are sophomores now are in the same gym
classes as we have the orthopedically handicapped and eat with them
during lunch period. The teachers have commented that these students
who were in the classes seem to respond tothe-handicapped children
in a much more positive vein and are very comfortable in the setting
with them. in the P.E. classes. They are very accommodating. They
are not patronizing in any way, shape or form.

I think an educational program of this nature 'on the lower levels
of high school or, perhaps, even grade school. would certainly be bene-
ficial in promoting Special education. It's a program designed to be
flexible. that can go into a social science class. It could go into health.
It could no into a multitude of variables and at different age levels
and really do an effective job of promoting special Education in our
schools.-

In conclusion. I certainly want to thank you for the 'opportunity to
come before thq group and explain, our program. We are extremely
pleased and prolld of it. If have any questions, we will be more
than glad to answer them.

Mr. SnioN. Thank you. It sounds like an excellent program.
[The prepared statement of Bill Ta9ley follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP BILL TARPLiY, PRINCIPAL. CENTRAL 1-11011
ScnooL, ST. JOSEPH, Mo.

Central High School has an enrollment of approximately 2,000 students in
Erodes 9-12. It is one of three public high schools in Saint Joseph, Missouri.

The student body is representative of a broad cross section of the various-
b3CiOeCteMELiC levels. The staff is mode up of 121 variously certificated t
teaching personnel. Central High School has handicapped students who are learn-

ing disabled, mentally handicapped, behavior disordered, orthopedically handicapped,

health impaired, partially sighted, blind, bearing impaired and speech impaired-

In the last three years ascrescribed by P.L. 94-142, the administration of

Central, has ;ads a Bellows effort to develop an awareness program for the entire

staff. .7bese programs have been sup/a:led partly through local effort and partially

through 94-142 entitlement funds. As Principal of Central, I have been asked to

present the various programs recently introduced to the stiff and students with
regards to the handicapped.

In the fall of 1978, in conjunction with the Departmiat of Special Services,

mini-wortsbopZI were developed for all professional staff. These v.:W.148ton, were

Presented on the department level. Each department met with the Special Services

Staff twice during the school year.

The first session included a general awareness presentatill handi-

capping coalitions were defined, end teachers wars given inforaatioo regarding

the various characteristics of each handicap.

The second seasiin was devoted to informing teachers of their reepassibility

in the screening, referral, and diagnostic processes. The districts diagnostic

procedures were described, and diagnostic staff were introduced to each depart-
meat metter. Regulations regarding placement were discussed. 0

In the sumser of 1979, an awareness; program was designed for students. This

--MAI Joint proPictsbebweers tauschoal-distriet-igut the-thiversityrof /meas.

One goal in the educational process is to work toward the establishment of a

con:unity environment in which handicapped indiciduals df all as can ccafortably
live, attend school, seek employment, and participate in civic and recreational-

adtadtlea. As special educators and other professionals have moved into more

3j
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Integrated and no setting', a major obstacle that cannot be birdied by

legislation, has b ed the success of these goals. This obstacle is the

prejudicial, discrLainabory Ind negative attitude toward handicapped individuals

frond in people of all asps and in all segments of our society.

In an effort to thwart the failure of integraticoand to promote the

acceptance by other students of the handicapped, we used various intervention

strategies.

The first aemester this program vas instituted in all ninth grade health

classes (this included approximate freer...an). The original curriculum

designed included ten 410) one ,1of the format in appendix A.

The curriculum included both pre and post test measures on both the students

knowledge of the various handicapping conditions, and their attitudes toward

the handicapped.

After a careful review of the first semesters work, it was decided to shorten

the program to include five (5) one hour Nylons. This semester saw an additional

250 freshman, as well as 500 upper classmen, participate in this 'project.

Upperclassmen were included in thitproject to see if there were any significant

differences in their knowledge of handicapping cooditionS, and to see if they had

a greater degree of sensitivity to the problem.

After the second semeater was completed the evaluations of both semesters

were ermined with the following results:.

1. instructional program designed to teach nonhandicapped
about handicapped were very effective in changing both knowledge and
attitudes.'

2. Upperclass students tended to express more positive attitudes toward
the handicapped than did the freshman

3. Females were found to express more positive attitudes toward handicapped
than males.

A. Students were very receptive to and positive about the curriculum. The
majority of the students (85% - 95%1 evaluated the curricultas and media
asfgood or excellent. Over 90% stated they had learned new information
from the curriculum presentations and that they found such a Wrrimlua
to be interesting and important for high schnol°Students. Eighty-five
percent of the students felt that the curriculum Would become a permanent
part of the high school curriculum.

As a result of the study, the school district has adopted the curriculum

as a mandatory part of all frogman, health classes for all three district high

schools.

1'
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COITIL41. nal SOKOL

Se., Samples IttiMeri

Sill Terpley. Priacipal-814-119 -6303

Jae laidieritam, V. of ransaal13 -5S3 -3933

A LONJOCOLON ON NAIKICIVDDIC fXSOLTZONS A

Tie ILUIPICAMD /OR IPS SOKOL MIMS

SWIldt: -p

1. Students will have a greater modarateMding of their fellow students wit3so
Nestiteape.

2. Students will develop modem attitudes t:Mmerd.the hlodisapped sod by
more receptive to the placemat of facilities for the handicapped in
their committee sad neighborhoods. -Stedmetr will have a greeter,

'understanding of the seeds of their handicapped mighbors.

3. Stodeste as the mat ganaratimeof atlases sod votg will have a
'positive attitude toward the bendieuped and support legislation
which assures the right of the boodicappod and support services tot
file kendicepped.

. . Students as the nett genuatbse of employers and employees wilt have
a positive *tilted* tomrd employment of the hooditapped.

4 3. Students as the deft generation if parents-ullille mere of the services
Mailable for you Modicapped children. Studentamialmai the factors
Mich increase Abe deb* of tiMns a handicapped that, .

Mit
a. Istmiiittion wed Dads
b. Physteally, ambled
C. Prevalence of Seadicapping Canditione

r=SOO
a. Deaf and Nerd of Soaring
b.' SUM and Visually Impaired

b. type of Scbooltets....es mai/ails for Naedicapped StIllent;

a. Mental Dotard&

(Deno Caseede of'Servicea)

INDINDAT
a. Learning Disabilities
b. Speechkou4 Langsage Impaired
a. Career, Mobiles with the Needieepped

!IOW
a. Smotimal Distortional %,b. Law and Rights of the SendiesAred

a. Sisk /sews thick ineraus the Asks of Pavia, a hoodicapped childI'd. Commission

0
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WASLTIVIDE

1. lest of Cognitive infonhation regarding the handicapped and
handicapping conditions

2. Attitude Woad handicapped Scale

34, Attitude Seale

4. bail, Cortical= Evaluation final

3. !valuation of Cortical= nodule

I
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STATEXENT OF TH(021AS E. KINCAID, LEARNING DISAB
"WIER, OAK PARK HIGH SCHOOL

Mr. KINOAID4 I appreciate the Opportunity to testify this morning
before this sUbcommittee, as a secondary learning disabilities in-
structor.

In the'interest of brev_i_q__I will depart from the4ritten text-and I_will attempt
Mr. SIMoN. We will enter the text into the record.
Mr. Kiscam,I will- attempt to summarize, then, from that.
I am beginning ny sixth year in Oak...Park High School in North

Kansis City School District, as a learning disabilities instructor.
iSince I was the first full time instructor at Oat Park High School, Ihad to develop a program Suited to the unique needs of .the school.

Due to the lack of information available at that time about the second-
ary learning'disabled student, portions of the program had to evolvethrough trial and err. Through, the support of the Oak Park ad-
ministrators and with the willingness of. soine classrootn teachers to
accept a new challenge, the program has progress-ed and grown. Tlie
learning disabilities staff now includes three ftill-time instrtictors who
serve the approximately 2,200 students at Oak Park.

The program, in its current form, is not perfect by any meads. It is
constantly being reviewed ih hopes of providingihe best services pos-
sible while meeting the intent of Public Law 94-142. After...5 years of ,working daily to try and implement the intent of the litw I feel quali-
fied to comment on some areas of concerns that have arisen during this
time.

My first coircTern deals with the IEP or individualized educational
program; the parent cOnference.'At the secondary jevel it is extremely
difficult to get all of the classroom teachers, often five to six of them.
the learning disabilities instructor, school administrator, parents and
the student all to this conference, especially if it is not the initial con-ference. This requires a great deal of release Class time for the teachers,
since many of them have to attend four to five of these conferences.

.\,-ay leave immediately after school 'for other jobs, so it .
sible to hold them at that time. A possible solution would,
written goals and objectives to teach,classroom teacher, to the

-ference and, then, if the parentlobject to any of the goals or objectives
of the classroom teacher, to bring-that teacher in a later date to re-solve the program.

p,ast experience has shown that in 99 'percent of the cases, if the
learning disithilities instructor and the classroom teacher have worked
together on the goals and objectives the parents have found no fault.

My second concern deals with the class size for classes containing
learning disabled students. T feel that some simple formula should be

pplied to arrives at'an optimum clags size, since these students often
do require a greater workload for theyclassroom teacher. A. class of 25,
which includes 4 to 5 learning &Ailed students, requires Much moretime for preparation than a class of 25 regular students. If mainstream-
ing is to be effective I feel some relief must be afforded to the class-
room teacher.

I
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My third and greatest concern is the need for some kind of voca-
tional training for those learning disabled students with severe
problems. It seems a Cruel form of injustice to offer these students
support services through the school system and, then, to graduate
them often with no marketable skills. They find that they are ill-pre-
pared to compete. in the job market, due to their learning problems.

For example, I had a student who could do a wonderful job on the
fmetal lathe and yet could not read the instruction manual. He was an

auditory learner. An employer who was not familiar with such prob.-.
lems or lacked a special training program geared to his needs would
never give this young man an opportunity to prove what he was cap-
able of doing.

Another example is of a young_Foman who is a recent graduate of
our prmram. She enrolled for a couple of beginning eourses at the
community college. She failed there and eventually took a jokwith a
little hamburger chain restraurant. She is now unemployed, recently
married and awaiting the birth of her second child in January. She
really has no marketable skills and yet held a very positive work,atti-
tude while in school. The prospects of this young woman comPrng
successfully in the job market, giyen the events of the4ist few years,
are not promising.

These two students, at least, have a high school diploma, Many drop
out along The way because they feel the schools have nothing to offer
them.

Those schools which are for tunate enough to have a vocationaltcheol
often find themselves unequipped to handle the special needs of such
students. Their programs simply are not geared for them and they lack
the personnel and the resources necessary to make these adaptatimis.

There is a current television commercial' which states, "Pay me now
or pay ine later." I feel, unfortunately, that this is the situation
of many of our learning disabled, students. Unable to compete in the
job market, they fall bacleon society to support them through other
social programs. Even if they do not require is support they all
too often resign themselves to working at to far low their Intel-
lectualtpotential, due to their learning problems. Th. , then, takes a
heavy toll on pride and self-esteem. We all share in t e loss of this
potential. Fortunately, such men.as Nelson Rockefeller had the per-
sonal fortunes to overcome many of their learning barriers, to make
the contributions that they. were capable of producing...,

I ask your consideration of these concerns and sincerely hope that
they merit further investigation.

Thank you .

Mr. Srmox. Thank you very much.
(The prepare) statement of Thomas E. Kincaid follows:1
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PREPARFI) STATE3IENTOF THOMAS E. KINCAID. M.ED.. LEARNING DIS-. ABILITIES INSTRUCTOR, 0A4( PARK MOH' SCHOOL, NORTH KANSASOrrY Scnoos, DISTRICT

122.1975 the Congress of the United States
took a bold and-dreditic step

d towardameting the,chellenge of providing an equal educational opPor-for all of the nation's handicapped
youth, with the passage of Public142. This act lass probably done more to affect the'education of ours,hardicapped children, in a positive =mar, 'thanany other single piece oflegislation. It will steed as one of the

milestones in educational legisla-tion; a statement not only to the nation, but to the world, of our concernfor all who seek en educatir within our 'school systems,
whatever their handi-cap.

an beginning my sixth year at Oak Park
Sigh School, in the north,

IferessIOCity_Sehool District, as a learning disabilities
instructor. SinceI was the first full time instructor at Oak Plikl had to develop a programsuited tp;the unique needs of this school Due to the lack of informationavailable at that time about-the secondary learning disable studext,por-tic= of the program had to evolve through trial

and epor..4Initially, I'also had to conduct informal in-service sessions with. the faculty torfamil-iarise t with the program and to attemptfto win their acceptance.

ces ihem, were first frovidid to students on a ene to one basis ina resource room. This proved to be-all
unsatisfactory situation foi severalreasons. 'Mgt, students bad to voluntarily came for services on their:unscheduled,. -or-"freen. time and they oft.en.Opted teethe student center, wheretheir friends congregated instead. They didn't want to come to a room end c.receive '-'specisesbielp from a stranger when they could be with their peers.SacOndlYr even though progress vseleing hie with some students in remediessting their basic problems

these students often could not keep up with theirclassmates aid therefore received failing grades. Finally, classroom teacherscomplained when asked to alter their materials andsteeching methods to accom-modate the'learring disabled studenti in their classes. Teachers felt theysimply did not have the time to meet thh needi of these students and their"regular" students as well,:_,_
_,

Consequen , the second Year, I approached the remedial
reeding teacher,Mrs. Charlene -proposing that we them teach in classes already designedespecially for stti&mts with reading problems which included slow learners,those with chronic reading

deficiencies and those categorized as learningdisabled who-were carried on s' ease load. This would allow us to nerve aBeater number of students and would afford me the opportunit\pto see thestudents on a regular and frequent basis. It alsolproviled the students .with a less threatenAg
situation in which to become acquainted with'me. Ifouhd them, then, to be much/more willing to come in for services, as wellas providing additional support service.in a group' situation, after havingworked with me in the clialsroor.

.
I also approached NA, Deborah Pyle, a Biology inviructar,

suggesting!'that we team teach a section of Basic Biology geared to the particular needsoff the learning disabled student., Sbe determined the subject matter to becovered and I adapted it to their needs. This proved to bops successfullentore, allowing most 'learning disabled students to meet their academicrequirement on the first attempt, where previously
many had

'
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Through the support of the Oak Park administrators and with the will-
ingness of some classroom teachers to accept a new challenge, the program
has prowssed and grown. It now actively tnvolvg ten instructors in

eight different subjects. The Oak Park faculty is, of course, served on a
neidl basis. The learning disabilities staff now Secludes three full time
instructors who operate a resource room the students in "regular" classes
whenever possible.
%,.

The program in its current form is not perfect by any means. It is con-
stantly being reviewed in hopes of providing the best services possible while
meeting the intent of Public 7,aw 94-142.

So, after five years of workingstaily to try to implement the intent of
Public Law 94-142 I feel qualified to comment on some areas of concern that
have arisen during this time.

My first concern deals with the I.E.P., or individualized educational
program, parent conference. At the secondary level, it is extremely diffi-
cult to get all of the classroom teachers, learning disabilities instructors,
a school administzt

ce

, the parents and perhaps the student, all to a con-
feren. This requi s a great deal oereleased class time for the teachers,
since many have other caomittments after school. It would seem much more
practical to bring the written goals and objectives of each classroom teacher
to the I.E.P. conference, and then if the parents object to any of the goals
or objectives of a classroom teacher, to bring that teacher in at a later
date to resolve the problem. Past experience has shown that in 99% of the
cases, if the learning disabilities instructor and the classroom teacher ,
have worke3 together on the goals and objectives, the. parents have found no
fault.

My second concern deals with class size where learning disabled students
are included. ffeel that some simple formula should be applied to arrive at
an optimum class size since thesestudents'often do require a greater work
load for the classroom teacher. A class of 25 which includes four or five
learning disabled students requires much more time for preparation than a
cies 25 "regular" students. If mainstreaming is to be effective I feel
some rel of must be afforded to the classroom instrhetor.

My rd end greatest concern is for the need for some form of vocational
training r those learning disabled' students with severe problems. It seems
a cruel fo injustice to offer these students support services through the
school system and then to graduate them with, often, no marketable s

They find they are ill prepared to compete in the job market due to ir
learning problems. For example, I had a.student 'lobo could do a won
job on the al lathe and yet could not read the instruction naval He
was an audi learner. An employer who was not familiar with such

Elklens or oiho ed a special training program geared to his needs coul ver
give this young man an opportunity-to prove what he was capable of doing.

k our program. lenrolled for a couple-of beginning courses at the ccacusity
Another e is that of a young woman who is trecent graduate ofr

. college, failed there, took a job finally at a local hamburger chain restau-

rant. She now is unemployed, recently married and awaiting the birth of her
second child in January. She really has no marketable skills and Yet hold &
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,posititwork attitude while yet in school.' The prospects of this girl/ ccupet successfully Jon the job market, given the events of the past
years are not promising.

Those schools which are fortune nough to have a vocational schodt
often find themselves unequipped toe the special needs of such stu-
dents. Their programs simply are not geared fo:dtag: and they lack the
personnel or resources necessary to make theme t ions.

There is a current television commercial vhiCh states, "Pay= now,or pay me later". I feel that, Untfortunttel,y,'this is the situatiod for
many of our learning disabled et s. linable to compgte in the job
market,they fall back on eQciety

upport.them through other social'
programs. Even if they do not requite public

support, they.all too often
realign themselves to working'at jobs far below their intellectual poten-
tial due to their learning problems,

This, then, takes a heavy toll onpride and self esteem. We all share in the loss of this'pottntial. For-tunately such men as Nelson Bockerfeller
had the personeI'fortunes to eter*

come many of these learning barriers, to
make the contributiotts they werecapable of producing.

fr
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Mr. SIMON. Ms. J,c, Norris.

STATEMENT OF JO B. NORRIS, DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL SERVICES,

,PLATTE. query DISTRICT

Ms. /s,loaats. Mr. Chairman, Mr. CJeman, and.Mr. Erdahl.
. I want to express my appreciation for the opportunity to present the
following testimony. It is directed toward positive and negative as-
pects of Public Law 94-142. The testimony has input from district
staff members, parents of handicapped children, as well as my views
from both an instructor and. administrative position.

Platte County RIII Schools, Platte City, Mo., has a student popu-
lation of about 1,480, with rural and urban influence. The number of
handicapped students served is approximately 170, With classes pro-
Aided for elementary and secondary EMH, elementary and secondary
lewjw. ,disabilities and elementary speech therapy and language
de lopment.

Service classes for behtiviorally disordered are provided through a
cooperative effort with other districts, with the elementary middle
school programs presently being located in the district. The
staff members of special services are four LD teachers, two EMH
teachers, one speech therapist, three 'counselors, and a director.

The district has been operating under Public Law 94-142 for 4
years, implem nting the meaning of t law through State and.district
interpretatio nitial implementation of the law brought a sharp
increase in t umber of handicapped children, evaluated and placed
in special pro ams. Insers ice learning sessions were used for special
and regular class educators, to acquaint each specific groupto their
respective responsibilities and degree of involvement.

Public taw 94-142 was, and remains to be, rn_4. time consuming for
the special services staff. The requirements of Prayer procedure places
the steps of screening- teferral, dinnosis/evaluation, placement, pro-
graming, and followup on the pe4onnel who are responsible for full-
time student instruction. The other activities of personnel develop-
ment, census, awareness, screening, and program evaluation are usually
dealt with after a working school clay, when appropriate. This prob-
lem may be common to smaller districts, as the complaint of lack of
money is frequently heard. To continue under the present Tequire-
ments of the law it would be suggested that State time allowance be
given to a special teachu., for the extensive paperwork. This may be
done by using substituteTeachers or allowing a certain amount of time
per student per week as release time, and providing for inschool staff-
ing times, as opposed to the many that occur before and after school
hours. This area of *concern may be helped by law revision or money
allocated for such.

The shining star-of Public Law 94-142 is the parent involvement
required from initial evaluation consent to program planning and
placement: The deeree of Parent cooperation is quite varied, but it is
no longer possible to involve a student in evaluation or special class
placement without the parent or guardian being notified and given the

,
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opportunity to participate in the procedures being followed. Parent
comments concernincr Public Law 94-142 have been very favorable.
Most are encouraged by the efforts of the LEA in working with their
children and providing every service possible. A small minority of
negative parental comments are that the procedural meeting, IEP
development and followup are too time consuming and they would
prefer to not be involved.

Another comment on the law. In many instances the time it takes=to secure parental permission or confering to evaluate and begin
the student's work-up is mNch too long. The reqiiired contacts and
waiting periods often put month or more from referral to initial
diagnostic testing or whatever is appropriate. The staff tries to com-
plete a chilli's process within 4 weeks. This is possible if all procedu es
are efficient and diagnostic time is available. Again, diagnostic ti eis worked into instrirtional schedules. which can cause a backlog f
testing, particularly at the beginning and end of the school year.

Another area of concern, which naturally involves money, is relate"services. In most student cases this is interpreted very strictly, as re-latkl services that the district must provide, are ,costly. Only thoseservices which are considered absolutely necessary are written in astudent's IEP. If the money was allocated for mere relatW service'
activity. then. another ottestion comes upvlrhat constitutes a rela'ted
service. The interpretation of this differs among the districts of theState. This sometime can create problems with students who may
transfer from one LEA with board related services to an LEA which
does not allow for extra services, often because of the cost.

The demands of Pliblic Law 94-142 vary from different special-
ized areas of education. It is found that the speech therapist requires
much time _ to complete the necessary work. usually because of the
gkatt,st number of students served. Perhaps a less restrictive proced-ure for speech evaluatiovsand IEP development could be moreefficient.

Problems inclusive of the learning disabilities area anttime to workwith mainstream stugents, followup ..kctivities with regular class
teachers, dealing with the behavioral needs of LD students and pro-

,. viding the secondary LD student with an appropriate alternative edu-
cation program. Staff needs in ID are perhaps the largest. as it seemsthat diagnostic and programing of an LD encompassei a wide'range of areas. For example, one child may require or need services inthe LD areas of gross motor, math computation instruction, psycho-
logical counseling. and visual perceptual training. It is not logical to
expect one LD teacher to provide for these needs, yet most often this is-

.. the expectation of the school.
Specific areas of testing and evabiation are usually completed by

the LD specialist, but once again, to fit all the duties into a day is not
efficiently done. It is generally .agreed that Public Law 94-142 has
been beneficial in promoting the knowledge of learning disabilities
and generally what is involved in the realm of a learning disabled per-
son. However, some of the present problems are contributory to LDteachers leaving 'the field, as in other specialized areas. Many feel the
unique problems they encounter in a school cannot be shared or some-times undeigtood by the fegular classroom"teacher or administrators.
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They feel frustrated and often find that leaving the role of an LD
teacher is the only immediate solution. ff --,

Hope lly these and other issues br ght to light will show some
of the e day problems encountered in the area of learning dis-
abilities an in the area of special education.

The testi ony given to you, as a subcommittee, could perhaps serve
as a basis or amending certain parts of the present law, to be More

irealistic and efficient for implementation in the schools.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much. .

[The prepared statement of Jo B. Norris follows:]
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c i
PREPARED STATE]IINT SUBMITTF.D BY JO B. NORRIS, DIRT & OR SPECIAL
/SERVICES. PL/VITE COUNTY RIII SCHOOLS, PLATTE CITY, Mo..

'Honorable Membcks of Congress:

I want
/

to exp ess my approc- -ton for the opportunity to presentthe follcwin testimony. The c...mentation contained is directed
toward posit ve and Aegative aspects of P.L. 94-142. The testi-
moni has in t from district staff members, parents of handicappedchildren, a well as my vie._ c'rom both an instructor and adminis-trative polition.

Platte Centy R-III Schools, Platte City, Missouri, has a student
populaq n of about 1480, with rural and urban influence. The

/ numbervbf handicapped students served is approximately 170, with
lasso's rovided for elementary and secondary EMY(educably mentallyhan cappe , and secondary learning 4isabilitiea, and

..," Anpary speech therep uage development. Service classes
4nviorally disordere ovided through a cooperative-.

. i._ 1 Jith other districts, with t eleNentary -middle school
programs being presently located J.n thislis.III district. The staff
members of special services are.41.6arning.diakbilities teachers,
2 EMH teachers, /Ispeecir`therapist, 3 counselore-and a directOr_
(combination LD 410 director'). "---... F

. ' ----<,,
) ---The district has been operating under P.L. 94-142 for 4 yeare-.1: I

\ implementing the meaning of the law through state and district. ,.

',interpretations. Ir)itial implementation of the law brought a
sharp, increase in the number of handicapped children evaluated 4
and\paaced in specisl programs. In-service learning sessions were
used "far special and regular slags educators, to acquaint each
specific group to their respective responsibilities and degree ofinvolvement. .

N. ...

P.L. 94-142fr, i4 s, and remains to be, most time consumi thea staff. The requirements or proper pros tire
places the steps of screening-referral, diagnosis/evaluetion,
placement, prograrming end follow-up bn the personnel who are
responsible for full-time student instructidn. The other activir-
ties of personnel development, census, awareness, screening and

4
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Anbther comment on the law; in many instance3 the time it
takes to secure parentel permission, or conferencing, to
evaluate and begin the student's work -up takes much too_long.
The required contacts and waiting periods often put a month
or More from referral to initial diagnostic testing( or what-
ever appropriate). The staff tries to complete a child's pro-
cess Within 4 weeks. This is possible if all proceAres are
efficient and diagnostic time is aVallable.Again, diagnostic
time is worked into instructional schedules, Nhich can cause
a backlog of testing, particularly at the beginning and4end
.of the school year.

Anp ner area of concern, which naturally involves money, is
re ated services. In most student cases this is interpreted
ve y strictly, as related services that district must provide
ar costly. Only those Cervices which are considered absolutely
e,eSsary ar,e written in a student's IEP. It the money was

a °gated per more related service activity, then another
q estion,Comes up; "What constitutes a related service?" The
1 terprotatidn of this differs among the districts of the state.
13 creates p*oblemp with students who may transfer from an
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Hopefully these, and other; issues will bring to light.some of the
"everyday problems" encountered in the area of learning disabil-
ities and otheb special areas of education. The testimony given
to the subcommittee could serve as a basis for amending certain
parts of the present law, to more realistic and'efficient for
implementation in the schools.
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Mr, SiasoN. First of all, Mr. Tarp ley, if I may just comment on two
things.

I couldn't agree more that the attitude of the administrator is
contagious. When administrators are negative, and unfortunately too
many of.them are, that catches on and when they are positive, as you
are, that catches on.
'The program you have designed for your health classes that's the

best thing I have heard about for some time. I think that is a greai
idea.
. I appreciati` your comments, Mr. Kincaid, on the vocational training.

When the Vocational Educational Act comes up for reauthorization
this next year, I think we have to be taking a look at this area.

All of you talked a little about the IEP.AVe have run into, basically,
three problems through the years, regarding the IEP. One problem
that has not been brought up here today, is the teacher making as
3-minute phone call somewhere and drawing up an IEP.

The second concerns teachers and administrators, feeling that the
igp is some kind of a contractual arrangement, so that they are re-
luctant to 'putAown on paper something as a goal that may not be
achieved. I think that has to be explained to parents and maybe to all
those involved, that this is not a contractual arrangement and we may
not be able to achieve everything stated.

The third is the problem that you talked about here today, and that
is the length of time it takes to ,draw up an IEP. You mentioned one
case of 4 weeks working on an IEP.

You mentioned one other thing,*Ms. Wright, that concerns me and
that is labeling. I don't know that there is any Federal answer to it.
I talked to a 23-year-eid woman, recently,, who came into one of my
open office hours in my district. It was clear she had above average
intelligence, but she could not read and write and she had been placed
in a class with retarded childrenwith'out being tested. Somehow she
had been labeled and she labeled herself as a result. I don't know what
we do on this, bukthis is a problem that I think we all have-to struggle
with.

I also remember onetime, this was before 'Public Law 94-142, when
I was serving as Lieutenant Governor of Illinois. We had a class hat
came to my door'. wanting to meet. me. I went out and said hello and
so forth. I said, "Whttt grade are you?" A little fellow piped up and
he says, "We're in the fourth grade; we're the dumb class.", It just
really hit me, what were we doing to those fourth graders.

Again, I don't think there is any Federal answer on this. There are
a lot of things that we can't do, but it is a problem that, think all of
us have to be sensitive to.

The mainstreaming problem that you mentionedhere .kt hink all of
us have to use commonsense. Here again the problem came up today;
it comes.up, at every hearing. There are parents who think Johnny
or jane has to be in that regular classrobrq, for ujislirsbncLable rea-
sons. but sometimes it is not in Johnny and Jane's best, interest to do
so, and teachers and administrators have. to be tough enough to do
what is best fo Johnny and Jane.

I am making ll kinds of comments and not asking questions.
I will call on r. Erdahl.

393
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Mr. ERDAHL. As usual, Mr. Chair Man, you have extracted the es-
sence from their,testimony.

One question that I have is on the IEP. Isn't there some way that
uniformity can be put into it, at the same time, maybe it sounds incon-.
g-rtious. but maintaining the need for flexibility. At other hearings,
some people hav'e interpreted the IEP to have a whole ream of paper,
while other people have said this can be one sheet. Do you care to
cotninent. on that ? It seems to me it can be simplified and without
being too perfunctory get the goal we are trying to achieve. As Mr.
Simon said. it is not w ritten in stone, it is not a life-long contract, it is
the way some teachers and experts hopefully evaluate the possibilities
for this individual.' We have heard in other hearings too, people feel
harrassed by it; the classroom teachers are sick of the time they have
to spend on it ; and they are ill equipped, at times, to prepare one.

Anybody tare to comment on that ?
Mr. TARPLEY. My experience is back to the same point that I made

originally. If, in fact, the administration of the building explains to
the staff and the counseling department and your special services that,
this is a prOblem and recognize the amount of tine that is going to be
involved in writing these IEPs saying, "Let's get together as a group
and do the best job we possibly can do and do it in the shortest time we
I an and still be effective. things can go well. But where you have your
breakdown is when you ha% e three or four interpretations of what an
IEP rely ..s and you can't get together on it. If you get to-
gether on i and decide that is what you are going to do, then, all of
the parties involved seem to be much more comfortable io that role,
and seem to do a much more efficient job in a lot less time. The number
one key to the whole thing is communication, between the various
groups that are involved in writing the IEP. It can be a labor of love
or it can be a flat labor.

Mr. ERDAIIL. That's a good way to put it. Yes, ma'am.
Ms. WRIGHT. I would like to comment on that.
Two areas. really, on'the IEP.
I think probably I am supportive of my special teachers, since I

have been there and I know a little bit about what they are going
through in writing the IEP. but there is a real problem with setting up
the conferences., I can recall one personal instance that I had where
there were about 16 phone calls between the parent and myself, back
and forth, before we finally set up a time. I got everything together,
everybody together, thought we are going igo get this one done, and
they didn't show up. Whose responsibility 0171-1 it become again to get
the whole process riffling? Mine,as a special teacher.

This sort of thing is just overwhelming to special teachers, plus they
are worrying about their children, and a spetial teacher doesn't have
one lesson plan per hour, as perhaps many regular classroom teachers
do. If you have 10 kids you have 10 plans that you are concerned about
that hour. If you have to be out of that class.. someone else hats to know
h w to implement those plans. A lot of this, I think, leads to the burn-
ut that we have talked about.
The other thing on the IEP factor is in changing districts. I,have

had that happen to me this year. A child came in with a totally differ-
ent IEP, very difficult for us to evaluate. The parents are saying, my

\
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child must have special services. We finally came to the conclusion,
yes. It took awhile and really maybe we all would have felt more com-
fortable if we had had time to just 'throw that evaluation out and
start over. We will do our own evaluation, but there ais time wasted
there. They have done one, we are doing one, there should .be, -Some
carry-over that could be utilized without all this wasOod time testing,
the child's time: This is a concern, as Lsee it. .

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.'
Dbviously we have heard from another excellent panel.'
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 5

I have some questions here, and I hope we haven't repeated some-of
them, but I heard a lot about paperwork.

I would like to have some specific examples of this paperwork re-
quirement that come from Public Law 94-142 that might be elimi-
nated. I want yOur views on the specifics, not just general. I am not a
teacher. and I am not a principal, so I don't really know what the
paperwork requirements are from your end:

Ms. NORRIS. I would like to address that.
I think one of the things that requires so much time on our staff

is when the evaluation is completed it requires a writeup, particularly
if it is a learning disabled student. This can become very involved
in the interpretation, the test used, the otktcome of it.- Again, if the
child is placed; and you are writing an IEP, you are ,kind of 'being
redundant because, if it is a good IEP and well done, this will include
much of the save information. That's one part of it that I think re-
quires a great deal of time, particularly if the person doing ate writeup
is also the teacher and the eva r. It's like having three jobs to do
and they are all basically t same.

Mr. COLEMAN. I would like to have a response from everybody and*
we'll just go down the line. Ms. Wright.

Ms. WRIGHT. The IEP itself can become quite involved, and I think
that they probably become more involved as we go along. Paperwork
seems to create paperwork, as you mentioned.

In our district our IEP is four pages and it is kind of frightening
when you first 'hind it to a new special teacher. because they are
carbonized and that's 16 for eackkid and, thenyou have the supple-
mentary IEPs that each classroom teacher does and you hand those to
the classroom teacher and they look at the stack And"they.become a
little overwhelmed by it. At the beginning of school there is a lot of
paperwork. Bus routes for kids and lunches and on and on and on.
All of this also comes at the beginning of school.--Then you have a
student move in that has to be diagnosed. There is a great deal of
paperwork involved in the testing procedure.

Mr. COLEMAX. Let me ask you while you are answering the ques-
tion, can we eliminate any'of this, or is it just part of the necessary
evils that go with the implementation of the TAW ?

Ms. Wnioirr. To a degree it is a necessary evil. for documentation if
'nothing else. I think we all are finding the need for that,_more and
more, and yet I am wondering if perhaps some of could not be con-
densed, if maybe ye need quite so many pages to say the same thing
if maybe we need qdite so many copiesto say the same thing; Some of
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these kids' folders, you pull them out they are really full. That has
taker! a lot of time and a lot of m ey that somebody paying for.

Mr. KINCAID. I would say the same. Coming from thes'ame district,
the concerns that Ms- Wright has brought up are mine as well. We
have the four-page form and by the time you go through this and you
have the copies for everyone, particularly if the student has been in
the program for several years, you have a great deal ef paper.

Frankly, I don't have any simple solution as to how to eliminate or
-reduce the amount of the paperwork withthe IEFritgelf. It just seems,
that so much needs to be don simply for documentation, so-thatievery
one has a ropy and input and knows 'vhat is happening.

Mr.'CoLEMAN. Mr. Tarpley.
Mr. TARPLEY. I hate to be so positive all tlffi time, gentlemen, but

mite frankly I can't see any other way of doing it.
I think the-first thifig we have to remember is that every child we

have in special education'ineN itably has a parent. That parent thinks of
that child,as the most important thing in their life and as piiblic eclyt:
cators we have to be sure that we do everything that we can possibly
do to provide that child with the best education we can.

Now, if, in fact, doing this papemsork or being involved, in this
paperwork helps us to help that child, then, I don't think weave any
choice. I think we ought to bite the bullet, and do the best job we can
and if, in fact, we can do things to eliminate some of this paperwork
and still do the same quality of j6b, fine, go ahead and do it.

I have It very excellent support service in"my special service group
and they make every effort to minimize our difficulties. I think it is a
problem, but I don't think it is something that we can say \vie are going
to have to eliminate. These' kids have special prOblems and we have
to find out as much afiout them as we can to do the best job we can.
We are ;last mina to have to do these things!

Certainly you don't approach it in the same' fashion as you do an
ordinary classroom situation with ordinary4ltudents, but it is there;
we have to dcf it.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Kincaid, I know there has been some discussion
about rutting short the roundtable discussions on the IEP. From my
standpoint I would le reluctant to turn the JEP into so many separate
briefs being filed by different people when I think that you can sit
down face to face with the doctor or somebody who* is an expert in
another-field and really discuss an individual together.

Let me ask each of you, briefly : Are you feeling any backlashfrom
parents of nonhandicapped children in our work because handi,
capped children are in the classroom, or becatthe your time is taken
away, in many cases, from nonhandicapped students? What kind of
parental attitudes do you find? Do the students-feel they are not- re-
ceiving enough attention?

Mr. TA RPLEY. Are you talking about theregular students?
Mr. COLEM A N. Yes.
Mr. TA RPLET. I think that if the regular students feel that neglect,

theii, that's our fault becaitse we haven't educated them in regard
-to special education and the problems that these children have.
For example, one of the parts of this program T presented to you gen-
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tlemen today is that the teacher would take half of the class, blindfold
them, and have the other half w a lk them through the building and
then they would crime back and sit down and discuss how it felt to beblind. If we educate the regular classroom student in regard to the
various kinds of handicaps, I think over a periOd of years, I don't
think you are going a accomplish it over night, buf I think over. aperiod of years they are certainly not going to be too critical oflthe
money spent on Public Law 94 -142. But you cannot take a piece of
legislation and sit down and say, OK, now, we are going to abide by
this; because there-is certainly going to be some backlash. We've got

,' to go right on with_the program and make it work. In the final
analysis it is goingto pay off for all of us.

Mr.COLE3IA.y. What kind of a 'response do you have ?:.
Mr. ItnrcAm. I haven't run into a basklash from the parents of regu-

lar students. /f I ran into any type of a backlash it would be from
regutar classraofin teachers, where students have been mainstreamed
and they are sa
children ,or give

A.t Oak Park
go in and give s
is the problem.

ing, how am I supposed to meet the needs of these
the numbers, particularly.

have a team teaching situation, where we try and
pport services to these instructors, but still numbers
ou have 25 students in here and four or five of them

have a learning disability. It requires a great deal of, noj only paper-
work, but very often the secondary students are boys, often hyperaaivA
and you put four or fike of them or more in a classroom situation and
simply control becomes more difficult than it may in a regular setting.

Classroom instructors are saying, I like the idea, I think the concept
of us working together like this is fine, but we need to get the num-
bers down so it is more manageable or so I don't have to spend so much
more class time working with this particular class than I do with my
other classes.

Mr. SIMON. If I may interrupt, just for a moment, bete un-
fortunately I have to- leave to grab a plane. I am going to turn the

gavelover to Tom here.
I appreciate your testimony today. The witnesses that are yet to

come, I have two of your three statements, which I will. be reading on
the plane. Lwill be reviewing the record and I appreciate Congress- .

man Coleman hosting this and I appreciate his staff working on this
also.

Let me put in one Viositive word here, because we tend to go over the
problems in these kinds of hearings.

We had testimony here a few months ago from the State of Arkansas
where. through a program, it was before Public Law4-142, they

- identified a young man who was confined to a wheelchair not receiving
any education. They got him an education,) vocational rehabilitation
and Arkansas picked him up. sent him to the University of Arkansas,
sent him through medical school and he has now paid more in taxes
than it cost for the entire vocational rehabilitation program in Arkan-
sas, for the first 20 years of its existence. So it pays off not only in
humanitarian terms, it paydoff in just pure dollars and cbnts whenwe
have agood solid program. \

ank you.
r. COLEMAN. Thanks for coming.

4
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I guess Mss Wright was the last one.
Ms. WR/GHT. I would like to respond to thai.

_ I have heard occasional comments `about, well, that sort of thingisn't done for my child, Look at it realistically in our district: Toeducate a regular student it costs a little legs than $2,000 a year. Some .of our special students are now averaging $4,500 a year. We have onecase that I am aware of where there is an additional cost for this stu-\ dent of $125 weekly fol. catherizatioft
Pa,eifine if I sound negative. I'don't intend to. I have all the com-passidh for the special students available, but I can't help but thinkthat we will have a backlash. There are going to be some parents ofnonhanpped children that are going to say, I am paying my taxes,

my child-is not receivii*he same thing from your district, the sameamount of mckney, th, e amount of time, and I do feel that we willhavethat confrontation one day on this.
Mr. COLEMAN. Ms. Norris.
Ms. NORRIS. I think that maybe some of the smaller school districts

do not have this problem, in comparison to the, publicity and thethings that you all have had.
Most of the parent comments that we get are, from the nature of amainstream student, maybe the parents of a child in a classroom where

they mainstream the students are concerned abouOcertain behavior or
the time that the regular classroom teacher hnito take to spend one-
one on the mainstream student but other than that they are not alconcerned, at this point, about excess cost of things.

Mr. COLEMAN. Let me ask, as a final question, what existing inser icetraining is there for teachers, and do you think it is adequate in yvarious districts? A very brief yes or no.
Mr. KINCAID. I would like to see more inservice done for them. The ,inservice that wet have done atViak Park have been that which we have

initiated Within our building to try and educate those instructors there
as to the way the program functions in our bUilding.

Wwould like to see more done along this area, particularly perhaps
with the building, as a .whole or, I should say, maybe those instructors
that in any way will be broughtin on an IEP so that they lire- a
better understandinE of it and what will be expected of them..

An instructor will come I ; what happens if an LD student
comes into my class and or uired subject and he doesn't have
to be there, do I have o alter the curriculum for, him Where do I
legally stand?'

Mr. COLEMAN. XP advise him I
Mr. KINCAID. Th t, or if we feel that we can't handle it or questions

persist. of course. e frO to odr special services director.
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Erdahl, do you have any questions?
Mr. ERDAHL. No thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you all for coming. It was excellent testimony

and as Cpairman Simon says, all of it will be included in the record.
I apprec .Fee your comments today.

Ms. WRIGHT. May I comment on the inservice, please?
Mr. COLEMAN. I'm sotry.
Ms. Wunmer. I .have noticed a lot more inservice. Nine years ago

when T started' with the spacial services. it seems that there was very
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little and you were really out there kind of swimming by yourself,
*with those regular teachers and trying to explain to them.

This year I believe our budget f9y/inservice is $138,000 in our dis-
trict, and I know that in 'the last'2" or 3 yeak this has reallybeen
beefed-up. I think this is something that the districts are recogniz-
ing and is being provided'

I would agree with Mr. Kincaid, that probably we need to lean a
little heavier on specia) servicest,but I do think it has been recognized.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. 11,rpley.
Mr. TARPLEY. I think it has Certainly become rgore sophisticated all

along. r know that Mr. Cummings has gone to thevarious buildings
asking which area are of most interest to the teachers and then devel-
oping inserlice programs around those particular points of interest.
So I think the teachers feel much mor secure when they can get those
questions answered, all the way from, how do I grade a learning dis-
abilities student in the regulkr classroom, as opposed to the other stu-
dents, and how do I justify all sorts of minor questions? Well, these
are certainly not insignificant questions. They are important to the
teachers, but once you get these kinds of questions answered, the teach-
ers feel mall more comfortable in mainstreaming. So I think that
these efforts in regard to inservice training certainly have been superb
in the last 2 years and teachers have clone to these workshops. large
numbers of thein, wanting this information. So it has been very
successful.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you all again.
Our next panel is Mr. Tom O'Donnell, an attorney in 'Overland

Park; Mr. Sid Clark, President of the .kssociati4sm otChildren with
Learning Disabilities here in Kansas City, accompanied -by Ms.
Juanita Blevins, Past President; and Ms. Madeline Wendland, Presi-
dent of the Missouri Coalition of Child Advocates of St. Louis.

We are starting to run, out 49f rzlembers. And Mr. Erdahl also has
time restraints and has to catch a plane Again, I would ask if you
could abbreviate your oral statements. f you can't, we are going to
end up without time for questions and di ussion.

PANEL: TOM O'DO.N.N.ELL, ATTORNEY T LAW; SID CLARE, PRES-
IDENT, ACCOMPANIED BY JUANITA LEVINS, PAST PRESIDENT,
ASSOCIATION OF CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES;
AND MADELINE WENDLANA:PRESIDENT, MISSOURI COALI-
TION OF CHILD ADVOCATES, INC.

Mr. COLEMAN. The first panel member is Mr. O'Donnell. 39I

STATEMENT OF TOM O'DONNELL, ATTORkEY'A LAW

Mr. O'DONNELL. My, name is Tom O'Donnell. I am an attorney,
and for the last 5 years, I have been working in the area of education
for handicapped children. I was a staff attorney at the National Cen-
ter for Law and the Handicapped when 84 -142 was passel My pri-
malty responsibility there was to work with consumer groups and local
educational and State educational agencies and the Federal Govern-
ment in terms of preparing regulations ,hat were going to implement

3C
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the Act. We had a considerable amount of input I felt, with regard
to the outcome of those regulatigns. .

k:P Since that time, I fia.vc served as a child advocate representing
parents and children seeking services. I have also served as a consult-
ant to local education agencies and State education agencies imple-
menting 94-142. I have conducted numerous inservice training pro-
grains for teachers and administrators, school board attorneys, and
school board members as well in various States, including Missouri,
Kansas, Indiana,. West Virginia, and Illinois, among others.

I say all that because I think it has given me a unique perspective
on 94-142 because I have seen it from both sides, both in trying to as-
sist edneaCional 'agdncies in meeting their obligations under the Law,
and helpiner them to interpret the Law, and also from the perspective
of the parent who is seeking services.

I-ravings said all that, I have a very positive attitude toward Public.
Law 94-142. I feel that it is working and that it does not need to be
amended, but needs fb be fully implemented. By that, I mean that all
agencies responsible for providing services to handicapped, children,
including Congress, need to live up to the expectations that4they raised
in pitssing thisilegislation. I believe that Congress has to accept its
Vipansibi 1 ity inliving up to the full funding that it authorized when
passing thii le slation.

I wish Mr. Simon was here *Oise he made a comment this morn-
ing about haying to answer some of his colleagtms on the Budget.Com-
mittee with regard to whether this money is passing through. I really
feet strsmgly-that it is not the responsibility of Mr, Simon or the educa-
tion aencies to show Congress that it is passing through. I think
now it is the responsibility of Congress to prove that it is not. I think° they would be pleasantly surprised to find out that indeed when
they authorize 10 percent increases over a year they are probably get-
ting 20 percent worth of service out of most of the educational agencies
that are given the money.

I am not negative towards educational agencies. I think they are
doing everything they can to implement this Law, with some few ex- .
ceptionq, and those exceptions, I think, we probably could address, but

. they are the horror stories and not the majority, by any stretch of the

. imagination.
I would like for my written testimony to go into the record because

I am not going to read it.
Mr. COLEMAN. Your full testimony will appear in the record.
Mr. O'DONNELL. Fing I wo like to address some of the issues that

45vere addresged by the other this morning.
I agree with Dr. Werne omment with 4egard to interagency

agreements. In representing parents, most often we encounter this
parti6ular type of a-problem. The child is in need of education services,

- he is in need of related services, too, in order to benefit from that
education. The edUcational agency may or may not l have pefsonnel

"- available, or if they have personnel ad table, maybe they are strained
in terms of what they can actually pro ide. We'attempt to seek the
services through another agency. This ost often occurs with enio-

children -whert--yon nil a -department
ot mental health or the community mental health center or some other/

66-229 0-81-26
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agency lik8 that. Community mental health centers are well aware, as
well as the Department of Mental Health, that the Department of Ed-.

u ion has the primary responsibility under Public Law 94-142 to
pr Vide these related services hey are reluctant to free up the
and their professionals and their time in order to provide these
services:

Until, I believe, the proper agencies come to bear on these other
agencies to provide these related services in a cooperative manner and
that weencourage the educational agencies to imaginatively seek out
these services and to help in cooperation with these other agencies in
getting the 'services of children, we are not going to see the full imple-

. mentation of Public Law 94-142.
I don't believe that the ,related serN ices are burdensome in and of

themselves. They are burdensome only when the full financial impart
hits the local educational agency or the State educational agency with
no recourse tcL Services that generally are already available in a
community.

One other point I Would lire to make is with regarcrto evaluations
evaluations of children, handicapped children specifically. There is
not endue quality or numbers of diagnostic centers to deal with the
numbers of. children. that need to be identified and assessed in order to
receive an appropriate education. I think that Congress should really
lookand I am not sure that it'requires legislationI think maybe
only proper use of already available resources to provide incentives for
the creation of their diagnostic centers. Evaluations are crucial. I
think that it is obvious. The evaluation centers that we have available
are limited in their resources. We need more-ind better)quality diag-
nostic centers.

We need to also curtail the amount of time that is spent in evaluating
a child. I represented several children who have been on waiting lists
for as long as a full* school year, not even assessed,by' the end of the
first school year because there were not available resources. I think
that is,,a tragedy. That child has already lost a very valuable. school
year.

One ether point that has been raised consistently is about inservice
training. I think inservice training is absolutely essential if we are,
going to clirry.out this Act. I noted in one of the teacher's testimonies
this morning, in, discussing the IEP, they talked about the amount of
time, analteacher time particularly, in calling all of the child's teachers
together for an IEP conferencp. I think that reflects some misinforma-
tion about,srfiblic Law 94-142. Public Law 94-142 does not require
every .teacher of the child to be present at an IEP meeting, only if it
had been requested by the parent or the school district. The solution the
gentleman presented was actually a propel solution in that what he
suggested wa.s submissions froth various teachers of what their gottls
and objectives would be. This type of misinformation or misinterpre-
tation of the LaW is fairly consistent throughout the country. It is not
endemieto Missouri or to northwest Missouri.

Least restrictive environment: I think this is the most misunder-
stood phrase applied to Public Law 94-142, access to the maximum ex-
tent appropriate. EN ery handicappefl child shall be educated with non-
handicapped children. Ita appropriateness is unique to the child. So if
that is,pplied ith the commonsense attitude that was mentioned this

401
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morning, it is going to fall out to be what is appropriate for that
child, not what is appropriate for what the parent wishes or whet the
School district wishes, but what is appropriate for the child. I think
that is important to keep in mind.

Where weget hung up is that school diitricti do have programs,
existing programs, for handicapped children and they httempt.to fit_
the child into that existing program rather thamta truly individualize
the education program` and fit the program to the child. That takes
imagination. Yes, it is going to take time. It is also going,to take an
understanding of what a least restrictive environment is and what is
appropriate in terms of education for & specific child.

One final point about the IEP : That is that oftentimes, particidarly
with the sevetely and 'multihandicapped child,' it will take a great
amount of timeto Prepare that initial IEP. I think you have to make a
distinction between the initial IEP and the review and revision of anIEP. An initial IEP may t: ke considerable amount of time, but if it is
done properly, any revie or revision of that IEP should take a very
minimal amount of time dealing with .achild consistently through-
out their educational progr. '4 and,as they. progress. I, think it is very
important to make this type o ion -

I alsobknow of several Rh, -filets in the country that ai-e start-,ing to use sophisticated" &processing and data processing equip-
ment to develop I Fond to retain information. Ithink this shouldbe enco . ere are certain basic things that can be done wig.' a

s EP program that are repetitious for a lot of children falling
into the same sorts of categories or the 'same needs for programs, and
you can utilize this type of equipment. Obviously, the bottom line is
whether or not you have the equipment to begin with and whether ybu
can afford it. I think we need to take a look a that as well.

I could probably go on and on. I don't really want to because I know
you are under time constraints. I think the key term with regard to
Public Law 94-142 is resources: financial resources, professional re-sources and interagency agreements are all some of the very basic ele-
ments that-constitute the resources needed fo fully implement this act.
I don't think anyone is in disagreethent with the intent or purpose of
the act. I don't think I have ever met anyone, educator, parent, or other
person that didn't believe it was necessary for handicapped children
to have this act. "%That we ote;disagree on sometimes is-perhaps the
interpretation of di/ law. Thecotfrts can deal with that. The act does
not need to be amended. It needs toobe implemented.

I will stop there. Thank you.
[The prepared testimony of follows:]

o .
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PREPARED TESTIMONY OF TOM OTONNEUL, KEMP & YOUNG,
OVERLA PARK. KANS.

I appreciate this opportin ty to testify before this Subcommittee on

Select Education in regard to implementation of P.L. 94-142, the Education

for All Handicapped Ch Act. Before I begin my cauments in regard to

the implementation of this piecejof would like to provide you

with a little information in regard to my experience and involvement with the

education of handicapped children I offer this information so that you are
J

aware of my perspective in regard to the implementation of this Act.

I first became involved with P.L. 94-442 as a staff attorney at the

National Center for Law and the Handicaived in South Bend, Indiana, in 1976.

At the time that I joined the Center, the Bureau of Education for the Handi-
. a

capped was holding hearings with regard to the development of regulations to

inOement the Education for All Handicapped Childre& Act, which had been

passed in 1975. As a staff attorney at the Center I was assigned the respon-

sibility for commenting on the various drafts of the proposed regulations

prier to their submission in final form. In carrying out this responsibility,

I was able to interact with various oonsmer groups, local educaticnogencidb,

and state educational agencies, as well as federal officials, Who had an

interest in this Act and the regulations. After the final regulations were

drafted and published, I spent a consierab/e mount of time consulting with

parents, state and local school administrators, and advocacy organizations in

regard to the intent ,aid interpretation of the Act and the regulations.

Since 1977, the effective date of the Act,.I have had the opportunityto

represent parents of handicapped children wlo were seeking services Yam

*
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local and state education agencies, and I have also served as a oonsultant.to

-local and state education agencies in regard to P.L. 94-142. In the latter

role I have conducted training sendnars and have provided ih-service training

for both regular and special education teachers, administrators, school board

attorneys, and school board members. I believe that my background and exper-

ience provide re with a unique perspective in regard to the implementation of

this most &portant piece of legislation. I have been privy*to efforts to

implement the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, both from the per-
t

spective of the parent/ advocate seeking special education and related services

for a handicapped child and from the persp;ctive of the local or state educa-

tionnon agency attempting to carry cut the mandates of the Act in providing spe-

cial education and related services to all handicapped children within their

respective jurisdictions.

Based on these experiences, my conclusion is tilat P.L. 94-142 is working.

This Act, in my opinion, does not need to be mended at this time, but ks

need to be fully irolement/ed. It is important to keep in mind inlassessing

the effectiveness bf this Act that we are just beginning our third year of

uplementation of all of the provisions of the Act. And, this Act, like no

other piece of legislation in the history of educatio0, is requiring a r3-moth

undertakerg by depistm ents of education at the state and local levels. To ,

fully meet the goal.of this Act -- equal educational opportunity for all han-

dicapped cnildren take tune, imagination, patience, ark the full

1



utilization of all available resources

agencies, but also of agencies which

who are in need of educational servi

be fully implisOented,.this Act will al

States Congress. optimism.for the

4 upon the realizat on by all of the

children that it cooperation with

goals of the tion for All Hand

The fol

f ,

,A

rot Crily the'rescurop of educational

e related respoiSibilities to childr

4 isfuinJtiq

llest' sense of that term.

need full support of the United

1 Implementation of-this Act is

es providing services to handl

tional agencies in carrying out the

Children Act is essential:

the

address specifically those areas of concern which

I have identi led through my Perces in representing parents /auvoc tes of

handicapped Ildreh and piny with local and state educational agencies.

If these are not ressei swiftly and intelligently, then posi-

'tiveiptti toward full realization o the goals if this Act Lear to ,

. . /

be "Polly WI* andn13 ve. My primary concern, at this is that Con-

gress r ire its ibility in regard to the full implementation Of. I

...

this Act then Congies was considering passage of this piece of lepislation,

it spec, ically recogn z....d that "present financial resources are inadeiulteqo ,.

.4,.

meet s ial educate 1 needs of handicapped children".* Witg that recog-4 ,

. -

niti In mind, Coy ess stated that'it is Oir7the national iniii4Ist that the

feller .I government assist state and local efforts to provide prigfics to meet

the catiCnal nOds of handicapped child...en in order to assure equal ;TO,

ion of the ."

* 20 U. .C. 1401 (Historical Note).
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These statements of findings and purpose led to thespecific provisions
1

passed in this Act which authorize appm*Liations to help meet the excess

costs of educating handicapped children by state and local educational agen-

cies. The amount authorized for grants to the states to provide. special educe-
)

tion and related ervices to handicapped children escalates, according to the

terms of the Act, until it reaches a maximum,of 40 percent of the average per

pupil expenditure in public elerentary and sea ndary schools in the United

States multiplied by the numbeeof handicapped children ages 3 through 21

being served tn4the stag. This 40 percent raximum willte reached in fiscal

\
year 1962. and will be lied for each fiscal year thereafter. However, it is

doubtful whether the act apprOPri ticms authorized under the Act will ever.

reach that maxir.:11 figur . Over the 1. t two fiscal years, Congress has failed

to authorize appropLati to meet th= formula specified in the Act. For

e: ample, in fisrcl ;ear 1981, the Act ides that Congress may appropriate a

maxincracount ot tit,percent of tne natt average per pupil expenditure rUl-

.

children served in a state.

oximately 554 million, which should

tiplied by the appro4riate namber Df hand

In Missouri, t!-ts s:2-t I.c-Jre w is re a7

have been made available to tne state

irg special ed...cattonand related syr..o=::

Congress authorized only enough funo_

received only $21,5_nillicrKisscuri

defray the excess oat in provid-

handacapped Children. However,

t\on a pro-rata basis the state of

.s,e\pirpc-TF.. Such a shortfall of

revenue, is im2ortant to note, not ::Isopancy in that

kniat1s authorized and that which

40
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the actual dollar value of that $21.5 millionhas been seriOusly'eroded hy the

effett of inflation. my point is that it is hypocritical of Congress to raise

the expectations of educational agencies and parents of handicapped children
_/.

in passing such legislation and then not following through with the necessary

appropriations to Carry out the legislation to its- fullest effect. I hale

encountered relatiely few educators who adamantly refuse to provide special

education-and/or related services for a handicapped child; but I have encoun-

tered a good number of educational agencies which have been sfymled try a lack

of resources, both financial as well as profess/9nel. tds to locate

professional personnel Or to have available financial resources to ccn -act

with professional personnel to carry out pe mandates of this law is single

most important concern of both ,arents aryl educators. Congress's failur to

authorize appropriations in the full amount allowed dir law oontributef eavilyt_

to this dilemma.

There are some other points which I would like to raise with r4s =nit-

tee Yhicn occur with some degree of frequency in my experience. One of the

most persistent. concerns parents have in rega:i to securing special education

and related services for their children acra.-ly occurs tefore the demarrl for

the provision of those services is .roe. T a- spaking of the evaluation pro-

cess wnidh is mandated hy this law. many %.s%dicaied children remain on wait----

ing lis:s to receive evaluations for as -.C..; s amentire school year: In

tenet . a child is often placed in a,rogv2s: e. cation environment or re-

mains .- inappropriate education S1-setting. Part of the responsibility

4ij7
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lists for evaluations rests with the local School districts as Well as with

, ,state agencies. The local districts often InsiA,upon.qpin; their own evalua-

tions even though they may not have adequate personnel to handle the number of

children who are in reed of- evaluation. This waiting list could be reduced con7-

siderably if local diStricts would other agencies or woula be willpg

to accept evaluations performed by other school districts On children cooing

Into their sehool districts for the first tire.' We art also in need, however,

of more diagnosticqbenters and better Ltilization of the existing centers by 'the

local school districts. It is'my, opinion tnat the waiting lists would be.4

wouldieduced considerably if the educational ageTicieS. would exercise less terril

Operative aneh-_,;-e maginationan4 oodperaticn in the, utilization of

s izting,diagiostic cents:s. P.Air4, if Co'gress provided full fanding for

is Act, edacational coulf more iersorne or use the funds

tc contract for tIrell, 2

This Act places the z.arderirof ttsponsibility.lon e educationk ageo-

c.es for laentifying,..2.:1,ation, a 11 r.. ding free amropriate education

all andicapped daLkdrer in trieir rt_ecti.e 3utisd1ctioni.' This responsibil-

ity Is very clearly stated ooth in t

local. education agency d_sonnt r.

responsibility falls uxn t c stat.

,ot &nd in the,regulations and, when a

.,onsibility, the burden of that

ral agency. This is perhaps as it

Should'be since the primary p49:7p kot is provision, of education.

It: waver, one of the most Fc-,carn in p:, an,equaJ

opport.inity for education for all ha,dfcaped children is the ability of that

rh.
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child to benefit from such an education. TO address that issue, Congress

included the concept of "related services" as a necessary element to be pro-

vided td sane handicapped Children in order to assure their full opportunity'

tWan appropriate education. In-so doing, Congress left the responsility

for the provis ion of those related services with the educational agency. Many

of these related services have not traditionally been provided by educational

agencies. Such a mandate provokes the dilemma Ohich many local districts and,

to some e.tentr state agencrs oonfront.in aftt p'_Ing to carry out the mandate

of lay. Th'it ts, they mist eithereerploy p.ofessional Who can provide

such related serves or contract witkother a arcies Whadh may be able to

provide soh services. Both solutions contrio_te to tne spiralling costs of .

providing ed4tation to hand,capped children. 7e le- specifically provides

that the 3.1catyonal a:enc:.es ma; meet tbeir or...1..gations'by agre4rents with

ti

other state and local w-.7...:c_es to prov,4e such :ar7ices. However, the law

provides r,D t'e educv:iontl ::,-Incies can, in fact, carry

.out such agreaants. st,.te a3zr,c1,..5 or local agencies do not

wish to enter into tlies_ .Eason, the educational

agency is.foroed c, all of the services

whidh, of course, contritzte3 to the in:reas..; :f providing education.

Althoph I do not believe that the Act need ,: s 'Sec in this regard, there

must be an increased effort by tnose responsv-,le implementing this Act,

including the Office of L-)tcation In :.,- _anent of Education, to

assure that otner sate .:e p:ovi3.7 ::s w'lich can assist han-

dicapsed children in oenefiting from their educati,mal programming provided

7

t I.
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1

"
by the educational agencies. Again, Congress has placed a heavy r risk-

bility on the departments of education in the states IiiThou iding then

the necessary resources, whether they be financial or legal, to assist then in

lycarrying out this responsibility. The federal "age responsible for the full
. ,

implementation of this Act mist be given the author to utilize its consider-
,

able Influence on other agencies which may be able to provide "related services"

to handicapped children receiving the aepLupLiate public education from the

educational agencies. IE is only through cooperation, w:. -they it be voluntary

or invoLuntary, that all of the seals of this piece of I gislaticn will evegr--7

began.to be fully realized.

r

There are two specific 7rovisions within the Educat,on for All Handl-

csppedClildren Acs. hie, I 'is' -..- ti eidress. One of the provisions re-

quires.:.--cq%ice trainin: for professionals. The other spnifiCally defines

r.*.atec: F._:,.cor as applics.le to this Act. In my five years of working to
. .

fully - "...s..:--,7.. this piece cf li.g.slationi it has bee painfully aware to ma

that m... 4,!.,._ inforrt..::- ....] rezard to the requirements of this Act and

the PE'3 ...,.. .f 1,ervices i 1.2.-- z; this ^:t is not being ccrrounicated to

those 0,a '.a.; first-line r ,7---.z.lity for carrying out this Act. I an

speaking spec.fically of tn. cu t. .or tzac-)ers and,more specifically, of

tbase class:or teachers 1- tr..---..i..n.m.ly regular education clases. One of

the md-i_tes of this` Pot : ...7 . -.2',e ma:1m= extent at.piupriate" hands-.

cl?ped ..icr --11 c- -,c:Inandicapped children. Because of

much misinforaation and I. -.... .z.z.:-. ......iirq with regard to the intent of this

provisic-1, mi.. t...t-lers . ) rx. -1ct teen exposed to handicapped children are

4 lb
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concerned and fiarEul of reca-/i....;g7,:a. "sc.-Iola! _aildren" in their regular
.

0

education classes. I have co-.7:zot:Ta in-servi:e trebling programs for

teachers; but, invariably, /tam spea. these special education

teachers who already kw., and undarsc--d writ it is like to teach these spe-
d ,

cial children. When I do enco-nta ra4ular classrom teachars,.; am often,

surprised by their lack ofinfor-4-.1:n .ith regard :o their responsioilities

and also to their rights. liany taichers 1-.av4 expremed.concernabout

having to teach "dual" classes. Sy "dual" classes I refer to those instances

where handicapped children have tTel pla_ %! in a class at.1 ponhandicappi

students and the teacherbasteen instructed to use two sa,:arata texts, :le

for the =handicapped students and the other for handicapped students. rt is

my opinion that this is not the int-Int of the law in providing for handicapped.

, -

students to be educated Withnoanani.capped students. In fact, I would s.ggest

to this oannittee that personnel who are interpreting the law in such a manner

are doing so to undermine the purposes of this Act.7)In that regard,agkn, I

do not,believe the Act needs to be Emended, but more emphasis needs td be placed

on in-service training of non-special education tea as well as the special

education teachers. We are dealing primarily with an ibade. Attitudes cannot

be changed through legislation,lut they may be changed through persuasion and

demonstration that the intent of the law is consistent with sound educaticru46

. It:is not soundleducational philosophy to place a hcindidapped---
ot

ild in a class with nonhandicapped students who fUhction at a level so.much

'higher ae to frustrate and demean the handicapped child's attempts to learn.

In fact, such a placement.ls inappropriate,and in contravention of the basic

I

4
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tenets of the law itself. Nevertheless, it is my experience that such actions

have been taken by school administrators and allowed to happen by classroom

teachers withbut questicn.

As to related services, which were menticaed,previously, there is much

confusio;Ah to when e'related service IS educationally beneficial to a

Child and required, and when it is, perhaps, beneficial to the child but not

necessary to that child's'edLcaticn. Also, the types of related services

kwhich are required tm:eprovided by te educatignal agency, either directly
Ly

or by contract under this Act, are left open to interpretation as well. It

"is my opinicn that this particular issue can b6 addressed through more speci-

ficfic language in the regulations implementing the Act. Specifically, it is my

opinion that the Office of Special Edukan'inist terezeleatlydefine, if

necV3sary through itemization, related"serviceS which an educational agency

Oust provide. And, the regillaticns mist more clearly define, or at a mininum,

4,01rovide guidelines, by which educational agency can assess whether or rot

the related service is dirett y related to the child's benefiting fran the

ee I ,

educational process or is 4 ispietionary related service which nay benefit
.

the child but not be necessary for his education. In the latter histance,

the educational agency would have the discretion of providing the service .

Finally, Lwould like to comment briefly on an educational issue Atch.

ie directly related 5:-142, but is generally ignored. I am speaking

of the provision of vocaticial education for handicapped children. In my

A
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experience over the past five years, I haVe Wand most educators to be in

agreement that many handicapped children can benefit from pre-vcbational.

and vocational'educatiOn. In fact, many believe that it is only logical that
o

we begin to provide pre-vocational and vocational education for handicapped

children at an'early age. Many of these children will not be qualified too

attend ooilege,
7
but are appropriately qualified to enter carpetitive.enployment

tn skilled or semi-skilled labor. However, many of the vocational training

schools with which I am acquainted have such restrictive requirements for

acceptance into'their programs that many of the handicapped children, par-

ticularly the mentally handicapped children, never have a chance even to

apply, mud) less to'be accepted into those progrgras. In many Instances,

vocational education would be the "appropriate' education for a handicapped

child. Instead) the, entrance requirements of the vocational programs preclude

the consideration of such children for thbse programs.- Thus, the handicapped

child Upon oonoletion of secondary education really hag noPiace to go. The

child does not receive enough vocational training, .if any at all, to prepare

him'for the coMpetitive labor market in any but the meat menial of tasks,

anA, beCause of the handicapping may not be eligible or qualified

to attend the college or university. The only recoursethis person may have

will be to enter a 'sheltered wor,:z.hc.p." To qualify to participate in the

sheltered workshop program in M1:-..;ri, !JO:: ha. capped person may find it

necessary to be classified as "ur:-olciaole" by vocational rehabilitation

services: The result is that t!-. at the end of his/her

-

ed4caticnal programing, is not 2.:::*ar,' to cnter a colpetitive

, 4'4,1
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world. That result then comes to bear upon all of us When that person begins

to seek services of state-and federal agencies in order to survive. We need

-
to take a careful look at federal and state support of vocational programs

and, specifically, at the entrance requirements which we admihister for those

pecgrams.,

In summary, ladies and gentlemen of the committee, I ioould urge this

committee to tecarcatnd to Cdngress that Congress take the lead in Showing

its support and its faith in the ispl6mentation of this Act by authorizing_

apiewy i.iatiOns to the full extent provided by law. By so doing, Congress

wilihg:monstrate not only its support of the FAIr.tional agencieehandated

to carry out the'provisions of this law, but also its support to those par-
.

ents of handicapped children who believe in the goals and purposes,-of this

4 law. Seoondly, I would urge members of Congress, parents, and educators to

be patient and tolerant in carrying out the mandates of this Act. Although

federal laws mandating the education of handicapped children have been ih
4

full force and effect for the last ten years, it has only been over the past

three years that we have demanded that state and local educational agencies

provide such a wide-sweeping array of educational services to handicapped

children. As such as we would like to think that we can accomplish 'bo much in

such a short period of time, it is apparent that we have not yet readied our

goal. We must look at P.L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children

Act, as a goal, and, as.such, we must foreve realize that to achievethat

goal will take the cooperation and support of all of those involved with

handicapped children, not merely those who provide educatfonto handicapped

74, 0
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children. As much as we would like to think that we can accomplish so much in

such /short period of time, it is Opkent that we have not yet reached our

goal. We noirt look at P.L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children

Act, as a goal, and, as such we must forever realize that to achieve that goal

will take the cooperation and support.of all of those inlilved with handi

Children, not merely thou who provide education to handicapped children. /And

Until we realize the importance of sucirdooperaticn, the goal of P.L. 94-142
;

will always be out of our reach. Education is lust crlopomponent for the full

realization of that Act, but it is important to the full realization of pro-

viding equal opportunity for all handicapped persons in our society. We must

not narrow our vision, nor so's:train the resources of one agency as to destroy

'what is a fruitful and humane goal.

.4
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Mr. &Lius.Air. Thank you.
Mr. Clark.

STATEMENT BID MARK, PRESIDENT, ACCOMPANIED BY
MANUA BLEVINS, PAST PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF CHIL-
D tVITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

Mr. CLARK. Thank you, Mr: Coleman. ,

I am Sid Craik. I am president of the Kansas City Association for
Children with Learning Disabilities. I am accompanied by Juanita
Ble r former'president.

ave both been involved as parents in the Parent Association
for ildren with Learning Disabilities for about 15 years. That is
abo the point in time when our children were diagnosed as having
problems. .

We are liarents.4 think that is where the emphasis needs to be
where our interests lie.

I guess I didn't realizemaybe it is being a bit naiveno matter
how much I am involved in this question of educating children, I
am always amazed at the emotional degree of "dueling" that seemed
to come out as we listened to. the professional field deal with their
'frustration. I believe that basically is well intended. I would like to
think thal their frustrations and c cerns come o t of their commit-
ment and desire to educate students That s some hing that,, to us as
parents, is important because we ca afford to "burnout." We just
can't afford it. It is our innate ibility. We talk in terms of pres-
sure to comply. We can't escape our pressure and we would hope that
there is no need to escape the pressure of properly motivated direc-
tion, which we believe-Public Law 94-142 is.

I would agree with Tom in that I have never really heard anybody
who disagreed, with the intent and purpose. It is theiMplementation.

In terms of the IEP, I think the concept basically is what we are
about here today. The same concept that is behind an IEP. I would
suggest that we can't hop'e to be informed and deal with the issues that
exist and stand in the way of further implementation and success of
meeting the educational needs of a child without this kind of dialog.
I think it is participatory dialog that is the very heart of the IEP an
the IEP is at the very heart of Public Law 94-442.

We know at this time that many IEPs are being prepared withf t
parent involvement. It is just a fact. For whatever reason, we find Ai at
to,be unsatisfactory. -

T4 least restricti e environment has been addressed and ad d _,
well in terms of de ition. Our concern would be dealing th the
temptation, to utilize the mainstreaining theme of the Law. make
the regular classroom a 4umping ground. We are concerne' about it
for the same reason that the professional educators are, thaf.4he cross-
categoridal- disabilities concept and approach is just not acceptable;

., it is not practical ; it will not work, it causes damage. It is damage that
we livevith and deal with as parents in the home as that child tomes
back from ,that environment to the home environment. This is a very
inalpr concern.

Mr. COLEMAN. Your full written testimony will appear in the record.

66-229 0-81,--27



Mr. CrArtx: Our big area of heavy concern at this poinr.in time as
we hink of preparing the jearning disabled adolescent for adultho
is the area of vocational education. Basically, Mr. Tarpley earlie
spoke about attituiles and We just have to endorse that completely
that, you know, there does exist a "we/they" relationship. The fact
is that we think that should not be. That would be our ideal. The IEP
concept can help alleviate some of that.

Vocational education instrucors, for the most part, are instruc-
tors of skills. They just simply don't have the training to deal
frith our type of child and with our types of handicaps. We feel that,
there is a very definite need to not only address these vocational ,skill
training elements, but to also deal with the attitude involvement that
is concerned. Maybe at the very root of the attitude problem is their
fear to really address in a meaningful way the needs of our kids. Their
skills just aren't equal to that for the most part.

There are some concerns in terms of wording in the Lav--nof in
Public Law 94-142-- but in terms of using the wordst"health im-
paired" in the Missouri State's 5-year plan for VE programs. Learn-
ing disabled children do not qualify in many cases as being health-
impaired. That also exists in the area of vocational rehabilitation.
While Pliblic Iitw 93-112, Section 504.84.3, the Nondiscrimination on
the Basis of Handicap Act; the definitions specifically include LI) as a
qualifying "handicapped person." The .5-year plan for Vocational
Education submitted in 1976 used the woixis "health impaired," We
understand that that is being changed and they are dealing with that
definition problem. We see it as a problem and many times people
dealing with this type of situation, rely upon old understandings of
definitions. So we would ask that those types of enlightenments be
made by those who are responsible to be sure that there is an
understanding.

The identification of What related services are contivello be a con-
. cern to us, I am sure that our concern can be readily identified. They

are not spelled out. We do have our own interpretations as ttl the needs
of our children. We as parents cannot afford to be anything less than
concerned and to pursue that needs In fact, I suggest that the day
parents do is the day we have to have concerns.

The point of it is that this thing of eliminating and trying td con-
trol regression during the summer term is very important in many
cases. The need that was spoken to earlier in terms of ,an extended
school year is one we identify as being necessary and worthwhile and
one that is worth pursuing the challenges to work out that kind of a
program. Certainly community. involvement is important, but we still
see the system of education as we know it in our jurisdictions to be
responsible and able to respondto that need.

Most importantly, before I stop.,I think it would be important to
go on record that we. as a. parent advocacy group in ACLD, the State
a Missouri and the Greater Kansas City area, do consider the way
in which we work with our organizations that support our needs to be
out-of an atmosphere of cooperation, not controversy, and we do very
much realize that the concerns we have, and it came out earlier today,
are understood to a ere-at degree an our problems are spread across
many jurisdictions. I will say this. We do feel that anpoeffort to not
defend the letter of the Law from a parent perspective provides the
opportunity for regrapion.

41
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We have come along way in the last 15 years. I think our objective
has to be not on trying to solve w.prkload.isst4s and frustration issues,
but in trying to meet the needs arid objectives of the Law. Again, the
focus is on resources.
_Thank you.

-------- [The prepared testimony of C. tS. "Sid" Clark foil ws :3

PREPARED STATEMENT OF C. S. "SID" CLARK, PRESIDENT. MIS_ AssocurfoN
FOB CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

PARENT PEPSI, ON PROBLEMS OF IMPLEMENTATION AND _FUNCTION OF PUBLIC
LAW 94-142, EDUCATION rue ALL HANDICAPPED IHILDREN Acr-

t'INDIVIDIJAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS (LE.y.

From the parent perspective the I.E.P. procedure is thei"heart" of Public Law
94-142 The proper conduct as outlined and intended in SeOtions 121a.341-121a.349
insures valuable integration of information, facts and feelings from professional,
administrative qnd parental participants into, not only the communication of a
determined program, but most importantly, into its actual development. We feel
an I.E.P. lacking parental participation in the construction phase becomes greatly
mitigated in its effectiveness potential. Sornt schools are fullowing the practice
of preparing the I.E P. in the final form prior to the meeting with the parent. To

' do So eliminates invitation of parental insights and, contributions and forestalls
the support 'of mutuality available to the child when, teacher and parent have
worked together in a participating fashion.

We are also concerned that the team developing the I.E.P. many times does not
include the "regular classroom teacher" or "vocational edtication teacher" as
necessary to the needs of the specific child considered. The absence of these key
participants is counter productive in that most times, out of non-familiarity with
the child's special needs, their actions or absence of same interrupt the continuity
of the remediation effort. We also feel the participation in the development con-
ference with parefits present also has a super positive impact on attitudes. The
child benefit; fro the spirit generated in a "togetherness" planning and devel-
opment experien

We are aware t "related services" as specified in the la,w may not be in-
eluded in the I. > '. if not directly available within the servicing school district.
Whatever the , ..n or motive for this practice, we are concerned that the public
agency shell to steps to provide these "related services" as necessary to afford
the educationa opportunity equal to the intent of the law's statement and
purpose.

"LEAST
,
RESTRICTIVE ENvisoNstErr" (1.&E.)

We have p blems nth this statement contained in Section 121a.550. Cer-
tainly, L.R.E. or "mainstreaming" is 'most desirable when the child's specific
learning disa My anrlhe instructor's skills strike ecompatible note. However,
"regular" tea her skills are generally sadly lacking in terms of L.D. education
technical t ing. In man cases the amount of time available for an "Educa-
tion Resou .e Teacher" o supplement the chi'd's unique handicap needs,, is
grossly Ina. 1 uate. In addition, the "L.R.E." provision can provide a most de-
sirable alte iative making the "regular" classroom mainstream a totally inade-

r qnate dumping ground for students deserving "self-contained" olassroom or
"purchased" services: Not all handicapped children should be "mainstreamed."
It is often done under the intent of evaluating "how the child will respond.**
When he doesn't, time is lost and damage dor.g,s, r

noAther concern surrounding "L.R.E.," e view that-Public Law 94-142
is a directive to "mainstream" all handicapped children in mblti/cross-categori-
cal "resource" and "self- contained" classrooms., Teacher training quail cations
vary widely generally with training in one or two handicaps. The mixing f many,
handicaps is a totally impractical and unacceptable practice. ..

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (V.E.) -

The concerns In this area involve tea- cher training inadequacy and/\non-avall-
ability of services-7partictilarly in the antiurban, districts.

V.E. instructors are simply. not trained to work with handicapped. There-
fore. they lack ability to modify inatrnetions to meet unique needs or learning

...... ,
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modalities. For these and other reasons V.F. instructors generally have resistant ,attitudes toward the handicapped.
Suburban district share a commonly funded V.E. facility and have an allocatednumber of student placements -each term. The students accepted are those with--the greatest 'success potentiaL This criteria eliminates V.E. opportunity for thehandicapped.
The crying need in the V.E. area Is for significant instructor training and

more facilities. The handicapped desperately need V.E. opportunity.
One other concern in V.E. surrounds the definition of "handicapped" containedin theidissouri State's 5-year plan for V.E. Progrards for the Disadyantaged andHandicapped. For a specific learning disabled person to qualify aehandicapped.

the disability must take the form of a "health impairment" A learning disabledperson is not necessarily "health impaired" and accordingly would not fallunder the program's umbrella. We understand this definition flaw is being cor-rected in the new plan currently being drafted, however, those who work withprokrams often fail bY note Subtle revisions of this nature and continue to im-plement based on former understanding. We are hopeful specific effort wilt bemade to insure that those who need to be aVare of the change and its significance
.will be counseled accordingly.

VOCATION REHABIL/TATION (V.R.)

According to local policy, learning disabled persons do norquallfy for services.While Public Law 93 -122, "Non-Discrimination on the Basis of Handicap Act"Section 504.84.8 "Definitions? includes Specific L.D. As a qualifYing "HandicappedPerson" V.R. services are denied because they are not considered sufficiently
physically or mentally impaired, which is in direct conflict with Public Law93-112. services are needed and we appeal for correction of interpretationand.the resulting inequity.

PRZ-SCHOOL SERVICES

While Pa c Law 94-142, Section 121a.122 insures' free apprOPriate publfceduce or all handicapped children beginning age 8, it defers to state lawwith reaped_ to ages' 3, 4, and.5 to the extent that the requiretnent would be
inconsistenrwith state law.Ifissouri law states free publii education commencesat age 5.

In the cases of the identified L.D. children ages 8 or 4, we feel their maximum
ultimate potentialcould be enhanced by beginningutilization of available services
immediately, in contrast to awaiting age 5. We question the deference to the
public policy of the state on the basis of need and pqsaible inequity in that a
8-year old In one state could receive services and in another could not

z
'MACH= TRAINISO

----WhIle-Misscrarl in the process of revising certification requirements for
"special" teache it appears the "regular" teachers' required curriculum coal
tains few requl .ts focusing on the area g/ "special education." Our semi-

-- deity in this area continues. In-service training opportunities for "regular" teach-
ers are rare and inadequate. While many have voluntarily participated in apes
dal situations, teachers cannotle requiftlkwIthout compensation,to participate
in tiainirig which is scheduled outside of normal school hours. We would like to
encoura all administrators to give serious consideration to ways and means

- of enab g a significant concentration of in-service training of the "regular"
classroom teacher in the area of special education and the LD child.

DLAGROSTIC INADSQVACIES IN -RURAL STEftTICS

some rare items there is resistence to identification of antD,handlia;:
addition. it is sometimes difflcult to put together an adequate diagnostic team

d b to nemavailability of appropriately qualified personneL For this reason serv-
quality.is suffering.in terms of timeliness and adequacy.. , -j

. BMWS SCHOOL SERUM

Depending upon the type of disability and degree of disability, some Wpm;
require an ongoing educational service in contract' to the traditional September
thrn May term. Constancy and continuity in these-cases contribute to the special
developmental needs and diminishes thq "risk of regression Summer contintlitt

f.
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services are not available in some areas, raising the challenge of alternativeservice plannb by the responsible system.u(osing uomm.ents: Weanow that many of the concerns we express are aharedrin equal degree thfoughout many jurisdictions. We know our local systems andstate Department-of Education share many of our concerns with, similar aware-peas and intensity. We also appreciate the need for the soot/Ant/ development andrefinement of Public Law 94-142. We hard welcomed this opportunity to con-tribute to the common need. We have done so with confidence and expectation.
Mr.°CoLzkAN Ms.11evins, do you wish to add anything?'
Ms. Bimini's. Not at this time.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thankyou.
Ms. Wendland, you came a long way to be'with usere today.

STATEMENT Oa' MADELINE WENDLAND, zPkEsiDERT, MISSOURI
COALITION OP CHILD ADVOCITES, INC.

Ms. WENDLAND Thank you for giving me this opportunity lo be heretoday.
My name is Madeline Wendland and I represent the Missouri doali-tzon of d AdvocateS, an organization concerned with the imple-, mentati n of appropriate education for handicapped children.
Inc itporated just in August, we serve an expanding .five-countyarea.
MosE of our experience to date has been in the St. Louis County,whi includes some 13,000 handicapped children from some 23 localschool, districts.
St. Louis County is fairly unique in that the education of all of its

handicapped children is the exclusive responsibility of a single agency,
the Special School District of St. Louis County. The local districts arethen absolved of any and 'all responsibility. Missouri gives this ar-
rangement its blessing in its current State plan, and I quote, "Each
school district, except those districts included im a special district, and
each special district, shall develop a plan and implement education
services for the handicapped students."

In this Coalition's short existence, we have received or been made
aware virtually of hundreds of complaints. In almost every instance
there are three specific problems thatstand out.

First, since 94-142 has not hit the top of the best seller list and since
t little effort on the part of the Special School District is made to effec-

tively inform, pgrents simply do not know their rights. This is cer-
,taiply evidenced' by the relatively few consumer advocates 'that are
testifying here today. These people are casually and neglectfully run
over by the system. The Special District IEP manual uttes profes-
sional staff to inform parents of their rights only "when appropriate."
This, along with other documented practices introduced in our written
testimony, is an invidious attempt to circumvent the basic procedural
safeguards.

We are talkink, about discriminatory evaluation Practices, canned
and incomplete EPs, illegal assignment, failure to implement serv-
ices, failure to contract for services, denial of due process, failure to
heed inStructioni of hearing panels, and segregation, just to name a
few.

This leads tohe second problem. Approximdtely 90 percent of these
"/ complaints indicate violations of basic rights and procedural elements

.of the Law. Nuriow and economically convenient interpretations of
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existing,statutes and regulations frustrates the basis intent of the Pub-
lic Law 94-142 legislation. In an education system so large in student
population and geographical area, rooting out causative factors is
nearly impossible. The organization of education. for handicapped
children in St. Louis County is entrenched in an administrative sys-`
tem th-at can very effectively avoid compliance with Federal mandates
by its complexity and can shift responsibility in the most expeditious
manner .

.

This safe system in a befuddled attempt to jmplement the least re-
striclive environment provisions of Public Law 94-142 by paying what
it callS integration fees to any local school district that is willing to
accept handicapped children. So it is left to the whim and the good
nature of our local school districts whether or not to accept these
children into their schools.

How this disgraceful situation could exist is a question leading to
the third most critical problent lack of compliance enforcement. At
the, State level are failures to develop an effective monitoring pro-
cedure. as confirmed by a conversation with the State plan officer at the
Office for Special Education in Washington. Failure to respond and
act on individual complaints is verified by our written evidence. Most
importantly, the flagrant disregard for Public Law 94-142 by absolvi.
ing our local school districts of any responsibility for handicapped
children in the current State plan. This has created dichotomies, in
that many service? available to nonhandicapped children are not avail-
able to handicapped children in either adapted or regular form.

In numerous letters tO the Missouri Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education in the last few months I have attempted to pro-
mote enforcement actions with regard to violations of Section 121(a),
305 and 306. Those are program options and nonacademic services. Qur
own dai hter represents a class of children who. according to the s

is -very
cial di

g
et, are not handicapped enough fo receive summer program-

ing. is-very same district, according to their July 1980 budget hear-
ing, announced that they have assets in excess of $4 billion.

According to our local school district, they may not accommodate
handicapf)ed children in their summer programs. In one of several
written attempts to evade the issue at hand, Assistant Commissioner
Leonard Hall stated, "I am not able to offer you any regulatory
assistance."

Repeated and fruitless attempts to gain State regulatory assistance
led by my filing, a fOrmal procedural complaint with the Office of
-Special Education this July. At the Federal level I discovered that
the situation was even more absurd. Our complaint is that our compli-
ance specialist told me pointblank that there was nothing he could do.

During the course of ,several phone conversations I learned of the
thousands of letters freni parents that are received by OSE. It taxes
their capacity just to open and read the letters, much less to do any-
thing about them. From, our own experience, our letters took at least
2 weeks just to be opened. I suppose I should not be surprised consider-
ing this is the agency that recently approved the Missouri State Plan
with its segregationist policies. _ , -.-

This kind of negligence is perhaps the strongest indicator of the
magnitude of the problem. Failure to develop effective policies to force
compliance to already adequate statutes and regulations thwarts the
full implementation of 94-142 in the State of Missouri. , '
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Please refer to our written testimony plus extensive evidence for
verification of complaints and specific details.

Thank you very leach for allowing me to testify.
Mr. CoLfzrArr. Ms. Wendland, we don't have the written testimony.
Ms. WENDLAND. That is because we were given such short notice.

....723fax. You will supply that ?
sn

M 33 N. We can Xerox it.
Thank in very much.
Arlen, o you have some questions of this panel?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you.
I have just a couple of questions that have come up. It is go.od, I

think,, for us to hear, this side of the story as well. One is that. par-
ents don't know theif rights. Ms. Wendlana you brought that up. Why
don't they know their rights?

Ms. WENDLAND4 I don't think the school districts are utilizing the
methods available to them to get the word out to parents. When they
do use some of the methods, our observations are that the information
communicated is not complete. In other words, what some Imes is
communicated is only what the school district feels might,15e advan-
ta 'us for thein to communicate.

r. ERDAHL. You mentioned that, in your opinion; some of the
.handicapped children are not being adequately cared for. How are
they being handled, if that is the right word ? Are they not identified V
It seems to me that we have heard there have been dramatic increases
in the number of handicapped children with learning disabilities and
other impairments that have been identified under this Law and at
least in most school districts, hopefully are being given help, treatment,
whether it is in the mainstream or a special class. Do you feel that
man are in need of the mainstream or special class? Where. are they?

. WENDLAND. I was addressing the particular problems in our
partieulai area. Of course, I did say that that concerns 13,000 handi-
capped children. The problem is a school system that is separate, a
system of special education which is separate, a separate entity entirely
from the local school districts.

Mr. ERDAHL. I don't follow you. I understand there are two methods ,

"in the State of Missouri that take care of handicapped children,
through the school system or with severely handicapped, I guess that
was mental retarded, through the State department with local funa-

, unless I misunderstood that.
r. Coptax. St. Louis is unique. It has its own countywide special

school district funded separately from the local school district.
Ms. WErnir.k.ro. Yes.
Mr, ERDAHL. You mentioned that they had "segregationist" oi""seg-

regational policies,",would you enlarge on that, please ?-
Ms. WENDLAND. I tried to describe it in the testimony.
Mr. ERDAHL. And I will read your testimony.
Ms. WENDLANd. Let me quo* you the example of my own daughter.

Perhaps that will best exemplify this.
Mr. ERDAHL. If you don't mind, that was going to be my, next

qu n.
ENDLAND. Our daughter, the primary authority in education

for our daughter is with the Special School District of St. Louis
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County. Just this year we haye been able to have our daughter placed
in a regular school environment. That took much difficulty: Yet even
though our daughter is attending a regular schoolher classroom
is like an island. It is not a part of that school. She does not have the
opportunity to derive the services that are provided to other normal
children attending this particular school. Some of those services are
summer programs, Girl Scouts, Cub Scouts, there is a host of other
services. The local school districfs have absolutely no authority or they
have no reason to provide it. They are totally absolved of any authority
under State law for handicapped children. They don't even have to
accept our children in their schools.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.
I have no further questions.
Mr. CO,LEMAN. Let me clarify one thing. Can you tell us how that

school district originated ; how was it created? Was it by a local vote
or support petitions ?

Ms. WENDLAND. Yes, it was. I understand it was by local chiarter
and then several years back it was further supported by the passage
of a State law which spoke to its legality.

Mr. EnnAHL. In other words, there is a unimie school district in the
city of St. Louis, the county of St. Louis,-that has a special mandated
legislation that makes it somewhat different or peculiar from the rest
of the counties in the State of Missouri, is that your understanding?

Ms. WENDLAND. As far as I know.
Mr. &Dam. The lawyer could respond. -
Mit!O'DoNNELL. If I can, I will clarify. Missouri does aye statutes

on the book which allow by vote of people in a region to reate a spe-
cial khool district which would address the needs handicipped
children, St. Louis County did this. In fact they did it probably prior.
as she poineed out. to the statute being passed. There was also a special
school district in Pennescott County which has sort of become defunct,
but, as I understand now, may be recreated, but it is possible, yes. They
are unique. They do save all of the handicapped children. That is part
of their uniqueness.

Mr. EnotarL. Only handicapped children in the school district?
Mr. O'Dozurrim. That is right. a

Ms. WENDLAND. It also includes vocational education as a very
small percentage.

Mr. COLEMAN. We have heard today abo'ut tightening up th appeals
procedure. Suggestions were made that the process might e n be lim-
ited by statute, or that certain segments of the appeals p edure be
done by a certain period of time. What are your feelings on this?

Mr. O'Dmtxr.i,t,. With remard to that.-Dr. Werner was testifying to
the due process. I am familiar with the case he, was citing to you be-
cause I was a consulting attorney OK it t'o the attorney that brought

.the case, and at that time Missouri was under a different set of statu-
tory requirements with regard to due process. We had calculated out at
that tin that it could take as long as a full school year. if not a calen-
dar year to go through the process. That has been changed, as Dr.
Werner point nut to you this morning. The laNi, Public Law 94-142
itself, in the regulations requires that from the time a parent or a
school district initiates a request for a formal hearing to the time of
decision, only 45 days shall elapse unless, by mutual agreement, that
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time is extended. We think that that is appropriate and we can work
within that time. Oftentimes as an attorney you would like to have
more time to prepare a case since usually the school districts already
have their assessment "evaluation material and iyou are challenging
that, which means that you have to get an independent evaluation or
someone else to come in from tie outside. Sometimes we feel more
under the gun, I think, than the school district would in terms of get-
ting our act together.

I don't think it should be tampered with. I think it is adequate.
A. personal opinion. The problem with due process. when you get to

a fosrmal hearing, in my opinion, you have lost, both sides have lost.
You have so structured your positions that even if the objective panel
comes out and, says one or the other side wins, you are probably not go-
ing to comply or you are going to comply begrudgingly. You are never
going to win back the parent to support in the school district. So in
one sense I don't think due process works because it is not going to
work for that parent. It may work in terms of settling the issue for
parents to come afterward and take advantage of it, but that parent
is probably lost if You are going through formal due-process. I don't
like to get to formal due process as an attorney. We are for the informal
process, but at times you are forced into a position, and oftentimes it is
a legitimate position on both sides, but you are still forced into a posi-
tion of taking it to a hearing.

Mr. COLEMAN. When you appeal from the administrative level to
the courts:, which court system do you go to?

Mr. O'DoNNELL. It depends. I would aptival to both. You have ac-
cess to both the Federal district court and the State court system.
Usually the State has been appeitiing through the State court system.
We have usually been appedling to the Federal district court system.

Mr. COLEMAN.. Does alybodY else have any comment on the appeal
procedure?

MS. WExot,AND. I would like to make a comment. I thought it was
interesting that a school' administrator would comment that the process
was too lengthy when most of our_parent complaints concerning the
due process issue are that so manx repeated attempts are grade to '
delay making an appeal.

Mr. CLARK. The practicality of costs from the parent point of v iew.
Mr. O'DONzrzi.L. Can I address that issue for a second? ,
As an attorney that has worked in this area for 3 years, think in.

total if I accuMulated all the payments I have received from parents
I might be able tclbuy you a cup of coffee.

If you will look at the cases that arabrought in this area of the law,
you will find tat Most of them are brought by legal services agencies,
public interest law agencies, the Missouri Protection Advocacy Serv-
ices, which is created under the DDR, brings an awful lotit repre-
sents parents in an awful lot of these hearings^ and other advocacy
groups, such as the one that is being formed. I don't know very many
plaintiff's attorneys in this area of law who are getting rich off of
Public Law D4 -142. I would like to dispel that myth.

The second is that it is costly for a parent to challenge the systenl.
The system has the professionals. They have the evaluators. They
have the psychologists who can do the assessments. They are usually
on-their bayroll and they tan do that. The parent has to go out and
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hire those p ple. The one that gets caught is that middle class parent.
The wealthier parents, eir kids out of school and put them into
privale schools. The p r goes to legal aid and gets legal services

.
ic. to represent them: It die class parent who winds up paying

double. They ere p all the services their child needs plus
Ai for representatioti a earing. I don't halite much sym athy for

the school district that complains about cost.
Mr. COLEMAN. One of you mentibned that IEPs were being drawn

up without' mental involvement. That could be for a number of
reasons, but dU any, of you,have any information that it was because
the parent wasn't asked to participate?

,WENDLAND.,Yes. We have introduced written testimony, pl
evidence, from some of the parents involved in our coalitionib vali
that completely. .

Mr. CLARK. In my own personal experience, we do have a terrific.
expeiience, becaue cunselor involved happened to be very dedi-
cated, to participate Mit involvement of the parent. Just fivin_her own
understanding, she went ahead and prepared the IEP before we were
there. We asked for amending and things like that which didn't take
place. OUT. experience has been tremendous. We applied the whole .-
system intent in our own need and our own family. Our own situation
was that had we. net knownyou know, I would like to throw out
something we always must remember when we talk about parents,
whether it is regarding legal fees or whether it is regarding their
perspective of the school environment. Their lack of knowledge in con-
cept covers a lot of p.m.§ (Ind there is an area f intimidation, fear,
anxiety, a Trecenceived idea about the recep of the school.

Mr. COLEMAN. Another question, Do yon fe the outreach from
the Missouri districts which you are familiar is sufficient to in-
form parents of the prograni ink, existence and thei5rights of
participation ? .

*

Ms. BLXVINS. That would be an area in need of great improvemeht.
Even though we- as a parent organliation trv,to help with the parent
awOreness and Imo ledge, ibis re44111111erribly difficult job.

Mr. COLEMAN. y. el, 'a comment on that?
Mr. IniTI.L. I think if is improxing. When I first came back to

Missouriand T am a native-born Missourian when I first mine back
to the Kansas City area I would have bet you that there would be 14
lawsuitg, filed by the end of the first year. I think it really has im-
proved tremendously in terms of outreach. We still have a long way to
go. There doe's seem fp be some reluctance on the part of the school
districts twfully jnfom parents, almost as if they would be inviting
someone to come back to them /and say. well, we want more .and we
want more and we want more. I 'am sure there are parents like that.

. Most Parent§ are\ willing to work,' the ones at least that I have en-
countered, are more than willing to work with school districts that
a're.willingto work with them.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do you have Emytting else ? -..
Mr. ERDAKL. No.

a Mr. COLEMAN. I want to thank you for testifying and I thank all' \-)
pf you for coming to the hearing. .

We will now adjourn this hearing. We appreciate your participation.
The hearing is adjourned.
[iVheieupon, at 1:40 o'clock pan., the hearing_was closed.]

- - -
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FIELD HEARINGS ON THE EDUCATION FOR ALL
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN-ACT

WEDNESDAY, NOVEM!ER 191980
q

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE UN EDUCATION AND LABOR,' Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, in room 2257, Rayburn

I-louse Office Building', Hon. Paul Simon (chairmanspf the subcom-
ittee) presiding.
Memberawpresent: Representatives Simon, Miller, and Erdahl.
Staff present: Judith Wagner, staff director; Pktricia Mdrrissey,

professional staff assistant; Cheryl Kinsey, research assistant;
Dianna Cregger, executive secretary; and Terri Sneidei, minority
Legislative associate:

Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee clearing will come to order.
We will start; my colleaguefwill be joining me.
The Subcommittee on Select Education began oversight hearings

on Public Law 94-142, th Education for All Handicapped Children
Act,_ in September 1979. In addition to holding hearings in Wash-
ington, D.C., we have held regional field hearings In New York
City, Denver, Chicago, and Kansaff City. We have heard testimony
from almost 100 personsindividuals with a strong commitment to
assuring quality educational opportunities for handicapped chil-
dren. In their testimony these witnesses have voiced concerns,
made suggestions, and endorsed the congressional' intent reflected
in Public Law 94-142.

The focus of'the hearings for the next' 2 days will be the final
report of the Secretary of Education's Task Force on Equal Educe-
tional Opportunity for Handicapped Children. The Secretary's task
force was one of the first initiatives of the new Department of
Education. This particular initiative represents a serious, sustained
attempt by the Secretary, and the Assistant Secretaries for the
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services and the
Office for-Civil Rights, to address and propose a pl'an to remedy the
ills identified. in, past oversight hearings.

The task force report addresses four areasdata review and use
by the Office of Special Education and the Office for Civil Rights,
coordination between the two offices iii cases of enforcement relat-
ed to Public Law 911-142 and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act,
collaboration in pdlicy development between OSE and OCR, and
the development of cooperative assistance efforts. Witnesses from
the Department of Education have been asked to summarize the

, elements of the task force report, and other witnesses have been
.(417)
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asked to react- to the report in terms of its potential impact on
children, parents, teachers, and State, and local administrator.

Improving services for handicapped children and youth was a
goal which Congress strongly endorsed when it passed Public Law
94-142 in November 1975. I hope that strong commitment among
my colleagues still exists today. However, we are all faced with
new competing pressures for fundsfunds which are Him*: J
Secretary's Task Force Report for Equal Educational OppoRtuni
for Handicapped Children outlines procedures and policies whic
may contribute to a new form of Federal responsiveness to States
and local communities, and lead to more efficient, effective, and
equitable use of available resources. Today we hope to explore the
merits of the Secretary's planwhether it serves to reach the goal
established 5 years ago.

Our first panel of witnesses today is Edwin Martin, Assistant
Secretary for Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, Office
of Special Education, and Cynthia Brown, Assistant Secretary for
Civil Rights, Office for Civil Rights. They are accompanied by
Edward Sontag, Division of Assistance to States, Office of Speci#1
Education, and Ned Stutman, Division of Elementary and Second"
ary Education, Office for Civil Rights.

We are pleased toave you with us.
*

STATEMENTS OF EDWIN MARTIN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES,
OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION, AND CYNTHIA BROWN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
CIVIL RIGHTS, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, ACCOMPANIED
BY EDWARD SONTAG, DIVISION OF ASSISTANCE TO STATES,
OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION, AND., NED STUTMAN, DIVI-
SION OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION,
OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS ,,,4- I, '

STATEMENT QF EDWIN MARTIN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES,
OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION )

Dr. MARTIN. We will present a short 'statement which. Miss
Brown will read, then Mr. Stutman and Dr. Spntag will give a
briefing on the key aspects of the task force report and on the
Memorandum of Understanding between the Office for Civil Rights
,and the Office of Special Education.

STATEMENT OF CYNTHIA BROWN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
CIVIL RIGHTS, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

Ms. BROWN. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee:
We appreciate the opportunity to participate in these hearings to
review implementation of the laws which the Congress has enacted
to ensure that handicapped children receive equal educational
opportunity.

In both the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, Public
Law 94-142, and section 504 of the Rehabilitation' Act of 1973,
Congress directed with unmistakable clarity that the isolation of
handicapped persons be ended. Central to these laws was Congress
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recognit that in order for handicapped persons to benefit from
an edu tion and move into tlfe mainstream of American life, their
indivi needs must be considered.

Office of Special EducationOSEis responsible for enforc-
ing Public Law 94-142, and the regulations implementing that
statute which' were published on August 23, 1977. (45 CFR 'part
121a). :, ,

The Office for Civil RightsOCRenforces several civil rights -'---

'statutes that prohibit discrimination in programs and activities
receiving Federal financial assistance. This includes enforcement of
section 504, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of handicap
in fedeally assisted programs and activities. Ori May 4,1977, the /
Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and "Welfare / : /
issued regulations to' implement the statute. Upon the establish-,
ment ofthe new Department of Education those rules Are repub-
lished without substantive ohange (34 CFR part 104).

Both sets of regulations require that handicapped children b4'
Provided a free appropriate public education. Moreover, hang-

' capped-§tudents must receive that education in the least separate,
most -integrated community setting which their disabilities will' ,

allow. - ,

er fore, QSE and OCR have parallel responsibilities to insure
that icapped children receive the free and appropriate educa-
tion ich Congress has said they are 'entitled.

Currently, over 4 million -handicapped children are receiving an
education pursuant to an individualited education prograrrrIEP
as required by law. Many of these children are also reviving
services that further enable them to benefit from their prograMs of 0\
instruction. Moreoyer, parents and guardians, the persons most 1.familial with. the competencies and needs of their children, ar#
insured a role in the formulation of their children's educational

theprograms. To enhance the capability of recipients to comply with
the requirements of the laws, the Department provides a wide

of technical assistance services. These include financial as-
rsistance;for teacher, administrator, and parent training; demon-
stration pro acts that elevate the state of the art in teaching *Ir.

,,,nolbey-.;and consultation on a variety of subjects. , ,

Nevertheless, compliance with the.laws remains incomplete. Full
and effective compliance requires that the,two agencies coordinate
their act'vities.to allow the Department to speak with one voice on,

tappet! "chi en. Within tie former Department of Health, Educa-
lim4tters at, touch on equal educational opportunity for andi-

' titm,,and Welfare, the interactions between OSEthen the Bureau
o Education for the Handicapped'and OCR were sporadic and
infornIal.)The problems that resulted included the appearance and.
in some 'hinstances, the acSuality of fragmented and inconsistent
compliancte policies, standards, and enforcement practices. Thede
problems and others, recognized by both agencies, were also ar-
rayed in several studies conducted by professional and advocacy
groups. Recognition of the problems,( .both within arid' outside the
Department, was the impetus for change. Further, the Congress
establishment 'of the newDepartment.of Eduation afforded oppor-
tunity for strengthening enforcement of the laws intended to.

.
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assure equal educational opportunity for all individuals, including
handicapped Amerjcans., _

During'the transition period preceding the new Department, Sec-
retary-Designate Hufstedler convened a Task Force on Equal Edu-
cational Opportunity for Handicapped Children. The task force
members were directed td review criticisms of the Department's
efforts to implement Public Law 94-142, and to recommend specific

licies and prOced,ures to improve the Department's performance.
June 9, 1980, the task force submitted an interim report which

describes the evolution or-the Federal legislation which assures
equal educational opportunity for handicapped children. The report
also, discusses the activities of OSE and OCR and expresses the
view that efforts should- be made to formalize and structure the
relationthip between the two offices to ensure a definitive and.
unified egorcement proceSs.

Qn'July 1, 1980, Under Secretary ,Minter directed that the task
force continue its work and implement the recommendation* con-
tainedl in the interim reNrt. Under our direction, more than 30
staff members throug otMie Department developed and ca
out a detailed work plan which included 37 discrete inqui
Much helpful information was gathered through this experimental
interaction,-which first identified theoretical problems of coordina-
iion and later fdrmulatepi practical solutions.

The product of this intense process is the October 15 final report
of the Secretary's Task Force on Equal Educational Opportunity
for Handicapped Children. We Are submitting the report as an
addendum to this statement. We,hope the report will be, useful to
the subcommittee as it continues to review educational programs
serving handicapped children.

The final report is divided into five parts and includes several
important appendices. It includes a Memorandum of Understand-
ingMOUbetween the Office for Ciyil Rights and the Office of
Special' Education. The memorandum implements many of the rec-
ommendations included in the interim report in the areas of en-
forcement, data collection, policy development, and technical assist,
ance. Vie consider the MOU the most important product of our
efforts; We have designated staff resources on a full-time basis to
insure that the commitments, we have made to each other will be
carried out.

However, we wish to hi light some provisions of the MOU
which we believe represent the most significant advancements over
past Department practices.

Since we believe that a permanent allocation of staff resources is
necessary to ensure ongoing implementation of the MOU, each
office has agreed to desiOate full-time senior staff for this effort.
To further insure organiiational accountability, the coordination
function is being institutionalized' by the establishment of new
position descriptions which have already been drafted and are
awaiting departmental clearance.

The MOU also provides for' a coordinated and open system of °
policy development which is designed to reduce uncertainty, among
recipients and beneficiaries regarding requirements imposed by the
paYallel provisions of Public Law 94-142 and section 504..
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The MOU also provides for joint development 'and implembnta-
tion of compliance review, training,and technical assistance plans.

Mr Chairman, the laws our agencies administer reflect a funda-

h to develop individua lents to the fullesti,IA believe the
mehtalepromise the NaltaNktias made to its handicapped citizens
the rigactiviti

now being undertaken will lead to more effective enforce-
ment oftthe laws so that the_prorarie they hold will be realized.

We, would be pleased to allover any questions you may have.
I would now like td' ask Ed Sorntag, and Ned Stutman to outline

other aspects of the

TATEMENTTA OF N STUTMAN, DIVISION OF ELEMENTARY
ND SICONDARY DVCATION, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS,
EPARTMENT OF E UCATION

Mr StrrmAN I am Ned Stutman, serving as the acting coordina-
tor of the Memorandum of Understanding for the Office for Civil
Rights I would like to underline for 'a moment something the
Assistant Secretary said which related to the fact that both offices

." are devoting_staff resources to assure this document works.
It has..*n our experience that one reason the Office for Cixil

Rights hnd\Gffice of Special Education have had an episodic work-
ing relationship has been the difference in organizational structure
and size, so we believed at the outset that difference ghotild be
addressie. .

As a result, the document reflects to the best of our .capab y
our recognition that full-time staff resources have to be coordi ated

,between the two offices.
The Office for Civil Rights, in addition to designating a coordina-

tor serving in headquarters, has agreed to identify people in our 14
regional offices to assist in providing information and carrying out
the other tasks which we have promised will be carried alt.

I think something which could be characterized as administra-
.

tive is the fact that the document. in several different parts pro-
vides both offices will, on an ongoing basis, share information. That
term has to be seen in a particular context. The context is from
Office for Civil Rights' point of view the regular sharing of docu-
ments which we have developed in our regions so that headquar-
ters staff will be aware at any point in time of the proposed action
our regional offices are preparing to take on a variety of subjects
which are their responsibility. Those document's are now being
shared in, a regular way with the Offiee of Special Education. We
are preparedito discuss the proposed actions in a way that we can
assure that the Office for Civil Rights when it takes an action also
speaks for the Office of Special Education in matters that touch
educational opportunity for handicappbd children.

I think another major advance is the fashion in which we are
going to deal with enforcement of the laws. As you know, the
Office for Civil Rights enforces the provisions of section 504 by the
use of complaints, individual complaints, by the use of compliance.--
reviews. The Office of Special Education alio utilizes such a
system, but they have one further mechanism which reflects to
periodic review of State plan submissions under the Education For
All handicapped Children Act. Dr. Sontag will speak as to how the
memorandum speaks to State plan review.

4.3 ,rk
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I will-say, however, with reference to complaints, the Mem an-
dum of Understanding provides that the Office for Rig will
investigate any complaint submitted tO either office whic alleges
OCRs which would constitute a violation of section 5 alone or
section 504 and the Education for All Handicapped ildren Act.
Thdse complaints will be referred to Office for Civil 'ights.

The Office of Special Education has the author* to concurrently
investigate complaints that are filed against State education agen-
cies. We believed in formulating this document this was important,
because the Office of Special Education has by its experience devel-
oped a special relationship with the.States, and we all believe that
relationship should be enhanced and continue to flourish as it has.
The Office of Special Education will continue to investigate com-
plaints.-

Dr. MARTIN. The practical significance of these two things Ned
has mentioned is that in the past it was quite possible for there to
be a problem and for there to be a complaint to both agencies, and
each of us would begin a separate process of looking into this. In
some instances one would say, well, the other guys are looking at
it. We also had situations where the investigation would go forward

_undei the Office for Civil Rights according to a court ordered,
schedule and they would arrive at a conclusion before the special
education people. So there was a sense of discontinuity as well as a
wasted effort. In special education, we had only a small number of
people to deal with compliance issues, whereas in the Office -for
Civil Rights, there were literally hundreds of people to deal with
the great volume of complaints directed to the Office tor Civil
Rights. So you had the system where there might be hundreds of
complaints being dealt\with under tight time lines, and over here,
a very small dog, in a sense, being wagged frantically by a large
tail, tryirfg to keep up with the administrative side.

Mr. SIMON. Is this automatic, if OSE gets a complaint, do you
notify OCR and vice versa?

Mr. MARTIN. That is right. Furthermore, the degree pf responsi-
bility is already decided that OCR's investigative staff will take
care of complaints with the exception of such instances where tfie

,State itself seems to'be a focus of this activity. But as we go
through it, what is so encouraging to me is the fact that it is a very
difficult task to take a ;largely decentralized agency which will
channel information toboth agencies at the same time and do that
in compliance areas, complaint areas, policy-development areas,
technical assistance, and all the areas where we would like to work
together. I do not think that would be possible if we did not have
the,Department of Education which brings us so clonly together.

Mr. SIMON. Have I heard correctly that 40 percent of your com-
plaints are on section 504?

Ms. BROWN. Forty-three percent of the complaints we received
were section 504 complaints, that includes title VI, IX; 504 makes
up 43 percent.

Dr. MARTIN. There are 4 million children participating in special
education. I figured out one day if we had a 5-percent problem rate,
that would be 200,000 cases, so you can see there are plenty of
possibilities.

Mr! SIMON: I am just amazed at that statistic, nevertheless.
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Ms. 13}towN.(So are we.
Mr. STUTMAN. Just to briefly finish up, with reference to com-

plaints, once the OCR concludes its investigation of a complaint, it
will decide whether it is a statutory charge, the 504 question, and
it will recommend tol.the Office of Special Education what it be-
lieves would be a legitimate resolution under Public Law 94-142.
We expect that our recommendation will be useful to them. It will
also provide, as Dr Martin pointed out, for a unified resolution of
complaints, so that the Department can advise recipients of what
both enforcement agencies think about a given set-of facts and,the
application of the law to those facts.

I think what I would like to do now is turn the microphone over
to my colleague, Dr. Sontag, who will reference for you the proce-
dure to be used in State plan submissions.

'STATEMENT OF EDWARD SONTAG, DIVISION OF ASSISTANCE
TO STATES, OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION, AND NEED STUTMAN

SorrrA9 Mr. Chairman, one of the most critical elements of
our enforcelnent strategies is the approval of the annual plan, now
the 3-year plan Up until now it has been our primary and only
enforceinent strategy. Later we will be talking about strategies we
hope to be using in the future. -

Office for Civil Rights involvement in the approval process is
seen by us as a proactive way in which to deal with possible
problems that might exist in the plan or in the State concerning
section .504 issues before approval of the State plan.

Office for Civil Rights has agreed to provide us with an analysis
of outstanding complaint issues in a State prior to our final review
of the plan, and has also indicated it will provide us with a written
analysis of the plan Those comments can be fed into our discus-
sions with the State education agencies prior to our final decision.

One of the more interesting parts of the memorandum is that
the Office of Special Education is stating that it will review all
State plans within an established 75-day time frame. Until now,
that proceis has been ,rather open-ended, and in some cases for-
mal negotiations have been stretched over many months.

Mr STUTMAN, We are doing very well coordinating this micro-
phone.

The other enforcement mechanism to w hich I alluded before, Mr.
Chairman, was what we call compliance reviews. The Memoran-
dum of Understanding provides essentially two things with refer-

, ence to compliance reviews. The first is that Office for Civil Rights
and Office of Special Education will conduct together several com-
pliance reviews. The second is that Office for Civil Rights and
Office of Special Education will develop joint compliance activities
plans early in the year Which will allow both of us to plan not to&
in the sane place at the same time, unless we desire to do so, will
allow us to use data based techniques to identify and select recipi- '
ents for visitation, and also use and identify issues for scrutiny.

Dr. Sontag later in our presentation will reference how we
expect to use our data in selecting recipients and issues for review.
He will also outline for you a strategy that is developing, and

66-229 0-81-28
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perhaps even by way of example demonstrate how we expeCt it to
work.

I thought in that regard, for the longest time' that the most
important product of our effort was the Memorandum of Under-
standing. I am inclined to believe now that is not the case. The
most important product of the task force was appendix E, which is
a codification of what we believe to be the most important issues
we have to address, and also a listing of the data for us to use in
addressing thdse issues. The synthesis of the existing data and the
issues we want to address exposes to us what data we need to
enforce the law.

I think I am going to allow Dr. Sontag later to address the use of
data in a more detailed fashion.

The Memorandum.Qf Understanding addresses the question af
policy development. As am sure you are aware, Mr. Chairman,
the Department itself, the process by which it develops policy has
been scrutinized fairly closely both from without and within. The
Office for Civil Rights itself has the obligation and responsibility to
develop policy, and the Office of Special Education has the same
obligati K So, what-we decided in this Memorandum of Under-
standink was to set out a well-defined process that provides essen-
tially two important things: one is that we will, the Office of
Special Education and the Office for Civil Rights, .will develop
policy together on issues which touch on our twq:statutes and
regulations. We are going to do that in an ongbing way. The
coordinators will have a responsibility to identify issues that need
to be addressed. Again, we can look to appendix F as to those
issues. We can look to frequency of complaints, we can look to
outstanding litigation forjssues in need of policy development, and
we can look t reports from advocacy and administrative groups, as
well.

We will develop policy together and attempt to submit those
documents in a unified fashion to the Secretary. Whoever that may
be in coming years will have the opportunity to see, No. 1, that
tht p n we want to take is unified, and if it is not, the Secre-
tary have an opportunity to make a determination as to what
should be the position of the Department. The advantages to that
are obvious. There will be a unified statementI hasten to add, I
want to correct a statement; I misspoke myself. There will be
policy flowing between sour office between, now and January 20. I
know who the Secretary is now, so we expect that Secretary will
have the opportunity to allow this process to bear fruit in the
coming months.

Dr. MARTIN. The question of policy is complex. Sometimes a
specific complaint is responded to in a community by the Office for
Civil Rights, and it must be ,responded to under certain time
frames. The decision has to be made, will Mary or Johnny get this
kind of service, and the office is pressed to make the decision. That
puts us in a position where there May be an idiosyncratic policy
that has to be made, and the question then is should those policies
apply to the public at large, or are those activities peculiar th this
particular,child or particular school district.

Other policies are to clarify existing iitt .sietlie law. One
policy, for example, is our policy statemen on t e individual edu-
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cational plan which is intended to help answer a nurfiber of ques-
tions arising al; to IEPs, and also help some of the school districts
to,,streamline the IEPs, which have gotten cumbersome. So that
kind of policy is almost a technical-assistance tool.

rn some instances the policies go into area where the act is not
completely clear. For example, while the legislation called for sur-
rogate parents, there was no elaboration as to how they should be
chosen, et ceteiTt.

As we talk lo people-who administer the programs, there is a
feeling there needs to le policy statements. The issui is that there
often is not much agreement on what direction the policy shRuld
take. Some of the subjects are highly controversial.

Mr. STUTMAN. wish to point out for the subcommittee, Mr.
Chairman, that one new cothponent of policy development with
which wee are experimenting now and will shortly publish in the
Federal Register is a notice of intent to issue interpretive rules.
That is a notice to all who are interested that the Department is
contemplating developing policy in any given area. The notice that
we are to publish within the next 30 days or so, includes six
different areas in which we are intending to develop policy. Noth-
ing has seep fgrmally written yet. That is a new development, and
I wanted to bring it to your attention.

Dr. Sontag will now discuss how We intend to use the data we
identified:in our compliance activities.

Dr: DONTAG. Mr. Chairman, prior to the convening of the Secre-
tary's Task Force on Equal Educational Opportunity for Handi-
capped Children, the data that was collected was generally not in
refined condition. It was not available for us to utilize in our
compliance strategies. What we have attempted to deli is develop a
joint process where we can do an analysis of the data which both
agencies officei collect.'A vehicle exists whereby we can exchange
that data and exchange it in a format that is useful to Voth the
Office for Civil,Rights and Office o pecial Education.

By getting the data presen to us on a statewide basis it will be
more useful tcRis. We will ma e every attempt to share our infor-n,
mation with the States in a format that is useful.

We would like to describe some of the data that we have availa-
ble to us at this time in a State where we had a compliance review
conducted by the Qfficoof Special Education.

Mr. SIMON. If I may interrupt, you mentioned a State which has'
beeq selected for a compliance review. How effectively are we
monitoring all- States, and for this fiscal year 'do we have "the
personnel to do the job we should be doing?. .

Dr. MARTIN. We have had a plan over the last few years to try to
visit half the States each year, and then continue the next year. It
has been difficult to carry, out that plan for a number of reasons.
There have been restraints on travel imposed, and the costs have
gone up so much for the travel we did do, so that what happened in
the last year's was that we actually did not and could not complete
26 visits to -the areas we wanted. -

Last year there were in fact about 20 States that we were finally
able to visit. -

Part df what We brave decided. to do here and what we have
worked up is a plan'whylf would allow us to visit 31 States. By
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.
reorganizing resources available to us,

.
without some of the re-

straints we had on travel previously, we have set up a plan to visit
:31 States. Some of those can be visited jointly with the OCR, based
on-problems that are common to both our offices. In others, we will
follow oicir routine practice of visiting the States, but looking for
what we looked at in those States on the basis of the data.

There ate- two ways you can usetile data. First, you could say if
we find less than a certain number of children in a category, we
will visit a State. If we find a Certain characteristic of that popula-
tion, then .we will go visit that Stateif we simply did that and
that triggered our visiting the State, it would lead us into a situa-
tjon where we would visit some States every year and some not at
ill. We have decided to visit all the States every 2 years, but focus
reviews on thos,p States in critical areas and occasionally use the
joint visits with the Office for Civil Rights where there are the
most discrepant problems. .. .

Mr. SIMON. You say this year you will visit 31 States?
Dr. MARTIN. Yes.
Dr. SONTA The information that we used in one of our compli-

anceance visits w quantitative information available to the Office of
Special Edu ation, such as child count, LRE, personnel, and prior-
ities for service. From the Office for Civil Rights we obla,ined
information regarding children awaiting evaluation, -children
awaiting. placement, enrollment of minorities in special-education-
and special- purpose facilities.

Nonquantitative information, such as information from advocacy
groups, up to--now has been used in a rather episodic way. We are
trying to formalize the way we pull together the information dis-
played here, particularly child complaints, PAR's which have been
previously conducted in the States.

Dr. SONTAG. As we take a look at the child identification table
displayed, I ask you to note the national average for mental retar-

iption. The largest child count in December of 1979 was 2 percent.
his particular State is serving less than 1 percent. The same

percentage exists for the visually handicapped. ,For learning dis-
abilities, this State is significantly below the national average.

In addition, information available to us from the Office for Civil
Rights indicates there are 197 children awaiting platement, and
403 awaiting evaluation. This State, by the way, is a rural State in
the Midwest. Information made available to us, nonquantilative
from advocacy groups, indicates preschool children are receiving
inadequate services. The advocacy groups are also concerned with
inadequate identification procedures in correctional facilities.

Mr. SIMON. You are very careful not to identify the State. I hope
it is not the State of Illinois. .

Dr. MARTIN. It is not the State of Illinois, nor the State of
California.

Mr. SIMON. Do you let the public know4hese kinds of figures?
Dr. SONTAG. Yes; we do. This is a relatively new process. We

actually used this information to build our agenda for the five staff
members who spent a week in the State, We shared the informa-
tion with professijonal groups and with staff members at the State
educational agencies. We got their perception of the data. In some
cases the data led us down an. erroneous trail; and in fact there
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were no significant problems. In most cases, however, they did
indicate a problem existed we should p ue.

Mr. Srmorr. Is there anything wro with just letting the public
know this is South Dakota, or North akota, or whatever State you
are talking about?

Dr. MARTIN. When we are in a State, we make it available. Some
States are sensitive when we use e slide presentation and we use
their name. We have used this presentation'to brief the staff in the
Senate and the House and different groups. If that State would say,"Why do you pick us out?"rather than do that, we just do not
identify them. But in that State, We say, "Here is your display." It
is not secret, it is just a question of sensitivities, if we keep using
them as an example.

Dr. Sorrmo. In the future, for offcycle States, we are developing
a strategy whereby we will shire that data with them a year ahead
of our visit. So the data itself will becOme a vehicle f9r monitoring..
conditions. We anticipate many reasons for the releasing of, the
data to the States and to advocacy groups.

Another example is the least restrictive environment, quantita-
tive information available to us. If you look at the national rank
for disability groups, you will see that this State is leading the
Nation in educating children in separate facilities. In fact it is No.
1. Overall, it is eighth in the Nation in educating all special educa-
tion children. This information was used for reviewing specific
sites, such as local education agencies and the State school to
determine the efforts that were being made-to place children in
less restrictive environments.

Special-purpose facilities data, the Office for Civil Rights indicat-
ed that in one particular facility of 98 residents, 91 were receiving
their education in that facility. There were only seven children
leaving that 24-hour environment to go outside to receive their, A
education.

It is interesting to look at the reverse statistics regaiding the
EMR category. You have a facility serving 23 residents; 20 addi-
tional children go into that institution for their day program. So

we have an even more significant problem here. Nonquantitative
information suggests that over 100 EMR children are receiving
education in one location. That city was visited; corrective action
will be taken by the OSE.

Overall, orthopedically, impaired childreiare not being served in
these environments.

This data is a representation of another State. A critical area for
our compliance reviews in the future is overrepresentation of mi-
norities in special education programs. Althoug4 almost 30 percent
of the school populatipn is black, only one-third are represented in-
programs with children havidi specific learning disabilities.

It is by the use, by the geWeration of this critical data, that we
are now able to target what used to be a general review program
into a very specific compliance review program.

Out of the .data we came up with two hypotheses: One, the state
is not implementing a system which identifies all children in need
of special education and related services; and two, the State is not
providing opportunities for handicapped children to be educated
with nonhandicapped children to the maximum extent possible.
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Mr. MILLER. Is is feasible to believe that you could go back in 2
years and collect comparative data to know what has happened?
Are you in a position so that you can go back to the same sources
to make a determination whether there has been an improvement?

Dr. MARTIN. Yes. The Office for Civil Rights forms are cyclical;
second, our own information is on an annual basis. But more

ifically, when we have found a problem we have begun asking
the State to count very specifically atpectg of this problem relevant
to it. For example, in a recent visit we found a problem in an area
of related services. So; as part of the solution to that problem, we
have asked the State to provide information as to how many chil-
dren are getting these services this year, how many new children
are added, how many are on the waiting list. We have designed

'Jr:means to go back and show progress as well as make comparisons.
Mr. MILLER. Are you comfortable that you have established a

benchmark so that future Congresses can establish whether prog-
ress has' been made? ,

Ms. BROWN. We have done that through the Office for Civil
Rights survey, which is a biannilal survey which asks the same
question on a school-by-school basis every 2Y-ears. We are already
able to look at some benchmarks in terms of pupils underserved in
special education.

In 1976, our survey showed there, were about 463,000 stud is in
need of special education services hot receiving them. Two years
later, in 1978pthe same survey showed there were nearly 7,000
pupils. not libeing served. While 87,000 is a lot of kids not being
served, it is a dramatic drop since 1976. That survey in some form
or another has been conducted on a biannual basis for the last 12
or 13 years. I would hope that would continue. In fact, I think some
of the court orders we work under should buttress that. But it does
create a benchmark so we can go back and look at that data to see
if they are implementing their programs as they said they would. .%,--For example, the disproportional number of minorities should go
down.

Mr. SIMON. Should you wait 2 years on that State?
Ms. BROWN. No.,
Dr. SONTAG. We would hopefully not have to go back in 2 years

to see if the problem is rectified. The strategy calls for delineating
the problem in a letter which will describe the specific kinds of
data we will ask the State to collect in the future, to make sure
they are able to stop these problems from developing throughout
the State. ;Dr. MARTIN. 'Then send it to us on a periodic basis so we can
judge whether the progress is being made. We can also folloW them
up with visits where we -believe there to be a problein., But if the
State will gather thi information for us, we will be able to see
what is happening. .1' I

Mr. MILLER. We have State plans in various segments of educa-
tion. In the nutrition.program, we have State plans. Nobody can
tell you what they are because nobody has a chance to read them:
Given what some people may view as an aggressive form of compli-
ance and enforcement, do we have the ability to go back`in 2 years'
time and get a readout on ,the State? Tell them, "When you came
before us there was a trbmendous representation of minorities.
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That wila one \ of the things we were trying to diminish." The
question is, "is the data in such a form that you could come back in
6 months from I now and see whether' that is continuing to happenor w ither pro ess is being made?

Dr. A TIN. e answer is yes. Smile of the .deta will come on a
cycle asis. e get certain data on an cinnual basis Which would
give us 'a quick r feedin to see how thin are shifting. But where
we identify pr blew of this kind, we wi be in touch with these.
States and designink specific remedies fo those States.

The State plan is one vehicle we , but what wee are really
talking' about ow is a compliance review-vihich

'Mr. MILLER What' I want to know is, simplistic. You gave us
quantitative to as the percentage of students represented inthe educatio al instit ions. Are .we from the Office for Civil
RightS.data d your da is going to be able to punch out the State
of Nebraska d find out at those figures were in 1978, 1O7.9,
and 1980, so wiz can eontinu to monitor them? I am concerned
that we have the abilities for an ngoing review.

Dr. MARTI . The cqnstraints' ar , if we do not get the manpower
and dollar esourcet 'to follow. th out, obviously you get' a less
effective m. But the things p t in place, which we feel by the
way are no radical, but fully within .appropriate management ofthese pro: ins, and fully.within the law without any stretching of
our respo ibilities or stretching of the law, this kind of system canbe in pla And can represent more effective and efficient Govern-ment ma ement. L -.

Mr. St ON. The figures ydu had up before, when did you get that
data, on e 15-percent Hispanic

Ms. B wx. It came from the 1978 OCR survey.
Mr. S Orr. What happened after you got that material in? Obvi-

ously re is disproportion of representation of Hispanic children.
What, opened then? -
. Dr./ nix. In that particular State that will be the focus of our
activities in that State. .

Mr.,Smtort. You say it will be; thisswas in 1978. (
Dr./MARTIN. That,is an illustration of the one State. We have

beg*it a process of visiting ;two States have been completed.
Under this new format we will be looking for comparable data
using the 101 form. We will see in that visit whether those figures
are/still current. We will lay out remedial actions on those things
p, will. track those actions State by State. As we viorli throughh.: States this will be a major feature of the program.

e whole system we have been going through and describing
morning provides triggering data for us. When' we were talk-
bout it a year ago, we were not using it very effectively, but

are today. It turns out to have some variations with counts that
are takeri-differently. So what we are really using it for isjo ask
questions. We think it represents a true picture of what exists on
those, samples. -We are starting on that premise and setting upcorrective procedures for that." , .

One of-the interpretive .policies that we re planning ,to include
in the notice of intent to publisli policies and ask for infdrmation is
procedures that Office for Civil Rights and Office of Special Educa-
tion will use together on how to more effectively test and identify
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children. we will be identifying districts, problems, giving the
ection on how to- solve those problems and we will be

de ping an overall policy in this area.
Mr. SIMON. We have 'two concerns. My colleague from California

is concerned that we are gathering the data we can see what is
really happening; I have a concern that we are gathering data and
not doing anything. Here is a 1978 situation which is obviously not
good, and I do not know that anything has happened. How do we
see that there is movement?

Dr. MARTIg. What have we done on this classification?
Ms. BROWN. The OCR has done a number of things oh this \_

classification, although I would have to be the first to admit, not
enough. Very few people send in complaints about misclassification
of minorities and EMS, which is unfortunate. I think it relatgs
many times to the poverty status, of people, and oftentimes the
are not aware the special program their kids are in is not serving
them.

Unfortunately, the Office for Civil Rights, before it does anything
else, must investigate all its complaints. That leaves very few

_reSources to initiate our own compliance reviews.
' We have been able to initiate a limited number of reviews in this

area; perhaps 10 a year would be rhy'estimate. On the other hand,
we do have another vehicle, which is the Emergency hool Aid

, Act. Every year school districts apply for money to assi t in their
desegregation efforts. In order to get that money, the have to
affirmatively show they are not discriminating in a nu of
ways. We conduct onsite visits of all those applicants yearly, and
find oftentimes aelnany as 50 'or'60, I think, maybe even a h
dred sch9o1 districts with problems in the area of overinclusio
minorities, in EMR. Those districts then have an opportunity' to
submit, a cprrective action plan which then can make them eligible
for that gfant. We have had literally hundreds of sbhock districts
who have come in with corrective action plans. /

Mr-SIMON, We will take a 10-minute recess.
[Recess.]
Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee will resume its hearing.
We will aek you to proceed.
Dr. MARTIN. May I just summarize our answer to the last ques-

tion, basically with regard to the activities in-place to speak to. the
area of overrepresentation. First, we have the new system for
selecting those districts we will visit and focus on and any issue
which comes up as a result is,of the overrepresentation of minority
group children. ,9

Second, we have also had .a number of meetings with officials,
and a nuntber have begun to examine their own data, and are
,giving us back reports. It clearly will be reflected a year from now

)in the ,data Mr. Miller asked about.
Third', the. three Office for Civil Rights' Office of Special Educa-

tion compliance visits this year will be 'focused on this particular
dimension in States where that is a problem.

.49Fourth, we have get into place a,series of new technical assist-
ance centers that will focus attention on tilt question of how to
more effectively identify minority children.
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Fifth, the discretionary program has a its major priority im-
nt in selecting and identifying disabled children.

Sixth, we have announced a new directed research program to
identify more effective ways of identifying and placing handicapped
children.

Seventh, also, we have established within States to dem-
onstrate these, problems and their resolution& There are other
steps which have been developed this. year which will assist our
ability tb track progress. The first two States we visited this year
happen to be States that had no large conceriehtions of minority
children, but in the other States to be Visited this year, there are
I concentrations of minorities.

N,T,A

e
SoG. There is a new model we will be/ming this year for

co co pliance reviews. I think the language we are using to describe
the differences is an important distinctionpreviou we de-

addition we have initiated a reorganization in the Ciffre of S ial

scribed our visits as program administrative reviews; ow we are
conducting compliance reviews; 31 will be conducted his year. In

Office of Special Education into a branch where that is its ajor
Education, separating out compliance enforcement functions i the

purpose and function. You might be aware that several critics of
the Office of Speial Education in the past had indicated we had
commingled activities. We responded with.this reorganization. In
addition, we have assigned additional staff members to that partic-
ular branch. Travel funds for the compliance activities are the No. .-

1 priority/in the Office of Special Education.
The pew modelwe have for the compliance reviews consists of

the prOcess.We described up to now and includes information gath-
ering and Analysis. Site selection in the past was largely ac,com-

,....6,e ,by. asking the States' advice primarily on where to visit. We
are now doing most of the selection of sites in Washington, based,
on the site data, information made available to us from the profes-
sional groups, advocacy groups, and so on. We then communicate
that information back to the St/te education office.

The onsite reviews in the past have been one of, four or .five
individuals from our office visiting a State for 5 days. As we move
into completing the 31 visits scheduled this year, it is quite possible
that inithe next 2 or 3 months we will have a 7podel which will
have two or three staff members visiting a State for 2 or 3 days on.
.a., particular issue We are going to take the infoimatiOn and the
ana yst the agenda not only for the site selection but for
the kinds of queiffans--w.e_gre piing to and for" predicting the

,amount of energy we will use ii 'toltducting_the review.
Another change in our compliance review front previous proce-

dures is the omission of an informal debriefing With the State
education officer. We felt we have had to gather our information
and our data too quickly from site team members and, in many
,gases, we were sharing conclusions that were not subs tiated by
data information or did not show some nu,* problems. will try
to put that information into a letter and get that back he chief
State school officer within 2 or 3 weeks after ourvisit to the State.

Lastly, we will ask, for voluntary compliance. If they do not v.kork
we will move into enforcement strategies which are now available
to us.
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The Department feels the report, the Memorandum of Under-
standing has been a major .undertaking, and in fact we feel it
would have been very difficult to achieve unless the Department of
Education had not been created.. The creatjon of the Department
has clearly enabled us to do this.

One 9f the things that is not said in either the report or the
Memorankliim of Understanding, something Ed alluded to in his
opening remarks, is that the burden on coordination for com-
plaints, policy interpretation, and technical assistance, is now less
on parents of handicapped children, less on consumers, and more
on the Federal Government. Parents of children will have to shop
less for interpretations on how "to file complaints. That burden is
now up to,us to fully implement this working document.

Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you

4

Mr. Erdahl.
Mr, Ecin'AHL. Thank you very much.
I regret rwas not here for the first part of the presentation, but I

will review that. A question arises, which I am reluctant as the
minority member to bring up. I supported the new Department,
but vrhat if.there are moves ahead to abolish the new Department?

Dr. MARTIN At the risk of seeming partisan, I hope that will not
happen We said in a number of ways this new Department has
made education for the handicapped more effective. Fifst,of all, our
very existence facilitates communication which expresses itself in
many ways For instance, when I go to speak now, I

to
people

from both offices come to those meetings, as opposed to what used
to be separate megOings. In this area, which is most critical to us,
we would have hTd a very complicated system of communication
involving going from one Department to another. While we have
never had bad relationships with the Office for Civil Rights, we
just have not had the vehicle for the day-by-day collaboration that
we have had The development of the task force which Cindy and I
head has involved all the major components of the agency, the

. General Counsel, Office of Management and Planning, .the Secre-
tary's office, her Special Assistant, so I find the new Department,
frankly/ to be very, very much more manageable than HEW was.
HEW as so colossally large that for us to have brought a given
prob m to the Secretary's attention would have been very, very
di cult Now it is something where there is much personal delib-
eration on issues of concern to disabled Americans.

Mr. ERDAHL. I want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for the,
hearings in this area. -

Dr Sontag, there is a hearing in another subcommittee on the
lack Or compliance 'under title I. But the question that comes to
mind, what are the penalties you can invoice for lack of compliance
if the funds have been disbursed? Whit kind of penalty, if that is
the right word, or what kind of adjustment can be made that does
not end. up penalizing the children?

Dr SONTAG There are several enforcement strategies available
to us that we have not used up until now. The only enforcement
strategy the GoVernment has used has been voluntary compliance
and an approval process of the State plan.
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We have the option of Withholding funds frOrn a particular State
if a significant compliance problem exists. We haye the option of
cease and desist, recovery of funds. If there is an auditing excep-
tion, we have the option of referring ',specific action to the Depart-
ment of Justice. We have the option of enforcement proceedings
under the Office for Civil Rights regarding section 504.

Mr. ERDAHL. In other words ,you are saying you have enough
options to cause voluntary compliance. So you do not see that as a
problem? )

Dr. MARTIN. We have a _couple of tools that we think will be
helpful. Obviously the major threat of cutoff of funds has a two-
edged sword. It cuts,against the children benefiting in the program,
so it is not an option one 'rushes to, althOugh it has 'to be an
important part of the total resources that are available. We think
by more,systematically setting the objectives for States and track-
ing those; we can have a more, effective complianCe program.

Mr. ERDAHL. Rather than cs.mring in as an audit after the fact?
Dr. MARTIN. Yes. We harrgotten many, many assurances from

,States that they should correct problems, but some have /la been
corrected, and time has dragged on too long before the ultimate
resolution of those problems. I t ink just the fact the 'Office' for
Civil Rights and ourselves will

Ce
ork cooperatively on a problem,

the States will know it is not question of dealing with the Office
of Special Education exclusively. Anything we do subsequently in
enforcement with Office for Civil Rights will be u der time lines,
et cetera. ,

As to selective cutoffs-of funds in discussing it ith the General
Counsel we find we may be able to cut off administrative funds to a
State without cutting off child ervice funds. We Would hope we
would not have to do that, but It is 'better than having to cuhoff
the whole head of the beast.

The cease-and-desist orders will carry more weight. Our feeling is
that very few responsible public governments would want to ignore

/us in a particular area, and that ould be helpful and certainly set
,- the stage for Justice Departm nt action if it was unsuccessful.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Dr. artin. -e.Thank you, Mr: Chairman. . -- ::.-7-----'`
Mr. SIMON., I have no ittrther questions. I am pleased with the

cooperation and coordination that is taking place. My hope is that
. ive can pursue compliance vigorously and follow through in the /areas you've mentioned, such as in the one ttate where we saw the

disproportionate number of minorities in classes for the mentally
c retarded. We need to follow through and get these areas corrected. /.../

Dr. MARTIN. I want to thank you and Mr. Erdahi on behalf of all ,

of us for your efforts. Our statement focused -on the new Memoran- I

Idum of Understanding an,d the Secretary's task foree. I did want to .
take 1 minute, to tell you that in my opinion as a professional now
working 25'years with children with disabilities and adults, I think
the act is a marvelous step forward for' the American people: I
think it has made a difference in lives. Liiterally there are thou-
sands of children enrolled in programs who would not have been,_

had you not passed this legislatiqn. We have' problems in imple-
mentation, and I ,think we must make and have made steps to cut
those -doWn.. Our frustration level is high, because We have an

,
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expectation level of 100 percent. I am very, very hopeful that the
program will continue in its basic intent to provide equal education
opportunity for all children, and I think we will achieve that goal.
I happen to be optimistic. Notwithstanding problems of finances
that plague school districts across the country, it seems the basic
good will N there to implement education for these children.

Thank you again, and we look forward to continuing to work
with you.

Mr. Simozi. Thank
Our next panel

education coordinato
ed Citizens; Boyd
capped-Children and
director, PACER
Ziegler, director, Pa
dren with Special N

you very much.
made -up of Cory Moore, information and
Montgomery County Association for Retard-

dd, president, Parents' Campaign for T-Tiandi-
Youth, Washington, D.C.; Paula Gbldberg, ca-
nter, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.; and Martha
ent Information Center, Federation for
ads, Boston, Mass.

STATEMENTS OF C RY MOORE, INFORMATION AND EDUCA-
TION COORDINAT R, MONTGOMERY COUNTY ASS CIATION
FOR RETARDED ITIZENS; BOYD LADD, PRESIDENT, PAR-
ENTS' CAMPAIGN FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH,
WASHINGTON, D.C.; PAULA GOLDBERG, CO-DIRECTOR, PACER
CENTER, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.; AND MARTHA ZIEGLER,
DIRECTOR, PARENT INFORMATION ACENTER, FEDERATION
FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS': BOSTON, MASS. t

STATEMENT OF CO' R MOORE, INFORMATION AND EDUCATION -'4.
COORDINATOR, MONTGOMERY COUNTY ASSOCIATION FOR
RETARDED CITIZENS

Ms. MOORE. My name is Cory Moore; I am the parent of a -
teenager who is both physically and mentally handicapped; she
attends a segregated public school for moderately retarded chil-
dren, aged 5 to 21, in Montgomery County, Md. My daughter has
had a considerable influence-On my professional life and my inter-
ests I serye on the staff of the Montgomery County Association for
Retarded Citizens, where I am the parent information and educa-
tion coordinator My volunteer activities include membership on
the Montgomer County School Superintendent's Advisory m-
mittee on t andicapped, and the Advisory Committee to the

'Supervisor of natiqum Education. --

I am honored to behere today. This committee's oversight hear-
ings have made an invaluable contribution to the education of
handicapped children.

I was delighted to read the final report to the Secretary of the
Task Force on Equal Educational Opportunity for- Handicapped
Children Earlier documents, such as the report by the Education
Advocates Coalition, have demonstrated that effective implementa-
tion in'the educational sphere of Public Law 94-142 and section
504 of the ReliabilitAion Act of 1973 required the )department of-
Education to organize and prioritize its activities more systemati-
cakly than it has in the past. The final report is certainly animjortant step in ;that direction. As a parent, I am excited and
pleased about the final report, the .services, handicapped children
receive in years to come depend in no small-part on the success of
the effort to give focus and direction to the Department's activities.

,..
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As. a parent, I profess no expertise in organization and inanage-
ment and will not speak to the final report in that light. My
contact with the implementation/of these laws is with my own
LEA, not with the Department of Education. Perhaps the most
useful contribution I can make is to identify some priority problem
areas which appear, from my vantage point as a parent ih one
school system, to be of particular importance, and then to discuss
with you the fashion in which the fiiaal report treats these problem
areas I will focus on three problem areas, areas that-affect large
numbers of children and areas I deem to be of very great impor-
tance.

First, the two Federal laws both mandate placement in the least
restrictive environment Certainly what this intends is as little
segregation of_handicapped children as possible, consistent with
their educational needs. In my experience, however, the integration
of handicapped children into regular classrooms is often a, pretty
haphazard affair arid, more frequently-than not,.zegular classroom
teachers who deal with mainstreamed handicap children not
i.eceiving the help they need to teach confidently and effectively.
The child with a handicap, his nonhandicapped peers, and the
teacher all suffer as a result.- -

Second, while it is generally _understood that "least restrictive
environment" means mainstreaming in some cases, parents and
school personnel are quite uncertain as to just what it means in
real-life situations Under what circumstances is mainstreaming
essential" For which' children? With what supports?. When main-
streaming is not required during either part or all of the school
day, what is meant by the "least restrictive environment", require-

-- ment" In the absence of policy guidance and, developed compliance
strategies from the Department of Education, State' and local sys-
tems, are pretty much free to do as they please. Sometimes their
choices are sound. &ometimeathey are not.

Third, the obligation to identify and provide "related seryices"
which a particular child needs has given rise to a host of compli-
*vice, and+some policy-development, issues affecting large numbers
of children In segregated Settings, appropriate related services,
sometimes are provided as a matter of routine, although that is
often not true When services come with only one setting, place-
ment constraints are often exercised. As greater numbers of handi-
capped children are mainstreamed, more and more difficulties are
encountered by pirents in their efforts to see that.school systems
recognize the needs of their children for such services in the least
restrictive environment and that school systems provide the serv-
ices needed.

Keeping these three particular problem areas in mind, I should
like to return to the final report and offer some suggestions: The
first problem area I' mentionedAhe need for adequate support for
both teacher and child in mainstreaming situationsis a crucial
one The mechanisms for insuring that meaningful support is pro-

"vided when necessary lie close VI the heart of the law, for without
them the least-restrictive-environment requirement will not suc
ceed This *ems an area clearlr-app rur*-1:eia .for technical assist-
ance as weft as policy development. Appendix A-IV describes some
activities in this area; Appendix F, page 8, mentions a contract to
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train State and local education agency dfficials in the administrat
. tive strategies necessary to educate handicapped children in the

least restrictive environment. Much more needs to be done in
helping teachersthose in the front lin--t.inders d and accom=
modate inchvidual.handicapped childreh,,?'LE st be helped to
offer teachers practical support in the day-to eray sjtuations that
arise. Workable implementatign strategies must be drev,eloped.
Questions need answering. Does each LEA have a strategy to meet ,
this critical need? What is it? What has worked elsewhere? What
kinds of in-service training and case management are useful? What
kinds are feasible?

The second problem area I mentioned is the matter of giving
content to, the least-restrictive-environment requirement. Here
policy development is necessary and vital. LEAs, SEAS, and the
Department of Education must have clear definitiqns. The require-
ment cannot be enforced unless what it means is understood. Yet -

"least restrictive environment" remains on the list of "to be ad-
dressed" issues discussed on page 20 of the final, report. I ,would
urge OSE and OCR to yiew this as a priority issue.

The third problem area I mentioned is the gray and murky one
of "related services." All too frequently IEP:s list "rerated services"
according to what is available, not what the child needs. This is a
data collection enforcement:compliance strategy problem that is
touched on by subsection D under Priority Compliance Issue VII
ilErs) and subsection C under Priority Compliance Issue IX (relat
ed services). But I see little in the final report to indicate whether
or not anyone has figured out how to `get a handle" on this
possibly elusive but certainly important compliance problem.

These, then, are particular omissions, from my vantage point. I.
raise them not to criticise but because they suggest to me' that
before I, as' 'a parent; see progregs in these particular problem
areas, more will need to be done for this "final report" to be truly
"final.",I offer these thoughts:

First, 'perhaps in the technical-assistance area, the Department
should develop a much.narrower list of particularly high-priority
subjects for technical assistance and concentrate most of its ex-
penditures on those subjects. I say this with diffidence, I am cer-
tainly not qualified to undertake a careful and detailed analysis of

.all the technical assistance 'activities cited in appendix F. I am
certain, however, that ehildren in large nunibers suffer from inad-
equate support for regular classroom teachers of mainstreamed '

handicapped children, a matter -which strikes me as a priority item
for technical assistance.

Second, the recent progress in,developing policy with respect to
certain key policy areas is gratifying, but obviously, as the final
report recognizes, others remain to be addressed. It would seem to
be usefulboth for the public, in providing helpful input, and for
the Department, in directing its activities in this area and in-
evaluating its own performanceto publish and .periodically
update a "policy development agenda," listing and prioritizing sub-
jects for policy development, with a clearly defined expected time-
table. Policy guidance with respect fo the least-restrictiveenviron-
ment requirement is desperately needed. Great numbers of chil
dren are affected. Yet because of the intrinsic difficulty of the
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subject it is a prime candidate for repeated deferral. Publication of
an agenda of the kind I suggest might well be useful, for just this

,kind of problem. .Third, the final report shows awareness for the need to develop
data-gathering procedures and other compliance techniques that
will permit the Department to identify school systems with compli-
ance problems tharhirk beneath the surfacelof seemingly adequate
paper implemeritation plans, and to take appropriate steps to help
resolve those problems, as Mr'. Stutman indicated. Appendix E to
the reportthe appendix on data collectionshows, however, that
the kind of data needed to identify these situations is not now
available with respect to a great number of "priority compliance"
sub-issues; the related-services issue I spoke of is just one of these.
It would seem to me, therefore, that .ranking the 69 "priority
compliance" sub-issues by priority for the development of particu-
lar data 'gathering/compliance strategies, with appropriate timeta-
bles, would be useful.

In conclusion, I should like to say that I found the final report an
impressive document. It illustrates boat the Department is organiz-
ing its activities to produce what I as a parent wantappropriate
services for all handicapped children. It provides a focus and a
framework for what needs to be donegaps that exist in data .collection, enforcement activities, policy development, and techni-
cal assistance It signals the end of uncoordinated activity by OSE
and OCR These are enormous steps forward. It should make what
happens next easier and far more effecth're.

r. ERDARL [presiding]. Thank you very much.
I think what we will do is proceed with other members of the

panel before we have questions. .,

Mr. Simon is over on the floor making a siech. He will be back'
as soon as he can. . .

Boyd Ladd, president, Parents' Campaign for Handicapped Chil-dren and Youth. - . . .. ..

You may proceed in the way most comfortable .to you.

STATEMENT OF BOYD LADD, PRESIDENT PARENTS' CAMPAIGN 4
FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND MAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. LADD. Thank you, Mr. Erdahl. " /On behalf of the Parents' Campaign for Handicapped Children
and Youth, I deeply appreciate this opportunity to bring you our

rspective on issues addressed by the Secretary's Task Force -onry
ual Educational Opportunity for Handicapped Children.
am chairman of the boarli of the Parents' Campaign. That

board is composed of me'n and women who, know problems of the
1:1* led by personal experience: Each member is the p'arent of a

Mapped child, or is himself or herself disabled. In addition,
0 veral board members are now or have in the past been profes-
sionally involved in parent counseling, ,research, writing, or legal
services in connection With education of the handicapped. In my
case, my first son was a Down's syndrome child, so that I became
involved in the field as a young man. One of my stepdaughters,
diagnosed as schizophrenic, has since 1957 ridden the roller coaster
of hospitalization, slow and painful recovery, a period of tentative
'self-reliance, mounting anxiety, rehospitalization. We may never
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know what ntial is trapped within her, unrealized; we have
seen glim o some artistic and musical talent, and of an uncom-
mon sensiti . My professional career has been in education and
statistics. I now practice as a consulting statistician, especially in
education, library, publishing, and brpadcnsting statistics. During
1968-75, I served as assistant director of the National Center for
Education Statistics.

My remarlth describe the Parents' Campaign and its program,
and address the three major aspects of the report on which you
requested comment. I conclude with views and suggestions on some
broader public management issues and opportunities.

The Patents' Campaign for Handicapped Children and Youth is a
national not-for-profit corporation formed to assist in removing
barriers .which needlessly limit the rights and opportunities of
handicapped individuals. Our concern extends to all categories of
disability The particular focus of our organization is on iftength-
ehing the capabilities of parents of the disabled, and of disabled
young people, to increase the self-reliance of the disabled throbgh
accessing appropriate educational and training opportunities. We
undertake research, and we conduct very practical kinds of train-
ing, typically in a workshop format. We provide counseling and
information in response to 'specific queries and pleas for help on
behalf of individual handicapped children or young people. We
cooperate with other advocates such as local parent groups or
national grbups concerned with a specific disability, and with pro-
fessionals in special education and rehabilitation.

Parents' Campaign conducts three programs at this time and is
now concluding a program of training parent advocates, under
sponsotship of OCR and/OSE, in the rights of disabled .young
people with respect to vocational education udder section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act and under the' Education for All Handicapped
Chiklren Act. Parent-advocates are helped to learn how, to work
with their educational systems to secure appropriate vocational
education opportunities. In each -location; participants in the
parent advocacy training have since initiated new activities, tai-
lored OA their local situations. Since September 1978, about 880
parents and others have completed advocacy training in 29 work-
shopsin 17 States. 1

Parents' Campaign also conducts Project Closer Look, the nation-
al center for information for handicapped individuals, funded by
the Office of Special Education. This activity involves identifying
needs for particular kinds of information, carrying out the neces-
sary research to develop authentic information, and writing mate-
rials which are understandable by lay parents without specialized.
backgrounds The materials are disseminated directly in response
to inquiries, and increasingly through a .developing network of
local and national organizations.

Parents' Campaign publishes a quarterly newsletter,,'"R4ort
From Closer Look,' which provides parents and professionals news
on current program information and on recent findings from re-
search, education, and treatment activities. The "Closer Look Net-
work News" is also. published quarterly, with information of partic-
ular interest to organizationselcchange of experience, national
developments, et cetera.

.
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Parents' Campaign also participates with the American Councilon Education an information service on handicapped students,
potential students and postsecondary' education. This service, both
to institutions and to consumers, is intended to facilitate effective
postseconddry educational experience for the disabled.

We applaud heartily the resolution to expedite policy devgAup-
ment and the plan to do so in a coordinated way with respect to
unresolved issues and to new issues which may be identified. Rec-
ogning that the change in administration will call for review of
this new machinery, we hope that effective and efficient processes,
of polio), decision and enunciation can be affirmed promptly, in the
interest of all those affected.

With respect to issue identification, we urge the potential value
of information from consumersthat is, from parents and from
disabled .young people Many consumers, overwhelmed by a partic-ular problem threatening a loved one, never think of filing a
formal complaint about difficulties they encounter. Some of them
in writing Closer Look for advice or information explain problems
they have met A systematic screening of parent organizations' and
disability organizations' experience could be very useful in bringing
to light issues of inconsistent interpretation and administration ofthe act.

In Order to give opportunity for parent organization comments,
we recommend that the option: "either OCR or OSE may deter-
mine that a notice of intent to develop policy, shall be prepared for
publication in the Federal Register"from VB1 of Memorandum of
Understanding, should be exercised almost alwaysexcept if un-
usual reasons exist to the contrary. We believe that informed corn-
ment from consumers likely to-be affected directly by new policy
Can be very constructive in developing practical and realistic
policy Plarents' Campaign would be pleased to help solicit useful
suggesti*s for the Department by appropriate notes in "Network
News and/or in "Report From Closer Look."

We regard it as valuable to disseminate policy interpretations as
soon as determinations can be responsibly formulated, in order to
minimize needlesslyunguided discretion by local officials. Timely
disseminations may preclude inconsistent rulings and consequent
feelings of discrimination on the part of those affected by the less
favorable interpretations. This, is not to deny that variations in
regional conditions may appropriately justify crelegated discretionin some features, though we urge caution against possible inequi-
ties in,effects.

Parents have strong interest in monitoring and enforcement. We
want all the handicapped to receive the educational services guar-
anteed by the law. We want compliance by school staffs who want
to serve our children, who have been given incentives and training
and other help to do so.

We support as sound public administration practice the several
steps outlined by the task force toward more effective, planning for
data dollection, sharing of data between the agencies, development
of criteria to trigger compliance' investigation's, development of a
data analysis plan, and publication of appropriate summative sta-
tistics in the annual condition of education report to Congress. The
processes outlined seem promising; we urge systematic tracking of

66-722 0- 81 - -29
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pro ess on these steps which are not exciting in themselves, but
are
progress

to effective management.
The assessment of data needs for dealing-with priority compli-

ance issuesappendix Eis striking for the large number of sub-
issues, and 4 major issuesof 14on which data are not now
available. In respect to many of these, leads might be identified, if
useful for exploratory investigation, from parent inquiries to Proj-
ect Closer Look and to other organizations, protecting the confiden-
tiality of the parent's identity. These leads would not in themselves
provide hard evidence, of course. We will be glad, if desired by the
committee or by the Department,,to test this possibility by screen-
ing cases for a short time interval to extractqnformation suggest-
ing one or more of the 69 subissues as classified by appendix E.
Such a-test would enable compliance officials of the Department to
judge whether such information would justify the effort that would
be required to do such screening on a continuing basis.

Philosophically, we recommend a strong emphasis on negotia-
tions with and technical assistance to ,local education agencies
found to be in apparent noncompliance, prior to the use of the
available sanctions. To some extent, the data needed to trigger
exploratory inquiries with a view to such measures may be softer
tkan the kinds of data needed for ,compliance investigations con-
templating 'sanctions.

Compliance teams planning spot-check visits may wish to identi-
fy strong parent groups in the areas to be visited. Such information
is available through our parent network files.

Parents who write to us and who participate in advocacy work-
shops often report needs for 'technical assistance to enable the
school to meet the promises of the law. They see, too, great need
for pare to learn to work with the schopls in planning programs.

We conir in the task force's emphnis on effective, targeted
technical assistance as especially important to effective administra-
tion of section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and Public Law 947
142. This derives from our view that noncompliance, where it
occurs, is occasioned more by problems of understanding and of
resource shortages than by defiance or deliberate evasion.

We commend the planned early assessment of technical assist-
ance needs, and urge that the subcommittee on a bipartisan basis
endorse pursuit of this needed task and encourage the Department
to secure participation by the appropriate transition team with a
view to serving needs perceived by the new administration.

We are concerned that the administration of these laws be effec-
tive and cooperative, demonstrating our capacities for negotiating
reasonable agreements within the framework of law, rather than
litigating forced decisions which are costly in time and expense and
good will and in the life disruption of children caught in uncertain
outcomes. To these ends, we regard it as important that technical
assistance be, available to the many participants in carrying out
these laws.

Training of parents in the law, in the elements of the IEP
process, in.4he special significance of vocational education for
handicapped young people, in the arts of negotiating and joint
planning with school officials, all are important technical-assist-
ance needs. This knowledge and skill will help to enlist the con-
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sumers as effective team members in carrying out these laws. As
parents become more sophisticated, they become an important re-
source to the school, and to OSE and OCR, in improving the
performance of the Vital system. .

In summary, the Task Force on Equal Educational Opportunity
for Handicapped Children has addressed problems of great impor-
tance. I believe resolution of these problems to be crucial to achiev-
ing the commonly accepted goals of these acts, which express our
responsible humanity as a people. The report provides an impor-
tant plan for moving forward.

.The capabilities of the handicapped constitute a large human
resource which we are not yet adequately developing and utilizing.
The two acts addressed by the task for ,report provide the legisla-
tive charter for learning to dO so mord effectively, with the aid of
further research in special education and rehabilitation. These acts
call for substantial adaptations in schools and ether institutions.
Mainstreaming and requirements for least restrictive environment
mean learning new patterns of professional practice by teachers
and administrators. IEP provisions pose new opportunities and
responsibilities for active participation in their children's education
by parents of handicapped children. These are ncitt small changes,so it is not surprising that there are delays and problems and
honest differences of judgment and interpretation as well as resist-
ance from some.

These large changes are worthwhile, economically as well as in
human terms Measured in dollars, special education and vocation-
al education for the handicapped are a good investment. A review
of the available evidence on return on investment for these activi-
ties was published in "Report from Closer Hook," fall 1980. The
review, entitled "Dollars for Independence,' draws on research
published from 1971-80. Among the. findings cited are that the
excess cost for 12 years of elementary-secondary school for a visual-" ly impaired child, estimated at about $28,500, would be repaid by
taxes alone on the graduate's income at minimum-wage level in
25.5 years; and that the taxes paid plus savings in income-mainte-.
nance expenditures over a 40-year period would be $61,100 morethan the $28,500 expended. From a national income standpoint-
rather than return to the Governmentthe contrast would be even
greater, of , course. Vocational education and training programs
typically yield even higher benefits-to-costs returns. The article is
attached for convenience in reference. I wish to sound a caution.The aye] le analyses have necessarily_ relied onspecial-stuniest
Lor excess. c sts estimates, in ale iihrelice of regularly-collected data-generated ationally by standardized accounting procedures and
uniform de nitions. The benefits have been estimated on hypo-

. thetical c , using assumptions believed to be conservative. There
is in my opi ion need for substantial statistical development and
economic re arch to improve the tools for decisionmaking, for
example among options for education of the handicapped, as new
methods are developed using new technologies. However, by the
best firidings now available, special education and vocational train- ,ing and rehabilitation are very good investments.

Finally, I wish to express special thank *'to the subcommittee for
your commitment to hearing from parents as an integral part of ,)
these oversight hearings. -

.,. [Material submitted by Boyd Ladd follows:] . . fp_.-:---
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Mr. ERDAiiL. Thank you very ,much, Mr. Ladd. We appreciate
receiving your testimony.

Now again for the record and for the audience, it is my pleasure
to introduce Paula Goldberg, who happens to be from Minnesota.
Welcome to Washington.

Again, you may read your statement or summarize it, whatever
is most comfortable for you.

STATEMENT OF PAULA GOLDBERG, CO-DIRECTOR, PACER
CENTER, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Ms. GOLDBERG. Thank you very much, Chairman Erdahl and
members of the subcommittee. My name is Paula Goldberg. I am
codirector of the Parent Advocacy Coalition for Educational Rights,
otherwise known as PACER Center. We are a statewide coalition of
18 organizations in Minnesota that are concerned with the educa-
tion of handicapped children. Our organization informs parents
about their rights and responsibilities under State and Federal
special- education laws so that parents can learn how to work with
the schools to develop appropriate programs for their children., We
present workshops on special-education laws and provide individual
assistance to hundreds of parents yearly.

Our philosophy is "parents helping parents." Most of our staff
and volunteers are parents of handicapped children. We are funded
by the Office of Special Education, Division of Personnel Prepara-
tion, to provide training_ to parents of handicapped children.
Durinethe 2 years that ouproject has been funded by this agency,
we have reached over :..,:soLosy parents of handicapped children, edu-
cators, and other inte persons. We, have been overwhelmed
by the response we have received from parents who want to
become more knowledgeable about their children's rights and op-). portunities in special education.

I am ve,ry pleased to be here today and to comment on the final
report of-the Task Force on Equal Educational Opportunity for
Handicapped Children. As a representative of a parent coalition, I
would like to thank Congress for paaing Public Law 94-142. It is
an important and significant piece of legislation because it assures
all handicapped, children a free, appropriate education. We cobtin-
ually are told by parents that they are thankful for the Federal
law. Parents of older childre tit- that they only wish the law
had been in existence when their children started school. Many
handicapped adults are saying the same thing. Public Law 94-142
has had an impact on the education of handicapped children.
Changes have occurred; we have made progress in a short period of
time toward providing equal educational opportunities for handi-
capped children. However, some aspetts of Public Law 94-142 and
section 504 have not been fully implemented.

We have been asked today to comment from the perspective of a
parent coalition on some of these unfulfilled goals as they relate tothe t ee sections of the task force report. It is apparent that the

fOrce members hate invested considerable time, effort, and
thought in the preparation of this report. We feel that the recom-
mendations are sound and should be implemented.

We believe that the education of handicapped children is a bi-
partisan issue and that there is broad support for the goal of
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quality education for these children. We at PACER realize how
important it is for people tb work together to accomplish a goal.
Congress must assure that the agencies charged with the responsi-
bility of implementation have the resources and ability to use
creative and innovative techniques to insure the enforcement of
Public Law 94 -142.

I will comment on the three major aspects of the reporten-
forcement and monitoring, policy, and technical assistance.

We support the recommendations to strengthen the enforcement
of the law. The recommendation for an annual compliance review
activity plan is important shat the Office of Special Education
and the Office of Civil Rights will work together to insure compli-
ance. Many of the 14 priority compliance issues and the 69 subis-
sues listed in the appendix of the task force report have been a
concern to parents. For example, we have received many calls from
parents whose children are in segregated centers only because the
related services the children need are not available in regular
schools or other less restrictive settings. Hopefully the compliance
plan will help remedy this problem.

We worked with a parent whose little girl is very bright and
happens to be in a wheelchair. The girl attended a segregated
school for physically and multi517 handicapped children and was
very unhappy. The only reason she was in this facility was that the
school district refused to provide physical therapy in a mainstream
situation.

An excellent start has been made to provide data concerning the
compliance issues. However, the descriptions of some of the compli-
ance issues do not specify how data will be collected. We feel that
these data methods should be spelled out.

A second recommendation in the report is that a more systemat-
ic procedure be developed for handling parental complaints, with
specific time lines for reviewing complaints. This should be helpful
to parents who may have been reluctant to file a complaint know-
ing that it might take a long time for ny ction to occur.

Also under enforcement, a list of able sanctions has been
proposed to be initiated when the law not being implemented.
We assume that some methods will be used to determine what
criteria will be followed and which sanctions will be imposed for
different types of problems.

Basically, our experience in Minnesota with enforcement proce-
dures is that the Office of Special Education staff have been re-
sponsive to the-needs of parents. Prior to Public Law 94-142, Min-
nesota law had stated that hail children should be served.
However, the law was vague ked due-process procedures.
Parents found it, nearly impo- ave an effect on the, system.
It was the rare parent who w: mo the system for his or
her handicapped child' If it wer P lic Law 94-142, Minne-
sota would not have the spec' ion statute it has today.
Parents now have more voice in ec ions concerning their chil-
dren. Schools cannot base their decisi s about the education of
handicapped children solely on admini ative convenience. We
support the enforcement of the Federal re ulations and feel that
the procedures as underlined in the task orce report need to be
implemented.

4(33
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We, as a parent coalition, strongly believe that there is a need
for clear policy development by the Office of Special Education and
the Office of Civil Rights. For example, in Minnesota there has not
been adeqbate implementation of the surrogate-parent provision of
the law This provision requires that handicapped children whose
parents are unknown or unavailable must be represented in educa-
tional matters by a surro nt who is appointed by the State.
In Minnesota no training of surro parents has been undertak-
en, and there is no method to assure that surrogate parents have
been appointed People in Minneso and elsewhere have had
many questions on this issue. Now in the last few months, the-
Office of Special Education has issu a draft policy paper on
surrogate parents We feel that this poli was needed and should
help Minnesota to follow the provisions relating, to surrogate par-
ents.

The task force also recommended that policy decisions concern-
ing *fated services be developed. Related services are those which
are necessary for a child to benefit from special education services,
such as occupational therapyOTand physical therapyPT.

We are spending a great deal of time with parents and schools
discussing whether the school districts must provide related set,-
ices State and Federal agencies differ on their interpretation of
the law regarding related services, and families are often caught in
the middle, with no clear understanding of their rights. The at-
tached letter to PACER was written by a 7-year-old girl whose
younger brother was denied an appropriate education because the
school district refused to pay for occupational therapy and speech
therapy It documents in, very clear terms the problems a family
goes through when.policies are not clearly defined and the laws are
not implemented.

[The information submitted by Paula Goldberg follows:](
DEAR PACER CENTER Please send a list of names or schools for blind multiple

handicapped children I have a brother whose name is Blaine He is five years old
and we are thinking about residential schools Mom is going through a hard time
now in her life We have tried to get some money, but we can't and we dont like it.
If you will send us the list of schools, please put the phone numbers on too, Send it,

Leon Duras. 403 North East St , Blue Earth, Minn .
Could you send it free' If you can tell (is please

BLUE EARTH.MINN.,1 y November 6, 1980,
DEAR PAULA I felt I wanted to write extend my sincere "'thanks" to you at

Pacer You gave us some much need information and because of that I am
trusting our district to stand responsible for their portion.

As I was scanning over the top of my seven year old daughter's desk, f came .
across this letter she had written to Pacer. I have enclosed a copy of it for your
bulletin board if you like I loved it It was a very rough 8 days in our home and this
is how it was aborbed by a 7 year old child:

Keep up the good service that you have to offer to parents oehere, yho, believe
me, can feel so alone at times

f.Sincerely.
JAYNE DULA&

Ms GOLDBERG For a 7-year-old to sit down and write a lAter like
this, you have to realize the trauma the family must be going
through.

66-229 9-81-30
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We urge-that the policy papers on related services and other
unresolved issues be prepared as soon as possible. Parents and
sc Welke tend to waste a great deal of time, money, and energy
when they must try to interpret areas of the law that could be
clarifi y polic statements.

We support t recommendation in the report that urges wide-
spread dissemina 'on of these policy decisions, including publica-
tion in the Federal egiste

The recommendatio concerning technical assistance call for
cooperative efforts between the Office of Civil Rights and the Office
of Special Education, including the development of an annual plan
for technical assistance. We support the recommendation, since it
will help- insure that duplication does not take place and that
pliority concerns for technical assistance are addressed. The Report
on Technical Assistance in appendix F lists some of the technical

,assistance efforts already begun by the Office of Civil Rights and
fl the Offiee of Special Education.

We support the recommendation that technical"' assistance be
provided to parents PACER's experience shows that parent groups
can be a very effective source of such assistance, and that when
parents are informed, many problems can be resolved at the local
level. We would like to share with you some evaluations that we
have done from our project. In evaluating the effectiveness of its
own services for parents, PACER conducted a random sample tele-
phone survey of over 220 parents who had received information. on
their rights during the last 2 years. The results are in The enclosed
evaluation reports Very briefly, because of the assistance. they
received from PACER, more than 10 percent of the parents sup-

\ veyed felt that tfiey had been able to obtain at least some of the
services their child needed. Ninety-four percent of the parents felt
more confident with their ability to work with the sc,hools, and
more than 76 percent of the. parents surveyed felt they were more
involved in r child's educational program. Other parent organi-
zations ac he cguntry are also finding similar responses from
parents T experience shows how effective technical assistance
can be for parehts Our only reservation is that the report does not
specifically state when the technical assistance to parents will be
available or who will provide -it. We hope that the creeds assess-
ment plan will be more detailed.

We feel it is essential for the U.S. Department of Education to be
efficient and effective if an appropriate education is to be provided
to all handicapped children. Because of the unmet needs of handi-
capped children, the task force report should be implemented. It is
a good beginning step Federal positions will be made clearer as
policies Ire developed and as the agreement between the Office of
Civil Rightp and the Office of Special Education is implemented.
The Federal role in the, education of handicapped children is im-
portant, and it is evident to us as a parent coalition that States
have not assumed the entire esponsibility themselves.

It is our hope that the 1980s will be the decade that will see all
handicapped childtweceive a free, appropriate public education.

On behalf of thrloarents, handicapped children, and parent
groups in Minnesota, I would like to thank you, Chairman Simon,
and all the members of the Subcommittee, for the excellent work
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you are .doing to assure that , all handicapped students in our
Nation receive appropriate educational opportunities.

Mr. ERDAHL, Thank you very much, Mrs. Goldberg, for th:ff very
fine statement. , ,

Now we will move to Martha Ziegler, director, Parent Informa-
tion Center, Federation for Children with Special Needs, of
Mass. So nice to have you with us today.. ...
STATEMENT OF MARTHA ZIEGLER, DIRECTOR, PARENT IN

MATION CENTER, FEDERATION FOR CHILDREN WITH' SPE.:
CIAL NEEDS, BOSTON, MASS. /
Ms. ZIEGLER. Thank you, Mr. Erilahl. .
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, thank you very

much for inviting me to appear before-you today to talk about one
aspect of a subject that is of great importance to me and toAttrents
of children with specia14veds across the country. I would like to
insert in response to your invitation to read orpummarize, I will do
as my autistic daughter would do, I will read it because if I dd not;,,
I will lose my place.

'-'Mr: ERDAHL. Fine. -

MS ZIEGLER. I speak as a parent of two children, one of whom
receives special education services. I am also the executive director

the Federation foAChildren with Special Needs, a coalition that
represents families'in Massachusetts who have children with a
variety of disabilities, the federation recently assumed the addition-
al responsibility of serving as coordinator of a national network of
parent centers like ours. And it includes PACER of Minnesota, I
am happy to say.

These are, to say the least, interesting times. At home in Massa-
chusetts, parents of handicapped children wonder which to worry
about first. drastic changes by President-elect Reagan, dire:effects
of our local taxpayers 'revolt, or the continuing stresses of day-to-
day living with a handicapped child.

It is worth recalling that Public Law 94-142 has enjoyed biparti-
san support from the beginning, and was in fact signed into law by
a Republican President, Mr. Ford, somewhat reluctantly, but'
signed Furthefmore, it has enjoyed bipartisan support and interest
from this committee as well as froM the Senate committee.

The essence of Public Law 94-142the individualized education
programshould appejl to philosophical conservatives because of
its eMphasis indiVidualism, on individual liberty, individual po-
tential, and maximum independence for individual persons. In the
ypast our stereotyped expectations often meant that our handi-
capped c dren fulfilled society's predictions and *listed their lives
in ex sive, dead end institutions. We failed to train and to pre-
pare other studentifiwith special needs for anything but a lifetime
on welfare or sometimes in prison.

Furthermore, the IEP has another appeal for responsible citizens
regardless of political persuasion, because it can serve as a power-

'fill tool for mtaquring accountability, and doing that at the level
where it matters,- at e level of delivery of services to individual
children.

The particular to is under discaton to' day; the Final Report of
the ,Secretary's Task rce on Equal_ Educational Opportunity for
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.Handicapped Children, should be atttactive..to the. -new administra-
tion, because it constitutes an effort to avoid duplication of go:ern-

- ment services and ,make them mole accountable to the citizenkfor
whom they areiiist such coordination is, bound to promote cost
effectiveness.

are ; aim

a parent whose experience with the fOrmeri Bureau of Educa-
tion for thd Handicapped had been one of supkortiveness, creativ-
ity, and wholehearted commitment to our children, I was aL first
dismayed by the highly publicized report by advOcates critic/Ting
the implementation efforts of the Bureau, especially the Bureau's
enforcement efforts. I knew that the Bureau had responded to
parents and other advocates in our State, Massachusetts, had
denied a request for a waiver en the no-supplant requitement, and
insisted on the strictest compliance. I also knew that the Bureau
had employed its ultimate weapon and Ad withheld funds from at
least one State found in noncomgliance. , s

Nevertheless, I must admit that the earlier report was effective,
since it has serv.ed to generate the careful planning and coordina-
tion between the Office of Special Education and the Office of Civil
Rights ceflected in this task, report. The in9adations

' outlined in tike report should improve services for l personnel,
parents, and the children. Reducing 9c he buralens of t r e and paper

--for education agencies works to the benefit of all concerned, not
just" to the school staff who are directly affected. The propdsed
exchanges between OSE and OCR should ,alsd remove some of the
burden from pa ents, who now are often confused, not knowing
whether to r a complaint with OSE, bCR, or both...-...

I especially laud the intention, to use complaints part of
the data base-for establishiDgxiSriorities for compliance re ews. To

' parents such a step seems obviouS, but I know from expe ence that
something out there mitigates against acceptance of this choice by
administrator's. There may be a temptation to be "scientific" about
compliance' reviews and select only random samples. Also, this
'decision assumes that a reliable, complaint system is in place.
'Random selection is also important, for it. has powerful psychologi-
, cal effectson ,motivation to comply,

I Would like to add to that, a low number of complaints or a lack
of registry bf Complaints an have the opposita.meaning." It can
mean that parents are not being weLl.informed and not knowledge-

_

able in 'the ways for registering complaints and seeking services,
and that is another reason to provide the. random selection with

/' the reported complaint. i
It is godtt .to see the combination of the deterrent strategy of

rano/MI.4m along with information based on complaints.
In'cluding 'complaints in the overall information collection should

also make technical assistance better targeted and more efficient.
In fact, I am impressed with the careful` balance of the report

...V

between enforceMent and technical assistance. Enforcement alone.
holds very little promise for the chilfIrqp needing services.

I can see one additional benefit . accruing from this carefully
planned coordination' Involving OCR , s active way Mouldt ,
bring that-agency's experience taith oth discrimination man-
dates to bear upon special education . 'that we should stand a
better chance, of avoiding the layers of .discrimination that can

a k
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suffocate children, a , handicapping condition comlipd with racial'
minority status, for instance.

There are 'a few potential problems that parents will need to
monitor carefully. There is a possibility of undue time lags because
of the involvement of two separate agencies. A structure for follow-
up after nondorripliance has been cited, must. be detailed and fol-
lowed Parents across the country have occasionally had the experi-
ence or having the $_cate or local education agency cited for non-
compliance and then seeing nothing more happen.

I have to add that the chart presented a while ago was not very
encouraging on that point. I believe OCR and OSE need to take
another look at that.

Parents of, handicapped children are also taxpayers. We share an
' interest ill cost effectiveness. Perhaps more than most taxpayers

we oppose the waste of Government money because wasted funds
are funds that might have gone for services badly needed by our
children.

ou.
AHL. Thank you very much for anothe statement.
we have had a good panel. If I oul marine the

your presentation, it is a concern t a re and that is,
pick priorities for spending and saying to reflect the mood

times and to realize what is spent wisely for education is
per aps the best investment we can make, It is an economic,invest-
ment which pays dividends in addition to being a social investment
touching the lives of individual people.

Another thing that has come out, directly or indirectly, from
each one of you is that usually people rise to the level of their
expectancy. If we expect much.of peopleand this applies to the
handicapped or other individuals as wellthey rise to that level.

Also, we have had different definitions of IEP in the sense indi-
vidual education plan or individual educational program. I think of
it also as an individual educational possibility Hopefully we will
stress that, as we deal with statistics, and you certainly deal with
that and don't ignore the individuals. -

We in Congress setting policy, distributing funds, must also re-
member while we might deal with statistics which' sometilbes are
faceless arid nameless, we should never ,forget the individuals that
comprise these statistics.

A couple. of questions that come. up: MrsT, Moore, you might
respond, we talk about the least restrictive environment.

As we deal with some individuals, this is in the regular class-
room, in the mainstream. For other individuals the least restrictive
environment could well be in a special class or some people call a

,segrhated class.
Would you be willing ,to share some views on that, please?
Ms. MOOR-E. Cory Moore,
I think that the point that I most like to make is that education

in a segregated environment is usually poor education in terms of
the child who needs good role models, who needs nonhandicapped
peers to view and to associate with', because indeed-we are all part
of the same society. I see that kind of segregation as a poor device
for the children who are without "handicap.
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We will have a generation under Public Law 94-142, if the least
restrictive Olivironment is seen in as broad a view as I would like it
to be seen, we 'will have a generation that giows up alongside of
one another. . .

What thjytneans to me is that the future teachers, the future-.. doctors, the future employers will "understand people with handi-
i _caps because they will have associated with those children.

This does not necessarily mean blanket dumping of children,
'obviOusly, in mainstream situations. I don't see least restrictive
environmentIneaning ignoring the special nee of children, but'iti
seems to me that children with even the most sere_ handicap can
at least:be in a. building that is open to all.chil ren, Open to all
teachers, that the difference between regularI wo 't go further
on that wordbut the implications behind regular ation and' special education really do lead to a society that foctises differ-..

ences, and I personally would like to see that stopped.
I think the message too 9ften that families receive, not just ,

parents but -iitlings of children with handicaps, is one that is not
only isolating bfdamaging and while I am very much aware of
the difficulties that least restrictive environment, that requirethent
imposes, or being imposed on school systemS, I would like to-see it

. implemented to the fullest degreeossible.
There are places that are doing this. Tacoma, Wash., has had

what they called a system of progressive inclugon 'that predates .

Public Law 94-142. So it is not a totally, new concept. -.et
Mr ERD4FIL* Anyone else wish to comment on that general area?.
Ms. Ziegler? .
Ms ZIEGUR. I never miss an Opporttinity to talk' about main-

streaming, partly because,I ems° proucVof my 16-year-old autistic,.. daughter who is partly mainstreamed in public high school, some-
thing I never dreamed _possible. L would-like.- to share- -a -persona
story along that line. . , i

A couple of weeks ago I took my daughter with me and involved , .
her in a panel presentation at, the Association for Severely 'Handi-
capped It happened to be oh this subject integration of severely
handicapped children. , ,

We prepared a little script, and it Was really% transcription of a
conversation she and I had had and as always I learned as mttetr
front it. .. .-

She started the conversation. She began by saying, "Am I autis-
tic" an frOM there we went to what does that mean.

I asked her, "Are you any different frem the other .childien at
your high school?"

.
Her answer Was, "Mary, Jean has lo)g browrithair. Janice wears-4

glasses, an Afro, and has a brown face." .

Then she asked me, "Do retarded children go on dates ?" ,

.

I told her, "Yes, of course, they do." ,

We have never used that term with her. I asked her, "Do you
think you are retarded?"

She said, "Yes." t.

And I said, "Why do ,you think that?"
She couldn't answer. Finally she said, ':Elementary school made

me, retarded." And I thought about that a lot.

ere
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I finally realized in elementary school she had always been in
special class. In her own mind she was in a retarded'class.#1There-
fore, she was retarded. She could not articulate that at the tim
and still can.only articulate it indflectly, but the differences that
she nowperceives in a mainstream setting are the same. kind of
differences that most of us perceive in.the'ptople around us.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much.'
'Mr. Ladd, you ,wisb to comment?
Mr LADD I would like to add to what Mrs. Moore said about the

need for minimizh'tg the use of special classes, separateness, to say
that it seem& to me this illustrates one os the things that she had
mentioned in her, main pre'sentation, that is, the overriding impor-
tance of technical assistance at point of delivery of services toan individuarchild.

It seems to me that the main obstacle to mainstreaming of many
of our special students is_ the lack of time and imagination for
effect* curriculum-design and adequate support in teacher aidsand on to provide the time for accommodating the student with
special eeds in the mainstream class.

Wit out being able to define in any' generalized way where'sepa-ra is needed, there are those cases, and again many of our
al schools need special assistance and diagnosis for identifying

just who really must be given separate instruction.
I would agree with my colleagues that where separateness is

needed, it should be limited so far as possible to the minimum part
of the day necessary, to only those particular subjectA necessary,
and shouldbe regarded as atemporary thing to the extent possible.
. Mr. ERDAHL. Thank' you very much. . -

Ms. ZIEGLER. Could I make a few more general observations.
I `do feel with mainstreaming that in general we are still in a

transitional, groping phase. Teachers. and schools have a lot of
problems knowing how to do it best. I. serve on the Advisory Comb
mjttee for the National Support Systems through the deans' grantsand in that capacity I am seeing some exciting changes in the
fen-mai preparation of teachers that a lot of people are not aware
of.

And I think in maybe 5 or 6 years time we are going to see
teachers such, much better able tct mainstream students and they
are now beginning to think in terms of picking up some the'condep in Public paw 94-142 to apply to all children, not just
handic4ped children, and that is the end of the rope we are all
looking for. ,

Ms. M.RE. M st one momenj to say that I would like
to point disit thdt L As are in their: own way sometimes dealing
very effectively and efficiently viith the difficulties inherent in

abd 1.,did promise if rpossibly could get it in to
comment on what our own system is doing.

Unfortunately, it is on a very. limited basis. It is p gm' alf office, -1

only,four pe6ple, called the Department-of Interagency Programs,
inservice training unit, and they have.put together 'a resource
booklet for mainstreaming that I would like to see duplicated. in
every LEA.'

One of its particular strepgths, it seem& to me, is it was designed .by educators and it is being implemented not only through educe*
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tors, but through-,parent involvement as wekl. And each of our
schools in Montgoinery County eventually will 'have both an inser-
vicevice coordinator wthd will help train teiers in that mainstream-
ing is really all about, not just the law0and ad inistrative proce-
dure but actually what goes on within a cl room, but also a
parent special needs chairperson who will help provide emotional
support and advocacy training for parents.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank,you very much. This has been very helpful.
We will take these Aings under consideration as we review the law
and ,look at the polsible changes in it. The suggestions that you
havQ been so kind to share with me today will be helpful.

Thank you very much.
MT-7 ERDAHL. The next witness is Marilyn Rauth, director of

Federal relations, American Federation of,Teachers.
If I have to leave, if Mr. Simon does not return, I will pave to

rule to officially close the meeting but to leave it open for staff to
ask some questions if some come up.

Start out and I will watch the clock and I will run over to the
Senate side and be a few 'minutes late.

STATEMENT OF MARILYN RAUTH, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL
. RELATIONS, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

Ms. RAUTH. I am Marilyn Rauth, director of the educational
isspes department oc the American Federation of Teachers, AFL-
c 1 a. On behalf of the 575,000 teachers, paraprofessionals, and
other members of the AFT, I would like to thank you for this
opportunity to express our views on the potential impact of the
Secretary's task force report.

We cannot claim to be experts on the intricate workings of
-Federal,'State mechanisms Tor enforcement of legislation such as
section 504 ,and Public Law 9 -142. We do know, however, signifi-
cant noncompliance with maj r provisions of both these laws is the
norm rather than the exce ion in most school systems of this
country, whether they be urban, rural or suburban. It is admittedly
from the local perspective which we view this recent' effort to
improve assurances of equal educatiod-61 opportunities for handi-
capped children.

As educators, v,le are awe that .levels df expectajion call, affect
outcomes, so in this sense we are most hopeful that coordination of
efforts between OCR and OSE will improve monitoring,- enforce-
ment, and assistance capabilities. We still feel strongly, however,
that the effort does not go far enough nor look deep enough to fully
address some of the very real problernsin this-area.

The AFT has long maintained that Public Law 94-142, for kxam-
ple, cannot work in its present form without a funding lel of
several. billion dollars.

The major focus must be on assuring realistic means of compli-
ance, not just pointing out noncompliance. Efforts should be .pre-
ventive, not punitive, if at all possible. OCR and OSE responsibility
should be fostering compliance, not just catching noncompliance.
This would require special training of OCR and OSE staff which

. could be incorporated in the training plan activities. ,
We .vduld like to see full time staff trained, available, both in

OCR and OSE offices. t
%
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One of the biggest problems is whetherta teacher:administrator,
or school board member is, when a disputed issue comes up as to
whether we are in compliance or not, it is very difficult to get a
definitive or reliable answer from any level. And even if you find
someone at one level who seems to know what the regulation is
and laws require, they tell you, well, but you can't count on this
because it may be coming from some other level.

There has to be some way to get information from a very few
sources and to make sure the information you get is really depend-
able. *,..

From or perspective, another major compliance issue is omitted
from the task force report. What protection should be afforded
school and State education department employees who trigger com-
plaints about noncompliance with either of these laws?

We 'still have situations where an individual who stands up for
the rights of handicapped individuals are being subject to harass-
ment and even trumped up insubordination dismissal char and
that is a very lonely feeling out there. Anyone who has bee in he
schools knows that there is an educational Siberia, and if u don't
lose your job, things can be made very uncomfortable or you at
the very least.

Mr ERDAHL If I could interrupt, I was handed a note that we do
have a vote that started about 5 minutes ago and I have to excuse
myself and run over for that.

It is time for 'me to adjourn the hearing, but staff members will
be here for some questions that they might have for you. Your
statement will be entered in its entirety into the record. I apologiA
for having to.leave.

Ms RAUTH. Do you want- me to go on or do you want to. ask
questions?

Ms. MORRISSEY Patricia Morrissey, professional staff member
with the Select Education Subcommittee. ..,... ___..

Ms RAt:TH Twill finish the statement for the people who are
here, a few major points: . ,

Another topic in appendix.sE of the report whichwell, in appen:
dix E of the report there 'is a summary of priority compliance
issues for enforcement of Public Law 94-142 and section 504. First,
we begin a major omission. There is no mention of inservice needs
for personnel working with handicapped children in the schools.
Children with varying disabilities are now in the least restrictive
environment -places with personnel far less qualified and the per-
sonnel fFom the more restrictive environments from which they

-...came. , . ,

The AFT supports in appropriate conditions least restrictive en-
govironment placements, but simply moving children from a more

restrictive setting into a less restrictive setting where the person-
nel has not been prepared, where the rest of the class has not been
prepared, and where there are not adapted resource materials, that
is irresponsible and that does not meet C.,e intent or the spirit of
t e law Yet, that is frequent and we think something ought to be

one with it.
One of our major frustrations is that in the field, teachers really

ring up issues related 'to. these laws as childrens rights issues.
. ...

.-.
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The,questions brought to us are not teacher rights issues for the
most part. Children are being hurt and yet we have civil rights
legislation Why? And why can't we do something about it? Where
is our access to some sort of enforcement or compliance mechanis
so we don't have to watch these children in these situations d
after day because they are there day after day, and they.just don t
feel it is right and something ought to be able to be done.

So far, in all of the time that Public Law '94-142 has been
place we have been rather helpless and powerless in many of th

'situations So you have got the teacher organizations of your coun-
try who know better than anybody else what is going on in these
classrooms saying to you, there are problems and the letter of the
law is not being met And yet we get no response. So, hopefully,
some time someone is going to sit back and listen to this and we
can act together to correct these violations.

We are also concerned that the chart provided in the priority
issue compliance section totally misses hidden noncompliance
issues These are very widespread but difficult to monitor. Staff
being discouraged, if not outright forbidden to refer children for
evaluations because Waiting lists are too long, evaluation is too
costly, or placements unavailabl This affects riot- only teachers
but lower level administrators as vVit They are all in this same
position in many instances.

Verbal warnings or commands not to make certain placements
or request certain services on the IEP are yery frequent. The
schools are in a real bind because they simply don't know where to
get the dollars to provide these services and it is a very legitimate
problem Congress needs to address.

We say there should be a massive infusion of additional funding
from the Federal level, but we are not going to pretend that this
makeup of the lack of dollars ,isn't going on either at the local
-level There are abuses of the law which-seemingly look, like com-
pliance, massive least restrictive environment placements, but they
are based not on children's individual needs but rather in the
ability to-save the higher cost of so-called-more restrictive settings.
This is something, that, nee& to be looked at

Another Major point is that we think that the data collection
should go on and are hopeful that these efforts will improve, but
even more so, we think the real issues are going to be looked at
when we get empirical research that shows the real effect of imple-
mentation,.how the laws are being implemented; and we have a
serious question. as to why so little empirical research has been
done That is the only way we feel.the real debate will be settled as
to what is really going on out there in the schools.

Data collectiUs, as you know, are somewhat arbitrary and often
questioned as to its own valiff)ty and reliability.

The percentage of children in least restrictive znvironment
placements ultimately are what the law says, that this is supposed
to be done on an individual needs basis.

Do .percentages, other than if you find that perhaps t percent of
your handicapped popUlation or disabled population is main-
streamed or in least. less restrictive environments, clearly there is
not much activity going on but in certain levels you don't know
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what, that tells you so it is only the empirical research which will
give us real answers.

On the technical assistance plan,'we think that seems very prom-
ising but we believe the final report to be produced by OCR and
OSE procedures should excuse methat that section recommend-
ing procedures for providing joint technical assistance relating to
priority areas should include means of helping State and local
education agencies obtain the resource necessary for cdmpliance,
recommendations on how to avoid noncompliance areas, wet cetera.

We mention also o,n pages 5 and 6 pf the testimony some addi-
tional items which we think would be beneficial in the staff train-
ing of OCR and OSE.

In conclusion, we support the its of OCR and OSE to coordi-
nate their activities in target areas. We think the task
force report and memoran um are a step in the right direction.
Yet- effectiveness in those four areas require much more extensive
efforts than those citesi in these documents.

The more efficient data collection developed which we think is
good and fine, the more obvious noncompliance will become.

You can expend all of your energies in getting that information,
which we say is no secret. Where we think you get your greatest
retu is by trying to piavide the technical assistance to help the
schools evise real means and acquire the necessary resources to
let us rea y accomplish the goals in actuality and not on paper or
theoretical y'that section 504 and 94-142 work for.

[The pre ared testimony of Marilyn Rauth follows:]

PREPARED T)1:47 IMONY OF MARILYN RALTTH, DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL ISSUES
DEPARtMENT, AMERICAN YEDERATION OF TEACHERS, AFL-CIO

I am Marilyn Rauth, director of the Educational issues.Department of the Amen.
can Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO On behalf of the 575,000 teachers, paraprofes-
sionals and other members of the AFT, I would like to thank you for this opporttini-
ty to express our views on the potential impact of the Secretary's Task Force Report

- -- on Equal Educational Opportunity-for Handicapped-ehildren.
We cannot claim toje experts on the intricate workings of federal/State mecha

nisms for enforcement of legislation such as Section 504 and Public Law 94-142. We
do know, however, from reports and visits to the field that significant non-compli-
ance with major provisions of both these laws is the norm rather than the exceptrbn
inmost school systemi of this country. whether they be urban, rural or suburban. It
is admittedly from the local perspective which we view this recent effort to imprOve
assurances of equal educational opportunities for handicapped children.

As educators, we are aware that levels of expectation can affect outcomes, so in
this sense we are most hopeful that coordination of efforts between OCR and OSE
will improve monitoring. enforcement and assistance capabilities. We still feel
strongly, however, that the effort doe's 'not go far enough nor look deep enough to
fully address some of the very real problemp in this areas

The AFT has long maintained that Public Law 94-142, for example, cannot work
in its present form without a funding level of several billion dollars. Much wisdom
is contained in_one of the conclusigns reached in the only longitudinal, broad-scale
study of implementation of Publicl..aw 94-142, conducted by SRI Internafional for
the former US Bureau of Education for the Handicapped:

"Some of the problems posed by these circumstances can be addressed at, the local
level as LEA policymakers become more cognizant of their responsibilities. under
the law But most have implications for assistance from agencies and others beyond
the LEA level SEAS, State legislative and executive branch policymakers, the

'professional field, and BEH or Congress .,LEAs need help in delimiting their legal
`tend financial responsibility for special education and related services. They need
help in clarifying the borders of their responsibilities vis a vis other agencies ie.g ,
health, welfare They must also have assistance in acquirm more resources. Other-
wise, the bounds of what LEAs must provide at no cost fag r, exceed the resources
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available, and FAPE will continue to be defined de facto tvhat is currently
available.

"Finally, because ntinuing to monitor LEA compliance ti' procedures will
distract attention fro the systemic hanges necessary to meet he spirt of the law,
assistance designed enhance 1..i capacity to achieve FAP should be empha-
sized and monitorin proceclural corn Lance correspondingly d mphasized Achiev-
ing procedural compliance can bc ac omplished, realizing the intent of the Act,
however, is far more challenging d requires financial r rtes, professional
assistance and support in redefini roles and de101oping ne skills, as well as
considerable tune These are the re-as in which assistance is n ed if full imple-
mentation of Public Law 94-142 be achieved

We believe compliance effo .4st be held up to this standard Schools and State
and local governmen si do not have the resources to carry out the Public Law
94-142 mandate, as now written L'nless several more billion dollars are appropri-
ated from the federal governmen istance designed to enhance local capacity to
achieve FAPE should be emp ized- and...monito5tig procedural compliance corre-
spondingly deemphasized," as RI suggests-- The major focus must be on assuring
realistic means of compliance, not just pointing out noncompliance Efforts should
be preventive, not punitive, if at all possible OCR and OSE responsibility should be
fostering compliance, not just catching non-compliance This would require special
training of OCR and OSE staff*.which could be incorporated in the Training Plan
Activities We do not believe the Task Force Report or Memorandum of Understand-
ing clearly fosters this approach.

The Memorandum of L'nderstanding calls for periodic evaluations of many of the
new ,acordinated efforts between OCR and OSE. In this evaluation process, special

information sharing are reallyasefescting better compliance machanisms, or whether
attention should be given to whether the formal procedures established for

staff time is simply being consumed in procedural paperwork and formalities. We
are reminded of the formality of Pubric Law 94-142's IEP process which is meant to
guarantee an individualized education program but in many instances results only
in a lessening of child teacher contact time Care should be taken in interagency
coordination efforts to guarantee the process really accomplishes its intended pur-
pose Insufficient staffing could cause the system to break down,,

OCR has an ability. at least in our contacts with the agency, which might be
beneficially shared with OSE Although this does not seem to be addressed in the
Task Force Report, there is great need to be able to get quick and reliable answers
to policy clarification. questions related to 504 and Public law 94-142 Full-time staff
trained to answer such questions, whether from a teacher, paraprofessional, admin-
istrator, chief State school officer or anyone else, would broaden monitoring and
enforcement capabilities tremendously

Calls to OCR for information, interpretation and policy clarification have pleas-
antly surprised us with staff which will 1,i take time to search out who can best
answer the question at hand, (2) thoroughly research a question on their own, or 13)
spend as Much time as needed giving, necessary background Information was
always much more difficult to get from the former BEE and policyNnterpretations
would differ depending on who you talked to An information service should be
available to anyone through an identifiable office at both OCR and OSE, and
technical assistance should be provided to states to offer comparable informational
services

Many abuses of 504 and 94-142 are maintained by claiming some other level of
government is responsible for them and 'therefore nothing can be done to change
them An easily accessible source of information could help overcome violations
made co/vie/milt by blaming a remote perpetrator. .

Also, from our perspective, another major compliance issue is omitted from the
Task Force Report What protection could be afforded school and state education
department employees who trigger complaints about non-compliance with Section
504 or Public Law 94-14r Now we still have Instances of individuals_who stand up
`for the rights of handicapped students being subject to hitrrassment and even
trumped up insurbordination dismissal charges by their employers Individuals
often feel threatened and alone when considering revelation of illegalities related to
these laws Could technical assistance programs develop some means of protecting
people who question r5ractices related ta 504 and 94-142'

On another topic. in Appendix E of the'Reportthere i.4 a surrirriaTrof pnonty
compliance issues for enforcement purposes-of Public Law 94-141 and Section 504
First, we believe a major omission is no mention of the need.for substantial amounts
of inservice training for all parties involved In education of the handicapped Chil-
dren with _varying Mobilities are now in least restrictive environment placements
with personnel far less qualified to meet their needs than the trained personnel in

., . . .
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the "more restrictive" placements from which they came Provision of inservice
training to assure that chldren's teachers and auxiliary personnel are *pared to
work effectively with them is essential. This training should be given prior to
placement

Moreover, the chart provided in the priority issue compliance section totally
misses hidden noncompliance issues. These, we have discovered, are very wide-
spread but difficult to monitor they can, however, do the greatest damage to
implementation of Public Law 94-142 Sand Section 504 For example, neither the
issues nor the sub-issues listed get at the following problems:-

Staff being discouraged, if not outnght forbidden, to refer children for evalua-
tions because waiting lists are too long, evaluations too costly or placements
unavailable,

Verbal warnings or commands not to make certain placements or request
certain services on the IEP, ta

Abuses of the law which seemingly look like compliance, e g , massive least
restnctive environment placements based not on children"s individual needs
but on the ability to save Ole higher cost of "mote restrictive" settings twe also
question whether a ranking of states on the Dumber and percent, of children
served full-time in special education is a valide means of assessing the LRE
requirement when such placements are to be mat on an individual needs
basis);

The use of state assessment data to predict actual personnel needswe sus-
pect state figures fall far below real needs because LEAs are not admitting
many existing shortcomings in available staff.

We do support the Task Force recommendation that annual data compilation on
the condition of education of handicapped children gathered from throughout the
Department be published in a nationally accessible publication such as NCES'
report, the Condition of Education We also endorse the Task Force's recognition
that through Joint planning efforts, needed data can be sought without substantially
increasing data burden on educational agencies. Much more could be done to en-
hance compliance efforts through independent, empirically-based, research studies
of actual implementation of Public Law 94-14i and Section 504, similar to the first
year study of local implementation of Public Law 94-142 done by SRI International
Both OCR and OSE could fund such studies Only empirical-based research will end
he debate over whether implementation of these two laws is going well or poorly in

the schools and over whether most handicapped children are indeed receiving a free
appropriate public education or not Such research, we feel, is essential Jo federal
policy development and clarification efforts

With regard to the policy section of the Memorandumftf Understanding, we
believe the process of identification of issues would be enhanced by allowing input
of national advocacy groups either through meetings or written recommendations
As now written, and OSE may limit issues to be addressed because there-is no
provision for externaYinput, and then these agencies may or may not decide to
notify the public of their intent to develop policy through publication of a Notice of
Intent in the Federal Register We believe a more open proces94,vould aid issue
identificatiOn

We are somewhat concerned about the time it may take to get policy developed or
clarified In the past, the process has been a rather long one, even with single
agencies 'Will there be any assurances that VB.2 Promulgation of Policy proce-
dures in the Memorandum will hot serve only to lengthen recommendations' Both
OSE and OCR should be guaranteed adequate staff and access to staff in other
agencies as needed to keep the agreed upon coordinatinvefforts moving efficiently
and quickly

The Technical Assistance Plan seems very promising, including the four public
meetings throughout the country to gain public perspective on It.i_e_prionty ranking
of these identified needs Again, we believe the final report to be produced by OCR
and OSE recommending procedures for providing Joint technical assistance relating
to priority areas should include means oNielping state and local education agencies
obtain the resources necessary for compliance, recommendations on how to avoid
common non-compliance errors, and explanations of specific critena agency uses to
judge SEA and LEA compliance with FAPE requirements "'

Finally, we believe the Training plan is a very positive move but would like tp
make some additional suggestions The need for full-time staff in each agency could
answer questions related to implementation of both 504 and Public Law 94-142 has-
already been mentioned This would special training We were somewhat surprised
that only 40 DAS staff were felt to require additional training in all of OSE An
inquiry might be made by this Committee as to why training needs within OSE are
so limited
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Training sessions might be enhanced by the following additions.
OCR and OSE staff would both benefit from sessions with practitioners, including

teachers, paraprofessionals and administrators, to better understand the operational
world of the school and problems in trying to put theory or legislated mandates into
actual practice;

Some means of akertaining whether national, regional and state staff have a
good grasp of legisLitive mandates they are charged to enforce might be developed
and included in training sessions;

Sessions geared to improving uniformity of responses to questions of implementa-
tion related to compliance;

Sessions by SRI International and others who have researched implementation of
these laws, if there are any others, in which common areas of non-compliance are
contrasted wig common areas of compliance for monitoring and enforcement staff-

In conclusion. we support the efforts of OCR and OSE to coordinate their activi-
es in enforcement, data collection, policy development and technical assistance.

We hope both agencies can really function in team relationships, each offering
support to the other in a non-competitive atmosphere The Task Force Report and
Memorandum of Understanding are a step in the right direction Yet, effectiveness
in the four focus areas mentioned above will, in sour opinion, require much more
extensive efforts than those cited in these documents The more efficient data
collection developed, the more obvous non-compliance will become This should be
done But the really tough questions, as we've tried to briefly illuminate in this
testimony, lie in the realm of technical assistance and policy developme,nt. What is
a free appropriate publip:education and how can we make sure schools are able to
provide it should attract our greatest energies. The alternative is to show that
schools, lacking adequate resources, have failed to fully meet the mandates of Public'
Law 94-142 and Section 504 This focus will not give handicapped children the
rights they le being denied, it will only shorten the life of public education -and
draw 15eople toward alternatives outside public schools pron4sirig.the pot"( Old
the end of the rainbow It remains our firm belief that directed attention to real
compliance problems of Section 504 and Public Law 94-142 and practical assistance
to the schools. already making extensive efforts to comply, can assure the rights of
all disabled children within the public education system We therefore look forward
to positive leadership efforts emanating from cooperative activities between OCR
and OSE whereby the porimary focusfis on fostering compliance rather than exclu-
sively on pointing out non -compliance.

Ms MORRISSEY I would like to try something unorthodox. noes
anyone in the audience have any questions?

[No response.]
Ms. MORRISSEY I would like to ask one question that deals, with

the area of technical 'assistance.
Do you have any preference as to what areas of technical assist-/ ance from a substantive standpoint should receive inimeclite at-

tention from OCR and OSE?
Ms. RAUTH. In-service training, it is critical.
Ms MORRISSEY In what" If you would identify some areas within

the law that teachers need assistance with.
Ms. RAUTH I am sort:), to say it t-is across- the- board. You still

have in your school systems throughout this country many teach-
ers, particularly your regular classroom teacher's, who barely have
heard Publip Law 94-142,.as hard that is to believe, even ma,ny
who have heard of it but have no idea what it means or means to ,

them and as a'result itebecomes a scare word.
If they have heard of it at all, it is something -that is loorping ,

above their heads and they don't know what to expect.
When you have staff, w then it be the'regular teacher or the

special educato of anyone ,"who at least .perceives that they
are unpreparedlto work wit y child, rlo matter who that, child
may be, you:have a serio problem because that lessens staff
morale, creates resentm against whoever that child may be and
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that' educator feelt inadequate because we all have a se'of
wanting to achieve or wanting to be able to dO our jobs well.

And so not oay do you have people 'who are responsible for
carrying out la A. which they are not familiar with so therefofe
they are not clear on what their responsibilities are which creates
insecurities and resentment, but you have special educators who
need additional in-service training.

Oftentimes we think that a person who has been trained in
special education is qualified to teach any exceptional child. That is
not the case Oftentimes they specialize themselves. The teacher
who has begun teaching The trainable mentally retarded child and
who has been doing that for some years may not be qualified to
work with the neurologically impaired child, and the transfer is
not that immediate and training is needed.

Ms MORRISSEY Do you think this general problein is more acute
at the secondary level?

Ms RAUTH Absolutely Secondary teachers are begging for mate-
rials; training, and most of your funded programs have very little
to Offer at this point The emphasis has been on elementary level
training.

Ms. MORRISSEY. Any questions?
Ms VANCE. You have raised a very important. issue; which is

der than the hearing today.. Broader even than what we have
been ocusing on in the tack force.

S ifically, ti*fe- are only so many dollars to go around. So
many fates have enacted tax limiting measures similar to proposi-
tion 1 and rridi-e of that is likely to come. Focu§ on the issue of
civil rights rotecting those rights of those children, how do you
protect th rights' when there are limited dollars? 1:Zo,__w ack off
with the le? Are there changes to be made in Public 94-142
to release some of the pressure that school officials f 1 1 comply-
ing with the law? . .

Ms. RAtyar. That is an excellent question, and probably the
touchiest one I know:

No. 1, there are two parts to the answer to your qu ion, and I
don't assume to really have the whole answer.

first, in terms of what do we do in an era.of limi ces
when we are expanding edUcational services. Obviously, expand
services and yet maintain quality in those services for all children,
handicapped and non-handicapped children, we havd to somehow
increase our pool,of dollars for education.

Now, that is an educational job. I think we have tosonviricetlie
public of the importance of good quality public cation systems
and at the same time make people perhaps more aware that that
quality is directly tied to preservation- of a democratic society.

I think it has to he a major priority of this country to adequately
fund education fOr all children in our schools.

Second, and I see this happening already, and this ii,. I want to
make it clear, this is the first time I have *admitted knowledge of
actual backlash, as it is called. I see people saying, Well, we should
bring court cases to show that we are not providing these services
to honhandicapped children, so we shouldn t have to provide these
on the side.

JO
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My response is that we have to serve the needs of all children,
and if we as a profession or if anyone else allows themselves to
into taking from one group to fully serve another, then we are all
in trouble, That is not the direction we should be going. There is
only one place to look realistically and that is to our legislation
which provides the procedures to beck up the rights guaranteed by
section 504. Section 504 is a guarantee of basic rights.

We must figure out, with the resources available to us and with
continued work to get more resourdes to do that job right, how can
we eliminate some aspects of this law which are not working which
are causing or costing us a lot of money and not producing the
results possible.

We have taken what to some is an unpopular position, saying
that we think within Publicti,aw 94-142 we should take .a second
look at the IEP process or procedures. We believe in individualized
education programs and we want that to continue. We are saying
that the procedures,-the paperwork of IEPs today are not resulting
in what they are supposed to, they are not resulting' in individual-
ized education programs in ma'ay instances, that instead you fre-
quently simply have a lessening of child-teacher contact time.

Let me give you a very specific example. A sgeAch and hearing
therapist max have a case of workload from 120 to oyer 160 chil-
dren with w'hom that person works. Now, that person, you have to
recall, in many school systems is responsible for making parental
contacts for that many children because, you see, the funding is
not available to allow some of these school systems additional
administrative personnel to, take care of all of these responsibil-.
ities. So they make the parental contacts,

They often are prepared ith informal meetings prior to the IEP
meeting to take a look at at 'information is available and to have,
done some background th king on ir own. And they attend the
IEP planning meetinirwith t cool representatives, parents, et
cetera.

After this, in many school systems that same teacher is required
to write up IEP for final approval by the parent or as agreed to by
that planning group.

Now, by the time you do that for, take the minimum, for 120
different students, imagine how much time is left for that one
speech and hearing therapist to actually work with children who
need that therapy.

This is the type of thing that should at least be looked at. If3 it
can be shown that what we are saying is not the universarcase, we
wish somebody will say it and we will say, fine, we are satisfied
everything is working as it should.

We think there are, procedural questions which could, cut dov
dollars but at the seine time bring more beneficial programs and
-really do morn to protect in actuality the rights of handicapped,
chi ren.

Ms MOIthISSEY I think the illustralion you gave is one that we
deal. with a lot and probably precipitated the draft IEP policy
paper But one other thing that has been reflected over the last
year in testimony isit is very hard for Congresspersons to separate
out what is the result of the Federal requirements in terms of a

4 7 .
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burd n and what is t e result of the State and 'Federal interpreta-
tions of- the Federal uirements. ,7

I think before we ten to amend the act as it stands, that we
consider the possibility of jptroducing some more efficierkey or flexi-

-bility in interpretation at the local and. State level first. ---
Ms, RAUTI-I., I probably shouldn't say this, but at this late date I

am going to. The prObIem has been that if we had strong leader-
ship at the roderaf level to try and help State and local govern-
ments and education agenciesrealize that we did not have to do.
certain othings, or that they did mot have to go clear to Z when
going to B is more effective perhaps, if they would have taken the
leadership to show that overregulation is'detrimental and causing
the kinds of problems you are suggesting, I might egret, but I don't
think we have gotten that. -

Instead it has been a tendency at each level to blame the other
with no real leadership, and that has to stop or you are going to
continue a system which is going to contribute to all of the many
.pressures. The result is going to be the demise of public education
Other than those who _perhaps are wealthy enough to afford them.

Ms. RRISSEY. In the case of the LEP,' that the draft policy
P oes the things that you suggest, the problems With ther ion and the Federal funds.

Ms. RAUTH. I don't think the Federal Government has done .alV
that it can and that they can shift all responsibility to the State
and Ideal levels because I think some of it lies in its own legislation
and regulatiops. Initiatives could be taken 'at the Federal level
which would have a very 'positiv*effect for the rights of handi-
capped students.

. MORRISSEY. Don't you think the task force report may at
least point us in that direction?

Ms. RAUTH. I think it is very positive. We hope it will continue.
Ms. MORR EY. Thank you very much.ry
Ms, VANC . Thank you.
The heari g is closed.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m. the subcoinmittee adjourned.
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-FIELD HEARINGS ON TH EDUCATION FOR ALL
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1980

' HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE1/40N EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The'subcommititee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m., in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman
of the subcomMittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Simon hnd Erctahl.
Staff present: Judith Wagner, staff director; Patricia Morrissey,

professional staff assistant; Cheryl Kinsey-, research' assistant.;
Dianna Oregger, executive secretary; and Terri Sneider, minority
legislative associate.

Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee hearing will come to order.
The focus of thelse hearings is the final report of the Secretary of

Education's Task Force on Equal Education Opportunity for Handi-
capped Children. Yesterday Ed Martin, Assistant Secretary for
Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, and Cynthia Brown,
Ass' t Secretary for Civil Rights, along 'with members of theirstaff, p vided us with a summary of the task force report. Today
we will ar from representatives of various groups who will react
to the re rt in terms of its' pdtential impact on children, parents,
teachers, a State and local administrators.

Our first panel -of witnesses consists of three members of the
Education Advocates Coalition. This coalition's report-provided themajor im us for the formation of the task force. They are Rims
Barber, dir r, Children's Defense Fund, Mississippi Office; Janet
Stotland, managing attorney,, Pennsylvania Office of the Education
Law Center; and Paula J.' Hepner, coordinator, Advocates for Chil-
dren of New York, Inc. -

I will acknowledge my colleague from Minnesota. Do you havi
an opening statement?

Mr. ERDAHL. I am just here to learn a lesson.
Mr. SIMON. That makes two of us.

,./First we will hear from Rims Barber.
[The prepared statement of Rims Barber followsq ',
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RIMS BARBER, DIRECTOR, CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND,/ / ' MISSISSIPPI OFFICE

00 .

Mr. Chairman and Distinguished Members of this Subcommittee:
rl

The Education Advocates Ctition appreciates your 4
.-/

invitation to testify before t s Subcommittee about the important

issue of the Department of Educatiod's efforts to develop

effective, streamlined and efficient proCedures to implement

P.L. 94-142: The Education Advocates Coalition is a nation-
.

wide coalition of advocacy xftbups that work With handicapped

children and their paroints to obtain full implementation of

the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94 -142), at
4

the local, state, and federal levels. The Coalition membership

includes state-based advocac/ groups wdrking ip eleven different

states and a number of national advocady organizations. These

organizations represent individual parents and children and/or

fr.--
attempt to redress systemic clas -Wide violations of law. Members

of this coalition coma from California, Colorado, the District
.

.

of Columbia, Florida, Illinois, Mississippi New York,

Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, and Vermont. :The Coalition has

extensive experience with the implementation of P.L. 94-142 in

the states and with the federal government's efforts to facilitate

provision of services and procedural safeguards under the law.

On April 16, 1980 the EdUaation Advocates Coalition

submitted to this Subcommittee and to the Secretary of the Depart-

ment of Education a,report dn. federal complia4e activities to

implement the Education for All.Handitappea Children Act. This

report was based on the Coalition's inteniive six-month investi-

. gation on the status of implementation of P.L. 94r142 -in the

various states in which the membership was located and on the

4 8 LI
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Buniu'of Education for the Handicapped's (now the Office of

Special Education) track record over the years. We found that

hundreds df thousands of Handicapped ildren nation-wide were

beinildenied essential services bec use of state and local

' education agencies' non-compliance with P.L. 94-142 and the

concomitant failure of BEE to enforce the Act. Some children were

being excluded from basic services; others were placed in

programs wholly inappropriate to their needs. Children were

illegally isolated and segregated by race or handicap in special

education classes. Lastly, throughout the country, parents were

denied Tertnership in educatiOnal decision-making that is

e backbone of P.L..94-142.

,

IIGT example, 15,000 handicapped children in Hew York City

were on waiting lists for evaluation and special education place-
.0

ment; more than 71,000 children in institutions or special ?

schools received totally segregatedorogramming and an

additional uncounted nugber of handicapped children were in
.\

segregated settings in local school districts; 900 handicapped 'N

.,

students in the San Francisco area identified as needing IEP,

did not,have them; more than 20Q mfintally retarded children in

Texas institutions were provided no education at all; and black

IS

students across the country were laced in classes for the

educable men4ally retarded at a st three times the rate of white

students. These are but a few examples. The Education Advocates

Coafition report spells out in detail in ten separate appendices

violations of federal law in ten majorissue areas and points
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to the federal ageicy's failure to address these problems:

The Coalition report concludes that:
t.

1) BEH's monitoring activities have repeatedly 0
failed to identify and documentLserious statewide
non-compliance with pivotal provisions of
P.L. 94 -142;

2) when serAus non-compliance is identified, BEE
has failed to .take adequate steps to enforce
P.L.,94 -142 and bray; states promptly into
compliance with the Act; 1/4.

3) BEE has failed to.make clear federal policy
decisions in a timely fashion, thereby fostering
confusion and substantiallydetaying the efforts
of parents and children to obtain needed
educational services;

4) BEE staff assigned to monitoring, enfOrcement,,
41,

policy development and technical assistance
activities under P.L. 94-142 is too small'and
inadequately trained to fulfill the agency's
compliance duties under the Act; and

5) BEE has failed tolerget its limited resources to
resolve those implementatio issues which are
most critical to insuring that handicapped
children recetve adequate educational services.

Report, at p. 6 We would like a copy of this report to be made

a part of this hearing mietord, if it has not been incorporated

in any previous hearing records before this Subcommittee.

We want to finderline that none of these specific deficiencies

is an intrinsic part Of the special education' system or federal

enforcement of it. No change in legislation of regulation is

necessary to remedy theta problems. The key is the commitment

to implement P.L. 94-142 with effective enforcement by responsible

government agencies.
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HI. Chairman, before we get to the ptinciPle issue before

this S ttee today -- the Task Forge report to the

Secretary f the Department of Education -- we want to take

this oppor unity to say to the Congress once again and now fbr

the firstfirst time to say to the new Reagan administration, that

the Education for All Handicapped Children Act represents the

considered judgment by state and local administratiOrs, teachers,

experts, Parents and the Congress after years of hearings and

deliberations, that it is in society's economic and moral,

4. interest to provide handicapped children A free and appropriate

public education. All the evidence since the Act'itpassage

^reinforces this conclusion.

The plight of uneducated handicapped children who grow

up into'adults living unproductive lives in institutions or

out on our streets represents a tremendous cost to our society.

The data on juvenile delinquents who have undiagnosed,learning

disabilities and whose anti-social behavior may arise from

. frustration with'the public school's failure to educate them

propeeff; represents yet ano r drain on our society. This is

a,bipartisan issue; Amevica's hildren are the foundation for

the_guture. And education is the most important part of this

foundation. The record before this Subcommittee repeatedly

shot's that when handicapped children are ilrovided with an

appropriate educatibnal prograth, they grow into adults who

contribute fully to the economic and political lige of this

country.

485
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provisions of P.L..94-142 was carefully.

afted as an essential part of the free appro-

cation required for'handicapped children.

is to be congratulated for its e 'lent

this legislation, and, as the *cord shows,

ions little suggestion from tate oY local

y aspect of P.L. 94-142 uld be eliminated

t, the chorus from s, local 'school

encies has been unifo4ly in two parts:ds,,almd state

1) provide this la

effective, timely1
1.

eXperience abross

implemented, is el

with theiefamili

expense of institu:

full'funding, and 2r insure consistent,

d efficient federal enforcement. It is our.

e Nitioe that P.L. 94 -142, when fully
'

emendoui forcefo'r keeiing'children at home 4

nd saving society the tfemendotis and wasteful

onal care. This Law is pro-family and cost-

effgftive. We heartily urge the new administration and the new

Congress to aggressively pursue full, implementation of this law.

We are encouraged by the-Department of 'Education's

October 15, 4.980 *Final Report to the Secretary of the Task ce

on Equal Educational Opportunity for Handicapped Children.*

We believe the; this report goes a long, way torard devplopme t

of agency poliMies and procedures which are efficient and

are heartened by the fact that thg Coalitioeffective.

ten major arias of non-compliance have been recognized

the Department as areas of major priority.in its activities.

We are Ils heartened by the Department's positive res nse to.%

the conce s about itt own activities brought to lig by the

Coalitio 's report. It appears that the Department s built

is

.)*

4-
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on our comments and i.holee of such other organilations as the

Council of Chief State School Officers and Is clearly co=mittiny

itserf to a course of administrative reform.

The Tasklitource report and Memorandum of Understandiilg

proposes an end to duplication of efforts and conflicting termin-

ations by the Office of Special Education and the Office

Civil Rights.- States can now rest assured that one Unif ed

determinatton,by the Department of Education will be made as to the

adequacy of their program plans and as to the outcomeiof individual

complaints. Moreover, coordination between the twlifIices will

belptinsure more efficsent use of limited agency staff a+d resources.

We endorse ibis. We also endorse the report4 deIfineatiin of

'crucial issues and identification of major inforuiation gaps.

Further, the publication annually ix/ the Federal Register of an

,OSE compliance actIvity plan fiOr the coming yerls crucial.

Sojever, there are A number of important/respects in which
.1

the Task Force report is either unclear or i appropriately silent.f ,

In discussing there/issues, our discussion r ill follow the format

and r commendations; of the Education tidvoc tes Coalition report.

TO brief, we wi I not repeat thos +reca emendations here, but

rporate them b referience.

MONITORING

a. Collectio ta
Appendix 'of ithe Task Force rilport acknowledges the

need to collect ta to address priority compliance issues,

r

t

/
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HO"ever, neither a commitment to collect the necessary to

nor a strategy of how sue); collection' will be under en is:.

koWided.

b. 'Compliance Triggers

The need for compliance *triggers' was extensively

discussed in the Coalition report; it was poOted out that

predetermined statis ical measures of the existence of a

problem, i.e., statis c threshholds which indicate something

systematic and inappropriate may be occurring, are essential.

Absent sur 'triggers', the statewide scope of a problem or

the'underlying causes of the problem will remain undisclosed.

As pointed-out, in the-Coalition report, such triggere_cam.be

'used tirhelp OSE establish monitoring priorities and justify
f

requiring state and local agencies to come forward with more

extensive Information than that collected Initially, (Note:

such triggers would not be conclusive proof of the existence of

a violation of law, but only the beginning of the inquiry.

Legitimate reasons may surface upon investigatiOn.)

The Task.Porce report, while acknowledging the need for

such compliance triggers, fails to set up I process by which such

triggers can be developed; siiitarlY,,, no commitment is made to

undertake research in order to validate the use of triggers.
.

. -

'Nor is it specified what types of dita will be reviewed in each

area of non- compliance When an in-d review of the underlying

fproblems is undertaken as a result f use of such a trigger,

c. Oc -Site visits

As pointed out in tWe Cdalition report, OSE's on-site

visits, call., Program Administrative Reviews (PARs), have failed
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in the past get beyond paper compliance to uncover the real

compliance Froblems. Nevertheless, the Task Porce report does

not specify new procedures for conduct of on-site PAR visits.

d.1 State Education Agencies (SEAs) -- Data Gathering
' Responsibilities

The Task Porce report, does not specify the responsibility'.

the Act places ox SEAs

own mandated reviews.

the past they have not

annual program plans.

to collect the data necessar§'for their

SEA procedures are not discus*, though in
4 -

been:adequate either inareality or in the

As a result, state monitoring and

enforcement is sporadic.. Not only is this a failure to imiilement

i
a'statutory requirement, OSE s neglecting an opportunity to

/mandate state Collection of ata.which would facilitate OSE's own

compliance reviews.

2. ENFORCEMENT

The Task rce report fails to specify a procedure for

OSE systematic statewide compliance (aopposed to individual'

complaint) reviews. The use of data, other information and

on-site visits is not tied to any,t lines-or specific

enforcement steps. Zn addition, liance Ls not tied to either

'annual release of federal funds or to triennial approval of
4 y

program plans.. (Tbe law forbids release of funds for programs

that are not in compliance, and annual release of funds by

OSE,should be linked to the state's performance recog.) Zn

addition, there is no'commitment to Improve the program 'plan

approval process in the future, for example, by requiring

detailed state policies and procedures (not merely assurancea) in

areas of non-compliance.

4 8 9
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3. ,POLICIES TIMING AND PROCESS

The Task Force report indicates that certain policies have

been developed-end are awaiting final approval. These policies

should be issued by the Department without any further delay.

There has already been much public disgussion of these policies

and they are needed in the field. There is simply' no excuse

fer the Department not to issue them today.

f-

4. STAFFING

The Department of Education has a statutory obligation to -

insure full implementa,tion of'P.L. 94-142. Where staff and

resources are limited, high priority must be given to compliance

efforts. The Task Force report is unclear about.whett(er

resources will be reallOcated to bolster the small OSE compliance

staff and whether there are long-term plans to increase the

size of that staff for systematic compliance reviews. The link-up

to OCR for c92plaint resolution, for example, is applauded as

an efficient melding of the Department's resources.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the Education Advocates Coalition believes

that the Department of,Education has taken a long stride down the

road to effective and efficient implementation of the Education

for All Handicapped Children Act. However, there is more distance
00

which needs to be tkaveled hefore'tHe federal government will

have an'effective compliance mechanism in place. In Ahistestimony

we have pointed to a number of areas which need strengthening.

We hope, and trust based on the Department'Afforts so far, that

,

(-4 9
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the process which has begun will continue.

Aa'believe ).t is important 'for this SubOommittee to watch

-4_ this.process'io'insure the Department under the dirdction of

the Reagan Administration continues to make progress
4

in the

implementatiOn of this important statute. the new Adminis-

tration Ls genuinely serious about implementing pro-family

and cost-effective programs, it will want to continue the
.0°

progress the Cartes Administration has recently made in improving

special education opportunities for handicapped children.

In the many years we have been working with the federal

government on the education of handicapped chldren, it has

repeatedly been the strong, clear and directiactions of this

Subcommit"tee,,acting in its legislative and oversight capacities,.

which have been a continued source of protection for the

Nation'shandicapped children. We appl ud this Subcommittee's

efforts in the past,jud Took forward to continuing our work

together to build%on the progress that ha been made so far.

1

1
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STATEMENTS OP RIMS "BARBE , i 'RECTOR, CHILDREN'S DE-
FENSEtFUND, MISSISSIPPI OFFICE; PAULA J. HEFNER, COOR- .

DINATOR, ADVOCATES FOR CHILDREN OF NEW YORK, INC.;
AND JANET F. STOTLAND, MANAGING A'T'TORNEY,' EDUCATION

.` LAW CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
. 0 STATEMENT OF RIMS BARBER, DIRECTOR, CHILDREN'S -

DEFENSE FUND, MISSISSIPPI OFFICE
Mr BARBER. We appreciate the opportunity to come before this

committee. We want to reflect on what is happening iri our States
as representative of States across this country. As I go around
talking to school superintendents, and other school administrators
and parents, one of the chief things I. am hearing from school
superintendents today is that they are worried about costs for
heating buildings, and it takes a while for me to get them to focus
on thing's like handicapped education. I think that is not to put,

'them down' in any way, but it is to acknowledge the pressures that
rare on them from a variety of sources.

They do nOt focus on education fqr disadvantaged and handi-
capped children very easily. We know what happened befor there
was a law, before there were regulations for Public Law 94-142,
that there were. thousands and thousands of children who got
nothing,

Handicapped children were simply overlooked. In our State,
which is a small State, there were 25,000 children who were handi-' capped who deserved someth. al? the school districts had no
special education beyond the elementary grades. Thirteen school
districts just did not bother'with handicapped education at all. Half
the school districts had no speech therapists. There was twice the
dropout rate for those kids who did get into special education as for
those who stayed in regular education. Things were terrible.

But becausea law was passed, because.regulations were promul-
gated, and because there were advocatts out there who could use
that law, thousands orchildren today are now getting an appropri-
ate education who would not have gotten it before. Because people
have handles from the Federal Government they are able to push
their own rights and go beyond how am I going to pay the heating '
bill his month to focus on an appropriate education for kids. That
is an important thihg that happens. , .

However, 4 is all not well. AS we have pointed outoin our April
report, which you have all been given a copy of, the problems y
ersist The Bureau of Eduction for the Handicapped, now Special'

ucation Services, fails to enforce rigorously, of what the Federal/ rules are; States fail to comply, fail to monitor and enforce the/
regulations which they have signed assurances about. The results
are, children are denied essential services, children are isolated

(and segregated out behind the regular school building. Parent§ are
denied the partnership in education that they really need. We
outlined some of those problems in our April report to you. The
committee should be commnded on holding these hearings, trying
to form a good, congressipnal base across party lines, and hopefully
into the new Congress, that will support this important act4preserv-
ing the integrity and the right of the Federal Government t6 be the
protector, the insurer of rights for handicapped kids who would
otherwise get lost in the lurch. , . .

492
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The ptogram can work. It is beginning to work in many States.
With full funding it can work ,even better. With consistent, effec-
tive, and timely Federal enforcement, it will surely work.

The task fofce report which you have under consideration and
Memorandum of Understanding is an important first step. It holds

. promises that we will end the duplication between tvco parts of the
Department of Edudation. I am Hopeful about that. I have seen in
the past that it has not worked, that we have had the Office for
Civil Rights come in and,look at a couple of districts in our State
and. find them wanting and not coordinate their negotiations for
remedy with the OSE. We have to have that cooperation in order
to end duplicative words we hear from Washington. You have to
hear one simpler clear voice from the Federal Government.

We have'a unified and consistent policy based- on this Memo:,
randurn of Understanding. We canlmore efficiently utilize the re-
goures that the Department has, and we are pleased to see that
they' have, as a result of our report and in the memo, in the task
force report, acknowledged the gaps that exist in policy determina-
tion and'in data "collection. However, we are here to stress today
that that task force report and memorandum of understanding is
an important first step but does not go far enough. It does not have
a strategy for data collection. In order to get the kind of informa-
tion they need to ehforce this law, they must develop a clear
strategy for collecting and analyzing the data that is avai101e.

For example, they pet a lot of information in statewide averages
in the Department of Education that seriously overlooks and clouds
some of the problems. We have looked at our data in Mississippi
because we have a court order giving us the right to do it and we
have found that while maybe the statewide average of the differen-
tial between black and white children being overlabeled mentally
retarded is not all that serious, there are significant sch dis-

.1tricts, mainly the problem is limited to the white-niajorit31Whool
districts where they are overclassifying black children as mentally
retarded. You can only find out those things if you have a good
data-collecting system and a good way to analyze the data you
have.

They must insist the States maintain data which will enable the
Government to have a good look at the entire State to analyze the
practices that are going on.

In our report in April, werasked for triggers. The task force
acknowledged that triggers are a good thing, but they did not give
us a process for setting up triggers. We think in your oversight
capacity you need to assure they do move forward and establish
triggers shOwing areas of probable ,noncoinpliance areas of prob-

.able program problems.
In the task force report, there are no new procedures for onsite

visits. It says we are going to do mole onsite.yisits and we' will
publish our schedule. That is fine, tirTON,ve 'need ,to know what new
procedures will occur. We have watlied them come i to States and
not do a very thorough job-of onsite visits. Our staff n Mississippi
has accompanied State departm t people on on to visits and
there is a tremendous difference how you ask the questions, how
yOti begin to probe the firOblems a district might ether you
are probing for compliance of for technical assistance urposes.

dpg
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YOu need to ask the right questions; yott need good, solid proce-
dures for investigating.

We need, again, the time lines, specific. enforcement steps. for
compliance reviews similar to what there is for complaint review.
In the task force report, there, s no overall statement of how they
will' go about setting up remedies for problems that are found in
compliance reviews, other than ate cycle of approving the State
plan.

Last, wp would like to touch on one other item, that' is that they
acknowledge their policies, important policies which have been
developed within the Department but have not been released.

Theyd to us in the October 15 task force report that they
would soon be released, but they are not out yet, and now we hear
all things are on hold. Policies need to be released and need td be
released now. We need to be able to get timely response from the
Department of Education.

This summer- I had a problem with a child ,who had gone to
'preregistration in the spring like everybody else in that school
district andwas denied some services, or told he would be denied
the services come fall. This was a 6-year-old. I wrote to the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped and said can ive have a hearing,
I had asked the State for a hearing and they said, no, you cannot
apply for a hearing until the first day of School,twhen the child is
eligible for'school at age 6. Wa have yet to have a responseThat
was last summer. The lack of timely response by the Department
hurts us all and puts the parents at an extreme disadvantage.

I thank you very_much, and we now have Paula Hepner.
Mr. SIMON. We do have time constraints. If witnesses wish to

enter their statements in tFourecord and summarize them, that
would be fine, or you may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF PAULA J. HEPNER COORDINATOR, ADVOCATES
FOR CHILDREN OF NEW YORK, INC.

Ms HEPNER. My name is Paula, Hepner. 'Advocates for Children
of New York is one of the 13-member grottps forming the Educa-
tion Advocates Coalition, a nationwide coalition of advocacy groupsworking with handicapped children and their parents to obtain full
implementation of the Education f9r All Handicapped Children Actat the State and local level.

During the past,410 years, Advocates for Children has represented
over 7,000 individual children and parents .on a full range of educa
tional matters. Of the more than 1,500 cases AFC handled in 1979-
80; 65 percent were students identified as being in need of special
education and/or related s6Mpeb. In addition to representing
young people individually and seeking to influence class issues and

'policy changes, AFC Was granted Amicus standing in two landmark
special W. cation cases in New Yorkdose P. v. Anzback and Lora
v. The Board of Education. Through participation in this litigation,
AFC has been able to bring its field experience into the process of

'helping to design a ,special education system whicH will truly ad-
dress the needs of all handicapped children throughout the city ofNew York. We thank you for this opportunity to communicate
directly 'to you our comments, on the final report to the Secretary
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of the Task Force on Equal Educational Opportunity for Handi-
capped Children.

We would like to recognize the obirius commitment of Secretary
Hufstedler in seeking to remedy the problems and violations identi-
fied in the April report ofsthe Education Advocates Coalition. The
Memorandum of Understanding between the Assistant Secretaries,
for Special Education and Civil Rights creates a working relation-
ship in which OCR and OSE can develop ana implement policies,
piocedures, and practices that will insure handicapped children areaccorded their right to a free, appropriate, public education. But asthe task force report to the Secretary clearly states, many recom-mendations of the Education Advo&tes Coalition were not incorpo-,,
rated into the 'Memorandum of Understanding. We would like totake this time VI focus upon the recommendations which wereomitted in order to stress their importance and urge their priority
as the Memonvidum of Understanding is expanded in the future.

The coalition's April report cited 10 areas of noncompliance with
the mandates of Public Law 94-142, none of which is intrinsically
the fault of the, special education system, the magnitude of whatthe law decrees, or the skyrocketing cost of special education. It
was and still is the coalition's belief that the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act does not promise more than the Federal
Government can "deliver. We believe that the key to the achieye-
ment of this.law's objectives in a cost - effective way is 'aggressive
monitoring and 'enforcement by responsible governmental agencies,xiot the courts.

-

Our coalition envisioned the Department of Education taking an
active and persistent role in .performing its monitoring functionsand when 'serious noncompliance is identified, taking immediate
and adequate steps to enforce the mandates of the law. To do this,the coalition recommended

That the Department of Education require States to keep quanti-
tative and qualitative, data designed to identify the existence and
nature of compliance problems ds well as document the scope of
the problems statewide;

That the Department use the information obtained in individual
complaints from parents and advocacy groups as a basis for initiat-
ing indepth investigations of particular compliance issues; andThat the Department develop new procediares for conducting

-onsite program reviews that are oriented towardo State's prdctice
rather than its policies.

The task force report suggests recortimendations touching oneach of,these 'Issues in a concrete way, but the Memorandum of .Understanding is seriously devoid of specifics to implement them,
'Random sampling techniques and periodic site inspections will still
be used by OSE and OCR to investigate Compliance, but no newptocedUres for conducting the visits have been developed. Conse-
quently, the scope of their inquiry will continue to be dispropor-
tionate to the handicapped populatiqn identified, the geographical

'distribution of handicapped students being served, and the size and
number of school districts involved. In practical terms, this meansthat New York State can be found, in compliance with the man-dates of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act without ,reviewing the conditions of special education programi in New

66-229 0-81----32
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York City, Where currently there are 599 students awaiting evalua-
tion more than 30 days, 4,80 students waiting more than N days
for placements in self-aonfained classes, and 2,700 students un-
served, in resource-room` classes due to the inability of the board of
education to,recruit and hire qualified special-education personnel.

With regard to individual complaints, OSE and OCR have agreed
to establish a procedure for more systematic disposition of com-
plaints, including a mechanism for intraagency referral,but the
essential detail included in the complaints that can offer firsthand
insights into a pattern or practice signaling noncompliance, the
memorandum states only, that using the information for this pur-
pose is Aconteinplated.

Central to the Department's responsibility- of insuring compli-
ance with Public Law 94-142 is the Department's duty to interpret
the law's requirements and issue policy statements to assist State
and local education agencies in meeting their obligations. Nowhere
is the Department's negligence more oNectively quantifiable than
in the area of poli0 development.

Since 1977, parents, advocates, and State education agencies
have beeri tseeking c*ifying guidelines and policy directives on,
issues left vQue by the regulations, yet critically needed policy
directives in at least seven major areas have not been forthcoming.

.
The task force report recommends that a coordinated process of

policy development be -adopted by OSE and OCR and immediate
action on a number of key policy issues.' The Memorandum of
Understanding, however, refers only to an exchange of information
regarding pending issues of-major- significance and proposed dispo-

, sitions of complaints raising key policy questions. There is no indi-
cation of when any of these policies will be implemented, nor what
process will be utilized in speeding up the implementation of future
Folic), statements. Without time frames, the promises are worth-

,.

It cannot be doubted that the failure of the Department to exer-
cise its responsibilities for policy development has led to the filing
of many.-unnecessary lawsuits around the country, forcing Federal
judgesrto do the Department's work. Lawsuits have been filed on
six of the seven outstanding policy issues.

From 1979 to 1980, district court decisions were handed down
on these issues, and 4 opinions from circuit courts of appeal were
rendered. On the question of related services there have already
been six cases, and on the matter' of discipline eight cases have

. .4 been filed, and 5k..0 e is to file the ninth case before this
semester is over because York's State law has no procedures
for the suspension of h icapped students, and New York City's
procedu s are unconstitutional under the holdings of State and
Federal c tuts around the country.

In concl ding, we are mindful of a point we made tb this commit-
.,

.... tee in Ma when we forcefully said there is no justifibation for
legal se es organizations having to bring upwards of 3A lawsuits
where judges instead of the governmental- authorities ultimately
end up doing program reviews, documenting, areas of noncom li-
wide, issuing policy statements, and drafting remedial. orders. e-
spite recent public statements and editorials to the contrary,1 ws
and regulations that seek to secure education entitlements to those

. ,
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"children from whom these entitlements have historically been
denied are not the enemy. But they and we, their advocates,

ome so when judges, lacking the power to appropriate Federal
dollars to support these laws' mandates, exercise the power of their
position and order State and local government4 to do what the law
required without sufficient' -resources. We are fortunate that re-
sources to carry out the tasks' in the Secretary's work plan are
available to OSE and OCR, howe \rer. Although we have not yet
seen the November 1 memorandum on additional resource needs,
we wish to remind the Department that their work force can be
increased exponentially by relying on community agencies that are
involved with the educational systein daily and know the extent to
which,brogratris and services comply with the law.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you: ',
The final witness on this panel is Janet Stotland from the Penn-

sylvania Office of the Education Lakv Center.
[PrepaPed testimony ofJanet`St?tland follows:)

1."
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PREPARED TESTIMONY OF JANET F. STOTI:AND, Esq., MANAGING ATTORNEY,
EDUCA'T'ION LAW CENTER,

Good Horning. My name is Janet.?. Epotlaxid, and

the Managing Attorney of the%cennsylvania Office 5, the Education"

Lai Center, Inc. ELC is a nor-profill,'public Interest law firm

which provide's free legal assistance to-parents, children, and

consumer advocates who encounter difficulties with the public

school systems in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. ,

' ELC is a member of the Eductition Advocates Coalition and

we endorse the statement of.the Coalition which was presented

and incorporated into the record. Hy comments this morning,

however, are based on the cumulative experience or the Education
4r"4

Law Center staff workihg in Pennsylvaaia.over the past four

years. Our office operates an open intake system which has allowed

us to have direct contact, on a yearly basis, with many thousailds

of individUal handicapped youngsters and their parents who are

seekin4 to enforce the rights guaranteed by P.L. 94-142. In

addition, ELC provides back up support to lay and legal advocate

for that populatidn. We have ENCO had extensive contact with

the state educational agency and intermediate units and school

districts throughoUt the state.

In the course or our efforts to secure the rights or these

handicapped studeqp we have frequently had recourse to state

and federal administrative,enforcement,mechanisms. When such

processes have failed, as has historically been'the case, we

have_been forced to litigate these problems in the federal courts.

or

c
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With this background serving as the.data base, the two

points I would like to urge this morning tan be summarized,

as follows:

Pirst,.P.L. 94-142 is a rare and extraordinary

piece of legislation in that it woeks in

practide as.well as in theory.

-- Second, while enPrcement problems still exist

h\ at the federal level, we are seeing the first

signs of coordinated, more vigorous and badly
!

needed enforcement from OSE aswell as OCR.

Unfortunately, this has not been the case with.

-the state enforcement procedure.

P.L. 94-142 Works

P.L. 3)4-142 establishes a framework f substantive and

proceplural requirements which guarantee handicapped children

and young adults a reasonable level, of services and safeguards

while allowing states and localities a wide range of options as

to how these rights are to be delivered. An example of the

Act's flexibility is the requirement that each handicapped 01114

receive an appropriate education program which is "free." The

Act and regulations allow State and educational agencies to meet

this mandate through expansion of bblic alternatives, use of

private sector resourcgs, or thrghb coordination with other

state agencies such as departinents of health and welfare. .

-2-
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Unfortunately, state and local educational agenciein Pennsylvania

and elsewhere have not taken full advantage of this f,iexibility

to proyide_needed services efficiently end cheaply.

In the course of more than ten years as a public interest

attorney, I haves worked with major pieces of social legislation

in such areas as welfare, social security, public housing, and

urban renewal. I know how, unusual it is for majoi new legislation

to achieve intended goals. P.L. 94-142 is a balanced and workable

law which has begun to result in the p vision of Adly needed

services to handicapped children and you g adults. Aoreover, it

accomplishes this goal with a minimum of intrusion into the 1,01

opel:ations of state and local education agencies.

Although ELC staff are frequently in positions adverse

to those of educational Officials, these disputes are virtually .

never over the advisabifity of the requirements of the Act, either

from an educational o r s ocial perspective. Rather, we find that

disputes are most often created by a concern common tbconsuperN

and providers alike -- the lack of sufficient federal finhcial

support.

Enforcement Efforts are Still Haltin
But Are Im rovin

v
Effective administrative nforcement of P. . 94-142 must

exist at both the qtate and th, federal level. TAe releitant federal

'agencies are, olVcourse,.the 'office for Civil Riglitvand the Office

-3- ti
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of Special Education; the ortgina C

the failures of these agencies. . etfiedate oP that R port

and the'establkshment of the Task ForcZi Z.0 staff have s en

slow but visible ImprOvement at the federal

. For example, Pennsylvania has sate lawhich limits

the amount Which the state and loehl educational agencies will
.

pay fora-handicapped,child placid by those agencies in private.

schools. -The statutory cap is nWVariable, regardless of the

needs of-the individual child, and has resulted in charges to

parents'and in the ,otal denial'of appropriate special education

11;1i:A,ort focusels4bn

.6

progralis to some children.,1

In September, I979,,E4C'filed a claps action administrative

complaint.regarding thit problem with OCR Region III, and, shortly
i

thez4after; with the etate,Office of Regional Review. When the

state agency failed to'respond, in early December, l979, an

iden0.41 complaint IT filed with the Bureau of Education for
--ethe Bandicap5ed. o'

':Silence then reigned'on all fronts. Because our clients

were faced with a bill for over 410,000 per year for their child's

"free" appropriate educafion,,we initiated a class action litigation
-

in March,',1780 in federal district court in the Eastern District

of Penntylyania. This action, captioned Oittelman v. Scanlon, .

is still Onding.

ti

V.

-4-
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In April, 1480., OCR issued' ruling on the Cpmplaint

finding Pennsylvania's policy and practice in violation of $504;

when Pennsylvania failed to bring itself into compliance, OCR

referred the matter to its central office for enforcement. On

Seember 23,11980, we 'again contactedBEH (by that time OSE)

and pointed out to them that they were about to approve Peasyl-

vania's Plan under P.L. 94-142 at the same time that OCR had

found the State to be in violation of §804

This final letter produced the first favorable response

ever Obtained by ouw office from OSE or its preclecelfor. On

October 10, 1980, OSE contacted Pennsylvania and informed the

State that it would not approve the proposed plan until OSE

received assurances that handicapped youngsters would receive

free and appropriate programming regardless of the statutory

maximum. While the ultimate outcome is still uncertain, OSE's

most recent action. is tht first visible effort of OSE/OCR coordi-

nated enforcement. Hopefully, the procedure set up by the Task

Force will produce:such results more frequently and with less

prodding.

On the othen hand, the Task Force Aeport failed to address

the issue of enforcement on the state level.° Penntylvania's

state enfOrcementexechanism, the Orrice of Regional Review, has

not shown the improvement we have seen at OSE. Since it is our

belier4hat such local enforcement agencies are key to the

16,
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successful operation of theAct, we would urge the Task Force
to.4rect more attention to bolstering such agencies in Pennsylvania
and elsewhere

Parents and their advocates
must have available, on the

local level, the effective
complaint procedures called for in

the Act. OSE should approve only.
those state plans which provide

for such procedures,
should collect and review data on their

effectiveness; and should take action when the data indicates:
that a state is !Ailing to meet this requirement of the Act.

Thank you for this opportunity to bring these matters to
YoUr attention.

STATEMENT OF JANET F. STOTLAND, MANAGING ATTORNEY,
, EDUCATION LAW CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Ms. STOTIAND. Good morning. My name is Janet F. Stotland, andI am the managing attorney of the Pennsylvania Office of the

Education Law Center, Inc. MC is a nonprofit, public interest lawfirm which provides free legal assistance to parents, children, and
consumer advocates who encounter difficulties with the publicschool systems in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.. -ELC If3 a member of the Education Advocates Coalition, and weendorse the statement of the coalition which wis presented and
incorporated into the record. My comments this momin&-howeveri-
art based on the cumulative experience of the Education Law
Center staff working in Pennsylvania over the past 4' years. Ouroffice operates an open-intake system which has allowed us havedirect contact, on a yearly basis,,with many thousands of "du-41 -handicapped youngsters and their parents who are g toenforce the rights' guaranteed by Public Law 94-142. In 'don,PLC provides, backup support to lay and legal 'advocates or thatpopulation. We have also had extensive contact with the Stateeducational agency and intermediate units and' school districtsthroughout the State.

The basis for my comments this mornine are, as 'to the services
we perform for individual parents and children. We have done thisfor some time. For the past 4 years, we have represented literapy
thousands of these children and their parents, and we have spoken

-with literally thousands of school districts and the Department of;Education:-
Since we do try to resolve things easily, if possible, we oftenhave.

recourse to the Federal administrator or State administrator mech-
anisms in order to resolve these complaints.It is a sorry Mate, as reflected by the previous witnesses. It is
easier to get from Federal district courts than appellate courts.That is the problem we raised with you in :he original report. The
two points I would like to make, however, most importantly, and
two things: First rof h11, Public Law 94-142,is a very unusual thing..It is a piece of legiilation that works. It works in the field *herepeople are, where hildren are who need sentic-es. Second, this iskind of a bright spot, at least my experience is that since the

1
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original coalition report an since the task force has done its work,
I have seen some improvements in Pennsylvania in the response
we have received from tie Federal agehcies. I by no means wish to
indicate our problems are over. Something is certainly better than
nothing, which is better than when we testified before you in May,
when you, Mr. Simon, asked what happened when you file a com-
plaint with BEH. I replied, I would not know, I had snot heard from
BEH.

Public Law 94-142 established a framework of substantive and
procedural requirements v>hich guarantee, handicapped children
and young adults a feasonable level of services and safeguards
while allowing States and localities a wide range of options as to
how these rights are to be delivered. An example of the act's
flexibility is the requirement that each handicapped child receive
an appropriate education program which is free. The act and regu-
lations allow State and educational agencies to meet this mandate
through expansion of public alternatives, use of private-sector re-_

sources, or through coordination with other State agencies such as
departments of health and welfare. While .that mandate may be
thought of as a specific one and is sometime' referred to as inap-
propriate intrusion of the Federal sector into the State framework,
in my experience the problem is not with th law, the problem is
with the State and local agencies' unwill' gness to utilize the
flexibility that the act has that they actuall have.

An example, I am counsel in a litigation called Armstrong v.
Kline, which in Pennsylvania establishefl the right of certain
handicapped children to go to school in excess of the 180-day school
year.

When the lawsuit came down and it became an obligation of the
State of Pennsylvania to provide this for students, I spent a, good
deal of time traveling through the State talking to providers,
urging them to utilize the resources already available to them.
Programs that were primarily recreational, for example, set up by
the mental health unit, structures already there, already financed,
already operational.

I said why do you not, for example, put a special edtication
teacher in that system already there, you will not have to pay for
the building or pay for all the other things already picked up and
provided by that deiartmer4 In some parts of the State that waq
done. Some high-quality were available, which stemmed
the tide of that wasteful regr n in learning that had gone on in
the past. . . . -

.Alternatively, in other parts of the State, I experienced school
. ' districts literally turning down offers from their companion agen-

cies and saying, "..(2,h, no, we cannot commingle, we cannot deal."
All the time saying, "Of course, this thing costs a fortune; how
overburdened we are."

My point really is in this regard: that Public Law 94-142 pro-
vides that sttucture but it does not mandate with precision how the
services are delivered. I think thete has been a lack of creativity in
meeting that mandate.. I

.

My second point, wR are seeing some progress. As I told you,
before, Armstrong v. Kline was litigated the task force report fo-
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bused oh the policy development. They promised they would submit
a notice to publish. I do not understand.

After 3 years we may get' a notice of intent to publik, if we arelucky. I have had one good experience. We have in Pennsylvania a .State section that places a cap on the amount school districts in
States will fund for a private _facility which educates the handi-
capped child at the request of the school district. .If the cost is
above the statutory maximum, the program is not free. We turned
toe BEH a year ago and asked them to resolve this program. We
turned to OCR.and asked them to resolve the problem. We heard
nothing.

That was originally filed, I think, in September 1979. We were of
course faced with clients with a very real problem. So as of Match
of 1980, re had no choice. So we-filed in district another casethat is *riding.

In April of 1980;)we heard for the first time from OCR, which
ruled the statutory maximum illegal, and it mandated that Penny
sylvania come under compliance. Meanwhile, we a .ve heard noth-
inging from BEH all this time.

We contacted.OSE at this point and said to them, if OCR is abotit
to cut off funding because Pennsylvania is a ut of compliance, tell
us why you are proposing funding, under lic Law 94-142. It
must be free under both acts.

Finally, in October 1980, we get our Very first response from OSE
in response to a Complaint. We received a copy of a ,letter from the
agency to the State saying their plan will not be approved unlessthilk provide the necessary assurances this problem will be dealt

ith and the children wil receive a free appropriate education.
rom our perspective, while it took a long time and much prodding 4-\

and c(rtainly could not be done by a parent or someone who did
not have our expertise, we did see progress for the first time. We*
would like to see more, and it is our hope the task force report will
be the beginning of such efforts.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much.
In a matter pending before Congress, the reauthorization of legal

services, an amendment is going to be proposed that will say that
legal services cannot be used fn educatioh-related matters. What
would be the impact of that?

Ms. STOTLAND. I -can think of nothing mpre.devastating. I have ahistory of 7 years as a. legal service attorney before this job, so I
have experience with both legal services as well as in this job. Iwould say that particularly in the area of the rights of the handl+,
capped that whatever Tights are secured under State or Federal
law were first available to those with resources and still are availa-ble to those with resources. Medical support, evaluators, and law-
yers. That is probably the most perVasive problem around this act.It is complicated and in many cases needs lawyers and advocates
to help out. If legal services is not available to provide support in
this area, it would be a deprivation of the only way poor people canhave any chance of ceasing to be poor, which is an opportunity for
an appropriate education.

Mr. SIMON. Do either of the others wish to comment?
Ms. HEPNER. I would just like to say, one of the specific findings

in one of the landmark cases was that private schools were over-
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loaded predominantly with white, middle-class children whose par-
ents could use lawyers to get them into approved private schools. If
the legal services amendment goes through, we will be perperuat-

. ing the kind of discrimination found in thaticase.
Mr. SIMON. Miss Hepner, cap you specify the, seven areas where

policy directives have npt been forthcomi ?
Ms. HEPNER. Criteria for putting chil n in the less restrictive

environments, use of IQ tests, pr,ocedur for standards to appoint .
surrogate pintas, which by the way is the only policy statement
not litigated yet, the policy from the Dep,artinent4of Education.
Whatis an IEP. I mentioned the suspehsion issue:r mentioned the,
scope of related services. You will see the six cases involve whether
the State should be paying for such things as catheterization, now

C in California, tongue - thrust therapy; and finally, the Armstrong
matter, with the provision for a more than 180-diky program.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Barber, you mentioned specifically about not .
getting a reppense to a letter you wrote to OSE this summer. Is
that typical? - ..

Kr. BARBER... That was ,given as a typical example of a more
minor matter that certainly they should have been able to clear up
in a relatively sheat period of time.

Mr. SIMON. Have you received an acknowledgment?
Mr. BARBER. Acknowledgement, that is it. ..

Mr. SIMON. You mention that at the Federal level we are not\..
doing a_ good job in onsite visits. What are we not doing that we
should be doing?

-Mr. BARBER. -I-think we would be glad to respond to you in
-writi4, specific kinds of ways in which onsite visits can be im-
proved; I would rather chi that than indicate orally. ,

Mr. SIMON. I would appreciate you doing that, but could you give
us one'or two specifics? -

.Mr,BArtsErt. One of the things they have to do is go beyond the
papei,compliance. They, have to go to the actual practices. In order
to do that, they need the States to collect data in certain kinds oft
ways so that they can see how the State operates in the problem
districts, what is the relationship of the State not to the best
district in the State or in general, but hqw does that State relate to
a1district where there are significant problems either because they
are a poor district and do not have the resources, or because they
area recalcitrant district that just tells.people to go away ?'

The final ingredient, I think they need to involve parents.,There
,:e needs to be a procedure that gets them talking to parents pf

handicapped children. If all yoti do is talk to State .officials and a
fob hqnd-picked superintendents land do not talk to any parents,
you have come away with a picture that is a snow job, not a
review. -

Mr. SIMON. They are not talking'tp parents now?
Mr. BARBER. Generally not. .. .

I Mr. SIMON. You alspnmitted teachers.
Mr. BARBER. They pick out three or four districts and go to those

districts, and they will talk to some teachers in those 'districts.
Mr. SIMON. Finally, you talk about the need for triggers..Do you

mean that if for example you have 6 percent black population, and
vs
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black population in classes for the mentally retarded,' is J
k

the kind of trigger you are talking about?
Mr. BARBER. We ate not talking aboUt something that finds

somebody guilty by looking at a statistic. We are talking 'about
indicators, 'certain triggers that make you look at program issues.
You mentioned. one of them, the racial composition. We haye some
school districts where 20 percent of all black children.are in classes
for the retarded. That does not mean that district is doing every-
thing wrong, but it certainly is an indicator that one needs to look
at their evaluation process to gee what they are doing. Similarly
there are triggers as to least restrictive envitonnieht. You can
establish a trigger, a numberlet us look at these districts because
these appear to be out of line with what is average, what we see in
the rest of the State' or in the rest of the country?. It is the 'kinds
of triggers that would then force you topiRplr at policies. and:proce-
dures to see whether they are doing something right or something
wrong. Those are needed. ,

Mr. Sam. Mr. Erdahl.
1

Mr. &DAHL. Thank, you,,,Mr. Chairman.
It seems we have heard again from a good panel, this morning. If

I could summarize, you itie telling us that under Public 'Law 94-
142, we' need to be sure there is full funding, full conipliance,"
proper /enforcement, and consistency. M ,ylle our procedure there

will hopefully strengthen moves in that d. ion.
. Simon has already touched on so ,of Aliese things, but a

couple ,of you mentioned the, nedefor new piecedures and onsite
visits. What are some of the new procedures, are needed?

Me: STomm5p. I do not feel. prepared to speak t6 that across the,
board, although r think the more detailed critique the coalition will
'put out, which is a proceduAil report, will focus on that. One

.., procedure I would like to see strengthened, however, is a focus off*-:the o ite visit and of the plan review on the State ",fechanism for.-
enfo .% era. . -

'', Public c Law 94 -142 requires each State do its job to assure that
the law is complied with. It is .pot just the Federal Go4ernment's
job.'Each State must set up a monitoring mechanishi. The truth of
the matter is that 'people's grievances ()light not to have to, be
raised in Washington to be heard.

Parents should be able to go to- their State agency and 'get-
response. In Pennsylvania it does not work with the data we have,
and there is very littld focus on it. There is also some question as to

ow impartial it is. I am not saying it is a dishonest Mechanism. P
am simply saying if is a mechasism, that-ought to be part of a
focus. Plans ought not to tae approved for the States that do not
have effective State- based mechanism?. That would allow the Fed-
eral GOvernment' to for the State tó do its own compliance.
:Mr. EIWAH

services. Fun . for all p ograms are going to be under a very
severe assault' ere inCe ess

One of you mention e* need for nondiscriminatory IQ tests.
We have had a lot -of concern in this Congress about testing.

Would you elaborate as to how you see IQ tuts at times cotilde
discriininatory?

totland biought up a response as to legal

30(
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Ms. HEPNER. I am not an educ ator, so I feel a little weak answer-
ing that.

We only know from experience that 'the norm groups that were
used to establish the scaling in various psychological testing, the
norm groups used to establish the groupings and deterniine who
would fall where on an IQ scale, for example, do not reflect cultur-
al and sociological biases of those being tested. As we become a
more multicultural society!, the less those tests reflect people's
basic differences. The question is how to find the tests, and which
tests will be used. That is largely the job I believe of professionals
in the area. That is largely" the job of the Office of Special Educa-
tion, to make use of the great institutions in this country, of people
who have an idea on how to solve this problem to get the informa-
tion out to the individual States. It should not be left up to individ-
ual States or advocacy groups to hire an expert, bring them into
the courtroom and say this i5 it.

Mr. BARBER. Just an experience I had a couple of weeks ago in
talkinetto a district coordinator in talking about the tests being
used. She said they were using some adaptive behavior scalei in
addition to the IQ tests. They Were finding these coming in too
high, so they threw them out and gave another one.

Mr. ERDAHL. In other words, they were doing better than they
should have done'in the previous test? ,...,..../ they

BARBER. Yes.' They were so focused on the IQ tests that if
got results contradicting, they tossed it out. There was no one

there to catch the matter. But the narrow focus on the IQ tests you,
have to get away from. I do not care what pencil-and-paper test it
is. That is the problem. It creates 'a number that becomes so
central in people s mindthe child got a 69, he must be retarded.
We have to get away from that focus.

Mr. SIMON. We thank the panel.
The next panel will consist of Calvin Frazier, Joanne Goldsmith,

and Leonard Hall. ..----N, . ,...
First we will hear from Mr. - Calvin. Frazier, as member of the

Ns Council of Chief State School Officers:
-If is good to have ydu as a witness again.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP DR. CALVIN M. FRAZIER, MEMBER, COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE
SCHOOL OFFICERS AND COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION, STATE OF COLORADO, ONBEHALF OP THE COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS AND THE NATIONAL

, ASSOCIATION OF STATE DIRECTORS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

.1

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee I am Calvin Ftazier,

Commissioner of Education for the State of Colorado and a member of the Council

of Chief State School Officers (dCSSO). The Council is an independent organization

of the Co mmissioners and superintendents of education in the, fifty states and six

extra-state jurisdictions. Accompanying me in this joint testimony is Dr. Leonard

liallAssistant Commissioner of the Missouri Department of Elementary and

Seconoary Education. Dr. Hall is past-President of the National Association of

State Directors of Special Education ( NASDSE). Each chief state school officer is

responsible for the adminjstration of education programs serving the needs of all,

children and yo6th in his or her state. Members of NASD,SE are charged, within

each state education agency, with specific responsibility for children who require

special' education and related services, those children whom P. 1..'94-1112 was

desired to serve. The Council is pleased that NASDSE is joining with us in

presenting these comments. Our joint testimony reflects theconcerns of those

state education officials who have both'overall and speCific responsibility for

delivering educational services to handicapped children and youth. OUr statement

also reflects our belief that special education is an integral part of our commitment

to appropriate education for all of our nation's children and youth.

The comments discussed in our testimony are drawn from discussions with our

respective memberships during recent national meetings of the Council this week in

West Virginia and three weeks ago of VASDSE in Newport, Rhode Island.

At the outset, we want to compliment the Secretary for her leadership in
l

moving forward to address, among other issues, some f the areas raised in a policy,

Statement submitted recently, to the Secretary by'the ncil. This policy

,statement was developed by repr tives from 15 state education agencies and.
.

, reflected common Concerns and p ferns experienced in our attempts to implement

16:1
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4.
P. L. 94 -142 fully. This position statement was presented in the spirit of creating a

balanced partnership and continuing dialoguebetween the federal government and

the states in the interpretation and in the procedures for implementing the law. The

recommendations presented focused on four broad administrative issues affecting

state-level implementation of P. L. 94 -142. Recommendations were made in the

areas of

1) the state plan procesq

2) Office of Special Education and' ffice of Civil Rights relakionstup to

state education agencies;

4 3) consistency of standa and criteria to meetW. L. 94-142

requirements, and,

4) supervision of interagency responsibilities.

We are pleased that the recently signed Memorandum of Understanding between

the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) and the Office of Special Education (OSE)
s

responds directly to certain of the recommendationsnf our policy statement. The

75 day plan approval Process specified in the agreement may help in a timely and

orderly review of plans and flow of funds. The cooperative working relationships

between OSE and OCR reflected in the agreement should resufrin the establishment

of consistent federal standards and improved relationships with the states. We

commend the Secretary and the staff members of OSE and OCR who negotiated this

cooperative position and we pledge our support to help achieve the spirit of this

intended cooperation.

In closer review of the memorandumnf agreement we have certain Concerns.

Following your request we will speak to these as they fall In the areas oft

I

e. .

a"
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1) federal polity development, -

2)imonitoring and enforcement, and,

3) t(chnical assistance.

to wiiraiso reinforce some overall issues connected with implementation of P. L.

94 -142 which are not covered in the memorandum of agreement.

r

Federal Policy Development

ns

OSE has been in the process of developing policy statements in a number of

' areas for some time, and plans to aevelop additional policy statements in 1981.

hile input has been provided by cOnstimers andconstituents on som4 of these areas,

that input has been achieved for the most part through informal channels. To date,

there has been only one instance of a systematic, formal procedure to solicit input

from either the nation's chief state school officers or the state directors of special

education on the,resiolixion of any of these issues: u e strongly recommend that- -- /
formal procedures be developed to provide for Constituent input on the

er .,

identification of policy issue areas, the scope and nature of the specific issues, and
4.0

in the polickelevelopment and interpretation process. For example, OSE and OCR,

. in our Opinion ut the cart'before the horse when they address certain Issues

'regarding related services, such as psychotherapy and catheteriza,the
,.

need is for criteria for determining "When is a service a related service ?" As we

have mentioned in-pireVlous testimony (Fall of 1979.and Spring 1980), OSE and OCR

have been inconsistent in applying criteria for determining the answer to this

question. lhorigh Section 504 regulations do not address this question, OCR Officials

have rendered tecIsions whibh, in our view, have contradicted the parameters for

related services set forth in P. L. 94 -142 and its regulations. A consistent

interpretation ordellnition of related servide7s%siS needed. We believe that

ti

. .
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P. L. 94-142 provides that definition. We recommend that the Memorandum of

Understanding provide the mechanism for making OSE the'lead agency in this area

for assunoga common interpretation of this Important provision.
-

Review and Apsimval of State Plans
---

e Council applauds the provision in the memoranoum of agreement between

OS and OCR which provides a specific timetable and process for the approval of

ree-year state plans and annual plan amendments under the Education for All

liandicappid Children Act. The Council encourages and endoesCs. the develoment of

an established and timely process for approval of state plans whiai include clear

procedures, criteria for approval and definite timelines. Our members have
e

discussed with the Office of Special Education alternatives for establishing this

process. The response to this concern in the memorandum of agreemint, however,

raises some very basic concerns for ourmlbers.

11 - ..

`First, the agreement deals oril, with the relationship of OSE and OCR in the

state plan approval process. We believe that handicapped children will be best

served by defining the state plan as a document which outlines processes and

procedures which the state will use in delivering special education set. vices. Instead,

the memorandum of agreement between OSE and OCR reinforces the federal view ..

of the state plan as a compliance document for both P.L. 94-142 and section 504

current year complaints. The problem with Using the plan as a compliance document

is that neither the state nor the federal agencies can focus Properly on the

document as a &22. That is, the plan cannot be used as a guide for continued

successful implementa ion of the law seand regulations, because future funding and
(

implementation actiyi es may be held up due to past disagreements. If the intent

qt,
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oi4oniress regarding the purpose of the state plan is not sufficientkclearVi the
existing law toallow the states and executive branch agencies to agree on that

purpose, then we recommend that'an additional statement from the Congress would

helpful. °Such a statement Might take the form of a report from this

subcommittee, an amendment.to the law, or whatever would be necessary to clarify

tfiis point.

In the Council% statement, Implementing P.L. 94-142", we suggest that the

timetable for 0$E approval of state plans should incorporate provisions for a ix

timetable of negotiations between a state edikation agency (SEA) and OSE. The

Secretary's Task Force Report and memorandum of agreement only incorporate

provisions for a specific timetable for negotiations between 0$E and OCR. A

tirnetidile-a4d specifAet of processes Ior negotiations between the state and the

federal government is not proyided, and we question whether the twenty days

following OSE receipt of OCR commentswil low adequade time to world out areas

of disagreenient between the position of the ;wci f ral agencies and the state

'agency concerned. The 'bottom line" them is that the timetable focuses on a

specific schedule for OCR, Ind OSE to work out thew reactions to the state's

submission, but does, not provide a similar schedule for the state to negoti,olth,

the federal agencies. Moreover, the timetable provided in the agreement ooes not \appear to contemplate any process by which states might appeal a plan disapproyal.

t

Additionally, the agreement does not now seem to allow for setting aside the

OSE/OCR timeline if a request f& clarification or additional information is

returned to the state in question. We recommend, Mr. Chairman, that these

agencies aodress the way in which their timetable for interaction could

constructively'include the slate whose plan is under review.

A
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Compliance, Monitonng and Enforcement Issues t

S

. z -

The provsidns for complaint investigation! contained In the memorandum of

agreement go far towards ensuring the Coordination of activities between the two

federal agencies. However, the Council remains very concerned about several issues

in the area of complain investigation and resolution. First, no provisions are made

in the agreement for interaction betvieen OSE/OCR and SEAs whiCh may also be

roviding resolution to the same complaint. Second, the definition of "coniplaint"is

not`presented Clearly. Finally, the procedures for planning technical assIstance'to

states and local education agencies do not adequately take into account the results

of complaint investigaticn efforts. We recommend that the two agencies take the

i
further constructive step of basing the technical assistance they provide tp states on

the insights gained from analyzing patterns.

A/
The memorandum of agreement does ,t address an import,ant

intergovernmental issue raised in the Council's statement on implemen tion of the

law: the need to have a single process fbr the resolution of complaints operating at

any one time. The/Council recommends-a sin: e process which affords co amt

resolution in a ti 1 /harmer and which clearl delineates the role res ibilitie

and procedures both federal and state agencies as the monitor and enforce the

irements o P.L. 94-142 and section 504. The current memorandum may help

.. reduce rncons encies between the two federal agencies. Complaint investigation

inefficiencies

the process. e,Councll bell that state procedural safeguards Authorized by

Congress an approved by U. S. Depahment of Education should be exhausted

before OC commences a complaint investigation. OCR indicates that its
r

n be farther reduced when states are more thorougly brought into

, 5 i
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jurisdiction does not rest on exhaustion of "state" remedies. However, when these

remedies have been prescribed in federal law and approved by a federal aglinCy, are

they any longer merely "state" remedies? Ue believe coordination betv.een states

and OCR/OSE is both pcsible and desirable in helping to insure that complaints are

.investigated efficiently and resolved fairly.
oib

0
Mr. Chairman, it strikes me that one source of the confusion with respect to

complaints is Mat the Council, among other groups, has thought of OSE primarily as

being responsible for programs, and of OCR as an agency whose primary function

should be to enforce the civil rights-provisions of P.L. 94-142 and section 504 as

necessary. The memorandum of agreement, however, appears to assign enforcement

responsibility for 94-142 to OSE, and for section 504 investigations to OCR. Such a

division of labor would be fine; exce0t/that neither this agreement ncr any other

cloCument'with kueh we are familiar sets fort in any clear way the differences

between P.L. 9 142 and section 504 civil rights requirements.

A largeilssue than the memorandum of agreement addresses iS that of the

definition of "complaints" under law and regulation. The is general confusion, Mr.

Chairman, over exactly what constitutes a complaint under P.L. 94-142, under

section 504, and under the provisions of various regulations and court decisions.

There is an opporturuty here for the Congress tohelp clarify the lisue by defining

clearly what constitut complaint. Short of Congressi action, I believe that rt
would be most helpful or agentieS such as OSE and OC to define clearly what

constitutes a complaint so that states, local educationagencies, individuals, and the

federal government Will all be using the same vocabulary.

A
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Finally, Mr. Chairrrr; the-Council is concerned that the proc

planning and mounting effective programs of technical assistance fr4f4i the federal

level should reflect what the/agencies are experiencing in enforcement efforts and

complaint 'investigations. The memorandum of agreement provides a detailed

. timetable for the development of a technical assistance plan coordinated between

05E and OCR. However, the sources of Input describe- d for that plan do not include

the results of enfoicement efforts. It would seem to me, Mr. Chairman, that we

could reduce the necessity for a great deal of adversarial enforcement proceeding if

technical assistance from the federal government to states and localities was based

more fully on enforce ults. Indeed, in time it should be possible to change

the accepted procedure f monitor and enforce" to "monitor and assist": The

greatest progress in providing theiducation our handicapped young people need can

be made by cooperative activity between the levels of government concerned, not

by a con]yked relianceon adversarial proceedings which often do not recognize the

realities of the situation which exists within kparticular state or locality.

-'
%here Do We Go From Here?

,
The special ed ation advocacy groups have flailed the Department for

inconsistencies in or.;ement. Chief State School Officers, onbehalf of states and

local school cloth have asked for procedural and enforcement clarifications. The

Department of E ucation has responded with the Task ForcE Report and the Office

of Civil Rights/ thee of Special Education Memorandum of Understanding. A base

his been laid f r future resolution steps and one must recognize this development
, .

(.. .
1

. .
ovethe past onths as having some positive aspects.

'1

-
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On Noverriber 4, voters contributed a statement that was considered in

forMulating theloflowing recommendations relative to pursuit of solutions to P. L.

94-142 and Section 304 issues.

' RECOMIENDATION NO. 1

Congress should examine the Task Force Report and particurarly the OCR/OSE

Memoranclter to determine if ambiguous legislation triggered the need for such a

RECO' alENUATION NO.2

Congress and the Executive branch should examine theAcarns Court Order to

determine why it was necessary for the Court to provide definitions and timelines to
wy

an executive depaltment.

RECin.MENDATION NO.3

Assuming that die current leadership in the Department will be leaving when

the new administration begins in January, these key individuals should be invited to

assist in a review of the issues that have retarded implementaton of P. 1.. 94-142

anc Section SL4. The analysis should suggest those matters that need to be resolved

through procedural changes, modification of rehulations, or amendmenVo the law.

The inpui from this experience base should be sought angl considered by .the

Nirlity-Seventn Congress and the Reagan Administration.'

RECOMMENDAllON NO.4

f

Any revisicn of the memorandum and organizational structuring of the

517
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t
Depactrnent should seek to Mint* the appropriate identity and separation bet een-
OSE 0 OCR. OSE and the Department itself need a maximum number of con cts

with sta and local school districts in an assisting, supportive context. U
1

relaticoshi betWeen the three governmental levels are to be improved, such

bridges need to be built. This agreement took us in the opposite direction,and if

implemented, would arouse greater hoStility and resentment toward the Department

and the Federal Gdvernment because OCR's attitude has historically been

adversarial and enforcement-oriented.

-r*

RECOMMENDATIONNO. 5

A sharper division needs to be made by tne Department or Congress on those

Matters that fail under Section 504 and those coming under P. L. 94-142. This
. .

division is important, not only in the enforcement processes to be followed under

each provision, but also in the division of responsibilities, organizationally at the

federal, state and Iocl levels.

RECOMMENDAi ION NO-6

No Departmental memorandum or regulation should define "related services" in

the absence of Congressional intent. Therefore, a high priority of tho new Congress-

should be clarification of related services and some general direction to the
o.

partment as to the special education dollars intended to flow to educational

development and those fiscal responsibilities that must be met by other agencies and

revenue sourcei. Much litigation and many current complaints are based on an

uncertain base of opinion and interpretation growing obt o1 this vaguely defined

518
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RECOMMENDATION NO, 7

511 ,

A high priority of;h4e new Department leadership should be assistance to the

states in establishing meihingful interagency agreements between state

gdvernmentzl entities. States need assistance in implementing Congressional intent

in light oQa variety of governance structures at the state level. Personnel should be

assigned to this task by the Departments of. Education and Health and Human

Services.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 8

The Inter-governmental Advisory Council, created by Congress in the

Organization Act and chaired by Governor Robert Graham of Florida, should be

advisee of the critical need to resolve inter-governmental.issue related to serving

handicapped-citizens. Charged by legislation to advise the Secretary, Congress and

the President on inter-goyerninental matters, the Coiincii should be a sounding board

for ideas avid a valuable source of recommendations.

RECOMMEND ION NO.,

4... ---r.
The Congress-and the neOldministration should give serictus consideration to

deviloping uniform state plan submission and review pfOcbdures, appeal processes,

auditing requiremenwand enforcement patterns for all federal educational

programs. The on these components for Section 504 and P. L.94-142 is

of,commendable. However, to promote the maximum efficiency, understanding and -

acceinance'in the states the solution toSection 504 and P. I...94442 issues sh d

be seen in the broader arena of requirements found in many other federal programs.
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In the years ahead, those working on conflicts involving local school districts,

states, and federL1 agencies should make every effort to build on commonalities.

we need open forums where advocacy groups 'nee; with implementers to
St,

review, debate and reach agreement if at all possible. the states and Iota districts

do not feel we have been adequately involved with the Department in defining the -

problems and seeking solutions. Involvement is needed as a base for building a

better rapport between governmental levels.

We thank this Committee for the opportunity to make this presentation. We

hope the recommendations are helpful to the various parties that must deal with

these issues in the coming months.

.. .., ',
We as chief state school officers, directors of special education and those that

we work with in state agencies and school districts pledge our support to Congress

and the new administration in improving the processes related to serving
l .

handicapped youth.

STATEMENTS OF CALVIN FRAZIER, COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE
SCHOOL OFFICERS; LEONARD HALL NATIONAL' ASSOCI-
ATION OF STATE DIREPTORS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION; AND
JOANNE POLDSMITH, /NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE
BOARDS OF EDUCATION 7

STATEMENT OF CALVIN *FRAZIER, COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE
SCHOOL OFFICERS

Mr. FRAZIER Let me say, I -a-in pleased to be a t the table with
Joanne Goldsmith and Leonard` Hall. Mr. Hall is from Maryland
and a real resource administrator. .

I would like to go through and focus on 'recommendations. I
would also like to thank publicly the support that John Martin of
our State school officers staff has put together in helping Out.

Mr. Smog. Incidentally, we will enter. your statements in the
record. If you wish to read them, fine; if you wish to summarize,
fine.

Mr. FRAZIER. We do commend the Secretary for laying a base
that can be picked up in the ys ahead.

As to the task force re , there is some criteria that have not
been' addressed, but they are some pluses in the material. We
commend that. I think it is a base on which we should build; and
therefore, ,that is the tho ght of our recommendations.

We have divided the p ntation into two parts, Mr. Chairman,
one dealing with the d ent itself, and a second part that I
personally spent a lot of tim on, trying to guggest where do we go

r- from here in terms of looki g at congressional opportunities, de-
part ent change, and so form. So, that is the division of our paper..

520
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First, in terms of,tlie r itself, I would like to underscore a
remark made by. the p, panel. There is a rear need for the
Office of Special Educ the Department to develop, a more
systamatic.proceshrfe- icy. We have been concerned and
only once 'could we f uticipated in a systematic evelop-*merit of policy with t epaittnent of Education. I think hat is
missing a real opportunity. Apart from missing that oppo nity
for building something of quality, itsinisses the opportunity to bring
people together.,That is a theme I will come back to several times.

We feel as th&paper has gotten into discussing_ related services,
that- for the-most-part it misses the Point. We need to go back and
define related qervices, and hopefully-the program people4n.the
OSE and the Department are the ones who define the services, not
necessarily the enforcement, officers.' So we would hope that OSE
would be the,prime mover there,

The lity point tol..tVoul0 be the discussion in the. paper and the
implication Sugges r the plan that we submit as a State. I
think it is fair to say we have participated in this process with the
idea that this is a planning document; it is a statement of intent,
and have not seen.it as a compliance document: We feel that the
Congress itself may not have intended this document to be a com-
pliance document. ThO is a very key determination. If Congress so
intended, I think we v7.7pu,ld,: feel as States that we would like to
have Congress say that. If it is not an enforcement document, it -
would be helpful to the Congress to point up what I think could be
a much more positiVe use Of this plan inasmu as enfdrcement
can always go back tcr rule's, regulations, an law. The. planitself might-le a totally different ,part of the ing of special

:programs in the State. We view- it one way; o sly OSE andothers view it another way.
Another opportunity that' is miSsed is an opportunity to sWill out

how the plans affect the States. Inmany cases there is interaction
between the OCR a_ricl OSE, but marl), times it does pot result in

proces# and are up to1143 days in- to plan review. During
the, Stale being reviewed. We Hare g 'through a State review

s°
that 143 days, we have had only two reaommunications up until
the other day with the Office of Speciail Klucation.

I think the heart.of the,problejn may be in the vertical relation-
' ship rather than a horizontal relationship between the two agen-

cies. That was not addressed. I think it would have been strength-
. ened'had it been dealt with.

Another key,issue"westvoilld like -to raise is a need for a single
process for'resolution of complaints. It bothered me a great deal as
.commissioner of education to sit and read about the interaction

. betvken the OCI3 and OSE in handling complaints. There ought to
'1. be,!a Sharper division made so you know you are dealing with one

agency. and there is no duplication and overlap. This is a point, we,
Tirave made before, and I want to ewe back and undersc&e the
discouragement we feel when we talk to OCR and OSE, when we
are following-one set of appeal procedural safeguards, that being
the local impartial hearing, the State review, andat the same time
having the OCR go through the same process, then tell us because
the OCR people cannot wait until administrative remedies have
been ehiausted. I am raising the queStion of whether these are

to , .521
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State remedies and administrative remedies. We are following pro-
cedures approved by Congress. Is it any longer a State remedy? I
feel it is a Federal remedy, and therefore ought to be recognized by
another Federal agency.

Mr. SIMON. I hate- to interrupt you. We have a rollcall, and will
bave to take a'10-minute recess here, with apologies.
*[Recess.]

Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee will resume its hearing.
Mr, FRAZIER. I had just finisfied raising the question of whether

a State in following federally prescribed remedies is really follow-
ing-State remedies. I would like to go on then and indicate that one
of the feelings that you get as you read the document is that there
needs probably to be a division and din explanation of the differ-
ernes between sect
504 is an umbrella
other decisions as' ot
needs to be sharpened.

it There is some question
plaint. I want to come back
but siheethat is so key in
plaint" needs.to be highligh

Finally I would just say, r
impression the only responsibilit
one of monitoring and enforcement.
can see the responsibility as one of
is a whole different philosophy, and on

504 and Public Law 94-142. I believe section
d enforcing that brings it into all kinds of

intent of Public Law 94-142. That division

my mind as to the definition of com-
to that in one of the recommendations,

e whole documrt, the word "com-

ing the document, one gets the
of the Federal Government is

hope in the months ahead we
nitoring and assisting. That

hat did not come through
in this particular document.

If I could focus on the recommendations at the end of the paper.
We have heard advocacy groups, the chiefs of education have come
in, the Department has responded. Now something else has hap-

w Pened, and that is the vote on- November 4. Now we have some-
thing else to consider.

I No. 1, it is my recommendation that Congress should examine .

the task force repoft and particularly the OCR/0SE memorandum
to determine if ambiguous legislation triggered the geed for such a
memorandum. There are some questions that can be asked; imp
terms of good government, some of these things should not have
been decided by Congress.

No 2, Congress and the executive branch should examine the
Adams court order to determine why it was necessary for the court
to provide definitions and timelines to an executive department.
The Adams court order involves the Adams v. Califano case involv-
ing the enforcement of a desegregation plan. It is mentioned in the
document and in our contact with OCR. Many times we get back
the comment we are prohibited from streamlining because of the
Adams court order. I feel that has to be looked at by both
branches. If the judicial branch has gotten into controlling, this
should not be a means by which OCR has hidden behind what I
think could be constructive, creative changes:

Recomthendation No. 3. As we move to a new administration, we
have hadjine people in OCR and the OSE. I am assuming kat the
positions will change with the turnover. Before they leave office, it
would be good if they could summarize both to Congress and to the
States those kinds of things that would ,markedly move special

,
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education and Public Law 94-142 ahead. I think that would be thekind of statement that would be beneficietirto all of us, and thatresource shoulenot be lost.

Recommendation No: 4. Any consideration of the memorandum,bringsyou to a concern that the organizational structure of PublicLaw 94-142 and section 504 and those two offices tend to be impor-tant. I would hope as anybody comes in in January they realize the
OSE has its own identity, and should not be blended in with OCR
where enforcement is the thing and not assistance.

From my standpoint as an implementer, after that group hasgone tb the States, reviewed documents, et cetera, the exit inter-view, where we spend 3 hours going over the results of theirfindings, I find to be beneficial. I think that is true of schoolofficials all over the country. It should not be, concluded by the OCRsitting in making comments to come down on the State. There is arole for assistance, and it is not spelled out in thit document.Recommendation No. 5. Perhaps a sharper division must bemade by Congress as to the 'intent and scope of section 504 andthose things which are strictly Public-Law 94-142.
Recommendation No. 6. I would hope that no, departmeptalmemorandum is used to define related services. 4(.s essential asmaybethat is and may as detailed as it might be, th e is an intent,which in the end has to be brought back to Congress. I will notdwell on that, because as I looked at the oversight commentaries,

almost all speak to the problems of related services.'I think Con-gress has serious interest in defining that phrase.
Recommendation No. 7. One of our major efforts has been in the

individuhl States to develop meaningful interagency agreements toresolve those kinds of things between departments, institutions, butwe need help., We need to have, I think, a com*it4init, perhaps,appointed by the Department of Education, ikncloalso Health and
Human Services, that could give that a real focus in the next yearand help us with those interagency agreements. So I am askingthat somehow two Federal departments come together and *orkcooperajively to help the States.

Recommendation No: 8. The Intergovernmental Advisory Councilwas developed. This council is chaired by Governor Graham ofFlorida. They are to look at disagreemegts, concerns, issues thatneed resolution. I' met with that committee a week ago and urgedthem to give this one of their high priorit. as a culmination oftheir efforts.' I would see that council a sounding board; andwould hope they could be used as a rce for recoMmendations.No. 9, we have talked iere today nd in the theniorandum as totimetables, procedures, k cetera elative to Publict Law 94:-142. Ihope we step back and real' that this is only One State planprocedure for many Federal rograms. would be helpful to me toknow that, any State pla as a review process involving*75 daysrather than know' o is 75 days; one 120, one 45. If somehow inthe' Department activities they could come up with a coordinatedand unified system of State appeals, auditing review procedures,this would be helpful to the Stated.
Finally, in closing let me say that in the years* ahead, we havebeen working on these conflicts involving school districts; Statek,and Federal efforts. I hope* whoever is leading the Department, -
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that this staff and others in'Congress will make an effort to build
on commonalities. There-is a lot of compassion for the handi-
capped. We need not argue over these things. We need some na-
tional forums. The Council of Exceptional Children was a part of a
policy discuSsion group which brought many of us together. It was
one of the few forums that I know of to bring "together diverse

(N thinking in terms of policy discussions. The Department should be
leading the way on that kind of focus. We have na been involved,
and I heard the advocacy group say this morning they have not
been involved, and this it a loss. ),

Mr,Chairman, I would like to 'commend this committee and your
leaderthip and say that the oversight hearings have -been very
beneficial. You came to Colorado;_ you and Congressman Kramer
conducted those hearings. We went over the testimpny and we
began to see some ways of working together as a result of your
coming there and holding those hearings. The oversight hearings
haveheen very beneficial, and you are to be commended.

'I hope none of my, comments would create any doubt in anyone's
mind that vie have a commitment to serve the handicapped youth ,
of our\country and to do it well.

Thank you.
-Simbri. Thank you.

it Joanne Goldsmith, of the Maryland State Board of Edu-
catio

... .
STATEMENT OF JOANNE GOLDAITH, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF STATE BOARDS OF EDUCATION
. 0

Ms. GoLnsmirx. I am a membernot president yet. I am delight-
ed to'be here on; behalf of the National Association of State Boards
of-Education. ,-,

We appreciate the invitation to provide testimony today on
behalf of our State and territorial constituencies. The State boards
of education in the 43 member States and 5 territories are charged

I with the responsibility of formulating education policy for their
respective jurisdictions and ascertaining. that these policie9 are
properly administered and implemented on behalf of the students
in our Nation. State boards work very closely with their Governors*,
legislators, superintendents, commissioners, personnel within State
and local agencies, advocacy groups, and parents.

We re encouraged by the initial effort of the Office of Special
Ecidioa 'o JOSE) and the Office' for Civil Rights -(OCR) in their

:October emorandumsof Understanding. It is clear that a difficult
and complex set of issues has been addressed regarding proper
coordination and the delivery of services. It is eqtvilly clear that
the two offices have begun a formal structure for communicaon

°, whicht.in the long rtm,may assist in the improVed functioning of .

those agencies and the Department generally. We applaud these
efforts; however, we view them as a, first step, a basis for future
change. We 'believe that changes at the Federal level must be
viewed as a single step in a continuum rather than as final action,
which remedies all administrative actions at the $tate level.

We would like to specifically address the three major components
of the task force report. (1) Federal policy development, (2) monitor
ing and enforcement, and "(3) technical assistance, at well as the

,
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capacity of OSE/OCR 'to implement the overall plan. As we review
issues raised in the policy area, I would like to share the following
observations and recommendations.

Under the Memorandum of Understanding, the Office of Special
Education and the Office for. Civil Rights have agreed on a process
for consulting and developing policy on Public -Law 94-142 and
section 504. Hoy/ever, these agencies failed to involve State officials

the formulation or design of the proposal. It is equally unclear
from the memorandum that there is, a willingness on the part of
these agencies to move forward to address more directly the con-
cerns expressed by States. Without_ this level otparticipation by
State and local organizations, the development of successful poli-
cies and programs that impact States is quite clearly compromisedand the problem areas become even further confounded. Clearly;
the FedOral Government ha; 'an important role to play in setting
brd'aa policy in interpreting the law, but it must respect the unique
character of the various jurisdictions and permit the Stattis the
respoAsibility of develo in the more _specific policy approaches
required ,to meet those roa goals.

The task force report details an extensive and'intriclite fabric for
coordinatiOn between the Office of Special. Education and the Office
for Civil Rights and, where it appdars appropriate, the Office of

-General Counsel and the Office of Planning and Budget. While it is
clear that some effort g being made to improve overall communica-
tions.withiri the Education Department, it is not clear at this point
what involvement the Department intends for State policymakers,
I will elaborate on this issue later, but believe the task force report
should have- included specific remedies reflecting the involvement
of State, local, and overall public participation.

In the area of monitoring and enforcement, again it appea'rs that
interdepartmental communications may improve, but State and

, local concerns go largely unabated and unaddressed. We urge you
to seek early input from States regarding existing data collection
procedures at the State level so that the data collection plan will
build from what currently exists at State -and local levals..Joint

-plarinthg by Federal and State officials for data cqllection is critical
in this process. We encourage the task force to consider assisting
StateSas they develop their own data systems.

While the report attempts to clearly delineate the roles and
responsibilities of OSE and OCR in monitoring, and enforcement,
both offices, however, musts consult the other, and it appears that
both agencies retain responsibility for plan approvals and enforce-

, ment, while neither can exercise singular authority. A longstand-
ing, complaint asserted by the SEAS has centered on the issue of
duplication of effort It is not unusual to find simultaneous investi-
gations being conducted by both the OSE and OCR. In all too many
cases approval of .lans or dismisials of complaints by one officehas either reve 4 or affected a decision by the other. The task
fqrce report is v: : - nd noninstructive on this impottant area ofconcern to State and local agencies. We urge you to loilk at this
very carefully.

The Stites have contended that several difficulties in the en-
for,cement area might be remedied if there were a realignment of
the OSE and OCR enforcement functions. It has been recommend-

t
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ed that .OSE be responsible for the development of policies and
procedUres for Public Law 94-142, and that OCR be limited to the
in4estigation of individual complaints.'Clear divisions of responsi-
bilityLE jitsbetween the two agencies would provide guidance to SEAS
and and would improve the expeditious resolution of specific
pr9grani issues and complaints. Regrettably, the final report stops
at this point. It appears to us that rather than only expending
energy for improvirk coordination,. each office should expend
energy in determining which office will have what authority.

The report calls for ongoing assessment, a process f6r targeting
resources and the identification of needs, priorities, and strategies
to be utilized in providing technical assistance. These appear to be
appropriate elements upon which to focus. We would encourage
OSE and OCR to consider overall planning of technical assistance
efforts to insure that they focus on problems that State and local
agencies are experiencing. We hope there will be continuing con-
su)tation with State and local officials to determine these areas of
need.

Wietszlifalso bring to your attention the need to provide techni-
cal 6e before the submission of ,State plans. Logically,, this
would provide the SEAS an opportunity to receive instruction and
support; to organize their plans in a manner which more closely
meets the Federal expectation; to avoid delays in approval and
implementation; and reduce costs. Clearly this recommendation
falls under the rubric of being in the public, interest.

The State boards of education strongly support initiatives such as
these to improve services to handicapped children and youth. A
mutual partnership between local, State, and Federal agencies will
insure the probability of successful implementation of these efforts.
If these and .other issues are resolved, with adequate financial
requisites committed, we may well be on the road to, offering every
handicapped child in America "a free and appropriate education.

Thank you for this opportunity to share our views an0 concerns.
As always, we are prepared to assist you in meeting our common
goals. .

Mr. SIMON. Finally, Mr. Leonard Hall. He used to be a Republi-
can National chairman.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD HALL, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
STATE DIRECTORS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

Mr. HALL I think he came from a better bloodline, Mr. Chair-
man.

I have jus( few comments, if I may, to echo the jciint testimony
Mr. Frazier presented.

This -concludes your effort as to these hearings. I tfiink it would
be a grave oversight if the record did not show that. the U.S.
Congress should be recognized as the super advocate of Public Law
94-142. Those of us who are implementers of the law would be
accepted as implementers and be able to work with you to carry
out the intent of the statute. I think this is a critical issue, and a
triad of advocacy should be established. ..

ii think one needs to take a look at the litigation being imposed
on those of us trying to implement the law. I suggested last year

' 4,f
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014 the 1970's was the decade of legislation, and, one shoul notexpect the 1980's to be other than a decade of litigation.
lionecessary OCR complaints which must be investi ted not -

only diffuse our efforts to be service providers, but als diffuse,the
*d011ar as we look to the need for more funds to plement the
law, and clearly the data will bear out it is an e -nsive upfront
proposition to serve these children's needs, yet the long-term pay-back is great. It can also be said that we are diffusing remarkable
sums of dollars dealing with unnecessary obstacles that could go
into the appropriated budget to help more youngsters as we aretalking of ways to more efficiently spend the resources we have.I think there is an erroneous assumption that OSE and OCR
provide technical assistance to the States. This has not been the
case. I am here to observe that just as the State agency has been
remarkably busy in trying to implement the statute, the Federal
Government agencies' have had the same role, and those of us,on
the firing line have not received the technical assistance to tell uswhat the skeleton is. Instead, we perceive the flexing of the muscle.
I think a physiologist would tell you the muscle has to be attached
to theskeleton before it is functional.

I find it interesting that in the agreement, the Department of
Education is going to use the regional resource centers established
by resource funds and also the technical assistance OCR uses to-determine the needs of those of us at the State level. I would like
to express Our needs directly by letter or phone call.

A symptom of one of the problems is getting back the triad of
advocacy. Come to us who work with the people and the kids.

'...4....Listen to our problems and solutions, and if you can, help us; if you
nnot, we will understand, but listen and hear. I think that is animportant issue.
Finally, I would implore the Department of Education? as I inferthe agreement, as the Department of Education take on a newposture in the next 4 years, to recognize its constituency. The

constituency is the children and those of us who serve the young-sters. But I think it is as important to listen to those of lrs who
serve as to listen to those who observe what we do. I think those of
us who serve feel perhaps we have not been listened to, and I thinkwe have a good story to tell, one we are proud of and one we are
grateful to you, the Congress, for giving us the experience.

Mr. SIMoN. Thank you, all three of you.
All three of you touched on the matter of involvement in policy-

making and the lack thereof. What is your perception of how policy
is made right now in the executive branch?

Mr. HALL. I would be pleased to try to speak to it. I perceive
policy when it does come to be reactionary. I do not feel policy is
based on proactive responsiveness, but I think it is a defensive
reaction to an issue which may be, perceived to- need a shotgun tokill an ant.

The whole fundamental philosophy of Public Law 94-142 almost
mandates that we be cautious as we develop policy, because you
cannot shotgun individual issues. It pleases me that some of the
proposed policy statements have not yet come out, and I wouldhope they never do, at least not until you go to the people who

ss-zzo o-81-2-34
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would have to live with .them, analyze them and determine how
many potential services you may come up forfeiting..

Mr. SIMON. Any comments from either of thetwo of you?
Mr. FRAZIER. I think the general perception is that the advocacy

groups raise questions and cause concerns, that the OSE reacts,
, develops guidelines or takes a position, and is reluctant to go to the
implementers lest they be seen as being coopted by the implemen-
ters. So I feel there is not a creative mode by which policy is
developed.

Ms. GOLDSMITH. I would have to add that one of the things that
happens to us is that we are trying to legislate too formal a
structure for cases. We have lost any degree of trust between the
advocacy and those trying to deliver services. So any abused case in
any particular State because of error boils itself up to a court issue
which impacts negatively on great numbers of young people.

It seems many of us are talking about the classroom and a
youngster, and we have Jost the trust of the professionals who
perform the services; and particularly those of us who serve the
public find ourselves,caught between the devil and the deep blue
sea .when we try to help a younster and deviate in one small way
in the educating of that child. There is no one way to educate all
children. It is a'real problem to all of us who are trying so hard to
educate our handiciipped.

Mr. SIMON. Dr. Frazier, you referred a couple of times to the
problem that is treated by the definition of "complaint" or the lack
of definition. Do you want to elaborate on that?

Mr. FRAZIER. Yes, .there were two parts here. One, there was.
reference in. the Memorandum that it was built on the definition of
"complaint- as contained in the adoption court order. Inasmuch as
there was no explanation of what that was. I did not find reference
to the complaint in the Federal Register. I am still bewildered by
what was meant by that, and its importance.

Second, from the implementer's standpoint, we see complaints in
light of basically three aspects. the appeal process, set in motion by'
impartial hearing officers, and State reviews, when you have ques-
tions of assessment, 'placement, and program adequacy. T are
areas where there is a procedure set up to deal with t e. Then
there is another level of complaint based on the adeq acy of a
State plan. I think those might be dealt with in another ay, and I
think that is why I say the key, to a memorandum outlining differ-
ences and responsibilities between two agencies has to go back and
be sure you define that animal of.the complaint to decide what
each will do.

Mr SIMON. You made a suggestion which I will pass along to the
staff. and that is that since there will be changes in the adminis-
tration we should write to those leaving and get their reflections.

Finally, I was interested in your approval of the exit inteffiew.
We heard testimony yesterday that the Department now plans to
drop the exit interview and instead of the exit interview, write to
you about 3 or 4 weeks later, giving a summary of their findings.
YouI gather you would much prefer theionkit interview, where
you could have more of a dialog than you could have from a letter.

Mr FRAZIER. I personally support that, and feel it sets a good
pattern with the State where we oonduct our local onsite review
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where most, educators feel it is vital Lo leave that discussion with
the obiervations. I am disappointed to hear that the Federal would
drop that aspect.

Mr. SIMON. What percentage of your time goes into Public Law
94-142 and section 504? Just a guess.

Mr. FRAZIER. I charted that last year, and it was close to 15
'perc'ent,

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. As always, ybu have the capacity for distilling the-

essence from the testimony. In other words, you have asked my
questions.,

People out in the real world in the States are somewhat suspect
of what the Federal Government does. We are aware of that. The

- chairman and I both come from backgrounds as former constitu-
tional officers within our States.-I think within the Congress, you
will find receptivity to the problems the States face.

The queStion is, how might the States be more involved in the

Mr. HAL. If one takes a close lookLat Public Law 94-142, youfind it is grant-in-aid program to enable a State to serve all the
chiledren, all the people. Therefore, it seems to me that the role of
the Federal Government is nothing more than to.administer the
program given to it by the Congress on behalf of the, States to
provide the supportive services, the technical assistance, the partic-
ipatory partnership to help a State .,meet its needs. You cannot
shape the policy until you ask the State about its need.

I think there needs to be a meaningful process where the chief
school officers and other beneficiaries, the coalitions, the CEC, the
funded groups flay a part. But now it is not the organized, mean-
ingful system. It is whoever has the ear. We are too busy with our
pfograms to squeak- too much. It is our fault fof not .being."lobby-,
ists," but we have 'Much to do before we sleep, and we have beenbusy at iits

Mr. E HL. Dr. Frazier, it seems to me one of the main con-
cerns you shared with us is that the report would be viewed more
as a compliance rather than as a supplanting document. Do you
feel this documents negates enforcement policies of Some States?

Mr. FRAZIER. It does not set forth the establishment of a loCal
State hearing officer and a review process. do not see that this,
document acknowledges that critical and most direct involvement a .
parent has in appealing a process,. I do not see why the OCR cannot
restrain itself from involvement while this other procedure is going
on.

Mr. EaDmit.,Thank you very much. And thank you for being
with us today.

Mr. SIMON. We thank the panel for being here with us today.
Our next panel is Jean Tufts, president,'National School Boards

Association, Lisa Walker, director of programs in special education
and rehabilitation services, Institute for Educational Leadership,
and Fredrick Weintraub, assistant director for governmental rela-
tions, Council for Exceptional Children.

Jean Tufts is the president of the NationaLSghool Boards Associ-ation. We are very pleased to have you as w 1 as the staff mem-
bers of your, association with us. -
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We have a rollca11. We will take a fast 10-minute recess.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. ERDAM. We will call the meeting back to order again,

please.
Mr. Simon Will be detained on the House floor concerning the

budget matter and he has asked me to chair the hearing. We will
proceed with Miss Tufts' testimony.,
STATEMENTS:OF JEAN TUFFS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL SCHOOL

BOARDS ASSOCIATION; LISA WALKER, DIRECTOR OF PRO-
GRAMS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATION SERV-
ICES, INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP; AND
FREDRICK WEINTRAUB, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR GOVERN-
MENTAL RELATIONS, COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHIL-
DREN :

0 STATEMENT-OF JEAN TUFTS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL SCHOOL
BOARDS ASSOCIATION

Ms. Tuns. Thank you, very much.
MY name is Jean*Tufts, and I am president of the National

School Board* Association. For , the record, I would indicate that
the National School Boards Association is the only major education
rganization representing schoolboard members. Throughout the

approximately 90,000 of these individuals are association
members..These people, in turn, are responsible for the education
of more than 95 percent of the Nation's public schoolchildren.
Currently making its 40th ,year of service, NSBA is a federation of
State school boards associations, with direct 'local school board
affiliates, constituted to-,.strengthen latal lay control of education
and to work for the imff0v., ement of ;education. Since most school
boards members are elected public 'officials, they are politically
accountable to their constithents for both education policy and
fiscal managenient. As lay' unsalaried individuals, school boards
members are,--.in a position to udge legislative programs purely
from the standpoint of public cation, without consideration for
their personal or professional in rest.

TIr National School Boards tion is pleased to testify on
the "Final Report to the Secretary on Equal Education Opportuni-
ties for Handicapped children." At the outset, we wish to congratu-
late the Offic+ for Civil Rights and the Office for Special Education
in their efforts to coordinate and improve their dual responsibil-
ities to insure compliance with Pftlic Law 94-142 and section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act. Since the Final Report is an internal
management document, we believe we should limit our comments
to its potential impact on school boards and the local delivery of
Federal programs. In this regard, we are hopeful that some of our
questions cenbe answered by simple explanat1on.

POLICY DEVELOPMEIcIT: INVOLVEMENT OF LOCAL SthlOOL,BOARDS AND
DISCRIMINATION

h .

The Memorandum of Understanding indicates that OCR and
OSE Will "continue to play the lead role in the development of
policy relating to the education of handicapped children:: It then
goes on to list several pilicy queitions.

/
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On page 19, the memorandum lists -several major policy ques-
tions requiring "immediate action to provide formal guidance."
These policy items include psychotherapy, insurance, IEPs, and
student discipline. Given local variances in potential costs, program
operations, and need for intergovernmental cooperation, NSBA be-
lieves that major policy areas suer as these should not be ad-
dressed without prior consultation with local school systems as well
as State organizations. To that end, the docuinent's proposal to
publish "on an experimental-biSis"- notices of intent represents an
important first step toward involvement and dissemination. Howev-
er, in dealing with proposed regulations, we find that Department
p6licy is fairly well established and frozen at the publication stage.
Presumably, this. will be the case in dealing with these proposed
policy issues. That is, if school district involvement is limited to
comments on "notices ,of intent," the results will be less thah
adequate. We believe the memorandum should include, or at least
require, that the two offices establish provisions for the routine
consultation of local school systems and their representative orga-
nizations prior to formal publicationpf intent. I also would like to
comment that the National School Boards participated in that
forum on policy deelopment where we brought in administrators
and local administrators and discussed these issues, that-was an
excellent forum.

If approved by the Secretary, this document will effectively rep-
resent a major expression of the Department's policies and pro-
giams with regard to compliance. In order to further local school
district understanding of the Department's total posture on special
education, we would applaud any effort by the Department to
articulate its overall special education policy, and priorities, under
the two lawsof which, presumably, compliance would be only one
component.

Coordination of offices: State plan approval/regional offices, and
bureaucracy. NSBA is fully supportive of the requirement con-
tained in appendix A at page 8 which Would require final approval
of State plans within 45 days. Further, we believe.that OCR s role
to indicate inconsistencies between State plans and section' 504 is
appropriate. However, we believe. that the memorandum should
specifically limit OCR's State plan role to section 504 compliance.
Further, the memorandum should indicate that disagreements be-
tween OCR and OSE on State plan approval should be resored
within a time certain so people would know what those resolutions
are.

In terms of the development, approval, and implementation of
State plans, we are concerned that anyefforts to strengthen the
role of regional offices' may result in inconsistencies with OCR and
OSE in Washington, 'D.C., thereby creating unnecessary complica-
tions And bureaucratic layers between the local school - systems and
the final decision-makers. While we do not oppose strong regional
offices, we would appreciate some explanation to allay our concern.

Data -collection: Need for Elaboration, school board consultation,
publication in Federal Register. Appendix E-of the report sets forth
14 compliance areas which are further presented under 69 sub-,
priority issues. Although Appendix E summarizes the kinds of data
that are available and the kinds of data which are needed for eaph
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of these areas, it is unclear as to what revise data may, still need/
to be collected to meet the 69 compli ce issues identified by OCR.
Wit would recommend that a clear r statement be made as to
whether expanded data collections would be sought, the specifics of
those data collections, and their proposed timetables. Until the
foregoing information is known, it would be impossible to comment
on the 69 data issues and their respective priorities.

In addition, as in the case of policy development, we believe the
report should indicate procedures for involving local school dis-
tricts and their representative organizations in the development of
data collection instruments. History has shown that the failure to
do SQ only invites unnecessary costs and lost time to the local level.
Further, once the instruments are developed, they should be pub-
lished in their proposed entirety in 'the Federal Register for coin-.
ment.

Technical Assistance. Appendix F of the report addresses the
vital area of technical assistance. NSBA believes that parents,
State, and local officials, and school people in general need to be
brought together in their understandihg of the programs, proce-
dures, language, and policies of the Department of Education in
administering the handicapped laws. Accordingly, we are favorably
impressed by the dozens of diverse technical assistance efforts ex-
pressed by the report. Surprisingly, however, while the repprt spe-
cifically mentions administrators, and even mayors and ,county
governments, its outreach strategies do not,-at least specifically,

. mention local school boards. Wyile we are aware of most outreach
efforts to local school boards, we believe that, as the local govern-
ing bodies responsible for budget and policy, as well as accountabil-
ity to taxpayers and parents, a more concerted effort of outreach to
local school boards, in particular, should be indicated.

Enforcement. Individual investigations on potential bypass to es-
tablish Public Caw 94-142 due process procedures? Within the area

. of enforcement, NSBA has a key question with respect to the
investigatory processwhich presumably OCR can answer with
further clarification. Specifically, the report, as well as OCR offi-
cials, indicate that a greater emphasis will be placed upon the
investigation of individual complaints. To the extent OCR's investi-
gations of complaints deal with such procedural safeguards as to
whether a school district developed or IEP or accorded due process,.
an appropriate role is defined. However, to the extent OCR investi-
gations. became an alternative to local IEP procedures, especially
with OCR officials advancing the standards or elements of specific
programs, we believe serious questions would arise. Indeed, under
such circumstances OCR would be bypassing ehe very Public Law
94-142 procedures which it is charged with enforcing,: as well as
moving into substantive educational programing not unlike the
approach which raised such extensive objections to the proposed
Lau regulations. We believe they should look at the procedural
matters, not the substantive matters.

The report and school funding. While the report is a manage-
ment 'document, it does suggest new costs for local school dis-
,tricts regardless of whether those costs relate to yet undefined
changes in policy. development,, data collection, or compliance in-
vestigatiops. The report should indicate that the two offices will
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issue estimates of local cost increases for sOqh changes. More im-
portantly, earlier in our testimony, we recommended that the De-
partment develop an overall policy on special education, which
should place the local costs arising from this report in context with
the Federal Government's overall policy on funding special educa-
tion which it has frozen at 12 percent of excess costs.

Depending on the magnitude of suck costs and the willingness of
Congress to provide adequate funding, formal indication of prior-
ities among the activities listed in the report may need to be
indicated Certainly, we would hope that the Congress would not
encourage the Department to purspe new cost items unless it was
willing to increase Public Law 94-142 funding.

In conclusion, NSBA supports efforts by the various offices
'Within the Department of Education ,to in-crease, the effectiveness

and efficiency of Public Law 94-142 and the section 504 compliance
activities.-We remain generally politive toward the report, but
believe that' the concerns which 4e have raised should be ex-
plained. Further, since the report is intended to be a management
tool, we assume it will not be utilized as a primary authority to
justify new activities-or major policy changes in existing activities.
Obviously the offices which created the report ascribe certain.
meanings to the language; and Ultimately, the merit of the report
will be in its execution. Assuming NSBA's concerns are resolved,
we believe that the report does represent a major step toward
improving the administration of-the, laws.

[The prepared testimony of Jean Tufts follows:]

%oh
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PREPARED TESTIMONY PRESE N TUFTS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL SCHOOL
BOARDS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPA BYS'HO,MAS A. SHANNON, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR; AUGUST W. STEINHILBER, ASSOCIA DIRECTOR; AND MICHAEL A.
RESNICK, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

My name is Jean Tifts, and I.am President of the National School Boards

Association.. For the record, I would indicate that the National School Boards

Association is the only major education organization representing school board

members. Throughout the nation, approximately 90,000 of these individuals are
. -

Association members. TheSe ale, in turn, are responsible for the education

of more than ninety-five pot of the nation's public schoolchildren.

Currently marking its fortieth of service, NSBA is a federation of state

school boards associations, with, local school board affiliates,,

constituted to streogthen local lay 1-6f education and to %kr& for the ,,
improvement of education. Since me boards s azr.Zaected public

officials, they are politically accountable to their lituents for both

educati.on policy and fiRcal management. As lay unsalaried individuals, school

boards meters are in a position to judge legislative programs purely Elam the

standpoint of public education, Wii.thout consideration for their perrIcal'or

.professional interest.

.41P Introduction

rneNatil5pal School Boards Association:is pleased to testify on thsainalr

ReporqYbo 4Secretary on Eqjal Educational Opportunities for Handicapped
A
Children. At the outset, we'widh to congratulate the Office for Civil Rights

and the Office for Special Education in their efforts to coordinate and

improve their dual responsibilities'to enure compliance with P.L. 94-142 and .

§504 of the Rehabilitation Act.' Since the Final Report is an internal management

document, we belieVe we should limit our comments to its potential impact on

school boards and the local delivery of federal programs. In this regard, we

are hopeful that some of our questions can be answered by simple erplanatidn.

53
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t. .Involverent of- local School Boards =I Discrimination

The memorandum of understanding indicaiesthat OCR and csp will "continue to

plaype lead role in thedevelaxnent o'f
policy relating tOlda; education of

. handicapped children ..." Cn page 19, the mernorandus lists several major

pOlicy.questions requiring "immediate action to pradde forMal guidance.'

These policy items include psychotherapy,
insurance, IEP's, and student.

discipline. Given local variances in pctedtial ccsti, program operations, and

need for intei_goverraental cooperation,
NSBA telvres that major policy areas

such as these eltoUld not be addressed
without prior consultation with local

school systems and their representative
organizations. Tolthai end, the '-

dacurent'spropos.il to publish "on an experimental basis" notices of intent

07-. represents an important first step
toward involvement and' dissemination.

However, in dealing with proposed regulations, we find that Department policy

is fairlyfairly well established and frozen at the publication stage. Presurnably,,

this will be the case in dealing
with these proposed policy issues. That

ifschool"district involVerrent is Limited to momenta on "notices of intent,

the results will be less than adequate. We believe the marcrendui should

include, or at least require",...that the to offices establish provisions for

the routine consaltation of local
school systems and their representative

organizatiar prior to formal publication of intent.

If approved by the
Secretary, this docurient will effectively reptesent a major

expression of the Department's
policies and programs with regard to/compliance.

'in order to further local
school district understanding of the Department's

post:tire-on. special education,
we would applaud any effOrt by the Department

articulate its overall spacial
education policy, and priorities, Under the

two laws -- of wilich. presumably,
carplicance would be one component.

.;
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*Coordination of Officei: State Plan Approval/Regionai Offices and Bureaucracy

NSBA is fully soppOltive of the requirement tained in Appendix A at page 8

utdifiwo:uld require final approval of state within 45 days. Further, ue

believe that OCR's role to indicateineonsisbencies between state plans and

11504.33 appropriate. However, we believe that the memorantum should specificalAx

limit CCR's state-plan role to 5504 compliance. Fhrther, the memorandum

Ally indicate that disagreements between 40CRIAd CUE on state plan approval
n'

1111phould Iperesolved within a time certain, e.g.', 10 daft:

Inrterms of the development, approval,.and implementation of state plans, we

are concerned that any efforts to strengthen the role of regional offices may

result in inconsistencies with OCR and CSE in Washington, D.C., therebh,

creating unnedessery complications and burpaiicratic layers between the local

school systems and the final decision makers. While we do not oppose strong

regional offices, we would appreciate some explanation to-allay cur concern..

* Data Collection. Need for Elaboration, School Board Consultation,
Publication in Federat Register

Appendix E of the Report seta forth 14 compliance areas which are further

presented under 69 sub - priority issues. Although Appendix E summariseshe

kinds of data that'are available and the-kinds pf data which are needed for

each of these areas, it is unclear as to why precise data may still need to

be collected to at the 69 compliance issues identified by OCR. We,would

recommend that a clearer statement be made as to whether expanded data

corfections would be sought, the specifics of those dLta confections, and

the4 proposed timetables. Until the foregoing LIfOrma;Ipn is known, it would

be yspossible to comment on the 69 data issues and their respective priprities.

k *
In addition, as in the case of policy development, we believe the Report

53G
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propedurea1 safeguards4.to;thether a sdlool district developed or IEP or

accorded due process, an appropriate rple is defined. However, to the extent

CCR investigitticns became an'alternative io local IEP prcceduretl,,especially

with CCR officials advancing the ptandards or elements of specific prcgrams,

we believe sericupgreesticels would arise.. indeed, under such circairanoas

CCRyould be hypassing the very P.L. 94-142 procedures which it is charged

with enforcing, as well as miming into substantive educational prcgramming not

unlike the applachWhichraie'ed sud extensivei'cbjetcion: to the proposed Lau .

regidaticns.

The. Report and

Fhae the Repcst,is a t document, it,does suggest new coats for local
A

schodl distriCts -- regardless of whether those costs relate to yet undefined

changes An-policy develogaant, ycollecticn, or ccaplizavp investigations.
. .

The Report should indicate eat the two offices will issue estimates of local
t

. cost increases for such changes. More importantly, ear in cur testimony,

we recoar.rended that dlytDepertment develop an overall, liCY on special eduaticn,

which should place the, local coats arising flan this Report in context with
- ,4

. the federal governTent's overall policy on fording special education -- which

it has frozen at 12% of excess costs. . ).

Vending on the magnitude of such costs and the willingness of Congress to

provide adequate funding, fermi tion of priorities ameng the activi
I

listed in the Repdt't may need to indicated. Certainly, we would hope that

the °aggress would not enccurage the Depart:melt to pursue new cost items 4

unless it was willing to increase PeL. 94-142 funding.

538-
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talksuppaits efforts bythe variods offides within the Department of Education

to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of P.L. 94-142 and 6504 czupliance

activities. We retrain generally positive toward the Report, but believe that

,- the concerns which we have relied should be explained. Further, since the

Report is intended to be amanagerretit tool, we assuaefit will not be utilized

as a primary authority ti justify new activities or major policy changes in
Irne

existing activities. Cbviously the offices uhich created the Report iscribe

certain meanings to the language; and ultimately, the merit of the-Reportwill

be in its execution. Assuming RSBA's concerns are resolved, we believe that,

the Report does represent a major step toward improving the Administration of

the laws.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you. At this point, the testimony of Lisa
Walker will be entered in the record as though read.

STATEMENT OF LISA WALKER, DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS IN
SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITOLTIION SERVICES, IN.
STTTUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Ms. WALKER. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I

appreciate your invitation to testify before the subcommittee con-
cerning tb,e Secretary of Education's "Task Force Report on Equal
Educatioftl Opportunity for Handicapped °Children." I am com-
menting on these matters in my capacity as the project director of

, the education of the handicapped policy project of the Institute for
Educational Leadership of the George Washington University.
Through this project and other policy development and technical
assistance activities over the last 3 years, I have had the opportuni-,
ty to discuss and work with 26 States and the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico concerning implementation of Public Law 94-142 and
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Previously, I wag a
member of the:vtaft of the Senate Labor and Human Resources
Committee during tire development of both Public Law 94-142 and
section 504.

The task force report and the memorandum of understanding
between the Office of Special Education and the Office for Civil
Rights respond to concerns of advocacy groups and State and local .

policymakers alike that Fedexal enforcement efforts under Public
Law 94-142: and section 504 of the' Rehabilitation Act are not
timely or consistent, lack cledity of purpose and direction, and fail
to produce the desired results, that is, assurance of equal educe-
tional opportunity for handicapped children throughout the United
States. Although the education advocates coalition report, concen-

° tratee primarily on the' lack of consistent procedures and policies
for enforcement of the Office of Special Education, reports- and
recommendations of such groups as-the council of chief State
school officers examined .the parallel activities and responsibilities'
of the Office for Civil Rights. ImportantlyTtlitIli.tk-force report
xeviews the responsibilities of the Office of Special Education and
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the Office for Civil Rights, as well as the roles of the Office of
General Counsel and the Cep of Planning and Budget in the
Department of Education and coordination with the Department of
Justice. This report represents a very important beginning in en-
forcement coordination and the Department is to be highly corn-
mended for the efforts of staff from lioth agencies and from the
Secretary's office, anti for the correhensiveness of their review.
Each of the agreement% responds an important area of enforce-
ment and implementation and lays the groundwork for substantial
future accomplishment% in the areas < coordinated and timely
policy development, targeted and effective compliance review, effec-
tive complaint prOcessing, and adequtite technical assistance and
development of data to allow States and the Federal Government
to determine the effectiveness of their planning, and service
delivery efforts. Let me comment on each of these areas more
specifically.

Policy development. The adequacy of all seffurts at implementa-
tion of Public Law 94-142 at this point in historY depends upon the
,ability of responsible agencies at the local, State, and Federal level
to clarify and interpret the law and regulations in areas where-

. questions have been raised, or to otherwise provide direction for
decisionmaking at the service delivery level. The task force report
and the Memorandum of Understanding take several important
steps forward here. in laying down ra procedure for consultation
between OCR add OSE on areas of needed policy development, in
finalizing policy questions which have been before the Department
for many months, in exploring a procedure for early consultation
with the public on areas of proposed policymaking, and in seeking
the guidance pf the Office of General Counsel to determine guide-
lines and criteria for the use of regulations, interpretative rules, or
other policy statements. The development of a process which will
govern policy interpretation will add clarity and consistency to
implementation efforts and make communication, both with advo-
cacy organizations and with State and local policymakers and ad-

) ministrators, more stable and productive.
Monitoring and enforcement. The task force report and the

memorandum of understanding lay out extensive procedures for
the coordination of activities of the Office of Civil Rights and the
Office of Special Education on complaint processing and State plan
review. These guidelines will assure that both offices are informed
about pending issues, that consultation and agreement is completed'
in a timely fashion and that mechanisms are adopted to provide
coordination with comparable State activity. Perhaps most impor-
tant in this area is the agreement to develop a joint annual compli-
ance review plan, and to begin targeted monitoring and review of
State_and local implementation. Clearly, the checklist procedures,'
lithited staff, and scattershot approach of the Office of Special
Education's program administrative Reviews hye been frustrating
for staff, advocates, and State and local agencies alike. The devel-
opment of standards for compliance review and State monitoring,
as well.as identification of high priority targets for .monitoring
actiiiity`i along with review of '.'proxy" dAta, would assure taxpayers
and the Federal Government that its review activities were effec-
tive, and also usable-by State agencies'in carrying out their own
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(
monitoring responsibilities. The Feder& Go'vernment,cannot effec-
tively police 50-plus States and other jurisdictions on every letter
and word of the law, and should be using its resources in a waythat identifies priority problem areas and strategies which all par-
ties can follow. In addition, plans for joint training of OCR and
OSE staff, as well as joint involvement in compliance reviews, will
offer better use of staff resources and capabilities.'"

Technical assistance. Coordination of the regional office staff
with OSE's regional resource centers, undertaking the needs assess-ment and review of a plan for future technical assistance by the
public is timely. However, the Department needs to consider staff-
ing and other resource strategies which will enable the forthcom-
ing plan to be carried out most effectively.

-Capacity to implement .the report: The task force report and the
memorandum of understanding between the Office of Civil Rights
and the Office of Special Education represents a substantial under-
taking and commitment by two agencies with different histories,
operating procedures, and organizational goals. It has taken enor-
mous investment of time and energy for these two agencies tobegin this effort at policy and administrative coordination. At this.
poinetheil. agreement represents an internal agreement of coopera-
tion and coexistence, one which has great hope and promise for the
future and will depend on each agency and the Department con-
tinuing to push for further agreement. The following points need tobe pursued by the subcommittee in its oversight of. this report.

Subcommittee oversight. All of our experience with interagency
agreements in the last several years indicate that agreements toconsult and to agree will not get much further without dogged
persistence and commitment from top level policymakers and out-
side ,political forces to encourage the ggencies to kee,p -working at
their coordination and sorting out of functions. Most of the promise
of the Secretary's task force report.depends do continued delivery
on dates and agreenents at a later. time.

With leadership change coming in the next several months, 0§E
and OCR need encouragement to continue the fine work they hive
done until this point. I would therefore recommend that the sub-
committee closely watch the milestones and agreements that the
agencies he set. Second, the sutocommitte% should plan anotl1er
oversight hearing 4 to 6 months from now to publiclY air thecontinued -progress toward/implementation of these agreement's.

Input from State and advocacy organizations. Agreement to date
has been centered on the working relationships and coordination of
timeliness between OSE and OCR. The Department and both agen-cies should establish a consulting group of State and advocacy
organizations'to coordinate the current agreement with the con-cerns of those outside organizations.

Resources: Some of the difficulties which have occurred between
the Office of Special Education and State government in imple-
menting this law have been the result of inadequate time: proce-dures, and staff to consult with the States and communicate clearly
as to what is required and not required under the Federal law. The
strongest possible coordination agreement will not take the place of
adequate resources, procedures and attitudes to assure that this isdone.
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Policy development. Pending policy issues should be reviewed
and a decison made one way or the other to finalize them or take
alternate action to remove them from the current approval process
and pursue other strategies. -

Both agencies need to develop a process not only for their own
agreement on important policy questions but also consultation with
interested individuals, organizations, and agencies.

Monitoring and compliance. Development of compliance and
monitoring standards for use by the States should be undertaken
by the Department, along with a clarification of State and Federal
roles and responsibilities for monitoring the enforcement, The .Fed -,
eral Government should set these standards, and then hold the
States responsible for their own monitoring and enforcement. Until
these roles are made clear, all levels of government will continue
to pass the buck as to who is at fault.

Guidelines should also be developed by the two offices and the
Department as to the use of enforcement procedures and remedies,
and how these procedures are triggered.

Both agencies need to review their current agreement in light of
the concerns of the public and interested agencies-and organiza-
tions.

(The prepared testimony of Lisii Walker follows:]

I)
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PREPARED TESTIMONY OP LISA J. WALKER. DIRECTO*. PROGRAMS IN SPECIAL EDUCA-TION,ANd REHABUITATION SERVICES. INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL, LEADERSHIP
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hr. Chairman and Members of the Subccturittee:
.

I appreciate your invitation to testify before the

Subccatittee concerning the Secretary of Education's Task

Force Report on Equal Educational Opportunity for Handicapped

Children. I an commenting on these natters in ray capacity as

the 'project director of the Education of the Handicapped

Policy Project of the Institute for Educational Leadership of

The George Wathington University. Through this project and

other policy development and technical assistance activities
over the last three yearS., I have had the. opportunity ,to

discuss- and work with Swenty-six states and the Coursonwealth

of Puerto Rico concerning ireilwentation of P.L. 94-142 and,

section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Previously, I

was a nester of the staff of the Senate Labor and Human

Resources Caraittee diringi the development of both P.L.

94 -142 and section 504.

41,

The Task Forte Report and the Memorandum of Understanding

between the Office of Special Education and the Office for.

Civil Rights respond to concerns of advocacy' groups and state

and local poljcysakers alike that federal enforcement efforts

under P.L.-94-142 and section 504,of the Rehabilitation Act

66-7211,0-81---36-
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are not timely or consistent, lick clarity of purpose and,

direction, and fail to prodyce the desired results, that is,

assurance of equal edutational opportunity for handicapped children

throughout.the United States. Although the Educakiimm Advocates

Coalition report concentrated primarily on theack of consistent

procedures apd policies for ellfii6rcesment of the Office of Special

Education, rel'orts and recoMmendations of such groups as the

Council,of Chief State SChoolOfficers'examined the parallel

activities and responsibilities of the Office for Civil Rights.

Importantly, the Task Force Report revfews the responsibilities of
se.

,

the Office of Special Education and the.Office for Civil Rights, as

well as the roles of the Office of General Counsel and the -Office

of Planning and Budget in the Department of Education and

coordlination with the Department of Justice., This Report

represents a very important beginning in enforcement coordination

and the Department is to be highly commended for the effortS of

staff from both agencies and froO the Secretary's office, and for

the comprehensiveness of their review. Each of the agreements

responds an important area of enforcement and implementation and

lays the groundwork for substantial future accomplishments in the

* areas of coordinated and timely policy development, targeted and

effectiV!,compliante review, effective complaint processing, and
t,

edequatertechnrcal assist-sit-land development of data to allow

hates and the federal government to determineithe effectiveness of

Igtheir planning and service delivery efforts. Let me comment on

each of these areas more specifically.

54.t
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Policy Development ,

.

The adequacy ot%all efforts it implementation of P:l. 94-142 at

this point in history depends upon tie abtlity of responsibleI
agencies at.the'local, state and federal level to clarify and.

interpret the law and regulations in areas where questions have
ApiF

raised, or to otherwise provide direition for decisionmaking

at he service delivery level. The Task Force Report and the _42,_

Memorandum of Understanding take several important steps forward

here: in laying down a procedure for consultation,between OCR and

CqueS

.

OSE on areas of needed policy development, in finalizing policy
0 ,

tions1which have been before the Department for many months, in
..

explbring a procedure for early consultation with the public on

areas of proposed polfcymaking, and in seeking the guidance of the

Office of General Counsel to determine guidelines and criteria for

-----the-use-orregulations4interpretativerules-or-other-poltcy-- -.-

statements., The development of a process *itch will govern policy

interpretation will add clarity and consistency to implementation

___.ettorts and communicatAonT both-with advocacy organizations

and with state &ma local policymakers and administratok, more

stable and prbductive. 4

Monitoring and Enforcement 1

-

The Task Force Report and the Memorandum 'Cf Understanding lay out

extensive procedures for the coordination of activities of the".

'Office of Civil Rights and the Office of Special Education on

complaint processing and state plan review. These guidelines will

assure 'that both Offices are informed about pending issues, that

..,/
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consultation and agreement is completed in a timer fashiOn and

thlit mechanises are adopted to provide coordination with comparable

state activity. Perhaps most important in this area is the

'-agreement to develop a joint.annual compliance review plan, and to

begin targeted monitoring and review of state. and local

implementation. Clearly, the checklist procedures, limited staff,

and sFattetshot approach of the Office of Special Education's

Program Administrative Reviews have been frustrating for staff,

advoqates and state and local agencies alike. The development of

standards for compliance review and state monitoring, as well as

identifidation of high priority targets for monitoring activity,

along with review of 'proxy' ,data, would assure taxpayers ihd the

federal government that its review activitieswereleffect4e, and

also useable by state agencies in carrying out their own monitoring

,responsibilities: Thefederal government cannot effectively police

`50 -pigs states and other jurisdictions on every letter and Word of

the law, and should be using its resources in a way that identifies

priority problem areas and strategies which-t11 pieties can -follow.

In'aOdition, plans for joint training of OCR and OSE staff, as well

as joint involvement in compliance reviews, Will offer better use

of staff resources and capabilities.

Technical Assistance

Coordination of the regional office staff with OSE

resource centers, undertaking the needs assessment

plan for future technical assistance by the public

546
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and review of a

is timely.
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However; -the.Department needs to consider staffing and other
.

resource strategies which will enable the forthcoming plan to be

carried out most effectively.

Capacity to I Ilment the Report

The Task Fo Report and the Memorandum of Understanding between

the Office f Civil Right;
and_the_Office_of_Special Education

represents substantial undertaking and Coomitment by two agencies

with ferent histories, operating procedures and organizational

al s. It has taken enormous investment.of time and'energy for

'.these two Agencies to begin this effort at policy and

administrative coordination. At this point their agreement

,, represents an, internal agreement of cooperation and co-existence,
9

one which has great hope and promise for the future and will Tepend

)on each agency and the Department continuing to push for further

agreement. The following points need to be pursued by the

Subcommittee in its oversight of this Report.
,

--Subcommittee Oversight

o All of our. experience with interagency agreements in the lin

N

several years indicate that agreements to consult and to agree

will not get much further without dogged persistence and
. ,

coemitment from top level policymakers and outside political

forces to encourage the agencies to keep working at their

coordination and sorting,out of functions. Most of the

promise of the Secretary's Task,Force Report'depends on

continued delivery on dates and agreements at aater time.

547
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With leadership change coming in the next several months, OSE
r

and OCR need encoragement to continue the fine work they have

done until this point. I would therefore retcomend that the

Subcommittee closely watchiivilestones and'agreements th

the agencies have set. Secondly, the-Subcommittee should p an
ry

another oversight hearing four to six months from now to

publicly air the continued progress toward implementation of

rthese agreements.

0

- -Input from State and Advocacy Organizations

o Agreement to date has been centered on the working

relationships and coordination of timelines between O5 and

OCR. The Department and both agencies should e

consulting group of state and advocacy organizations to

coordinate the c oiventTagreement with the concerns of th6se

outside organizations.

--Resources

o Some.of the difficulties which have 6ccurred between the

Office of Special Education and state government in-

implementing this law hale been the result of inadequate time,

phcedures and 'staff to consult with the states and

communicate-clearly as to what is required and not required

under the federal law. The strongest possible coordination

agreement will not take the place of adequate resources,

procedures and attitudes to assure that this is done.

5445,
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°--Policy Development

o -Pending policy issues should be reviewed, and a decision made

one way or the other to finalize tbem or take alternate action

to remove them from th e current. approval process and pursue

other strategies. ,4 , ,

o

,
.

Guidelines, for, the use of,-regulations, interpretive rules or

other pdlicy statements should be developed by the Office of

General Counsel as soon as possible andl'both the Office of

Civil Rights and the Office of Special iducation should

-016elo
idstandirds for policy based on the substance acid

requirements of P.L. 94 -142, and-the roles of federal, state

and; ocal government.

o Both agencies need to develop a 'process not qnly'for,tbeir own

agreement on important policy questions but also consultation

with interested individuallo organisations-and agencies.

- -

:-Monitoring'and Compliance

o- Development pf compliance and monitoring standards for use by

the states should be undertaken by the Department, along'with

t*-

a clarification bytate and federal roles an/ ' . 1,
I ,

responsibilities O. r monitoring and enforcement. The Federal A

qovernagnt should set these standards, And then hold the,
. )

states responsible for their own monitoring and enfOrcement..

:1r

ntil these roles ere made clear, all levels
.

of,government

ill continue to'pass the buck as to who is" at fAult.
...

, o
/
..Guidelines. ,should,Also be developed by the two 410,t,t0y.and the

: 4

Department 0 to the use of enforcement procedures and.
.

remedies, and how these proceduOgi are triggered..

,.,

o liOth agencies need o review their current agreement in light
. ...t, . /.

Of the concerns of the public andinterested agencies and

torganizations.

,>
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These commen'tXre offered as a way of more clearly defining
for discussion the issues and concerns raised in the'Council's
paper.

I. Plan Approval Process *

The state plan required =Dar P.L.94-142 is unlike,other
required stets plans. in that it is not a set of statements
about actions which are to occur in the future, but statemsmes
which describe current policy, ongoing process and procedures,
and standards,which when taken,together, demonstrate that a
free. appropriate public education is avnilible to all handicapped'
children within a state. Thus, a state,must demonstrate in
the plan that the effect of the processes and procedures is
to achieve compliance the substantive requirements of
P.L.94-142.

"A. The State Plan should ndt be viewed as a vehicle for
substantiating current year compliance. 0

Because the state plan most demonstrate that the effect of
the processes and prOcedures is to provide a free appropriate
public education to handicapped children, if the processes
and procedures are not resulting in such an education, then
the state plan most be questioned.

B. A new Plan should not-be held by thi'Office ei Special

Education.pending resolution of LEA complaintspApproval
of future Plans should not be subject to the resolution of
pending investigations

disapproved if there is by an LEA to correct
A Alin should be held period of time and

viol.roZse determined* and failure by the SEA

to p direct services or to require the LEA to comply.

The Plan d not be held -up (or sore than ninety days to,

pe lntax000tis before an approvalidisapproval
tar...we !Mit ratkio
.a M the Neuf.. aaFeddeCillietto
r;t0 ,"brnu

ON

The.Plan approval t be held up pending investigation',

this action should be taken ter a finding of non-compliance.

C. Separate and distinct process should exist to resolve

local district complaints.

Yes, the complaint investigation/resolution process should be
separate from the review of .the state plan curvet where the
complaint directly challenges an.SEA responsibility. However,

the status of identified, but uncorrected violations at the

tins of plan approval/disapproval should be determinative.

650
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0. Approval of-the'State Plan should be limited to state.level compliance.
o..

1

' Yes, but, 'state lewd compliance' is mote than just the statement of
processes and procedures. State level compliance directly involves active
general swpervisioo,and monitoring (against SEA and P.1..94-142 standards),

,,
, child find, procedural safeguards, arc Therefore, uncogrected local
nom-compliance is part of, and directly bears on,. the imistee of
state level compliance.

E. local District complaints shoulebe resolved thiough procedures Outlined
in the State Plan.

se. .. .

Yes, SEA complaint resolution procedures should be included in the Stab, Plan
and govern SEA resolution. However, both OSE andAgOR have complaint'investiga -

'ttion procedures which are established by Regulatiaffs or court order and also:
affect complaint resolution,

P. OSE should demonstrate that a compliance issue is statewide before
withholdin9 any state's allocation. '

.

4
055 shbuld be able to assert that violations of P.1.94-142.aro occurring
within the statft which directly indicate a failure by the SEA to carry out
STA responsibilities (such 'as chose for child find, availability of SEA
standards, due process procedural yiolations, confidentiality, surrogate
parents, intiragency coordination).

H. Beconmendationh

OSE should establish and disseminate a
approval process.

1. the technical assistance process
and informal pegotiatlon process

t should be carried out as long as
necessary.

2. There should be formal notification
to the state that a plan has been
received. - a

S

The formai submission date is
ted by a lettei'of intent from
to OSZ.

There should be y day period
from formal submission to approval.

. Applied

1. To sop; extent,

with specific timelines. ing
the 'informal' process, what e-
Ment is there for parent and advocacy
groups?

2. Yes. Hut is this on the formal'
plan or during the 'informal' process,'
and if on the 'informal' submission
public should aiso be no4ified.

This is probably too informal anat
leaves the timing of the process
entirely up to to state. On
instead should establish a uniform
date (say, April 1) for formal plan
submission".

0.X., and the Blur is- approved

not disapproved by June 1. I

Plan is not reietved nable
period aft5r th ormal shbmissiin
date, it, should he immidiately
and automatically disapproved. '

(Reasonable Perioda10-15 days)

t^
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If the SEA submits major.qhxnges in
the plan before Approval/disapproval

then an additional 60 day period
'begins. )

If both agree, there say be an additional
thirty day extension.

/-

The Secretary re4iew the disapproval
appeal within 30 /

The new Plan approval process should
apply to amendments to the 1980 3-year
plan.

C62 should address the need for technical
assistance and consistent information on
the.part of its staff.

There should not be a prior 'intent
to disapprove' notice, as states
will has been'in contact with C6E
and will be aware of the outstanding
noncompliance issues.

SEA may submit changes at any time;
OSE may extend time for approval
or disapproval for 30 days.

O.K.

O.K.

7

O.K. A loose-leaf reporting
system should be developed to
provide information op a timely
basis to be used by all DAS/OZR
staff. Training in 'monitoring

and technical assistance should be
providid to all CAS/OCR staff.

II. OSE/OCR Relationships-

A. There have bov inconsistent policy inteprstations between Cat and 0S2
regarding serriceathal P.L.94-142 requires and LEA resikonsibilities.

This is a problemvbere the interpretations relate to P.L.94 -142.. Bowyer,
section 504 does require services that P.L.94L142' does not necessarily require

(i.e., r ibilities of general education) and section 504 does have an "

imPactioti standard within its definition of appropriate education.

R. Meeting the requirements of P.L.94-142 is one way to comply oath the
educaticn pardon of section 931.

Yes, in general, but secti0nf504 overlap is only with respect to special
education and related services not all aspects of education. OSE should

conform its policy interpretations (e.q., LAE, 'fres education') to,
section 504 standards, just as OCR should accept LEP and procedural
safeguard systems which meet P.L.94-142 standards.. OSE approval procedures
should not subsequently be challenged by OCR, bul0C6E does not 'approve'
services as part of the State Plan process. Services are child specific

under.P.L.94-142. .4

C. Policy' Interpretations developed by OS E'should be accepted by Cara

yes, if.a joCat policy ievtlopment process is utilised and available to

552
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the public.' A procedure Which eight be utilizid,would be to allow individuals
to initiate policy develcpment action through a request- for - ruling process.

D. State remedies should be exhausted first to avoid coniustion and duplication
of effort re: LEA complaints.

Odder the =sant order in Adams v. Eufstedlar, OCR cannot altar the court
approved timeframes for complaint investigation and resolution.

t. 884 should notify SEA of LEA compliance investigations and should
provide specific information about the investigations.

Yes, alihongh information can only be provided generically becaue of
confidentiality requirements.

F. OCR and OSE should conduct joint (Son-repetitive) investigations.

Yes. .

' O. OCR should not interrupt the state resolution process, reverse fair
hearing procedures or overrule state decisions without hearings of their
own or reviewing appropriate documents.

OCR has an independent obligation to investigate and resolve complaints
pursuantto court established timeframes and procedures. 0= cannot
defer to (i.e., cot 'interrupt') SEA proceedings but must take independent
action. While OCR must consider all pertinent information before

reaching compliance decisions (including information in the possession of
the SEA), it cannot accepted 'fair hearing decisions' made by a state
education agency. 4.91 should not review-directly these fair hearing
decisions, but must make independent judgements based on the information
available. -

H. RecceuMendationt

1. Standards against which a complaint
is investigated should be the state
plan.

2. OCR should not be able to overturn -
a P.L.94-142 state fair.hearing decision.
Courts should be the for for

a

1. The standards also include the

which state plan is submitted.
and statutes under

Where state plan does not
conflict and contains additional
standards, these standards should
be applied.

2. Both P.L.94-142 and section SO4
were intended to avoid judicial
action, and administrative procedures
set up to review compliance are

_intended to accomplish that goal.
Administrative-review of c6nformana
with 'both statutes short of =nit
rulings must be carried out.

At.
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3.0=shouldestahlieh a systematic
carplaint investigation

ch includes notification to the

states.

4. OCR should not be able to overturn
an OSE compliance deciiitaa or approved
state policy or psocernme.

S. A cross-cutt-trq unit in OSE, OCR
or the Urdersecretary's office should
be set up to coordinate efforts.

546

3. O.X.

4. OCR has a duty regardless of
OSE actions to revise an SEA
to nest its responsibilities
to ensure all handicapped Children
a free appropriate public education.
Both agencies are bound by
redefinition of policy by the
federal courts. Both agencies,
however/ should cooperate fully to
avoid inconssistancies

S. Yes.

III. Standards and Criteria to Beet 9.1.94-142

OSZ/DAS does need a motheaten for policy development and decision - sluing
which is timely. The four categories outlined in the Council's paper

should be reviewed further, for problem and discrepancies. In general,

the policy development process should enable OSE to:

make timely determinations of compliAnce or noncompliance with the standards
get out in 9.1.94-1424nd its regulations (and section SO4 and its regulations)

--review state policy and protesters* in a way which allows OSE to make a
decision,ls to whether they have the effect of assuring handicepped
children ;free appropriate public education

le 0811 to set standard* based on the law and regulations which clarify

and out the intent of 9.1.94-142.

supervisita of Interagency RasponsiblIitiat

tate oral ocementi.

This paper vas put together quickly for a meeting with CCSSO's Federal

,Lialsoo representatives. A fraud version'is in process, but this is

being distributed for information porpoess.--llss Walker

cat
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Mr. &Lamm Next we have Fredrick Weintraub, Assistant Direc-
tor for Governmental Affairs,. Council for Eiceptional Children.
STATEMENT OF FREDRICK WEINTRAUB, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

FOR GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, COUNCIL FOR EXCEP-
TIONAL CHILDREN

Mr. WEINTRAUB. We thank you for the opportunity to appear
before this distinguished panel of the U.S. House of Representa-
tives to offer the views of the Council for Exceptional Children
regarding the "Final Report to the U.S. Secretary of Education ofthe Task Force on Equal Educational Opportunity for Handicapped
Children" (October 15, 1989). May we also take this opportunity to
express to you the continuing admiration and warm appreciation ofthe membership of the Council for your unrelenting efforts onbehalf of America's exceptional children.

The Council for Exceptional Children is a national organization
with a membership of approximately 65,000 professionals in the. field of special education. One of the most fundamental ongoing
missions of the Council, which has brought us to Capitol Hill on so

'many occasions over the last 20 years, is to seek continual improve-
ment of Federal provjsions for the education of America's excep-tional children and youth, both handicapped and gifted.

It is the Council which worked.so closely with this subcommittee
throughout the 1970's in the development, passage, and implemen-
tation of Public Law 94-142. And, it is the Council which again
comes before this panel to reiterate its continuing support for the
intent and provisions-of Public Law 94-142.

We would like lio reiterate our support of the intent of that law.Mr. Chairman, as you well know, a number of criticisms have
developed over the year relative to the lack of adequate interac-
tion, in the performance of their policy development and compli
ance duties, between the U.S. Office of Special Education and theU.S. Office for Civil Rights. The range of complaints has included:lack of enforcement coordination, lack of specificity respecting
what is formal policys and apparent inconsistency in Federal posi-
tions respecting. Public Law 94-142 and section 504. Through yourextensive oversight hearings during the course of the 96th Con-
gress, you and your colleagues on this committee have heard manyof the criticisms in this area.

Last spring, a few organizations, referring to themselves as theeducation advocates coalition, chose to make their public target theU.S. Office of Special Education (formerly BEH). From the outset,the Council for Exceptional Children argued that it was neitheruseful nor fair to pick out any single agehcy to-bear the-full brunt
of criticism. An OSE, the Council argued, has certain discreet
functions, procedures, and resources that are quite different from
an OCR, and Vice versa. One agency could not be asked to shoulder
the responsibility for the behavior of the other. We commend theSecretary and endorse the general thrust of the report. However,
we do have specific concerns.

First of all, we are very, very concerned about the issue of data
collection. Public Law 94-142 has as its basic intent and purpose, a
process of making individual determinations about the appropriate
education of a handicapped child. It was a clear effort on the part
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of the Congress to say that such determinations cannot be made on
a class basis, they could only, be made on an individual child basis.
Thus_ a process, was established ranging from consultation with
parents, through procedural safeguards, et cetera, to assure a pro-
cedural mechanism for a determination as to what was right for
Johnny and Mary as opposed to what was right for all blind or deaf
children.,

We are concerned that the attempt to establish statistical modes
of what is right or wrong, we believe that effort needs to be
curtailed, needs to be examined very, very carefully.

A major objective as I mentioned before of the framers of Public
Law 94 -142 was to move away from the highly judgment& noncom-
pliance, decision based on data collection based ona particular
groups, notion based on imperical criteria. We urge this section of
the repdrt be seriously considered.

On the matter of policy development, we concur that there is a
need Tor policy clarification. There are a number of issues in Public
Law 94-142Jwhich require more clarification in order to facilitate
an effective delivery 'system. We are concerned about what has
become ,in the words of some the policy-of-the-month club, where
basically the OCR issues a ruling and in some cases the OSE leaks
a policy paper and everybody jumps without tremendous clarity as
to what is or is not policy.

While on the one hand we suggest that policy is needed, on the
other hand we have great concern about the policy areas cited in
the report, psychotherapy, catheterization, insurance, suspension,
expulsion, and surrogate parents.

We believe, other than the policy clarification on individual pro-
grams, we believe the others are the cart before the horse. One
cannot define psychotherapy without first defining "related serv-
ices." We need explanation of what is a related service. We believe,
as Ms. Tufts indicated, as Dr. Frazier indicated, that there have
been forums created where there are suggestions how this best
could be done, but in order to do that, and using the words of Dr.

all, the Department will have to be prqactive rather than reac-
t' We need policies based upon a proactive approaoh in imple-
men g the law, rather than reacting to specific complaints.

We are concerned, as has been expressed by other witnesses, that
the report basically describes how two groups of bureaucracies will
in fact make decisions. We believe that is important. However, we
are disappointed that within that report it does not talk about how
otherkwinarticipate in those decisions. We believe there is a lot
of advice and good ideas both from the standpoint of consumers,
providers, and State and local government that could go into the
development of effective policy. We would like to see that mecha-
nism reflected in the agreement.

On the question of State plans I would like to make three brief
points.

First, we commend the Office of Education for defining a defini-
tive time period as to State plans. We believe the State plans will
be approved, but where there are problems withothe State plans
they can become clear to everybody involved and attempts to re-
solve them can be undertaken.
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Second, we are concerned that the Memorandum of Understand-
ing refers to, for example that the OCR will be given a copy of the
State plan for review, this makes an assumption that there is such
a thing as a State plan and that that is in fa\t a documentsomebody can pick up and read. That is not in fact the case. What
they are, are amendments to amendments, what they are, are
documents making reference to hundreds of other documents, regu-lations, et cetera, and no consumer or OCR official can possibly
pick that document up, Yead it, and understand it.

It is our suggestion that there be required to be an intact State
plan The Congress in its wisdom, for example, placed in the lawthat the citizens of a State should have an opportunity to review
the State plan and comment on it before it is submitted. That
presumes again that it is readable, understandable, and intact. We
suggest that the Congress make it clear that it would like to
require that or clarify it in legislation.

Third, we would like to address the delicate issue of what consti-
tutes the basis for approval or disapproval ofa State plan.

Public Law 94-142 indicates if there is a failure to comply, it
must be a substantial failure One complaint did not constitute a
substantial failure What has happened is that the OCR has gottan
a complaint and the approval of a State plan has been held hostageto the approval of that complaint. The law specifies that the State
agency withhold money to a school district that does not comply,
rather than the Federal Government withh6lding money to a State
when a particular school district did not comply.

We think it important that we go back to the basic notions of the
law, respecting the role of the State as the primary compliance
agency and the responsibility of the Federal Government to hold'the State responsible, but not the Federal Government involving
itself and in a sense usurping the role given the State by the
Federal law.

Finally, two points that deal withsompliance.
Compliance can only be achieved to the degree to which there is

the technology, methodology, and professional capacity to do it.
For example, we have heard discussion today, Mr. Erdahl, you

expressed some concern in your question as to nondiscriminatory
assessment There no question that there has been prejudice end
mistreatment of m nority children in educational placement. Wethink much progr: has been made. We could send complianceofficers t to c' rect the problem but it would still exist, becausethere iso nology The plan did not address how the technol-ogy for pliance will be developed.

e F eral Government has a research and training authority.What we uggest is that those research and training authoritie3.-be
to de. elop technology to train people to use the technology,an e nifty d a lot of the problems will be eliminated if we givethe ple th tools necessary. We can have all the technicalassistance in the world, but if the technology is not there, it is notworth much.

We suggest there is more to compliance than that which has
been addressed in the reviews. We would contend that no effort is
being made as to compliance or any of the Federal process as to
those directly relating to children's and families' rights. Without
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looking at other issues in the regulations, what we will find is that
the education the children receive would be hollow.

That would bring me to my last point not in the testimony.
Given that this has been a larger set of hearings tban on just the
Memorandum of Understanding, we would hope in the next decade
the focus would be on quality of education. Compliance with Public
Law 94-142 does not mandate quality. We have made tremendous
progress Before this law was passed, over a million children sat at
home Today they go to school. What concerns me is if we define
the only goal the Federal Government is to achieve in compliance
with this law, in the long run we may hurt the handicapped
children because we have not addressed the issue of the quality of
the education.

I would hope this subcommittee once it has closed its hearings on
Public Law 94-142 would open hearings as to the .role of the
Federal Government in the improving the quality of education of
handicapped children.

[The prepared statement of Frederick Weintraub follows.]

1
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,4 PREPARED STATEMENT OP Faztoucx J. WEINTRAUB, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

Mr. Chairman:

0
Ue thank you for the opportunity to appear before this distinguished panel of

the United States Mouse of Representatives to offer the views of The Council for

Exceptional Children regarding the Pinil Report 4o the U.S. Secretary of Education

of the Task Tore* on Equal Educational 010prunity for Handicapped Children (October

15, 1980). May se also take this opportunity to express to you the continuing ad-

miration and warm appreciation of the membership of the Council for your unrelenting

efforts on behalf of America's exceptional children.

As you know; The Council for Exceptional phildren is a national organization

with a membership of approximately 65,000 professionals in the field of special edu-

cation. One of the most fundamental ongoing missions of the Council, which has

nesj last twenty years, is to

seek continual improvement of federal provisions for the education of America's excep-

tional children and youth, both handicapped and gifted.

It' is the Council which worked so closely with this Subcommittee throughout the

1970's in the development, passage, and implementation of P.L. 94-142. And, it is

the Council which again cones before this panel 'to reiterate its continuing support

for the intent and provisions of P.L. 94-142.

Mr. Chairman, as you veil know, s number of criticisms have developed over the

years relative to the lack of adequate interaction, in the performance of their

policy development and compliance duties, between the U.S. Office of Special Educe-

4111*-

tion6and the U.S. Office for Civil Rights. The range of cooplaints has included:

lack of enforcement coordination, lack of specificity respecting what is formal

policy, and apparent inconsistency in federal positions respecting P.L. 94-142 and

' Section 504. Through your extensive oversight hearings during the course of the 96th

Congress, you and your colleagues on this tommittee have heard many of the criticisms

in this area.

Last spring, a few organizations, referring to themselves as the Education

Advocates Coalition, chose to oaks their public target the U.S. Office of Special

88-229 s5
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Education (formerly BEN). From the outset, The Council for Exceptional Children

argued that it was neither useful nor fair to pick out any single agency to bear

**Jun. brunt of criticism. An OSE, the Council argued, has certain diitreet

functions, procedure. and resources that are quite different from an OCR, and vice

versa. One agency could not te asked to shoulder the responsibility for the be-

havior of the other.

/4

The Departoent'of Vcation had, at that time, pet come into being. Con-

sequently, CEC serongl urged, in conjunction with other groups,'that the new

Secretary of Education inaugurate a'Secretary-level Task Force to deal with these

probity, including the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services,

the Office for Civil Rights, and other involved agencies, along with reptesenta-

tives of the Department of Justice. The Secretary did so, and we congratulate

her for this responsible action. . i

We appreciate the opportunity to testify respecting the Task Force's Final

Report to the Secretary. May we say initially that we endorse the general.nbrust

of the Task Force's recommendations and the Memorandum of(Understanding between

the Assistant Secretaty for 'Special Education and Rehabilitative Services and the

Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights. The achievement of ongoing interaction

between OSE and OCR (and among other agencies, both federal and state) respecting

enforcement issues, policy development issues, and technical atills;'snow issues is
O ..

crucial, and the Task Force recommendations plus the Memorandum are first step.

While we endorse the general thrust and ddection of the Memoiandumof Under-

standing and consequent recommendations to the Secretary, we would like to point

out specific concerns of The Countil for Exceptional Children.

Data Collection

We wish to lodge a serious note of caution in this area. The essence of the

conceptual base of P.L. 94-142 was to indiv ualize education decision

a
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making for handicapped children. It is the implementation of, and effectiveness

of each child assessme , eaiNbindlviduslized education,program and each particular

accessibility to full pr tdural protections that determines compliance under P.L.

96-142. Statistical Morns ved from a given state or a given school dis-

trict respecting such matters as the number of chilgken placed in certain special

education instructional environments and the number of children of specific racial

or ethnic heritage placed in certain special educational environments is not at all

helpful in taking responsible determinations respecting compliance under P.L. 94-142.

It is the maintenance of and the perfdrmance of the essential procedural nechanisms

of P.L. 94-142, in concert with conforming state policy, both systemiully and as

they impact upon each individual child or youth, that determine whether' the spirit

and the letter'of the law are being fully complied with. A major objective of the

framers of P.L. 94-142 was to move away from the highly judgmental complianCe/

noncompliance decision making which emanates from data collection based upon a par-

ticular group's notion as expressed thr 'empirical criteria" (see page 5 of the

Task Force introduction) as to what con titut s compliance. We urge that this sec-

tion of the Report be reconsidered.

Policy Papers

CEC congratulates the Teak Force in its intent to pui some rhyme and reason

into the OSE and rocess of policy development, promulgation and dissemination.,

frankly, univer fusion has prevailed among professionals across the Country

in understanding flrsc. what is the policy on certain key issues. This is partially

due to s lack of policy, but also to inconsistency of policy among agencies and lack

of continuity of policy. In fact, the field hes literally been tyrannized by what

many now call the "Policy Paper of the Month Club," namely, "draft" policy papers

'drifting out of OSE, and numerous OCR regional decisions.

At the same time, the actual content of policy statements and policy papers

X
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I finally promagateeby 0S4 and bCR is a gravely serious natter. The Task Force

Report states that efforts are undervay.to "speed publication of Department policy

in a number of key areas." Priority policyareas are then cited: psychotherapy,

catheterization, insurance, individualized education projiams, suspension and ex-
.

pulsion, and surrogate CEC, on behalf of tbe professional*, and the

dren which it represents, has grave toncern respecting the policy papers under

'development, and we suggest that all of these policy papers, except the paper on

individualized 4Jeation programs, be reconsidered..

it us to cite an example of our concerns. Any policy specifically address-

ing-"psychotherapy" would constitute a classic example of "cart before the horse"

9
policy clarification. The larger, essential issue about which concerned profes-

sionals require guidance is: Nov does one determine what constitutes a required

related service for a particular handicapped child receiving special education. A

coherent, overall policy respecting related services is urgently required, before

a rationale discussion of "psychotherapy" can take place.

eI

Bureaucrats Only

We observe in the Report that iv:umber of bureaucratic groups will now be

formally convened out of OCR and OSE and other federal agencies, such as a data

planning group and a technical assistance planning group. Nowhere in the Final

Report to the Secretary of Education by the Task.Force do ve find a statemenm of

intuit to involve, in any of the procedural mechanisms established, experts and

other interested parties outside of the federal buteaucracy itself. We assume

that there will iir,such input, and on a regular basis, but ve ar ore than coldly

surprised that such essential input is never.mentioned. Obviously, the Department

would make a grave mistake.by excluding the expert advice on a systematic basis

of professionals across the cv4try who'must actually carry out any decisions

Allrimately finalized by OSE and OCR.

tf
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.e

s .

Pereit us thret comments regarding state i)l'an;.' Flept. we congratulate 0i8

for establishing a definitive tine pecRod for the processing,of state -plins.

Second, we observe qe following in the Hemorandun of Underatanding (page 8):

"Vithin 5 calendar days of receipt of the State plan., 0i8 will provide OCR.with a

copy of the State plan for review." Everyone knows that "copy of the State plan"

is a phrase describing a myth. All top often the state %len, whether in, development

or finalised, is 4 disorganized collection of varying documents, including assorted

. ,
memoranda of agreevent,,references to past plans, checklists, for monitoring, pieces

,

of state regulation, court cases and Attorney General ()Pinions, or nothing 1110qc

'than a collection ofoftsp unavailable references to the preceding.' PerhapsOCR

and.06EofficialS will be able to translate all of this'in such a as to achiZve

a,responsitle review of a given state rlao. Rut uv:ask, as we ha timl before:

How can the ordinary concerned citizen ever hope to succAsfully review such an,in-.

coherent llocuzontt The Congress, in P.L. 96 -142, specifically,charged that state

t -
,

plans be available for public review. We would suggest that. an unrevievable collec-
9

tion of paper,' ma titute, though unintended, a ford of citizen inaccessibility.

e
j4e therefore urge t stares barequired to develop intact state plans.

, .
,..

third, we wish briefly to address Ithe delicate issue of. what consEitut the.

ofbasis for apnroval or disapproval of a particular state plan, especlally now that a

state plan review function for OCR has been recommended by'the Taak.Force. In the

i
latter of disapproval of state plans, P.L. 94-142 requires a "...failure to comply

e t ...,e- -:..,%
substantikLly..." (Sec. 618(a)(2)). There is understandable concern along the

state., tooffer the worst case possibl/dty, that one complaint al,leging a4,lure td
, .

e 1
.comply on a particular issue lex;a single school district, subaittld to a regional

OCR office, could mean Groins delay of approvia or outright disapproval of a, par-
!'

.16

titular state plan. It must be borne in mind that the.stitt pans address state

policy and staig-wide adherence to that polity el-a matter of cokliante-with P.L.
v.
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94-142. There ii. no doubt that failure to comply significantly system-wide on a

particular issue, especially when the state education agency has failed or refused

to achieve compliance:, should constitute a :basis for state plan disapproval. P.L.

94-142 further empower, the U.S. Secretary of Education to order the state to with-

hold payments under the Ach-to "...specified local educational agencies or inter-

mediate units:.." when there is evidence of noncompliance in localized, not state-

wide. instances. Clearly, then, the framers of P.L. 94-142 did not intend that an

alleged noncompliance on a localized basis or even a finding of noncompliance on a

localized basis should mean the delayed approval or disapproval of a state plan and

the consequent withholding of funds to an entire state. We trust that both OSE and

OCR will adhere to this vital distinction as written into P.L. 94-142. While CEC,

would be the first to support full compliance in any school district e would

nonetheless advise the U.S. Department of Education: "Let the pun t fit the

trine."

What Constitutes Compliance?

We would like to close our comments with a few worts on the need for both'OCR

and OSE to explore very carefully the full complexities of Articular educational

situations when they are considering a rendering of noncompliance. First, it must

be borne in mind that full compliance, namely, an appropriate education for each

ch %ld, is only as achievable as levels of current methodology, technology and

professional platining sildw. For example, nondiscriminatory assessment can

only be guaranteed at a level equal to the level of current assessment technology.

Concurrently, Instruction can only be equal, to the current state of the art in

curriculum and teaching methodology: This is also a plea to the Congress to support

the research and training necessary to improve educational technology and profes-
S

atonal capabilities.
, t

Second, arrappropriate education for each handicapped' child is more than just

i program in the least restrictive,environment. It is a program in the least

.1
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restrictive enlenment presided over by special education and related services.

Personnel who are qualified to teach handicapped children. The spacial education
.

pihfession, as well as parents, are increasingly concerned that unqualified per-

sonnel are being employed to educate handicapped although federal regula-

tione,make such practices a violation of P.L. 94-142. We are concerned that such

are not being examined in federal compliance reviews.

Conclusion

11111111,

May we lay in closing, Hr. Chairman, that we congratulate both you and tOr

distinguished Members of this Committee for providing this prompt li;ld Con tive

'legislative oversight of the Department? of Education, OSE/OCE, Memorandum of U mcc_.

standing. We hope that both this Congress and the in-coming 97th Congress will

affirh the basic objective of this important dual agency agreement. PurtheY, we

hope that the Congress and the in-coming Administration vlip consider modifying the

agreement to reflect some of the viewsexpcessed at this hedring and support the

tonging implemcnta-elon of the agreement.

\.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you.
Do you see the need perhaps for a statutoryk, requirement.toiletot,

thevinvolveinent of States, or can that be done just by coin' ion -
'sense and coordination?

That brings up another question to Mr. Weintraub:' Are t 'ere
any States that have put- together a p!mphlet explaining their --.
State plan? '
--How do 'we get- this consultation /1nd 0°0watt:re-How can
be'achieved? Is that to'be mandated? al

Mr. WEINTRAUB. I, first of all, would hope my comments not be
taken as criticism of the people whowork across the street in the
Federal agencies. I. think they are doing theff darndest, they are
understaffed, they are responding to many:, many pressures, and it
is difficult to do the job they have to do':'

I think the chief need point, I think that communication
and cpnsultation can be there if the `system_becothes indre proac-
tive, if ikstops and says we have heard
Public p.Law 94-142, what are the key i
We need to define "related services.'
been heard throughout these hearin
forces that need be on that. But de
child get 4 hours versus 5 hours of hydrotherapy, that never has
the capacity to deal with the broader ,issues, which would resolve
the larger problems. , . .

I think advice and guidance from this subommittee would be
most helpful in that regard. ,.

Ms. TuFrs.,I would agree with Fred. I think there is an avenue
that can get people together and 'provide a forum. It needs to be

F.

done, but has not been done. CEC has proven it can be done, and I
certainly think the Office of Education can ,do the same kind of

e oversight hearings on
ues we have to deal with?
at is something that has

Let us kring together the
ing with issues of should a

.
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thing in a systematic way involving all those issues involving State-~1,
and local people. ... ........---

Mr. ERDAHp. Mr. Weintraub, 'as part of -your prologue, you
brought, hp your concern for quality education I am assuming you
include every child regardless of their mental or phisical,condition

The first thing that domes to mind is how can this be improved,
and what can the federal Goveinment do to improve it?

Mr. WEINTRAUB. Primarily; that' was the primary role of the
. Federal Governtnent. In the area of secondary education, we went.

through several decades dealing with pertain methodologies and
curricula. The Federal Government played a major role in that ...

The Federal Government in terths of providing quality special edu-
cators played a major role in,supplying educators. The University
of Minnesota is a fine place where people have been trained to do
research and other things, as well as other colleges in Minnesota.
The ederal Government needs to play a major role in keeping
that system alille.

Th problem is now, since Public Law 94-142, all those energies
bot fr6m the standppint of university resources have all pine into

pliance, where the assumption becomes that the ultimate goal
is compliance. I in no way want to suggest let us move away from
compliance. But I would like this committee to call the OSE before
you and ask what are you ,doing to improve the quality of educa-
tion. for handicapped children. What I amisaying is while I appreci-
ate what we have gone through in the last decade as to compliance,
it is timi% to say-it is enough of that, let us get on to the other
group of tasks. There are other authorities under this, 94-142 is
only a part of the law, it is time to get back to the rest of it

Ms. Tuns. I agree with Mr. Weintraub on this. In fact he and 1
. , were talking earlier as to studies, that need to be done as to-

-Preschool handicapped. I think research and training is a whole
, area that has been lost.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very' much for your input.
That concludes the list of witnesses we have, and the hearing

stands'adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the subcommittee was adjourned ]
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APPENDIX
. a

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN CORRECTIVE THERAPY ASSOCIATION

POSITION PAPER

0DRRECTIVE.THERAPY SERVICES TO HANDICAPPER CHILDREN

(Ap1ed July 1979)

The American Corrective Therapy Association stron4ly advocates

that services of Certified Corrective Therapi4s be made available

to children with handicap conditions under the madates of Public

Law 94-142 (Eduoation of Handicappei Children), Sectioa'r2la:307

Physical Education, Sub - .section (c.) Special Physical Education.
t

PresezIII, this part of the law doe.; not iaentify any standard
-.

.

that qualifies Special Physical Education. As a result, this

term lacks'substance and is subject to wide disparity of unuer-,

standing and interpretation of which most inherently is the lack

flof awareness bf'the skills of a q ified practitioner in ,

physical education. ,

The American Corrective Therapy Association supports the ,

conctist of adapted physical education as the
\7'
appropriate profession

. .-
to meet the physical and motorkeetleation.needs of childre with

.handicap. in the academic environment. Certified Correct ve

Therapists with the accompanying teaching credentials are highly

qualified in-the instruction and application of physicar and motor

' skill development., The Certified Corr:active Therapist is a "
1

- Apical education major from an accredited institution who has

successfully passed a competency based examination in the a.sessea

areas oftherapeuticiexereise, adapted.661es.and sports, neurology,'

pathology, behayior and habilitation/rehab-litation techniques.

The Certifiea CorreetiveTheripist is capable of the following

funetions: 1) OentifYin patholoies in neuro-motor function,*
0

406stura4 aneorthopeuit defects, perOptualiinotqr dysfunction, and

k559). t
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deficiencies in movement and physical fitness. 2) Motor assessment.

3) Physical fitness testing. 4) Developing, implementing and

evaluating program objectives. 5) Purchasg and ingtImiation in

the use of special designed equipment. 6) Promote interpersonal

and .ocial skills through group function. 7) Provide liaison

Tuncti, with related .service.. 8) Provide inservice ncucation

to regular physical education program in or.er to promote the
1

lea_t r,trictive alternatisve.:. 9) Provide council and instruction

to parents'to enhance the effect of the services to the child.

Therefore, based on thp intent of the rule and its

,weakness combined with a $lution that seeks to prpmote stanaara

to assure quality -ervice and which does not seek to obviate

present or futurt quality _ervices, the American Corrective

Th_rapy Association offers the following amendment for Corrective

Therapy's inclu-ion as an available mandated service to promote

the intent and coallianc with P.L. 94-142 Section 121a.4307 (c) -

Section 1:-/la.14 (b) (2) (ii)

"Ad " Corrective Th,rapy bew.,een aaapted physical

esucation and movement e-Ucation.

The.amende-2 section would therefore read, "The term

includesspecial physical education, adapted physical

education, corrective therapy, movement education,

and motor development."..

t.
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H McClcry State UniversIty of Iowa once stated that corrective The Phrasal roedwine arras of
therapy was the of fspnng of the marriage of ;medical science and treatment of disease began to ranee

chyStCal eiduca tan and %arid grow only if carefully nurtured by both attention m medical schools through
out tit country the sues time.parents Now, after 15 years of, steady developrrent, the profession
Dunn the post 20 yetis, then has

has reached maturity Here rs the story of ' been a startling evolution is mali
tint, accompanied by the develop-

merit of many professions heretofore
wareely need or appreciated- TheCORRECTIVE an integral part of Medical practice
use of exercise and gram octivitles at

had been graddally developing, bat
only dumb( World War II did it
soddenly bunt onto dower.

Daring the war the critical lack of
manpower doe to poor pbyfrieal de.
Teknallae t coned physical educators

I. DANDO, CCT to concentrate their efforts on the
realoration of programs specifically
designed to actively condition' thert mars, years, plum the puture, the application of mu. young and recondition the shaltI/ cal eel tontrilouted cam to develop the body and even to They began atteniptuie exercise

two speeiakies rerthe 6.4d of oily'. alleviate pain and daability had a grams for indiudaab with puhkay wage.e and rehabaita.tion. history dating hack several centuries kraal condition.. Alm daring thenrt physical therapy was an oat- before Christ The early plys:kat war, physicians proved, beyondvaeriLier the early medical um. educators were the medical gym- doubt, that rest as a therapeutic
east. who bad long used beat, mu- nuts, the true fathers of the all ninsnre was not only undesirable
sage, auk exercise This great anal ploemeal medicine ancillary venires but hazardous m many cooditions.
lacy service vu well organized du Plipacel edaration, 40 or 50 years such as rheumatic fever, cardiac
an World War I and has advanced ago, was a program primarily et. situatiora, tabereakera vascular ar-m scope and program ants Second, nrord with the development of mdesta many orthopedic disibRitia,
merlast cement,' during World War strong boars and moods. But soon and run brain surgery
II brought forth a troop of physical after 1920, more and more emphasis

Outgrowth of theWarcoachtloung apemalma, who muted wu plated on a program which
the roeiwal gaffs of Acpy hospitals attempted to incorporate modern Corrective therapy and thein ret soldiers to duty Olt of edoeitional theory into practice on adapted physical education programs
tioTraafp,otphysanleduestorsame the playing old and in the gym- are actually the outgrowth of the
the corrective therapy program nom= This period in the develop- needs of the armed forces to have

meat of the adapted physical edo- fistulae men in top physical andCoomistio tiara/Pi is flofi rator or corrective therapist has mental condition Two men of Th3013:fiet'oPlonwatioo Of owc64411, P" mama menibconee, for the ability to Dr. Howard Rusk and MA* Ota-asoilod thorttPaoHo ozoroloo sad teach otters one's own discipline is tral Norman T Kirk, the 1:1 8. au-garrtias treatneof of the t
This of Rion general, were lamely responsi.oust-Why trod Pltrokalr Polloid therspeatie measures: This very fact bk rot resondillouing fit Ow.stun!* for 100411neyttof PAP' has established our profession. In the'---,6 Forces and for establishingaid -dt.swity bat for ..Prose- late thirties, several

Pion
corrective therapy as it is knownowl tke p cad moo. physical educators and today.Ufttool unres of end Xmas cod as MeCtcry. Klan, Clark. De- Irapired by the work of a British

THERAPY

Tres:weal of t is4hvidssi, Lona, and Stafford. 'Me along ... Phyakal rehshtlitatiost battalion isas loofa of tio..ccfrga 'w with the new evolution in medical 1943, Omani Kirk inaugunted amdotoPidx No "'mai i° thinking. began to tarn bark to the extensin physimel reconditioninglislii4 to as Pooh,'" of t" body 'physical" end of physical feta program to return the American cola.directly 4.4.4 it of the rah., eeeiee,
velment to duty more quickly,body std persosolay u sea
Physieal reconditionine chits was

Physical educators had tong beta No Dando ss al IA. Rolobv7iration established Army boudtak.
lacerated in the problems of build. Crater of tie Perrier 1 C4Pa41 iw Schools for training nexoditiating
W muck strength, improving co. Mreassrpolir, Atiwassota Be present. persohnei were quickly started and
ordination or body movements, Lui ly urns Si, Associabos for PAyri- by the end 1946, over 6,000 perproving rode:ranee, sod eorreetini cat sad Mental RAtbailahos as ions had received Mend"' Vining.
poor body methinks. Kern befog, abarreses of Ms Ciefikehaa Coos. Also early in thalwar.Dr. Howard
physical education, per se, came into milt.' Runk,, concerned with the nudger-

8..,,es "re., SAer. yr..* I ,407.4%.7411 no so... Amor.... ter FVF.1.114...was sits 104 - w *Ow C
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note and :windy,' effects of bed rest,
;Mated the value of modically
preauthoel wed., rendered by
physical edits:atm in venoms puma!
Wpm en "hone:nag bcopitaltutson,
Pthteulg hospital roadansmons, and
itopronng the morale of the pathents.
Thin progusa made in thin spehalty
darting the. war to counteracting
decoaddexuag phenomena ocearnes
en bothetaftted loathers of entry tho-
u-Ammo° was ?market&

The physical retved.tmung pro-
grama of the Army accompluLei d
r.rmarkable ruche In 1946 the n-
exus Admsnrstrstson .romrporatee
the Army phymeat medicine and re.
be-haste:too programs into them
hoepitala They enlarged physiral
therapy depute:eats, added aecope-
decal therapy elmacs. and amstr
tithed torrerre therapy along with
other ancillary serum to take are
of the not number of marmite du.
ablcd serrioemsta Fortner phorcel
rettendithcesng personnel were now
corrective therapica "

Teaching hfrthoefaStressed
The Mittel perionnel were hired

by the Vet.era= Istiglittstratcce
1pt.a the rezommesodatmo of Dr
Howard Rusk They were phyucel
edocators primar.ly ezocerned wih
the use of Medically pretenbed ex

e messes ' treat the hospitals";
handicapped Three der

ere 403 it,
Bally, well teamed in median and
army schools. Mazy needed to or
study anatomy, physiology, kthea
ship outstanding anthonties en the
*logy, and other dame seances and

ameauses.
The eoeeretestir elmousi. 4suel-ale--

adipted phyricat educator hoar
welch is cones.. Both elf icier
Wad la thy phrasal education pro.
erctures odeptrd to a phyracol or
..total diaobsIdyjeoth ore daily
periesciag the jar of providing Le
Meer. to the chsthLed. Both ear
eaceNrally presented exercise, sad
ectintsse sad are seter-isted en the
enefiridual, sot the disetrIsty Slimy
of the same diastilaiee tkat tha car
redoes thereput treats us the Un-
paid eettnal are sees by flu adapted
phyneol educator is the Khoo( let
tang

so.

IllellannaMMISIenvIMMINIM1141.1"7111
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e
to &Verb, new techniques and scot.

able mecum for the ehffermit is pcs
of dr-1,6111in, They were determined
to apply their teaching methods of
plays...al relocation to nark rstA the
patient and not an hoz in solririg ha
physical or mental prohlea

The corrective therapists were one
of the key pereonner responsible for
esculent rersIte--results so 'ben=
enel.t .at oar most pease to ponder
the retont toe the lark of the medial
tad pt T1.7. interest, t hey. pas lents
in the put or, at seed_ the act of the

dcri.z prorms foe their recovery
lint been. ,hry were a ttiarrreiy
De. member of the rthab.litation
teem, he were =rammed severely
by come c. the older groups, so that
from the ry berrisnmg they had

ent examine atm rety
cargract, it ph.luophy. and their
scope of pe tire

founding el APMR

In October 1946, a group of en
rooter izereprits attending a spe riet
course at Topeka Kansas. organized

P Physical
Mental Reba.t teem_ The hici
area were .0 prr,moc the ow of

sly ptc,r1b*3 eicrcrs, thee-
ap and adapted physical edocatun,
o adrenee they professional mend

a s of educamn and tea car; so
field of prescribed

errese therapy and adapted pvirso
a, education. :ad 9 cr.,^cerrare and

Msnrch a la. field This
iskscsticx1 has proved to be a pro
ereuive body teasels has edlaneed
the pram:moral development of both
the co:vet-use therapro, and the
adapted phys.cal educator

A totediegr effirsory of
leading phyucthos and physical
eduaters Rusk Corals, Mennus.
ger. Ortthwood. Darts, Clarke,
Stafford, Mathbone. and others
seas organized and worked hard
to develop the profeseucal stems
of the association. The ofilmal,
be monthly pahlseatson of the Ana
etatioa for Phyamal and Mental
Rehabilitation has pubtishrokeltiu
teasel ementific information whist
boa extended our.inauence even to
other co:Interim The asw.iataenspon-
vin an anneal And Clinical
Conference brioriee to the earmbr;
ship onatrolii,e saIhnratnw in the

.12
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field of rehabilitation. Turfy, as
' suds are made by the assomatua
to people making outstanding coo. '
trihntions to the field. The mom-
UM sponsors at-tolerables for grade'.
she trump: in toe 6etd of adapted
ykyemal education for todivaduala
by eta scholusbz committee.

Standards and eertificrtioos
It is concerned also with the Ugh e .

standards of education and cirsacal
tea a.ng nets -vary to comer the pro-
fession's sound get eh The oirnre
tire therapist eifluOth=4 his !rami-
e:1g to that of a physical educators
c.a;oe A well le-Sod edisestocal
airs rlinseal utperienet program has
been developed over the years to
wore 'bat the cadent pill graduate
as a qualified therapist, espalier of
essoming hen responsibIttses in a
hospital- dune, or adapted program_

The andergradojcie eciticatun pro-
gram must nowlmelade courses '
anatomy, phytahl 'Coe. lunesiolOgy.
applied and abnormal pryebc4087,
eduat soy theraprotse execcues_
physiology of cue-roe, analysts of
movement and 'tuna others speed-
tally oriested to thie needs of the
the-month To clue o'er 35 assurers.-
ters and colleges offer advaneed 'lady
in ecerectiie therapt and qualify in
the educational iris-es-Warns The
-taisul trammel, of the prospreive
roue tire! thus: n! 73 best tee-red
on a graduate lerel Imre the need to
meet adequately be physical educa-
tion r_ ,em -sersenthrz recthirments
ronsumes mpet of the avanabk time
on the zMerraduate teyel. A
horoogb progress of clinical frets..
ler Is recervaary to sayers the student.
pus.- treat experierce en clinical rWtSi-
tWWW Broad areas of hospital es-
periersee mast be covered so that a
tunic...um of 250 chrolla boors
reciciced with a suggested 375 boron
en standard Twenty fire t,orpstals
abd chews are already partscipatleg
in the clinical sensation prosperot,

In 1953 the Amer-mean Board f
Certifi!ltIon of Corrective Thera

I Sin, crews-worts at both tho tests-
tuns 4 els.. al Inning *I eUr
tior..pst are p.c....4 la ictII hy Dr.
Co 11., I 1' b.. M., be obtalellrawrAari tr sr 11.. t
As.. tato.% ter 31,td
aelt.t.astat,sa tai wt. la area, 51, et.
tnmwes :HA PrIazre



iliatpita vas or/gonad to pass on
qualiaatiorn of acetones to
establish a national reposer Cern:S-
eaton glean/See quitted mention.
as to the proles an, and cern the
public a =cans of protection and
guarantee of COC:1;tent It I-Mt
Twenty cernaraucas examining
leans bare been formed throostboot
the eonatry Candidates for exanuse.
ton for certification :oust lure eon
pitted an approved foot year cam
rah= Leadusg to a bachelor's dere=
inelochog ecattel to sport& areas
sad have eonpiesed a consino.= of
250 boors of clinical miternarp m
nedleallynoperresed physical edne4
tun wades the sponsorship of ree
cgraixed college or uneersity The
cianuettlana, which. ate Caen pen
cdaeal/y its eastecuently located
centers throne:cut the r000try, ton
east of three parts the written. prat
meal. and antrum

As Expoodtrott Sphere of Work
The corrective therapuel epbeet

of work has expanded into tan!
fields of mecisewne It n aradiewle !or
all pa/wets sal'enni :row drseLLe or
tantry inch as ^ardar patents
=puttee artbrinca and those w 11
yecripberal seamier drone...a bean
opines, spinal cord rootlet or
=total doom:km It n a orrass
whirls works closely with all of the
anedlary tenure of physical mob
not and it Ls ander the direct tape'
vision and {midair* of the patent a
clamor Moat phyueal estimation tech
toques sod exer-ste act:yams are
roodiaed to treat the specs& dn.
abilities. Candaticener macros are
Lied to develop strength and Destro.

----vacalsr coordination Treat:rust
wanders tureen and raccialize.
mu activates for.the psychiatry
plummy Inneimmal ambalation'slid
arlfcare truest& therapeutic swim
aunt correctsve and postural esti
enes, weal setrnton for the Dryly
Minded, tralzunr in the operation of
wheelchairs and autoesobdes oath
perapleeics and ooadnoleries, and
adapted physical education to the
*bola

In the field of orthopedics inset
has been accomplalsed through ape
cafe ezerenes denrned to bald op
suite strength and meant the
4444141 of noteno of the affected to
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nenumanmanuiwzmanaus
ASSOCIATION FOR PHYSICAL

AND MENTAL ItEHASIUTATION
The anti A a labours*. incorpo.

mint pr :mount orrassuboo operated
fee wdoeatunal and ortnitsfe pupates.
Its obyeetnes as lasted an the itsetada:'
boa'. ter

To promo. the axe of isedscany
prewubni near" therapy Lad aloud
pos..-at eons-sms

2 To eitasset for pewreawoul goad
Ltd. nr edariteoo and tea...ac utt
tea o;iconevany rattler
dew -ad eday.ed ittair4s

To m.o. snd sponsor med.-ay
prrsentd cur we Osersr. of
the maned steontt and orresseoul
cause:.

4 are rewerth ant pubis.
eat.. IC serrate Wad., deabar rah
rod.: retaabdatettaa

5 To enure as sad terstersgt tbay
related to ...lily prveroll.3

neande ate.; arcbt prate ads.t.tgaota
to butts.. sat thetbA.00st,

The -on. of dna more,* that
- of a sobeal lei. aorta

aloe. *oat o and at get on.2l tte.
ed.o.e. A t ae.. end <1..enatta

team' eesen. and Oat"nx.o. . 2A- Al .1 A..av
tea., ...etateo

rue-toe ant ,-,,r abr. the Also
-sear, or Pb .1 Memel Rena
banal/. -7 he CACI, On !AA its.
oral. e Ti.At Data,

PM/ tad et Ls. ... Re
11.244:

(O.
tre=g) Loy, hart disabilities hays
recessed ',fecal eerishaut to nee.
Clue to battki sats'inng strereah
Anbulation trainInz for those with
frac-toren n amt ant

In neurology the pareplepe has
been sight to ,rare..- the strength
of his a.-._a, to welt yawls crotches
and braw,s, to rare for hes daily
newt* to raw In wheelchair, and
teen to drive a car The coninplerie
has been pan exercise designee! ,to
strengthen the spade masks still
fonetionang to as rano= oder,.
tattoos to dress and feed bonen. to
maniptalste a wheelchair The hes=
Pilaw has been taosht exercise to
bsuld op zooids strength of both
efferiel and onsffonewl side, to care
(or hn daily ttecls to dress and feed
/smelt to wait The Parkinson's
duets, patient has been taught es

a.

ter.asoa ezernont tousele relunatoon
euerresea aceloolatto and self.care
Polo, cerebral palsy, and taul-
sclerotic patients hate beta bel
by exercise and speede In
neursyebsatry. eorrectat
peas bate =de noeh
through settrity-ererene p
In =curator all types of
cbsabdities f cop the maple
to the most damn catatonic- seat
Toes, Runnel; are or to the
ent's level and ability, and pro

cede for the channelizanon f tonally
unacceptable behonor accept
able expressaor, of beta The at-
tnsty motivation op been
a tinting force Woe warned
=soy a plc-rebut patent to
society

With the amputee, commute then
apses have concentrated on a pro-
gram of crerrise to develop the In-
volved extremity to the utmost and
to teach the use of a nroaltotaa
Workers have trained torte and
doable leg =pastes to stalk. ebb
state, and even (=xi social attn.:-
net and games They bate ban part
of the blind at:bin:eon propms
of the Veterans Adroittistrauce. and
have been taurbt tact eabolauoo
sports prottans, and the use of see
or eye dogs_.

Plan Boldly. for rho Priors
Cerra-nee the. any is dtaninly on

area rev whittx moth restate/1
need4 acre Is far too ouch that
tt DO( kiettla at that we seed to know
be the inereasonely socrenfol pow.
Lice in the profenton. Hoch es knotneta
about the Lad of physical edoranoo
but relatively beat is known u yet
shoot the ANAttity01:1 of phyncal
education to pathological processes
But sore 1946, a greet deal of re
search hes been areociplcalsed by
etaPurl physics) educators, phy.
menus: to other acids of rnetheine,
Lod by the corratite therapat bus.
aelf

The growth and dentionsoent of
correetste therapy has been an ri-
ponse.to the public interest for sin.
proved care treatment, and rehab&
tenon of the we and doubled. We
hot* a responsibility to briar today's
resources to the aid of todey's
*bled and to plan boldly foe stall s
meter feats tdcaorrow
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AMERICAN CORRECTIVE THERAPY ASSOCIATION, INC.

Application for Examination for
Certification In Corrective Therapy,

contintiod

lllllllllllllllll

DiSTRUCTIONS

Bea actin as of clAdst es=k a of the koencita CM:1RM ThellDy AtioCzglera.be

Detname d yen In eahie The ebibtery reaetements ass bored cm theism pap of to '7-Aka=
Sons

3 Complete trin appbalmo Max '6,6' Mow stt,a Mae am DOI ariakak ytta

A Secant be 46=0 of the Carat Tomes learroctoe wto wormed yoo am Thaw C.,cai
Trammg Setts be be of Seam lb at mud a aped Mamocupy of your CertaRcate of Modal
Tuank

5 AD patent caraltreart,ernay wort ran be docomeoted by o(bee trasecept(s3

6 Samna the compaed se...Amnon. arsDIAI tra=cfsplil) and a 6004etandable appastmo fee to the
Desna of the Cattlutioa Bawd AC TA. for renew

lostratca on the maces of fees be 'Mamma and be satequent mesa natuol of <Noble
maamee as rabbit on a 'candle coca mat can be *tamed Dy mAttee tope to the tkrec ta of
Me 2mtriantoes Board AC TA

EXAMINATION PROCEDURE

A amemem d the *Scar a ehgbkty so take the Cerufkmon Excaatects .fl br tent to the
apple not and the Moat arra meaner

TM examinee wal maxi the sera eask.a- no of the STA. to asap a date Mae and tat foe the
Du:mew rol otAt a rawavaly oeDKorel 90!De ex.....211 and the exaransee

3 The Cerufamoo Exaamatmo careen of a written Lad oral secooe. Tht exam:trios oB be $4=0-
ray n mat 493 poraDdiipl alas of the cOnt1621 Urged Scum The mammon a

trod at the Arental Cookraor of the A.0 T had m Jay

The t to elf -evert the sera mama of the It.0 TA. to Imam a date pat and time for the
exar=ern that a mostradytheargent to the member end the mamma

5 Waren oho be ether the woo& ot oral portion. of the Catificalao Wan:kook may make that
pawn upon payesett of a reexammenom fee Request for rentemawas and maw of the fee mast
oe made to the Chnvor Certiraton Bard Amen= Correct°, Therm lasccotak

6 Enamors, oho web to fk so small mum do ao cram a peeicel not exceedeety =ay pa, ear An
wow( of the coat of Won Such an *ever tool Of lark to the Dersof Ceruftestra Board,
"drama COrrectere Thitalay lac

17te Atalefic6t.entd for the Cesteraeme of Comma Tampon retemes the rktst to Mate mqessY
my ea.:aloft{ room:Roo ot ttkrerce menameed cet the tepirroon for mnfkanoo of tememeras
Reverting km=

RETURN THIS APPUCATiON TO

Ihrector of the Certificstsoo Board. American
Correctne Therapy Asodstion. Inc

S
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AKER/CAN CORRECTIVE THERAPY ASSOCIATION, tics

AFFIXATION FOR DOMINATION FOR CERTIFICATION IN CORRECTIVE THERAPY
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AMERICAN CORRECTIVE TVRAPY ASSOCIATION.

-Requirements for Catlfkation in Corrective Therapy

1 To be eligible for certification by the 14-C T.A. candidates Mall have completed their training m a college or university accredited by theA,C T A.

2. .The candidate shad be an Active or Student/umber' of the American Corrective Therapy Association, live.

3 1e candidate shall have a baccalaureate or advanced degraliiPhysical Edur-stion or Corrective Therapy.

3 The candidate shall provide evidence of successfully completing 400 hours of clinical training in Corrective Therapy from an A.C.T A.approved training site

5 The candidate shall Mow by their official transcnpt(s) that they
have successfully completed the minimum number of credits in each

category listed below, and Al required courses in each category marked byan asterisk 4

Didactic curriculum and academic categonts, with sacra: indicating required courses.

APPLIED SCIENCES HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Anatomy 12 Analysis Of Human Movement 16Kintsiotogy SI:Matt( Health Education and Problems tr.._ SemesterPhYlloldir Units or Principles of Hialth and Physical Education Voila orPhysiology of Exercise
Growth & Development 18

Physical and Mental Habilitation
Tests and Measurements 4/7Neomanatomy Quarter 'Evaluation of Health and Physical Education QuarterNeurology

Pathology
t.

Credits Research in Health and Physical Education
Skills and Applied Techniques

Credits

PSYCHOLOGY
CORRECTIVE THERAI96& ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION

General Psychology
Abnormal Psychology 6- ester `

Physical Education for AtypicalI Organizational and Administrational Corrective Theripy
8
SemesterPhruolopeal Psychok,gy nits or Kinesiotherapy Units orDevelopmental Psychology Recreation in Rehabilitation

Wheal Health
Intartherapy Relations 12Psychotherapy Quarter Evaluation and Research Applied to QuarterSocial Psychology Credits Corrective and Adapted Programs Cru

J.
JFIA4 2-1440
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PREPARED ETATEMEirOP EARL AND Jo ANN EARBAH4ENNINGS, MO.

This year 9-1980, Robert Barban is receiving Resourge Room, alternating 'with
iG/m Class. Which meets 2 time a week, then the next week 3 times "r 1 hr

Everything for-Ras iirogram was dependent on the S RA scores and the compu-
tor. We were not aware of the amount or kind of program or help tune he was to
receive until the 1st week df school. No notations where made in the IEP of his
instructional services or time slot or materials or technics to be used.

Educational aids that would compensate in the regular claisroom for his inab4Iity
to read and compute have never been offered or made available to him.

, His way through school has been a typical "pass on" syndrome, pass him on and
see what the next teacher can do.. . - ,-,?. .

This year:Atpass him on from building to building and see what the "buildings"
can do!!! . - .

We the parents of Robert M. Barban feel that our son has been discriminated
against because of his handicap. He has been denied an opportunity to learn he has
been denied exposure to learning equal in quality and quanity to his unlabled peers

£ In 1979-1980 for the first time he received one hour a day of special education, not
Including reading from Special School District. There was no attempt from the
classroom to coordinate classroom instruction with What minimal efforts of special.

Our son Robert is dyslexic with multiple visual perceptual problems. Special
school or 'is home district of Jennings have never offered him a comzensatory
ed -11cr, that, would afford him an education for meaningful employment ot- higher
education and thereby his intellectual potential. .

SCHOOL YEAR 1980-8.1
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LEGAL CENTER FOR HANDICAPPED CITIZENS
1060 Bonnock Slrect.gulte 316 Denver. Criforodo 80204

TTY only (30i) 573.0949 /
(303) 573.0542 ,

o

May 5,, 1980

Congressman Paul Simon
Chairman, House Subcommittee on

Select Education'
''1 227 Cannon House Offfice Building

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Congressman Simon:

1

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. S6012, the Legal Center has been designated
by the GOvernor of Colorado as the State Protection and Advocacy
System for developmentally disabled citizens.) In addition to this
designation, the Legal Center has operated in Colorado since 1976
as a public interest law firm specializing in the legal needs of

.handicapped sitizens. Recently; the Education Advocates Coalition,
of which the Legal Center is a member, issued a report expressing
serious concern with national implementation of P.L. 94-142.
Colorado was one of the 11 states targeted in the report, and we
are all to well familiar with the fact that the legislative intent
behind P.L. 94-142 is not being carried out. In Colorado, for' example, we have recently,filed'a class action law suit in the
United States District Court because'of fatilure of this state to
provide educational services for over 300 severely handicapped
childre are institutionalized or otherwise placed outside oftheir fami home.

While much the problem is attributable to inadequate financingof the Act, ack of any vigorous and united efforts by the bureauof Education r the Handicapped to enforce the Act is also amajor reason for this situation. personal experience of our
organization with BEHhas been terribly disappointing. In fact.,
had BEH -properly performed its job, the recent suit which we filed'
would not have been necessary.

Failure Of BEH tto properly enforce the Act is, no doubt, due to..a
variety of reasobns. Some of them appear to be lack of staff, lack
of training, and lack of commitment to vigorously enforce the Act.
As a result, hundreds of thousands of handicapped 'children are
sttp be deprived of a free appropriate public education. I, .

..therefore, call upon you to institute oversight hearings to
investigate the failure of BEH to vigorously and adequately,enforce.
the Act and to encourage it to take such remedial action at may
be necessary to discharge its responsibilities.

577.
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/flooklforward to recgiving from you your thoughts in this matter.
The Legal Center extehdsfto you our offer of assistance in anY
way possible.

Yours truA5,

eis 4
04

Bruc41C. Bernstein
Attordey at Law

BCB:ds

cc: Senator Gary Hart
Senator Bill Armstrong
Representative 'Pat Schroeder
Representative Tim Wirth'
Representative Ray KogoVsek
Representative James Johnson
Representative Ken Kramer
Ms. Jane Yohalem

4
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The Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Sub Committee on Elementary
Secondary pnd Vocational Education
Room B346C" .5
2181 Rayburn HOB
Washington,

Dear Mr. Perkins:

I am a parent of a six year old autistic child. We are
residents of Fairfax County and live in Vienna, Virginia.

It has come to our attention that the education and
residential facilities for autistic children are not
adequate..

A study of Virginia facilities and ecilscation was conducted
recently by the Grafton Rebidential School. The study
is called the Grafton Autism Study & School for Contemporary
Education.

4

Out of the 3910 Virginia'agencies connected with autistic
children that were contacted by mail for the study, only
285 foAnd the time to repott back to the school. Parents
were also contacted and I can assure you that the return

°rate was high.

Th? Study showed that 47%6of the autistic children in
Virginia are between the ages of 6 and 12. Tbere is not
one college course given in the Statrof Virginia that
teaches future teachers about autieric children or their
special needs. In this state 832 of the autistic children
are male and 84% are white. Autism can'strike any family
of any social or economic Iackround. There is no known
cause for the handicapping condition, and there is every
indication that many of these children are not retarded
and can learn to overcome ruch of this handicap.of autism.

Autism is thought to be a communication disability caused
by a chemical imbalance in the message center of the brain.
A CAT scan will not show aly brain damage or ticc'e damage.
An EEG will,show no aberran braiY waives. And physically
the children are perfect and guide attractive. Autism can
be a handicap that is cOmb,ned with other handicaps such as
brain damage, or physical ,andicaps, but, in itself,it shows
no sigps as to its cause.
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We do know, however, that 'ith the correct training the
children can learn to read and write and some have finished
high schOol'and have their allege degrees. These casts are
too few, and only with the special schooling is it even possible.
Most of these children in the past twenty years have been
clapified as haVing childhood schizophrenia, recdived no
schooling and now are in i stitutions,withdrawn.into themselves
with n6 hope of with other humans. The parents
of these children ere tol, that they had caused the problem
and that it was an emotion 1 handicap.

We have progressed far it 'wenty years in understand the
causes of autism,but the l.w hasn't. The state and federal
law still 81assifies'Elle autistic child as emotionally disturbed
and lias a student teacher ratio.of 10 to 1. Not only is there
no special program for the communication needs of these children;
the student teacher ratio issmuch too high to allow the autistic
child to learn, is like put ing a blind child 'in a seeidg
class and not giving him any h 1p to compensate fID the
hanBicap.

We need Autism to be a separate categOry, not in 1 ded under
the blanket of Severely Emotionally Disturbed. need this
for the sake of the lives we are allowing to be lost to,
institutions and for the Uealth of the state economy. A
person who can work andfcpntribute to society-should be given
every chance to, realize that potential while there is still

For those children that have grown up without the benefit
of special education,a Lesidential facility is needed. Under
the law a parent of an "Tuti.stic adult is reponsible for him
as if he were still a child. An autistic child never comes
of age legally. A recent example of this is the Schieffelin
family. Virginia has a facility called the Northern Virginia
Training Cente; 'that is state owned. I understand that it is
the only facility of its kipd in the state. Mr. and Mrs.
George B. Schieffelin aftekliaing accepted,and fillingout
many forms placed their child in the facility for two weeks
while they went to the flintral of Mr. Scheiffelin's mother.,
Whert they return6d they found a bill of $69.00 a clay 1Br their
child for the two weeks. curing those Weeks there was no medical
service or costly care of iny kind needed,' Just the normal
serving of meals and a bed-to sleep in. Mr. Michael C. Oampfield,
Paimbursemeht'!upervisor,snt the bill for over $900.00.. Mr.
chelffelin states that ht cost was never 'discussed with him,

and' the bill was a shock. The local clu:pterfor autistic Children
is trying to start a residntiat facility where the autistic
adults could work in garde.,s,raise.crpps,and make appropriate
'crafts. They know that th:y can run a facility for less than
$69.00 a day per person. ihere'is a crying need for residential
facilities that parents ca,, afford here in Virginia.

s 0
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Mr. Sch iffelin,who lives at 9701 Cer:Fne- Drive, Fairfax,
Virgini 22032, and many other parent are very concerned4 for our hildren and their futur &. Please give our needs
your consideration.

It is not easy to be a pe con in authority and there are"many,
worthy causes and only li ited time. We are ready and willing
to actively help in any w y possible. Onelof the hardest
trials to face in this li e is to lose a child. We watch our
children withdraw into a living death each day. Please
help us help them escape what the future seems to hold.

Thank you for your time in reading this letter. Anything
you an suggest or do would Le deeply appreciated.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Charles silbe
2705 Livingstone Ln.
Apt
Vienna, VA 22180

Janet L. Bilbo

%Ye

5 I 1'
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The Honorable 8o Ginn
.Houhe of ROneAentatived
retAbuiton, D.C. TOM
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12 May Road
9 Snunetack-r

October 3, 1920
31510

R CL11/7,

OCTI5s80

1 ryg*SSMAti GI
Dean 100inn:

. We ate to you on behalf of OUR mentally titanded'ch.t.tdten and alt

handicappid of Glynn County, Georgia.

We despetately need youx help and atria'.

AA wants of heveRty handicapped chetdnen, we ant concerned that, at the
plehent tine, Glynn County dOeh not have a twelve month edicationat pnoynam
ion handicappedehitdhen.

.
FROM ow expenhenco, we know that a eontAnuodh pxognan td neseeeany ion'thein
advantement and welt b . iks--

ltah
t,r1-1-1-Az.

Public taw 94-1Ai made uh e owe children out of a twetvp month tRainiA9 rAblici
pnogtam and put them 4A nine month public school ptoytam. Theft child/Len

cannot take a three month break in that ptognamh.

AA patents, out hands ate tied. We can onty at back and watch them Up-CAA
because we lack the ptofehaionat akitte to help MA chitdhen.

We ate making plate now to my to nice enough.noney to hint a teacher fon the,
Sunatn and obtain a building and dapptit4 OR the three month Seamen break.
This, of coulee, Ahoutd not be neceAdaty since the taw stated that educationat
ptognam6 wilt meet the indAviduat needs of each etudent. The pheeent nine
month remit in g erg doee not meet the needs of hundreds of chibLten
throughout the Watt.

We woad tike to heat your V4R146 and advise on this tatter. We mat be
moliang you* ntply. ,.

a

Sincerely youth,

MA. and WA. Wathan English .

<Jr...,

' Wt. and Mna: Richard Bolin

44% (40..

*t
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Mr. PAUL SIMON,
Subcommittee Select Education,
US. Congress. Washington. D.C.

.DEAR MR SIMON' I do no know if my statement will be just a repetition of what
you haffsalready.heard, but I feed I must state this.

The laws passed by Congress inVplementing education to handicapped children is
a good law, an understandable lady for parents, and in my opinion a workable law.
It defines and programs for th ,e' education of our children. I thank you for passingthem.

You have assigned the Office of Education, the Office for Civil Rights, the state's
Department of Public Education_ to Implement the laws and then monster theeducational services to our handicapped children This is not being done The failureii at all Levels orour bureauctatic structure.

There is a proCedure parents or organizations can follow t% question \the actions
and appropriatness of the educational services, and try to correct therb. It is notworking very well. No one listens oftenor really cares.

Investigations are instituted but it is more a paper search that a real ev ionof the problem We are one of eight parents with ten children wh

against handicapped childred We filed 26 charges again school system.
discmination

uested areview of our local school system because we saw ,a wider. ri

, Mr Lawrence Washington, Director of the Elem -.ry & Secondary Division, of
the Chicago Office for Civil Rights sent me etter after the completion of the'tearefut overview of the actions in order certain that the district is complyingwith Sect 504" (Bureaucratic liter. el The explanation to us was made in oneparagraph This is not acce ill us A paper review conducted in all 276 schooldistricts was accepted as 0 to fike Chicago OCR office who investigated our 26charges?See pg 11 in v w booklet. .

I assist other nts as a rull-time unpaid parent-child advocate I do thisbecause anoth dvocate helped me "force" my school system to provide an appropnate edu tonal program for my son, and he is now fist learning to spell inschool e has gained four years of written writing skills in six months with anap nate phonic program taught to him We finally got the phonic programrted in 11th grade for him He is now writing at 6th grade level. Just think atwhat level he would be writingifhe had been taught phonics from first gradeThose parents are encountering the same prOblems, the educational needs of thechildren are just ignored The budget of the school dictates what is given to the
I child not the needs of the child

. _1 If our government was really committed to teaching our handicapped ; hildrenI then state run schbols should be examples qf excellent educational programs. In

1

Wisconsin, the institutions are in non-comphance of a court ordered supervisionbecause of failure to provide services.to handicapped children The state plan madet
a commitment that the. 94-142 funds woul be first committed to thatat Wales, astate school for boys, the educational bu et has been cut, not. raised. Much more issaid than really done.

Forty-one brave professionals of the Milwaukee school system sent a letter to theschool board asking that special "B" classes be set up because there are manyhildren in middle and junior high classes that canot read, write, spell, and evenme that do not know their alphabet. They, state that these children are notligible for special education because their I.Q. is between 70 and 84 ,Learning.i bility classes start with an I Q of 85, and Retarded clUsses start at 70.are in between and the* is notSing for them. . -isconsin informed HEW 5/78 that they had an LQ requirement in the L.Dntena In 8/78 HEW informed the Wisconsin Department of Public Education 6atuch /1 requirement is unacceptable with federal law. This was followed later bynother bulletin on 1/80 This letter was written to the Milwaukee School Board on ./80 0 DPI it certainly not following that direcrtive, What concerns me more is asystem not questioning such a policy of excluding a whole group of 'hildren unless administration did not want ta expand their special educe-

I

ion classes to accommodate more children. . .
I know many more violations that have occurred. That frightens me, as I am justvolunteer not working out of an office, not affiliated with an organization that hashe money to advertise I can believe the statements made by the Children Defenseand and Better Government Associates I hope-, you believe those statements! ,The "intent" to im ement. the "intent" to monitor the laWs passed pressare lax This is not jt in educational requirements but ALL requirements izrty '.

BOUDJIO'S ADULT FOSTER HOME,
Brookfield. Wis.. June 2. 1980.

4,
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Minutes just had a program on enforcement and monitoring problems with the
regulatory agency supervising the building of atomic energy plants
The question I would like answered is, are laws passed witho t concern for

enforcement by our elected officials' If laws are not,., en I need other question
answered. How can laws be enforced More important How ca you make your
appointed representatives the State and Federal Bureaucrats really be responsible
for implementing and monitoring the laws Congress passed?

I have become an at the inaction and unaction (my word for .people who use
B S to say they'vle done something when they've done nothing) I am finding many
people in high places of both the state and federal levels that have Ph D.'s in this
ability Crur society is beginning to "smell" because of this leadership decay

I am in the hospital now so I cannot send you written documentation of local,
state, and federal violations of the congressional laws I will send you that documen
tation later I have been assuired that the charges will be addfessed AND answered

I hope the Special Education Subcommittee will be the spark that could light the
change in this one defect in our government and make it again, for the people

Respectfully submitted
SHARON BOUDRO

P S I have just read that the Office of Education will have 500 fewer positions
alloted to the department than when the office was HEW I also read there are only
20 monitoring positions in the Office of Education I hope the 'special education
subcommittee will recommend m re monitoring poSitions and have the Dept report
back with reports of the monitori g efforts made.

P.P.S Secretary Hufstedler fo med a task force to look into the charges made by
the Education Advocates Coaliti I hope that task force has parent representation

Pg 1-66 are copies 'ictf letters concerning a request for a district review of our
school district by 8 paAnts cha ngg 26 incidents of discrimination We requested a
district review because we see th discrimination practiced against all handicapped
children in our school district The onginal request to the Chicago OCR office dated
Oct. 17,1977 is on Page 19

Evidence of these actions can be shown by the not appropriate or not in place
entirely boxes checked on the DPI due process form the Elmbrook school districf
filled out. The Wisconsin DPI did send the Elmbrook school district a new due
process form of information that must be included on the "forms" the school systeni
uses. See Pg 11of 1980-81 Wisc State Plan for description of paper audit. Only 28
school systems were audited systematically pg 7 in Wis State plan Booklet

This does not help the discriminations that have been outlined in our letter on Pg
19 aganist children already! These violations have not stopped just because this
"paper audit" was done During the final exam in an auto mechanics class 2 LD
students were made to scrub the floor i4stead of given a mental.final exam How
can this flagrant discrimination be stoppea by a paper audit?

Our children are not respected by our school system
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140i Everview Road

San Diego, Calif., 92110

September 25, 1980

Members of the Subcommittee on Select Education
Washington, D. C.,

Honorable Sirs;

I have been a special education teacher with the San Diego,
California School District for 9} years. '

About two years ago, the United States. Government gave the ,

San Diego School District over ten million dbllars to create
"Mainstream". In spite of all the smoke that is being blown
around,-"Mainitreamv, is it is is a failure!

You have put all'thesesfunds at the disposal of unknowing,
administrators, who for the most part, have never-spent a
day in a special claddroom.

What have they done with all this money locally? (1).
Created many new departments and positions, (over 100).
(2). Segregated Learning Handicapped +Students., (I now teach
9th grade learning handicapped students at Horace Mann Jr.
High. Not one of my students Is from the-Horace Mann district,
but bussed from surrounding areas. In fact all the 9th grade
learning handicapped students in San Diego are bussed to Mann.
7th graders are bussed to Montgomery Jr. High. Eth graders
are bussed to Hale Jr. High, and so on.

What these students need ispstability. The whole idea of
the original "Learning Assistance Classes, Type I (those are
students with normal.intelligence, 'behind academically, and
with behaiior problems) was to try and keep them in school,
and in comfortable, familiar surroundings, with neighborhood
friends and peers. The teacher then really mainstreamed his
students into basic clAsses on his 1pcal campus with teachers
he personally knew and felt, would work with them. The

Special 'EA teacher would only put his students into classes
that he knew they 'could handle. /totorked great! Ask any
teacher at Madison High School prior to 1978.
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ihat our Director of Special Education (Daniel Lochtefeld) is

doing, is clustering,or better,segregating special ed students

at different schobl sites. Some of these kids have to get up

at 5 AM for a hour ride to some unfamiliar surroundings. As

one of my students put it. "you make a new friend only to

find 'she or he lives all the way across town."

Another very serious problem that is developing is that they

are, searching desperately to find and label students "&.H." to

fill classes for pereofl they have hired.

I would conservatively estimate that at least 15% of the

btudents I have,should, not be in special classes. Somehow

-somioliiFliiConvinced their parents that their child should'

be in a special class.

This segregating and then "lumping all specials" into one

school is also damaging the students self image. A boy or

girl with normal intelligence 18 being placed with metally
f.

retarded children.

.sThe rest of the children on our school site (non-L.H.) feel

that all,the ch dren in the 400 and 600 buildings are freaks.

The children themselves have no "normal" peer groups to

keep them in line. They just bunch up together and reinforce

each others negative behavior.
7

Please take the time to examine the program, and send some-

one to see first hand what is really going on in "Mainstream".

Most Sincerely Yours,

ficir.4.z:e.4:

Frederick F. Bowles

----------------------------
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Protection and Advocacy Project'
GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL ON HUMAN RitfrOURCES

ARTHUR A. UNK.
GOvtAftew

ROI* dotou 13thFloor
etsrmu eic Norm MS.01455505

7014244472

14004724570

April 24, 1980

'Congressman Paul Simon
Chairman, HOU.10 -Subco=ittee
on Select Education

227 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Congressman Simon:

I would like to bring to your attention
a report by the Education

Advocates Coa'l'ition on federal compliance
activities to implementthe Education for All Handicapped

Children Act (P.L. 94-142), whichI 42 assuming you are.famillar with at this time. The noncompliance!sakes cited in this report appear to be prevalent nation-wide.. .

Here in Borth Dakota, approximately 25% of the school-age'residents
in a state institution for the

mentally retarded are receiving noeducational services whatsoever.,
Approximately 59% of the.school-

age children in this same institution
are receiving minimaledbca-

tional services (half-days or less). Many of the children in this
institution are is a placement

which is inappropriate to their
needs and could be better served if

programs were available in localcommunities.

Many parents in the state have bow
denied the parity called for inP.L. 94-142 through the individualized

educational planning process.
Children are frequently sent 300 miles from home for educational
serVices'which often violates the

law providing for placement in the
least restrictive alternative.

The parents of these same children
are struggling to get related services

such as costs for transpor-
tation - it seeds that many eduCational

agencies view these services'as a Oft rather than a requirement
under the law.

I could cite you many other examples
of noncompliance with P.L. 94-142in worth Dakota, but I think the examples above illustrate my pointadequately.

In view of these problems, I am requesting that the HOUIR Sub,
committee on Seledt Education exercise its oversight power to
insure that the Department of Education take immediate action in
responding to the need for adequate implementation

94-142.

Your assistance in this crucial matter is greatly apprebiatod.
If you halikquestiOns or comments, kindly advise.

Sincerely,

slatbcaa C. exada,A_
Barbara C. Braun
Director is

BCB/mt

cc. Education Advocates Coalition
Judge Shirley H. Hatted/11y, Secretary, DOE

587
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keitCongressman PAUL SIMON,'
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PAUL SIMON. I hereby submit my response to the two ques-
tions asked: ,

1. Where would I like our learning center for orthopedically handicapped children
st be in ten years? .

I would like to see installed in our building err actively utilized eleVator. It should
be lane enough to ride four average sized wheelchairs -

2. What would an elevator cost? .
A representative of the Otis elevator company .e to our school to'provide us

with an estimate of the cost of constructing an elevator The estimate was for a two
wheelchair elevator to begin on street level (where we hold our classes) to the fourth
floor. The cost of constructing this elevator would be approximately $150,000 com-
plete. We were informed that the elevator would take twenty-six weeks to construct
from the time the contract was signed. ,

It would be wonderful if ive were provided with the reinstatement of ancillary
services for our children. We would greatly benefit. from a psychologist% social
worker and an adaptive physical education program. .I would like a more efficient teacher evaluation form for a child's progress. As
elaborated in my presentation, I feel that the I.E P.'s as they are presently eke
ineffective, onerous, and a waste of time.

Iii, closing, it was a great privilege to speak before Congress, and I hope my
information will be helpful for the children of our unit.

Respectfully,

BRONX, N.Y., Augzlst 12, 1980.

GAIL CARTENUTO.

i BRONX, N.Y., August 12, 1980.
PEAR CONGRESSMAN SIMON. I apologize for the delay in responding to your ques-

tions but shortly after I spoke before the Congressional Hearing (May 9, 1980 at 26
Federal Plaza, New York Select Committee on Special Education, we at P.S. 85
Brenx, received notification from Dr. Jerry Gross, Director of Special, Education,
New York City, that we were to close our unit and our children were to be scattered
between Coop City and P.S. 95, because we did not have an elevator. We werepall
heartsick at_P.S. 85 as P.S. 95 had no therapy and no suitable program for our
children. Coop City was 11/2 hour each way for the children and was rapidly
becoming an institution with our 50% handicapped population including multihand-
icapped, emotionallyhandicapped etc. This was not exactly what the law spelled out
for our physically handicapped. 'Many of whom are gifted children. The parents
have strenously pretested at meetings with special ed representatives and have
received support of legislators, local school board, community members etc. Even at
this late date in August children have been left without transportation to 85x for
September.

Since the elevator is the issue Dr. Gross's Office isusing to abolish our program. I
would appreciate any particulars in filing for a grant for such.

Respectfully,
GAIL CARTENUTO.
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KENNETH H. CHACE=
MICHAEL J. HOARE
LIMY. LAY/LESS

.'

CHACKE:s AND HOARE
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

September 22, 1980
40,

I,

I
House Subcommittee on Select,Education
Paur'Simon, Chairman
Kansas City, Missouri

Dear CommiheeeSmbers:
,1 *,

I appreciate the4Oppertunity to submit this letter
in liea'of five testimony before this Committee in order to advise
theme Committee of what I believe is an important issue concerning
the implementation of and the compliance with the Education for
All HandicappedChildren Act, Public Law 94-142, in the State of
AissOuri.

The issue which is addressed herein involves the' failure
of the State of Missouri and providers of public_edocation for
Handicapped children in Missouri to consider and act upon the needs
of many handicapped children for an eXtended school year, in
excess of the traditional-nine-month year. I belieye, based updn
information received from clients of this firm and other Persons
with whom 1 have consulted, that the State of Missouri has

,,,Nniform polity that i will not provide and that it wikl neither
encourage nor require other public agencies Which provide special
education Any programming beyond the typical nine-month school year.

appears that this policy has been maintained despite
the clear Obligation under Public Law 94-142 to design and implement
a program of special education and related services which, is
individually tailored to meet the unique needs of each handicapped
child. This policy is maintained despite the clear indication,
to the State of Missouri from the United States bepartmeht of4 Eddcation that a uniform policy limiting special educhtion to 1
days per year is inconsistent with public Law 94-142. This policy
is maintained despite the holding of the Third Circuit Court of
Appeals in Battle v. Pennsylvania; Pad (3rd Cir. 1980),
affirming Armstrong v. 'Mine, 476 )777ffupp. 583 (E.D.Pa. 1979).

It is possible, and Tram hopeful, that these recent events
(the Battle' decision, aid the conveyance to the State of Missouri
of the position taken by the Department of Education) have caused
the State to re-,examine and abandon its policy, but no indication
of change has been given in.connnztion with litigation against
the State on this issue and no change is evident within the Special

, School District of 9t. Louis County, also a defendant in said

Ty,

314 NORTH BROADWAY
ST. LOWS. MO. 0.3102

(3141241.791111

litigation.

,

ti

s
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The litigation referred to immediately aboveA.s,a class
action on behalf of all handicapped children in the State of
Missouri who require or may require or benefit from a program of
special education in excess okthe traditional nine-month school yehr.
The named plaintiffs, representing the class, are a handicapped
child and his parents who reside in St. Louis County, Missouri,
a handicapped child and his parents who reside in Jackson County,
Missouri, and Missouri Developmental Disabilities Protection and
Advocacy Services, Inc., the state agey charged with the responsi-
bility of advocating fo? the rights of developmentally disabled
persons in he State of Missouri pursuant to the Deyelopmental
Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. gS6001 et seq. -

r

' Named as defendants in that lawsuit are the Special School
District gt"St. Louis County; Arthur L. Mallory, Commissioner of
Zducatiod-of the State of Missouri; Leonard W. Hall, Assistant
Commissioner, or the Division of Special Education of the MissOuri

,
Department o Erementary and Secondary Education; the Missouri
Department o Elementary and Secondary Education; and the gissouri
State Board of Education. .

, -e

For your ,information, I am attaching to this letter a
copy of the Amended Complaint that lawsuit and I will briefly
describe below the proceeding's which led to filing it.

In the spring of 1979, Michael Yaris was evaluated by
the Special School District of St. Louis County. Michael Yaris,
now age nine, is an autistic-like child, with a sever 2 language
delay and serious behavior problems. Fallowing his evaluation,
the Special School District of SA. Louis County held a meeting to
develop an individualized education program (IEP) for4lichtguYaris.
At that meeting Michael's parenti4 Robert and Mary Yaris, ested,
that continuous programming, with no brdak longer than one month,
be provided by the District. We were told by the Special School
District members of the IEP Conference Committee that they could,
not include summer programming on an IEP and that there was no
proof in the literature of the need for continuous programming.
It made absolutely no difference to the Special School District .

members of the IEP Conference Committee,that it was the opinion
of Michael's parents, the teachers, and administrators from the private
school for autistic children Which' Michael had been attending and
Michael's psychologist, that Michael needed an,educationhl program
with no extended summer break. The Special School District personnel
were unwilling to consider Michael's individual need.

In due course; the Yarises appealed the IEP and a hearing was
conducted by a higher level officiar of the Special School District.
The Yarises were told at that hearing that the Special School District
could only consider providing an extended school year if the Yarises

, 4
I
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coUld 'prove" Michael's need for such programming The Yariaes
and the teachers. -and administrators from 14 chaelvs private school

HOA.:11
described and presented evidence showin ubstantial regression
accorsOanyir4ertwo-month break in gogramm g and an extremely long
period reqdired at the end. of that break for Michael to regain lost
,skills and to recover from theprecurrence of inapprapriat,e behaviors
which interferred

;
with his educational progress.

The Special School District,responded.that the Yariees
failed to prove that Michael's regreeeion and long redoupment period
were caused "solely"by the extended break. C .

Thereafter, the Yarises requested ardue process hearing
which was later conducted by a panel consisting of three persons. kk
That panel found that,a two-month break was accompanied by significant
regression, but failed to conclude, one member dissenting, that
summer programming_ was necessary for Michael.

°

With all due respect to the majority members of that
hearing panel, I cannot help but believe that the fact that the
Special School District has absolutely no summer programming for
any handicapped children greatly.influenced their decision.
Counsel for the Speciak School District, in his closing argument to
thaf panel, referred to the high'cpst of redesigning the entire
school system.

Following the adverse decision by the panel, the Yarises
appealed to the Missouri State Board of Education. Dr. Leonardlr. Hall
was designated by the Board to act as hearing officer and, as such,
upheld the majoritydecision of the hearing el.

TheYarises followed the legally' escribed course a
,

pppealed to the United States District Comet for relief.

.
Because of the uniform fai to provide summer program-

ming by the Special School D of St. Louis Cpunty and the
State of Miasouri,,the gation was filed as a class action on .,
beheld of all handica9,ed children adversely affected by the policies
of the State and thebiatrict.

Since the lawsuit was filed, additional individual
plaintiffs from Independence, Jackson County, Missouri, and the
Missouri Dis4bilities Protection and Advocaat Services, Inc. joined
as plaintiffs and representatives of the class.

E&249 0-81-88
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The State defendants,,and the Special Schott]. District are
vigorode.ly defending that lawsuit. That defense continues. despite
the recent decision inoRattle v. .Pennsylvania and recent correspondence
from the United States Departgent of Education informing the State of
Missouri that .3,, uniform policy limiting the length of the school year
for handicapped children is inconsistent with Public-Law 94-142.

As the current 1980 -x1981 school year'was about to commence,
O new IEP Conference Committee was convened by the Special School'
District of St'. Louis County for Michael Yaris. At a meeting of
that Committee in August 1980, the Yarises again asked for
suumer programming for Michael. They were told by the chairman
of the Conference Committee, a representative of the Special School
District V St. Louis County, that he had no authority to include
O summer program'on an IEP and that he could not legally do so.

.0,

In conclusion, on behalf of my clients and numerous othdr
handicapped children in the State of Missduri, L urge your Committee
t6 take whatever action is appropriate in order to bring the State
of Missouri and all providers of public education into compliance
with Public Law 94-142 by individually considering the unique needs
of each.handicapped ehild for an extended school year.

If this Committee desires any furth2tr information regarding
the matters contained in this letter, please feel free to contact
the undersigned/at your convenience.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to present this
information to you.

Respectfully,

+KMC:rer

nclosure

,

'Kenneth M. Chackes

5,49 2
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, UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
-WESTERN DISTRICT OP MISSOURI

r. CENTRAL DIVISION

-,'ROBERT and_MARY YARIS, )

'on their own behalf end
.

as-next friends of
MICHAML,YARIS and , ' )

STEPHEN and MARILYN-STUBBS,
)

on their own behalf and
)

as next friends of - )

ADAWSPUBBS, end
)

MISSOUR; DEVELOPMENTAL 1,
. DISABILITIES PROTECTION AND

ADvocAcir teRvrcEs4,, nic . ')
on behalf `of all'those . ? )

similprly situated,
)

)

Plaintiffs). )

)

v.
) Civil Action No. 80 4075 CV-C-44.o)

SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT To.

*, IOP ST. LOUIS -MINTY, )

o )

ARTHUR L. MALLORY, )

)

LEONARD W. HALL,

)

DEPARTMENT OP ELEMENTARY AND )
' SECONDARY EDUCATION, and )

)
STIE HOARD OP EDUCATION.

)

. )

Defendants: )

AMENDED COMPLAINT

COUNT '-

I. Preliminary Ekiemeat

1. Count an individual action brought' by Robext .and

Mary Yaris, on the4own If and on behalf of their other child.
'

47w
Michael Paris, for declarateri, injunctive and monetary relief on

e

the basis thatdefendsfst

has failed to
41

Otvi4lfa fund a free appropriate education for

Michael Yaris and has,failed to provide him withhis guaranteed pro-

cedural safegwyds in that (1) it has failed and refused,to implmeent
a.

in a timely and meaningful manner any educational program for' el

Lal School District of St. Louis County

Yari;i and to reimburse Robert and Nary Yaris for the costs expended,

by them for an appropriate education', -and (2) it has failed and.refueed

to .ply the coots incurred by Robert and Mary Paris during due process

luoceedirigs. These actions., failures and refusals are in violatidn

',if federal and state law."

P
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II. JUrisdiction

2. luriswtion in thin; Court' is.involtel pursuant to.

20 U.S.C. §1415(e)(2) and (4); p4rhuant tp 28..4.S.e. 31331, in that

the Amount in controversy exclusive of intgrea and ot.tti exceeds
ti

the vaue or ":1 and,.this Action arises ender rho laws of the

United Statc,.; oursiant to 28 U.S.C. 41343. in that ..lin tstan action

brought p,irs04nt to 29 U.S.C. 4794 and 42 D.S.c. Declaratory

relief J.'s soaght pursuant-to 28 D.S.C. 442201 and 720'. State law

claims are within the pendant wrisaiction of this rnnr+.

III. Parties :

3. Mtchael Yaris, aged nine, is a mentally tiandicapped

chtld who brings this suit by his parents Cott next friends, Robert

and Mary Yaris. Michael Yarie,and Robert and Mary ',aril reside

together in University City, St. Louie,County, Missouri.
s

4. Defendant Special School District of St. Louis County

is a body corporate and political subdivision of the State of.

Missouri apd may be,sued in its own name. Said defendant, among,

other thingi, operates schbols for.bbe education of handicapped

children throughout St. Louis County, Missouri. Said defendant is

a recipient of federal financial assistance, including assistance

under the Rducation for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975,

20 U.S.C. §§1401 et !eq.:thereinafter referred to as P.L. 94-142):

-IV. Statement of Ciptim -t

S. Michael Yaris was evaluated by the :special School District.

of St. Louis County on or.abbut January424, 1979 and a diagnostic

ptaffinil was conductda by said defendant on or about February 2, 1979.

6. Individualized AUcat4on Program (hereinafter referred

to as IF.P) conferonCed were conducted by the Special School District

of St. Louis County for Michael Yaris on or about March 15, 1979 and

9

May 11, 19/9.

7. Dy letter dated May 29; 1979 Robert and Mary Yaris

requested of the Special School District of Rt. Louis County a hearing

to Appeal Michael's°ovaluation and ISP.
1 :t

8. ,Drior about July 18, 1979 the Special School District

of St. Lonfs County conducted an igformal conference an the first

stop to the hppeAl ptoceks.

, r

2
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9

9. By letter dated August 9, 1979 Robert and Mary Yaris

requested of the Snecial SchoolDistrict of St. Louis County a due

process hearinl.t Micheel's evaluation and TIP.

1 ftwiary 22, 1980 Robert and Mary Lori, And the

situ,' ..4%,1 ,1tµ1 rift Innis reeinty Agreed nO"n all Of

componentsor so tv.P for Michael Nearis extnpt fo? the Ansne of

yea -r,,una or -ontinuOus-programming.

11. On or about January 29 and 10, 19RO a .le nrneegs hearing

was conduct*I1 by a !three- member panel. The panel de,tsion and a

dissenting oniuton were rendered on or about,Februdry 14, 1980.

12. fly letter dated February 1: 19S0 Robert Ind,Mary Yaris

requested review.hy the'State Board of Rducation of the panel level

hearing decision. 4

"9. se
13. By letter dated March 7, 1980 Robert And Mary Yaris

requested of the Special School District of Rt. Louis County that it

pay the costs of a copy of the 'transcript of the hearing and aVcooy

of the complete record of the hearing for review by ,,he State Board

et Education. The Special4School District of St. Louis County

refused to accept responsibility for acid costs.

14. On March 31, 1980 Robert and Mary Yaris sent to

Dr. Leonaid W. Hall, hearing officer designated by the State Roam!

Of ducation, a copy of the record of the panel hearing which they
-

obtained at their own expense.

15. Robert and Mary Yaris and Michael Yaris have exhausted

their administratiire remedies under P.L. 94-142.

16. By letter dated October 31, 1979 Robert and Mary Yaris

"lodged a complaint against the Special school Disteict of St. Louis

County with the Department of Health, Educatitn and welfare wherein

Oeyealleged, inter alia, that said defendant has failed to provide

any educational program for Michael Yaris in violation of ;504 of the

Rehabilitation hat of 1973, 2 0.S.C. 094.

17% On April 30, 1981 'the Department of Health, Hducation

and Welfare determined that no violation of the Rehabilitation Act

of 1973 tEas shown.

aa

M. Robert agl Mary Yaris have exhausted their administrative

remeilies finder the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. A

595
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19. Defendant Special School District of-St Louis Clatinty.

has denied Michael Yaris a free appropriate public education in that

it failed to implement any echicational prOgrena until only six weeks
f'"!

; renamed in the 1979-80 school ',ear, at which time implementation

would hive been inappropriate, and has failed and refused to fund any

educational program for Michael Yaris.I6Said denial is in violation

of P.L. 94-142, the Rehabilitation Act)of 1973, 42 H.S.C. il9A3 and

Missouri state law.

20. The Special School District of St. Louis County has

denied Michael Yaris his guaranteed procjimural safeguards in that it

has-failed and refused to pay the cogs incurred by oohert and Mary

Yaris for a copy of tie transcript and a copy of the record for

Dr. Hall. Said denialis in violation of P.L. 94-142, 42 H.S.C. (1983,

and M issouri state law.

HHRREPORE,.for Count I of their Amended complaint, plaintiffs

Rbbert and, Mary Yaris and Michael Yaris pray for the following r lief:

I. A declaratory judgment that defendant Special Schoo

Diltrict of St. Louis County is acting and has aeted unlawf5lly as

herein alleged: 1

2. An order requiring defendant Spacial school District of

St: Louis Lunty toCreisiburse Robert and Mary Yaris for the

reasonable and necky costs incurred by them in providing an

appropriate education for Michael Yaris and for the costs incurred

hi, them during tne due process proceedings:

3. Such other injunctive and other relief as may be required

to prohibit said 1;efendant fromengaqing in the future in the unlawful

conduct alleged iereint f 1

4. An order requiring the payment of reasonable attorneys'

fees awl the costs and expensds incurred in connection with this action:

C0UNA II

I. Preliminary Statement

21. This is an action for declaratory and injunctive

relief for the named plaintiffs individually and for a class of

situated plaintiffs do the basis that defendants are failing
it

and refusing to provide or make available a free appropriate education

for, and are discriminating against, the named mimoi4Aaintiffs

and'otherjhandicapped childrensin the State of Missouri who xequire /
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or may require or benefit from an educational .program in excess of

the traditional nine-month school year and qiike no extended break in
.-

.progra;ming. These actions, failures and lefdsalsare in Violation

of federal and state statutdry and constitutional law.

II. Jurisdiction

22. .Jurisdiction in this Cott-els invohed pursuant to

20 U.S.C, 41415(e)(2) and (4); pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 41331, in that

the amount in controversy exclusive of interest and costs exceeds

the value of $10.000.00 and this action arises under the Constitution

and laws of the United States; pursuant to 28 it343, in that

this is an action brought PursuarietX 29 U.S.C. 17014 and 42 p.s.C.
1

51983. Declaratory relief is sou ght pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 452201

and 2202. State law claims.are"within the pehdant jurisdiction

14of this Court.

23., Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law and have

suffered, pnd unless the defendants are restrained, will continue

'

to suffer immediate and irreparable harm.

, /II. Parties

24. Michael Yaris, aged nine, is it mentallrg'aniicapped

Child who brings this suit by his parents and next friends, Robert

and Mary Yaris. Michael Yaris and Robert and Mary Yaris reside

together in University City, St. Louis County, Missouri.

,25. Adam Stubbs, aged five, is a mentally handicappedjohild

who brings this suit by his parents and next friends, Stephen and

Marilyn Stubbs. Adam Stubby and Stephen iuid Marilyn Stubbs reside
3-°

together in IndependenOe, Jackson County, miseouri

26. Missouri Developmental Disabilities Protection and

Advocaely Services, Inc, (hereinafter 'Missouri P 4 A") in now, and
tr

was at all times relevant hereto, a not-for-profit corporation having -

its principal place of,business at 211 8 Metro Drive, Jefferson City,

Missouri. It to duly organized and existing under'and by virtue of

the laWs of'the State of Missouri. Pursuant to the Developmental

Disabilities- Act, 42 U.S.C. 16001, et 223., Missouri P A is tho state

agency charged with the responsihility of advocating f r tho rights,

iincluding edcatinnal rights, of persons in the State f Midbouri
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-Ar
who are developmentally disabled. Missourf P & q seeks to prot.:t

and enforce the legal and human rights of persons with developmental

disabilities in order to increase life opportunit ies and ensure

appropriate benefits under the law. Funding for Missouri P & A is

provided by tile'DevelojimentalDisabilities Office;of the United States

Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The;interests of*

Missouri P & A and persons wit developmental disabilities, whose
:

rights the Missouri P'r. A is charged with protecting, are adversely

affected by the;iections of the defendants as allsged herein.

27. Defendant Special School District bf SI\ Louis County

is a body corporate and political subdivision of the State of Missouri

and may be sued in its on name. Said defendants among other things,

operates schools for the education of handicapped children throughout

St. Louis County, Missouri. Said defendant is a recipient of federal

financial assistance, including assistance under the Education for

All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, 20 U.S.C. 141401 et seg.

(hereinafter referred to ae P.L. 94-142).

28. Defendant Arthur L. Mallory is sued in his individual

and official CnpaCity AS the Commi.utoner of the Department of

Elementary and Secon4ary Education. HO is responsible ,under

P.L. 94-142 for insuring that all handicapped Children in Missouri

receiv, a free and vpropriate public education. As part of that

rosponsibility defendant Mallory supervises all local school districts

and othe4 state agencios in their provision of a tree and appropriate

publie"education to Missouri handicapped children. Defendant Mallory '

ps also responsibieltor establishing irocedural,pafeguards to assure

that such sn education is provided. His duties further include

supervision over the distriSution of state and federal funds te, local

school districts for use in the education of handicapped children,
1 -

Defendant Mallory is also reepogsibln under Missouri law for insuring

that all handicapped Children within the State of Missouri are

provided, special educational Services sufficient to meet their needs

and maximize their cepabikIties. 1

29e >Defendant Leonard W. Hall in sued in his individdal

and officiell capacity as the Aasistan't commissioner, for the

Division of Special nducatioil of the Department of Elementary and

6
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Secondary Education. Among hie duties and responsibilities defendant

Hall is charged with administering the Division of Special Education °

in a manner thatinsures that all handicapped children in the State

of Mi'ssouri receive an appropriate education as mandated by state

and federal law.

30. Defendant Department of Rlementary and Secondary

Education is a department of the executive branch of the Missouri

state government created by the Omnibus State Reorganization Act of

1974. The Department is beaded by the State Board of education

and is responsible for carrying out its educatiorial policies,

including the policies related to the provision Of special education

services to all handicapped children in the State of Missouri.

The Department of Elementary and Secondary Education is a recipient

of federal financial assistance, including aaatztaece under

F.L. 94-142. ,

31. Defendant State Board of Education is created by the

Missouri Constitution, Article 9, Section 2(ar. The Sthte Board of

Edhcation is required to carry out all the edUcational policies of

the State of Missouri relating to public schools and to adopt

standards and regulations governing the provision of educational

services to eachihandicapped child in the state.

IV. Class Action Allegations

32. The named plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of b

themselves and alt those similarly situated pursuant ta,Rules 23(a)

and 23(b)(2) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure:on the grounds

that the defendants have acted and refused to act on grounds generally

applicable to the named and class plaintiffs, making appropriate

, injunctive and declaratory relief as to the class as a whole.

33. The claWs represented by the named plaintiffs is composed

of all handicapped school-aged-persons in the State of Missouri Oho

require or may require or benefit from an educational Iiiogram in excess

of the traditional nine-month school year and with no extended break in

programming, and the parents or guhrdians of such hbrsons.

34. The class is so npmerousthat Joinder of all members

is impossible. Although the exact size of the clans is unknown.
y

there aro many thousands of handicapped school-aged persons in

MissOuri, many of whom require ormay require or benefit ,filom an

7
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educational program in excess of the traditional nine-month schoolz

year and with no exte ed break in programming.

35. There are ueetions of law and fact in common between

the named plaintiffs and the members of the class they seek to

, represent:

a. The named plaintiffs include handicapped school-aged

persons, residents of the State of Missouri. who require an educational

program in excess of the traditional nine=moath school year and with

no extended break in programming, and their parents. The named

plaintiffs seek to represent a class composed of other handicapped'

schtol-aged persons in the State of Missouri who also require or nay

require or benefit from an educational program in excess of the

traditional nine-month school year and with no ektended break in

programming, and the paients or guardians OV such persons:

b. The named minor plaintiffs and e minor members

of the class may not lawfully be discriminated ainst because of

their handicapping conditions and ere entilled o a free appropriate

program of special'education and related services; includinq, in

their cases, an educational program in 0=4s of the traditional nine-

month school year and with no extended brealk in programming, to be

provided by the defendants under various federal and state statutes

and regulatiOns including P.L. 94-142, §504 of the Rehabilitation Act

of 1973; 29 U.S.C. 1791,.and under the equal protection clause of

the Pourteenth Amendrtnt to theUnited Stites Constitution.

c. The named plaintiffs end' the members of the class

thy seek to represent have been and continhe to bo denied their

rights is segforth abOVe because of the poLiciee of defendants

which deny them the right to receive an educational program in excess

of the traditional nine-month school year a d with no eXtendedt.break

in programming.

'36. The claims of the named plain4ffs pursuant to federal

and state law.and the United States Constitution aretypical_of the

claims of the class they seek to represent, and the named pinintlffn

have po interests which are in conflict with or inimical to those of

. the members of tho class,

ti
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37. the named plaintiffs will adequately represent and

protect the interests of the .class they seek to represent in that

the named plaintiffs have interests in common with, and not in conflict

with, the interests of the member- of the class; moreover, counsel

for the plaintiffs are eixperie ad in federal litigation and will

vigorously pursue this in the interests of the named and

class plaintiffs.

V. Statement of Claim

Michael Yaris is a nine-year-old menta/32,ndicapped

child.iith a severe language learning problem accompanied

by behavior disorder. He requires a consistent program in a:

structured environment Where behavior control methods must be utilized.

a. Michael Yaris requires an educational program in

excess of the' traditional nine-month school year and an educational

program with no extended break in order. to prevent.substantial

regression and loss of skills,, and will otherwise benefit frCm such

a program.

b. Michael Eerie vas evaluated by the Specie/ School

istrict of St. Louis County on or about JAwary 24, 197 and a

diagnostic staffing was conducted by said defendant on o about'

Pebruary 2, 1979.

c. Individualized gducation Program (hereinafter

referred to as /EP) conferences were conducted by the Special School

district of St. Louis County for.Michael Yaris on or about

March 15, 1979 and May 31, 1979.

d. letter dated May 29, 1979 Robert and Mary Yaris

1%requested of the Spe al School District of Si. Louis County a

hearing to appeal Michael's evalvatiOn and /EP.

7 ,

e. On or about July 18, 1979 the Special School District

of St. Louis County conducted an,i6formal conference as the first.-

step in the appeal process. On August 1,.1979 the Special School?

District of St. Louis County rendered its decision refusing to

provide ear-round or continuous prograqming for Michael Yarie.

f. By letter dated August 9, 1979 Robert and Mary Yaris

requested of the Special School District of St. Louis Count}, a dui

process hearing to appeal Michael' evaluation and /EP.

6 01
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.g. On or about January 29 and 30, 1980 a due process

hearing was conducted by a three-member pane1.4 The panel decision

and a dissenting opinion were rendered on or about February 14, 1980.

li
The majority decision web that there were n"$ sufficient facts found

to support the need for summee programming i order to make the Int, ,

'an appropriate educational program for Michael YarAs.

h. By letter dated February 15, 1980 Robert and Mary

Yaris requested review by the State Board of Education of the panel

level hearing decision.

____ I. Oft or about April 10, 1980, Dr. Leonard W. Hall,
-.,

hearing officer designated by the State Board,ofEducltion,

,affirmed the majority decision of the three-member panel.

1,
-0 el... Robert and Mary Yaris and Michael Yaris hive 403:1*'

, TV'

.
exhatuite their' administrative remedies under P. 94-142. It'

e .

k. By letter date414Cpctober
71

31, 1979'Robert and Mary
'-,

.

Yaris,lodged a complaint agair,.. rti-,the Special School District of

St. Louis County with the Department of Health, Education and Welfare

wherein theraleged. inter alia, that said defagslant has failed to

provide Michael Yaris with an appropriate educational program by deny-
-.

ing him a year -round continuous program in violation of 5504 of the

Rehabilitation Ant, Of 1973, 20 U.S.C. 5794. ;,

,..

1. On Apri1.30, 1980.-the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare determined that no violation of the Rehabili-

tation Act of 1973 was shown in that the due process panel hearing /4

satisfied the procedural requirements of said Act.

m. Robert and Mary Yaris have exhausted their admini-

strative remedies under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

39. Adam Stubbs is a five-year-old mentally 'hluidicapPed

autistic-like child with a severe language-learning problem accompanied
o..n

by behavior disorder. He requires a consistent program in astructured

enVironMent where behavior control athods must be utilized.

, a. Adam Stubbs requires an educational program in

excess of the traditional nine-month school year and an educational

..- program with no extended break A order to prevent substantial
\

',regredeion and loss of °kills, and will otherWteesbenefit from such

a program. Mfr 0

. \ At,

b. Adam Stubbs was evaluated by)th$F64t Osage School
... '

District, Independence, Missouri.
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c., The Port Oaage School District. Independence"Missouri

referred Adam Stubbs to the defendant Department of Elementary and

Secondary Education.
. r *t-7:

Qr$ d. The defendant Department of Elementary and Secondary

Education has contracted with the Sherwood Center for, the Exceptional.

Child. Inc., Kansas City.'bissouri. to Provide Adam Stubbs with-a

special edubastional program.

e. The defendant Department of Elementary and

Secondary Education has failed to provide or make available to

Adam Stubbe an educational program in excess of the traditionel,

nine-month school year wit no extended break.

40. Defendant S cial School District of St. Louis County

provides educational programs for handicapped children only on a
.

t
traditional nine-month schoot,year with &Summer break ofover,

two months.

41., Defendants Mallory. Hall. Department of Elementary '

and Secondary Education. and State Board oi Education provide

educational programs for handicapped children'tmly on a traditional

nine-month school year with ; summer break of over twol)Lthe.

. 42. Defendants Mallory, Department of Elementary and

Secondary Education. and State Boar4ofEducation provide and/or

fund adu ational programs for non-handicapped children which are

availab in'the summer menthe and are in addition to the traditiOnal

nine-mon h school.

,43. Defendants Mallory. Sall. Department of Eldmentary

,4. and Secondary Education and State Board of Education have failed

and continue to tail to require that other providers of public ealuca-
.

tional programs for handicapped children.in the State of Missouri

provide or make availabld educational programs'in excess of.tpa''

traditional nine-month sohool year and wig; no Oxterfsted 'break in
t.

programming on a nondiscriminatory basis and where:such programs

Yr.

are required or beneficial for handicapped bhiidren.

44'. It is the policy and practice, of all defendants that

:4 the traditional Wine-month school year will not be modified or

extended for any handicapped child or children unless and'until

defendants are specl.ficeilly required to do po)by appropriate judicial

or legislative action.

/'
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45. Defendants have denied the named minor plaintiffs and

the m members of the class a free appropriate public education

in th t defendants have failed and refused to provide them with an

educat oral program in excess of the traditional nine-month school

year and with no extended break in programing. Said denial is in

violation of P.L. 94-142, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 42 U.S.C.

%1983, the equal protection and due process clauses of the Fourteenth

Amendment to the United ;States Constitution, and the laws of the

State of Missouri,

46. Defendants Mallory, Hall, Department .c>!4Elementary

and Secondary Education, and State Roard,of Education have discrim-

inated acialkst the named minor plaintiffs and the minor members of

the class in that said defendants have Bailed and refused to provide

or make available to them an educational program in excess of the

traditional nine-month school year and with no extended break in

whereas said defendants do provide and make available to

non-handicapped school-aged persons such an educational program.

Such discrimination is in violation of the Rehabilitation Act:OF,1973,

42 U.R.C. §1983, the.equal protection and doe prounse clauses of

the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution, and

the Constitution and laws of the State of Missouri.

WHEREFORE, forcou.II of thAmended Complaint,

Plaintiffs pray for the following relief:

1. A declaratory, judgment that defendants are acting and

have-acted unlawfully as'herein alleged;

2. An injunction prohibiting defendants from failing and

refusing to provide or make available to the named minor, plaintiffs

and the minor memberS of the class they represent an educational

program in excess of the traditional nine-month school year and

with n6 extended break in programming:

3. Such other injunctive and other relief as may be'.
-we

required to prohibit the defendants from engaging in the future

in the unlawful conduct alleged heilein;

604!.:
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4. An order requiring the payment-of reasonable attorneys

fees and the costs and expenses incurred in connection with th
L'

.-action.

CHACKESand HOARE

enneth H. Ch ckes

Michael J. Hasse
314 Borth Broadway - Spite 1010
St. Louis, HO 6402 /

314)241-7961 "

omas P. 0 Drama& .

/camp, Young Peeks
6405 Metcalf, Suite 514
Overland Park, ICS 66202
913/677-1800

0 -

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

0 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE.

The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the
foregoing was'mailed first class postage prepaid to the attorneys
of recordrin thl/abpve action this 3f' day of July 1980.

.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REHABILITATION FACILITIES
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Deetrber 10, 1

The Ha arable Paul Simms
Chair
Select Suboannittee an Educationfille
320 Can= House Office Building
U.S. Home of Representatives
Washingtcn, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Simms: hs,

The HaticnalrAseociation of Rebabilitaiicn Facilities, an organization
representing over 1,000 rehabilitatienSacilities serving more than
400,000 handicapped people annually, s(leadts the enclosed statement to
be included in the hearing record cn the oversight hearings an P.L.
94-142 held on Noverber 19-20. J.

If ycu have any ciudstims or desire any further information, pieasb call
re.

Sincerely,

7t'aiste.A.,

James A. Cox, Jr.
Executive Director

'5530 Wisconsin Aven'oe/Suite 955/Washington, D.C. 20015/TalEphone M011854-5882

ExecutivelWrector/Jarnes Allen CoxcJr.

p
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Yr. Chaim:

, s

'MIS statement is sl.litted at-behalf of fne ra:ional Assncia:ivn of

Retabilitaticn Fafilitics NAFX is a naticnal voluntary re-bership

associaticn with :ore than 1,000 rerbers including redical,vccaticoal, com-

preheasive and develcwental rehabilitation facilities. NARFrerbers provide

radical, developrx.mtal, rehabilitation, training, and elploymmt services to

over 400,000 handicapped people anually. A

t.4

This state addresses the effect of P.L. 94-142 on calamity based xi-

habilitation facilities.

Background . '

Since the passage of P.L: 94-142, the ccuntry has witnessed great progress

in providing handicapped children with the services they need to achieve their

raxisualevel.of114dependence and personal growth. Early intervention reduces

dipendency in adulthood and increases the opportunityler the handicapped

person to become a contributing nerber of society.

P.L. 94-142 places legal responsibilities for services an the state and

local goomonrents accepting finds. Act:dnistration and .enforcement of the Act

rests with the Department of EducatAcn. In order to receive funds, states
ole :

rust mut certain eligibility conditions established by the Act and have an

approved state plan. For example, each state oust;

1. assure that all handicapped Children within the state who. need spec/tale-

education and related services are identifiedt

2- assure that a free sppropriate public education shall be availablet

3. establish procedures to assure that, to the rexisanextent appropriite,
-

handicapped children are educated with nathandipapped childreng and

4. establidt- procedural safeguards.

OD
,to
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'PREPARED STATEMENT or JAMES A. COX,,JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTO& NA.TIONAL. .
ASSOCLCTION OF REHABILITATION 'PAP:1111E3

bavV been pised ccncerniAg the role facilities play under the

Act. utile both educators and rehabilitation professionals support

streaming, same believe services are best prIqvided in sawn .bile othersArm
believe that facilities, with a Long hiitory of providing services to special

popular , have the expertise to deliver these services more efficiently

and of tively. The implementaticn of P.L. 94-142 illustrates the need for

fac to establish working relationships with all communitY, organizations

and the importance of integrating the services of the school system and fa-
.

cilities to eliminate dzplicaticn of services and competition fqr staff and

funds.

Intact of P.L. 94-142 on Rehabilitaticn Facilities

According to the Education Advocates Coalition, there is evidence that
6 6

Children are not receiving required-services. There is also evidence that

school systems'are duplicating services are currently underutilized

at community facilities.1] This year liARF;slicveyed its medbersbip to deter-
.

,adne the impact of P.L. 94-142.2] fme facilities report that the law has

resulted in fragmented services and are uncertain as to sid.ch progrleco should

be discontinued or expanded. The survey results show:

1. 63.3Z of the respondents affected by P.L. 94-142; , the

frequency of positive and neptive impact reported was almost eqUally

distributed.
.

2. An increase in enrollment of all age grasps in a majority of facilities.

3. Less of an increase than drat mould normally be expected in facilities'

sp'ecial.educatial programs.

4. An increase in persons served through adult and infant stimulation pro-

grams.

S. milt ccuprehensi and developmental facilities viewed t as

negative because of iduplicaticn of services.

4
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6\ Vecational and medical facility visaed the impact as positive
with an increase enrollment revenue.

7. A trend to and less support. fr Crippled Children Services, and private

insurance/carriers.

8. An increase in reithursment from public school contractual agreements.

f These results suggest that facilities are focusing on expanding infant

stimulation programs sidle de-erqohasizing special education programs and also

s4gest a trend taurd expanding services to the upper agez4ixrdts.

Also, as part of the survey NARY wanted to determine harrany facilities
/have been involved with serving children alder the Act. The results shamed

that's

fl

1. y 58.72 of respondents indicated that.tuvre involved in implementa-

ticn of the-law. l

2. 31:32 of the f2cilities were involved with handicapped childrien ,

.

ficaticn prog;rans (attempts to locate all handicapped children iri the

3. 34.41 were involved with referral of handicapped children to p*ic
schools.

4. 332 were involved with'the development of Individual Education Programs
pee

(LEP).

5. 13.51 participated in due process proceedings;

r From the survey NARY has concluded.

2) the 6-12 year old population has decreased more than expected 2) the
nteber of facilities providing pre-school special education programs has de-

.

creased 3) rehabilitation program appear to be used infrequently by 'public

schools and 4) facilities in which 6-12 population has defreased are expanding

their infant andadult programs.,-

'

I
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implementation Issues and Rehabilitation Facilities

P.L. 94-142 is a major step to4ard recognizing the rights ofjiandicaAdk

children to receive a free, appropriate. public educatici, but is !as not, to

date, brought about the sweeping changes needed. The key requirement is a

commntment to implementation, mobilization and coordination of educational and

community resources, and fective enforcement and monitoring by responsible

government agencies. fact that thousands of children and adults are still

unserved, not in accordance with the mandate, is a major concern to NARF:

in order to achieve this mandate, NARF believes The following changes in

the administration and funding of the Act should be made.

'A closer pattnerghip among state, federal, local education agencies and

community based organizations is needed. All existing coamunity resources

must be utilized. Within each community, rehabilitation facilities must

resolve cCnflicts over their role and how best to integrate their services

with those offered by the school systes.

'Full federal finding is required. The 1980 authorizaiOn of $1.2 billion'

was funded at $804 million. This amount is insufficient to properly run

the program.

'The definit of the term "related services" rust be clarified. Please

refer to our l's August 8th letter to Dr. Edward Hartin, on this issue,

attached.

*Older hand students need training services to prepare them for

competitive employment. Currently there are no employment training program

for these . is and they are unable to Obtain employment. School - sponsored

vocational educatim_services and funds are rarely, targeted to the needs
N . A

of hand students.' ansitianal and exterxied.employment training

programs end to be es lighed for older handicapped students. nny states

provide satory educational services to handicapped people beyond

610
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the norral limit of 21'years of age. Existing re:abilitaticn

facility, programs could easily be expanded to serve this population -

andand thereby not expect or iequire school systems to create their

tun sheltered workshop prlrams.

IMF fully supports rase princiPles of P.L. 94-142 and urges Congresseo

support its full implerZmtation. Thank you, Nr. Chairman.

a

11R4ort by the Edmaticn Advocates Coalition cn Federal Ccepliance Activities
to loplecent the Edbcaticn for All Handicapped Childian,Act (P.L. 94-142),\Apra 16, 1980, Washington, D.C.

2'7.L. 94-142: ',Me bnpact cn Rehabilitation Facilities," by Panels Catlin,
E.D.D. and Sarah E. Leis, B.S., EmoryThiversity, Atlapta Georgia, My 1930(unpublished).

.01
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CellU
j Curtis L. Decker

&KWh.°flaw

MARYLAND- ADVOCACY UNLT FOR THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED,

May 8, 1980

Congressman Paul Simon
Chairman of the House Subcommittee'
on Select Education
227 Cannon House Office Building
Washirigton, D.C. 20510

Dear Congressman Simon:

The Maryland Advocacy Unit for the Developmentally Oisabled, Inc.
is the Protection and Advocacy System for the State of Maryland.
This agency, handles cases involving all developmental disabilities
and a variety of accompanying problems. However, cases involving
the implementation of P.L. 94-142 comprise approximately 55t of
the caseload.

I draw your attention to the Report by the Education Advocates
Coalition on Federal Compliance Activities to Implement the
Education for the Handicapped Children Act, issued Apfil 16, 1980.
Many of the problems outlined in this report are occuring
in Maryland'. With very few exceptions, these problems can be
eliminated'with effective enforcement of P.L. 94-142. For
example, the provision of Occupational and Physical Therapy
services was the issue which recently forced MAUDD and a
private law firm to enter Federal Court. (Alley, Et Al vs.
Anne Arundel County Board o5 Education, Et Al.; Ciyil Action
No. H-79-22113.

I am writing to urge you to adopt the retomehpations of the
report and utilize trained staff in an effort to carry out
the compliance plan.

The oversight powers of the House Subcommittee on Select Education
could be used to ensure action from the Department of Education
to comply fully with P.L. 94-142.

Thank you for your interest and should you have any questions,
p ase contact MAUDD.

251$ MARYLAND AVENUE

Very truly yours,

Curtis L. Decker
Executive Director

WuJIMORE.NaRvuurOTIZS pm 1634400

6 1,',1
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guide..-thce again pointing to the heZO fat 107'o fon the handicapped 4t/airvi.

Labeling and/or dividiond of handi.cappin; cony ;band ie another. cvtax

feel needo addnemirap. 1 co concerned fon my child but find Ade aodtinip
fan all handicapping.conditiono topethen bentlitd my .Dona ducat-ion even mere

fullv The rindA Ti1R , itR, 14 eel. ihould not be viewed 04 addneoded

"Jo as to past Lined within At handicapl,teducation. Leite throe edainplei

Thew one come otudentd who weigh 180! dome 1105 .come 104. The weiiitt

not the iwponiant ioate but the Wf of in:Avian( fwd.,. t an in the
diviaion of lined low the iadue and induneo that wao-claaeification will
ccaval and pal.:nto and teacheno and afainidination will Leann ..to identify

with only a .delect few of the handicapplity conditions. The condition of

handicap needs to be odd/Lamed in WS not .labeto.



any .1a4 iaeue 24 due pnoceoo. Made let roe iha I feel .that due
pnocem Ze a .olap on the =tot to azdietnizton Rate. -71tey can .

afford to yo ihnouldue p4oceao but Can not affand fog the oanctioru:
of non - compliance. Ace pnoceso la espenoive #o panento,' .4 of
already medically 6unrf.#74.1 At an inoen.v.ice rosining put on 6

Apunes wene wsed(12,020.00 to $5,000.02 )(Cast to the
That 24 not a f.o.ee appnopoiaie educati n. Tian Az next poo6len 11421 eta
find a losoyen ver.oed in opiciat education., 1 do not feet due pooce,00 is
a iood`conIting tool fon panento.:in cact,rik the oppooLte.

Whert non-ccoaplionce of a diotni.et 24 noted 6f#Ae otate, a definite tine
line M7 6e pion in. wn'el.5.11; .de didtnizt and to the /zotents Ss°
Kaye Pled the Oairgeo. ,If in Act 94-142 24 a lay titan 22 retot stand
as a tam

1 thank you An thio time foe mycoonlento. Pleaoe 'eaten them coon:en:to
into the foroolL neebActe.

1 Lad o,opneciate a copy of the final inanocnipt of them Iteaningo.

Thank you

9.1141-4
.oAalykliee

IC,I -712'

cc: lijxc Bounce

Pat Williono
'

CNZy
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PREPARED STATEMENT OFtWINNIE DUNN, MED, on, OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST,
LEARNING DISABILITIES SPECIALIST

SPECIAL EDOCATIONJORTHE HANDICAPPED OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SERVICES

I am testifying in behalf of the occupational therapists in the Kansas Occupational

Therapy Association (serving Ransas and Western Missouri) and the Missouri Occups-
s

tional Therapy Association. V. have several concerns regarding services for

handicapped children in Miisouri.

First of all, there has been some difficulty in defining the term 'ancillary

service'. For example, some school distticts limit that definition to one

population of children, When occupational therapists can, sod are also being,

of service to other popylations, such as learning disabilities, Behavioral

disorders, speech and language, and developmental,delays.(in additiop to the

...-

orthopedically handicapped populations.)

Secoodly, we'are concerned that there are some children who are in need of

occupational therapy service, who are not presently in need of other services.

Being classified as am 'ancillary service' limits us to the population of children

who are already in another program.` This. is especially important with respect

po the early intervention programs being initiated and encourageathroughout the

Finally,: there aresituaticriin ihich occupational therapists are being used

inappropriately. V. have encotintered situations in Which minimal consult time

was requested by the districts, when more time was necessary to provide adetuate

service. The districts are then stating. hat 'occupational therapy service are

provided', even though they are inadequate services for the child or children.

We are pleased with tha strides that Missouri has made in its service df

.handicapped children, and are anxious to continue being a part of these

endeavori.

tf
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Winuis Dunn MEd, OTR
Occupational Therapist/
Learning Disabilities Specialist

(904 N.E. 60th Terrace,K.C."164118)
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PREPARED SvairsaNT or z Nowni iCANstisCrrr SCHOOL Mara=

By name.is Linda Epx a B.S. Degree in Learning Dis:'.a> , as

IdTitles and a 48% Depe ng. I have taught in a self-
1,,

. .

Igntained learning disabilities classroom for the past seven years
%

in the North Eanss City School Distigct/

---A-telf -contain44-LD. classroom is for those children-who need

/

a special school program to develop Compeniatory learning methods. I,

as the classroom teacher; strive tApach through the student's stippgest

area of functioning to *improve academic functioning,

. °

I believe very strongly in the principle of Public Law 94-t42

and have Aliitdn and wo witi the Individualized Educational Plan.
h

'Forme, working closeYy with other staff Members and parents in the

development and implementation of the I.E.P. has been very positive.

I,helieve the has set a precedent for positive working relation-

ships between the home andtschool. -
. .

The I.E.P. has takkiiihe myitery and fear out of special programs.

When goals and objectives are stated clearly, nothing is left to spec-.

ulationl- The effort put forth by'the_staft to work v arents on

thedevelopment of the I.E.P. is suCcess oriented an s a self -

"fulffilling.prophecY. ' ,4

The I.EtR provided the child wi ;tf scoordinated program andaort

between those individualp.who come in coitactwith the child. All

staff,memrrs become:fsmiliar with Ahe obi reng s and we nesses1 th d. ak

in the deademic setting. 1

.

The I.E.P. is a valuable part of specialOgervicps. There still 0

remain some concerns. 'I.E.P. Aevelopmene takes a considerable amount

of time to implement and can take away from actual teaching time with

students. The teacher of thenelf -contained classroom is reeponsible
ti 4

for pre and posttehtinv tor the I.E.P. development. This testing time

j.stakein out of class time. Testing of one student is done in front*

of other students which -'has the potential to create a difficult sit-,

nation

The Individpalized Educstiomal Play ge important, but I hope

thatthemechantBn, the legalities and the time fadtor do not become

so paramount in our thinking that we.los sight of the child waiting

to be taught.

es

a



STATE OF NEVADA

'DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ADVOCATE'S OFFICE
1340.2127W L2M2 loot
56210. NCVAOA 302

002) 754-371
TOLL. C5C& 1004271

( Hay 1, 1980

c.

Congressman Paul Simon
Chairman of the House Subcommittee
on Select Education

227 Cannon HOuse,Office Building
%Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Congressman Simon:

I as writing regarding the. recent report published by the Children's Defense
Fund, Mental Health Law Project, regarding implementation and compliance
with Public Law 94-142, the Educatdon.of All Handicapped-Children Act of 1975.

As an advocate for such children in thiState of Nevada, I find that most of
the deficiencies outlined in this report occur in our state as well as in
many others.

In this light, I strongly urge you to exercise the Subcccmitteeta oversight
powers to ensure immediate and responsive Dep4rtment of Education action,
regarding ful lamentation and compliance with Public Lrrl W 94-142.

I only hope you alize that this law ista landmark as far as deinstitutiona-
v lizing and better educating the youth of our country.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter:

HE/fb

cc: Judge Shirley H. Hufstedler
Department of Education

Jane Bloom Yobalem
Children's Defense Fund

Sincerely,

Lgks:LL,,
Holli Elder '

Project Directdr

m.

p



Senator Arthur Berman
State Capitol Building
Springfield, /1 62706

Dear Senator Berman;

I am uneasy about Bill 1729. As it now stands, it raises
more problems than it answers.

The first concern is the sentence (lines 27-30,-p ) on the
copy I have); "The Superintendent or Director may disapprove
of such a placement only upon the deteehinatiom that there
is an in-state facility which can meet the child's needs
and which is willing to accept the child."

This means that the appropriate determination by school
personnel and parents is meaningless°. It can be wiped out
by the decision of one person acting soley from fiscal
concerns. There is no due process or other recourse by
parents and advocates indicated. Even if recourse is
written into the bill, the delays caused by this further
complication of the placement process will be detrimental
to the child.

I was dismayed by your comments to your committee when-this
bill came before them. , You assured them that the costs of
the bill would diminish as children were placed_in in-state
facilities. This confirms our worst fears'about the adminis-
tration's sudden interest in in-state placement. It will
Tot save ONE CENT to provide education and treatment IN
Illinois comparable to what is now'provided OUT of state
in the approyed facilities utilized by DMH and TOE. The
only way the state will save money is by placing children

in facilities that provide reduced programs and inadlquate
services. The implications of the incluOion of -the; DCFS
director in plans for instate facilitied'in lines 13-15,
ofpage 8 further suggest plans .by the state to consign
en more children to the inadequate overcrowded custodial

holding pens now disgracing our human services area. '

611

Miy.1, 1980
654 Sunset Dr.
Naperville, Il 60540

It was determined some time ago in Illinois thati.placement
of low incidence handicapped requiring specialized services
would be most cost effective in existing private in or out
of state facilities. The climate in Illinois:with its
burdensome paper work, administrative delays, and inadequate
fee allowances for its own citizens in facilities has

, been so restrictive that few facikities have located here.
The reputable schools,' therefore,, are out of state. They
do NOT cost more than comparable programs anywhere.

Setting up good' programs in Illinois will require lengthy
pilot programs. need assessments, and staffing. There are
;several different kinds of programs for children and adoles-
cents. Each meet needs of some children. Which are to be

6/9
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provided? Children with emotional disturbance, behavior
disorders; or mental illness MUST have therapy. Will
that be provided? It isn't now in,any Illinois facility
except a few SHORT term hospitals. Will rates allowed
by the GKRB be increased sharply so that Illinois citizens
will be:paid for in full? Now they, are subsidized by
charities and other states in out-of-state facilities and
by the private sector or charities in-state. Where such
subsidizing is not available by a bulk of private patients
or students 'and where charities fail to make pp the difference,
providers must attempt to work with totally inadequate funds
and'evehtually close--witness NortO Aurora' Care Center.

The need is to provide legislation thaerequimes payment for
services now mandated by federal law AND provided by several
excellent cost'efficient facilities Jai the pountry.

The second major area of concern is in the useof DMH'to
supply funds for these plaCements. The desire to use

/' Title 19and 20 funds is understandable, but'l question
tHe legal'impiications of requiring parent payments and
of Insisting that therapy and belated services are NOT
'required by)941442.

A greai deal more in the way of amendments to the Mental
Hea th Uodeis required,if DMH is tpmeet these mandates.

DMH provides ICGs only to age 18. Illinois'
cial education act and PL 94-14? go to age 21.

a. DMH pays ICGs only to non-hospital facilities.
'(line 3, page,2 .of 1729 still Mas this.) My daughter,'s
ICO request has been refused because the part of
-Brown Schools she is in has obtained accreditation
by the American AssoCiation of Psychiatric Hospitals
V utilize insurance benefits of parents. This line
is aholdover:from the original intent of the ICGs
which Was to provide placement of children leaving
the short term hospitals in Illinois, Many of the
60 facilities Tor children and adolescents'
nave obtained such accreditation even though they
are clearly not hospitals in the old sense of the
word. They are do 10E's list as schools.

% t

3, DMH does not now have on its -list of accredited
cilities most of the sChools 10E approves.. 0.

ref

4! DMH has inadequate funding, inadequate staffing,
and an inefficient service delivery. My daughter was

' placed 'eat June. After hearing about ICGs and finally
o talning, through an attorney, an application, 1.

1 s witted fqrms in September.' DMH has never responded
to br my attornty's phone calla or letters. My

,r attorney and I were encouraged by conversations with
t , various personnal to assume that an/ICG would eventually

pd forth coming. My attorney learhed yesterday, however,
that it has been denied. Even though Brown is ori
bqth IOE'S and DMH's lists, it apparently, does not
gdilify for ICGS.' If we hadwait$& as Most families
must do for approval and contracts, she would still

7be out of treatment DNE YEAR LATER. This sub region

I

620.
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has had2 different directors since Sep ember andnow
has none. .

5. DKR has fees approved through the Bo rd which meets
in secret denying access to families, recipients, and

...providers who could explain needs d charges. That
Board also denies access to its deacision making to v
legislators.and'other public advocates.

Thera are, further provisions that should be made. Lines
15748. p 3"mention the IEP or decision made by due process
hearing. That should be broadened somewhat. If a staffing
decision is for residentialoplacement, I believe it can re-
sult in a multi disciplinary staffing report not an IEP.
The IEP ttienswould be prepared by the receiving facility.
Emergency placement may...also result in need for placement
without eithet. an IEP'or a due process hearing. IOR per-
sonnel oodld 'help with this wording.

Provisions should be made for handling emergency placement
by parents? Usually this has an insurance component that
takes over at'first, but note-always. SB 1000 had good

'langsage for this.

Please consider these suggestions. I am sure that persons
with more experience in legislation and in special education
can' tp helpful to you. However, these concerns occur to me'
as I 1-ead the bill and relaty it tomy experience and that
of the many parents with similar problems.

U'rgent as the matter of payment for placement is, t is
important that the bill not be come a vehicle for a ding
bureaucratic delays. It-5 especiallypruoial that
provide the means. to dump,children into inappropriate
facilities where their special needs cannot be met.

Sincerely yours,

4.ateLL2. ePWPyutA-Lt-A

6

Patricia Emmerich
Legislative Chairperson
Childen's Mental-Health Coalition

cc: RepreseAtative Hoffman, Schneider, Satterthwaite
others

621
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1 -, AMEMOREMT TO SENATE Bill 1729 , 12

'C'N\
2 Ameronver'msr. 041. Amend Sewn, Sill 1729 on page 1; ;16

3 by deleting the title and inserting fn lieu thinker,: ,

4 AM renting to the educatiori of certain children.; 20

S anG
...

V
e j!, by deleting everything after the enacting clause and 22

7 inserting in lieu thereof:

I Section 1. _Section 7.1 of "Art

anACt

codifying the porerS 24

and 'duties 'of the Department ; of Mantel Health and 259t_
:..

10 Developmental Olabilktie approved August 2, 1961, as 26 a

11 amended is amended to reed as follows:

(Ch. 91 1/29 par. 100-7.1) -
Set. 7.1. The Oeeerteent Of Melte' Health Anil/ 12

13

14

IS

16

16

23

31

ns 4-105. 6.405. 32

4- 1011.- 9.110. 6.11e And 9.416 of the Medtel Health and

QQ pt ded that the latalailLiajaliaajtjait

19 (hulyaments share :hall engtjuclit.... uniform rate to br

20 sigutaingrs from time to liajoix_blianguseatEzazang_ta

Marina eantallv ill. emotionally dIstyyjnoarutunamc

33

34

35

36

37

36

19
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V
1 gicordered children who require osychlarricbrcdactigazaza

615
4t

11118

3 non-hospital facilities when no aoorooriats care is octane t 41

4 In henarteinii ftciliriess fiv--ess:tt:4811+440,-- 42

200,0447.444--eh4400env-.fern-.M+.-ne--1,0000.004ett--eery -41 43

6 eviti4Obl. 1. Oepeftment--f004444Msv 411--44mented pf+vote 44

7 fec44-rtimiT-thm-tillhtment-tthe+4--smop4ement--the --ocean -e
,

6 fee.147--41 eleti--te4syr-es-detervinsel-by-tise-e*Poltment-erd 45

9 theseeent.-i+elvid--frees --etiser-jseareetv--greervideel---the- 46

10 BepiretmentLs-thare-tha+6-nst-rweeed-it-mnsrm-malriewsp-rete-te 47

11 S* -letereinot-Freert.ism-ter-time-ty-the-Seporteentv 48

412 Section 2. . Section 14 -7.02 of The School Code*. SO.

13 approved March 18. 1961. as amended. Is amended to read as 51.

14 follihiss

(Ch. 122, par. 14-7.021 53

IS Sec. 14-7.02. Children attending private schools. public SS

16

17

16

14

20

21

22

23

24

2S

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

3)

. 34

out-of-state schools or private special education facilities.
I I

The Genariit Assembly recognizes that non-public schools or

56

S7

special education facilities provide an flportant service 56

the educational system in Illinois. If 015Cluilt Of his or her S9

handicap the splicial education program of dOstrict is

unable to meet the needs Of a child and Os child attends a
r

non-pliblic school or special education facility, a public

out-of-state school or a'spocial esiucation facility owned and

operated by county government unit that brovides spacial

60

61

62

63

educational services required by the child and Is th 64

compliance with the appropriate rules 'land r4gulatlons of the 65

State "SUPerintendent of Education. the schiol district In 66

which the child is resident shill pay the actual cost of

tuition for special education and related: services provided

during the regular school term and aiUring the summer school

67

68

term if the child's tdueatiOnal needs so rtg;iire excluding 64

fOOOlo board and transportation costs cnarged the child by . 70

, 4, 4/
that non-puolic schooj r special tducati-mi'Yecility. public

d ), ,....

/
71

,04.1t -Of .mstate school orf,S4500 per yeir..'whichover is loss. 72

4 '
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L and shall provide his any necessary transportation. The State 73

2 30ard of Education Shall proeulgate rules andrsguations for 74

3 transportation 9. and (roe a residential school. 75

4 Transportation to and (roe hose to a residential School acre

5 than once each school tern snail be subject to prior approval 76

6 by the State Superintendent in accordance With the rules and 77

7 regulations of the State BoardS 784%

8 .-jf. based on the childs individual Education PlAn or the 80

9 final decision resulting from e process hearing. A 8L

uew .or disordered child is to he placed in a flOf ubt'c 82

LL 53

12 fdocation Plan or the decision resulting freer the due orates&

13 84

L4 Super.ntendent of flocation In addition. if the ris.lp $5

L5 ELCU id 86

16 individual Fducatson Plan or the derision resulting from the

L7 pusarncess heartno shall_also_la_suhnitted to the aitlErrtOf

L8 of eh* Oenertment of ;ental health and Cevelopmetltal 88

L9 '59

20 nut-nf -state residential farilite shell be_ lonect to the 90

21 phachypi_a___the State Superintenrient_ape
22 iLairtnr of msnts1 Health and Oeveloptental Disabflitieo if 9L

23 the.._rialncenuires psychiatric or MS,411307,[41 treatment.

24 If the Sunerintendant_o_c_ibe_alfactnr does not object tO LRt 93

25 glAc..nt rereint of thleAndividual

26 Etthecalimilitc_strAniLacja/2/Lcajaujno from the lug oroceke 94,y

27 bicrinds_theolacenent shill be contilersd final. Tow 75

28 Superintendent or 04rectot_baxdjumputate_af_such a plarepnnt 9

oblz_uoob_4131,411efsacatjaa_tbitLhere is an appropriate

30 La:ILA 98

3L jA__ialliga_t_a_jartatrteciaga The Superintendent br 19

32 Wettest. small inform the parent and the srhnnl district in 100

33 the notice of disanprb.sdatess of the 101

34 Milli, t hp State WniCh _Lics_mitet to e chi)01 102

35 arkes'apd is !ling tp_orpep the chide
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t 104

2 Superintendent or the Director of the .0roartm4Ot of Mental 105

3 Stealth and Developmental Disabititi ei disanoroying art 106

put-of-state nlacement may seek f*Vity in thr circuit couit.4

5 107

6 Anti hasinsj.its decision on thAt_Mceppydrzepcmgf1/=Lyigencitf\ 10i

7- ehap grant sieh'relief as the court determines aoorooriate. 109
A

a The Department of Menial iealth and Oeyelopeentel 111

9 Disabilities. In accordance with the previsions of Section 112

7.1 of An Act codifying the bowers and duties of the_ 11310

11 neoartsent of Mental health and Deyoloomentel Disabilities.

12 ennroved August J. 12e1 as emended. shall Assist families in 114

13 placing rhildren who require gsgegiatrig or osyrhologial 116

14 area nt. and shall sunnlement the Amount tee family i% able

15

17

xa

20

21

22

23

psychiatric or osveholiaftal treatment far thiep_celeleueeept

js not authorized under this Act or Public tai/ 94-147,

A ,school district making tuition payments pursuank to

this Section is eligible for reimbgrsement from the State for

the amount of such payments actually made in excess of the

district per capita tuition charge for students not receiving

special Ngucation services. Such reimbursement shall be paid

in accordance with Section 14-12.01 for each school year 125

117

11$

120

121'

122

123

124

24 ending June 30. to the board of each such School.district. ,126

25 through the regional superintendent of scnools. on the

26 we t of the State Comptroller in accordance with the* 127

27 -pi' nt times and procedures contained herein. 12$

211 No child shall bs,placed in of special education progras 130.

29 pursuant to this Section if the tuition cost for special 131,

30 education and related services increases rare than 10 percent 132

31 over the tuition cost for the previous school year or exceeds 133

32 $4.500 per year unless such costs have beim approved by the 134

33 Governor's Purchased Cart Review board. The Governor's 135,
. di

34 PuYchaSed Care Review board shall cltsist of the following 136

35 persons. or their desegneess the Oirectors of Children and

625
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1 Family Sirvices. Mental Health and Developmental 137

2 Disabilitias. PubliC Health. Public Rid. Vocational 138

3 Rehabilitation and the Bureau of the Budget: the State 139

4 Superintendent of Education: and such other parsons as the 140

5 Governor may disignate. the Review Board shall' establish

6 rules and,regulations for its operations and Shall establish 141

7 unifo} standards and criteria which it snail follow. 5: 142

The Review Board shall establish uniform definitions and 24%
9 Criteria fgr accounting separately by special asducation. room 145

10 and board and other 'related services costs., 146
r.

11 The aboroval or disaooromal of a special .duratioO 148

12 facility rate S. the Review Board shall be...sub...et to reviel 149

0 ,
jn the circuit court won the oetition of a :chonl diStriet 150

Or a nom:1,611c school or soepial duratimn facility. Th. 151

15 Mei,. shall be limited to a detefltinetinn of whether nr not 152

lb tee_ruletrand regulations add the standards and criteria of

IT the Review Snard were nronorlv apoliod to the. f,pc,litv. If 153

18 the Revive enerd has dilrinornved a fAr.litv whirh 'rnuld 154

19 nthorwile meet the :ratio) education leads of a child in 155

20 ooratdan.e'w1th that child's Individual Frimation Plan and if

21 the State Superintendent Or_eaufetinn or the 'Ii rector of the 1$6

22 Oulartment of venial Health and beveloopental disabilities 157

23 DRVIdeiRtlinen that on Alternative olacesant is avallahlot, too

24 Om Ramie. Board upon review _of its decision shall he 159

atzacegL129r6v6 that the agolir.tion of its roles Ang

26 caw 160

27 mal_ri.a.odinle and in rnagliance_with all {pourable laws and 161

28 mulatinos,

29 The Board shall eSee establish guidelines for the 164
0

10 coordination at ser$Ptes and financial assistance provided by

31 all State; agencies to assure that no Otherwise qualified 165

32 handicaPOO Child receiving services under artiCle 14 shall 166

33 be excluded from participation .n. be denied the oenefits of 167

34 or me subjected to discrimination under any program cot' 1611

.35 activity Qrovided by any State ageniy.

"626
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.1
The ReView Board shall review' the costs for specia (170

2 education and related services provided by non-public sop is 1

3 or special education facilities and Shall approve or 172

.4 disapprove such facilities in accordance with the rules and 173

5 regulations established by' it with resoect to .allowable 174

6 costs.

r The Review board say employfi, stafR and contract with 176

,independent 'auditors for such services as say be needed to 177

S9 verify that all fees, tuitions and charges are fair and 178

10 Justified. .
.*S

11 The Review Board shall seek the advice of the Advisory 160
a

12' Council on Education of Handicapped Children on the rules ario 161
...,-, .-

13 regulations to be pr'oeulgated by it,, relative to providing 182

14 Special education services.

15 If child has been placed in a program in which the _484..0"Or

16 actual .cost of tuition for special education and related 165

17 services excluding roes, board and transportation Costar 166

'18 exceed 84.500 and such costs have been approved by the Review 187

19 Board, the district shall pay such total costs which exceed 186

20 $4,500. A district making such tuition payments in excess of 189

21 54.100 pursuant to this Section shall be responsible for an

22 amount in excess of 54500 ciuSi to the district per capita. 190

23 tuition charge and shall be eligible for reimbursement from .191

24' the State for the amount ofsuch payments actually made in. 192

25 excess of the districts per capita tuition chervil for 193

26 Students not receiving special education Services.

27 if a child has been plated in an approved individual 195

23 program and the tuition costs including room and board costs 196

29 nevi been approved by the Review Boards then such room and, 197
%

30 board costs shall be paid by the appropriate State agency 196

31 subJect to the provisions 'of Section 14-8.01 of this Act. 199

32 Room and board costs not provided by a State agency othen 200

33 than the State Board of Education shall be provided Oy the

34 State board of Education on a current basis. In np event, 201

35 ,D ioweve shall the State's liability for funding of these 202



.

11 tuition costs begin until after the legal obligations of 203

2 third party payers have been subtracted from such costs. If 204

3. , the money appropriated by the Contra! Assembly for .such 205

4 purpose for any year is insufficient. it snail be apportioned

5 err the oasis of the claims approved. Each district shall be 206

6 paid an estimated claim payment, through the regional 207

7 superintendent of Schools.
"14-

On the warrantl of the State 208

6, Comptroller equal to one-halt of the estimated reimbursement 209

9 approved under this section on December 32 and three- fourths 210

10 of the estimated reimbursement minus tile December 30 'payment 211

11 on March 30. wiachwdistrict shall file a final clam, with the

12 -regional superintendent on or before bna 30. The regional 212

13 superintendent shall transmit such dal. to the State 213

14 Superintendent of Education on or before July 15. The State 214

15 Superintendent of Education shah] detereine the accuracy of 215

16 such claims and make final payment to each district, through 216

17 the regional superintendent of schools, on warrants of the )217

18 State Comptroller, on .September 15. Such current state 218

19 reimbursement shell be reduced by an amount equal, to the

20 proceeds which the child or, child's parents Cr. eligible to 219

21 4 receive under any puolic.or private insuraice or assistance 220

22 program. Nothing in this Section shall be construed as 221

23 , relieving en insurer or similar third party from an otherwise 222

24 valfd obligation to provide or to pay for services. provided

25 to handicapped child. 223

26 If it otherwise qualifies. school district is eligiye 225

27 for the transportation reimbursement under SeCtiin 14..13.01 226

28 and for the reimbursement of tuition ontment% Under thiS 227 :

29 Section whether ten non-public tenon. or special education 228

10 tacit ityl public out-of-ssot. school Of County special 229

31 education facility, attended by child iho resides in that 230

32 district and requires special educational services, is withil 231

S? or outside of the State of Illinois. However,
0
diStrict is

Sr. not eligible to claim transportatitin reisbarsement under this 232

35 Section unless the distrltt Certifies to the State 233.

e.reeex.oiaiiie
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1 Sunirpltendent of .'Education that the district is unable 0. 234

2 provide special educational service" required by' the child 235

3 for the cu school year. ,

hothing in this.Section authorities tho!felaburseaent of a 237

S school district for the.teount paid for tuition of a child 23e
4

6 attending a non - public school or special education facility. 239

7 public out -of -stet* school or county special 4mlucatron 240

facility onItCt_theSChool_districttertifies to the, State 241

9 Superintendent of Education that the special 'education 242

,fr 10 program of that district is unable to me* the needs of that

11 child because of his handicap and the State Sisperlotendeot of 243

12 Education finds that the school district s in substantial 244

13 compliance with Section 14-4.01. 245

14 Any educational or .related services provid ..goksoant to 247

15 this Section id a non-public school or sped 1 education 24 e
16 facility or a special education facility Owned d operated 249

17 by county government unit shall be at no cost t4 the parent 250

lt or guardian of the child. However. current law and practices 251

19 relative to. con %ributions by parents or guardians; for costs 252

20 othoth. than edocatiOne or related services are dot affected 253

21 by tha chit

22

23

24

25

26

27 259

2$
260

24 261

30 ti 262

31 glaajagglauLdOloilfalithillf121.1 .here toeelel

32 Liao 263,

33 shall Cabala The f Indlooe from this review of ovisflos 264,

34 ValiCIALIdiratjaajltagrilWAralILWfali...aoci the rain for 265

35
lbt.,...111iteltilatat---4113J-..111.111.2.III1103...121...autpALOaratt and

267

amendatory Act of 1971.

Ift.itees...tmoecinlandiat-a-FALCALLOO1112211OICALelarLALLS

tbe_latoragia_a_asaal:dignotal DI teal 1 Wu
sod Children and Family lerviets 11511 field.. the

2SS

2S6

257

ise

1

2

3

4

.

31e1211.

Section 3. This amendatory Act takes effect July 1. 269

1980..
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STATE OF IWNOIS
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH

AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABIUTIES

Robert A. de Vito, M.D., Director

Mrs. Stella
c/o Cellucciiirobellis
1155_0.
Merrill*, Ill. (60540

Dear Mrp. Schoen:'

RE: Catolin; Emmerich

622

JOHN J. MADDEN SAENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1200 South First Avenue, Hines. Minds 80141

Telephone: (312) 346-9070

Carlos Castellano;, M.D., Superintendent

May 13,'19$0

, This will confirm our onyereAtion of Key 12 that the Department of
Mental Health & Developmetn ilitias cannot approve an Individual
Care Grant for an applicant who a being treated in a licensed medical
facility.

0 .

Since your client's daughter being treated at The Oaks I.C.D.
of grown Schools, liar application t be approved.

Should Carolina be readmitted to a non -medical,residential program
the application can be renewed and a determination review will be held.

It should be remembered that even if at that time an Individual
Can Grant is approved, it will be terminated on December 9, 1960,
Caroline's eighteenth birtty.

,
Sincerely,

.e114 Paulette lose

17:t .7r

/2...11,7W -

Director, Subregion 9

Fos Your lnformntlon Only
No Action Necessary

,

'a

a
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!IMO 111373H3 TM ILLIROIS 63VeRNOR,3 PUdCds340 CARE REVIElf 3')ARO

Special Session on Roittursecente to Elnn One

Septembor 18, 1999
.

Janet Sullivan, H.S:W. -- Children's Mental Health Coalition

Plotionstllv disturbed cildren is Illinois at in a-crltical situation

b -cause of the Governor's Purchased Care Review Board's structure, policies 4
and procedures. Sane children, such an those at jinn, are being threatened..

idth the termination of their elncedents!beeauno of the ocmplez rating and

slow,reinbursing system of-theBoarti; other:Lore unable to get into desparato

ly needed placerients because the Board has not yet set none rates and rok the

muse time has said contracts cannot be pade until rates are sot; an still

other'dbildren.are finding bills on their parent's dooriteps fortherappetio

services because the Board hes ruled that theranuetic services for exotica; -

ally disturbed children are not reinbursenble.

,r The Children's Hentn1 Health conittlon, representing over 200 parents
tr

of- emotionally disturbed children and profensionals who serve thole children,
.

agrees with the intent of establishing an interde rtmental agent to evaluate

the quality of programs for p.:salsa children, but qu stiorins

Why the Board seeds to place its drisery focus on th Coat, rather t
quality, of service's:

Why such ePphissisln%plgoed on evalunting the privately contraotod ser-
vices to a few Illinois chkldren, while the services provided thrzugl
the publio departnents represented hcre;go almost unnonftered by

:.;:twoutilde agents.," even though they serve sany tore children.

Why the prdIate providers, of servlOes are pot represented on the .Board.

A ihy,strc parents organizations not represented on the Elmarp
v.

Residential fin¢ tratacnt centers tor.olotionailv disturbed children

'(both in and out of state! Inn being pinned In erecrioun fip4pelal poeltionl

pm la yetuaineto accent Illinois children beceunes

a.
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1. The rd is andel up
do n t allox themto

2. The Board has had no
ego and presently hoe

3. The Board 18 lacking p
acity with emotionally
cquipmed to program:2st
emotionany disturbed

624

f persona who have oomDlex Jobs which
No tell attention to the Board's work.

id staff menbo sluntil just a few weeks
nly one person 1

rsops who art Ina direct treetme t cap-
disturbed children, therefore is 11'
cally evaluate treatnont center, or
hIldren.

em is no conplcri that pony schools
fuse to odnit Illinois children ,rather
o Villowalen nn Rion:letters.)

em is no covelp4
nister It with r-11 ate
schools have n t rocc ved the

lo to establishicontrsoto for

nt system in such that ohool do not
the after they have started cOrvIng
soTtImes hevor receive 91'ot/it.

/

nuetic merthuta to e-got1071111, Als-
reirOur4eoblemu.inv day apd residential
this expense thc.,selven

L 94-142 and Section 304 o

1
4. The Board's rating aye

would rather drop or r
it than go throegh it. (S

5.. The Board's rating, aye
41111, _ has been unable to ndo

lies the fact that man
and have thus been una

6. The Board's reimburses

7. 2111e12:::!!!:ff,?
turbet onlieren n

centers to have to csr
for it in ylolotion of

Itself
f -- wit- .

r rates
ew children/m*4%

char:e rare to
PL 93-112.

11 II both child-effective an coat effective to utilise private Azz

541 residential, centers to Drevfde the mandlted "cnntineve o __*r.11c.il"

to enntiorallv digterb*i children. Lot's not destroy the Dr vnte cont;r8

by our $ consciousness, and then w er why we have to reb,.: Id exponslte,

long-term state institutions for th chronloolly ill sdult.

tilThe Children's Mental Health C slitIon recommends the the Governor's

Purchased Care Review Board:

tie

a. accept the ratcs paid by the stows in which films oat -of -ntate
centers exist.

b. expidite in -state plscom nto by accepting the rates that wsre
reque.ted by each in-ntlte center.

c. rccind the riling not to r imburse for there tic services.
d. add three privItc nrovidr and three nsrent rgsnizAtion repro-

tentltives to the Board.
e. appoint one full-tire per" -n from each Stnto deonrtnent to the

Board to spend one hslr-tin on Board worh a onchslf-time im-
plementing spnulne Interlepn toot:L-11 coorers toy wed Monitoring.

te develop- policies (with pore t and private etqr imait) that
4 put "teeth" In interdepartee tel cooperntion

- 11

nu 'ere laltIted to hfArwrente t*1 about nropre e their chil;ron.have

I

.

G3
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*member 12, B
- 9327 Hamilton ,A

Cticw, Illinois 6b620
Mr. Don Blodgett
Deputy Commissioner for Compliance and Enforcement
200 Independence Avenue S.C.
Washington, D.C. 20201,

Dear Mr. Blodgetts

Last Month,'I wrote you aboet the Governor's Purchased Care
Reveiw Board's reactions after you left their meeting on
Octobpr 2nd. As Chairman of the Beacon Therapeutic School _

P.A.T.O. 94 -142- Investigation Committees -I'd -like to expand'
on that letter with a brief overveiw of events and their
impact-on Beacon Consumers.

Our efforts began on August 20th in reaction to Beacon's
letter demanding.$600, per student in four days, and another
$600 on January Iirst. The Purchased Care Reveiw Board's
Ruling 3.21, Making parents liable for therapy costs, was
cited as their authority.

Our faith in Beacon's professional performance has generally
withstood our investigations. However, it became obvious
that 94-142 implemeneition would be up to parents when the
Director and her Board announced that implementation efforts
would close the school by alienatiaglunWing. I pray that
you understand the terror that threat coupled with our
stupidity instilled in parents! Each of us experienced hell
to identify and obtain the services our children require
while local government withheld information on rights and .
schools.

Despite our turmoil, welAderstand the schOol's Allem a.
They are funded on a reveiw of a two year old st report;

'not on a compilation of I:E.P. requirements d without cost
effectivenpes standards. This illogic lead to lies, person -
ality contiebti for funding, and kills improve 'services ;

f 'especially in ghetto schools.

Our preerure caused the school to reduce and delay payments
to $100 per month beginning in January; with the threat of
reducing therapeutic services. That deadline is apnroachingl

At the Doyen er Purcharsed Care Reveiw Board meeting, Dr
Cronin shut he door on achieving compliance through them!

the arts and the tuella are our remaining hopes! This-
problem a ieriotsly affecting' our children's progress.
Diem ion of our homes and the school has'already, caused one
student to repress to the need for residential care. PLEASE
HELP! 9

633
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Testimony.- before The Govenor's PUrchased Care h. ew Board
. .

Special session on porapuetic Keinhursement.

Herbert
I.

Wheeler,Parent. Teacher of Beverly Emotionally Disturbid,
. , Children .,

, .

I an both the parent of an emotionally disturbed child and the
professional teacher oremotionally disturbed children. My
credentials in the former'are accidental; in the later a Masters
in Educatten - Early Childhood/E.D. and five years experience in '

the Univesity and private sectors working with the severly disturbed.
As a parent _Lamdally-grateful for the eare-mydaughtarAas been
fortunate enough to,reeieve as a, teacher I am i over the
discrepancy between 'her good fortune and the mis or une of the
equally needy children I workwith. ,.

' - .

The parentp of those, children are not here to testify. They are the
poor of Chicago's Uptown and South Side. The six children that I.
an working with at present are ludkierthan most even to be in
school. None recieve any sort of py other than what I can

-f-th
provide. .EWcause of this, non eci er an 'appropriate' education
as mandated'in Federal Law 94-1 % 2. I an not a teacher, I am a
professional baby-sitter,

The pain is stronger than wb'ds can convey, -pain for this hardly
unique,clase that will never know liyas zy daughter will; pain
for the inadequacy of whdt I can no ngor accdmplish. I an ashamed
to be a teacher in this zituationt as a parent I behr much guilt
for the disparity between my daueters theraputic placembnt and
the conditions under which I work. THERAPY IS ESBENTIAL,
that is just a starting point.

.:'-,

1.°.
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'testimony before The Governor's Purchased .Care .dew Board
.

Special session on Therapuetic Reinbussements.

Carolyn Wheeler. parent -- President,
Children's Mental 'Health Coalition

1

I anhere to urge you to change your ruling that therapy services for
Smotional4Disturbed childrn are non-reinbuimble. This ruling (1)
leaves emotionally disturbed children without the support services
*most needed or (2),causes us the parents to carry t1e expense of
therapy contras-Ito Pubic Law 94-1.0.

NtIlaughter first*ian recieving services in tiS Spring of 1973. *At this time sly daughter was 3 years old. I took_my_daughter-in--fon
-testinclusi-subsequentW-intered her faiTtfiatient at sy own expense.
By the fall of 197$ my daughter was attending a Private Day Treatment
Program connected with a local-hospital. As I ass the sole support
of my fapily this wash tremendous financial burden.,As the severityof my daughters disturbance became more apparent it was suggested to
me that either I stop. orking or I place her in Residential care.
I remained at home. To support my family I sold all my investment
stocks - I borrowed money against my share in a limited partership
business - I sold,anything I had that had any cash value including
sy household furniture. At the end of that year when it was evidentthat the only treatment that would-be appropriate was g totallytherapy

cag
frItirc: My daughter was placed at the Orthogenic

At this 'int'I financially destitute and in de t. I was fortunatein that the Day tment School which my daughter been attendingsuceeded in securing an Individual Care Grant for her placement
in Residental tree nt. I also obtained a great deal of informationand help from the De tacnt Of Mental Health after intial proceedureshad been instigated the school.

__daughter were to_beccee inel ibis for the Care Grant Program I would

Now, again. I could be
fiancial burdehs. If sy

be responsible for costs of a ut $7,000.00 per year. this is thedollar difference between cost of care and allowed renimbursement.
My daughter has made excellent programs within the school she nowattends and is on her way to being a fully funotione0 adult. My°husband and I Would not be able to financially effort $7,000' outof pocket to keep her at the school. My husbandis a teacher of
E.D. children in a private Day School.

The Orthogenic School is a psychiatric facility which is why my
daughter was placed there in the first place by the public schoolsystem and-her Doctors. How can it now not be covered by reimbursementproceedures if therapy was the necessary oomponent of my daughter's
e4ucational placemiKtoeeds.

` Q .

Again, I urge the Governor's Purchased Care RavOw Board to change
its statute to allow reimbursement for therapy 14 private day and
residential centers.

0
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M. Donald Blodgett
State nu Office
Sbaeaa of Education 04 the Handicapped .

Dept. of Health, Edocatton sad Vetieu
Off:ice of Education
Washington, D.C. IOUS

1201444. Blodgett:

I-am el resident of the State ofolllinois and have child that Li now a
autdeatist evident ott4a.INLI4to,at Stoihb#1.4ii-Schoot- Stockbnidge,

14 daUghttt was osiginalLy U Special Eddcatimmi in Olstnict 219
41 Skokie, Illinois and she has been la eutoof.state uo4dexttat 'statement
'eau Jaaau, of 1918.

,

8301 Kttpatotch Avant
Skokie, Illinois 60076 ;

Octobex 16, 1919

The'Ve Sista lapel puntkased and fon.med In Septimben 1917 by Mtchatt
Be Sito who had Tonmenly been affiLiated with the Lake-alcove School In'
\NW Vold (which my daughtex Cathy attended). When he the school'

enIn Stockbnidge in.Septemb of 1978, 9St of the ennollme ent with fax.
Ao a 'now' school they wads appttcation to the State of X eta and used
estimated 41gaue to compute what yeanly ennoltmtat'changes would be.
Tke school was negistened with the State of Illinois and puputy ceAtifiel.
Applicata.* was made 04 a rate by the COVC440414 Paachue CdAt Review
Board of Illinois. They Act a ute of $1,499.00 Lot a 9 -worth piled.
The actual cost per Atudent_fon noon board, tatton and related senvices
(including the aecuouy, Lategut plat of the papaw - theupyl was

.

To be Lx compttaxce.ofth 8122 PE 94-14t my kteo School District mould not,
at-tuba/the et because fie !tad to it. the diituence between the $1,419.00
Alle and the actual vest 01 $10,400.06. Be filed a Due PnoceAA Appeal
end woes kowevea, Platelet 419 appealed that dectoton and we sent beloke
membeag oi the ItUnote Oiftee of Education fon a hepning. We are stilt
awaltteg their degieton. to thie date, we have not as yet nettNed one
peAty 04 the education of OUR daughtue.

alt-above applied to-the yea6w4618-1979 .. mow the yeans.1949 -1980 au
hue, and my dughtga Li again at De Stith School. Steatite they sue stilt
ctustfted at a new school, they had to subwit an audit ae to the cksayeA
foe tack student to the Rate Review Bowed and foe the past OUM0144 iambted
along with the compttuted keno *squired. They beseeched the office of
10

with
tag fon advice and'oet.th the help (etc!) of he* office UtAt

down with *cublitowablee Waiting Ix e total figune pen child of $4501.
-IMPOSSIBLE!! It coots the Local school dtetatte- $1500.00 to edaute a cell
dad that Li when tke'ckitd goes home at 340.

The Oovtnnox's'Ounthased Cane Revive Band had, of Lest week Set a ;Lott

o$111:1::"iatu"clicetittl that the &gat Lowered to
wart,be to: feud even futhea. They

have tot and 44t not aettng to good {size and have done evertytk4ny Ix theta'
puce (and I might add hot .Lit keeping with tithe,' the Federal and-State
taws! to thwant.Ve Sisto'Schoot of a Pete end um/table rate. This effects
one childne* and deptiVes,them of a Pee education.

7
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Tit aetstibee ehLtd it Ve Slate Cahoot WA veseiett he 011,40140,
est thet.14 we 'teats (MU have to pal 41 WI west ne-ehttd to RS-
pola thugs. e taut list:Lets set Alan °Lot atoms soith P.i.14 -142
Zs atlas/Jig attar tie pausts to pep the liesesee sad, theatiou,
that suss that we mitt have 40 Mt" "0-44 dolma - li log um 4144 it.

JO- The Re Slate Saut matt as toatee-take atittue ism thy Ststtiocittaols
sad, 64 1 tad, ste smitey the ones they have host aittt44 the of Lt
eiseged iv tit Govessa's Pesekased Cut teats Coded at title iesaag .

eekedated ox Nnewbee A.
*.

. 7 woad have to waltz 21 041tA of matilLa to explele whet tilt tekoot
AAA dont Oa of leaghtta. She wet a vtteat, axe-dusted, asZast that
had been pelvcietv teest*Pi fee 0444 befeee she can ondtt the itpe4-
stakes Michael Pe State -- end, sue sit is beeosaeg se atettl.gesp- sexy woe.* that_0( us it pawl ai. _, _ .

,.

1 ipptst a gout Wee La cheek this Saud oat - tit, au dolagexisatett
Adapt kett Ls the State of Ittasts sad, saes the, eke #tdeuttg (gated,
It le op to lone elites to sepeavae then. I have no doubt Attlee have
ettetned wettest eowitabat fewn Iltlats vaunts liegesuan, tale feted
and 1 beseech owe to Listen to est

Nelttime14.0e Stet. Seltet pleetets (0.12 he settle,* with Jo Ass Peg sad
elate Celt LitieVolA % Me. FL-site es Sudeg, Oetbta 22. i %sauteed
that Lamwesee tette, le. is Pt Sato Shiest puma Pest 0e a salgiam
tlitf uktsgigo% to ettead. t kept pen mutt attend to isesve sad ese,
await weatAtoes ox with sae 'Meets petitlelans, elm ehltdett, est
psuatat sessts*4 sod Fedeast pmts.
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TUMMY OW ERZ ZWDEVIDInt. CARE CRAMS mans won TES MAX P2300/410f
COMMIT= OF TS! DOUSE 07 RIEFRISERFATIVE3 1110017XBER 11, 1179

4

After ten years of Special Education classes for my emotionally dis-
turbed 13 year old son, Joseph Sorowski, School District St in Schaumburg,
Illinois, any my son's private psychiatrist of foyr years. recommended a
private residential school.

Read Zone Mental Health'Canter, Chicago, Illinoirt, suggested Willow-
glen Academy, Milwaukee, Wisconsin is the sTv school approprlite for
Joseph.

After nine months of phoning, letter writing, and anxiety nothing
happened regarding placement. I visited Willowglen. After a meeting '

with the director, found opt why my son, was not_being admitted. We
discovered that Read never informed me-about an I.C.G. IIBlinois Care
Grant). Therefore, all my months of effort had been in vain as AO
Placement could have been possible wiihotit the Grant.

After mare months of applied pressure, too lengthy to go Soto
here, my son was granted the I.C.O. two years ago,

PleasCrefer to copies of Willowillan lettels I have received in
September 1978-79. After all the frustration to obtain the Grant I
must constantly live with the fear that Illinois Bureaucracy will foul
up the I.C.G. and my son will be uprooted from this very wonderful treatment
center. His improvement Slave last two years have been remarkable.,

It is urgent that the Department of Mental Health be encouraged to
write clear and understandable guide lines for parents who need I.C.G.
first and above all to inform them that I.C.G. exists. Which is the
first part of this statement you can see was not revealed to me.

The Department of Mental Health seems baileys the attitude that there
is not enough nosey available for Grants so why bother to tell parents
to apply.

we, the parents of the Children Mental Health Coalition, appeal
to you moaners of the Hyman Resources Committee to-increase the appro-
priations for I.C.O. for emotionally disturbed children. In order that
the Department of Mental Health can provide appropriate residential
services to more of our children.

At the present amount of $1.3 million dollars for /4.4.v-Only a
little over 100 of our children are being provided for in Illinois
Trvatacnt Centers. I cannot imagine how many sore may be waiting as my
son was.

Rita A. La Loggiafl
Spokes Parton for the Children* Mantel Health Coaliti

e3.
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STATE OF ILUNOtS

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH MO D(viconprrALDISARIUTIES

WNW OINCII
401SnanStrooStml

Svingtve,Invon $V5$

Mr. Don Fritz, xsy
Executive Director
VI 1.1001411-11.C641/Pf
3030 West lighland Autos

Iliaconsin 33201

Voai Mr. Frits:

June IA, 15711

This is to acknovlodgs receipt of your Julie 1, 1575. latter and to respond to thequestions you raised.

I half. discussed your dilemma o(itlt soot of the individuals reformd to in yourletter. It is vireo.' that Itilltvglen Academy lie given a'60-day extension horsed
June 30. 1171. to complete the State of Illbmrle test forme. In the !starts. r
Have /*kiwi ha. Oren Moe, Deparasent of Public kola, Office of Dula ?luau. to
tslh'vtal her rate 'erring covaierpart is the State of Illaconsia to dottrels,
whether or sot fete Slap a %names., Dioriales of Community Services. viii wait
vieconlis facilities to &tuft $ loom rats of cars for elitUres placid La Mistiest&
facilities from ethos states. theeld the State it VISCOMIS ta,tst the Stat. of
Illinois to pay the Itisconsie rate and should State f Illtaeis rate methodology set
Justify that State of illsuatin rate. time the IVertrtmeovvill have to work toward
returning those Illinois :undo residua* back into 111insis ?tetras'.
ifs cannot sake a conaltaeat to guaranty payout for sorviees to Silmois ehiLtus' '
It the approved Vlscaoals rata. vs viii not be able to commit vhselyse cd 's rats
of rolaburssiest for FY 7$ utIlifillevglon Action has completed US Sure of
Illinois cost determination fetes sod a rats recoehesdation received Iron the Scats
of !Moots. Department of Public health, Offtto of health Maus.

Department policy reoliree Utilities is the Individual r.are Croat ?roots. to submit
toot date oe State of Illinois term if they have throe (3) or sere ROOD funded
ei}ents. After receiving end onalysine the Iiillavglen Madamy root data, the attics
" health 71"ne viii apply our rate-settled methodology endv111 seesawed
re.; ot srlolourtoowit for the Willowslaa Mader, to this Depetteeet.

Pl.:wit, queen your cost data on Illinois terse *Simon so possible. The Off IC* of
Stealth ?issue oil N expottoi ts give priority toward analysing the dots so that
we in turn can notify you regarding the rats of reiebursseent vs can !spinout.
The present Furthest it Service. Contract will exteniaj by addudia for nat the torrent rate. After eau for FT 7$ is datereisod. as addendum
Issued with tit* ass rats rstroactive u July I. 1575.
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Aro. Rita LaLOLCis
1829 Phoasant Trial
Mr. Prospect, Illinois 60056

Dear Mrs. 141,odgial:

Enclotod you will find a copy. or it lector sent to the Stntoor Illinoits. The reason for this letter er. stated in the,mclosed is for partial or non-payment of rater; duo for
.vrvicet. rendered to your child.

Very truly yours,,

LL0...(11.E11 ACADEUT

/Add' 444f4/.7jyttt
rash liarcsyelotto

DiFucLer

flea

Iinclocure

VII It Mb' 1 M Al Alit NY j
)414 II .4 tteuti,Abiti WWI I VAltri

lilt It AVM', W14104%1M laju4
/114) N)1040

thrtUitir.1 X it
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1.s :H.:: nt fc..c.tal Services.
Ant al health & Derelopn,nta.1
"

C fs ict
-qtcl :7,s:1, :treat

Illinois
4.-. halthspors

r I yr or Juni 16, 1974 in rozpooro to 20-.r'tor extremely disappointing. threttilsort.rur111..p various -State of Ill inoi..1 prr:or.nr I, eery L.,da- :1 faith. AU have (vets ascii:red, that. 1?.lir.i:so -susf,et: 7 Ito 'f oar:- hppraverl by 1/1:nonr nits. :tat...,or:. :.43 04r tuldernaitiing, that no own tomltment con. ill 14. ma,

:t33iirn that your policy ohanip-1 recently other-: i1 , rs.riously, were tin told to rulosit the ltioeorndor terv! ullysoval lettor in order for lour Venir.rinttt) pprot ou: rate? Your previews root tee iO, Lhtrt y.incersoiatont with your yrosently porition.
J 2141. :lb:7033 Litt .1. L1/; 1 -ft 1:14:t Of Ulna Cr DU trI !;. C 4.2 .1u.lynst Ett ein td 141. fit it . ,,s . P. ht.; ttCt. ,r,o lock to_in .,et, 1 o r original appeal? '

4er' ci -"our ryontinc us a 60 day extention t' complete
Ur z..1 (TU., het that now nispon.5 poletlear ainci you ton-1. . ..o 't Visconoin approvtd rote In .vs/ cora,

nt.LOvtGlEM ACADEMY
30,0 *tit MICA itAtmsouttvesto

seswitut sonic:woes ISMS
Ina MI Iva

gAbbarastRAtIVI Of
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In your letter, you also indicated three (3) yomntetere currently is your facility
an looser receive ICC funding betas** their arests have not cooperated is eWatittInt
required financial information. I have asked lit. Jean Domeier, DODD abetter for
your fectlity, to vork with DODD staff in the community of each of the parents to
help resolve this problem. CMHDD staff viii be requested to call and/or visit the
featly mad assist them is euhaittieg the requited isfermatioa. Date the required
leforeatios is available, the ICC will be titivated retreactively to the date of
tersinatios.

If you have soy questioos, please feel free to cell )se.

cc - Richard iletton.th.D
Atthur Dykstra
Joke Rawest
M.. Karon Hoe

I 649
ti

Sincerely.

AU. t)O-Itlt e1
C. D. Salthstot. ?Wager
Division of Tisescisljerridee
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July 20, 1979

Kr. C.V. Saltbasor,
ginger
Division of Financial Services
Conertl_Offiee Y knom.409
40l Spring Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706

r
4'

041101111

pool It'll

a-

Dear Hr. Salthaznr:

4P
We recently received a letter from your department, dated July 9, 1979,
(copy enclosed), indicating that DHXDD cost forms bast L4 submitted prior
to July 31,1979.- Furthermore, you stated, disbursceonts for July 1919
will not be made until such forms are submitted.

4As you are already &wire, vs received exiiptions during your last fiscal
year to use Wisconsin cost forms and for payment of our Wisconsin approved
rate. (Serer to your letter dated iuly 25, 1918, copy enclosed).

We have. children plieed in 01W program from not only Illinois, but has
love, Minnesota., Michigan, Now Jersey, and naturally,Wisconsin. We realize
that your department has specific guidelineilt must follow,- as do similar

,

deportsents in'tach of the other states, However, our personnel nni
financial situations do not permit us to submit cost forms or negotiate rates,
other than those set by the State of Wisconsin upon which our rate is birsed.,--

During the past severel years ve have had eight (8) children in our programfrom Illinois. In accepting these childret; to nate, it has coat us, yell
over $11,000.00 in lost revenues, duet° retroactive and actual costs whichyour deper will not'pay. 'debut each time, in viewing your positionon these ttees reluctantly act:mined these losses. However, it hap come tothe point in t where a clear decision on youilart must be mitt. We havereviewed r to 1 situation and feel vs can an longer service Illinois Pehildre nle a the following exceptilms art

gr:htrel:

That ell emeeptionD, for all Illinois children placed
with us be in effect for the duration of their placement.

'2. To pay no.mort or no less the:vibe Wisconsin-approved
rate for all services included in,that rate. ,

111111111144hAtAplm1
1110 104.111 V.11114ieli l %Ay I,

Mu% U 4.11.1w.t 'roan I. .
1, 11.1.144.

1411111.4P.11 11111 1.1 1 It I

,t
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Mr. C.V. Balthas.or

3. To pay the total Wisconsin approved rate, for the
period of time it is in effect.

a
h. All Individual Care Grants authorizing payment et%

out. rate at'company the child on placement.

5. To accept' Wisconsin cost forms.

Since our acceptance of. the first Illinois child in our !amply, vs lure
- sustained losses becauseof non - payments, 4$ stated previously. We are

sure that you must understand that a condition which will add losses on to
losses cannot be allowed to contin..:,

It hurts us to involve the welfare and future of therelllinois children, or
that or any child enttusted to our carekin bureaucratic red tape. Hower,
in urdtr to protest the velfare of children who are not from Illinois, and
in order to maintain a viable, meaningful program which can only-he main-

-tnined by having a healthy fiscal condition, we must insist that payment for
services rendered be received by vs in'a timely fashion. This payment must
be that granted by the State of Wisconsin far our services. The rate for
the calendar period January 1, 1979 through December 31, 1979 is $2,253.00 iNP
per conch per child:

1

Iherefors, please.be informed that if payment for servipes rendered in the
south of July are nut made by August 31, 1979, all children from the State of
Illinois will Iv discharged by September 10, 1979.

Page 2

(101111 4C$%

105

,July 20, 1979

Also, prior to A0.4;ust 31, 1979, we- must havya written answer by your department
that all exceptions listed above will beaecepted. 4

With due respect to our liaison, Mr. John Romoser, and the involved parents,.
n ropy hr this letter yill nent tsAthen. .
HeNiortrully yuurn,

II I N. .1 I .f.
#.1.1.... I... II it.. .

ous. a tit%) ..t.%),
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ACADEMY
W. HIGHLAND BLVD.

`011,41,110E. WI 53q8

1

" Mrs. Rita lateggio
331 Miscalls Court

..SChaumbwrg,Illitois-601.93

r

July 31'978

4
0e4r Perentss

I

Inclosed is Z.list'of all thrIllisois parents tomes, addresses, OsiTheno
nunbers.- I suggest that you coordinate.your stints .es hihalf of sil the
lifthois'-childreiplaced with ui. Some of you have already. contacted
various Illinois' officials and dove been assured that this entire mattes

'.will.be resolved, -14 sincerely hope so, although as of thisyrIting I
have-art Been personally contacted by -edyOne from DMH -DD. r
again, let on assure you that we will extend ourselves in every possibleway see that all your children remain in

our treatment program., Wg will
.

meecIsli,retsoesble-Iequirements oftho rIlinois' 00.00. Some ofyou have.beet toin37154T475 people that 04e2ilaus.iscegle'plt:
.

rifusel to.filt out Illinois'
formalirtthir-purpose of setting a rote.

'trek of all this is o nev,requlrement
on Illinois' part. Initially the

Deportment egroodue use Wisconsin cost forms, which are very extensive ft
and are tied into our accoAnting tysteie, ...kust-Adre Illinois tors* would

'require a re.strutturiosi of our eceouiting system. furthermore, there aretwenty (20) pages of Illitois.forns, containing hundreds of upstate items.
Our accountant estimates, based' on the'work-involved in filling out Wisconsin
forms, -that it would take aboot onswonth's-wprk time .for two people to
complete Illinois' forms.- Tilde, leles*Iy,,is not a-rsegOnablooefeetation.

,
4"otaitne from the &pastiest 'lei:sr-iced that, !!'we filled out the form),
Illinois might approve. a,tate higherthoh Wisconsin approves-sounds good,
but again; Wisconsin won't permit that either. The rate paid for cars st
Willon'ommust ge-tho rate spproved by Wisconsin's fiscil office-s000re-

. "110,1ess. That ie the-bottom -line issue.`
'

SIGN of w havossked, if this issue to not resolved by IMM-DO, whether1Wi13owele
uld=parmit the children to stay if the parents wished to paythe dirr nee between the' Wisconsin and Illinois approved rates. This'cuould at/sable to us, but Ctwould.otill be woitirte\you on the.pagtof 411 it.

The department has until Woodsy, July-10,'1978 4o respond to my letter.

ef.

4,



I believe your attempt to get the State .!tf Wisconsin to
agree to accept a lower rate for the care of IllinOW,phil ren
will bd futile,-since, id effect, you would be asking wisco sin
taxpayers to subsidize the care of IllinOis residents.

I did, however, discuss this entire matter with my Board or
Directors, and they feel ytur position is both unreasonable
and unacceptable to them. Oqe member pointed out the obvi-
ously arbitrary nature of you Department's policy which, when
only two Illinois' children are in placement, finds our State'
forms and rate authority acceptable but unacceptable if there
aro three or more. In terms of the bUreauCiacy at work, I find
this simultaneously.amusing and tragic because of the implicit
'consequences to the victims, namely the children, whose needs
should be our paramount concern:

A simple-solution for us, to avoid all the hassels, is to limit
admissions of Illinois' children to two,' rsgardless'of the need
of other psychotic and Autistic Illinois', children for .our
specialized treatment program. The simple solution for you is,
as you mention; to return Illinois funded residehts to Illinois'
proerams, which means for most, if not all of your Children here,
a return to State hospitalsfrom whence they originally came to
us. I would not expect that you should know much, if anything,
about our facility in terms of its uniqueness and $pecialized
community based treatment programs. I should expect, however,
that you and othems in the Departpent will be concerned about
the childrenhuman beings with very special needsand the

, negative impact upon their being uprooted again. We did not
solicit the .placement of Illinois children with eat quite the
contrary, their.parents and Illinois' personnel responsible for
finding appropriate treatment for the children sought us out.
Post will be hard pressed to accept the termination-of their
child's.treatment because of an inflexible,, bureaucracy. .

he bottom line issue then is two fold: 1. Do these Illinois
children need the specialized treatmen program we offer? (It

ik
is safe to assume they do, since Tpur licies logically do not
permit out-of-Ztate pacements if the ild's needs can be met
by pro,Tamx within Illinois.) and 2.- Are Illinois taxpayers,
like those from ottrt,tetes who place children here, willing
to pay the cost of are tftsconsin taxpayers do?

The other issues are simply bur atic but must be resolvedt..
_ Pay the approved Wisconsin rat and 2. Accept Wisconsin's.

,oat forms and our Certified Audit dente of expenditures.



"Ira satisfactory resolution'is not reached within two weeks
of your receipt of this letter, I will notify the parents and
Tesponnible agents for the children of your decision. With,,deep regret I would be forced to discharge six of the eight
children.

Sincerely,

Dpneld n. Fritz, ACV
Director

ks

C.C. Dr. Richard Blanton, Ph.D.
Er. Arthur Dykstra
Kr. John Romoser
rs. Kardh Moo
Er. Robert Rose

Otvlen Goode
hr. Robert Anderson
ire. Rita La Loggia
NIX'S. Kathy Fellows
I. & Richard Komar

; Nr. a lire. Jdner, Layer
& Vrs. Jon Pangborn

tire. Violet Wych,
Mrst-Ernest P. loodward

& Mrs.. Herbert Shorter

Ceziloiriv
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January 26, 1979

4

Mr. Robe4 Mandeville, Chairman
Governor's Purchased Care Review Board
l0& State Mouse
Springfield. Illinois 62706.

Dear Kr. Mandeville,
qs,

The Browb Schools wishes to appeal the allowable costa approved by the
'

Governor's Purchased Care Riview Board for our three treatment centers.
Thememorandum from Joseph M. Cronin, dated Jnnuary 2, 1919, states that
"all'applicstions should specify in writing the pnrticular itema on
which the appdal is based." After considerable communication with the
Illinois Office of Education, we are still unable to ascertain exactly
how the rates for our Centers were determined. Please consider the fol-

;;.1smdag information as the basis for our appeal.InMarch, l97k, The Brown Schools was'notififtd of the June 1, 1978, dead-
line for applications for Eligibility of Nonpublic Facilities to Educate
Handicap Students under Section lit-7.02 of The School Code of Iilleois.
ApplicatiRns were completed on The San Marcos Treatment Center, pie Oaks

Treatment,Center, and The Ranch Treatment Center of The Brown Wools.
In letteralfrom Dr. Cronin dated July 7, 1978, all three of theme Centers
veri-notified of approval.

In a letter from Dr. Crontin dated July 3, 1978, ve wore notified of the
July 28, 1978, deadline for,Application for Interim Tuition Rates. TAese
applications were completed and submitted. Figures submitted were f
1976-1977, the most recent period for which we had a caplet, audited fi-
nancial statement. 11

-
t

In a memorandum from Dr. Cronin dated fiaptember 18, 1918, we (taro notified

,. of the following interim rates:

2.10.412'MOIEILISIV Interim .hition $3,267.00
--- Room and Board $6,55h.04

Mach Treatment Center; Inthrim Tuition 12,970000,
Room and Board 11107h0.00

flaftwatTrestment Center Interim Tuition $4,49.00
Room and Board 13,657.00

Austot art! Sol Marcos 71104

0
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According to- the memorandum, the mites were eslablIshed baned partially
On'infarmation submitted on the I.O.E. Torn 33-27 in September, 15171
and paitially on Informition submitted on I.O.F. Fora 19-13 in July,
1918. yhenve apply the formula supplied in Dr. Cronin's semorandum to
the%liguas submitted by us on forms 33-27 and 19-13, ve can confirm
only tvo of the six rates published by I.O.E. We can see that no reim-
bursement vas allowed for figures ve submitted under "Other charges" on
I.O.Z. Rosa 33-27. Under this category vs identified costs of ;cores-
signal millets and therapeutic supervision, which are the major costs
of residential treatment program. It- appears that some facilities
included these costs under *Room and Board, as /.0.E. did approve one
center's room and board reimbursable cost at 05,614.50.

* Our next correspondence from I.O.E. was a memorandum dated October 18,
1978, in which Dr. Cronin confirmed that man questions had been
raised regarding the rate setting process. On November 2, 1978, an
informational meeting vas held in Chicago, which ve did attend. )'o.
Gail Liebermem, Day,.and Mr. Bob Brauer provided information
and responded to-questions. Ve vere informed that interims rates would
not be changed, and that the Governor's PurchasedCare Review Ward
would establish new procedures for determining reimbursable costs. It
was our understanding that facilities would be provided new forms and
new instructions for reporting costs so that new rates could be approved.

On January 2, 1979, ws received Dr. Cronin'a memorandum notifying us that
the Governor's purchased Care Review Board had set final approved rem
burnable costs for each facility. The Board-approved costs for our
treatment centers are exactly the One as the Interim rates established
in September. 1978. We are inforied that ve may tile an appeal, but "No
appeal can be 'acted upon unless the provider has filed an attested cost
report for its fiscal year vmdIng in the calendar year prior to the year
in vhiqh the appeal is being made... The format for cost reporting viii
be developed by the Board and furnished to all facilities that file an
appeal. "' Ve therefore assume that' ve vill be provided instructions for
cost reporting, so that vs may complete the appeal proem.

.

Since October 1st, 1978, The Brown Schools has had 16'children referred
fros the state of Illinois. Although school district personnel have en-

. .eouraged vs to admit children at the interim rate, we have informed them
that v. are unable to provide services at the-rates established,

and that
we have had no assurance that I.O.E. rill sot nn adequate rate. Several
children from IllinolA have been admitted under pri7ate contract with the
parents.

'Althcmgh,ve hope to continue to !rev& servieca to patients funded by
the State of Illinois, ve are unable to...accept funding at lean than our
current admitting rate of $2550 per montti. Ibisorrte. set by Theilrovr,
Schools' Ilbard-of Directors, is honored by OCRAMPUS, the Texas Ellucation
Agency, and sang other placing mina's. We are unable to offer services
to patients from the State of Illinois at a rate lest than that paid by

other funding sources.

sw
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1Lgrere sto.hat the State of Illinois determines an approved rate on.the
is of historical average cost per resident to.the facility, rather

than on the'basis of compering the facility'efees to the cost and qual-
Aty of placement alternatives. With the rate approval procedure as it
is, it is.quite psseibleA.bat a facility could' m approved at a higher
rate than that charged -)7 The Brom Schools, with the quality of care
and services provided being Significantly inferior.' Private agencies
which have been effective in developing high quality progrims while ef-
ficiently managing and cootrolling.costs are, in fact,'penalited when
the reimbursement rate is based on their expenditures rither than the
quality of their servicesi. '

We appreciate the State's position in the area of fiscal accountabilAty,
and entourage an even iloser monitoring of the funds expended for mental
health services. Although private contracting is generally utilised
only when State provided services are inadequate or unavailable. we aaia
tats that private contracting is frequently sore effective and less cost-

1Y. Ss have found in several states, Including Illinois, that the actual
cost of care and treatment in state hospitals is significantly greater

than fits 'Olarged for services-in the treatment centers in The Brown
Schools.

. .

We appreciate the opportunity to Inform you of our cdncerns regarding the
rate approval process, sad to appeal the action taken by the Coveinoes
Purchased Care Review bard. We viii abticipate receiving the newly de-
veloped cost reporting format, so that we any re-submit our Cost informa-
tion consistent with the specifications of the Board.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

0.4Vgdd.ao

Tear Smitb,,N.A.

Director of Admissions

cc: its. Gail Lieberman, Manager, ProgrwsMainistration Suction,

Department of,Specialised Educational Services, Illinois Office of
Education'

Dr. Joseph Cronin, Superintendent, Illinois Office of Education

fie.'.10 Ann Day, Illinois Office of Education

sNr. Nike Schack, Director-of Special Education, New Trier Township
Nigh Schools

Nr.,Douglas K. Yardontit, Director of Special Education, Township
ligh School District 1211

a
Mr. Charles L. Aschenbrenner, rector of Special Education,
'engem* Ares Special lichola strict

:1r
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THE OAKS

nesdereeTrasemes Carsr d THE broatt SDCQ.Z. C5123 4444561 PA go. 4071.Assoc Timm 75786

September 13, 1.975

Ira. 5a!
1.111111111116. Mimi* 4094

las gimilimillommahe
lila Sabers 'Mai
Dear Ira. MOW

On Motet 31, 1975, me discussed The Oaks recommendation that Molybo admlit'ao to
the Intensive Care Unit for a minims of six soothe treatment in order to providesufficient Security to usage *es severely self distractive, physically combative.
sad someway behaviors. As I told yens, without use of ICU, treatment cannot Us

.ada;setaly carried out, and 11111111111, would remain a high suicide risk. .r
Vs also diseased financial recairements for ICU treatment, which include a $40.00
pas day charge is addition to tbs regular $45.00 per day open unit charge. It willbensocessary for the Brown Schools to bill you monthly for the full fee, and, if
1.7111.11t is set received regularly, can be treated only as lug as there is sodewed for bar bed on ICU; at time she voold be discharged to you.

La you know, this information has also been shared with your attorney, live. Igimmssrho has stated that you plan to mend us a letter stating your intent to be financially
reeposeibla for 411111111106 treatmeast.

IMMIX appears to have stabilised her behavior-since vs talked early this weak. liardoer is mew unlocked 'ad Sma bee acquired a structure that allows her several periodsof time each day with the other patients. I was very happy to Ha her motivated toregain some of her privileges sad to sees to vent group interaction. I's enjoying
marking with bar, and she is very wall liked by bar ICU staff.

'Tom are *Oleg to peat effort and personal sacrifice to hely gam. and I vest you
to bow bzw such I APIrrneLdra your cooPeZatiom sareapports it is invaluable for the
succass of 4111111111rs treatment.

t leaflet* to call se at say time.
truly s, r

lir
Psychiatric Lela Verkar

cc: Stella Schoen
Siena Lay

4
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MSS OAKS

Reser*. Immo% Ungar d THE BA0Vai SCHCQSA5194449Set 0Sai 4ccvs. Aust.% raaas711763

September'eptember 10, 1979

1111111.111M =

Naperville; Illirmis 60S40

File Haber:

Dear *LIME , -

We will be ham to provide ISM with copies of_a social history, psychological, and
psychiatric tation cal1/1/1 per your request and authorization.

(IWO Individual Care Grants are less than mar monthly rates, sad no miditcnal charges
can be mode for basic are and treatment on individuals funded through 114CO. This
mans that UMW is approved by DM to receive an Individual Care Grant, no
mney frca yea, 1.0.I. or your insurance can be used to pay the difference between
our costs and the Individual Care Grant.

Sincerely,

.e41c.0
lay, ACS74

Coordinator of Admissions/The Oaks

/ldc

cc: km Brestrup
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LEONARD A. CAREL
23 oteR70. 1222liselen is

CHICA,30.11.1.111012 06422

September 1, 1979

Honorable James R. Thompson
Governor of the State of Illinois
Springfield, Illinois 62706

4
ASC COM alt

iost. $.7.00

Dear Mr. Thompson:

He are writing this letter to bring to your attention
a situation which seems to be growing daily in its mfgnitude.
Specifically, we are refer;ing to your Purchased.Care Review.
Board and the difficulties it has been experiencing in:
(a). properly funding placements as recommended; and, (b)
expeditiously process ng appeals.

t

As you are no doub aware, Federal law requires that
handicapped children have a right to a free, appropriate
public education (20 U.S.C. 51415(6)(11TM. -the generally
accepted and codified definition of this is that an appropriate
education shall be provided to qualified children at no cost
to ,the parents (45 C.F.R. S 121a - 4, et seq.). Seca-En-KU
a In Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. 47940 states
that-handicapped children cannot be discriminated against
solely on the basis of their handicap. The regulations under
Sectrbn 504 also provide that such education is to be provided
at no cost to parents, except for standard ffes imposed on the
non-handicapped (45 C.F.R. S 8%.33(c)).

f

A recent Illinois case, interpreting the Illinois Con-
stitution a' Chapter 122 S 24-7.02 of the Illinois Revised
Statutes, (the School Cale) held that:

"It is our opinion, that the Legislature has established
the education of handicapped students as part of the
public school systems. So established, such education
must be free of tuition charges for-Illinois residents
through the secondary level." (Willie Elliott v. Board
of Education of the City of Chreaqo, 64 ill. App. 3d 229,
237 (1978))

654:ti
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ht this juncture, the situataq seems quite harmenipus.
However, Chapter 122 S 14-7.02 of the Illinois Revised Statutes,
the School Code) goes on to say in connection with children
attending private schools, public out-of-state schools, or
private special education facilities, that:

The Review Board shall review the costs for special
education and related services provided by non-public
schools or special education facilities and shall approve
or disapprove such facilities in accordance with the
rules and-regulations establishedbg,kt with-respect to
allowable costs.*

.

The School Code goes on to sal that !-tuition costs exceed
$4,500.00, or are greater than 10t ong previous year's
costs, the excess' must be approved by the Board.

Although this arrangement seems to be structured for the
purpOse'of ensuring a fair deltyery of proper serviees, the -
practical effect orthe creatidh of the Review Board has been
to delay placements that have been recommended by local .

districts to an extent that would have earned the praise of
Machiavelli.

Mr. Thompson, it is a fact that intensive special education
services, praticularly those-Molving such related services as
room and board, are expensive. It is also a fact that the
Federal Grant Act (P.L. 94-142) and Civil Rights laws (Section
504) cited above, mapdate local school districts and state
Boards of Education tb provide a proper education at no cost
to the parents; and, if the same is not provided, direct
access to the Federal Courts is granted for the purpose of
cutting off all Federal funding for the state involved, until
a compliance is effected by that state.

We do not know if you are aware of the practice in some Of
.the Counties outside of Cook, to seek reimbursement from the
parents of Special Education students, for the excess over heels
paid by the local governments for out-of-stat 16EFFE placements.
This happens somewhat regularly when that st ent is also involved
in the Juvenile Court of that particular county:, If a placement
-411 needed, the Judge l0.1 order the placemont'and have the
County budget pay I excess funds, over and above what the

. Purchiied Care Revi Board has authorized. The State's
Attorney then files slat against the parents for reimbursement
for the chargesithat *p believe to be the responsibility of the
local School District according to Federal law. Thereffte, we
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submit, that the ambiguity and conflict between the Pederal
and State s utes and regulations violates the Civil Rights
of many pored thin the State of Illinois, and should be
amended accordingly, or in the alternative, that the Review
Board, an executive organ under your control, deal with the
situatipn more adequately. .;', I

. o

We have been informed that the legislature has got
appropriated any funds with whith to properly staff the Review
Board. ,Consequently, the Board must be operated by robbing
staff fin other departments, causing further delays and a
multitude of pending rate appeals. We have recently been
involved with several cases in'which the school district has
agreed that a residential placement ts warranted for the child,
but the suggested schools ---frequently out-ofistate, due to
a scarcity of truly effective facilities in Illinois -- were
reluctant or totally refused to deal with Illinois due to the
bbd experiCnces they have had with respect to payment for their
services. Along the same vein, the rates that have been
authorized for the schools are unrealistically 1Wfor !the '.'

intensive and highquality service that they deliver. A

We have been informed that your office is fo ulhting a
plan whereby all state agencies can more adequat y serve

24111children who have fallen between the cracks" o service
delivery. Certainly this does not ga far enough, in light
of the significant damage to individuals that the present delays

are causing. We have also been advised that one out-of-state
school, in particular, is returning its forty Illinois 'children
to this state by September 15th, due to the inadequate funding and
cutbicks by.this state. A return of forty individuals, all
with 'serious problems, from one school alone seems in itself to
work an unreasonable hardship on the parents and sending
districts, as well as a possible act of discrimination against
the children on the basis of handicap. Where will these
children go for the services they need? Where will the children
on waiting lists go for the services they need? These questions
must be answered.

d4

F At this point, Mk. Patrick Murphy, the advocate for Cook
County Juvenile Court has received soma of the cases that fall
iQto the scenario as stated above. H office is considering
possible action against the local di trictlnand the Illinois
Office of Education, as the situatio at present, is impossible

ignand inflexible.. This office as wel is considering bringing
a similar action unless the administrative chaos as outlined above
is qACared up and the parties affected have assurances that
their children will not-be damaged by the action --or inaction --
of the State of Illinois. It woUld_seem to make common sense to

...

.4
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spend money where it is so desperately needed, i.e._ on the direct,
authorized treatment of handicapped children; rather than on the
legal defense of in amalgam of Federal and local lawsuits. We
sincerely hope'you will give this matter your earnest attention
as soon as possible, and we want you to know that your staff
can feel free to contact this office in an attempt to reach a
solution to this serious problem.

ROBERT L. CAMEL
'Attorney at Law

BROOKE 4. WRITTED
Attorney at Law

C-BRW/bc
CCs Joseph Cronin, Superintendent

Illinois Office of Eddcation

Patrick T. Murphy
Attorney at Law

Richard J. Mattwick, Superintendent
,Educational Service REgion of Cook Cdunty

Barnette Bush, Attorney
Illinois Office of Education
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.112473AOSE MOM iDRN EVAm$70N IL 73 O1.10 osBIA Ely
EIP
GO9ERNOR^JAHES TwOmPSom
STATE CAPITOL' BLDG ,
SPRINGFIELD IL 27
THE pOLZREN$ MENTAL HEALTH COALITION RESPECTFULLY REQUESTS A PECTINS
WITH YOU ON IN, MORNING OF SEPTEMBER IS 70 ISSOLvei
($) PROBLEMS CAUSED BY THE GOvERNOS $ PURCHASED CARE *mem SYSTEM OF
Wimp AND REINBURSEMO PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTERS FOR
[NOTIONALLY 01STUREED CHILDREN AND
I2I THE PuRCHASE0 car REVIEW BOARDS POLICY OF NomItEINSURIENENT FOR
THERAPEUTIC SERVICES PROVIDED AT PRIVATE DAY AND RESIDENTIAL CENTERS
pro EMOTIONALLY MIMED CHILDREN

THE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OF THE PURCHASED CARE REVIEW BOARD ARE
DELAYING OR JEOPAR0IZIOG TwE'TREATHENT OF HUNDREDS OF EMOTIONALLY
0/ATIABE0 CHILDREN /CHILDREN WHO ARE RENABILITATApLE IT REACHED IN
TIME, 'LEAH MEET WITH US TO HELP THESE CHILDREN.

I WILL CONTACT YOUR OFFICE REGARDING THE TINE AND PLACE WY THE
MEETING, THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONCERN RESPECTFULLY YOURS

ate./ I

e

MRS JANET SULLIVAN. HIM, UN COORDINATOR
EHILBRENB MENTAL HEALTH COALITION
606 SOUTH DEARBORN pm 660
CHICAGO IL 0603

. 4r.
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General Funds-Monthly Report
Roland W. Burris, Comptroller, State of Illinois

October 79

The available balance in the General Funds on September 30, 1979 was $575' million -

the highest month end available balance in the history of the General.Funds. The previous

high was set on July 31, 1979 when the available balance was $551 million. This is only

the fifth time in the history of the General Funds that the month end available balance

has topped the $500 million level and three of these occurred in the first quarter of

fiscal 1980. The September 30, 1979 available balance was inflated by the influx Q4 $40

million in receipts from the corporate personal property replacement tax - the available

balance at the end of September 1979 would still have been $535 millir ut this

influx of new revenues.

The September 30, 1979 available balance was $373 pillion higher or'2.8 times the

comparable balance of $202 million at the end of September 1978 and $1;5 million above

the balance of $390 million on June 30, 1979.

Total General Funds revenues in the first quartir of fiscal 1980 were $1.813 billion:

$192 million or 11.8% higher than the fiscal 1979 first quarter record. The increase of4
$105 million (24.3%) in the income taxes (iFluding $38 million from the replacement tax)

and $75 million (14.4%) in sales taxes accounted for the major portion of this first

quarter increase. Additional increases of $17 million from investment income, 413 mil-

lion from federal 'sources, and $10 million from public utility taxes (including $2

million from the,replacement tax) were in part offset by decreases of $20 million in the

inheritance tax and $11 million in transfers in.

Total expenditures from the General Funds in the first quarter of fiscal 198Nere

$1.628 million or 8.2% above first quartet spending in fiscal 1979. A

$58 million (40.81) increase in spending for all other grants and a $31 million (7.6%)

iqrease in spending for operations accounted for most of,this increase in first quarter

spending over last'yearis comparable record. There were also increases of $14 million,

$12 milli on, and $10 million for public aid grants, refunds, and transfers out.

6 G 4
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From

FO, MEDI TE RELEASE Further Information:
. . . Bill Poster (217) 782-6000

STATE'Z'GRNERAL FUNDS BIT ANOTHER RECORD HI"

Cita TO $57514ILLION DESPITE SCHOOL PAYNENTS

W Burris, Comptroller, State of Illinois

8 INGYIELD, Oct, 3, 1979 =- The State's "checkbook" balant*

General Funds has set anther all-time end-ofthe-amts record, !isles to

$575
el!1144.11"! )3! Picrittalr #4$114114.40~1.1,71tit;

Comptroller Burris rioted tbit 4eststlable haledieDittlrtetsW*or4

thia Ind ttital
high even thbugi the State nails, s

$118,254,985 -- during the same nonthint, at the same Ilse, completed pay-

meet Of "lapse period bills left over from the last fiscal xeer. Burris

said the new record balance was aided is part by the Inflow of $40 million

in receipts from the corporate personal property replacement tax-receipts
, r

The previous month-end record was set on July 31, 1979, when the

available balance was $552 million. The new Septabei record is only the

fifth time in the:history of the. General Funds that the monthend_aviilable

-,balAmew-toPPed the-balt-billion-dollar-level:--:

For perspective, the Sew record balance df $575 million is almost

triple the balance just one year agog when the heptember month-end figure

was $202 million, and the pew figure is $185 million nigher than the balance

of $390 million when the State ended its ;sat finpal.yesronSine 30,

Just three months, 14o.

'A dtailed report is attach9Kf

47V
#00#00

va* 4 Off lqe of the Comptroller. 201 State' HoSpringfield, Mingleerrors (217)782 8000 4.
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. .....

Stite of Illinois

.. EDEPAL FUNDS TRANSACTIONS

(millions)
:-

septemi4r Amount
1979 of Chance

Available Balance
.

. -

Beginning .,.3 247 $ 544 ,'S +297

REVENUES: ,

State-Sources:
-4 - Cash Receipts:

Income Taxes (gross)
Regular S 206 S 21 $ 428

+38Replacement
:

Total (206) (272) (+66)
Sales Taxes 160 175 +15
Other Sources: .

Public fifty Taxes 4 '

30 33 +3
Repla , ' 2 +2
Total., (30) (35) (+5)

Inheritance Tax (- s).; 15 10 -5
Investment Inca* 7 12 +5

" All Other....:: ....... ... 48 ' 48
Total, Other Sources.... fl00) M

Total, Cash Receipts S-4 S-VSZ $ (4$56)

Transfers In 10 4 -6

Total. State Sources i 476 $556 . $ +80

Federal Sources 73 67 -6
--

TOTAL, REYENLES. %,.. '

$
1' 549 $ 62'3% $ +74

.

EXPENDITURES:

Warrants Issued:

Operations $ 162 S 155

Awards and Grants:
. Public Aid 168 158 -10
Comm School Fund . 135 140 +5
All Other .r 62 84 +22
Total, Awards and Grants (365) (382) (417)

Refunds 9 8 -1

IBA Rentals 28 ' 15 ' -13 ,

-..: 4

Three !baths Change
FY 19/9 FY 1980 Amount Percent

$ 86 $ 390 $ +304

4,

1 492 $ 559 +67 413.6%
38 +38

(492) , (597) (+105) (421.3)
522 592 +75' +14.4

90 98 +8 +8.9
2 +2

- (9Q) (100) (+10) (+11.1)
49 29 -20 -40.8
19 36 +17 +B9.

133 136 +3 +2.3
(291) (301) alp) 1±3A)

$ 1,305 S 1,495 $ 4190 11/76%

,

28 17 -11 -39.3

$ 1,333 $ 1,512 $ +179 +13.4%

ZIt 301 ....til 44.5
4.

S 1,621 $ 1,813 $ +192 +11.8%

$ 410 S 441' $ +31 +7.6%

492 506 ,414 +2.8
280 280

1,11' '440.8142 290 1
(914). (986) (472) ( +7.9)

26 38 +13 446.2
40 '38 -2 -5.0

- Permanent liprovements 14 1

Total, Warrants Issued 0;5 car rJ# - s 1.39 ITNit $71, it Itit %

Transfers Ou

TOTAL, EXPENDIT

, Available Balance Ending
(Septeebir 30)

t f 's

%.

^ 31 +2 .

Z 594 S 592 -2

202 S 575 S't373 =

4

C

Ila 124 __±1,Q ±ajl

$ 1,505 .$ 1,628: S +123 +8.2%7
1 '202 S 575 $ +373 '

. .

: 4
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Edwin W. ilartin -

Deputy Commissioner
Bureau. of Education
for the Handicapped

Department of Health;
Education 4 Welfare

Office of Education
Washington. D.(. 20202

Dear Commissioner Martin:
.

71,441outh the^implemeAtstion process of PL 94-142 it primarily
a state/local issue, we need federal clarification and perhaps
intervention on several points.

In Illinois stptutms, there exists a rate-reviewing mechanismcalled if* Governor's Purchased Care Review Board. The responsibilityof this bdard is to set allowablq costs for private residential
And day school facilities serving handicapped children. The majorproblem istin the' definition and interpretation of 'allowable'
costs, and this problem has caused a great deal of concern foe
all partieSinvolved.

JF

' There are three major issues, all inter-related, that we
feel" your office should address. Those issues are: 1) the definitionmf "allowable' costs for related services, 2),,..0e question of parentfinancial participation,, and 3) conflicting cdde language in
PL 94-142 and Titlex XIX and XX.

.

.

In the first issue, thatminaination of allowable stsfor14)§related services. section 121 a.13 states that counseli g andpar t counseling and training could be considered a ralate service.

.4

t

.5

ti
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The language in the regs does not say that therapy. 'Psycho-
therapy, psychiatric counseling, ongoing medical services, glasses,
hearing-aids, prosthetic devices and so forth could be allowed.
The footnote attached to 121 0.13 in the comment section would
seem to allow such costs, but can easily bC interpreted from a
different perspective.

The Governor's Purchased Care Review Board in-Illindis_StrVy
adheres to the language cited-in the body.of 121 a.13 in allowi
costs for related services, and disregards the commeht section
that uses the word 'may'. It appears that the intent of P1. 94-142
is to be all inclusive: however, Lick of olarity within the body
of this particular section allows for, varying interpretations.

Therein lies the problem. The rulings made depend on the
.-tvvectiye of the rule-maker: and the language, as stated, can
be open to a particularlp.oint of view and interpretation.

I as asking the Bureap of.Education for,the Handicapped for.
rithor language'specifying detailed ranted services
Ati.-44.1. or for a general 'linking' statement saying that anything
vutIid in the individual child's IEP should be allowed.

I do no' know how other states are dealing with the particular
jumbles, Inn I am well aware that in Illinois, it has become a
serious concern:

I understand that changes in the regs or in.lhe act itself
are not advisableat this tree, but perhapA a general girder from
the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped 1p the states would
alleviate some of the pioblens we are experiencing.

-
IA the ieremmi issue, that of parent's financial participation

in total costs, the regs say in 121 0.401, that responsibility
.shell lie with the SEA at no cost to parents'. The Illinois
floverner's-Putchased Care Review Board has recently promulgated
a Sale Oat requires parent financial partieipation.for,"non-

'allayed costs'. As d-side issue, etre is no provision within
that rule providing for those parenfs who are unable to participate:
ptitvliBoee ChIlIkln MOst be place), according to the,IEP, in a
±064ifielscility offering ppeeific sevices.

4

4.
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Once again, the question of 'allowable' coats arises, and
once again, the interpretation is not clear. The Governor'sPurChased care keVew Board has chosen to use its own understandingof-the regs in re 5iringNparen financial participation.

in regulaSion 121 a.302, the public
agency is required to payfor non medical care, tuition. and room and board: leaving theimpression that parents can pay towards medical costs. Is therea conflict? Or is this particular language open to interpretation?__

Again. is the intent of PL 94-142 bning followed? Clarificationand specific coq ents from your office on this particular issueis desirable. .-

Ttie ;bird issue is that of comflicting.stntubory languagein Titlii XIX and XX and PL 94,142. Federal language is XIX andXX according to Illinois interpretation. rcquird some parental
financial participation, but 94-142 says at no cost tolarents'.which Federal language takes precedence?

Thd Governor's. Purchased Care Review Board has chosei to interpret
that parent financial participation is allowed 41^n94-142, as stated
in Illidois' interpretation of Titles XIX and X. Their viewpointagain relates to the question of 'allowable costa' for related
services.

Xnd)again, is the intent ofi 94-142 being folloWCd, and what
interpfitation will the Bureau of Education ofathe handicapped
recognize?

7C faurth issue emerging s one of third party payments,
specifically from insurance companies who may drop clients because
of the demands in 94-142. This issue will soon become a major
one across the country, and your comments on the subject are welcome.

The Department of Specialized Educational Services of heState Board of Education concurs with me in bringing these problemsto your attention.

Your response would be appreciated as soon as possible.

Sincerely.

. ARTHUR L. BERMAN
ALB/Ics 1

P.S. '

I amenclosing\wycopy of a letter from an Illinois citizen,
which is typical and articulatdther

probleMs regardingher child.

665
a
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Beacon iherupeutic School
DIAGNOSTIC AND rein:ntriner LEAVOND DIKTER

ICO0 S..6 t.o.rved Om,
Ohnai

COI 'MOS

August 14. 1979

11 V

: is necessary for us to Worn you of a change in the financial arrefteeents for
14 coning year. It has been brought to our attention that while 94-142 provides
sr a "free appropriate education.. it is still a requisite.from the fupartasat of
tato' Health and from the CovernorsAbegolation from the Rata Review bard .Rule 1.31.

To the attest that no othirstatragency has rosponsibilities for Umrsts

costs, parents or other responeibile parties will he assumed to have
accepted responsibility for these costs."

at we haw. a sliding fee scale (in our case for "therapeutic set:Vices"). The are
541uSiTe of but not liwitodto the following: 1.)-devolopennt and implementation
f the student's program in an appropriate theme:ale oilier. 2.) individual
1m:wide assessment of child and adult for appropriate int4vention3.) psytb04
nits! testing; o.) psychiatric and psychological Consultation; S.) treatment as
atermixed appropriate for child and adult.

no sliding fee scat' will be based on a figure of 51.200 for the 12-month year.
f you wish to be considered on the far scale, it will be necessary for you to
ring to regiscrattat a copy of last years tax return. If you do not, then h4if
he fee should be plant registration with the remainder due by January 21,1980.

f you have any questions regarding this change, please call us at school or
t. Patricia larder, Statewide Coordinator, Children S Adolescent Unica, 793-

6
3714.

Sincer;iy.- __ _,_ _-., ....-

smell age, rn t sa . motley
mum board of sectors ,Acceemstant Director

. v
51 Dowd of Directors

School Districts
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S

7ESTIOONI OP LEO V. ZATAU.XAS TO 56 covrannes PuRcus,:p
PAteRVir-lf J.1 RD nOT03v.R 2,,f979:

I as a Beacon rheraptutio geitOol Parent, and Chairman of

the ImPetigative Comattex e concerned with loUblio Law 94-124

eon-Compliance forme51-zbecausebiringiguktged for
therapeutic serviO4.

r

By using ourl,?n Chrictianse an exam le, I viol, t* relate--
04n. flOtilPflit I believe are true of MOST 3motienelly
ttourbed 4116 ?warning Disabled children.

tIirct anforemost, LDUCATI1N Ok gITHOUT =RAPT!
Chris' °vela with therapy has unloCked potentials we
didn't are to eam of prior to therapy. 'Beacon's excellent
renal are zoo ed in excellent therapy, and it is aerneoese-

.

ary as Braille for the blindl The State's stAutsry oblipation
to educate ay eon Is pure protons* without this required

therapy! It is discrimination to deny him therapy while

providing for the requiromenta of children with other handicaps.

Chric' potential to b000me ft productive edUlt now
st:ws hope, I shudder to recall his prsgnoola withnut therapy!
The edestional process would 3o neanintleso, end peer abuie

would follow rim through life as would toe need for other State
suppers. Ignoring the "seed money" nom, to ilentLthe twig*
woald reault'in a lifeline drain on society azi its funds.

.She opening pages of ?alit Law 94-142 elerrlv etnten that it
is in the national Interest to find and provide for the unique
needs of,theat children at no coot to parent° or guardians.

She specter of residential cure coats hovers owe!. C.L parents
of's*otlenally diaturbei children. Morefore, Iublic law

94.442 is extremely important to ell pf sat

O

B 7
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Today, in Illinois; the hOpne and promisee of Fate Law

94-142 are being el-is:hod by extending' the parental vilnorability

upsets of Title 19 and :itle 23 aver thei.apeutic aervitts.

Title 19 And Title 20 are Ilscutive Department Guidelines,

fa.PO Legiolated Laws, yet they %r kporal thousand tines via

mere money to-our Department of re Pealth than does

Public Law 94-142. Mit has influenced the5ard.

.
,

Parents arc ;laced between two pecitione 'Wherein they mot

violate one to eatiSfy-the other. If we hold alublicIeW
A4 -142 and don't pay, wd violate Title 19 and 20, and the
Purchneed :are i-evi.'s tlar..31u Baling.. Conversely, we're told

to violate tne hopes of :ublic Lew 94-142, pay for therapy,

and accept being dtscriuinated against.

I beseech the Board to recognise the propxeee, and long tern,

huniCn and econonic ssvinge to be realized with thcrAneatie
service° for our children. And, with this recormition, end,

dpscrinination by rerereing your battle lines. Ileac° Join

parents in the effort to free funds for therapeutic nervicee

from the publks elector in accordance with !ublic Law 94-142.

xrile I don't believe that :iublic fArdo are exhnu:ti'ac, I

do believe that non-oomplianct-can and then. After precenting

tho 3oar3 with no nliny funding problenn, I with ti Lzzgest a

s'method 'to nazinize the coo of therapeutic fundG'.

In 1976-77, Dr. Depai'e "Prorian ::valuation :auk ?arca of the

Ur Center° of Chicago* determined that the coat effeativenees

of therapy veroee reaultevariod greatly along the 19 Conteru.

Yet today, 1X71 hao no cost effactivonese model ko apply to

funding requests. The Staff and Parents of leacon Therapeutic

School are'proud of Deacon's standing in snob studies, and

therefore, feel eminently qualified to boom:4 a study model!

Provide ue with the required therspeutic ureic's& funda,.then

scrutinise our results and wet effectiveness. The data ach-

ieved 'could realletically tlarify and ctrndardiza future funding

to pinimise,waste while maximising successful rehabilitation.

Think'you,

668
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1115 "g000tly !blood./ of Si,edot utaQon

6950 Cad Pheid, ALI
per. 60645

1312) 67546,

,

.Tot rJo'Ann Day
Chairman
Governor's Purchased Care Review Board
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinois 62777

Prom: 57PON
Cary Raba ^w,,,

DirectorOSAcondarrProgram4

Date: September 14,,1979;

Subject: Actions of the Governor's Purchased Care Revier Air
Board Relative to Private Residential Facilities
Approved to Serve Emotionally/Behaviorally
Handicapped High.School Children

I dd not fancy syseLf doing battle-with Windmills, but I
certainly do wish to serve "the people /01m supposecetp be
aervinC: (EXHIBIT A)

ehave to date addressed my concerns relative to the actions
of tbm !Review Board to the State Board of'Education (/OE).
In retrospect, I believe the State Board has been ssked to
a...villain, justify or seek solutions to problems sore related
to the activities of the Review Board than to the activities ,

of the Stets Board. / am, therefore, directing to the Review
Board questions relative to thsirdunctioning vhich I believe
need anal/ere. (EXHIBiTS B, C) I en lose foi your reference
related concerns which are more appropriately directed to the

. State Board.(EXHIBITS D, t, F, C)

Parents and private facilities are continually asking me,
if the Rate laviow Board is functioning with integrity
about the bueiness of setting fair rates foi_privkte faoilities
in'compliance with State and Federal laVe and regulations.
The Jesus is trust. .

. .

F

4
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I believe At la-most iiportant that the Review Board be trusted ,
as a, group of hard working men,and women vho are functioning
in good faith on *behalf of handicapped children. There is
suspicion that a priority to hold down State expenditures
might be interfering with that good faith effort. Private
facilities question the legality of Review Board decisions.
(EXHIBIT H) Parents feel trapped between a rock and a hard.
place when they are told to file an Impartial Due4rocess
Appeal on *attars relative to the Review Board which, in fact,:
-cannot addiassed by puch an appeal. PARENTS HAVE NO RIGHT
07 APPEAL RELATIVE -TO -THE Rgvair BOARD' (EXHIBITS I, 3)

My purpose here, therefore, is tvofold.

I.
-

I would appreciate receiving legal _and/or philosophical
answers to a.list of questions relative to %Aview
Board-rules and positions.

. 2. I wish to share with the Review board ay 'analysis of
the number and nature of that one group of private
residential facilities that at this'point in time
can be utilized byahe L.E.A. to serve eaotiolially/
behaviorally handicapped high school age children.
(EXHIBIT G) I do so becaisse I believe the nets result
of the Review Boardaactions - the "fruits of their
labors" - must be translated in of what tchools
are available to serve these child en.

44

Questions that A

1. How an social services be non-educational?
(EXHIBIT X, lines 4, 5)

A
2. -Nov can social services which are primarilvtherspeutic

be not purchased for children who require such there-,
peutig,:elated ',role, in order to be successful in
an academic program' (EXHIBIT X, lines 541; EXHIBIT ,

L, lines P, 10)
x

.3. How can direct.cootsact-by a Iicensed.psychologist
. happens to not 'be 'certified as a school paychologi

be not approved as a,,/related service for children
require psychdlogieed-servires/ ( EXHIBIT X, lines
'11-16; EXHIBIT I, fines 17 -20)

4. What do lines 23-26, EXHIBIT X, mean?

5. if a child's states that the child,requires more
ehildcere worker time4han approved for purehas% by the
Review140.rd,, should not the facility be Allowed a higher

tuitIton payment for that child'? (EXHIBIT X, linos -

27-32: EXHIBIT,L, line 33)

6



i. Shy must reratedservices at a residential facility
serving eeotionaliy /behaviorally handiCapped children
take place prior to 3t00 P.M. on sChopl days? Hoi
about weekends? (EXHIBIT-M, lines 2021)

7. Now can those related servicek approved by the State
Board be accomplished priOr to 3:00 P.M.? Does the
Review Board disallow any of those listed_ser/ices?
(EXIXBIT A)

S. When the State doesnot provide a necessary residential,
program and, therefore, chooses to purchase that program

.

:Eros a private r Sc, an the State tell that
enterprise th t profit or-any portion of profits or
other non -se Leal costs win be disallowed? (EXHIBIT M,
lines 27-31 EXHIBIT 11, lines 48, 19)- .

A,coupari n. It is my understanding tkat when..the State
accepts a bid to "fill the pot-holes " the State does
--met tell that enterprise where tobuy their trucks and
gravel- nor how much, if any, profit the company can Saks.

9. Diving the 1978-79 mihool year, the State took the position '36
that the net effect of a private placement-uust not cause-
the family to pay for 'other than medical service and
incidentals. In fact, even tIird party payments haOsto be ,

applied to the State approved rates. (EXHIBITS 0, P, Q)

I,enderatood that Positicrh:' To allow payueot from families
would discriuinatsaga nst.those handicapped children
whose parents could not or would not _cost up with the money
necessary --for any appro slate private ,facility. to accept

- the chld.

low are the - child's rights-protected where the parents will
have to pay? (EXHIBITS C, D, Z)

Privatiltesidential Facilities Appr4ved by the State to Serve
Emetic, 17/Behaiiorally Handicaps_ High School Children

There are- twenty -seven such facilities.(PlihrV).
,

Sitteen,otAkese have-_-11eview,Board tuition and roma/
`Voard rates;

Eight of the sizt,ea facilities have rates where either the facility
will accept the Illinois rates without a-charge or with a small
additional charge ache wants. :

Sit of these eight facilities have openings. M7 investigation Of
% these eight facilities suggests, the, following.

WS, 6-81-4



1. St. Mary's haseited capacity to control and treat
t .

sick and/or acting out high school girls. None of ay
unplaced iirls aye sertable to St. Nary's. ,

. . o
2. DsNsuville Heights has rejected Sharon and Michelle

beaause "ve don't, have psychological staff on duty
during the day." Debbie vill be reconsidered due to,,
my pleadings. . .

3. The L.D. Institute is unable to torftrol behavrior
probleas except by use of stadica,tiop. Enough said. r.

4. 'Presently, that leaves the E.A. vith,three "PAPE"
facilities in the United Staff cs: East One, the Chaddoek
School for Boys, and the Lawrence He School for Boys.
The word is still out" o the font. apes referred to

Cbaddock and Lawrence Hall.. LI

5. Elan One is inappropriate for fragile,,borderline,
psychotic Cr schizophrenic children. For others, ot,sost
outstanding program."

6. Hopefully, " Michael, Neil, Nick, and Kathy
will be taken by Elan One. ..

'
tartly, Cbaddock and Lawrence Hall will 'let as know

if they vill accept David, Scott, Troy and Glenn.,
,

8. Secrrge, Ken, Sharon, Debbie and Michelle have no place
to go tight now. George has received a D.M;If. individual
care grant but there gill probably be no stoney until
;Spring.' Of "ecturbe, he will be eighteen then so he won't
jet the looney anyway: OMichelle lay get_such a grant
shortly, and'-assuming b.M.H. ltd their privstefacilities. .

; can agree on contracted rates, she say be placed- prbbably
with the single wither having to come up with a chunk Cif

: . honey. Again 'no, "TAPE". I worry A lot about these five.
children- their case studies are "chilling". . , ._

9. , I understand that the-Leia; Hose for Children also has ---
anoth facility for Children like George, Ken, Sharon' ----

.and M cholla which the Review Board considered too
t aspen ive for use by the L.E.A., but okay for D.M.H. who ,

has a contract for approximately $44,000 a zfras per child.
(our D.M.H. Subregion a-is unable to to yt new eases for t

. grant peptone, until Spring 1980.)
4/

1 0 . $44,000. The Brown Schools,' efOral till 'Pluftroui . 9'

'ohools, Secret Harbor, ide and MU charge a lot - _ 4

less than that ann1}).-f still sake a profit.

,-
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Conclusion

2111 Review Board and/or B.E.H..are charged with determining theconclusies of this' situation.

I offer, however, a concluding concern. The Larkin facility
"hidden" from the L.E.A. but approved by D.M.H. for $44,000, the
expensive prison system and, yes, the State contracts with,.
profit-making*companies who "till the poiLholes" suggest that
costs -may not be the only consideration among any persons who say
resist setting higher rates for those facilities. I hope I at
wrong, but in case I am right, I wish to appeal to all parties
involved in the setttigfof rates to affirm to one another the
following facts.

1. 'Emotionally /Behaviorally Handicapped children are not
genetically weak misfits undeserving of help.

2. These children are not spoiled, affluent north,suburban
"sinners" undeserving of help. ,

3. The fact that we or ours or our friends or relatives in
years past did not receive free, appropriate service
delivery se children to help them cope with family pain -
and survive'or not survive - should:not neon that today's
children should be denied help.

EXEICITS

A. Letter to C. Hahn

3. Letter to G. Lieberman (G.Hahn), 9/10/79

C. Letter to C. Hahn (G.Liebermen),.9/5/79

.;I

a

1'

(C. loitian), 9/5/79

D. Memorandum to G. Lieberisin (G.Hahn), 9/19/79

C. Memorandum to Dir. of Spec. Ed. (&.Cronin). 8/17/79

I. NONPUBLIC FACILITY PLACEMENT CONTRACT1101 19-83), 5/79

O. PRIVATE FACILITY.RATES-(G.Hahn), 9/19/79 '

R. Letter toG.'Hahn (Riverview School), 9/13/79

I. Letter to J. Vlasak (Varaus),.9/18/79

J Administrative Order NUiber SE.34-79.(1.Cronin), 9/12/79

E. COURNOR'S PURCHASED CARE REVIEW BOARD, I4CTIUCTIONS
101 COMPLETING THE FISCAL AND STATISTICAL REPORT FOR
NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS, pages 22, 23

L. AMU 30ARt INSTRUCTIONS, pegs 24
' -

4
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II,LINOIS REGISTER, 6/1/79, pages 160, 161

ILLINOIS REGISTif, 7/20/79, page 204

O. Letter to G. Hahn (G.Liiberm

P. 'Letter to parent (H.DeSist
12/11/78

q

4/18/79

ith copy to J. Fisher,

4

Letter to J. Fisher (C.Hahn), 11/28/78

R. Instructions for completing "FACTS" (I0E 34-30): Item 18
Related Services, page 8, 5/79 ,

I also enclose materials on this sub'j'ect previously distributed tol
the State Board of Education, parents and private facilities.

Memorandum to Parents and private Facilities (G.Rahn)7, 8/29/79
Memorandum to J. Fisher (G.Hahn). 8/29/79
Private Residential Facility Placement Status Reporte(G.Hahn),
8/29.79
"To Whom It May Concern" (G.Davidson), 8/22/74

CH/bs
Ent,.
Copies: Parents of District 219 Children. Approved for Private

Residential Facility Placemenr-...
Private Residential Facilitie
The Niles Township Committee for Special Education
Niles Township .School Superintendents

Ashline
.Dr. Blodgett
-Mr. Bostian
Ms. Bush
Dr. Cronin
Dr. Fisher
Mn. s Lieberman

'Dr. Martin
Mg. Schmitt
Dr. Vlasak
Congressman Hikva
Congressman Simon
SenatortBorman '

/ Representative Roffman
District 119 Principals
District 119 Student Servicei.Directors
-Dr. Frazee

674
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STATE OF ILAJNOIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TUE COVEME

BUREAU OF THE

September 5, 1979

EXHIE/7 A

Mr. Gary Hahn

Director, Secondary Program
Township Department of Special Education
6950 East Prairie Road

'Lincolnwood, Illinois 60645
,

Dear Mr. Hahn:

'I regret your preoccupation with the dispenXion of misinfor-
mation. You are doing a great disservice to the people you are
supposed to be serving.

Sincerely,

f

4

J. Calvin Bostian
Counsel
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atunshin 21cpartmiil -S7p;ciat ellufation
1

6950 eLd
cf.z.G.J.91k,a, 60645'

(312) 675-8625

Septeitimr JO, 1979

Pr
Mrs. Gail Lieberman
Manager,'Approval Section
S tate Board of- Education
'Illinois Of cs f Education
100 North rat treat
Springfiel inois 62777

Dear ail:

I as responding toyour letter. to me dated September 5, 1979.

First, ay August 29 memoran44 to Joe Fisher and the materials
that accompanied thatisemorandue did not contain "accusatoyy
statements" (line 76). r'telieve those communications, however,
did articulate questions that need answers. Further, did not -

* ' send those memorandums and statements to B.E.E. (lines 76-77).
'I assume, therefore, that ye say be referring to Dr: Fratee's
letter to Dr. Vlasak.

Second, you mention (line_30) that only five appeals of the
1978-79 rates remain to be finalized. I as concerned with the
1979-80 rates.

Third, I shall follow your instruction to direct concerns and
.

questions relative to the Covernoi's Purchased care Reviev
_ Board to the chairman of that body, Ms. Jo Ann Day. I sh11
provide you vith a courtesy copy of my correspondence pith-
Di. Day.

My profeseional.and personal regard!:

. Very truly yours,

6:4^ I

Cary -Hahn
Director,- Secondary Program

CE/h1:
Copies: Jo Ann Day

Joseph M. Crdnin
Nelson F. Ashline
Joseph E. Fisher
Vernon Frites
'DonAlldgett,
$8111083200.2111)*S7c0078 67. 68. 69. 70. 71. 72. 73, 73V.. 74. 219
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STATE BOARD OF E&JCATION
ILLINOIS OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Joseph M, Cumin
State Superintendent of Education

EX11/8/1' C

September 5, 1979

Donald F leterneid, Chairman
State Board of Education

Bt. Gary Rahn

Director. Secondary Program
4 Township Impartment

- of Special Education
' 950 East prairie Road
Lincolnwood, Illinois 60645

Line
Humber

1 Joe Fisher received your memorandum of August 29. He has asked me to reply.
2 Your openingstatement that you are "referring" fifteen children to the
3 -Illinois Office of Education is acknowledged but of little value for place -
4 .sent purposes. One can always request technical assistance from this
5 offici, but the ultimate responsibility for placing all students.rests with
6 the loral educational agency. I an sure the local superintendents in your
7 area are not ready to give up their local control to us regarding-student
8 placement.

.."'
'1 The first seven (7) students you list as being accepted at Elan One will
10 cease-to be a problem ro you if: 1) current discussions being conducted
11 between this office and Elan One are successful; and 2) contracts are
12 signed designating who pays for what. As long as parents are not paying
13 for special education...and related services or room and board, they nay pay

( 14 for certain costs (i.e., ongoing,oedical costs, co=on fees such as fot
15 texts; etc.). For those remaining -eight (8) students listed in your letter
16 of August 29, 1979, as well as for the first seven (7), you do not mention
17 seeking shy alternate placements. In fact, you give no useful information
18 on the remaining eight (8) studiits at all. With none, we cannot offer
18 'technical assistance or any aid at this time.

. .

'20 As for the "reasons" you state on page 2 of that memorandum, for which the
21 local educational agency is unable to provide prograha for those students,

2

I acknowledge II. Humber 2 is valid for the Illinois Office of Education.
Number 3.itt perhaps trucAmiever, that is a legal interpretation, nSt a

24 program one. You might discuss it with legal staff of the illinois Office
25 of Education. At least one inventive district is implementing such

.a
26 program, cooperatively, at preapnt. As to number_,,, the Governor's
27 Purchased Care Review Board has approved rates for dozens of facilities
28 for both tuition and room and board, those having been accepted by those
29 facilities without, appeals. Of the 89 appealed rates for 1978-79, only
30 five remain to be finalized. We await cost information from the provider.

Deli; Cary:

MOMwebe.i.S.o.
NT4A14M.keirg us Mel1 14.1.t.VAye P.K. K,

30/710.r/29
W S., Oft. WWI TWO 0...11011 cat

.401 N.1. 110 0.44, OM 11,
ow.. MY Mt/r 3-0M

100 SO" F.0*(4 1.111
7.,77.4.46104 {Odd
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11
I must also comment on your enclosures. In your,memorandum of August28

32 . to "Parents and Private Facilities", your remarks are mostly erroneoulL

33
First, districts in Illinois were authorized to pay both tuition and

34
room and board to private facilities, if fees charged by those facilities

35
to parents were shown to be for items not.alloved_on the approved rates.

36
Second, in the letter`-in the sprini to Dr. Frazee from the Governor's

37 Purchased Care Review Board, and earlier by telephone, you verk informed

38 that pasents could pay the difference between the Illinois allowable cost

39 and the facility charge. This statement was specific to a child placed by

48 your district in Henninger Foundation but was easily generalized to other

41 students.

42 Some of your questions in remark number 3 were addressed in the financial

43 '
form and instructions sent out by the Governor's Purchased Care Review

44 Board. Copies were mailed to all directors of special education. I

45 suggest you obtain a copy from Dr. Frazee and read iq to answer.several

46 subpoinrs. If you still have specific questions, do sail Jo Ann Day;

47 Interim Executive Director of the Governl's PurchasearCare Review Board,

48 at 217/782-6601. 04..
7.,.

49. You questioned whether facilities were doing a poor job of accurately

50 completing the forms. Any new form of any length entails a need for

51 training and technical assistance, as well as someftargin of error.

'2 HoweWer, this office ha' offeied both insemyice 'sessions and technical

n3 , assistance on the forms. The facilities..appear so be able, in aggregate,

54 to accurately c te them.
k

55 You also questions by other states are paying the full private facility

S6 races and Illinois to not. Illinois personnel feels chat it should be

57 accountable for the services for which it pays. We are accepting rates

'58 set by 4 state in whict a facility is located if that state has a rate-

59
setting commission or similar entity and there are five or fever Illinois

60 students attending that facility. To do less than this would seem to be

61
abrogating our responsibilities to both, the students and the taxpayers of

62 Illinois. -

63 .
I must also rehark on the summary in your paper entitled Private Residential

64 Status Report. ltdappears erroneous t6 state that parents of those 25

65 ;tudepaying "school" costs. Parents are paying, if necessa or

66 nnon -school", or at least "non - education" and "non-room and board c

67
The allowable Costs set by the Governor's Purchased Care Review Boar ,,are

68, designated to cover all allowable special education and related services

69 costs and room and board. Ho protest was heard on 'these specific rules, in

70 their proposed status, on this topic. Those items, excluded from the

71
definition of "special education and related services..." are excluded from

72 allowable costs, i.e., Ongoing medical costs. This should have been made

73 clear. Your further statement that a district has not been given "option"
I

a

1
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74 to ippropriately place children in residential facilities-is totally
correct!

p 75 Districts are given the mandate to appropriately niece all students! Tour
76 accusatory statements and unclear language in letters, to the Bureau of
77 Education for the Handicapped or the Illinois Office of Education, are sent78 . . to this shop for reply. If you have concerns the Illinois Office of

,79 Education can address, i.e. technical assistance, do call me. If you have80 . any questions about setting allowable costs, please contact the Chairman82 . and/or the Director of the Governor's Purchased CareNteview Board.
.

Sincerely,'

Gail Lieberman (Mrs.)
Manager
Approval Section

et: Joseph M. Cronin
Nelson F. Ashline
Joseph E. Fisher

. Vernon Frazee
Don Blodgett.
Nes Gibbs

4 t,

a
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EXHIBIT D.

awn34 :25cparhrcp/ ol Special &caller/

6950 east prat.;led
.911.;, 60645

(312) 675.8625

To: Mrs. Gail Lieberman
Manager, Approval Section
State Board of Education
Illihois Office of Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinois 62777

Prom:
Gary Hah4m.
Director, econdary Program

. Date: September 19, 1979

Subject: Request Per Technical Assistance

The NONPUBLIC FACILITY PL CEMEgT CONTRACT, I.O.E. 19 -83,
5/79 (Enclosed) states th t third party payments must be

Itk\

deducted from the Illinois proved-tuition.and room /board
rates. Dr. Joseph Cronin's. emorandua, dated 8/17/79

\9:*.
(enclosed), states: "Any other expenses not noted on these
listings, i.e., ongoing medical services, are the responsi-
bility-of the parents or a third party payor." It is my
understanding from your letter'to mg, dated 9/5/79 (enclosed),
lines 12-15, that parents can be ask 1d to phy not only **dice'.
,costs (hopefully via medical insurance), but that they can
also be asked to p'ay "etc." Lines 38-39 of your letter appear /
to define "etc.": "...that parents could pay the difference
between the Illinois allowable cost and the private facility
charge" - be such costs medical charges or uonmedicel charges.,

Please advise: Is not IDE contract form-19-83 in Contradiction
with Dr. Cronin's memorandum of 8/17/79 and your letter of
9/5/79? Who can pay specificallx what? Do we need a new
contract "yesterday"?

. L understand that the per diem tuition rate.for a private
facility may be multiplied times a maximum 185 days of school,
plus a maximum 1/5 of the regular school year tuition payments
for the summer for a total twelve month tuition payment to a
private facility. I'also understand that the room/board

I
COOK COUNTY DISTRICTS 67. SS. 69. 70, 7f. 72, 7d, 73y,, 74, 418
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per dies rate may be multiplied times a maximum 304 days, plus
miximua 1/5 of the regular school year room/board payment

for the summer for a total tvelve.month room/board payment to
-a private facility.

?lease advise: Are the above two formulas correct? May days
be counted for tuition when a child is'sick or refuses to
attesd school or accept related services? Can teacher institute
daysend legal holidays be counted as payable tuition days
and/or room asd-board days?

A
'I enclose a list of all private residential 'facilities, isthe
United States approved by I.O.E. as serving emotiodally'
disordered high school age children where a retacAed population
is not included is that population. This liatoidis not include_
several facilities noted in the TOE approved list as serving
3.D. children, because my inveAtigation indicates that these
additional facilities will not tolerate behavior.
Such facilities tam be characterized as serving the .population
portrayed by Spenerr Tracy, "He aint heavy, fodder, he's my
braider" Z. good boys and girls who simply need a few kindly
adults, to get titem on the right track. School District 219 can
and does appropriately serve such children.

?lease advise: Have I missed any facilities? Are Any of a*
estimations of the actual costs of those facilities listed
incorrect?

#

CH/bs
Ines.
Cdpies: Vern Frazee

Seeley Gibbs
Jo Ann Day
Joseph Cronin
Nelson Ashline
.Toseph Fisher
Don Blodgett

6

;
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'Si A i tOUUM RAI
ILLINOIS OFFICE OF EDUCATION ..4-

Jack Witkowski,. Chairman Joseph It Crown

Stau Board of Education Teats Superintendent of Education -

ME}IORAHDUM
.

. .

TO: Directors of Special Education
Begional Superintdents

110i: 'Joseph fl. 6ron

State Superintend of Education -

SIBLACT: 1979-80 School Year Alltaiable Costs for Private School Placements

. .

DATE: August 17, 1979

EXHIBIT E

On August 17, 1979, the Governor's Purchased Care Review Board reviewed costs
for the 1979 -SO regular school tern for eligible nonpublic special education
facilities pursuant tp Section 14-7.02 of The School Code of Illinois. Those

facilities under their auspices with a complete cost report for 1979-80 on
file halve had an allowable cost set. Day facilities with an educational

cost less than $4500 and, less than 101 over the 1978-79 allowable costs also
lave their tuition costs listed.

You are reminded that facilities/programs must be declared eligible and
receive an approved allowable cost before a contract can be initiatY
a public school for the placement or renewal of placements of Illinois public1
school handicapped students.) The listing of July 27, 1979, stated facilities

programmatically eligible for 1979-80 at that time. Since then, additional

facilities have become eligible. Without eligibility and an approved allowable

cost, it.is illegal to place, renew placements, and make payments with public

funds: \

A Enclosed are No listings: 1) ellowable costs for 1978-79 as of August 7,
1979, as a result of all appeals completed to date; and 2) allowable costs
for 1979-80 to date. Only one foci liste

are cligib c for district use at this tines The second listing is stated

in per diem terra' covering the entire allowable cost of approved programs.
Costs are stated in that manner for USA 'in the contract form (TOE Form 19-83).

Those approved pllowable costs for special education and related services,
and,room and board, are the.responsibility o(.the state education agency and
the local educational agency. The local educational agency is allowed by law
to pay only the special education and room and board costs approved the

.Governor's Purchased Care Review Board. Any other expenneknot noted on these
illE1211, i.e. ongoing medical services are the recnanaib it', of the oarent5

or a third-party caviar. Transportation, at least one round trip per regular_
school term, is a required expenditure of the local educational agency for

residential placements.

Eligible providers will be informed under separate cover as to their

allowable costs for 1979-80. If you have tny.questions regarding
this setter, please feel free to contact Gail Lieberman, Minster,
Department ofSpecialized Educational Services at 217/7824601 pr Jo
Am Day, Intaiim Director, Governor's Purchased Care Review Board.

I

68
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RIVERVIEW SCHOOL
HOPEF1ELDS.SCHOOL. IN

CAST SANDWICH; MASSACHUSETTS 02537
11174ystoase
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21111111? H
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I

S.

September 13, 1979 a

;Gary Rahn
Director, Secondary Program
Riles Township Department of Special Education
6950 East Prairie Road
Lincolnwood, IL 60645 s

re: Your funding memorandum

a
dAkted August 29, 1979 -

Dear Hr. Hahn, .

Residential Schoois suchvas Riverview have, in the Cossonwekth
of Massachusetts, been instructed by the Department of Education
Dever to acce.-U,I--tuition or residential cod= sal

r.1-150 --E-Vparentt.The intt...taretation of the law by the ,parasen
Education is that_to_co_so of the

at ions. as well 'aul the law 01.94-142.1

Therefore, Izannot accept funding from students of any stet?
unless the rate Mt by the particular rate setting commission of
that state'is.equal to4illy to our established rate. For 1979 -80
the'established fee is $10,750.00.

Medical costs are,not to be assumed by the Department of Education
for students from Illinois enrolled'at Riverview for the 1979 -80
Samol year) students from Illinois are to date privately placed
teems', the rates set by Illinois are below our fees.

mainterested in how, and by whoa, your directive of August 20ul
authoried partial paYsellt by Parents for ohlrr than...medical costs.
Perhaps it is a problem of semantics causing the coilusion. Our
fees are educational and residentiallboard and room) only. There
are no other additional fees and perhaps it is to these that your
directive of the 20th is addressed.

I would appreciate clarification of this point.

Sincerely yours,

Brooks
Soiriocor

1

J13151

&FM

EDUCATIONAL

6$7,.

I
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',EXHIBIT I
°waist, lyz;:beciii ot ertecalion

paw. lead
60645

(3f2) 675-8625 s

September18, 1979

s Dr. Jeny(W.-Vlasak, Chief
- Administrative jteview Section ,

State Po lio' and Alministrative
Review Breath, . .- '

Bureatrof Tducationlor Handicapped - HEW
Viltinzton, D. C. 20202

r ".-

'peg Dr. Vlasak:
At

-

.71 am enclosing a (copy of some recent correspondence received from the
'. Illinois. State Board of Educationtflevant to a child with severe emotional

:4 problems. The child is yory ciliturbed and extremely difficidt to place.
, In Apt. she was placed iiS a residential school and recently was dropped

- :'by that school because of an episode of running away.
. t

v -The-ppint of this letter,is to call Ytior attention tco one paragraph of the
. " 6 findings of the lllinois.State Superintendent of Education relative to this

ro pase. Paragraph (3) 'states that due process as it exists in lllinois-is not
'avatlab). e4o the parentE regarding actions of the Governor's Purchased Care
Review Board.r.fleediess.to say, the local education agency also has no
appeal process regarding actions of the Governor's Purchased Care Review
oard:"--.7 .....

1..

. .
-

.. .

Xis not my intent to-say that the Govern, or:s Purahased Care Review Board
is all.tad. However, it does appear to me thdt the Governor's Purchased

. Ca-re llevfew Board is the focus of our problem in placing "hard-to-place"
'.. students. The fact that the Purchased carefeview Board is beyond duo

, - process means that parentsl_only recourse would be state or federal courts.
in view of theANcense that the ppronts would bo forced to endure inany
, sort of court action', :I think it would be far more desirable to resolve the-

: problem through negotiations between HEW and the State of Illinois.-

tf,..111Le."'

enclosures (2)

br. Cronin r

coox country 0.i3.71,11C7r 67. 613 60; 70 71, 72. 73. 7314. 74. 219

A

Sincerely yours,

- V.,0),44
Vernon F1 Fraze6. Ed. D.
Executive Director

Q41N..

,31S



.STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
ILLINOIS OFFICE OF EDUCATION .

o tatak jacralid
sat. floard of Educauon iota* super irdlndent ft Education

AlloPh Cmain t

.
.

, ' .
September 12; 1979

!...g.'1*Mr. Edward E. Eckhardt
4'::-.":-Superintendent
'''':' ,Morton Grove Public Schools
.... :' 6200 Lake Stleet: .. Morton Grove, Illinois 60053. ..

" .

.

Dear Ivfr. Eckhardt:

r.

Re: Special Education Placeme
. Appeal of
4.

.1.

This letter is to advise you that this office has reviewed ecial
eilVatipn placement appeal A decision on the )
appeal has been incorpo,rated into Administrative Order Number I
SE- 34 -79, dated Septemilr 12, 1979, copy of which is enclosed.

Incase inake the necessary provision's to implement this decisiOn.,
Thank you for your assistance in this matter..

Sincerely, .

Enclosure 44
4.1

Joseph M. Cronin
State Superintendent

of Education

.
ar

MP M. tine Sr.* A mit 11M &AY, /14 Car See as a60... Pit41..."1 Ms.. a", aft. sesuM µ IM 0..., w.w. W,l C.614 IWO
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-1914:1Bit SE-34-79 r----
- t . ,

.

: -

x:

4=1.: m reaviTTER OF THE MECIti.

EDUCATION PLACERENT

%.,!

IU-INOIS OFFICE OF EDLOiTICti
STATE, OF ILLINDIS

SPRIPMELD, ILLINOIS

OF.

-Gavle./ of sSpecial
Education PlsoeFent

1

Horton Grove Public
School DiStriot 7g,

, . .

'. lOook'County)

040.1)
:

FtcOLUSIiiNS OF LAW

The iStata Superintendent of Edubationlhas- reviewed the Conclusions of.

Law off the hedring panel L uted under the provisions of Section 2 -3.38

of The School Code of Illinois the 'Rules end RenUlatinns to Govermthe
-

Administration and Oceration Dt Special Education end accepts the conclu-

sions of said hearing panel, to wit:

3) An Article X appeal is not the SppiOpriate forum to address issues
relating to the State Board of ECocation'S alleged failure tr
appropriateli' monitor P.L. 94-142 programs, approved costs of
Covefnor's Purenased,Care*eview Board,, failure of Department of
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities to provide services to
handicapped students and -the Department of- Health, tion, cncr-

Welfereis failure to provide the State of Illinois wi sufficient

rapport to achinisterP.L. 94-142.
.4

f:

.' (Page 3)

fb

The State Superintendent of Education, therefore, does not decide

these- issues".
a (Page 4)
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STATE OF ILLINOIS -

GOVERNOR'S PURCHASED CARE REVIEW BOARD

INSTRUCTIONSJOR CCHPLETING THE FISCAL AND STATISTICAL
REPORT FOR NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS

"Direct Care
. -

The division of direct costs into educational: and noneducationlp
must be made in accordance with Table One. Several of the distinctions

made in that table require further comment:

SOCIAL SERVICES.
yew fSeT. jt.viii bs difficult to determine which social services are educa-

tional as opposes to noneducational. The Governor's Purchased Cart

Review Board h s de , . services directl related to
e that ar

primarily thetApeutic should he considered noneducational. Thus,

the allocAleg of costs will depend primarily on the IEPs of the
majority of the pupil/clients.

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES.
The only psychological services!Aisivamy be cliintA2r; educatipna/
are those provide-11 by a certified school psychologist, (One

exception to this is consultation from other psychologists and

psychiatrists with its-TrMTha pupil contact by nonschool

psychologitts and psychiatrists is, however, a noneducational

cost.

1

MEDICAL CARE.
Direct medical care is not an educational cost. Direct medical
care includes any nursing.services other than those offered by a
school' nurse and all care rendered by physicians. The cost of a

22/1/112?

should be consid ducational while tho

22

Medical Director in schools also licensed by the Department of
Public Health is an allowable cost item only to the extent his or
her .advice is part of the Local Education Agency's (LEA's)
diagnostic work used in development of the IEP. Since.jjovever
re onsibility for TEPs lies with the LEA, it is expected that t)ley_
wotal a for

oar-ol-the_agrD_qalitAESE0-1 efforts and that
ncase would be offset against educalal costs reported here.

CHILD CARE /AIDE.

As indicated ahavi, part of the child care vorker/side_eplp vjjbt....esi'sigsLeests_kince they_ime related rn
pczapastivities. Tbe,allocation.of the tett/Ape child

a do costs airEriargely up to the (salty. The impettani
when an act vity whisk is Dartof"Lbs,P, the

'This v nclude most habilitation training an certain
social service functions. Unless quito detailed ti s arekept by the agency, thesctua a ocat on of costs rom this linevil be based on an ammo/patron of how time ii spentWe
-pro sast personnel.

1.

.4
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EXHIB/T

TABLE ONE

DISTINCTIONS BEIVEIDIEDOCATIOHAL AND NONEDUCATIONAL PROGRAM COMPONENTS

INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAMS

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE

rtftsca =own AND
.00CUPATIONAL THERAPY

SOCIAL SERVICES

PSYCHOLOGICAL
,SERVICES

3
MEDICAL CARE

Educational

ALL AS REQUIRED BY me.

ALL AS REQUIRED BY .THE IEP
ODICEPTTRAT-REIMBURSEtENT
FROM LEA's-2FOR DIAGNOSTIC
SERVICES SHOULD BE OFFSET).

ALL AS REQUIRED BY TB IEP.

COUNSELING RELATED TO tBAIKING,
rwavomo-couNstusc OF AND WITH

PARENTS OF STUDENTS PRIMARILY IN
TRAINING.PROGRAMS, AS REQUIRED BY
IRE IEP.-- (IN PRACTICAL TERMS,
MOST VOCATIONAL COUNSELING AND
COUNSELING FOR DD STUDENTS WILL
BE EDUCATIONAL.)

ALL SERVICES OF A CERTIFIED
SCHOOL, PSYCHOLOGIST AS REQUIRED

BY THE IEP.

AS REQUIRED TO DEVELOP THE
YEP, THE MEDICAL conrour OF
DlifilArTIC SERVICES WOULD BE
POCATIONAi. (JIM/EVER, 'THE COST

OF THE DIAGNOSIS SHOULD BE PAID
BY THE LEA. .ALL REVENUE RECEIVED
FROM AN LEA TO PAY FOR MEDICAL
CARE DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES SHOULD BE
OFFSET AGAINST THE COST OF PROVIDING
TIM DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES.

Noneducational

PREVENTIVE SERVICES

COUNSELING FOR nremstrrzc
PURPOSES, INCLUDING COUN-
SELING OF PARENTS OF STU-
DENTS RECEIVING THERAPV.IIIC.
COUNSELING. (IN PRACTICAr/
'TERNS, HOST CCHLYSELI

NONEDUCATIONAL.)
NON-DD, STUMM WILL

(ALL SERVICES OF4A PSYCMYLO-
VIM' WHO IS NOVA
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST AND ANY
PSYMIATRIC SERVICES. /

ALL OTHERS

RECREATION A RECREATIONAL IF UNDERTAKEN BEFORE 3 P.R. AS IF UNDERTAKEN AFTER l'P.M.

THERAPY REQUIRED BY THE IEP.

CHILD CARE/AIDE AS REQUIRED BY IEP

0

ALL OTHER L;IONPERSOYA. CARE
SERVICES. (THAT PORTION OF
COSTS DUE TO PERSONAL CARL
plOULD BE

)

INCLUDED Upon
AND WARD.

1
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GOVERNOR'S PURCHASED CARE REVIEW BOARD, , EMU?

TEXT OF EMERGENCY RULE

. RULE 3.21 ATTESTED COST REPORTS

Wherevessible, the Board :d11eppieyesest reporting formats
a:AsatyilLeus_uvuuly.xthersracier. Th6 Board'may also

encourage other State ageneies.to adopt cost repbrting formats
which it approves if such formats beet the'mutual needs of the
agencies involved,

_-The format for cost reporting approved by the Board will specify
the reporting of costs in three categories --room and board costs,
special education and related service costs, and costs which are
neither room and boars, nor special educiFion and related servicess

A.
$

Special education.and related servides costs. The following

shall be considered special education and related services '

costs:

I. Salaries, wages and fringe benefits for staff and
fees for consultants involved in the direct delivery
of educational services, including teachers, teachers
aides, speech pathologists, audiologists, physical
therapists, occupational therapists, social workers

(insofar as they are performifig counseling related

to training nether than therapy), school psychologists,
recreation workers (insofiusther.ags_rglegt_to...
activities undertaken SiTife 3:00 p.m, on school days),
medical personnel (insofar as the costs relate to'

__diagnostic work as opposed to ongoing.Aedical care),

and 'ides and child workers (insofar as they are, -

Carrying out tasks which are called for in the student's
individual educational plan).

ILLINOIS REGISTER-
_

asi
.6/1/79

GOVERNOR'S PURCHASED CARE REVIEW 'BOARD

TEXT OF EMERGENCY RULE`

RULE '3.21 ATTESTED COST REPORTS (CONT.)

C. Othertosjs ThC follawfrikshill_be cmsiderrA noirhar_apegilla
ed4ration plated stcyiscconts nor room -and -boardseeks..L.

e4,7.Salaries, wages and fringe benefits for staff and fesmotor
consultants nnr iijVOlved In_i_he direct_ deuttry_et
aucational_tezvitz!Las defined above; these costs include-
salaries of speech pathologists and audiologists insofar
as.they are conducting preventive care'proiramsLiocial-
watereinsofar as they are involved in therapeutic rather
thdh training programs: psychologists other than school
psychologists and psychiatrists (except to the extent that
they Are providing consulting services to the educati al
staff of the school); doctors, nurses and other medi 1
personnel involved in thd provision of ongOing medic I
care; and recreation staff, aides and child tare vo crs
who are involved in the delivery of some specific non-

' sww*
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EXRIFT N 7
ILLINOIS ;MISTER

GOVERNOR'S PURCHASLM -CARE RFVIEW BOARD

TEXT OF EfIERGENCY RULE

ILLE. 3.31 "11122111171fsEelENT FOR ALLOWABLE COSTS

3. One-half of any grant amount which remains after
..steps one and two will be applied to redued educational

costs. -

Wherever a pupil/client meets the eligibility requirepents
of the IllinoisAo

the other-state agency has appedrvOSlice

of Educratiorkand some other
state agency - -an
the placement of that pupil/client it accordance vith
its on rules and procedures - -the other state agency
shall be responsible for the room and board reimbursement
for. the pupil/client. .The Illinois Office 9f Education
will reimburse for room and board payments only when no
other state agency is involved in the placepent of the
child.

.

. .
..-

All payments by an insurer or other third,party payor
which have'not been taken as a credit against educational
.costs and which canhe used for room and board will be
taken ascredit against room and board colts.

. .1.--
, _,4 :.

The Illinois,Office,of Education will noA-reimburse
(costs which are. neither educational nor kooft-and-board.

tr

Other State agenciegmay reimburse for costs which are
neither educational or room and board, 1.$ their
.responsibility for so doing shall be limited by their

4F
_own rules and, procedures regarding such .ents. To
the extent no other state agency has res 4ibility for
these costs, parent or other responsib16,:arties will
be assuged to have accepted responsibilieii4r these
costs. In no event shall other state agedilihs, parents.

,or other parties be allowed to pay for ed Itional and
room and board fees in excess of those ddie fined

allowable by the.Boar,l. , Any such paymenti*old be
used to offset tie allowable costs' for ada`tion arrd/or
room and boarkapproved by the Board for particular

' student.
i t

X. Miter state acencies-Wi3l-contin4c crzmaintain effort
as required b,statute and reiulotion.' .

:7 cf."."

.1)



STATE, OARD OF EDUCATION
ILLINOIS OFFICE OF SDUICATION aRXEIT 0,

ItrEiqrd21=, Joseph M. Cronin
State Supwintandent of Education

S

1 April 18, 1979,

.APR 3 0 79

Mr. Gal& Hahn
Directpr, Secondary Programs
of Special education

870I4Worth Renard Avenue
Morin Grove, Illinois 60053

Depr Mr. Hahn:

1:received your letter regarding the Constance Bultman Wilson Center
ncerning the reasons the Nilson Center will not accept the three

{youngsters to vb.:a you refer.

I
-It seems there is a basic misunderstanding ofhow the reimbursement
sisteris set up for this year. The Wilson Center is approved for

1 $36,484.00 for mom and board and $4,499.00 for tuition. These are the
top dollar amounts allowed. Any insurance should be off-setting revenue

f and is not in addition to the annrovcd coots. A new cost reporting
f instrument has been developed and snsuranTe'for medical costs say be

handled in s different manner forthe next school term.

If these students cannot be educated by you and cannot be placed at
Wilson Center you aie to find another appropriate placement. ,Costs have

t been approved by-the Governor's Purchased Care Review Board fora numblcb,
of facilities since the December 20,'1918 listing.' A copy of these

isdditions is enclosed.

Sincerely,

4°311 Lieberman
Manager
Program Administration Section

lr:3M
ce:.;iim Stowell

; .

Meheif.OP4
owmpotmaloWn7
MUMWO

414 Imodry
3,1,2010,

al

.VOMbAllillka.4014.11M.
1.01

Ws Ilitr.....

4
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.DaISTO AT STO61(BRIDGE SC400 -11.1111111

-

+.

Decenber 11, 197i

e .
TL 60076

,

Rt: ?1(16/7.4

Dear Mr. Schritnan:

We have not sent the contract batk to Hr. Satin on h advice
became once we sign the contract; we nave to:acceptor y the
coney* set by themstate pf Illinois and,may,not, ask pa ents
for any additionaloptteys. Sine the oonepsot by th state
of Illinois is approximately $3,000 less than the , we
have three choiCes:

1. Send all the:Illinois Students hone'Lmsetiately

2. Not sign contracts and expect patents to pay

3. Co bankrupt

the first eho e is not fa;1"to the chil&The third dom.; not
fit into -ay deathwish ttorA and the second is the only one-that
feel coofostable going th.

Join with mr. Hahn and the ,er parents in hisschool
district to force the state to than to rate and have a
meeting of the Rate Review Beard.

Enclosed'it a copy of the memo from qr. Hahn to no.

Slileert? "PPM fere;%*.t....e4aef...00

%/;11AIL--
a. ..-ritArz,049 s3ic.,41,:

\
A. Mohan' DmSisto
Director,

;7777 .71Irt°1 r Seel) 4

te44.4.m
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November 28, 1978

2krartmenf of ..S7pccial eckalion

.8701 'Amid -Amu
C.d.., Miud,

Dr. Joseph Tither
Assistant Sup rintendehr of Education
Illinois Off e of Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinois 62777

Dear Joe:

isnint A

41*

In our letter to you, dated October12, 1978, Dr. TriZCe,
and I described a seventeen year old child who vas not ln
school becauie the Brown Schools, San Marcus Treatment Center,
would not accept the biiiktcte State of Illinois ten month
tOitien and room and board ra e.A
Your letter to Dr. Frazee on this matter, dated October 25,
noted that you were pleased to learn from Gail Lieberman
that this child had been accepted by another private
residential school- DeSisto at Stockbridge School. This boy
has, n fact, been ,accepted by both DeSisto and by Elan One
Corp scion

"T e same situation, however, continues to exist. Neither'
school' will accept the boy at the Illinois rates.

1. Elan One will notign a contract for the approved
total rate charge of $12,183 when, in fact, their.
ten month charge is $14 500.

2. Deiisto'at Stockbridge harges $10,400 for ten
month's. Their approve rate is $7,959. The parents'
have learned that either they pay the$2,441
,difference (a "loan "?) or the child would not .

o releive the program's counseling component. The
parents will not pay. I will.not.accent_m contract

, that makes chime accept such an "arrangement".

the problem: Private schools would be foolish to accept an
." Illinois child at interim rates that are too low, or for

'-- that matter, where related costs have beep placed under room

COOK COUNTY DISTRICTS 67. 69:69. 70. 71. 72. 73. 7311,. 74. 219



and board costs - when the Review Board looks that one,.
what happens to our signed contracts/

I no longer an asking private schools to accept our child en
on the "good frith" that the Rate Review Board will set uiir
and reasonable rates, when, in fact, the Board has demonstrated
"bad faith" - scheduled only once i week, the Board could have
let now eleven times since September 1.

The boy sits hole.

Very truly
r.

yours,

Get, Haar.
_Director, Secondary Programs

!

GH/bs' . -

.

-Copies: Dr. Vernon Frazee
.:

Dr. Wesley Gibbs
Hs. Gail Lieberman

It

ti
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Iiiiitruitiona for I6Etors 34-30)
'EXHIBIT it.

."
"item 13: Related Services

,

Per the table below, give the supp;rtive aria ,10, ilhich a qualified
specialist is working with this student or consulting with the student's
teacher in accordance with his /her ,IEP. A maxims of 6 servimp.
111.14. Donot include supervisors, administrators, or supportive-persomel
who are not working directly with this student or donsulting,with his/her
teacher. If traosoo___,rt is a related'secvice noted'on the studentisIEP,
it rust"be in rliWitem.

691

CCOE 'Related Services

z AE Adaptive physical Education
AC Aide-Class .. .

. AI Aide-Individual Student (Dse'only for student whose funding
is. represented by Code C in Item 4.)

AT Art Therapy
AU Audiology
BR Brallist/Reader
CI Computer Assisted'Instruction
04 Counseling Services
CS Consultant Services
OE Driver Education
DP Diagnostic Personnel
IS Interpreter Services '. .

MD Medical Services (Diagnostic.and Evaluation ally)
MT Media Services
MT 'tisk Therapy
OT Occupational Therapy'
OE Outdoor Education
CH Orientation and mobility
OR Other Related Services
PC Parent Counseling
PS. 'Psychological Services
PT PhysiczdTheppy .

PI , 'Psychiatric Services
:RC Recreation

School Health Services
Speech/Language Services

pervision
id Work Services

IR rtation

ocational Education

. gm,

"Item 14: IE0

if IEP has been written for this student by marking-Y forInd

for

15: Annuil Data



n4, .goanalp 2tpartmeitl of .dada! eincation
i930 C.4

_Mai, 46645
. (31Z 67.5.8625

AriNtO 1979

jerry W. Blank, Chief
Administrative Review Section
iltsteTalicy and Administrative .

Review Branch -
Bureau of Eduoatton for Handicapped
Department of ilealth, Edttcation, Welfare
Washington, D. C. 20202,

Depr-Dr. Vlasak:

this letter is to place on the record that the State of Illinois is in flagrant violation
of federal and state laws which require a free, appg3piate public education for each °
handicapped child. This is-similar to our situation of one year ago except this year
it is worse.

Ws Currently have at least ZS high school students who must be in residential
placement in order to receive an approptiate education. The local education
*whey bar followed all relevant laws and regulations to the nth degree and
tugh much investment of staff-time has thoroughly documented that each one
of these ZS students absolutely requires residential placement; We are blocked
from placement, however, by the-failure of the state to be in compliance,

The neasdne It is impossible for the LEA to implement the recommended residential
placement are as follows:

1. The state does not di rattly operate sufficient residential programs
for emotionally disturbed/behaviorally disordered children. 0

2. State law does-aot permit local educational a to establish and
'operate a residential facility. ,

3. The flovernor's Purchased Cars Review Board has not determined
private residential facility tuition and 'related-services and room

' and board rates wtdcb.permit the public school to place these
-childrentuxier P.L. 94 -142 provisions which insure aimand
appropriate education.

t
COOKCOURTY DISTRICTS S7 SS 110. 70. 7t. 72. 73. 73%.. 74 2t.
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AnIsmeretncy exists because our schools.begin operation for the 79-80 schoolte-,year imaiediately after labor Day and it is quite obvious arthis.point in time
that these children are not going, to receive any education - appropriate or
otherwise.. due, to the-complete failure of the State of Illinois to comply 44th

--the law and HEW regulations.- . .
, -

She facts are clear that there is a very serious problem regarding Minois, but
petheps some brief comments are worth stating herewith:

I. There seems to be an unspoken and unwritten position by the
Governor and.his code departments and the Illinois State Board
of Educatiod that sidential placement for children with severe
e motional and viciral handicaps is not an appropfiate free
public educe . By eliminating all our' poesIbillUesfor
placing am_o nally disturbed children in residential settings,

by in g that the LEA serve these children locally, the
seems to be that we should. provide some sort of ;

baby-sitting service and pretend that it is an appropriate
PrOgrant. Such action wouldralieve the state of embarrassment
but would be a cruel heart and we will not cooperate:

2. IIlinols thus hiltorically been a state reluctant to Operate diced
residential services for emotionally disturbed children; choosing
rather to contract for such service with private providers. In
recent years. however. Illinoie has even-tended to resist the.
use of contracted services, except in the case of children who
are psychotic with extreme overt symptoms of illness. Our-
students that we are concerned about are not raving maniacs and,
hence, do not seem to merit residential, pie

We take the position that we are dialing with a failure on the part
of thie state- *nos ibis state absolutelycontrolt approval of
residential schools, tuition rate-tosesidential schools, does not .`
operate residential services;dinectly, and does not permit the LEA
to operate residential services. tor only say it would not We
failure on the part of the state would be U we were grossly in
error on documentation of our placement repommendations.

4. Finally, I feel that under fedeia1 law, there is a mandate for you
to enforce the law by teerdring nitmjs es a state to proM4e a

113.-

I
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-free:appropriate public education toeach handicapped,child.
&Ow very least. I would think you would conduct.an emergency

- ...site visit to review our files, consult with our staff, meet our
.parents and verify-to rzurown satisfaction-the requirements for
a free appropriate pelilic education for these 25 or more pupils.
personelly, Ido not see how you can continue to accept various '
apologies and excuses ft** the Illinois Office of Education on

, .
.

- this issue. The truth of the matter is that the psalm lies
tr- totally within the office of the Governor by' virtue offil control-- -

,. cif the 'Purchased Care Review Board-and the various code
:Apart :lents., n* end,* the direction of the State Board of/ Education. It is absi,lutely clear to any objective and knov;ledgeable

... pessonthat Illinois lacks an interagency agreement withteeth in
. it. Dr. Cronin, as state superiptendent of education is in no .position to engage in a big 'fight with ,the Governor, since the ;

,,, Governor appoints altmembers of 'the State Board of Education and
'Cronin'i job would definitely be on the line were he to make an
all-rat fight as an advocate of the rights of these handicapped

ldren. The controlling factor insofar as the Governor is
'.11Ricemed has to do with state budget'and to a large extent the.

way federal funds are channeled into Illinois under social security
titles. such as Titles XVIII, XIX and la. There is.a great fear on
the part of the Governor and his Bureau of the Budget that this wholes
Issue of private placement for handicapped kids could end up with
pro)lbltive costs for the.state. I :empathize with the Governor.
but my duty as a child advocate Is to insist on Illinois compliance
with Section 504 and P.L. 94-142.

,

.Sincerely yours.

got/X. 1
Vernon F. Frazee. Ed.D.
Executive Director

VIT/Is
encloitire (Dr. Cronin letter of 8/17/79)

CO Dr. Martin / Congressman Mikva / Congressman Simon / Senator, Berman
Representative Hoffman / call Liebettnan / Joe Fisher Joe Cronin
Parents of all pupils being denied their right to FAPE

7.
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1110 auverl 2eparinzeni of Special

4930 Ciut bawd
X.1.4 illbwis 60645

, 021.67.5.8625

go: "'Parents of Diii. 219 Children Approved for-Private Residentialfacility Placiuent
Private facilities Serving District 219 ChildrenOtper Interested Parties

. Frost SfA 7444, a
it

. , . ....
,

Directs, Secondary Program
Cary Bah

Date: August 29. 1979 " :

Z. Private..itesidantiallacilities
.I have been inundated for over tvelve months with diqcupsion relativeto private facilities. The purpose of this aemorandum and the enclosedmaterials tire designed to sumearize the 'private residential schoolproblea". This summary is a result of discussion with B.E.W., I.0.8.,Surest% of the Budget, legislator's, private facilities, parents and ;attorneys. ' . .z. . .

T. Throughout the 1978-79 school yeas, the District was.unable to'm pay money to private facilities where those facilities chargedparents additional fees for non - medical costs - which mould denyfree, appropriate education to children.;
2. On August 20, 1979 the District, was informed that parents couldnow pay the difference between Illinois rates and private facility-,

- rates...This directive results in *arevision of budgets, State .iteisbursesent slain forme, new invoices`undsedditional.private ,-:facility tontrScts for last year's placements:. ./..:- -1'. t t:',..- :=*.:*:. :' --' - :."' : . ,I, ; : .,:*1 ...-'''.: "::, ,*T'-';' '- .*::-'3. ; the Governor's Purchase Care RevieVloardlcsd;provided,:ths public 'r,...-.'1..scbools with rrocni/troardi: and *tultisimmrateir;foi5;privite:facilities.
VW-,. ::', The levity Board has dot provided a.lsreatAowe 4tAiiiiimilratss'.412,-, : tares of both instructional tesTs.asd'rreratid-okervideOftests:"4.4-4:--,,,lie base, therefore, bean unable to.-i/ttaat'..*ItaieaAl,- '-"-',. services have bean considered by ,the Board lairditataigg.Wpilvata -it..

: - facility sates. Tarbes resulted in, a .gresellealismf.teatrgpe.rst..? : : --.end confusion: The District has no imicelweildocumenfed answers.;,:t.to the. following questions. "- .. :-.4,....-,,..../..:. 't,,-,:.4...'''.:-. ,::.,,"' r..;**- ,' .',3.:-,''',..,,,..,. -1,...'' .,..ie- Are private Ucilities doing a poorobitik-faccuiaiely .tompleting,--;the financial iipras required byt,tbs -1Veroliriloaftiik:::,..:.:4.-:...40
, ,.,;-,,,,,,,.......:,;;.4?-- _ ..i. s . . ,,z ,-- ii, the financial fora an overehalming-dottmentske.qultiAg daiseeded,,:V 4, imf aviation and de:tit wed "to negate Woth-.31r141f-itill ralitisid :(,,;:i ..**. ,,.. it-. -- )- I ' ic:,---...-Iervices,T - \:- '''' .

COOK 001.42. 01S7/11C711 07- II 60- 70 71. 72: 73. 731;.71. 215.
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gby ere other States misstate full private !soapy rates
'afoot Illinois?. , 4

, .-0

what is dtermined. ghat is determined to be medical treataent and
to.be a aecesaary related service?

.
. .

- Are.related
1
'svelte( listed in "tuition" or in "rooa and ioad.:.,

rates"?
::..-.

- A rs related services rejected altogether)
4
. -..

%

. '
el, '

4111W . '.
.'. . ...

I enclose the following materials. -

.:N.
kteaoiandna to Dr. fisher 0/2t/79) ... .. e- --. ..:% ::
prim-its le identielFeillities Placenent Status Report (11/29/79),.. -; 7

State of lliuois Position (3-64) . ! '. .- '. " - ..,. ..

'Dr. Cron ass Namorandna ($117/79)
Omervis of'Dlitrict 211 Provo!. (X276)

.

Clisk

. %

4

7u
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/owsdrip 21parinsent ol eclat educalie

6950 e..i
`egleetmood,...a.01.r 60605 f

(3121 675-8625 ." .

. - - ;`iDr. Joseph Fisher
Aisistanr Superintendent -

70,, .111- t-:-
g 1. 4,

TT
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These children exhibit severs emotional/behavioral jbandicaps
'sal nve been absolutely dottermtned to'veed residential placement.

', Their"parents concur.
, 1,

2. The State does not directly operete*resdential programs for
emotionally disturbed/behaviorallx disor4" mred children.

.
3. State law does, not permit public schools to establish and operate

their own residential facility. t . , .

. . .

A. The Covernor's Purclurte Care Review Board has not determined
privet* residential: fa lity tuition and room and board rates

Z:which permit the publi school to place 'thee* children under
P.L.94.-142 provisions v ich insure a free and'approprists
educption. . .:

.

.

'. . . . .

In addiOon; many children presently placed in residential schools
say b* sent hone because the Governor's furchese Cbre Review Board
hag not determined rotes acceptable to the private facilities.

I'mnclose ay August 28 nemorandus on thi's natter and all taterials'
enclosed with that senorandun.

I avast your instruction.

Catak

copies: XI. Coil Liebermag
pr. ;fern Frazee

. Dr. Wesley Gibbs

7.0 G

4 au



amonAlip 21-traiinteni It Speciat ucalion

6950 east Pesfri.
..911i.e, 60645

/312/ 675.8625

NILES TOwNSEIP BIGB sclooLs, DISTRICT 219

PRIVATE RESIDERT/AL FACILITIES PLACEMENT STATUS REPORT

t
.In emotionally disturbed /behaviorally

disordered children or learningdisabled children are presently placed in'private feellity_zday progress.The District provides a cosprehensive
sersice.4elivnry for such children.- (Please refer to Overview of Program's.)

4. ,
.

, .. -Mete a child oust receive a twentyfour
hourservice delivery and be'separated from his parents, the District seeks residential placesent.,

Eight sultIplylbenditapped children are preseitly placed in sevenprivate facility residential progress. .
.

.Rusher of Status of Illinois _-Scho61 Children Rates See Code)
. .

.,,. Little it,222. 2 /-- ..c 'St. Colette, Misc., 1 : : -.
i."!'...'; :Grove School, Ill. ,

1 :1. . S t.-.."'.::,St. Vincent*, Ill. .
,

..7..0 .Jilverviev, Mass.
1

.. V..;.' lkosbly i, Mich. 2
.. C. .Villovglsn, Vise.

1 : C -..
-

Three seriously herded children'are
presently placed in three private

.,,

,Iesidential facilities.
.

Rusher of .. Status, of Illluois'_ - .- .6 ;School. .Children Rates(See Coda)
-...

-
1 21t.".1Vincenta, Ill. ', . 1 '-; .:1"..i .1*C y , '-' :! g..,., .. thinis _Stkool, Penn.. :1 i `' "...t.:7,Z,,'"ii:C :' ! : =:7" t .::.'1.;..r- . ,-Cleskirk,,111. , 2 .../..p' ,4t......y.4...A..iituingon,nsik) ,1

x...y...r.,;,.
. . :4 ; .1/: ,. .f. Si' ve1.0';11-",c 1. .:..1:'..,.:: ,Pn.el,

./64-1(ightfas'iistioaally disturbed/behavialrelly,diSorderad $billrisi'are"?0,:t"014teseXt1Y Pieced is ten psi ate resideVitMr1741.011114,1%-!...-4,.:
r0"*:4*4 ...- f.'''.
l'AV-12;°,-A4ciq.1-.

'A .....1;,, ',1 . 4:7.3!7

a. .

Iv:* r; 4.4.44,,,.."..::. P.' .. .1 4.4 % .. : v.I.;1q6.;fr
.-.2:* %r d.::

..`1.

4

.4* 1

k

.A. ? iy :..44: 261; ..1..-

4704 '7,1% ...:,. T1

-10 ?1,14 0 i.....9- ... ...
46' '''.. OW:VZlit.t-

,.

fLob Yb{..%. C ,;
,t,4 : -"1)1,1p;714/. 'Or -r:;.1' *. . ;COOK Cola rri OiSTRICTS S. 40:20: 41.172. 73. 73Y.. 74. 215 :
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.. .
gusher of Status of /111npis

, -,.- . 'Children1 '.t
k

si pas. Koine .
tpopedie School, -11i.
Isom Center, Minn. I'alifaira, Ohio . .5

,Unto Mille .Mains
apiece at Stockbridge, Mass.
Netating4i. Kansas
Karrence Mall, Ill.
Mary Crave, Missouri i
eelleimill* Its., Tau.

8I.
1

2
I
1

1. '1
1

1 ...._,

"CODE:

; Rates (See Code)

I
' ;*I

C
.A .
C

.
C -
*

,:c.

-", "--' %:,g,
.

A
U -4, ' Pe,.. 4 6 - + . .. \lk

. "'. ,i .1., :: . -:' '' ..'!''-...": ! . P "* ..-
6

we - State tuition and roes/board rates approximate private facility %

-. charges - resulting- in a free appropriate..edpeation for the
1. - child. = -. . 1 .7 . !!! s t;ft ' 1! 4': -t; ...:1"....'

S . "s. . ''.= 4"4 1:: ' - i 4.- . "
7.4? - State tuition and toon/liosid ratas.artt drastically less ,,thali

private facility charges - resulting in the parents payiag a
large portion of the cost or withdrawingtheir child iron Chet
facility and being.unable to place chili child in-another' facility.

c .
.-

#C".- No rates have been established for 197)1TIO.Nit this point in "''
,.' -- time - resulting in the -parenes plyinertbeleltire coat. ::

..= ,- .
Special Now) All private facilities ini,iimestioq arc approveddbyhithle
Illinois 0 ice of Educat on tofappropr *lively .asperevcie,,ItaanEticapposa children.tdhreen.

:`Turther, the approval Sec on of 1.0A.. ; es al t tiL t
, _:'related therapeutic coupon nts of the facilities befora'-grantis; -' '

. approval. The District tis required to list atteessaiy related services - .

with I.O.Z.,when seeking platens:it approval for a child at'oae Of, these -. 4 - facilities. ., '. . Z '. ....- ''' ',4` -... ' 4. .
.t'' ' ........31111. ." .." r . .

. .'.. :
7.., i; Thirty children are presently plated is pilvata risideatiii.facilities, I..,
.,'..',,,Tweaty-five of these fannies will have to pay irlargeikortion or-all
.....A.of their child's school if----,4',4..,,i ,--3.4,- - f .e..;-/'

S ;°.ik --1? ' 4t 4% 1..'..:11,,: ! i -- ..- --,: -. ' 1''' f4: '41 Xriv.-0' Discussion - ...tq --.. I tsi :-.,z,.,r ;4 7.1. 104'1Alv;
szr /hi Depicts:tat of Nentaf Nealth eonsidertifile, , , d_mi-M ieg '1.-N '.

Skate residential facility plat aaaaa ioK,shilariuisraggxlifghtfsa.whe-:;t ','
shibit severe nenotiosal Ala:urbane* which iiiAleseaiiiiikeriaoll .fry a, 1,-.9'

loss of contact with reality ".. lien verpat*Vtvitekr,iiiir'sbillre's .,if;',:l.
to se qualify, D.X.X: is our area lsdb-it Loati)jtaix lacklegrof Z;,-'44..,,,-i
aevestp approved eases aattast -enough soapy tiitoasidaqedditioaii Ter

ea "sell Spriag19734. ' .. .1_ 1.-. f.,.4',01.-lw'''.4,,7,.: Ittioir-47,t; f i":411,

lqc,

at ! h 4 ,..- . - --t-0' P . -+4 ,atii3,,. A.5..,;:.... ,...A.y. ii t ; . ? . .t = ."-isita ..Ir -.4., . .., ,,,- - t, , 4-1, 1; .,

%;17;
kt

,:%? -7-.Te
! .

:1,
, o -
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to no facilities vith State approved rates in the entire United
Arvho seat the /alloying tvo criteria:

:y

Cam appropriately serve membrelyeemotIonallY disturbed/severely -
behaviorally diSordered adolescents vho *oaths.* tventy -four
hoer cameral and service out of their floss.

-.Nava a rat* vhlch enable* parents vitbout resources to receive
Appropriate services-for their child.

. .

Diets/et-21e has-presently determined that fifteen additional students
with severe emotional /behavioral handicaps must be pl esd 1w:residential

Ili

facilities - facilities vhich not only provide approp Late dkild care
(room and beard) and an individualised acadealcser. e delivery. but
as extensive related service coaponant as Sell. lly related service. vs.'do not mein Medical treatment. Rather. ve refer to recreational
,therapy, counseling, social votk and psychological servi'mes, psychiatric'
consultation, provocation education, etc. _.

,there is no 860 thing as an appropriate /uteri* plan for these
youngaters: They either get 'what *they masa or they "come apart" -.

.
-.

Inasmuch as the -State has not chosen co provide residential- programs
(oitnesa closing, rather than enlarging the Soldier's and Sailor's
Nose in Normal. Illinois), and the State .has been unable to determine
private -facility rates hich.emodat many children to remain or to be
placed in apfroptlate r sidential facilities. the District has not
been given the option by the state to appropriately Place children
im residential facilitie / ,

C
With this memorandum as referring the list of thefifteen unplaced
private residential facility'children to I.O.E. requesting instruction
regarding their programming end =remain; for any of the presently

.placed children vho may be sent
-...-*-*-

Cary 11:3
Direct Secondary Program

August-19. 1979

IN(
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6950 Ca pmt-,
ittwis 60645

r (3121 675-8625

STATE''07 ILLINOIS POSITION: PATINO PRIVATE SChOOLS

The attached memorandum from Dr. Joseph aroniskI.0.1., dated August 15,
1979, articulates the folloving aspects of tuition and room and board

. payment to private schools.
bf

The State determines 018.cm/tips and woos end board rates
for private schomli.

.
,

2. If the privets schooli chat.e *'re ;than the State aliproved
rates, the parents say pay the difference.

3. If the parents cannot or choose not to-pay the difference,
then either -

4. the pilvate school accepts the child it the
State rate, or;

b. the child does not attend-th at school.

Elan One Corporatiod,'a privita residential school in Melte
is an 'staple of-this situation.

.

Ten Month Illinois Eaters
.

Tuition $3,960.93
loop/Board - . 4,746.6E
Ten Month total rate - $6,609.43

Summer School.(! /5) 1,721.66

$10,331.31

Else andElse eharls:717::::111:
- --board. 'Therefore, the parents vould have to pay $7,068.69.,

. (II:semi:co payments may he:appliod.tn this difference.),,

-,.3- Private schools say contitive to eabilt. 4114 co, elm State girder te ;7;7,

-,..Z..14:pes1 that their rates be seised.

v:744. 1* . - c. "I .1 "-
otel .Parents ho wish to plece;theit:clilld is exisideatial'

ifacilitysvhich provides for emotionally disturbed chair's, and who
.;L.s pay the differen el, may request that tkeDepartment'of Mental 1?",

Osalth proilde such pis onset Instead of the public school
'no do so, they can touttet the Da141., SubregiolOtt plonag63-644.0..%

: :
-

.1;
.71 ' '2!),

l..#,Cary Oak 1r
F.,!:*Virector ecosdary Program., .

.:::',-:'.1CM/bs "
4 - 3_64/79 coos: COUNTY 01StRiCTS 17. fa, 40. 70. 71.78. 73. 73%. 74. 2111

;August 23, 1979
.

7
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STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION j.
ILLINOIS OFFICE OF EDUCATION' ;Jack Woke sky. Quitman Jos*. it Cronin
Scats Board ci! Education

So* Sinstrintreadant of Education

\
WEWORAND1381

Directors of Special Education
Regional Superint ents

DATE: August 17, 1979

PROM: 'Joseph X: Cron

State Superintend of tdusation"

SUBJECT: 1979 -80 Scho$ Year AlloCable Coats for Priyate School Placements

On August 17, 1979, the Governor's Purchased Care Review board reviewed costs
for the 1979-80 regular school tern for eligible nonpublic special education
facilities pursuant to Section 14-7.02 of The School Code ofIllinois. Those
facilities under their auspices with a complete cost report for 1979-80 on
file have had an allowable cost set. Day facilities with an educational
cost less than $4500 and less than 102 over the 1978-79 allowable costs also
have their tuition costs listed.

(You ate reminded that facilities/programs must be declared eligible and -
receive an approved allowable cost before& contract can be_initiateA by
a public -school for the placement or renewal of placements of Illinois public
school handicapped students.) The listing of July 27, 1979, stated facilities
progrimmatical0 eligible for 1979-80 at that time. Sinbe then, additional
facilities have become eligible. Without eligibility and an approved allowable
cost, it is illegal to place, renew placements,

and make payments with public
funds.

Enclosed are two listings: 1) allowable costs for 1978279 as Of August 7,
1979, as result.of all appeals completed to date; and 2) allowable c its
for 1979 -8' to d e. On] e fahl list

-.are eligible for district use at th a time, The second listing is stated .

in per diem terns covering the entire allowable cost of approved Pretrial,. .-
Costs are stated in that manner for use in the contract form 410E Form 19- 83)..'

; Those approved'allowabfe colts for special education add related services, ,

and zoom and beard, are the responsibility
of the tett education agency and

the localteducationsl agency. The locs! educational agency is allowed by lay
to pay only.tha special education and

room and board costs approved by the
Covernor:sPurchasa4 Care Review Board. Amy other expenses not noted on_these
listings, i.e. ongoing medical services, are the responsibility of the parents15k third- art a

4n1educationaltrIpagPeetttc;ituoat, residential plitements.
;: f .

Eligible providers will be informed
under separate cover as to their

allowable taste for 19.79 -80. If you have say questioneragarding
this matter, please feel free to

contact Gail Lieberman, Manager,
Department of Specialized Educational

Services at'217/782 -6601 or JoAnn Day,Interim Director, Governor's
Purchased Care Review board.

n17781%

Enclosures
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liPEC;IAL EDUCATION DLSTRICT of LAKE COUNTY

1 ,4410 West Grad Mesas . Game, II Rua 60031

.0ctober.9. 1979

I 01979

3124234021.

t. ft000 10: Don Blodgett
State Plan Office

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
Dept. of Health. Education and Welfare
Office of Education

Washington. D.C. 202020

RCN: Illinois Administrators of Special &Ideation /faints, Northern
Suburban Area of Illinois

Dear Dom,

As i compilation of the issues raised in our "feting on Friday, October/5th', we
present the follewing overview.

Issue I

Illinois has an approved state plan under PA. 94-142. The said state plan.clearly
delineates that the SEA is the single agency responsible for the implementation and
compliance of Illinois services for eligible handicapped students.

How can the SEA' and their local hgent, the LEA, implement and c'neeply with the state
approved planehen at present:

1. Other state agencies and/or systems have total and complete control pfvital systemsCi.e. Illinois Governor's Purchased Care Review Board--
a system not under the control of the SE.. In fact:

. Has total control of'the approval of private facilities in and
out of the State of Illinois.

. Has total control of theestablished rates paid to those facili-
ties.

2. Another Illinoii Code Department has been assigned, by the Governor and
'General'Asseubly, responsibility for thh,!state" schools serving:

-. Physically handicapped.

. Hearing impaired.

. Visually impaired.

712



Issue 1I ,-,--

t
-. .

There are; in fact, a number.of elti

placed and/or receiving free and ap
1979; :from Gary, Hahn: : .0

.

1054

1*

From

Hrs. Gail Lieberman
Aanager

Program App?ova) Section
Illinois Office of Ed ion
Springfield, lili2lis 6 177 '0

.

Gary Hahn ,
Director, Secondary ogram

i"
'fla

,*-

ucation students who are not
t; i.e., iaemo of Ocligi.

,

tuber S, 1979'.

subject: HilesTownship
Presently Hot
Edyition (F

High Sthool,Diltrict 219 Children
eiving etTree, Appropriate Public

I-

Presently, thtre'are no PAPE fac titles availabli for the followingdhildrenn

REn

David
Jim
rorge

GH/bs
.

Copies: Vernon Fraze44.4e

Wesley Gibbs

This co -links.to other data.. Similar

-,xinterim plan:
- :

- :
4 ,n

p

hospitalization
home instruction
home instruction

hospttalization
hospitalization

documentation-is available from
attending our October 5th meeting.

.

Issue III '..110 , .
. .v

0' The present Illinois system associated with
the Illinois.Governor's Purchased CareReview Board is-totally in noncompliance with
federal lawvi.e., letter of Septem-ber 28, 19/9, from the Office otzBlVil Rights tolotndelejk ct 075attachid).The pertinent.settions are: . t

. '.-. . .
- .1

f 'I'1. ',Page 2,
1

"AlthougN the functions of the Governor's
Purchased Care Review Board

-

is defined by Section 7.0? of the
Illinois'.Schoal Code, Article VI ofthe United States. Constitution,

(The.SupremacjrClaus, provides that ,-no state or state law shall be in conflict
with the laws of theUnited

States of the Constitution.
Regulations duly promulgated to implement

,

713
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a federal statute have the effect of law. Furthermore, 45 CFR 84.10(a)
states:

The to comply with this part is not obviated or
allevia by the existence of any state or local law that,
on the bas s of handicap, imposes prohibitions or limits
upon the eligibility of qualified handicapped pers7F1F
receive services. . . , (emphasis added)

In order to remedy the above violation, the Mundelein Public School
District must provide to this office- within -15-days -of `the date of
this letter evidence of the District's attempts to provide Shawn an
appropriate residential placement with related services at no cost
to 40s.parents.*

2. Par 3.
4 4

"Additionally, insofar as the Illinois Office of Education is also a
redolent of Federal financial, assistance and exercises control over
the amount of money which may be approved for Shawn's placement, this
Office is requiring the Illinois Office of Education to tate whatever
action is necessary-to ensure that Shawn, and similarly situated hands
capped persons, receive a free and appropriate education, in compliance
witliSection 504. (45 CFR 84.6 (a) (2)1."

1
The State of the Art

Niles'Township Department of Special Education
6950 East Prairie Road

Lincolnwood, Illinois 60645.
, (312) 675-8625

October 5, 1979

TO WHOM IT MA NCERN:

1 THE 8 CHCOLS (SAN MARCOS UNIT) CHARGES $30,600 A YEAR.

2. THE GOVERNOR'S PURCHASED CARE REV;F31 BOARD APPROVES $14,198.

3. THE D.M.H. INDIVIDUAL CARE GiANT000NTRACT APPROVES $31,025
($85 PER DAY). .

4. THIS GRANT, HOWEVER, CAN NOT BE GIVEN-IF D.M.H. IS NOT GIVEN
MONEY TO PAY IT9R IF THE CHILD IS EIGHTEEN OR OLDER.

GARY HAHN ,

DIRECTOR, SECONDARY PROGRAM

. -

Issue IV -- Due Process

The State Department in control of the three State Schools (the Department of
A Rehabilitation Services) does not have in place established due process prat:-

4 dures for handicapped ChiTaiiiVia their parents or public schools:

7js
ij

r



V6e11174neisiGovernor's Purchased Care Review Board does not have in place.estab-
lished due processqmicedures for handicapped children and their parents or public
schools:.

. Privatechcioli cin appeal their approval or rate.

Parents cannot appeal".

'Public schools-cannot appeal;

Note

7

. (Page 1)

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The State Superintendent-of Education has reviewed the Conclusions of

Law of the hearing panel constituted under the provisions of Section 2-3.38-

of1The School C of Illinois and the Rules and°Requlation; to Govern the

Administration ad Operation of Special Iducitionand accepts the conclu-

sioni ofsaid hearing panel, to,wit:

(3) An Article X appeal is not the appropriate forum to address
issues relating to the State Board of Education's alleged
failure to, appropriately monitor P.L. 94-142 programs, ap-
proved costs of thehovernor's Purchased Care Review Board,
failure of Department of ?lentil Health and Developmental
Disabilities to provide services to handicapped students
and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's
failure to provide the State of Illinois with sufficient
support to administer P.L. 94-142.

(Page 3)
*

The State Superintendent of Educatibn, therefore, does not Betide"
these eOsues. .

--- - _

(Page 4)

Issue V -- Related Issues

A number of related issues were raised:

1. Related Services

We feel that BEH needs to provide a clear and specific delineation of
what are allowable and mandate related services.

4
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2.- Free..

Ge also need a clear and specific definition of "free. Can parents
pay for anything incorporated in the IEP for their handicap child
placed by the..LEA; i.e., glasses, hearing aids, texts, medics ser-
vices, therapy, skiing?

3. Accessibility to Facilities Under Other State Code Departments

There exists limited accessibility to those established facilit es for

ell9i>lehandicapped_students_under_the_control_of
,-

Department of Mental Health and Develoseeetal Disabilitik

": Department of Rehabilitation Services,'
1,

4. One Rule Book for Eligible - Handicapped Students

,
Under

7,
the P.L. 94-142 approved state plan Illinois departaients/syi

there most exist one rule book,undcr the panagmeent of-theSEA.

r ,Note -

to,ca monies under Title 19 and Title 20 Federal_systmes, some
-1rhereg:ts some dross interference from the Federal systems:. i.e.,

,ether code departments develop/adopt definitions and tules so t
they can capture tVailable-federal dollars.

fngnliy° --

the.federal system under P.L. 94-142, Title-19, Title 20
vocational'-services, etc., in sequence?

tie stand READY AND ABLE to:

. Provide pertinent data.

Travelto Sprbigfield'to meet with SEA and BEH personnel or necessa
others Tike the General Asseibly.

.4Traiel to Vaibington, D.C.: to meet with you and other BEM staff
,

,,F,. .f.
. ,

:Respectfully submitted, a

Y E. Gaydoi,Bmandt, Main Township Special_Education Program
Stan Briefol, Northern Suburban Special- Education District

Joyce,Christenitn,.Mein Township Special Edupation.Prograit
Yfrnfrezet, Niles Township Department of Special Education

'1- Roirpliage,.Speciel Education District of Lake-County'
WIrAithn, Niles Township Department of Special Education

,jimMooneY, Northern Suburban Special Education District
L. D.''Yul.1,1emot, Specialiducation District of. Lake Coonty

cc: Coil Li

Joseph,fls

t

, Manager, Program itiministratiop, Section, IOE
Asst. Supt.,, Illinois Office of.T4Ocation

1r

t
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DEPARTMENT OF MEALT% EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
orrice FOR CIVIL RIGKTs ',REGION V

sour) 'NACU,* D* IVC.IIM n.ctelt
CHICA00. 114404 sopa

tadSgban
Superintendent .
PArdelein Elegentary School District 175
200 W Apia Rve.
Itridelein, 111. 60060

Diner et tia
oducjoi

r

D3ar ,Saperintent Laneghtzit

SEP 2 tot e-4

The Office Sercivil Rights received -a =plaint. filed by Mr.
The carplaint alledged that the ?hula loin Ilerentary

School. District 175, lardeleiri:Illirois has discriminated against. his son Sheila on the basis of his handicap, tetra= the districthas denied him a free and approprkate-educationet In cost to'his

The Office for Chil Rights established jurisdiction with regard
'to your complaint Wear the "provisicos of Section 504 of the Rehabil-
itation Act of 1973, as,arended, 29 U.S.C. 794, 45 CFR Part 84,
bhich4paohibits decrimihation the basis of handicap Li any _program
or activity receiving Federal fYancial assistance. - ,

Pursuant to such jurisdiction this Office has investigated Ihe,conplaintfiled by MC.c . 14a have carefully reviewad all of thesmaas
in the case and beve.rawie the following determinations.

The preporderenee of the evidence establishes that the,tardelein School
District has not provided Steam with a free and appropriate education
in Violation of Section 504 and its implaxenting Regulation at
45 CPR 84.33(a) and 84.33(c). Our investigation revealed that the
Itarjelein School District has agreed with Hr. and tee. thatthe Brown School is an 'appropriate edataticnal placement for Shawn, -meting his educational TAXI for a residential treatment center
with specific Mated services. Pursuant tette Cevennes lexchased
OA Review Board, the Illinois Office of .111ucation approved tuition
wets at the leo-rated yearly war& of $4,499.00-and room and heard
payments at the pro-rited yearly =net of 53.657.00. the BrownSchool, trAtsec, haffsa yearly cost of $30,600.001 ecnseguently, the
proposed placement at Moon Sot col never. teak piece and Shaun remains
in sninterim educational program which was not appropriate to his
educational needs. The klsdeleio School District has made no further.
efforts to find an appropriatstresidential program for Shawn.

Section 504 addresses the odueronsibilities of the raceipient when a ,





711i,gadditionally,, insofer as the 7114nois Office of Education is also
-"a recipient of Federal financial assistance and exercises centre'

over the wort of easily which ray be approved for Ehmes
132ecevento this Office is requiring g the Illinois Office of Ettloatden
to take whatever actin t is raceleary to ensure that Shashi and
similarly situated handicapped persons, receive a free-ard
education, in'ampliance with Section 504. 145 CFR 84.6 La) (2))

Me. alb; alleged that he requested a due process bearing /
regarding the issue of non-parent for the Brain Ech:ol. The
Sdrol_District den.fectthisreqmst... The greater sight of the
eviderce establishes that this refusal. violates Section 504 and

- its inplarenting*Regulaticn at 45 CPR 84.33(c) (4) and 84.36.
The District must therefore alter its policies accordingly and

-c`. provide evidence thereof to this Office within 15 days of the
date of this letter.

He are obliged to obtain voluntary oaepliance through newt:latices!
idthin 90 days,.after the date of this letter, 45 CFR 84.61, 80.7(d).
in the evept that was are unable to secure corrective action
voltmtarily, we at initiate enforcement proceedings in ea:lenience
"h 45 CFR £0.8, 84.61. ,

This letter is not intended and it should not be so construed to
cover any other issues regarding o:uplianoe with Section 504 of the
Ribabilitation ?et of 1973, that ray exist and which are not specifi-
cally discussed herein.

Mier the ,Freedas of informtion let, 5 D.S.C. 552, and its inplemerr-
ting facjuLation, 45 CFR,Part 5, it is the polio* of the Office for
Civil Itists toy this letter aid all related notarial to
any interested party tai request.

If you shmilds have furttur gukticrt regarding this ratter, please
!r. Imam= P. Washington, Director Elerentaty and Secondary

Divisim, Office for Ci(ril Rihts at 353-2540.
,

th A. Director
Office for Civil Rights
Peggy V (Chicage)
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nts aumaip -.515Tartnenf of &cation

69.59 Col Jed
-60645

(312) 6715.8625

STATUS REPORT: NILES TOWNSHIP COHHUNITy HON SCHOOLS., DISTRICT 219,
CHILDREN REQUIRING PLACEMENT IN RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES SERVING
EMOTIONALLY/BEHAVIORALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

The Facilities

. '

1. My investigation indicates there are, twentyeight such
facilities approved by the State of Illinois.

2.. Of these facilities, only
4
eight have Illinois approved

tuition and room board rates which approximatetthe
rates that will t charged by the facilities.

3. Six of these eig t facilities cannot serve oar unpiaced
abildren. /:

Chaddoe and Lawrence Hall have turned down
:11 referrals from District 219, except for
,rwo "milder" cases.

DeNeuvilIe"Heights and St. Mary's have turned
down all referrals as too severe.

I.

Larkin Hoes will accept no now referrals for
1979-80 placement.

The L. D. Inetitute is unable to manage acting
out behavior

4. Two facilities remslin which can serve somelof our
unpiaced chiltron:dElan One and Walden III (the
girls' group home or Riverwoods Academy children).

1 I
4

The Children
/'

1. Hichkel, Neil, Nigk. Deena, Kathy and Troy are awaiting
... placement at Elan/One. When these placements will occur

is uncertain. Due to the almost 13 month "argybargy"
ever the-Elan One Illinois rate, Elan has been filling
openings with c ildren frou'other States. .

COOK COUNTY 015 RICTS 67. OS. 69. 70. 71. 72, 73. 7314. 74. 215

7? 0
a

ti

1`
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2. *There aye no "TAW facilities for George, %en, David
and Jim.

3. Sharon and Debbie are unacceptable toDeReuville Heights,
St. Mary's and Elan One. 2 it files have been sent to
Walden III. I believe Debt) may be accepted, but at this
poAnt 4n time I as doubtful tha heron can be appropriately
served by Walden ZII. .

8U2:1a ri

1. Siven District 219 children are awaiting "RAPE ".

2. Five District 219 children presently have no probability
u of receiving "FAPE ".

(

a 714..
Cary Hshn
Director, Seco dory Program

e

CH/bs

October 5. 4979/2A

...
t.

721
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STATE BOARD OF U-O-1)4.,T- I- N
ILLINOIS OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Donato F. /Wirt:sad, Chiimun ;iamb U. crOeanstateBaud of Education
Stale Supetintendsta o: Education

Mr. Gary Hahn

Director, Secondary Programs
Niles To'bnship Department of

Special Education
6950 East Prairie Road
Lincolnwood, Illinois 60645

Dear Gary:

September 28, 1979

es,

This is in reply to your request for technical assistance. The IOE Form
19-83 (revised in May, 1979) addresses third party paybra in accord with
Section 14-7.02. Plrents or others nay be asked to vy for ongoing_
melical care or those other costa which the Governor's Ptmchnsedatie
Review Beard (GPCPB) has stated an nonallowable components of cost.

Hy understanding of tho'GPCRB actions, calling to mind the Henninger
situation limt spring, is that parents Can pay those costs excluded by
that Board. The best example is ongoing medical care. .Harever, other coats f
nay posniLly be included at this time duo to Old Board's regulittions and
subsequent instructions for the fiscal form.

The "pgr diem" costs for 1979-80 were figured
in general on a 185 day for

,tuition, 304 day for room and board basis. The Board for 1979 established
up to 1/5; of the regular school year for summer school

services. This
applies both to tuition as well as room and board.

That formula is
generally correct. There are some schools with a slightly higher number
of tuition days as part of their calendar.

You should verify the days with
the facility in the contract process and/or

with the Nonpublic School
Approval Section of the Illinois Office of Education (Roy McDermott - 217/
182-5517).

I do not know intimately the schools you lint
to know lf the list is all

Inclusive'" That too could be checked
with RoirMcDermott since his shop

establishes eligibility for all of.these facilities/programs. The "school
charge" colhmn on that list may or may not be accurate: Unlike you, I have
dealt with but a few of these facilities.

Some don't sound familiar at all.
Arlington School/McLean Hospital now has a GPCRB rate, as does DoSisto
(Septembcr 18, 1979, establishment). The "charge" and current information
on the 1979-80 allowable cost-can be obtained fromJOAnn Day, Interim Executive
Director of the Governor's Purchased Care Review Board, at 306 Lincoln
Towers, 520 South Second Street, Springfield, Illinoia, 62701.

We are pleased to offer technical assistance ecemensureteltith"the

responsibilitiei of the Illinois Office of Education, Department of
Specialized Educat Services,

tesA

cc: Wes Gibbs
. Don Bledgett

Joe Fisher/

724

I Sincerely,

.41
Gail Lieberinn (wt.)
Manager

Program Appetwal Section.
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September 20, 197,y
6$4 Sunset Drive

Il 60540

JoAnn" Day
Executive Lirector
Governor's Purchased Care Rate Review Board.
State Capitol
Springfield, 11 62701

Jeer Ms. Day:

Thank you-for allowing me and other members of the
Children's Mental Health Coalition to attend and speak ,

at thelfeptember 18 meeting of the Governor's Purchased
Care,Rate Review Board. I was impessed, with the board's
concern for the urgent situation in lying Elan Schools
and 42 Illinois adolescents whose tr tment there was
4n jeopardy.

I fear, however, that the board. and thp encies it,_
represents do not fully realize the_dangerous state -6-1"
the purchased care situation, in Illinois at this time.
Hundreds of emotionally disturbed children and adoles-
cents are being denied appropriate education at this
tine. This is due, in part, to our state's inertia in
carrying out placement procedures. It is primarily,
however, due to the related fact. that most facilities
in the United States now REFUSE TO CQNSIDER ADMISSION
OF ILLINOIS YOUNGSTERS AT ALL.

Clearly the Purchased Care Rate Review Board is not
responsiblefor initiating the policies that have led
to this c risis. However,-the board is now the only
group that can r solve the problem'either through
its own direct ac ion!or through immediate forceful
appeal to theage iee it represents.

There seem to be t p.main areas which are causing
facilities to refuse ew Illinois ,admissions, and in
some cases, to send ho youngsters.

The first is Illinois' pra ce of disallowing portions
of .a facility's fees. Though s may be done by the
rate review board in a good faith tempt at financial
Accountability, it places the recdi facility in an
untenable position. It is clearly unsa =factory to
the facility to revise its program in the ght of
Illinois' peculiar requirements. The facili y must
either take the loss, bill parents (despite Federal
directives that parents not assume expenses Inardespi
aline added to some Illinois contracts forbiddihg s
billing), or not treat Illinoy students. The Elan
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situation illustrates this point. Even though the rate
,review board took emergency action tqyevise its rates
for Elan in order to keep Illinois students there, it
still disallowed $921.00 in Elan's fees. Some disal-
lowances seem picayune an clearly discriminatory as
they are allowed in public achoo).s in state. Others
may not be allowed in public schools, but seem to the
facility to bea necessary part of treatment nonetheless.
We are buyers in a seller's market in this case. There
are no alternative suppliers as Illinoii.polcies have
alienated most out of state facilities filid, most import-
antlyas youngsters require certain specific programs.
It is not possible to find alternativefacilites that
offer exactly the treatme t program a child needs.
Even if such an alternativ could be found, and even. if
if would accept an Illinois tudent, youngsters now in'w
treatment cannot be moved wit ut severe repercussions
in their mental health.

The review board should institute a olicy of allowing .

a certain percentage 5% or 107 - or reasonable prac-
tices not covered in Illinois rules a d regulatiOns. The
alternative, which now confronts ds, srthatIllinois
youngsters are denied education and r habilitation.,

A second area which prompts facilities to refuse Illinois
youngsters and which jeopardizes the mental health of
those waiting for placement is the time lapse in place-
ment proceedings. My daughter was staffed in April.
The IFP was written for residential placement. School
personnel, her short term care personnel, and I agreed
upon the proper facility to meet her particular needs.
Forms went into the state in late May from-Naperville
School District: There is still no contract between
Illinois and Brown Schools. She was admitted June 21
only because I begged, insisted, and'agreed to pay her
bills in advance. Brown, which no longer considers
Illinois children without such fainily support, told my
,attorneys that Illinois forma were extremely difficult.
Cedu insCalifornia, which no longer will consider Illinois
children, said that no other state reqUires extensive f

complicated forms like Illinois. It is certainly possible
that Illirbpis can say that the facility has not sent
in forms properly filled out. However,' if our forms
are such a burden to facilities that they cannot or do
not fill them out to Illinois satisfaction, the effect
is still to deny service to youngsters. If the time
lapse problem lies in I0E, the effect is still to deny
services to children.

726
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AnOthe art o this problem4s Illinois practice Of
.

paying fo ice long after the service has-been
rendered. Receiving treatment centers do not hive an
ope-lating budget that allows for such lags in palgt.

t.) ,
40-The rate review boat.d lhouldwaive some of4.the fotms

andpaper work, especially fpr.well known and reputable
institutions, until the present backlog of placements
is cleared up. Payment shouldxbegin immediately and

- be continued on a mopthly basis,'-The alternative is
denial of education and rehabilitation.of handicapped'
younsters.

L
.

.

- ,

7---The-third area:of concern is a,big one. Illinois does
hot at ttiks-time-allow payment for therapy and related
servkpes. -Since most placed youngsters are clearly in
need of such treatment and since most facilities exist
to give that treatment as part of their programs, this -

places an, enormous financial burden on parents or denies
oungsters admission to facilities. In my daughter's

e, Brown Schools' fees run about $45000.00 on a yearly
ads for the Intensive Care Unit where she now ins.

,(She will not be on that unit for an entire year, of
course'.) The fees for open dorm placement are about
132000./00.' Illinois rate is around $10000:00 for Brown'.
When tylnsurahce is exhausted this winter and when my
savings are exhausted in the,spring.ishe wil have to
come Ome in the early stages of desperately eded

-' ;- treatment. She will stilt be unable to attend ubl.ft',,
school, will require close supervisien.'and wil_ not
be ready to continue therapy on an outpatient basis.

,

This problem is compounded in Some caees where Illinois
has begun to pay room anebeatd expenses only after
insurance,_which did pay them, has been exhausted thus
depleting major Aidical benefits that could have extended

. .treatment. 1

-Since federl.l.law mandates education and rehabilitation,
since other,stites.pay full fees for youngsters' treat-

. ment, and since the consequences of adolescent and child
emotional illness are suicide, drug use and related .

death. crime, adulfmefital illness.'and adult unemploy-
' ability.-the rate review board should full fund place-

-% ment oedisturbed children and-adolescents.
.

-With proMpt and appropriate attention mentally ill -

$. handicapped youngsters care be successfully treated and
returned to regular schools and a normal life. WithoUt
intervention early in the illness, children face a much ,

1pnger treatment period and a greater risk that disabling
consequences of their handicapkwill interferwith .

education.and a successful ad@ life:
.

_t



,--treatment of emot onally4istUrbed handicapped children
iIllinois`' reputa on in the area of education and

is a dismal one. It is hard to believe tha because of

i

the accidentof liming in my home state I m st face
complete economic depletion and then stiul e unable
to secure necessary services,for my chi d.

The members of the Governor's Purchased Care Rate Review
;Board are tojbe commended for their Action to relieve-
the immediate crisis in the Elan situation. Their action
in forming a committee-to investigate the matter of pay-
ment for literapuetic and related services is a step in
the right ditection.

HoweillchildAn am nowoitting-at home in-suicidal
depressions, engaging in destructive, behaviors, placing
an- enormous emotipnal and financial burden on their

-families who must often stop work to stay home and pro-
vide supervision. Some youngsters who need long term
treatment are now in expensive short term facilities,
inadequate placements, or stop-gap group home situations.
Others,'like my daughter, are receiving good care which,
if continued, could result in a healthy productive adult.

There is no time left. ImmediAte emergency action is
necessary to place youngsters now waiting and assure --,
continued funds for those in treatment. Such action will
have to be undertaken with sufficient vigor to convince
out of state facilities that now refuse Illinois youngsters
that Illiinois does finally intend to provide proper
placement for its emotionally disturbed handicapped children.

Please advise me or other, members of the Chtkdren's
Mental Health Coalition of what we can do to ftelp you
resolve this urgent issue.

A)

S.
cerely yours,

. .

er71,771,A44:4(
Patriciq-Emmerich

cc: Members, Governor's Purchased Ca're Rate Review Board

'Members, Illinois General Assembly .

'Children's Mental Health Coalition
Suite 68M
407 South Dearborn
-Chicago, Illinois 60605 e

-a
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COLORADO SCHOOL FOR .114E DEAF
APT THE KIND
Mows and Iftstrtute Streets--
Colorado Sore**.
Telephone (303)836510Color6

ado aM03

Robert T. Oaerson, Superintendent

July 24, 1980

Representative Ken frame.
Suite 1724

tkiliouse Office Building
4:711rof lavrqsantatives

Washington, D.C. 20515
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COLORADO DIIPARIVIDIT Of DUCATION
.111We Oen MAO& US GOMA
Derwor, ClCLAM

IL

TelepAmme 01114 IOW=

CORA IL FROM Commiff.mw

Dear Mr.Mr. Kramer:
a

Per your re4uestt please find my recommendations for defining the
term "least restrictive environment".

Thank yodlor giving me the opportunityco commegt.

Sincerely,

Rob rt . Dawson
Superintendent
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Lust StFATRIMIUMVIRONKENT

COmsentd by
Robert T, 1Wwson, Superintendent

Colorado School fur 'the Deur and the Blind
, Colorado Springs, Colored? 1.

ftc
4

Current,Inarlmetation
* ,

Least restrictive environment is ualally interpreted as placement in a public
school irith.bonhardicapped children.

4
Comment: For-some handicapping Conditions, this interpretation sorbet appropriate,
1.e.. paraplegics. One must sonsidir the handicapping condition.. gefexample, a
deaf child who is placed is a public schooi with noShandicappta cbiidren nr be
ears restricted` ducationally, psychologically, and socially. Rig-handicap con-
sists of communication.and language deficits. ipocially, mentally, and educe-
tionilly he nay suffer. 11 this case, ,depending on his needs, placement in a

M public sthoolml:y well have *mounted tq the most restrictive placement.

The blind ohild-may find himself placid in restrictive environment in the
public school due to environmental isol n.

For both handicapping conditions, the needs of the child must be considered. While
the public school say be the least restrictive for scee children, it say indeed
be the most restrictive for others..

s.

Recommendations The leuit restrictive envitedeeent should be defined as that
environment in whiff the needs of the individual child are appropriately met.

Rationale: The concept that an-appropriate education must occur in a rticular
environment. i.es, public school violates the constitutional rights o hearing
Ind visually impalrorchildren telenihy.freedcm of association and sea re- '
strictions which are not imposed on other children. If the hearing-hr visually
impaired child has,an appropriite 'educational program, the environment in which
it occurs in secondary. Further, the least restrictive environment form given
child may.change as the child's needs change. i.e., a given child's needs say re-
quire placement at Fort Logan.iiental Health Center,for two weeks. For that
period oftime, Fort Logan becomes the least restrictive environment. When he
no longer needs that environment to meet his needs, another environment then
becomes Ihre appropriate and least restrictive.

41112bilibv
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JUE 2:1980

ILLINOIS/INDIANA RACE DESEGREGATION
ASSISTANCE CENTER

moo. OF tteLCATON

4t

Mam.Jody Waggoner
Bones Subcommittee on Select Education
Room 320, Cannon Souse Offidirrilding
Maibington, D.C. 20315

Dear Judy,

July 25, 1980

This follows our telephooe numeration concerning the error in ttstiaony
which I presented during'Congreksman timon's questioning at
June 6 at Chicago of the House Committee on Education and Libor, Subcommittee

,on Select Education.

Mt. Simon asked me about IS eligibility criteria in Illinois and Indiana.
K7 own eforts in technical assistance related to the misclassificktion issue
have been in Illinois, and I *soared his request for information on Indiana
criteria on the basis of a recent journal article Oich listed state policy
on EMS IQ score cut-offs. Later, I read the Indiana regulations and discovered

that, in fact, the article.had been inaccurate.

Testimony should be corrected to indicate that the following criteria for
EMS eligibility exist in the two states:

Illinois: Adaptive behavior must be considered in making

eligibility determinations. There is no specified

IQ score upon which eligibility is dependent.

Indisik: Adaptive behavior moat be considered in meting eligibility

determinations. Regulations state that the mildIV mentally
handicapped child, in order to be eligible for ENE classification,
must "usually" exhibit_neasured intelligence, determined through

application of an individualized sundardided instrument,
which is two or more standatddeviations below the seen far

* the instrument.

--
I appreciate your muting the necessary corrections. Thank you very much.

Tint
allot

I

3061NORTHMERVANSTREET INCMANAPOU8.1N48208 (347)2842808

CHICAGO, MAJNOIS OFFICE: (3(2) 3484790 WATEVUNE: 1400.428 -2185
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. NINETEEN STEPS FOR ASSURING NONBIASED PLACEMENT
-- Of STUDENTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION 4

James A. Tucker, Ph.D. ,

'r August 7980
9

A Product of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children
The' Council for Exceptional Children
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. - INTRODUCTION

Recent litigaYon has consistently made the point that tests used
to plaCe students in Classes for the mentally retarded, as well as
for several other classifications, have not been validated for that
purpose (Larry P. v. Riles, Hattie T. v, Holladay).

1

"Held, using standardized intelligence tests that are
rigilly and culturally biased, have a discriminatory
impact upon black Children; andhave not been validated
for placepent purposes, and the general use of placement -
mechanisms, that taken together, have not been validated
and result in a large overrepresentation of black chil-
.dren in special EMR classes, violates Title VI, section
504 and P.L. 94-142, and California and U.S. Constitu-
tional guarantees of equal protection of the law."
(Larry P. v. Riles in Education for the Handicapped
Law Report, 1979, 3, 561;296)

Notice that it is not just t that are declared to have a
discriminator)t impact, but also ac nt mechanisms, that, taken
together, have not been validated and suit in a large overrepre-
sentation of black children in specie classes. While the
Larry P. case dealt only with the EMR classification, the Hattie

il. case added the Learning disabilitiesILD) classification to the
''w.alleged areas of discrimination. Some reasons why these two class-

ifications are singled out are - addressed by Tucker (1980). The
offending classifications are based largely on widely differing
definitions and varying subjective judgments as to what constitutes
°a "real' handicapped.student within those glassifications. Disprgr
portionate placement has not been noted nerly so often in the f
other classifications ofbandicapped students (with,the exception of
Emotionally Disturbed) because the identification of the remaining
types of-handicaaping tonditions are based largely on operatiOnalTy
defined' physical symptoms. For additional discussion of this sub-.
ject see Heber (1961), Hobbs (1975), Lambert, Wilcox, And-Gleason
(1974), and Mercer (1973).

While the assertion is often made thit the,tests are at fault,
the-literature, as well as experience, has not provided a clear
statement to that effect (Reschly , 1980; Tucker, 10177). It appears
that test data are indeed used in support of biased decisions to
place students in classes for the mentally retarded and the learning
disabled, but it is also clear that such decisions are often made
'without regard to the data (Morrow, Powell, & Ely, 1976; Tucker, 1977).

3.
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It seems clear that biased placement often has its roots at
the point of referral, long before any test data are generated; in
-fact, test data may simply be collqcted to reinforce a covert de-
cision that-has already been made Audette, Boston, Linde, Pellow,
and-Tucker,19794 ,Mercer, 1973), J;

A mountain of material has been written on the techniques, ,Y

instruments, and considerations that should be brought to bear when
performing non-biased assessments (Bogatz, 1976; Duffey, Salvia,
Tucker, and Ysseldyke, in press; Reschly, 1979).

Another mass of informttion, most of which has not appeared in
the literature, exists in the fora of local and state policies and
procedures that represent a state-of-the-art in ractice rather than
in the literature. It is this state of actuai-Pract ce that has
served as the-prithary basis for this paper. The author has been in -

oolved with the special education policies and procedures in more
than half of the states apcidependent territoriesdbf the United
States. The procedures vary widely in quality, but many exemplary
practices have proven themselves in use.

Drawing upon the "best practices' observed, this paper,presents
a method that school districts can use to determine whether or not
biased placement might be occurring within the appraisal process at
large, leading to discrimination'against minority group students by
supporting the placement of such students in special education class-
es in disproportionately.high numbers.
A

Of course, the only reason for wanting to deteriine whether or
not biased placement procedures are in effect is to bring them to
view in such a clear manner that they Ian be corrected, thus estab-
lishing a non-biased system of placement ant maintaining such a
system by careful self study on the part of the local district. It
is to this end t h t the "Nineteen Steps" are presented. First, sev-
eral definitions re in order.

Definitions

The three terms appraisal, assessment, and evaluation are often used
interchangeably; such use inhibits connunication regarding the pro-
cedures that can assist in reducing bias in-the special, education
placement of handicapped students. For the purposes of this paper,
the three tents are defined as foll9ws:

4

Appraisal: The overall p beginning with the identi-
fication of a student with poss special education needs
and continuing through screening, assessment, production of
I.E.P., and evaluating the student's progress as services
are delivered in accordance with the I.E.P.



c

Assessment: The toll data abouta student in
_answering.spedific qua ions generated to determine what
the student's conditi and needs are.

'129

Evaluation: The process by which data gathered in as
ment is compared, with established criteria to make cisions
regarding aotudent's.educationarprograa.

To set these definitions in i context ofplacement,lhe apprai-
sal process is the entire set of procedures-Tilidin-§ to and evalua-
ting placemegt. Assessment occurs continuously during the appraisal
process; the' teacher's assessment, the screening assessment, the
"comprehensive individual assessment," and finally the assessment of

-------progress.- Evaluation beglas'idlen-ihe teacher interprets student
data to decide whether or not to refer the student. Then the screen-
ing mechanism of the school (couniittee or individual) evaluates
additional data to decide on a number of alternative courses of
action; one of which is to consider special education; the multi-
discipttnary assessment team evaluates the data to decide whether
or not themeis sufficient information to answer the questions ad-
dressed; the tI.E.P. Agumittee evaluates all of'the data to decide

' whether the student il eligible for special education,placement; and,
finally, personirel -evaluate student progress data to decide on con -
-tinued placement and/or modifications in the student's program.-

The Appraisal Process: The Nineteen Steps
7

The following list of steps is intended to provide a framework for
a non-biased placement system. Sinte it is virtually impossible to
totally eliminate bias in such a system, perhaps it would be more
appropriate to refer to a "least biased" placement process (Coulter
and Morrow, 178) --o hat reduces bias as much as possible, For
the purposes of this r, we will vse the term "non-biased assess-
ment," since it hasItiecome a commonly used descriptor for the desired
condition (Bogatz, 1976; Bogatz, 1978; Oakland, 1977; and Reschly,
1980).

The list specifiek nineteen points in the appraisal process at
which'assessment data is (or should be),collected and used in evalua-
ting a student's progral from a non-biased perspective. These stepshave been laid out in the logical sequence that would be used by a
district. All of the steps represent actual practices in tifect in
school districts across the country. in fact, they represent prac-
tices drawn from sitevisits to many school systems throughout the
United States and its dependent territories. While little actual
researchrhas been conducted with respect to the reduction of biased
placement, there is considerable face validity to the procedures

737-
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presented. Resea isbadly needed to demonstrate the efficacy of
such steps, and e steps are ordered to facilitate such research.

The steps are set forth in a format of specific questions that
would be answered by taking each step. This is used partly
to aid the reader in understanding the contexle:Tin which the
steps are ordered, but also to model a process in which all data
leading to evaluation for placement should be collected with some
idea of what questions need to be answered by the data (National
School gsychold4yInservice Training Netwoh, in press).

In every case .the question preceding the step is a "yes" or
"no" questions the answer to which will either end the process, refer
to an earlier step, or lead on to the next step.

The description of each step includes general reference to the
personnel who should carry the step, the general procedures to
take, and precautions to consider in assuring that the step is taken
in a non-biased manner.

Throughout the following discussiqp of questions and steps,,,
reference is made to a district tracking system. There are any V
number of ways to set up such a system, but it is simply a method
for tracking dates and events as they occur for each student referred.
In its simplest form, such a syst would be a paper and pencil format
maintained in each student's indivi al.folder. In its most sophis-
ticated form, the tracking system wo d be automated, using computer
facilities available to the district.

Finally, a book could be written ab the procedures and pre-
cautions to take at each step. This pres tation is very brief and
intended only to raise some of the issues i volved as well as to por-
tray the logical sequence of a process that can be,implemented.

STION 1 (to be answered by whoever is thinkirig of initiating a
referral : Is there a significant problem involving this student?
If the.enswer is "No," there is po need to proceed with Step 1. ,If.

the answer is "Yes," proceed with Step 1.

STEP 1: INITIATE REFERRAL. A teacher (or other individual, in some
cases may recognize that a student has a problem significant enough
to warrant a structured look at the student and the learning condi-
tions Qf the student's environment (in school and Out of schOol) in
order to find the most immediate possible solution to the problem.

rt should be noted that no blame dr cause is implied at this point.
The behavior y be perceived as a problem only by the teacher, but,
since the tea: er is the student's first line of defense (albeit also



. , .

`ithe student's first line of attack), the behavior is accepted as a
probleM (or behavioral discrepancy), because, for someone (the
teacher if not the student), a problem does exist.

731

The purpose of isolating this step is to caut iDe_referral
tiator (n Ily the teacher) to think through th motives and con-

-, sequences o initiating a referral.

_Horsefly a referral is iniekted by filling,put a 'referral form.
The form su sted here would begin quite a bit 'earlier in the process
than most o those presently in use. It begins with the teacher fill-
ing oua rief statement of the problem. For the record, if the
refe is acted on by the dittrict at a later date,-it is important

----.---tonote therbiThriing 6f_the process by recording the initiator's
name, majority or minority group membership

of the student, and date 'of initiation.

Since this step is only taken by the teacher and involves NO ONE
ELSE at this point, no record of the student's name will be made on
any monitoring or tracking forms until the appropriate parent-involve-
rhent is obtained at a later step. If the problem.is resolved by the
-subsequentzstep (Step 2), the teacher would record (for the purposes
of the district's monitoring of its appraisal process) only the fact
that an individual of x racial or cultural group was considered in ,
this manner on x date, and that the "problem" was resolved eithemeprior
to or during Step 2 on x date.

.

QUESTION 2: Is-the problem worth taking time to pursue? if the answer
is "No," record the answer on the district tracking form and terminate
the protess. If the answer'is "Yes," proceed.with Step 2.

STEP 2: COLLECT ANECDOTAL OBSERVATIONS. During this step, thg teacher
simply records daily a description of the

student's behavior relative
to the problem identified in Step 1. The number of days over which
such Obseryations should be recorded, as well as the length of such
statements of behavior,As left to the teachers. However, as a general
rule, observatioh should probably continue over at least three days
during which the 'problem is noted. The statements should be brief but
detailed enough tp adequately describe, the student's behavior. ti

Also, the teacher should note the degree to which the student's
. behavidr is different from the average behaviof of other individuals

in the class. The purpose orthis, of course, is to encourage the
teacher to establish the uniqueness of the behavfOr.,- This may help
the teacher discover possible biases by,inirodocing the idea of object-
ively comparing the "problem" student with other students in the class
on the offending behavior identified in Step ,I. For example, it could
be that-the teacher's difficulty with the student dries not stem from

4
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the student's behavior, which may n'Ot in reality be different from
the behavior, of others in -the class.

Incidentally, a "behavior" may mean an academic behavior (i.e.,
math or reading performance) as wet,) as a physicaleoremotional be-
havior.

*-1411.

WhenrtAe observational data is courted, the teacher simply
attaches this anecdotal data to the form initiated in Step 1, and
asks Question 3.

e

QU'EStION 3: Does the initial observational data collected on a day
-11.to day basis sugoest'that'a significant problem exists? If the answer

is "146,* record the answer on the district tracking form and terminate
the precess. If,the answer is "Yes," proceed with Step 3.

STEP"3: CONUCT THE STUDENT'S PARENT OR GUARDIAN. At this point, the
teacher should talk to the student's parent or guardian. This is not
a forMal meeting of any particular consequence for the district, but
it is a very important step for the student involved. The visit is -

simply a contact (perhaps by phone, if that is most convenient) with.at
least oneof the parents or with the student's guardian. This step is
a preventive measure, but more importantly it is a means of gaining in-
formation that might provide an explanation,for the problem and a way
of resolving it quickly and easily.

If the parent or guardian is not available for such a visit, an -

other'person who has known tire student for a significant period of
time should be consulted. This person could be a relative, a neighbor,
or eifen.another member of the school faculty, such as a ,school social'
worker or a former teacher. But ALWAYS try to contact the parent or
gUardian first, and make every reasonable effort to do so before pdr-
suing these alternatives..

Perhaps the greatest benefit of this visit with the parent or
guardian is the reduction of future threat on the part of tie parent

or guardian. Where school districts have put 'such a parent contact

into effect, the number of formal hearings involving parent complaints
has been reduced to almost zero.

After the parent visit, the-teacher records a summary of the
meeting, including what was 'earned and the_possible effect5 of the
information on the student's school program. If sligestions or re-_
biniendatiohs are made by the parent, these are recorded also T

summary notes are attached to the description of the problem and t
anecdotal records, and the teacher ivready to address Question 4.

6
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QUESTION 4: Does the information gain m the_parent orguardian
suggest tne need for alternative classroom intervbrition? If the-

. answer is recorgi the fact on the district tracking form and
tIrrninatetthe. process. ' 1,f the answeris proceep with Step",4:
. .

,

STEP 4: 'ALTERNATIVE CLASSROOM StRATEGIES ARE IMPLEMENTED. The teacher
may have ideas of alternative strategies to assuage the problem, and
theeparent/guardian Visit should have providedat.least some inferma-

: vim...that would'offer additional suggestions for ways to dial with the .
_ problem.

.=,

In this step, the teacher first records one or more (preferably
.

two of more) strategies to.be used over a spec4fied period of tiz-to
help alleviate tha problem behavior. Then the teacher implements these
strategies, either concurrently or in tandem,-and records daily obser-
vations (as in Step 2) of the behaviors in question to determine the
degree to whith the problem is.relieved.

k At this point especially, the teacher should hal;e"a positive
_ attitude toward, the child and an optimistic view of the outcome of the

strategies, since the expectations of the teacher significantly influ-
ence the outcomes. The assumption should be made from the beginning

, that ihral:ternatives tried will wofk. 1f.this assumption cannot be
made,leithersomething is wrong with the strategies or the.teadhef .
needs more understapding of the student's situation, The step may
sometime -be viewed as a hurdle to get past in order to get on,with
the refeiral, Out the teacher should make every effort to understand. /,

,..- the student and/or the student's familtand background. This will
male the-strategies ,more meaningful.and assure a grea degree o

-!.confidence in their success on the- part of the teacher.

17 .

The anecdotal records kept by the teacher during the alternative
.0.strategies-tried,in this Ateo should be attached to,the initiated re-%

firrS1 form, along-irith all preceding notes and observations. The
form is then{ signed and dated, and Question 5 is4addressO,

t

.'11 , '.
QUESTION 5: Do the observational data from Step 4 show that the
$roblem behavior persists even when alternative classroom strategies
are implemented3 If the answer is "No,-",record that.factf sign and
date the distri;t tracking forms, and terminate the process If the_
answer if "Yes," proceed with Step 5.,

4STEP 5: BUIL INS LEVEL (SCREENING) REFERRAL. This is equivalent to

;011)

"ite7Vedition "screening" step that has been a standard pang
`;Arest apprai processes. .Bdtin,thjs case it implies a group pro-,
cos wherey-mjnimal amount of data is aecomulated.to assist the group
of building.level persOnnel in selecting additional alterniN0e.:'. ..

strategies to implement if the.prOblem persists. ,'

it

,,S
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thisthis point the parents should be notified of the referral,
and the date and manner of this notification should be recorded on
the district tracking form. Since no formal individual assessment
will occur, parent permission is not required, but parent involvement
is essential. for a non-biased process. Invite-the parent or guardian
to participate in the screening.

The teacher initiates this t.ep presenting the referral form,
with appropriate sections towleted, to the building level connittee.
This committee then assigns the responsibilities for collecting-screen-
ing data. Minimal data to collect pt this point, (before.any additional
action can be taken relative to the student's program), include:

a. vision and hearing screening
b. ,language dominance specification
c. academic'functioning levels (both grades and the

. results of standardized academic testing),
d, socio-cultural screening
e. speech screening
f. health and physical screening

`g. anecdotal observation data
h. alternatives tried and results .
i. Work samples from each al ternative implemented

other information available or needed

All of this data is gathered and considered by the building level'
ftpersonnel responsible ("screening committee "); ony when it is all
present can Quqstion 6 be addressed.

Great care must be taken in this step to assure that screening is
comprehensive. 'Objective criteria should be adopted distritt wide,
setting the limits of tolerance within which the data fora given' silt-
dent can be rated for some indication of "risk." Screening procedures
can be every bit. as biased as other assessment and decision procedures.

might beFor example, care should be taken to note that be vior which.
(abnormal for the majority culture of the school quite normal or ac-
cepted within the minority culture of a refe'rred tudent.

Guard against' collecting d a "to support a referral to special

ec education 'emerge
ediagnosi, which is insi-

dious discrimination. Let the need f
education." This it virt

naturally, and not be presupposed!

..40011.111r-

QUESTION 6 Does the screening data suggest the need. or other alter-
native educational services? Ole answer is "No, n recold-FiT
fact on the district tracking form and terminate the p gess. ,-If the
answer is "Yes," 'proceed with Step 6.

8



STEP `6: TRY OTHER REGULAR EDUCATION ALTERNATIVES. The building level,
_ or'screening, committee may now draw on available regular education
c alternatives (bilingual education, Title I programs, remedial math

classes, etc.) td' determine one or more (preferably two or more) al-
ternatives which could legitimately be-tried in further attempts, to.
resolve the problem.

,

In this-Step, a member of the building level committee records
the prespribed alternatives, and the building level committee assigns
someone to oversee the integration Of the alternative programs smoothly
into the student's overall program..

The building level committee autho ize the UnplopentatiOn of t
prescribed regular education alternatives, and'assignIwthe servile
delivery personnel to record*peiodic analettl observations of the
student's behavior. Such data will by used by the ipildina level
committee to answer Question 7.

.

.

Since chkage of the student's 10cayon in school may be discussed
and authorized;at this4tep, the parentveshould be invited to attend
the meeting-0'0e tiutilding level'committee. It will be necessary to
obtain parental lierlassion before changiig the student's placement
even though the chpgerinAy-Lbe only for observation (assessment) pur-
poses.

.

.

If the parent does not respond to the request for permission when .

a change of placement 4s4in Order, the school may wait for a prescribed
period of time (e.g., 10 school days), then proceed with the proposed , s

change without written consent. ,This procedure is used in some parts
of the country, but is aCtepiable only if there is a schodl Policy
Allowing for such action,'and only if it can_be shown that there is
every reason to assume that the parent(s) received the notification

d/or inLitation to be involved. The-assumption is that the lack of '

pa entallisponse constitutes tacit consent. This assumption is pro-
ly safe if the primary,hbme language of parents is known to be

the same as that of the notification, and if t is known that the par- y
ents are sufficiently literate to read and erstand that notification.

QUESTION 71. Does the problem-0e when altern'ative regullr
education alternatives are provided the answer is "No," then
record that fact on the district tra king form and terminate the
process. If the answer is "Yes," oceed with Step 7.

STEP 7: DISTRICT LEVEL REFERRAL' (TYPICALLY FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION). At
thi$ point, resources at the building level have_been exhausted as far
as the personnel there can tell. Also, all possible regular.'education
alternatives have been tried and have prpved unsuccessful in resolving
the problem. The building level committee now needs additional infor-

A
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oration in order to dead with th$?pro&lem.

IT IS NOT UNTIL THIS POINT that the possibility of a.handicap is
considered as the cause' f the student's problem. All that is reason-
ably possible has been done by now to assure the district that the
student's problem is significant enough to warrant an indepth assess-

2 ment.

This step consists first of'all, of a consensus by the building
level committee that the referral should be made. In effect, Ehe
committee says, "We have exhausted all of the options available to
regular education without success," The only option remaining appears
to be the possibility of a handicapping condition interfering with the
student's learning program.

Finally, all of the data that has-been accumulated to this point
is collected, attached to the district form provided, and forwarded
to the-appropriate district personnel.

At this point it is necessary to obtain the permission bf the
parent(s) or guardian for the comprehensive assessment that will follow.
Federal regulations require that such consent fulfill certain conditions;
it is easy to overlook such requirements as "informed" consent.
parents should understand what is to be assessed, how, and why, agwell
as what will happen or not happen as D result of the assessment. It is
not enough to assume that because parents sign a permission they4fOly
understand what,they are signing. The parent(s) or guardian should be-
Come a fyll partner in the process of assessment to follow. Tht insight
to be gained from such an involvement with the parents is invaluable in
understanding the student.

QUESTION 8: Have all steps 1 through 7 been taken and is all of the
resulting data on hand? If the answer is "No," go back and fill in
the missing data or perforii the required steps. Iff the answer is "Yes,"
proceed to Step 8. N.

STEP 8: MULTIDISCIPLINARY ASSESSMENT TEAM PREPARATION. This is one
of the most important steps of all and perhaps the nipst often-over-

\poked. For a comprehensive assessment to be truly appropriate it .
st be a team activity, utilizing the expertise of as many disciplines

as ecessary (at least two are required by P.L. 94-142). In no case
can is step be fulfilled by yingle individual of any profession!

I ally, We principal iddividuals (professionals, pirent, and ,

_others to have a direct, bearing on the case) should meet in wilat is
sometimes seferred to as a Preassessment'Conferehce. At this ;confer-

oence, all the available data is reviewed and a list of questions
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is generated. These questions, when answered, will provide anade-
quate base upon which to plan the student's

program, given the pro-
blem behavior(s) indicated.

if the ideal isit't possible (no meeting of the team occurs),
then at least'a number of key-personnel.should review the data and
assist in the generation of the list of key questions to be answered.

It is extremely important, at this point, to include sensitive
members'of Vie student's racial or cultural group inthe formulation
of questions. It is more important to have such a person involved
at this step than in actually collecting the data to answer the ques-
tions, though pit is sometimes very important also.

To be Comprehensive, the assessment will address three general
questions, and specific questions within these areas of concern. The
three general, questions are:

1.* Ii the student handicapped?,

2. Is the student's problem caused by, or significantly complicated
by, his/her handicap (if there is a handicap)?

e3. Does the student need special education as the result of a problem
which is due to his/her handicap?

If the answer to either of the first two questions is "No," the
subsequent questions need not be addressed when special education is
reserved for the handicapped. Ideally, however, all three questions
could be addressed and an educational plan produced for each student
whether he/she is found to be eligible for special education or not.

Where special education funds are restricted to educationalfprob-
leas of the handicapped, it is necessary to establish a student's
eligibility in terms of one or more handicapping conditions. If a
handicapping condition cannot be verified, then the student is not"'
eligible far special education services regardless of how severe the
''problem" might be.

Also, even when a student has been found to &e handicapped, the
problem may not be related to the handicap. For example, a student
who is orthopedically handicapped and confined to a wheelchair might
be !flying a reading problem that would exist even withodt the ortho-
pedic handicap. In such acase, the student would "not be eligible for
special education services unless another handicapping condition is
found to be causing the problem (e.g., learning_disadility). Where
members of ethnic. minority groups are warned, such questions be- ,

Come critical. Minority group students'arie all' too often declared

L
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S.
eligible for special education on the basis-of diagnos of such
co itions as mental retardation, learning disabilities, d
emo onal disturbance, when a sensitive assessment of their atus
wou -reveil1 t the so called "problem" behaviors .are due pri-
marily to racia , ethnic, linguistic, and/or related factors such
as poverty, lack of opportunity to Attend school, etlt.

Therefore it is imperative to deter4ine whether "symptoms"
indicating a handicap may actually be normal characteristics for the
culture of the student involved. The following questions should be

Tasked:

1. What is the langdAge proficiency of the student in his native
language as well as in English? ,

2. Is there a difference in expressive language as opposed to re-
ceptive language between the proficiencies in these two lan-
guages?

3. Does the student demonstrate a lack of adaptive behavior in
the home and community environment as he/she does in the' school
environment?

The professionals (or others) best srited to answer these
questions should be listed. For example, "Is the student able to
cope emotionally with a classroom setting?" might best be answered
by a psychologist or psychiatrist, preferably a school psychologist.
Or, 'Since the student exhibits bizarre behaviors without apparent
relationships to known stimulus, might there be a neurological dys-
function?" would perhaps be answered best by a neurologist, preferably
a pediatric neurqlogist. -

A multidisciplinary team formulates an assessment plan, consist-
ing of the questiohs to be answered and names of individuals to per-
form various aspects of the assessment. This plan is attached to
all of the data accumUlated and Questions 9 through 11.are addressed
in order.

QUESTION 9 'Nave all of the necessary questions been generated to
Provide an adequate basis for planning the student's educational
program? If the answer is "No," then generate the additional needed
questions. If the answer is "Yes," proceed with Step 9.

STEP 9: MULTI6ISCIPLINARY ASSESSMENT OF HANDICAP. This is the step
that has traditionally been accomplished by the "standard battery" of
tests and little more. Assessment for the purposes of developing an
educatidnal program will be conducted in Step 11. Step 9 includes
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only that assessment which answers questions relating to the nature
and degree of the handicapping condition

that establishes the stu-Or
dent's eligibility to receive services. it is imperative that both
test based assessment and,nontest based assessmentte made to answer
the assessment questions generated in Step 8. Since few if any tests
have-been validated for the purposes of,determining the most common
handicapping conditions, it is necessary to acknowledge the primary
role that subjective profestional judgment plays in diagnosis. This
is especially true for conditions defined more or less by society
rather than by the presence or absence of any physically observable
symptoms (i.e., mental retardation, learning disability, and emotional
disturbance).

There can be no "standard battery" type assessment, since the
questions generated at'Step 8 will be different for each student.

.1Steps 9.'10, and 11, then, consistef nothing more than answering the
list of questions generated in Step 8. If other questions are raised in the
process, answers to these questions become a part (or subset) of the
qlsestioni already listed, and they are answered also as a function
of the comprehensive nature of the Multidisciplinary Assessment in
Steps 9, 10, and 11.

The principles'orprofessional practice and the appropriate con-
siderations regarding the use of standard and nonstandard assessment
techniques should always apply. It should be kept in mind, for
example, that P.L. 94-142 disallows any test or procedure that has
not been validated for the purpose for which,it is being used. For
example, if an instrument is being used to assess a student to deter-
mine whether he or she is "mentally retarded"

or "emotionally dis-
turbed," then that instrument must have been validated for that purpose.
Itishould be noted that very few of the widely used instruments have
been validated for the purpose of determining whether or not a student
is handicapped or needs services as a handicapped person_

The repoil of the assessment accomplished in Step 9 should in-
clude the questions raised in this area 4uring Step 8, the names and
credentials of the individuals assigned to answer the questions, the
techniques and methods used, the findings in term of the criteria
for eligibility as a handicapped person, and any professional recomi-
mendations appropriate because of the handicapping conditiOn, as well
as additional questions to be raised or answered before completing
either this step or the next bo..

The report is then attached to the material already accumulated
for the case, and Question 10 is addressed.

747
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QUESTION 10: After the assessment performed in Step 9:Is there
sufficient evidence that the student is handicapped? If the answer
is "No," theNkeither additional questions must be raised and addres-
sed by reiterating Steps 8 and 9, or the student must be assumed NOT
HANDICAPPED, referred to Step 12, and recommended as ineligible for
further consideration on a trace leading toward special education for
the handicapped. It is possible, of course, that the comprehensive
assessment of Step 9 discovered heretofore unknown facts explaining
the problem and allowing for its solution with no further interven-
tion,or with additional regular education alternatives. But if
the answer to Question 10 is "Yes," proceed to Step 10.

S:210: MULTIDISCIPLINARY ASSESSMENT FOR EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
this step has traditionally been overlooked. Basically, it is in-
tended to collect data about the student's educational performance
as it relates to his/her peers and in terms of the objectives for
adhievement for the district. For example, if it is normal in a
given district for a sixth grader to be achieving on the fourth grade
level in math, then a student who is achieving at that level, although

he/she might be significantly behind a national sample, is in fact
doing as well as couldlbe expected in that district, for whatever
reasons. Such a level of achievenient could not then be used as evi-
dence that a discrepant level of achievement exists between the
child's mental ability and his academic achievement for the purposIr
of diagnosing a learning disability. Given the curriculum and edu-
cational opportunity, in that district, the student is doing as well
as his peers who have similar abilities. It is also necessary to
consider the educational history of a Student. It may be 'that the
student is placed in the sixth grade on the basis of chrOnological
age but has only been in school for three years of her life and is
doing remarkably well to be achieving at the fourth grade level
given the amountiof exposure to formal schooling. That is, care
should be taken not to assume that a student is suffering from some
handicapping condition (most notably a learning disability or mental
retardation) simply because of low scores on educational performance
tests. ,

In this step the educational conditions surrounding the student,
both past and present, are taken into accounts Only by considering
such educational conditions can we determine whether or not an exist-
ing ha 'capping condition is causing or at least supporting low
levels educationa.1 performance. The report of the assessment ac-
complishe n Step 10 should include the list of questions raised in
Step 8, the s and credentials Of the individuals who have been
assigned to obtain the answers, the level of educational performance
'of the student as it relates to the level of performance of peers on
the same dimension (behavior, subject, etc.)nand a statement of the

9 ch d in Step 9 are af-
fecting

faddegree to which the handicapping
fecting the student's level of performance. lo

14
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It should be,noted that only the I.E.P. committee can apply
a specific handicapping label to a student, but the assessment
performed in Step 9 should have found /the presence or absence of
handicapping conditions, without reference to a label, which could
be significantly influencing the Student's behavior.

The report is attached to all of the previously collected
gaterialS,,od Question 11 is addressed.

QUESTION 11Xoes the assessment data obtained in Step 10 supply
sufficient evidence that the student's problem is educationally
related to and supported by a handicapping condition? If the answer
is 410," then, by most standards, the student will not be eligible
for special'educitional services which are reserved for the handi-
capped only; this fact is recorded, and the case is referred to Step
12 (bypassing Step 11). If the answer is 'Yes," proceed to Step 11.

STEP 11: MULTIDISCIPLINARY ASSESSMENT FOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMING
TEPiihould be nothing done in this step that relates to what the
student's handicapping condition is or might be. That has all been
handled in Steps 9 (for all handicapping

conditions except LD) and10 (for LD). In this step, the student should be assessed only in
terms of where he is functioning with

reference to the educational pro-
grams for which he is being considered. The purpose of this phase of
th% assessment is to determine what

curricular modifications would be
needed to enable the child to function in the least restrictive setting.
Measurements of the child's educational performance and behavior
against the demands of "various local programs will provide valuable
information for later decisions regarding placement in the least
restrictive environment.

In the past, the purpose of, this step has been poorly,under-
stood.' Traditionally, She "standard battery" used to establish
eligibility was also used as the basis for educational program-

.ing. In most cases, using such a standard battery is grossly inap-
propriate; the instruments have not been validated in most cases for
purposes of educational planning. The classic example, perhaps, is
the use of the Wechsler IntelligenceScale for Children as a basis for
making eligibility decisions and for designing curriculum strategies.

.Using an instrument for eurposes'other than what it was devel-
oped for and/or using it with populations other than those represented
in the norm group can easily result in unfounded and biased con-
clusions.

Criterion referenced assessment materials, if congruent with
the criteria of the actual program curriculum, can reveal exactly on
what level a child is performing and can provide a valid basis for

tl
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individual educational program planning. These tests, on the other

hand, are not appropriate for diagnosing disabilities or determining
eligibility for special education. Throughout Steps 9, 10, and

it is very important that the two functions of eligibility and pro-,
graming be cleanly separated and that assessment techniques be used'

which are appropriate for each of these two functions.

It has been a common practice to place students found eligible4for
special education into THE special education class when, in fact, the
program there was no more individualized than was the regular educa-
tion program. Some districts even have a staddard curriculum for all
students classified as 'mentally retarded." In effect, such a practice
provides nothing more than a remedial program for students who aren't
achieving up to the level of those whom the district has decided are
"normal." In fact, the program isn't even a good remedial program be-
cause no attempt is made to determine the specific needs of each student
nor to tailor a program especially for that student. "Mental retardation"
is an arbitrary category with legal requirements that vary considerably
from state to state.and even from district to district. Students classi-
fied as mentally retarded vary as much as do "normml".children. There is
no rationale for such a thing as an MR curriculum.

Assessment information gathered in Step 11 should address the.

questions related to specific levels of educational functioning as
measured against the local curriculum posed in Step 8. Suggested
remedial strategies that are likely Ito work should also be included
along with the list of questions, pem4onnel, techniques, findings, and
recommendations described for Steps 9 and 10.

The report is attached to all of the material accumulated to
date and is submitted to scrutiny under Question 12.

t,

QUESTION 12: Have all of the assessment questions been answered I

to the satisfaction of the Multidisciplinary Assessment Team? If /

the answer is 'No,' either return to Step 8 for additional informa-
tion, assuming more fs required, or record the fact and terminate the
process. If the.answer is 'Yes," proceed with Sttp 12.

16
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'STEP 12; PREPARE AN INTEGRATED REPORT. At this point the assess-
ment data (including all of the data collected in Steps 1 through
11) must be integrated into a question andanswer format readily
understandable by every person on the I.E.P. committee, including
the parent.

The comprehensive assessment report shodld present the case by
relating the student's problem to the handicapping conditions, if
any were found, and by discussing the influences, if applicable,
of minority, ethnic, lingdistic or cultural glfgp membership. The
report will serve as the basis for the discuss' n of the case in the
I.E.P. meeting.

When such a report is ready, address Question 13.

JQUESTION 13: Is the Assessment ReportJargon free and understandable
in that it connunicatefin simple, straightforward terms to all who
will be present at the I.E.P. meeting? if the answer is "No," return
to Step 12 for the necessary revisions in the report. If the answer
is 'Yes," proceed with Step 13.

1.STEP 13: SCHEDULE THE I.E.P. MEETING AND
4.

FuRNIStrallr PARENTS WITH A
COPY OF THE ASSESSMENT REPORT. The I.E.P. committee meeting is sched-
uled in accordance with all required due-process considerations,
including, in particular, notifying the parent that the meeting has
been scheduled.. It goes without saying OK, if possible, the meeting
should be scheduled at a time the parent i most likely to attend.'

As in the preassessment conference (Step 8), it is very important
that there be present at this meeting individuals who are sensitive to
and thoroughly understand the racial, cultural, or ethnic background
of the student. There are many state and federal regulations relating
to the composition of thel.E.P. committee and to its role and function.
V3 those issues won't be/dealt with here, except to say trot the makeup
of the coniittee can,. in 'large part, determine whether or not decisions

N will be biased. Expediency should not be the rule where a student's
program is concerned. Aime should be taken to convene the best com-
mittee possible at the //mostmost opportune time, and great care should be

o
taken to assure that he deliberations of the committee are thorough
and that they take in account all of the areas where biased place-
ment could occur. T assist in this, Steps 14 through 17. present
ieparate questions and procedures for the committee to take in assur-
ing a nonbiased apppaisal process.

QUESTION 14: Do- the student a r to need s eclat education? If
the answer is "N47,. a ter all of he data have been gathered and are

v5i
..0`,-31L-411
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on hand, then_there is probably no need to convene a full I.E.P.
committee but simply to state that the student is not eligible.
Instead, the case should be returned to the building level commit-
tee (Step for additional consideration in regular education.
If the ans is "Yes," proceed with Step 14.

STEP 14' SPECIAL EDUCATION ELIGIBILITY DECISION. This step and the
next three (Steps..15 through 17) are taken by the I.E.P. committee
in session. They are separated into four distinct steps to empha-
size the importance of each one. They are also, in effect, ordered
so that each succeeding step can be taken only upon the completion
of the previous one.

First, the I.E.P. committee considers the integratp(assessment
report, comparing the findings to eligibility criteria for deter-
mining the qudent's eligibility as a handicapped student. This is
an important-Itep; at this point many biased labeling decisions are
made; if not actually made here, they may be condoned or made offi-
cial. Therefore, it it of utmost importance that the committee
consider all of the issues surrounding the decision making process
as it relates to culturally diverse students. It is often assumed
that it is in the assessment that bias has the greatest chance of
infldencing the labeling of a student,4but research has shown that

the administrative decisions made at I.E.P. committee Meetings are
not significantly influenced by assessment data (Morrow, et al.,
1976; Tucker, 1977). Other factors, including,the forcefulness of
personalities in the group, administrative/position, and professional
qualifications of various members are more influential. Great care
should be taken to assure that every significant cultural factor is
considered before assuming that test data support eligibility.

' After the committee has thoroughly discussed the findings of
the comprehensive assessment performed in Step 9; compared the
results with eligibility criteria for various handicapping condi-
tions; and considered all the racial and cultural factors that may
have influenced the student's performance during assessment, the com-
mittee is ready to address the special education needs of the student.
Here, again, the data-in the integrated report are considered very
carefully, especially as they give evidence of a relationship be-
tween the handicap (if there is one) and the educational need that
is demonstrated by the assessment in Step 10.

A student is not eligible for special services simply because he
or she happens to be handicapped. There are many handicapped students
who do not need (or want) special education intervention. Special
education fOr the handicapped has been provi or pose problems
in education that are CAUSED by THE HANDICAP A student who is'Ano-
tionally disturbed and is failing in school ecause he cannot cope

18
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with the structure of the regular classroom NEEDS special assi
in ordeikto progress in scho 1 at a ral6 commensurate with abi ity,

All deliberations rega ing the eligibility decisio' should be
carefully noted in detailed utes of the .E.P. commi tee meeting.
This is necessary to, establish at the ittee did, in fact, con
sider all of the pertinent points ve to nonbiased appraisal.

Once it has thoroughly discusted the findings of the comprehen-
Sive assessment performed in Step 10 and compared the results with
the ability levels that can be judged from the results of the assess-
ment performed in Step 9, the committee is ready to address Question 15.

QUESTION 15: -Is the student a member of-a minority grout) or other
unique population? If the answer is "No," record the fatt in the
minutes of the I.E.P. ,committee, and proceed directly lo Question 16._
If the answer is "Yes," "the nature of the need as it relates to the t
handicap is recorded in the minutes and Step 15 is addressed.

STEP 15: EIHNIC AND CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS; The final consideration
that must be made when assuring nonbiased appraisal and placement of

°rninority,groUp students relates to specific cultural factors. Ques-
tions must be answered regarding the degree,to which behaviors that
appear to be related to handicapping conditions can actually be ac-
counted for by cultural, ethnic, or linguistic factors. Whenever a
Otddent is 'a member of a population that is unique--e.g., different
race different background, different socio- economic status--ind*i-
dtials sensitive to the norms of that population Viould always be
included (if possible) in the deliberations, both during the assess-
ment,pliose (Steps 8 through 12) and in the I.E.P ,committee phase
(Stein 13 through 17). When this is no one, the chance is much
greater:that values iOd.norms of the majority group will inadvertently
be imposed as criteri# in the decision making process. It is natural
fori'us to look at the world through our own experience and values.
It 'is only webring in individuals with different viewpoints that
we are able to break through our biases, first to realize them and
:then to overcome them to at least some degree.

A.
The I.E.P. committee should consideethese factors, es ecially

Wien.dealing with the mildly handicapping conditions. P
'regulations require that the I.E.P. committee affirm that the signs *

used to indicate the presence of a handicapping conditiOn cannot be
Completely accounted for by the student's difference in language,

" difference in culture, and/or lack of educnional opportunity. If
the behaviors indicating the handicap can be completely accounted
for by any one of these factors, the committee cannot declare the
student handicapped dr place him/her in special education

c#
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When the I.O.sor'iMittee has carefully,copsidered all elements
necessary to verify the handicap indicated in Step 13 in terms of the
student's language, culture, and educationahistory, Question-16 may
te4dIressed.

QUESTION 16; Are eligibility decisions free of cultural bias? If the
answer is "No," then return to the appropriate step and take whatever
corrective measures are needed, working back to this question again.'
If the answer is "Yes," the committee is ready, to move to Step 16.

STEP 16: I.E.P. PRODUCED WO APPROVED. At this step, the assessment
data collected and integrated into the report to the I.E.P. committee
are used-as the basis for educational planning. All goals and objec-
tires should be tied directly to data indicating a discrepancy,
strengths_that can be used, and weaknesses that need remediation.
For example, if the problem behaviors identified throughout tope assess-
ment of a given student indicate that he /she, has a math problem, then
'the I.E.P. should not be produced to.remediate reading. .,

There is abwitnt literature describing how the I.E.P. is to be
produced,'including,guidelines on the formulation of long range goals,
short term objectives, and strategies fo' implementation, as well as
timelines, location of services, personnel who will deliver the

,services and parental involvement. This paper is dealing rather with
the general considerations that must be made in order to assure that
the procedures are carried out in a nonbiased manner.

- It is important to remember that the instructional and related
services received by a handicapped student should relate only to,tht
need of that student.as caused by the student's handicap. In no way
should the services be provided to remediate conditions caused by a
student's previous lack of opportunity to learn. All of those condi-
tions can be helped, i4 part by other programs, many of which are
federally funded for the purpose; however, such services are outside
the realm of education for the handicapped unless it is necessary
to coordinate programs and responsibilities. It might be assumed
that this consideration is irrelevant here, since the question was
addressed in Step 14, but the subject may be passed over lightly at
one step only to be picked up more thoroughly at the next.

The only problems for which an I.E.P. isrequired are those
directly attributable to the Student's legitimate handicap.

Wtere bias enters in this stfp is often in the equivalence-in
criteria for mastery of short term objectives and long range gqils.
In creating an educdtional program for a student, there are alays
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I'-'s .,, , ..,
. . :''',

assumptions about the student's. tial. The''ultimate,expectations-fOr'

,.,

the student, such as whethe of he is expected'to.finish-high
school and receive a regular dip r a special education dirtily:Ca
and,rhether or not he is expected to live independently as an,adult

cor need a sheltered living environment (e.g.,. Imuseror
institutiOnalsupport*all his, life, can easily<bias decisions and .
recommendations made at this step.

Such assumptions' should be brought
out in:the I.E.P. committee meeting and

discussed freely and oPenq...
Biases need to be realized and'acCepted

as- sych,, if there As reason
1),suspectthat less than oPtimun expectations Are present on the
part of committee members. The details of thge deliberations,
should be recorded in the minutes of the meeting. .

. 4 ,The minutes of the committee meeting, and the specific objec-
tives and goals of the IE.P., should specify optimal expectations .

. assumed for each student considered, This information is recorded
on the district tracking forM, and the specifics o the I.E.P. are
'4enerated and recorded. When such considerations have been dealt
with, the committee is ready frprized with Question 17.

.0 .-.,

QUESTION 17: gavelall the necessary,precaypons been takekto

,

.

,. ..,

. insure'that the st 'udent's educational needs can best be met'by
"the provision of special education services? If the answee is
"No," go back to whatever step hasoot beep adequately addressed
and review the data or collect data so as to be absolutely sure that
the stydenf's best.interests will be in mind in the'planning tthat-
is taking place. If the answer is "Yes," proceed to Step 17.

-STEP 17r PLACEMENT FOR ..i'eCTIONAL AND/OR RELATED SERIAE_IN
IRE tEASTRES_TRICTIVELENILI:X.ENT. At this point, it is important
to record the location wit which thelpecified I.E.P. services
will be provided. Since,one of thd ultfniat* results of the apprai-
sal process is to place a student int class or in a learning ,
.environment conducive to the implementation of hiiiherI.E.P., that
locatiOn must be,viewed as one of the primary validations of a non-

/biased appriisal process-(i.e., a nonbiased placement process).,
The law also requires, however, that students be placed in the least ' .
restrictive environment. If several placements emerge as equally
conducive to learning, the least restrictive of these must be
selected: _

At this step, then, the student's actual- prograth placement ,
is indicated on the appropriate forms within Whatever,category
he/she fits best.

. ,

; "",
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43.
The committee must address the problem of availability of fac-

ilities, resources, and personnel to carry out the services ordered
by the I.E.P. The law does not allow for the nonimplementation of
the I.E.P. simply because of a shOreage of resources. While this
is difficult to understend,in areas with a perennial shortage of re-
sources, especially personnel,, it is how the law fine -been interpreted.

vSo the question is, "What facilities, equipment, per=sonnel, etc.,
are needed?" without regard te-whether or not such are available.
It would be completely unrealistic, however, to assume that this will
change the existing conditions which limit the resources.

For example, the quality of the service to be delivered,may be
affected by the quality of the available personnel. However, if the qual-
ity of the special program is not inferior to the program available
to stOdents in the regular education program of the school district,
it will probably be acceptable.

It is here, however, that considerations of nonbiased appraisal
come into play. In no case should a student be assigned to a given
facility, a certain teacher, or a specified program. simply because
that is the only place, perSon, or program available. Consider,
for exaMple,a student who is referred initially for all of the
reasons, when it is known from the beginning that there i o

placement available to all-slrecial education students-0'e "spe
education class." The fact that there has only beerone placement
alternative in the past should never be used to bias either the assess-

' ment or placement decision in the present or in the future.

while it is often supposed that biased placement is not a factor
in personnel assignment, such has not been the case in many instances.
Ta insure against biased personnel placement, data about Which per-
sonnel arelissigned to each student shoullope collected at this step.
This is a difficult measurement concept to account for, but it can be
done by simply listing all of the assigned personnel (as they become
assigned for e first time), and then recording each case as a tally
mark in the approp olumn by racial group, cultural group, etc.,
in the same way that tally marks ape made for the least restrictive
environment alternatives.

The committee considers each student in terms of the deliberations
preceding this step and determines the most appropriate placement.
The decision is made to implement that pfacemento the personnel are
assigned, and the resources are allocated to carry out the program as
specified by the I,E.P. These deliberations are all recorded in the
minutes of the ix.e. committee meeting, with the deeisions reached.
When this has been done, Question 18 can be. addressed.

i
22
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QUESTION 18: Have the Darents approved the student's placement and
the program as specified in the I -E.P.? If the answer is,"No," go
back to whatever step is necessary to take care of the problem
causing a lack of conmunication or cooperation. If the answer is
"Yes,"eroceed with Step 18.

STEP 18:t PROVJDE INSTRUCTIONAL AND /OR RELATED SERVICES. At this
step, is copsistentty collected regarding-student progress
(or the lack thereof) in terms of the objectives stated in the I.E.P.

Bias at this stage might He in the expectations that the NIL
structional and/or related services providers have relative to th
student. Consequently, some system of comparing achievement
of objectives across cUItural groups would be helpfu d the data -
could be collected in terms of several such categories, , more
than 75%,mastery within time projected, 50% to 75% master within
time projected, 25% to 49% mastery within time projected, 1 ss than
25% mastery within time projected: Then each case could be period-
ically checked within one cg,those four categories to get an idea
of whether ornot a disproportionate number of some cultural or
racial group was not achieving mastery. 4

Averyvery important consideration at this point is that the, ob-
ives and criteria for mastery could be'biase4 in favor of one

or more cultural groups; if'that were the case, an equivalent mas-
tery might not be an indication of eh unbiased process. The equi-
valence of criteria for maste6 is a consideration that must_be dealt
with,in terns of bias at the point of I.E.P. production in Step 16.

Once the4tudeni has lien placed in the setting specif d by
the'l.E.P: tommittee and the necessary.data specified abov
been recorded on the district forms, Question 19.may be ajdressed.

1 If
QUESTION 19: Can we

.

telliif the student's progress is satisfactory?

the,answris"Ngs: 901ct to5tep_6 the producticn-afthe
I.E.P, since.al_ of the goals and objectives should be measurable
over time. If the answer is "Yes,", proceed with Step 1%

STEP 19: EVALUATE STUDENT PROGRESS. This step is the formal accu-
mulation of data according to a specified district wide plan (e.g.,
'every 90 days, annually, etc.).' For each student, this plan might
vary, and the specific times when such reports were due might algo.
vary. But there should be reports AT LEAF ANgUALLY,Iince P.L.
94 -1.42 requires at least an annual revie4 orthe The slate
should show'wheiher or not the student is progressing.as expected..

This step alseincIlides periodic re-evaluation of the student's
handiCapOio9 conditionjatsleast every three years) to determine if

23
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the student is still handicapped and otherwise eligible for Special
education.

r In terms of nonbiased appraisal, the idea here, isto look at
the-length of time that- a student stays in a giyeli type of location
as a function of progress made and Ais cultural group. For example,

- there could be,putcome units of measure such as the following: .

moved up one of more steps on the LRE ladder within the reporting
` -.Period; remained on the sag* step in the LRE ladder-within the re-

porting period; dismissed from special education during the report-
ino period, etc.

The data from Such assessment is used by the school personnel
to evaluate the student's progress, his /her, prograni and placement
in terms of whether onot progress, program, and/or placement have
been affected by the student's membership in a given racial, cul-
tural or oth unique group.

Data collected in this step are recorded on the district tracking
form and maintained also for use in continued or subsequent delibera-

. dons of the I.E.P, committee.

SUMARY

It'is readily acknowledged that any system can be abused. The nine-
teen steps proposed in this paper simply delineate specific procedures
that, when taken seriously4 will assist_a school district in maintain,
ing a nonbiased appraisal. process with,reference to special education
placement. The system implies,the use of manyrdifferent individuals,
with widely divergent social and racial backgrounds, rather than the -

use of one or two case managers who take every referral through from
,beginning lo end, making all decisions, and getting all of the sign
offs that are required to meet the letter of the law.

. ,

The paper has presented general procedures and concerns, for the
most part. The specifics for each step would require extensive des- .

cription; there is an extensive body of literature on the subject.
A

The best way for a district to use the nineteen steps concept
would be to gat er a select group of personnel who have responsibi-
lities in the a a of pupi) appraisal and go over the. steps one by
one, noting the fferences between the system now in place ana"the

. one suggested. Whether or not you implement the entire system as
proPOSed 131, thegnineteen ste9S, the process of going through the sys-

L-Lem rfi seve,as a, very helpful review of your district's pupil .

appra al program. .

. .
.

The.ninelliTtR steps can be implemented without a4distriCt wide

tra ing system, but there is really no way of monitoring the degree

to wh ch -the procedures are actually being carried out,case by case

antes uch vtrackfing system is inplace. In theevent of a program

',audit b either the state depaitmeilt of education or by the Office

of Civ 1 fights, data from these steps wogld'be invaluable as backup

, for whit s being done, or for supporting changes that have been.made

.
to correeelopiased situations that werejoynd as a result. At a recent-

,
meeting of lawyers and special gducators it was made. forcefully clear
that the best defense is a good offense. If you have a system which

I\ collects'Mpitoring dita in advance, even' if the data don't present
\ your progra in the light you would like; yoU will be in a much better
, position to defend your program. ' .

'758.
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DENVER FOX
6187 South Locust Street

Englevmod,Cokwadoe0111
(303)773-3890 (H)

June 26, %Mew

To the Members of the Select Educatfon Subcommittee of the
U.S. House of Representatives,Commdttee on Education and Labor

- --

Dear B4norablViembers:

Thank you for this opportunity to provide the Committee with
testimony regarding the implementat of PL 94-142 in the
State of Colorado. Unfortunately, er I nor-,my1wife are
able to appear personally, as I most wo , and, since the
school system. in which we -live only des summer school
to my handicapped child on three days each week, my wife
is home caring for him.

()
Thera; are many areas in which we could provide testimony
regarding the implementation of PL 94 -142; During the past
several years we have gained intimate knowledge with the
provisions of this act, )oth in atteMpting to gain the rights due
our seriously handicapped son, end during my training by the-
State of Colorado asAlhearing ()Otter for appeals_of decisions
regarding this act. However, ue would like-to confine our
testimony,at this time to two-areas which are inter-related,
specifically, (1)' the problems of top adminittrazors in school
systems who are not supportive of education for the handicapped,
and, in fact, are openly hostile to such education? and (2)
'the effects upon the parents of handicapped children who, in
attempting to gain the rights for their children supposedly
afforded by PL 94-142, challenge, appeal, sue, and othefwise
confront the bureaucratic systems ofthe public schools.

Too School Adsinistotors not-Suovortive of Education for elk
Handicaoved Cl ildren.

_

A very serious problem seems to exist in a numbitr of school
systems in the State of Colorado regarding those top administrators
in the school system not *upportive of education for all handi-
cappedchildren. 'Soma administrktors, in fact, have openly
Stated tHat they believe it is not the schools responsibility
to educate-handicapped children. 'The effects of this attitude
are, of course, pervasive in the specific school system and
damaging to the bducation'of handicapped children. Despite
the intent of PL 94-142, and the provisions of the law; there
is An inordinate amount of foot- drawing occuring.et the highest
levels within thesgublic schools..

leareLylis there an attitude mxhibkied by 'these admitistraiors:of
"Haw can we (the administration and the parents) truly work
together to develop and implement exciting programs for our
children:" Instead, one frequently encounters attitudes
dewOloped perhaps is the 1940's and 1950's of "The moat
Amportent children are the normal children, and the purpose

4.
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of the public school systs is to educate these children. Other
aiencias mat deal with the handicapped, particularly the
seriously handicapped."

f011owieg are- specific results of this situation:

1. There is little or no advocacy for the child by the
schoOl system. Instead, the parents (if the child is
fortunate in having knowledgeable, ewers parents) must
assume the.pd*ocacy rote for the Child. advocating
maoy-tLmos specifically in opposition to a 'rather large,
and at times very scary, school system bureaucracy.

2. ,7bdie5in the sChoil system (faculty, other professionals)
who are truly supportive of educating the handicapped, and
who truly believe that all ChiLdrmocan and should teem,
fbuitheamellde torn between the dictates of their conscience,
and the perhaps unwritten, but cLearly'delineated policies
of the top schdol adminisCratort that handicapped Children
do not really belong in the school system, and if there,
ought to be afforded as little as possible.

3. Aads ultisately,-the child suffers, along with his
family. Vlach brings di to our second area of testimony,
what happens to-the family-if they want sore than the
school eysted.will provide_(*illingly).

The

If "Vat

lisadIca
A recent report by the dan* t Commission (ZtpatErsfgftstai_

i in }, as summariz in t e
issue of s specific reference to the roles
and problems n parents dealing with school system bureaucracies.

Statements include:

" pan with the protection of Pt 94-142, schools can still:
sidercughshod over parents' rights."

too often see the handicapped as 'perpetuil
patients' resigned to a Limited world. Defined from childhood by
what they are not -- not able- bodied, not achieving at grads Level,
not well- adjusted -s.'disabled children carry a history of learned4nlarifrity."

"Schools often claim that the question' of a child's educt..
tional needs is 'far too complex to be dealt with seriously by
a Layman,' professional sees it, the parent's role
is not to evaluate the quality of the service srovided but to
smkethe most of the opportunity proVided by the service."

The report calls for kk mare active parental rim, in education,

f
Therefore; for many there is a eighificant divergence
'between the expectations the school synod for parents

76.E
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and the role the parents expect aad desire tq have. ll4dirionally,
there is the previously mentioned of the desiring
more from the system than the-system desires to give.

What happens, thew, if a parent is active for their child, and
does challenge the systems for better services?

in our experience'a number of things happen to parents. These
include:

mg. The school system has many ways in which control can
be had over a parents' child. We personally know of statements
made to "bothersome" parents to control their behavior by the
school system. Specific examples include: "Well, you know,
your child doesn't nave ta:'be placed in this program (when
the parent wanted the child in the program)." And, this
family moved to this county just to be trpublemakers. Why
don't they go away." Or, "We have a whole file on you
parents."

In _fact, it is with a considerable amount of trepidatl.en
that this testimony is supplied to this committee..

FATIQUE. Mast,parents of seriously handicapped children
Are fatigued simply from the extra amounts of work, effort,
financial strains, and other serious familial consecuences
of raising a seriously handicapped child. To add to this
the strains associated with staffings, appeals, letters,
court appearances, isolation from others, and related
other problems may simply be too much for the family and
may result in a total breakdown within the family.

WITHDRAWA4.- 'Dimmed with little or no success after attempting
tosecure what is tho)aght needed for the child, and fearful
and fatigued, parents may simply withdraw from the situation,
rationalizing that at least their child is not being injured
by poor teaching practices this year, and'ptease be thankful'
that there is any kind of summer program being provided at
all. The parentiammlytesIgas laLmther, noiLto second ,rate
services in order to avoid further confrontations.

There is much more that could be said. However over three hours
have already gone into this letter, and our family needs us.

The'bos'sic problem: How do you change the'attitudes of top admini-
strators so th,,t they become activists for the enforcerant of the
law (PL 94-142) rather than finding as many ways as possible to
thwart the intent of the law?

Why does the sottion to these' problems have to fall back upon the
parents and families of handicapped Children who are forced, in
desperation, to file challenges and lawsuits against systems and
states, end as an end result, suffer additional harm within the
family so desperately needed to pro/ide support for the very
handicapped, child for whom the leysuit was filed.

ti
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?hack you for accepting th testimony. It is our fervent hope
that some solution better continually forcing parents of
handicapped children into e role of plaintiffs against school
systems and states will be found by this committee. We can offer
you none except to appeal to the mixisand hearts of those` in
top administrative positions. Won't you hsve a change in heart?
Didn't you enter education because you wanted to seawall and
saggy child fully developed. Isn't the development of each
person the yltimate goal of education?

Yours very truly,
- .40Th

-a-ez.i.ntaL,Ry
Denver C. Fox Nora Palmer Pox
Doctor of Education Registered Nurse
Parent Parent
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PREPARED STATEMENTNOY MR. AND MRS. LEIBROTO GARCIA

Our son Steve Galva is a student at Oakville High School, Oakville, Missouri. He
is handicapped by Specific Learning Disabilities as evaluated and diagnosed by
Special School District of St. Louis County, at age seven. His I.Q 125.

Now at the age of eighteen Steve has been reclassified as a sophomore again! The
schedule arranged for him will never lead tq a High School Diploma or G.E.D.
although he is and has been in Special Education in the regular school he has little
to show for'it (except pain( He cannot even get into the South County Vocational
School because he is Learning Disabled They use the G..A.T.B. test. I believe this
test discriminates against the SLD child Someone needs to do an in-depth investiga-
tion of the discriminatory practices that our Special School District is Involved in.
The things that they do under the guise of educatiorris a crime. How can you, who...).
do have the power to intervene let these crimes go on and on? What can parents do?
We have been at this for 12 long years We have yet to find the answers that will.
help our Steve get the 'Compensatory education that he needs What in Heavens
name is happening to all the Staves out there???

The IEPs designed by Pub L 94-142 to guarantee an.appropnate education has
been turned into a joke by the staff including Mr Tom Smith, I James Hannon,
itinerant teachers etc etc Few if any rwular teachers know ow to teach our
handicapped kids I am beginning to wonder if they can effectively teach our nonnat
children? I doubt it.

When teachers such as Mo D Schuman, my son's "Special" teacher can say to
him "A High School Diploma is just a piece of paper it doesn't really matter. We
are in Beep Trouble Our laws mean nothing to these kind of people (Pub. L. 94-142
Sec 1041 and they number thousands Few if any caring and concerned teachers are
le

We as parents of Steve Garcia know that he is and has been discriminated against
because of his handicap He has been denied an appropriate and compensatory
education Special School District is now waiting for him to drop out. (Pushed Out).

We are tax payers and you and I know there is a lot of money in handicapped
education What has happened to the money that Vas supposed to be used for
Steve" He didn't get it! That is for sure. All he got was a seat in the back of a
room fol. 180 days How many hours of education did he receive? I will tell you one
hour per day if he's lucky (160 0411 The minimum school day consists of six hours.

"160041 1 The "minimum school day" consists of six hours in which the pupils
are under the guidance and direction of .teachers in the teaching process except,
that, if any school is "

My husband and I will be waiting for your reply Would you please send us a copy
of the "Findings" -from this meeting There is no doubt in our minds that one of
these hearings should be held in Our Troubled St Louis County Give u.§ a chance to
participate in person please.

rh
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- Honorable Paul Simon
Subcommittee on Select Education
House of Reaprontatives
Oversight Hearings on P.L. 94-142
Washington D.C. 20515

Dear Kr. Simons

I an writing this letter, which I would like made a part of the_permanent record
for oversight hearings for PL 94-142, to tell you how imPprtant I feel this law
if for the education ar our handicapped children.

I thinktheparentsroleinthel.E.P.isavitalpart or tliis law and should be
7phasized more. 4k

I feel a cart of the law that is vigui,and should be covered better is yhen
mainstreaming, who is the coordinator to get the team together to formate the
I.E.P. Regular education teachers 40 not all know about the P.L. 94-142 or the
I.Z.P. so someone in special education needs to inform them along with the
parents so they can come to the I.E.P. meeting prepared. *

I have read some articles about teachers groups wanting to cut parenta out of
plans for educating the handicapped. We cannot let this happen as it is the
parents who know the most about their children and without their input it would

4
be impossible to write up an effective plan. What these children do the whole
24 hour dat has to be taken into consideration to write a rcogran that will be
most beneficial to that child and who is that chill with the biggest sharelof
that g4 hoursthe parents.

1430 Brady Street

Helena, )T 59601

Tioveater 20, 1930

. .

I have heafd lots of talk about the budget cuts that are going lo take place with
the new Administration in January. We can't let this happen re. are too rani

.

people who would be neglected in every yay if health and welfa budgets are cut,
and we especially don't want the handicapped children's educe on to be one,6f '

those places appropriations are cut.

gneerely,

Judy Cgkrdner.

2 '765 .
" .
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. .

missouri
developmental disabilities
protection & advocacy
services, ye... '
211b owl:G&W,
ktfetsoil city. raitsourl 1.5101
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She Honorable Paul Simon
Chairman of the House Subcommittee

on Select Education
'227 Cannon House Office Building

!-Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Representative Simons '

MAY 61986

a
As Chairman of the House Subcommittee on_Select Education please

be encouraged to voek toward ensuring that the Department of Education be
responsive to full implementation of Pk 94 -142.

As Director of Missouri Developmental Disabilities Protection afsd

Advocacy Services, I WoulClike you.to be avare that over 601-of our
individual cases are involved in advocating for appropriate educational
prograus.and services/. This indicites there is a major breakdovn in
implementation ombovh.tbe local:sad Mate levels.

I encourage yqp to address this issue as the DepaItment of Education.
-la developed so that the needi of school-age children having a special-
education need can be effectively met.

Sincerely,

Janice Gentile
Director

JG/ch

V

phone: (314) 893.3333

'agues eisserseafesessere

76 6
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Cary J. Makuch. Ed..0.
Director, Bureau ofd Special Education
Box 911

tammenwvalth of Pennsylvania

,.Harrtsburg, Pennsylvania 17126
4 c .

Dear Dr. Makuche

11836 WIlace.Roadr
Library. Pennsylvania 15129
August 29, 1982,

- The putpose of thii corrisporidence is in regard tap the treatment of hearing im-./
paired children to,attend DePaui Institute in Mt. Lebanon, Pennsylvania. As you
reqUested we-have noted our paredt's gr011reaction to your response of July 30,
1580.

After our two meetings with you, the last of which was attended by local inter-
mediate unIt personnel, we had hopes wemight be on the road to some kind of
meaningful communication'. We noted from legislators, parents, and others of
your response to them that contact was made with us. You told them while no
.instant solutions were of understanding and respeciowas

- achieved and communication channels were established. We,put aside comments
f from many who said, "State officials Ind intermediate unit personnel willpro-
fess to be cooperative officially but will continue to avoid dealleg with the
issues. They hope to wear you down while your, children and parents suffer
continued abuse."

lie had no illusions of any quick solutions.' We have, however, been astonished-e
that our efforts to conciliate and participate i.n solutions have resulted in
increased actions against our parents and their children. The Allegheny Inter-
mcdiate Unit has even taken action to turn our cooperation against us.

Is is now obvious to us that re cannot expect aningful relations with local
_intermediate.unit personnel. Hevispaper accounts, transcripts of,due process
6Wirings, advocate complaints, expressed parent concerns, legislailve inquiries,
etc.. Justify enough of a basis for a full scale investigation. 14 prime facia
Case end more points the need folg Mpeediate rdepth accounting into the
*abuses pointed to in the attached reS nse. We call for such an action to in-
clude public hearings to bring an end to the abuses in special education in this
part- of Pennsylvania. To be meaningful, this investigation must go to the roots
40f ,the concern: All parties'must be contadted and assured that no retaliation
will be taken against tilem.

Our*Cencere goes beyond the treatment we are receiving froarthe hands of local
intermediate unit administratdrs and their representatives. You will note frbm
our responses we are deeply concerned with some policies and practicer
fran yourwffLee. We hope you Will take the time to research the points we
-have raisedand by doing so. go beyond surface reaction. y.

1

GOO 1-40
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The overall inaction to deal mea fully with even the serious abuses leaves
us no recourse but to expand our request for assistance and to work with other
groups who have expressed'similar concel*. As we have repeatedly informed.
you, we had hoped this situation would not be taken lightly and action would ,

be taken rather than mere acknowledgment of concern.

rm

Endosu're

cc:- DePaul PaTent's t
DePaul Institute

'Dr. William Penn,.
Dr: Edgar Holtz
Dr:Roger ileehan
Or. Harold E. Oyer

A

Mrs. Joan Kos Children's Rights Coordinator

4incerely,

sep Grkman

President, DePaul Parents Group

/1 t
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DePAUL PARENT'S ACTION GROUP CONCERNS

1. Mainstreaming is,our eoal^but it -must be accomplished
in a professional manner without the dumping of children
into programs just because the programs are there.

I certainly agree that children should not be dumped into programs for
22z reasod:

As I have indicated to you on other occasions, our efforts are
directed to implementation of the least restrictive environment (LRE)
provisions of 2.1. 94-142. In addition to the fact that mainstreaming
is not mentioned in the federal law or regulations, I believe the tern
has a -nen more limited meaning. Eowever, we have not revised our State
Boarc or Educatton regulations to reflect the LRE concept. Consequently,

attil con:ains a section on mainstreaming. As a means of preventing
-tin; of children into programs, the regulations contain the following

1:- :gage: $13.9(b). "If mainstreaming is recommenced, specific supportive
services, including staff orientation, necessary for appropriate education
ant /or training of persons placed in the mainstream shall be provided in
accarcance uicli the nature of the placement."

:Mile I an not sure what is specifically meant by' "a professional
manner" I can lertainly agree with the intent it suggests. I believe
t'-at the enclosed document, Placing handicapped Students in the Least
'oscri:!..,e Environment: A 1.tlel'for Decision Makers, provides considerable.
dircct4Se on new to place children in a professional manner. This docu-
ment 'as been distributed in quantity to all 29 intermediate units.

we are not aloes in observing he unprofessional manner in which
handicapped' child en are placed int supposedly least restrictive
classes. Three pa ents stated id a July 17 .1980 Pittslahrgh Press
article, "What we, as parents of children w have been attending the
Cumberland Hills School see, is the 'dumping of our children into
classes with regular education teacher's who eve neither the proper
training nor the preparation46eeded to educe e our children."

We need more than paper compliance. Action must be taken to
see that the actual educational needs of the children are being met.
It is not satisfactory for us to be fold one thing, and then for
another to be implemented. We feel ;our department should follow
through on these matters.

2. Sic expect these programs to be of a quality nature, Ts_
ask us to cove from a quality program now, to classes
in thh intermediate unit that may improve down the roads
is not desirable.
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Hakych
Reply

Parent't We take strong exception with your statement, "However, under current
Response law, both state and federal, there is no legal right to receive or obli-

gation to provide the best, the most appropriate, or a quality program."
While you mention, "This d s not mean that we, parents, teachers, and
administrators should ignor the issue of quality" the issue of qualify is
being ignored. We are repe edly told that as long as an "appropriate
program?' is available our chi dren must leave DePaul even if DePaus pro-
gram is better for the children and even if it. is less expensive for
taxpayers.

We do not believe that the Federal Law (94-142) denies our children
the right to a quality program or to the best that is available, especially
when the cost is less expensive. In correspondence dated July 8, 1980
from Congressman Paul Simon, Chairman of the Subcommittee On Splect Edu- 1
cation. Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representat/Wes,
edngt4as of the United States, he states, "Under no circumstances does the
law Su)ges 'that a child be place in a program that is less than adequate
for 'hi rmum educational progress." We note Webster defines optimum as
"tl or most favorable degree, condition, amount, etc." Federal
Congre satin Doug Walgren, from this area, personally spoke before our
parent s'group and supported our understanding of P1,4-142. The January
11, 19 0 deeisitm in Federal District Court also sup arts our point. In
this c e Judge 8allentine stated that, "The coutt is persuaded Zhat the
intent P1.-94-f42 rs to furnish the optimum in the way of education to
those whom nature has dealt less than a full hand." Again we see the

sword Optimum. he judge flatly rejected the concept that an acceptable
program was appropriate when a better one was available. He stated the
"most effective" program was the "appropriate" one. Even the federal
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I: is the responsibility of the school districts, intermediate units
amo Deoartment of Peucation to provide a free aporotria public education
for ail exceptional children. I ao well aware of the fat that an appro-

priate nrogram may hot be viewed s e best, the most appr risme, or a ,

quality pro;rim. However, under c rent law, both state and deral, ;here
is no lupl right to receive or,p ation to provide the best,'the most
approortate, or,a quality program. This does not mean that we, parents,
teacners. and administrators should ignoie the issue of quality. In fact,
tr.e u,oarzment's effort in school improvement is directed towards establish-
:era o: a orocess whereby each community will identify and implement
stratc;ies to improve the quality of education in every public school
ouild.n; in. the Commonwealth. It is my opinion, however, that the issue
of -mac constitutes quality will be debated forever. The determination
of .mac constitutes a quality erk,tcacion'is subjective, constantly cflanging
ano specific to each individual child. 1

ay be helpful to all concerned if, in addition to properly
trainee iina certifiers staff, adequate supplies and materials, proper
fac''-.2s, proper staff /pupil ratio and other basic requirements` that

ccomstizute an appropriate education program, you cotld cite
spec.:ic a(amoles of otner considerations whicn would make an appropriate
7ra...rt..: a oualiti program. Unless these considerations are unreasonable
in cams of cost or application,co the program, I woulo expect that the
imcermectiate unit would mike every effort to incorporate he into their
pro;: ms.
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4
docUment, mentioned in Item 5, you recently sent us quotes the point ....
"To find the most appropriate placement for the child."

As to the point of what constitutes a city education, we respond
that &rare refused frpm entering testi even in due process hearings
relating to quality programs. We recog .2e the subjective nature of any
term and are willing to have this issu viewed from an independent multi-
disciolinarY team approach. To ollow the current philosophy of dismissing
a discussion of it and not have it enter in at any step in the

of

of our children, is unacceptable. If you, and others mean what you say
that must strive for quality, then let us bring the issue out of the
dark corner it has been pushed into.

Parent's

Concern 3. tie ask that the intermediate unit personnel follow
the concepts our parents have been told in written
replies from Secretary Scanlon and Special Education
Director, Dr. Makuch. Parents and tWeir children's
present teachers should participate in placement
decisions also.

Makuch
) I ,dula expect the'intermediate uI4 to comply with this conditionReply

Parent's

Aesponse

0

A

also.

We appreciate your agrgealent with our ohird point and request action
be taken to see it is implemented. To insure there is nd misunderstanding
we reiterate examples we have already given to you. In a letter to the
editor in the May 22, 1980 Pittsburgh Press it

was poin'ted out the inter-'
mediate unit attorney stated the fl.Plowing relating to you in support of
evidence a parent wanted to enter in a due process hearing - Dr. Makuch

' "has no more jur.sdiction here pan the glen in the ,noon." As the article
further pointed out the parent was sto d from submitting letters from
State Secretary of Education, R. G. Scanlon stating "together parents,
district, intermediate unit and private school staff should decide on the
most appropriate education program for each youngster" and that '!the best
possible program or the most appropriate program are ideals which every-
one should be striving for in all.-educational settings."

You have written to a number of parents stating that ' arents and
professional educators of the hearing. impaired (the child's present
teachers and the teachers in the proposed Agra's) must sit down to de-
cide what the child's needs are and what programs are available to meet
the child's needs." The intermediate unit attorney, refereed to in allo
preceding paragraph stated, in a hearing that it was sufficient for the
School District and intermediate unit to effect a placement change, from a
simple records revieutand not even complete one at that. He pointed
out to the Hearing Officer that it was not even necessary to see the
,child involved. As recent as August 19, 1980 you confirmed this point
verbally to one of our parEnts as did Dr. Roger Meehan on August 23, 1980.

of



Parent's
Concern

Makuch
Reply

There to be repeated contradictions on what we are told in writing
and what % are, nformed of verbally. The federal policy paper from the
Special 4ducatiPon branch you nailed us states on Page 30. "TAe le%islative
history makes ft clear that parent's must be given the opportunity to be
active participants in all major.decisions affecting the education of
their handicapped children."

a
Many lEP's are currently being done by the Allegheny Intermediate

Unit wsthout the involvement of parents, the present teachers of the
children. and they professions most knowledgeable of the children.
Current decisins on the placement of handicapped children continue to
be made uniAtterayly by the Allegheny Intermediate Unit.

4. The intent of P.L. 94-142 was to serve those with the
greatest need first. Programs for the hearing impaired
have been established in the Pittsbit;gh and Allegheny
County and surrounding areas by the intermediate unit
where a high quality program was and still is in effect

at DePaul. We recommend moving those 10 programs to
"other areas eft the state where they are most needed.
di. Meehan, from the 10. pointed out " re are estimated

4 to be 6.000 underserved special education udents

througnout the state."

P.L. ;4-142 identifie4 as first priority children all those who are
not ::cows -: any education at all. I believe that in the State of
.'tnas%tvana all schooltaged persons have access to a frte public edu-

C1:171 :::igram. See6pirpriority children are those receiving an educe-

:_a ,t=est not aq_appropriate education. The latter'group $s considered

to :e ".incersaved" population. 'Iwo years ago the department suggested
that :la t,reatest need was in the area of learning disabilities and
:notionally disturbed. Consequently, we directed intermediate units and
scnoot .11stricts tolioncentrate on programs for these exceptionalities.
.\sida tram that' particular directionhowever, it is the business of each
interzecitate unit and its member school districts to ditermine the program

priorities for their area. It is important to note that children served
in segregated environments who could be served appropriately.P1 an ia-

t tegratod,secti og are part of the underserved population. In any,evemt,

' the programs for the deaf Ai-Allegheny County or any other program
cannot be "moved to anoWit area of the state".

The reason being we cannot.mqve the program without the money and
we oclieve.it would be inappropriate, if not illegal, to do..

Parent's We understand that all the programs for the hearing impaired in this
°Response area cannot be, moved out, nor do we ask for that. We ask that the State

exercise their responsibilities.to maximize the use of special education
, monies in Pennsylvania. We do not ask for anything that is illegal or in-

appropriate. if anything, we ask that P1. 94-142 be implemented. in tse
manner it was intended. We poi At to the comments of Dr. William Penn,

ie Pittsburgh Intermediate Unit Director, in his statement aired on July 23,
1980 on the KDKA -TV news, Channe) 2 ...tearing to learn" series on 14.94-142.

a
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Dr. Penn was asked, "How is the law working her tin, Pittsburgh?" He re-
plied,plied, "I don't think it's a question of wheth r it's working or not.
It's whether the law is workable. Decisions re being made and demands
made down at school distri4.ts and units have escalated to the point where
you do not have the resource either of personnel or financiql. Only
ice will tell whether or not he federal government will live up to
eir obligation to fund it ap ropriately. Then we can say whether it's

working or not."

You state you "cannot mo e the program without:the money." Dr Penn
and Dr Meehan point out the eed for monies if we are to receive quality
programs. Here we are at DePaul with a top quality program that is less
expensive than at the intermediate units that would seem to answer
Solutions all around.

r

In an audit conducted within the year for Allegheny Intermediate
Unit Ho. we find the costlor a hearing impaired child to be over
S2.000 414,:child per year moretthan at DePaul. The savings to the -tax-
Payer gobs far beyond even that figure if children remain at DePaul since
that 52.000 figure does not even include the expenses the intermeoiate
unit is permitted to charge beyond sta 'ndard costs. DePaul Tioes not have
that luxury. We are not asking for more money. When a parent tried

,.. to bring this point out in a due process hearing, the intermediate unit
attorney succeeded in getting the Hearing Officer to concur in not even
hearing the testimony.

. .

we believe it is unlawful for the intermediate units to'continue t
expend.monies to duplicate services in the hearing impaired program that
for years '%ave been and can continue to be provided more cost effective'

.lend with higher quality at establishments such as DePaul. ,The inter-
mediate units continue to develop hear,ing impaired programs, uprooting
and (sorting deaf children (already successful in other programs) into
intermediate unit programs while other children such as learning disabled
and emotionally disturbed remain with no services. A July -1980 Pittsburgh
Press article brought this point out concernjng,parents in this area who
filed a charge for the failure to identify and evaluate learning disabled
children and establish quality Programs for them. We understand you met
with these same parents on August 25, 1980 at which time they pointed out
similar concerns.

Parent's
Concern

Makuch
Reply

5. :he specific needs-of hearing impaired children in
:ormulaeing IEPs must be documented. Present
pnilosopny is to so generalize IEPs that the specific
needs of the children aZe being overlooked!

t ", partial response to this'item I am enclosing a recently issued
:,dare) 01:ice of Special Education policy paper on,IEPs. I would direct

,our attention to page 21. I think it is quite cleat" that the 1E? is
not iltenued to be4iengthy or detailed. We, at the state level, have
b'Cen aaverely criticized by many persons across the state fetrequiring
too l'ucn specificity in IEPs. I am enclosing for your information a
copy of our guidelines for writing IEPs.

In spite of, or because of the above, it still remains that the
ILP 7ust be directed to the individual needs of each child.

773
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Parent's tie have "reviewed the contents of the Federal Office of SlitialEdu-
Response cation policy paper on 1EP's you sent us. 1t is, of course, necessary

to review the entire contents of this6documene to place the federal
position in perspective.

/

In to way do we believe PL 94-I42 or this document means that IEP's
are to be written so generally as to overlook the educational needs of
handocapped children, yet this is occurring in the intermediate'units
here. We note the document states " The IEP must set out the spe-
cific special education and related services to be provided ....". The (

tionyment points out that fpr children with more severe handicaps the [EP's
"`could be more comprehensive and cover more of the child's school program ,

than of he/she only has e mild handicap." Children at DePaul have a
serious hearing loss that could not be constituted as being a mild handi-
cap. Several have additionalthandicapping conditions besides being
hearing impaired. We also note the federal policy paper states the "IEP
for an individual handicapped child must include all of the specific
special education and relatetservices needed by the child

At the Lydon due process hearing the ihtermediate`unit attorney

Pointed out to the Hearing Officer that the testimony of a DePaul teacher
could not be considered. His point was that,rhe needs of one of our **

parent's haggiczaped children could not be considered since the IEP did
not soecilLcakly'pe.Int out thele,needs in depth. The intermediate unit
:ells usrisTieFreaalizm-TEP's and then uses'thiu against us in hearings
to prOgram for our children in their proposed place- o
cent change e, as parents, sat through this hearing and observed
inter-eoiate tin +t professionals going aloot with the concept of their
attorney in rifusing to recognize the legiligate needs of a handicapped
child they did not question the truthbf_ the needs but challenged the
right of those feeds to be considered since they. were not spelled out
in eat-ere depth on the IEP. Such actions are ludicrous.

Parent's

Concern

Hakuch
Reply

Parent's
Response

41,

An IEP developed by guidelines such as yours " Not intended
Ito be lengthy or detailed" must not be used as a can criteria for an
educational -placement, as. is now such the case in this area.

?crsonnel in present positions in the intermediate_ is

dealing with the Dane parents have demonstrated i' lure
to communicate id an open, sincere, and considerate idler.

Respect and, trust In what these people have told us Nis
reached a low point. It is recommended that others with
a greater ability to enhance trust and confidence be i

brought in contact on a regular Asia with parents.

1.chink that Drs. Meehan and Holtz agieed,to determine the extent
of ?root, and to take appropriate action to rectify it. I strongly

auD?ort :11s etfort on their behalf and, will Continue tocexpectthat_hey
vill ,onitor this situation.

A we have not seen any Aprovements in this area. Regrettably there
has been even further deterioration, if anything. Since our meetings
we have given you and intermediate unit administrators further examples

,
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Parent's

Coacern

hakug h
Reply

767

of abuse. -Now parents are becoming af4aid of,not onl giving the names
of the offinders, but are alarmed at describing the stances even to us
since we are passing this information on. They fea the complaints can
be traced back to them from the description's of th incidents with a re-
sultine negative impact on their child. In one the more recent

es a parent was screamed at over the phone, Id DePaul was taking
1 tgal actions. and that the parents were going to have legal action
taken against them These are not isolated cases and demand aggressive
action.'

'.'fforts to influence parents crabge placement for their handi-
capped children through th. ts, harassment and intimidation
'oust cease. This is our h '2hest pripritv item:

Such behavior is intolerable/ and oust be dealt with swiftly and
f.-lv. this woold also be my ghest priority issue and I think that of
toe I:termed:ate unit as well.

Parent's It 'is difficult for us toZonceive shat any one person in intermediate,
Response unit a3 could hale such a negative impact on so any of our parents Jlb tither diredtly or through their dealings with us, through school dis-

tricts without the support of other key personnel There is a growing '

belief. therefore,*that ripen 'ranbing AIU 13 people area not taking th
DePaul situation seriously; are making a' token effort concerning this
ra:ter, and may not seek to meet, the spirit, intent, or even the legal
obligations of PI. 94-1142.

,k
Parent's

'Concern

4.0

3. The oral/aural metnod of instruction oust also be made
avallaple to hearing impaired children who can succeed .

:n this approacn: This issue is vital among our concerns.
:e point to the January 11, 1980 decision of Judge Batten-
:I:le in Federal District Court of the Western.District of
..entucky when he made it clear that the transferring' of
a successful oral bearing impaired child to asimuLtanepus
program would not be considered appropriate.

Makuch' :he determination of which method of instruction is appropriate
Reply ' for a iivtn child is an individual cattbe. The'Kentucky decision WAS

baseu on the individual meritsiof that_specific situation and is not
:a-era:liable Co all or any other similar cases.

1 .ould epect, however, that any change in instr Lionel methodology
_aka.: ac cased on a full and proper evaluation of child's ability

.../and uucational needs.
,

-Paretuts
Response

To force the transfer and require hearing impaired children to learn
' sign language when they are successful in an'oral program is Unacceptable.
Row could anyone believe in the concept of a least restrictive environment
and at the same time forcer successful oral hearing impaired Children to
dePeod or sign language? We acknowledge that not all children will be
successful in an oral program and therefoa, do not point to arii one
particular method, but only to that which is the best. for the Vfl

v
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The federal District case id' support of these points pr vides us
judicial guidance on the intent of PL 0-142 and cannot be ;laterally
disregarded. We are particularly disturbed, therefore, b your logic
that the Kentucky case cannot even be viewed in light of similar cases."

1f thii is truly your belief, we must question your willingness to follow
the spirit and intent of-Pi 0-142.

Parent's

Concern 9. The terns "nainstreaming" and "least restrictive environ-
ment" should not be used in a narrow and nisleading canner.
.:e concur with Dr. Meehan when he stated in the Pittsburgh
Press on June 19, 1980 that "simply uprooting the youngster
iron school is not the law's intent, because the
student' present learning situation could be the least
restrictive environment." LRE must relate to the needs of
each specific handicapped child and cot 1.14bierarchy of placements
tnat arbitrarily place a child in a program that is not sensi-
tive to his or her needs.

As stated in response to No. 1, I think we should refrain :ran using
the farm :mainstreaming all together, because it is too narrow.. I think
thatftla document referred to fn No. 1 also addresses the'concerp that
decjsnons be made, on an individual basis.'

Kakuch
Rep ry

Parent's
ReAponse

We concur tt decisions on handicapped children should be moide on an
individual baste* This is not, however, being done in a growing number of
cases. The intermediate units are doing one thing on,paper and another in
practice. We honestly believe this in large part is due to pressure from your
department As wrong as itsmay be, it appears the intermediate units are
negating their responsibilities in order to deal with the pressures from
your office to meet statistical needs.

The Allegheny intermediate unit has as much admitted to the need to
force placement changes without considering the subject of a quality pro-
gram as a result of this pressure. The Pittsburgh intermediate-unit has
openly-stated that they reject such pressures without the necessary fund-
ing tb insure quality programs. They, however, need further improvements
in their services espeZially with the need to provide oral programs.

What we see is efforts by your office to concentrate too heavily on a
strict statistical analysis of. what is occurring in special education.
Your department's approach se emq to be thlt more and more children must be
placed in the intermediate unit 'programs each year regardless of whether
quality programs are available for them, or regardless of whether the
children are ready. This is not just our opinion. We have this Impression
from intermediate unit people, and from other parent and teacher groups
concerned with other handicapping conditions. There have been a number of
newspaper articles in the Pittsburgh Press and Post Gazette that point to
this growing concern. In a.'July article, for example,,three parents-not,
connected with OePaul Institute stet& "It is apparent that st4tistiCal
compliance is more important to the department than meeting the Individual
needs of the studrts."

71
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When we pointed out this was a growi g problem, the AIU leadership
told us we alone were expressing

concern and others did not have similar
difficulties. We were led to believe we were over-reacting and were not
aware of the big picture. Parents and/or teacher groups from Pathfinder,
Cuelberland4iiIsAiddle Road School, Western Pa. School forthe Deaf,
Pittsburgh Wearing and Speech, Mt. Lebanon, and others have been in con-
tact with us over similar concerns.

sKOKA TV-2 ran a five day series on
prime time relating to this concern. We sent you a tape recording of
this broadcast. We now ask ourselves if key officials, especially in
AIU x3, can be relied upon as to their cregibility or is it simply a
lack of their being knowledgeable in what is going on in their areas of
responsibili,tyr: If we speak bluntly, it is out of frustration that we

. have from trying to be calm while our children suffer.
4W ,

Parent's,
Concern

Makuch
Reply

Parent's
Response

.3

'.4

:3. ne IC.concept that tined their programip state, approved,
:la; progradis automatically appropriate for each handl-
z0000 cnild is unacceptable, What is appropriate for one
mare-; impaired cnild nay not be appropriate for another
,cor.:; impaired child.

-ic ,ay prirxse is "autoratically". I agree thatino program is
appropriate for a given child. However, the degree of

-o '''-"-a of that program to meet eacn child's needs will vary con-
.sv.ermol,. It is possible f r some child after a full individual review
ot i;s. or -er educational n eds that little modification of a given

. Pro;r:rn will be necessary.

The real needs of the hildren are not being fully considered. The
inter-ediate units'are not eighing the thinking of the parents and do
not even see the need to s ekihe counsel of

the professional teachers
who have worked with our c ildren for years. Rather than viewing the
children's needs, the int mediate units are looking to find children to
fit programs they have es ablished. The manner in which they go about
making placement decision makes it clear to parents that the intermediate
writs have little concern with the educational

needs of our children.
They point out to us they4have a

program; it is state approved, anti so
our children must go to It.

One such example is shown in a letter fresh the Pittsburgh Public
Schools to Mrs. Silvio that does not relate to the needs of her child but
simply to the fact that a rogram is available. In the Secretary of
Education's opinion dated June 6, 1980 on the Silvio case, he required
modification of the Pitt urgh District school program for the Silvio
child. Mere we have a h ghly successful oral child being forced into a
simultaneous program where'she will be exposed to sign language. When
the Pittsburgh School District was questioned on their ability to Pro-
vide the needed modPficiitions requires by the Secretary of Eddcation for
the Silvio child, they simply send'a Copy of the Pittsburgh Public School
Summary of Programs for' Deal Pupils end told Mrs. Silvio they have an
appropriate program. The Summary %totes, "Total Communicaticin, a
cunnunication philosophy which employs speechkspeechreading, amplification,
sign language, and any other channel that enhances connunication, is
implemented " The Total Communication system, which is more aptly

r.
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' referred tb as Simultaneous Communication since children are required to
perform d number of coemunicating skills at one time, is also referred
to in the dutPes of the speech consultant in the Summary.

Parent's
Concern LI. The IU should refrain from forcing parents'to take an

acversary role. Rather than encourage parents to go to.
Jue process, they should be prepared to demonstrate they
took all available steps to avoid such an action. The

initiation of due process should signal a failure on the lU's
oart to be responsible adminiitratoms.

Kakis* :nil.: I agree with the first two ententes in this item, I must
Reply relate :sat it has become a.Catch-22 si tion for the State of

Pcnnsiania. We have long empnasized that intermediate units and
, sclooi zistricts should make every effort to work things out with

Parents oefore going to a hearing However, we have been cited for
-oncc-oLlance by the Office of Civil Rights and the Office of Special
lucaton for denying or delaying parents' rignts to due process by'
:=411; sucn a position.

I strongly disigree with your last sentence in this item. The
Jue.lrocess procecure is a parent protection provision that can be
avo<ec -hen agreement cannot be reacned. It is inevitable, in my
ju,r;cmcnc. that tne proceaure of developing 235,000 individual education
prolrms will result in some disagreement. There are those whd believe

_g lave not had enough due process hearings in Pennsylvania. What
we 'use strive for is the ability to disagree with one another without
losirg respect for each other's right to disagree.

Patent's The Allegheny Intermediate Unit, in particular, does not work with
Response parents to resolve matters prior to due process hearings. They substi-

tute due process instead of participation by parents and the children's
pretent teachers in placement decisions. They make it clear that our
chydren'are coming to their programs since the programs are there.
Where they have parent contact, they go through the motions of setting
up contacts to record they have done so. It is obvious from the
dictatorial attitude and refusal to discuss the issues that their minds
are made uo in advance. They make the point that due process is the
only placer° our viewpoints to be considered.

The intermediate units are, therefore, substituting the due process
of being a parents protection device for a means to speed up the process
of changing our children's placement. It is their means of refraining
from trying to work with us. Some of our parents have even been told
if they did not go along with the intermediate unit recommendation;
they would ha3e to go 'through thecomplIcated, expensibe, and emotionally
packed due process case, and are told this requires a speciplly trained
Mttorney,
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ti Four witnesses from a Parent Teacher Faculty Organization from
another ,chool for handicapped children ataended a DePaul parent hearing
and reported the following in a .letter published in the Pittsburgh Press

"114 June.19, 1980. "With this due process system, it seemed to us that
we were the losers. It was hard for us to maintain a pqsirive persPecte
ive that everyone at the hearing was actipg'as an advocate for this
handicapped child."

lt not'the systechin itself we drsagreg with, btlf the manner in
which the intermediate wet goes about utilizing it.

Parent's 12. ILI personnel and the professionals they employ should refrain
Concern .ran tne concept of winning at all costs in due process hearings.

neaningful cooperation can exist if the educational needs of 4
our cniiklren are not hoot in mind, and if, our parents are not
:rested with respect.

Makuch
Reply "."'a ay p -rase in that state ent is "Dinning at all cost". It is

-arc -ot to a;ree with this statement. ,Icr..ever, it is very much a juage-
-art _ail as to now hare ;ou try to -ate the point that %net you believe

'Iznouc crosSin3 over an imaginary line of unreasonableress
:hat aonstatJtes winning at all cost. P

Parent's ,'4e have already offered you proof on this point. All you need to
Response do is review the Lydon and other due process hearings. A news reporter,

attending a nearing, reported on witnesses stating the intermediate unit
'attorney acted rudely, ,,as unprofessional, went through theatrics and
intimidated parents. Three separate letters to tae editor were published-
in the Mai 227 1980 Press supporting the above comments.. A June 19,, 1980
letter in the newspaper from four board members of the Pathfinder Teacher
faculty Organization confirmed these conditions. They said, At one' point
the attorney slammed his briefcase shut, left his seat and put on his coat.'

: The Hearing OfSicer interrupted his theatrical 'antics and requested hat
the lawyer remain... We did find his behavior offensive, unprofessional
and inappropriate for this occasion. Here was a young father struggling
in the legal arena to protect the rights of his deaf daughter to be
educated in the nost appropriate environment to meet her specific needs.
instead of empathy, he experienced intimidation."

The c0- "cents in item 5 on the Lydon case also support this point. It is

not necessary to take our word for it. TRe cases are available for your
review. The July 10, 1980 comments of a parent in the Pittsburgh Press
tells it all when she says, "What do they expect in the Allegfiiiny Inter-
-mediate Unit when some of their people treat parents the way they do?
Parents of handicapped children have befn told that they are pot fit
pantrits, that they do not have enough education to partitipate in de-
cisions regarding their children. that.legal authorities will talCe the
children if their recommendations are not followed and that they, as
parents, will be taken to court. Thii kind.of communication does not
leave parents in a very receptive mood, nor does it tend to give us
confidence that our children will be in good hands."

r.
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Parent's ' \Z._

Creern
11. iThe IU approach of simply dictating events must stop.

?nrencs, local school district people, DePaul Imstitute
staff, and IU personnel must work together.

kakuch
Ryply

Parent's

agree.
, 1

While we are heartened that you'agree with this point, we find ex-
ReSponse treme frustration that continued flagrant abases are increasing after

our meetings with you and %intermediate unit administrators.
As.recently."'

- as August 19, 1980 one of our parents was notified of an IEP c'onferente
scheduled two days later. 'She requested a mutually agreeable date and'
time since her husband would be out of town; she worked ltt the time set.
and her child's teacher was not available. The response was neither her
nusband, or herself, or the child's teacher, needed to be present for the
IEP review' upon which a change of placement was, intended to be done.
This parJicular parent has been visited and telephoned at her place,of
employment in efforts to induce her to change the placement of her child.

, /In the earlier mentioned Federal document you sent us, on Page 18 it
states, "Under the law, the parents of a handicapped child are expected
to be equal participants, along with school personnel, in developing, re-
viewing, and revising the childs IEP."

We note from a May 22, 1980 Pittsburgh Press item the commcnts
"instead of working with parents, the Unit. is regrettably fostering
adversary role among parties that need to work together to reach an
acceptable solution for all."' In a July 1980 item in the newspaper are
the comments-from several parents from another school for handicapped
children who state, "Unfortunatelf, the administrators of these programs
have not learned that two-way commUnication can go a long way in resolving
concerns. The dictatorial approach of gtate and total officials cause
many parents to question their actions."

Parept's
Concern 14. The concerns outlined are not new. Tbese problems have

been occurring for several years and have now reached a
level where parents are considering resolutions-that
would be counter-productive. While we have succeeded in
dissuading then, we cannot hope to continue this without

noticeable improvement with regard to these points. As
An indication orgood faith, no further, placement changes
should occur.at DePaul unless specifically requested by
parents or DePaul staff until the abovlt matters ate'
substantially improved.

7811
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Makuch
Reply will continue to ..ark as quielay and diligently as 'possible to

acaieve rosolutions.s However, j cancan agree to order the intertiediate
Jnit.zo stop reevaluating children e5 DePaul or any other'school. This
is,a !e;al obligation which they must fulfill and I must monitor.

:link thatwe must deal with the issues you have raised as,part
the ._evaluation process.

:
I '.eve tried to be frank and honest in =y responses. I have placed

state-ents in writing which, if takehmout of context, could be extremely
9.sleauing and inaccurate as regards my position on the issues raisedby
yhmr.L. points.. Consequently, I would ask-that you respect my request
:not parases or sentences not be lifted from the text and used to desdribe
oy overall position,on a particular issue.

is

.
I loo0forward to any reactionsyou may have to my 'responses, as well,

25 : -ore of the intermediate units. As I have done on E2a oche? occasions
I as ...141Ing to meet apd work towards resolution of yourZahcerns.

.`"

Parent's do not ask you to abandon your legal responsib4lities. We ask youResponse to aggressively pursue them. especially in the areas earlier noted. You
ask us to be patient and understanding while intermediate,

unit personnel
continue to dictate, intimidate, and cause potentially permanent harm to
our children as a result of a lack of a good educational base.

Prior to our July 1980 parent's meeting, you offered we mention to
parents that they should consider a:Fait and see attitude, a sign chit
ratters may improve. You pointed out it was too early to judge since it
would be some time,beforvlacement decisions would be forthcoming. With-
in'two days of that torment two of our preschool parents were told their
children could not attend DePaul. When parents asked intermediate unit

. personnel where their children could go, they were told the intermediate
unit did not have a program but stilt DePauhwould mot berauthortzed.,
Similar placements that have been approved before are not being approked
now for DePaul, coincidentally after we started expressing concerns.

r

A

We concurred with you acid added our support in alerting parents to
the routine nature of yearly record reviews. We got parents to withdraw
their objections to a review,assisting, in avoiding a serious confr.ontationPF
This entire affair was turned completely around and.used against us. A
representative of 41U ;3 made comments that the parents brought these
activs upon themselves. An offer and action of assistance by us brought
forth a threat by the intermediate unit. =Dr. Roger Meehan expressed
disbelief in all this since he stated he personally instructed the
intermediate unit representative.

When we remained silent, our children suffered; when we spoke out.
they continued to suffer; and then we acted on faith, and received more
of fhi same. We seem to be left no recourse and request that you
reconsider your refdsal to slow down the pressure from yoii? office and
the intermloiate units on our children at DePaul.

dt
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Sbuttiern Legal Couritel, inc.
Sue A, 115 NE 7th Avenue Gainesville, Florida 32601 (90413774288

May 6, 1980

Congresan Paul Simon
Chairman
House ColTiiiiittee on Select Education
/27 Gannon House Office Building
Washingtoir, D.C. 20510

Dear Congressman Simon:

II oi 6

Given the findings of the Education Advocacy Coalition's
disconcerting Report on Federal Compliance Activities to Imple-
ment the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, I feel i
should join with other advoca tes arlp persons interested in,see-
ing the mandates of Public Law 94-142 fully and meaningfully
implemented and e c ced in supporting the Coalition's recom-
mendations for mu Bede} changes in this education area to
the Department of, ation. In that regard, action designed
to prompt and facil tate the Department's response to the docu-

. mented problems on, the part of your Committee would be most
desirable.

''. I appreciate your attention and consideiation.

it Sincerel

lbet . Hadeed
Director ,

AJH/lb
cc: Judge ShirleyM. Hufstedler

Secretary
of Education

%
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Kansas City INblc Schools
/he kltod Maria of Kalmar Go. 41..ottn

pra McGEE STREET. KANSAS art MISSOURI 64105. Mont 6161211.7565

bALV L WKCCU2

September 19, 1980

Congressman E. Thomas Coleman
Member, Subcommittee on Select Education
Room 320, Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
awn=
xna STARK Net N.A.
tAMIS
CHLSTU ANCOSC4
Mun WRY
RZTCKCIt DLYLLIL
L MULTI=
TALLN 1 LIME
CARL PI 5111127

HOMY A. HAMANN Sq.:,

Dear Congressman Coleman:

,C
Initially, may I express my appreciation to you for extending to me the
privilege of submitting written testimony to the Congressional Subcommittee
on Select Education. As Assistant Superinlendent %f the Division of Speci41
Education for the Kansas City, Misouri Scbool District,

I have responsibility,
for the implementation of P.L. 94-142. In the discharge of this responsib-
ility, the following concerns surf3ced:

(1) Unless Convess honors its orlyinal commitment for'adequate

appropriations for the Education for All Handicapped Children's
Act, school districts throughout the country will soon be in
non-Compliance or will be tightening ellgibllity'criteria.and

"screening-out" some children who should be served.

(2)' Recruiting certificated Special Education teachers is becoming
extremely difficult. While Special Education teachers generally
are difficult to find, secondary special educators are in especially
short supply. Areas of criticaloneedsCLearning Disability
Teachers, Behavioral Disorders Teachers, Mobility Instructors,
Physical and Occupational Therapists:

(3) Clarification is needed on the provision of related services.

Does treatment encompass Psychiatric and psychological counseling?
17 a medical problem is suspected that appears to have no bearing
on the prescribed educational program, ig the school district
obligated to pay for these evaluations?

(4) Evaluations provided by medical consultants for children whose hellth _f
problems indicate a need Tor such evaluations will be an added -411111

financial burden for school districts.

86-229 0--81H--50

ti
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. .

,, (5) Since in urban sc 1 districts, mosl,of the P.L. 94-142 funds are
6'. spent fg,r salaries f professional.-persons, the inflationary costs

,e connected with rising lachersialaries are placing tremendous
budgetary restrictions on&other services supportive to'handicapped
needs.

i

(6) tionwide, special 'educators must come to grips with a definition

rel°143

oc the behaviorally disordered student. A definition and
adequate and viable identification criteria need to be developed
so that all districts are providing the }rinds of supportive

programs for the behaviorally disordered that are needed.

(7) Does a Judge have the latitude to recommend placement of a student
in a specific private educational program? If the answer Is "yes",
is the 4.E6oresponilble for payment for that program for the

'student?

s a
(8)- There needs to be more coordinated effort betweeh the LEAs, Depart-

Anent of Mental Health, and the Division of Family Services so that
111 programs, collectively, can impact upon the welfare of the

' handicapped student.

(9) There i3 in -the law P.L. 94-142, and the regulations, considerable
room forinterpreting the intentions df Congress in respect to
carrying out re-evaluations of students in special Education programs
every three years Presumably, the intention it to determine if
Special EducationiservIces artotill needed. However, it is not

o clear as to whether a full and complete psycho-educational evaluation
is required:. Clarification in this area would be helpful.

(10) Pre-diagnosIA of a student has been anothir concern for many districts.
It would be helpful if the Subcommittee would invite open professional

S opinion as toiwhat constitutes pre-diagnosis of a handicapped student.

(11) Flom experience on a day-to-day basis with P.L. 94-142, it appears of

that the mandates are much more easily implemented in a smaller district
than a larger one. So much so, that it seems that the architeca'of

...the Law were'not cognizant of the Inner-workings, limitations, and restric-

.4 tions often experienced by large urban districts, i.e., the composition
of the Individualized Educational Plan (1EP) Team members; the '\

special Service to be provided may mot be available in the buildieg'
where the student is currently attendingT. there may not be money
available to pay substitute' teachers so that the,regular teacher Garb
participate in the IEP conference. These problems are a function of
the size* and financial stability of the district and should not be
construed as an indication of disregard for the intent or spirit of
the haw.

.-

amdnopeful-the concerns highlighted will be helpful'to you as you.orchestrate
-.those forces necessary to translate into a viable language a structural
-framework for services to the handicapped.

4 rZty,

AL7(11--A-t-rt41/
r V.

Asstant It'ilfZirinte7sdent

DiviSion of Special, Education 1.1
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14sT Betty Brand
1527 Loog6orth ,Std1d,ing
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dearlis. Brunie

, September 10, 1980

?

.Enclosed you will find vritted teszinopy el, be included in the bearing
' record to be held-by the Subcomittee on Select Educes/on, $eptesber

22, 1980 in tenses City.,
1 .,

We do appreciate the ,subcannittv's allowing us to submit these cocoents.
r 7 *ot

Sincerely,
I

fir

here UAW
Superint dent

1LE:se

Enc.

1

1231 laiub ird.c InkFadtace. !Wax' 64055

7. 8 5

(816)8333435

'5
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To: Subcommittee on Select Education*

September 10, 1980

778

Prom: Robert L. Begley. Superintendent

James Cacti's:), Director, Special Zdiestion
Independence Public Schools f '

1231 South Windsor
Independence, Missouri 6405 I

Thank you for inviting us, to submit written testimony to the 8ub=

connittee On Select Education.' First, we would like to thank this com-

mittee and the United States Congress for,their enactment of PL 94-142.*

The law has provided educational services to many childlen who., prior

to PL 94-142, were =served or-underseived. We believe=PL 94-142 is

an appropriate and timely law.

iecause of the outstanding work of the imagers of PL 94-142, there
onty

are, in our opinion,/two prinkipal seas of oversight which'need to be

addressed. They are the are% of emotional disturbance and the area of

full funding.

RmotiOnal Disturbance

Local ecluMatirOnalrigelii;Ptiiii'lliiiiititalcakti-in providing services

to emotionally disturbed and/or behaviorally disordered youth. The law

speaks to "serious" emotional disturbance as a toitcapping couditient,

but Apes not address moderate or mild emotional disturbance or behav-

ioral disorders. There is confusion over the definition of emotional die-

turbance/behavioral disorders.

' In terms of diagnosis, one-must move outside the usual boundaries

Hof the local educational agency in order to provide adequate evalustiot

and diagnosis. An adequate evaluation probably would Include a clinical

psychological and /or medical psychiatric evaluation and filagnosL. lx

addition, a total family evaluation is generally necessary and crucial in

the diagnosis and treatment of the emotionally disturbed/behaviorally dal-

orderti.child. The local eduational agency bite limited authority in these

areas. Also, there would seemtto be a real question as to the advisability

a.f,the local educational agency involving itself lnithiS type of family and

psychological diagnosis and evaluation.
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The role of the public school in the treatment of emotionally dis-

turbed/behaviorally disordered children seers rather vague.. Under section

121s.14, special education, the local educational agency is responsible '

for the education of 71 handicapped youngster. However, in addition to,

or prior to, INOmyoungster's educational program, the student needs treat-
ment for the diagnosed emotional disturbance/behavioral

disorder. This ,

treatment is typically provided in a medical or mental health model under

the direction of a medical doctor, and perhaps more specifivaly, a psy-
chiatrist or mental health specialist.

The medical and mental health commaaities must play an integral'role

in the diagnosis and treatment of the emotionally disturbed/behaviorally

disordered youngster. The law should address first dollar responsibility

for the necessary treatment of these youngsters. As a local school district,
v

we have no question regarding the educational stpectsof the program which

is clearly the public school's responsibility. In brief, the interagency

cooperation needed to provide effective service to the eaotionally dis - '

turbed youngster is not now in place, and something needs to be done to

coordinate the work of physicians and mental health personnerin'the area

of rental health with the educational services to be provided by the public

School.

\
Full Funding

The cost of educating our handicappedchik4encontinues to rise. Not

only is it more expensive to educate our handicapped children, in some cases
it is three to five tines nape expensive than the education of non- handicapped

youngsters. The emotionally disturbed/behaviorally disordered youngster is
Cat such easel:pi. therefore,, vs would urge the committee to continue to
advocate full tufting for Ft:94-142.

Once again, we would like to thank the subcommittee for allowing us
to submit these consents.

787
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PREPARED STATEMENT Or JOSEPHINE E. Hour. i PAINT

My name is Josephine E. Holzer. I am extremely grateful

that my testimony as a parent of a physically disabled child
0 6

-,has been solicited. It is my'intention to take full advantage

of this opportunity in order to represent the situation con-

,. cerning the disability rights of parents and children in an ac-

(l curate and forthright manner. I previously testified on June 6,

1980, at your hearings at Rehab Institute in Chicago. At that

L,

"time I stated in some detail my background in the disability

rights movement and, therefore, I shall not repeat-it here, ---

except to state that I am the-mother of three teen-age girls

attending high school, the youngest of whom is a physically dis-

abled, mentally alert freshman fho has always "mainstreamed" in

our family life and within our community as much as is possible.

Comments

I would like to preface my testimony with a few com-

m6ts: I have received and studied the Final Report to the Sec-

retary'of the Task Force on Equal Educational Opportunities for

Handicapped Children, of Obtober 15, 1980. As I understand it,(

the Task Force was developed largely in reaction to the April 14

1980, Report from the Education Coalition. My previous tcistimony

in June supported ,the findings of the Education Coalition's Report.

At this time, however, as a parent advocate, I cIT not feel that

my current testimony should be given ds a reaction to or as a

'critique of this bureaucratic document, necessary though it may

have been as an exercise in reality confrontation.

I do want to state that I fully sgpport the philosophical

'popitions of both Closer Look and of Design for Change (Chicago)!
I cannot endorse t)eir testimony, however, because I have not

seen ,it.

It is my intention here to discuaA some of the broader isbues

that are currently causing unnecessary suffering and for,

parents and children. The common denominator among -Nee issues

is their domain: they are all under the control df educatio/

bureaucrats at the local and state. levels. We believe many of

these problems coul$ be virtually eliminated by an effective

federal bureaucracy. We have chosc6 these problems because of

78°
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the growing resentment they are creating amori4parstnts and
advocates. We would like to dissipate the resentment not only
because of its concomitant pain but also beceld of the widening
rift 3t is creating between parents and adMir4strators; this
rift in turn is feeding the spreading fires of due process. _None
of these elements, furthermore, la productive in serving the in-

.

dividualne4ds of disabled children and their families which is
the legislative intent behind the federal mandates, the essential'
end-point of this service delivery system.

The first issue /
Federal legislation Mandate's that local education agencies

inform parents of their rights inrelatian to the education of
their handicapped children. Step number one, you might say. The
federal agency has done its part ,in1Providing Znfdrmation and so
have many local agencies. Ina0mellocal education agencies, how-
eyer, the mandate is being substantively denied. All too often
we hear from parents who have heard something about due process I

and vaguely understand the rights involved. Their local district
has told them nothing about'their rights, has provided no written
information, 'and has offered no resources from the community to
them. Yet somehow the "parents' network', an informal communica-
tions system, has gotten the word to these parents and:they have
come to us -- another parent, a resource, an organization, a ser-
vice, etc.

But the responsibility to carry out the mandate lies within
the administration -- with the bureaucrats, not the teachers, the
resource people, the therapists, the parents, etc. In some states
the state education Agency has provided pamphlets for the local
administrators to hand out to parents J.- the materials remain
unused on the shelves of adtlinistrators' closets. We know that
this situation exists in our own state -- and it-must exist else-,

where as well. Incredulous, you may apk why/ We have been told
by administrators that there are several prolllems involved, namely
questions of when, how, and what to tell parents. for example, in
one,local district at an open meeting of parents of learning disI

''abled students and administrators, the major topic was communicatioir.

A lengthy discussion revolved around the question of when to pro-
.
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vide this information. Finally one administrator said, "I

don't like to hand out that piece prepared by the state office

because it says right there on the front cover 'handicapped'

children!" Families with disabled individuals need more reality

and suport and less sympathy and ineptness from professionals

who are -being paid to serve their needs. These families do not

need professionals who create or .add to their own sense of shame

and/Or guilt about disability -- which our society as a whole has

carefully taught for too many years.

Some parents believe another reason for the administrators'

failure to inform might be the strong resistance to and resent-

ment of parent advocacy. Through the past several tars profes-

sionals as Well as other parents have often commented to know-

ledgeable, active parents that, certainly, their children were

receiving appropriate services. But to our collective private

amazement, we have found that the more actively involved a parent,

became in advocacy, the more difficult it was to obtain appro-

priateservices for their children. Some of my fellow parent

advocates have come to feel that they have been 'targeted' fl

local administrators, consciously or otherwise. The former ap-,

proach (Know your rights and you will receive services.) is no'

longer viable, regardless of the method or approach of the parent.

Instead, if you know your rights and press far "services that are

appropriate, you a likely to become a 'target', an example for

other parents, if ou. will. The rationale has been explained by

some assIf you c target and 'shoot down' a bell-informed parent

who is questioning of not accepting your judgment as a profes-

sional, no other parents will challenge your authority or judg-

ments. Many parents now feel the increasingly familiar game of

'hard bait' that is being played by local administrators has

probably developed due to their resentment of\the parents' new

knowledge base. Theyknowledge base was,in all likelihood made

possible through,a federally funded project, service, publica-

tion, etc.,
r
and it is bearing fruit in the "form of a rights-

bearing attitude among' parents., In short, somehow even at the

basic level of information about rights the process of getting

services to oar chilAren has become adversarial in too many

local districts.

40"
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The/second issue
I 2-,' Federal legislation mandates include specific time-

;lines for the ,due pxocesa procedure which are being systemati-

cally geregarded at both the local and state levels. The
major result of this practice 10 again that children are not

being appropriately served. The fiptor of timeliness is also

largely controlled by administratoas, net by parents. For

example in our own casg, we filed for a local hearing on May 1,'

1980; the hearing was held on September 24, 1980. We filed for
state level review on October 13, 1980; we still have not heard
many disposition of the state level review.

Last Week at the State Advisory Council on Education of °

Handicapped Children, Dr. Robert Henderson from the University

of Illinois (Champaign) reported some of his research findings

on the timelfactor to the Council; he had voluntarily without

pay performed this service for the state. Unfortunately, due

to the opinion of one staff-attorney at the Illinois State Board

of Education,(Dr. Henderson was not given access to the files
with the raw data; instead he received photocopies of the findings
with the names of children and hearing officers blacked out. Dr.
Henderson is a respected member of his university faculty, a pre-

vious chairman of his department, and certainly a bonafide re-

searcher. Yet, as he is the first to say, his final figures are

soMewhat devoid, of meaning or depth due to the superficiality Of

the data_provided by the state staff. He can say, however, that

state, level review, has taken as long as 400-plus days. One mem-

ter of the Council, furthermore, commented that she ]mew, of one

m. Viet-had taken two years. One is lead to speculate even further

about,the raw data provided by state staff. As soon as ,I re-

ceive my copy of hid report. I shall forward a copy'ito you. In

short, the quasi-legal timely factor is being ignored. all too

often by administrators who are continuing their 'business-as-

4,/ usual' approach to serving our children, who are flaunting their

=- power in the face of a federal mandate in an ill-conceived power
'struggle to preserve their own sense of authority over.parents

,and, the children they are paid to serve.

7 9 1-



The third issue .

Section 504 of the Rehab Act of 1973 mandates that

federally fundedyrograms be accessible or barrier-free. There

is one official within the Office of Special Education (formerly

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped) who has publicly pro-

claimed that accessibility is'really no longer a problem. If

that gentleman would be willin to spend sometime on-site with
tme,I believe I could dissuade im of that position -- or perhaps

he could convince me of his position, and especially of his

definition of accessibility. As the parent of a physically handi-

capped individual, who is also mobility limited, I would like

to take issue with iiittKeib pronouncements. He does a gihve

disservice to this, the smallest class of individuals within the

class of disabled people, when he speaks so easily of sclutions.r

And yes, it does indeed engage my anger to hear such gratuitous

declarations from someone within the federal bureaucracy, the

very agency which is responsible for compliance and review. Is

he really saying that the two complaints we filed with the Office

of Civil Rights on the accessibility of the two p lic high

schools to which our daughter has been assigned e false, without

foundation in fact, the result of disgruntled p rent advocates??

Certainly our daughter could probably get into /some of these

buildings -- for the most part there is at least one "reasonably

accessible" entrance/exit. What would happen, I won , in case

of a fire or emergency evacuation? Is my daughter as s A as her

classmates who are not in wheelchairs?? Is my daughter o be ig-

more& in such situations?? Please tell me, Mr. Federal Official --

you who speak the words so easily.

And what about the creation, of "safeohgvens", so-called safe

rooms within a public school where there is no easy ,fire exit. But

safe from what? Smoke? Heat? It would seem unlikely! Yet in our

state, Mr. Simon, physically handicapped children are being put

into such "safe havens" while everyone else evacuates the building.

And whatlabout,toilSts? A Very private matter that one does ,

,

not normally discuss. But a very necessary private matter that

0 RUST be properly accommodated. -Perhaps he would rather not speak

of it but I shall. In the two high schools I have referred to

C*
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there is only one unisex facility provided --between them!

There are no other accessible toilet fabilities in either

building. In the.atate-approyed'facility for the'physically

handicapped which is also a regular local high school with

about 1,000 students, there is the one unisex toilet; in the

larger school with about'3,000 students, there is no4toilet that

is accessible. Now, what is accessible, Mr. Federal Official?

Any standard of accessibility that I have ever seen includes not

only toilets, but also telephones, drinking fountains, parking

facilities, etc., etc: It is beginning to happen in'public

schools, t it is not anywhere near a solution. It is easier
"to get aro nd in the grown -up world -- wherl.busineas-Ap^i's a tax-
deduction or credit f providing accessible facilities, as well

as more customers -- than'it is in school buildings, especially

at the secondary level.

The fourth issue '

Federal legislation max aates that handicapped' children

be educatqd in the least restrictive environment appropriate to

their needs with non-handicapped peers and that such an education

', be a free and appropriate public education. In our state, Mr.

,Simon, the state administrative staff has created a list of ap--

proved facilities which essentially restricts the full continuum

of available schools to which a local district is permitted to

Iias ign its students. Like most public school educators across

s coufftry, the staff has by definition eliminated private

schools because they are 'restrictive' and therefore not allow-

able within the least restrictive requirement. On its face such a
declaration does not seem to be unfair. t

In the case of a physically handicapped, mobility limited

mainstreaming child who lived ift a district without accessible

"regular* schools) it is outrageous, untenable; unacceptable --

to deny a free appropriate public education simply because the

only accessible facility for miles and miles happens to be a pii-
.-

i
vats non-parochial school. It may be true that in academic matters

.a larger public Bebopl would have more resources and therefore better

services. It is not true,.however, in physical matters where the

'4
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only acceptable facility is one tliatr is barrier-free and there-
.

fore safe as well as accessible. 4

Legit we forget it must be said that th system is Wbrk-

dng in many places for many children. But let us not forget

that it is also not working in many other places,'espedially

for children with low incidence rfiedi:". In this connection it

should be noted that research has shown forleaSY years that,

physically disabled people, create the most d omfort psycho-

logicdlly for people0Who axe ible-bodiet and it this group

is also'the one'most frequently and severely scriminated

agiinst.

The main thrust of s% comments
.

strafe the mounting sense ofdutrage 'that

and their advocates, especially against

failure to,serve,,the failure to unde

mate needs, the failure to observe fe

actions. by administrators are the i

Alliw me a few more examples --

+ A school social worker told ctive pd6ht advocate at

a school meeting about her i-handicappeci,ten-alter that

she, the parent, should,goA e and take a bubble-bath.

'+ A special ed director sAnt staff psycholo t9 a mental

health facilitygwhere a s zophrenic teen -alt r was under

treatment in order to ob his records; the `'fly in he

ointment14the LEA did ay one cent'toward els mainte-

nance, but felt they sh

been to demon-

see among parents

inistrators. The

d or address' legiti-

mandaies -- these

diate;cugs4bf outrage.

parental consent.

+ A child has received p

since 1974 and 1975.

has 'received no servi

ports the child two

day.

+*The Cook County Ae

million dollard in

=,-v7

d have his personal records without

ical therapy and transportatiOn

ce due process proceeditigs, child

di (five months),; the parent trans-

es a day for aqtotal-of 40 miles a

al Educational Service'has over one

and met aside for inservices; the area
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Shiwiiintendent (Mi. Martwick) will not release the money
,. for inservicee and refuses to discuss his r4asons. Meilawhile

the fund continues to grow.
, . .

+ Another scan problem of'wc most parents re:net'significant bl hih s art Li
, . ..,.-.

even. aware: the layering of educational administrations

which causes an'enormous dilution of the monies set!heide,

from our taxes for the education of. our children. One com-
ponent of this layering is the cooperative -- 'fertile gcoUnd

in the 1Mht-couple of decades for empire-building ihdAIE

the most restrictive environments for children. But you
will need separate hearings to sort out that whole system.

-.. ,

The-coming political. changes, especially in the area -of_

....
.

civil rights issues, is frightening to many activists.' Currently
many parent advocates and advocate organizations define or equate,

" disability rights as civil rights. Whereas in the past parents
most ofteri were made to feel thai'disabled children were a burden,'

/
with no right0 whatsoever -- not even to life -- todhY's climhte

is subdtantively better for parents and for their children. Society
as a whole, legislators, professionals in medical and educhtional

fields, providers of services even, -- all are more willing to ac-

cept the disabied person as a unique individual who happens to. .

require some bpecial accommodations. The past ten or teen
-I' years has seen a "quiet revolution" for disability rig .' it

is our fervent hope that the coming changed' in Political climate

. iillnot undo the legislation'that iaXelreadyin place. Let us
hope that we ca\ all continue to strive fpr more understanding-

1 of °dr pl istic society so that we may better understand its
".

adva% s dntage.lie together greater harmony even with its
disadvantages.

0.4.
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August lf 1980

Hr. Peat Simon, Chairman e -
Mouse Committee on'Edusation&Labor
Subcommittee on Select Education
Room 320,. 'Cannon Howes Office Building

, Waebington, D.C. 20515

,Deir Mr. Simod,

-Ithas.come to"-'our attention that the matter of related services in
special education is being reviewed by your xommittee. We would like
to express our concernend support for continued audiological services
in the .public School-sector. Enclosed is a packet of information

' describing the role of the Educational Audiologist as adopted by our
/ stets professional organization:''We would appreciate your review of

this information and hope ,it Is of bepefit to you in your decision.
'making process. *

_lhank-ymt ger tour time and consideration of this matter.

Siscirelz,

Wtatavt) WgiOels#Pf04--;
Kathleen Itehnsbend, Cksirperson
AdHot Committee on Educational Audiology

.4"-Vashington Seth and Hearing Association.

Susan Y. Soltemo; President
Washington Speech and*Hearing Association
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/The summary.of this page was submitted
to the Special Education Advisory Board

a

EDUCATIONAL AUDIOLOGIST

ROLE:

The educational audiologist is am,ESA certificated audiologist who
supervises and coordinates hearing screening programs and proVides
abdiologial services, including hearing 4asting, management of

'hearing.aids and auditory training to all p ldren with, hearing
impairments. Theducational audiologist a so works with teachers,
parents, health personnel and-agencies to a sure the best management
of each hearing impaired child.v

FUNCTION:

To establish, coordinate and ervise h ring screening programs
as directed in WAC 248-144-010 odgh WA 248-144-100.

To provide inservice training for staff rking with tearing impaired
,students.

.1

To participate in interdiscipli4ary stafiings regarding - individual
children.

a

To sake appropriate referrals tb other Person(u) and/or agencies.
.

To provide full-scale audiological evaluations and follow-up for
individual children.

- To proVide feedback on results f evaluations to parents, teachers
and other appropriate individua s and/or agencies.,

To evaluate, saintiin and repla p hearing,aids and hearing aid
parts as necgssar4t.

To assume responsibility for aural rehabilitation programs for
hearing impaired children and coordinate activities with appropriate '
personnel such as teachers and ipeech,pathologis

To assure that-all equipment used to evaluate children is maintains
and calibrated AS appropriate. ;

. 79 7,
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IDUCATIONAL AUDIOLOGIST

., Introduction

Urban VersisAkural
1

The functions of the educational audiologists and the activities

they perform are highly dependent upon the type and size of the

povlation,served. If the population is small, an aldiologist

night function in both regular and special education. classrooms.

However, in order to provide the necessary service to children, as

the population increases or diversifies, it would be necessary t.0;

increase the number of audiologipte and/or split the duties as

described in the "activities" section.' In an urban center,

therefoie,"qt4is likely that the population will be relatively

lax and centralized, thus requiring the services of at least

onelbncational audiologist and, most likely, two. In suburban,

rural areas, an audiologist could work for theE4ucatiOnal Service
MP%

District (SSD) and serve several local school districts.

Screening: Ratios of Educational Xudiologists to studonts:
The following ratios are basod uopn full-time employment.

Urban

jn an urban environment where travel time is not extensive,

adequate screening services could be. provided to students

in regular cIassrooms.at a ratio of one audiologist to

25000 children.

Rural

As distances and travel time increase, the ratio of audio-

logical time.to children must'be adjusted. -then travel time

per week extends beyond ton hours, the audiologist should be

responsible for fewer children.

'Initial -and Continuing Assessment

Hearing. Impaired
. s.

Children who are hearing Impaired.require consistent, ongoing

evaluation and nanagement. Adequate audiologitill service can

798'
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be provided tolthis population using a ratio of 75 hearing

impaired children to one audiologist.'

Nowthearing raised Special Education

ThoSe children who are severely retarded and/or are physically

handicapped'or have multiple handicaps are often difficult to
test. Adequate audiological service can be provided to this

population using a ratio of 500 children to one audiologist.

The audiologist fn a-suburban/rural area could function,better as a

part of an ESD, system than..as_a consultant to a llacal school district.

By working for an ESDf. service to children could be facilitatedto

'all districts on a'needs basis and in an unbiased fashion. As a

consultant, the hiring district may not be willing ,to share the

audicIogist's"time fairly. There is also the additional problem of

serving too many bosses and loyalty" to the hiring'-district.e-
Duplication of 'Services

Be-Cause the state of Washington has gua4nteed each child an appro-

priate educational program and because the educational audiologist

pr ides services which are an integral part of this educational

program, these activities do,not overlap the clinical audiological

services of facilities, such as Seattle Bearing and Speech Center.

Further, the background which itriecessary in-order to develop a

qualified educ$ional audiologist is broader, more in depth and

more related to epcation then:-the background-of a clinical audio-

logist. A precedent has already been established in Washington

'State for utilizing the services of.special support personnel such

as occupational therapists, physical therapists, speech pathologists

and nurses which in,no way interfere or compete with those providing

thee. services on a private basia.'

specifically, tlinical'conters do not provide screening services to

large, numbers of-children. it is far more expedient and a better

guarantee of appropriate edUcation wheechildren are.screened witbin

the school system. Further, the special needs,of.bearing imp4red

dp.

79
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children require imCfcdiate attention and continued maintenance in

order to carry on a'sound echcational program. The problems which

arise with these children relative,,to-e4r molds, hearing aids,

increasing.yinring loss, are an integral part of the total educational

program and cannot wait while appointments are made in other

facilities which often take three to six weeks. These problems need

immediate attentilW. The educational audiologist dan provide

immediate attention and provide the necessary follow-up with the

teacher,,,p ncipal, nurse or speech pathologist which cannot be

provided clinical facilities or hearing aid dealers.

Pinanci 1 problems must also be considered. Many parents cannot

afford to pay the prices charged at community facilites such as

hospitals, clilics and.. hearing aid dealers. Therefore, services

needed to implement a total 4ducational program are,not attended to.

The child then, s unable to tak4 advantage of the educational

program. Data are available which demonstrate that with a full-time

educational and ologist in a district, a greater percentage of the

students wear ring aids full time and the hearing aids are in

better workin4g11 condition thus permitting the student to take full

advantage f the educatiOnal opportunit?\-

rofessionals A

There are people who assist be audiologist in performing certain

duiies. These people are often referred to as audiomotristi or

audiometric aides. The duties of these paraprofessionals may

include screening and initial re-testing under the supervision of

the audiologist,'essisting the audiologist when testing a very young

or difficult-to-test child by cOnditioning and reinforcing the child

appropriately. Additional activities would include pulling' folders,

filing, making duplicate audiograms and other clerical duties.

Some of this assistive service could also be provided by hearing

therapists, Opeoch,pathologists, nurses or other personnel. However,: .

it is e&sentiel that these people receive carefdl and consistent

trarning and work under the suPorvision of the educational audiologist.
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Activities

-

An educational audiologist may provide the following services to
students. A), the number of. children increases, the-number of
activities will decrease. Also, hired on a part-time basis, an
audiologist could perform only a few-of these activities. The
activities are separated into two categories: (1) those activities
required when working with special education children, and (2)-those ,

' required when working with children in regular classrooms.

impairced

//Hearing evaluations

Hearing aid evaluations

Minor hearing aid repair

Make ear molds

Auditory training

Placement'et.taluatias

Set up training programs fort
teachers

Stuffings

Parent Conferences

Istservide for teachers/
plrents of hearing impaired

Teaching regular classes,
teachers and kids

Medical referrals

Other agency referrals

Report writing

Scheduling

Letters/phone calls to parents
and other agency personnel

Calibration of equipment

Teacher.cOnforences
Routine checkup of auditory
equipment in classrooms, includ-
ing personal hearing aids

*7,

Regullr or Other
S ccial Education Classrooms

Train assistants to screen

.11e-train COS to screen

Supervise students on practicum

Make up and distribute forms for
screening

Schedule schools for screening

Obtain class lists
Schedtile rooms for testing
Get mothers to transport
P. R. worli with princiapls, etc.
Noise level readings in test: rooms
Make sure equipment is available

' and set up

Supervise actual testing

Test difficult kids; long-term
assessment

Phone.and/or letters
(occasional in person co )

Retest4nring year

Monitor bearing 'impaired kids in
regular clas8es

Parent contact

Hearing aid checks

Teacher contact and conferences,

Auditory training/arrange therapy



Teaching sign claSSJ3

Coordinates activities
relating' o staff, children
and placement and/or move-
ment of chilidren.

Staff-meetings

Support service meetings with
supervisor, psychologist,
CADS, consultants'

Home visits

Inter-district meeting and
t conferences

Into - program hearing-
' evagiations (for other special

education kids}

Inter-agency evaluations--
hearing aid adjustment

Supervise university students
.on practicum

Obtain' noise level readings in
=oats

Re-evaluations' .

Series testing for difficult-
to-test kids

Obtain assistant for testing
young and difficult-to-test
kids

Set up conditioning
to prepare kids for

programs'
testing

Talk to college cla sets about
audiology as a car

impedance audiome

Obtain and compile -information
on, auditory tr- g, lip
reading -

. Updating informs on re: audiology
oto share with s ff

Recordkeeping

Activities r, red byIChool
district such a state reports, ,

reports to su islet: and g
and objectives

194

4Talk to classesi.about hearing loss,
hearing aid, etc,'

Talk to college classes about
'audiology awl: career

Impecence audiometry

*inservice training for teacherp

Staffings

Recordkeeping

Public relations with community
-(newspapers, television, etc.).

Support service meetings with
supervisor, psychologist. COS.
monsultans

Activities required by school
district such as state reports,
reports to supervisor and goals
and objectives

I.
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Narking with other Professionils
in order to assess auditory
perceptual problems"

p3io4c relations with community
(newspapersi television, etc.)

Transport equipme and hearing
,aids to hearing id dealers-

795

%purchase supplies.at,hearing aid
-dealers or other outlets

Assass/replace,c/assroom amplifier
equipment.

4

M-

t

Qualifications of an Educational Audiologist

The educational audiologist must.ltaveat least an M.A. (H.S.-P.A.)

degree O'Educational Audiology, obtained'through an accredited
uuiversity,or college. In addition-to the required cdnrse work

in audiology at the Master's level, classes are essential in each
of the following categories:

A. Psychology

Normal anddieordered aspects of child development (growth,

motor, cognitive, emotional, social) sensory processes, learn-,
ing theoryldrive, motivation, reinforcement), deviant personality.

610

ikt".
A

B. Education/special. Education

Curriculum, behavioral measurement including a signeklanguar_
systesi (Manual English, Signed English, Ameslan, etc.), speech-_
and language of the deaf, mental retardation, inter-disciplinary

approaChes to evaluation and management of developmental dis-
_

Abilities.

'Speech and Language

Normal and disordered acquisition of speech and Language,'

phonetics, linguistics, evaluation and management of speech
and Language disorders."

.14
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D.. Anatomy and Physiology

In particular, re: speech and hearfng mechanists.

1

E. Basic Hearing Scienco

Psycho and Physiological acoustics (stimulus, organismic

and response variables re: the hearing process), scientific

methods, instrumiptation, calibration. standards.

Knowledge in the,abote, broad topical areas, specific skills/

competencies in evalitiation and management of hearing disorders in

infants and children are essential. Specific areas of expertise

should be.developedin evaluations and management of children.

Evaluation

*Techniques in interviewing and pstablishing a case history.

*Evaluation or intake information. .

arormulating test strategies on basis of intake information
interview) and case history information ana direct observation,
of c

*Skill in the application%of reinforcement techniques.

sApplicationiof test.procedures consistent with general/language
development of child.

*Evoked Respenie Audiometry (ERA)..

*Speech Audiometry -- assessment of, threshold, supra threshold,
discrimination (coniistent, with language development of child),
auditory perceptiontin the presence of competing signals, auditory
memory, temporal auditory processing as a functiOnpf length, typo,
context or message .4

*Identification Audiometry (School Age) ft- choice of test method,
population to be tested, Criteria forpass/failure, referral
considerations,

*Interpretation of,aUdiometric test results re: medical referral,
need for amplification, educational considerations, impact of
'hearing bison child's total functicining.

*Convoying informatiOnabout.test results to parents, child, otAer
professionals including phySicians, And teachers via verbal des-
criptions, cainselipg, staff conferences and written report.

8Q44,
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"Kid/ledge of the evaluation, fitting care andloaintenance of 4
hearing aids.

flanagemedit 1

.

adadical and `educational referrals.

xParticipationdn educational placement decisions.

*Amplification -- characteristics of hearing aids/auditory trainers
including conventional amplification, modified forms of amplification
(transposer, AVC, etc.) selection''of appropriate instrument, monaural
versus binaural, test methods, both formal and informal, to determine
_benefit from amplification, ear mold considerations, signal-to-noise
considerations.

*Working with parents, teachers, others, regarding: hearing aid usage;
maintenance, expectations regarding: hearing aid usage. .

.xparent training programs - conveying information regarding impact of
hearing loss on child's total functioning, communication/language
stimulation. .

*Education of teachers regarding: understanding of hearing loss,
communication deficits in association with.hcaring loss, classroom
seating, management of amplification in classroom.

*Setting up and carrying out Of Identification Audiometry Programs
including appropriate follow-up procedures.

sEatablishing and managing hearing,conservation programs.

*Learning to work effectively -is team member with othd'i professionals
Capeech therapist, psychologist,-tecial worker, etc.) toward best
interest of child in question.

iProviding assistance to teachers, speech therapists, others regarding:
planning therapy programs in language, auditory tramming, speech
reading and total communication.

Selecting an appropriate target behavior for modification,throtigh
direct observatibp, 'diagnostic test information, and other data.

Pormulation and execution of small-step prograts designed to
Modify the behavior. ,

Keeping and accurate record (data collection) of child's
,performance which dictates the success of the therapy plan.

Setting criteria which determine successful modification of a.
,target behavior.

Determining a new target behavior for modification.

-x-Direct therapy following form outlined in aboye and drawing from
knowledge of normal and disordered auditory systems, speech reading
techniques, perceptugl processes both with and without competing

o signals, and the speech-language-communication process.

8. us
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1:deeming to test with hearing aids andv discuss'their appropr ate-
mass to children with parents, teachers and others.

Practicum Experience

The educational audiologist would be expected to have a minimum of 14
one full quarter of practicum experience in a school setting. The
following areas should be included: *

A. .0bservation'inis regular classroom

B.. Observation in special education classrooms other than hearing
impaired. -

C. Observation in hearing impailrediClassrooms, elementary and
secondary -where possible.

D. Work with the educational audiologist by:

1. kiliFieipating in ongoing activities as listed previously.

.2. Participating in parent conferences.

3. Participating in interdisciplinary conferences, including
assessment information and placement.

4. Participating in 'aural rehabilitation where possible.

5. Participating in the organization and management of a
--screening program.

OR

. v
6. Participating in ongoing assessment of,hearing impaired

and/or other special education children.
. a .

a
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MAY 11980
39 MS C. Suitr 201)

. Lincoln, Neh 685114

Trirphone 4024614616
Esecutitr
Ms. Minhs Kiln

Congressmen Paul Simon,
Chairman of the House Subcommittee on
Sella Education

227 Cannon House Office Building
Uhshington, D.C. 20510

Dear Catgresae n Simon:

I recent had an opportunity to review a report prepared by the Education
Advocates Coalition. This report detailed the instances of liance
by state and local education authorities with the tion for All Hand capped
Children Act (P1.94 -142). In developing data fon this report, the Education
Advocates Coalition surveyed eleven states.

As the protection and advocacy.agency in Nebraska, Nebraska Advocacy
Services has responded to rimy inquiries 'related to the education of handicapped
children. It has been our experience that the cmiditionx described in the
report also exist in Nebraska. In particular, there are rail handicappe4
children who've' isolated and segregated from their non-handicapped peetAL
some institutiMidited school children don't receive any educational services

. and many parents are still denied an opportunity to equally participate in
develop ing their child's IEP.

it has also been our experience that the Bureau of Education f
Handicapped, (8121), is notable to enforce P1..94-142. Of the referrals made
by Nebraska Advocacy Services to BCH, ,the typical response has been to refer
the matter back to the State Department of Education. /his results in further
inaction as the Deiirtmmnt of Education is notable to enforce compliance either.
lypicslly,,parents are'urped 66 appeal to the state hearing officer, an attic*
which can be quits expensive. Hors importantly, it should not be necessary
if MR were to be a strong cempliance agency. =

Therefore I fully suppOt the recommendations made by the Education
"...Advocates Coalition and urge you to exercise the Subcgmmittee't oversight
, powers to assure immediate and responsive Department birducation action.

Sincerely '

Hirdsa rains
Executive Director

ccg Yohalda's
Shirley N. Hufstedler

Sara et Ogretirt. Man ftreauttgaggt. Lowttglor 1111+. Sangren:on I. trots, turyt_tinkort. Strugbluff. tow D. Lug;g0 ugCagai
14 og4.14414 Swag , Stub PlattgArga Iltdolggg, Silette: hors igtotOgultst LAM Setrttlkorttr.
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PREPARED STATEMENT SUBIAITIRD BY PATRICIA KAYLOR, PH. D., COORDINATOR OF
SPECIAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION, ADELPHI UNIVERSITY, GARDEN CITY, N.Y.

A 1973 survey gondu ed by he Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,

U.S. Office of Health, Educe on, and Welfare estimated that fever than 20

percent of all schools offered physical education services to handicapped
o

children and of these-dschools, 80 percent conductcd "inadequate" physical,

education programs. Due to this finding, pliysical education has been in-

cluded in the Aefinition of Special education.

121.24 Special Education

(a) M. As used in this part, the term "special education"
means specially designed instruction, at no cost to the parent,
to meet the unique needs of a handicapped child, including

clpssroom instruction, instruitiod in nhysi6s1 edumtion, home
instruction, and instruction in hospitals and institutions.

(b) (2) "Physical. education" is defined as follows:,

(1) The term means the development of: -

(A) Physical and motor fitness;
.

(B) Fundamental motor skills and patterns, and

(C) Skills in aquatics, dance., and individual.end
group games and sports (including intramural
'and yfetime sports).

(ii) The Item includes special physical education, adaptet
physiCil.education, movement education, and motor
development.

The services just named are designated bylaw as mandatory services vh-ch

must be made available at no charge torbendicapped children and their parents.

As a mandatory service, physical education 'must be provided to all handicapped

children. IA order to determine state compliance with the physical education

mandates of PI, 94 -142, Special Olympics Inc. conducted a telephone survey of

State Special Education DireCtors. Of the 56 states an d,U.S. territories

surveyed, 53 responded to our questions regarding "screenitia, referring and

evaluating procedures in physical education' and twacasional preparation of

special physical educators.

t
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Results phovedthat.only.3711 states and territories require

. 'Automation on a. child's phpic abilities in its screening and/Ora
refural process. Similarly, 2 toe and territories have establishe

'

written procedurestevaluating the physical education needs of an identified
, /'

IvuldicaVpid student, and less than 20% of the states have established cri-

teria-for determining sA6ial physical education placemept of an identified

asandicappad_student

Although hp of the 53 states and territories polled indicate that

' students identified as nee ing special physical education feqUire those needs

to be addresd& on-.-tbe ind vidualizeke6cation program'(IEP), only 13 states

have an established IEP form specifiially addressing physical education.

Fifteen states ancl;territories (28%) include a physical educator as a member

of their State Comprehensive System of Personnel Development committee. This

lack of reimeseatation is reflatted iwthat only five states have certifica-
A

tion'requirements for teachers of special physical education.

This survey clearly indicates that the physical education mandates of.
0, tk

PL 94 -142: The Education of Handicapped:Children Act of e not

beifig met-at the state levpl. Although no formal data exists, uld seem
. a ,« 4

to follow that local education agencies are,aIso not in compliance with
*

physical education mandates. Unless the state,slearly establishes written
*

plicy and procedures iegiiahg screeningl diAgnas eferral, programming,

&valuation; nonitbring and proltsvional repays; siecitOCIAlysicil educe-.
4

tion, local edubation agencies will flounder in comp/ling v4th physical 0

education mandates due yo this lack-of federal tnd state direction.
.

All hafidicapped children need appropriate physical education experiences.

Thipmentally deficient vSosettmpirent opportunities are limited to jobs

a-
, 4:4.4mIllr.4.
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emphasizing physical rather than academic abilities must develop the

requisite motor skills and physical conditioning necessary to secure and

maintain employment. Their ,cobs, like millions of other Americans, alloy

for a growing abundance of leisure time; leisure time that mat also .

utilizmrecreatlaw skills vhich emphasize physical abilities.. These facts

indicate that quality physical education instruction for the mentally

deficient, ip more important than for their academically capable peers- vho

are more likely to hold desk jobs demanding little fitness and to use their

leisure,timein reading and other intellectually oriented activities.
#

Removing architectural barriers from our public schools has created a

horrendous dilemma in the physical education class. Orthopedically and

llalth impaired children successfully mainstreamed intellectually are it.4'oo

often inappropriately assigned to regular physical educationlas yell.

Dise to their physical and motor limitatious these students cannot

successfully participate with their non-handicapped peers, so they become

perennial spectators, score keepers, or timers instead of active partic-

ipanti in an appropriates des fined Physical education class. These hand-

icapped indiViduals are not receiving the physical edOcation, recreation,

and athletic experiences afforaed non - handicapped students. PL 94-l47 as

s1l as Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act not only reaffirms the right

of all handicapped students attending plblic schools to receive appropriate

physical education services, but extends the concept into the areas of

athletics, intramurals and recreation. Essentially this means that handi-

capped students should not be denied equal oppogtunityto partiCipate in

regular school extra curricular activities or comparable 'special activities;

If comparable special activities, such as the Special Olympics or wheel -

bhair sports are necessary, then these experiences should likevise be funded

8t0.
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in a manner consistent with other extra curricular school activities.

p
The greater the child's handicapping conditeon, the more likelY.he

is to have an overabundance of leisure time during the adult years. For

the mentally deficient, leisure must be taught, and may even become s form

of employment. Throughout their developmental years handicapped children

are continuously running from specialist to specialist receiving a multi-

tude of theratiesto improve speech, readfng, coordination etch. During this

time the handicapped child'has very little leiture time and consequently

no need to develop recreational skips. However, as an adult, these ther-

apiesicease and an abundance of empty time replaces time spent in therapy.

Having developed no leisure interests or; recreational skills: leisure tine

becomes empty, boring, and mentally and physically unhealthy. Leisure

education may be the most important aspect of the total education.of handi-

-i-capped children.

Athletics are an outgroyth of the physiczl'educatiOn progre:6. extra-

mural competition including interscholastic and intercollegiate athletics

is associated with the gifted athlete, Handicapped students have not

generally been integrated into extramural athletics. However, athletici

and sport participation is a means of normalization and has been-shown tobe

an important part of integrating the handigetped into the mainstream of

society.

Programs such as Special OlymOIcs for the mentally retarded, National

Wheelchair Athletic Association, American Athletic Association of the Deaf,

United States Associrition of Blind Athletes, Hationa/Associatios of Sports

for Cerebral Paley, Paraolympics, Tournament of Champions, and many other

national and international athletic prog.Pams,for the handicapped follow the

mottos Sports by ability, not disability. These sport modelsoffer successful
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approaches to sport training and competition for the handicapped. Each

model emphasizes the functional ability of the individual and minimizes

the adaptation and modification necessary for successful participation.

Though the:models exist, few public schools have incorporated them into their
*

physical education and athletic programs, and as such, have denied handi-

capped at4ents the'opportunitie# offered their non - handicapped- peers.

, Special Olympics, the most widely publiciziesport program fOr the

0'
handicapped, offers year rpund training programs for the mentally retarded

*

culminating.in a series of more than two thousand state and local melts in
s

the United,States, District of Columbia, and thirty foreign countries. The

Special Olympics Program sponsors fourAeen competitive sports and over 30

non-competitiveldimenstration sports for the mentally retarded. Cominaion 1

'

progr ' offered by many bf these athletic programs teach parents how to

rilio-assis r special child in his development, train their athletes to

secure.a

l

maintiftremployment in the field of recreation, train teachers

and coaches in sports skill instruction for *e handicapped, and sponsor

summer camps.
11

With,ps today are two Special Olympians, Otis Bryant and Tracy Grell,

Mrs.' Doris Grell; the mother Of Tracy, and Mr. Herb Rosenblatt, special
4

education teacher in the flew York City School District. All four individ-,

gals have been involved in i'vcial Olympics training and athletic competi

'%ion for enumber,of years. It is important that you realize Otis and Tracy

are'thf exception rather than the rule, in that they receive their training'

and participete, in Special Olympics as part of their physical education
0

program. -Throughout most of New York and the nation as Yell, Special

Olimpicnatm t leek to sources other than their local education ageiralks
7 '
rrei;e moter'fitness and sport skill training and competition.

81,2.
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HOHORABIK Pail. Simo*
Subcommittee on Select Education
Htmsi.ef Representatives
Oversight Hearings on P.L. 94-142
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear-Mr,Slion:

This statement lay be,t90 late for the working ot'your committee. ,

I request that it be made part of the*pe anent record if at all
possible e and -if not, possible, that i be retained and made part
,.4if the record when oversight bearings a nein held on this law. .

I have reed She-testimony of the h arings of 1979 and find two
very.important areas not addressod.-_Ona. s the continuity of the
special educttiqn.ef a child when traveling from-state to state.
The other is the=prbvisian of spacial:education in- private schools,-
A third very important issue is the provision of legal services for
10e parents of a handicapped child, when they are forced to go due '

process;
. 7

. Ian' order to eXplaiii,somegq, the difficulties, twill use a
Personal example. My son, Brian is new 16 years old, He as
damaged in the early stages of pregnancy by German measlea, the
rubella epidemic of 1964. He was born in September of 194.

He wan seen by a pediatrician at birth because I was aorried
Ian abortion had been suggested). The pediatrician deblared him
normal. He was not identified as an at risk baby. There was no
.-follow-up suggested. Hs-bad some problems learning to swim, and
sopa difficulties when be-got into school that got worse as he,got
older. He was recommended, not for evaluations, but for academic
assessment in order to determine whether or not he should be held

-_,-, back. He has heed held beck twice, once before kinderkarten (his
pencil work was immaturp) and once when transferring schools in
order togive him a "better Backgrbunds to handle the high sehol
prbgram.

.

Prior tohis leaving a small private grade school and entering -
a public large junior high, I visited with the people-at yhe junior
high-school, once with the counselor and once with the resource teacher..
I was-advised at that pant that due to his academic achievement in the
middle or nipper stanines that nothing could be done tolhelp him in that
school - he c helped -only if he were in the -lover 30% or if he
were emoti urbed. He Gras not referred for evaluation to
discomver hi to do hccaewock, his-failures in math or his
truancies. This w in the-spring of-1977.

b

DEC 10 19830

905 4th Ave. W. -

Kalispell, Mont. 59901
-December 4, 1960

.`
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During the summer he attended a sports military academy-in the
East ehich also had remedial classes. Since he was enrolled in the
school program, he was tested. It was at that time I realized there
yes a serious problem. He tested five years below grade level in
some are 8, three yearsbelow grade level in others. We immediately
took him tots college in California for additional testing, and were
told tha hi was learning disabled. We were advised to place him in
a school, for learning disabled in order to fill in the "holes* in his
education. 'Within ten dare, we moved - on a temporary basis - from
Montana to California to place him in the special school.

After that year, but prior tdkils leaving the special school,
we asked for a child study team in his public school district in
Montana in ender to place his in his proper classes the following
fall. At first the school was reluctant to hold the meeting. They
held it in March, but refused to incorporate perceptual-motor training
into his program, even though evaluations at the school in California
showed that he needed it. The Montana school district suggested that
I get a neurological evaluation, which Idid at my own expense. The
Montana school district then refused to accept the evaluation of the
Aeurologist - because he was not a Montana doctor. The neurologist
has discovered that my son has cerebral palsy, and needed physical
thercipy at least three times a week. With many letters back and
forth and cooperation of local doctors, after five months, an entire
semester i he eighth grade, we were finally able to get him out of
gym class, he could possible injure himself, and into physical;;SSe
therepy - whic occurred three times a week, sometimes. .

When we left California, we brought with us anIEP written by
Brian's main coacher co -plete with baseline data, goals, methods of
reaching goals - his needs. The Montana school district refused to
use the California IEP, either in its entirety, or as a working

it document sr in any part. They also refused to accept the remits of
the Dominican college testing, insisting on doing all their own
testing. Althoughthey occasionally would include a mainstream
teacher in the child study meetings, they refused to accept the
idea that possibly something the teacher did in class (modifications)
would have to be different in order to accomodate this student in
class.

. . ,

Independent testing was done within the state, but they refused
to accept the second diagnosis of learning disability, saying that

,'this boy yas obviouily intelligent and *looked so normal*. They also
refused to accept the diagnosis of cerebral palsy (although now that
we know, home movies of Bkian as an infant show definite spastic
movements and now we understand why it took him five years to learn
to swim with a dog paddle). They consistently attempted to write
IEP's on the basis of what happens.in.olass, rather than on tha%onique
needs of Brian. X

t,

After two years of this hassle, Brian was again evaluat4d by
Dominican in California. They stated that they saw a changed atti- \
tude toward school, and recommended a change in placement. We had
already interviewed a one parochial high school - mentioning learning
disability needing some Classroom modification - and following that,
interviewed at three more. The fourth one accepted him, the mother
three turned him down. One refused to even meet with me,,one used
the excuse of *folio even though A applied well within the deadline,
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f and hiarlmrtEer was an alumnus, and tie third reuse to acceptan application. I had mentioned that Brian's reading was slow due
. to the celfabral palsy affecting his eyes, but that he could use to
to learn and in fact has a tape machine from the State Library a cehe is certified to use books for the blind. I suggested-that neehe was orsuperiorinterIdgence knd

had good` comprehension, t t he
shoudl be treated just like a blind student. I asked her h shewould treat a blind student. She said "We wouldn't have a blind
student in our school.* J11

That was four months ago, in July, but I have not gotteri over
the pain that statement causede:t I have said many times sinde "Did
Jesus come only to save the perfect?* Hew t can those who are less
perfect be simply dumped on the public school,as somebody else'sproblem.

In state add federal legislatures people are worried about
spending tax omoney in private schools, and so are very careful
about what kind of service is given to students private schools.Well, I suggest to you that a child should not be denied special
education because of his religion - nor should he be- denied his
religion simply because he shoudl happen to require special educe-tion.

I suggest to you further that handicapped childr n right now
in the United states are being denied special educationtecause they
are enrolled in.Pr/vate schools. First becasue the administraedrs
dofirt want to bother with it, secondly, because the parents have not
been-informed of their rights and their child's right to'special
education, and third because those in the public sector are jealously

ing their dollars instead of being concerned about childrert.
know personally of a boy in a Lutheran school, identified, as

learning disable in the second grade, never placed in special educa-
tion until the 9th grade, and then poly because a parent advocate
happened to know the mother and usggested that something should bedone. Shewas told, when she contacted the public school, that if
he had waited until fall, there wouldn't have been room in theroeram for him. Since waiting lists are illegal,Acids just aren'tput lists at al11111 or maybe they'll be served in Title I, even

though the cause of their problem is neither cultural nor economic.

For these reasons, the application of P.L. 94-142 to the private:
I schools needs to be strengthened.

To pick up the thread of the original story, my son is now
enrolled in a Catholic high school in Seattle, Washington. The
local public school district was tafinotified in August - after he
had moved there - that he was in the district", already identified
as a handicapped child, and in need of services. At,first myletters were ignored. During my first visit in September, no attempt
wqs made to figure out how ti provide services, only to explain to me
that services were impossible- because he was mild, because he was
in a private school, because his eye condition needin excercise did
not qualify for services under Washington guidelines State guidelines).

86-1211 0-81-521
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In this September meeting, I gave them extensive copies of evaluations

that had been done, doctors letters, etc., but for week; I heard

nothing. It was-.obvious that they were still goidg to ignore me.

i!A. letter was left unanswer d. Finally a telegram brought a telephone

call frac the assitant d' ctor of special education tellinc me not

to bother to make the trip. I drove to Seattle anyway - a °rive of

more than 14 hours, one way, from.my home. After I arrived, we

met. they were most gracious, and at that point, they identified my

son as a "Focus of Concern'.- as if he were a first referral. This

was on the 18th of October. Never mxitg mind'aa-Ehey had been notified

on the 28 of August that he was there and needed services% The

parent's referral %Ts ignored. Never mind that he had been identified ,

as handicapped three years earlier. i

%

Then then had, according to their regs, until the 22nd of

November to complete their testing. The fact that Brian had had an

IQ test in November bf 1979 did not matter. It had to be repeated.

The fact that he had a complete academic evluation in June 1980,

did not matter - that had to be repeated. I refUsed permission for

most of it, and a diagnostic evaluction of sorts' was done. They did

agree under a t emporary IEP, to provide a 1-1 tutor four hours a

week (the evaluator the previous year had specified that Brian

needed 1-4 tutoring 1i - 2 hours a day).

The point I am trying'to makewith all of this is that a handicap

belongs to the child, not the school district. If a child moves,

from State to State, or free district to district, he still has the

same handicap, the same academic grade equivalents, the same needs.

All ;his game playing by school districts tells me that IEP's

are stillteing written according to the convenience of the school

districts, according to which services they feel like delivering

rather than upon the real needs of the child.

IEP's once written, should transfer with the child, since they

reflect exactly what the ch4.4nedds - thus they should be the same

(or, almost so) from district to distridt, and State to State.

Testing, when done _py reliable institutions and qualified per-

, sons, should be accepted; instead of repeating over and over again

tests on children. Repeated testing is obviously not to find out

what the child needs, but only to determine which services can be

denied under the law. A known handicapped child x should be

immediately accepted into a needed program,and not constantly

re-tested in order to requalify. This should carry from district

to district and State to State so that the child isnot damaged by

bureaucratic games.

The third point is that parents are being denied their rights

under due process simply because they ca:.not afford attorneys, adp
,

thus are scared away from working for the appropriate program for'

... their child. Some system need to be deviseg to make the sharing of

legal expertise more equitable.

81 d'
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On behitlf of 'other parents, and myself, I thank you for thid
opportunity to testify, and also for the bearings that were held
at various places throUgout the county. Perhaps there could be
more publicity on these hearings so that more parents are able to
give input but we are thankful that testimony can also be given
by letter.

A

cc: Senator
TriState Network

ndra Kelley

7

81-7
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PREPARED STATEMENT 07 KATELEEMKENCaMES. LAURENCE P.) ST. CHARLEs, Mo.

My name is Kathleen King, and I live in St. Charles; MO.

I am the mother of two handicapped children and I'm sure you'll

be relieved to hear that they are dOing very well in school.
tr,

They have always been well cared for and I have no reason to

"complain about their education in any way. In the midst of all

the frustrations,.I thought you might like to know that, "some-
,

,

Where the sun is shining, somewhere the sky is blue".

- Because I have been so successful in obtaining a free, ap-

propriate, public' education for my children, other pare s have

asked me to helprthem. As a friend to these parent's, I have ac-

companied them to theirz,achools too many times to count. What I

have witnessed irPthose schools'leads.me to the conclusion that

the greatest need we have is the need to educate the educators.

My husband and I are fortunate. Before we moved, we inter-

viewed the principal of the school our children would have to

attend. In one case, we heard him say, '(in response to our ques-

tion about classes for handicapped children), "Well, yes, we do

have a teacher who comes heie sometimes. She teaches them (sic)

retarded kids. But I don't let very many of them in mx school!"

We decided we wouldn't want our children attending his school

either, so we went back to the relator and demanded a refund.

It took us four more tripe to local public schools before we

found one who was worthy of receiving our Children. Other par-

ents have not beeln so fortunate.

8 1A.
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In one school, I saw a principal reach for a pen'to cross

out the label "Learning Disabled" and write in'"BohavioeDisor-

dared"; because the L.D. teacher had too many children and the

B.D. teacher had some openings Be was honestly'amazed6wten I

told him he couldn't do that.

In4nother district, the parent was turned down flat when

she went to the school-to look at her son's records. It took

a 60 mile trip from me and a half hour of educating the school
o

clerks befoze.ther saw the error of their ways.

another mother kept her teen-aged son at hOMe for the last

three months of school, at the request of the school board. -She

was expecting bone-bound tutoring,for those months, but it was

never received, becaUse the administration didn't realize she

had a right to it.

Sad epd all as these cases are, they are simple to solve

compered with the prdblemparents face much more frequently.

That is the dilemma of teachers Who just don't understand the

implicatidos of being handicapped. Least RestrictiVe

meat is, unquestionably, a commendable goal, but What do you

say to a shop teacher who can't understand why aaophomore with

a fifYj gride reading level can't'ranee teat laitten'on &-

tenth grade level? "But he did so well in class", they say.

"Why can't be answer the questions ?"

What can I say to a fourth grade teacher Who flunks every

written assignment a child hands in because of "poor penmanship

skills", regardless of ihe.quelity of the thoughts expressed?

What can anyone say to a school district that requires a

student to be able to diagram sentences before being admitted

.0"r

81'9"
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to a welding class?

Sher,, and over and over agein, I see defeated students and

disappointed parents who really believed that an appropriate ed-
.

ucation was within their grasp. Given-the power of our Federal

Government, there must be somethinqwe can ao to engineer the de-

livery of such a promise. May I suggest some potential solutions?

1. Emplement the training of professional educators. No

school is better than its principal.

2. Subsidize thetraining'of parents Unfortunately, the

quality of education today depends on the status of-the parent.

(No principal expels the son of the PTA President() While I am

more than willing to accompany any parent Who calls me to an IEP

conference, let's face it, there's not enough ofme to go around.

It's sad to say that a parents today receives only as good an ed-

ucation'for his children as be_is knowledgeable about the law. f

Now many of our neighbors are familiar enough with Federal Laws

to safeguard their children4s education? Better yet, NW should
0

parents be required to know as much or more than professional ed-

ucators in order to secure the appropriate education of their

Children?

3. Coordinate the Services of Vocational Education and

Mainstream Education. For too long; vocational educators hive

been measuring their success by the percentage of amployable

graduates they produce. Consequently, they welcome only the

best and thebrightest"itudents into their hallowed halls and

the handicapped students, who are the ones most in need of job

skills, ars left to flounder in,an ocean of unskilled laborers.

,



As a nation, i.e simply, can pot. afford, the luxury of

113g" as such as 20% of our 'work _force.

My final suggestion is for you, as a panel, to ask more

question* of more mothers. Talking to professional educators

is all very Well and good, but they constitute only half

team. The parents of the stUdents form the other half and I'm

sure that if this meeting was prqPerly pyblicized,'you would

have beard from a lot more of them.

Thank you for taking the time to hear my pleas, and bless

ing41 on you for making the effort to improve our ctildrens,

education.

Mrs. Laurence P. Xing

700 N. Duchesne Drive

At. Charles, MD. 63301

813

of the

ICAnsAs CrrY, Mn., Semen bar 88, 08a
DWI MIL I received your invitation to the hearing on Pub. L. 94-142. I

will not be able to as I sop a teacher and Sept. g2. is a 1011)01 day .
Public Lai 04-142 a law passed with good intent, and I'm sure- it has hel

many students. However, Whits created new Problems which my school district is
either unwilling or unablto solve. Special education. clawed u:,, LD, and BD) are
extremely overcrowded. The school realize that they nitist legally andhep aw students but there is no place for many of them. So, the has its
version of "mainstreaming", dumping a disabled student in a "regular" class. This
version of mainstreaming is a disservice to the disabled student-as well as to the
rest of the claw Support services and teacher aides are a prerequisite for main-

, or at least they should be. Mora money or more supervision to help solve
these lems is needed.

Their
I am -also concerned that the law provide so little funding for the gifted. These

students have their own set of unique problems which must be
potential has been ignored and has withered for too long.

Sincerely,
PAMILA J. R. Leone.

.s
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are betag offered an excell t educational prOgram. However, thereare

several areas of major concern ich may have a dentrinental effect on the

overall.continuing progress of,our hildren.

Since the programs conception 'in e fall of l976, a ten day extension

Of the regular school year as will as a fo week summer program have'.1;een

au inPortant and necessary part of our child ens education. In April, 1980,

we were informed that the amount of Federal dollars flowing into the, state

had b en cut and consectimntlyrall the deaf -blind prograns in the state would have

to be cut to one hundred and eighty days, We were told, but have reasons to ,

doubt, that A variety of alternatives to that decision were discussed and
;-

found unacceotable. In June, at a meeting with Dr Leonard Hall, we were in-
(

-

formed that regardless of whether or not the money had been available we

814

PREPARED STATEMENT OP CAROL L. FREYLING, SECRETARY, CITIZEN ADVOCATES FOR
THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPEDACREVE COEUR, MO.

Special School District's Deaf -Blind Program,serves thirty-four children

in five classrooms, The childrensrange in age from two(to twelve and-are

multiple handiamed. The program serves children from St. Louis city and

county, as well as children from St. Chariest Jefferson and Fronkiin counties.

the parents of the children in the deaf-blind crogram feel their children

3.

AP,

-

would not have had a summerpromram. Tihe reason given by Dr, Hall was tha thy

class action suit against Stlecial`At....lool District and others, by Robert a

Mary Tarts for continuous educational 11;;C:-emming for their son Michael, prohibits

any children in Special School District being 8ffered any type of itlAnec

erocraming. We, as parents, found fault with this decision but were told we

could do nothing to prevent the loss of thirty plus day a of programming, We

feel that the lack of continuity in the childrens program will cause serious--

regression.
l/

At pre:tent, the school day is from 9:30 to 2:30. The buses arrive at 9:30'

. and by the ine the children are in their classrooms and reads to begin their
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days act ties i s almIst 10100. At the end of the day, the children are
,..

, on 40 bus and ready to leave at 2130. We feel the children ahould be in

,their classrooms by 9,30 and not leave until 2:30. There are a a eigni-
.. . r 4

ficant number of children five and older who shoulct:te receiving a six hour

educational program.

Thi grant written fo the deaf-blind Program includes the full time

services of a Physical therapist. It is approaching a year that our children,

Vs been mithout those cervices. Althbugl we appreciate the administrations

desire to hire only the best in staff-perm:lel, the length of time our

children have been without a physical therapist services mutcertainly be -'

detrimental to their progress.

' The criteria for entrance and maintenance in the deaf-blind program

' has chepged several tines since 1976. The criteria, not being specific'and

clear enough, allows too such subjectivity in the staii`evaluations ofithe

children. The parents, previous to their Childs I.E.P., e thus repeatedly

concerned as to whether or not their child will be allowed t remain in the

program. We feel that once accepted into the program, the child should be

allowed to remain until 6he age al,.tirelve unless the program can no longer

meet his needs.., +

I
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September 17, 1980

ReprosentatiVi Paul Simon,
I

Res WRITTEN TESTIMONY FOR PL 94-142 OVERSIGHT HEARING

Dear Ripresentitive Simon,

Enolosed is a letter copy I sent some few days ago..It'will introduce

-my children to you and alert you to their specific handicaps.
it.

Aricomplaints include; refusal'of the Speoial Sdhookpistrict to

my tap t4 IEP conferences, not informing me of 60 personnel to

be present at the conferences, when I was informed, it was incomplete

information as there weri two (2) extra persons attending, and not

implementing the IEP's or my ohildren.

I'also was not informed of the testing to be done with my boys and

'4 consider that the placement of the tests (in busy'hallways) was Anion-
,-

siderate and not condusive tb good performance on the

children.

I also have reports of a facilitator done on my children tha 11.211

very damaging and very. incorrect.

I would be happy to speak with anyone on these matters.

Thank you for your attention to these matters.

0

lady . Lorin

4569 Jetroyal Court

St. Louis, Missouri p

63128

phone (314) 894-0955

I
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septeribsr 1980

Dear-

- --
IsmapmneniSith twin boys. Ken and Keith Dsrino, foraorly students in
the St. Louis Deuhty Special School District. Their main handicaps were
Unclosed as SP," and language Development deficienoles.

Forth* current 0041 school year Ahey are enrolled in iegalarolase-

meee *--ljhteiell.t-thetelitc4144et.are:rdiel:11:egi gAtifeerth
of 3peaSrgaa Xs::: in , At sassed* only because otparental
insistet*. -'

II 94-02 states that : child should be educated in the lease restrict.;

.-.

tire environment to quotes- soes,121a.350-121a436:
'-

((b)) Each .agenmy'shall insures
(1) That to the maximum extent appropriate handicappod.,Shildrens
inibeling children in public or private institutions or other oars
facilities, are educated with gala= eh* are not.bandisapped, and
(2) That spacial, classes, separate schooling or other removal of
hendicappoCchildren from the regular educational environment occurs
only when the nature or **verity of the handicap is such that edu-
cation in reguler classesvith,the use of oupplementary aids and
services oannot be achieved Satisfactirily.

-, -. , .
,

I'insinted on the plaoenents in the regular ochool hicaese-of the law,
but mostly because I thought it to be best foray children. After
_three and tour years in Special school Distriotr my boy were and" till
are somialaitcived. They were aloe deprived in -the area of aoade.
mica tv
ocoa;eion to fame :Amdahl of-thweintanosmseach child had

4) not know t'a friend ie. They' have never had

to travilAesatteNi oshool. I Sea that by,thvage of almost*10, they
should have an ides of it 'ekes to maintain a friendship, how to
react-to normal situations in a school,- otos, *MU particular, how to
exist in a normal ;0 yeae.old society.

r a . .

Slice Speech and Lenoir& is-their primary handicaps (they sash have
. .

-e two logo to walk on, two eras that to brain goals, two ears
that hear, two eyes that see, and s that denctionsosetiaes only
too well) I feel there was immerse/ reason to segregate them in Speorar
Diatriet *lasers's* awarfnms tbeitneighbeehoed schools Wawa! from &

, the uaintenoes they would have ferules. I think Special School Ma-ri* ecomplied rulings of P7. ;14.4,42 and is continuing to do so in
keeping other S and Languagm'Development children in special rooms.

f _.,*
Nov that in a regular school, Oegolar classroom, they are,re
eangSr ve these Gerd SO V f ", ilk

!roma Resource Moos staffed by Special School District.

Dliabled (L.D.) as a Speech and Language ,Dicability
would
my boys are to learn cursive witting. PERIOD. Now this is not to

not have qualified his for this cervices) In'this mows* rola,.

that they don't need help with their ttisig, it wasn't teucht ouch
in their epode], rooms but therare grea laoking'in exposer* to

''' science social "'mhos. 4; , ;
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Vhen I brought this to the attention of the r000urce room.teacher and her
sUpervioor, they told MA that lbw were undblo to help with these aubjects.
(P1,94-142 seo. 121a.304 Full eddcational opportunity gOnl.

(a) Each Stateeducational agony °tall insure that each publio
establishes and Implemento a goal of providing fulloopoa-

, opportunity to all handioappad childron,In the area served
by the publio agency. -
(b) subject to the priority requirements under 121a.)20-121a.i24,
a State or local agency may use Part B funds to provide facil ties,
pervonnel, Ind perVices necooaary to mest.the full educational.,
opportunity goal.

Io'it too uch to ask that under: the law, when my boys practice and learn
their cursive handwritting, the twitting apply to classroom curricula
end be discussed witi the reguLar4teacher as to what the kosouroe teaoher
should reinforce Ay interpretation of the law ie that a special teacher
help a child in whatever area-they are having trouble in order that they
nay remaIn in a regular al:monad

In all fair'neoe, I mnot-say that the special teachers are taking worts
from my Children° classroom work and teaching then to use these aortic; in
sentences and stories. 4 since they have had no exposure
to the potence and social otudi so things should be explained and
taught to them since they are lacking in knowledge in these areas.

I mot add, thio.lo through no fault of their own. These subjeoto
were not offered by Special School District. I do not feel

Eo dren are so handicapped'ao they have been handicapped by their lack'
of proper education in the Special ScrIpol Distriot.

Ay letter is already too long, and -4 this. I apoligize. However, this
only touches the surface of my dealing° with Special District on behalf
of my children. I would b more than happy to speak with ne on this
subject at any tine.

oi
I do feel that St. Louis County Jpocial School District ke the law and
is continuing to break the law by retaining speech and Language Develop- '

went in Phaae,3 and Phase 2 special classrooms. I feel that at least 75%
of these children would be better Served in their home diotricto.wi
itinerant special help. I do feel that this noncompliance should p ant
State and Federal bang released to them until they decide work
for and pitoe o drop in the leant restrictive environment.

I thank you for your attentions to, these matters and hope to h
you;

0,

Sincerely,

Judy V. Lorin
408 Jefroyal Court
St. Louis, gi000uri
,63128

phone (314) 894 -0955

oqi
4,, 17'
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KANSAS OCCIPATICkNAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION
SERVING KANSAS AND %111ESTERN

The Momerable L. Thomas Colmams,
1627 tongrorth Douse Office Building
Washimgtom, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Caimans\

ms enclosed report, prepared.by Minnie-Dunn, M.Z.d., OM represents
the Timm of our orgsmisaiion. It serves in vim/ of testimony, sines
fru* mere usable to secure a-place am the schedule for the September 22nd
Sub-committee Bearings. We very mach appreciate your open ear and take
this opportunity to pass along our concerns.

8500 Marty
SPrerland Park, Kansas 66212
November 1, 19$0

4'

Thank put. .

,t

Sincerely
1.;;.KSP:3-(-711P-Cleo.-"' (73TTC
Linde McClain, OTR

President, %pass Occupational
=orgy ASSOCISI100

82'
1.a
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trzczu. =carom roz RANDICAMD ...00CUPATTOMAI. THERAPY satyr=/
I am testifying in behalf of the occupational therapists in the Tenses Occupational

Therapy Association (serving Kansas and Destipro Missouri) and the Missouri Octane-

tioeal Therapy Association. Us have several coaceras regarding services foi

handicapped children in Missouri. t.

. First of all, there has been some diTficuttyin dinning the term 'ancillary

'service'. For example, some school districts limit that definition to one

population of children, when occupational therapists caseand are also being

of service to other populations, such as learning disabilities, behavioralf
disorders,Aspeeth and language, emldevelopmental delays.(in addition to the

orthopedically handicapped populations.)
0

Secondly, we-are concerned that there are acme children whoare1:\4ed of

oecupational:theapy service, who are not pfesently.in need of other services.

Being classified as as 'ancillary-service' limits us to the population of children

who are already isi another program. This is especially important with respect

to the early intervention programs being initiated sod encooragelthroughout the

state.
4

Finally, there are situations in which occupational therapists are being used

inappropriately. Vs have encountered situations in which minimal consult time

was'keclUested by the diitricis, whelleore'time was ixefessarS to provide adequate

service. The districts are then stating that 'occupational therapy services are

provided', even though they are inadequte.servicee for the child or children.

Wearetpleasedwith the strides that Missouri has made in its service of

` handicapped children, god are anxious to continue being a pert of these

endeavors.

828
4

tote),
innate Dunn MEd, OTR
Occupational Therapist/

Lamming Disabilities Specialist

(506 RA. 60th Terrace.X.C..1/0/641111)
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PUPAUD Surinam or AturA S. MArrv, S LAscuAoz PATHotoourr, Norm
KANSAS Crry 'HOOL cr

The following report was preplred by Anita S.)Martin, Speech:Language

Pathologist. She is currently employed'by the North Kansas City

District and has the following qualifications:.

B.S. Speech and Hearing Science, University of Iowa

M.S. Speech Pathology, Central Missouri State University

C.C.COCertificate of Clinical Competence) in Speech-Language Pathology)
, e
Licensurs,'State of MissoUri, in Speech - Language Pathology

When I began providing speech and language therapy professionally

.

in 1974, I knew what I thought was quite a lot about my field and very

little about the law. ,The numbers 94-142 had nq special meaning to

me any more than-,the,letters I.S.P. did. How things have changed! I've

learned and grown professionally enough to rellize how &eh I. don't

know, and 94-142 and t.E.P.'s are new codes in my, vocabulary.,

I have long been an advoca of public,educatiod and feel strongly

antevery child, with or wit ut a handicap, not only has the right,

but has an essential need of individualized education. .In my field,

instruction has to be that way. We provide therapy through numerous
, e ,, ,e,-,-, v

techniques in several areas, among them are fluency (often known as

stuttering) and articulation (saying sounds correctly), both of which

are fairly well known. Services provided under the heading of "Language"

are perhlips lesser known and more, difficult to explain, but very im-
) 4

portant. Most p ple understand that a child must have "language" in

order to communi ate, but what that reallt means is unclear. ftpressive

abilities, understanding associative concepts, discrimtpating sousds,

vocabulary, receiving (through listening) and acting upon informAion,
0

and'using appropriate syntactical and morphological structures make up

some of the different facets of language abilities, all bf which are

a basis upon which academics build. With all thole areas in which to

828.1
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work, it is easy to lose sight of what an individual child weds, A

unless hisgoals arqopecifically recorded. 94-142 has provided,the
.....

Impetus to do just that, through the I.E.P.. Organization is demanded,

% It requires the paan be well throught out and this results. in better

therapy. Two children whe'are both enrolled in the 'speech andaanguage

'program: cannot be grouped together, for convenience unless they have

comiatalle plans for therapy: Parents are consult d much more regularly

to tfie advantage of both the parent, who can contr bute helpful back-

ground information about the child as well as the py suggestions;

and education, who can prqvide plans and reports bout what may be

recommended for the child. This increased parent contact has been,

both beneficial and enjoyable. I
i

have learned a fTreat deal about my
D ,

: for increased work

4 students in parent conferences' and feel both my .E.P.'s and therapy

have improved as a result. The law alsoprovide

as a team, not only between parent and therapist, but also with the

school principal, classroom teacher, and posaib y other teachers as

cell. This too is a positivf result of 94-142. Open discussion and

planning among several individuals who know a c ild results 'in in-

creased knowledge and mole accurate evaluation aleplans. Because of
...

the mandates of the law, the testing and evaluation proceduees are

..
utilized more regularly-than before andftelp to provide ore current

",*
.. .. .. .

.

information about a child'k level of performance, Also, now, Virtually

al1 students are served4 Thosistudents who were put off till later
ft

were always a source of concern. Now, no more "waiting lists" exist!

Additanal,statt has aided in the easint of this problem, some of whom

were Maid through 94-142.' But probably the greatest benefit of this

liw, are the rewards reaped working with the children. _Because of the

increased communication between school and the home, better organization.

8302
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, better and/or core frequent evaluations, often more progress is made!

lust as the advantages, however, are many, so are thZ disadvantages

in compliance with 84 -142. And one of the greateit problems reflected

is in the large amount of time spent in work other that:therapy. The

records kept and the plans for therapy and the parent contacts are

primarily positive. The resulting time involved is not. The referral,

staffing, forms tobe signed, the testing, the writing of the tentative

I.E.P. goals, the parent contacts to discuss the goals, the writing

of the actual I.E.P. itself, all which precede even scheduling therapy

ft Ima, 1221 time consuming. And a "break down" at any point (as 7"---"\

the inability to contact a parent, fot example) prolongs the process

even further. The time needed to write an I.E.P., itself, varies in
0 /

my trea of speciality. An articulation I.E.P. might be completed in

10-15 minutes. An I.E.Q. written with several goals, for example

in the language areas, might titke 30-45 minutes. Adding time for
d ' I

evaluations (ranging film 10 Minutes to 11 hours or more) parent phone
I

calls (5-20 minutes), parent conferences (15-30 minutes), staffinge
t 4

(10=20 minutes), etc.. multiplied by a caseload of 50-70 children (not

to mention those, who were teSted and got enrolled), obvious), delays

the therapy starting date respectively. This is a big logistics ;Nem,

for the more ,time allotted llo these, activities, means less lime for -.7,

therapy for the children. 4nd they are my greatest concern. '
1

Another area of cancer is within the realm of evaluation. Commer-

cial tests, no matter bow 2eliable and valid, are limited in scope,and

of course test not only wh t are designed to eyaluate, but are influenced

by other variables as well, such as environmental noise, student's

attitude, and state of Wing (tired, anxious, etc.).' This will always

be true, but these factor can provide the examiner with unreliable

results, due to the students reactions. One way to possibly avoid this

-831
116-221 0-31-63
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problem !night be "diagnostic teaching". This allows the evaluatdi

to formally test; then work with the'child, test more, wdrk more,

"etc. for a specified period of time. These resqlts would surely be

more accurate in a few circumstances, allowing a more compl4te and

true picture of the child's abilities and problems. 94-142 does not

allow for this approach as all'werk must begin only after testing is

completed and the I.E.P. finiebed. In association with this is the

question of professional judgment. After work has commenced, it may

I

-`-be disCover&d: that the I.H.P. goals are inappropriate for that Partin -

ji uiar-child. The reasons for that eventuality are various - test re -

suits may have been invalid, parental attitude may have changed, student

attitude and performance may have changed, etc. A child who cries
-

each time be /she cosies to my program, a child who refuse& to do the

work, a child who has made no progress over an este ded period to time

(say several years), all might be candidates for dismissal, in my pro-

fessional opinion, without meeting the goals of the current I.E.P.

I certainly would not want to continue the program if I felt the child

was being hurt,by continues! partibtpatton. And yet, once the "diagnosis"

Is made, the handicapping condition hal been identified and the parents

:1

can demand ntinued services. An I not a reasonably competent judge

of my progr 's effect on a child? Of course! This factor is relevant.

in decisions 'with both parents and adminiqtrators. Almost always, the
4 - -,

formal test scores would take priority otter my judgment in order to

avoid the legal maneuvering some parents engage in. Parents do form

an important part of the team, but they do not have expertise in my,

field and this should be recognized legally. 4

, The public law, 94-142, in spirit, is excellent, 'It has reaching

effects far beyond the education of the "handicapped". By demanding

that we look more closely at students with "handicapping conditions",

-we are in turn, I think, focusing more clearly on all children, with

a result of discovering more completely what educationallprogram is 0(,

appropriate for each. It requires_that we-look, to.the child's need-

not just that is convenient for our. caseload. It helps organize ,

and plan and provide therapy. It, helps the children, But sometimes

it seems, with all the time and "paper work" that, to quote another

"special educator", the law comes first, the children and their needs

come second.

",



OFFICE OFT SECRETARY OF SOUCA7 ION
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR SE CIAL EDUCATION AND ADIABIUTATIVESERVICES

400 MARYLAND A NUE,S.W.WAVONGION, D.C. 70102

Honorable Paul Simon
Chairman
House ofjiMyzesentatives
Comaitto on Education and Labor
Subcommittee on Select Education__ _ _-44L
Boos 320, Cannon Rouse Office Building
Washington, D.' C. 205I5

Tr Mr. Chaivmans

I Ilpologize for the delay In responding to your letter regarding my plans to
reebImproblmasraised by witnesses at your oversite hearings. This delay
was cads*, in-part, by the fact that my staff is making a careful reassess-
ment'of our compliance strategies. In addition,,the General Counsel has
been chaiiing_&Nmrtsent Task Pores to review issues of compliance with,
both P.L. 94-142 and Section 504. I felt some of the issues related to
coordination with the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) might bd resolved by
that group; therefore,- their report would be important to this response to
you.

The first issue raised in your letter concerned some problems which might be
addressed through clarification of regulations. Areas identified in your
hearings were Misunderstandings in *related servioes,*least restrictive
environments* and individualised education.prograe.

.

Your Lndings lar to our own regarding the need for clarification in
these areas. As= t vs plan to publish a series of policy papers to
reduce these'misendsiiiandings. The General Counsel's office is currently
considering whether these papers should be published as regulation modifica-
tions or policies. As soon as that decision is made, we should be able to
rapidly pdbliih guidance in the following areas: . ,

component of the IEP i,

. /// .
provision of routine medical maintance services

. (e.g., catheterization) .

ment al health services (e.g., psychotherapy)

free mincation and coverage under private
insurance plans

Theseppapers are completed and are being reviewed throughout the bepartment.
In addition,.a draft paper regarding the appointecint of surrogate parents is

ft

83;'
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\.

being circulated in the field for comment. We hope to have that polity as
well asond on discipline (suspension and expulsion) ready for'publication
in July or August.

Pinally, we have a number of policy papers scheduled for drafting. These
include:

procedures for assisting private school enrollees.

P.L. 89-313 compliance questions

provision of extended school year

_

provision Of hearing transcripts and requirements
on costs

yc out of state placement of children

impartiality of SEA reviewing officials

content of prior notice provided parents

periodic reevaluation of students'

When your hearings are completed, I would like to review our list with the
issues encountered. If there are any other' items which surface as needing
clarification, the list could be expanded.

qf

'candy Brown, the Director of the. Office of Civil Rights, and I.ere working
closely on establishing the priorities for policy statements and on the
development of these statements. I feel I can assure you a good effort.
In addition, I have made two staff reassignments to strengthen this area.

I did not mention a policy paper in the area of "least restrictive
environment. This area is under review by my staff asp part of another
alternative I have initiated -- development of standards. As you pointed
out in your letter, there is clear evidence of compliance problem's in data

?describing the placement of minority students in special education. Staff
members are attempting to utilize the language of the Law and regulations
to establish clear standards of acceptance performance. Some areas of the
Law and regulations are quite expansive. Others provide minimal language
for developing standards. In the area of identification, location and
evaluation of handicapped children the regulations (121a.128) ask that a
'practical method* be developed and implemented to determine which children
are currently *receiving and not receiving needed programs. This area may
require an expansion of the regulations rather thin the statement of a
standard. In the least restrictive environment, such more is said in both
the Law and regulations. Over the next few weeks., several compliance
problems will be examined by our staff and our lawyers to determine the
type of clarification which should be developed.

J

, 8 3
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You noted that witnesses at the hearings also felt 'that the areas of sere ea*
to handicap0Md preschool children, especially those between the ages of irth
and three, and the training of personnel in special education needed be
eddriiiiied beyond the clarification provided In t regulations.

httSection 121.300 describes the Federal requiremen regiiding timelines for .

free appropriate public education (PAPS). In general, Section 121.300 says
that each state shall insure that ?APE is available to all hindicapped #

children aged three through eighteen.with4n the State netlater than September'
1, 19781 and to all handicapped children,aged three through twenty-one within
the State not later than September 1, 1980.

Under the statute, the -age range for the child find requirements (0-21)1s
greater than the mandated age range for providing PAPE. One reasorr for the
'broader age requirement under "child find" is to enable States to be aware
of and plan for younger children wNo will require special education and related
services. It also ties in with the full educational, opportunity goal require-
ments, which has the same age range as child find. Moreover, while a State is
not required to provide "PAPS" to handicappertchildren below the age range,
mandated under 121.300, the State may, at its discretion, extend services to
those children, subject to the requirements on priorities under-121a.320 -
121a.324. ,

',' .

/

*I Sind that the mon provided to the States from Part B increases, many use
these funds-to sh discretionary early childhood programs. It is my hope
that these actions will result in a voluntary increase of these erica'
throughout the states.

.

You also' noted that witnesses at the hearings were concerned about the
adequacy of training of personnel in special education. I share this concern.
In this regard, States are required to provide very specific information in the
Comprehensille System of Personnel Development (121.380 -387) section of their
annual program plans. -This area is reviewed very carefully for compliance with
the law by the staff from our Division of Assistance to States and Division of
Perionpil Preparation. This past week I wrote to all States to express my
strong commitment to assuring both the letter and spirit of this section is
implemented. We willAatch this closely during our review of states next
school year.

Finally, you asked about the coordination tetween the Office of Civil Rights
(OCR) and the Office of Special Education (OSE). I am very pleased to report
that coordination has improved substantially since the Education Ddpartment
was established. Staff from both agencies are meeting regularly to review
data and plan thei use of these data in compliance wort. As I noted above,
the Director of OCR and I have established pr§cedutes to keep each other
informed of policy development. The Office of Civil Rights has just
established a formal system for keeping me informed of instances,where non-
compliance is found. In the coming weeks, a number of new procedures will
be established to coordinate field work.

4

Your interest and support have been absolutely necessary to the improvement
of the lives of disabled citizens in this nation. f look forward to working
closely with you and your staff in the estabfiehment of strategies to improve
the implementation of P.L. 94.142 as well as Section 504.

Please let me know if 1 can be of further assistance.
a.

Sincerely, ' 40

n W. Martin

Assistant Secretary for Special
Edudation and Rehabilitative Services
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
HOUSEOF REPRESENATIVES

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
SUBCOMM SELECT EDUCATION
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April 29, 190Q

,

Dr. Edwin W. MA in
Deputy Comaission
8Dreau of Eduati for the Handicapped
4030 Donohoe 8 it ing
400 6th-Stre , S.M.
Washington, C. 20024
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Having completed a series of oversight hearings in Washington
last fall on P.L. 94-142, The EducationFor All Handicapped
Children Act, the Subcommittee on Select Education plans to .

hold regional hearing* this spring on the implementation of
the Act. Before we embark, on these hearings, it is important

' to the Subcommittee to have a clear idea on how the,Bureau of
Education for the,Hendicapped intends to respond to those
-issues-dominating our past hearings on problems with imple-
menting P.L. 94 -142 -.

As you know, witnesses at our hearings agreed in their testimony
that the Act is a good law. Itwas their consensus that P.L.
94-141 should not be amended. Testimony before the Subcommittee
raised a number of problems, hoWever, about improper compliance
with the law. .

First, it was suggested that some of these problems could
adequately be addressed through clarification of regulations.
From our hearings we learned that misunderstandings are common
on the meaning of 'related services, 'least restrictive environ-
went and "individualized education prograa.

Second, witnesses discussed two areas in,the education of handi-
capped children which need to be addressed beyond the clarification
of regulations. One is the extension of services to disabled
preschool,Childrenj especially to those between the ages of
birth and throe. The second natter relates to the inadequacy
at training programs for personnel in special education.

In additlorUsthrough testimony received at our heari , he
Subcommittee's attention was drawn to the disproportionate
placement of minority students in special education programs.
Testimony given by the Office for Civil Rights on this subject
also' raised concern* about coordination between OCR and BCH
on enforcing compliance with P.L. 94-142.

I Umuleappreolate having your plans to resolve these problems,
and I look forward to working closely with you on these and
other natter; involving compliance With P.L. 94-142.

Cordially,

PS/tbd

Paul Simon
Chairman
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The Honorable Paul Simoq, Chairman -
House Subcommittee on Select Education
227 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.' C. 20515
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e5% ° for the . eel. . MAY 15.1980-T
'Developmeritally DiSabled -

Stuart L May
Executive Director
May 12, 1980

cite: Report by the Education Advocates'.
Coalition on Federal CoMpli-ince, 0
Activities to Implement the
Educatiop of all, Handicapped Children
Act, (F. L. 94-142)

,Dear Congressman Simon:

On behalf of our Board of Directors, staff And handicapped
in the State of West Virginia I wish to urge your support

Of theabove-referenced report. I would like to recommend that
you adopt the report's recommendations as to'a specific compliance,
plan add the hssignment of endugh twined staff to carry out the
compliance plan. I also hope that you will exercise youf committee's
oversight poweri to ensure the immediate and responsive Department
of Education action adequate to-provide full implementation of
P. L. 94-142.

Additionally, I would suggest,that you explore the possibility
with Judge Hufstedler Of providing a Specific amount of funding
for protection and advocacy in the area of special education. I
refer you at the attached letter for,our ratidnale for feeling this
action should be taken.

6, ,

I look,forward at. your support and assistance in obtaining
lliwhat Congress has mandated - a free appropriate education in accor-A
dance-with each child's needs in,the least restrictive environment.

4),

4LM:kh ,,.-- .
cc: Hen. Jennings Randolph

Hon. Lyle Sattes
Hon. bert Nelson
Jan B1

riV
om Yohalem

Hon Sh ley M. Hufstedler
1MIGIvanWr8ftem.suint011,Cnvieskm,V01;301

,

Very truly yours,

WEST VIRGINIA ADVOCATES FOR THE
DEV LOPY LLY DISABLED, INC.'

fE

Seuasc L. May.
Executive Director

.
-

(3041346-0847

. 0



Mr. 6 His. Robert S. Meihaus
11 Outer Ladue
St. Louis, Missouri 63131

Arst5;

Mrs. Shirley H. Hufstedler,
Secretary of Education

`Department of EduCation
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Secretary_Hufstedler:

In April, 1978 we issued a complaint with the Office of Civil Rights based
on section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The OCR Offices in
Rinses City instituted an investigation pertinent to our complaint
(Meihaus -Covert f00 7780052) in Mpy, 1978. Our complaint alleged that
children and individuals with Specific'Le_arning. Disabilities (SLD) were
Anted an appropriate, compensatory,education in St. Louis County public
schools. We submitted volumes of facts and data. to validate our complaint.

Two and a half yeirs later the complaint and investigations are sitting
on the back burners. The dual system of education in St. Louis County
that denies SLD children an appropriate, compensatory education is aliLe
and well. Special School District, created for the education of the
,Handicapped and the home school districts (23) otntinue to discrimfhate
against individuals With Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD)., Labeled'
to fit existing programs of the SSD, they are denied an education equal
inequality and quantity as their unlabeled peers

SSD programs for the IlD/LD in t cross-categorical fashion violatethe
'tights of SLD by not providing them with a compensatory education. The
emotionally disturbed, labeled as behaviorably disabled, are-By the save
token deprived of the educational. counselling services,
they need.

. ,

The enclosed -copies of "Insights" point clearky to the fact that SSD has

f
"no new programi planned" 1980 chool year. The fact is that
SSD has never hatrapor evalu tomoenSatory edocation for
SLD. As non-readers, non-writers, an ters, SLD adolescents'are
pushed 'through I2-years of free, public ion and come out double -
dipped in illiteracy and unemployment.

The enclosed clipping from the Post -Dis ch of Ju , 1980 illustrates
the philosophy of our LEA - Ladue School District tifying and pre-
scribing for handicapped children is a judgment made special. district."

v
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'this is better knou0as 'pass the buck syndrome," after all.,'SSD gets the
,:big slice of our. tax dollars ($4,700 a year per Ladue gets $2,000).

we realize thht for HE., and OCkto admit the validity of our complaint
will cause great embarrassment /o the Missouri State Department of
Education because the,Fr Plans for "1979," "1980," and "1981-83" were
subm=itted an&-aCcepted under the Shadow of our complaint. But if it
means a new lease in life for our children, a few red faces ace better
than thousands of children ..ho'are denifd an aivropriate and compensatory
edueatfon.

We respectfully ask you to look into our complaint. HEW and OCR have all,.the; facts and records. We hope to make, our plight known to our legislators
because we may need to amend Missouri Law 676 to ay/0d thediscriminatory
practices now sanctioned by our State Department of Educatidn regulations.

But if you, as the head of our Department of Education, can help us re-
solve this issue more expeditiously, we would be most grateful.. Tire
weighl heavily on our children, they get a year older every-year dnd two
yearsubehirsi in school.

I A

9

EBM:hw

Encls.

Sincerely,

Ena B. Meihaus

Robert B. Heihaus
Si Outer Ladue
St. leuis, HO 63131

cc: Dr. Edwin MartLo, Jr. - OEH
H. Jesse High OCR, Kansas City, P ssouri
Mr. 6 Mrs. Lewis Co'vert
lira. Harriet Woods, Misso e Senator

8 3 9
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9/22/80

10 WHOM IT MAY CONCERN;

The Departments of Ecuoation both regular and special education
of the State of Mo. do not recognize dyelexia, visual andior

7 auditory perceptual problems as,meiically diagnosed physical
disabilities that can be educationally remediated or compensated
for.

By negating the cause they do not have to worry about effect.
Individuals with specific learning disabilities in St. Louis
County are denied an opportunity to learn or be taught to the
level of their inteleotual pdtentials or their God given manual
dexterity. As such they finish or are, pushed through 12 years or
more of free public education with a piece of paper that attests to
the fact that they have occupied a seat in a public building.

Twel;e years of beihg counted as public schoolstudents has provided
the tpeoial,and home school districts between $4000.00 to over

$6000.00 per child per year. In effect this very generous provise
ion of our tax money has produced a $1.98 education for cur children

. (Data submitted).

Speoifio Learning Disability individuals lumped into oroas categorical
or multiostegorical programs of the SSD & the 23 oompon't LEA finish
school double dipped in illiteracy and am unemployMMEi (pate glibeiitted).

SLD'S lucky enough to have parents that (mid afford to purchase
.educational services; tutoring in readingt mathematics, typewrpers
and typing instruction, calculators, taped textbooks, etq. are few.
Most adolescents have joined the lists of drop-outs, pupa -duts or,

flunked-outs. We will not dwell on the tragic stories but these also
t *eh us the lesson that we Can't coninue to ignore the tragic results

4*s
neglect in educatiozi of the Individual with specific learning

d abilities. ,

What are the results in dollars and cents?

1. SLD students finish fiee public ecuosition as candidates for
unemployment. 'It

2. Labeled as non-readers, they are illiterates knd as such don't
qualify for Voc-Rebiletation because they are unemployable.

3. =IS do not qualify for Voo-Technical Schools because they have
not been taught to read or write or compute to the level of 9th
Grade

4. Stamped by the BD/LD/MR multiclitegories4SSD & LEA they are viewed
by peers and neighbors as severely emotionally disturbed or retarded.
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In dollara and cants they end up candidates for welfare(tsx'mons7)
food stamps(tax money,,bread lines(tax money), mental health programs
(tax money), jails(tax money), drugLabuse(tox money), abused childreni
future abusert(tax money), *U1..10 Aurt a waste of human potentials as
inteIligent

)
creative and productive members of society.

&WS will only pass through the school system once; do the job you
were hired to do, the job you are paled to do. .If you "do not want
to or do knot know how tow let go of our tax money, let go of our
children with specific learning disabilities and we parents will hireand -pay for the educational services

that our children are entitled to
under-the'law of this.land. Our bhildren can't afford a free , publiceducation. in Mo.

OSE.y. and 0. C. R. have stacks of data and materials to.ualidate
any statement I have made from 1970 to 1980.

-ietZze,)
aci, a

44

9#/#a A44e44e1-17
fi000

DOM

Two Teen, - Taxation without cooperation rf.,
%SD -- LTA -;106g-itho '
The LIN position lethat teachers, teachers' aides, teaching aids
(toped textbooks, recorded lessons, typing lessons, braille hooka,
typed lectures, etc.) are the responsibility Of SSD « because they
get the dollars. SSD brushes this off "after all they are main-
.strotmed. not in our buildings."

Whore do handicapped children fit into these two opposing tarot
if the UP does not /portly educotionalmida, it may be October or
November before parents can fight their way through to getai token
compliance.

Mainstreaming is not easyfor the handicapped, but it is by far batter
than no education at .1111 Cross-categorical education, by osmosis,
adds new handicaps to our children -- SLD can't learn Inaa curriculum
mitered down for the retarded, or in a "dog obedience' school for the
emotionally disturbed f8D). SID need a compenagtory education, with
adaptations in the muter elaerroft awl tutorial inotruStiou in reading
writing and math as needed and as long as needed.

1979
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To: tong s 1 Hearing on Implenenting P1-94-142

When s hearing is held to examine the effectiveness of program that are
derived from implerenting PL 94-142 and Section 5S4 resulations,.the consumers
and families that have the most need to respond end that you would Lain the
most.inpit Sivas, ere, for the met part, automattically exclued from a
hearing held during working hours of a work-day.

As parents of a developmentally disabled, teenaged child (am), wemre con-
vinced that the only logical. effective and a-.propriate educational exterience
oust come throu:h the public educational ayatem. Cur son has experienced a
yids variety of so-called educational settings frc= privite or kency isolated
and restricted schools to involvement in the Denver Public School sistem.
We have eneovrered the public school system, and particularly tae Denver
Public School eystem, tc implement the =dates of PL 9y-142 and applauded
their ormitient to become a nodal sycten that would provide and exceed the
educational requirements that tnete laws specify as belonging to the handicapped
students. Je are still waiting for this to happen.

The Denver Public School* have evolved a system designed to meet the bare
minimmrequiremtna of FL 94-142 are Section 5:4, while circumventing the Tat*
intent.of these laws.

Our personal exporAnce has been 2 years of having our son subjected to estab-
lished pro rem rather than developing, as the law requires, prone= to meet
his specific needs. For tr.e pest year he has attended school in a proiam
that we found inadequate and for hich we would not sign the IEP as written.
We spent the entire year and *_number of =retiree with Denver Public, School
staff and adminiatratore in an attempt tq develp a productive and acceptable
TIP. In Late Eay, 1952. we finally scheived and have written up what appears
to be a correct educational procram. To accouplish this, we had to bring in
and have in attendance at the IEP meeting experts in the various educational

4disoirlime. To develop an adequate speech tnerary prom= we had an outside
speech therapis expert outline the needed program because the Denver Public
Schools system wend not recovtize this need,

The Denver Public Schools ayatem provides independent, tutored reading develop-
ment cleaves for non-handicap-ed students, but will not this timMe
assistance to the develo7-4ntally disabled students. 'Alter a year of asking
for this service,-we_are still not sure that it will'be provided.

Adequate physical therapy 'nd occSpational therapy liiither-not-provided or_
is provided only on an intermitten basis due Urn shortage of staff'.
It is interesting to note that the Denver Public Schoble budget for 1978-79 for
special education was not entirely used and some of those conies were turned
back. Sorever,,other areas of the DES rate= overrepent their budget.

When we finally achieved what 46 hope is an acceptable-and adequate IEP for
our sod, we have solved only a small-port of the problem. So, as parents,
mat now assume the role of monitors to see, first, that the ISP is indeed
implemented, and second, that the quality of the programeeets oureon'a needs.

It has taken us 2-years to reach this mil tone! Whet is happening. to those
students whose parent* are unable to efts way advocate for them or have no
out ?ide advocates?

-bottm line, PL 9r, -142, Pt 94-482, tion 504 and the Colorado
C-"Iattuters dealing with the donation of handi children are clear both in

their intent their philosophy and their direction, but aro not being
implemented in fact or in spirit by the State of Colorado.

Mr, & 14.4. Wi lien P. Forth

2992 S. Wabash Circle
Denver, CO ,e0251
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INDIAN PRAIRIE comg4uNnv UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT 204. '43Cr 20
C.entral AdmInisuation-Wauboask Building

P.O. Box 185., Eels llama 60519

Phone 312-851-6161

$

October 14, 1980

Dear Representative Simon and Members of
the Subcommittee on Select Education$'

as an executive board member of a special education cooperative
in DuPage County, a western suburb area of Chicago, Illinois. There are
29 public school districts in our cooperative and we serVe over 70,000
students. In my role as a executive board member of the coopsrative, I
wish to indicate some general caverns about PubliaLaw 94-142.

The schools have served special education students fob ;any years.
his will continue to provide the services they need. The _problem is that
some students should not have a public school responsible for their care.

The schools seem to be getting more into the role of a department
of mental health. Students either so grossly mentally ill or physically
deficient are being totally handled by the public schools. The parents
and other state agencies indicate that under Public Law 94-142, the schools
must handle the students' education. This then translates to the School

1paying for a students housing, food,
psychiatric careksocial work, and

whatever can be called a 'related service'.

.I've had to sit at staffing, where psychologists indicate a student
is'severelvmentally ill and need of institutional care and state agency
mental health people say - "it's part of his education'.

In closing, Jet me quote an editorial in the Chicago Tribune, August
4, 1980;

COANON SENSE REQUIRES A LIMIT

'Nest citizens approve the assumption by society,of an obligation
to assure such needed services as elementary education and essential
medical care, often by statutory or oven constitutional language.
ltut_sost people, also, are appalled by the highly expensive services
to individuals saMettmes incurred. The New Jersey Supreme Court
has acted to sat an outer limit on the state's duty to finance
the education of mentally retarded children of wealthy parents._

'843,
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The court ruled that the New Jersey constitution does
,1250e require the state to assume and indefinitely the
1rNrden of educating a crib-confined boy of 10 who has
a mental age of one,year, or a girl of 19 with a mental
age of 18 months. 'It is neither realistic nor meaning-
ful to equate the type of care and habilitation which
such children require for their health and survival with
education in the sense that that term is used in the
constitution,' the court said.

It offends common sense to interpret a mandate to 'educate'
as requiring vast public expenditures on people who are,
as the new Jersey court puts it, 'so severely impaired as
to be unable to absorb or benefit from education.' It is
good that the court reoognited that there are limits to
the state's mission to educate.

It say sees heartless for the state to limit what it will
do for badly damaged specimens of humanity. But an the other
hand it clearly is extravagant to devote wake sums out of
what oughtito be (and usually is) a limited public treasury
to the nurture of a few with no chance for a norms/ life,
while failing to provide the little help that would enable
Army others to have socially useful careers.'

Please enter this testimony into your oversight bearings on Public
Law 94-142.

CPP,sa

8

Sincerely,

ClAtIZ
Charles F. Angels

Director of Educatiort

cr-
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UTICA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
urtumAirt/NsiOit,

unc-04. Now VORA 12301

COWARD J.PLARY414., 64.01

11

October 10, 1980

Honorable Donald J. Mitchell
Congressman - 31st District 4
-6 Steuben Park , A OCT 1980
Utica, New York 11
Deir Congressman Mitchell:

On behalf of the Utica School District, I wish to express our concern over
the prolifetation of legislation emanating from the federal government
dealing with students with handicapping conditions.

Initial reaction to federal legislation in this area was greeted with
enthusiasm. Indeed, it was perceived that some concrete assistance in the
for= of guidelines and finances would reach local school districts struggling
to provide quality education to handicapped children. The dream is now
assuming the proportions of a nightmare for the following reasons:

1. The guidelines defining the handicapped' are too broad and
all inclusive.

2. Total implementation within'an unrealistic time frame is
beyond the ability of a dibtrict to pay and beyond the
capability to fulfill.

3. Able, capable professional staff is in short supply in view
of the high degree of specificity of "prescription" which
is required of the districts.

6. Advocacy groups, financed by the state and/or federal. government
agencies, tend to generate more heat than illumination.

5. The threat Of the withdrawal of federal funds for alleged.
non compliance is harsh punishment for districts who cannot
deliver because their resources are limited in the first
place.

6. All legislation governing studentawith handicapping conditions.
seems to be of highly restrictive nature, making more remote
and illusionary, the concept of home rule.

If the intensity of ny reaction exceeds the responses of other school
superintendents, it is perhaps because Utica is the largest community in
'your congressional district and is burdened,with more people, who need help
and less per capita income to perform the task appropriately.

Any measure which xou can take to alleviate the problems and maintain the
essential central theme, namely that more needs to be done for handicapped
individuals, will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely, yours

Edward J. Pefry
EJP/rmb Superintendent of Schools,

?he Utica City School District is en equal opportunity
organization that dots not discriinatt on the Oasts if
race, creed. sea or handicapping conditions.

B415
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JUL 1 4498Ct

&Led adtrict nunti.er arenly
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY, COLORADO

THOMASa. CRAWFORD. DID. &owittlanfont al Schools

July 10, 1980

The Honorable Ken Kramer
1724 Icongworth House Office Building
Kashington, D.C. 2051S

Dear Fan:
1

This letter is wxitten in reference to your letter of 6/11/80 regarding the
remithorization of Public Lam 94-142, and I as responding.as the authorized
representative for Hr. JoheBsbury.

.
.1.

ii
In my present capacity eserve as Director of Special Programs for School ))

District 420, a poiition I have filladministrative

experience I functionWiLs a sl-psychologist for a to7a1

filly for the past two years. Prior to

of eight years, two in a Glifornia school system and six years in a cc arable
position in COlorado. JJ

I would like to begin by complimenting those individuals responsible for the

aa\duce

formulation and passage of P.L. 94-14 I believe the act reflects:the
providence muse of our legislators fest, but more importently,q see
it as an attempt to provide equality of tional opportunity for all
citizens 6f our country. As an advocate of handicapped individuals I
congratulate those responsible for laying the foundation for an extredely
important project.

In an attempt to assist you and the other makers of the Subcommittee on
Select Education I would like to share some of my experiences and observitions
of P.L. 94-142 and othtr educational progress for the handicapped. I feel
one significant flaw in the act is the lack of clarity or definition of
where the public schools responsibility begins and where it ends. I can
assure you that the law as currently being interpreted, by both non-educational
advocates and some courts across the country, places the responsibility for
any and all costs incurred in providing education to handicapped students on
the ichool system. In many cases this' is true regardless of the naturp of
the handicap--where it aanifests itself, or the degree to which it in rferes
or fails to interfere in the learning process. 4

AIMMOMMOMW

UMOMvamccomm.

/4 Mellow Ailt err
3/4LOW Jewkwq CO ISM

Moho, haw NM LAW
Law** 004

cam. Woo, co sow

84-229 0-81-54

4
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Dut;"lb the ambiguou4 wording in such areas as related services, least restric-
tive setting, individualized educational programs, and free appropriate education,
public schools are being asked, and in some cases ordered, to assume more and
more of the responsibilities of parents or other public agencies. I am aware
of school districts who are paying the entire cost of residential care and
treatment for selected students whose educational programming can only exist
in a residential setting. Was it the intent of the law to make pubic schools
responsible for such care? Are public schools solely responsible for the treat-
ment and rehabilitation of mental and physical handicaps? I feel it would be
a tragic mistake and misuse of taxpayer's dollars for schools to add direct
treatment services to their primary goals of educational preparation and
vocational training. In addition, there are school districts.who operate at
the other end of the continuum and limit th2ir involvement with handicapped,
students by providing only basic reading, writing, and arithaetic. Fortunately,
they are few in nuabpr; however, I include them to illustrate the inconsistency
with which the law is interpreted and applied.

In addition to my ethical objection to the schools assuming an eter increasing
role as a social agency, I feel that funding from local, state, and federal
levels is Aia), inadequate to meet the mandates of P.L. 94-142 as presently
interpreted. The costs for such itcas as salaries, fringe benefits, trans-
portation, materials and facilities for handibapped students are staggering.

For the 1979/80 school year District Twenty will have spent nearly a million
dollars in order to meet the identified needs of 429 handicapped students.
That =cants to twelve percent of the total operating budget to educate eight
percent of the student population. My concern is not with spending whatever
dolWars are required to educate the student, but that public schools must ,

provide related services such as parent counseling and training, medical

services, some aspects of transportation when placement is outside of district
boundaries, and residential care. Schools, as they are presently funded, are
in no position to assume the financial burden of the above mentioned services.

.

The aabiguous wording of the act also has cost the district a tremendous
number of man hours and to alter the roles of several key staff. One case
in our district which evolved early in January 1980, has consumed over 400
man hours and a thousand dollars in fees, in ail attempt to determine which

of our programs was appropriate for the student, who was responsible for what,
shd how services would he provided. 1 tught add that the case still has not
been resolved and-it is ey professional opinion that tOe needs of the student

.4".
are still not being met. Public schools are ill pr red for such circum-
stances and cannot possibly afford the exorbitant costs involved and continue
to meet the educational needs of its total student population.

'rho due process clause has also generated many problems. There is no question
that certain steps mus -be included to insure the rights of all parties

it

involved; however, I elieve the system actually impedes rather than
facilitates the deity ry of identified services. In certain cases professional
educators must delay the implementation of services or terminate their involve-
ment snd invest a significant amount of time and money to justify what they

F
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(intend to' or what they are doing. Simnly'atsted, education is guilty
until,proven innocent. As a professions is ay chosen field I an dismayed
at having to spend a disproportionate amount of ay energy and time on such'
United issues. Educators should be acknowledged for their talents and be
Miowed to.practice their vocation. I Would like to see the due process
iifocedura shortened and the burden of proof placed uponthe parents or
advocates. fa addition, the costs incurred in the process should be the
responsibility of the respective parties and not solely the responsibility
of the school.

I ass also concerned with another section of the checks and balances system
within the act. In the state of Co orado federal dollars are spent to
partially fund'the Legal Center for capped Citizensa center to act
as a watch dog overthe puplic schoo . My involvement with this agency
has Wog, in general, earthing but sitive or productive. It is ay opinion
that in most bases they play a si ficant role in creating an adversarial
relationship Ala overshadows th needs of,the student rather than developing
a partnership to meet their educetionkfleeds. I was involved with the
Legal Center in one case, this year and it Limy opinion that if the recom-
mendations of District #20(based upon an evaluation by an independent patty b;
at district expense) had been considered objectively, the subsequent arrest
and incarceration of the student could possibly have been-avoided. I believe
the process in Colorado (Legal Center) accomplishes too little for too few
to justify its existence.. The money would be better spent in educating the
public and creating ah educational resource agendy available to both parents
and public schools. 1

,

In closing, I would tecommend that in the process of retooling P.L. 94-142
the responsibilities of public schools be more clearly defined. I would
hope that the primiry focus of our programming would remain that of education
with a secondary goal of supporting the treatment and rehabilitation of asignificant handicipping conditions. Funding foriulas must be modified
to provide school (districts with the funds necessary to insure full compliance
with the law. Applicatiob and accountability protedAres must be revised in
ordef to lake the system practical and efficient.

I hope that my observations endwise:its rdglyding P.L. 94-142 will be of
assistance in your present endeavor.' If I be of further assistance
please feel free to call upon me.

Sincerely,

141

Stefen J. Pratt
Director of Special Progress

SJP:ss



May, 1980

tENTI:R FOR LAW AND EDUCATION, Inc.

Paul Simon, Chairman
House Subcommittee on Sefect.Education
227 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

'Dear Cohgressman Simon:

MAY 1 3 1980
Gutman Library. 3rd flat

Appal Way
CembAe. MaisachuLits 0114
6.179J-46te

The Center for Law and Education, funded by the national'
Legal Services Corporation to provide legal assistance to low
Income persons and their advocates on issues concerning education
law, supports the Report by the Education Advocates Coalition
on Federal Compliance Activities to Implement tht Education
for All Handicapped Children Act 1P.L. 94-142).

The Center for Law and Education hem long worked as an
advocate for students and parents in issues relating to the
education of the handicapped. is a national law firm, working
with parents, students, and advocates in all states across the
nation,me have become familiar with the disadvantages inflicted
upon students in need of special education, the importance of
.full implementation of Public Law 94-142, and the extent to
which full compliance is still an unattainable goal in many
jurisdictibns across the country. In our consultations and
representation, it has become obvious us that in each-state
there is failure to achieve full complian ith Public Law
94-142 and that this non-compliance is due, in large part, to
the lailute of state departmants oPeducation and the Bureau of
Education of the Handicappqd to adequately monitor and enforce
compliahCe with the federal, statute.

Sedans° of the importance of special education issues and
the implementation of Public Law 94-142, we urge you to exercise
your oiersight, and that of your Subcommittee, to ensure
immediate and responsive action by the new Department of
Education to carry/out the recommendations contained in the
report of the Education AdVbcates Coalition and to assign
suffiCient staff and resources to adequately monitor and
enfotCe compliance with Public Law 94-142.

Sincerely yours,

dqj Diana Pullin------.

. Staff Attorney

DP'/kg /
cc, Secretaill'Hufstedler

Vane Bloat Yohalem, Mental Health Law Project
Daniel yohalet, Children's Defanse Fund
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June 2, 1980

. \
c

Hon. Thomas,1.-Eagleton
Unitod States Minato , A-

Wasingtoe, D. 0. 20510
, .

--. .,
Bel Public-Law 94-10,(0745) (EdUcation births Handicapped)

Dear honorable Senator Es:elite:It
,

Sr

-

r.

,

We would like to see legislation instituted, to trend and

with hfyandthieca
p"de, erialnly " rf cgaradtiengg or y

Sp
oecovir'

leas,mfoir
ng

p
Dadbilit.

Yes and Visual. Impairment. P.'L,..94-4.42 is an excellent law,
'and egrearasslatanoe to enabbvourhere-tel-fore educationallT,
exoluded children-,totowlepoive Wappropriate education. *e -

do not mean ,to detraot froa that effectiyeness,.butto further.
clarify and improve, so -needs can be motwith a greqter d o'
of level of assistance for -our dhildron, Within our publi

-.00ohool syetias.
%,. - 1

We request this legislative ofonge, because, With the present
wording in the law, regqrdinedosoriptions of handloapping
eonditions, sons, of out state's children are "falling thiskael
the °backs", so to speak. Schools Arg_ finally roadirta the
law (in some oases), but are not interpreting iti nor yet usingc, 'it in thq effeotive, de ngful, intent an&purposos we believe
were thi moral reio.. ,,mt.-Oaused.P.L. 94-142 to be implemented
in the first place. "%tatiVia a partioular example, and lied
we not intervened, and in had our state board of education not
approved a soisewhat-inovativa Propdtalextended by us, they
would have had to toohnioally fortherdiacridnato egainot our

*daughter, regarding her edudationarprovisionsfor her needs
had to be aft by a "dosibination" of provisions as now outlined
in the law, and as now not supposedly possible. -However lino"
'we already had a HEW determination that the school WAS already
disorlaInatimp against her, they' chose to not further-opmplioati
the situationivand aompted our proposal for a moombinatioe'plan,
to completelklwast,hior eduoational needs.

c., '

"- The problie *mei whelk a ohild has .BOTH Learning Disabilities,
AND Physioal HamAioeps: The way tale law-now roads al:Atha way
soot schools are interpreting and isplevonting.proksasvis that
the Physical handioape talsesiveferenoelnprovisions, to the

,TEXOLUSIOX of provisions for,the learning disabilities. That
loads to further school and academio failure, and defeats the
Ontimpurpose of a free Und appropriate publiO 'ducat*, as
proposed by P. L. aik142:ito pg.

4,.9
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The theory behind the implementation, as the law now reads, is
that when physical needs are wet, the learning will autOmaticaTfollow. However, it a child IS ALSO LEARNING DISABLED, the
physical needs assistance IS NEITHER APPROPRIATE, NOR4SUFFICIERT!

1 We have been in contact with Dr. willian Holloran, of the Bureau
of Education of the Handicapped, 400 Maryland Ave. S. W., in the

itDonohoe Building there is Wasshington, and we ask that you or Jour
constituents please contaA7-that office, as they can advise possible
better wording, 'so the intent,AS YELL AS THE LETTbR-OF THE LAW
can better serve our chiThfi-on, to receive an appropriate educational
aeaistance to meet ALL OF EACH CHILD'S UNIQUE INDIVIDUAL'NEIMS.

If you would like further information,
expIainationa, or- detailof what we are proposing, or what we feel is needed, please contact

us., There is an excellent artiole by Wm. V. Padula, 0.D., who is
the Director of Vision Research at the Geaell Institute of Human
Development, elititled "A POINT OF_DISCRINInTION-F. L._94-l42".
This article describes the situation ,that, unfortunately, is the
instance in far too aany schools.° It also describes exaotly how
our own school system responded, even after our HEW investigation,
until we Imtervet@c1 for our dauehter. I aeonclosinj, a co-
that article, fur your benefit. We pray for your underdand for corrective le;;Islation: ro

Reapectrully,

Hr. 4 Jiro. Steven Queaenberryl
302 Pilgrin St.
wentxville, ko., 63385
Phones l4l4 area-327-8496

ar
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COMMITTEE ON ADVOCACY
row THIL j

-- DEVELID-PEMEFITALLY CrISARL INC)
110X 734. re OCRIKST

'''S. ST. CROIX. U.S. VIRG!
rtOr[9010

AND '
AovoCAdrcouscit

tr

V

May 2, 1980

Congressman Paul Simon
Chairman of the House Committee

,, on Select Education
227 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, ii.C. 20510

Dear Cdngressman imon:

This is to urge your exercise of the powers of the
Subcommittee on Select Education in ensuring imhmediate
and responsive action by the Department ofEducation to
Movide full implementation of the Education for All Handi-
capped Children Act (PL 94-142Y.

The report of the Education Advocates Coalition very',
accurately identifies ten areas of noncompliance which ap-
pear bo_exist throughout the states and territories. The
recommendationerfor compliance efforts are also quite rele-
varh to the problems abserved by the Protection and Advocacy
System in the Virgin Islands.

OS 0(4,40

MAY 7198o

- - rte. -

cc: Judge Hufst er
Delegate to C ngrpss
Melvin H. Ev s.
Education Adv ates

ely ours,-Sincerely ours,

R -sell D. Richard
. Director
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.., PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALLENE RICHARDSON, PRESIDENT, COLORADO CHAPTER,
' NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR Auns-nc CHILDREN, INC.

* Generally speaking. the Special Educa-gon

prOgrams 1n the Denver Metropolitan aide are very

good. Many autistic 6hildren are being greatly

.helped, and -the lestt process 1; working. in

regards to IEP't, due process, etc. However,

ihroughoUt the state, many reeds arE not being

adequately..met - mainly due to the definition of

'handicapped Ihildren in the P.C. 94-142 regulations.

Autistic,Fhildren'are categorized as "seriously

emotionaldly disturbed," which is not appropriate.

The National Society for Autistic Children (N.S.A.C.)

has consistently opposed this caterorization ever

since the regulations were published in proposed form

and after their final publication. A clear and

separate definition of autism in the regularon is

imperative. Accura,;e recognition of the problem can

lead to appropriate *aachert"raining, expanded funding,

and better education for children with autism. -

Colorado N.S.A.C. believes that children with autism

could better be served bY (1) improved Xtmiing, and

(2) a separate definition of autism lethe regulations.

If any further information is needed. ,please contact me:

alle.czkviet----
Allene RiCTdson
President. olorado-Ohapter

,

f

.
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June 27: 1980

Seleit Education Subcommittee of the U. S. House
of Representatives Committee on Education & Labor

4126 South Knox Court
Denver, Colorado. 80236
(303) 761-0220. Ext. 332

a

The Colorado Developmental Disabilitiei Council wishes to express the

following concerns regarding the implementation -of PL 94 -142,4Education for

All Handicapped Children Act, in Colora4o.

While the Act complements our State Act for the education of handicapped
_

children an significant progress has been made since its passage, we believe

the State still has much to accomplish before all of our handicapped children

are receiving the appropriate education to which they are entitled.

Specifically, we are concerned that Children in rural areas of the State

are either unserved of inappropriately sembLe. This happens because funds from

PL 94-142 are inadequate as are funds from the State Legislature. In addition,

rural school distrits are not wealthy enough due frequently tb a low revenue

, base to supplement funds to support the programs required by the state and..
federal law. (We find it- .justifiable thatqbese districts are angered y this

situation.)
,

and guardians Oftheir rights under state and foggdlaw and believes this iS

v

4 ,

4

a . 855
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the responsibility ef the State Department'of Education.' We realize that some

efforts have been made and some parents are informed, but not nearly enough.

Again, especially in rural, and low-income areas, we find parents who know

nothing about the laws and tgeir rights. The Department oust provide more

information and technical assistance to school districts to enable and en-

courage them to educate parents. The D, D. Council, through its Regional

Councils andlriedmembership, stands ready to assist in this effort.

Currently, in Colorado, many handicapped children are educated in-segre-,
gated schOols and classrpous. This is usually in the Coamunity Centered

Program and institutions funded by the Department of Institutions. School '

districts allow this to happen and use the programs for placements becaus

relieves them of the responsibility of 13rovidin§ the prOgram,-but they i nore

the fact that children are being denied the benefit of learning through Inter-
.

' *action with non-handicappid students.. In claiming that children are being

served in the Least RestriCtive Alternative, what is meant is the Least

Restrictive Alternative available. We believe this is contrary to the law.

Finally, the D. D. Council opposes the unnecessary segregation of minority

students4in classes for handicapped students and are aware that this happens.

ite believe that districts must make every effort to insure that discriminatory

testing add evaluation procedures are not the cause of such over-inclusion.

6

In conclusion, we support the torments submitted By the Legal Center for

Handicappecreitizens and theAssociation fOr Retardi'd Citjeens. We thank you

for thisoppokunity and for your interest and concern.

Ye? sincerely,

Mite Kitt, Vice - Chairperson

.Developmental.DisaSilities.Council

AK:ae

4
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July 2, 1980

Honorable Paul Simon, Chairman
Subcommittee on Select Education.
320 Cannon 1808 4

Washington, D.C. 20515

wommw.p.m
Or--116 C........111

11......b.raunir we
1112/0.011

CIA Con C. noaa
ow a.m.. Iarma.

Pao Co, C.a..* M.
iM) OM., Low. Me

- _

Al. 0 8 1980

Dear Chairman Simon:

I understand that you have completed your series of
hearing( relative to the implementation of PL 94-142, but
that the hearing record is still open. I ask that this '

letter be entered into the record of those pioceedings.

I have received petitions bearing the signatures of
270 individuals involved in educational programs benefitting
tIva handicapped in my district. Most of too members of this
group feel that PL 94-142 pis basically an excellent law.
However, there appears to be unanimous displeasure with the
implementation of the law.

The consensus of opinion among those who are responsible
for attempting to make the various programs work is that
Implementation would be better served if left to local control.
ifiroparently, the programs suffer, and the children who are
supposed to benefit from the rams suffer, due to the
deluge of unnecessary paperwork ed upon teachers, 'counselors
and administrators atthe,local level. Therefore, the individuals
involved in special-education programs for the handicapped
at the local level in my district have proposed the following
Changes in implementation of the law, 'which they seek through-
amendments to PL 94-142`:

.-
1. That each cational

to determine the st effective and efficient
respective method of implementing the require -
sent for parental involvement to be included
in phases of child referral, assessment,

L. progress evaluation and dismissal.

2. That while testing remain an integral past of
,the programs, for011 tests are le be admin-
istered at the discretion' of the Local
Educatinnal.agency.

. t
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3. That all forms, r s and program
planning, as nevi by law, will be
developed by theLocll Educational
Agency.

4. That the Local Educational Agency have
the flexibility relative to the composi-
tier' of the annual review committee, the
method used, and scheduling of, the required
annual review held for each child,

5. That the Local Educational Agency be
responsible for monitoring -and reviewing
the implementatiaof the law as amended,

I ask that your committee give due consideration to
the recoemendations contained herein, for they come from
those who are ultimately responsible for delivering the
services to the children who need them.

Thank you for your considerationg%

BR/mjb

4

c

!ty des egards,'

BILL ROYLR
member of Congress

858.
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ENISvavnt or

MARY Lou Rousszi,

HB 282
A CASE IN P01821 ST. LOBISCOUNTT, NO.

1.) my child was tested in Parkway School District/in first'
grade in 1971-72. .

2.) Hs was tested, and diagnosed by a pediatric
neurologist in Nay 1972. wi a report going to Parkimmy.

1975.34 He spent three years in a 7ileate--tntil Nay.

4.) PL 93-112 Sec. 504 became Federal law in 1973. with a
deadline compliande date of Sep. 1, 1978.

5.) He was'test.sd, evaluated, sad asitafial 'learning dis-
abled by the Special School District of St. Isais County in Sop.
of 1975.

8 t e

6.) He spent three years in a Special District Phase II
class in a Parkway School (being integagted back into regular
cleans as he seemed able) from the FAIR of 1975 to June, 1978.

7.) I contacted Parkwty school personnel, administrators,
and a school board weber, as well as various employees at Special
District beginning in Nov., 1977, tat what was being dtarto amply
with Federal law by Sep. 1, 1978.

8.) An IMP conference was held on 1, 1478, mardingloy
child's needs, in the presence of both and Special Dist let
personnel, at which I requested 'by-pows me be used when he
was to be mainstreamed in theFall ef 1978.

list of children in need of Special ices available to the Park-
into Parkway. There was no Special D of itinerant nor even a

9.) When the school year of 19/ibegan, he was aainftreased

igetersonnel in his building until four or five weeks after school'

10.) I have had to transport'my child to a'school outside the
boundaries of our neighborhood school because both the curriculum, the
building, and the athool personnel of the neighborhood school were
inappropriate to his needs; I received merninghus streite in Nov.
when I informed Parkwer they were in neaisnce with Federal law.'

-11.) He is presently receiving, I believe: at imigsropriate
education in a hostile and tine envi;onment due to a lack
of pentifiedfilmmel responsib ty and the iinceranos (i.e. leek of
learning) on the part of personnel at all levels of Parkway.

12.) Pk( child2s specific learning disabilities are dyslexia
(problem; with reading and the inability to spell) and
(severe problems with writing.) His IQ is above-averagedMathPh!a
tap 15th percentile). while his achievement level in epellIng is in
the lower 4th percentile of children tested nationally.

1'
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SvcremErrrorJotT AND MONA Biciams

Kevin Bickers, 14
8th Grade, Parkway East Junior' -Sigh School

Early testing 'and dedicate teachers at Mason Ridge (Parkway
District) suggested learning difficulties for Kevin, but
thorough testing had to be done outside the school.

.47
Reading difficulties-were overcome in large part through
a phonetic program in a epecidIvelass at St. Louis University
paid for by his parents. Still, no special facilities
-were provided and "only the occasional "dedicated" teacher
could properly touch his bright buttrouled mind.
As be progfessed, math problems not offering the "phonetic"
solution possible in reading saused-problems science
as well as,mathematics classes. Individual teacher time ,

in JuniOr 'high has bowl minimal. No resource room is
provided and those.teachers assigned to give special help
are, not supported by the school administration. Both time
and facility are often withdrawn from LD children to meet
the needs of the greater school population. This has
dtended to discourage even the competent and qualified
persons capable of working with LD youngsters. The tone
of school administration is, "They don't fit irwell with
our system so we will simply ignore theth."

Needed afe the facilities and dedicated teachers...and
an administration that believes that learning disabilities
exist, and can be overcome.



STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY AUEIAN SAPPINGTON, MOTHER, ST. Lotns, Mo.

CASE RP4"ORr zx!opra =SIM SAFPINGTi.

-v ST. LOUIS CCURIT SPECIAL SCHCCL DISTRICT

Out daughter Jennifer Sappington, age nine years old, bas been
serwicedlifthe St. Louis Special SchOol District since June 1976.
Seelus bodefitted tremendously free placement in an oral program
for the hearing impaired, and receiving CT-PT services irregularly.
Jenny is a child with a_.. moderate to severe hearing loss and
spasticcerebral palsy, necessitating her using crutches to walk.
After having'bobn in four schools in five years she has came to
be placed in thi third grads of her home school district and is
still teceivint support- services from SSD. The staff of the ORAL
W1,0128ACFOR THE WARIKO WM= and the PHYSICAL 4 .--0CalPATICRAL

erists.have
been excellent, and along with the4cooporatina

Tschoahot district teachers, can be credited for Jenny coating this
far. Although needing the use of a hearing aid and crotches,
Jenny is an active third arlder who loves broleaeb_isne-skating,
swimming and is learning x6 play the violin. ,

--'

our problems with SSD lay in securing the support services
Jennifer needed in order to ha coos this far. Curiin concerns
are the diffieultissvrosented because of changlit schools almost
every year, and being unable to got physical and occupational
therapy at the beginning of each school year. In fact during two
of the years she did not receive therapy until February and Marsh.
Following is a list of the schools and therapy starting data liripg..
her years with SSD.'

.school Year -

*

School
'

. Therapy 4 StartinAt Rate

1976.077 Neuvoehner Litzsinger March 10, 1977

1977.1978_ Nettwoehner i Sept. 19, 1977

1978-1979 Central-Ledue Feb:6,1979

1979-1980 Wright-Ladus Oct, 16,1979

1980-1881 Craig-Parkway Sept. 18, pso.

In submitting this statement, it is our hope that other children
will not have to suffer the three hour bus rides each day, four
school placements in five years' ties, and Lich of consistent and
continual support services eftor appropriate placement has been '

-smutted and an /EP written. Hopefully, other parents will not be ,

Wed year after year with with the prospect of making 3-4 phone
.

calls daily to teachers, doctors, supervisors, superintendents, eon:
grease/1z, lawyers school board members, ther ipists, eto...before .
services are SSD bas brought Jennifer a very long wayprovided.
from a hospital's mis-diagnosis of trainable mentally retarded to

., placement in a regular third grads. Rut it has burn a long and painf01
process which could have beenboided if everyone had been

-
doink

his /her Job in consistent fashind.
-

Following is a detailed report of situations which could by -
rectified in SSD.--

.

-1

p

4
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L976-1977 1
Meuwomthaer School
Therapy-Litzsinger School-March 10,1977

Our initial contact with the St. Louis Special School District
(SSD) occurred in June 1976 with a clinic evaluation of our daughter-
Jennifer Sappington. It was decided that her primary handicapping
condition was a moderate to severe neural hearing loss, with a
secondary condition of spastic cerebral palsy, necessitating her walking
with quad canes.

At that time two programs for the hearing impaired were available
in SSD-total communication. at Litzsinger School, and oral communi-
cation at Senwoohner School. The orthopedically-handicapped program
with CT and.IT services was also located at Litzsingsr. gut because
of Jennifer's type of hearing loss and good ability for 'speech, it
was decided at the June clinic staffing that she would be'most appro-
piately placed in the oral proggam at Weuvoehner. We didn't want her
to use sign language because of her speech potential and because of
needing, her hands free to operate the quad canes, so the signing used
in' the TC program at Litzeinger was inappropiate.

The orthopedic surgeon Jenny had been seeing had been a consul-
tant to SSD and suggested that Jenny go until December 1176 without
CT-PT services so she could be in the oral program at Neuwoehner.
We didn't know enough to question why Jenny couldn't receive the
CT-PT services even though'they were offered within the district at
-a-school only 15 minutes away. in December after seeing the surgeon
she suggested that we-place ,tennifer.at Litzsinger so she could receive
CT -pt services to help the cerebral palsy. / objected, saying that

,Jenny was doing very well in ehe oral program and I thou t.it as
late in the academic year to be changing schools. Also I reminded
her that the only communication available to Jenny at Lit inger
included the use of'sign language. She told me that SSD couldn't
be services at different schools for a multi-
handicapped d. She then conveyed this same message to the CT-PT
sppervisor. I have a copy of the letter that the doctor sent the
supervisor.

We continued to question yhy,Jenny-COaldnut=emay in the oral
program and be bussed to,Litzsinger for CT-PT services, or have the
therapists come to her We got nowhere. Finally after a phone call
to a SSD school.-boarti membez- explaining our plight, services were
provided the following week. So in March of 1977 after 6 months
of no therapy, Jenny wal bussed to Litzsingeethrse days a week for --
oT-PT. Services were terminated-the,fitst weikin June becaus f
ithe end of the school year antrwe had to seek Private speech
OT-PT therapy. We wondered why A summer, program wasn't avai
when other schoOlalisrricts Offered courses to their student'.

86



&9.4t1978
School

.itzeinger School- September 19,1977i.

- Again as in the previous yearlinny returned to the oral' pro-
-gram atAliasoohner. This time thiMererarted the week .schoobeith her agaiwbeing busseA

g
tzsinger.

thAt ir

tdhe end
of
of the

school yearher'spoech kad improved remarkably. She now ambulatedOtt two fore -arm crOtches, andet herIEp in May it was suggested
that she might benefit from partial integration into a regular school,
-Over the summer plans were made to move-the two hearing impaired
clasiroces fools Seuwoehner to rented rooms in-another school diltrict,thus,op the door for partial or total mainstreaming for sod.of ,sbechildren. We didn't find out until just before school started- that she would be at Central School in Ladd4 District.

'e

12141f1279.
4Wti.i1-3nhool-Laddi District
122Z-Litrainger School-February 6. 1979

--It.worked out that Jenny would integrate into the first grade
at Central School and get support services for hersearins and speech
losses from the teacher of the hearing,impaired in the SSD rented
classroom, Things were going beautifully except no PT-CT services
were provided. Again as in the past we fought for services to be
provided. We had bead led to behave that the goal all along hoar

flseen to integrate Jenny into a regular situation mitt support services
provided to help her maintain her 'Mille. She was doing so well in
therfirst grads and the children accepted her with no difficulty.
It was Iscomprehensible to us that she wasn't receiving thera,
especially in light of the fact that surgery was being considpyered
for the f011owins summer and would nodd torbe in'top physical
condition. W. were told by SSD that it was just too'difficult to
secure services due to lack of staff, scheduling problems, transporta-
tion problems, Loss of the prescription feomthe surgeon by SSD, and
heaven knows ;hateder other excuses-they could -think of. We contin-
ued to.call supervisors, doctors, levy ,-anyone who we thought'
Could help us. Pinaliy-after-a call to ssouri Speaker of the Mouse,
Kenneth Rothman,. Jenny began services. t took six months for thisto transpire.

At the end oethelschool year., Ladue decided to close centralSchool. in May at the Iev,mee/ peminded the ssa -staff shit
JenviShOuld spin need PT-CT in especially after having
surgery on both knees and groin in the summer to help straighten
her legs. It was decided that Jenny would go *ith the hearing im-
paired classes again and integrateanto the second gradeof the new
school fAr whatever subjects she could handle. Therapy would be

, provided"in the past so as to allow her to be in the second grade
, at a regular school.

.863.
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Thank you,

1979-1980
WIXE5Ehool-Ladue District
nesen-Litzsinger School- octobe416, 1979

ie'Ladue had closed central, the hearing impaired classes
moved to another Lades sthool,Wright School,. So beginning bei
fourth year with SSD Jenny vein now in bar third ichool, being
integrated into the second grade there: Wright'sdhool vas only
5-7 minutes fate Litsainger and so it purled us why it took six
weeks from the time school started tq scheddie therapy. Especially
after I had repeated phone calls to SSD during the gnomic re-
minding them of Jenny's surgery and the need for starting therapy
early. When I called theCT-PT supervisor
was a unique case, and that when all the er children were serviced,

4 told that Jennifer;ilys

she would be scheduled. reminded bar that even though the thought
of Jennifer, being unique we had beefs led to believe she was capable
of mainstreaming with support servicing. She then told me that
there were problems having enough staff and / tolder that fns
not ay problem. Finally I ended up calling the deputy superintendent '

of the district to intervene. Due to his help j started therapy
on October 16,A9SO, six weeks after school had, comenced*

Jennifer such good progress at Wright 01 that we wade
plans in to place her at her hose district 1 the following
fall. Dilpe,i» a regular third grade and rive help from
SSD bearing clinician and tiyeectf therapist and also,-PT-CT services.
At the.Citisen Advisory Council'i May meeting I questioned the *nosy-
intendant of SSD as to what method to pursue to get serviqes on time.
in the fall. He also cited the problem of short staffineand I
suggested that perhaps they do more advertising. .At any rate he said
to call him or the deputy superintendent and it would all be taken care
of.

1910 -1981
,

/' '

aiitilaaolwparkway District /
Meal Litssinger school- September 18, 1980:'

Ae of this Jennifer is now in her home district(ih a regular
third grade and riving all support services as of the third week
of schqol. The y unfortunate thing is that this is Oa fourth

-*school in five years and one wonders how the would be doing had
things bean more consistent. 0 b

4

a

6,

Susan

/435. Al0m41,74:17
4i!(<0; Mo, ,3/V/
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AMERICAN ASSOOATIONV
OF SCNOOL ADMINISTRATORS LIADIRSHIP

ULYININ0

Hs. Pat Morrissey

Subcomittee on Select Education
CROB-Room 320
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Pat:

CM* ot floveorrnardal Rik:Mono
MS& %ice in WothIngton

December 8, 1980'

Per phone conversation, please insert the follOwing paragraph
,in USA's tamtisoni in connection with the oversight bearings
on PL 94-142. It should be inserted on page 2 as the third
paragraph under "Technical Assistance."

We urge more public input -.- ten metings, not four,
hold.at-the tea Regional Resource Centers. These
meetings would promote more.undersEanding of ,the

programs, provide information about the types of
assistance available, and give more credence to the
RosOurce Center'.

Thank you for your time in efts matter.

Si ely,

Charlotte Triedman
Legtalative'Specialist

4

(0528.00;
1601 North Moore Shed Artingto: Virginia 22209/1

mocwOrooi.MY &Vow

I
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STITEMENT ASLIRMFTIVT JOSEPH SCHERER, DIRECTOkt, cr OF GOVERNMENT
RELATIONt4 AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL AD ISTRATORS

The American Association of Scho Adainistratori (AASA),- resenking

nearly 20,006 school administrators across the nation has,and continues to le

an advocate equal opportunities for education for the handicapped. We

strongly support the efforts of the Department of Education to improve its

efficiency and effectiveness by coordinattng activities of the Office of

Special Education (OSE) and the Office for Civil Rights (OCR).

COnceening the proposals by the Task Force on Equal Educational

Opportunity for Nandicapped Children, the Association welctmes the opportunity

to comment on the four key areas considered by the,report, and proposed

cooperation betweip OSE and OCR.

1) Data Collection

e We enthusiastically support the objectives of coordinating and sharing of

data on federal and regional levels. Coordination of date requiAd by OSE and

OCR would be very helpful to states and recipien$s. We alp welcome

strategies to improve the flow of information, especially other pertinent data

available througNout the government. Such strategies should avoid duplication

and-therefore increase the ability of recipients to respond more effectively.

We are concerned, however, that there may be an increase in the amount and
t

types of data requested. We strongly urge avoiding such expanded requirements

which would not only increase local /state costs but

such

problems in the

adequate collection of data from many small local recipients.

e We urge that development of data collection instruments focus on a cannon

form for reporting by tbe.recipients. A single form would centralize and

systematize efforts and would be especially useful 1f required only on a

ye&ly basis. Data requested at random times, which has not normally bAn

required, places undue hardship on the recipients. If a common instrument foe

of.

8
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data collection could be devised for collection and reporting, any further f
expenses for yllection of other information should be borne by the federal
goverment,

lie..-urge that comparisons not be made between states and local recipients

in the data collected and published.

A systematic procedure for assessment and data reviews are excellent
ideas. Systematic, adequate analyiis of data-should better target areas with
significant problems. Better technical assistance in targeted areas depends.

on effective efforts to coordinate and cooperate data collection,and use.

The key to good complifnce and an effective program is a good data base.

We urge OSE-OCR to share policy issues and data requirements so that these
needs may be addressed. We are pleased with this positive approach to

Oranoting effective, efficient cooperation betweell the two offices.

2) Policy Development dr
We urge that requests for information and exchange of comments concerning

policy be.maditnefore *Notices of Intent' are published to allow for effective
public input. It is unclear from the Task Force Report exactly how much Om

.anctpy what means public input will be handled following these announcements.

In the past, public involvement -in the consideration of complex issues'pas

been limited due to time constraints. We(hope sufficient time wi allowed

so that input from all concerned may be considered.

' We ur e that the re ulations and inter retive rules be recis

lye consistent direttio to reci lents and De artment of Educatio

Further we urge that they be sufficiently flexible to make allow es

differing circumstances of the many recipients. Clear, consistent,

Coordinated policies will give clear, consistent results' in monitoring and in

technical assistance targeting.

67
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We weltamekridelinis concerning recipient and parental concerns being
. -

addressed by the joint offices. Especially useful should be such items as an
.

easy-to-use format for understanding the IEP process.

Clarification of issues or problem areas aS well as concrete methods to

simplify and enhal efficiency are

compliance. It is onq through the

policy that recipients will be able

opportunity for the handicapped.

3) Technical Assistance

We urge that the limited funds available be used effectivelj' so as to

important ways to ensure effective

development of sound, well thought out

to meet the goal of equal educational

avoid duplication, overlap and gaps, aufo reach the areas of greatest need.

We encourage the developtent of a positive attitude by federal and

regional technical assist/ids toward roblen solving. Knowledge that there

will be 'priority needs listed an

increase confidence of th

ystematic coordination of resources_will

ipients in ability of the OSE Regional Centers

and the OCR to respond quickly and positively. Staff providing technical aid

1-
mj should provide only the assistance requested.

We urge thacthe public be 'involved, especially at the regional level, in

the joint planning meetings and have input in the annual assessment.

Policy support often depends on an informed and participatiaticublic --

sharing policy development input Is an effective method to assure this support.

4) Enforcement and Monitoring

o We urge that the proposed joint visit process be expanded to include those

states or recipients who appear to have the most severe problems of

compliance. We believe random satpling and periodic visits to be less

effective than targeting visits to those most in need. However, we urge that

8 Gs
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the visiting teams attempt to b iance membership

.

bitweal OSE and OCR since

expertise and responsibilities ire somewhat different.
.

>

=We strongly support the joint training of enforcement personnel. Better

-"trained personnel means aore consistent investigations and reports which, in

turn, eliminate the uncertainty expressed by many recipients. In addition, we

support Joint regional training to. develop ways of eliminating overlap in the

assistance and monitoring foictions of OSE and OCR. We urge that such Joint
__.

training emphasize the positive attitudes of enforcement -- assistance to
4

4Nerame non - compliance problems. We recognize that such joint training will

be difficult to coordinate but urge that coisistency be the pripary goal. In

the past, training for OCR personnel has not alxaj5 producelonsistent
.

monitoring or enfdrcement, leading to uncertainty and fear of these monit ing
1\

investigations.. AASA hopes that the training program outlined in Appendix

of the Task Force Report will include all personnel at the regional level, not /1'
li

just enforcement, but te4nical4

We urge that there be no overlay of assistance and monitoring functions.

It At suggested that thd training program emphasize referral for assistance

first and enforcement last, when all other remedies have failed. There has

been criticism that recipients mnyfeel that a request for*asst,stance will

trigger enforcement investigations. Therefore, often needed assistance may

not be requested because of this fear.

We urge that all pertinent information be shared with states and

recipients in the future. 4The Task Force Report lists 14 key issues and 69

subissues with their data needs. This kind of information would be useful to

states and recipients. ,C

Weurge that OSE and OCR notify SEAs as quickly as possible concerning any

oon-compliance problems. We concur in the suggested sharing of State Plans
. .

and coordinating information between the two offices but we hope they will
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work toward cooperative and speedy notification and resolutiegqf problems.

Seventy-five days of "dead silence' would hot be in the best interests of the

states, recipients or the handicapped children we wish to help.

In conclution, AASA supports this Rroposal to coordinate the work of the.

Office of Special Education and the OffiCe for Civil Rights. This

coordination appears to be in the interests of promoting the goal of equal

e ational oppprtunity for the handicapped by increasing efficienCy and

dec asing dupl ation and overiTipping of efforts by the two offices.

W are, howe r, concerned with emphasis on the negative enforcement!,

,complai as of this coordination rather the on the positive

compliance 1 tance aspects. We concur Wet monitoring is a necessary

function but be lte voluntary compliance aided by realistic, helpful,

assistance and consideration for various local situations is a more effective

approach.

AASA supportsrclarification ofinlicy in order to promote consistent

application of regulations. AASA hopes that the regulations, interpretive

rules and ipolicy statements to be promulgated will be precise flexible

enough to allow for the many individual differences owl statand

recipients.

Our major concern with the OSE -OCR coordination is that there will be an

increase, not decrease, in data required and that collection of this data will

co51,:ogrthroughout the,year. .We strongly recommend a camnon data reporting

form to be used annually. This will enable recipients to collect the required
*on

data in the most cost-effective manner.

With better leadership, guidance and assistance frog the Department Of

Education, state and local authorities will be better able to meet their

commitments to equal educational opportunities for handicapped children,
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Hon. Paul Simon
Chairman, Subcommittee on
'Select Education
320 Cannon Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Simon:

DEC 294980

Thank yo1 for your invitation to testify befo
committee on Select Education during its fi
hearingson PL 94-142. As I indicated in e
pondence, NCCE fteferred to submit its test
at a date later than your hearing. If it
you and the Subcommittee, I would like thi
enclosed report to be consiidered as our t

NCCE has just, completed a two-year study
tation of the parent involvement provi
In October 1979, i testified before the
results of the first part of the study
2500 parents whose children are recei
Act. Since that time, we oompleted t
view of the federal and state enforc
parent involvement. Although our st
to that of the Education Advocates
more focussed on specific provision

e the Sub-
oversight

her corres-
y in writing

acceptable to
etter and the

of the implemen-
in FL 9A-142.

Subcommittee onthe
a survey of nearly
ng4serviges under the
e second part, a re-
ent and monitoring of
y was done parallel
alition, it was much
in the law.

We found that serious compliance p oblema in every area k
reviewed -- the development of In ividual Education Plans

ticipation of parents or'
r parents to challenge in-.
and to receiveAwritten,
child's placement or status,
fidentiality off the child's
tually every state. A Be-

ach and charts showing the
r each state are contained in

(MP's) for each child with the
guardian, procedural safeguards
appropriate educational decipion
prior notice -of any change ih t
and procedures to protect the c
school records -- existed in vi
tailed explanation of our appr
status of the areas reviewed f
the report.
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In.your letter of November 5, you requested t 't we a dress our
testimonYsto[the Educatioh Secretary's "Task rce ort on
Equal Educational Opportunity for Handicappe Chil n," and
specifically to its three major components, edera policvdevelop-

, went, monitoring and enforcement, and techn 1 assistance, as well
as the capacity of OSE and OCR to implemen /the plan. Because of
the limited scope of our study, I feel tha NCCE can comment know-
ledgeably only on the monitoring and enfo,, ement section, and to
a lesser degree, on the capacity of OSE implement the plan.

All thekrecommindations made in our rep t are, to some extent,
addressedby the Task Force Report. B ;;/, tally, we found that
OSE lacked even the minimum number of aff anditravel funds to
meet its technical(adiistance and enfo/cement responsibilities.
The success of the steps taken by OSE /: d OCR as a result of the
Task Force Will largely depend on thqcommirment of resources
OCR will be able to make, in effect I. compensate for the lack
at OSE. The framework devised -- ..,fannual compliance review
plan, OCR participation in program 'dministrative reviews, a
more systematic complaint handling rocess, and a greater emphasis
on enforcement -- seems excellent ut it will not produce results
unless enough staff and travel f ds are available..

The reorganization of OSE, whic provides for separate staff to
conduct monitoring and technics itssistance, and its increased
staff allowance, is encouragin although minimal.

In short, NCCE feels that the ask Force Report appears to be a
fine, beginning, that OSE and appear to be fully committed to
addressing the problems we the Advocates Coalition identified,
bU that the change in Admi stration could mean that the necessary
resources may not become va 'Table. ;We intend to continue to

itor the enforcement of 94-142 closely over the next several
ntbs and will advise you f our findings.

/Thank you.

Sincerely,

NSA7
Stanley Salett

Sg/bn
Enclosure

ti
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I. 'Introductibn

As a ton-partisan, public interest organization dedicated

to increasing parent and citizen involvement in the' issues and

policies of the public schools, NUE has had a continuing interest

in the Education forAll Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-1425.

This landmark legislation, passed by Congress in 1975, requires

the,states to provide a free, appropriate public education to all

handicapped children, in'an environment that is least restrictive

as possible.

' A major feature of the Act is the requirement for an Indi-

vidualized Education Plan (IE1Wto be developed for each chid by

teachers, specialists, other school personnel, together with the

child's parents, which sets out the goals, objectives, aid services

for the child.. There are also a series of procedural safeguards

to 'protect patents and children, including the right to an indepen-

dent evaluation Of the child (under appropriate circumstances),,

prior written notice and parent consent for,evaluation and all_

placement changes, and the right,to an impartial hearing and ,

appeals if no agreement can be reached between school and parents

as to what is best for the child.

With our network of over 325 parent/citizen groups active
t,

in local public education, many of them in special education, we

share the belief that decisions affecting the lives of childten

should be open to public scrutiny. In addition, we have found a

growing body of research demonstrating that parent involv

8 74,
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school activities has a positive effect not just on school

policies, but on student achievement, as well 7 Over a decade

ago, for example, JApeS Coleman made his now-famous report to the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, which showed, aaltag::

Other things, thft student achievement is highertin &clots with

active parent organizations.' And a 1973 HEW study found that

two key factors in academic success were students' and parents'

ezptctations, and the extent to which parents engaged in activities

supportive of these expectations.2

In addition, the recent report by the Carnegie .Council on

ildren, The Unexpected Minority: Handicapped Children in America3

argues strongly that parent invol eat is critical as a corrective

to the devastating vulnerability o the h dicapped child. In his

foreword, Kenheth,Kenniston write , 4;- : reatest harm to the

handicapped child stems from the s '''.41 e endered ". airment

of daily life, self-concept, and future--not from functional im-'

paitments themselves," (emphasis added).

1. James S. Coleman, et al., Equality of Educational Opportunity
U.S. Dept. of Health, Educatioh -& welfare, Washington, DC, U.S.
Government Printing Office 1966. See also Christopher Jencks,
"The Coleman Report and Conventional Wisdom," in Hosteller &
Moynihan (eds.) On Equality of Educational Opportunity, (NY,
Vintage) 1972.

2. Mayeske, George "A Study of the Attitu de Toward Lifeof
our Nation's Students." (Washington, -DC, U.S. Department of HdAlth,
.Education-6. Welfare) 1973.

3. John Glidzman and Willism Roth, The Unexpected Minority: Handi-capped Children in America, (Harcouv-Brace, NY) 1980.
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A child with a disability is often treated as thoueNthere
. -

is something medically sarong, from whith he or $he is eupposed.

somehow, to recover: The ehild becomes a life-long patient, whose

0 entire family must submit to Obninatidn by professionals, and who

consequent1S, is excluded from normal dkpectations. The child's

incapacity becomes an excuse for asserting professional expertise,

and, as the autfiors assert, "a more staking abuse of our culture's

concept of the expert cannot be imagined., In every handicap

lipecialty," the report continues, "it is essential that parent

professional actively work together on the child's behalf."4

'Our own experience with parent/citizen groups also leads

us to conclude that it is indeed wise policy for the federal

government to encourage parent participation in public schools.

NCCE has,strongly supported the provisionsin PL 94-142 requiring

parent involvement in 9e development of individual education

and

Pips (IEP's) for their handitappedfchildren,and protecting that

fight through procedural safeguards and confidentiality require-

ments.

II. NCCE Study

AlthoUgh passed in 1975, PL 94-142 gave states and school

districts almost 3 years to make plans and develop programs to

serve all handicapped children, ages 3 -18, including those for whom

no services had previously existed. Once the law became fully

4. Ibid., p. 145.
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effective: in September 1978,HCCE decided to conduct a survey of

parents, to determine from their ierspective how well the law was

working, and to monitor the implementation of the parent:partici-

paiion provisions., Funding was obtained from the George Gund%
V

Hearst, Field, and New World- foundatIons. No federal funds were

'involved,

With a research team at Ohio State University, we designed

and field tested a suryeY to answer such questions as
s.

Are affected parenti aware of'their rights under thi_It4 13,
6

Haye pchoolt notified pirenv that their presence is required

at an '62 meeting?

Has a meeting been held, and how weretierents treated at it?

Are educators helpful? Are they listening to parents?

.e Is the program resulting from the IEPtmeeting based on what a

child needs, or on what the school-system has to offer?

'Do parents know. they can appeal IelP made for their child?

Odce the survey form4Was tested and complete, we activated

a network of contacs from parent and professional organizations

and formed a "coalition of more than 400 state and local volunteer

groups. Through them we distributed 50,000 surveys to parents of ,

handicapped children. We also received cooperation and publicity

froeTeacher and Instructor magazines, iducation^Dally. the American

School Board Journal, the National Education Association and the

tional Association of Elementary School Principals, which re-

printed our survey,. in full and sent it to theit.entire'Communicator

44
4
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readership list. Although several local PTA's participated in

the study, the national PTA would not collaborate.

Nearly 2,500 parents of children with various handicaps,

from 438 school districts in 46 states, tookithe time to complete
o

and return our questionnaire.- To ofir knowledge, it was the only

nations} survey focussed upon parent participation in PL 94-142.

. In the next phase ofthe study,'we examined the Program

Admilpttiative Reviews (PAR'S) conducted by the Bureau of Education

for the Hanklicapped, mho the Office of Special Education (OSE), in

each state. We identified IEP-related-areas cited by OSE for

corrective action. to determine the extent of state compliance

with the law, and to assess the administrative burden and perfor-

mance oi4OSE.

III. The Survey Results

Considering that PL 94-142 had, at the time of the survey,
4

been in effect only one school year, the responding parents in- ,

dicate that the IEP process seems to be working basically quite

well, although there is room for significant improvement. '

Nearly 602 of the parents report, that an IEP meeting was held

witpin 30 days of their child's evaluation. Only 62 report that

a meeting was never held.

,ler 702 sad that the information about their children's

eAluations was "fair and useful," that educators - presented

the IEP "in understandable languagf," and that there was an

opportunity to ask opiestions.

to
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4 'According to 83% of the parents, the meetings were well attended;

777. said teachers were present, and4 said other "school

representatives" attended, (Only.1.87. of the parents, however,

reported that their children were present.)

70% of the parents reported that the IEP's,did contain'important

basic information: annual goaliWshort-term objectives,

specific services to be provided, present performance levels,

and-the dates that services were to begin.

65% of the parents felt adequately informed about the IEP

and 707. felt that the IEP "seemed to fit" their children's

needs. Only 57. reftised to approve the IEP.

(See Attachment A for, the survey form and tabulations).

These figures certainly indicate that the idea of an

individual education plan for every handicapped child, drawn up

1 44in consultation with the child's parents, has had success.
5

Such

Vassive undertaking has required an enormous amount of time,

energy, and commitment from everyone involved -- 'teachers, adminis-

trators, and parents; -and it is a tribute to all of theM.thei-ILtn
_

has worked as well as it has.
. .

On the other hand,(there is always another hand--President

Truman once said that what he needed was a one-handed advisor),
,

there are some substantial problems.

5. A few caveats should perhaps Se noted. Because the survey was
not done.by ribdop-sample, there will be a bias, in that parents moat
likely to seek active participation in the IEP process would also be
the most likely to respond to a questionnaire. A breakdown of a.

respondents by geographical area, size of school district, and sex,
Zage,-and handicap of children,. however, does correspond roughly 1 46
to the population as a whole. Copies of the data analysis are
available upon request.

61.220 0681---66- 870
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Parents are not participatini;,as full partners in'khe develop-
.

..ment Ol'the .

-- a 'majority/ (527.).of the parents reported that the IEP's

wereCompleted before the meeting.

-- nearly,307.reported that the IEP do not contain ways for

parents to check their.children
/,

s progress.

-- 30% reported that the IEP did not- indicate how much

the shild would spend in a regular classroom setting.

° 4O% ported that no specific date was set for review

a child's progress, -and one-third reported that on

Was made of how, when, or by wham a child's progress wohl

be'checked.

ng

Parents are not being prepared to participaee in the IEP process.

In fact, over talf the school districts covered in the survey

do not hate a program to prepare,parents.

Information on how to 'appeal a contested evaluation or IEP was

-Q not suede abailable to nearly 46% of the parents'surveyed.'

And while"the most beeicrequiremenieof the IEP have been

met, still a full 45% of-the parents reporting felt that the

'annual, goals set in the IEPdid'Irot-fully meet the edujational

needs of their children.
A

A further analysis of the data shows that.t8e parent of

mildly handidappedchildren are-generally more satisfied with IEP

'proceduies than .are the parents of severely Iandicappedchildren.

Also, smaller school districts (those serving fewer than 5,000

children), as well as parochial schools and state-optrated programs,

are having greater difficulty in meeting IEP requirements. " .

ar I
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Monitoring Of State Performance , .4

The major administrative responsibility for:PL 94-142 lies/

with the State Education' Agencies (SEA'S), which are required to
,

assure that,a free, appropriate. public education is available to

all handicapped Children bdtween die ages of 3 and 18 (1612(2)(B)),

and that the Local Education Agencies (LEA's) have carried out all

thi requirements of the law ($612(6)). To ensure that the states

have in fact, met this responsibility, the Office of Special

Educatpn (OSEY's0aedulea Priagram Administrative Reyiews (PAR'S)

in each state approkimat*y every otherdear.

For this portion of the stUdy.Our staff, together with

Policy Analysis from the Touth'Poliol.Institute at the Robert

F. Kennedy Memorial, read'all the pAR. reports and dirted the

Corrective actions dealing directly with parent'or public

There are a few important points about methodolo

and approach that ihoUld be made before the findings are presented.

A.though OSE is supposed to vi;it'each state every two.years,

severe shortages of fundi and person:I-el have forced delays and
. 6

cancellations. Consequently,.most states have had only 1 PAR

since the law became effective tilree'years ago.

Arizona,'KentuCky, and Massachusetts have not been reviewed
since 1977.

Colorado, Delaware, North Carolina, Sout4 Dakota, Utah, and
Washington had not, as of this spring, bean reviewed since the
firstvhalf of 1978.

,
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Revimis scheduled for 11. states this'yeer were cancelled: .

North Carolinsj South Carolina, Kentucky, Delaware, Massachu-
setts, Arizona, Idaho; Indiana? South/Dakqta, Vtah, ind ,'
Washington.,,

. The first PAR in a state is intendeU to determine whether -

t °

the state education agency can actually make reliable Assurances

that the law is being fully inplemented; that is, whether its

administrative apparatus is in working order, its state laws are

in accordiiith federil law, its policies Are properly written, and

its directives have been adequately disseminated. It is Targely

concerned with policiel, procedures, and systems, rather than

actual opeAting conditions. Although several local school

districts are visited as a double chdtk, they are not identifed'.

in the report.

The second PAR is, conducted piimarily through "site visits"
/

to local districts, regional,. centers for the handicapped,,if they

exist, and state institutions. All the areas Checked in the first '

report are'again checked, to determine the extent.of local (or

agency) compliance and the effectiveness of the state monitoring'

system. In the second report, the districts are identified and

the corrective-actions-cited'qtr each one.
-

Even though a single format was used for each PAR series,

allowing standardized comparisons and monitoring of corrective

actions, the quality and depth of _the reviews varied enormously.

No nattei. gat the siZe,"coMplelity, or reputation of the state,

the visits lasted only 5 days, and only in rare cases did the teams

have morg than 5 or 6 membefs. (Some of the most recent !AR's

A

7,;
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have entailed short advance visits and larger teams, a needed

improvement). Also, the cancellationofsmany second PAR's makes

comparison difficult. In some instances, PAR's conducted before

or just after the law was effec ve (10/1/77) had to be compared

with others completed 3 years later.

These data should be taken, therefore, more as a ,easure

of 'the technical assistance, monitoring, and enforcebent load of

OSE than as e record of its effectiveness. And similarly, the

charts represent more the magnitude of problems with state compliance

than an accurate picture of their performance. In many states,

corrective actions have been taken, and full compliance, at least

as far as there is an SEA monitoring system capable of assuring

implementation, has been negotiated to OSE satisfacpion. It is

possible that wanybf the corrective actions charted have been

made by now; and ydt it is also possible that many LEA's are still
\

not in.full compliance despite state assurances.

In the areas studied, which were IEP procedures, content,

and participation, procedural safeguards, and confidentiality of

records, we found serious compliance problems in at least one area

in every state reviewed (New Mexico has declined to participate

in FL 94-142).

47 states and the District of Columbia had corrective actions
cited for IEP procedures. (Massachusetts was not cited beause
ehe PAR took place before the law-went into effect; Pennsylvania
also was not cited).

' 48 states and,the District of Columbia had to take corrective
actions to .guarantee procedural'safeguards (MasaaChusetts again
was excepted).

88g
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- ,
48 states 14i. Ndirtrictf Columbia had corrective actions

Ire cited for procedures to protect the confidentiality of school
records (Vermont, the Ione exception, Vas praised for its
adherence'to,the confidentiality.requirements).

For a more complite picture, see Chart I.

The major problems identified fn IEP procedures were

1. Assuring IEP'q, for all children in state agencies or\
private schools (20 states were cited for violation).

2. Raving the IEP in effect prior to providing services
(18spates cited)

3. Rounding up the proper participants for the IEP meetings
(36 states, 25 cited for inadequate efforts to include
parents).

.4._ Arranging timely-notification and convenient meeting
times for parents, and keeping records of attempts to
reach parents (30 states cited).

5. Ensuring that basic 712.contents are corpaete (34 states
cited).

The problems with procedural safeguards lie primarily in:

1. Informing-parentsof.their right, under prescribed
circumstances, to an independent evaluation, at no
cost, to animpartial dne process hearing, and to an
appeal'(43 states cited).

2 Giving prior written notice to parents about their
child a placement and obtaining their consent (40 states
cited).

/

3. Adhering to proper hearing timelines (17 states cited)

4. Providing surrogate parents when needed (35 states cited).

Nearly evetystate (exCept Massachusetts) had to take

corrective action in.at 1842vms of these areas. Again, for a

more complete picture, see Charts I and II.

The'third provision for parents' and children's rights,

conf identiality of school records, was also not well enforced.

44
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School districteve been required since 1974'by the Buckley

Amendment (Family Educational Rights and Privic.Ac t) to implement
C4. t

a school records policy protecting the confidentiality of a child's

records and guaranteeing access ito parents,**Tlie only additional
.

safeguard for handicapped dhildren'provided PL 94-142 is. that
°

plarents may request that, once their educieional value has ended,

any personally identifiable information.in their child's records

may be destroyed.

1. Most school distriCts lacked pioper procedures tq shield
/ the records from unauthorized access, and most failed

also to keep a record of whohad obtained access (34
states cited).,

2. In at least 30 states, parents were not informed of their
right to have records destroyed.

3. Lists of types and locitiens of records are not maintained
in many states (22 wereeecifically cited) (see Chart II).

According to OSE staff, there is no real evidence that

parents are beingdeliberateiy denied the right to see their

children's ieCords,.but.the PAR's clearly show a pervasive patter('

of sloppiness at the district level and inadequate direction

from the states. The review teams from OSE seemed also to assign

confidentiality a low priority, for the reviews of records

procedures were seldom thorough or precise. In two states where

corrective actions were cited during the first PAR, confideptiality

was not mentioned in the second, otherwise more thorough, report

(DC and Virginia).

411.

*A 1977 NCCE study of local school district compliance with FERPA
found additional significant shortcomings, In a sample of. 169 school
districts in 29 states--only 45Z informed parents that they have the
right to appeal to federal authorities--only 447 routinely provided
parents wtth copies of the law, and--only 34% informed parents
that.school.records may include material on microfilm or computerized
data.

`.
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V. Conclusions ,

To those familiar with other reports on PI. 94-142, and

with the vofUminods testimony that ;be Congressional subcommittees

heard over the past year during their oversight hearings, their

findtgs will net Come Ais'a surprise. The Education Advocates'

Coalition Report last spring, for example,' found that many handi-

capped children had not received IEP's or that the IEP's were

"canhed," (i.e.. prepare*before.the IEP meeting, using standardized'

language), that most states halo system for appointing surrogateA
parents, and that inadequate notice of rights under tlii law and

.
unnecessary proce4ural hurdles are often used to, discourage parents

from full participation.6 These problems were'evideni both in

this survey and in the PAR's.

-Many excellent recommendations were made in the Advocates'

report, in other repartWand in the testimony presented. They

o will not be recapitulated orrepeatedhere, but we dc.have some

observations and.furCher recommendations, that others may find useful.

In both legialation and regulation, the law offers too

little guidance on parent participation. Other major federal

education ptograms'deyised to serve a specific category of children

in need--Title I. ESEA, the Bilingual Education°Act, the Emergency

School AidUct, for example -- recognized the importance of an

6. "Repet by the Education Advocates' Coalition on Federal
Compliance.Activities to Implement the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act," (Children's Defense Fund, Washington, DC) April 16,
1980.

at
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independent committee or council. composed of a majority of

to
.
proviae help to o er parents and to 'told local officials

accountable for the 4sse of, federal funds. Despite the commendable

avenues for "individual parent involvement required in 94-142,

there is no mention of local parent councils. It is our experience

that when'state and local education agencies seek outside opinion,

if they seer at all, they work only with a select set of peopl

end often in a very closed way.

Yet the Carnegie Council report concludes that "perhaps
i

more than anything else, it is essential that parents of handichpped

children organize themselves into seif-help groups,"7 (emphasis

added). These can provide parents with alternativesources of

information and moral support, as well as the greater leverage .

.-against professionals and the school,system so necessarito

counteract their children's vulnerability.
c

Accordingly, ie recommend that:

Guidelines be written, or the regulations amended if
- - necessary, to permit use of local administrative funds

:,'(tip to 57. of;an LEA allocation) to support a parent
edvisory group offering services such as--

r
1. _Providing basic information on PL 94-142 to all

parents of handicapped children in the local school
dilitrict, including information on-how to appeal an
evaluation, an IEP, or a placement. ,

2. Reviewing the local school- system's plan for implement-
Jag PL 94-142 and holding public meetings on the plan.

.7. Glidim;r1 & Roth, op. cit., p. 170

.11
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3. Developing a roster of interested citizens and agencies,
including parent/citizen organizations, which can
offer services and should be informed of the group's
activities.

4. Encouraging and assisting school personnel to conduct -
a parent training progtam about the lawthe IEP
process, and to answer questions parents' may have.

5. Assisting school in a training program for
teachers on how to wo k with parents on the IEP.

,OSE policy papers on IEP's should strongly fecommend that
all IEP's contain specific items for parent involvement:

1. How to check the child's progress.

2. At-home activities that can reinforce the education
program.

3. Check-point intervals for parents to coufet with
teachers and to revise and update the IEP. (Over
40% of the parents we surveyed stated that no da
or method for reviewing progress, was'specified.)

OSE should alsowspecifiCally require, in 'its policy
papers and through its. monitoring system, that an IEP'
may not be completed before the parent meeting, that a

"completed coy be made available.to4iarents a asoaable
time after the meeting, and that all parents- e informed -

at the meeting of their:right.to an appeal.

In light of the Carnegie Council report and the experiences

not only of advocacy groups but of trofessionals in special

education, who strongly endorsed the parent involvement provisions

in the original legislation, the strongest possible parent parti-

cipation is necessary fir full succeof this program. These

recommendations are within the intent of the law and could be

implemented easily and with minimal cost.

The'remainder4of the-conclusions deal with the second part
,

of the study, the federal and stage administration of PL 94-142,

,.-

888
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speeifically the,parent involvement provisions. Given the magni-

tude of this law.-the tremendous 'change in state and local policy,
.e-

and practicwit requires--and Its status As a'virtual civil rights

act, it is clear that the Office of Special Education is painfully

under-staffed and under-budgeted. .

f The,funds that OSE receives to administer PL 94-142 do

not come out of program"Appropriations, but are instead a portion

of the separate lump appropriation the Department of Education

receives or salaries and expenses. This is true for all federal

Ifeducation programs, whether they are run directly frmr-Wedington
'

or through the Statelduation Agencies, with monitoring tram/

Washington. Although the large fprmula grant programs, such as

Title I, ESEA, Vocational Education, and -PL 94-142, which are

largely run by the SEA's, provide administrative set-asides

proportiahal to their dollar size, usually 5% of the totalgrant

at both SEA ind LEA levels, there is no such system at the federal
. ,

level. If we compare the ratio of administrative funds to program

appropriations among these progrAmi, which are structurally

similar, there aje surprising Aisctepanciese

fi Program

Vocational Rehabilitation
Vocational and Adult Ed.
OSE (94-142)

i.Total Department

Ratio of Administrative to Programs
Funds (FY 80),:'%

$10.93 per
6%54 per
5.72 per

$16.49 per

1000
1000
1000
1000

If the funds to oversee the state programs, the part of
. -

the lene with which this report is concerned, are separated from

4
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those to administer innovation and 4iveloPment, media services,

and the gifted and talented programs, the ratio id much lower- -

$1.98 per $1000.8

The Division of Assistance to States, w ch is responsible

for policy development, technical assistance, a enforcement,

not'onl; lacks adequate staff and funding, it has also. been.*

poorly organized. A 1977 plan to establish three branches, one

for each functron, was 'never approved. Consequently, since

January 1978, enforcement and technical assistance have both

been lodg ed in the Fie/4 Services, Branch., The job to review all

state plans, conduct all PAR's (each state plus Puerto Rico, The

Virgin Islands', andthe Trust Territories; every two yeirs), and

monitpr all correet4ve actions,fallen to a staff of sixteen

Professional staff and three Sdction Chiefs.
I

It is generally agreed among tdvocacy groups and agency

s taffithat S. review schedule of every-two years is.minimal,

especially considering the enormous problems of compliance

documented here,'and that the staffing level tp do even that is

losr. Rut compounding the problem is.the fact that there
eiV

8. These figures were supplied by the Dept
office:

.'of Educatioarbudget

cls

S&E Funds Program Funds (FT, 80)
Vocitional Rehabilitation $9,854,900 $901,120,000
Vocational & Adult Ed. 6,077,700 928,396,000
OSE 6,044,200 1,055,305,000
DAS/OSE 1,875,000 942,900,000
Total Department 238,638,000 . 14,470,266,000

9. Education Advocates' Coalition, op. cit., pp. 11, 15, 20.



have been severaI-vacancies in-rhe Field Services Branch over the

past few months that cannot be filled becauseof the.geeral

:freeze on hiring throUghout the entire government. This has meant

thateleen PAR's had.to be cancelled this year, three in states,

that have not been reviewed since 1977.

There is also_atlarger:question of.the wisdom of assigniw-

both assistance and enforcement functions to a single official.

aside, of course, from the basic problem of dVerload. In practice,

it seems to result in protracted negotiations, not just Over the

PAR findings (While the average lapse between site visit and final

report is A months, for some states it is as long as6rmonths,

and for two states-a fop year), but over the timelines for

corrective actions, too. In the eleven states where two PAR's

had been completed at the time,of our study, nearly every one had

the same problems cited the second time as had required corrective

action in the first report.la (SeChart III).

On- September 0,,as the final versipn of thisreport-Was

being written, OSE announced that a reorganization plat has finally

been approved. Compliance and technical assistance 14)5.

'separate functions, each with its on branch chief and staff.

Policy development,-the third-brand?, will remainrseparate. Dr.

Ed Son, . the Acting, Director of the Division of Assistanceto

States 44aUred ds that compliance will befits top.priority,

10. The proces's of'monitoring corrective actions at OSE i4 not
monitored clearly enough to study more systematically hOw lone'
it takes-the states to meet their timelines.

.4
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that, thirty-one states will be visited this year, and that all

'cancelled PAR's have been rescheduled.,
.

A decision has elso beeis made to increase Division staff

by ten professionals. The technical assistance branch (Field

Services) will have a Chief and 23 professio

of four), and the new compliance branch will

11 professional staff.

(an increase

ave a Chief and

Because we held a l'ong series of meetings with the Division

staff while the reorganization,plan was being designed, much of

the information contained in this report has had 4,4ormative

effect. While we are delighted that Ehe reorganization has been

approved ke do feel that the staffing level is still inadequate.'

If the former staff of.ninetebn professionals could not meet its

compliance load, authis report clearly shows, tite new compliance

staff of elevenrprpfessionels, even relieved of technical assistance

responsibilities, is going to be hard-pressed.

It hardly'seems fair to criticize OSE further, when it has

onfijust,been given the means for self-improvement. The staff

we have worked with. in preparing this report has been very

competent, cooperative, and self-critical. It is, in fact, the

most highly impressive and professional staff we have encountered

in a ioveAment agenty. If the burea0cfiDIK,sis bloated and in-

efficient, as its critics allege,)thd evidence is not to be found

at OSE; and we wonder what the effect of the mandated reduction

500 personnel that was required for a separaie Department of

Education will be on its performance.

8a2
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Nevertheless, a few recommendations-should be made here.
.

Now that OSE petition& for indreaseI staff and, reorganization have

been heard, these measures will undoubtedly be favotably considered.

The schedule for PAR's should be changes and made more

flexible. States with serious compliance problems should

be visAed more frequent* than those with better records.

TheYlength-of the visit and the size of the team should

also be adjusted according to circumstance. Other recom-

mendations about better, use of data,.coopciation with the

Office o4 Civil nights, and conxentsof,the PAR's have el-
. 11

ready been made by other groups, especially the AdvOcates'

CoWlition, and we fully support them.

A visible, regularly updated, and compxehensive system

of monitoring corrective actions is desperately needed

Information. correspOndence, and documentary materials

fram'each state now lie about in folders, and it is

impossible easily to determine its status on meeting

1

-timelines or taking action,

OSE
,

needs, at minimum, to identify and disseminate "best

practicesh among the states. In some areas4 such'ss IEP

manuals for parents,or teachers, or examples of proper

,written notice, OSE should-develop its own models for

recommended use. Many school districts aro,gropinein 4'

the dark and,a system of trial and error tt not only harmful

but unnecessary.

'893.
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1)SE should be more sensitive to the needs of parents

when it develops materials for state and local officials.

the qtherwise well-done repent policy paper on IEP's

drafted by the Division of Assistance to States (May 23,

1980), for example, does not consider any of the items

we considered above--assipting parent groups; revising

IEP's to contain specific times for review, supportive

at-home activities, or ways tocheck a child's progress;

discodraging "canned" informing parents orilearing

nights at the LEP meeting, and providing copies of IEP's--r

all issues raised regularly by paredt advocacy groups.

OSE should alsq,develop a compliance/monitoring agreement

with the FERE& office, similar to that workedOut with OCRr'

NCCE plans to hold another series of meetings with OSE

and Department staff about these recommendations, and to issue a

follow -up report sometime next spring.

For further informdtion please contact Stanley Salett.

S
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vadIARIVI: HAJOR PROBLEM AREAS IN HOST STATES

# of States
Cited for
Corrective
Action (& DC)

I. IIndividualized Education Plans (IEP's)
s

48 t

-1. The SEA assures an4IEP for each handicapped
r ,

child served by a public agency. 2G'

2. The.SEA assures an IEP for each child

referred/placed in a private facility by

a public agency.
4

:. N 20
c k

3.N4c IEP is in effect prior to pro*vision of

services. 18

4. Participants'in the IEP,cceting include a .

.rcpresenttive of the pubAric agency.'the Child's

teacher and parents, the child (if appropriate),
J

evaluation personnel, ancrothers necessary.. 36

5. Parent pditicipation includes timely lotifica:

tion, mutually cbnveniemt time and place for'

meeting, and'records of attempts to involve
A
parents. ,A, 30

6, The IEPIcontents are complete and contain

present performance level; goals and objectives,

special education and related services to be

provided, extent of participat\on in regular.

A-°4 education programs, start and length of services,

evaluation criterp and procedures. 34

I
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Page 2

# of States
Cited far.
Corrective
AcEion 6C)

II. Procedural Safeguards

/

49

4 1. All relevant statetagencies save procedbres

consistent with SEA guideairies. 22

2. Procedureschave been implemented to assure:

opportunity to examine records; right to.an

ependent evaluatiqn and .due process hearing; -.

p or notice and` parent consept_for evaluation

and all placement changes; right 'to ari impartial
. -

hearing, to an appeal, and to action;

adheranceto timelines; agreement on child's

siatus during proceedingi; and availability

49of surrogate parents.

III. Confidentiality
4

1. Procedures have been implemented to cover:

notice to parents

access rights

I

rec of access /_

lis of types and/location of information

, fe s

dment of records at parent renuese-

o portunity)forhearing

Arent consent to release information,

afeguards

destruction qiF records

childiet's flights

enforceient

2. All relevant state agencies have

implemented procedures consises6h

sorts guidelines.

AA

1. 49
ti

4p

20
ti
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ILLINOIS DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES ADVOCACY AUTHORITY
One' 'Nest Old State Capitol Plaza, Suite 917

Springfield, Illinois 62701
1217) 5445750

April 29, 1980

Congressman paul Simon
Chairman of the Ibuse Subcommittee'
on Select Education
227 Cannon Pause Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear CongressmirSimon:

I have reviewed the Report By The Education Advocates Coalition On Federal
Cowliance Activities To lipleraent The Education for All Handicapped-
Children Act (P1. 94-142), and I concur with the general findings of the,report.

A'

I believe that there is substantial noncompliance with Pt9,4.442, and
that the Board of ,Education of the Handicapped has not successfully
dealt kith noncompliance by state and local education agencies. I urge
you through your staff to give serious consideration to the findings and
recommendations of the report and to take the action necessary to causePt 94 -142 to be enforced. -

If you are interested, because of our intensive involvement with large
numbers-of families whose children's educational rights are being denied
or abrfidged, we would be happy to provide you with specific examples of
norcompl Isom e.

Thank you for your consideration of the issues listed in my letter andin the report.

'0)

cc: Children's Defense Fund
SBS/edw

,a

Sincerely yours,

ep en B. SC norf
Executive Director

ti

903



oo April 25, 1980o ---, '
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.4 Representative Paul Simon, 172.4 Longworth, HoUse Office
a Building,- Washington, DC 20515,. .7.

,

0 .

o
A
O. :REt Brochure- on RI. 94-142

mcIAL EDUCATION all

". '0 * ,-,
2 'REPRESENTATIVE

.
now, This

.-
was distributed at our 8pard of

O Educaticnmieting last,week. The whole thing is sherh a piece
al of junk that I feel-coupelled to send you this copy with my ,

O .fervent hope that you'.11 do something -- protest at least!
1

---

Item 1, Paragraph 3, (note uri underlining)--And thie at a

'-t
. -, '

d time when we're all chafing under excess.goVernmental'o
e :regulations and red tape.
o ,

Item 2; Paragraph 6;tHere'the-federal government would appear
i . to be setting a quota for handicaps. Excess handicappeld,

children in a district unfortunate enough to hive a,great
.4 minx of them would presumably'have to fend for themselves.'
.. .. . .

0 g
A,

-Item 3,. Paragraph 7, See item 1.
, .

. . .

Item 5, .top of page 2! T think we could all qualify ander
description. Does the sen ce in Rirenpesis discriminate'

nst'the socially maladjAs ?
r ,

APR 30 igge

item 6, Page 3, I don't know hat'onejces to receive the '

happy title, "Competent Au oritf (capitalization not mine)
-- apparently if one does w ateVir,,it is well enough, one is
allowed to be a member o the "Competent Authorities Team"
(capitalization still not mine) a description of the,team
uniform is not given bUt membership entitles one-to give
"multi-soUrced" (not to mention "vultifacpted") in depth
(as opposed to in sfiallo04) evaluation every 3 years in
'addition to the annual evaluations ofeach.srecial education
'child.

t

0
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-411Z

It id hot emactly.la e public is'Ainhappy with
superfluous and red ation and weary of a
heavy- tax burdinfind, r ng rate of inflation. ,

This type of aaandat= draini our purses, burdens
our,staffs, crowdo ilties and takes from our
regular educationai program to give to Special Education.

Speaking out againit Special iduatiion appears to be the
equivalent ilf.kicking one's mother and starving one's dog
but I ,cannot *main silent. I wish all children could
have an Individual, Education Program and a complete
staffing (even if by our "Competent Authorities Team').

, Since this is impopsible, welahould endeavor to serve
all children.as equally as possible.

Somebody put theire do sbmethingl

Cord lly,

. ?arh,<4ct 651. Shy
Patricia F. Shaw
Sotrd- of Education
District 204.

,

PliSsjjb s:

Enclosure (7-- .

I
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-

Public Law ii4-142 is unlike any other federal
4seafttancs. program ever developed for pc

education. 'The- law which mends publicly
A,upported education for all bandlcsPPchiIdren
1r-between the ages of 3 and 21 sets unprecedented
taagulatione for the implementation of this taw.

The moot Immediate and obvious change
Bing Iron; this law is Malt mindates (to the

maxi extentPoesIble) that handicapped students.
..bri placed in classes with tonhendicapped

$111?Ilti"
'vMoissubU. changes ate evident in the

of the program itself. Unlike other
which establish

1.:'%;-

School Dobler; In the Frenklinslllerson
Giusti'', Special Education District are
the process of Implementing unique
federal The.Education For kitten&
capped Children Act 01975 (PL04-142).
This Sorrels! Report looks at issues and
regulations mandated by the ken *

. .

of the average per pupil expenditure (APPE) in the
schoc0. Beginning October 1. 1977, 5% of the APPE is
multiplied by the 'total number %of handicapped
children. In ensuing year the percentagertsea to 10%
in 1979 k 20% In.1980; 30% in 1981; and 40% in 1982

bend thereafter.

11% Among the many reaUlatiorts which aecorn Deny_

0' this 1::(11 tier Is the4hostialawa.... _,

requnno,Iremen.wvit Elath.no more than

1 an nnnntart1

Compliaricewit this law %mandatory. -1...b.,

"h°()/tom :jisti.-'71"116"""11rogran1worthwhile for its
"b school system, thelarrapphas whether federal money

There are many rxiles andlgutations attached

iis used or noL

to the funding provided for Implementation of Pt. 94-
142. Here areseven basio.regulations:

..

T-1 ,

raw ineyahail be notified. _

tionof PL94.1*Istlectto

(,,Iffilving, special education and related services
swags number of children ages 3.21 who are

APounted on December 1.

ontonfenencseand

111,'
1.7-; The funding foinsula Is based on the percentage chl`A

systems must
(1) draw up IridividuNkfuLactucAtkpl

programs for each handicapped chit&
pc (2) the maxirnuextent possible" have
handicapped children ed)scated with children who are
not handicapped:

- (3) provide physical eduktion frir -each
handicapped chilci.contothelproyided for a

"(4)uie test i and'evalui1lons (In the child;
native language or roan ortirmeunicalignlyflicif are
not racially or culturally iscrimlnat

wort procedural safeguards for parents
and chUdren;

46) furnish 'such information as may be
. necessary to evaluate this progrativ Including

Information relating to the educational achievement of
handicapped h i I adir

records
n

. 1
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'IlieseTTerms Explain "The Education
;}of All Handicapped Children Act:" .4. -
SPECIAL EDUCATION specially designed

11?.?; instruction, at no cost to parents or guardians,
, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped

%. child, including classroom Instruction,
Instruction in physical education, home
Instruition, and instruction in hospitals and
institutions. TranspArtation and such develop-

; merit, corrective and other supportive services
is required to assist a handicapped child to
benefit from special education are also
provided-These services may include. speech
pithology and audiology. psychological
seivices, physical and occupational therapy,

,,,-"eariKidentificaticrn, and assessment of
;C:tctisabiTities In children. counseling services for
Iwevaluative or diagnostic purposes, The prog rarn

also allows provisions for school social workers,
it parent Counseling and training. information to
.,..parents about child development and
y ,:assistance to parents in understanding the

special needs of their child.

:fiANDICAPPED CHILDREN mentally
"rr''retarcied,' hard of heardig. deaf, speech
tr-t-}- - Impaired, visually handicapPed, seriouslyr ,

'- emotionally disturbed. orthopedic:any impaired
or other health Impaired children, or children

44.46v with specific learning disabilities who require

-Ir. special aducatiOn or related services.-
DEAF a hearing impairment which is so severe

rp1hat:ffie child's hearing isolonfuctional
t,eIW'_

BARD OF HEARING an impairment, whether,.

VI permanent or fluctuating. which adversely
affects a child's educational perforrnaoce..

fMENTALLX. tIETARD ED 'significantly
subaverage general intellectual functions which

loclodas,r,def?ctt in adoptive behavior."

ORTHOPEDICALLY IMPAIRED -4, a severess-
orthopedic impeirmentyffich adversely affects

*f a child's educational performs/we.

. OTHER HEALTH IMPAIRED 41rlitted strength
4.i. %vitality- or alertness due to chronic or acute

j.,ki Mobil problems such as heart condition, TB,
rlietimatto fever. nephritis, eatfune, *Ms cell
:anemia., hemophilic epilepsy, leukemia.

-Fnabetes, etc. ; ,

IP

SERIOUSLY EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
Lsmartatgailasuf4ggjaawaur
following: (a) an Inability to learn which
eannot be explained by sensory or healM
IrtER371r767177Wilh&rn or (MiM's' tn

6 saITIMMTAMEMRIPMs
J

o es ngs under norms
*circumstances; (di a general

(e)^
ten dency o develop physical svmdtorris tr.,
associated with
(T is does no
mated)usted). 0

LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT
Special education placement which places the
least restriction on a normal school environ-
ment as possible. Thai following show *.a
continuum Irani, least rest/fain; to most
restrictive:

a. A regular classroom situation.
b. A regular class with the help of a

resource teacher in 'the classroom or
part:time in a resource room,

c.

. -

A resource robin and integration with a
few classesisuch as art, music, and 'p e.

d. A self-contained special classroom for
all or mo4 the day. '

a, A special salool for handicapped
children within thischool system.

f. Temporary Instruclon in a home or
hospital.

RESOURCE ROOM ap Instructional setting
where a child may Comet?! specific periods of _

time, up Jo 4 hours per day, usually on a regular

schedule. Tlie resource room (=Ales a
supportive service which allows the child to
succefeei his regular Wanes. .

RESOURCE TEACHER a special education
specialist who assists the claistoom teacher
with the academic development of the Childs
both in the regular classroom, and in the
vlsourceroom. The Resource Thachet.Is a
working,member of the school staff and qpt a
visiting teacher.
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Implementing Public Law .94 -142
A ST,Step Process

. %

It IDENTIFICATION;' Thom are three sourees of identification of
special_ education children parents, school

and rnemberi of the community. Classroom
teichericx a nurse may discover a problem as they,
Wort wittlridividual children. If a special disorder
tom, theAparent will be notified and a first attempt
allibe made to Modify the clastrobm titration in order
tolneetthe child's need.

t` WMh children With- special needs have been
ldsistillefi,ths next skip is to begin a screening

satEENINF',
2:vA comm4tee ecmposegoisorne of the following

r4peppleN teacher. prinapat :. resource teacher.
guidanim counielor and school nurse

the Snowing - process.' They compile a
and family history of the child and

%stale determine if the child pas a
-t.poteintiel need for special education. If their revile
;.,Indlcqe that the child should have a complete

pratualion.the parents are notified and must agree to
continuation of 9sri process.

EVALUATION
A-The yalustiorf is A-muititaiiited and multi-

sourced.* It may include ;iducational. psychological,

sdaptivs-behavior and psychomotor examinations,
loaf exirnInitIons. and speech and UMW*
unions. The evaluation is coecfucted by teems of
eesioriels who have Mani deal as

4. PLACEMENT
Using the data gathered during the evaluation

by the Competent Authorities Team school officials
pile the n the least restrictive' educational
egviroranent where his special needs can be met. The
gear is to administer to his present needs and then
move hinritto a mainstream situation as quickly as
possible -

At this, time the' prikipal or designee, the
Special Education teacher, the parient.,a041 Possibly
the child diielop an individualized educate:mat
program for the child (IEP). Again, parentallye full
due process rights If they disagree with the placement
or thelegYicationel program.

S. INSTR N ,
If at all instruction lakes place both In

the regular classroom and In the resource room
provided at eactr school for special education
&dont,. However, some students may be placed Ina
more restActive service it this typo setting is more

A appropriate for the child. Tile resource teacher may
assist the regular classroom teacher in fulfilling the
requirements of the IEP. Instruetioray also include
medical serrices, therapy, and counseling.

S. EVALUATION

reviewed and undated to apittst to his rate of progress":
. In addition, In-depth Com eteat Authorities

evaluations ere required every rani.,

arningSigns''
. J.JA.

0 Possibleible
..e.draing Disdbility

1.

Failure In reading. spelling. Wretno, a anttwnetic..
particularly time teachersays the child could 60 the work
If _Nish* would only try.

Poor epOrtitgltiOCL

Difficulty In tang right from feft.
' Impulsiveness of t.nwactivitja Kee of distrsetion.

Contusion in language or epee* failure to understan4
whit fa said.

re: owl display of anxiety or snow because of Inability
to cope with school or social situations.

a.

90's
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n IndiVidualized: Editationaj Plan
,

'' ifs Required For Everyi-landicapped9hild
,,.,,,,,i,,,-, , . -: t .. ; .

V Withirlitcation ol_a_kandi- (e) the procedure of evaluahnii whether the 0/214Lives
Zapped child, school authorities &tad develop .49 have been achieved.. .

education yasicition esIgnol So meet the

k noels Of the child. This plan mint be deve4oped jot:Uhl--

by the Principal (or designee). teacher, the parent or

-,
.?;k4'11fn and If appropriate. tha child: .

-!.._ %-4'4 The pro tgram mUsl, inClucier(a) a statement! of
tele present lever of educational performance: (b) a
Pd statement of the goals and (4),alltatement
%game. episodic educatiOnal services be provided anit

1 ?:thil to will be to participate
. ZIri the" ogram En the_Profectos

6

1 initiation ration of these sertoCes; and

.7"---

So important is it that the parent take part in
developing an IEP that special regulations -mandate
the extent to which educators must attempt to get the
parent present. Ever)L._._r AsflsxllggsIJ21feasonab made

to involve the parents in the IEP at a"mutually_aoreed_,
Unto and place The school must keep detailed
recoTits correspondence and cy,rTh
he or place of employment of a parent who (On tuts
to attend a meeting.

An IEP must still be wntten on each child even if
the parent chooses not to attend the conference.

:Specific Regulations Protect the Rights of
'Parents in the Education of the Handicapped

There are stud t procedural regulations In Pt.
-1`42 designed to protect the rights of parents of

?special education students. They are ouarantiwv1 the
'ilright to examine ell relevant records

cation. evaluation. andTilseemeM. School authorities
must send "written prior it'o" We" if any change is

. tproposed in the eclucallon.evaluation, or *cement of
-

14t.isi child.

*, if the parents disagree with procedures
by the school authorities, they must be

fgIvsflacnc. to present formal crimplaInts about the
faction. At ell Om* they are guaranteed due process
tthroogh a hearing. with in officer who is not an
r1110:010 of the bah school system.

=

&SPECIAL
""-CHILDts.

ltrtf: Is.
ISSING

At this doe-Prortss hearing thebarent may be
accompanied by counsel or a person with special
krirSirealITOTITte ChlIcL_Parants are guaranteed the
right to present evidence. confront edliclitors,cross-- examine: and even compel attendance Of witnesses.
They have the right to recordings and reprint of the
findings and decisions of the hearing.

Parents who are not satisfied with thitgErMQ3_,
handed down at the hearing may appeal to the state for
an Impartial review of the case.
unsatisfied after this apPeat they may bring crvd 84110/

iiijjtate or federal court.

IF WE CAN
FIND HIM,
WE CAN HELP
HIM.

The FrseudnsIsfisrson Cason timid Education Oduict conducts an annual screening wall
ccocwation of lout districts tn anscoponp to boa* as uncut ctdosts
me eve tre motrt-mIttis *OProsch * to treks the Mans of Ow oommundy wan et ow needs 44
hirkthcat*Od chicken.

S.

909
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 5
Fbone755. 5015'- P:0.430X-1813: .KALISPELL;MONTARA 59901.

.

Occoper 20, ipso

111./...40 W. /1000.1
.10.0.141r-

The Honorable Paul Bison, Chaircan

il Subcormittee on Select EducationMm
moot foam. Suite 320 Cannon Building
01121012.011

-Washington, D.C. 20515
Atti: 1, Diana CreggerCOMM 10001.

Dear Sir:

This letter is for inclusion-in the regional hearing record on
FL 94-142.

Our school district, ander the directions of the Director of Special
\.Services, has run a,survey among special education staff in regards
to the concerns that they have on FL,94-142. The staff concerns are
as follows:

to S. The staff-objected .o the Law as it ties -up teacher
instruction tire as related to the standards of people
-required to be present, AV I.E.P. and C.S.T. meetings.
Teacher.rinstraction loss oFtire must be rdnimized.

2._ 00=er/3-related to the need 'of a sore eipedient way of
enrolling studants'in resourpe rooms was expressed. The
current process in too slow and tire-consuming for child. I

staff, and parent.

3. The Law is heavily-directed-toward serving the mentally
retarded and =rely alludes to serving the learning disabled.

_These overtones are confusing to parents of learning disabled
childred when they attempt to relate the Law to their children.
Host of parent unrest -in relation V3-the Law is with those
15arents of Vern led children as opposed to parents
of mentall riled chi , because the needs of these
two ty of handicapped ch. dren are so different. Yet, .

the fails to distinguish n its interpretations and
s between these two t' s.

-

Our school strict is.doing everyth to live within.the letter of
regards to FL 94-142, ta has a great deal of concern about

the failure of the US-Legislature fund mandated specific progrOl.

If your office has any ens in regards to any of the above, please
feel free to contact by office.

Sincerely,

rsSiderius

istant Superintendent.

Ic20.18
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Rithard F. Surber, ['bider

bavkl Wad. Asststant Meador

North west Indiana
Special Education CooperativesEp
mow,.WA Avenue - Open Point, Indiana .caw OM 1434.100 714-0Z0

O
September 23, 1980

Ronorable Paul Simon, Chairman
Attn: Diane Cregger
Subcommittee on Select Education
Committee on Education and Labor
320 Cannon R.O.R.
Washington, D.C. 20513

Dear Sir:

Recently I was asked to conduct a survey of the chief administrative officers
of the public school spirt/11 education programa within Indiana. This was
requested of me by the Indiana Council of Administrators of Special Education.
The topic was what Specific, problems are your ,schools having in the dews opnent and
implementation of individual educational plans as required by rt. 94-14 Listed
below are thq more pertinent and persistent concerns:

.
1. Guidelines are needed for appropriate related servicese- (Related to this LASSO

.111 the availability of qualified personnel).,

2. ...Docunerstation of the compliance with all of the legal requirements is tbrden.

Perhaps the documentation burden should be placed on those who allege non-

compliance.

3. Ills requirement of case conferences, eAual case reviews, and 1EPs for speech
therapy is of questionable value and wastes valuable stiff that that could
be put to such better use in %ttetruction.

4. It is tear to impossibi; to involve people in $ conference in Which they do
not wish to participate, and this often causes a poor relationship between
regular educators and special educators at a. time when the emphasis is oeuvre

participation in the regulir program.

S. Local districls are being pressured to inservice. staff to meet the needs of
apparent inadequacies of pre-service training. It appears that a-study of
culrent pre-service training should be conducted to alleviate this pressure

in' the future.

6. Teacher and administrative stress is increasing in special education bemuse
of the excessive legal requirements of P1. 94-142 and Section 504.

7. There is .4 serious problem in finding the "happy nedium" between 11? goals
that are too general or too specific. Guidelines on this issue are essential
and perhaps state. approved models could be distributed.

0

1401 v... ...Aram. .....,.4,1, **wt.. am., Tyr Cr.%
.
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0. Than are serious problems in specifying classes &t en a change of schools
is made-r-particularly secondary schools.

9. Pirentsi inpUt is-often minimal yet staff time is still vested. ?arras
ofteo shoe op late or do not show at all. Provieion should be made to
start the reetipg at s previously agreed upon time regardless of parental
presence.

10. There are some vherbelieve that the original case conference should deal with
progrra eligibility and placement, and the quality of the In. could he improved
if it vas written at a later date by those who will receive the new student.
This could still he subjected to the parents' due process rights.

------1
U. Parents and advocacy groups appear Co be well-informed about the requirements

of the Lye but poorly informed about what the law does not require. Guidelines
1, would be useful.

12. The thistles of bringi.ps the required people together fora cOnferenCe continues
to be a serials problem. Conflicts continUe between the teacher's contracted day
and the parents' working day. Atithistrativeiltgi pyytholoeical services st5l...
time is poorly utilised in many case conferences. '

13. There appears to be great difference is the =Oasis placed on interning parents
of their right"( from *tato to state. Indiana requires that this be accomplished
three times daring the placement process.

Tour tee's attention to these concerns will h: apprecia

Respectfully:

'Richard 7. Surber

Director'
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The donsteble Ken Kramer
House of Representatives

Washington, 14C, 20515
9

Dear-Hr. Kramer:

5793 ',sr.!,
lttIM&.
zip 1.k4A WI!

'Br. Renneth P. Schoonover, our Superintendent of Schools, and I have
discussed your request regarding input for the chwiges that may be
necepars in Ptblic taw 94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973. Basically, we feel that both laws are excellent:and-provide
the necessary impetus Tor serving-those individuals-who have previously
received' inadiguate or no service. lie can and have developed a prccess

....

whereby the imtire PnOlic taw 94-142 has been implemented, we think to
an retinue level, serving the most severely involved children first.
Hoosier, thert'are two issues %MVO we wish to address:

A__ 10W-we-feel -to-be-the-disuse-of-hearing officers and-appeals-to
the court. Unlike other districts, our appeals end litigation have
related to the district wgnting to serve the children and the

...----------

parents refusing the service, attempting to force the district to
purchase private intervention (education/therapy), when those are
all available within:our district. To date vl have spent in one
use alone $10,00044Ach does not fncludm staff:time, transporta-
tion, etc. In *raj the due procesi' afforded to parents has
been misused, 'district having no recourse except to allow the
parents this .ireeendoui expenditure. The real problem results in
(the backlash caused-by-this unnecessary expense, which has no
ilirect benefit to- handicapped students.- Incidentally, the hearing
°Mori in the initial hearing and the appeal hearing have both
ruled in favor of the school district:- It would be mysuggestion
th,t unless than is blatant discrimination by the lack 'of service
provided to a student that the present process be short-circuited

-

.o that we may proceed directly to a federal legal action with a
'forty-five may timeline, and/or be able to have the situation
reviewed by a panel, whose decision would be binding.

Tt. Under 94-142 the schools have begone responsible for a saber of
things which we previously had not Aeen in.teras of *psychotherapy,*
medtfal evaluations, physical anDuccupatidnal therepy. It we are
bow responstkle for these I would suggest that the financial support
tiven*to or agencies previobsly for the provision of these
`services be removed from them and given-to the school districts, so
that we are not double'rundino and to help lighten the burden in
these inflationary times.* '

Sincerely,

4...., ....--"-- .....-t ',:iltil

'

I

.

Otonfi Svaldi
Director of Special Services w

cc: Ken Schoonover, Superintendent of Schools

j
X14
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The Honorable Paul Simon

el ,Chairmen

House Subcomeittet on Select Education
227 Canton House, Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Congressman Simon:

The EdUcatfon.Advocates Coalition. released a report 10t odd-April,
on efforts by the Bureau of -Education for the Handicapped to enforce
the provisions of the Ethicaticei/Or All Handicapped Children Act.
and on-emjor problems of nob -compliaice.

The Citizens' Council for Ohlo'Schools is concerned about the
-findings of that report. Although Special Education is not our Amin

ir741area. a review of Office for Civiltillghts data on placement
11 In special' programs. and contact with others who work with

-handicapPeduindicate-that-the-nort-complitncerproblems -outlined
In that report are problems in Ohio.

The Council endorses a strong federal compliance mechanism in
order for the intention of the law to be fully met. For this reason
we encourage you to take thraction needed to strengthen the Depart-
vent of-Education's cols:Hance process, and to hold oversight_
Hearings on.,this ssue so its significance for children might to
fully understood.

Thank you-for your interest.

Si

tr

MAY 1 3 1980

SI/ TheNcide,Clentowt OW 44114 t2114 6214220
UM Nell Arm" Columbus. Ohio 41101 W4)4244245

May 9. 1980

t°

--
RacKel B. omPkInsEd.

, Director

RBT:ial

cc: Centel Yohalem. Education Advocates Coalition
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10811-ialiiid Lai*
Louis, Wo. -63011
Sept.

Marilyn icidame
Souse Subcommittee on Select Ednoation
227. Ciansin,
VashiegtmarD.C. 20510 "

Dear Li:

I am scoloiing 5. copy of our organisation's testimony from the Oversight Hearing
(94.442) intense/ City on 22 Sept 80 per the reocasendaticra of Mark Lubin at CDP.
I also wish to drew your attention to the fact that several writien testimoniegrwere
intrOduced at the name time, although not mortally presented. They are from:
'Elisabeth Decier

_- . -Judy' Uri= ,
-

_'-'- Carol PrirlingiCitisen ,tdvo3;ates for the Severely Handicapped -.
-Betty .Tesdren
-Xecneth tbackesj Wary A Robert Tarts

: Susan saPPAn8tca , -m
Kathleen Xing

V. would. greatly apprecdate.it if these recteivectappiopriato. attention as we went
to 'great lengths to round up this information in the fee short.days we bad to prepare
for the hearing. In addition, there ia another-matter, embaraising for as, that I
should point out. I submitted quAte. a large envelope of evidenoe/documentation to
support Our testimony. Iinfortunatel,y, in the rush to get to Kansas City in time, I
negleotid to have the cover letter typed trp. So, in the envelgpe was my draft letter.

asactuallj to have submitted each a rough copy. Please accept my apol-
ogies. In defense of myself, I should state that considerable attention was devoted
to informing others about the hearing in ordsi that they nig*. participate....hence
my "indiscretion'.

Again, we wish to thank the Ctamittes for allowing us the opportunity in testify. We
sincerely hope' that the information is useful.

Tears truly;

ALI/AS.144i 0/4,-L11,4,4k:
Wolin. I. Wetwiland, President
Missouri Coalition of Child kivocatis, Inc.

t
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it the State level, the problems are failurrlo develop effective monitoring prdoodaree
se maimed by a conversation with the "tate Pisa Office at the office of "pedal /b-
cation (OBE), failure to respond and act on individual omplaints as verified b' our
written evidence and, most important, the nampet diermard fok FL 94-142 by steely..
ine thp local school distrioteof any responsibility for handicapped ehlldron is tie.
ottrAmt :'fate Plaa. This has oreateedichotoales in that no service, available to

am-handimmed children Are not available to handicapped ohlIdamma in either adapted
or regular fors. In nuserous letters. with the rinscuri pep:mimed of Claseeteiri Ap

".monaary attic/atlas in the last for months, I attempted io promote enforoment actions,
with regard to violations of motions 121a.305 and 306--Progran Options and Nom.
Academia Services. Our own daughter represents a class of children who, amsaltUagg to
the medal idetriot are not, handicapped enough to receive sunus programing. Keep is
mind that this 'sae Di.,trict at its July 80 public %sadist hearing amommed assets in
moons of 4 DIMON dol Amon :Ling to our local school distriot, they do not

'ACJACEhTE handicapped Mil In one of several wrytten attempts to evade the Isms
at hand, Assiotant Coaled Leonard Boll ',toted, "...I.en eat able to offer yon
any rmulatory amistanoe..." mpeated and fruitless attempts to earn "tete regale-

torl-assistmos led to my filing fornal ocaploint with OSK this July. At tho federal

level, I discovered that the eitumt le Wm more aboard./ Oar Cceplisam rpm:1.821st
told ae point blaok that there was shy mad do. During the oouree of me.'
oral phone conversations, I learned of o thmeando of letters from paronte'rmeived.
bay OBE. 'Thin taxes their capapity lost $ open and read the letters..ereob leas do

anything Lout thou tram our own export , letters took at least two weeks just

to be opened.

I cameo I should not tokturprised oonmddarllaa this is the agency that recently
provedthe Almouri "Sate Flan with its nogreeationist poltoies. This kind of negli
ged44 is porhapo the strongest indicator of the nagnitudo of the problem. failure to .

develop effective policies to inform omplilme to already adequate statutes and rap,
taltions thwarts the full implementation of FL 94-142 in the'ltate of =mud.

Pleas, refer to our writtm testimony for verification of omplainta, speelflo details
and evidenoe.
Thank jou.

Madeline dendluad, President
Missouri Coalition of Child Advmateai Inc.
1018 Bedford Lane
It. Louie, Mo. 630I1

(314) 427+1391,

0
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P.INPORMATION SUPPLIER MA THE REARING REcortpsk
MAD NE E. WENDLANIG PAREN*-:EALLW/N, MISSOURI

Mrs., Wendland provid4(excerpts from the Missobl three year
Plan (beginning in PY41) for P.L. 44-142; copids of newspaper
articles concerning special education services in Missouri,
'and copies of correspondence between Mr. and Mts. Wendland,
local, state, and federal cffidials.

Ark, Wendland's information reflects her interest in and
-' Concern for;the prollision of a free appropriate education
.for her daughter who is handicapped.

Soie of the issues' highlighted in the.inforIation submitted
by Mrs. Wendland are:

1. provisiondf related seeVices, particularly_
ational therapy;

access to child's records for the purpose of
odic review;

3. specificity irf individualized education programs;

-4. observance of timelines in asstring procedu}al
guarantees and due process;

5. ability of parents to encourage ificiation o
school records;

6. impartiality of local due-process hearing officers

7. aCcess/i8i14Letp record meetings held with school
officials; -

O ".

tdreliness'and substance of state and federal over-
sight of-local programs;

specificity in state and federal policy concerning*.
'the'provision of a free appropriate education to handi-
capped Children that exceeds 180 day school year.

*The complete record supplies by Mrs. Wendland is filed in
the office of the Subcommittee on Select Education.

f 't
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Congressman Ken Kramer
Congress of ,the United States
House ofoRePiesentatives
Committee on Education and Labor -

Room-320, Cannon House Office-Building
,VashAigton, O.C. -20516

Congiressawn KrkiArf___

ace excuse the delay in'responding to yourreqllest, made during the Public too°
Hearings on P.L. 94-142 in Aurora, Colorado on June 27, 1980, to make some
specific recommendations 4n regard to 'Related Services" as contained in
P.L. 94-142.

The delay was caused on toy part with a desire to double check myperceptions
of the rules for P,L. 94-142, review some of the probliks associated with -;

' related services Which the District has encountered, and reflect some of the
common perceptions held by parOts and some legal ad4ocates.

r f that the intent of P.L. 94-142 was to, guarantee the'handicapped child
oppdttunity for an cation on his performance level, and those services
cessary for the child to avail'himself of that educational oppErtuRIty -
equal opportunity/law rather than an education law..

)

-4912

James E. Wiggins
11023 East Fifth Ave.
Aurora, CO 80010

, August 6, 1980

If the intentAs orrectTy stated, it is and opinion that the P.L. 94 -142 Rules
pertaining to "ftelated Services* (121a.13) go far beyomithe intent of thelaw
and, in effec , change the historical role of the School from education to a'

care and treatment center, in addition to provipling`tpecial services to non-
students. , t has always been_my understanding that the purpose of "Rules" was
to cfarifian0 give-direction for the implementation -of the law rather than

. add to'Oe law. For example, 20 U.S.t.1417 states, The termWrelated services'
means/transportation and such developmental, corrective, and other supportive

cessery (including speech Patliplogy and audiology, psychological services,
.

ph recreation,teal and occupational therapy, rec and medical and counseling ter-
;esiexcept that such medical services shall be. for diagnostic and evaluation
rposes only) as may be IA to assist a handicapped child to-benefit-from

special, education, and includes the ei7Tildentification and assessment of handi-
capping conditions in children." (Underlinipg is mine.).

'

The "Rules" 1218.13 'Related Services' has expanded this definitio'to the
term.also includes school health services, social work services in schools and
Parent Counseling and training."- The question is not whether the additional
services are good or bad, but was it the intent of tonoress to provide those
services? I feel that if Congress had wanted those scrvites.ilfluded, they
would havq included them.' .

;44
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...Aln.the definitions of some of the rglated services, there appears to be atendIncy, inv4y opinion, to go beyond the original intent of providing educa-tional opportunity and'actually become a care and treatment center. For example,Rule 121a.13 (5) "Occupational Therapy" "(t) Improving, developing or restoringfunctions impaired or lost through
illness, injury, or deprivation; (ii) Improv-

ing ability to perform tasks for
independent functioning when functions are im-paired or lost; (i1) Preventing,
through early intervestion,'initial or furtherimpairment or loss of function."
This definition appears to go far beyond thatwqich is "required to assist a handicapped child to benefit from special educa-tion," and, in }Act, mandates the schhols

into,acare and treatment agency.

The same statement may be made for the following definition within ,the area of
"Related Services' 121a:13 (b) "(iv) Creation and administration of programs forprevention of hearing loss; (vi)

Determination of the child's need for group andindividual amplification, selecting and fitting an appropriate aid. and. evaluatingthe effectiveness of amplification."--TUnderlining.ls
mine.)

121.a.13 (8) "Psychological Services"..."(v)
Planning and managing a program of

psychological services, including psychological counseling for children andparents." ThIS related service forces the local district into a care and treat-
mentcenter for-psychological disorders of the student and family.

7

121a.13 (11) "social work set-vices in
schools include: Z(ii) Group and individual

counseling with the child and family." Again, this is treatment oriented. "(iv)Mobilizing school and Community resources
to enable the child to receive maximum

benefit from his or her educational program.'
This dues not appear, at first

reading, to have a significant impact
on programming for a handicapped student.

However, lit contains a statement that does
not appear in the Law, is not mentioned

in Section 504 of the Rehab Act and could have
a fantastic financial impact on

local districts and again goes far beyond the intent of P.L. 94-142 "to receive
maximum benefit from his Or her educational program."

This could mean that the
school district could be respOnsible for all life support needs of a student in
addition to all the psychological needs of student and family. Since social
work services were not even mentioned in P.L. 94-142,

this is a requiremettt forced
an the districts by the rule making authority in the Department

of Educatlon.-

Coritinuing on through the'leinitions, Rule
121a.12 "Speech Pathology" contains

a similar- statement as wafrin the definition of "Occupational Therapy"."(iv)
provisions of speech and language services for the habilitation or -Prey ntion
of Communicative Disorders."- (Underlining is mine.) Again, a confusion about
TmEat is "required-E5-3Figt" and the cure or prevention of a condition.

It was my Impression of the Law that P.L. 94-142 was designed to provide An
educational opportunity to handicapped Wldren - not -treat, cure, or prevent
handicapping conditibmS, or change family life Styles by psychological counseling.
If the schools are truly responsible to treat, cure, or prevent handicappihg con-
ditionS, the resources available to the schools must be increased dramatically
in thcvery gear future.

The Drivel& t thought among parents and others, including some insurance companies,
is that if he student has a handicapping condition and any of the needed services

4

pn
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''' are listed under P.L. 94-142, *Related Services," whether or not it is 'Required
to Assist," it is the responsibility of the public school to provide that service
at,no cost to the parent. This includes conditions which exist for the child's
full day in the hoe, scho91, and community, and in the absence of'firm, clear
guidelines from the Department of Education., becomes..the responsibility of the
schools. '

I would like to recorrind the following changes in P.L. 94-142 and/or "Rules." 4

' .
20 U.S.C. 1416, 121a.14 .o

,-.

f the "Rules." The,term special education mead;
specially designed instruction, at no cost to parents or guardians, to
meetthe curriculum needs of (handicapped child, including classroom
instruction, instruction in physical bducation, home instruction, and
instruction in hospitals and institutions. - ,

1 ' . 4 .4
k .

2. 20 U.S.C-I4l7.-121i.13ref the "Nies.' The term 'Related Services' means
transportation and such.developmental,and supportive services (except that
medical services shall be for diagnostic and evaluation purposes only) as
may hi, required to assist a handicapped child to avail himself or herself
of the,opportunity provided by special education, and includes the identi-
fication and assessment of lfandicapring co ,pditions in children,

3. Delete from the "Ryles" those items under 'Related Services" that are not
contained in P.L. 94 -142.

'

One final thought. In view of the rules for Section 504 of the Vocational
Rehabilitating Art, which 4s an equal opOo tunity law and enforceable in the

toi4

Courts, it may be more effective and co efficient to amend Section 504 to
include a special education appropria n and rescind P.Lt 94-142 as redundant.
This would Wow doing away with the whole office of Special Education in the
Department of Education, Jess conflict between departments, and savings to
the government and taxpayers.

A

Sincerely,

1.

James E. Biggins
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PREPARED STATEMENT BY VICKI L Wul ttiws, SrTAP ATTORNEY, PROTECTION AND
ADVOCACY AGENCY FOR DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES, TUIAIIWOICLA.

The purpose of this report is to highlight some of the many problems
that handichpped children face when they enter, or attempt to enter,
the Oklahoma educational system. In spite of Public Law 94-142 and
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which were designed
to facilitate education of the handicapped; these childten are still
being denied an appropriate education. The fault lies not only with
the State Department of Educatdon and local school .systems, but also
with the investigative and enforcement areas of the federal government;
specifically, the Office of Special Education (formerly Bureau' of
Education of the HIndicapped), and the Office of Civil Rights,' At
present, the only poJaible effective recourse is with the Court system,
which is of eourse very expensive and time-consuming.

Office of Special Education (formerly Bureau of Education of the
Handicapped

In the past,.BEH has been unresponeive to the needs and problems of
handicapped children in Numerous complaints and requests
for assistance have been filed with that office (see Appendix A)e
However, generally there has been no response, or if there is a response,
there has been no follow-up. The attaZhed letters are just a sample;
we have many more in our files. This office finally ceased its efforts
to involve BEH because no assistance was forth4bming.

BEN in its capacity to inspect and approve State Plans, has consistently
approved the State Plan submitted by Okldkoma. However, the Plan is
only a paper document; there has been little or no monitoring by BEH
to seethat it is being followed. It is mere token compliance with the
law.

ti

1
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Oklahoma State Department _of Education,

the State Department of EduCation shows little or no interest in the
education of handicapped, children. It seems the interest it does allow
is negative.

The'State Department, through itself and'the local systems, co-ops, and
resource centers, has controltover the entire process, from evaluation,
IEP, and placement through the appeals process. Evaluations requested by
the schools are done by Regional Service Centers (operated by the State
Department). 'Many local schools, place handicapped children in so-called
co-oim, ie. isolated facilities; such practice is condoned by the State
Department. On numerous occasions, IEP's have heen written before
parents'arrive at the meeting. Thus, dhii is Olacing'children into
prngrais and not, addressing their individual needs.

The State Departient controls the due proceis hearings through appointment
of hearing officers. The State Department also has, in several instances,
denied a parents request for a due process hearing. Ste,,,,Appendix B.
If a child wins due process, however, the school generalfV\appeals. The
'appeal, in most cases, results in reversal of the hearing officers'
-decision. Appeals are made directly to the State Department. Dr.
Maurice Walraven, Director of Special Education, serves on the appeal
board and appoints the other appeal,officers. ?his agency is hesitant
to represent parents in due process hearings because the proCess has
turned into asfirce, a waste of time and money. The due process hearings
mandated under1.1.. 94-142 are no longer an effective recourse for
parents who disagree with the school district.

Section 121002 complaints have been filed with the Depar
real response has been received. See Appendix B.

t, 'but no

Office of Civil Rights
, k

Enforcement of Section 504 is a major, problem here'. Many complaints
have been filed with OCR-Dallas. In the past, schools h been
investigated and often cited with violations and for nom compliance..,
But schools have recently begun to realize there is no ' ite' to an OCR
investigation. That is, to our knowledge, there has never been any
enforcement of federal funds being withdrawn. Once an investigation is
completed,,sshools continue their old pratices of, ignoring handicapped
children. 'They can do this because nothing will be done: We need some
kind of real enforcement mechaniim. A lesser one, than withdrawal of
funds, would be easier to administer and more certain (hopefully). The
problem is that withdrawal of funds is such a drastic ceasurelkhat it '
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cannot be taken seriously.

Even more alarming is the fact that recently OCR's attitude seems to
have changed. It is hesitant ever to find violations, or to investigate
at all. This coincides fRith, although it maybe irrelevant, the change
from HEW to the Department of Education.

The following is a sample of the problems we face:

Madill Public Schools -- A complaint was filed because no special
education classes served grades K-2 and no 7-12 EMR
were being served. OCR found no violation. Now can.

EMH be_served only during grades 3-6 such that all
"._.these children can be-placed in regular classroom
for grades 7-12?

Steele Billy v. Beggs Public Schools -- complaint filed August
1979: OCR would not investigate. _A second complaint
filed May 1980. OCR has'attempteeto force withdrawal
of the complaint because the child graduated.-"OCR
states that Lack of reading skills is not a handicap;
however, the child was never evaluated to discover'

,the reason for his not reading.
.

Blackwell v. Core Public Schools -- Investigation has been postponed
twice.

a.

O'Dell v. Perkins-Tryon Pu lic Schools -- Eugene O'Dell was expelled
from school S ptember 1978. He was kept at home, at
the request ddddf the school, with no program for 15 months.
December 1979, the school set up a home-based program.
In early 1980, he was adjudicated delinquent and made
a ward of the state and has be aced at the Enid
State School, 4q4-hour residptial\facility,-: ogR
found'eno violation, will not acidness the fact'-that
the child was Out of school for 15 months.

Beggs Public School -- complaint by nine parents. Cited with several
violations August 1979. Request for reinvestigation
November 1979. Little has been'done. The same childr&
are still faced with the sane situation. No enforcement..

4

Smith v. Tulsa Public Schools -- School district last evaluated the
thild in 1972. Child is emotionally disturbed. No
effort made to place the child properly. Parents finally

. desperation and frustration, as the situation worsened,

r.

414
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removed the child fro& schoolland placed at Timbeiiawn
in Dallas, where he has made much progress. Parents
have male request that the school help defray expenses
School Claims it cannot because 1) the child is out-
of-sta4fand 2) if the parents had come,to them first,
they would have been glad to help. .11Ut this situation
had gone on for years, with no help forthcoming. OCR
is now investigating. ,rte u

Baker v. Butler Public Schools -- OCR would not investigate because -

a due process tearing had been called. (Although later
a policy from Washington stated that an investigation ,

could be done while due process bearing pending). School
refused to educate child. Filed suit in federal district'
-conovthe-new superintendent initiated a special education
pOgram.

Durbin v.'Mustang Public Schools -- school found in violation, but
refused to do anything. OCR had private conversation ,

with school officials without parental knowledge.
Mother withdrew child from school. OCR then stated it

- could not do anything becaUse the parent had removed the
child from public school.

Faith 7 (Shawnee Public Schools) -- an isolated facility. OCR complaint
filed October 22, 1979. The decision was rendered June
24, 1980, eight months later.

This office hats filed 85 OCR complaints vlinceltarch 1979; ten of these
were filed in May 1980.

This is a sample of the problems we,are having here in Oklahoma. I am
...-sure Oklahoma is not unique. If the subcommittee wishes further cases

and documentationr we will be glad to furnish whatiVer is necessary.
If our handicapped children are to receive the education which they
deserve and are entitled to by law, these laws must be enforced. Something
has to be done to make these lava more than just pretty Wards on paper;
they must be effective. ' .

Prepared by: Vicki L.-Williams
Staff Attorney

9Z6'
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JAN f4
*ie&r,Law CAmIter, Inc.
SOU0
SOSEroad Stnat
Newark, New Jena 07102
201. 6244815
2100 Lewis TostadAring
225 $000.05thStrek
1,21510sdelphia,Penraytranla 19102

-732 6060

- 24 December 1980

'Chairperson Paul Simon
doOsacd-ReptsentktiVes
Committee'on Education and Labor
Subcommittee on Select Education
Room 320, Cannon Meuse Office Building
Vashington,,,D.C. 20515

Dear. chairperson Simon:

Thank you for your kind letter in regard to my testimony
before the Committee on November 20, 1980. I did, however,
want to provide you with a brief update on certain events which
have bearing on that testimony and which have occurred eince
that date. .

A major portion of my written and oral statement involved
what I then believed was an encouraging sign that the Office of
Special Educatfon was cooperating with the Office for Civil. Rights
in anAffort to resolve complaint:: filed by my office, the
tchloation Law Center, Inc., in late 1979. Those state-wide
administrative complaints focused on Pennsylvaria's statutory
ceiling on tuition reimbursement for handicapped youngsters who
are placed in approved private schools by their local school
districts, with Pennsylvania's Department of Education approval,
The statutory haminum has twojefects. For youngstereywIcse
parents have sufficient resoufees to pay the differenfe between
the maximum 'and the actual cost, it is denying approprialekducation
programs which are "free.' For others who cannot pay this.'"
difference and who. have no ahem adequate pteivate-or-public al-ter --

/ native, At is denying education programs which ere 'appropriate."'
'

*Since March, 1980, this ratter has also been the subject
of a stake -wide class actien, ditteiv;en v. Scanlon, now pending
in V.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

WU...1 Appel r."Aa.""N.w A".144.1%,
A44.,
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In April, 1980, OCR ruled on the complaint which was
within its Jurisdiction, and determined that. Pennsylvania was

..in violation at 550A of The Rehabilitation Act Of 1973. When
Pennsylvania tailed, to brinvitself into compliance, the,matter
was referred td the central Office for enforcement where,:to
cur-knowledge,-it is still pending. Finally, on October 10
1980, shortly before ay testimony, OSE contacted Pennsylvania.
and told the state that ItMould-not approve the proposed plan
for future P.E. 94 -142 ,fundinearttil it received assurances
that the problem was-cleared up. .

On. October 30, 1980, unbeknownst to as, Dr. Rauch,
Director of PeansYlsania,s Bureau ot Special Education, sent a
letter to OSE thichlprovidWin pertinent part as follows:

Concern fls Ii4lr-appropriate public
education. rar handicapped

_

children-(under both Part P.
and, Section 376, Act 11,
Pennsylvania Public School
Code) will be provided if the
only appropriate placeient
available is at a facility which
charges a rate above the

4

limitation contained in Act 11.

Policy: .the SEA will assurthe provi-
sion or a tree appropriate
public adtcation for handicapped
children even iftthe only
.appropriate placement available
is at a facility which charges
a rate above the limitation con-

Ili* SEA assures.that all LEAs will
have monAes available for all
exceptional students whose
evaluation, individual education
-plan and proplim had to be an APS
'placement idler.* the facility
charges a rate which exceeds the
limitation in Act 11 for a program
of special education. -

(See Attachment 0A 'for full text of this letter).

, r INK

J
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Based err this "assurance," without requiring a plan for
how it is to be.carnied but or any indication that it is'being
carried outs, the Pennsylvania Plan was apprdved; despite prior
promisis to the contrary, there was no notice or discussion of
Lb:Vass:um:ice or the proposed action with this office and OSE
sought no information frowns on the status-of the children -

and parents who, were the aubfect-of the cOnplaint. 4 letter to
Mr. Tyr-ell of,OSE, discussing the flaws in these pipceedings
and setting out -the minimum parameters .for meaningful resolution
of this problem, was sent on December 29, 1980. A coPPor that
letter is enclosed as Attachment m13".

This action by OSE belies any real intent on the part of
to enforce meaningfully P.L. 94=142; sbould_OCR---

foll suit, its action would also cast doubt on the intentions oftha agency. If the "cooperation* agreement between OCR and OSE set -out in the Secretary of Education'slaakinraa
laPaTt becomes -a

Iowa by which-these agencies can uniformly and consistentlt
sidestep their enforcement obligations under 4504 and P.L. 94-142,
rather than a means by which meaningflA enforcement can be obtained,
the Mile Porte may unintentionally remelt in children's 'rights
under these acts becoming even more difficult to achieve.

Again, ELC is grgtelul for the opportunitydto -discuss theee
matters with your Committee. I would appreciate it if this

r coulikbe included with mg testimony of November 20, 1980
when t is published.

Very truly yours

JPS:smo
Attachments

cc: Dr. Gary J. Makuch
John Alcamora, Esq.
Cynthia-Brown, BIM*
Hr. VIII reli
Jane To Esq.

0:t

ybET'P. STOTLAND
Managing Attorney

-Pennsylvania Office

29
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Ed *cation Law Center. im
suiox,
1106 Broad Start
Newstic, New Jew
201424411S
2100 /awls Tower Building
WS South lath &rot
lrnaftPetratruds 19102-

.t,
Office of Special Education
U.S. Department of Education
Wishington4 D.C. 20202 -

- (-
.

Dear gr. Tyrrell:

I recently requested and received *,copy of a letter. .

to you, dated October 30,-1980; from Dr. Cary'J. gakuch,
Chief, Pennsylfinia's Bureau of Special Education. That
Utter contained wamendmente.to Pennsylvanians Triagmtal
State Program Plan whiih I understand were deemed a VUfficient
response to your letter'of October 20, 1980 to warrant the
Office of Special Education's (OSE)approvalf the Plan.
I write to protest OSE'sbandling of this matter and its
approval of the Plan based on the'vague assurances contained
in Dr. Makuch's letter. It is the Education Law Center's
position that the situatiardeperibed in our administrative
complaintof December, 1979 continues to exist and that--
Pennsylvania continues-to deny some of its handicapped real- -

dents access to free appropriate public educations.

As 'you know, Pennsylvania has a statute which appears.
1 and has previously been interpreted by the State, to limit

to an absolute dollar amount the eXpenditure which may be
made to cover the costs of a handicapped child's,plaeement at
alui*Ataschool.1 [2k P.S.'515:1376(a)I_TEIW statutory *
-411.naki-bas historlr.allr had two erfecta- For youngsters whose
4Pateinlid-have saffiBlent4,:o;ii.ras-to vartbd-diTterence
between the maxlisun-and th. actua1 ^^ t-of'as174dueation-program

_

14'
.

'In Pennsylvania, private school pi-cements are initiated
by the 16cal school district only when no appropriate-public

1
placement is available, and are Approved by theDepartment of
Education. The Department then pays 80%-of the tuition, up to
the statutory maximum, and the local school district the remaining
20%. A copy of the statutory language in question is enclosed.

1

'Mr._Villtas D. Tyrrell
Acting Chief
fieldSerwices_Branch_

C

December 29, 1980
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ed privatvichool, the statute denies appropriate

which are free. For those whose parents cannot
ifferencr, airriho have no access to other adeluate

or publ;c alternatives, the statute denies education
which are appropriate. In both cases, the statute

/elates handlcePped,childrenri rights undetP.L. 94-142.

, While approved private selools in Pennii1V0fill are pro-
hibited ty state law from collecting payments from parents, the
law has not been vigorously enforced by Pennsylvania in the, past.

cently, largely in response to the administrative cooplainti
and lawsuit initiated by this office, Pennsylvanii has begun to
respond to complaints regarding charges.. noweverL given the
actual cost of providing special education programs and in some
axes maintenance to these severely impaired youngsters, these.

rcecent actions have resuIted.in the actual or threatened
exo union of Pennsylvania residents -from Pennsylvania approved

_

private schoqlsA

Your letter of October 20; 1980 to Dr. lakuch required
that Plan amendments be'suboitted which specified'in detail the
policies eprocedures to be. followed to assure tait-EFF
probrial created by Pennsylvania's stitutory maximum are corrected.,
Despite this, demand for specificity, thb response presented by
Dr. Y ch in his October 30, 1980 letter is essentially
contai thin one paragraph. After a general assurance that fret
aDDrepr to public educations will be provided, the letter
states

A assures that all LEAs will
have monies available for sell
exceptional students...where the

lity .charges.a rate Above the
ion contained [in State law].

--yroilh4re does the mate irefitie or set mit any plan for Jo-
plementatiqp of this assurance or even indicate how it will

sure that the "monies available" to LEAs will bl expended for
is purpose,

From Dr. Makuch's letter, it appears that-the State
&Interpreting the statutory maximum to impoie a funding limi-
tation only rftiSbe SEA, and net on an LEA. In fact, it appears

Iy
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--that-the SEA is suggesting that LEAs have botkc.the authority
andlhe,obli ation to reimburse private schools for the

..-_ diff rence etween the -statutory maximum and the actual cost
---,-7 of tuition_and maintenance. The wordint; of the statute itaelI

-Seem:. to preclude this-,interpr4ation and, as is discussed
bel -tke SEA's legal basis tor this positi# and a p3an for
its implementation have not Wien provided by pr. Makuch.
If this interpretation of the Plan 'amendment" is correct, it
represents a dramatic"deparXure friskiest understandings and
practices in Pennsylvania, a change 3hiclt cannot be I lemented
effautively without careful planning,.noticato LEAs, d SEA.
enfdrcesent procedures.

Over th'e past four years, ELC staff have hld` extensive
experience with-the SEA and Lao regarding 'handicapped

, children whose approved private school placements were prevented
or Jeopardized by the statutory--maximum. -Only Ili two-irietkriees, '
both of rwhich occurred in recent months, has oe issue of
LEA responsibility for payment of excess costs been raised.
Our experiences in both cases, neither of which has been resolved
as of this time, are illustrative of the types of problems
which must be resolved before an LEA-financed solution to the
statutory maximum problInTir possible.

In one instance, the LEA has been trying to place a
severely impaired child in an appropriate private school for ,
almost a year and a half. In October, 1980, a school Was
found, and in early December, 1980, Pennsylvania Department 01
Education approval for funding up to the maximum -- 810,500
per year -- was obtained; the tuition and maintenance charges

- of the private school are approximately $21,000. Accordingly,
the private school has insisted that either,the LEA or SEA

execute a contract for .the costs above' the maximum.
i

'That this proposal is indeed a change from 'present practice
is clear. In August of 1980, Dr. Makuch was deposed by attorneys
from ELC incident to the .01tVelman v. Scanlon litigation
'(C.A. No. 80-1030. Dr. Makuch admitted that as of that date
the SEA had never had -occasion to notify any LEA in Pennsylvania
of its authority or its obligation to pay costs in excess of the
t rfi t 017 1212M11:111111 (
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The LEA, wkSthen orelly instruct° SEA to pay the
ference out of funds previously di uted to it°, although
the funds were alreadycommitted t oviding other aerviceaA,,,
The LEA li willipg to make payment,'but has been unable to
,obttlim the Written confirmation of the:0e instructions from
She.Department which is a pre-condition to 5.10 pqyment.

Moreover, as is the nil with many2lf not all other
LEAs in Pennsylvania, this LEA cannot sign a contract with
the approved private School without first obtaining authorization

* from its goverding board. This additional impediment raises
---...both confidentiality problems (given Pennsylvenla's sSunablne

law") and the-possibility of_the.Board's refusing to approve
the contract. Should the Board deny authorization, this

wiil be left Without an aperopriate educational pro-
"Wks after almost'one and a half years of effort. Thie
acenari0 also presente the questionable practice of having a
School Board, unfamiliar with the individual nbeds of the child,
making the plaeemenZ decision.

Tbe aecond experience is even more alarming. This '

child was,placed, with LEA and SEA approval, in an out-of-
state facflitY with tuition and maintenance charges more'
than $11,100 over the statutory maximum. The SEA instructed

. the LEA to pay the difference, Out the LEA refused, citing
to the language of the statute., ELC steff have teen unable td
secure a written committment from the SEA that le will assure
payment. In the interim, the arrearages continue to accumulate
and the private school may move to disenrolI the Child at
any time.*

1

.

... ) Mad OSE, as promised, shared Dr. Makuch's proposed plan
wlyh the ELC staff who represent the original complainants,
prdplens such es these could have been addressed at a time
pri r to dSE's approval of be PeppsylVania Triennial Program /1

flan. The lack of any detai ed procedure, existing or proposed;
by the stawor Pehnsylvania makes it highly unlikbiy that

'It is important to note tbdt while the SEA automaticallY,
withholds, from an LEA's annual appropriation the 20% share
of Olvate school placements coats up to the statutory_maximum,
it has not proposed to withhold the costs in excess of thet
amount., This omission almost; guaradtees that the kinds of-
problems described above will occur..

ri
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these problems will be addressed or eaolved in the near future.

In the interim, the violations'of the rights of handi-
capped children described in ELC'e administrative complaint.
continue. OSE's retrenchment from its original position and '

its approval of the Pennsylvania Plan is extremely...disappointing
and fella to live up to the promise of.vigorouS enforcement
that seemed present in the fal of this year.

I encloae for your Informat n a letter to Representative
Paul Simon, Ohmirperson,of the House Committee on Eplucatron
and Labor Subcommittee on Select Education, expressing our 6
dissatisfactionvith the manner in which OSE has proceeded in
this matter and with the present result. Purge OSE to require
of the Pennsylvania Department of Education the detailed

dpoliciei and procedures originally requested,and.to give ELC
staff an opportunity to comment on 9.2ft Department's submission
prior to any action by OSE. Without such additional response,
OSE will haute failed in its obligation to the handicapped
children oT Pennsylvania. Please inform me of the action which
you or other OSE personnel intend to take in response to thIa
letter.

Thank you for your prompt attention to4this matter.

Very truly yours,

LS ;
CARYL ANDREA OBERMAN, SSQ.

CAO:smo
cc: Representative Paul Simon

Edwin W. Martin
Ed Sontag
Jerry Vlasak
Cynthia BroWn, Esq.
Dr. Gary J. rakuch
John Alzamora, Esq.
David Kraut, Esq,
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Purpose - To bring into being a plan which will ipplooent the mandated

6
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V ...WV laws which now exist to provide services for the developmentally disabled.
166wwwl

WW2
ivrewp from 0 to death, particularly the autistic, or individuals suffering fromlc.
fn.w.w
64: wear
lws.t. &taw
Um Lawrie".

communication and behavior disorders. The"grant will demonstrate that
. .

the philosophy and intent of the federal government can be executed by

huh, or coecrom -PeaminCes withid the community, and that it is economically feasible,
,114

practical, anebeneficial, not only to the autistic, but to the cocchnity
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equipped to develop Programs with newly mandated agencies so that they
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are interlocking and designed, to support each other to create cocprehen-

as a whole.
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By the experience of the past six years, wet are convinced thatsor -

ganizat4ont that are the products of the past ate not organizationally
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sive ;ervices.
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He also feel that any s ces to the autistic, if not part 6 an

overall life plan, i.e., pot /tee to a design to bring about services

from one phase o lfe to the; will unfortunately beeome a tragic'

waste of effort. i

.*
or

Footnote: the recent Sears class action indicates, the challenge
will come ffom local governments that an these laws are inoperable.
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As a parent group, we feel that we can become a catalyst in bringing together

the necessary resources to forculate a blueprint ft!, children's lives.

The following is a systems approach towards the problems of our children;

the design is one of dynamic utilization of resources' and intteitionally disregards

bureaucratic and administrative obstacles to the execution of this program. It is

inherent in this grant to work only with these administrators who are prepared to

brim about f system that does not force our children to accommodate the limita-

tions of obsolete administrative regulations that do not meet the needs of our

population. but to develop a system that is truly designed for our children--for

now and for their entire lives. We feel _that the demonstration grant proposed

must be funded and become a clear example to all other communeties in Write,

that the law of the land is not an ideal that will. in practice. never be, but

an ideal whose time has come..

The needs of our poallation will fall into three categories:

- 0-21 Public Education

- The Fbmily Unit

- Lifelong Adult Care

,egEach categoryj ins an in ral part of developing a lifelong program for tto

autistic; any attempt to plan fOr one component without assuming responsibility

for the other would bring about failure for any of the program.

Public Education Comonent

Oblectives

1. Prepare an autistic individual for an adult life.

2. Develop their potential to its Welts.

3. Bring about a public awareness of qur problem and have'the ammunity

adapt, where possible, to their needs.

*
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4. eacilttate the transitional adjustment for the individual to nova from the

natural knee to residential programs.

S. Contribute to,the overall y of information about autistic children.

Mots: The:design as proposed is t rigid Ind final. but is intended to introduce
ummriftkut concepts. and methods of dealing with problems that hereto-
fore have not been coast

Prooram (lesion:

The program design is one of mini-faceted disciplines utilizing all re-

sources whith have been successful in working with autistic children. It is de-

signed to have an Open enrollment so that tiwilEP can be flexible and offer numer-

ous options to tailor a program fora particular child. It will also insure that

the child is maintained within'ths special education cooperative legally responsible

for the education of thetchIld.

1 Each cooperative would establish a building site where all autistic children
- .

within that given area would be delivered to school. The,home base teacher, with

support from the dmrstration program. would be responsible for the child's IEP

and the eventual implementation'of the program. The program would he broken down

into three basic therapy time tracks (see chari).

The function of the home base teacher would be to mainstream the child as

much as possible with the other children through lunch and, recess activities. The

home base teacher would help the families inbecoeing part of the local PTA and

assisting these pelmets in taking part in the normal scPcOl.activities and gaining

* acceptance and support from the school population as a whole.

Besides ihe-above, the intimr.41 the hone base is to bring the child from

hoe to school in the shortest distance. using local bus service. Once the child

is at school, he is now within the Structure of the program. Mobility and,trans-

per*,of the child tp other locations will be used to:

3*
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1. b the child to an appropriate age group. and

2 bring the child to a site where he world receive specialited therapeutic,

treatment impact the goals specified in his FED.

930

Staff:

Most home base teachers will serve in dual roles:

1, orchestrating the program far each child, and

2. wdrktng with the individual parents.

They wilt also serve in the role of specialist as befits their background with

children directed to them for specialized treatment Isee Chart).

Three Basic Therapy Time Tracks:

Each track will be of one hour and forty-five minutes' duration, with half

an hour allowed for transportation between sites. The half hour transportationer

slots are in themselves an 'integral part of the therapeutic morn because the

transportation vehicle will serve as a learning module.

Foi example, a child will arrive at the boas base; later during the learning

track he will be transportedviathe internal transport system to a prescribed site

for specific therapy, such as play therapy, etc.

The mobile ljarning module which will transport children from one site to

another, would have assigned to it a teacher or aide who would use the time spent

in transport to interact with the children in a constructive way. The mobile

learning meddle would have in the rear a learning pod, which would be insulated

to provide for a learning environment. The entire system would be connected by

radio system for immediate communication between drivers and staff members.

Besides transporting students, the vans would be used to transport teachers

and staff specialists between sites, This Could provide maximum flexibility and

utilization of each staff ember.



- Schedule:

'asides the normal be base-responsibility. each teacher wsutd work an task

within two tracks each day. One track would be vied to do program planning. re-

search aricommisicating with. other teachers.
, -

We believe that sore attention mist be given to the best resource we have in

working with our children. i.e.. the trained professional. The design of the

program is intended to prevent the teacher from stagnating with one constant pspu-'

titian and brings may professionals into the involvement of a child's progress.

The teacher can enjoy the stimulation of workino with several peculation* during

the week; thii. not only broadens their knowledge of autism. but makes them pert

of a team effort' to develop the child's potential.

.., To help sustain the interest. the Family Resource Center (which we will dis- .

cuss later) would serve as a parent agency to reward teachers and grant them the

recognition and appreciation that only a parent can Ph*.

The attached chart shows that in the three tracks we mu1111
1. divide the population into four basic age groups;

2. ,silect fr6m a menu of topatment options;

3. plan a weekly schedule to orchestrate the services being offered.

i
Eaterf : %.Z Ai 4,1,14*

seLo.4 ?f r4Ir- .

As can be noted in the chart. the program will run from 9 a.m. 'tit 4:30 p.a.

locreatfaeol them?, which all autistic children it from, would become part

of the school day. It is proposed that thi home b teacher. with the support of

recreational specialists. use :reel community recreation sites such as ice rinks.

bowling alleys, etc., to give the child the necesstriy experiences for these acti-

vities. We feel it is better to program during the school lay when these facilities

are not monopolized by normal children.

I

1

i
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Tax revenues allocated for recreettonal purposes should be re-directed to

.t.t. e cr_sthe schools to provide theseservices. tftte

en e 5 a oz. ce /em L e-t S irr4
We feel that because of United Services for the Autistic's successes in SeC.A-rmeoGyvt%

bringino about commznity -based services in the western suburbs; in this area we

tatie probablyJdeveloped more involvement in autism than in any other area in the

U. S. To protect this investment and -to continue to develop services, this opera-

tion should be systematized and beccme a permanent institution in our community.

Therefore it is the Family Resource Center which would be the connecting link be-

amen the early stages of the child's education and the intermediate phase Of

maintainino family involvement at all times and would beccee the architects for

planning the autistic, individual's adult life style and maintenance for their

entire lives (see chart).

It is thereJbre essential that the educational component work with the

Family Resource Center is a site for family training. We submit that this would

bead, 4 reciprocal learning experience for both professionals and families.

4O
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The Family Resource Center

Asserting Family Life

The core to the entire program design is to reosert the role of parents as

it pertains to the total process of caring for an autistic individual. The faiir

urn of the past 20 years to bring about services that are humane and something that

society can be proud of is directly clue to the erroneous notion that government

and professionals can become the parents of this forsaken population. It has been

the insidious process of benign institutions and social scientists, borne out of

the psychogenic rationale, to relieve rents of responsibilities for their chil-

dren. It is tills process of insisting the capitulation of the child to the

'system for total care at astronomical cot which has resulted in the disenfranchise-

ment.and alienation of parents and other featly members. Without the help of par-

ents and folly members in sharino the problem, the state is presented with an im-

possible situation and a "nd.windprogram of caring for'the mentally ill and

autistic, Due to the inability of communities to bring about the appropriate

services for families living with em autistic child, it is singly a race of time

before that family collapses under the strain and surrenders to "big brother' to

are for their child again. We submit it has been this process, as stated above,

of doing things to and ferw4imi14we that Ls, in turn, brought about hostility and

ch.n.

bitterness towards the system. No matter had w ell - intentioned and how good the

professional who assumes the role of caring for the child, that person will in-

evitably became the recipient of all this frustration and hostility. Because for

poi or bad, all pare4s by natural instinct have a need to provide for their

offspring, whatever their disabilities. To take this away for any reason becomes

a greater tragedy and pr4lem to the process than the actual remediation of the

child's disease. We have new made it a total social problem.

The best way to rid a patent of guilt is to allow that person tobacome a

parent in every way be chooses. Rather than take over, it is far better to help

lz airing all that a society rich in techoolcuical resources can provide.

ow.
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Design ,

The Family ResZurce Center would provide a site for family activities--

social. educational, psychological, and religious. Its objectives would be to

maintain the child in the home and community. TO achieve this we would tnitiate,

out of this site In conjunction with the school programs, family training, support

Services Such as homemaker's cars, self-help programs from other families, help

for parents in conjunction with the staff from the public school and Illinois In-

stitute of Developmental Disabilities, training in teaching basic skills in self-

help areas. The Center would' also conduct group meetings to discuss treatment

options and new research into areas of diet, allergies and megavitamin therapy.

Theselheetinos will be conducted by parents and free of professional biases.

The Center, with the cooperation of the Crescent Polite Academy and Suburban

Firs protection Vague and their Paramedic units, would set up a training program

for local community constabularies to:

1. identify autistic Children in their areas, and

2. know kg,* to bring help and support'for families with airautistic child

in danger, and

3. work with the family. Risourkanter as the need arises.

In addition, the'Center would develop incentive programs to enrich and reward

all paspl working with our children. This would be an essential part of the

Center's responsibilities. It would also serve as a repository and library for

information on autism.

Socialization:

The Center would serve as an extended familytwould become a hoie and refuge

for fanilies to have contact. During the year sotial events would be plannled at 4

the site.

The paver Family Institute, which is a component of this concept, would be

brought under the ombrelleof the FRC and would become part of this grant. It

a
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can be kneaded to serve more children using comminity -based colleges, as veil as

the University of Illinois, for staff membership. We also propose that Illinois

Institute of Developmental Disabilities directly contribute to and this program.

The FRC would have, as part of its ph)sical,plant, a cottage facility for

short overnight stays to be used for intensive the;apy. If needed, a child from

the public school program may stay there with his 9z,lly overnight to deal with

severe behavior problems or basic piing skills. iccess to this facility would

be provided the public schools and IIDO.

Religious Comoonent

The Union Church of Hinsdale has indicated strong interest in working with

this program in providing religious and psychological help to all follies that

desire it. They would provide a non-sectarian ministry which would work with the

appropriate onurches of the clients to bring about a central experiince that is
, .

meaningful and relevant for all clients involved.

By utilizing the community church, such as the Union Church, we create a

normalcy and bring about a community awareness for our childAn and their problems

which cannot be achieved through members of in/vidual churches. We think this

is most essential to the growth and development of our siblingS In feeling better

about themselves.

We hive = dente that thi Union Church W111 bring about an effective mini-

stry for our purpos

Patterns of Living, Service and Researc PDOLt PLAN //s

Cottage units for overnight living rposes are part of the program, so

that by a systematic approach of helping our tistic children and fmillies to

learn to live apart and secure independent 11 ng skills, we can*schedrle for

families on,a regular weekend basis. This wou d provide valuable research infor-

mation into dnalyzino pdpulation patterns best It'd to live together in aegroup

9 0
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`->tmeee. We as parents are quite concerned about the appropriate population mix for

our children and& would be the best model for their adult lives. If the

group hone is to ruCceed, serious research into this area must be done, otherwise

we can create a nightrare more serious than the one we are trying to get out of.

The establishment of a group home is the-consummation of a norriage of cony

families into eh intense living situation. The Center would provide an engagement

period so that the moss coapatible children and families can be brought together.

A home is made up of people who love and understand each other. hot to put

that ingredient into adult homes would be' nothing more than creating institutions

in small residences.

Architectural and Site Design

limier the adult are component. a research study for site locations and ap-

propriate architectural design for group home living should be made with protes-

t. sionals and parents alike. Within the three-year span, the first model or two

should N started as part of this demonstration project. Family members of usA

are architects and building contractors who can help in this area. This planning

will be done with specific individuals to mind, as opposed to the present'method

of planning for a statistical population. r'

Personnel - Research and Design

The Family Resource Center will serve as an excellent laboratory for r tran-

sitional -period vhich'the state of Illinois can use in designing and develbping

career programsforjgroup homes. As part of the three-year proposal, the adult

care component would-be designed, utilizing the families, population and staff '

working at the Resource Center level. .

The FRC would help design\t_ZAlholonical profile and aptitude test fort

staff to ieork in,grozp homes. It would seerch the nits to recruit and find

a
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the resoudca to work with the population. It would address itself to the problem

of elevating careers for those people who does. to work with our population at

,the treatment worker/aide level.

The FRG would serve as a laboratory to interact with universities, IICO and

career people and staff professionals working with our children to develop compe-

tency in the area of autism. It should also deal with the dynamics of working ii4th

families in harmony and not in an adversary relationship, which is now often the

case.

We feel that the root of this problem is that the expectations of our par-

ents are greater than the competency that now exists in the field: This program

would provide an excellent opportunity for IIDO be study this problem.

-Respite and Crisis programs

We have intentionally left this to the last because we believe that the need

for respite is now treated under a crisis situation that is the by-product of poor

community services and the absence of the extended family, as provided by usA and

the FRC. Once the above is in operation, respite, as now conceived as a

trimmosituation, would be drama lolly changed. He do not subscribe to the stock-
,

ads mentality of respite as now desio'ned. As ktregedy4bits a family, the child

isNebruptly transposed from the natural home to an institutional setting. This

facility has no prior knowledge of the child and the staff are strangers-to the

child and his Problem,

Such respite programs only repeat the past'and serve as the preamble to

eventual institutionalization, as demonstrated by other well-intended,respite

programs, because none of the dynamics of thAroblem have changed.

because we are parents who will not only love the children in the

but 046114 them wined their problems, a.crisis in the family would be

la the most natural orderly way, The FCC would assure care and re:

S
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for the childortoingthe crisis period as would a 'natural lie also submit
T

that becaUse we are providing systematic respite for weekends and other short-tens

living experiences, wi will prevent many of a family breakdowns caused-by the

inability of the family to cope with She problems of the autistic child. The FRC

rill extend love, iieu'rity and protection throughout the year and the children,
will slays have the protection oi other parents caring for their welfare.

In accordance with theibove, the FPC would'provide services during GM-fit-
s:as and Easter cautions. the problems of autism defer take-e vacation; families
ault be provided with support and help during these tipes.

tong-Tern Guardianship

In cldslrig, we ant face the reality tharthe end will cone for all parents
and that we will not have the Joy of seeing the *placentation of this dream in
our adult years., The purpose of usA'ls to create a fraternity of siblings to deal
with each other's problem. We also look to then to muse the role of guardian- ,
ship for their brothers and sisters. It ii not a burden for*a sibling to grow up

in awcirld, knowing that his/her brother or sister is well.mared for; it would be

a much greater burden for them to live in a world not knowing or able to care for
the needs of their autistic siblings. Weill' our brother's keepers.

&aviary of Benefits

- Radices number of responsible agencies to three public educations*

private, suchss Ray Graham Association and usA; and HIM.

- Prevents duplication of' services

- haPiZes optien or rapy
)

- Plains ation into all levels of community life'. ti

- Deinstit onal izes and reverts trend back to old-fashioned family

values; in conjunction with modern professional support services.

The grant will show the fusibility, the economic savings and the improve-

ment as it pertains to the dine sense.

O
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